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Until October 24
If. Susan Gold: A Natural History will run at
the Walker Gallery until October 24.
Susan Gold is a local artist and a
professor at the University of Windsor's
School of Visual Arts.

If. If you like early music (medieval - early
18th century) and can sing or play an
instrument, join us Thursday evenings at
7:30 in Room 126 of the School of Music.
Show up or call Prof. Edward Kovarik, ext.
2790, for more information. It's free and
no commitment necessary.

Cheap beer and free hummus. Show runs
until Oct. 1O.

Saturday, Sept. 11
/f. Audition call for dancers. Live Energy
Dance Theatre is looking for talented
young performers. Call Erin
Roberdy, 253-6977, or Debbie
Currie, 253-9686, for more
information .

DIVERSIONS

© Lancer football: Windsor vs.

Laurier at 2 p.m.

Sunday, Sept. 12
© Lifeguard Meeting for the St

Denis Centre Pool at 9 a.m.
Room 201 in the Human
Kinetics Building . New guards
are welcome - bring your
swimming qualifications. Call
Peter Powell 253-4232, ext.
2422 for more information.
Assumption University
Orientation Celebration. Mass
at 10:30 a.m. followed by a
community picnic at 4:30 p.m.
Call 973 -7034 for more
information. All students are
welcome.
tEWindsor Printmakers Forum
offers a 6 week class in
Intermediate
Intagl io
(printmaking from metal
plates) Call 243-9493 for
more information.

Monday, Sept. 13

The Cleary International Centre and 89X present Windsor's own The
Tea Party live in concert Saturday, September 18, 1993 in the
Chrysler Auditorium. Tickets just $13.00 (GST included!) to see a
venue so great, they named it after the world's best-selling minivan.
Plus, you get to see the Tea Party, too! Call the box office at 252-6579.
Tuesday, Sept. 7
JEart.among.us, University of Windsor,
invites the public to an exhibition of
paintings by Dermo! Wilson, entitled "The
Word at War, 1993'. Opening from noon
to 1 p.m. in the Atrium Gallery, 3rd Floor,
Odette Building. The show will run until
October 15.
JEWindsor Printmakers Forum offers a 12
week class "lntroducation to Printmaking"
to be held noon - 3 p.m. or 6-9 p.m. Call
253-9493 for more rnformation.

Thursday, Sept. 9
"' University Christian Fellowship meets at
5:30 p.m. in the Oak Room, Vanier Hall.
All are welcome.

JE Windsor Printmakers Forum will hold a
sneak preview and evening of
discussions from 8-10 p.m. at the new
studio and gallery, 325 Devonshire Rd.
3rd Floor, Centre West. Call Susan Lailey
at 253-9493 for more information.

Friday, Sept. 10
/f. The State Theatre (Woodward Ave. in
Detroit) presents Barenaked Ladies.
Opening band is Moist. Tickets $15 U.S.
available at Gameworld, 1331 Tecumseh
Rd. East or by phone 792-2222. For more
information, call 971-8584.
If.Windsor graduate Christopher
MacNamara's multi-media sculpture and
film installation "Wed. Spee." opens at
7:30 p.m. at Artcite, 109 University W.

"' The Lance invites all
interested students to its
general staff meeting. Stories
and photos will be assigned.
Please come to our office,
basement of the Student
Centre, 6 p.m

Wednesday,Sept. 15

"' Students ' Administrative
Council Meeting, 5 p.m. in the
Oak Room, Vanier Hall.

If.Windsor Feminist Theatre hosts the
fourth Womyn's Coffee House at the
Eclectic Cate, 157 Univeristy Ave. from
7:30 to 11 :30 p.m. Open mike begins at 8
p.m. All are welcome'

KEY TO SYMBOLS
JE Visual and performing arts.
l lectures, seminars, etc.

"' Club and society meetings

! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.

© Sporting events.

OLD MEETS NEW: The new CAW
Student Centre looks out on Assumption
Church, the oldest parish west of
Quebec. (photo by JAN GRAY)
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The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press:
1. The Lancereccgmzes the diversity methnicity, culture, gender, sexual
onentallon, age, physical and mental ability and ecooomte status of our
audience, and rellecl 1t 1n our content.
2 By examining issues and different perspectives other media avoid,
theLancerecogn,zas that many disadvantaged groups 1n society do not
have equitable aocess to the media. We affirm our responsibility to give
these groups voice and rec:ognibon.

Censorship
at UBC

?

Over the summer break The

·

'Ance received news that would

~

,adden - yet invigorate - any
tudent newspaper worth the
aper it's printed on.
This past June, 75 years after
ts inception, the University of
ritish
Columbia's
student
ewspaper, The Ubyssey, was
hut down by its students' union.
All future student publications
t the university will be subject
o the full editorial and financial
ontrol of a publications board
at was installed by the students'
nion.
The board has the power to
mpeach any future editor, ex.pell
y member of staff, withhold
taff pay or tenninate publication
f the paper's views are deemed
etrimental to the student union.
It reeks pungently of censorhip.
Universities arc institutions
at offer higher learning.
owever, mass media culture has
·o polluted our society that only
he daring seek intellectual and
ideological freedoms. Only from
ese freedoms can a student
movement evolve with the ability

status quo and leave their mark
for future generations to explore.
The student press has always
been an intrinsic organ of the student movement. The power of
the student press lies in the fact
that it has the freedom to offer
ideas that the mass media must
hide or shame to keep the corporate agenda safely running
rampant.
Unfortunately, for students at
the University of British Columbia and for advocates of free
thought everywhere, there is no
longer a Ubyssey.
The lance, having survived an
ill-fated shut-down attempt last
year, empathizes with their
plight.
We have the freedom to bring
marginalized ideas into the light
for people to see. (Why, during
their election campaigns, our new
SAC executives even said "the
student press is neccessary as a
watchdog over student government," of all things.)
And, with the sour taste of a
fellow student newspaper being
forced to shut down in our
mouths, we will have even more
conviction.

B'T;;zr:;·d;;g plans unfair

B
G

Fiscal policy seems to outrank
health care in Ontario. The
provincial government· s new tax
on health insurance is a sure sign
that the government is working
on behalf of the mighty dollar,
rather than in the interest of the
people who elected them.
The Ontario government applied an 8 percent retail sales tax
and a 2 percent premium tax to
health plans in the May 19
budget. This means that each U
of W student will dole out an
extra $9.06 to get necessary
drugs, on top of other taxes and
cuts to our educational system.
Taxing student health plans is
particularly unfair since no
employer pays or subsidizes our
premiums, we cover the full cost
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of premiums at the same time tuition fee paymenLc; are due. Since
student incomes arc substantially
less than employees with health
plans, the tax takes a greater
proportionate bite from students
than any other affected group.
The drug plan is a necessity
used to sustain and maintain
health at affordable prices. The
basic right to obtain daily doses
of insulin for diabetics, the purchase of oral contraception, and
battling of inumerable illnesses
during a draining school year
should not be an area of focus for
taxation.
The implementation of this
new tax indicates a high price tag
and low priority for our health
and welfare.
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Editor in Chief ................ Mari< Crane
News Editor................... Teena Ward
Associate News .... Tran Longmoore
Arts Editor ............... Sarah Atkinson
Sports Editor ................. Dave Gough
Features Editor ..............Laila Farrell

Production Manager. Kevin Johnson
Photography Editor.............. Ian Gray
Associate Photo .......... Momiko Hlno
Advertisng Artist ......... Joihn Teeter
Circulation Manager .... Kevin Manias
Business Manager..Elaine Saunders

Contributors this issue
Martina Obersat, Leo Ogata, Judi Remigio, Angie Slingerland, Jeff Storey,
Robert D. Way
The Lance, the official student newspaper of the Univers~y of Windsor, !s
published every Monday of the fall and winter semesters by the Student Media
Corporation. Its off1C8S are located in the basement of the CAW-Student Centre.
Unsigned editorialc; are produced by the Lanceed~orial board, and may nol re~ct
the beliefs of all its members. Opinions expressed mthe Lance are not necessanly
those of the University of Windsor or Students' Administrative Council. . .
Submissions are welcome and become property of the newspaper. Submissions
must indude contributor's name and phone number and must be typed, legibly
handwritten, or on floppy disk (IBM compatible). .
.
.
.
Contents copyright 1993. Reproduction in any way 1s forb1dde.n wrth~ut th~ written
permission of the editor. The Lance is a member of the Canadian Unrverslty Press
and the University of Windsor Media Council.
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3. The Lance 1s committed lo ac~ng against the oppression of socially,
culturally, polihca'ly and econom1cally disadvantaged groups. In
addition, we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance w11f not print matenal that 1s sex1s~ raost, ageist.
heterosex1st, or that maligns d11ferently-abled peoples or the
econom1callyd1sadvantaged.
5. The Lance w·11 work against the prohferat1on of convenllonal and
nuclear arms and the systems which promote them, which preserve and
extend un1ust 8CO/lom1c and pol1bcal hegemony, diverting resources
from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolulloo to any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecolog1cal respons1b1hty, both mcontent and 1n
its day-to-day wori<ings.
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Womyn's Centre
issues invitation
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome all students,
staff and faculty back to the
University of Windsor for
another great year. ln particular,
l'd like to welcome everyone to
come into the Womyn's Centre,
located on the secor\4 fIQOr of the
CAW Student Centre, and make
use of this excellent resource. If
you're not familiar with our service, we are a volunteer-run
feminist organization that has as
its goal achieving equality for all.
We strive to reduce the oppression of womyn, gays/lesbians,

visible minorities, the differently
abled and the elderly by facilitating various conciousness-raising
events including guest lectures,
film
showings,
discussion
forums, self-defense workshops,
vigils and rallies.
All men and womyn are welcome into the centre to discuss
ways of absolving current inequities on the campus and in the
world at large. We have a library
of books, videos. publications
and pamphlets on a wide variety
of topics. We also have a
womyn-only space for womyn to
connect with other womyn and
learn from their strengths and experiences. Volunteers are trained
to counsel womyn who've experienced
physical
and

I

psychological trauma. and refer
them to professional agencies.
Volunteers become actively involved by staffing the centre, organizing events, counselling
women in crisis, and attending
conferences. If you think you·d
be interested come to our first
meeting on Sept. 16 at 5:30 p.m.
You can also drop by anytime
between l J am and 3 pm Monday to Friday to have coffee and
chat.
Why is womyn spelled with a
"y"? To reclaim our autonomy
and our language. It does not
mean we are against men, it
simply means we refuse to see
ourselves as appendages to them.
Angie Slingerland
Womyn's Centre Coordinator

Another year, another vision
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-chief

Though the name remains the
same, the Lance is a different
product from year to year. People
come and go, the old mixes with
the new and priorities change,
giving the paper a different feel
from one year to the next. .
What this means practically
for the Lance is that every year
the staff must reassess its goals
and priorities, to come up with a
vision that will mark that year's
volume. This year, the vision we
strive towards is one of inclusion,
issues and action; inclusion of
and for those who are underrepresented in the mainstream
media. looking at issues from a
different perspective and highlighting action that is affecting
the lives of students.
This year's vision does not
deviate radically from that of past
years, but there is a consensus
among the staff that we need to
find new approaches to reporting
and analysing issues and events
that affect the student community. Toward this end, readers
can expect more analysis pieces,
allowing writers to give a more
personal feel to the issues they
are writing about. And since the
staff is made up primarily of
volunteers, we will be able to
give voice to the concerns of a
broad sector of the student community.

That is what makes inclusion
such an important part of our
vision. If our writers are not representati ve of the student communil y,
neither
will
our
coverage, the argument goes. We
will be taking strides this year to
recruit volunteers and solicit
writing from those who traditionally have not been given voice in
the media.
The process of inclusion is
also vital to how we decide what
issues are important, and how we
present those issues. The focus
this year will be issue-oriented
articles, rather than filling the
paper with coverage of seemingly non-related events. The
reasons for this are many, but
they can be summarized in one
word: context Often daily
newspapers fail to place the
events they cover in a context
that helps people understand
what is really going on. Because
the Lance publishes weekly, our
coverage can be geared to look at
the big picture.
This brings us to action, the
final part of this year's vision.
Staff hope to highlight the actions of people working for
change. Whether they are political activists, artists, athletes, or
just people with something to
say, the Lance intends to be their
voice if it can be heard nowhere
else.
There are also some cosmetic
changes in the works. For ex-

ample. readers will notice the
paper looking more like a
magazme and less like a
newspaper. We will be mixing a
series of short spot news pieces
with some longer, more analytical pieces. The design this year
will also stress graphic layout,
which will hopefully make the
paper more visually appealing to
readers.
While our vision won't satisfy
everyone, we welcome your letters and opinions. When that isn't
enough, there is another avenue
for your complaints. The University of Windsor Media Council
- made up of students, faculty
and professional journalists will be established this year as an
independent third party to resolve
issuec; of fairness and bias in our
reporting.
We
hope
these
steps
demonstrate our resolve to be
responsive to our readers, because unlike the commercial
press, we have an unusual set-up:
our readers are also our owners.
You can also become part of the
staff by showing up at our weekly staff meetings, every Monday
at 6:00 p.m. in the Lance office,
basement of the Student Centre.
Hope to see you there!

OPINIONS
See page 15.
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Commentary
to redefine
social issues

....

By Teena Ward
News Editor

The News section of the Lance
is working with an expanded
vision of content and style this
year. One of the ways we have
decided to do this is to run a
weekly opinions column, written
by the people that matter, namely
everybody.
We hope Counter Points will
bring up unique perspectives
from across campus, b)' both st11dent and faculty, which will encourage readers to 'try on' new
ideas about the news.
Special points of interest will
include women· s issues, the
feminist movement, gay\lesbian\bisexual lifestyles and
rights, special needs groups,
human rights, dissent. and environmental issues.
By focusing on these issues we
hope to educate and activate students with a feeling that their
voices can be heard.
It is our hope that this new
focus in the news section will not
only compliment but also
validate a number of important
issues and stories that we will be
covering. Counrer Points will
regularly recognize these often

Assumption Campus Community Centre
A Catholic student centre in the heart of the

University of Windsor
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Sunday, September 12
10:30 am
Eucharistic Celebration in the
Chapel followed by a community
picnic and outdoor games.
4:30 pm
Eucharistic Celebration in the
Chapel followed by a barbecue and
outdoor games.

Retreat

Counter Points is also an at· f

tempt to encourage involvement
in issues brought up within its'
sphere. Hopefully, this type of
outlet will inspire students to get
together and talk about these is.
sues.
At the very least, we hope to
engage the reader with articles
which give a new point of view,
or perhaps to provide readers
with an opinion which will illuminate. give background on, or
contextualize a regular news
item.
ig

Microcom Computers
of Canada

October 15-17

--

polarized groups, movements,
and people, and help readers
recognize how these issues affect
their lives.
The Lance News section is encouraging reader involvement by
providing this forum for opinions
which may be ignored, scoffed
at, or otherwise marginalized in
the mainstream media. We are ,•. ·
searching for any short written .
work which expresses your
opinion and brings up arguments
that are rarely seen in print .
We hope faculty, students, and
media can meet together in
Counter Points to ponder news of
a different nature to make your
student newspaper and campus
community more dynamic.

For university students and
young adults.
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ROOM 202 ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
(BEHIND THE STUDENT CENTRE)

We also offer:

MCC 486-33
105 HARD DRIVE
2MBRAM
1.44 FLOPPY
SUPER VGA COLOUR MONITOR
.28 DOT PITCH
KEYBOARD
FREE MOUSE

Mass and Supper
5 pm on Tuesdays.
Regular Programs, Retreats,
Spiritual Direction, Counselling,
Library and Cafe, Hospitality Plus.
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Phone 973-7034 or drop in.

UNBELIEVABLE SALE PRICE FOR U OF W STUDENTS
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(REGULAR S1199 WITHOUT STUDENT ID)
FREE SOUND CARD IN THE FIRST 10 SYSTEMS SOLD.
FIVE YEAR LABOUR AND TWO YEARS PARTS WARRANTY.
WHY SHOP ANYWHERE ELSE WHEN YOU CAN SHOP HERE ON CAMPUS?
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TEAM UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

,,,. UNIVERSITIES/SCHOOLS
,,,. CORPORATE AFFAIRS
,,,. FRATERNITIES/SORORITIES
CUSTOM DESIGNING

COMPUTER DESIGN+ CUSTOM LOGO
lYPESETilNG+ GREEK LETIERING
NO MINIMUM ORDER

4774 Wyandotte St. E.
( east of PIiiette)

974-2523

Ecumenical
Campus
Ministry office
Room2036
CAW Stusdent Centre

Hours:
Monday - Thursday 10:30 am - 2:30 pm
Monday & Wednesday evenings 6:00 - 8:00 pm
Presently this Association includes appointees of the following groups:
Anglican, Christ (Old) Catholic, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, Jewish,
Lutheran, Presbyterian, Roman Catholic and United Church.

Drop in... we're here for you!
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Womyn's Centre
members protest
hiring process
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News Editor
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U of W takes green steps
By Tran Longmoore
Associate News Editor

Over the summer the U of W
embarked on a new recycling
program that will decrease. by up
to 20 percent. the amount of
wa,te produced from dicardcd
fine paper. computer paper and
newspaper.
According to Jennifer Jackson,
Student Administrative Council's
(SAC) environmental co-ordinator. every office on campus
will indude desksidc recycling
him,. Once a week 1llcy will he
emptied into larger bm!'.. then
picked up and brought to plants
where the paper will be recycled
in to CHrdhoard.
Essex
Windsor
Wa,te
Management has agreed to fool
the hill for U1e pick up and recycling process. contracting Global
Recycling to fulfill the duties.
The remaining costs were
covered by S20 OOO in grants.
Environment Canada's Enivironmental Partners Fund donated
Sl O OOO to the project. a figure
that wa<. matched by the U of
w· s Student Services.
Dave McMurray. director of
Student Services, said the project
wa., neccessary.
"Our services create a large
percentage of the wa,;te produced
hy the campus. so we decided 10
build in a waste management expense into our budget."
The funding wac; used to pay
for the containers and educational brochures, a,; well as a video
which explains the neccessity of
dealing with the problems of
wac;te management threatening
the planet's ecosystem.
The video is being coproduced by Jackson and Tamara
Skerrat, who bas been involved
with the local environmental

-

movement for three years and
wa;, an integral force in seeing
the plan to fruition.
The program is modeled after
a similar plan developed and implemented at McMaster University several years ago.
..The U of W is far behind
other campuses in tenns of the
level of environmental awareness." says Jackson. noting that
Windsor's St. Clair Community
College already had a similar
system. "But, we're catching up."
Both Jackson and MacMurray
credit much of the program success 10 the fact that it was a joint
studcnt-uruversity cffon.
"I don't think it could have
worked 1f it wasn't a joint venture." said MacMurray. "I think
that the fact thal students were
involved in the process will
create a sense of peer pressure to
become more environmentally
aware."
After spending the swnmer
working for the Physical Plant inslalJing the progam. Jackson is
moving into her second term as
student council's environmental
co-ordinator with a full bead of
steam. She and her fellow co-ordinator. Mario Chavarria, have
several ideas which they hope
will continue the momentum of
environmental responsibility on
campus.
They are planning a similar
recycling program for the
residences. As well, they are
developing a plan that they hope
will reduce waste from Vanier
ball cafeteria.
Additionally. in past years, the
SAC frosb guide has neglected to
inform first year students of environrnentally friendly lifestlye
altematives.
In the next few weeks the two
will distribute a guide that will

highlight the campus's and
community's alternatives. including the Green Earth store. bicycle
paths. and markets where stu·
dents can purchase fresh fruits
and vegetables.
The co-ordinators are also
working with the U of W to
create a Green Plan. The university hac; been mandated by the
Ontario Minislf)' of Environment
and Energy to reduce its waste by
50 percent hy the year 2000.
(g

Botched interviews for pasitions at the Womyn's Cen1re this
summer have many of the
centre's volunteers looking at
war, to change their hiring
palicies. Procedural errors on the
part of Student's Administralive
Council (SAC) lead to the scrapping of initial mtcrviews. and a
second round to be held.
Members of the Appointment
Search Commitee. the body that
hires SAC staff. unaware of
traditional implied guidelines for
mterv1ews. did not include memben, of the Womyn's Centre to
al\sist in choosing candidates
Although seasoned SAC members from the 1992/93 executive
also made up the committee,
SAC president, John Ricci indicated that be was "not told bow
10 perfonn interviews" and thus
"overlooked this point because it
was not in the bylaws per se."
The error was later brought to
bis auention by fonner vice
president finance Jason Clemens.
and Womyn's Cen1re volunteers
protested the results at student
council meetings and throughout
the summer.
As a result all interviews done
by the committee were repeated.
Ricci feels that this year· s mistake was adequately solved and
will be avoided by putting implied procedures in writing.
··Toe second set of interviews
went totally as planned.·• according to Ricci, and the interview
questions "covered every aspect
of the posiuon from the point of
view of the selection committee."
Angie Slingerland. the sue-

cessful
candidate
for
the
Womyn's Centre coordinator did
not find her interview for the
position comprehensive.
She 5aid ''it only Jac;ted about
five minutes and two pretty broad
questions were asked, nothing
regarding fundamental concerns
of womyn, or why we need a
Womym'sCentre."
The conflict over internal
hiring, or whether it should be
SAC's or the Womyn's Centre
volunteers who decide who will
he hired. stems from differing
concepts of the Womyn's
Centre's role and its accountability
SAC feels the need to continue
as watchdog of student groups
who "bad belier provide services
for all the studentc;.''
The Womyn's Centre sees its
role differently, and according to
Slingerland, "it exists as an attempt to counteract oppression
wom}'Il face in the university environment which is still male
dommated."
Slingerland thinks "hiring
from within would avoid any future problems. Educated, infonned student volunteers would
be choosing their representative
which would make us accountable. It would help get the right
people for the job."
The Womyn's Centre will continue to appeal to SAC for internal hiring throughout this
semester. and have launched a
letter writing campaign to the
media to support their efforts.
Ricci fears ..if certain projects
disaffiliate [hiring proce..,ses J
from SAC there will be no need
for SAC," yet "if the Womyn's
Cenlre wants to run a referendum
and collect fees from students
and disaffiliate 100 percent, I
don't have a major problem with
that."
(g

Battle for free speech won
"A!- Jong as I'm a member of
the hoard of trustees no Communist. fellow travellers. Fas-

AN ACTIVE PAST
dst or Na7t is going to have an
mvi1a1ion 10 speak here.''
This statement by General
Carlton Dargusch. chair of the
the board of trustees of Ohio
Slate University. set students
off on a 15-year struggle to gain
educational freedoms.
The confrontation began in
the summer of 1951 when the
university's College of Education invited a Columbia Professor Harold Tugg, labeled a "left
wing socialist," by local newpapers, to speak at the university. Toe university's board of
trustees caved in to political
pressure
and
unanimously
decided to create a commiuee
that, in effect. would only allow
"desirable" figures to speak on
campus. This became known as
the "Ohio gag role".
After several speakers were
turned away. the university's
faculty asrociation urged the
board to change the rule so as

not to hinder their academjc
freedom. Although. on paper,
the restrictions were slightly
loosened, enforcement of the
act remained rigid.
Nowhere in the discussions
was there mention of students'
academic freedom.
However, On April 25. 1962.
students invited three outspoken
critics of the House Committee
on Un-American Acuv1t1es to
speak at the university. One
hour before the meeting was to
take place, the president of the
university ordered campus
police to Jock the buildings
doors and banned all students
from the building for the day.
Reaction was swift and
strong. That night students
gathered around the building Lo
protest. Faculty, the student
newspaper, and student groups
immediately deplored and attacked the decision.
In 1963. a similar gag rule
wa<; introduced in the Ohio
legislature to prevent "unAmericans" from speaking at
state universities.
Student leaders garnered
3700 signatures in a petition

that helped to defeat the bill.
The student union then confronted university admi01s1ration, successfully bringmg in
speaker Russ Nixon. often identified a, a "communi!.t," and
holding protests that drew 3500
people over two days.
The stuggle continued in following months as student defied
administration to bring in
speakers that drew as many as
3000 listeners.
The students at Ohio State
University bad gained nation
wide media support and eventually the administration caved
in to student demand.
The Columbus Dispatch perhaps realized the potential of
organized student power when
it acknowledged:
"So grim is the temper of
events that a return to the madcap frolics of panty raids, or
other steam-venting student activiry would be welcomed as a
return to comfortable normality."
[Q

An Active Past is a weekly
feature dedicated to the continuing struggle for student
rights.

L-----------------------------------
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The CAW Student Centre lacks landscaping due to cost overruns in other areas. (photo by .tAN GRAY)
hu,
W,
sat
the
I
ser
station will be moved once spe- schedule because the ccmre will sit,
cial preparations have been made be open," hut a cement strike to·
for technical equipment.
which lasted two and a half of.
The 24 hour service offered by months this summer did slm1 S8(
the old University Centre will be things down considerably. Unan. De
postponed until Oct. 15, when ticipated problems with the dei:
By Teena Ward
major construction should be original structure of the huildinr cut
News Editor
completed. Comfort may he also caused a delay. and depicted r
The new improved CAW Stu- questionahle in the first week of the project's S14.5 million sen
dent Centre will be open hut not school a-; the 'Commons' (main budget quicker than expected.
tior
fully functional for the heginning lounge area) will not receive furNorm Wright. the university\ stal
and
the
Grand architect. noted that "there Wlb rep
of the school year. All renova- nishings.
tions should he complete and Marketplace will not be open no hudget overrun. it just cut on lea•
operations in full swing by Oct. until the week of Sept. 13. all the extra,. When we run out J
23 when the grand opening Hungry throngs will find food of money we have to cut comer. Re~
being served from temporary elsewhere." Wright explained los~
celebration is to he held.
Midst the din of construction. facilities outc;ide the centre until that hy cutting out ·extrac;. · ex- con
students will have access to all that date.
terior
landscaping.
and a re
Despite the rough edges. Mary downgrading
student organizations within the
materials
the crcc
new centre, with the exception of Lou Thibert. the centre's direc- project hac; been able to stay on pen
CJ AM student radio station. The tor, inl>ists "everything 1s on budget.
Q F

CAW Centre opens

Welcome and good luck
to U of W students
Windsor's most
gay-positive bar
invites you to enjoy
an evening with us
Dinner - Fridays at 6 p.m. (by reservation)
Dancing - Friday-Saturday-Sunday
Ongoing special events
Open 4pm-1am six days a week; closed Tuesdays

1880 Wyandotte St. E.

258-5706

But notfor
business

New taxes F
hit health JJ

Kcu Crafl. Chair or Ule On· Un
tario Federation of Studc111s. pcti· pee
tioncd unsuccessfully throughout

CAMPUS CLIPS
the '>Uinmer for a taxation exemption for student drug plans.
The Univen,ity of Windsor
:student drug plan ha, heen increased hy the $9.06 tax from
$94.90 to $103.96. The Ontario
government applied an 8 percent
retail sales tax and a 2 percent
premium tax to student health
plans in the May 19, 1993
hudgct.
The budget also hil students
with an 8 percent RST on park·
ing charges, including metered
parking.

..

On!Y Scotiabank chalks up a
no-feet6anking package for students.
If there's one thing we know about students,
it's that sometimes they run on a tight budget.
And since we were the first Canadian bank to
introduce a student package three years ago, it's
something we've kept in mind.
If you're a full-time college1 or university student,
you're eligible for the Scotia Banking Advantage•
package. This package includes a daily interest
chequing account, an automated banking machine
card, a Classic VISA.card 2 and for qualified graduating students, an auto loan.
With Scotia Banking Advantage, you can also

start establishing a good credit rating. Something
that will be useful in the future.
So drop by your nearest Scotiabank branch
and we'll show you all the ways
we can help.

-

$
\YOOO
CASHW'N

'
GE sWf.EPSTAl<ESl
IN THE SCOTIA BANKING ADV ~ED ON A R.F.GIONAL BASIS
1UZfS OF $1,000 EACH TO BE AW
tage program by
10 P Enrol in the Scotiaa~~t":$/:;t~:atically be entered
November 12. 199f~r a ciance to win!

I

*

*

*

Campus Police reported that
the University of Windsor cam·
pus wa~ busy between April and
August 1993.
During summer session and
·
· campus po1·ice deall
mter-sess1on
with 48 parking problems, 35
towed cars, 49 escort requests, 55
thefts, and 41 cases of property
damage.
The single count of sexual as·
sault, reported in August, .,was
baited with the assistance of two
university students. The assailant
is now being dealt with before
the court.
These are just a portion of the
4737 reports to Campus Police,
which are detailed below:
86

University Bylaws
Assistant Related Calls
Insecure Premises

Scotiabank

.S

'TM Bank ol Nova Scotia rtglsten:d ...., o1 mafll 'No monchly lee or minimum monlhly balance ·communuy College, TK/\n,cal lnstitoce or Ctgtp 91\eg,srered Trade Marl ol Ttie Bank or Nova Scoua 'SubJCCI co cred,t approval

2920
303
137

Federal Statutes
Provincial Statutes

17

Misc Occurrences

1174
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*

*
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Social contract
cuts into U of W
By Teena Ward
News Editor
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$170 million was sla,hed from
lhe Ontario university/college
sector over lhe swnmer as a
result of social contract negotiations.
The
University
of
Windsor's portion meam a loss
ot about Sl6 million from the
hudget over a three year period.
Wage freezes across the board
satisfied required cuts. alleviating
the necessity for unpaid days off.
Bargaining
groups
representing all factions of the University of Windsor campus scurried
to strike deals hitherto unheard
of. in order to qualify for an
S800 OOO reduction in cuts.
Despite lhe relief ol making lhc
deadline. the consequences of the
curs bit home for many.
Dr. Bruce Tucker, repre,entative for the Faculty \ssociation. noted that ll1c professorial
,raff "can look forv,ard to fewer
replacement!'. to people who
leave or retire."
Jim Buller. director ol Human
Resources. anticipates further
losses "if we don't maintain a
competitive wage ,tructure." A,
a rc,uh facult} will he facing increased workloads with no cornpcn,ation lor three ye,u·, .
President Ron I:umi outlined

strategics which might lighten
the load for faculty. "A ta,k force
for early retirement will have a
report prepared by Dec. 31. If we
hire new professors to replace
retiring professors, there will be
sigtnificant salary savings," he
said.
Increased use of scss10nals and
the use of la,cr disks. overheads.
and new technology as well ru.
the implementation of more effecicnt teaching techniques arc also
ocing considered as options.
Tucker indicated that negotiations were not Just about money,
hut rather "a question of quality
of education
the Social Contract undermines our ability to
give a quality education to undergraduates and graduates. Many
disciplines require the extra attention of the smaller cht,sroom
which is the only Y.ay to develop
intellectual and written skills."
Wendy Dupuis of Canadian
Union of Public Employees
(CUPE) local 1393 said the
government·~ dealings nm onl)
effected lhc educational factor
hul the fate of unions a, well
.. It [l11c ~ocial contract I ,eL,
trade union-. hack decade,. The
provincial govemmcnl gave us
1l1e terms of bargaining ... !hey
basically took away our right to
hargain collecuvel}"
(;]

s Fee hike
l proposed

11
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Typical "frosh"

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
Frosh Week Starts September 10!

PARTY!!!
Every Friday with

LAURIER & CARTIER
Every Saturday with

MAC & CODY
Buses start at 8:30 p.m.

11

fhe Counctl ol Ontano
On Universities ha, called for a 30
flCII· percent tuition mcrew;e an a d1shout

I

CAMPUS CLIPS

mp- cussion paper presented to education minister Dave Cooke. The
ihor plan prop<M:s to improve qualit).
• protect
accessibility. enhance
111
equity.
and
increase student inrom
rnlvemcnt
through
higher fees.
arm
Students groups have concent
rcnl tacted pohtician, across the
allh country, and arc presently work993 ing on a pa[)l!r to refute the
proposal.
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Students hcware of the S75
tine which will result from parkmg in the lonncr free spot!\ surrounding the university campus.
Permit parking is in effect on
the streets Ill the univer:-.ity area
hounded by Bridge A,cnuc on
the ea•a. Riverside Drive on the
north, Mill Street on the west.
and the Essex Tennmal Railwa)'
Tracks on the south.
Mo:-.t of the residential area,
wnhin thi:-. ,one enforce permit
parkmg bctwe1.:n 8 a m. and
8 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Be sure :o check posted time,
since some area, enforce 24 hour
.
permit parkmg.

*

*

*

The umver 1ty ha responded
to the parking crhis \.\ ith more
.
pay and d1..,play lots across campus. Also new is the 'hunting
pa.,..,s.' .,,, hich allow~ the holder to
park in any pa) and display lot
for a single fee
Special evening parking rates
at points near the library. education building, and busmcss buildmg arc ho[)l!d to enhance student
safety. For detailed information
about new locations and times
contact Campus Police.
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Final clearance
on all summer
merchandise

Up to
70°/o offl
•Columbia
r, SportswearCompany
%ere no sale
is ever final

Funding crisis forces change
in learning centre's operation
By Tran Longmoore
Associate News Editor

Govenunent funding cuts and
muddled bureaucratic processes
have forced Windsor's Third
World Resource Centre to scale
back operations.
In an attempt to cut costs, the
federal government has rolled
back the grants to all Canadian
learning centres.
The centre, a long time home
for community activist groups.
has incurred a 5 percent decrease
in funding, from $107 OOO in
1992 to $101 OOO for 1993.
While Christopher Howes.
chair of the centre·s board of
directors. believes that this "is a
warning. telling us that there will
be more cuts in the future," it is
the distribution of the grant that
has caused the biggest problems
for the centre.
The centre is supposed to
recieve payments quarterly, but
for the past two years hac;
received no funding until September.
Geoff Schmitz. coordinator of
the centre, attributes the delays to
bureaucratic processing. Schmit7
has contacted goverment officials

on several occasion in hopes 0
speeding up operations with m
results.
"It is frustrating. To stay afloa
we've had to operate on a vep
tight budget, from using scraj
pieces of paper for office work tc
laying off the co-ordinator posi
tion," explains Schmitz.
Despite the financial problem
the centre has pressed forward
changing
its
operationa
philosophy.
"For years we've been bring
ing issues to our community
such as third world developmen
and environmental issues. W1
will continue to do so. However
we now view ourselves as a linl
in an information network," ex
plains Howes.
According to Schmitz it is th1
link that is the essence of th,
centre.
"In the past every one did thei
own little thing and people begar
to polarize. The gaps bctweer
people grew wider and wider
We have to get away from that
When people learn about lite ir
other parts of the world they car
better contextualize the cornmunity they live in," explaim
Schmit7.
~
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Campus
University
Student Escort
requires volunteers

IT

Lt
p

p,

c.

Applications available at the
SAC office and
CAW Student Centre desk
First come, first served
***All previous volunteers
must re-apply***
Application deadline:
4 pm Friday, September 24
Mandatory general meeting:
10 pm, Wednesday, September 29.
Ambassador Auditorium
(2nd floor CAW Centre)
Any questions leave message at SAC ojfice
for Chris Maich or Chris Zelezn.ey

GE OF VIEW
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text and photo

by Mark Crane
Editor in Chief

For new and returning students
to the U of W campus life will be
very different this year. It could
help the transition to have a comprehcnsi ve look at what has happened over the last year and what
may be happening, on- and offcampus, so that we can all take
full advantage of the 1993/94
school year.
Change, more than anything,
has characterized the U of W
campus over the last couple of
years. The new business building
( completed in 1991) and expansion of the student centre are
giving the campus a fresh look.
The price of a year without a student centre, though. has been
high. Studentc; have been without
a gathering point, and services
have heen scattered in ba<;ements
and trailers across campus.
Now the wait is over and the
mall-like centre is finished for
the fall semester.
"It's been a tough year without
the centre. and l've had nowhere
to go to relax" said one student,
eagerly awaiting the reopening of
the student pub.
The $14.5 million renovations
have supervised by a prestigious
(and expensive) architectural
firm that hopes to make the old
building (built in the 60s for a
student population less than half
of what it is today) more modem
and functional.
The cosmetic changes have
some students seeing Windsor
less as "last chance U" and more
''it could be worse U". Which
ever. · ~member that it beats
working.
If you're an individualist, and
into something out of the ordinary, you may be a little lonely a t
Windsor, but nothing that can't
be cured with a trip over lo
Detroit or nearhy Ann Arbor. It's
a little scary, but Deu·oit is safe
enough as long as you know
where you'n: going and don't
strny off loo far.

Academic Issues
By design. the university is
mid-sized, and plans to stay in
the current 16,000 student range.
Admission standards have risen 6
percent in the last three years because applications have exceeded

Fascinating art installations like Neighbours. in front of the Odette building, brightened up a campus whose previous contributions to Windsor
public sculpture included the Energy Conversion Centre (background).

enrolment caps.
"Because it's so small, you're
more in touch with your professon.. and there is a more one-toone aunosphcrc lhan at a large
school," said one student. Thal is,
if you can get into the course.
One business student commented
that, 'Tve been on the waiting
list for expository writing fa first
year cnglish course] four times
and I've never got in." Or, you
may never get the chance to take
the courses that really mterest
you as the most fascinating courses described in the calender
never seem to be offered.
Class sizes are relarive~\' small.
More than 80 percent of classes
have less than l 00 students. and
60 percent have 40 or less. If you
like night classes, you·11 find
many introductory courses offered. This is part of the
university's pledge to make iti;elf
accessible to community members, and full-time students can
take advantage of this when
scheduling courses.
Although the university is not
known for its academic prestige,
it is gaining some ground.
Fom1er
Manitoba
premier
Howard Pawley teaches in the
faculty of Political Science. and
writers in residence have included Joyce Carol Oates and
W.O Mitchell.
The fine arLo; programs, including music. drama and visual arts

attract many qudents from out of
town. The university is recognizing this and has plans to build a
community arts centre. where it
can both display its talent and interact more with the community.

Beyond the Books
''Students like to hang out near
the university, and if they have
cars they head over to the states,"
is how one student describes life
outside classes. Though true.
there arc lots of bars in Windsor
featuring live locaJ talent, a'i well
as the occasional out of town
band.
The student puh is a big draw
for students, a11d student councillors arc hoping the new and improved Moose pub in the student
centre will bring hack clientele
who have been without one for a
year. Another campus hangout is
the Grad House. and you don't
have to be a grad to enjoy it. It
has a nice patio. serves cheap
lunches, and its not hard to lure
one of the regulars into a game of
backgammon, chess or euchre.
Windsor is a blue collar city.
with lots of divey drinking holes,
like the Bridge Tavern on
University Avenue and The
Dominion House on Sandwich
Street, both within walking distance of the campus. As one student put it, "nobody should make
the mistake of thinking lhis is a
university town. like Kingston or

London." This despite the fact
that studenti;, faculty and staff
make up one tenth of the city's
population.
Downtown is aJso home to Lhe
city's arts centre, the Capitol.
which includes artist-run galleries, live Lhcatrc and films. According to one student. though,
"If you're an artist of any i;ort.
there is not much outlet for your
talent outside of Lhc university."
The city's art gallery is pre:,cnlly
Lhe site of the interim ca.,ino. to
be used unul the permanent
casino is opened in a couple of
years.
"There are lots of great parks
in Windsor where you can just go
and sit. and the river is really
nice," said one student, who feels
the parks are really what makes
Windsor Iivable.
Detroit offers a whole range of
activities.
from
professional
sports, to concerts, art galleries
and shopping. "It's great 10 have
it right across the river, it's like
living in a small town with all the
big city attractions only a couple
of minutes away.'' said one student.
The Detroit Institute of Arts is
a must see, located as it is in the
heart of the Wayne State University campus.

Extracurricular Life
Varsity sports haven't caught
on much at U of W. "The only

people who care about sports are
Lhe ones playing and maybe their
friends," said one student who
follows sport,; irregularly in the
campus paper. "It's nice to know
what's going on. but not a lot of
people are interested," he added.
Most Windsor studenLo; are
surprised to find out the track
team is considered one of the
best in Canada. The men· s team
has placed first twice and second
once in Canada and the women· s
team has ranked first for the last
three years.
"We have one of the best indoor tracks in Lhe country. and
one of the best track coaches. but
the support for the track team is
basically non-existent." said a
fonner Lance sports editor.
There are over 40 ratified
clubs on campus. Participation in
them ranges from very high to
next to nothing. "I see them
around campus a lot, but I never
get involved." said one student,
adding ''I think when people get
into Lhird or fourth year they
want to get involved in something."
Fraternities and sororities are
fairly low key on campus, with
Delta Chi, the oldest fraternity on
campus, being the most well
known for wild parties. ''Delta
Chi parties are always a good
time, because anybody who
wants to goes, it" snot just for frat
people.'' said one student.

Secrets to your success
I. Lea\l' ~ our l·ar al homL·. It "ill
ht• nt·xl to impo..;,ihlt· to fincl parkill g.

~- l>on·t Im., ~ our hook..; during till'
fir'il \\l'l'k or da ....t·,. ))o ii hl'l"ort·
1tht· hook,ton· ha, n·acling li..;t..;1 or
"ail a "L'l'k alfrr da,'-L''i lwgi II or
fare 2-J hour lirw11p..;.

7. Bring a hil-.l'. \\incl,or i, ..;o flat
that ricling a hikt· i, a hn·t·n·. If
~ou·n· hon·cl. takt· a ricll' 11111 to I.a
Salk or lkllt· l<ht·r on a fall cl,n.
it·., ;1 nin· L''-l"alH'.

~ IO t:oH·r rhargl'. ~ 111; 'II hl' glacl to

:-. Bl' prl'parl'cl to ,,all. a hit lo hu.,
gron·rit·,. Till' l"il~ markl't i,
clo\\ nlm\11 I 1111!~ a fiH· 111i1111tt· hu..;
riclt·,. ancl lhl'n· arl' no 'illfH'r·
rnarkl'l'i ronH·nil'nll~ dow lo lhl'
,d11111I. Thow that an· dow IL'ncl to
In• m l'rprin·d.

k1111\\ that rm L·r..; arl' unheard or ~•t
1110..;t har, in \\ incl..;or. \\ lwn
ha11d, an· pla~ ing roH·r-. an· rninirnal 1~.2 or~-''· l>on't gl'l ,urkl'n·cl
· into pa~ ing arm l'r for" 11.11 i, frt·t·
clo\\ 11 t hl' ,t n·t·1.

X. \\ i11cl,or i" in do,t· proximit_, lo
otlll'r major l .S. rilit·'-. l>rh ing to
( 'hil"ago takL·, a, long a" clri, ing to
Toronto. ;111cl "lll'I hl'r ~ IHI clri, L' or
fl~. rn,t, an· 111i11i111i1t·cl traH·lling
in lht· l .S. To makl' thin;.'." l'\ l'll
d1L·a1H·r. l"oocl ancl hoo/L' an· al,o
n111,ich·rahl~ dll'apl'r.

"· .\IIL-rg~ ,urfrn·r..; r11111plai11 or lhl'
h:I\ or\\ incl..;or "rl'ak..; 1111 I hl'ir
,i lltl'il'',, rt•ga rd It-.,._ of" 'il'.t'iOII.
Sturk up 1111 lot..; 111' allt-rg_, llH·cliL·al ion t11111akl' it through till' .,l'ar.

2. If ~ou gl'I ,irk ancl m·t·cl to ,t·t· a
dortor. thl'n· is a rlinir right 011
rnrnp111; in tht• ,1t1<k11t nnt n·. It',
hand., hl'ing so dow. ancl n111 ht·
uwhrl for a clortor', noll' for thl'
t•,arn ~IHI ,ll'pl through .
.,. II' ,ou·n· 11,t·cl to I.ning out tha1

1J.

Tht· l\\o 1110..;I ,ought alfrr
gooclit•..; to '-lllllgglt- hat·k from tht·
'ilatL-,. h11111t· a11cl 'illHlkl',. t·an Janel
""' i II t rouhlt-. 11 _, 1111 gl'l raught.

t ht·~ ·11 l·onlhl·ak ii ancl rnakt· ~ 011
pa~ a firll'.
l<t·nH·mlwr. thing<, lil-.t· Cl> pla~t·r,
ancl l'lt•t·t ronil"..; are cl11t~ -frt·t·. ""
\I ail until_, ou gl'I hl'rt' to 1111~ that
,lt'n·o '·' 'ill'lll. '\t•\ l'I" t r~ lTO\'ii ng
till· horcln \\ ilhout a hirlh nrtil'iratl' or a pa..; .. 1wrt. unit·"" _,m,·n·
,, illing lo "ii in i111111igrati1111 fur an
hour\\ hilt· lhl'~ look up·' our nallll'
ill thl' l"11111pull-r.
Tht· lll',t "a_, i..; to haH· hirth n·rlilkalt· n·acl~. tl'II tht·m _,ou·n·
going ,hopping. ancl lhl'~ ·11 "aH·
_'4111 I h rough. \ II_\ t hi II!.! 11111 111" t ht·
orclinar_, ,, ill 11.1, l' lht·111 pull·' 1111
o,l'r tor a ch·gr,1clin;.'. ward1 of'
·' our rar. ancl ch·pt·nclin;.'. upon ho\\
_, 1111 111111-.. _, our pl'r,1111.
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'Last chance' to 'it could be worse'
Continued from page 9.
The big draw for Windsor is
becoming the business faculty. It
has grown quickly and continues
to be more and more respected as
more students apply for business.
This speaks volumes for the
school, which began as a liberal
arts college, because it is really
becoming a place where students
are coming to get a practical degree. "I want something that I
can use when I'm done," said one
business student. Not surprisingly, it's becoming harder and harder to find students who come
simply for an education.
As president Ron Ianni sees it,
the University of Windsor is
going to be "a research intensive

mid-sized institution with a solid
core of humanities and social
sciences, surrounded by a rich
array of professional programs
including
law,
engineering,
education, social work and nursing."
A good deal of thought and
planning has gone into this, says
Ianni, noting the idea of the compact campus, where nothing is
more than a ten minute walk
away, stems directly from this
goal. He adds that "We will see a
shift from undergraduate to
graduate enrolment," as the
programs gain more prestige.
The campus is being decorated
with pieces of art that will become part of the alumni way. The

~

"l

program consists in students
voting on which displayed piece
(installed all over the campus)
will remain a permanent addition
to the campus.
After finishing the proposed
performance arts centre, the
university is planning to build a
sports stadium. It already has one
of Canada's best indoor track
facilities, and officials hope the
stadium will live up to those
same standards.
While the physical campus is
changing and will continue to
change, Ianni hopes also to continue building links with industry
and research organizations. U of
W has several links to universities in the States. For example,

students can take courses at
Wayne State University (in
Detroit), and register, pay and
receive credit at Windsor.
It also has links through the
coop education program and an
industrial chair with many industries in Windsor, notably the
big three automakers, and their
allied industries.
Most schools have benefactors, and its a testament to
Windsor that unions have been a
big donor over the years. The
CAW recently claimed the
namesake of the new student
centre by donating S4 million to
it's construction. The CAW has
long been a donor to the school,
donating $3 million to projects in

the '60s. Donations slowed in the
' 70s and '80s. But, as president
Ianni points out, "Given the importance of the labour movement
in Canada and especially in this
city, it is particularly appropriate
that there be some recognition of
this movement on campus. Since
the late '60s. it is estimated that
over 10,000 children of CAW
members have passed through
the school, and over 1,500 arc
currently attending."
With money and planning,
these goals are realistic. But we
must remember that it is our
responsibility as students to continue to demand the highest
standards in all areas of university life.

1 bh,,. THE

~ U E FOR LOCAL ARTISANS

Featuring:
* Sculpture * Zilli Hats
* Lounge Lizard T-shirts
* Silver & Beaded Jewellery
* Prints * Paintings * Curious Objects

Attention students:
I Know What I Like in now accepting submjgsions
for sales in the shop (consignment and direct purchase).

Ecl£CTtC

CflFE

SATURNDAY

&! SUNDAY
OPEN AT 11:00 AM
MOONDAY TO FRI (?) DAY
OPEN AT 7:00 AM

THURS., FRI., SAT.
OPEN TILL 4:00 AM

Organic coffees,
Regular & herbal teas,
Cappuccino & Espressor
A vanety of juices & desserts.
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prctcnllous and non-im,litutional
approach
t.hat he takes to art, 1ts
Arts Editor
appreciation and its presentation.
The
fringe
clement
of Says Roy. "We wanted to supWindsor's arts and cultural com- port local artists m a way that
munit) has hecn working ge1s around t.he hia'ies of puhlic
furiously this summer. And to funding." And while he doesn't
,how for il. Windsor rut., two invite antagonism from such esmajor new venues for the promo- tablishments as the An Gallery of
tion of the arts in aJl their fonns. Windsor and Artc1te. he docs feel
Ma11y of Windsor'.., coffee-drink- t.hat his approach will provide acing activist contmgent arc al- cess to those who feel inready familiar with The Eclectic tuniclatcd or outside of the
Cale (located just west of The institutional set-up "We're a
Capitol Theatre) And a couple commercial gallery that shows
blocks away is I Know What I non-commercial art," he exLike, on t.he comer of Dougall plains. "A populist art gallery,"
and Chat.ham St (across from quips one of his cohort'>.
Canadian Tire, upstairs and
Is !here any work t.hat he'll
around the comer from The refuse to display? States Roy,
Wooden Spoon); it's a gallery "I' II
tum
down
Roher!
and arlisan shop whose maJldatc Bateman ..."
is to showcase local artists and
Among the wares already for
craftspersons.
sale at I Know What I Like arc
Both new busincs,c, promi,c pamtmgs. prints. and sculpture a,
to deliver some much needed well as original I-shirts and
Jlavour to our community.
jewellery. hand-crafted wooden
I Know Whal I Like has been
vesseb. and an a,sorument of
open since mid-July, when curious objects
Pnces arc
owner/operator Todd Roy had moderate to inexpensive
collected enough art and craft
Another aspect of I Know
works solicited from local What I Like. ancillary to its
creators 10 populate the 1wo marn detennined focus on local work
rooms of the ,1orc. Roy em- 1s 1ts rcs1staJ1ce to "third world
phasi1es that he h still actively pillage.'' Unlike several other
seekmg original work. Interested spccialty shops. I Know What I
arllsh and crafoperson, are en- Like ha, chosen not to st!II mercouraged to approach him about chandise ot third world origm.
displaymg their wares for com- Roy feels that the practice ot sellmi ,sioned sale
ing at intlaccd prices the work of
The venue a1<;o includes a skilled third world arfr,ans is
second-tloor gallef). \\hich \\ ill heyond ct.hical ius1ilication.
featu re a different arfr,t ever}
The folks at lhc Eclectic Cafe
two weeks. In the current lineup arc also entrepreneurs with conarc: painters Dean Carson. Holly science. Their coffees (usually a
Walter. and Mayumi. weird ob- varic1; of three or four arc availJC<..'t-maker Bernard Helling. and able) are made from organicallysurreafo,t Steve Gihb.
grown beans. TI1e cafe OO\\
The name of Roy's gallery is serves an a!'>sortment of juices.
meant 10 elicit Ll1e decidedly un- tea,;. muffins. desserts. and ..a

by Sarah Atkinson
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Anything in thts picture could be yours - some stuff from I Know What
I Like. (photo by /AN GRAY)
I Know What I Like is located at 309 Chatham St. West, open 10 a.m. 6 p.m. daily, 12 - 6 Sunday: phone: 977-7273.
The Eclectic Cafe, at 157 University Ave. West. is open 7 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Monday - Wednesday, 7 a.m. - 4 a.m. Thursday - Saturday, noon 4 p.m. Sunday; phone: 256-8159.

Rm,sian poverty meal" of soup
and hread. A vegetarian ki1chcn
will .,;oon be up and running.
The cafc's amazing mosaic
floor hy 1ilc arfr,t Michael Ryan
i, in tlself reason enough to slop
hy. The cafe will soon hcgin
more temporary shows of local
ar1work on ils walls. The cafe
also features a fake Mafia hoot.h
(cut: it doesn't facet.he door).
Hours are cx1ensive: they open
at 7 am daily (except Sunday).
and stay open until I am Monday
t.hrough Wednesday. Thursday
t.hrough Saturday t.hey stay open
til 4 am. Sunday hours arc noon
Iii at least 4 pm. An eclectic !ila<;h
of tapes ensures that there· s always music playing.
The venue has already proved
more than ,atisfaclory for special
events.
Windsor
Feminist
Theatre ha'i held two monthly
coffechoust:s at the Eclccuc. and
will continue to hold them on the
t.hird Wednesday of each month
As a furl.her part of I.heir community responsiveness. I Knov.
What I Like and The Eclectic
Cale will be hosting a benefit for
the AIDS Committee of Windsor
on No\' 19. Fifty per cent of the
profits from t.his art show and
salt: \\.Ill go 10 ACW. (Artist,
have the option of retaining a
percentage.)
Both I Know What I Like and
The Eclectic Cafe are located
near the downtown core, and in
extremely dose proximity to The
Capllol Art, Centre. which
houses two galleries - Artcitc
and Common Ground - an upcoming repertory cinema. The
Windsor Feminist Theatre. and
t.hc Arts Council. 10 name a few.
Walk. bike. or take a bus (IC
from t.hc University) and check it
all out.
[g

Epistemological critique needn't be dull
making up The Specimen.1. Inside
each bottle is a photo-transparency of a stone. sketch. text. or
creature. A list ot each hotUe's
contents can be found in one or
t.hc artist's books, lnve11tory/Con-

By Leo Ogata
Special to the Lance

"endless chains or causes and
effects ... " - Susan Gold
Susan Gold' s currcn1 installation brings 1oge1J1cr the notions
of art as document and document

*

1ents of Spewnem 8 011/ef: t1em

(source). also included in the in-

VISUAL ARTS
A Natural History
Susan Gold

Art Gallery of Windsor
unblOcl. 24

as art. Gold explores t.he process
of creating art and its documentation. At the same time she brings
to light t.he notion that our concepts of knowledge and our understanding of the universe do
not follow linear processes.
"A Natural History" attempts
to recreate t.he experience of collecting, categorizing, and analyzing the physical world as a par1
of scientific exploration and investigation.
The
scientific
met.hodology is predicated upon
the idea t.hat t.hat by eliminating
improbabilities we can ascertain
a phenomenon's true nature.
Gold mimics t.his method in order
to explore t.he problematic of the
scientific quest for natural
knowledge.

Regeneration: sticks and
stones presents two long sheets
of translucent plastic. One sheet
bears a series of paragraphs of

The Specimens (detail), by Susan Gold.
blurred and distorted text.
Through repeated xerography.
t.he words are rendered unreadable dark blotches suggesting
t.he appearance of words. The
other sheet is a collage of
mimeograpM of stick segments
suggesting
one
continuous
branch like a reconstructed
skeleton. Below each sheet is a
pile. One pile is sticks, the other
pile is stones.
Gold seems to imply t.hat
meaning and understanding are
wit.hin our grasp if we can

decipher and order t.he artifacts.
However, as the reconstructed
branch image intimates, the order
we impose may not. produce a
"true" artifact. We may be seeking meaning in somet.hing that
has none.
On one wall is a series of
photographs. These photos appear to he part of t.he documentation oft.his project. "Studio Wall,
Windsor" shows us photographs,
transparencies, photocopies, and
sketches attached to a wall by
drawing pins. Worm Tracks is a

set of squiggly lines that could
easily he enlarged Jines of text
distoned by a lack of scale; it
could also be tracks of worms.
The Alignments is a series of
framed and mounted sandwiches
of
transparencies
and
mimeographs. The text, images.
dictionary pages. and enlargements blur comprehension. One
suggests "the most we can do is
look more closely" and the
viewer is invited to do so.
On eight aluminum ledges rest
135 sealed specimen bottles,

stallation.
Three black and white paintings, Floating Maner, suggest
items swimming in a seas of
knowledge. As with the collected
artifacts, the mass eludes comprehension.
In the middle of the room arc
two light tables. Each has
transparencies, collection boxes,
and specimen boxes with magnifying lids. Strips and chunks of
text are sandwiched together in
layers like the remnants of a
shredding party. "there was DO( a
plot ... and I discovered it by mistake" reads one.
Gold reminds us that comprehension and perceptioo are
not the result of dissection and
collation. Scientific method cannot surrender meaning. Meaning
arises
subjectively
through
relationships and connections.
The individual parcels and packets of information are nothing but
floating matter.
[Q

The Art Gallery of Windsor is
located at 445 Riverside Drive
West. Phone for info: 258-7111.
Be sure to visit before it becomes
a casino... (no kidding )
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Naive only on surface
by Leo Ogata
Special to the Lance

Common Ground's first show
since this summer's renovations

VISUAL ARTS
Submissive Behaviour
paintings by Pina Frabotta

Common Ground Gallery
August 1-13

..

was the works of University of
Wmdsor graduate Pina Frabotta.
Working in egg tempera and
watercolour. Frabotta creates images which simultaneously haunt,
taunt, and engage the viewer.
Folk motifs of women, rabbits.
leaves, branches, and bullerflies
are penetratingly manipulated her
work. Her paintings invoke illusory environments of characters caught in their own fictions.
Within the deep red tones of
Ukrainian Foresr sits a lone
woman in front of an icon of the
Virgin Mary. Danaus pleAippus,
without its head shows a butterfly, looking as if mounted on a
vine-like background.
Frabolla's work ranges from
the melancholy to the humorous

Oanaus plexippus, without its head, by Pina Frabotta.

to the darkly ironic. They thought

they heard the voice of God, but
they weren ·, sure, showing four
women in lace veils standing
before a gate, is in itself enough
lo pierce through the surface (and
it is only surface) naivete of

Frabotta's style.
The women in her paintings
echo the plight of transplanted
Europeans in a North American
landscape. The recurring rabbit
motif can be seen as a symbol of
the domesuc sacrifices these

women have had to make for
their families in a new land. The
watercolour
Offennf!,S
and
preparations. in which a woman
guts rabbits for a meal. is a strong
evocation of the physical and
spiritual giving of self.
The recurring image of a
woman in red with buuerny
wings while four figures work in
the fields in Migrant workers.
She re-appears in Swallowtail
and Soothsayer. Her final incarnation in The angel from Peruss1s
shows lhrec women gazing up at
her as a butterfly flutters above a
bowl in imitation of the scene.
The richness and vibrancy of
colour, tone. and image conr1ote
an unmistakable scx1?ality tllat
pulses deeply throughout Frabotta 's works. Ha<; Fraboila appropriated the folk genre or i~ she
part of an important revitaJintion
of it'? Two sides of one coin perhaps. In any case. the strength in
Frabotta's work rests in her U1e
uncomfortable but seductive elements always at play.
~

No clothes on
Mississauga's own Barenaked
ladies will be appearing this
Friday, Sept. 10. at Detroit\

UPCOMING
State Theatre (Woodward Ave.)
Opening up for them is Moist
from Vancouver. Tickets arc $15
U.S., available in Windsor from
Gameworld, 1331 Tecumseh Rd.
East, or charge by phone by calling 792-2222 (for info 9718584).

*

*

*

"The Word at War, 1993" is
the name of an exhibit of paintings by Dcrrnot Wilson being
shown at U1c Atrium Gallery, 3rd
floor, Odelle Building (comer of
Sunset and Wyandolle) through
Oct. 15. Wilson is a local painter
and poet, who has also perfonned
wilh multimedia rockers 362.
"The Word at War, 1993" is dif
curated by art.among.us.
of
get
eh.
At Artcite, U of W graduate va.i
Christopher MacNamara's multiCommon Ground Gallery is media sculpture and film installalocated at 131 University Al'e. lion "Wed. Spee." runs through
West (in the Capitol 71ieatre Oct. 10. Opening Friday Sept. 10
Building). Shows change el'en· (cheap beer and free hurrunus
from 7:30 on) Artcite is located
two weeks.
at 109 University Ave West in
the Capitol Building.
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Experience
some
local
heritage at the 4th Annual Olde
Sandwich Towne Festival, Sept.
17-19. Activities include an art
exhibit, heritage tours. fireworks.
and two evenings of Ii ve music.
Friday night. from 8-11 p.m. is
the Sandwich Song Circle,
featuring MC Harold Atkinson,
who will happily sign you up tor
the open mic: also featuring the
kindest audience ever. Saturday
night guaranteed fun with Wash-

board Hank and the Honkers.
Terry Jones and Finn Martin. and
folky Lynn Miles. Tickets a
measly SS al the door: starts at
8 p.m. Events are at Mackenzie
HaJl, 3277 Sandwich St. (comer
of Brock, about a quarter mile
west of the bridge). For more
info: 255-7600.

*

*

*

A good choice for your last
hurrah before the schoolwork
really piles up is lhe Ann Arbor
Blues and Jazz Festival, Sept. 17.
18, 19 at Gallup Park in Ann
Arbor. Michigan. The weekend
features II V I Orchestra, .lohn

Mayall and the Bluesbreakers,
A.J. Croce, Madcat-Kane. to

SEPTEMBER 18

8:00PM

CHRYSLER THEATRE
(CLEARY INTERNATIONAL CENTRE)

RESERVED SEATING

.

~

,6.

$13.00 (INC. GST)

CONTACT THE BOX OFFICE LOCALLY AT 252-6579,
OR OUTSIDE WINDSOR AT 1-800-387-9181

THE CLEARY INTERNATIONAL CENTRE, 201 RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST, WINDSOR

name but a few. Joe Henderson
and Eua James also appear in
evening shows Friday and Saturday. Advance tickets for Saturday and Sunday outdoor shows
are only $10/day or $15 for bolh
days for students ($12.50/$20 for
non-students). Evening shows are
$15 each for students. Call the
M ichigan Thca1er Box Office
(3 13)668-8397. For dircc~ions
and other info. call the Festival
office at (313)665-4755, 10 a.m.6 p.m. Monday - Friday.

*

*

*
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Canadian content: Holly Cole CTO\lo
Trio, Sept. 25, 8pm at the Capitol
Tr
Theatre. Her outfits are always and
an added bonus. Get tickets ($17 fortu
each) from the Capitol Box Of- final
fice at 253-7729.
w
naug
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Windsor
Folk
presents
songwriter Cathy Miller, Oct. 1.
Mackenzie Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets
$10 ($8 for members). For more
information, call 258-1934.
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Athletic program gets overhaul
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Tennis,
curling out;
women's
hockey in
By Elaine Saunders

There will be some marked
differences
when the University
is
of Windsor's athletic program
gets underway this year. Several
changes were made regarding the
ate varsity sports that will be offered,

62.

with one major addition and
some deletions, in an effort to
make ilie athletic program involvement more equitable.
The big surprise is the addition
of women's hockey as a club
sport for this school year, with
the intention of it reaching varsity status by next season.
"There are drawbacks," said
Dr. Bob Boucher, head of the
Department of Aililetics and
Recreational Services. "They are
finding competent coaching and
locating adequate ice time in the
area."
Applications have been submitted for the women's hockey

head coach position, but no one
has been hired yet.
Fencing and women's tennis
will no longer be available and
the curling teams have been
relegated to club rather than varsity status.
This means they will receive
only a lump sum of funding from
the athletic department to be used
for local training and tournaments, as no intercollegiate funding will be provided.
These changes should even out
male to female ratios for varsity
sports. Until this year men greatly outnumbered women by a ratio
of 68 percent to 32 percent.

"This is the trend right now,"
said Boucher. "Other schools are
doing it too."
The decisions regarding which
teams to drop from the athletic
program and which to keep is a
complicated, indepth procedure
based on a ten-point evaluation
scale.
The scale includes criteria like
participant interest, spectator interest, availability of competition,
budget considerations, and public
relations value.
Each sport coached by a partti me coach is evaluated annually
on these and other relevant
critena by the department heads

and recommendations are taken
to the departmental council. This
council, which includes three student representatives, makes the
final decisions on additions to or
cancellations from the varsity
lineup
These changes will still leave
the Lancer athletic program
ahead of those at other schools of
comparable size. For instance,
Windsor offers the same number
of sports as the University of Calgary, which has close to 6 OOO
more students.
Boucher explained, "Our goal
is to dn more and do better, with
less teams."
(g
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By David W. Gough
Lance Sports Editor

art

ks,
During the summer, most Lan;ic. cer athletes do littJe more than
is train and wait for their respective
·le, seasons to start. This summer,
)11, however, four Lancer athletes
for received the chance 10 test tJ1eir
he mettle against some of the
world's best
ay
Track and Field athletes
'fl.
O'Bria11 Gibbons, Mike Nolan
~~ and Kelly Dinsmore and fencer
a Rob FallenbuLhl. all University
at of Windsor standouts, joined the
'ie 286 member Canadian delegalion
to the 1993 World University
:~; Games July 8-18 in Buffalo N.Y.
Sprinter O'Brian Gibbons,
,re
who was named top CIAU men·~
track athlete last spring, was
most successful of the Windsor
ist delegation, placing eighth in the
200 metres in a field that bega11
rk with 72 athletes. Gibbons was
or
also a member of the fourth place
:~ 4x 100 metre relay team as well
iid as the 4x400 metre relay team
,
that finished filth.
111
Gibbons high finishes can he
rs.
attributed to the fact that he was
to
racing in near-by Buffalo, as well
)11
in as having University of Windsor
sprint coach Molly Killingbeck
Ifas part of the Canadian coaching
ir- staff. Killingbeck wa,; a silver
ws medalist sprinter for Canada in
th the 1984 Olympic games. She
or now makes the transisition from
~~ competing on the international
level to coaching on the internace tional le'(el.
ris
Mike Nolan had a busy sumal mer, as he placed eighth in tJie
1.- decatJialon in Buffalo. In August
Nolan went to British Columbia
representing Ontario, and won
le the Canadian junior decathalon
crown.
ol
Triple jumper Kelly Dinsmore
~s and fencer Rob Fallenbuchl unl7 fortunately did not make ii to
f- final competiton.
With the Lancer track juggernaught firmly in place there is no
reason not to believe that there
IS will be more University of
J, Windsor athletes with tJie maple
IS leaf on their chest in the upcomre ing summers, including the sum-

mer of 19% in Allan~

(g

IT ALL STARTS HERE: Lancer linemen grind it out in preparation for the upcoming football campaign. I he Lancers started their season
with an exhibition contest against the McGill squad Saturday, Sept. 4 at the St. Denis field. (photo by JAN GRAY)

The needle and the damage done
By Robert D. Way
When the Montreal Canadiens
defeated Wayne Gretzky and the
LA Kings in five games during

COMMENTARY
last year's Stanley Cup finals, it
brought to an end a most eventful
1992/93 hockey season.
The expansion franchises Ottawa and Tampa Bay, Eric
Lindro's NHL debut and off-ice
troubles, Mario Lemieux's battJc
against Hodgkin's disease are but
a few examples.
Perhaps the most important
event of 1992/93, however, was
the one which happened not
during the seal\on, but rather
shortly before it began.
August 8, 1992. After battling
with a total of nine security
guards and police officers in his
motel room, 27 year old John
Koroic, who as a rookie was a

member of Montreal Canadiens'
last Stanley Cup winning team in
1986, died handcuffed and
strapped to a stretcher inside an

ambulance on its way to a
Quebec City hospital.
During his seven years in the
NHL, John Kordic never played
all that much. He fought.
As a junior in the Western
Hockey League, Kordic was an
all-star defenceman, but as a bigleague forward he was known as
an enforcer.
In Montreal, he looked after
scorers Bobby Smith and Mats
Naslund. As a member of the
Toronto Maple Leafs, Kordic
took care of teammatcs Gary
Leeman and Ed Olcyck.
The official cause of death was
lung failure, brought on by massive cardiac arrest. Unofficially
and for all intents and purposes,
Kordic really died earlier that
night, when be overdosed on
what many speculated was, and
what later proved to be, a wicked
mixture of cocaine, alcohol, and
anabolic steroids.
The fact that John Koniic bad
a substance abuse problem was
well known. And why shouldn't
it have been? When he reported
for training camp in the fall of

Kordic really
died when
he overdosed
on a wicked
mixture of
cocaine,
alcohol, and
anabolic
steroids.
I 986, Kordic had visibly bulked
up and had already earned the
nickname "Sniffy".
If this was the case, why
wasn't something done to
prevent John Kordic's untimely
self-destruction? Good question.
Unfortunately there are no good
answers, for even the most likely
reason seems simply inadequate.
The very best anyone can

figure is that Kordic never sought
outside help because he knew by
doing so he would surely have
lost his job. Any player who admits to having a drug problem is
immediately suspended by the
NHL.
By contrast, other professional
sports leagues generally give
their players a leave of absence
and encourage them to seek
prof\!ssional help. At no time are
they ever subjected to the kind of
humiliation or punishment dished
out by the NHL.
It's really no surprise, nor a
coincidence, lo learn that there
are no such tragedies to be found
haunting the NA.., the NBA, or
Major League Baseball.
As a result, a public inquiry
was launched in the province of
Quebec to review the circumstances of Kontic's death. Predictably, the NHL also responded,
promising to closely review its
"zero tolerance" policy.
One year later, while we do
know what happened to John
K<rdic, sadly we don't know
bow it could have happened.
~
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The Semester's Sports Schedule
24

SEPTEMBER
Football vs Laurier
Soccer vs McMaster (M&W)
Soccer vs Bowling Green
Hockey - Blue & Gold Game
Football vs York

11
19
22
24
25

2:00 pm
1:00 pm

s·oo pm
7:00 pm
200pm

OCTOBER
Lancer Golf Classic
10:00 am
High School Girl's Basketball Tournament
Soccer vs Guelph (M&W)
1:00 pm
Soccer vs Launer (M&W)
1·00 pm
Soccer vs Western (M&W)
4:00 pm
Swimming Blue and Gold
6:00 pm
Women's Volleyball vs Madonna a·oo pm
Football vs McMaster
2:30 pm
Hockey vs Alabama
7·30 pm
Hockey vs Alabama
3.30 pm
Men's Basketball vs Alumni 6:00 & 8:00 pm
High School Boys' Volleyball
8:00 am
Tournament
7.30 pm
Hockey vs Waterloo
Soccer vs Waterloo (M&W)
1:00 pm

1

1
2
3
•

6

8
12
16
17
22
23

27
29

30

31

Soccer vs Brock (M&W)
Hockey vs Laurier
Women's Volleyball vs Schoolcraft
Lancer lnvttational Swim Meet
Men's Basketball vs York
OWIAA Soccer Championships
Women's Volleyball vs Laurier
Women's Basketball vs Ryerson
OWIAA Soccer Championships
Hockey vs Western
OWIAA Soccer Championships

1:OO pm
3 30 pm
8:00 pm
6:00 pm
8.30 pm

20

6:00 pm
3:00 pm

26

7:30 pm

27

21
24

NOVEMBER
3
10

12
13
14
17

Women's Volleyball vs Waterloo 6:30 pm
Men's Volleyball vs Waterloo
8:30 pm
Women's Basketball vs Siena
Heights
6:30 pm
Men's Basketball vs Siena Heights 8·30 pm
Men's Volleyball vs Brock
6:00 pm
Women's Volleyball vs Brock
8:00 pm
Lancer Volleyball Classic
10:00 am
Hockey vs Brock
7:30 pm
Hockey vs York
3:30 pm
Men's Volleyball vs McMaster
6:30 pm
Women's Volleyball vs McMaster 8:30 pm

Lancer Can/Am Basketball
Tournament
Lancer Can/Am Basketball
Tournament
Women's Volleyball vs Western
Men's Volleyball vs Western
Men's Basketball
Ottawa vs Western
Men's Basketball vs Carleton
Women's Basketball vs Waterloo
Men's Basketball
Carleton vs Western
Men's Basketball vs Ottawa

6:30 pm
1:00 pm
6:30 pm
8:30 pm
6:30 pm
8:30 pm
2:00 pm
6:30 pm
8:30

DECEMBER
1
2
3
4

Men's Volleyball Exhibttion
Track Blue & Gold
Track Blue & Gold
Hockey vs Western

5:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
7:30 pm

Football hosted at South Campus stadium; Hockey
at Adie Knox Arena; Basketball and Volleyball in
St. Denis gymnasium; Soccer on South Campus
field; Swimming at St. Denis Centre pool; Track at
St. Denis fieldhouse.
(
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Campus Ree
gears up for

r

1993-94 year

r
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Head, up! The Campus
Recreation 199 3-94 season is
allout to open.
Join in one or all of the many
sports and activities offered hy
Campu, Recreation . Recreation

('

t,
C
l'

CAMPUS RECREATION

]

calendars wlil llc a\'ailahle the
fiN week of Slhool in the CAW
Student Centre. St. Denis Centre
and \anous other location,
acrm,s campu,.
Pick it up! Campus Recreation
has something for everyone.
Here are some imponant dates
to keep in mind ...

]

p
a1

Sept. 8 - Sept. 17
The Campus Recreation kiosk

ff

dt

will be erected for information
and registrat10n in the lobby of

University of Windsor

"

the CAW - Student Centre. Look
for us!

Semester Pass

ir

Sept. 17, 3:00 p.m.
InttamuraJ Team Entry Deadline.

Sept. 13 - Sept. 24
Free Fitness Cla-;scs. every
M/W/F at 5 - 6 p.m. and on T/Th
at noon in the St. Denis Centre.

Sept. 17
Job Application Deadline: All
tho~ who wish to be referees.
sport managers,
lifeguard-.,
aquatics and fitness leaders must
apply before this time in the
Campus Recreation office.

Sept. 13 and 14
Club Day (martial ans. Jcayalcing, women's hoclcey).

Sept. 20 - 23
Team Captain's Meetings all
this week.

Sept. 20- 23

Valid September 1 - Decemb~r 31, 1993
· $152.00 all inclusive
(25% savings from the regular monthly pass)
Valid seven days per week on all regular city routes
Must be purchased by September 30, 7993
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Did you know ...

1i,

That Transit Windsor offers the following special services ...

ar

• Windsor-Detroit tunnel
• Detroit Red Wing games
• Charters

C(

th

• Windsor Raceway
• Detroit Tigers games
• Monthly Tranzip passes
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Referee Training Clinics.
For more information, please
call the Campus Ree Hotline at
253-4232, ext. 2449, or visit the
Campus Recreation Office in the
St. Denis Centre Fieldhouse.
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Summer of struggle for womyn
By Angie Slingerland
Special to the Lance

) pm
)pm
) pm

@:

Since its inception in 1977, the
Wornyn·s Centre at the Universlly of Windsor ha, been hcsiegcd with ohstaclc!'> Faced with
a meagre hudgct, inadc4ualc
space, strong opposition Imm
those who wrongly believe
feminists arc man-haters. poor
media exposure and consequently
a sparse volunteer ha<;c, the
Womyn's Centre has struggled 10
remain open. In fact. it was forcibly shut down for a few years
prior to 1988 by a SAC administration that fell 11 wa, growing l<x> strong.
The Womyn's Centre was
created in 1977 to countera<.:l the
discrimination and opres,ion
women experienced in a male
dominated. male centred umversity sd in the context ol a malc,upr1;m1st society.
Almost 20 years later. though
th1, situation is beginning to
chm1gc. the changes have 1101
been as hig as some would think.
Womyn still make up only 2~
perl·cnt of lull-time !acuity, arc
le" likely 10 he tenured. and ,u-c
paid on average les, than male
racull). Female ,tudent, arc sllll
forced to lake the view ol the
other, or that which i, in contra,t
10 the nonn. a, they arc taught a
cun 1culum ha,cd on male arcompli,hmentc; and m:1lr theory
Sul'h deHtluation of womyn i,

renccted in the rest ol society. In
Canada, womyn cam an average
of only 67.3 cent, for every dollar that men make (with immigrant womyn and womyn of
colour earning even Jes). Womyn
still do 80 percent of housework
and childcare causing many
working womyn lo hold two fulllime johs. Womyn arc sllll not
guaranteed the freedom lo choose
safe and legal abortion without
hcmg harassed. Womyn arc still
vu.:timized in epidemic n11mhcrs
hy men through sexual ahuse.
stalking. wife battery and murder. '>exual assault. sexual harasscmcnt and exploitation in
pomogrnph) and the media.
Womyn arc still seen a, sex objects and not as people.
As long as '-UCh in'-lances
occur. the existence of a
womyn's centre on c:unpus is essential.
It is mo..,, unfortunate that a
place which works to achieve
justice for all is 11,clf being oppressed ~AC C<'lltinues to try to
rnntrol U1c Womyn's Centre and
sahotagc it, effort,. Their control
ot the hmng of its coordinator, 1s
the most powerful example of
lhic; mju,tice.
While the Womyn·, Centre
cxi,t" to give womyn a higger
v<11ce. it is ironic that we have no
~a) ovc1 who ar~ lenders arc. ln,1ead. lhc Womyn·s Ccmn: coordinalC,r and the Wom) n·s l"uc,
coon.linator. who facilitate the

1m:m;1;;:~mrn:;:::m~:mmmm~;;;:1e18111i:11si1s:essssis~,·.m2m~rnm: tsm 11 :::~i11~ss

"SAC is functioning in a
hierarchical manner by
dictating to the oppressed
who will serve their needs. "

centre's activities, arc selected by
a SAC hiring committee, comprised mostly of men. who arc
completely ignorant of what the
Womyn', Centre's purpose is, or
even why there is a need for 11s
existence.
These individuals have in mo t
cases not even stepped foot 111side the centre to sec how ii is
run. Their knowledge of
womyn's i,;sucs and lcmm1sm
arc hm11cd and conslnctcd to lhe
inadequate stereotypes that arc
presented in the media. How can
they be qualified to '-Clec1 a wordinator"!
Even a, the Womyn·, Centre
wa" put m place to help wmnyn
hrcak through the hierarchy ol
male control, SAC I functiomng
Jll a hierarchical manner hy dictating to thl' opprc,sctl who will
sene their needs. The Womyn',
Centre collecuve believes that we
shou Id ha"c a right to elect 1111crnally who hould lead u-; in our
,truggle for equality. The road to
autonomy hcgm, w11h hcmg able
to deterrnmc who represent, our
,oicc. But we know 1..ha1 we will
not he g1, en this right without a
struggle. We need you, help. If
~ ou suppon the nght of the
Wmn)n', Centre to elel'I Its own
coortlinatnr,. you c.u1 get in, olvcd "1th the proce,-.. For
more mfonnalum. rnll us at 253.Q 12. ext 4507
Ani:,e S/1111:edand H the IY9J9..J U'omrn·~ Cem,e Cucml111a101

Defendinl! Clayoquot Sound

Local wo1nan ci"raws inspiration frotn civil disobedience
By Judi Remigio
Special to the Lance
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getting 10 1hc 11ees hy
placing
you1
hod)
dircctl) 111 the wa) so
that the) cannot pa,,

i
,.
~
We arr" cd at thl'
Peace Camp on Aug. 9
, iolcnl, the blockade,
around JO a.m.. when
.ire rnnlmntatmnal ht'·
my siste,
prompt!}
j
muse ,omchow the
drove into the thtd1 .
t"llod:aller mu,1
he
W11hm mmutcs. wom1;11
.,,
.CiI-.
mmed. In this ca-.e.
anti men wt·rc al om scr- 'H1pp1e tree·huggers who call themselves the Friends hlockade" arc anestcd.
VKC. collct·tivcly tkcidRdu,111g Ill mo,c and
ing on how t..hc car rnuld of Clayoquot Sound . (photo by JUDI REMIGIO)
The
Friends
made
their
goals
11,king
,irrc,t ,how, cru11c,t
he removed lrom its
,md
oh1ec11ves
ckar
to
me:
they
ded1c~11011
10 savin~ the Cla)O·
cnu apmenl. Withm m111ult''mo1 l.', thl' t·:u wac; oul of the opplN; the ckarcul dc,uuction of 4uot Sound ccos)<;(Clll.
Each hlockadc i, plauncd out
ditch. gi, ing me m) 111 I taste ol the ,111cirn1 tcmpaatc ramfrne:-.ts
the luppie tree-huggci,- who call ol Ch1yoquo1 Sound. They 111 detail ocJorc it 1s undertaken.
themselves Fncnds ol Clayoquol hellcvc that wild places on U1e It is dcterm111cd who will he ar·
planet arc mre. th1ca1cm::d and in rc,1cd. who \\.Ill he the .tre,tee·s
Sound.
They II\ e at Pl'ale Camp. lo· lll'Cd ol protection hchm.' they arl' hudd). who will wllnc:-., the arcated 111 U1e inlamous Black losl forcvc1. They do not oppose rest. who will drive to the gates
of mul11-national Macmillan
Holl', ru1 area \\h1ch was dc,tr- th~ traditional hane,1111g of
cut and sla,h-huml'<I during lhl' fore,t re,ourcc, h) First Nation, Blocdcrs gates. and how hlock80',. They work together. nim- peoplc, hchcving U1a1 vital needs adcrs will arrange themselves.
munally. to ~urport cm:h 01hc1 · s of local u,mmu111111.:s GUI he met Hand ,1gnals arc dc\"lsCd 10 hc
eflorts to save the Sound. Camp- through -.u,tainaole economics u,cd in case ,omcone £eh too
ing 1s lrec and readily availahlc. which do not threaten ernsys- agitated, hccam,l' its easy to fnrThe only re4ues1 is that par- lerns. Their call " for the im- get a non-vwlcnt code when
1ic1pants refrain from drugs. al- mediate cessation of clear-culling you· re gelling arrested for somelOhol and agres,ivc hchaviour at and road huilding in Clayo4uo1 thing you feel pas,ionate ahout.
The rnoming of August 10 was
the camp. and give IWll hours Sound. which Uic) aim lo do
deemed a ''women and children
work per day in the kitchen or peacefully.
The Peace C:unp use II is ac- hlockade". Eight women and four
around the camp grounds.
They welcomed us. outlined tmn-hascd. Supporters arc there d11ldrcn made a concious
the collccuvdy dctcnnincd rule, 10 witnc,s destruction and resist decision to he arrested. It was
of conduct. and sugge,1c1I places it peacefully, aud to educate early and frcezmg when we woke
themselves and thi.: public on the 10 the sounds ot Bob Marley's
to pitch ou1 tent. Free to roam
around. I talked 10 people and issue!'>. Crunpcrs arc :iskcd to par- ··Every httle thmg', gonna be alpicked up information. Bcmg a ticipate 111 ac11ons. workshops right'" hcmg played on hanJOCs by
labour supplirter. I was con- and dcdswn-making. Everyone some ol the campers. We dressed
cerned ahout the po1en11al loss of is a participant. Through COrl'-Cll· and drmc for hall an hour to the
loggmg joh . The job loss i"suc 1s sus. thev stri\c to make the camp scene ol the unpcnding cnme
We unloaded. made hrcakfao;t,
one of the legs on which the pro- a safe spaci.: free of opprcs,mn.
While
a
the
camp
1
decided
to
and
,,a11ed for lh trucks to arloggmg folks stand. I can syrnp 1th11-e: loggers ha, e 1h1.:u aucnd ( nc of the blockades a rive
",I) to stop Joggi'lg lf1.:w lrom
About fort) mmuies later. the)
liH.:lihooru. 111 rnn 1dcr.

I

pulled up: paddy wagons. polil:c.
loggers, hig machi.nery. the
whole nine yards. The) told us 10
move. Mo!->I ol u, l.hd. Twelve

sa, mg the trees. As the wagon!'>
pulled awa) Imm the gates with
criminals/hlockadcrs/hcroc,
numhcr ·B8 thorugh 450 smcc

at the gate to the lane that lead,
10 the old growth lore,t, One h>
one. poltce handed out arrest
papers 10 the blockaders One by
one, they were carried awa) and
loaded 11110 the paddy wagon. I
never expected 10 cry. hut the)
were o hra,e mid sincere about

their courage and conv1l'tion.
fhc halllc 10 save Cla)oquot
~ound's old growth forests
\\ .1~ :s on. II ) ou ·re mterc,tcd 111
gomg there. find your way out 10
the West Coa,1. take a ferry Vancomer bland. then head toward
Tofmo (High\\ay 4 West).

around campus
What was your experience with summer employment?
"I actually did find a job, but I had a lot of
classmates who didn't. Another year in the
Great Depresson."
Olivia Rebeiro
Year Ill Law

"I was pretty lucky - most of my friends
we're finding service jobs - but I was here
at a lab all summer."
Jones Chan
Western Student

·1 had a job that paid minimum wage. This
economy stinks -ifs not geared to hiring
people whether they are adutts or students."
Nicollette Stuart
Year IV Political Science

"I didn't have a job so I came to school for
the summer. I decided to go out of the
country because noone was hiring.
Karen St. Peter
Year 111 Drama & Education

The Lance. September 7. 1993. page 16.

Sell last year's textbooks & buy this year's textbooks

...

Closed

-5

-6

Closed

-7

10am -6 pm

Closed

-8

Closed

19

26

10

Closed

11

10 am -6 pm

10 am -6 pm

10 am-6 pm

11 am-6 pm

Drop off
&selling

Drop off
&selling

Drop off
&selling

Drop off
&selling

14

15

16

17

10 am- 6:30 pm

10 am -6:30 pm

10 am - 6:30 pm

10 am-6:30 pm

10 am - 6:30 pm

11 am·3pm

Drop off
&selling

Drop off
&selling

Drop off
&selling

Drop off
&selling

Drop off
-Last day-

Selling only

21

22

23

10am-6pm

10 am-6 pm

10am ·6pm

Selling only

Selling only

Selling only

27
Closed

Drop off

13

20
Closed

10am-4 pm

Drop off

9

Drop off

12

10am-4pm

18

24
Closed

25

noon-8 pm

noon-a pm

Pick up books
& cash

Pick up books
& cash

29

28

noon· 8 pm

noon 8 pm

noon· 6 pm

Pick up books
& cash

Pick up books
& cash

Special receipts
pick up
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All full time undergraduates wishing to opt out
Part time students wishing to opt in
MUST DO SO DURING THE FOLLOWING DATES AND TIMES:

a ame Vanier Lounge,
basement of Vanier Hall

.5 ..
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S

E

Sunday

P

T

Monday

E

1\tl

Tuesday

B

E

Wednesday

I

R
Thursday

9

9

Friday

3
Saturday

-12-

-13-

-14-

-15-

-16-

-17-

-18-

Closed

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

10am-5pm 10am-5pm 10am -5 pm 10am-5pm 10am-5pm I Jam - 3 pm

-19Closed

-20-

-21-

Opt out
Opt in

-22-

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

-24-

-23-

-25-

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

Closed

-10-

C

T

-11-

0

n

E

R

-12-

-13-

AdcVdrop
Opt in

AdcV drop
Opt in

In SAC office

In SAC office

10am-5pm 10am -5 pm

1
-14-

9

9
-15-

Change in Drug Plan
due to new tax in the
Ontario budget of
May 19, 1993
Drug plan fee passed by
referendum March, 1993:
$94.90
Provincial tax required:
$9.06
Total fee for 1993/94:
$103.96

10am-5pm 10am-5pm 10am -5 pm JO am - 5 pm 10am-5pm

0

e-

.L:J

3
-16-

The above changes have been
made to accomodate the new tax
implemented by the provincial
government. Should you require
further information regarding the
above, please contact Kevin
Soucie or Debbie Quintal at the
SAC office or call 971-3276.
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PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT TO OPT OUT YOU MUST PRESENT A CORRESPONDING CERTIFICATE/CARD
OR PHOTOCOPY OF THE INSURANCE POLICY COVERING YOUR PRESCRIPTION DRUGS.

i5 c.

FULL TIME STUDENTS WHO DROP TO PART TIME BEFORE OCTOBER /2 WILL NOT BE COVERED ON THE
DRUG PLAN UNLESS YOU OPT IN. IF YOU EXPECT TO DROP TO PART TIME YOU MUST OPT IN NOW.
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Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact.
Please send submissions to: The Lance; Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N98 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

A: Windsor Feminist Theatre hosts the

Until October 15
A:The Windsor Public Library is hosting
Views of a Bridge: A photographic
interpretation of the Peabody Bridge by
Conrad Reitz. Check out this work of a
now-gone Windsor landmark. 850
Ouellette Ave.

fourth Womyn's Coffee House at the
Eclectic Cate, 157 University Ave. West
from 7:30to 11 :30 p.m. Open mike begins
at 8 p.m. All are welcome!

A: The Eclectic Cafe hosts tarot card
readings every Wednesday from 9·11
pm. 157 University Ave. West.

//F
•
C
·~.,
rl

Saturday, September 18
181 Alpha Sigma Chi fraternity presents
Windsor's premiere 3 on 3 basketball
tournament. Proceeds help fund Big
Brothers of Windsor. Call Paul at
971-7794 or Steve at 256-8060forfurther
information.

.,,

i::1

~

oH

Yes, the Moose Pub had 54-40 last week, but real campus veterans know it isn't officially
open until it has Cliff Erickson perform. This guy's been a Windsor must-see for years, but
there is no truth to the rumour that he's called 'Cliff' because he used to live in the side of
one. Check out the show Wednesday, September 15. Cover: $2.00.
A: art.among.us, University of Windsor,

JECommon Ground presents Body of
Worl<, a sculptural installation by Windsor
MFA candidate Sarah Maloney. 131
University Ave. West.

§ The Fraternity and Sorority Council
presents "Meet the Greek" night at the
Moose Pub. Souvenir mugs for the first
200. Great music beginning at 8:30 pm.

Until October 24

Thursday, September 16

Sunday, September 19

A: Susan Gold: ANatural History wil run at

Tuesday, September 14

;,, Important dissident intellectual Noam
Chomsky is the subject of the
Canadian-made
documentary,
Manufacturing Consent, being shown at
the Grad House at 7:00 pm. For info, call
Sue Morin at CJAM (ext. 3606).

Assumption University Chapel, located
by the student centre and the bridge,
hosts Mass at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm.
Weekday Masses (except Tuesday) at
11 :30 am, Tuesday Mass and cost supper
at 5:00 pm.

A: The Windsor Convnunity Orchestra
holds Rs fi'st rehearsal tonight at 7:30 pm

• This week only, lnterVarsity Christian
Fellowship will meet at the baseball field
(near HK) at 5:30 pm. All are welcome'

® The soccer Lancers, both men and

invites the public to an exhibition of
paintings by Dermot Wison, entitled "The
Word at War, 1993".

the Art Gallery of Windsor, 115 Riverside
Drive West. Gold is a professor at
Wr1dsor's art school.

in the Music Building, Room 126. The
orchestra is seeking new string and wind
players. Call Prof. Edward Kovarik,
253-4232, ext. 2780, for info.
® University of Windsor Tae Kwon Do will
be offered starting tonight in the St. Denis

Centre Multi-Purpose Room. Classes
Tuesdays at 7 pm, Thursdays at 8 pm,
and Sundays at 5 pm. Call instructor Rav
Teo at 97H128 for info.

Wednesday,Sept. 15
• Out on Campus, a group for gays,
lesbians and bisexuals wil hold ameeting
at 7:00 pm at Iona College, 208 Sunset
Ave.

A:The llooae Pub wiB host perennial-lave
performer, Cliff Erickson. Admission just
$2.00 at the door.

JE If you like early music (medieval • early
18th century)- and who doesn't? -and
can sing or play an instrument, join us
Thursday evenings at 7:30 in Room 126
of the School of Music. Show up or call
Prof. Edward Kovarik, ext. 2790, for more
information. It's free and no commitment
necessary.

A: The Spotted Dog presents feminist punk
band Mecca Normal with Luxury Christ.
Doors open at 9:00 pm. 89 Riverside Dr.
West.

14·

women, kick off their OUAA season
against the McMaster Marauders at St
Denis field. The action begins at 1:00 pm

Tuesday, September 21
Mackenzie Hall hosts ballroom dancing
classes at 7 and 8:30 pm. Five week
course, no experience, only S55 per
couple._ Call 255-7600 for info

KEY TO SYMBOLS

Friday, September 17
§ The Sandwich Song Circle is an open
mic coffee house known for its friendly
audience. See for yoursel at Mackenzie
Hall, 3277 Sandwich St., at 8:30 pm.

page

JE Visual and performing arts.
1.,

Lectures, seminars, etc.

.., Club and society meetings.

! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.
® Sporting events
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Where students take recess ••••
755 Ouellette Ave

Windsor
FREE PARKING
(519) 256-2385
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Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
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SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE!

de

THE BIG, BIG BURGER
Load our flame broiled 6 oz. patties with up to

20

10

da

ist
lh~

toppings.

Includes fries .......... $2.95

ah

sit:

WINGS & SKINS COMBO ................................................................................................ $4.99
CHICKEN WINGS (in orders of 10) ................................................................................ 20t each
WINGS & RIBS COMBO .................................................................................................. $5.99

car
sit:

wil
ly;
div

uni

the

Every Thursday

Wi

der
anc
1

(4 p.m. to 11 p.m.)

in l

20 oz. Draught beer or NAB and ALL YOU
CAN EAT SPAGHETTI MEAL ............. $5.97

sus

pos

lior

on
per
on .
hav

Friday & Saturday

f REE

Wings, shrimp, jalapeno poppers, pizza or
super spuds with purchase of 2 large draughts.

E
tha1
10

t

lake

cou

SlOl

l
fore
son

Sundays

forl

10 C

The Doctor is in! When your heads a'bangin and you're
severely hangin' .... it's the perfect cure! (11 a.m. to 2 p.m.)

/.

olh1

parl

ALL YOU CAN EAT BREAKFAST BUFFET $4.95
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The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
perforrmng both an educative and activist function
These pnncrples are based on those of the Canadian
Universijy Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the d1vers1ly in ethnicity, culture, gender, sexual
onenlalion, age, physical and mental ab1hty and economic status of our
audience, and reflect 1t in our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspectrves other media avord,
the Lance recognizes thal manydrsadvantaged groups 1n society do nol
have equitable access lo the med,a. We affirm our respons1b1l1ty to grve
lhese groups voice and recognition.

3. The Lance is committed to acbng against tr • ?ppress1on of socially,
cullurarly, poht1cally and economically d1s..dvantaged groups In
addition, we oppose the abuse of power 1n an" fomi.
4. The Lance will not print malenal that ,~ sexist racist, age1s~
helerosex1sl, or lhal maligns d1fferently·abled peoples or the
economically disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work aga1ns1 lhe proliferation of conventional and
nuclear arms and the systems which promote them, which preserve and
extend uniusl economic and polillcal hegemony, drver1Jng resources
from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolu11on to any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecologrcai respons1b1f1ty, both in content and 1n
11s day·to-day workings.

Censorship

Did you say
30 percent?
Wouldn't ii he great if tuition were raised by 30 percent over U1e next
couple of years'1 ff you answered yes. you'll he happy to know that
education minister Dave Cooke 1s considering a report by the Council
of Presidents of Ontario Universities (COU) to do just that.
The COU is made of university presirlcnl!-. and tbcir aides, and lhcir
rcpon calls for a reworking of funding for Omario universities. Along
with proposmg lhe 10 percent tuition increase, their report also calls for
lhe revamping of OSAP to lend students as much money as they need,
to be payed back based on percentage of income after graduation. !See
news story, page 5.j
The report argues that this will not affect accessibility to post-secondary education. How could ii not? Students, especially low-income students, arc faced with enough barriers 10 a post-secondary education that
is their right. By adding another 30 percent to that burden, with promises
that it need be payed back contingent on income will most definitely be
a hurdle lhat will be difficult to overcome.
Imagine a student who is debating whether or not to auend university, who is able to get an unskilled job after high school. The student
can eiilier start earning and adjusting to one lifestyle. or attend university and then be faced with paying back a loan over several years that
will make their lifestyle no higher than if they had begun working directly after high school. Not only will this work to the detriment of Ule individuals who forgo a post-secondary education, but will also limit
univcrsty education to an elite group which has a chance to improve
their lifestyle by attending.
The other issue at stake is what will be done with the cold hard cash?
Will it go to filling the library with useful volumes and bettering student/teacher ratios, or will it be sucked up by an innefficient bureaucracy
and programs that don't really benefit students?
The report claims that to help Ule government deal with the increase
in loans, it will ask for fewer dollars in transfer payments. This looks
suspiciously like the COU is promoting a shift from public to private
post-secondary education. We're sure that it will result in a hettercducation, hut only for those few who can pay for it.

No grace in parking fiasco
Students have learned an expensive liltlc lesson if they have parked
on residence s1reeL<; around the university. Since the resident parking
permit laws went into effect over the summer, S75 tickeLc; have appeared
on many windows of unaware students. Sadly. some of this grief could
have been avoided.
Both the Administration and student council han; casually mentioned
that they pondered instigatjng a grace period to allow new students time
to become aware of parking logistics. Unfortunately. Steve "it would
take ten minutes to put [the proposal] together" Alexander and student
council neglected to focus on this before students returned this fall. ISec
story, page 8.1
The grace period would not have heen so important if students wcrcn · t
forced to dole out a $75 rctrihullon for parking C!). a fee higher than
some moving violations. Obviously. city council mrmberscan live comfonahly after paymg c\ $75 line while many student!-. wouldn't be able
to cat for a week.
After paying tuition. incidentals. moving expenses. hooks. and all the
other mandatory Ices that students pay when coming to school, a S75
parking ticket is enough to drive you to drink. If you could afford it.
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Dear Editor:
In addition to a hip new image,
the first issue of the Lance had
several articles that denounced
censorship. In one. a statement
by an American university trustee Ulat no "Communbt. fellow
travellers. fascist or NtVi is going
to have an invitation to speak
here" w~ rightfully derided.
Unfortunately, the cditoriaJ
page of the lance also warned
"the Lance will not print material
!hat is sexist., racist, ageist,
hctcrosexist, or that maligns differently ablcd people or the
economically disadvantaged.''
These limits on what the student body will be permitted to
read in its newspaper arc arguably stricter Ulan those set out by
the previously mentioned trustee
in the 1950s. Both, however, outline the politically incorrect
thoughts of Uleir rcspecllve eras.
Both are censorship.
Line Mac Aulay

Ca1npus unsupportive of wo1nyn
Dear Editor:
During my four years at the
University of Windsor, the
Womyn's Centre has been an important resource for all students
on campus. Despite inadequate
funding and a scarce volunteer
hase, the Womyn's Centre has
acted as voice for students on
such issues as campus safety.
violence against womyn and
sexual harassement.
After learning about the recent
controversy surrounding huing
practices for the Womyn's
C'entre·s coordinators. I am appalled at SAC's total disregard
for the importance of ensuring
that womyn on this crunpus have
a strong and effective voice. But
I'm really not surprised.
The whole issue of Womvn't,,
Centre autonomy is more than a
pelty squabble over process. It is
about control: who will decide
who speaks for Ulc interests of
womyn on this campus. The actions of SAC seem lo mdicatc
that Ulcy. a hiring committee
mainly made up of men who

have very little understanding of
issues concerning womyn, will
make that decision for us.
The Womyn's Centre's mandate is to secure a place on campus where womyn can come
together to share Uleir experiences and to organize 10 help overcome Ulc male dominated world
of academia.
Instead.
the
Womyn's Centre has been coopted by the same hierarchical
structures that it set out to
counteract. SAC preside111 Jon
Ricci stated he had no problem
with the Womyn's Centre disaffilliating from SAC Ohv1ousl}
SAC doesn't see the Womyn·s
Centre as a priority. despite the
fact that over half Ule students on
this campus arc womyn.
This campus has been less than
supportive of the Womyn's
Centre. In Ulc pru;t, it has hccn
~hut down because II got 100
strong. Already Ul1s year. the
Womyn·s Centre has been on the
receiving end of campus resentment. Banners have been vandaliLcd. replacing the "y'' in womyn

with the lradilional "e", oUlers
simply tom down.
These attitudes are 1101 just a
problem on our campus. they are
symptomatic of our society's
contempt for womyn assening
themselves. Much of the hostility
displayed on this campus is
reflective of Ulc anti-feminist
backlash in our society.
Like society at large, the
prevailing political climate on
this campus has been anyUling
but pro-womyn. Why should men
decide who speaks for womyn on
Ulis campus'! SAC' s role is to ensure that student interests arc
being served. Perhaps we should
be askmg just whose interesL<; arc
being served by the current raUlcr
exclusive hiring practices of
SAC. Who is SAC really being
accountable to'!
I strongly urge all students,
c:lubs and organi,ations to show
their support for the Womyn',
Centre hy writing letters of support to SAC and the Lance.
Tamara Skerratt
4th year Poli.Sci/Comm.Studies

Womyn's Centre coverage "inaccurate"
Dear Editor:
We wi,h to address inaccuracies contained in the articles
regarding Ule Womyn·, Cenlre in
the last issue of the Lance.
In regards lo Ulc comments
made b} Angie Slingerland in the
article Womyn 's Cent re members
protest hiring process. we wish
to state that all interviews for all
positions were Uloroughly comprehensive. Three questions were
asked of all candidates. and indepth responses
were encouraged. If an interview Ja.-;tcd
only five minutes, it can be a,sul\!d the candidate did not
respond in depth to U1e comprehensive questions.
SAC does kcl the need to continue lo monitor student groups;
Ulese groups arc funded with
money collected from every
single full-time undergraduate
student. SAC has a duty to ensure
that all monies remitted to

groups. clubs and services arc titled Summer of struggle for
spent w1lh all students rn mind.
wom,·n is full of inaccuracies
SAC has and always will en- making it less than special. Comcourage all students to utilize all mon mathematics would indicate
of its services, and demands that Ulat a hiring committee comall groups embrace any in- posed equally of Ulrec men and
dividual who wishes to get in- three women would not convolved. We intend to entrench in stitute a male majority
the by-laws a mandate for Ulc
It is unfair to ,tl'rcotypc
Appointment Search Conunittee everyone not involved with thl'
of SAC to offer all past coor- Womyn's Centre as being t·omdinators or their designates Ule pletcly ignoranl to its purpose.
right to sit in and offer suggesAs the elected executives of
tions when their particular posi· this corporation. we feel it is imtion is up for reassignment.
portant for us to respond to arIf the Womyn·s Centre wishes ticles which cast aspersions on
lo detach itself from SAC as far SAC. SAC is 1101 hierarchical;
as hiring of JXlsitions. ii is unfair many are involved in decision
to Ule students who elect repre- making and all arc encouraged to
sentatives to oversee their ser- get involved. Any implication
vices and hire individuals to run that we arc dictating to Ule opthem. The current method is. in pressed is absolutely false.
our opinion. the only one that
Jon Ricci
breeds accountability to students.
SAC President
Further, the ''special to the
Steve Alexander
Lance" on Ule opinions page enSAC V.P. University Affairs

NDP has chanc
to beat NAFTA

Since winning the leadership of Ontario govcmme
support of the provincial NDP hac; fallen to all time lcr
And, as election campaigns draw near, the federal NI)
popularity has been sinking along side it.
The NDP won because they had the support of pcy
who had grown sick and tired of the Liberals' ,. ·
Conservatives' willingness to meet corporate deman
Many Ontarians were looking for a party with a socia:
agenda and the alligned themselves with the NDP.
However, when the NDP began talking Social Con
people began questioning the party's principals.
were travelling some of the same roads a<; their capit
serving predecessors.
Recently, infonnation emerged that may give the pu
a chance to see if the the NDP has the backbone to act
its principals.
According 10 reports, the federal government may
q uire that each province aprove the side deals of the N
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFf A). Shoul
number of provinces refuse to approve the deals, N
could be jeopardized.
While the agreement iL<;elf does not need provincial
proval, the side deals may because they deal largely 1,1
labour and environmental issues, which fal l under prO\ ··
cial j urisdiction.
Here's where it gets interesting. Currently there
three NDP provincial governments. The govement\ "
British Columbia, Saskatchewan and Ontario have sta
that they are opposed to the agreement. If they reject ..
side deals, NAFfA could face major stumbling blocks:
even be nixed.
This may be a way for NAFrA opposition to, at
very least, get its foot in the way of a door that is to sl
ming shut fast, with the likely outcome of the nc · \ ·•
federal election.
.
NAFrA threatens our country's labour, social
vironmental standards and at the same time will exp
i
Mexican people and their country's environment.
".If it turns out that these side deal conditions can stop . ·
slow NAFrA, than the NDP must reject them. It may #1
the only way for the party to regain the respect and sr
port of voters. Forgoing this option would prove that
party is lacking the character to carry out its principles.
And , more importantly for Canada, they could be pa

C ,t 71(
CAMPUS PATROL
University Student Escort
requires volunteers

M

Applications available at the SAC
office and CAW Student Centre desk.
First come, first served.
*** all previous volunteers must re-apply***

<.

and ,. ·

Application deadline: 4pm Friday, September 24
Manditory General Meeting: 10pm, Wednesday,
September 29, Ambassador Auditorium (2nd floor
Caw Centre
Any questions, leave message at SAC office for
Chris Maich or Chris Zelezney

Ii

ing up on an excellent chance to cripple NAFTA.
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LET US DESIGN AND PRINT YOUR SPORTS APPAREL
TM

JUDO&
JU JUTSU
Beginning Week 0f
September 13
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Universities call for
30 percent fee jump
by Tran Longmoore
Associate News Editor

In mid-August the Council of
Ontario Univers1t1es (COU) suhm1ucd a proposal to MPP Dave
Cooke, Minister of Educat.aon
and Training, advising the
province to allow universities to
raise tuition fees by thirty per
cent over the next three years.
The COU discussion paper
claims that implementation of the
proposal
would
improve
academic quality. protect accessihility. enhance educational
equity. and increase student involvement in the distribution of
srudem aid.
Currently, Ontario universities
are facing a decline an academic
qualities as evidenced in rising
student 10 faculty ratios. large
cla'iS sizes. reduced library holdings and equipment aquisitions.
Universities have been unable
to aquire increa'>ed funding from
the provincial government and
have heen forced to look elsewhere. according 10 the COU.
"Ultimately. we can sit back
and
watch
unavers11.1es
deteriorate. or we can make
serious proposals that will stimu. 1a1e discussion on the topic," explained Ron Ianni. president of
the University of Windsor.
The discussion paper proposes:
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• Raising standard fonnula fees
30 per cent by 1995-96.
• Pennitting the universities to
raise the discretionary fee from
13 per cem of the standard
fromula fee 10 30 percent

J *'i
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~ub opening a sniash
Associate News Editor

A capacity crowd. line ups.
er. moshing. a Canadian rock
d that was ushered into town
the last moment, more beer.
.d fisticuffs. Just some of the
imcnL, that made the grand
,cning of the Moose Pub a
ma<;h" that will he rememred.
a,;t Wednesday over 400 stuts attended the evem to watch
adian rock band. 54-40.
sten the pub located in the
cmcnt of the newly renovated
\ W Student Centre. AdditionY, several hundred students
ied up in the outside hallway
,ping to get in by night's end.
n general, students were
cted positively to the new
b's atmosphere.
'It's a big improvement over
! old pub." said Tom Pack)(){!, a fourth year business and
onomics student. ''The service
great and the opening enterinmcnt is an excellent way to
aw a crowd."
Chris Corbett, a second year
student, concurred.
It's a 100 per cent improveent over the old pub. It's up to
te and has a better atmosphere,

I

-

The proposed student loan
refonni>. titled Guaranteed Assistance
Loans
for
StudenL'i
(GOALS). are modeled after the
Australian system. According to
the paper, to meet studenLo; ·
needs. loan... would increase.
therebye increasing the cost to
the government However. to offset this increa-;ed cost. there
would be a corresponding reduction in opera1mg grants from the
province.
These loans would be repayable contigent on the income
level of the graduate. The
proposal also claims that if a

graduate's income is lower than a
cenain, as yet unspecified. level
for a certain period of time, the
loan would be forgiven.
''If someone graduates from
medical school and earns a large
!ialary, than we exppect them lo
pay it back. However if visual
artist is not making a certain
amount of money after a few
years. than the loan would be forgiven." explained Ianni.
Ianni docsn' t feel that this system would draw the ire of those
who have to repay the loan.
"That type oi attitude is totally
unCanadian. Most Canadians
have the capacity to look out for
them selves. but at the same time
look out for society as a whole."
Ianni believes that groups such
as The Canadian Federation of
Students (CFS), who support
Lero tuition fees, are unrealistic.
At the same time Ianni doesn't
think that the proposal indicates
that governments are trying to
clean their hands of university
funding.
"I don't subscribe to this 'all
or nothing' type theory. It's
beyond the width of men and
women to make everybody
happy."
An enclosed "myths and
realities" discussion paper refers
to the student loan a<; a "mortgaging on their careers."
While Ianni docsn' t like lhe
1cnn he agrees that tuition fees
must be looked at ~ an investment for the future.
"I want those people who will
reap financial rewards from their
education to pay their share." ~

Japanese students fight fee hike

4..

3ger crowd awaits entry into the Moose Pub. (photo by /AN GRAY)

by Tran Longmoore

(maximum S3 030 per year).
• Realigning the fee for graduate
programs to 1.5 times the rate
for undergraduates in two
equal installmcnts.
• Realigning the fee for selected.
second
entry
professional
programs, such a<; medecine
and law, to twice the rate for
undergraduates
arts
and
science students, in to e4ual installments (maximum S6 061
per year)
• Increasing student aid provided
through OSAP.
• Providing each unive1si1y the
option of establishing locally
administered funds to disperse
student aid.
• Establishing
an
outreach
program to improve accessibility for students from d.tsadvantaged backgrounds.
• Supporting the establishment
of an income contingment
repayment plan for increased
student aid.

giving the campus something it
has deserved for a long time."
Just the day before SAC
(Students' Administrative Council) officials travelled to Toronto
to contract the services of 54-40
for the night.
Neil Osbome, the band's
singer. knew nothing of the
Windsor gig until the day before.
was impressed by the facilities.
"It's funny. I was on my roller
blades during sound checks and
there were all these guys in here
working. It was kind of exciting
and l got a good vihe. When we
played here before. the vihe was
very dull."
However. the otherwise successful opening night wa:-. marred
by juvenile behaviour. Several
fights broke out and, according to
one doorperson, about forty
people were bounced from the
pub for disorderly conduct. Other
patrons were disturbed by the uneccessary force with which the
staff used to escort "mo~bers"
from the bar.
Additionally, students have
been questioned by campus
police after $100 of merchandise
was found to be missing from a
retail outlet just outside the pub.

See "Pub" page 6.

Greater financial burdens and
poorer educational facilities
lead to resentment and antagonism agaimt the university

AN ACTIVE PAST
authorities and the government
at wa. .eda University (Japan) in

1965/66.
Wa<\eda wa<; a private institution. developed in resistance 10
the
nationally
supported
University of Tokyo which
traditionally focused on educating high government officials
and stressed technology and
science.
The University of Waseda
wa,; recognized a'i supenor in
the areas of political economics.
journalism, and literature in
contrast to the rival school's
elite and technical focus. The
government did not like the
liberal and somewhat antigovernmental reputation which
Waseda had become noted for.
During the prewar years,
Waseda wa<\ the centre for student movements and was quickly becoming a centre for student
militancy. Students schooled
there were suspected of being
trained
as
revolutionaries,
prompting governmental suppression from tu ,e to time.
On Dec. 20, 1965, the
Waseda board of trustees
decided to raise substantially

the entrance fees and tu1t1on. police imervention outraged
The student government op- many who had not previously
posed this increa.,e. considering heen mvolved in the struggle
the action a limitation of acces- over tuition. Once this occurred.
sability to non-traditional area,; the numher of MudenL.., supportof study.
ing the strike and taking part in
Students resorted to a strike,
the demonstrations increased
during which they refused to at- substantially.
tend classes and to take exThe annual entrance exam, a
aminations.
major source of income for the
After unsuccessful negotia- university, approached and the
tions
between
university Waseda
authoritie~
were
authorities and the leaders of anxious to settle the dispute.
the srudent body. the students
Negotiations had failed. but
occupied the administration the arrest of 203 student leaders
building, on Feb. 10, 1966.
made it possible to hold
Alumni groups were unable entrance examinations in a
to mediate the disputes and regular ball guarded by police
Waseda professors had not been officers.
informed of the plan to increase
Students revitalized their
fees. Since the professors had struggle after the examination.
little right to participate in ad- postponing their own commenministration, many had a nega- cement and tenn examinations.
tive attitude about it. leaving no The president resigned his ofother avenues for administrative fice on April 23, and was foldebate.
lowed by the members of the
Finally. at the request of the board of trustees.
university, twenty-five hundred
The new authorities made
anned police officers invaded many concessions and showed a
the campus. on Feb. 21, remov- willingness to communicate
ing barricades the students had with the siudents. The rebellion
set up around the building. As was ended with a unanimous
soon as police withdrew, the vote to end the strike, thus enstudents reconstructed the bar- ding a six month demonstration
ricades.
of student solidarity.
~
Because the campus was the
An Active Past is a weekly
traditional
sanctuary
of feature dedicated to the conacademic
freedom,
the tinuing struggle for student
administration's request for rights.

Too many of us in Trouble in the pubplastic bag club
for our own good
tbai(
Continued from page S.

By Shoshona Brinkman
Special to the Lance

The Plastic bag is the common
bond between all consumers.
They can be very useful whether
it is for carrying wet boots or
lining a garbage bag. But, for the

ENVIRO-TIPS
most part, they simply stack up.
Over 55 million make their
way into Canadian homes each
week. That is over two billion a
year, and that's a lot of wet
boots. Plac;tic bags make up 30
percent. by volume. and eight
percent, by weight, of municipal
wa.,;te.
When burned they emit
dioxins, furans and other hazardous substances which contanimate soil and food. In the
oceans, approximately one million seabirds and 100 thousand
marine animals die each year
from plastic waste.
There are two common alter- (.. . _ m
< natives
to paper bags - neither
"
m of which solves the problems of
...a.. -tz wao;tc.
:ru1 The biodegradable plastic hag
is designed 10 break up in !O dust
with exposure to solar radiation.
Yet. in the middle of a landfill,
the hags do not receive sunlight.
Even when they do degrade. the
little pieces of plastic dust add 10
existing unneccessary air pollution. Lastly, the bags cannot be
recycled.
The other common alternative
10 the plastic hag is the paper
hag. While it looks friendlier earth tones have this effect - its
production uses 45 per cent more
energy than its plac;tic counterpart and releases even more pollutams into our air and water than
do pla<.tic bags.
Is there a solution to this
problem? Yes.
It takes a little change in thinking. hut the ultimate and ea<.iest
solution is to bring your own
knapsack or doth string bags
when you shop. Not only do you
save 10 per cent of the environmental stress of paper and plastic
bags, they are durable. Double
bagging your groceries and worrying about whether or not the
bag will make it home is a thing
of the past. Cloth bags are reliable. reusable and they can even
coordinate nicely with your
960
. Wyandotte St. E. wardrobe. The possibilities are
Wmdsor 519-252-4600' endless

C>
C>~
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As for the plastic bags that you
already have, put them to use.
Keep them around for shopping
trips, lunches garbagebags or
your wet boots. Or return them to
the stores where you received
them. Some stores recycle. In the
meantime, push for Blue Box
recycling programs in your area
to add plastic to their program.
The solution to many wac;te
problems is not that bard to find.
It takes a little bit of common
sense and a minimal amount of
effort.
It's not much of an honour to
belong to the Plastic Bag Club.
The the sooner the membership
drops, the better for all of us. [Q
Shoshana Brickman is a member of the Ontario Public Interest
Group (OPIRG), a student organization which researches,
educates and acts on social justice and environmental issues.
For more infonnation on
OP/RG's Windsor activities, call
253-/643.

According to Thomas Partington, assistant department
bead of the book store, two
sweat shirts, a back pack and a
pair of slippers were stolen
from the Campus Nook.
As of yet, no one has been
charged.
The night's events bas Partington
concerned
about
drunken students stealing from
or vandalizing the operation in
the future. However, be is
waiting to see bow the situation is handled before making
further comment.
Dave McMurray, director of
Student Services, said that the
thefts will be taken seriously.
"Damage and theft won't be
tolerated. We have a beuatiful
facility and intend to keep it
that way."
McMurray, while waiting
for a report on the night's
events from pub manager Dave
Benusa, said that pub and student centre security is adequate. The pub employs two
off duty members of the
Windsor Police Force and stations staff around the bar to en-

sure orderly conduct. Also, th
CAW Student Centre· s opera
lions are guarded by scvera
members of Campus Police.
McMurray speculated
should there be consistet .
problems with behaviour in th
future. there may be change!> iJ
the operation's programming.
"The pub is best suited t,
entertain using the Disk Jocke·
fonnat. It may turn out that lb,
pub is not suited for boldin:
live rock acts. But that's if lb
problems continue."
Despite the problems, SA(
president Jon Ricci believe
opening night was a success.
"It was amazing. The stu
dents I talked to enjoyed them
selves, listening to the music
dancing and just meeting witl
other students."
Ricci said that he didn't set-any connection between tbf •
pub opening and the Camp~
Nook incident and be callee
the fights "'incidences lha--E
would be seen at any bar. Tite,
weren't anything major. Ther~
was no blood shed or seriow Wi1
injuries of anykind. I'm confi.lcvii
dent in the pub's securit)HW
program."
fnde
outh
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Windsor to s-hare J-school ~::c~
The University of Western
Ontario· s school of journalism
may not have to shut their doors
juM yet. Dr. Stuart Selby, the

CAMPUS CLIPS
fonncr department head of the U
of W' s communication studies

deparunent has met with officials
from Western and Ryerson in
hopes of saving the program. Although talks are preliminary.
early reports say that the three
schools would share the program,
with Western offering print journalism and the U of W offering
broadcast journalism. "Their
masters of journalism program is
very important to this province. I
think we may be able to help
save it and benefit the University
of Windsor at the same time."

*

*

*

For the first time at the U fo W
gays. lesbians and bi-sexuals will
have a co-ordinating position
within SAC (Students' Administrative Council). The unpaid position is part of the SAC
Human Rights Commission. As
of this date, no one ha<. been appointed to the position. Other
uni versitiy student governments
have had similar paid positions
for years.

ICtob

* * *
Residence student,; at the U of
W will not be subjected to enviromnemal action at feeding
time this year. The Food Services .
Advisory Board bad been considering a proposal to implement
·mess kits' in an attempt to
reduce waste. produced by the
regular mass consumption of disposable materials in cafeterias.
Students would pay an initial fee

for the ·mess kit', and a small fee
for each use of disposable items.
The proposal was rejected due to
the board's reluctance to incur
legal damages if illness resulted
from improper care of tableware
by residence students.

*

*

*

Afraid to face the daily race
for parking? Looking for a more
economical and environmentally
friendly mode of transport? Transit Windsor is offering several
revised and new express routes to
the U of W, St. Clair College,
and the downtown area. Revised
routes include the Transway IC
Express and Crosstown 2 Express. New Routes in the Transit
College connection arc Eastown,
Central Windsor, South Windsor,
St. Clair College Express, and the
College Connection to St. Clair.

*

*

*

e,

may mean changes in the can. arl
international students in Onta;~nt,
As a result of~~ Ma~ 19. 1\m.
b~dget.. the m1mstry mtends Sin,
d1scontmue OHIP coverage ie 101
temporary residents. Refuivic
claimants are a federal resp,1mm
sibility. The ministry will im~cnt
ment a three month wai~enl ,
period for all new rcgistrants 'HW
returning residents. The imfrodu,
of these cuts is still under studotert.

* *

*

nd i
)r Es
The U of W has receive1
grant to implement an Aborig1
Centre on campus. The cer
was initiated in response
Education
Minister
D2
Cooke'5 initiatives 10 prom
aboriginal, racial, and ethn0<
tural equity in educational est
lisbments. It will function a
liao;on between reserves and
university, in making the U of
a more accessible place
aboriginals through recruittn
and education, as well as inf(l!
ing students of special scM
ships, bursaries, and employm
opportunities. Office hours
be held from 8:30 to 4:30 dail:
362 Dillon Hall beginning
Sept. 27.

rrrirIFIJTI1TI~mrn~
Welcome back students!
Come check ·out our new stock
Custom Designed University Clothing
Catering to: • Fraternities/Sororities • Clubs & Societies • Residences
We have: • Paisley • Floral • Plaids • Boxer Shorts
• Old Style Ball Shirts and Caps

2053 Wyandotte Street West (Across from Big-V, just 3 minutes from the U)
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1699 Wyandotte St. West

This Week
Tues............... Open Jam Night
Wed......... Pitcher Mania: $7.75
Thurs ........................25( Wings
Fri..................... Pariah Brothers
Sat. ............J esse Grooms Band
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~!Local news returns to Windsor

:allec
Iha
By Tran Longmoore
Thei _Associate
News
Editor
fher,,__
____
__
_ __

-----------

:riou- Windsor will again have daily
:onfi. lcvised local news coverage.
:urit1HWI-TV (Channel 16), indef.!ndently owned and operated by
outh Western Ontario Broad.-,isting incorporated. A Baton
,roadcasting Company. comt1cnces hroadca•aing on Monday.
ictober 18.
As well. there have been meetf H _1gs betwv.!n CHWI-TV and the
c, of W communications studies
can.!parunent in hopes of garnering
~n~ mtemship program at the sta. on.
end, Smee the recem departure of
!gef 1e local CBC affiliate, residents,
~e ui vie leaders and the U of W' s
r~sp:)m.munication studies departI ~lien! have lobbied for reinstatewru~ent of local television services.
~ts 'HWI-TV will provide locally
imrroduced news. infonnalion and
studmertainmcnt. a<; well as national
nd international programming
. )r Esscx and Kem Counties.

l-

~1ve1

The station will air twelve
hours of news coverage each
week, including two daily one
hour news casts Monday through
Friday.
A majority of the staff is from
other parts of Canada and have
been spending the past few
months getting to know the city's
people and their concerns.
According to Stuart Selby.
fonner head of the U of W communications studies department.
if the station meets the needs of
Windsor's citizens, CH\MJ-TV
will have a positive impact on the
community.
"If the program is a good one,
it can help bring the community
together. People will go to work
and talk to their co-workers about
the days local events. It enables
people to contextualize themselves within the community they
live in. In the age of television, it
is a neccessary service."
Blake Roberts. CHWl-TV
news assignment editor, said that
covering the complexly unique

city will be a challenging ta'ik.
He wants to make the news team
accessible and responsive to its
citizens.
"The labour movement is a big
force in this town. At the same
time the city is gearing up for
ca<;inos. I think that. while
Windsor feels ignored by the rest
of Canada, the people here feel
proud and independent. They
want to make be noticed and we
are here to serve them."
Meanwhile, according
to
Lome
Freed.
director
of
programming. CHWI-TV has
been in contact with the Es10
Marzotto. of the U of W, regarding possible intemship progams
for communication studies studenl!> at the new television station. Talks are still in preliminary
stages, but Freed is confident a
deal can be worked out.
Marzotto could not be reached
for contact.
Freed also said that. once established. the station will make
efforts to hire locally.
[g
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The Office of Development & Alumni Affairs is seekin9 a dynamic
team of students to assist with the University's "Talking Proud"
Phonathon (a phase of the Annual Giving Program)
Begining September 28 through November 28
Monday wthrough Thursday 6:00pm-9:30pm
Saturdays 10:00am-2:00pm & Sundays 1:OOpm-3:30pm
• Successful applicants will be enthusiastic, self-motivated, and looking for a
good challenge
• Good control of the English language and a clear speaking voice are essential assets
• Must have confidence to communicate with individuals by telephone
• Experience not essential
• Training will be provided
• Scheduling will be designed as much as possible to meet indivdual
timetables
Interview by appointment only

Contact: Susan C. Lester
Developmental Officer
Ext.3249

401 Sunset. Windsor Ontario • N9B 3P4 • 519-253-4232

c.on •-1

Guaranteed no karaoke 7 days
a week! Watch out for our new,
hipper menu!
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Crisis strains
student - Area
resident relations
By Teena Ward
News Editor

Permit parking has arrived and
is an issue of heated debate between Univernty of Wind\Or <;tudents and members of the
surrounding community.
The impact of the new bylaws
ha, heen studied extensively but
until students returned in Sept.
the full impact of the lost parking
spaces could not he ac;sessed.
According to John Tofflemire.
commissioner of Traffic Engineering for the cit). prohlems
in the universit) area (bounded
hy Bndge Ave .. Riverside Dr .
Mill St .. and South railway tracksd) have not been solved.
"There have heen lots of wmplaints form every source. from
students and residents who can· 1
lind parking. to complaints about
front yard parking. and commercial people" he said.
One of the permit parking
signs was reportedly run over
twice by a large truck. and conse4uently tom from the ground.
aptly illustrating the conflict over
the bylaw. Tofflemire's department indicated that three count<;
of vandalism to permit parking
signs have been recorded since
their implementation although no
suspects were fountl
Parking tickets have been a
problem ac; well. Many students
not aware of the zoning changes Windsor Police officer tickets illegally parked car. {photo by /AN GRAY.)
which put permit parking into effect over the summer are at risk student, Miriam Bugeja echoed al the top of lhe list for the
of a S75 fine.
negative sentiments "it doesn't majority of residents.
Between the period of Sept. 6- seem like the city is very symComplaints were lodged to the
9. 206 parking tickets were dis- pathetic or responsive and the city regarding noise. blocked
tributed in the University Area. bus system is not great either."
driveways, traffic congestion,
Although some of these ticket<;
But the parking problems are and the lack of parking spaces for
may be cancelled for new comers not just a recent development. those
without
driveways.
and permit holders, the number is Recognizing the growing con- Winston Eagon, of the University
alarming.
flicts over noise, parking, and Area Ratepayer's Association,
Many students are outraged at bylaw standards, City Council, pointed out that "the responthe new policy and the conse- established the Student Housing sibility for parking is between the
4uences it implies for studems. Advisory Committee in Dec. university and students." Permit
''The City of Windsor has taken 1990. SHAC is made up of resi- parking seemed a viable solution,
the university and student sup- dents, city and traffic repre- by limiting parking in university
port of the city for granted by im- sentatives,
university neighborhoods to residents.
plementing measures that hinder administration and student repreEagon does not blame students
students ability to enjoy city sentation.
for taking advantage of free parkresources"
exclaimed
SAC
The groups' one-and-a-half ing when it was available, "no
(Students' Administrative Coun- year survey led to 54 recommen- student smart enough to attend
cil)
vice-president
Steve dations for improving relations universtiy is dumb enough to
Alexander.
between the residential and park in a lot and pay if they can
Second year masters history university factions. Parking was get it for free." But all good
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things must come to an end. including free parking.
SAC (undergraduate student
council) bad planned to prepare
by applying to the city for a
·grace period' during the first
two week period in which students are returning to school.
This would absolve unknowing
students from the $75 fine for illegal parking. Steve Alexander,
vice president of SAC. indicated
that the difficulty was in finding
a time during lhe summer months
·'when all the appropriate student
leaders could get together" 10 approve the proposal. Since the
plea for grace would ''only taJce
ten minutes to type up"
Alexander said it should be sent
out soon.
For the present the administra-

lion, SAC. and Campus PoL
are feeling the pinch. The goal
to ensure that students are aw,
of their parking options.
New pay and display lots
well a~ special night time parla
arrangements are indicated
maps being distributed arou
the campus.
Jim Foreman, chief of Camr
Police indicated that the unh
sity "will find spots I
everybody someplace," but a
lions that "if students are not b:
by 8:30am they will have
move out farther on the campu1
Alexander made it clear tba
the University found that it h
not provided adequately for :
parking situation the "aquisiu
of new property had been d
cussed."
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CLASSIFIEDS
HOUSING
STUDENT RENT AL. Two
rooms in house. Laundry,
cleaning service $250 per
room.
Furnished rooms
available. Call Rob or Cas,
256-9914.
DUPLEX FOR RENT. 4
bedrooms, $840 + utilities.
3143 Donnelly. One year
lease - 978-3428.

HELP WANTED

I

BBYO GIRLS' ADVISOR
needed. Call Tamara, 9731772.

NOTICES
LANCE MEETINGS are held
6:00 pm every Monday at
the Lance office, basement
of University Centre. All staff
required to attend. Newcomers always welcome.

School's hard •••
Make the most of your time off

JI
whc
the~
J.T.

It

- Join the Larue staff!
The Lance needs volunteers for all sorts of ti;'ig~,
from writing news stories and opinion pie~es, art ~d
music reviews and sports analysis, taking
photographs, to general office work.
It's a great way to get to know your campus, learn
some valuable skills, and beef up your resume.
All that, plus free coffee!
Interested? Contact editor in chief Mark Crane at
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•._ Non-is says:

I Gulf War
did happen
by Bernie Helling
Arts Staff

"Why did CNN cancel the

Desert Storm show? I liked it!"
-Anonynwus inrerner tag/me
Mr. Norris, or his editors and
publisher, owe me $14. Instead

BOOKS
Uncrtitical Theory:
Postmodemism, Intellectuals and
the Gulf War
Christopher Norris
Umvers,ty of Massachusetts Press
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of presenting
a classical.
rea,oned refutation of the exce!-.ses of a few nominally postmodernist commentators on the
Gulf War. Norris proceeds to
drag out every tlahby and cheap
trick that high modernism ha,;
been accused of in lapsing moments. and then bleeds all over
the stage.
Incited to action by the
pronouncement hy l11e agen,
provocareur par excellence of
French pop po-mo. Jean Baudrillard. that "the Gulf W'd! has not
taken place," Norris proceeds not
to untangle Jim-bo's patent mix
of provocation and hyperbole.
hut to take to the barricades
proclaiming "It did too!" (These
gendarmes always overlook the
obvious, Wat-;on.)
Norris, of course, has bigger
fish to fry: Jim-bo is just the most
obvious edge of a surging wave
of un-Norris thinking that
threatens to destroy Western
Philosophy as we know it. The
real villains. according to Norris.
are heavyweights like Foucault,
Derrida. Lyotard, and Habennas.
These rogues have lent a
dangerous legitimacy to right
wing opportunists like Rorty.
Fish, and Fukuyama. and probably had something to do with
Thatcher hiring an advertising
agency to run her last election.

To fry them Norris falls back
on the tried and true fools of a
pudgy, tenure-bound, and lazy
academic philosophy: (i) the argument from authority, without
backing - since without eight
years of tutelage under his thumb
we ought not dare try to understand any of bis rarefied arguments; (ii) the use of the Straw
Man fallacy, and its related tactic, (iii) guilt by association (bum
all posonodemists, let god sort
them out...); and finally (iv) an
appeal to the reader to read hi:,,
other books. which deal with the
matter in a much more substantial way ..
This i!'I the Tom Wu school of
philosophy. and would be bad
enough, except that Norris cannot
even sweep the round after
having stacked the deck with the
well-worn tools of rhetoric.
Norris' best straw man. the
downing of Korean Airlines
flight 007. is revealed to be a plot
by tJ1e CIA (!) and nor an example of the limits to discernible
knowledge in a ma,;s media-filtered world. Norrisism you see.
bas the backing of a couple of
"investigations" hy fringe lefty
magalines. for his "truth.'.
Myself. I wonder whM shape
bis "truth" would have taken had
Norris been a UFO enthusiast.
rather than a tenured back who
occasionally wraps his foolishness in the flag of the revolution.
Classical modernism, western
transcendental reason, Marxism,
and even posttnodernism deserve
better champions and opponents
than this piffling yuppie flab.
Something by Eagleton. or
Wellmer. for instance ...
My final sympathies go out to
Baudrillard, who always wa,;
quite open in his aims and
methods. Hoping to draw the
heavyweights of high modernism
into the ring, he has succeeded
only in becoming a piece of
flypaper for gnats.
~
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Luxury Chri~t:s Peter Burt_on (bass}, Trevor Malcolm (guitar). Nancy Drew (vocals}, Andrew l::3ryan (drums).
and Mark S1k1ch (percussion) wrth patron. (photo courtesy TOM PIDGEON)

You'll know they are
Christians: Buy their love
By Sean Gammon
Arts Staff

Luxury Christ ha-. been playing the Windsor bar scene for
longer than I've been sncakmg in
to sec them. Their unique brand

, MUSIC
Luxury Christ
Changez by N1te

Anugust31

of music. their on-stage antics.
and outrageous costumes have
brought audiences. from Windsor
to Kingston, to the brink of
hilarious ecstasy.
They also recently relea<;ed
Buv Our Love. an 11-track CD.
chock full of their best songs.
The independent release. available at Dr. Disc. is reasonably
priced and well worth whatever
you pay for it.
Luxury Christ's frontwoman is
Nancy Drew. wailing her lyrics
with feminine ferocity. Trevor
Malcolm (infamous for having
once dumped the Butthole Surfers during a particularly un-

savoury rehear,al) manipulates with llleir usual barrage of funky.
his guitar like some kind of musi- powerpop tunes including a few
cal Einstein. complete with backnew ones.
up vocal, and hilarious facial
The first set wa-. not without
contortions. Ba,!-.ist Peter Burton incident. Problems with a speaker
reminds me of Shaggy from ne'd!ly deafened the crowd (espeScooby Doo: tall. c;kinny, and cially me. since l wa-; sitting right
funky. M'd!k Sikich usually wears next to 1t) There was al,o an
the least amount of clothing. hits older drunk who did a sort of
thingi,, sings oack-up. and oc- mosh/staggering type dance up
casionally lead. Andrew Bryan front. shouting. He was irritated
plays drums. drinks beer, and that be· d had to pay two bucks to
yells out the band members· get in and heckled the band benames as introduction to the tween songs with remarks like.
crowd.
"Don· t talk. just rock."
On Aug. 31. I had the pleasure.
After a break and costume
once again. of seeing them play. change, Nancy reappeared with a
this time at Changez by Nite. on faux fur stole wrapped around
Wyandotte East. Their first set her head and a stuffed animal
had a wedding theme: Trevor around her waist. Trevor wore a
wa~ the bride in a white gown Santa Claus oulfit. Peter donned
and Peter was the groom in an a pair of sparkly black bellbotugly light blue polyester suit. toms and Mark sported a tutu.
Nancy declared herself the The drunk had left and things
bridesmaid
while
Andrew went a lot smoother.
resembled a Texan televangelist
I highly reconunend that
with his cowboy bat and sunglas- anyone who is into loud, fasl
ses. As for Mark. well, Mark was funny music go see Luxury
just Mark. Maybe he was the Christ. Support local talent.
flower girl.
Don· t just go see them, buy their
They ripped through the set love by buying their CD.
~

Scriabin's great-grandchildren rock Windsor
By Leo Ogata
Special to the Lance

It's August in Windsor; the
wheels of progress have targeted
their wrecking ball on the
J.T.Wing Building at 384 Pitt St.

MUSIC
362 Lost Kitty
Benefit for Artcite, Inc.
Ftlm and Video Collective
Augus17. 1993

East; the swan song of art rock
emanates from the building's top
floor on lJ1is unseasonably cool
night.
The audience has already been
treated to a program of local independent video. have persevered as the final kinks in
technology were pressed into
subservience, and are now experiencing 362.
In a summer of pedestrian fare

within the local arts scene comes
a refreshing breath of air. The
event? A fundraiser for Artcite,
lnc.'s newborn Film and Video
Collective. Arlcite. Windsor's
decade-old artist-run centre,
whose programming also includes regular month-long exhibits at their University Ave
West location, organized the
video screening and entreated the
help of multimedia fusion rockers 362 to round out the evening.
Experiencing 362: Slowly,
gradually, layers of sound arc
provided by keyboard, guitar,
synthesizer. voice. The members
of 362 arc bathed in magenta
light as processed video images
are projected behind lllem. In a
musical perfonnance reminiscent
of Phil Manzanara's 801 and
Robert Fripp's League of
Gentlemen. 362 produce an array
of images and sounds that are
both stimulating and tantalizing.
Under the shadow of demoli-

tion, several facets of art come
smashing together in an aural and
visual onslaught that scintillates
the senses. Amid abandoned
spaces, blank walls, and empty
hallways l11c members or 362 are
captured on video cameras.
digitized.
processed,
and
projecled on the wall like stroboscopic wallpaper. The layering of
video images parallels the
process being used aurally as
time delays and echo boxes
create textures like Ille lacquering
or paint.
"Black Beetle" wa-; a somhre
dirge lamenting vulnerability at
the threshold or power. "She ,s

naked. She is .Handing lll the
platform. She is holding her
fingers in circles up to her eyes."
The words stream forth from Ille
poet's mouth as sounds arc crashing about him.
362 was born a,; a collaboration between guitarist Scott
Hughes and keyboard player

John Simard. Two additions were
Dermot Wilson, who experiments
with
flute,
drum.
saxophone, and verbiage, and
Mark Thibeault on mandolin,
guitar. pedal steel and guitar synthesizer.
Drew Ellwood does sound
mixing. audio mixing, and additional programmed MIDI stuff.
Lee Rabideau handles the video
end of 362. The first major pcrfonnance by the group was last
April. as part of the School of
Visual Art<; Multimedia Show.
A centrepiece of the August
7th perfonnance was Pale Po\, a
surrealistic piece where "The
word was made flesh." Each
word in lllis piece is rhymed until
the original phrase and its meaning has been flipped around in
palindromic fashion.
In the syle of Raymond Roussell, the end is a beginning of
sorts. In Pale Pox. layers of permutations are lacquered on so

that the listener is disposed to appreciate the surface. while the
undercoat, the originating text
and whatever meaning it may
have held. 1s merely intimation:
music and word arc laminated
into a smgle amorphous wall of
sound.
Real Napo. an instrumental. is
named for a river in Equador.
The soundscape created o;uggests
the lushness of a mountain river
valley. (You can almost hear
Juan Valdez's donkey coming
with his coffee ... )
Glass Door is one of 362's
door motif pieces. Watch for

Fabric Door. Metal Door,
Wooden Door. (Be sure to collect
·cm all.)
The pertonnance closed with
Tribuce ro Mark. a farewell to
Thibeault. who is heading for
points West. Those ~ortunatc
enough to witness this event
won· t easily forget 11. For the rest
of you. watch for their return. 19
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551 PELISSIER •OPEN 7 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS• 973-4977

OPEN NOW
STUDENT CENTRE PHARMACY

~::)/\ \:-

at the NEW C.A.W. STUDENT CENTRE

)~}ptescription & counselling service • cosmetics and
J)gir (~are • greeting cards • vitamins and weight
(tiainiqg .= • photo finishing • sport medicne (crutch renaal$) ·fJ:~,:~:fage stamps • providing TOTAL healthcare
:· need~'.i;:J -tjc:;.ept all drug plans, including Student Drug
.Plan·/Jfqsf®.,lvery anywhere on campus
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Cover of Mecca Normal singer
Jean's Smith's book I can hear me fine.

Christ and Mecca
all in one show! :!~

fro
se1

Mecca Nonnal. one of North
America· s key feminist punk
bands, will perfonn at the

UPCOMING
Spotted Dog (89 Riverside Dr.
West) on Friday Sept. 17 witl1
Windsor·s own Luxury Christ.
(Doors open 9pm)
The perfonnance is prel:t:<lt:u
by a book-signing of band member Jean Smith's newly released
fiction work / Can Hear Me
Fine at 6:30 at the Eclectic Cafe.
(157 University Ave. W.)

* *

*

Windsor Feminist Theatre invites all women perfonners to
their monthly coffeehouse at the
Eclectic Cafe. Wed. Sept. 15,
from 7:30-11:30 pm. Bring a
musical instrument, poetry. a
story. and couple hucks donation
toWFT.

* *
If

you

*

haven't

seen
the
Canadian-made documentary on
political theorist/activist hero
Noam Chomsky. you'll have a
chance this Thursday. Sept. 16 at

Manufacruring

yet

Consent.

a"

the Grad House. By donation EP
Call Sue Morin at CJAM (253- haJ
4232, ext. 3606) for more info.
an,
fat
* * *
sla
Sarah Maloney's sculptural in- La.
stallation Body of Work opem
Sept. 15 at Common Ground, 131 to
University Ave. West. This h ce:
Maloney's M.F.A. graduating ex- tig
hibit. A closing reception will be rif
held Thursday, Sept. 23.
me

*

*

*

tiv

Fanny's Starlight Lounge
presents Turner W illiams, blues
from Ohio. this Friday and Satur·
day Sept. 17 and 18. Fanny's is
located at 53 Pitt St. East.

*

*

*

Interested in writing for the
lance arts section ? Get free tick·
ets to things. get published. get
'wtiter's block. get writer\
cramp. Especially needed are
writers interested in theatre who
can get to Detroit (i.e. have car
or friend with car). Come to the
staff meeting at 6pm Monday or
stop by the lance office (base·
ment of CAW Student Centre,
and ask for Sarah.
~
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NEW ASIAN CURRY HOUSE
Lunch Buffet @ $5.99
· 10% off with the ad

SEPTEMBER 18

8 :00PM

CHRYSLER THEATRE
(CLEARY INTERNATIONAL CENTRE)
RESERVED SEATING

$13.00 (INC. GST)

CONTACT THE BOX OFFICE LOCALLY AT 252-6579,
OR OUTSIDE WINDSOR AT 1-800-387-9181
THE CLEARY INTERNATIONAL CENTRE, 20 l RNERSIOE ORNE WEST. :WINDSOR

FULLY
LICENSED
Open seven
days a week
Mon-Wed: 11-9
Thurs-Sat: 11-11
Sun: 12-8

'l

•
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Studl nt Specials! (show student ID card.)
Passport Photos
12 colour
pictures - $20
2 Instant
pictures - $7.99

Film Developing
12 exposures
Just $4.991
24 exposures
Just $5.99!

Photocopying
Prices per sheet
1. 50 copies: 1~
50+ copies: ~
100+ copies:~

Bass, blood, and acid
MUSIC
Last Splash
The Breeders
4AD/Polygram

l
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The Jong-awaited second effort
from what many may feel is essentially the "IGm Deal [fonner
Pixies ba,;sist) Band" is finally
here, and worth the wait. Cliched
a<; it may sound, last year's Safari
EP promised a tighter band. a
harder edge, more distinction,
and of course Kim' s bass in your
face, hut not before the guitar
slaps it approach to songwriting.
Las1 Splash delivers.
Drifting through Sonic Youth
to My Bloody Valentine influences, The Breeders concentrate on
tight guitar noise and bass-heavy
riffs like a breathier and slightly
more stinging Clash.
From the majestic and addictive hook of Cannonball, the

album's first single, to the strangely new country groove of Driving on 9, the band bas proven iLc;
diversity
and
musicianship
beyond the Pixies' noise that
many would expect.
Deal, her sister Kelly on
guitar, Jim Macpherson's drums
and Josephine Wiggs' bass have
taken the Pixies· imagination,
mixed it with a whole lotta sex, a
little frustration, anti left the
planets behind.
-Sanjay Lakhana

MUSIC

Trent Reznor, the mind behind
Nine Inch Nails, and alternative
studio god Flood.
The result is the best Curve
music ever. Beat-heavy and
breathy. Toni Halliday and Andy
Garcia create simple sounds that
are bent beyond recognition by
their hired studio wizardry. Not
to say that Curve isn't in itself
worthy of praise, the industrial,
ambient, and trance house direction they've taken 1s obviously
the correct path. One can only
hope they'll continue it on thier
upcoming album.
-Sanjay Lakhana

8/ackerthreetrackertwo
Curve

MUSIC

Anxious Records U.K.

Any fan of Curve is familiar
with spit-in-your-face anger,
acidic guitar, and a beat capable
of making a cadaver tap its feet.
This time they take it one step
further bringing in producer

Welcome and good luck
to U of W students

Black Sunday
Cypress Hill
AuffHouse/Columb1a

Never has a one word review
been quite so fitting: dope.
- Sanjay Lakhana
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Cast Your ballOt for art
In your recent treks across campus you will
have noticed a numher of curious objects installed at various sites on the university grounds.
Some you may have easily identified as intentional sculpture, others participate more peripherally
in the genre of traditional outdoor art.
As an exercise in aesthetic democracy you are
invited to cast a vote for your favourite piece. the

one that you wish to remain on campus for an additional period of three years.
The sculpture exhibition is the first one to
highlight The Alumn, Way, a project initiated by
the Alumni Association to promote art the university setting.
Pick up your ballot at the CAW Student Centre
desk until 7pm Sept. 25.
[y

THE

(jf)Jl(jll
r.::~ .OPEN AT 5 P.M.

~z.J

MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

CHEAP PITCHERS! • 5P.M. TO CLOSING
FREE SLIZE OF PIZZA!! • 5P.M. TO 8P.M.

Windsor's most
gay-positive bar
invites you to enjoy
an evening with us
Dinner - Fridays at 6 p.m. (by reservation)
Dancing - Friday-Saturday-Sunday
Ongoing special events
Open 4pm-1 am six days a week; closed Tuesdays

1880 Wyandotte St. E.

258-5706

Microcom Computers
of Canada
ROOM 202 ASSUM PTION UNIVERSITY
(BEHI ND THE STUDENT CENTRE)
MCC 486-33
105 HARD DRIVE
2MBRAM
l.44 FLOPPY
SUPER VGA COLOUR MONITOR
.28 DOT PITCH
KEYBOARD
FREE MOUSE

UNBELIEVABLE SALE PRICE FOR U OF W STUDENTS

$999
(REGULAR $1199 WITHOUT SlUDENT ID)

253-3494

156 CHATHAM ST. W. (Chatham & Ferry)

FREE SOUND CARD IN THE FIRST 10 SYSTEMS SOLD.
FIVE YEAR LABOUR AND TWO YEARS PARTS WARRANTY.
WHY SHOP ANYWHERE ELSE WHEN YOU CAN SHOP HERE ON CAMPUS?
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Coach positive about youthful team

rru

By David Gough
Sports Editor

whc

Lancer I
Football
Roster

tivit
gui<'

Thank God for York.
If it was not for the hapless
York Yeomen. currently in the
mid,;t of a 33 game losing streak.

\Offi

rccn

FOOTBALL
the University of Windsor Lan<.'ers would not have hl..'at anyone
since 1990.
Coach John Mu,sclman. currently in his ,evcnth season a<;
tl1e Lancer head football <.'Oach.
is stlll uphcat about the 1991
lan<.'er fcxllhaJI lincup. After
\\hat he <.'ailed. ··a good week of
practice" leading up to the first
l!arne of the year against the
Laukr Golden Hawks. Mussselman says he. "feels good about
his team."
"The biggest thing we have to
do is believe in ourselves, which
is tough to do com,idering we
were 1-6 the la<;t two years and
1990 wa-, our la,t winning
sea'.'>on.''
The Lancers. hurt by graduauon of man)' athletes. arc fielding a young team. Some players
who graduated include the starting hackficld of Kevin Strong
1md Mike Scrntch. The offensive
line lost Mike Coste. Bill Lccrmakers. and Paul Gosling. The
defensive side wa, also hit hard
h> graduation as tJ1ey lost
linchackcr'.'> Mark Campbell and
Peter Gm,hng; and defensive
hacks Jim MacDougall and Walt
Hanson.
The Lancers also experienced
change in the coaching ranks. as
former All-Canadian Gerald
Hlady will now coach the offensive line. Newcomer Steve Fretwell. who played his university
football at Carleton will coach
the receivers. and former Lancer
standout Dan Zagordo will try
and ID'Jld the defensive hacks.
Musselman knows he ha,; a
young squad and he calls mis
year, "a building proces,". Here
is a position-by-position review
of the 1993 Lancer football team.
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33
however since he did not start
last year he is '.'>till rusty and not
m mid-season fonn · Andy Vasily. who handles the punting
duties. will he the backup.

Running Backs
Onie Ncthcrsole. one of the
hcst east-west runners in tJic
league. will he the main tailback
11 he overcomes nagging injuries.
Ncthersolc. the OUAA rookie of
the year four yean; ago. moves
from wide receiver and possesses
dangerous speed. If Nethersolc
1'.'> unhealthy. rookie Mike Dagostino will play. Micah Wagenhcrg will be the full-back.

Offensive-Line

Quarterback

Musselman calls the offensive
line, .. one of the strengths of this
team", despite me fact that tlley
do not have much experience.
Expected to bc the top offensive
line studs arc Chris Church, Brad
Cairns, Jeff Manchen. Joe Male
and rookie Mau Caplin

Rob Zagordo will bc the man
calling the signals for the Lancers this year. Zagordo is in his
tJ1ird year, both at me U of W
and with the Lancers. Musselman bas high hope'.', for Zagordo,
saying "he had a gcxxJ camp,

The Lancers have tremendous
potential at this postion Craig
Poole lines up at onr receiver
spot and according 10 Musselman. "ba'i great speed. and be

Receivers

will he our deep threat." The
other recei\'er spot is Lm<i,;a>
Tod who returns after missmg a
year He could be a weapon a<; he
stands 6'4 and is a big target for
Zagordo Nonn Casola also
returns at the slot position and 1s
one of the hcst at his position in
thcOUAA.

Defensive Line
The Lancers have gained a
year experience as all members
of the defensive line arc
returnee's from last year. Musselman sees an improvement
from last season saying. "we
have more experience and an improvement in strength level."

Linebackers
After playing junior football
for Windsor AKO for the la<;t
three years Rob McIntyre fills m
one of the linebacking spots.
along wit.h t.hird-year player Angelo Fran11si, and Dave Martin
who moves from defensive end.
Musselman wa<; pleased with
newcomer Joe Maher who he
said, "had a good camp, and real.
ly impressed us".

Defensive Backs
Musselman calls this group

i,olid, and with good reason as
I.hey arc \'Cry ex pcricnccd
Comcrback, Wayne Camphcll
and Chri, Mitchell arc hoth
fourth-year players. while Stacey
Nonon. a starting comcrhack last
year. move-.. to rover. The
~aJetie'.'> arc also ex(ll.:ricnccd a-;
hard-hitting Rob McElwain and
Mark Calder return.

Special Teams
Va<;ily will handle the punting
duties again this year. while in
the kicking department Jex: Kl>m
returru, after an up and down year
and he will be compeung against
newcomer Kevin BelL with Mussclman giving the nod IO Bell
The Lancers lost '31-4 in an
exhibition game at home against
I.he seventh-ranked McGill football team la,;t week While bot.h
teams did not put much stock
into this game because it wa1; an
exhibition. it still wa<; nm a pretty
game for the Lancer, Norm
Casola wa<; me only bright spot
as he pulled in six receptions for
48 yard.<;.
The Lancers' homecoming
game will be September 25
against the York Ycomen. Admission is free with a validated
student l.D. card.
~
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Pas \\
Name
WRSO~
Marc Foulon
RBr~s1c
Onie Nethersolc
DB1acu
Mark Calder
DB own
Stacey Nonon
Andy Vasily
QB/Pa~
DB sign
Garfield Gough
V
Joe Klym
~: B
Mike Glazier
DB FI
Dave Loschan
DB Jc
RohZagordo
QB
QB/K SI
Chris Charrette
FI
R}'anMurphy
DB <;,
Lionel McDonald
DB In
Wayne Campbell
CB
Gary Garson
SB s·
Tyronne Maxcy
DBt··11' I
CB I l
Chris Mitchell
DB
othc
Rob McElwam
DB
Crur
Tim Anderson
DR St f
Breu Gaskell
DB deal'
Pat Kocsis
DB sod•
RaJ Sam,
Ross McKibbm
RB In
Mike Dagostino
RB TI
John Estephan
:: say t
M icab Wagenhcrg
RB out.
Mal-simo Bianco
LB held
Fred Beitler
LB on 1
Joe Maher
LB Cent
Jamie Eldridge
Rob McIntyre
LB
Angelo Franz1s1
LB TI
Dave Martin
LB
LB Jeni
Jett Carson
OL
mo.rc
Tony Johnson
OL
:~l'lt\
Adam Cook
OL tmn.
ChnsChurch
OL fcwl
Mau Caplin
OL dud,
Mike Ircha
OL M
Jeff Manchcn
OL K
Joe Male
OL W
Brad Cairns
Wayne O'Keefe
DL Fe
Ben Lawton
OL
DL cluh
Silvano DiBat11sta
the
Brain Copeland
and
Jeff Betterley
WR
Dave Bell
Nonn Ca<;ola
SB W
Brian Lee
WR way
Kevin Bell
WR/I< aln:,
Lindsay Tod
WR hope
Craig Poole
WR V()U
J a,;on Brennan
WR and
John Redmond
WR l'cr.
Winston Dowrich
DL 253Jim Morris
DL time
Sam Manfredi
DL try-t
John DeSwert
DL
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Cross country starts season
Three injured;
five in top 10
By David Gough
Sports Editor

Tbe Lancer cros!>-COuntry
team started its season across
the river in Detroit, racing at I.he

CROSS COUNTRY
University of Detroit Mercy
meet. The race was held on
Sept. 3, a miserable, rainy day.
The weather made the course,
already hilly, even harder.
Coach Dennis Fairall did not

go with a full team. He is concentrating in,tcad on the meet
next weekend al Western. Explains Fairall, ''we do not want
10 go all-out this early in the
year"
The meet had some good and
some bad points. On the good
side, three runners from the
womens' team placed m the top
ten. Crystal Garrett placed third,
Jennifer Graham fmished fifth,
while Marnee Beamish came in
at eighth. Men with top ten
finishes included Dave Scarrow
in fifth, and Alex MacLeod
coming in tenth.
On me bad side, three run-

ncrs had injuries due 10 the inclement weather. However. said
Fairall, the injuries arc nothing
serious.
In comparing this year's
cross-country squad to last
year's, Faimll says,"wc arc
down a btt, la<;t year we went
for the gusto and it paid off,
finishing 2nd m the province".
Al this early point in the year
Fairall is playing it cautious, but
the cross-country team will not
take 1t easy as it faces a lot of
NCAA Division I competition
I.his fall in preparation for
OUAA and CIAU action in its
quest for achieving success. (g

Pistons co111ing back
By David Gough
Sports Editor

The Detroit Pistons arc coming
back to I.he St. Dems Centre for
trarnmg after a
two-year
abscencc They prepared for their
two NBA championship sca,.ons
with training camp sessions at the
UofW.
The Pistons called the St
Denis Centre their training base
for seven seasons, but decided to
shift to Saginaw Valley State for
two years.
The Pistons, who did not make
the playoffs last year,"always bad
a good relationship with Windsor
but former General Manager Jack
McCloskey wanted to try some-

t.hing diflerrcnt", says Mall
Dobek, the Piston's director of
public relations.
Dobek says " the playm
wanted 10 come hack 10 Windsor
and be closer lo a downtown setting, so we worked out a deal
with Windsor once again".
The Pistons include aging su·
pcrstar Isiah Thomas, smoolhshooting guard Joe Dumars, and
the always moody and excitable
Denis Rodman.
The Pistons will open camp on
October 7 with a media day that
will be closed to the public. If
you want to catch the Pistons.
they will have open sessions on
me evenings of October 9-13
from 5-7pm.
ffi
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LANCER STATS SHEET
go for
recreation
If you are a new student on
campus, you may be wondering
where to go for recreational ac-

CAMPUS RECREATION

I

t1v1t1es. Here is just a small
guide of where to join up for
some of this year's campus
recreation programs.

Intramurals
Pes

Why not get together with
WR some people, like friends in
RB residence or clac;smates in your
DBfacully, and put together your
DBown team? You can also play as
)B/P~ individ~al. Sports you can
DB sign up for mcludc:
K Volleyball (3 on 3 or 6 on 6)
DB Basketball
DB Floor Hockey
QB Ice Hockey
>B/K $lo-pitch
· DB Flag football
DB Soccer
CB lnnertube water polo
SB s·1gn up soon as many Ieagues
DB
CB fill up fac;l. Sign up for these and
DB other exciting programs at the
DB Campus Recreation offices in the
DR St. ~nis. Centre Fieldhouse. The
DB deadlme 1s Sept. 17, at 3:00 p.m.,
DB so don't hesitate.
RB
RB
RB

Instructional Fitness

The freshman fifteen. Need I
say more? If you just want to try
:: out, fitness cla,;ses they will be
LB held every M/WIF at 5-6pm amJ
LB on Tffh at noon in Lhe St. Denis
LB Centre. This runs Sept. 13 -24.
LB
LB
LB
LB
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL

The week
ending Sept.

Lancer football vs. U. of Toronto
Scores, last 10 games

10, 1993
1984

Men's Soccer
Lancers versus the University of Maryland (exhibition)
Monday, Aug. 30
Maryland 5, Lancers 0

1986

Lancers versus George Mason (exhibition)
Tuesday, Aug. 31
Mason 4, Lancers 1

1987

Lancers versus University of Maryland, Baltimore County (exhibition)
Wednesday, Sept. 1
Baltimore 9, Lancers 1

1989

1988

Lancers versus American University (exhibition)
Thursday, Sept. 2
American O, Lancers O

1990 ~ _ $ , @ / ~ , , @ , o
1990'

•

~ffffemZ 32

1991 ~

Women's Soccer

1992

,.M,,w",,0"a,7_$/Z@'~& 52

W/&7///1////#//21////ffM
T

Lancers versus Ohio State (exhibition)
Tuesday,Aug.31
Ohio State 5, Lancers O

I•

Lancers versus University of Dayton
Wednesday, Sept. 1
Dayton 10, Lancers O

37

1

Lancers

00 Toronto

• Playoff game

Clubs
The club program offers students the opportunity to spend
more time to a preferred sport or
activity. They provide instruction, competition, and social
fewllowsbip. Clubs offered inelude:
Martia~ Arts
Kayakmg
Women' s hockey

DLL For more 1111onnauon
.,.
. on th ese
gL clubs come on over to club day at
OL the University Centre Sept. 13
DL and 14.

NR

i:

UK
;A;R
;A;R
WR
WR
DL
DL
DL
DL
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Varsity Sports
While most sports arc underway and most Lancer teams are
already chosen, Lhere is still some
hope. If you honestly feel that
you arc a diamond in the rough
and have the ability to he a Lancer, contact Lhe athletic office at
253-4232 ext. 2437 for meeting
times and the opening dates for
try-outs.

Athlete of the week:
Crystal Garrett
Congratulations
to
cross
country runner Crystal Garrell,
who placed third overall at the
University of Detroit meet held
Sept. 3. Garrett finished strongly
after baltling a very wet and hilly
two-mile course. An academic
All-Canadian last year, Garrell is
a
fiflh-year
communication
studics/pschology major, a native
of Essex, and a graduate of Essex
High School.

On!Y Scotiabank chalks up a
no-feet banking package for students.
If there's one thing we know about students,
it's chat sometimes they run on a tight budget.
And since we were the first Canadian bank to
introduce a student package three years ago. it's
something we've kept in mind.
If you're a full-time college' or university student.
you're eligible for the Scotia Banking Advantage•
package. This package includes a daily interest
chequing account, an automated banking machine
card, a Classic VISA card' and for qualified graduating students, an auto loan.
With Scotia Banking Advantage, you can also

stare establishing a good credit racing. Something
that will be useful in the future.
So drop by your nearest Sconabank branch
and we ·11 show you all the ways
we can help.
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Going

meatless,
for and
against

ing plant protein with carbohydrates
creates a virtually perfect protein for
the human body to absorb Less, of
Vcgetariamsm. for all its per- course, Ulc fat and cholesterol or
ceived flakiness. is a ~onsistcntly anunal protein.
growing lifestyle choice made hy
Beyond U1e fat and cholesterol
manv. for several often fundamental- issue (that is certainly not to be hclitly different reasons. The meat in- lled. but is lllc most well-known)
dustry is hcginning to realize that there are other health considerations
vegetarians arc in fact a polilical that vegetarians feel make meat a
force. rather than a fringe social had choice. Because animals arc
movement. People from vastly dif- fanned 111 great numbers. they are
ferent
social
backgrounds, often ravaged by disease and unideologies. and classes are all unit- sanitary conditions that can be caring. some very subtly. others very ried to the hwnan that eats them. To
loudly. in the vegetarian movement.
combat these diseases, the meat inThe argument for vegetarianism is dustry spends thousands of dollars
a multi-leveled one, whose levels are on anlihiotics Lo be used both
strangely intertwined. The housewife therapeutically and prevental.ive}y on
who declines meat to decrease her animals. In fact, according to the
fat intake is as much a,; a threat to Animal Alliance of Canada, 55 perthe meat industry as the animal cent of all llle antibiotics produced in
rights lobbyist. Because of this this country are fed to livestock. The
threat the meat industry is attempt- beef industry claims that recent
ing to bring its lost sheep back into results in residue testing showed no
the fold, so to speak, with a market- violalions. hut the Alliance says Lhat
ing campaign promoting meat as less than I percent of carcasses are
healthy, economical, and the way of even tested.
all good North Americans.
The Animal Alliance of Canada
With valid arguments on both claims animals raised for food are
sides. the two camps are squared off given honnones and steroids to
in a debate where they rarely focus promote growth and productivity.
on the same issues. Vegetarians tend Although Agriculture Canada exto argue an ethical line. and the meat amines every animal at meat
industry focuses on the economic processing plants during a federal inreprecussions of vegetarianism. lt is spection. tests which show hormone
now left to the consumer to make and steroid levels are not done.
lifestyle decisions about meat for
..The problem is compounded,"
personal, political and ethical said Anne Livingston of the alliance,
reasons.
"in the fact that livestock is often fed
Everyone ha,; heard the warnings recycled animal wa,;te. literally feedahout fat and cholesterol intake by ing dead animals back to live ones."
now. The medical field ha<; produced This increa.:;es possible residue in the
study after study that shows direct live animal.
correlations between cancer, heart
According to infonnation corn- -.c:ai•
disea~e and strokes and fat consump- piled by the Beef Information Centre
tion. Animal product, are full of (the public relations office of ilie
saturated fat ..The higher the fat Canadian Cattlemen's Association),
content of the meat, the higher the many of the claims made hy
animal is graded - prime grade being vegetarians arc misleading. They
the fatliest. and the choice grade admit people are not buying as much
next. Choice grade heef. for ex- meat as they used to, but, as one of
ample. trimmed to retail level. has; their press releases points out ... beef
ahout 63 percent more fat than is Canada's most popular main meal
standard grade " Frances Moore choice, selected once in every three
Lappe. Dier for a Small Planet.
evenings."
Many healU1 officials believe Lhat
A study conducted by a Toronto ·
meat is an unhcalth) way for people finn. fonded by the Cattlemen's Asto intake protein. Plant proteins can sociation. claims Ulat not only is the
he more advantageous to the body number of vegetarians very small,
because thcv include fiber and es- but that 83 percent of their study' s
sential vitamins. Frances Moore participants believe beef to be an
Lappe. who admittedly docs not at- "important part of a healthy eating
tempt to promote meat as nutrilional- plan."
ly undesirable. tries to "replace the
"fn the early '70s, " said Margaret
culturally fixed idea of the absolute Thibeault, Public Relations Coorsupremacy of meat." in her book dinator. ..Canadian beef fanners
Diet for a Small Planet takes a decided to produce a leaner animal detailed dietary look at how combin- a process that takes several genera-

By Laila Farrell
Features Editor
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tions to achieve. Now a lean steak is is industrial mn-off, waste that polcomparable to c~icken without the lutes our rivers and streams.
C
skin." Thibeau!( claims that many
Points made hy the alliance that
healili studies that show meat to be a were not addressed by the induStr)
health hazard are U.S.-hased and include the large amount of fossil
refer to U.S. meat that ha,; lower fuel needed to raise market animals
standards than Canada.
over grain, the conservation of CFCs
Thibeault says that the vegetarian when they are not used to preserve
movement has affected the beef in- meat products and oilier facts that
dustry in Canada only minimally, al- have yet to be researched by the
though the office has designed a meat industry.
booklet which addresses vegetarian
The greatest bone of contenlion
arguments below the headline "So between vegetarians and the industry
What's Your Beef?". She says that lies in their contrasting ideas about
vegetarians are a small, but vocal the worth of animals. Many
group.
vegetarians believe that to live a
..If someone chooses not to eat compassionate life, one must allow
meat, then obviously we aren't going animals to live free of hwnan interto try to change llleir minds. That vention, and more importantly, exwould be like trying to change ploitation.
someone's religion." said Thibeault.
"Where we take issue is when
Not only, in the vegetarian view.
vegetarians make pointed statements is it disrespectful to life to raise
to try to keep others from eating animals purely for market, but the
meat because of their ethical stand. conditions that the animals are
They use extraneous arguments."
forced live in are inhumane. The alThe industry is making a strong liance points to lesions on the lungs
attempt to counter vegetarian argu- of pigs from breathing grossly polments in their promotional literature, luted air, the removal of pig tails and
but organizations like the Alliance chicken beaks to prevent the
aren't biting. The following details violence that animals kept in close
some of the debate.
quarters will display to each other.
The Animal Alliance sources Over-fed animals have leg and foot
argue Ulat it takes ten times more problems from not being able to supland to produce animal protein as it port llleir weight. Veal calves are
does to produce plant protein. The raised in crates to restrain llleir
industry believes that cattle make movement keeping their flesh
use of land that is produclive in no tender. They are anemic uni.ii llleir
other way, claiming that 77 million slaughter at four months. These arc
acres of land in Canada is unsuitahle all examples of the kind of treatment
for crop cull.ivation.
that vegetarian:-. protest to.
The two camps hold completely
The industry claims to have
opposing views on soil erosion. The developed a self-imposed Code of
indu<,try claims that animals raised Practice that prevents Ule unethical
for meat do not cause erosion. rather trcatrnem of animals.
they help in soil conservation h>
Vegetarians hold the view that
..encouraging the cullivation and use consuming meat involves a process
of 'ioil-sustaining forage crops. used of desensitization to what people are
as pasture or harvested a!-. hay." The eating. Prepackaged, unrecognizable
vegetarian camp believes that market meat removes the consumer from Ule
animals are a major cause of topsoil origin and slaughter of the animal.
deplelion, damaging it beyond repair Livingston notes the reaclions from
in some cac;es.
people when faced willl llle realil.ies
The alliance sources point out that of the animal's life and death.
85 percent of grain and legume crops ..There is a huge discomfort level
go into raising animals. The industry that something with a face and permaintains that Canada hac; a surplus sonality is now dinner,'' she says.
of grain, enough to feed cattle citing a pa,;sersby to a recent display
without depriving anyone of of the Alliance infonnalion booth
Canadians of grain. Further, the in- decorated with pictures of l11c life
dustry argues, feeding grain to live- and slaughter of animals
stock puts money in the pockets of
Beyond
the
desensitization,
Canadian farmers.
Livingston feels there is imminent
It takes 2 500 gallons of water to danger in reducing animals to their
produce one pound of meat. claims product worth. Where. she thinks.
the Alliance, while it takes 25 gal- can this mindset take us. and who
lons to produce one pound of grain, could be Ulc product next'?
resulting in a substanlial misuse of
This is an ethical consideration
resources. The industry fights back that is not easily negated. The inby claiming that 60 litres of water is dustry does not even really try to,
. . . .II:~~~ needed for a pound of beef and the but their approach is a different one.
average Canadian uses 350 litres in Fanning animals is a long-standing
one day of life.
tradition and a lucral.ive one. Those
Further the industry notes lllat lllc in the business, including Agriculwater consumed by cattle is returned ture Canada, feel compelled to
to the soil and not really used up protect their interests and those of
completely. This is something the al- their workers. "To boycott meat,"
liance protests adamantly. What says Thibeault, "is to put a knife in
returns to Ule environment, they say. the heart of the Canadian farmer."
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~Don't vote
~ It
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will only encourage them

} 11

Who is helped by giving up?

~----------------7"1~:----,

By Mark Crane

-

Don't vote?

Editor-in-Chief
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Voting, we are told, is a cornerstone of
our democratic system. Not to vote is
seen a,,; the height of apathy in most
circles who think about it. Aie there conditions. though. under which the
democratic principle 1s beuer served by
nnt voting! Ycs. I would argue. and Oct.
25 is the right time.
Most people would agree that the
political spectrum in Canada is narrow.
and that for the most part there is not
much difference between the three largest
national parties. This lack of choice,
some argue. comes from the reality that
politicians must face when they get down
to the business of government, however
idealistic they are while campaiging.
Where this omnipresent reality comes
from and who is controlling it is open to
debate. Indeed, there are realities that
must he faced. but the problem with the
Canadian system is that reality is comparonentali,rcd. in the interest of the elite.
into acceptable packages that are then
-.erved to a willing puhlic through laws.
the media and schools and other instruments of the state.
The really hig question is why it is
tahoo to suggest that the structures we
have need 10 be replaced. in a society that
daims to he so open. and puts a great
deal of empha,is on individual freedoms
(of <;pecch. religion. etc.). The media and
even most social action groups are careful
to call for reform of the current <;ystcm
and not a complete overhaul of the s1a1c
sv,tcm. You don't have 10 he Rene Descartes to reali1e that if the foundations of
1.hc system arc wrong. the resultant rn,;ti1u1ions of that foundation will also he
wrong.
With this in mind. who·~ mterests are
hcing ,ervcd by my vote? Not mine, hecause I don't share the same agenda a-;
UlC ma1ority of voters. Participation in the
election system. really. serves as fodder
lor those who argue that tJ1e system
(state-capitalist represent.alive government) 1s ,cmnd. and not in need of major
overhaul.
Accepting the premise of ··dealing with
the reaJl!ies' is where I think the theorists
have gone wrong in telling us it is our
duty to vote. to stand up and be counted
hy even if it means spoiling a ballot to

show dissatisfaction with the choices.
Ballot-spoiling in itself is a protest
against the choices that have been offered. not against I.he system that offen
lhese ch01ces.
Even intended as a protest. ballotspoiling is. by iL, narure. a legitimation of
the system of representative democracy
witl1in the confines of a federal state.
The democratic principle. that each
human hcing will have a voice in the actions of that society. is. in this 1m,tance.
better served by con,c1ously ignoring the
elections. There is much validity in the
argument that voting patterns can ..send a
message" to politicians. But. on a higher
level. who arc these politicians that we
must send this message 10·? They arc supposed to be people. just like us. reprec;enting our intcrestc;. Can we not find a
more direct way to have our intermediaries meet and find S\llution to common prohlcms'?
The current political S}',tem in Canada.
based on its tradition and history. is not
there to protect the interests of the weak.
but to safeguard the privilege of the wealthy. To legitimi1e it by taking part m the
electoral process b what will help to perpetuate this inequality for as long as we
let it.
~

By Kevin Johnson
Production Manager

Students of politics often find there is
nothing ea<;ier than to devise a perfect
!!ovcmmental sy,tem. The problem 1s al~rny, hcl\\ to ger there from where we are.
Historically. the left ha~ been more
euilt\ of this ahistorical utopianism.
From Saint-Simon to Siar Trek. dreamers
ha\'C dcp,ctcd ideal futures which were
brought ahout when humanity c;uddenly
rccoun11cd the error of w, ways. l
prop~i.se that politics is a much messier
hw,mcss.
It· s distressing that theorists who can
iu,1ify I.he sacrifice of hlood and lives in
thc making of revolution abroad are un\\ illing to taint themselves with a few
minutes in a poll booth . This despite the
fact that man} of the Third World
revolutionaries cheered on by Canada· s
·ideafo1' · fought and died for the chance
to enter a poll homh: in Nicaragua. Soulh
Africa. not to mention the ,tudents 111
Tiannamen Square.
b. the range of pohticaJ ch01cc in
Canada constrained? Sure it 1s. And much
of mat can he blamed on a system
designed to favour those with money and
influence.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

around campus
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Why no food
in Centre?
Dear Editor:

Having waited anxiously for
one academic year for the opening of the CAW Student Centre. I
was dissatisfied to sec that hasic
university c;crvices like the s,llc
of coffee have heen neglected.
Where is my beloved Coffee
Tree. a service I desperately
crave when I'm forced to
stomach tuition increases. unemployment. a damned election
and an unflrw,hed university
centre?
1\lark Babiy

Gay group

on campus
l>ear Editor

When you arc part ol a
nunont)' group. hfc la.ii ,or111.:
lime, be d1flicult Two ) cars a •o

But even if we choose to ignore the
outer reaches of the spectrum (thereby
constrainmg our own choices). there are
significant differences between Canada's
major parties. Incremental changes in law
may seem pointless. even a distraction
from I.he 'real' issues of sma<;hing the
system and overthrowing capitalism.
But incremental or not. these differences are vital to many Canadians:
Will Canada pursue ever-closer ties to
the U.S., or will it chart a more independent economic and foreign policy'?
Will the unemployed be viewed as a
necessity to keep down inflation, or as a
wa,;te of our country's greatest resource?
Will we settle claims for self-government of native peoples. or continue to assimilate them?
Will women have free access to all options in family planning. or will Parliament
pass
legislation
restraining
abortion?
Will our government treat public
education as an expense to be cut. or a,;
an invesonent to be encouraged'?
Will private interests always justify the
exploitation of the environment or can we
take steps 10 protect the biosphere?
Each of these represent,; ch01ces available Oct 25. None of them will make
Utopia. hut the wrong choices will hurt
real. living people.
Every time prn,tal worker~ lose their
jobs in favour of part-time Big V staff.
even· time a gay magazine is turned back
at the border by Customs. every time a
welfare cheque buys les!> bccause it wa<;
improperly indexed to inflauon. we arc
seeing U:le etlen,; of legislauon.
Maybe I.hose of us in the ivory tower
are lucky enough that we aren't affected
by these things. But are we going to
throw to the wolves those who arc! Any
ideology that blinds us to the suffering in
our midM isn't worth very much.
What kind of government we have.
even in a capitalist. elite-run state. makec;
a real difference to Canadians right now.
When people of good wiU refuse to in\'Olve themselves 111 the 'dirry· business
of politics. it i,n·1 a slap in the face to the
elite. It doesn · t reach that high.
Abstaining from the electoral process
until the revolution serves the system just
fine. It's the hcst way to ensure that day
never comes.
~

I ··came out'' of the closer when I watching all the people go into
told my parents and some of my their meeting room. The people
friends that I was gay This was were very welcoming. and I
the most dilficult experience I made some friends. I have heen
C\'cr had to go through in my life: going ever since.
up until then. I had denied my
lt'c; vitaJ to have a student
homosexuality.
group <;uch ,l\ ours on campus.
I had met someone here on There arc many young gay men
c:unpus who made me rcalite and women on campus. who
that there wa, nothmg wrong need to know that they arc not
with me. My friend told me about alone Out on campus is a social
a group on campus for gay. les- group for all gays. leshians and
bian and bisexual students. He bisexuals from the Universi ty of
encouraged me to aucnd ,me of Windsor and S1. Clair College.
their meetings. T was scared to We always welcome new memgo. What if one ol my lrmcds ber,. Women arc C.\pccially ensaw me going to one of their couraged to get involved. We
meetings. I didn't want anybody also olfer a secure and confidento know I.hat I was gay. If we tial environment. You do not
didn't Ii \'l' in such a homophoh1c have 10 he our of the closet to
societ). I wouldn't have thought participate in our actn•ttic,. II
ahout ,uch things.
vou want to find out more ahout
A-. time wclll by. 1 ,t,u tl'tl to ;)ur student group. you can call
think that ma,oc I "hould go to the Lestnan/Gay phonclinc here
one ol their 1~cdings. If I didn't in Wmdsor .t 971-4951 . We arc
like it. 1 could alwa)s leave. It ,tarung up ag:un now. ,o keep an
took a long time IO find the l')C out for u1x:oming mcetrng
couragL 10 go to ,Ill Out on Cam- date~ .md 1( c.ittonf.., lr call tJ1e
pus mcetmg I 1uncmhcr stand
phonchnc
int
, t out~1d~ lhc door. rnd
\nu"'mous

What do you think of the new art installations on campus?
I like that artists can use the university as a
forum to express ideas, but I wish U of W
art students had done the installations.
Lisa Morin
Year IV Business

Why did they have to cut down a oeautnul
tree for Snow White?
Ray Chartrand
Year II E nglish

It's a good idea. It makes the campus look
better.
C hris Czapla
Year 11 History

If they're out to cont use, they are doing a
good job. If they are out to beautify, they're
doing a bad job.
~1ike Gelinas
Year II English

The Lance. September 13. 1993. page 16.

Sell last year's textbooks & buy this year's textbooks
~~

Closed

6

5

Closed

Closed

12

..f:.:(}..

Closed

°t.(~ ·:<

19
Closed

26

Drop off

Drop off

10

9

Closed

11

10am -6 pm

10 am -6 pm

10am -6 pm

10 am -6 pm

11 am-6 pm

Drop off

Drop off
& selling

Drop off
& selling

Drop off
& selling

Drop off
& selling

14

15

16

17

10 am - 6:30 pm

10am-6:30pm

10 am - 6:30 pm

10 am - 6:30 pm

10 am - 6:30 pm

11 am -3 pm

Drop off
& selling

Drop off
& selling

Drop off
& selling

Drop off
& selling

Drop off
-Last day-

Selling only

21

22

23

10am-6pm

10 am -6 pm

10 am -6 pm

Selling only

Selling only

Selling only

27
Closed

10 am - 4 pm

13

20

f)t':.'

8

7

10 am -4 pm

28

18

24
Closed

25

noon - 8 pm

noon - 8 pm

Pick up books
& cash

Pick up books
& cash

29

noon - 8 pm

noon 8 pm

noon - 6 pm

Pick up books
& cash

Pick up books
& cash

Special receipts
pick up

.;::::
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All full time undergraduates wishing to opt out
Part time students wishing to opt in

MUST DO SO DURING THE FOLLOWING DATES AND TIMES:

SEPTEMBER

1993

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

-12-

-13-

-14-

-15-

-16-

-17-

-18-

Closed

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

10am-5pm 10 am - 5 pm 10am-5pm JO arn - 5 pm 10am-5pm 11 am - 3 pm

-19-

-20-

-21-

-22-

-23-

-24-

-25-

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

Opt out
Opt in

Closed

Closed

Opt out
Opt in

-10-

C

T

-11-

0

B

E

R

-12-

-13-

Add/drop
Opt in

Add/ drop
Opt in

In SAC office

In SAC office

10am-5pm 10 am - 5 pm

I
-14-

9

9
-15-

Drug plan fee passed by
referendum March, 1993:
$94.90
Provincial tax required:
$9.06
Total fee for 1993/94:
$103.96

10am -5 pm 10am -5 pm JOam-5 pm 10am-5pm 10am-5pm

0

Change in Drug Plan
due to new tax in the
Ontario budget of
May 19, 1993

3
-16-

The above changes have been
made to accomodate the new tax
implemented by the provincial
government. Should you require
further information regarding the
above, please contact Kevin
Soucie or Debbie Quintal at the
SAC office or call 971-3276.

PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT TO OPT OUT YOU MUST PRESENT A CORRESPONDING CERTIFICATE/CARD
OR PHOTOCOPY OF THE INSURANCE POLICY COVERING YOUR PRESCRIPTION DRUGS.
FULL TIME STUDENTS WHO DROP TO PART TIME BEFORE OCTOBER 12 WILL NOT BE COVERED ON THE
DRUG PLAN UNLESS YOU OPT IN. IF YOU EXPECT TO DROP TO PART TIME YOU MUST OPT IN NOW.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ill
Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact.
Please send submissions to: The Lance; Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N9B 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Monday Sept. 20
'

It. CJAM FM (91.5) Campus/Community
Radio presents an exclusive interview
with Holly Cole (of the Holly Cole Trio) on
Philosophia from 4-5 p.m. Sue says to
check it out.

§ U of Wfraternities and sororities team up

for rock 'n bowl Monday at 8 p.m. We will
meet at Bowlero, but call Steve 256-8060
or Anthony 735-9832 for a ride. You don't
have to be a member to play.

Tuesday, Sept. 21
Did you know that October is Herstory
month? If you'd like to help us organize
events, come to the Womyn's Centre, 2nd
Floor, CAW Student Centre, at 5:30 p.m.
or call 253-4232, ext. 4507.
Assumption Campus Community invites
students to a retreat at Port Burwell,
Ontario. The Theme is: "In the beginning
...• Call 973-7034 for more information.
A Peal for Peace celebration for the
United Nations International Day of
Peace. Come to Windsor City Hall Square
at 11 :45 to promote world peace.
Assumption University Chapel invites
students to 5 p.m. Mass followed by Cost
Supper. AU are welcome.
Windsor Community Orchestra is looking
for new string and wind players for four
concerts. Rehearsals are 7:30to 10 p.m.,
Room 126, the Music Building. Call
253-4232, ext. 2780for more information.
§ Ballroom Dancing Lessons will be

presented by Parks & Ree at Mackenzie
Hall starting at 7:30 &8 p.m. For $55, you
and your partner can tango the night
away. Call 255-7600 for more
information.

\Vednesday,Sept.22
• The Muslim Students Association inv~es
you to their General Meeting a 6 p.m.
(sharp!) at the Odette Business Building,
Room 212. Call 256-8000for information.
• World University Service of Canada •
WUSC Local Committee • General
Meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the Board Room,
CAW Student Centre. All new and old
members welcome. Come and find out
what WUSC has planned for the year.
A memorial service for Richard
Ampofo-Nkrumah, a U of Wstudent who
died in Ghana Aug. 1, will be held at Iona
College, 208 Sunset, at 1:30 p.m.

It. The Bold and The Beautiful 2nd Annual
Fashion Show at the Capitol Theatre &
Arts Centre, 8 p.m. Proceeds will 80 to
support of Windsor Western Regional
Children's Centre Development Fund.

\

j

! Parent_ ~inders l_ncorporated • dedicated
toprovidingservicestoallmembersofthe
adoption Triangle· meets at 7p.m., CAW
Local 1973 Hall, 3719 Walker Rd., Call
839-4144 for more information.
Tarot Card Readings -every Wednesday
9-11 p.m. at the Eclectic Cate.

• The ~indsor_ Board and Roleplaying
Gaming Society meets at the Rose
Room, lower Vanier Hall, from noon to 11
p.m. every Saturday.
© LANCER FOOTBALL. Windsor vs. York
at 2 p.m. Homecoming Game= PARTY!

Thursday, Sept. 23

Sunday, Sept. 26

• Students' Administrative Meeting at 4:30
p.m. in the Board of Governors Room (5th
Floor Windsor Hall Tower).

§ All-Faculties Dinner Dance for

It. The Windsor Symphony Orchestra 1s
performing an hour-long free concert at
the CAW Student Centre at noon. Come
early and get a good seat.
• lnterVarsityChristian Fellowship will meet
in the Oak Room at 5:30 p.m. Topic: Unity
and Forgiveness. Everyone Welcome.
Want to find out more about what ''those
feminists• do in the Womyn's Centre?
Drop by for coffee and muffins at our open
house {11 to 3 p.m.) to celebrate National
Womyn's Centres Day. All are welcome!
• B.S.A. First Meeting, CAW Student
Centre, Salon C, in the evening
sometime.
It.Join the medieval jam session from 7:30
to 9:30 p.m., Room 126, School of Music.
If you can sing or play a medieval
instrument (recorder, lute, gamba, etc.)
you are needed and it is fun. Call Prof.
Edward Kovarik, 253-4232, ext. 2790.

Friday, Sept. 24
© TGIF Volleyball Party at 4 p.m. every
Friday at Delta Chi House, 408 Indian
Ave., under the Bridge. All Welcome.
It.True Light Singers Concert at 7:30 p.m.
at the new Ambassador Auditorium in the
CAW Student Centre. Come and enjoy a
free evening of music!
§ The Fraternity and Sorority Council hosts
an informal information seminar on
campus fraternities and sororities. Doors
open at 3 p.m. in the Rose Room, lower
level Vanier Hall. Free treats. Call Shawn
at 945-0257 for information.

It. The SoundSation's Opening includes
Soprano Wendy Nielsen, Trumpeter
Gilliam Mackay, and Pianist Kathleen
Gable. The Capitol Theatre at 8 p.m.
Student tickets S5.

Saturday, Sept. 25
Association of Philosophical Thinkers
(A.P.T.) will hold a car wash to raise
money for philosophy journals in the
Leddy library. All are invited to join the
effort by giving ahand or bringing your car
for a wash to the Canadian Tire Gas Bar
on Ford and Tecumseh, 10 a.m. to3 p.m.

Homecoming at 8 p.m. in the CAW
Student Centre. Features include the
Class of '63, the Hugh Leal Quartet and
the musical revue "A day in Hollywood"
by the University Players. Tickets are $30
in advance, call Alumni Affairs, 253-4232,
ext. 3247 for more information.
§ Kevin Johnson's 30th birthday. He will

have to work all day, so please limit gifts
to cash, cheques, and expressions of
sympathy (but mostly cash).

Monday, Sept. 27
• The Lance General Meeting will be held
at 6 p.m. in the Lance offices, basement
CAW Student Centre. Interested in
writing, lay-out, photography or hanging
out? Come by and talk to us.

l Iona College presents "On Being a
Mature Student" by The Rev. Rosemary
Doran. Part of the Living Longer, Living
Better Series. Iona College, 208 Sunset,
1 30 -3 p.m
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l Parks & Ree announces classes in
microwaving silk scarves (it sounds crazy,
but it's true). Costs are only S4 plus
materials. Classes held at 1:15 p.m. at
Holy Rosary Community Centre Call
255-6360 for more information.

Tuesday, Sept. 28

..

• The Environmental Awareness
Association will be meeting to discuss
plans for the upcoming year. Ambassador
Auditorium, Salon room A, 4 p.m. Please
attend and bring your bright in~iatives.

Students call tuition pr
'elitist, Social Darwinis1
1

\Vednesday,Sept.29
A: Detroit's own Goober & the Peas at the
Moose Pub. If you like hot, hot women
and cold, cold beer, don't miss it.

,y vandals and
icons, page 8.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
It. Visual and performing arts.
l Lectures, seminars, etc.

Kicking off soccer sei
See story, page 1

• Club and society meetings.
! Notices, demonstrations.

§ Socials, parties, mixers.
© Sporting events.
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AIDS Committee of Windsor
Academic Advisory Centre
Alive (Canada) Inc.
Arts Council-Windsor & Region
Big Brothers of Windsor-Essex County
Big Sisters Association of Greater Windsor and Essex County
Bulimia Anorexia Nervosa Association
CJAM (91.5 FM) Campus Volunteer Radio
campus Recreation
Capital Theatre
Canadian Cancer Society
Canadian Crossroads lntamational
Canadian Mental Health Association
Canadian Red Cross
Cerebral Palsy Association of Windsor and Essex County
Child Abuse Council of Windsor-Essex 'County
Children's Achievement Association
Citizen Advocacy of Windsor-Essex County
Companion Animal Vasitation Program
Distress Centre
Essex County Association for Community Living
Extend-A-Family
Girt Guides of Canada
Great Begimings
Grace Hospital

Greater Windsor Senior Citizens' Centre
Francois Baby House Museum Group
Harmony In Action
Head Injury Association
Hospice of Windsor Inc.
House of Sophrosyne
Information Windsor
Leamington & District Half Century Centre
Metropolitan General Hospital
New Beginnings
Robinson House
SL Mary's Family Leaming Centre
Scouts Canada-Windsor District
Sundowners
Teen Health Centre
Unemployed Ht!lp Centre
United Way of Windsor-Essex County
Villa Ilaria Home for the Aged
Volunteer Services of Windsor and Essex County
Windsor ~ociation for Community Living
Windsor Bicycling Committee
Windsor Coalition for Development Inc.
Windsor Public Library Adult Literacy Program
Windsor Westam Hospital
Youth Employment CentralFutures

The sgencies listed above were repnsented at the 1992 Volunteer Fair.
Sponsors: United Way of Windsor-Essex co•• Volunteer Bureau: Windsor-Essex Association for Volunteer Administration.
Co-operative Education & Placement. Univenity of Windsor
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Lance

The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and activist function.
These prin·ciples are based on those of the Canadian
University Press:
1. The Lancereoognizes thedrversrty in elhmaty, culture, gender, sexual
orientation, age, physical and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it rn our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspectives other media avoid,
the Lance recognizes that many disadvantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm our respons1bd1ty to grve
these groups vo1ceand recognibon.

"Glitch" keeps
;tudents broke

'Programming problems" in an office in Thunder Bay are holding up
AP loans for many student<; on this campus. It could take a while to
the problem, and even longer to clear up the resultant backlog of asc,ments.
\re our lives so dependent on computers that when they fail our
ds go by the wayside? Students are most vulnerable while waiting
OSAP to come in, depending on it to pay rent, bills, and to buy
>ks and food. As one student remarked, "I don't know what to do
v. I guess all I can do is wait." And wait she will as her bills stack up
l her studies fall behind because she can't buy textbooks.
n an unprecedented move, students who are waiting can now go on
ial assistance, which they will have to pay back once their loans are
perly assesed. As well, $75 OOO has been put aside for emergency
ns. This added bureaucracy, while helpful and needed by waiting stu1ts, is another distraction from the already busy time of getting down
vork.
t' s crazy because in all but a few instances, we can be sure that if this
blem causes students' marks to slip, it won't be recognized and stu1ts will have to take the lesser marks that are the direct result of a
mputer glitch", not a reflection of their learning.
(eeping up with the workload is bard enough, without having to wait
line to beg for money. Add on top of that sitting in the books tore
--tiing texts you can't afford to buy, and slipping home to light a
.die because you can't pay the hydro bill.
rllis may be a bit presumtuous, but one could fairly assume that if a
itch" were found in the payroll program for management at the
AP office in Thunder Bay, that they would be up in arm, and that it
uld be quickly resolved without managers heading to the welfare of!. Why can't we expect the same thing for student loans?

And then there were none ...
sn·t the university supposed to be a forum for the expression and exinge of different views. beliefs, and opinions? And a place that is

e to tolerate and accept, and encourage such diversity? If the recent
1dalism of one of the Alumni Way's art installations is any indica1. this university may have some ethical revamping to do.
--;hortly mto the first week of school, Rod Strickland's admittedly
~lllenging artwork, Points Desire, was vandalized. The initial attack
~ms to have inspired further tampering. and the piece now stands as a
~ ,ment of its fonncr self.
~ultural dialogue is not enhanced by one party's silencing of another.
d whether this silencing comes from censorship, withdrawal of fundor support. or thoughtless physical destruction. the deficit is paid by
tural freedom.
f you feel strongly enough about the an that ha\ been chosen to
ce your campus, he a little creative in your approach. write a letter to
Lance. or to The Alumni Way; or. like the students who erected
,r unsanctioned Mech 93: Our Art ls Free. outside of Essex Hall.
sumahly a response to institutional art. make a statement hy exercisyour own creative impulses
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SAC helps
recycle program
Dear Editor:

Thank you for your recent article featuring the new paper
recycling program on campus.
However,
your
artlcle
neglected to mention that SAC is
taking a leadership role in this
program. With SAC taking care
of the financial end, we and
Physical Plant can set up suppliers, pick-up and produce
educational materials.
Without SAC's help, we
would have no recycling
program.
Jennifer Jackson
Mario Chavarria
SAC Environmental Issues
coordinators

CFS suspicious
of COU proposal
Dear Editor:

In several weeks, Minister of
Education and Training Dave
Cooke will be making a tuition
fee increase announcement that
will determine how much tuition
students at the U of W will be
paying.
On August 20, the minister
told university and college student leaders that tuition fees
would "have to incrca~e substantially next year" and in the same
breath said he would hold off on
specific numbers until assessing
rccomendalions from the Council
of Ontario Universities (COU).
A mere 48 hours after after the
minister made his remarks COU
released its highly contraversial
and poorly researched tuition fee
policy paper calling for a 50 percent increase in undergraduate
tuition fees.
Clearly Cooke and COU arc
playing a game of "good cop had
cop". Now that the COU has
made its outrageous tuition tee
recommendations. the minister
will probably announce an unprecedented increase in tuition

tees.
The Lance: Volume LXVI, Number 3 September 20, 1993
Mailing address: c/o University of Windsor, Windsor, ON N9B 3P4
Editorial: 253·4232, ext. 3909; Advertising: 971-3604; Fax: 971-3624
Circulation: 10,000 weekly
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3. The Lancers committed to acbng agamst the oppression of socially,
culturally, politically and economically disadvantaged groups. In
add1!1on, we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not print matenal that 1s sex1s~ racis~ age1s~
heterosexist, or that maligns d11ferently-abled peoples or the
economicallyd1sadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against lhe proliferation of conventional and
nuclear arms and the systams which promote them, which preserve and
extend uniust economic and pohbcal hegemony, drvertmg resources
frOIT' genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological respons1blilty, both in content and in
its day-to-day workings.

We can expect an increase less
substantial than the one called
for by COU to give the impression that the minister struggled to
reach a reasonable compromise
between an X percent increase
and a 50 percent increase.
Given that the university community consist<; of students, staff.
faculty and the citizens of
Windsor. Canadian Federation of
Students-Ontario (CFS-0) questions Cooke's reliance on COU
recommendations.
COU neither includes nor represents the interests and concerns
of the actual university community. Despite this, COU's
budget (approximately $2.8 million in 1990) comes from students and taxpayers. Interestingly
enough, when I asked for a copy
of the 1993-94 budget I was told
it is "not a public document".
Perhaps it's time for student
senators at U of W to ask their
two representatives to COU.
president Ianni (chair of the committee that produced the recommendations) and Bill Blackburn

whether or not they support the
tuition fee increse proposals and
why students, staff and faculty
were kept in the dark until the
policy paper was released to the
entire province.

Womyn should
elect own leaders
Dear Editor:

I am writing to express my
personal concerns, not those of
SAC, over the hiring of the
Womyn' s Centre coordinators.
First. I would like to set the
facts
straight
that
the
female/male ratio was equal. I
Previous articles in the Lance
written by women who oppose
the committee's action stated that
the SAC committee was comprised "mostly of men" and it
wa,; their ignorance that led to
upheaval. This is not only false
but is an im,ult to me as a woman
. a,; these women arc automatically assuming that the men
dominated the meeting and its
outcome.
Yes, in my opinion a decision
wa,; made on ignorant grounds
(like most human errors are!).
but to automatically assume it
was purely the men's ignorance
is a misunderstanding that leads
unfortunately to a negallve image
of feminism.
Is it not possible for women to
be ignorant of womyn's issues
and the Womyn's Centre as
well? We too are only human. It
is not genders that are ignorant it
is people.
It was made quite clear bow
important the student body felt
that we made the wrong
decisions out of ignorance, and
for that I sincerely apologize on
behalf of myself alone.
But isn't it time we looked at
this issue from a different
perspective for two out.comes:
the first is that people came
together and stood up for what
they believed in and made a
change; the second is an individual such as myself is now
determined to learn more about
the Womyn's Centre and its issues.

I am writing to clarify misconceptions made by SAC' s president and vice-president, in their
response to two Lance articles
that appeared in the Sept. 8 edition.
The five minute interview of
which I spoke was during the
second interview. At this time,
only two questions were asked.
Neither interview was comprehensive,
nor
was my
knowledge of womyn's issus or
my concept of feminism, or even
how womyn on this campus are
oppressed.
The reason given for rejecting
my application after the first interview was that they had been
"turned off by her (my) feminist
viewpoint." a-; said by Jon Ricci.
This demonstrates not only their
negative
attitude
towards
feminism hut their ignorance of
the fact that the Womyn's Centre
is a feminist organization.
After SAC was forced to redo
the interviews bccasue of improper procedures. I wac; hired a-;
the centre's coordinator. SAC' s
attempt to avoid future problems
has been inadequate and token.
Simply allowing designates from
the Womyn's Centre to sit on the
committee, who cannot vote but
merely have their suggestions
noted is unacceptable and changes nothing.
The real problem I addressed
was not the number of womyn on
the committee, but that members
of SAC. unanware of the
Womyn's Centre's workings,
were not appropriate to choose
its leadership positions.
Why is SAC so eager to grant
us autonomy, and not simply
allow us to choose our own
leaders.
We would, of course, still be
acocuntable to students, because
we would still report regularly to
SAC through meetings, repons
and policy.
This type of hiring is hardly
earth-shattering,
as
most
Womyn's Centres on other campuses follow similar procedures.
So what is the big dear?

Emma Talbot
SAC Social Science Society rep

Angie Slingerland
Womyn's Centre Coordinator

Emechete Onuoba
Chair, CFS-0

People, not sex,
is the real issue
Dear Editor:

AIDS not fed's priorit,
'

By Steve Lough
Special to the Lance

The federal government has effectively cut funding to commun
based AIDS organizations and to AIDS research with its
nounccment of Phase Two of the National AIDS Strategy, this y,
The govenunent has responded to an unprecedented national con\
sus on AIDS strategies by continuing its attack on the Canadian he;
care system and by abdicating its leadership role in the Al
epidemic.
In January, 1991, the official total of AIDS cases in Canada,
4 647. In January, 1993, the government acknowledged that the hL
ber of cases in Canada had been misrepresented and increased its 0
cial number of cases by almost 50 per cent, a<: the case load gre11
11 OOO. This represents a 136 per cent increase in demand for c
munity services. Meanwhile, the federal government has comm1
less than a one per cent annual increase in funding to deal with
epeidemic which continues to spread through many different SOc
cultural and linguistic groups. Additionally, the government is
peeled to announce a new definition of AIDS that will acknowle1
even more people who are HIV positive and symptomatic.
The Canadian AIDS Society, the Canadian Hemophelia Society
Canadian Public Health Association and the Canadian Association
HIV Research all agreed that a minimum increase of funding, to
million annually, was neccessary to meet present demands. r (
agreed that $11.2 million of that was needed for community gro
such as the AIDS Committee of Windsor. Their recommenda11;
were endorsed by the alJ party Ad Hoe Parliamentary Committee
AIDS.
When the National AIDS Strategy was finally announced in 19 potc
the government acknowledged the critical contribution of commu
~
based AIDS organizations in initiating the response to the epidcr. Refi
and then continuing to build inovative, effective and effic cen1
programs. This government is abusing the commitment and dedica uni,
of volunteers and staff of AIDS organizations. No recognition has~ crea
given to the overwork and imminent burnout of many in the field.
G
there is no planning for the steadily increasing number of people be: rune
infected.
and
Around the world, AIDS experts have been saying that we must T
be complacent; Uie epidemic is not over. In Canada, the rate of cess.
crease in new cases has slowed, but there are stilJ more new cases e. men
year than the following year. And the percentage of heterosexual ea H
continues to climb. The government seems prepared to wait until ot Fcdt
communities experience the devestation that the gay community fa will
in the first decade of the epidemic.
"1
They have no plan to combat this epidemic and they are unwillin1 an i1
effectively fund the people that do.
by s
Sreve Lough is the £.\ecutive Director of rhe AIDS Commiltee educ
Windsor.
fami
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But it doesn't include the considerably higher operating cate a trend toward privatised education.
cost per student which amounts to over $65 OOO compared
"It's dcfmitely somcthmg you can sense in the air right
ntario university students arc ouu-aged, fearful, to $9 962 per student, per year m Ontario."
now. The Canadian Association of Universities and Coland shocked at the Council of Ontario
Onuoha questions COU claims U1at suggest tuition in- leges and the federal and provincial political parl1es arc
Universities' (COU) proposal that could creases will increase the quality of education.
n.:-cvaluaung the. post-secondary education Shifting the
n 19 potentially raise tuition fees by as much a<. 50 per cent.
"Tuition fees have increased steadily over the past ten financial burden from govenunents lo studcnls certainly
amu
According to the COU Dicussion Paper on Tuition Fee years and we've seen the deterioration education."
seems lo be a popular idea right now "
>idc Reform, the standard formula fees would be raised 30 per
Jn a letter to Cooke, Onouha states that the proposal
U of W student council president Jon Ricci. who wa,
~ffk cent by 1995-96. The discretionary range within which "clearly advocates a shift from a public to a private sys- "extremely shocked" when he heard the details of the
dicai universities set their own tuition fees would also be in- tem of pos1-secondary education in Ontario."
proposal, 1s concen1Ld that. if implemented. the hikes
1as t crea~d from 13 to 30 per cent
For many students who arc scraping by in the current would ma.kc umversily less acccsssible.
eld,
Graduate students would also be faced with increases system. the prospect is frightening.
"I was cxpcctmg a small increase hut these numbers arc
let- amountini:r to I 5 times that of undergraduate programs
'Tm having trouble paying for school now. I'm gomg astronomical. Many students won' t he abh! to afford tui part time because I can't afford full time tuition," says tion at those rates. And those who attempt to may be
and fees of for professional programs.
nmt
The COU claims that these reforms would protect ac- Ro,;s J. Konopaski, a first year psychology student
chained to a $40 OOO debl before they even enter the d1c;! of cessibility. enhance equity and incrca,e student involveAccordmg to An. Reid, a first year englisb stude111, mal job market."
;es e ment in university affairs.
many high school studet11!!. will face a tough decision after
Ricci. who wa, to have discussed the proposal with
al ea However, Emcchcte Onuoha. Chair of the Canadian graduating "A Im of student, ,i.re going to choose entering prc.,ident Ianni this pa,t Friday, believes that the U of W
Lil oc Federation of Students - Ontario, says that the proposal the job market mstead of coming to university if tuitions student governments should organize to make sure stuarc raised."
dents arc aware of the proposal.
y fa will do just the opposite
"The inequity inherent in ain fee mcrcasc, whether as
This opmion was echoed by Kelly Kassa. a student at
"Studems have to rcalize what's going on. SAC. the
Graduate
illim an unmediate banier or through accumulated debt created the faculty of Education. "A mother with two
· by student loans. inevitably luntts accessihility to higher children <.:an stay at home and collect wcllare
Students·
,,ree education. Once again. students from lower income and make as much as someone with a univerSociety
and
sity degree Why would smm:one want to pay
the Organi1.a families will be further disadvantaged.
· What 1s eve n more outrageous is that DavL Cooke
S50 OOO Ill student loans to get in a situauon
tHJ11 of Part·
like that?"
(Ontario Ministe1 of falm:ation and Training) 1s even con
time
sidcring such an elitist proposal. This isn't aboul tuition
Other students feel that the proposal is elilist
Undergrad ua tc
increases, this about social Darwinism in post-secondary in !ls nature.
Students
By Mark Crane
"It's getting back to an elitist form of posteducation"
should stage
Editor-in-Chief
Onuoha is critical of the criteria used to prepare the secondary education. Only the children of the
an awareness
proposal.
rich will be able to afford university." says
Some student.;;, up to 20 pen.:ent of those who ap- campaign.
"The proposal relies on selective facts and poor re- Scoll Braithwall. a faculty of education i.tu- plied for OSAP. could be waiting indefinitely for Then we can
search. It misrepresents the fiscal reality facing Ontario's dent.
accurately
their loan claims to be processed.
universities and students," explains Onouha. "For exJocelyn Charron. the Canadian Federation of
how
"I was so pissed off," said Ligaya Byrch, a husi- gauge
ample, the paper refers to tuition fees m Omario as a per- Students' (CFS) director of corrununicat1ons, ness student. She sent her cla.tm, received an assess- students feel
ceniage of university operating budgets and compares says that similar proposals. from other ment in July, and realized that she had been assessed and react acthem 10 fees at private lJ S. universities. such as Harvard. Canadian university and college councils. indi- as a part-time student. She went to the OSAP otfice cordingly." ig
to have it changed to full-Lime, and when she
retumco 10 pick up her cheque in September, she
was told she would have to wait, indefinitely.
·'Toe:, told me I could apply for an emergency
nowhere near adequate because mumty based organizations to loan and I did. hut that won't he here unttl [SeptemBy Teena Ward
strengthen their part in address- ber I 23," said Byrch, adding that ''they told mc I
of inflation," he said
and Rich Friemann
In the period bclwecn 1990 ing AIDS issues. It also provides could go for social assistance, but 1f 1 do that it will
News Staff
for
community show up on my credit, I don't want to do that."
and 1998 the federal government resources
The problem came about bccau,c of a problem
Across the country. groups like will only increase funding for the programmes in care. support.
the AIDS Committee of Windsor program by SS million. A brief prevention education, and com- with new software at OSAP's headquarters in
(ACW)
are
facing
major prepared by the Canadian AIDS munity development ... all of this Thunder Bay. "They expect that by October they
obstacles to funding.
The Society, the Canadian Associa- speaks to the necessity for new will have it working.·· said Marie Renaud, director
of Student Awards. She explained that the program,
n decision by the federal govern- tion for HIV Research, Canadian resources," it continued.
Yet the federal government which makes a simple correction to claims. is what
ment to cut back funding lo the Hemophilia Society, and the
AIDS
Community
Action Canadian Public Health Associa- has responded with "less than I is holding up up to 20 percent of the applications.
"Our hands are tied." said Renaud. She said that
Program, has forced the ACW to tion for health minister Benoit percent annual increase in fundstep up its fund raising efforts in Bouchard says the initiative ing to deal with a steadily m- students who have a copy of their assessment are
the private sector in order to needs a mimmum increase of $18 crcasing demand for services," eligible to apply for emergency loans. all others can
million to keep it running according to Lough. For the apply at social a-;sistance (welfare), but must sign a
maintain services.
Federal cuts to AIDS funding smooU1ly. Although provincial ACW this means a 17 percent form to pay back all monies once their OSAP comes
drop in operation funding from in. "OuL,ide from that, they will have to borrow
1 were announced in March, and organintions also assist in concommunity-based $60 OOO to $50 OOO.
money for the programs ran out tributions,
money from their parents and friends," she added.
With a 75 percent increase in
on March 31. The federal AIDS organizations rely heavily
But some students, like Byrcb. are frustrated with
the ACW's need for private sec- the process. "l haven't paid my tuition, and I can't
government did not comply with on a national support system.
The Ontario government alone tor funding, the private sector buy my books, and if I don't sell any of my books at
recommendations to increase the
is spending more money on fundraising goal of $60 OOO has the used-book sale. I won't be able to buy them until
i\ AIDS funding by 7 percent over
their 1990 commitment, a figure AIDS than the federal govern- been increase-0 to S 105 OOO. As a my OSAP comes in."
With so many students in the same boat, the
calculated to cover essential ment, and will continue to do so result "more volunteer resources
go into raising money mstead of Cashier's Office is getting more requests for deferprograms. Instead, the govern- with the new five year plan.
Windsor's AIDS Committee is education."
ment. As director Lynn McLeod put it. " I think bement decided to incrca~ fundmg
The problem for grassroots cause of the economy and the fact that they are loans
from $37 million to $42 million directly effected by lhe decision
not to increase funding for the operations is that no programs ;md delayed. maybe a quarter of OSAP students are
lor a fixed period of five years.
Commumty
Action can be cut because they arc all defering their payments."
Steve Lough, executive direc- AIDS
Aside from deferring their paymenL<,., student,;
tor of the ACW explained that Program. It is the centre's rcdernl essential Lough said that · inIJfS17 m1lhon was set back in fiscal connection. The brief to vesting in the lives of Canaclians who arc waiting fpr emergency loans mu~t also pay
ii 1990 and the $42 million will Bouchard recommended lhe is sound fiscal policy as well as taxes and a service charge on their emergency loan,
stay the same over the five years largest increase in this area, call- good social policy. Canada can which is taken ott again when their assessment
while the epidemic is growing." ing this program "one of the ill afford to underestimate the comes in. "They should take that service fee once,
~
, As a result "the average person cornerstones of the National AIDS epidemic." Whether the not twice,'' satd Byrch. "It's really unfair."
2·who reads the paper will bear of AIDS Strategy"
federal government 1s up to the
"It provides funds to corn- challenge remams to be seen. ~
....an incrca,;e ... but really it is
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By Tran Longmoore

Angry students
awaiting OSAP

AIDS committee bleeding from cuts
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a Fair
The Volunteer Fair is a unique
opportunity for students and
community organizations to work
together in a mutually beneficial
effort. Over 50 agencies repre-

CAMPUS CLIPS

-

':<

senting a range of interests will
set up at the CAW Student
Centre's Ambassador Auditorium on Wednesday, Sept. 29.
Caroline Carnerie, a U of W
law student and president of the
Windsor-Essex Association for
Volunteer
Administration.
poinlCd out that lht: event event
has resulted in several succesl>
stories in the Windsor area, including part-time and full-time
positions for eager and dedicated
student volunteers. Camerie says
"In that aspect., the volunteer fair
can act a<; a career fair."
On Sept. 21, Windsor. and
communities all acroi;s Canada.
will join more than 50 countries
worldwide in a minute of silence
and a moment of sound for
peace, an activity sponsored by
the United Nations.
The activities will commence
at 11 :45 am around the flag pole
in City Hall Square. where all are
invited to gather and publicly express a concern for global harmony. The UN flag will be raised
at approximately 11:55 am. At
noon, Windsorites will i;bare a
minute of silent contemplation
with millions of others to

strenghthen the dedication for
world peace. At 12:01 participants will ring their own bells
together with those of All SainL<;
Church, the Peace Bell of the UN
in New York and countless other
bells worldwide.
Faculty and students are working on a formal proposal to expand the Women's Studies
certificate program to a full BA.
Both the Report on Employment
Equity and the university ombudspcrson have recommended
such a change.
Supporters say the expansion
of Womyn's Studies would bring
the program up to date with other
Canadian universities as well as
encourage change in societal attitudes towards women. Any studenL,; interested in becoming
involved or supporting the
project are urged to call Dr. Anne
Forrest at ext. 3113.
Montreaal anti-raci,;t groupi;
have put out a call for a week of
action against the growth of fascism in response to the planned
visit to Montreal by leaders of
France's National Front.
The groups claim party leader
Jean-Marie Le Pen is a "fascist,"
in part because he labels the murder of six million Jews in the
Holocaust a "detail of history."
Since his party has gained mass
public support in France, the
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Avid envirorunenlalists ai
reminded that telephone bod
can be recycled, but only if ai
propriate measures arc takt".
Tbey should nol be placed in L
universit:{s desk side bini; or
the 95 or 68 gallon blue co
tainers. During September, Be
books can be recycled throu.
residential Blue Box program
Campus phone books can I
recycled as well. Remove 0
front and back covers and pla
them in a campus bin. Conu
the SAC Environmental Isso
Commis- sioncrs if you ha
questions, at ext. 3512.
Medical care is a step do1
for U of W students. Health Si
vices has relocated to new ar
improved facilities on the scca
floor fo the CAW Studt'
Centre. The health centre boa<
six cxrunining rooms. an
creased staff and a wealth of~
vices to improve student healtll
Compiled
by
Amo~
Borvsowvtsch, Ho/Iv Mc/nil
and Teena Ward. ·
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~lt'inal story of Western
~journalism not written yet

Passport Photos

12 colour
pictures - $20

tbat

Desbarats
:~refuses to let
~ he school die
rake

tbe·---------By Sarah Fisher

gen1

and, _ _ _News
_ _Staff
_ _ _ __

10l.lt· Although Canada's oldestjour-

1lism school is in the process of

is ofosing its doors, the school's

ai. 8!an is hopeful that it can still be
lents.ved.
1U lo The University of Western OnGp-rio administration proposed the
lent osing of its school of jour:lionuism five months ago, citing
P.1ancial shortfalls in three areas:
'.tklje salary of the new dean, staff
c.on- laries and pensions, and the
deJihst of new equipment.
Peter Desbarats, dean of the
-hool, questions the validity of
ese conclusions. In a presentam to administration, Desbarats
id that while the university
ers Cairns closing the school would
ea~ve money, it has agreed to pay
beme faculty's relocation fees,
on °Iaries and pensions for the
ltre~ration of their careers.
ndS( Recently
the
university's
:ed bademic planning committee
,ted in favour of closing the
hool by a vote of six to five.

ll

The decision now goes to a vote
in Western's senate on Sept. 29.
If the senate approves closing the
school, the matter will go before
the Board of Governors, where
the final decision will be made.
Desbarats was encouraged by
the closeness of the decision by
the committee.
"Never before in the bisory of
[this committee] has there been
such a close decision. In the past
they have not even released the
tally."

Support
Desbarats is also encouraged
by the support be has received in
his fight to keep the school open.
"The president of the university ha,; received 220 letters in
opposition to their proposal. Additionally, 660 journalists have
signed a petition in protest of
plans to close the school," he
said.
Regardless of the decision, the
40 students enrolled in the
masters program will graduate
because it is a 12-month program.
However, if the school closes, the
900 undergradute students in the
program will be forced to switch
faculties, in which some of the
same journalism courses will be
offered.

"Although some accomodations will be made to these undergraduate students, they would
unfortunately no longer be able
to work towards their degree in
journalism," explained Lynn
Larmer, Desbarats' assistant.
The program may survive in
another form. Desbarats bas discussed the possibility of collaboration with communications
professors from the University of
Windsor and Ryerson Polytecbnical Institute.
The U of Wand Ryerson are
both equipped with television
studios and production equipment that are unused by students
during the summer. Although
talks are preliminary, the three
have discussed an exchange
program where both faculty and
students would be entitled to use
each other's facilities.

Benefit
Former Windsor communications department head Stuart
Selby is supportive of the fight to
keep Western's school of journalism open to students.
"The journalism program is
very important to this province. I
think we may be able 10 help
save it and benefit the U of W at
the same time."
[g
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Computing Services

Free Seminars for Students
Introduction to Unix on SGI . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. September 27 & 29
Introduction to Windows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . September 28 & 30
Introduction to ELM on SGI (electronic mail) . . . . . . . October 4 & 6
Introduction to WordPerfect . . . . . . . . . . . . .. October 5, 7, 12, 14
Introduction to SPSS/PC+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. October 13
WordPerfect Special Topics:
Tables . . . . . . . . . . . October 18
Styles . . . . . . . . . . . October 20
Graphics . . . . . . . . . October 25
Macros . . . . . . . . . . October 27
Introduction to Lotus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . October 19, 21, 26 & 28
Introduction to the Internet on SGI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . November 1
Introduction to CorelDraw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . November 2 & 4
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look in LANCE DIVERSIONS for future seminar announcements.
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Computing Problems? Call HELPDESK: 253-4232 ext.~
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pictures - $7.99

I

Film Developing
12 exposures
Just $4.991
24 exposures
..,. Just $5.99!

5

3885 Sandwich St., Windsor Ontario
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HOT LEGS CONTEST
$100 FIRST PRIZE

CLASSROOM
ZERO&THE
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For all of your drug store needs:

STUDENT
CENTRE
PHARMACY
at the new CAW Student Centre
971-3644
• Prescription & Counselling Service
• photo finishing • greeting cards • cosmetics
• postage stamps • crutch rentals
• providing TOTAL health care needs

• Accept all drug plans, including student drug plan
• Fast delivery service anywhere on campus

Specials for the week of Sept. 21 - 26
Bausch & Lomb
Sensitive eyes multi-purpose
contact lens solution, 355 ml

$7.99

Stress Formula
100 +20

$7.99
Mead
200 sheet
Refill paper

I

Vitamin C
Swallow, 500 mg
100+20

$3.99

99rt

1/3 Q FF

:

photo finishing

I

r-- . --------------------,
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1

C·41 s,zes: 110, 12s. 35mm Full Frame & Disc (excluding Stretch 35)

Bring this coupon in with your next roll of film for
developing and receive 1/3 off the original price.
(First set of prints only.} Limit 1 coupon per order.
Valid only with this coupon. Offer expires: 09/30/93.

I
1

1
1

I
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Lu_o~~52~:.~.:~~R~~H~~M~:_Y.:_:~L~- ~~ J
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I ............ HOME OF LIVE ROCK AND ROLL •••••••••••

rum

Photocopying
Prices per sheet
1 • 50 copies: 1~
50+ copies:~
100+ copies: 4t

••,

Wampole

These seminars are held between 12:30 and 1:30 in the Computer Classroom in
the basement of the Computer Centre. Attendance is by registration only. Please
register during the week prior to each seminar with the secretary at Computing
Services, Room 202, telephone: 253-4232 ext. 2740. Each seminar is limited to
16 people. A Seminar may be cancelled if less than six people register.
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The Case of the
Disappearing
Dwarves
by Sarah Atkinson
Arts Editor

Viewer intervention in public
art is a concept that received
loads of attention during the · 70s,
and although echoes of the noise
that it produced may have
reached this antique land we call
Windsor, our public's understanding of public art is at best
vague, at worst, unnervingly illinfonned.
And in that kind of climate,
"intervention" can take some
nasty forms. Right now, no one
knows this beller than artist Rod
Strickland. His outdoor installation Pomts Des,re. has suffered a
series of auacks in the past two
weeks.

Lawn ornaments, because of their
low-culture associations, are common
targets of adolescent pranksterism.
Points Desire, one of the five
juried works in the current Alumni Way, is an extensive work
consisting of two chain-link fences. two long wooden benches,
and. in its complete form, eight
concrete statuettes. What's lefl of
the installation remains on the
south side ofLambton Tower.
The statuettes are replicas of
lawn ornaments in the fonn of
Snow White and the Seven
Dwarves. As of Sept. 16, none of
the dwarves remain at the site.

After one was vandalized during
the first week of school. and subsequently removed by Strickland
for repair, the rest have disappeared, in ones and twos.
Strickland is disappointed with
tbe vandalism, !bough he half-expected it; he was warned by
Campus Police of the possibility
of damage once students returned
to campus.
Lawn ornaments are grotesque
and invariably cheesy icons of
popular culture. and because of
tbeir low-culture a<;soc1at1ons, are
common targets of adolescent
pranksterism. That the figures.
conscientiously chosen by Strickland to critique pop media culture, have fallen victim to a
similar fate suffered by their
naive low-art brothers, points to
an ironic. and yes, deeply postmodem, commentary.
Although this curious mocbius
twist, which circumstantially
connects high and low art, should
not eclipse the severity of tbe
crime. the vandalism of Points
De.sire raises a nwnber of convoluted aesthetic and etbical
questions.
Given that the damage is most
likely the work of several
drunken individuals. probably of
suburban origin, who either
didn · t consider their action as
serious, or didn't care, the questions remain.
Strickland's own vision of his
piece asks its own open-ended
questions: it speaks about being
critical about ''what's there" (or
not lhere, if we include lhe circumstances).

Many passersoy were origin.1
ly unclear about the relationsti
between the fence/bench stru
lures and the statuettes; o
viewer thought that a tree, l
down last year because of d1
ease, had been removed speci
cally for the placement of L
sculpture. Points Desire is JX
haps
the
most
wide
misunderstood piece in tl
Alumni Way exhibition. It elud
a common response, especial
smce iL<; premature metamo
phosis at tbe hands of vandals.
There is a value to art creati1
dialogue and raising issues, at
as perverse as it is to suggest, L
destruction of Points Des:
lends
the
opportunity r
ruminating and problematizi•
about the role of cultural objec
in an academic and public co
text.
Walking by at any given lifi
during tbe day will reveal SI
dents casually seated on d
benches, reading, resting.
watching. Strickland is intemw
in the issue of observalia
people sitting can watch, but a
always already lbe objects of d
ga1e of those walking by.
The use of Disney figuri
whose value necessarily feeds c
the huge and powerful commi
cial/consumer body that reig
over our collective consciOI:
ness. serves to articulate a web
complexities that consl!uct o
public reality.
In closing, a word to the•
norant and uninitiated: you do;
have to wreck the art to get son
good talk out of it.
/}

The loneliness of a long-distance filni buff
by David J. Bondy
Arts Staff

Jn all tbe years that I've frequented movie theatres, I have
ob1-erved -often with chagrin''
the annoying collection of habit<;
and quirks of my fellow pal!ons.
As I sl!ain to focus attention on
tbe screen, I am constantly disl!acted by an insidious array of
noises.
Among them are:
• people who have purchased
hermetically sealed candy in
five layers of extra-crinkly cellophane, and who try to minimize the sound by pulling out
each candy very slowly.
• people who carry on extensive
conversations with the movie
screen, obviously lacking the
perceptual skills which would
allow them to differentiate between sentient beings and onedimensional
celluloid
projections. My aunt Sylvie, by
the way, used to carry on rather
lengthy tetes-a-tete with her
microwave (very interesting
ones) until one day, upon
opening tbe door, some bacon
spat at her, and she ran away
and huddled in the comer. She
does come out now, on special

holidays. but spends most of
her time impersonating Burl
Ives.
There is another fairly common practice. usually not a-; loud.
but distracting nonetbeless. I am
referring to tbe couples who kiss,
fondle. and caress each otber
throughout the entire film.
Sometimes I worry that their
moutbs have fused together and
formed a vacuum in which tbey
have sucked all tbe air out of
each others lungs -mutual asphyxiation!? (Is this even logistically possible?) I swnmon tbe
usher to go check on them.
I sometimes find myself becoming increasingly interested in
these slobbering couples and
decreasingly involved with tbe
movie; it becomes difficult not to
lose the true essence of the
cinematic experience due to these
erotic distractions.
Then I start wondering, if I
weren't so burdened by my strict
code of movie ethics, could I
enjoy myself in the same manner? I look to the person right of
me, an elderly woman who's not
really my type; suddenly my obsession with the screen SCCJnS
healthy again.
Why do people insist on in-

dulging in this activity at tbe
movies? The back seat of a car is
cheaper (if you already have
one). Or if it's the audience they
want, there arc plenty of park
benches,
public
libraries,
playgrounds... In fact, I have
some relatives who would
probably pay for them to come to
their homes and neck on tbc sofa.
Here arc some of my tbcories
to help explain this strange
mating ritual: 1) the popcorn is
laced with an aphrodisiac of
some sort. I mean, what is the active ingredient in "golden lopping"? 2) subliminal advertising
messages flashed across tbe
screen at intervals for split
seconds, but instead of promoting
Coke or Pepsi they promote
mutual consensual molestation.
Both of these activities are of
course instigated by the management to broaden their clientele by
attracting voyeurs who aren't
quite ready for live sex shows.
But my theories are conflated
by some greater complexities. In
an effort to avoid oversimplifying the data, I must admit several
observations: couples involved in
the aforementioned seem to consistently, but temporarily, cease
during love scenes and scenes of

gratuitous violence. As if by rote,
they intenupt their activity to
watch someone being decapitated
or blown apart then. seemingly
rejuvenated by this sight, resume
their petting witb renewed
vigour.
Whatever tbe causes. we can't
really stop people from such
public displays of affection. The
unspoken consensus seems to be
that when they pay the obscenely
high ticket prices, they purchase
right along with it the right to
make out. The rest of us can
watch it witb interest/disgust/envy, or we can follow suit.
Myself, I try to ignore it and
devote my attention to the screen.
But if ever arrives the day when
they install vibrating seats and
condom dispensers, that's it! I'm
demanding an intermission!
~
David J. Bondy is a local ob-

sessive film buff, known also for
his wierd family. He is currently
undergoing an experimental
therapy involving repetitive viewings of Oshima's In the Realm of
the Senses with sublinunal images ofAunt Sylvie flashed on the
screen. Results of his therapy will
be published in an upcoming
joint issue of Cahiers du Cinema
and Psychology Today.

by Sanjay lakhana
Arts Staff

Thursday. night, 10 pm
you get into your coinf1

chair, remote in .hand, minJ
altering substance in -anot.bel
With a tlick. on comes CB(
cam:I the wolest tune this si-Ot
of the netherworld.

ll' s Kid

itt the Hall night in Canada

and with every set of -0peo
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CAMPUS PATROL
University Student Escort
requires volunteers
Applications available at the SAC
office and CAW Student Centre desk.
First come, first served.
*** all previous volunteers must re-apply***
Application deadline: 4pm Friday, September 24
Manditory General Meeting: 10pm, Wednesday,
September 29, Ambassador Auditorium (2nd floor
Caw Centre
Any questions, leave message at SAC office for
Chris Maich or Chris Zelezney

•
•
•
•

No preservatives
Bottling facilities
Over 25 brands of wine
Keg drop-off & set-up available

Choose from over

75

brands of beer

Regular price $92 (incl. taxes)
Equivalent to 6 cases retail beer

You'll come
for the savings;
You'll be back
tor the taste!
2055 Huron Church Road
Oust blocks from the U of W)
Or call: 966-8734
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play pool for free with student ID***
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'Ladies' give audience
fantastic barenaked
evening, get Inacaroni

WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE OF

CANADA

WUSC Local Committee
The following positions are open to
the general membership:

Vice Chaicpe[§O[):

• aasist the chairperson in his/her
duties
• represent and undertake the
duties of the chairperson in his/her
absence
• undertake particular functions
which may be designated
• perform the function of Treasurer
or Secretary in his/her absence

by Holly Mcintire
Arts Staff

·public Relations Officer:

• promote awareness of WUSC activities on campus
• keep membership informed of
club activbities
• develop and maintain information
network with related community organizations
Application Deadline·
Friday September 24th to:
WUSC Local Committee

WHN 1139

For more info.call: 971-m6

THE .

(~OJlf~II
t::: ·oPEN AT S P.M. "z.l

MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

CHEAP PITCHERS!· 5P.M. TO CLOSING
FREE SLIZE OF PIZZA!! • SP.M. TO 8P.M.

253-3494

156 CHATHAM ST. W. (Chatham & Ferry)

They're not naked and they're
not ladies. They're just a bunch
of guys having fun. And last
Friday night at Detroit's State
Theater the Barenaked Ladies
pumped out their characteristic
"acoustic hip-hop" to an elated
all-but-mostly-teen-age crowd.
The energetic performance combined the musical creativity and
comedic genius that this fivemember Mississauga-born band
is famous for.
The Barenaked Ladies entertained Friday's audience with
parodies of popular tunes in the
midst of their own songs. Forget
about angry lyrics and throbbing
ear drums, these guys take their
fans on a trip back to the carefree
days of high school when Kraft
dinner and girls named Enid
ruled the world.
In response to their locale the
Ladies included a tribute to
Motown in their performance, a
medley of famed songs that contained the word Detroit. Instead
of screaming about world peace
or some other similar political
issue, lead singer Steven Page
contemplated the "Egg McMuffin vs Sausage McMuffin"
dilemma. His claim of the eve-

I

ning was that he was not afraid or
a cold mechanical future that the
game called virtual reality repre.
sents, it's the Atari©-qualit)
graphics which really infuriate
him: "I already played Frogger
15 years ago!"
A
During their hit tune If I Had a woi.:
Million Dollars audience par. Mru:
ticipation mounted to a frenzy as soni
a box of Kraft dinner was soni
propelled onto the stage. This of c
consequently developed into a trea
rap created from one of the boo.
recipes on the back of the box. Und
The Ladies thought they could ful J
leave us with Whitney Houston's mix
I Will Always Love You, but u
topped that with two encores, the son~
last of which was one of on .
Wham!'s early '80s hits. A signa- Typ
ture finish to a fantastic evening. Bio•
Opening the evening was Van. hou:
couver-based Moist, whose ener- ima:
gy, harmony, and creative lyrics quei
made them an appropriate match to r,
for the Ladies. The promising tial .
five-piece primed the audience expc
with such late-modernist tunes a, ture:
Into Everything.
T
Ed Robertson of the Ladie~ rclci
commented about Moist, "You ticul
can never go wrong with four tiou:
long-haired front men - we're psci.:
working on that." But even loop
beyond such an endorsement. son1;
Moist is a band to watch for. [; piec
The
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Savings Plan fron1 Bell.
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For $4.00 a month, the Bell Long Distance Savings Plan can save you up to 660/o on long distance charges.
Visit your nearest Bell PhonecentreN store to sign up. 660/o never looked so good.
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The Jesus and Mary Chain
The Sound of Speed
Blanco y NegrcvWarner

Don· t you hate having to drop
12 buck,; for three tracks on an
import EP? Well, there's good
news: for the same 12 bucks
Warner is offering this essential
compilation of EP tracks from
the intoxicated dry ice and attitude past of The Jesus and Mary
Chain.
Clocking in at around 70
minutes, the disc is a marathon,
but track for track it's almost
gold (no pun intended).
"I've got syphilitic hetcro

MUSIC
The Boo Radleys
Giant Steps
Creabon/Sony

&....-------------'
A first listen to Giant Steps

rad a would suggest that bandleader
par. Martin Carr has been honing his
iy ~ songwriting skills. The disc's 17
w~ songs area mellifluous melange
This of distortion, psyohedelic vocal
to atreatments, and sugar-sweet pop
the hooks. Elements of the Velvet
x. Underground, Beatles, and Grate:ould ful Dead weave in and out of the
ton's mix.
but Unfortunately, many of the
>, the songs on Giant Steps rely more
: of on aural effects than melodies.
igna- Typical of fellow Brits like My
ing. Bloody Valentine and ChapterVan- house, the Radleys are more
ener- image than substance. Subseyrics quent listens to Giant Steps serve
1atcb to reinforce this point, as the iniising tial allure of the sound wears off,
:ence exposing incomplete song struces a1 Lures and lacklustre melodies.
This is not to say lhat the
ldi~ release is a total fai lure. In par'You ticular, Rodney King is an infecfour tious dance tune, with its
ve'rc pseudo-industrial backbeat and
even looping song structure. For every
11ent. song like this, however, there is a
Qpiece of pusillanimous fluff, like
The White Noise Revisited, which
is devoid of melody (and white
noise, for that matter).
All in all, Giant Steps paints an
unfinished aural landscape.
- Darrin Keene

1

friends in every part of town," is
the first line of the opening track
SnakedriVer, (incidentally, it is
taken from the soundtrack of the
film Scarecrow, during the
production of which Brandon
Lee was killed) which sets the
tone for a long and moody journey into brilliant songwriting
from a band that does its damnedest to cover up talent with
musical machismo.
Guitars are the instrument of
choice, and as abrasive a,; shaving with an electric sander But
the Reid brothers, albeit responsible for alot of sonic pain,
provide just enough tenderness to
make you listen again and again.
- Sanjay Lahkana

~ ~

MUSIC
Luxury Christ
Buy Our Love
eleven 37 Records

Bands like Luxury Christ
make my job more difficult, because they are virtually uncategorizable. I must admit they
also make my job more enjoyable.
That said, Luxury Christ's Buy
Our Love is pure listening satisfaction. Nancy Drew's anthemic
vocals propel most of the disc's
11 tracks. The exception is "You
Could Have Been Nice," where
she casually chastises a wayward
lover in a laidback funk groove.

1 b4e...

Luxury Christ's appeal lies in
its ability to incorporate diverse
styles into its song arrangements.
Rarely do the songl1 rely on only
one simple book or melody.
"Naked Animals" for instance
starts in a ska groove, then suddenly reverts to a crunching hard
rock riff in the chorus.
Each song on Buy Our Love
shimmers with intimations of
spontaneity and unpredictability
that remain fresh after subsequent listens.
I could write pages just attempting to describe the sound of
the whole disc. The only way to
truly experience Buy Our Love is
by lis~ning to it yoarself.
- Darrin Keene

THE

Ecl.ECTiC

A VENUE FOR LOCAL ARTISANS
Featuring:
WATER
* Sculpture
TRANSFORMATIONS
* Prints
* Paintings
Works on paper by
* Zilli Hats
HOILY WOLTER
* Lounge Lizard
T-shirts
Showing until
* Silver and
September 30
Beaded Jewellery
upstairs
at our
* Curious Objects
ART
GALLERY
* XPY

Mon - Wed: 7 a.m - 1 a.m
Thu - Fri: 7 a.m - 4 a.m
Saturday: 11 a.m - 4 a.m
Sunday: 11 am - 1 a.m

CflFE

-

. WfTOl TlfR1(

Organic coffees,
Regular & herbal teas,
Cappuccino & Espresso,
A variety of juices & desserts,
Plus now our lunch menu!

11

WE ARE ALWAYS ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS!

latil-Jaei af«M/~ e11,r/«eitH, to
elllfH!"4'atiulf, !"earft:V, rut9 & Je.19 ru.r

309 Chatham Street W. at Dougall
(Across from Canadian Tire)
977-7273

'"*

157 UNIVtR~ITY ~T ,.. next to the Capitol Th.eat.re .,..

MUSIC
The Doughboys
Crush

A&M Records

If you've never heard the
Dough boys, you' re missing out
on one of Canada's finest bands
If you're already a fan but
haven't heard their latest release,
Crush, you're missing out on
what is possibly their best album.
Crush is melodic pop-punk at
its best. Co-singers/guitarists
John Kastner and Jonathan Cummins are back along with a competent drummer, Paul Newman,
and a new bassist, ex-Jellyfish
Babies' Peter Arsenault. With
Crush, full of catchy hook-filled
songs about drugs, girls, alienation, and society's messed up
values, the Doughboys have
made the jump from indie to
major label without a scratch. In
fact, they've gained alot. As worthy a,; their three previous albums are, they lacked solid
production. Crush sees the
Doughboys finally get the tight
sound they deserve. Produced by
Daniel Ray (Ramones, L7) and
mixed by Skinny Puppy's Dave
Ogilvie. a louder. more powerful,
and at times, darker side of the
Doughboys surfaces here.
The album starts off strong
with "Shine," a song that's instantly and almost irrefutably likable. From there it never lets up.
From the frustrated surrender of
"Disposable" and the recollections of happiness in "Tearin'
Away," to the calm disgust of
"Trechouse" and the dreaminess
of "Summer Song," Crush is an
album capable of picking up alot
of new Doughboys fans. And it 1
should.
;
- Jason Refling

I

On!Y Scotiabank chalks up a
no-feetDanking package for students.
If there's one thing we know about students,
it's that sometimes they run on a tight budget.
And since we were the first Canadian bank to
introduce a student package three years ago. it's
something we've kept in mind.
If you're a full-time college 1 or university student.
you're eligible for the Scotia Banking Advantage~
package. This package includes a daily interest
chequing account, an automated banking machine
card. a Classic VISA card 2 and for qualified graduating students. an auto loan .
W ith Scotia Bank ing Advantage, you can also

start establishing a good credit rating. Something
that will be useful in the future.
So drop by your nearest Scotiabank branch
and we'll show you all the ways
we can help.
I

-

WIN$\Y
000cASH,

SWEfJSTAI<PSI

IN THE SCOTIA BANKING ADV~: ON A REGIONAL BASIS
1U7lS OF $1,000 EACH TO BE AW vantage program by

I .n the Scoua Bank1n~ Ad matically be entered
Enro 1
93 and you II auto_
November 12. 19 f~r a chance to win!

10 P

Scotlabank §
"'TM Bank of Nova Sco<ia reg,stered =r of mark 'No mo,,1hly ree or m,rumum mrothly balance Commun,ry College Tedimc.1l lnst11utc or Cegep efltglsiered Tradt Mark or Th< Bank of Nova Scolia 'SubJO(l to cred11 approval
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Women play well, but come up short
Lorne Bell
Sports Staff

The soccer season began for
the University of Windsor
women's team with games
against Laurier and Western,
during the weekend of Sept. 11
and 12.
On Saturday, the Lancers
traveled to Waterloo to face the
Sir Wilfrid Laurier Golden

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Laurier2,Laurier0
September 11

Lancers 0, Western O
September 12

Hawks and lost the first game 2-

0. On Sunday the Lancers tied
Western 0-0.
On Sunday, the Lancers had

many glorious opportunities
against Western but failed to
score. Both Juanita Smith and
Tess Isaksson hit the cross bar.
Nikki Turco earned the shutout
as Windsor gained its first point
in season play.
"The team played well, with
many exceptional performances.
The only negative aspect about
the games was only getting one
point." according to the Lancer's

head coach Gord Caldwell.
Caldwell handed out praise.
"Diane Lulie played outstanding
games both defensively and offensively. Although the weekend
was not a success, many valuable
lessons were learned."
Caldwell went on to say, "We
have to get used to one another
and a period of adjustment is
needed. We showed good
promise and our basic goal

remains to make the playu
Improvement will come as
season continues. There are a
of new faces and I definitely
us improving as a team. Th~1
plenty of time remaining in
season to attain our goals."
The women's soccer team
be in action at home on Sept
Game time is 5:00 pm, aga
the Bowling Green Univer
Falcons.

Men's soccer achieves
success on weekend
Lorne Bell
Sports Staff

The University of Windsor
men· s soccer team started the
OUAA season on a positive note
earning a tie and a win in ll1eir

MEN'S SOCCER
Lancers 2, Laurier 2
September 11

Lancers 3, Western 2
September 12

first two games.
On Sept. 11. the Wilfrid
Laurier Golden Hawks played
host to Windsor. The team fell
behind and trailed Laurier 2-0
after the first half. They did not

give up however, even though
one of their tcamates was kicked
out of the game. You· d never
know the second half was played
with one less Lancer, as they
dominated Laurier to earn a tic.
Peter Efthymiou scored to start
the comeback and Mike Scsa.r
scored to even it out 2-2.
According to assistant coach
Pat McNeily, "the team put up an
incredible effort in the comeback
against Laurice, and we were
definitely up for the next game
against arch rival Western."
The next day. the Lancers
c:ame out Oying against Western
and scored three goals in the first
half. Mike Sesar, Jason Marlovits. and Sanford Carabin put
the Lancers in front for gooc.J.

Western tried to come back Ix
was too little too late. Willi'.
defeated Western 3-2 and pil
up three points out of a po5.,
four of the weekend.
The coaching staff wa-. pica
with the start. "Taking three
of four poinL-; on the road
cedec.J expectations. The con.
of teamwork hac,, been ev10
We will definitely be morcc et
petitive than other years.
very exciting to watch. 1
team is commi11ed to wif11i
more than ever." said McNeil
The weekend also afforded
choosing of team capla
Coaching staff choose the
lowing because lllcy all lead
example: Dan Campana. T
Pella, and Tony Facchineri.

Lancers lose season opener to Laurie1
Musselman

'proud of effort'
David Gough
Sports Editor

The Lancer football team
started llle season in poor fashion
by getting mutilated by a much
stronger Wilfrid Launer football
squad.
Sloppy play. untimely penalties. and poor execution resulted

FOOTBALL
Laurier 55, Lancers 6
September 11

in a 55-6 nightmare loss. that
seemed to drag on forever for the
Lancers.
What killed llle Lancers· hopes
in this game was that they gave
Laurier too many opportunities to
cash in on their mistakes. The
Lancers fumbled llle ball away
twice, were called for too many
men on the field three times and
ended up having 12 penalties for
100 yards.
Coach John Musselman was
not pleased with the mistakes,
but he was pleased with his
teams effort, saying,"there were
mistakes and stupidity, but there
was no lack of desire on our
part".
The Lancers held their own for
most of the first half, but penalties, and a tired defence finally
took their toll as the Lancers
went from being down 11-0 to
falling behind 33-0 in an eight
minute span. The Laurier Golden
Hawks jumped on every Lancer
mistake and capitalized those
mistakes into touchdowns.

-

Even with a lopsided score
the.re were still bright spots for
the Lancers. Musselman was
proud of the fact that, "Lauricr is
not 50 points better lllan us. we
just got tough breaks, [our team]
gave everything they had, they
played hard and I am proud of
them."
Offensively the bright spot<;
were quarterback Rob Zagordo
who passed for 276 yard<;, did not
throw an mterccplion. and scored
the Lancers only touchdown.
Norm Casola had a good day
hauling in seven passes for 101
yards. Rookie centre Matt Caplin
also was impressive as he played
a strong game.
Defensively, Jon Deswert, who
has a brillant future as a Lancer
sacked llle opposing quarterback
twice, and spent a lot of time
causing havoc in the Golden
Hawk backfield. Unfortunately
and ironically, Deswert's great
pass rushing ability was also a
downfall as it allowed Golden
Hawk quarterback Bi! Kubas to
roll out, and that is when he was
llle most dangerous, and experienced the most success
against the Lancer defence.
On Sept. 25 the Lancers will
be facing York Yeomen. As well
as being the homecoming game,
it will give the Lancers a chance
to extend York's losing streak to
a OUAA record 34 games. York,
like Windsor is in another
rebuilding year but shows signs
of improvement.
Students can get in free with
their validated student card or
view the game on "llle hill". Obviously it will be a game full of
drama and meaning for the two
cellar dwellers.
ig

Rob McElwain {#27) goes in for the kill.
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Environmentally Friendly
Not tested on animals

rt

only at the CAW
Student Centre
October 4, 5, & 6
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Watch the Lance & CAW
Student Centre for price lists
of shampoos, conditioners,
soaps & more!
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SERVICES
BED & BREAKFAST for visiting
parents and friends. Ten blocks
from camp~s. Call 256-3937.
NEED A PARKING SPACE? Rent
my driveway. 428 Rankin Avenue.
$25.00 per month. Telephone: 2559036 during evenings or weekends.
Ask for Tim.

1ck Ix

USED CAR WANTED to buy,
preferably a Honda in good condi·
tion. 256-6993.
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Take courses through
Campus Recreation
Shape Up
Looking for a safe way to
gel into shape? Women On
Weights (WOW) is a 10 week
training program for women.
covering an aerobic component as well as principles of
strength training. ParticipanL-;
receive a fimess appraisal as
well a,; a11 individual nutritional analysis from the instructor.

CPR and First Aid
Has your CPR or First Aid
expired? Do you need or want
to hccome certified in CPR
:-:···,:.·..,:-.:: ,•:-:-:,:-·:· ...... ·.. ·.· ·.

:..,..: :.=:=·=·=:···

,•

and First Aid? Does a job you
Wfil!t require them?
Campus Recreation offers
courses in the areas of CPR
certification and recertification
as well as First Aid at convenient times throughout each
semester.

'Other Courses
Other personal enhancement
courses include tennis, tai chi.
country western dancing and
women's self-defence. Interested? Contact the Campus
Re'-Teation Office at 253-4232
Ext.2456.

WANTED:

How did you spend
your summer?
.. ..
backpacking
around the worla;
teaching English in a
foriegn
country ;
working on a volunteer program or participating in an
exchange program?

If so... we want to hear
from you. Please contact:

971-7776

for more information.

·.•

VISA SEMINARS INliltNATIONAL

··---FREE IMMIGRATION

CANADA

SEMINAR FOR
FOREIGN STUDENTS
University of Windsor
Friday September 24, 1993, 7:00p.m.
Oak Room, Vanier Hall

Members of Canada's largest
Immigration Law Firm

HOPPE JACKMAN

will provide information and answer
all questions on all areas of
Immigration in Canada
196 Adelaide Street West, Suite 200, Toronto Ontario, Canada, M5H 1W7
TOLL FREE 1-800-263-VISA Tel. (416) 599-0707 ext. 242 Fax (416) 599-2861

Car Insurance
For Underage Drivers

25-35%
discounts for:
• good students
• driver education
• good drivers

Call us:
D' arcy Marentette
Insurance Ltd.
1660 University W.

254-5101
WINDSOR'S
MOST GAY
POSITIVE BAR
WELCOME BACK
& GOOD LUCK
STUDENTS
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Wear your tackiest tourist outfit &
bring your beach gear on the
Crosstown #2 to Windemere
Avenue for the...

END OF SUMMER
BASH & A HALF

Sat., Sept. 25 @ 6pm

• limbo dancing • sand castle building contest
• pool tournament ($25 prize) • Win a limo
rental & dinner for 2! • lots & lots of door
prizes • BBQ on all nicaht
• lots of dance music
• "what am I contest'? 11 • only place in town
to pick up your mood balloons!

Dinner: Fridays at 6pm (by reservation)
Dancing: Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Open 4pm to 1am
7days a week

1880 Wyandotte St. E.

258-5706

'UJord master'.)
ror ~Ll Vour lypmg and ~opymg needs
256

c::.

6221

3215 Sa..~d ..... 1ch St. .
(behind the Sandwich Post Office)

The Lance. September 20. 1993. page 14.

SPOT
THE
MOOSE.

]

Results
Cross-Country
Fri. Sept. 10 at Central Michigan University

If you were
able to find
the moose
in this
picture,
you re
needed at
the Lance.
Come to a
volunteers
meeting at
6:00
Monday, or
call
253-4232,
ext. 3909.

Women's5km
Crystal Garren
Jennifer Graham
Marnee Beemish

7th
14th
42nd

18: 11
18:39
19:54

7th
33rd
53rd

20:19
21:10
21:43

t

Men's Four-mile

1

Jason Boyle
Ryan Leef
Dave Scarrow

Coming Up at Home
Women's Soccer vs Bowling Green
Wed. Sept. 22 5pm
South Campus Field

FOR
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....
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Men's Football vs York (Homecoming)
Sat. Sept. 25 2pm
South Campus Field

agre
that

Men's Hockey (Blue and Gold Game)
Fri. Sept. 24 7pm
Adie Knox Arena
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1993 National Rankings
CIAU Cross Country
Women's

Men's
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4
5
6

7
8
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Calgary
U.B.C.
Toronto
McMaster
Dalhousie
Western
McGill
WINDSOR
Victoria
Guelph

7
8
9
10

Dalhousie
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U.B.C.
Toronto
Sherbroo.ke
Western
Victoria
Laurentian
WINDSOR
Queens
Guelph
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At Canadian Regional, we understand

ME

hmv difficult it is for students nowadays to

stc

make ends meet.

Dear

That's why \vc're offering-a year-round

Th
stanc
of m

student stand-by fare at 65% off the regular economy fare anywhere that Canadian

mov(

Regional flies.

divid
is th

lion.

So, if you thought a flight home or a

form
As a
necei
to so
time

chance to get away was beyond your budget, then think again.
For more information, call your travel agent
or Canadian Airlines and simply stand-by.

Canadi~n RegiolUll
C....x:a 1s .1 regmered tndemark of c~n.1d1.1n A 1rhnc-s lnt('m.auon1J Ltd. Fu~ iv..1lJble on a onc:-w.ay or return bal.ls
Fare, apphuble for <tu<knu between the age, of 12 and 24 Proof of •ge" required Tuvd "on a <und-by b,s,s only.
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Fundanientalism versus
the fundamentals: Islam
True

Muslims

want peace
By Aleem Ulla
Special to the Lance

The issues surrounding Islamic
fundamentalism emerged during
the past week with the Mid-East
peace agreement. Even as Prime
Minister Rabin and Chairman
Arafat signed this dramatic peace
agreement. there abound repcrts
that the PLO bas abondoned its
fonner fundamentalist stance.
But, what is Islamic fundamentalism and who is a Muslim fundamentalist? Certainly there are
many conceptions of Islamic fundamentalists but as we will discover
there
are
many
misconceptions.
Sadly, the modern understanding of Islamic fundamentalism congers images much in
contrast to the peace and
hospitality that typify a true Muslim. Today, fundamentalism is
a,;sociated with, inter alias, arline

tax) at the minimum rate of two
and one half percent of one's annual income; pilgrimage ot
Mecca.
These items represent the five
pillars or essential componentc; of
Islam. It is important to note that
none of these fundamental Islamic
principles
advocates
violence in any manner. Muslims. on the other hand, strive
towards peace and coexistence;
terrorism assaults tbe vital
axioms of Islam.
Peace. in fact, is a direct
English translauon of the arabic
Islam and a
Muslim
lS

who submits to Allah's teachings
and commandments wbicb lead
to peace. Islam is observed
through active obidience to the
revealed Commandments of
Allah, for Muslims believe that
Allah is the source of all peace.
Behaviour that contradicts any
pillar of Islam and, thus violates
tbe principle of peace, is forbidden to all Muslims. For certain,
no act of terrorism is condoned.
Still the current western
paradigm regarding Islamic Law
(Shari'ah) and various other
fonns of secular Islamic practice
are constrocted amid an atmosphere of mistrust.
The failure of the
popularly
elected
Islamic Salvation
Front
to
fonn a
govern
ment

Algeria. or for that matter gain
any fragment of international
suppcrt, is evidence of that fear.
However, tbe activities of the Islamic state must not deviate from
the fundamentals of Islam; Muslims at all levels of government
and stations of life must maintain
a commitment to peeace.
As a result, there is no reason
to fear Muslim who observe fundamental principles of Islam. The
activities of the the true Islamic
fundamentalist are peaceful and
fully consistent witb coexistence.
Most importantly, Islamic fundamentalism is not synonymous
with terrorism or any derivitive
thereof. There may be individuals
who cloud the images of Islam
and what this way of life truly
represents but it is time to look
beyond the words or the actions
of these isolated individuals. It is
time to respect the desire of Muslims who observe the pillars of
Islam. It is time to distinguish between Islamic funadamentalism
and tbe fundamentals of Islam. IY

Peace has a peal
By Linda Girard
Special to the Lance

A minute of silence, a moment
of sound - these are the

watchwords of the United Nations International Peace Day.
At 110011 on the third Tuesday
in September. people throughout
the world are invited to join the
delegates of the United Nations
General Assembly in a mmute of
silent ret1cction on world peace.
Then the UN' s Peace Bell will be
rung and across the world other
bells will peal as people gather
together
in the name of peace.
0
ft:;:'" In 1981 the UN declared Inter~ national Peace Day. In 1986
Canada was the first country to
~ participate nationwide in this important global event. The carillon
at the Peace Tower in Ottawa

-

,

disasters, cafe explosions and
devastated office towers. What is
more, many prominent Islamic
leaders, such as Hafiz Assad,
Muammar Gbadafi and King
Houssain, gain immediate association with militant Islamic
movements. These beads of state,
and Muslims in general are connected with covert, anti-western
activities that aim to rais ethe
position of Islam at the expense
of other individuals. Finally, but
perhaps most importantly, Islamic fiundamentalism bas attained a synonymous relationship
with terrorism and other acts of
unprovoked violence.
The fundamentals of Islam,
however, are in sharp contrast to
these popular views of Islanuc
fundamentalism. Any Muslim
who honors the fundamental
principles of Islam observes
the following: belief in God
(Allah) and Mohammed as
bis
final
messenger;
regular
and
faithful
prayers five times a day;
fasting from sunrise to
sunset
during
the
month of Rammadan;
payment of zakat (pcor

peals forth its recognition on
this day for peace and across
the
nation
countless
Canadians join people in
other lands in the common
belief in world peace.
Why should we set aside this
minute of silence, and this moment of sound for peace? It is
through our actions more than
our words that we emphasize our
belief in world peace.
In the minute of silence some
make the journey to their inward
selves and contemplate their individual responsibility for attitudes and action for peace.
Others pray for peace, and yet
others. in that moment of silence.
pay tribute to all who strive for
peace.
As the UN envisioned it when
it proclaimed an International

Day of
Peace.
people
from
every walk of life. every political
and
religious
pen,ua,;ion
throughout the world JOm
together in a common humanity
which rises ahove our differences
and concentrates on world peace.
Everyone can contribiute to
the groundswell of peace counciousness. wherever we are on
noon on September 3; at work. at
school. or attending a civic
ceremony. we can be part of the

Dear Editor:
There are different fem1mst
stances one can take on the issue
of male participation in feminist
movement<;. The stance of tbe individuals of the Womyn·s Centre
is that we want male participation. The crucial issue is what
fonn that participation will take.
As a male volunteer my role is
necessarily one of support. Due
to socialization. men have a bard
lime playing this role.
I believe an impcrtant cornponent of support is listening.
Unfortunately, botb womyn and
men don't do mucb of it. What
we call a conversation is really a
series of unrelated exchanges.
While one person speaks the
other formulates a reply. When
the first is finished speaking, the
other responds with the point in
mind which often doesn't address
what the first person said. No listening occurs. If this isn' t bad
enough, men have another

will be focussing their thoughts
and energy on world peace. and I
believe that each and every one
of us is part of tbe grat pulse or
heartheat of thi, earth. I know
that what I feel in my own soul
plays an active part in creating
what is.
So I do my best to have a
hopeful. pcsitive attitude. Amnesty Intemational's slogan is
"it's better to light one light than
to curse the darkness," and I
believe this to be true.
I also sec this gathering as a
great way to begin our autumn
activities with community fcllowsbip, along witb support and
reinforcement for the recent
peace agreement that wac.; signed
in the Middle Ea<;t.
IY

Linda Girard is Secreta0· for
Project Ploughshares, Windsor.

around cam us

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Men need to
s ta rt listening

awarenes
s
of
working
toward
world
peace. We can
prepare ourselves to observe the
silence and sound by
sharing the coming event
with others. When hearts and
minds dwell on peace. the spirit
of hope flow across the face of
the earth. renewing humankind's
faith in efforts toward wold pace.
Each one of us can play a small
but vital role by our thoughts, attitude and commitment.
I believe in the power of
people coming together with a
common dream or goal. I know
that people :ul over the world

problem with conversation: we
can't talk with womyn. Men just
can· t seem to stop interrupting
womyn when they talk.
I have some suggestions for
men who are interested in gender
equality who don't know a lot
about it. When hearing a womyn
speak about feminism. don't just
bear, listen. Supress the urge to
jump into a debate, and think
about what womyn are saying.
This may seem like common
courtesy. but really it is combatmg an effect of sexist thinking. If
men examine their behaviour,
perhaps they will begin to understand what is so objectionable in
the countless acts of sexism
womyn deal with daily.
Listening is a very bac;ic kind
of suppcrt. For men who think
they can offer more support than
this. go to the library and read
some books about the various
feminist ideas around. It is not
the job of feminists to constantly
educate men about sexism; men
must educate themselves.

Rich Friemann

Active on Campus,
a new weekly
column space
to appear on this
page, will feature
pieces on issues
of socio-political
concern being
addressed by
U of W student
associations.
If your club or
society is interested
in making a
submission, please
contact Lance
editor-in-chief Mark
Crane at 253-4232,
ext. 3909.

Do you support increasing tuition for a better education?
"No, unless resounding changes are made to
update the quality of this university to the
level of Cambridge."
Alan Bondy
Year II Sociology

I ,,

\:_J)

"No. Not unless I knew where the money was
going. I think that it would all get lost in the
administration."
Liz Bagnall-Swan
Year I Drama & Ed.

"Probably. I have to go to school so I'll have
to pay tt."
Kate Camfield
Year I
International Relations
"We should be doing more things like the
Odette Building. But why should we be
paying for something like the Student Centre
which not everybody uses?"
Orlando Smith
Year IV General Science
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Drugs and
•
•
university
athletics

BY ELAINE SAUNDERS
I'

A TWHAT

-

LEVEL SHOULD

athletes he te,tcd for perfonnance enhancing
drugs? The media may focus on the highprofile cc'mpetitors in World Championships
laid
· ---and the Olympics for any discussion of drug
out~
testing. hut the Lruth is that a stringent procehy
dure exists to test athletes ac all levels of
the
competition
CCDS. \
Bv 1988. in Canada alone the expenditures
Refusal to
for drug testing in athletics exceeded $500
part1ci~ate . in ......_---:
OOO. This was testing solely for use by ath- the tescmg 1s con- ·
letes or support of the use by coaches. of suhsictered a doping in-~
sta11ces or practices banned by the
fraction. for which the -~
International Olympic Committee (IOC),
athlete is subject to the same
whose official policies were adopted by the
sanctions as a positive test.
Canadian Interuniversity Athletic Union
The CIAU also requires that all of its
(CIAU).
member universities conduct education semiConcerns regardmg the reliability and
nars for their student-athletes regarding drug
validity of the tests were raised when
use, doping control in sport, and the CIAU
Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson tested above
policies. Student-athletes who do not attend a
acceptable levels of testosterone m bis
drug education seminar are ineligible to combloodstream in the 1988 Olympics.
pete the following year.
This may not be such a big deal for the
"We don't have any say in the policies. it
CIAU because of its new procedural testing
is 100 percent mandatory," said Boucher.
regulations which will soon be implemented,
At the University of Windsor these semiwhich hope to eradicate pa~t problems with
nars
are conducted by Neil McKenzie, a
testing.
private consultant and the program manager
The CIAU follows the procedures set
for nutrition at the Windsor-Essex County
down by the Canadian Centre for Drug-free
Health Unit. who is also a certified Doping
Sport (CCDS). following a recommendation
Control Official with the CCDS. McKenzie's
of the 1988 Dubin Inquiry into the use of perseminars consist of an explanation of the
fonnance-enbancing substances and methods
categories of banned and restricted substanin Canadian sport. All drug testing for
ces. the difference between advertant and inamateur athletes is funded by the federal
advertant doping. an explanation of the
government. The CCDS is an independent orconsent forms, and a description of the testganization which is responsible for the na- ing procedures.
tional campaign to promote anti-doping
"It is imponant that they (the athletes)
practices through education, research, testmg,
know
their rights," said Boucher. "That they
mvestigations, and the hearmg of appeals.
know what to expect and that they can take
Athletes at the university level are faced
someone, like a coach, with them to the test."
with the same requirement~ regarding drug
The doping test is a process with several
testing as Olympic-calibre athletes, plus the
checks in place to ensure the validity of the
additional constraints placed on them by the
sample and that tampering has not taken
CIAU. The CIAU requires aJl athletes to sign
place. Athletes are subjected to a pre-test ina form giving their consent to be tested in acterview to collect information, such as what
cordance with the Doping Control program,
medications they have been taking.
and agree to the sanctions set out by the
Testing isn't a simple procedure. The
CCDS plus any additional penalties imposed
athlete's
sample collection is witnessed by a
by theCIAU.
certified doping control officer, and divided
These penalties mclude four years ininto two equaJ parts. Half the sample goes to
eligibility for a first mfraction and life ina laboratory, the other half is kept in storage.
eligibility for a second infraction. The
If the athlete tests negative, both samples arc
sanctions are even more severe for a coach or
destroyed. If positive, the second half is
trainer who supplies or encourages and adtested to confirm the results.
vises a student-athlete to contravene CCDS
The common misconception is that the
regulations. They are given life ineligibility
only things that are tested for are steroids bepenalties for the first infraction. All penalties
cause they are the only drug banned from use
mclude the provision to apply for remstateby athletes. The truth is that there are many
ment.
different classes of drugs and methods which
During the course of the year, either while
are not acceptable for CIAU athletes.
in competition or durmg the off-season, athStimulants increase alertness and reduce
letes across Canada are selected for what is
fatigue and are therefore considered to be
generally termed Doping Control. This means
performance-enhancing. Many cough and
they undergo announced or unannounced (for
cold preparations contain the stimulants
football only) tests for restricted substances.
ephedrme or pseudoepbedrine, and cocaine is
Athletes may be randomly chosen according a strong stimulant. All are banned.
to their finishing position in an event.
Narcotic analgesics such as morpbme and
"Some of the athletes complain that what
they do in the off-season is their own busi- ' its derivatives are present iJl a wide range of
ness," said Bob Boucher. bead of the Depart- painkillers. Not all painkillers are restricted;
ment of Athletics and Recreational Services. there are some that may be used to treat mild
injuries.
"That is not the case with drug testing."
The most well-known of all the banned
These tests must follow rigid procedures
substances are androgenic anabolic steroids,

< •

In order to provide the witness with an unobstruct.ed vi~w of t~e passing of
sample, you will be required to be unclothed from m1d-wa1st to m1d-th1gh.

even though the science community is in conflict over the supposed performance-enhancement abilities of these substances. There is no
question regarding the severe health risks to
athletes attempting to get an 'edge' by using
these substances. The risks and side-effcc1s
are well documented.
Other substances such as beta blockers,
which lower blood pressure and steady the
nerves, diuretics, which cause the excretion
of large amounts of water, and growth hormones, can be equally as dangerous, and are
therefore aJso banned.
There are also methods that are not accepted practices. Blood doping, which is intravenous administration of blood products to
raise oxygen levels iJl the bloodstream, and
manipulation of the urine sample, including
administering drugs that may alter renal functions, are also contraventions of the drug
policies of the CIAU.
Even commonplace substances such a,;
caffeme. alcohol, marijuana, local anaesthetics. corticosteroids, anti-mflammatories.
and some ac;thma medications, have restrictions placed upon them and testing is undertaken to identify athletes using excessive
amounts.
According to Diane St. Denis, coordinator
of national programs for the CIAU, approximately 200 athletes are tested per year,
90 percent of which are on an unannounced
basis. During the period from February 1990
to May of 1993, 626 tests were conducted, 34
announced and 592 unannounced. Of these,
only nine positive tests were conducted. all
for football.
The University of Windsor has had 28 tests
conducted on its athletes, aJl with negative
results.
Though the media is slow to recognize it.
these test results for university athletes can be
just as damaging as they are for Olympic athletes. Not only can they be barred from competition for four years, but by the time the
CIAU lifts the suspension, their years of
eligibility for competition in university sports
may have passed.
The doping control system in Canada is
used esssentially as a detterent. The low percentage of athletes tested and the emphasis
on education that are part of the anti-doping
campaign speak to the fact that they believe
few athletes are using banned substances and
proeedures, and that they can make that number even smaller.
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Painkillers
Demerol, 222's, 282's, 292's,
Darvon-N, Empracet-30, Exd0t
Exdol-8, Tylenol #1, #2, #3

Anti-diarrheals
Donnagel-PG

Anti-histamines
Chlor-Tripolon decongestant,
Dimetapp Elexir, Dimetapp,
Extentabs, Drixtab, Ornade

Cough syrups
Actifed, Dimetane Expectoranl,
Ornade, Robrtussin PE, Sinutab
Vicks Nyquil, Neocitran-plain,
Neocitran-DM

Cough lozenges
Spee T green

Decongestants
SineAid, Sinutab, Sudafed,
Triaminic

rp£1\MITf!I
'Painkillers
Aspirin, Atasol, Bufferin (plain),
Ecotrin, Entrophen, Excedrin
(plain), Feldene, Motrin, Natton
Panadol, Ponstan, Tylenol (plar

Anti-diarrheals
Donnagel plain, lmmodium,
Kaomycin, Kaopeetate,
Pepto-Bismol

Anti-histamines
Benadryl, Chlor-Tripolon (not
decongestant), Hismanal, Selda:

Cough syrups
Benylin (plain), Benadryl (plain).
Neocitran-A, Rob~ussin (plain)

Cough lozenges
Benylin Koffettes, Bradosol,
Cepacol, Spee T red, Spee T
orange, Strepsils

Decongestants
Beconase, Nafrine, Otrivin
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Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact.
Please send submissions to: The Lance; Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N9B 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limrts, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Monday, September 27

I "' The

. ~rogressive. Conservative
Assoc1at1on club meeting at noon at the
Grad House {upstairs). New members
welcome. Elections will be held.

.tE The Humanities Research Group
presents Dr. Marion Wynne-Davies
speaking on The Queen's Masque:
Renaissance Women and the
Seventeenth-Century Court Masque,
4:00 pm at the Hoffman Auditorium, Iona
college, 208 Sunset.
Listen to Philosophia on CJAM FM 91 .5
Campus/Communrty Radio from 4-5, a
weekly women's issue show wrth host
Sue Morin.

1

Assumption University Chapel invites
students to 5 pm Mass followed by a cost
supper. Everyone is welcome.

.tE Goober & the Peas perform at the Moose
Pub.

Thursday, September 30
§ A healing group for adult children of

divorced parents will be meeting at 1:303:30 pm at Iona College, 208 Sunset. The
group is led by Rev. R.J. "Bob" Tschanz,
University Chaplain. tt you are planning to
attend or need more info call Rev.
Tschanz 253-4232, ext. 3440.

Troubador Cathy Miller will
grace Windsor with her
'Canadian-famous, therefore
Windsor-unknown' self this
Friday night 8:00 pm at
Mackenzie Hall, 3277
Sandwich at Brock, just a
quick walk up Peter Street
from campus. Tickets: $10.00.
Tuesday, September 28
l Herstory means recognizing those who
have been ignored. To help organize
events for Herstory Month (October)
come to the Womyn's Centre, 2nd floor of
CAW Student Centre at 5:30 pm or call
ext. 4507.
"' CSA general meeting at 5:30 pm at the
Grad House (upstairs).

Wednesday, September 29
Volunteer Fair offers fantastic
opportunrties to all those interested in
getting involved in the community. Many
groups will be represented seeking
people to help out. 9:30 am - 3:30 pm in
the Ambassador Auditorium, 2nd floor,
CAW Student Centre.

"' Out On Campus meeting, a group for
gay, lesbian and bisexual students, will
meet at 8:00 pm at Iona College, 208
Sunset.

"' Do you know why womyn is spelled with
a"y"? What has feminism really gained
us? To find the answers to lhese
questions and spread the word to others,
come to a Promotion Committee meeting
in the Womyn's Centre, 2nd floor CAW
Student Centre, at 4:30 pm. This will be
followed by a general meeting for
everyone who wishes to find out more
about the Centre. Call ext. 4507 for more
info.
§ Communications
Students
Association staff-student mixes at 11:30
am. Come out meet your prof and enjoy
a free lunch.
"' lntervarsity Christian Fellowship will
be continuing their discussion on Unity
and Forgiveness! Everyone is welcome to
come to the Oak Room at 5:30 pm.

Friday, October 1
JEWindsor Folk presents Cathy Miller at
8:00 pm in Mackenzie Hall, 3277
Sandwich St. Admission $10.00/$8.00
members.

® TGIF Volleyball Party at 4:00 pm every
Friday at Delta Chi House, 408 Indian
Ave.,underthe bridge. All welcome.
The National AIDS Awareness Week
Working Group is hosting a kick-off
fundraiser at J.B.'s, 1880 Wyandote East
at 8:00 pm. Show your support by coming
out and have achance to win great prizes!

.tE Positive Moves in co-operation with
Amnesty International present Body
Jam '93 at the Moose Pub at 8:00 pm
featuring Toronto's DJ KLC and
performance by Driftwood Steppers.
Tickets are S4 and are available from
brother Noel at 256-3091 .
® Lancer Golf Classic at 1:00 pm.

Saturday, October 2
.tE AIDS benefit at the Coach and Horses, at
9:00 pm, 156 Chatham St. W. Featuring
many of Windsor's finest alternative
bands.
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STUDENTS FOR ACT IO N

® Men's and women's soccer vs Guelph
at 1:00 pm at South Campus field.
.
. .
.tE Opening today and contrnurng !~rough
the month at I Know what I Lrke/the
upstaris gallery present local artist
Bernard Helling's Random Samples, an
exhibrtion of small sculptures that play
with the uses and re-uses of the
technologies of science, 309Chatham St.
West (above The Wooden Spoon
Restaurant). Opening reception tonight.
For more info call 977· 7273.

JEThe Spotted Dog presents Vancouver's
Ngoma in concert. Tickets $4.00.
"' The Windsor Board and Role-playing
Gaming Society meets in the Rose
Room of Vanier Hall from noon to
11 :00 pm every Saturday! I know what
you're thinking: every Saturday? But it's
true?

Sunday, October 3
Assumption University Chapel invites
everyone to participate in Sunday Mass
at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm.

Monday, October 4
l Canterbury College hosts Students for
Global Awareness with Van Hua, a
video and question and answer on
logging in Algonquin Provincial Park and
Clayoquot sound, 7:30 pm St. Augustine
House, 172 Patricia Rd, call 253-6294 for
more info.
Annual Hair Cut-athon at the CAW
Student Centre from 10:00am to 8:00pm.
All proceeds to the AIDS Committee of
Windsor.

Every Monday at 6:00 pm, all are invited
to the Lance general staff meeting. This
is the place where stories are assigned
and important issues decided. Come on
out! Our offices are in the basement of the
CAW Student Centre, right across from
the Moose {especially on Thursday
nights).

Tuesday, October 5
The Windsor West New Democrats
present federal candidate Emily
Carasco speaking on women's
wel~bein9 and the federal government at
Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich St. The
excitement gets underway at 7:00 pm.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
.tE Visual and performing arts.
l Lectures, seminars, etc.
"' Club and society meetings.
! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.
® Sporting events.
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On-Campus Student Service
providing Professional Output
at Reasonable Rates
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Wedo:
• Term Papers • Group Presentations
• Resumes
• ACCIS Forms
• Cover Letters • Flyers
• Overheads, etc

Full Fax service, (incoming and
outgoing) for students.
Binding, photocopying and
Laser copies also available
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Young Adult Catholics
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Where are young adult Catholics going in their faith? Drawing on interview
data from the Young Adult Faith Study, the presentation will explore faith
development in young adult Catholics.

Rev. David Creamer, S.J. ·
* Director, Jesuit Centre for Faith Development and Values.
* Assistant Professor, Faculty of Arls, University of Manitoba.
* Researcher and lecturer on faith development.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
_P hone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, October 3, 1993 - 3:00 p.m.
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The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press:
1. The Lancerecogn,zes thediversity in ethnicity, culture, gender, sexual
onentat1on, age, physical and mental abd,ty and economic status of our
audience, and reflect 111n our content.
2 By examining issues and different perspectives other med'a avoid,
the Lance recognize; lhat many disadvantaged groups in soetety do not
have equitable access to the media We affirm our responsibif1ty to give
these groups voice and recogmton.

3. The Lance ,s committed to acbng against the oppression of soc a y,
culturally, politically and econom1cafly disadvantaged groups. In
add11Jon, we oppose lhe abuse of power in any form.
4 . The Lance will not print material that 1s sex1s~ racist, age:s~
heterosex1s t, or that maligns dttferently-abled peoples or the
econom1callyd1sadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work aga,nst the proliferation of convent onal and
nuclear arms and the systems which promote them, which preserve and
extend uniust economic and political hegemony, d;verbng resources
from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-v10 ent resolution to any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological respons1b.hty, both 1n content and in
its day-to-day workings.

Student strike
is justified
Students at E.J. Lajeunesse Shcool are sick and tired of being pushed
und hy I.he Ministry of Education. and rightly so. One failed
mise after Lhe olher has forced I.he students 10 take action. and walkout from classes is a sign of Lheir determination.
How is it I.hat the ministry can iicence a school, hire teachers and enI students. without giving them at least ba'iic services 10 work with?
haps because the minister of education himseU" ha,; broken
lmises. and then when students walked out to protest his broken
mises. he refuses to act until they end their walk-out. How can the
nister he so unfair?
Students in Lhis country have a right 10 a decent education. This indes proper desks 10 sit at to learn, with proper heating and lighting,
d equiped with the tools to teach. These things should be basic in our
'iety, and it's frightening to think that if they can do lhis to a high
OOJ. What Will he next?
The school board is also to blame for I.his. How can they continue to
Id up I.he funds for I.he much neccted repairs to the school, and make
students suffer for the differences of the school trustees. It is lhe
dents who are lhe real losers in I.his deal that they did not bring on
msclves.
The Lance support, the student strike at E.J. Lajeunesse. Being
rived of a quality education is something that no student should
e to hear. and faced with it. Lhat no student should tolerate. While
sticky subject of public funding for sepcratc school hoards should
t he overlooked in this case, it also must not overshadow Lhc imporce of students joining in solidarity to secure a quality education.

pen Women's Health Centre

Often, women don· t know how scarce heall.h services are to them
-til they go looking for help. Then they arc forced to accept whatever
offered no maucr how limited their options arc.
) Such is the case in Windsor. With no women gynccologists and one
_ ortion physician. it has been difficult for women 10 fmd heallh care
at Lhey arc comfortable with. But now there is a glimmer of hope.
The proposed Women's Health Resource Centre that could accomny Windsor's Hospital reconfiguration would he a fully-contained
ice that could meet many of women's health needs. What is
·eatcning Lhis proposal? Religious convictions that women do not
ve reproductive rights.
Didn't someone say once that seperation of church and state was a
od l.hing? What good is universal health care and the constitutional
bt to have an abortion if facilities are going 10 be governed by
igious doctrine. The Steering Committee on hospital ri.:configuration
1st expand the hospital that is dedicated to serving I.he whole commity in every sense. That means, a hospital willing to offer
1roductive infonnation and services to local women.
Windsor women must speak up to keep their health care open and
:essihle. There is now a chance for the services we need. don· 1 let
ninistrators block Lhis proposal.
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Why American

profs?

Dear Editor:
I have a question for I.he admirfr,tration of this school.
Where do they get lhe idea that it
would sit just fine wil.h Lhe students to hire American teachers?
m quite sun; I.hat I.here are more
than ,•nough C anadian teachers
out of work. These qualified
people are bdng robbed of Lheir
chance to cam a living because
Canadian jobs. at Canadian
universities arc being given 10
American teachers.
I for one am "sure I was not
a,ked if I wanted my Canadian
dollars to go into American
pockets.
Not only do these teachers not
dcse1Ye these jobs. but our
educations are being compromised because of their lack of
knowledge of Canadian Society.
This is especially evident in my
area of study. criminology. These
teachers know nothing about
Canadian law or society. Therefore, I see it as impossible to be
taught by an American. out of an
American texthook. Let's get on
tl1c hall out there. Canadians
deserve Canadian jobs.
Michael Duxter
3rd )T. Criminology

r

Integration for
better education
Dear Editor:
In response to your question.
"Do you support increa,;ing tuition for a bener education?"
posed in your Around Campus
segment in last week's lance, I
feel that as students, we need to
become more innovative in our
approach lo this subject.
Should we not ask ourselves
what form a 'better education·
might come in if tuition is raised,
or possibly how much of a tuition increase is needed for the
best education?
Bener Education (in this
reader's mind) should be defined
as one that gives its graduates an
edge over other less educated
graduates. An education that
would give its graduates access
to their chosen career fields

letters to the editor
all the time. Just
get them to our
offices by 6:00 pm
Thursday and make
sure they're 300
words or less and
include a phone
number where you
can be reached for
verification only.
Then sit back and
enjoy the accolades
of your friends!
lt s that simple.
1

>vN11r? "

armed with the knowledge and
experience to excel in those
fields. a., well a<; a social grounding in the community.
Using the definition above. it
is clear that that I.he prevailing
university education fails too
many of it<; graduates.
One thing is clear. As the local
job market for untrained labour
shrinks. the need for a highly
skilled workforce m Canada is
essential to our economy.
Knowing this. we must
respond to Lhe federal and
provincial cut hacks to the endowments to these institutions.
But will simply transferring the
financial reponsihility from I.he
public sector to the student<;
create a better education. or will
it maintain present inadequacies?
Some people argue rhat we
must respond in Lhe form of
protests and petitions to our
elected officials. We must also
prepare for these measures to fail
as they have in the past.
The time has come for a great
change in our university system.
We must seek a change that wiJI
create and mamtain a system of
education that is affordable and
will give us a bener education.
We must acknowledge I.he
prosperity community colleges
have seen in their close integration with local business and community organizations to create
skilled graduates.
We must embrace the businesses in our local economy and
ask them to show us what is
needed in the workforce by
cooperative work-study programmes, seminars, and classes run by
members of the business community.
We must integrate and enhance the fine arts and culure of
our community and greater
society with integrated dramas,
plays, communication srudies,
shows, exhibits, etbnocultural
programs and seminars.
In short. if we want a university level education to continue
to serve all people in society.
then we must ensure that this
education is attainable to
everyone in society.
Money
alone will not help our institutions to become more stable.
progressive, and competitive in
our environment.
Better and

more comprehensive programs
wilh the help of our community
will c.Teate a system whereby
everyone wins.
Bill Morrison
Year II Business

Arts reporting
draws praise
Dear Editor:

There are usually two kinds of
reporting about contemporary
art. The one kind takes the very
common point of view. tha tthe
art 1s elitist and actually wil.hout
value. This kind of reporting
usually ridicules what the writer
does not understand. The other
kind takes the art world's point
of view. and uses a code of
artspeak that is essentially a,
meaningless to I.he common
reader a,; the art.
Neither is very valuable.
Your story. The Case of rhe
Disappearing Dwarves. wa.,; not
usual. It was clear. very readable.
quite insightful and highly informative. It lacked I.he condesccndiong tone Lhat sadly
prevades both the usual kind of
art reporting. If there is a student
newspaper association that gives
awards for reporting I would
suggest you submit this article.
John Carrington

Errors
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Law limits
democrac3
By Steve Harvey
Special to the Lance

Bill C-114 is surely one of the mosl ill-concebills to be promulgated by parliament in years.
One provision in the bill raises the deposit rcqu
for candidates in the federal election from S20
$1000. Also, prospective candidalcs have to pro
four times a<; many nominations than in prc1
years.
Thr ramifications of the changes regarding <lcp
arc serious. The limited input and access to difftopinions which Canadians have will be fur
threatened. This is not an irrelevant law. The poliprocess defines us a<; a people but the powerful~ Piel
cal elites arc managing to eliminate dissenting ;hool
often valid opinions. Demanding such a large an.:amp
of money from candidates 1s unconstitutional a a<;src
Canadians sho1Jld have the right to run for ollicc , a ,
Other aspects of C-1 I4 arc even more ominous ulcr
government has given itself the right to sei1e the: <1,,ping
or any political party which los1.:s its registered s1a1 isks,
Ta.kc th1.: example of the Canadian Comm hese
Party. Previously, the party was nationally rcg1s1,i~on:
running more than 50 candidates nationally for aJCUt
election. Now it can only field a handful of can<111 ·ench
and the slate can legally sci1c all or the p .!al \.\.
propoert)' and e4uipment. This is a dr.m Loe
dangerou, and disgraceful law for m1 adv~mced 1,, rho \
such a" Canada. 3. Sc
Ohter aspects of the hill arc c4ually prohlcm la-;sc:
For ex.ample. the throtllc-hold that the govcrnrncn roof_
applied to the $30 million puhlic suhsidy for uunr l the~
expenses appears to he designed to eliminate a At •
cross section of political opinions.
. ar:~l
Another provision of the hill which put lirn11· ~d'ci c
,,
. . pIacccI h y orgai . ruca
on the amount ot. pa1·ct auver11s1ng
lions other than political parties was struck do11. 0 dicy
.
. .
tu en
the Supreme Court ol Alhcrta as ··unconst11uuonal.
.,
.
.
.
on .,
Bill C'-114 1s a serious threat to dcmocrac ays
Canada. lt. in itself. should he a major campaign: ecidt.
in next month· s federal election.
lade
Stel'e Haner 1., a rnndidate for the Creen Pm Jilb
W111dsor-St. Clair 1111he Oe1. 25 eleuion.
choo
Stm
'00kt.
wcen
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Reserve your seat now
for the World Series at

PEPPE'S
PLACE
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
TOP 40 & RETRO ON OUR SUNKEN DANCE FLOOR

*** Specials, specials, specials!!!***

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------• Mondays - Monday Night Football
• Tuesdays - Pariah Brothers LIVE!
• Wednesdays - Wednesday Night NHL Hockey
Come and sign up for the Sega Genisis League

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It's where you want to be. Try us, you won't leave.

12ft x 15ft video sports screen.

We have the biggest screen in Windsor
NEVER
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ACOVER;
Street East, corner of Marentette & Erie Street, Windsor, 977~747FREE POPCORN
After Peppe's Place come to (Caffe Milana) under the same roof.
EVERY NIGlff
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By Holly Mcintire
News Staff
poli,-----------ul J) Picture yourself back in high
line ;hoot. eating your lunch in a
: a~ ·amped halJway because the
al a assroom which is usualJy used
cc. ; a cafeteria is now the comou, uter room. Imagine entering a
he a,ping class which has only two
I sta1;:sks, forcing you to sit on floor.
mm bese arc only some of the cong1,kitions that the students at E.J.
lor ajeunesse,
Windsor's only
lncfo ·ench high school, are forced to
. p.;al with. .
,tro Local high school student~
.0 na'ho walked out Monday. Sept.
3. said they would not return to
>lcmla-;scs until they had written
ncn roof that improvements be made
amp> their partly condemned school.
, a At an information meeting for
arents la<;t Thursday. student-;
mu ecidcd to go hack to school.
,t:ducation Minister Dave Cooke
olicy to cease negotiations till
ow,· !udents returned left the si1ua1na on at an impasse.
.
After mnc
.
:raciays the student executive
gn I ecidcd their point had been
1adc and reopened negotiations
Pm ,ith Cooke by going back to
chool.
Students tried ro pressure
~ooke. to break the deadlock bewecn
francophone
and
rnglophonc Windsor Seperate
r4' ;chool Board trustees. which
iave stall~d SI .5 million dollars
~ renovauon costs.
Kim Vethaak. a grade 11 stu' tH stated "every year I've been
,ere, we've walked out. This is
c longest we've stayed out and
aybc we're pushing il. But no

The conditions make it difficult for students to take pride in
their learning environment.
"This place is smaller than my
grade school,'' scoffed Yethaak.
Fournier said the ideal location
for a new school would be the
former U of W Faculty of Education building near E.C. Row.
citing the spacious facilities and
accessibilty for many student<;
who commute from
Amherstburg. However, board administrators estimated that it
would cost S8 mmion to renovate
the building, a number they 5,ay i,
too high to open a school with an
enrollmcnt of 138. Fournier
believes that the new facility
would greatly mcrea,;e the enrollment.
"[f we had the new building,
we would have the potential to
increase enrollmem to over 200
students," answered a frustrated
Fournier.
There ha-; also been talk that
the school board may purchase
and renovate the nearby Prince ol
Wales school. which ha-, been
put up for sale by the put-,Iic
board. The for sale offer expm:s

?ar

r

Oct. 18.

one will go back because we
were promised improvements in
the past and nothing has been
done. This time we want a
guarantee in writing."
The school's principal. Andre
Fournier, believes that the main
conflict is the issue of equality
between French and English
schools.
"Fifteen. sixteen and seventeen
year old francophones deserve to
be educated in a facility ru. decent

a, those of anglophone!>." Fournier was quick to cite a Ministry
of Education publication on
secondary schools which states
that students in every school
deserve equal access to education. He pointed out that severely
inadequate facili1ies at Lajeunesse are not comparable to any
of Windsor's english high
schools.
A tour of the formerly condemned grade ,;cbool revealed a

lection deposits rise 500°/o
Small parties crti.cize
,
. • ,
•
elitist charyge in law

---------.-----By Sarah Fisher
News Staff
' A hill recently passed h) parliament is
ccping some of the smalh.:r parties out ol
~1e race m the uprnmmg federal election
Bill C-l 14 calls for potenual candidates
o pa) a deposit ol a SI OOO. up from $200
n the last election, to enter the race The
,ill has been caJled "elitist" by candidates
:mm the smaller local parties who arc
,truggling to raise funds to secure their
)()Sit ion.
"It sucks." says Windsor-West Green
>arty candidate. Sarah Atkinson. "The cf·cct has already been felt in the smaller
,artics. who· \'e hcen forced to field less
:andidatcs than in the pa-;t due to linancial
·estrictions."
Atkinson cites the eftect the hill has had
m
the nalional Rbino Partv. "The Rhino
~
:>arty is unable to run as a· national party
,ccause of the hi!!."
In past elections, the Communist Party
' f Canada, for example. ba-; fielded up to
0 candidates nationally This year,
lOwever. parlly becam,e of the bill's
' inancial implications, they are running
lnly a handful.
Atkmson believes that this bill 1s a way
or the government to eliminate increa-;ing
upport for smaller partJes.
"Increasing the amount may he taken a-;
~'

C

an ind1l:auor~ that they !·orsce a nsc in ~c
pnpulanty ol small pa.rues. I sec Canadian
politics gelling pretty me\sy and this
could he a way for the major panics to
keep their monopol~ of the poliucal
prm.·c..,'.'-.''
Bcc.vdU\C of the bill the main focus of
Atkinson's campaign has been fundraising. The Green Party has staged garage
sales and video ,LTeenings to raise enough
money to meet the deposit.
According to Stephen BaIL of the Special Committee on Elcl'toraJ Reform. the
original depo!»il of S200, in plal'c smce
1882. wa,; no longer suflicient.
Ball doesn't belie\'C that the bill will affect public accessibility to n.mning in the
elections.
"Although the figure i, a significant one
it is fairly easy for candidates to raise
enough money for the deposit. whether it
is through fundraising or taking out a loan
at the hank."
Fifty per cent of the deposit is refunded
after rhe candidate files the proper paper
work with Elections Canada. and the other
half is refunded if the candidate receives
fifteen per cent ol the vote.
According to Ball, there arc two
reasons for the deposit. Primarily U1e
government wants to ensure that t11e candidate is serious about their commitment
to run in the election. And, secondly. the
deposit~ cover some of the costs that Elections Canada incurs to gather election
paperwork.
IQ

make-shift biology lab furnished
with desb that had been rescued
from the garbage. a work shop in
which the equipment was purchased by staff and a gym to
small for regulation sports.
Fournier expressed the need
for a "real school. with the look
and feel of a secondary school."
adding that. just last week.
workers painted over a Sesame
Street mural which decorated one
of the walls.

The possible deal is considc1t:d
essential to students and thl'ir
parents. who arc still waiting for
an indication that concerns arc
being dealt with.
In the meantune the students.
in the face of school hoard trustees and Cooke, are determined
lo press onwards in their struggle
to make people relaize they are
after the bac;ic'> needed for an
education: desks. chairs. lockers
and clas~rooms.
~

French students protest political muzzle
basic problems facing youths. Again
Cobn-Bendll was threatened wilb disciplinary action, to whkh the student
body responded with a demonstration
against the ha1ming of political expresscllool students,
sion and activity. and against the
AN ACTIVE PAST
prcsem;e or plain,-dot.bed police offK-crs
on
campus
A long series of protests began m
Tbe
arr~t of several high school and
Nanterre University when 29 .students
were expelled l-Or holding lectures and university students in a co11frontation
dehates. distribtlting tracts, and finally over: social policies indicated the c-0moccupying tbe women's donnitory due mon interest<; whkh were shared by stuto a policy 1orbiding visit,; from men in dents on all levels. Tbc arrest sparked an
dol'm. rooms. The administration began initiative to take over Nanterre's adkeeping mes on student actiVJst.s, mini..~ation buik.ling and <lemand
monitoring their every moves and final- freedom of political expre~~ion on the
ly suggesting (unsuccessfully) that property of the educational institlltion.
On March Q9 Cobo-Bendit led 500
leadt.'f Dankl Cohn-Bendit attend
students
to protest "such menacing
anolher school.
repressive
machinations" used in wearTbe campus remained in tunnoil and
rests.
600
to
700 :.tudcnl~ participated in
student untesl rekindled with new
grievances regarding the decreased tbe meeting where plans were made to
value placed on first degrees due to th( occupy the adminisll'ation building to
government's edocauooal refoans. over- ensure. discussion of their i.~ues.
In an auempt to tbwdft the occupacrowding of classrooms, ineffective
teaching, and compulsory quiz sesswns. tion. the school was temporarily dosed.
Strike committees were formed to :Sy April 2 (be administ.tat1on caved in
negotiate with pr-0fcssors and .a& to the demand,; for open political discus~
m.inistrators, but their dcmaoos were sion oo tbe campus, meeting_ the
student's call for new cmnpus nonns.
refusoo.

University students protesting ad-ministrative, educational and social
policies at France's Nanterrc University
iu 1967-8 also in..-olved local nigh

Rather trum dL~ourage student activism, the administratioo's refusal

~parked mass mobilization. Al a civic
function. Cohn-Bendit challenged a
publicatioo of the Secretary of State for
Yoo.th ilididitlng 1.bat it avoided the

Approximately 1200 students met for a

day of politicill discussions without any
interference by tbe authorities.
fil

A11 Act,ve Past u a weekly feature
dedicated io Jhe contitming struggle for
siudent nghts.
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Windsor aids twin
in Central America
Passport Photos
12 colour
pictures - $20
2 lnstanl
., pictures - $7.99

Film Developing
12 exposures
Just $4.99!
24 exposures

Just$5.99!

Photocopying
Prices per sheet
1 - 50 copies: 10e
50+ copies: 6ft
100+ copies: 4e

Cgmplate line of photographic service. 1$97 Wyandotte West 256~47

~_L

Affordable
Car Insurance
For Underage Drivers

25-35%
discounts for:

• good students
• driver education
• good drivers
Call us:
..a

-

D' arcy Marentette
Insurance Ltd.
1660 University W.

254-5101

•

By Luke Van Dongen
News Staff

Windsor has been matched
with the city of Las Vueltas in
the northern region of El Salvador as a part of a twin city
project since 1986. This union
wac; created out of a need for aid
in the area which has been
ravaged by war and oppression
for the better part of 1wo centuries during a constant struggle
for power.
The Windsor-La'> Vuelta.<;
Twin City project is currently
raising funds for the purchase of
trucks for the people of Las
Vucltas. These would allow them
to take their produce and
products to the markets with
much less difficulty, as well as
providing transportation to the
nearest hospital. Judy Remigio.
lwho is helping coordinate this
years mission. said locals "walk
two or three hours in the dark to
get from village to village."
The project has raised funds
through a variety of organized
functions as well as community
donations. The group has raised
approximately one sixth of the
S120 OOO goal which will be a
gift to the citi,ens of Las Vucltas.
Windsorites have been volunteering to spend their summers in
La-. Vucltas. in order to bring the
necessary aid to this region. The
proces:- is often held back by the
Salvadorean government. still
hacked by the United States. The
effort to foster self sufficiency in
the villiages is met with a
government desire to control the
population.
Remegio dted lhe tight rein
held over the general populations
actions Several young people in
La, Vuelta, have been trained to
care for minor dental problems.
The government in tum restncted
the practice of dentistry to a nal

dentist only to be found in the
city. enforcing the smaller
conununity's dependence on the
government.
Remigio noted that Windsor's
role a-; a sister city is one of support rather than making decisions
and judgements about Las Vuel1as situation.
Windsor's ties with the city
were neccessitated by El
Salvador's violent history.
Economic imbalances between
tbe lifestyles of the mmority of
wealthy land owners and the
m~jority population of peasants
is the historical legacy in El Salvaldor.
Attempts at initiating reform
met with no success until the formation of a national liberation
front which developed tbe
capability to stand up to the U.S.
backed government. Thousands
were killed in a military effort to
eradicate the liberation front.
forcing citi1ens to nee their villiages.
In 1984. the Catholic Church
sent m1ss10naries to Las Vuelta-;
in order to bring hope and
stability that could lure the
citi,ens out of hiding and back 10
their community. As a result this
city was one of the first 10 revive
itself after the raids. In order to
bring international awareness.
aid. and the security of a watchful eye, Windsor was declared
the sister city of Las Vuelta..;.
Despite a 1992 proclomation
of peace. the damage that war hao;
inflicted on so many aspects of
every day life is still prese111 in
La,; Vuelta.-.. The Twin City
project plans to continue it's efforts to return tbe liCsidents of our
sister to a peaceful and nonnal
state Until that time the Third
World Resource Centre will continue to be a contact for those mtcrested in lending a hand, or
donation.
~

CAMPUS CLIPS
Crime stoppers hope 10
crime on campus through
novative
program. C
Police chief Jim Forema
that "some people don't
call campus police. they pr
remain anonymous. Thi
proactive method muct
Campus patrol, to keep
down." U of W is Ill!
Canadian university to es
such a program. Two
constables of campus polu
monitor phone lines for
crime. Anonymous tips
thefts, stolen goods and
assaulti- on campus will h(
ca<;h.

*

*

*

*

Greenpeace is getting \\
mobilized for the Interr;
Joint Conunission · s visi1
the week of October
Bethany Sprowl, outreach
for Greenpeace in Win
busy. Since setting up. c
has been co-ordinating scb
semblies. talks and
awareness about chlorine
effects on the ecosystem
peace wants to priori1,
phasing out of chlorine
and paper mills, PVC I
and solvents. They want 1
sun.: the IJC. who will he
recomendations to ho!
Canadian and American
ments. All interested PM
encouraged to call 254-35(

* *

Election Da), you have the right
to vote. But to exercise that
right, your name must appear on
the voters list.
The recently amended Canada
Elections Act makes life sir.:J.pler.
First, revision of the voters list has
been extended to give more
voters, like yourself, the opportunity to be registered.
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BF! is kicking off a r
that will reduce waste ar
money for a trust fund
Windsor/Essex's nature!
with tin foil. The Foil Fun
king the public to colk
and cleaned aluminum !
plates and other ,imiliar
devices. Tb'l! fimnegms t
da) Oct. 4. at 7pm at th~
shire Mall.

Compiled b\' Pete
and Leste,· Pvskl\'wec
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A

[
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Next, the Special Ballot has been
added, so now there's a new way
to have your say by mail or in
person.
To learn more, pick up the
Elections Canada leaflet available at vour Student Association,
'
Registrar's
Office or campus
bookstore. Or call the number
below.

1800 267-VO

(

b,

*

now in easy reach
If vou are a Canadian citizen who
·will' be 18 ye~rs of age or older on

I

(8683)

}ls
CANADA

The 11011-partr.mn agen1y rtJ
for the camlru1 ojfi'd<>ml de
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Students may be
in for a rough ride
~u)
By Holly West and
Rob Way
News Staff

U of W studenLc;
may be in for a rough
ride, since members
of lhe Amalgamated
Transit Union Local
616, which represents
Transit
Windsor
drivers, voted almost
unanimously in favour
of a strike.
While the union is
willing to go along
with a plan to freeze
wages and benifits for
one year, they aren't
willing to accept wage
concessions.
While the general outlook may
be negative, Tony Haddad, Transit Windsor spokesperson, said
the company "is hoping to reach
an agreement wilh the union ac;
soon as possible."
Although a strike is not certain
at this point, students are worried. "I have no olher means of
transportation," said Natalie
Leavoy, a first year business student and regular rider of Transit
Windsor's new express bus.
"I live out by St. Clair College.
both my parents work. I don't
know how I'm going to get to
school if the buses stop running."
The strike possibility also hac;

students who purchased Transit
Windsor's new $ 156 semester
passes upset.
According to SAC president
Jon Ricci, students shouldn't be
too concerned about their passes.
"I guarantee lhat SAC will do
everything in its power and more
to ensure that lhe students don't
get the raw end of the deal." SAC
has yet to map out a11y plans
should the workers strike.
Negotiations to settle lhe dispute were to begin lhis past
Friday. If lhe two sides are unable to come to an agreement,
the union will be in a legal strike
or lock out position on Oct. 4. [g

NEW ASIAN CURRY HOUSE
Lunch Buffet @ $5.99
10 % Gff with the ad

FULLY
LJCENSED

NOW SERVING COLD
DRAFTON TAP

Open seven
days a week

STUDENT SPECIAL

Mon-Wed: 11-9
Thurs-Sat: 11-11
Sun: 12-8

ROOM 202 ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
(BEHIND THE STUDENT CENTRE)

• MCC 386-40
• 120 MB HARD DRIVE
•22MB RAM
• 1.44 or 1.2 FLOPPY
• SUPER VGA COLOUR
MONITOR
•KEYBOARD

llld

1rel
Fun
·ollCi
m i
liar
ins

Microcom Computers
of Canada

969

OFFER GOOD UNTIL OCTOBER 5th 1993

For more information, call 971 -715 7
WHY SHOP ANYWHERE ELSE WHEN YOU CAN SHOP HERE ON CAMPUS?

FOR
TAKE-OFF.

STAND-BY

10% OfiF
At Canadian Regional, we understand
how difficult it is for students nowadays to
make ends meet.

secretary

That's why we're offering a year-round
student stand-by fare at 65% off the regular economy fare anywhere that Canadian
Regional flies.

Fabulous Student Prices
on all types of Essays,
Reports and Resumes

So, if you thought a flight home or a
chance to get away was beyond your budget, then think again.
For more infonnarion, call your travel agent
or Canadian Airlines and simply stand-by.

-

NOW ON CAMPUS!
Assumption University Building
400 Huron Church
(Behind the University Centre)
Suite 200
Tel: 253-TYP E (8973)
FAX: 253-8658

Canadi~n Regional,
,,t (.

Canad•Jn l'i a n.·t,.~Nc.·n:d <r.&d<.·m.ul
.m.a<h.m A 1rhnt"\ Intl·ntat1t.l1ul t td f;in" ;i\.111Jh1l lm .a ont•-Y.J\ or r('tum b.l\h
J-.1rl, 1ppbl.1bk k1r ,(udt.·nt, bc..·(wt"~n th<' .a~t.'i ot 12 .md 2:-i Proot ol ag'-° IS ''-"~Utra1 Tr.n,d t\ on .1 ~nd-b, b.1,,, onh

Omtiudsperson satisfied
with·university's progress

'VP ·-university affairs not to be elected
years,'' said Ricci .
Ricci, who during
and Tran
last year· s election
Longmoore
campaign said that
News Staff
he supported the
In what seems to be
group, said that the
CFS-0 is facing a
a slap m the face to
"trial run'' at the U
SAC vice president of
of W over the next
university
affairs
six
months.
In
(YPUA).
Steve
February, the CFS-0
Alexander,
student
will stage a referencouncil mulled over
dum here seeking an
two proposed by-Jaw
increase from $7 per
changes
at
last
Thursday's
general
student to $11 per
student. Should t.be
council meeting.
The first motion
t.be referendum fail.
called for council to
another referendum
create a judicial corn···,
would be called to
7
mittee. an internal
··:_; ~-.
decide membership
n the federation.
body to deal with con-'
,-,~
At the Aug. 31
~!~~:~of
SAC
Board
of
The committee would
~I •
Directors meeting.
several
members
~bm~~~~:nsiblimc~~
_ . ___2=-- -~-· ;:;~~
questioned
the
recommendations to
_:::::= :.··
group's dedication
to "special interest
groups." a theme
that wa.1, echoed at
the
Thursday's
lea-;t
four
votiug ---------.J""'-'-~::o.......;;._-==..:...._- =.........c.-"-". -:.;.__,
general
council
council members.
formed ·Joe Public' to hold t.be posimeeting.
The second mm ion called for a
Student senator Doug Brink
tion."
change to have the VPUA appointed
Alexander caught t.be reference labcled the group ··elitists." because
by SAC's hiring committee, and the and when allowed to speak, playfully of the constant attention it ha,; given
VP-secretary elected by the student referred to himself as "Joe Public."
to such issues as Gay, Lesbian. Bibody. The proposal aims to give the
Ricci doesn't "see the connection" sexual concerns.
elected official the time and between Alexander's summer and t.be
* * * *
flexibility. which comes with the VP- motion. However he does think that
secretary position. to implement their Alexander may not have been
SAC STRIKES HOUSING
agenda'i. At the same time it aims to prepared for his position.
COMMITTEE: SAC pa~sed a moensure that the person who fills t.be
"Steve had a lot of ideas that be
llon that will create a Student HousVPUA position has the specific
wa~n' t allowed to act on because of ing Committee, The committee will
knowledge of the university and its t.be restrictions of his duties. He had deal with and make recommendaacdemic operations.
an agenda and election platforms to tions regarding the concerns of stuBoth motions were moved and carry out."
dent tenants.
!-.econdcd by business representative.
While Rk:ci supported the motion
. Jason Clemens, and SAC president, regarding the appoinuncm of the
Jon Ricci. respectively.
VPUA position. he would one day
HUMAN
RIGHTS
COORThe first motion was tabled belike to see all SAC executives elected DINATOR APPOINTED: SAC
cause of Clemens' absence. The
to their posts. However. he cites that ratified t.bc appointment search
second motion wa-; pa-;sed wit.b one the lack of student knowledge and in- committee's decision to hire Les
lone opponent.
terest in student govenunent makes it
Banks as the 1993-94 Human Rights
While no councillors came right
unrealistic at present.
Coordinator. In his acceptance he
out and said so. there are indications
notified council that he has begun his
* *
*
that the motions were a result of
search for someone to fill t.be newly
Alexander's turbulent summer.
TRIAL RUN FOR CFS-0: SAC created, but unpaid. position of Gay.
During an Aug. 31 board meeting.
will remain a member of the Lesbian. and Bisexual Issues CoorAlexander wa, reprimanded by felCanadian Federation of Students - rtin::nnr
low members on several occasions Ontario (CFS-C} until at lea<;t Sep.
* * * *
for incidents that were described in 94. While several members of the
minutes ac; "conflicts of interest" and council
54/40 COST OVERRUN: SAC
questioned
CFS-O's
.. by-law infractions."
relevance at the U of W campus the moved to shell out almost three
Last
May.
Alexander
was
motion was passed because they have thousand dollars more than they
planned to, in order to obtain the
threatened with impeachment after he already payed for the fedration's
inadvertantly broke several finance
band 54/40 for the opening night of
1993 services.
the Moose Pub. Just days before the
department by-laws.
SAC president Jon Ricci is imFurther evidence was provided at pressed by the CFS-O's new attitude concert, Ricci and Alexander were
last Thursday's meeting when law
and feels that they may be helpful in notified that the band was asking
representative. Brian Green, spoke to fighting the proposed tuition hikes.
close to S3 OOO more than they
the second motion.
Ricci says that the CFS-0 ha,; been originally believed. Rather than pass'"It's important that we search out a
ing on the band, they decided to meet
in contact with SAC weekly since a
person who has knowledge of univer- summer meeting. "They are getting
their demands, thereby avoiding
sity academic affairs and by-laws. An more involved with our campus, damage to the reputation of the new
[g
election allows any popular but uninwhich ha-; not been the case in recent pub.

By Ross Shuliak
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SENATE CLIPS

.

nqr uoe~ted that complaints of r'dCism and se.x.ism
have increased,'' but tllat he does unot believe that it
will setve any useful purpose to add more stl'.ain to the
structure." With r-ecommendauons from the Presidential Commission on TmditiQnal Prejudices soon to be

~

m
m
m
m
~
m
m

to analysis of cases. It ls hoped tbe>~ssion's
, report will act to improve the role and status of

' minorities on campus,

*

* :. *

NEW BURSARIES: Students

Str

~

will bave 40 new

PITCHERS & JAGER MEISTER
take a deep plunge after 8:00pm
~
1699 Wyandotte Street West
254-7900
~ mme1 mm" mme1
®

D1

oppc.>.rwnities to increase their fiscal freedom thanks - to a ·decision at me Senate meeting on Sept 22. The
Senate approved the recommendations of the Com. __
mlUee .on Student Awat-OSt wbich ..called .for the new High
oorsarles, ranging in value from $1S to $2 500. The mtiac
awards- are available in several disciptines including dienc
Japanese s~dies, dtama, creativ.e writing and civil en- ssion.
gi~ng.
.
1ursd~
Interested parties can cheek out the new university neue
· calendar for further information.
vue."

* * . ·* *

This
appin
NEW SCIENCE DEGR'EES~ A Bachelor Qf sily g
Science in Honours Softvrare OeYelopment 1md En- st' s ir
viromnental Geology will be added to the curriculum iller'):
in the upcoming yeat. Th.e senate approved the eve,
programs which will keep Windsor current in :new >rkin~
trends tn geology and c-0mputot science. Th.e Environ- The ~
mental B.Sc will replace the combined honours ps hu
degrees in geology-biology and geology,geography, Jtter
but srudems may combine these majors on their own. u-age.

*

*

•

*

o~d
:re is
.,,. ., COMPUTER POLICIES: The fuwre of c-0mput· 1c red
~ ing. at U of W will be..regufated since tbe Senate :1.<;tere,
agreed to endorse ilie recomendations of Senate Com· ~ister.

puting Resources Committee. The recomendatfuns in- Four

dude the put,lication of an "'Unac~le Use d t we
Policy" which pr-0bibits uses 1fult vi-0late federal or their

provincial J.8W!> and -computer information which 1ta~ic:
portrays either men or women or their body parts in a As 111
derogatory manner. Failut{l to comply with the six ,ue\, t
guidelines will "result in a sanction ranging from a·ough1
vetbal warning, t.o revocation of computing;. and
privileges, 10 expulsion. and criminal prosecution.'' u war
the poUcySays,
avera
re to:

* *

*

*

~ COffl

REFOCUSING ON EDUCATION: The U of WPump
islwlting at new approaches to education. The Senate'ough

Committee on Insuu.ctl-0nal Development preseuted~and
the Sept. 22 gathering with five proposals which ad- ices vc
dressed the areas ofsupport for faculty on instrUction· n. an
al development. instruction in pedagogy fur faculty. IJ-pric
w-0rkshops in instructi(>tlal development, et.tcour~ing For '
more student writing in courses, a.5 well as the ex, I J )87.

pforatiQn of tele-t.eadring through the division of con- - tinuing .education. It w~ suggested tbat probJ;ems. of "1!
da.w-oom environment be stu<iied in the following :::-..] ..
year, yet many senatotS felt the issue demaiided im· 1 •
mediate atrention. Dale Woodyard. professor of
•
psychology indicaW:d that :noise, improper heating atld
cooling, as well eating and talking in classrooms are "
very serious problems which often make teaching lm·

possible, Suggestions for a c~tral location .for cooi·
plaints was taken into account

·

Compiled by Teen.a Ward and Pete McLareti.

• snacks • pastas • baking • beans &
nuts • health suppliments
10 °/o DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT CARD
Open 7 days a week
977-5931
1560 Ambassador Plaza

\
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on the table, the o~~on's rep()rtwas limited
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tober 1 - CADILLAC HOOKER
October 2 - PARIAH BROTHERS

No recommendations have been made in the Fourth

Annual Report of 'the Obudsperson and Race Rclations- .for 1992~1993. Ombudsperson Subbas Ramcharan noted in the t<:PQ!t_that ..It is disappointing, but
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~w Double Cupp's coffee
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by Rachele Marentette
Arts Staff

in-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

High spirits permeate the Strand Thcater in
he >ntiac. Michigan, as energy flows from the
ng dience to the cast in a post-performance rap
~n- ssion. This informal chat followed last
, 1ursday's preview showing of Pump Boys and
tty :nettes, billed a<; a "'country-western musical
vue."
This toe-tappin ·, hand-clappin ·. finger
appin' play is plenty of fun even for those not
of sily given to the country western genre. The
~- st's infectious dynamism, and designer Doug
nn iller's ambient set, work together to provide
ll'le evening's glimpse into South Carolinian
ew >rking class culture.
>n- The stage is set: on one side there are bubllfs ps hung on the wall and in the midst of the
1y, 1tter a sign reading "L.M.'s and Jim's
o. rrage." In the comer there lies a lonely cello
oved into a telephone booth. On the other side
:re is a dinette of The Double Cupp Diner.
Ut· 1c red-lettered prices (eg. catfish $3.85) are
ate :1.c;tered on the white waJI above a shiny red
m- gister.
in- Four men. Jim. L.M .. Jackson. and Eddie.
Jse d two women. Rhetta and Prudie teJI stories

!W

or !heir lives - their jobs, their hobbies, their
icb 1tasics.
n a As the characters unfold and the play consix ,ucs. there arc pleny of laughs. What shines
1 a ·oughout the vignettes is the wit. vibrant singing~- and imaginative character depictions So if
n,'' u want to experience the souped-up version
average Joe life in working class America. be
re to stop hy the Double Cupp Diner. where
~ coffee is always hot, fresh. and plentiful. ~

\\ Pump Bo.vs and Dinettes runs Wednesday
ate·ough Sunday unrtf Oct. JO at the Attic;s
ted'and Theacre in Pont,ac. Michigan. Ticket
au-ices vary from $14-$24 US. (Wed. Thurs. and
~n- n. are cheaper) Student tickets are a/wavs
lty. /f-price with i.d.
·
ingFor more ticket info and directions, call
e,x.13)875-8284.

Rhetta Cupp (Marie Boyle) and Jim (Charles Edward Hall) gloat in their knowledge of their resemblance
to Star Trek: the Next Generation' s Deanna Troi and William Ryker.

Ngoma,the eight-piece
drum-dance-party from
Vancouver, B.C. comes
to Windsor's Spotted
Dog on Saturday Oct. 2.
The musical and
rhythmic mosaic they
create on stage is
matched by the visual
pleasure of watching
these highly energetic
musicians blend the
distinct flavour of each
instrument into a
melange that you can't
help but move your feet
to. Their all original
music takes influences
from funk, reggae, folk,
ska, hi-life, salsa, rai,
etc... Tickets are $4 at
the door. Don't miss 'em!

I
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Sweeter than suga

STUDENT DISCOUNTS 20°/o OFF
Aesthetics
Body waxing
Manicures
Favcials
Pedicures

Latest Cuts
Tinting
Highlighting
Perms
Ear Piercing

Open

WINDSOR'S
MOST GAY
POSITIVE BAR
..,,,..I•

CROSSTOWN #2
TO
WIN DEMERE
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Coming up:
Tuesday-• Poor Boy Nite: You figure it out!

Wed., Sept. 29 -• J.B.'s Cabaret with host Vicki
Charles, 9:00pm

Thurs., Sept. 30-• Line dancing Instruction

Fri., Oct. 1--

-

I

Big Sugar

Mon day-Saturday
9:00 am · 5:00 pm
Friday evening by
appointment only

Michelle Osborne & Lynda Lucier. 3210 Sandwich St (at Mill) 256-8992

• AIDS Committee of Windsor
Kick-off party for AIDS
Awareness Week

You), and being a guy in lust
(Strong Physical Urge). King

MUSIC
the Katharine presents El Seven
Niteclub featuring 81g Sugar
A&Mi1iypnot1c

On the first Tuesday of every
month, the Rivoli, Toronto's
"cultural mecca," houses a thick
aunosphere of spiritual expression - what some might call

soul..
In the El Seven Nightclub there
are no rules. It wails in the
dreamiest way possible. The
main band is Big Sugar: Al Cross
on drums, Jim Bish on sax/flute,
Patrick Ballantyne on rhythm
guitar and Gord Johnson on lead
guitar - and sweet they are. Also
featured are the vocal talents of
Tyler
"Barenaked
Ladies"
Stewart, Lee Aaron, Mitch Krol
of Masochistic Religion, Scott B.
Sympathy, and supernova diva
Molly Johnson.
The sixteen sexy songs sweep
you up and sweeten your insides.
From the opening Shot in the
Dark to the closing In My Time
of Dying the album is infectious
and reverent -no mere mortal can
resist. El Seven Niteclub featuring Big Sugar fuses soul with
sweetness and mellow with
miracles.
- Karen Hendricks

MUSIC
King Apparatus
Marbels

Raw Energy

For tho~e of you who like ska.
you must pick up this recent
release from London Ontario's
King Apparatus. For those who
don· t. try it. you' II like it.
From songs about such cogent
issues a, dating people your
mother doesn't like (Mother Told

.

Apparatus offer 16 butt-kicking
tracks that will help you through
your later adolescence.
Highly recommended, especially to those who can remember
Gillagan's Island before it went
into reruns.
- David Booton

MUSIC

.

Rhythm Formula
The Sound of Hi-Bias: Volume One

In light of the rave craze that
bas finally hit Windsor, I found
this album did not at all fit the
rave bill. If you're at all familiar
with the techno club scene, you'll
realize this immediately upon
hearing the first track. This "underground" experience is too low
key; it loses itself in monotony.
There are no surprises here. not
even enough sound experimentation to make it worthwhile.
If you like musical inertia, this
is for you.
- Julian Revin

MUSIC
William S. Burroughs and Kurt
Cobain
The 'Pflesr TheyCalledH1m
Tim Kerr Records

Burroughs. literary outlaw,
cut-up artist. subgenius, and
everyone's favorite junky. teams
up with Kurt Cobain of Nirvana
to record Burroughs' classic
short story. The "Priest" They
railed Him.
Burroughs takes up the vocals
with his old, croaky and depressing voice. while Cobain makes
noise (literally) on his guitar.
Tbe story unfolds about a
junky priest who needs a fix. He
manages to get money. and then

junk, and returns to his t
room. The priest offers sor.
his stash to the injured Me
boy who lives next door. U
is bad and they both die.
Burroughs' powers of de,
tive. his dry wit and raspy
are what make the album,
Cobain' s feedbackish attem1
guitar only take away from
This release is available O'
and vinyl. As an added inct
to buy the vinyl. the ha:
pressed with Burroughs'
Cobain' s autographs.
- Sean Gait

MUSIC
Childman
Chi/dman
Nettwerk Producbons

This is Childman's f
releac;e without his band
solidated; it's a funky and sc
ticated album that talks
crime against women
children.
Tbe 11 tracks on this •
range musically from rap 1,
lads to straight out rock 'r
The opening song, Refuse ti
Man is a rap that speak
against how boys in our s,
are brought up to view \I
only as sex objects.
He challenges the male h
to reject the macho, aggr,
attitude towards women. R
Occurrence decries the C}
child abuse that repeats
from generation to generauo
Cbildman is unapologe,
political. but never falls in
trap of having politicall)
scious lyrics at the cxpenst
cruciatingly
boring
Contrarily. this album
your feet dance a'> it make•
mind think - which b h
should be.
- Duncan!

L-----------------------------··
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Introducing the only reason
to wake up on sunday...

W~F}t-lk
~...

Cathy Mille1
Friday, October 1, 8:00 pr

Celebtrate your birthday
with us and receive free
Birthday surprise!!!

Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich S

••

~p

'

755 Oullette Avenue
FREE PARKING

256-2385

II ·--

~

Admission $10.00/ $8.00 (m embers)
Tickets Available at The Bookroom (M ackenzie 11'
Casa Chavela (405 Pelissier • 254-6865).
South Shore Books ( t 64 Pitt W.)

•l
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NATl0NAL AIDS
AWARENESS WEEK
WINDSQR EVENTS:
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• Fri. Oct.1
OPEN HOUSE AT THE ACW
5...1pm. Come and visit the new offices of the Aids
Committee of Windsor at 2090 Wyandotte Street
East.
KICK-OFF FUNDRAISER AT J..B.'s
8pm. Door Prizes, 50/50 draw, music! 1880
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Cathy Miller.

Miller fills niche
Production Manager
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people to identify with her suh1ect.
Il may be inevitable lhat a woman folk
singer inspires comparison to Joan Bae,.
and Miller credits Bonnie Raitt and Connie Kaldor as inJ1uences on her music. But
ht.:r sound is uniquely her own. drawing on
blues. ja11. and in the three years she's
been in Calgary. increasingly showing
western influences.
The Wind,or Folk seiung i, an ideal
way to showcase her talents. bringing
lovers of Canadian music face-to-face
with singers Lhey have heard only on CBC
radio.
[;]
W//ulrnr Folk presents Cot//,· Miller.

By Kevin Johnson
Windsor Folk has found a nich<: welcome in Lhe city's music scene: hringing 10
town Canadian pcrfonncrs who otherwise
would never venture this far soulh except
in transit to U.S. gigs. All Lhis in Macken,ie Hall's intimate venue. al a price
everyone can afford.
This year's concert season kicks off
with something of a nu-ity. a kmalc solo
pcrJonner. CaJgary·s Calhy Miller writes
,ongs meant to involve her audiences
not w1lh child-like sing-aJongs - but hy
pulling Lhem into lhe sentiments so clearly
expres<:d on stage. Ralhcr than making liste111.:rs feel like third-hand viewers of an
event . she evokes empathy that gets

Friden· October I, 8:00 pm m Maclen:ie
Hall. 3277 Smuhnch St. T1cke1.1 art' $JO.

aw11/able from Macken::,e Hall. Casa
C'hal'ela. a11d South .\ hore Boob .

•Sat.Oct. 2
AIDS BENEFIT AT THE COACH AND HORSES. 9pm.
Featuring many of Windsor's finest alternative
Bands!! Check it out.. 156 Chatham St. West..
•Mon.Oct. 3
ANNUAL HAIR CUTATHON AT THE CAW STUDENT
CENTRE. 1Oam-8pm.Great hair for a good cause.. All
proceeds go to the AIDS committee of Windsor.

University of Windsor 401 Sunset Ave.
•Thu. Oct. 7

ANNUAL AIDS VIGIL AT MACPHERSON LOUNGE.
8pm. Memorial ceremony. 6th Floor, Electa Hall,
University of Windsor.
• Mon. Oct.11
DOUBLE BILL AT THE WINDSOR FILM THEATRE.

7pm: Together Alone. 9:30pm: Paris is Burning. $1
from admission goes to ACW..
AND ...BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE ANNUAL
EDIT ION OF THE AIDS AWARENESS WEEK

NEWSPAPER
• September 30th thru October 7th!!!
• Ask for red ribbons
• Support AIDS Education

'------------------------...1

Hair Removal
the natural way

an (

the safest and most effective
way of dealing with unwanted
face and body hair.

·-·
•
•
•
•

~ SJkxanJh·ifL~
:,

body

sugor1no·

100% Natural Product Used
Huron Line
Environmentally Friendly
X~
Safe and Gentle for everyone
;3
Free Professional Consultation
Ii
try it, you 'll never go back to razors or painful
waxing again!
Call Now for an Appointment: Jeanne Lew
1456 St. Clair Ave.,Windsor:

•••

973-7717

•

BRING THIS AD IN TO RECEIVE YOUR

20% DISCOUNT

/

~

\

AL O N

Where We Set the Standat js

551 PELISSIER •OPEN 7 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS• 973-4977

• • • • • • • • • • • • HOME OF LIVE ROCK AND ROLL • • • • • • • • • • •

~I

f
::

pTI

l

s
3885 Sandwich St., Windsor Ontario

a{;,

every Monda~
ROCK NIGHTS

rs)
~

HI

-

ctffsili8J~ ~ ~RO

253-3777 .

.SUN. OCT. 3rd
FOREIGNER &
JOURNEY
Tribute

102.7

HOT LEGS CONTEST
$100 FIRST PRIZE

~

RESIDENCE
NIGHTS
COM ING SOON!

~

I
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Women's
hockey?

II

tI
e
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Womep's hockey a
'pleasant surprise'

It's about time
By Elaine Saunders
Sports Staff

-

Women's varsity hockey at the
University of Windsor? AU I can
say is, it's about time!
For anyone who has never witnessed women's hockey. you are
missing a great game.
It's fast paced, stylized hockey, where the focus is on skill
and strategy. The women are
somewhat smaller than men so
they can't rely on sheer brute and
brawn to help them win the
games.
That isn't to say that it's not
real hockey. The women have to
be sttong and willing to get
banged up a bit or else they
won't last long in any competitive league.
The athletic department bas
finally given in to demands for a
varsity team. the team will run as
a club team for this season then
will gain varsity status and
operate in the university league
next season.
Even in their inaugural season
they will play the teams that they
wtll conpete against when they
enter the league next year. therehy gaining a year's experience.
The opening meeting will be
on Monday Oct. 4 at 5 pm, in
room 202 in the Human Kinetics
building.
I anticipate the turnout will be
good, judging from the wealth of

talent that has been displayed in
the recreational league over the
past few years.
A good number of the players
have hockey experience before
coming to university, as many
areas have women's hockey for
all ages; now the university does
also.
The game may even become a
spectator favourite; at first because of curiosity about women
playing what is traditionally considered to be a man· s sport, then
because of the high quality of
competition and entertainment
value.
An experienced coach has
been hired to lead the team in its
opening forays.
She is Celia Southward.
fonner varsity hockey player at
the University of Western Ontario, who both played and
coached in the Windsor area.
Southward is also a past president of the Ontario Women's
Hockey Association.
Her impressive credentials
will lend a great deal of prestige
to the new program for the athletic department. It also means
that Windsor will not only have
the talent but will also have the
leadership necessary to make an
impact nght away.
Impact is what women's hockey is about. both as a statement
of the times we live in. and as a
sporting event.
[g
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Robert D. Way
Sports Staff
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After reading in the Lance that
the Universi of Windsor will be
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offering women's bockey as a
club sport this year, how many
of you were surprised? I know
thal I was at first.
Then I remembered sitting
around watching TSN a few
years ago when lo and behold - a women's hockey
game appeared. Not just
any hockey game mind
you, but rather a round
robin contest in the inaugural
Women's
World Ice Hockey
.•..
Championship. Held
.:::,:·,·'.: in Ottawa, the cham·,;.:;,";'.. pionsbip attracted
~-.; ·:-:;: national
teams
.....-.~·; :.; from countries a,;
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Women lose 2-1
David Gough
Sports Editor

The Lancer women's soccer
team lost a game this week, and
won a game Lhis week. Unfortunately, the loss wa, in league
play while the win wa,; an cxhibi-

WOMEN'S SOCCER
McMaster 2, Lancers 1
September 18

Lancers 3, Bowling Green 0
September 22

tion tilt.
On Saturday, Sept. 18. the
Lancers tangled with the McMa-,tcr Maruadcrs and lost 2-1,
in a hard-lought game
Two rirs,t half McMas,ter goal-,
gave the Mauraders a 2-0 lead
going into hall-time and this was,
100 hig of a difference for the

HEADS UP; Lancer women's soccer action. (photo by Alex

Lancers to overcome.
However. the team was very
determined and came close. Early
in the second half. Kendall Eady
put the Lancer-, within one goal
or a tic game. yet it was not to he.
as the Maruader-, prevailed.
On Wednesday the team
hosted Bowlmg Green Universil)
Falcons, a NCAA Div I school
in m1 exhibition match. The Lancers playl'd a strong game and
detcatcd the Falcon" 3-0.
Scorers were ;--.'audia Lanm1.
Marg
Miller.
and
Ywttt
Schinkclshoek. Nikki Turco and
Rita Battocchio shared tl1L'
shutout.
The next challenge will he at
home this upcoming weekend
with league games agianst
Guelph on Saturday. Oct 2. anti
Launer on Sunday. Oct 1. Both
games will be at the South Campus field, at I :00 pm.
[g

Lancers lose to another top ranked team
David Gough
Lance Sports Editor

The hard part of the sea<;on is
out of the way for the The Lancer
football team. With a top-heavy

FOOTBALL

:

Toronto 63, lancers 21
September 18

schedule tltat included McGill,
Wllfrid Launer, and the Umvcr
sity of Toronto Varsity Blues, t11e

Lancers have played the fifth,
fourth and seventh ranked teams
respectively, in the countr).
The latest powerhouse that the
Lancers had to face wa-; the
University of Toronto Var.,ity
Blues. On Sept. 18, the Lancers
travelled to Toronto. where tJ1e U
of T team lived up to U1eir hype
as they hammered the Lancer
football team 63-21
U of T quickly jumped out to a
7-0 lead but the game was promtly tied up as Ozzie Ncthersolc
took a punt and ran 86 yards for a

touchdown. After that the Blues
gained control, as the Lancers
threw four interceptions that the
Blue" turned into touchdowns a'>
they went into halftimc leading

15 7.
In the second half the ~mccrs
got touchdowns from Rrn,s McK ibbin on a 17 yard reception,
and from Norm Ca-,ola who
caught an eight yard pa-,., tor the
maJOr. Both louehdowm; were
thrown by Rob Zagordo.
Bright spots for the Lancers included Nonn Casola who caught

eight passes for 84 yards and
Onie Nethersole who carried the
ball 14 times for an impressive
122 yard.,. averaging almost nine
yards a carry.
Head coach John Musselman
is relieved to have the hardest
part of the schedule out of tl1e
way, ~aying, ··we won't play
anyone the rest of the season as
good as the teams we ha, e
played already. but if anything
po~1tive is going 10 happen it has
10 be against York."
York tic<l the CIAU record for

consecutive losses last weekend.
Only witl1 a victory against the
Lancer" will the Yocmen keep
themselves out ol the record
boob. According to Mussel.man.
"the game Jagi1bl York) will oc a
dogfight oecause if the Y comcn
lose they will set a record. and it
is my guess U1at U1cy won ·1 w.u11
lo do that". While game result\
arc not available for thr
homecoming game against York.
next week the Lancers t.rnvel lO
Guelph to balllc the Univcr~it) ol
Gudph Gryphons.
Q

Pa
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Golf veterans aid newcomers
By Norm Groleau and
Simon Hales
Sports Staff
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Something old, something new
might he the hest way to describe
this year's Lancer golf team. The
eight memher team will consist
of four veterans, Bill Scagris,
Kevin McCullogh. Chris Tortorice, and John Heaton who will
be joined by four newcomers
Steve Hanna. Chris Lown.
Trevor Chapman, and Chad
Jones.
Prominent among the new
players is Hanna. a transfer, who
wa, the top player on the University of Toronto team last sea<;on.
Although Hanna won't dress for
the Sept. 24 tournament in
Waterloo. Head Coach Jim
Weese descrihcd him as playing
··ver) well." Weese said that
while a contrihution is expected
from the other player,. it is
e4ually unportant for the newcomers to garn some i..:ompctilivc

tournament experience and learn
from the veterans in order to
groom them to hecome the
leaders of next year's team.
This idea wa~ evident in the
first tournament of the year. al
the St. Clair Invitational where
the Lancers fimsbed third behind
Oakland University and the
University of Detroit.
Weese emphasized the new
players in this tournament,
choosing not to dress experienced players Seagris, Mc
Cullogh and Hanna. "While we
ohviously wanted to win the
competition. it was a good opportunity for our new players to
gain valuable tournament experience", said Weese when appraising the perfonnance.
Among the veterans. Seagri<.
looks to he the key player. The
1992-93
OU AA
individual
cl1ampion. wbo is also a member
of Lile Lancer Varsity hockey
team. wa~ descrihcd as ,m "intense competitor·· by Weese and

Disappointing loss for Lancers

i

By Lorne Bell
Sports Staff
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On Sept. l 9. the playoff a.,p1ration ... of the mt.:n · s ...occcr team
took one step hackward, in a
home game against McMaster.
The Lancer, came out flat in the

t'!.

McMaster 3, Lancers O
Sepcembe' '9
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·ly
Lly
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lir-.1 hall. allowing three goals to
:vtcMastcr. Wind-.or could not
rally an attack and eventually
lm,l the game 3-0.
"Ttic players w·'c~·r_c_n_ot~ ocused
on the game. and it showed in the
way we played. McMa.,tcr
surprised us in tl1c first half and
we could not rchound at all in the
second half." said assistant coach
Patrkk McNeily "There is a lot

NO, NO, IT'S SOCCER A brave Lancer selflessly throws himself on
what he thinks is a giant grenade to protect his comrades.

of 1irne to rcorgani1c from ili1s
defeat and our team will definitely come out stronger next week."
Only three games have heen
played this sea,on. and there are
plenty of games left to make a
run for the playoffs. 1t is too

early to tell who will he there al
the end. hut the parity in the
league does not permit one or
two teams to dominate.
The Umcers are on the road on
homecoming weekend visiting
Brock and Waterloo.

Sandays: free pool with stadent IDI
Wednesdays: Mid-week Stress ~ellef
Alternative with Brendon T. Basher
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DREAD ZEPPELIN
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TOIU ELVIS
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MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

CHEAP PITCHERS $7.50 after 5

FREE SLIZE OF PIZZA!! · 5P.M. TO 8P.M.
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MEN'S SOCCER

air

Gl

will be expected to provide low
scores and leadership for the
team .. W cese said he will aJso
look to Mc Cullogh for leadership. Heaton and Tonorice both
played well in adverse conditions
at the St. Clair tournament before
having a tough time on the
fi mshing holes at Roseland
Looking ahead, the team will
travel to the University of Waterloo Invitational on Sept. 24 and
the University of Guelph Invitational on the Sept. 27. In preparation for these tournaments, the
team spent the week practising at
Essex and Pointe West as well as
attending some sports psychology seminars
Weese expects 10 dress
Scagris, Mc Cullogh, Tonoricc.
Heaton and Lown as his fiveman travelling squad for the
Waterloo competition. Beyond
that. tl1c t.:am is looking to the
OUAA Cl1ampionships at Blue
Springs in Acton. Ont. on Oct. -+
and 5
GJ

THE

October 7
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CLASSIFIEDS
BED & BREAKFAST FOR visiting
parents and friends Ten blocks from
campus. Call 256-3937.
NEED A PARKING SPACE? Rent
my driveway.428 Rankin Avenue.
$25.00 per month. Telephone: 2559036 during evenings or weekends.
Ask for Tim.
LIVE FAR FROM CAMPUS? Having
trouble meeting people? Why not
move into residence? Single room
(female unitO"in Tecumseh Hall apartment styleresidence. No transfers!
Call 256-0580.
STUDENT WORK: flexible hours,
competitive pay rate, resume experience, communication skills, option offulltime summer work, part time
now, management program advancement, $9000 in scholarship awards
For details, call 252-8356.
USED CAR WANTED TO BUY,
preferably a Honda in good condition.
256-6993.

Coming Up

Golf

by Amanda Borysowytsch

Football

Tuesday, Sept. 14
at St Clair Invitational
Lancers overall
John Heaton
Chris Torrorice
Chris Lown
Trevor Chapman

Oct. 2 at Guclph
3rd
77
78
80
88

Aquatics

Men's Volleyball

Oct. l at Sheridan College
Oct. 2 at Western
Men's Hockey

Oct. 2 at Western

Cross Country

Men's Soccer and Women's
Soccer

Saturday, Sept. 18
at Western Invitational
Women·ssKM

Crystal Garrett
Jennifer Graham
Patricia Klien
overall

4th 18:45
8th 18:52
48th 20: 13
7th

Men's JOKM

Paul Self
Jason Boyle
Ryan Leef

In the swi111 of things.....--::

5th 32:33
17th 33:27
28th 34: 16

Oct. 2 vs. Guelph 1:00 pm
South Campus Field
Oct. 3 vs. Laurier 1:00 pm
South Campus Field
Men's Golf

Oct. 1 Lancer Classic at Sutton Creek Golf Club

Cross Country
Oct. l at Notre Dame

Mens and Women's
Soccer results for
past six years
Men
Year
2nd
87/88
4th
88/89
2nd
89/90
1st
90/9 1
3rd
9 1/92
3rd
92/93
(out of seven teams)

·t
,

Women
7th
6th
6th
5th
2nd
2nd

Seeing the need for Canadians
and especially students to become water safe, Campus
Recreation offers many programs
for all ages and abilities. In 1991 ,
drowning claimed 639 lives in

CAMPUS RECREATION
Canada making it the third leading cause of accidental deaths.
Only motor vehicle accidents and
falls exceeded drowning deaths.
Campus Recreation will offer
Red Cross Swimming Lessons
(adults and children of all ages),
Bronze Medallion and Senior
Resuscitation (the first step in becoming a lifeguard), Bronze
Cross and Emergency Care
(Prerequisite: Bronze Medal!ion),
and National Lifeguard Service
(this is the lifeguard course and
prerequisite is Bronze Cross).
"There is a huge difference between being able to swim and
being able to save a life," said
Lifesaving Society spokesperson
Ed Bean.
New programs available include Master Swimming on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday

from 10-11 :30 am and Aqua-I
on Monday, Wednesday 9:l
10:30 am, Tuesday and Thur
2:00-3:00 pm, and on Satur ·
from 12:30-1:30 pm. For in,
infonnation, please call Cam
Ree at 251-4232 Ext. 2456.

Athletes of the Wee

Jennifer Graham helped t
Lancers to a seventh place lin1
at the Western Invitational Cr11
Country meet in London, Sa1
day Sept. 18. Graham was 111
ning in 40th place at the mile a:
moved through the field to fin.
in eighth position of the Sl
race. The third year kinesol°N
co-op student, a native
Kingston, ran an impressive 11
of 18:52, in the best race of·
Lancer cross country career.
Ozzie Nethersole, a tailb.. .i
for the Lancer football tea
played an outstanding gai
against the University of Toror:
this past weekend, despite I
F
Lancers' 63-21 loss. The f i - year social science stude-low
recorded a magnificent 253 1i.ch'1
yards. including 14 carries (I.ors.
yards), four catches (26 yarct.re rr
three punt returns ( 105 yar .crs v;
and one touchdown. Nether,,A.t TI
is a native of London.
dee
·side1
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OLUNTEER FAIR:
OPPORTUNITIES 1 93
explore the benefits of volunteering ..•

~ CAREER DEVELOPMENT
~

~

EXPERIENCE

~ AWARENESS

PERSONAL GROWTH
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~ COMMUNITY ENHANCEMENT

~ REFERENCES

Wednesday, September 29, 1993
9:30 am to 3:30 pm
University of Windsor, C.A. W. Student Centre,
Ambassador Auditorium (upstairs)
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960 Wyandotte St. E.
Windsor 519-252-4600

50 ACENCIES

AIDS Committee of Windsor
Academic Advisor, Centre
Alive (Canada) Inc.
Arts Council-Windsor & Region
Big Brothers of Windsor-Essex County
Big Sister.s Association of Greater Windsor and Es.sex County
Bulimia Anorexia Nervosa Association
CJAM (91.5 FM) Campus Volunteer Radio
Campus Recreation
Capital Theatre
Canadian Cancer Society
Canadian Crossroads International
Canadian Mental Health Association
Canadian Red Cross
Cerebr.11 Palsy Association of Windsor and Essex County
Child Abuse Council of Windsor-Essex County
Children's Achievement Association
Citizen Advocacy of Windsor-Essex County
Companion Animal Visitation Program
Distress Centre
Essex County Association for e«nmumty Living

Extend-A-Family
Girt Guides of Canada
Great Begirvlings
Grace Hospital

Greater Windsor SeniOf' Citizens' Centre
Francois Baby House Museum Group
Harmony In Action
Head Injury Association
Hospice of Windsor Inc.
House of Sophrosyne
Information Windsor
l.eamington & District Half Century Centre
Metropolitan General Hospital
New Beginnings
Robinson House
St. Mary's Family t..eanung Centre
Scouts Canada-Windsor District
Sundowners
Teen HeaJth Centre
Unemployed Help Centre
United Way of WindsOf'-Essex County
Villa Maria Home for the Aged
Volunteer Se1'V1CeS of Windsor and Essex County
Windsor Association for Community Living
Winds°" Bicycling Committee
Windsor Coalition for Development Inc.
Windsor Public Library Adult Literacy Program
Windsor Wastam Hospital
Youth Employment Centl"l!IIFubJres

The a~enc1u listed above w,re rcprue nted at rh, 1992 Volu nlccr F21r.
,ponsor,: Lntted Way of Windsor-1::ss u co., \ 'olu ntcu Bu ruu: Windsor-Essu As,oc1a11on for Vol un teer \ dmmmrauon.
Co-operauv, £d uca11on & Placement, Unin rs1 tv of Windsor
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:t;~y does SAC think students

:;::1ave rocks in their heads?
gar

·oror:---------By Kevin Johnson
Production Manager
efi---------I

studtHow much democracy is too

;i 1uch'? If you ask student coun-

:s (Lors. you'll find they don't
yara;c much confidence in the
yar ers who elected them.
her,,A.t Thursday's meeting. coundccided to make the vice
·sident university affairs an ap- ntcd position. and have the
c president secretary elected at
ge.
This restored the situation to
status quo ante la'it year.
,en council first switched the
ices to make university affairs
cted and secretary appointed.

More political
At the time. then-vp university
"am, John Stont Mgnerl that his

rtfolio was more ·political.·
d therefore needed a student
mdate. Thursday. council
cided that because the univerY affairs position requires
xific knowledge of academic
laws and procedures. it is too
1sitive to leave to the electoral
)CeSS.

In fact, law rep Brian Green

said what many councillors were
thinking: "'Any first year student.
just John Q. Public. can run for
this and the students can, for
some rea<;on. elect him."

Refused to be insulted
Present office-holder Steve
Alexander. the first university affairs elected under the Stout
amendments, refused to he insulted by Green's implication. Instead. he sided with the vast
majority in saying the JOh v.as
too detailed to have 'Just anyone·
do it. Alexander cheerfully admils he wanted an elected position on council. and would have
run for the secretary spot if
university affairs was hired by
committee.
Just because Alexander had a
misunderstanding of the nniversity affairs job description does
not mean the position should
revert to being filled by appointment As Stout acknowledged, it
is a highly political post that
should be chosen by all students.
Besides the minutiae of
negouatmg students through
academic appeals, the job is
responsible for relations between

Windsor students and larger student federations, the university
ad.ministration and local. provincial. and federal governments.
Detennining council's position
on everything from parking to
tuition fees is the role of a
politician, not a bureaucrat.

Less or more tuition?
To take just one example: at
Thursday's meeting. councillors
discussed
whether
Windsor
should retain membership in the
Canadian Federation of Students.
which has a policy of 1ero tuition
10 ensure acces~ to education. or
join the Ontario University Students Association. which calls for
higher tuition to exclude the riffntff and promote quality postsecondary education.
This is a stark choice. and the
key player, the vp university affairs. should represent the interests of all students, not only
council.
When
more
and
more
decisions are made behind the
closed doors of a council hiring
committee, it is no wonder students become cynical about student ~overnment. If council

found a way to make the student
body feel more a part of iL-;
operations. surely support for
SAC would rise . And what bctler
way to involve "tudents than
have them elect their own leadership? What a radical concept.
La-;t year's council thought
students have enough brains to
elect the vp university affairs.
and this year's council thinks students have enough brains to elect
the vp secretary. They're both
right. hut they don· t go far
enough .

Students qualified
In fact. students are more than
qualified to elect a vp finance.
and the people responsible for
womy1l°s issues. human rights.
residence. even the environment.
Imagine the outcry: Students
aren't well-infonned! They don't
have the knowledge necessary to
make these decisions! The sad
part is. the complaint has some
validity.

But how are students going to
become informed about their
own student government as long
as it is run on the principle of
·council knows best'?
Kl

~lection f oru111 niarginalized alternatives
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

Something strange happened
last week's all party forum on
mpus. The fringe candidates,

namely the Green Party and the
Marxist-Leninists renewal platform were the first to discuss issues at the forum. They said a lot
about protecting the environment, social programs, and

round campus
What would you do to alleviate the parking problem?
"Have permits only valid from 5 pm to 8 am
to give students a chance to park during
peak class hours."
Dave Dawson
Year IV Psychology

'\,.
"For the people in the neighborhood; would
the people/household owners be willing to
rent out their driveways to students while
they are at work and have students pay the
homeowners a fee."
Claudia Bedoya
Year IV Social Science
t

"The first step in alleviating the parking
problem at U of W would be to have direct
.talks with members of both the neighborhood and SAC to formulate a solution on
how to solve the problem.
Kostas V asilakis
Year I Social Science

« •
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Active on
Campus
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giving the people voice in their
government's affairs.
Then the mood changed
abruptly. Flash bulbs started
going off: camera operators
glided about and reporters finally
went on the alert for the operative sound byte from the same
old ·major' party messages.
Emily Carasco. the NDP candidate. brought us back to reality
by letting us know that "while all
the rhetoric we've heard is fine,
we need constructive solutions."
As expected. she was greeted
with wann applause from her
party faithful (sb.e is a prof in the
U of W Law faculty) and the
message was clear: we· ve heard
enougb of this idealistic crap. it's
time to get down to the 'issues'.
Tom Porter and Herb Gray were
also quick to jump on the 'issues'
wagon.
As far as I could tell, that was
when the rhetoric really began.
At the very least, the so-called
fringe candidates seemed to have
a vision for cb.ange, based on
fundamental pnnciples. The big
three party candidates poured on
thick the rhetoric we had been
hearing even before writs were
dropped. And in this shuffle,
much of what the fringe candidates bad brought up was marginalized, and pretty much
forgotten.
The 'visionary' portion of the

program, where local groups
asked candidates to discuss issues of importance to the community. ended with Carasco's
plea to avoid rhetoric. Ironically
she ended the discussion on the
real issues, of how we can coordinate economic policy without
letting social programs completly
disintegrate. Sure. the three
major parties do talk about social
policy. but only in a context that
is unthrearening to the interest of
the small minority of wealthy
elites.
Really, the forum didn't teach
us much about the major parties·
platforms. These have already
been laid out. and we hear about
them daily in the mainstream
media. The forum did. thougb,
give the fringe candidates their
only chance to discuss issues that
really affect bow our society will
be governed. Too bad they were
overshadowed by the 'big three'.
The main message of the
forum really was that even if you
invite the big party candidates
and ask them to talk about issues
that are important, they will
quickly fall back on their national
platform.
It's time we stopped listening
to the candidates we are told, by
the process and its pundits in the
media, and really start working
for change that we want, not
what the political parties ~an!. IQ

By Concetta Buonaiuto
October 1993 marks the
beginning of the year of
·disappearances· and political killings. Patterns of
human rights violations have
changed over the years. and
an mcrea'>ing nwnber of
ca<;es
now
focus
on
'disappearances' and political killings.
These two terms have
specific meanings.
A
'disappearance· occurs when
a person is taken into custody by (or with) the approval of the authorities.
who then deny that thl! victim is held. A political killing (also known as an
extrajudicial execution) is an
unlawful and deliberate killing carried out by order of a
government or with iL'i permission or assistance

Effective methods
Thcst two method..., arc
uni4uely effective. One person goes missing. another is
found rlerul. Those with the

power to stop the situation.
or at Iea<;t provide information to relatives. do the opposite.
Responsibility is denied
and the facts are twisted and
hidden.
Those
seeking
answers are often sent from
office to office and army
base to army base until
frustration brings them close
to giving up.
And that's the point.
Those who commit these
violations want people to
give up and be submissive
- they want to silence and
disable their opposition.
This campaign is about
not giving up; it's about
trying to understand these
patterns of human rights
violations and figuring out
ways to work against
'disappearances· and political killings.

Local update
Amnesty International in
cooperation with Positive
Moves will be holding an
ev~nt called BODY JAM
'93, Friday October 1st, 8pm
at the Moose Pub. Tbe event
will help raise money for
Amnesty International as
well as raise awareness
about human rights and
promoting peace among
humankind. The event will
feature Toronto's DJ KLC
and
performance
by
Driftwood Steppers. Tickets
are $4 and are available by
contacting Brother Noel at

256-3091.

New members of Amnesty
International are always
welcome. Meetings are held
the thi.rd Monday of each
month. For more information,
contact
Connie
Buonaiuto at 258-9195.

We ~· hra~~ultr@lllPirgliFt
now we need the service
..

.

By Laila Farrell
Features Editor
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Women's health care is in jeopardy in Windsor,
especially when it comes to abortion access. and it may
get worse. Windsor" s hospital reconfiguration plan has
many wondering what will happen to the limited abortion services Windsor now offers. To compound the
problem, crossing the border for services has become
more complicated since Michigan passed legislation
limiting access to abortions. And the future looks bleak.
Faced with funding problems, the Essex County District Health Council has been considering proposals to
reconfigure hrn;pital services in the area. One of the most
highly touted proposals calls for the closing of ,;omc
hospitals and relocating services to one central location
Currently, abortions arc performed only at
Mctropolilan Hospital and only one doctor performs
them. What this means for women is less contact with
the physician, less tune for hcd-;ide manner. and, as one
woman put it. a "dehumanizing" experience.

G

about abortion wrillen by politicians and legislators lhat
includes facts, according to McLean, that arc medically
inaccurate. Third, women are forced to look at pictures
of a developing Ictus from conception to birth. Then
women must sign a consent form that confirms they have
been read the statement and shown the pictures before
they leave and must wait 24 hours to think about it
before they arc granted an abortion.

W

Windsor women

indsor women will not be exempt from this

process, and in fact, they may be at risk to harassment.
Other states with the 24 hour waiting period law. like
Mississippi. have had right-lo-life or Operation Rescue
people follow women home after their initial consult-
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ation and harass them for the 24 hours before their abortion. Windsor women should be cautious.
McLean calls these new Michigan policies "bogus attempts to legislate." She feels that a "lunatic fringe" or
anti-choice people arc trying to take away the options or
women.
''First they stopped the poor women by making abortion expensive. then they stopped the young women by
enforcing parental consent, now they're stopping the
adult, middle-class women," she said.
Ironically, Windsor women still have full rights, hut
do not have the services they need. This can be an often
reality.
"The right to control over your body is an inalienable
one," said one Wmdsor student. "Institutional blockades
make this an impossibility."

Catholic hospital

roups like CARAL (the Canadian Abortion Rights

Action League) arc concerned that Windsor's Catholic
hospital may be chosen as the central c;ite for Windsor's
health services, and are critical of centraliling in a hospi-

....

tal whose policy is based on religious convictio n
and not necessarily public po licy. " We advocate ."
s aid Janet Green-Potomski of CARAL, ''that any
hospita l that remains open should be publically
owned and run without religious affiliation."
Grcen-Potomski says the steering committee
on hospital reconfiguration is tending towards
Hotel Die u - a Catholic hospital. The proposal
c urrently being considered includes a Women's
Health Resource Centre to be run autonomously
but sited at the hospital; that may cause
problems.
"Hotel Dieu considers the Resource Centre
an abortion clinic," said Green-Potomsk.i.
A lthough there has been no determination
yet. CARAL is hoping that a women-staffed
Health Centre is included in the plans. According to Green-Potomski, not only does
Windsor have one male abortion provider,
but no female OB-Gyn's. "We want to
secure feminist physicians in Windsor," she
said, "but many don't have the funding to
start up a practice in here ."
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Detroit clinics
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he other alternative that many

Windsor women have chosen is to visit a
clinic in Detroit. According to GreenPotomsk.i, OHIP will pay up to $235
Canadian towards the cost of a U .S
abortion. The average abortion at a
Planned Parenthood clinic in Detroit is
$250-$275 in U.S . fund s, but many
women have found the extra money
worth the convenience. Now these
services are going to change too.
New legislation in the state of
Michigan will, as of April 30, 1994,
make it mandatory for a woman to
wait 24 hours after an intial consultation before she can have an
abortion. But Planned Parenthood
spokesperson Stephanie McLean
extra trips across the border arc
not the only problem women will
be facing.
M cLean explains that the new
laws force women to go through
a five-step process to obtain
their abortion. First. women
must have their pregnancy test
confumed by a physician.
Testing at clinics arc no longer
accep table as proof of pregnancy. Secondl y, women arc
forced to listen to a statement
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Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact.
Please send submissions to: The Lance-; Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N98 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Upcoming
§ BSA Presents, Howard University

Homecoming, 3 days and 2 nights, for
information call Ricardo at 256-6090

Social satirist
Nancy White,
a lefty with a
sense of
humour, will
appear at
downtown
Windsor's
Capitol
Theatre this
Friday,
October 8.
Call 253-2279
for info.

Tuesday, October 5
l The WUSC International Development
Seminar: Experiences in Indonesia, will
be the topic presented by the WUSC
Local Commtttee at 4:00 pm in the Board
Room, CAW Student Centre.

Wednesday, October 6

I

Thursday, October 7
Annual AIDS Vigil at Macpherson
Lounge, 6th floor Electa Hall, U of W,
starting at 8:00 pm.

l lntervarsity Christian Fellowship will
be continuing their discussion on Unity
and Forgiveness in the Oak Room at 5:30
pm, guest speaker is Richard Jones.
Everyone is welcome.
A:The University Players' season opens
today with A Day in Hollywood, A Night in
the Ukraine, the musical runs from Oct. 7
to 10. Call the box office at 253-4565 for
ticket info.
§ The History Club hosts a Wine and

Cheeseatthe Grad House (upstairs) from
4:00 pm to 6:00 pm. Meet with the Faculty
from the Dept. of History.
" OPIRG (Ontario Public Interest Research
Group) holds its meetings every Thursday
from 4:00 pm to 5:30 pm at the Law
School in room G101. For more
information, call 977-0253.

Campus Field for Soccer, the game
begins at 4:00 pm.
§ The International Relations Society

hosts a Meet the Professors Wine and
Cheese in Macpherson Lounge (Electa
HalQ from 5:00 pm· 7:00 pm.

l The Humanities Research Group
presents Dr. Else M. Barth discussing An
Analysis of Fascist Mentality and Logic,
based on the unpublished philosophical
notebooks of WWII Nazi polrtician Vidkun
Quisling, in the Hoffman Auditorium, Iona
College, 208 Sunset at 3:00 pm.

Sunday, October 10
A: Windsor Film Theatre is showing Paris
is Burning at 4:00 pm and Long Day at
7:00pm.
Assumption University invites
everyone to participate in Sunday Mass
at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm

/E. Canada's best known social satirist,
Nancy White, will be appearing at the
Capitol Theatre, 121 University Ave.
West at 8:00 pm. Call the box office at
253-7729 for ticket information.

Saturday, October 9
A: Windsor ,Film Theatre presents
Together Alone at 4:00 pm, a special
presentation for AIDS Awareness Week.
• The Windsor Board and Role Playing
Gaming Society meets in the Rose
Room of Vanier Hall from noon to 11 :00
pm every Saturday.
A reunion of physics alumni and friends
will meet to commemorate the many
years of valuable service to the University
Community by the new retirees Edwin
Habib, Frank Holuj, and Lucjan Krause.
Talks will be held, also a dinner will be
served . Events will start at 9:30 am and
continue throughout the day. For more
information contact the Dept. of Physics
253-4232, ext. 2647.
Stooge Productions is holding auditions
for actors, dancers, singers, musicians,
technicians and promoters at the Capital
Theatre, 121 University Ave. West. Call
Mark Lefebvre at 256-5199.

Missed exam adds
up to trouble for math
prof. See story, page 5.
Word association
with Buffalo Tom. See
interview, page 11 .
Lancers turn gridiron
season around with
homecoming win.
See story, page 12.

Monday, Octber 11
Thanksgiving· no scheduled classes .

• All are invited to the lance general staff
meeting at 6:00 pm, usually on Mondays,
this week on Tuesday because of the
holiday. Our offices are in the basement
of the CAW Student Centre, right across
from the Moose.

408 Indian Ave., starting at 4:00 pm. All
are welcome.

l An Adventure m Self Exploration: A
Workshop Utilizing Holotropic
Breathwork. will continue Saturday, for
info call Janet at 977-0265 or 250-9182.

® The Lancers greet Western on the South

meet at St. Denis Centre at 6:00 pm.

® TGIF Volleyball Party at Delta Chi House,

• Common Ground's annual general
meeting will be held at 131 University
Ave., the Capitol Building, at 7:00 pm. Any
questions, please call 977-6372.

• The Reform Party Club will meet at the
Grad House at 6:00 pm. Everyone is
welcome.

® The annual Blue and Gold Swimming

Tuesday, October 12

• Out On Campus meeting, a group for
gay, lesbian and bisexual students, at
JB's Bar, 1880 Wyandotte St. East.

A: The Waltons are Coming!! at The Moose
Pub, $4.00 Advance S5.00 at the door.

and continues to October 20. at Common
ground Gallery, 131 Univeristy Ave.
West. The exhibition consists of large
blueprint, various cyanotype and
photographic works that explore the
romance of the urban ands suburban
landscape in and around the Windsor
area. Call 977-6372 tor more info

Friday, October 8

Tarot Card Readings every Wednesday
from 9:00 to 11 :00 pm at Electric Cate,
157 University Ave, West.

A: Local high school students perform with
Windsor Symphony at Makenzie Hall at
7:30 pm. nckets are on sale at the Cleary
Box Office, for more information contact
Carle McMillan at 973-1238.

I A:Local
artist Bernard Helling's Blue
Yonder and Other Works opens today

i~

Wednesday, October 13
Meet the candidates! An all-party forum,
question and answer period will get
underway at 11 :30 am • 1:00 pm in the
Commons area of the CAW Student
Centre.
Lancer Women's Volleyball vs .
Madonna College, St. Denis Centre
Fieldhouse, 8:00 pm.

l The Offices Of Employment And
Educational Equity, Sexual
Harassment and Ombudsperson And
Race Relations present avideo Breaking
the Trust. Sexual Harassment on
Campus, at 310 sunset Ave. , noon-1 :00
pm. All are welcome.
" The Senate will meet today at 3:30 in the
Board of Governors. All students are
encouraged to attend.
Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
A:Visual and performing arts.

l Lectures, seminars, etc.
• Club and society meetings.
! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.

® Sporting events.

Communism has fallen and it can't get up. Tran Longmoore on how the Canadian
Communist Party is trying to pick up the pieces. See feature, back page.

The Lance. October 4. 1993. page 2.

Put Money In Your Pocket!
The University of Windsor
Student Long Distance Savings Plan
W hen it comes to long
distance there is an
e conomical alternative.
Nobody needs to tell you that when you're a
student, money in tight. That's why the University
of Windsor has partnered with ACC Long
Distance Inc. to bring you a program that saves
you up to 35% on your long distance phone bills.
With the Student Long Distance Savings Plan,
there's no start up fee, no minimum monthly
payment or charges and you have the option of
second party billing; that is, the billing can go
directly to your parents. Parents and family
members are eligible for the program too!

Saving is easy
Discounts are applied on every North American
direct-dialed long distance call. And all discounts
are in addttion to those received in the phone
company's regular discounts periods. Even more,
every time you save on long distance, the
Windsor Student Long Distance Savings Plan
contributes a percentage of the billing to Windsor
programs. And it gets even better!
Just for signing up, your first $5.00 in long
distance calling is free. And if you're not
completely satisfied, you can cancel at any time.
So why pay the high cost of long distance? Now

Here's how it works

H ow can I sign up?

You're given ACC's local network number and a
personal account code which you dial first before
you dial direct. Simple? You bet. For
convenience, you can program these numbers
into your phone. And you can use ACC's service
anywhere in the local calling area. All you need is
touch tone phone service.
You can use the individual codes to separate bills
between roommates. ACC will bill each
subscriber monthly for calls made.

To enroll pick up a brochure at the Information
Desk in the CAW Student Centre or call the
student hot-line at:
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How much does it cost?
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No sign-up fees.
No monthly fees.
No cancellation fees.
Pay only for your long distance calls.

ow much can I save?

• First $5 free.
• Save on all long distance calls.
• 30%-35% on North American calls after
6 pm Monday-Friday or on weekends.
• 17% on North American calls anytime
Monday-Friday.
• All savings are applied in addition to the
phone company's daily discount periods.
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The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press:
1. TheLancereoog1nesthedrvers1tytn elhmcity, culture, gender, sexual
orrentatron, age, physical and mental ab1hty and economic status of our
audience, and reflect 11 tn our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspectrves olher media avoid,
the Lance recognizes that many disadvantaged groups tn society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm our responstbrhty to grve
these groups voice and recogmbon.

3. The Lance is committed to acbng against the oppression of socially,
culturally, politrcally and economically disadvantaged groups. In
addition, we oppose the abuse of power 1n any form.
4. The Lance will not print malenal that ,s sex,st, raClsl, agerst,
heterosex,st, or that maligns d1fferently-abled peoples or the
eoonomicallyd,sadvantaged.
5. The Lanes will work against the prollferalion of conventional and
nuclear arms and the systems whrch promote them, wh,ch preserve and
extend uniust economrc and polibcal hegemony, drverllng resources
from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resoltrtron to any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecologrcaJ respons,brlrty, both 1n content and ,n
its day-to-day wori<ings.

Students thrown a
bell curve

The business faculty recently pledged its further allegiance to the
forces of competition. And like any competition driven system, there
• ~will be winners and losers. Aren't we all supposed to be winners by
, liatcing advantage of a quality education?
The answer for business students is, unfortunately, no. Jo the inter!St of keeping competition high, students in certain business courses
will be graded not on how well they know the material, but on bow
they stack up statistically against their peers. The number crunchers
tiave figured out that any class should have a certain percentage with
A' s, a certain percentage with B •s, and so on.
What happened to courses designed with an objective that all stu:Jents are to reach by the end of the course? This is an elitist system
because it denies equal access to all students. This is clear because if
you have a class full of bright students who know the material, they
will have to be chopped up to fit the artificial grading system. Equally
:is bad is the problem of a class of students who don't know the
naterial, who are graded higher than they should be because of the
;hape of the marking curve.
What is even more galling is that the Conunerce Society, which
:epresents business students, thinks this is a great idea "It will... give
m even better reputation for the school of business," said society
,resident Christine Pozar. Maybe it is time that these representatives
;tarted worrying less about their reputation, and more about the
lUality of their education While a good reputation may be helpful in
be short run, to get a prestigious job, in the long run all business stuicntc; will be cheated out of a meaningful education.
Furthermore, it's time for the administration to quit fiddling with
;tatistics and competitive models, and get down to the job they are
mpposed to be doing: providing all students with the best available
!ducation.

Corporate Fest
Lac;t week, in front of the bookstore and the Odette building, stunts roacted up their duffle bags, purses and bellies with a whole
unch of corporate freebees.
We can thank the U of W Bookstore for bringing Campus Fest and
1 of those generous corporations to our campus. The Bookstore
elled out $2 OOO to sponsor the event. The $2 OOO came fresh from
e pockets of students who spent their bard earned money on
extbooks. In return, we got free soft drinks and hygiene products.
ome thanks that is.
Granted, anyone who bac; problems witb multi-national corpor~·ons bac; tbe freedom to avoid its products. But it is a freedom that 1s
ing restricted more and more each day, as tbe Pizza Huts swallow
p the Joe's Neigbborbood Pizzerias oftbe world.
Take a stroll through campus. Many of tbe rooms in the Odette
uilding are named after corporations who paid for the name plates.
e CAW Student Centre will soon have a lounge dedicated to those
ho want to spend tbeir free time watching television shows and comercials.
All of these conunercial distractions can, unfortunately, be seem in·cate that universities are becoming as target areas for marketing
mpanies as much as they are educational institutions.
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Freedom to kill?
Dear Editor,
In reading the recent articles
on lack of abortion services in
the Sept. 27 issue of the Lance,
there is one thought which particularly comes to mind: in
speaking of the 'freedom to
choose·, neither writer mentions
the fact that the choice being advocated is the choice to kill. Do
you really want to advocate this
type of 'choice'?
Steve Michaels-Redding

Lack of
abortions good
thing
Dear Editor,
Thank you for an excellent, informative article on tbe pitiful
state of abortion services in
Windsor. I am absolutely
delighted to know that killing unborn babies bac; not become a
growth industry in our city.
John Gray
Year Ill Psychology

Abortion access
not so lacking
Dear Editor,

In response to tbe article on
Windsor's lack of abortion services, I feel that the problem was
very much exaggerated. I had an
abortion in Windsor just lasL
April. and my experience was totally unlike the article's negative
descriptions. Immediately after
my pregnancy test at a clinic, I
was asked what I wanted to do
and said that I wanted an abortion. An appointment was arranged with a doctor right away,
apparently the only one who performs abortions in Windsor, and
the surgery was done four weeks
later. Your article stated that
abortions are only done at
Metropolitan Hospital, which is
false, as mine was done at
Windsor Western. The doctor.
whom your undercover writer
was told is not well-liked by
girls, was very understanding. He
never once questioned my
decision or forced me to see pictures of developing fetuses and

was supportive, suggesting that I
see a counsellor if I had any
emotional difficulties.
Your undercover writer obviously had difficulty receiving
information on abortion from
counselling centers. For any
otber girl to avoid this problem, i
would advise being very clear
and very persistent about your
needs. Since the majority of girls
give birth to tbeir babies, advisors will probably consider
abortion as your least likely
coice, but do not let lhese people
back you down. Be stubborn.
There are people who will listen
to and help you, just as I was listened to and helped.
While the conclusion of your
article was that it is necessary to
go outside of Windsor for an
abortion, I wholeheartedly disagree. Every girl mus! remember
that abortion is her choice, and
once she has made it, no one can
refuse to honour it. Most importantly, believe in your choice,
and you will fild the help that
you need, just as I did.
Name witbeld by author's
request

Criminology has
Canadian
preference
Dear Editor,
We are writing in response to
the letter to the Editor published
in the Sept. 27 edition, entitled
Why American profs?. This letter
complains tbat the teachers in the
criminology programme are
American, use American texts,
steal jobs away from Canadians
and are ignorant of Canadian law
and society.
We are not certain where the
individual who wrote this letter
got his information. The Department
of
Sociology
and
Anthropology
has
had
a
Canadian
preference
hiring
policy for quite some time and
bas not hired from tbe outside.
The one professor who teaches
criminology that is origmally
from the United States has been
teaching at U of W since 1968, a
time when tbere were few
Canadian criminologists avail-

able for hire. She bas landed immigrant
status,
employs
Canadian research and statistics
and is dedicated to raising
Canadian issues in tbe classroom.
There is also one sessional that
is an American, but this is due to
the overwhelming number of students enroled in criminology.
This situation has created more
classes than can be taught by the
existing faculty and therefore are
open to sessionals, most of
whom are Canadian. The rest of
the criminology faculty are all
Canadian.
In a graduate class recently we
engaged in a lengthy project to
identify a Canadian criminology
and ultimately presented our research at the Learned Societies
Conference in Ottawa. This
project was suggested, promoted
and supervised by the american
professor in the department.
As graduate students in tbis
department who came up through
the undergraduate progranune at
Windsor, we feel tbat we are in a
position to judge whether or not
we have been taught Canadian or
American criminology. It is our
contention that the professors,
and the department
a whole,
have always made a concerted
effort to include Canadian information, even when there was
very little of it to be found. As
well, part of gaining an education
is the experience of researching
Canadian content tbat is currently availble, in abundance, to studen~. We suggest that the author
of the letter acquaint himself
with the research and tbe researchers within bis own department and find some facts to
substantiate his argument.
Leona Leveque
Leslie Macchio
Sandra Miller

as

Turn to page 15
for more letters

AIDS w eek m.eans
support and act io11

]

By Sue Morin

On-Campus Student Service
providing Professional Output
at Reasonable Rates
Wedo:
• Term Papers • Group Presentations
• Resumes
• ACCIS Forms
• Cover Letters • Flyers
• Overheads, etc

Full Fax service, (incoming and
outgoing) for students.
Binding, photocopying and
Laser copies also available

...

E
AIDS Awareness Week means many things. Them you
obvious is raising awareness about HIV/AIDS within O is z
community. AIDS Awareness Week is an attempt Ho,
promote an understanding of important issues related regi
AIDS, including its cause, the availability of effective tre reet
ment, the direction of the epidemic in Canada, and the c soc:
portance of prevention, especially with respect to safer I fail,
and safer injection drug use. Education is key if we are scb,
stop the spread of HIV/AIDS.
~
AIDS Awareness Week is also an attempt to promote rem
derstanding, compassion and empathy for those affected a cou
infected by HIV. The annual AIDS Vigil serves to fulfil It two
objective by providing a supportive space where those \I not
have experienced loss can honour their memories and g, clas
strength to continue fighting for justice.
tool
This years' memorial ceremony is taking place L
"
Thursday, Oct 7 at 8 pm in MacPherson Lounge,6lh Fk Mai
Electa Hall. Also, you can show support and solidarity in to tJ
fight against AIDS by wearing red ribbons!
out
Finally, AIDS Awareness Week also means commur all:
partnership. This year over SO local businesses donated sho·
AIDS Awareness Week Windsor. To me, this indicates, Pan
only a great show of support for AIDS education, bu clas
sense of identification with community as well. B that
U of W's the Lance and St. Clair College's The Saint, stuc
dent newspapers, whose staffs collectively decided to doc was
free ad space for the promotion of National AIDS Awa wbc
ness Week events, are perfect examples of the commu go 1
pulling together; where a cause transcends profit.
Eve
As well, over 100 individuals dedicated their time
~
energy to organizing for and carrying out AIDS Awarcr Wll

w~~~~

~

The amount of community involvement in this yr:.
AIDS Awareness Week has overwhelmed me. It's a senr.t
community that I haven't felt for awhile. It should be ia
as a good sign. Perhaps it means that we are startin;
recover from the dreaded '80s backlash. If this is true
not a minute too soon, as AIDS funding is beginning ,~
cut, in the face of a growing epidemic. Funding for all fa
of social assistance is continuously being cut, as social
justice rises. We will need to come together more and m
if our communities arc to survive.

day
to
uni~
regi
clas

If you or your organization are interested in particip(ll
in the AIDS Awareness Week ·94 Working Group p/1
contact the AIDS Committee of Windsor at 973-0222.
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Pick up or eat in at the Moose Pub • Pree delivery anywhere on campus Monday to Sunday
x
from 6:00 pm to 12:00am • Located at the new CAW Student Centre on the lower level.
X Personal Pizzas (served on Monciay to Prlday from 11 :OOam to 4:00pm)
Q Personal PeRl)eronl PJzza: cheese & pepperoni ........................................................................ $2.29
X Q Personal Veeete Pizza: cheese, mushrooms, tomatoes, onions & green peppers ........................ $2. 79
Q Persqnal Deluxe Pizza: cheese, pepperoni, mushrooms & green peppers .................................. $2. 79
X Q Special of the Day: rotating on a daily basis.

x

)( Q Customized Pizzas: served Monday t o Friday from 4:00pm to 12:00am, Saturday & Sunday from 6:00pm to
)( 12:00am.
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Additional Menu Items Include: Chicken Wings, Fries, Pop, Chips
and are also available f or delivery
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~ Professor Skips Class . ••
-MATH"

11)

By Holly McIntyre
News Staff
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Being in a classroom where
you are one in a sea of 250 faces
is nothing unusual at U of W.
However, the 240 student<;
registered in Matrix Algebra 124
received a surprise when associate professor Paul Manley
failed to attend an exam he had
scheduled on Sept. 24.
Manley was consequently
removed from teaching the
course. He was teaching the only
two sections of this course and is
not scheduled to teach any other
cla<;s this term. Robin Swainson
took over the cla<;s last Monday.
"After waiting 20 minutes for
Manley to arrive, a student went
to the matb department and found
out that no one was coming. We
all signed a list to get credit for
showing up," explained Stephen
Panicca, who mentioned that bis
class did recieve the five percent
tbal the exam was worth. Fellow
student Tom Wilson remarked "I
was problably not the only one
who had to take time off work to
go to the exam on Friday night.
Everyone seemed pretty upset."
According to Paniccia and
Wilson, Manley bad complained
about the class size from the first
day when he invited the student<;
to sign a petition asking the
university to reduce the number
registered. This introductory
class is the largest in the math
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f all goes according 10 plan,
The U of W will be the tenth
university in the province to
facilitate an OPIRG (Ontario
Public Interest Research Group).
OPIRG is a student organization which researches and acts on
educational, social justice and envirorunental issues. Currently,
there are 15 such groups in
Canada and over 200 in operation
in the United States.
The group's organizers are
currently seeking the signatures
of 1 OOO students to show SAC
that Windsor is interested m
creating an OPIRG. ln the
February referendum, students
will be asked to pay $5 per year
to fund operations. If students
vote ··yes," the U of W will have
an OPIRG for the 1994-95 year.
Russell Bennett, a second year
law student at the U of W who
worked in an OPIRG chapter at
the University of Waterloo, is
heading the campaign to bring it
to Windsor.
"OPIRG provides students the
resources and stability to do research and set up committees to
act on issues that effect the
university, community and world
they live in," explains Bennett.
Similar groups elsewhere in Ontario have focused on tenant's
right,;, Womyn's issues, racism.
homophobia, envirorunental issues and health issues.
According to Bennett, OPIRG
is a gra-;sroots organization that
is fully accountable and accessiblc to students. "There are no
over arching policies that control
the operations," says Bennett. He
believes that the group's struccure keeps it in students' hands.
Student<; are elected to sit on a
board which oversees the opera-
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department, the average class
size being between 100 and 120
students.
Ferio Pugliese, who took the
course with Manley during intersession, commented that bis class
had only 30 students; "you could
imagine his reaction when he
walked into a class of 240. He
wa<; put in quite a position."
When asked what the reasons
were for replacing Manley, president Ron Ianni replied, "the students were having difficulty

Interest group seeks
·ipa nod for local chapter
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By Tran Longmoore
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lions ot the chapter and considers
proposals for funding. coordinates working groups and
directs staff. Students who want
to get involved but don't have the
time 10 sit on a board can join a
working group which focuses on
a specific area of interest.
Anyone is welcome 10 start or
join a working group or run for a
postion on the board.
Benne!t sees OPIRG as having
two main functions: providing
resources for research and acting
as a "central link" for other active groups on campus.
The refundable student levy
gives OPIRG the resources and
stability to carry out long term
projects, such a<; recieving grants,
organizing research for credit
programs and establish an
'alternative' resource cenl!c.
"I got involved with the
OPIRG in Waterloo in a research
for credit program," says Bennett, who was studying journalism at the time. "This will
provide student<; with a new and
exciting way to go about getting
a degree."
According to Bennett, the
group will also provide help for
many existing campus groups
"Because we elect our staff to
two year terms. we have the
stability to be a central link for
the environmental. womyn's and
human rights groups on campus.
These groups have a tendency to
lose ground and ideas becasue of
the turnover that takes place each
summer. We can help fund
speakers and organize events
and. in general, carry out more of
a long term agenda."
The first PIRG ever launched
in Canada was in 1972, at the
University of Waterloo. It was
based on the public interest research groups founded by Ralph
Nader in the early 1970s.
[g
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getting tum lo respond to requests and answering general
questions."
Wilson commented that Manley "didn't let us know what was
going on in tenns of bow the
cla<;s would be structured."
Ianni made it clear that the size
of the class is not Lbc underlying
issue, "larger classes are a fact of
life. II is no excuse for not doing
the best you can with the situation." Ianni added that there are
some institutions with classes

holding up to 800 students.
When Manley was contacted
he stated "l have not spoken to
Lbe media since the situation is
still in such turmoil." Manley
said be may be prepared to discuss the matter in due course
"when it becomes a bit clearer."
Recently appointed dean of
Science Brian Fryer had no cornment to make about Manley, but
be did address the issue of overcrowding. "Enrollment ha<; been
increasing substantially over the

past years, as there arc fewer
jobs, students are staying longer
to up-grade their degree. Our
facilities were not made for this
increasing enrollment."
The range of solutions for this
problem isn' t large. A possiblity
would be to hire more faculty to
have smaller classes, but given
the current provincial funding
that is not likely to happen. There
is money available for sound
equipment and overheads, yet
that doesn't solve the dilemna of
impersonal teaching."
Fryer stated that the ··cemerpiece of effective instruction is
group discussion." A group of
200 student<; therefore experience
..passive learning." The consequences of overcrowding can be
quite serious as Fryer points out,
"Because writing assignments
can often be avoided in large
cla,;ses, a student may go through
four years and have no writing
experience."
Until an official statement is
made by Manley himself. the
self-proclaimed ··author of the
facts". the repercussions of his
demonstration will remain unexplained to bis students.
~

Policy to filter out business students
By Sarah Fisher and
Stephen Paniccia
News Staff

The Faculty of Business has
created a policy that. in some
cases. will keep 35 per cent of
first and second year students
from entering the next level of
courses.
According to the course outline. 10 per cent of students will
receive marks in the "A" rdllge,
25 per cent will fall into the "B"
range. 30 per cent will receive a
grade in the "C" range, 25 per
cent in the "D" range and I O per
cent will receive a failing grade.
Some students are worried because they are required 10
achieve a final grade of "C-" or
higher 1f they are to enter the
next course level. Therefore.

those studenLs among Lbe 35 per
cent who "earn" a grade below
··C-" will be filtered from the
program.
"I've bad a hard enough time
trying to adjust to university a<; it
is." said a first year student who
believes that the policy is unfair.
"I can see failing a course because you didn ·1 make the grade.
But to work hard and fail because
your grade happens to fall within
that 35 per cent is unbelievable"
Some students, however. agree
with the policy.
··Jl wiJl make the students
work harder and, at the same
time, give the the school of Business an even better reputation."
said Christine Pozar. president of
Lbe Commerce Society.
Dr. Rein Peterson. Dean of
Business Administration. ex-

plained that the policy was necessary in order to create a standard
of consistency among the various
courses which are taught by
many different professors.
According 10 Peterson, the
policy is really nothing new 10
the facully .
"This policy merely reinforces
a grading pattern that already existed. The same number of student, will not pa,;;s the course a-;
in past years."
Professors teaching third and
fourth year business courses have
the option to decide if Ibey want
to implement similar grading
guidelines.
The husiness department says
it plans to evaluate this policy at
the end of this school year and
make appropriate changes if they
are necessary.
[g

Columbia rebellion unites students. community

The Lance. October 4. 1993. page 6.
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LEN~ PHOTO STUDIO
Student Specials! (show student ID card.)
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Paasport Photos
12 colour
pictures - $20
2 Instant
pictures - Sl.99

Film Developing
12 exposures
Just $4.99/
24 exposures
Just $5.99/

Photocopying
Prices per sheet
1 - 50 copies: 10e
50+ copies:~
100+ copies: 4e

Complete line of photographio WYiot. 1697 Wyandottt W-.t,'25U747
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Centre helps Aboriginals adjust C
By Shawn Hupka
News Staff

Aboriginal students facing the
difficulties of adjusting to university life will now have a place on
campus that helps them deal with
the culture shock, lonliness,
racism and monetary problems.
U of W is now among several
Ontario colleges and universities
offering these important services
to Aboriginal students
"A JI students are welcome for
ir Jnnation or counselling, but
our primary purpose is to serve
the Aboriginal students on campus," explained Liz Chamberlain,
the centre's coordinator.
Chamberlain, who grew up in
a native community in Northern
Ontario. can relate to the ap-

proximately 100 natives at U of
W have travelled great distances
to get here.
"Many native students on campus come from different cultural
backgrounds, so one of our objectives is to provide familiarity
to help alleviate possible culture
shocks."
Chamberlain noted that over
70 native students have already
dropped by the centre. She hopes
that this incredible response will
continue.
Chamberlain's agenda also includes increasing the amount of
resource material available for
Aboriginal studies, tutoring for
native students as well as jobs
and recruitment.
"During the academic year I
plan to visit many native corn-

munities and encourage the
people to continue their educa,
tion at the U of W."
The local native community, in
cooperation with the university
formed a council which worked
to form the Aboriginal Centre.
Dean of Student Affairs,
Richard Pnce, explained that thh
1sn 't merely a means to obtaiL
grant funds from the Ministry of
Education.
"[President] Ianni and myseu
made a commitment to the council that regardless of external af.
fairs this project would be
realized. In fact, now that we
have accepted a 3 year &rant
from the ministry we are
obligated to continue the positi0t
of Aboriginal Educational Of.
fleer indefinitely."
[

Herstory regonizes _a ll
women•s contritiutions

October is a month of celebration and education ahout Canadian
women. The
secood .~nnual W-0men•s History. .Month is working to
-.•-:,•.:,.

foster an appceciati.on 9f women's con~t>ution.~ f9. Cana<Ja' S,_~nomk
and social developmem which have gooe largely__ unheralded and unrewarded. Locally, the U of w·s Womyn•s Centre will be focusing oo

~ducating students about local women wbo made signifkant -contributions in the community. * )· • * .•
, -~:·.
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The President's Commission on Traditiooal Prejudice and Di5ace
crimination presented it's findings to the Board of Governors las!
week. tbe report found few segmetns of tbe campus were free from con1
discriminatOf)' behavior. Recommendations were made regarding
pau
educational equity. personal security, housing and drlld care.prof~
"Siona! conduct, student communication. Students can tind cnmes
of (acl
sys
vy•
the report the CAW Studcmt Centre·s centre desk or SAC. The repott vol
was comptised of information gathered froin U of W student<;, o,taff,
CffiJ

551 PELISSIER •OPEN 7 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS• 973-4977

faculty, and administration who spent last year responding t0 inter· coo
views. que,sdona:i.res, and lettet$.
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CLASSIFIEDS

--... t he t h'in k'1ng
cynics comedy
t earn ...' ' - MACLEANS

1

HOUSING
BED & BREAKFAST FOR visl1ing
parents and friends. Ten blocks
from campus. Call 256·3937.
TWO BEDROOM

FURNISHED

home. 15 minute drNe to campus.
Non smokers. Available Oct.-May
Call 944-4464.

I WANTED TO BUY I
USED CAR WANTED TO BUY,
preferably a Honda in good condi·
lion. 256-6993.

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMIC
typist. I can help yout Manuscripts,
termpapers, theses, etc. Pick up
and delivery 250-8109.

SAT. OCT. 30th
THE WAKE
OCTOBER 10 & 11th
THE DEAD KINGS,
&
THE WAKE&
UNITED SNAKES THE NU HIPPIES
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Campus Patrol seeking to
extend escort boundaries
Proposal aims to
hurdle volunteer
insurance liability
By Teena Ward and Luke
Van Dongen
News Staff

Campus Patrol, the "eyes and
ears" of the campus, is hoping to
expand its services in upcoming
years. The group put together a
proposal late last year for perusal
by administrator's over the summer, and are hoping for much
needed financial backing.
Campus Patrol's services
presently rely on a large group of
students, who volunteer their
time during the year to patrol
potentially dangerous areas and
walk students home in the evening hours. The program bas enjoyed increasing popularity with
both volunteers and users over a
four year span. Each year over
200 students show up to donate
their time, and the number of assistance calls increases.
But the program is not perfect
yet. Coordinators Chris Maich
and Chris Zelezney. and Campus
Police representative Kevin
Parent are looking at ways to increase efficiency. reliability. and
access to the service.
The 1992 report made reccomendations to upgrade the
patrol's radio communication
system,
revamp
uniforms
(achieved this year), make the
volunteer
staff
university
employees, implement a second
coordinator position, as well as
expanding I.be boundaries in
which the service is able to
operate.
The feasibility of implementing all of the reccomendations
probably will not come into play
this year according to feedback
Maich bas recieved from the VP

Finance Terry Parkinson. Parkinson was not available for comment.
The radios used by campus
patrol are the only link between
volunteers and Campus Police.
The patrollers are responsible for
reporting trouble on campus
rather than intervening. Radio
communications have been found
to be ineffective in many cases
due to the limited capacity of the
signal presently used.
The push to make the volunteers university employees is
aimed at eliminating a problem
which comes up year after year
- attendance.
Although most volunteers
show up for their shifts, "last
year we bad certain shifts that
didn't show up, and Campus
Police bad to cover for them"
said Parent.
This year coordinators are putting volunteers on rotating
weekend shifts as a temporary
solution.
Staffing Campus Patrol with
paid employees "would make the
whole operation much more efficicnt...it would be safer because
there would be constant coverage
through tJ1e week. through a
seven day period guarenteed."
explained Parent.
Volunteers and administrators
bad problems with the idea indicating that the program worked
because of the spirit in which it
was done.
"Getting people involved is
the best way of getting people
aware about campus saftey" said
Charlie James. the university's
lawyer.
One of the most pressing issues is that of the boundaries,
which at present limits volunteers
from walking many students all
the way home.
Students must fend for themselves if their destination is out-

side the bounds of Riverside Dr.,
California, College, and Huron
Church Rd., leaving them open to
assault.
James explained that. "the
situation at the moment is the insurance coverage that is available
[for Campus Patrol), is available
only insofar as patrollers operate
in the bounds of the university."
Yet James feels that "it's
strange that they can take people
so far and must watch them go
into the distance. The expansion
is now accepting applications for its next three entering classes.
of boundaries is to some extent
(April 1994, September 1994, January 1995)
something that should occur but
to what extent I am not sure."
The report states clear! y that
General requirements at time of entry include:
"many patrollers are providing
• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a a life or health science degree program.
feedback that numerous univer• Aminimum G.P.A. of 2.5. Amore competitive G.P.A. is favored.
sity community members wiJI not
• Apersonal interest in a career as a primary care physician.
use the service since it does not
allow for escorts beyond the
Northwestern offers:
stipulated boundaries. Patrollers
• Aprofessional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
are beginning to feel helpless as
• Awell-rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis, X-ray,
escorts are taken to the edge of
and Chiropractic.
the stated boundaries and the es•
Full
accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
cort clients are left to continue on
and
the Council on Chiropractic Education.
their own."
Maicb feels that upgrading the
system would increase the saftey
- ~ , Call: 1-800-888-4777 or
factor for voluteers and students
Write: Director of Admissions
who use the program.
2501 West 84th Street. \iinneapolis, \iN 55431
"We are thinking ahead into
years five. six, seven and so on. • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...............lllllllli
We thought it was important to
put together a proposal before
our backs were up against a wall.
before it was too late and something were to bappen" said
Maicb.
Maich says "the reality of it is.
it has to go through the
bureaucratic system." With funds
already tight due to the social
anti other
contract Maich hopes that Campus Patrol's concerns will be a
priority as well.
For now the Campus Patrol
and their patrons will have to
wait for the decision of Senate
and the Board of Governors
before any plans are made.
1.iJ

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
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grHt prizes
when you enter

DID
YOIJ
REGISTER
YET?
ATKINSON (Green)
CARASCO (NOP)
CRUISE(Marx-leninist)
DECTER (Natural Law)

· Register with the CE&SP centre TODAY
and we will keep you posted with
information on any Workshops and Jobs
that may interest YOU!
CO-OP EDUCATION AND STUDENT PLACEMENT
Room 111, Dillon Hall.

FRIESEH (PC)
POPE (Abolitionist)

GRAY (Libera~

Contest deadline: 5:00 pm,
Friday, October 22. Ballots may
be submitted in the CAW
Student Centre at the Lance in
the basement, at the main desk
on the ground floor, or at the
SAC offlC8 on the second floor.
1st Prize: Dinner for two at the
University Club.
2nd Prize: $50 gift certificate
from the University Bookstore.
3rd Prize: large pizza from
Antonelli's campus pizzeria.
TIEBREAKER:
Wh1oh party will wan the most seats?

How many seats will rt win?
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CAW Student Centre
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Board Meetini!
Tues.. October 19.1993

t:?> . OPEN

3:00Pm
Board Room. Main
Floor. CAWSC
Submissions for
Board
consideration
should be
submitted to the
CAWSC office.
2nd floor. bY
TuesdaY.
October 12.
1993.

IOOJumanities

AT 5 P.M.

lmJesearch

~

UIJroup

MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

Presents
1993-1994 Distinguished Speaker Series

CHEAP PITCHERS $7.50 after 5
1

FREE SLIZE OF PIZZA!!· 5P.M. TO 8P.M.

on
Technology and Culture

Dr. Ray Browne
The Dynamics Of Popular Culture
Bowling Green University

I:2i1ay,·cictobei 1is, 1993;:. 8:00pm
Ro'om 1101 - ~,~uca~\!.,rn Buildi~g .
..~::.=

253-3494

156 CHATHAM ST. W. (Chatham & Ferry)

""

Sunset and Fan·chette <:\t·· -

For information, phone (519) 253-4232, Ext. 3508

AREYOU
HAVING
SEXIN
THE DARK?

.

Some say ignorance is bliss.
When it comes to sex, ignorance is far
from bliss. It's just plain dangerous.

If you want to do the smart thing,
get out of the dark.
Find out how HIV/AIDS and other
STDs are transmitted.
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Use condoms. Not occasionally,
not usually, but always.
Talk. Talk to your partner. Your friends.
Your doctor.

If you're embarrassed about buying condoms,
remember that after you've bought them once
it will be much easier. Being embarrassed
is a small price to pay for your health.

If you know someone with HIV infection or AIDS
'
reach out to them and break the silence.
No more fear. No more ignorance.

~
®Ontario
960 Wyandotte St. E.
Windsor 519-252-4600

For more information call the Ontario Ministry of Health AIDS
Hotline: 1-800-668-2437

The 'body' as a temple
Exhibit informs about the
life of the woman artist
By Lisa Fortin
Arts Staff

The body is a temple in Sarah
Maloney's Body of Work - her
Master of Fine Arts show, which
ran from Sept. 15 to 23 at Common Ground Art Gallery.

VISUAL ARTS
Body of Work
Sarah Maloney

Maloney ·s exhibit reflected a
recent change in her relationship
with her body. It wa,; sl.riking in
its overall simplicity and in its
delicacy of detail.
On the narrow gallery's cast
and west walls were six small
bronze shelves - three on each
side. facing one another. each
supporting an embroidery hoop.
The wooden hoops held by the
first two shelves each framed an
embroidered baby's hand; the
next two. a cross-stitched eye;
and the last two. a peach satin
{tUilled ear.
Adult-size wax-sculpted ribs
surrounding a heart made from a
piece of quilt were pinned to the
centre of the back wall.
The careful symmetry of the
show's architecture. with the
heart in the place of an altar, in-

vited the viewer to compare the
human body to a building, especially to a place of worship ... But
of course there was more to it.
The artist's MFA thesis explained this was the first serious
work she'd put together since the
birth of her child, and that it had
very much changed her approach
to her art .
She explained that such traditionally 'feminine· arts like
embroidery. lace-making (she included in the beeswax ribs bits of
lace her grandmother had saved)
and quilting were better suited to
her current 'domesticity'. She
added that they gave her a feeling
of connection with the women of
the pasi: like her mother who
taught her ~mbroidcry.
As a feminist. Maloney felt the
importance of affirming tht!
validity of forms of female
creativity that were often dismissed as crafts in the pa<;l.
Maloney, a student at the
university's School of Visual
Arts, will be moving to New
Brunswick soon. Unfortunately.
Windsor ~ill be losing quite a
thought-provoking artist. Maybe
we will see her work here again
eventually, which promises to
say much more about the rich
and underrepresented subject of
the woman artist's life.
ig

One piece from MFA candidate Sarah Maloney's show. Body of Work.

(photo by LISA FORTIN)

A stompin'

good time
By Duncan Edgar
Arts Staff

Goober and the Peas descended upon the
hordes at the Moose Pub lao;t Wednesday
night. and from the start they made it clear
they'd take no prisoners.
"It's great to be here in the province of
Guelph," said goofy Goober, and for the next
two hours they cranlced out one high energy
cowpunk tune after another.
This was the second stop for the Detroitbased group on its two-week tour of Ontario
and Quebec. The band played at Guelpb
university earlier that afternoon, but showed
no signs of weariness as it stomped its way
through two sets.
The four-member band - each member
adorned in a ten gallon cowboy hat and a
polyester western suit - seemed it might play
the kind of hokey country and western music
that your grandma and grandpa like.
But from the moment lead singer Goober
burled handfulls of bay into the audience. you
knew he weren't nuthin' like Conway Twiuy
Goob kicked around the stage like a man with
a Texas annadillo in his pants.
Lead guitarist Tom Junior's smoolh-pickin'
guitar sound and Shorty's ba~s propelled a
rock-steady rhythm section and, introduced by
Gooher as a ''14-year 0ld procbgy," the
group's youthful drummer Doc provided a torrid. driving beat for the hand. All the while.
tall. lanky Goober sang through clenched
teeth. at times resembling Jack Nicholson in
The Slunmg - Here· s Goober!
Along with onginal songs like Someone ·s
Been In My Garden and their current hit Hoe
hot wmimin, cold cold beer (which reached
#12 on American college charts). the band
played a couple of cover songs. The Peas· rendition of LL Cool J's Mama's Gonna Knock
You Our broughl five or six moshers up to the
foot of the stage.
The group is currently writing songs for a
fo llow-up album to'its only release, The Complete Work of Goober and the Peas. These
psycho-billies will gallop into Christmas with
a seasonal 3-song CD featuring a cover of

CROWO-PLEASIN' PEAS: Goober and fellow Pea, Junior blaze the Moose stage last
Wednesday with their crazy cowpunk music. (photos by KA TERA ZAPPACOSTA)

Snoopy's Christmas.
Giddy-up!

[g

Shopping for a Computer?

In Utero packs a punch
MUSIC
Nirvana

Or looking to upgrade?

In Utero
DGC\MCA

We sell reliable computers and brand name components
at a fraction of the cost

Buying a computer doesn't
have to be expensive
On Campus

....-.. ...... ______

.JO

400 Huron Church
Asaunption University Building
Rm 202
9:00 - 4:M Weekdays
or call 97)-7557

Microcom Computers of Canada

Neil Young once said it is less
stable to move away from the
middle of the road, but the
characters you meet on the side
are more interesting. Judging
from In Utero, Nirvana has
taken Neil's crash course in roadwalking.
Fans that expect to hear an LP
similar to the band's multiplatinum Nevermirul. release will
be disappointed.
Bringing veteran producer/
indie-rock guru Steve Albini
aboard to record In Utero was a
bold move. It bas paid off. While
Nevermirul. was a relatively
polished effort, In Utero features
a more analog-friendly, garage
band sound .
Kurt Cobain's music writing
skills remain firmly intact. Rape
Me actually plays on the riff that
powered the band's immense
single, Smells Like Teen Spirit.
Other songs like Very Ape and
tourette ·s are noise-infested raveups recalling the Bleach LP.
Albini is a master at distorting
vocals to the point of indecipherability, and he buries
Cobain · s voice deep in the dense
mix. Given Cobain' s pretentious
lyrics, this is a blessing.
Considerable hype has been
generated about the commercial
appeal of In Utero. While it is
decidedly more abrasive, the
sound is still accessible. In all,
the LP packs a potent punch.
- Darrin Keene

MUSIC
Matthew Sweet
Altered Beast
Zoo/BMG

Remember last winter when
that way cool upbeat tune called
Girlfriend was catchier than a

cold m a donn? Remember ho11
it wac; really simple, straight for.
ward, honest and true? Remem.
ber how you were sure you\
hear it in a beer commercial a
couple of years down the road!
Well forget it.
Matthew Sweet is back, he'
older, wiser, deeper and heaviei
and it's kind of a shame. If 1
wasn't for such a charminr
debut, his latest album would 1k
excellent. There is more ex.
perienced production, more corn.
plex songwriting and he is more
proficient than ever on his meai
ticket guitar. What's missing ii
charm. in this case simple chann
Sweet's got a new sense of style
- too bad he didn't need it.
- San·a Lakhana
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Everyone Else Is Doing It,
So Why Can't We?
Island Record

They started as The Cranber,

Fu
De
Te

u~

W1

Ca

ry Saw Us in 1990, a group or Pre

four guys from dirty and small
Limerick, West Ireland. It wa.1
just the boys until their vocali11 we
bolted. Enter Delores O'Riordan To
She answered the ad and meshed
with the sounds the soon-to-her
Cranberries had squared.
The sound on their seconij
album is hypnotic. O'Riordan'1
vocals are delicate, sweet anu
can send any listener off to la-la·
land to ponder life and love.
{
Their first single Nothing Lef.
At All was an instant hit on a
local independent in Ireland. I
could not stop fixating or.
O'Riordan's preciously strainell
aaRRRrrs.
This album is really a mesh a somnolent mesh. If ya likest
brood then imbibe, 'cause theirl
is a deep, rich drink. It is heav,
music in the mood altering wa)
set the mood and avoid alcohol
and heavy machinery!
- Ross Shuliak
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WINDSOR'S
MOST GAY
POSITIVE BAR

Personal Size Pepperoni Pizza

CROSSTOWN #2
TO
WINDEMERE
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Coming up:
Tuesday-• Poor Boy Nite: You figure it out!

we

· Wed., Sept. 29 -A delicious McDonald's Personal Size Pepperoni Pizza
has always been a great value.
But now, at just $1.99 plus applicable taxes, it's unbeatable!
Don't miss it. Drop by a local Windsor McDonald's today.
"3354 Dougall Ave."
"883 Huron Church Rd."
"2780 Tecumseh Rd. E."
"7777 Tecumseh Rd. E."
"77 Wyandotte St. E."
"3195 Howard Ave."
"4840 Wyandotte St. E."

• J.B.'s Cabaret with host Vicki
Charles, 9:00pm

Thurs., Sept. 30-• Line dancing Instruction

Fri., Oct. 1-• AIDS Committee of Windsor
Kick-off party for AIDS
Awareness Week

Dinner: Fri.Sat., and Sun. from noon
Dancing: Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Open 4pm to 1am
7days a week
1880 Wyandotte St. E.
258-5706
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By Sanjay Lakhana
Arts Staff
How do you interview your
favourite band? Even worse, how
do you interview the bassist, contributing songwriter and backing
vocalist when he's one guy,
friendlier than a psychologist
who basically J·ust wants to shoot
the crap about everything other
than his band, which be pretty
much considers a glorified
second job? Well if the band is
Boston's Buffalo Tom and the
guy is Chris Colbourn you sit
back, relax and play word association:

ME (in utter glee) COLBOURN
Caramel?
Seattle:
Top Spin
Balloon:
Bridget Bardot
Fuzz:
Smuggler
Dope:
St Patrick's Day?
Techno:
Ghosts
U2:
Edinburgh
Windsor:
ber, Career:
Potatoes?!
Pol Profit:
Jesus Christ
mall
Wei)
Well as you can plainly see,
:alisi word association with Buffalo
·dan Tom makes pretty much no

iana

sense, which brings us to our
next question: How do you write
an article about a band as brutally
emotional and fantastically cool
as Buffalo Tom after an interview in which all you found out
was the bassist manages and
books African bands for a Boston
promotions agency as a day job,
has a degree in both economics
and ethnic music from the
University of Massachusetts
where he met his band mates,
without using a run-on sentence?
How do you string together a
hodgepodge of information on a
band that has attacked the U.K.
charts continuously since its initial release in 1989, yet feels
overplayed there; has spawned at
least one confirmed clone, also in
the U.K.; took its name from a
cartoon character drawn by a
friend; has been featured in a
fashion layout in Rolling Stone;
had their drununer labelled 'cute'
by a magazine a<; influential as
Sassy and has yet to see real
conunercial success in North
America?
You give up on it and instead,
focus on their ability to defy the
power trio label by writing some

shed . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
o-he

;ond
Ian\
and

a-la·

Left
on a

"JOIN
THE
FIRM"
Get Fit In Canada's Top Club!

of the most heartwrenching songs
ever to be backed up by a wall of
distortion and still focus on the
most political topic any college
band can focus on - love.
You wonder how three guys,
one of whom admits he lacks
musical diversity (they all play
guitar, but one figured he had to
play bass and another, drums because that's how garage bands
work) can release a fourth album,
Big Red Leiter Day, with more
acoustic, more mature guitar
work and a campfirey sound that
could bring tears to anyone's
eyes.
In the end, you wonder how to
wrap up an article about a band
that never expected to get really
big; have always played just for
fun; don't really like touring although they'll be playing St.
Andrew's Hall in Detroit on Halloween and who really dig a guy
named Leonard Cohen while
sounding nothing at all like him.
After questions like that, I su1r
pose you realize that there just
aren't any answers in writing
about rock and roll, especially if
you're trying to write about Buffalo Tom.
~
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• snacks • pastas • baking supplies
• beans & nuts • health supplements
10 % DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT CARD
Open 7 days a week
• 1560 Huron Church (Ambassador Plaza)

9n-5931
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walk from U.

UNISEX

Hair styling

STUDENT DISCOUNTS 20o/o OFF
Aesthetics
Body waxing
Manicures
Favcials
Pedicures

Latest Cuts
Tinting
Highligh1ing
Perms
Ear Piercing

Open
Mon day-Saturday
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Friday evening by
appointment only

Michelle Osborne & Lynda Lucier. 3210 Sandwich Sl (at Mill) 256-8992
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BY GARY BLEHM
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HUNDREDS OF NEW IMAGES
INCLUDING NEW PENMEN POSTERS
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THE IMAGINUS PRINT SALE
DATE:

OCTOBER 12-15

HOURS:

PLACE: CAW STUDENT CENTRE

Male or female, if you want to lose weight,
or tone-up, we are the only people to see.
Two convenient locations city-wide (one is a
women's only club). Staffed by university physical
education graduates that have been
professionally trained to guarantee you look
your very best. For the most in facilities,
the best equipment in the world, and
professional one-on-one service, try us.

STUDENT f9-ot1SPECIAL

$ 75

/Semester

3100HowardAve., Devonshire Mall• 966-6005

Figwe Fitness
(Women's Only)

252-5755

LAST DAY: 9 am - 5 pm

FRAMES!

AND

3-D IMAGES
Your mother was wrong.
Your eyes WON'T remain permanently crossed.

PENMEN™

GOOD LIFE~ CLUB

l l9ChathamSt. W.atPelissier •

NEW THIS YEAR

9 am - 8 pm

BY GARY BLEHM

I

THE BIG GA41~

Story by
David Gough
Lance Sports Editor

Women back in contention after two wins
By Simon Hales
and
Norm Groleau
Sports Staff

Over
the
weekend
the
women's soccer team propelled
themselves into contention at the
top of the OWIAA standings

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Lancers 1, Brock 0
September 25

Lancers 2, Waterloo 1
September 26

with two victories. Wilh only two
defeaL,; and a tie to their name
prior to this weekend's matches.
the Lancers gained a much
needed boost of confidence.
Coach Caldwell explained that
''in the earlier matches we were
still searching for a chemistry on
the team because of all lhe new
players we have this year. Now
we are getting to know each
other better and are playing more
together as a team"
This newly found team
cohesion was evident as the team
travelled to Brock and Waterloo
and came away with four points.
Where creative play and tenacity

had unfortunately produced no
victories before, here the persistence finally began to pay off.
In the Saturday game against
Brock, the Lancers were in control of the game throughout the
entire 90 minutes. However, it
looked as if they would have to
settle for a goaless tie until three
minutes from the end when
Diane Lulic scored the winning
goal. Nikki Turco recorded the
shutout and two much-deserved
points for the Lancers. The final
result was a 1-0 win for Windsor.
The next day, all the goals
came in the first half as the Lancers posted a 2-1 win over
Waterloo Erin McDade scored in
the opening minutes to put
Windsor on top. Waterloo equalized shortly thereafter and it Look
another goal from Dian Lulic to
nose lhe Lancers in front again.
The Windsor goal was rarely
threatened in the second half as
the Lancers managed to preserve
their lead and come away with a
satisfying 2-1 triumph.
''These victories have given us
a lot more confidence going into
next week's games," said
Caldwell, "but if we are going to
challenge for first place, we must

win both games this weekend."
This will not be easy for the
team because of the high standard of the competition in the next
two games. First they face
Guelph who are currently in
second place with a record of 31-1. If they do manage to win

this game a formidable task
awaits them Sunday when they
face the league leaders and reigning National Champions, Laurier.
The Goldenhawks are yet to lose
a game and have only conceded
one goal so far throughout !heir
six matches.

Therefore the Lancers defiru
ly have their work cut out
them this weekend, but if t
are able to record a couple of
tories, like Coach Cald~
said,"we will be right in the tl
of things and challenging for
place in the league standings"

Golf team gears up for OUAA
By Lorne Bell
Sports Staff

The Lancer golf team did well
in tuneup tournaments against
thier OUAA rivals in a tournament last week.
On Sept. 24, the Lancer golf

GOLF
team won the University of
Waterloo Invitational. The Lancers defeated Guelph. Western,
Queens, and Waterloo to capture
the tournament.
The Lancers completed the
toumarnent .with a total score of
294. Rounding out the second
and third place teams were
Guelpb 298, and Western 299.
The Lancers were led by Bill

Scagris who bad an outstanding
round of 70. John Heaton, Chris
Tortorice, and Chris Lown also
shot impressive rounds for
Windsor with scores of 72,75.
and 77 respectively.
The Lancers came close in the
University of Guelph Invitational, but lost to Western by one
stroke. The top three teams were:
Western 308, Windsor 309, and
Guelph 312. Bill Seagris won the
individual title with 70. Other
Lancers, Chris Lown 77, Chris
Tortorice 79, and John Heaton
80, put forth a great team effort
that was evident.
Bill Seagris, the 1992-93
OUAA champion, is having
another strong year. "He is the
best player in the province and is
proving this at these tournaments.

He is a well respected player
a positive influence on his tc:.
mates," said coach Jim Weese
The Lancers' success for
many years comes down to 11
work. ''The team always 1k'
strong scorers. We are woli:
hard for the OUAA chamP
ships and every team men:
must play well to beat our a!
rival, the University of We)
Mustangs," added Weese.
The Lancers had the fl!~l
nual Classic at Sutlon Creek!
club on Oct. l. Then the La!1(
will travel to Blue Springs 1
club in Acton, on Oct. 1 and'
play in the OUAA chamJll
ships, where they are expecteC
fare well, giving Bill Seagn
chance to defend bis OUAA
dividual title.

'

Men win twice
By Simon Hales
and Norm Groleau
Sports Staff

The men's soccer team
rebounded from a disappointing
defeats to notch two victories
over the past weekend. Coach
Patrick McNeily was "very
happy" with the team's performance and stressed, "anytime
you can take the maximwn number of points from two road
games, you have to consider it a
successful trip."
In the first game against
Brock, the Lancers dominated
play throughout with their goal
barely threatened. AU the pressure paid off in the shape of two
goals by Mike Secar which were
more than enough to secure victory against an over-matched
Badger team. When Brock did
manage to mount an attack on the
Lancer goal, Dan Campana stood
firm in the net and preserved the
shut out.
''Our goaltending is one of our

Athletes of
the week
Men
Lancer
quarterback/punter
Andy Vasily helped lead the Lancers to victory 36-10. Vasily ran
for two touchdowns (four yards
and 26 yards), and threw for two
more. Vasily is a second-year social science major, and a native
of Windsor.

Women
Diane Lulic scored the winrung goals in both games versus

Brock and Waterloo. The Lancer
mid-fielder led her team to victory both days and bad an outstanding
overall
weekend
performance. Lulic is a third-year
criminology student, and a native
of Windsor.
[g

strongest positions on the field,"
said McNeily, "and without a
back up goalkeeper Dan realizes
that we expect a lot from him".
Campana lived up to this high
praise from bis coach when be
duplicated bis shut out feat the
next day against Waterloo. This
lime the offensive support came
from Paolo Carline and Gavin
MacDonald who each scored a
goal in another 2-0 victory.
Although the game ended with
the same score line as the previous day, McNeily emphasized
that balanced play in this encounter
was
much
more
profitable. "Both teams had
similar chances, the difference
was that we managed to capitalize on a couple of ours. Dan
Campana had to work much harder to keep the ball out of bis net
in this game."
The two convincing wins
pushed the Lancers to second
place in the league standings
where they are two points behind
Guelph who is leading. However,
there will never be a better
chance to make up that gap than
this Saturday when the Guelpb
Gryphons travel to Windsor for a
game and the league lead at
stake.
The Lancers also play "cellar
dwellers" Laurier on Sunday in
what looks to be a much easier
game on paper.
"While we may be able to expect two points from the Laurier
game, the Guelpb game will be a
different story"said McNeily.
"Guelpb is a big rugged team
who adopts a very rough, physical style of play." However, McNeily felt that the Lancers were
the more skillfull of tbe two
teams and felt confident about
their chances of winning. If their
current form is anything to go by,
Windsor should be riding high on
top of the league standings come
Monday morning.
[g
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Have you played yet? Find
your rules and entry form on
page 7 of this week's Lance,
then drop off your entry at the
CAW Student Centre, the
University Bookstore or
residence offices.
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Available: a career that's
• rewarding • fulfilling • beneficial
• professional • in demand
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Learn more about chiropractic health carea career as new as tomorrow.
Time: 10:00 - 2:00 p.m.

Day/Date: Tuesday Oct. 12
Place: In The C.A.W. Student Center

~P&S invites Part-time Students
to the first Class Rep Meeting
of the Fall '93 Semester
on October 12th.
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If you cannot attend, and
want to know more about
chiropractic as a career,
contact 1-800-782-3344 (US),
1-800-533-9210 (CAN).
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S.A.C.
Human Rights
Co-ordinator is now
accepting applications
for the position of Gay I
Lesbian I Bi-sexual Issues
Commissioner. This position
will act as a committee
head dealing with the
related issues and will work
with S.A.C. Human Rights
Co-ordinator on these
issues. Application deadline
is October 8th, 1993. Drop
off Resumes in the S.A.C.
office.
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Vegetarianism not just ethical issue
flumans started eating meat out of necessity, and never stopped
By Rich Martin
Special to the Lance

Vegetarianism is not just a
1uestion of elbics. In fact. lbere
trc very convincing and scienific reasons that suggest bumans
.hould not eat meat
After much study and research,
,dentists have concluded that our
:arly ancestors were vegetarians
hat only ate meat during times of
:xtreme crisis.
It was only during the last Ice
\ge lbat early humans started to
:at meat in order to survive. This
.vas due to the shortage of their
tatural diet of nuts, fruits, and
,egetables.
Since the Ice Age, humans
iave continued to eat meat either
>ut of necessity, or out of habit,
;onditioning, or lack of proper
01owledge. However, there have
,een many individuals and
~roups of people, through history
hat have realized the importance
)f a pure diet for health, mental
:larity. or spiritual upliftment,
.bus remaining vegetarians. If we
were to look at the digestive sys-

tern of vertebrate animals. we
would see lhat there arc lhree distinct groups: meat eaters. grac;s
and leaf eaters. and fruit caters.
The digesttve system of meat
eaters is very short and simple,
which 1s only three times the
length of their bodies. This is because flesh decays very rapidly
with putrefactive bacteria, which
quickly poisons the bloodstream
if it remains in the body too long.
Thus, through evolution. a short
digestive tract that expulses the
putrefactive bacteria quickly, as
well as a stomach with ten times
as much hydrocbloric acid as
noncarnivorous animals.
There are also other distinctions which set carnivorous
animals apart, such as the lack of
sweat glands, powerfull jaws and
pointed "canine" teeth, the almost
unlimited
tolerence
for
colesterol, and the fact that most
of digestion takes place in the
stomach and intestines.

Digestion
Grass-and-leaf-eating animals
live on grass. herbs, and other

plants. much of which is coarse
and bulky. Digestion for these
animals starts m the mouth with
the enzyme ptyalin in the saliva.
In order for the foods to be
broken down. they must be
chewed well and throughly
mixed with ptyalin. Thus grassand-leaf eaters have ·molar' teeth
and a slight side to side motion to
grind their food.
Since they don't eat food that
rapidly decays, it is not required
to expel the food quickly. So, the
digestive tract is ten times longer
than their bodies. Grass-and-leafeaters usually spend much time
in the sun grazing, thus requiring
sweat glands to cool the body.

Fruit eaters
The fruit eating animals include mainly the anthropoid apes,
which are humans' immediate
animal ancestors. The diet of
these apes mostly consist of fruits
and nuts. They have ·molars' to
grind and chew their food. and
their saliva contains ptyalin for
predigestion like the grass and
leaf eaters. Their intestines are

extremely convoluted and are
twelve times longer than their
bodies. for the slow digestion of
fruits and vegetables.

Carnivores?
Human characteristics are in
every way like the fruit eaters,
very similar to the grass eaters,
and very unlike the meat eaters.
Clearly, human beings are not
carnivores by physiology - our
anatomy and digestive system
show that we must have evolved
for millons of years living on
fruits, nuts, grain, and vegetables.
Scientists and naturalists. including the great evolutionist
Charles Darwin, agrue that early
humans were fruit and vegetable
eaters and that throughout history
our anatomy bas not changed.
The Swedish scientist von
Linne states: "The structure of
human beings. external and internal, compared with that of the
other anunals, shows that fruit
and succulent vegetables constitute their natural food."
Rich Martin is a Year IV Engineering student aJ U of W.

Letters to the editor

Ienghty. I also made it clear that
it was of utmost importance that
the information be provided to
students.
Dear Editor,
Surprisingly, none of my
I wholeheartedly agree with material appeared in the Campus
M. Duxton in bis disdain for Compass.
Furthermore,
the
using american teachers instead material that was published was
of more qualified Candian inaccurate and misleading.
teachers, (the Lance, September
Considering this is a SAC-ad27).
ministered programme, the CamIn a recent criminology course pus Compass editorial staff. and
I had an American professor. The particularly Mr.
Alexander,
course dealt with Canadian laws neglected to promote properly
in Canadian society. The profes- SAC initiatives.
sor admined he did not know
It is inconceivable that an immuch about Canadian laws or portant SAC publication such as
society. The course was a farce the Campus Compass would not
and the professor lacked be subject to editorial scrutiny
credibility.
before publication. I made myself
What really bothered me was available throughout the summer
that I submitted a written com- months for any needed changes.
...-.-..plaint along with my professor
I am asking you, Mr. Ricci, as
a<;sessment.
president of the student governI voiced my displeasure with ment. and directly responsible to
the way the course was being the students of U of W, to conconducted and supplied my name sider removal of Mr. Alexander
and phone number so I could be from office.
contacted for further information.
I am under the impression that
To this date. I have not been con- if Mr Alexander made another
-tacted.
serious error in bis duties, he
Tots obviously says something would be removed by special
about the integrity of the resolution. Mr. Alexander's
program.
general neglect regarding the
Dave Pickford Campus Compass must be considered as a serious error.
If the problem was beyond Mr.
Alexander didn't
Alexander's control. then proper
measures must be taken to
reprimand the responsible perDear Editor,
The following is an excerpt son.
The errors in the Campus
from a leuer originally addressed
Compass are not trivial. Even
10 SAC president Jon Ricci, and
passed to the lance for publica- though no changes can be made
to it, I have lost key educational
tion.
1 would hke to file a formal coverage that could have reached
complaint about the current SAC every student on campus.
Jennifer Jackson
VPUA. Steve Alexander. It is my
Environmental
Issues
view that Mr. Alexander did not
Comrnisioner
adequately perform his duties
regarding the publication of the

Why American
profs II?

perform duties

tabled al council were a slap in
my face or were a result of a
"turbulent summer." As far as I
am concerned, my summer at
SAC entailed asking tough questions and representing students to
the best of my ability.
Unfortunately, certain individuals felt that I was delinquent in my job duties, yet I took
initiatives this year that have not
been taken in the recem past: the
publishing of a Housing Manual,
return of the failed drug plan. and
the Campus Compass advertising
campaign among them. In addition all of my prescribed duties
were completed.
In the latter article, Mr.
Johnson made a couple of errors
in regard to lbe duties of the
VPUA. This position is not
responsible for dealing with the
three levels of governmem. nor is
it responsible for determining
policy with regards to parking
and tuition: nor is the position
responsible for dealing with
larger student federations. This is
the job or the SAC president.
who is responsible for all external activity.
As far a<; being threatened with
recall. anyone can threaten an individual al anytime. even if the
rea<;on is not meritorious, as this
case indicates. These threats were
unfair aspersions on my character
as a student represcntauve. but
they go with the territory I guess.
1 have no control over the comments or agendas of other individuals: I have become
immune to the criticism of certain individuals that arise because
of my views. not my deeds. I intend to continue to represent studentc;; an ideal that sbouldn· t be
lost on any student leader
whether past. present, or future.
Steve Alexander.

Campus Compass: A Student s
Guide to the University Of
Windsor.
In June of 1993. I gave Mr.

Alexander did

Alexander materials relating to
both a job description of the SAC
Environmental Issues Commisioner position and the University of Windsor Recycling
Programme before his deadline.
I informed Mr. Alexander that
I was available for consultation if
any of the materials were too

I would like at this time to
offer comments on the articles in Dear Editor,
the Lance enutled VP university
I would like to clarify my posiaffairs not to be elected, and Why tion regarding the comments
does SAC think students have made by myself that were quoted
rocks in their heads.
in Kevin Johnson's article enI do not feel, nor have ever titled, Why does SAC tl11nk stufelt, that the motions passed and dents have rocks in their heads?

perform duties
Dear Editor,

Majority of
students
ill-informed

Wbile I stand 100'* behind the
comments made while in council
chambers, I did not imply that
students have rocks in their
beads, and therefore are too
stupid to elect a Vice President
University Affairs (VPUA).
I will state however, that the
majority of students on this campus are very ill-informed of the
workings of SAC, and worse yet,
have absolutely no interest in
finding out.
To these student.<;. SAC 1s a
medium that rips off students of
an extra-ordinary amount of
money twice a year.
There are however. a small
sanction of students on this campus who are very informed, and
are quite capable of electing a
position of such importance.
Once a year, the students of
the U of W have the opportunity
to elect the candidate of their
choice to political office. This
brings me back to the point made
previously. A well spoken.
charismatic candidate who knows
nothing of the VPUA position
could potentially sway the ill-in-

formed students to elect him/her
based on unrealistic promises.
This would be a travesty to the
system that SAC attempts to run
on a day to day basis.
First of all, the potential
VPUA would not be able to fulfill her/his promises due to the
massive nature of the portfolio,
and secondly many of the
promises that we have wimessed
over the years are unobtainable
as a result of the by-laws and
regulations of SAC.
Council's answer to this potential problem is reverting back to
SAC's previous policy of having
the VP Secretary elected 10 office. I strongly feel that this person is in touch with clubs and
societies on campus on such a
regular tiasis. that she/he is more
in tune to the political issues that
concern students the most.
This individual bas a light
work load in companson to the
VPUA, which allows for more
flexibility to deal with student issues such as parking.
Brian J. Green
Nursing Society President

around
campus
-

-

-

Is the Business Faculty's grading system fair?
"Does It really increase the prestige of the
business school to fail 10 percent of its students?"
Pamela Nykiforuk
Future Special B. Comm.

"I like the competrtive aspect that the new
system introduces. Besides, I don't plan on
being among the 10 percent that fail."
Lawrence Tourangeau
Year II Special B. Comm.
"' "It will weed out the slackers who affect other
students in third and fourth year."
Demetra Glavas
Year Il B. Comm.
"My first reaction is absurd. The university is
getting further and further out of touch with
students."
Tom Head
Year III Business
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DATELINE: September, 1993 Govenunent officials stormed the offices
of a small, anti-establishmen1 party, seizing all property and financial assets. The
government was empowered to take such
measures by a bill which was hurriedly
"sneaked" through legislation. It appears
to be another example of government
manipulation in an attempt to narrow the
political spectrum and control the range
of issues discussed as elections near ...
Although it may sound like it, this isn't
an Associated Press wire describing the
actions of a totalitarian government in
some ..communist" regime. In fac1, this is
happening right here in Canada, rhe true
north strong and free. And, irony of
ironies, the small anli-establishment party
which is facing extinction. partly because
of these events. is the Communist Party of
Canada. These recen1 evenls may be the
broom the govermeni uses 10 sweep the already weakened party out of the Canadian
spectrum.
However. citing their historical
resilience, party faithful say that should
they be swept anywhere. it will only be
under the rug. And. what is under the rug
always reappears to make things messy
again.
The Communisl Party of Canada ha,;
been making things messy for Canada's
government since its illegal inception in
1921. It remained relatively small until
the Great Depression in the I930's, when
it gained the support of many of the
Canada's unemployed workforce.
During the '30s and '40s the party wa<;
at the forefront of the trade union movement. playing key roles in decisive events
such as the Windsor Ford worker's strike
in 1945. The idea of a socialist governmeni grew more and more popular among
Canadians. in particular, the working
class. The rapidly growing Co-operative
Commonwealth Federation, later to become the NOP, professed admiration for
the Soviet model of government. And, although the Communist Party was still illegal in Canada, four members were
elected to national and provincial government<; under the mask of the Labour
Progressive Party.
The cold war began shortly after and
anything resembling communism was
labeled and treated as a threat to national
security. During the '50s the party was virtually non-existent. US Senator Joseph
McCarthy's "witch hunts" and other anticommunist propoganda produced hostile
reactions and in some ca,;es, imprisonments, to anyone who was even considered to be sympathetic to communists.
However, people began to fight for
their right 10 communicate their thoughts
in the early '60s and. party members felt
it reasonably safe to begin carrying on
with their agenda. Something the communist party never enjoyed since before
WWII. It ran candidates in federal and
provincial elections and tried to push social issues into the forefront.
"We were the pioneers in seeking action in a number of areas,'" explains Liz
Rowley. Ontario leader of the Communist
Party. ''We tried to bring things such as
the nuclear disarmament, the health care
system. women's issues. racism, etc, into
public discussion long refore any one else
did. Eventually, people caught on and
demanded change."
The •70s and · 80s were smooth for the

party. except for occasional harrassment
from the RCMP.
"One morning, a member of our staff
went in10 our old office where the
plastered walls were coming apart. He
noticed a detection device hanging from
the the ceiling. We tore out all of the
walls and found that every room in the
building was being monitored. We were
about to call a press conference but the
RCMP came into our office and
demanded that they have their property
back." recalls Rowley.
The party consistently ran candidates in
elections and staged various types of

demonstrations to maintain its footing in
its challenge of the capitalist system.
By the late '80s, however, the party
began crumbling with the reforms and
eventual disintegration of the USSR. The
party leadership split. Many believed that
the events in eastern Europe were an indication that socialism, by way of revolution, wa<; dead.
According to Rowley. these members
left to create a new "left-wing version of
the NDP." In doing so, they tried to thieve
several million dollars from the party's
bank accounts. The internal turmoil, along
with the international situation, led many
to quit the party.
"It was too much too handle. Everyone
was in shock. It brought up so many questions. We weren't aware that the people
were so angry with their lives. We
wondered how they could be seduced by
capitalism. How did Soviet socialism get
so distorted?"
Even more prevalent, according to
Rowley, was the fear that there was no
longer a country that could keep the
United States in check.
"It was the greatest deterrent to US imperialism. Now that its gone many people
have realized the role it played in keeping
things peaceful. The last few years have
shown, using the examples of US intervention in Somalia and Iraq, that the
United Nations is now just a front from
US ambitions," notes Rowley.
The party was dealt another blow last
year when the Toronto Star devoted an entire first page to documents which
claimed that its operations had been partially funded by the USSR. Although noth-

ing came of the allegatons, bad press hurt
the party while it was in a weak state.
"We've always been funded through
private donations and membership dues.
That was more cold war propaganda - suggesting the dark secret cloud of international spies to get the public riled up.
Elections Canada has all the document<;
that prove where every dime of our funding comes from."
It is the passing of Bill C-114 that has
had near catastrophic implications for the
party.
Until now, the media bas focused on
Section 81 of the bill, which increases a

people are paying little attention to
politics. And it was pa<;sed by parliament
collectively, meaning that no one qucs
tioned the hill after its reading. Surely
they knew what this bill would do to the
smaller parties. Bui what would you expect from the 'big three."'
The party has challenged the bill in
court three times in the last month but ha,
so far been given the "run around." ii will
go back to court on Oct. 6. Rowley says
that at one point the judge a,;ked how the
party would pay for legal fees if they lost
the ca,;e.
"It's an outrageous situation. How are

registration.
For political and financial reasons, the
party wa'> unable to meet those guidelines,
running only four candidates nationally.
The De-registration is already in process
and is threatening to destroy the party.
In accordance with the new law, Elections Canada officials told the party last
week that all of their assets are frozen and
will be liquidated. In addition, the candidates who are running will not officially
be running as Communist Party members
and the party is forbidden to collect any
more campaign donations. As well, the
party's free-tiu1e broadcasting on CBC
has been revoked.
"Elections Canada owns everything
that we have. The building, the computers, the desks. our money - everything.
This is obviously an attempt to sweep the
smaller parties, like ourselves, out the
door," Rowly angrily explains. "Thal $50
OOO is only the beginning. Then a party
hac; to pay for the leaflets, lawnsigns. advertisements, travel costs, etc."
Rowley feels this is fundcmantally in
conflict with the Canadian Charter of
Rights which guarantees every citizen the
freedom to vote and run for office. What
further outrages Rowley is the way the
bill was rammed through parliament.
"No effort wa.,; made to show
Canadians what this law meant. It wa.-;
passed on Good Friday. when many

we suppose to pay for court costs if
they· ve seized all of our assets?"
Although the fight is in its early stage~.
the party is not overly concerned that lheJ
may be forced to start over again. The
party has been banned twice by the
Canadian government, but, it found way,
to bounce back each time.
To its encouragement, the party ha,
received positive responses from the pres·
and public over the issue.
"Canadians might not want to vote for
us, but they get upset when the government takes away their right to vote for
us," says Rowley. She also says that !bi!
party has been reinvigorated by the
government's attempt<; to eliminate it.
"We had been going through a rough s(ll,'li
and that bill showed us that the current
political system was still worried about
the potential power we still have."
Above all, the party is encouraged by
the political climate in Canada today.
Rowley feels that Canadians are fed up
with the rhetoric of the three main partie1
..People are realizing that capitalism
stinks. We have a prime minister who
tells Canadians to get used to unemploy·
ment. They're making the deficit the isslJ(
of the election. And to curb the deficit
they' II chop social programs, when 90 ~
cent of it is due to tax breaks for big bus1•
ness and interest rate policies. Just aboul
everyone realizes they are being fed lie~
"The problems with capitalism arc a,
relevant or more so than they were when
we began in 1921. We must forge ahead.
using Soviet mistakes as lessons, if we are
to build a socialist state m Canadian
colours."
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Diveraiona, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact.
Please send submissions to: The Lance; Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N9B 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Tuesday, October 12

Thursday, October 14

• Meeting of the CAW Student Centre
Board, at 3:00 pm in the board room on
the main floor of the CAW Student Centre.

• OPIRG Windsor holds its meetings every
Thursday from 4:00 to 5:30 pm at the law
School in room G101. For more
information, call Russell at 977-0253.

Aaaumption University Chapel invites
everyone for Mass starting at 5:00 pm
followed by a cost supper.

• The first University Environmental
Steering Convnlttee will be at 2:00 pm,
at the CAW Student Centre second floor,
Conference Room A. The SAC
Environmental Issues Commissioners
invite all members of university
community, refreshments will be served.
JEThe Moose Pub present, The Tea
Party, $4.00 advance, $5.00 at the door.

l Make Your Marki All Party Forum:
Question and Answer Period. Will be
held at the CAW Student Centre
Commons Area from 11 :30 - 1:00 pm.

Tarot Card Reading, from 9:00 to
11 :00 pm at the Eclectic Cate, 157
University Ave. West.

l Breaking

the Tru,t: Sexual
Hara11m,nt on Campu,, a video
presented from 12:00 to 1:00 pm at 310
Sunset Avenue.

JE The Grad House hosts Poetry and
Stories, at 3:00 pm.

Catholic Central graduates - first ever
reunion! 7:00 pm at the new school
chapel, for information call 256-3171 .
Barbara Baxter from the Council of
Canadians produces ahalf hour TV show
titled, "Solutions: Solving Canada;s
Woes." It airs at 6:00 pm on Cable 11.
• The Windsor Board and
Roleplaying
Gaming
Society meets at the Rose
Room of Vanier Hall from
noon to 11 :00 pm every
Saturday.

Friday, October 22
The Windsor
Symphony Orchestra
presents the first
of its special
'No-Frills Fridays'
at the Cleary Centre.
This concert series
consists of the
WSO'sdress
rehearsals, with
ticket prioces much
lower than usual.
Student admission is
just $5! The Oct. 22
concert is Beethoven's
Fifth. Call 252-6579

Wednesday, October 13

Saturday, October 16

® Lancer Football vs McMaster
at the South Campus
Stadium, at 2:30 pm.

Sunday, October 17
Assumption University
Chapel invites everyone to
participate in Sunday Mass at
10:30am and 4:30pm.

t

Monday, October 18
JE Musical Vision, David Uhrin,
composer and student of
music at the University of
Windsor for 12 years will be
perfonning at Iona College.

JEThe Univeraity Players present the
musical revue A Day in Hollywood, A
Night in the Ukraine at the Essex Hall
Theatre tonight through Sunday. Call the
box office for info, 253-4565.
l Film Night featuring: Manufacturing
Consent and Squatting in Vancouver, at
7:00 pm, upstairs at the Grad House.

Friday, October 15
l Awakening to Higher Energies: If You
Should Wake Before You Die, a
workshop with Gwen Jansma Ph.D.
starting at 9:30 am to 4:00 pm, Cost:
$35.00. For information call Janet at
977-0265 or 250-9182, or Mia at
948-4199.

Retreat for Studenta and Young Adult,
at Port Burwell, On. The Theme is: "In
The Beginning...•, for more information
contact Chaplaincy at Assumption
University at 973-7034.

l Humanitiea Research Group presents

® Women' a Volleyball vs Madonna
College, St. Denis Centre, 8:00 pm.
• The Unlveralty Senate wil meet in the

Dr. Ray Browne, from Bowling Green
State University discussing the Dynamics
of Popular Culture, starting at 8:00pm in
room 1101 of the Education Building, for
infomation phone 253-4232, ext. 3508.

Board of Governors room, fifth floor,
Wridsor Hall Tower, at 3:30 pm.

§ Every Friday, TGIF Volleyball Party! at
the Delta Chi House, under the Bridge.

The official Grand Opening
of the CAW Student Centre
will be celebrated w~h a cake,
and free performance by
comedy troupe Royal Blood, from
Toronto, in the Commons of the CAW
Student Centre, starting at 12:00 pm

• All students are invited to the Lance
general staff meeting, 6:00 pm in the
Lance offices, in the basement of the
CAW student centre.

Tuesday, October 19
JEThe CAW Student Centre celebration
continues with the Gerry Watson
Billiards Show at the Commons ,
featuring trick shots and challenge games
w~h the audience. The show begins at
12:00 pm in the CAW Student Centre.

Advance polls for the Students'
Administrative Council by-election.
Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
,LE Visual and performing arts.

l lectures, seminars, etc.
• Club and society meetings.

! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.

® Sporting events.
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3885 Sandwich St., Windsor Ontario

October 30th & 31st

Hallo,veen Bash - Prizes for best costume

every MondH_
Z ROCKNIGHTS

SAT. OCT. 30th
THE WAKE

OCTOBER18

THE NEW
MINISTERS
from Sarnia

SUN. OCT. 31st
CRAZY BABIES
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Ozzy & Black Sabbath
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Put Money In Your Pocket!
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The University of Windsor
Student Long Distance Savings Plan
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When it comes to long
distance there is an
economical alternative.

...

Nobody needs to tell you that when you're a
student, money in tight. That's why the University
of Windsor has partnered with ACC Long
Distance Inc. to bring you a program that saves
you up to 35% on your long distance phone bills.
Wtth the Student Long Distance Savings Plan,
there's no start up fee, no minimum monthly
payment or charges and you have the option of
second party billing; that is, the billing can go
directly to your parents. Parents and family
members are eligible for the program too!

Saving is easy
Discounts are applied on every North American
direct-dialed long distance call. And all discounts
are in addttion to those received in the phone
company's regular discounts periods. Even more,
every time you save on long distance, the
Windsor Student Long Distance Savings Plan
contributes a percentage of the billing to Windsor
programs. And it gets even better'
Just for signing up, your first $5.00 in long
distance calling is free. And if you're not
completely satisfied, you can cancel at any time.
So why pay the high cost of long distance? Now
there's an economical alternative.

Here's how it works

How can I sign up?

You're given ACC's local network number and a
personal account code which you dial first before
you dial direct. Simple? You bet. For
convenience, you can program these numbers
into your phone. And you can use ACC's service
anywhere in the local calling area. All you need is
touch tone phone service.
You can use the individual codes to separate bills
between roommates. ACC will bill each
subscriber monthly for calls made.

To enroll pick up a brochure at the Information
Desk in the CAW Student Centre or call the
student hot-line at:
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1-800-665-5691
Start saving today!
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How much does it cost?
•
•
•
•
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No sign-up fees.
No monthly fees.
No cancellation fees.
Pay only for your long distance calls.
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How much can I save?
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• First $5 free.
• Save on all long distance calls.
• 30%-35% on North American calls after
6 pm Monday-Friday or on weekends.
• 17% on North American calls anytime
Monday-Friday.
• All savings are applied in addition to the
phone company's daily discount periods.
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BAR and GRILL
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OCTOBER 15 & 16

· GARDEN WEASEL

1:1 OPEN JAM WEDNESDAY NIGHTS HOSTED BY
m

m

CHUCK BAKER
formerly of DRAINPIPE
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The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
perfonning both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press:
1. The Lancerecogmzes the drversity in ethme1ty, culture, gender, sexual
onentat,on, age, physical and mental ab1hty and economic sta1Us of our
audience, and reflect 11 ,n our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspectives other media avoid,
ths Lance recognizes that many disadvantaged groups 1n sooety do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm our respc,nsib1hty to grve
these groups voice and recogmbon.

3. The Lance 1s committed lo acbng against the oppresslOII of socially,
culturally, politically and economically disadvantaged groups. In
addition, we oppose the abuse of power 1n any form.
4. The Lance will not print matenal that 1s sex1sl racist, ageist
heterosex1st, or that maligns d11ferentry-abled peoples or the
economically disadvantaged
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of convent100aJ and
nuclear arms and the systems which promote them, wh,ch preseive and
extend uniust economic and political hegemony, drvertlng resources
from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolutlOn to any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecolog,caJ responsibility, both in content and 1n
its day·to-day workings.

Student Patrol
needs expansion
Since its inception in 1991, the Campus Patrol has been an ever increasing success, thanks to the professional attitude taken by both the
student volunteers and the campus police. In the Fall 1992 semester
alone, the two member patrol teams provided 419 escorts across the
campus for staff and faculty.
But the 160 member Campus Patrol staff is limited to the dehvery of
escorts only on campus property. Patrol teams feel helpless when they
can only escort someone to the perimeter of the campus and then
watch them until they are out of sight. The patrol volunteers are not insured and hence cannot leave campus boundaries. The present boundaries are north to the river, east to west from California Ave. to Huron
Church Rd. and south to College Ave., including Huron and Tecumseh
residences and the Lebel Buildin~.
The Campus Patrol recognizes the need for expanded boundaries,
due to the many members of the university community living on the
streets surrounding the campus, and the number of assaults that have
taken place on these nearby streets. The Campus Patrol coordinators
recommend a permanent part-time campus patrol of 10-12 individuals
who would be paid, extensively trained, and insured so they could
provide escorts off campus. With a paid patroller staff, the .area of
patrol could be expanded east to west from Bridge St. to Mill St.
The issue of safety on campus cannot be taken lightly. A university
where a student is afraid to walk alone at night cannot properly fulfill
its duties and obligations. And with so many members of the university
community living on the sidestreets off campus, a campus patrol that
can provide escorts to these nearby streets is an absolute neccessity.
The university should fully support the campus patrol in iLc; need for
increased funding to expand its services.

CFS, OUSA and

fee increases

Students across the country are debating whether or not their
students' unions should remain a member of the Canadian Federation
of Students (CFS), or join forces with a new group, the Ontario Undergraduate Student's Alliance (OUSA).
The decision should not be a bard one for students to make. OUSA
bas come out in support of the Council of Ontario Universities' (COU)
plan to raise tuition by 30 percent, supports the idea of the incomecontingent loan repayment plan and calls for more corporate involvement in post-secondary education.
These are all issues CFS is against, and for good reason. CFS bas a
zero-tuition platform, and fights against any increased cost for education, because they maintain that education is a right, to be shared by
all.
U of W students will have the chance to vote in a referendum in
February on whether to retain membership in CFS or not. If you don't
want to see tuition fees rise by thirty percent, make sure your student
councillors know that you want them to stay with CFS, and to stay
away from OUSA.
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Racism in the
classroom
Dear Editor,
I am writing to report the occurence of two subtly racist
remarks made by one of my Business professors.
The first instance occurred in
the first or second class of the
year. It was towards the end of
class when my professor turned
to a group of oriental students sitting together and said ,"If any of
you have trouble understanding
the terms I use, please come and
see me." Wby did be automatically assume that English wasn't
their first language?
The second occurrence was on
the day of the Corporate Fest,
held outside the Business building. The professor remarked on
food items they were giving away
(Coke, Crispy-Crunch bars. etc.).
He then addressed an oriental student sitting near the front and
said jokingly, "But of course. you
never eat any of those things, do
you?" Why did he automatically
a<;sume that she was not
Canadian?
It is hard 10 believe that a man
of such great education would
make such condescending, unprofessional remarks. University
professors should know better.
Name witheld by author's
request

Tired ofpro-life
propaganda
Dear Editor:
I'm writing in response to the
letters written by Steve MichaelsRedding and John Gray which
appeared in last week's Lance.
f'm tired of the morally
righteous, JX'O-life propaganda
and rhetoric of people like Steve
and John, who have clearly never
researched all sides of the issue.
They see it very simply, as a

black and white issue: abortion is
bad, it is murder. So if a woman
knows her baby will bt: born with
AIDS, she must have the baby. lf
a woman cannot financially afford to have a child. she must
have the baby. If a father fucks
his daughter and she becomes
pregnant., she must have the baby.
What irks me even more than
their narrowness. is the hypocrisy
of pro-lifers. who ignorantly pour
passion into saving unborn babies
while 1.2 million Canadian
children live in poverty. What
about the quality of life of the already born? How about throwing
some of that pro-life energy into
ending child abuse, homelessness, poverty and hunger? How
about putting some of that prolife zeal into ending war?
As men, it's pretty easy for
you two to sit back and judge
womyn for exercising control
over their own bodies. especially
when you're not the ones who are
responsible for a child's birth into
life, nor for caring for the child
afterwards. While I'm not suggesting that all men are irresponsible. it remains that womyn are
still solely responsible for birth
control and for raising children.
Well guys, 71 percent of
Canadians believe a womyn
should have the right to choose
abortion and womyn bave constantly struggled to procure and
to keep that right. We will continue to do so, even in the face of
moral dictators like yourselves
Sue Morin

Pro-choice not
freedom to kill
Dear Editor:
In response to the letters
printed concerning Windsor's
lack of abortion services, I would
like to clarify a few issues, if I
may. To begin with, I would like
to address the gentleman who

likened the pro-Choice movement to the 'freedom to kill'
movement. Pro-Cboice is not
about forcing women to abort unwanted fetuses. but providing
them with the opportunities to do
so. Pro-Choice advocates family
planning and adoption when
feasible. as well a<; advocating
safe and accessible abortions.
When someone asks you if you
are Pro-Choice, you may stop to
consider what they are truly inquiring about. It is irrelevant the
actions that you would take in
such a lime of crisis. The reaJ
ques11on is would you deny a
woman the same opportunity because of your own moral expectations?
Secondly, I would like to address the woman who felt that the
article was unnecessary and
·exaggerated' due to the accessibility of her own abortion. I am
amazed and greatly plea'>ed that
you suffered little indignation,
and were able to obtain a swift,
safe abortion, but do not fool
yourself; you are not the norm.
Nobody is asking you to be a
crusader for the pro-choice movement. but do not delegitimize
other women's desperations, and
pleas for help by relaying your
story publicly, a<; a standardized
experience.
Kristine Leach
Year m Political Science

Commies go
somewhere else
Dear Editor:
After
reading
Tran
Longmoore's article Red Scarce,
I believe that the Canadian Communist Party should take a hint
from the Soviet Union.
When will they learn that
nobody will vote for them? It
could have been our Parliament
building on fire, if commies bad
their way!
AndyGbuUs

Herstory validates womyn
By Angla Slingerland
Special to the Lance

On-Campus Student Service
providing Professional Output
at Reasonable Rates
Wedo:
• Term Papers • Group Presentations
• Resumes
• ACCIS Forms
• Cover Letters • Flyers
• Overheads, etc

Full Fax service, (incoming and
outgoing) for students.
Binding, photocopying and
Laser copies also available

...

History. The story of me n. It's what I've learned, it's what you've
learned in a male-based educational system. As a consequence, we've
been given the message that womyn don' t count - that womyn's con.
tributions were minimal or even nonexistant.
By advocating the study of "berstory", we are not giving "special at.
tention" or "undue recognition" to womyn. We are in fact giving back to
them what has been taken away - respect. Respect for womyn •s ac.
complishments and for womyn's validity as separate, individual beings.
And womyn have done a lot to be recogni1.ed for. Womyn have alwaYI
worked, and it has been this work that has sustained our civilization. fo
example, in hunting and gathering societies, the plants gathered bj
womyn were the main source of food rather than the animals hunted with
unpredictable success by men.
Womyn's work has been harnessed by those in power when it was
beneficial to them, and then squeezed out in tough economic times wbe1
the security of men's jobs were at stake. The appropriation and sanctifica,
lion of womyn working in the factories during World War II, and their
subse.quent displacement back into the home, is just one example.
In fact, prior to industrialization, womyn and men worked side by silk
in lhe home where everyone's contribution was considered e.qually valuable for the production of necessities. As lhe focus of labour moved outside the home with lhe introduction of factories and automauon. lb:
connotation of work changed. The division between womyn's work an:
men's work suddenly grew as well as a disparity in the status accorded«
each. The rise of materialism and capitalism (which largely fell into Ilk
bands of men) contributed to the une.qual sharing of the pie. Sudden!;
work that was done in the home was seen as being passive and u
legitimate in accordance with the view that !hose who performed it wer,
subordinate. Womyn who did work in the factories were paid less an!
often subjected to harsher conditions (longer hours, unsafe working CQJ.
ditions, etc.).
Even today, womyn's work is still devalued. Womyn are still paid I~
on average than men for work of equal value. And womyn arc still cm
sidercd less capable lhan men at performing activities re.quinng ah11it
and denoting high social status (such as political leaders, businesspcopk
etc.). This can only change if we start to view womyn a,; being equal:
credible - as hcing equally able and equally noteworthy. We need
provide future generations of boys and girls with with positive m
models so that neither will feel threatened by powerful womyn.
We need especially to give our young womyn a sense lhat they r
valuable and as equally valid as men. We need to show them that thcyr
not deviant but arc just as much an integral part of our society as me!
and have contributed as much
The consequence for any group !hat grows up in a society whr
demeans !hem is to internalize this oppression until it becomes se!
hatred. Rectihcalton begins with observing hcrstory as well as history.

Angie Slingerland is the Womyn ·s Centre Coordinator at the U of W
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Berkley
revolt for
civil rights
Berkley, one of several
campuses that make up the
University of California. bas

AN ACTIVE PAST
long been one of the
pioneers of North American
student activism. It was
during the early 1960s, when
the Cold War was at its
height, that the students at
the
campus
established
themselves as key figures in
the struggle for civil rights.
In 1963, student groups
spent their efforts flooding
the campus and community
with political literature of all
types and picketing community firms which they felt
bad discriminatory hiring
practices.
In 1964, university administration caved into pressures from the business
community,
which
was
afraid of the new student
radicalism. All advocative
literature and off campus
political
activity
was
prohibited. As well, student
groups were prohibited from
setting up booths at a main
entrance.
The issues came to a head
on Sept. 30, when two student groups defiantly set up
booths after being denied
permission. Eight organizers
were suspended by the dean
despite the support of over
500
signatories.
This
prompted a mass sit in at a
campus buiding, during
which the Free Speech
Movement
(FSM)
was
formed by a coalition of 20
student organizations. In the
following days, 7 OOO students rallied in support of
the suspended students.
At an emergency meeting,
FSM leaders agreed to stop
demonstrations after adminstration agreed to strike a
corrunitte, composed of studentc;, faculty and adminstration,
to
investigate
restrictions of political activity.
The fight was over until
adminstration, ignoring the
advice of the academic
senate, decided to enact further disciplainary measures
on demonstration organizers.
Dec. 1, 768 students were
arrested by police during a
demonstration. Many students were beat with fists
and clubs. The scene that
day united practically all the
students and faculty.
On Dec. 8, as thousands
of students cheered outside,
the
academic
senate
proposed a resolution that
adopted many of the FSM's
demands regarding content
of speeches or literature, and
amnesty for all students. The
administration, which caved
into big business pressures to
start the turmoil, could no
longer stand up to studentfaculty pressure.
The Berkley students'
revolt for free speech bad
succeeded, providing an example for students seeking
self-empowerment to struggle for and gain freedom of
speech
and
action
throughout North America. [g
An Active Past is a weekly
feature dedicated 10 the con-

tinuing struggle for student
rights.

Dl111JDI IVI.A.TCI
Student groups battle
over tuition proposal
By Sean Hertel
News Staff

Two provincial student federations,
with radically different adgendas, are
vying for the affection of Ontario's
university campuses. The Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS) in Ontario bas a rival which is pushing for a
tuition increase of 30 percent. The
authority of the Ontario Undergraduate
Student Alliance (OUSA) has been
called into question and has put CFS0 on the offensive.
Currenlly University of Windsor
students remain members of the CFS0, however this February's referendum may redefine future relations.
CFS is asking for an increase from $7
to $11 per student per year.
CFS membership fees pay for a
variety of services, as well as repre-

senting student interests at Queen's
Park on such issues as tuition increases, accessibility, and educational equity.
One of CFS-O's most adamant
campaigns is "zero-tuition." The
federation believes that with increased taxation of corporations by
the federal government could lead to
a free post secondary education system.
Officially formed in November
1992, OUSA recieved national
coverage because of their advocacy of
greatly increased tuition bikes to
upgrade the quality of post secondary
education. OUSA is comprised of student executives from Brock, Toronto,
Waterloo, Wilfrid
Laurier, and
Western but has never rccieved the
mandate of university students through
referendum. OUSA will have their
first membership referendum this
spring at the University of Toronto.
OUSA, claiming to represent 85
OOO students, brought three main
platforms in front of Queens Park
last year:
• proposals for a 30 percent tuition
increase
• an income contingent loan repayment program
• increased corporate funding and
involvement in post secondary
education.
Tbe proposal was immcdiatel y
denounced by the CFS-0 as
"dangerous and irresponsible."
Last year's chair of the fcdera-

tion, Ken Craft, criticised the new student group. ''OUSA is going to give
the other side exactly what they want"
Last August, the Council of Ontario
Universities proposed similar reforms
to the funding of post-secondary
education.
The CFS-0 argues that a collective
voice in Queen's Park and throughout
the country is what makes the federation so valuable. Onouha believes that
the 400 OOO member federation gives
U of W students assurance of a fair
fight agianst the OUSA backed COU
tuition proposal.
In a visit last week with the executive members of SAC. CFS-0 chair
also outlined the neccessily of federal
support of education. "The federation
maintains that access to post secondary education must be made free of
financial barriers," said Onouha
"Someone bas to be there (lobbyung
government) all the time. If you don· t
have a voice, you don't have a
presence. We want to give students a
presence."
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Alexander confident despite turn1oil
By Ross Shuliak
News staff

According to student councillor Jason Clemens, the "shit is
going to hit the fan" when Steve
Alexander's position is discussed
at the next SAC Finance Committee meeting.
The performance and future of
the vice president university affairs bas been a point of continuing conflict for this year's student
council. A seemingly never ending series of complaints in the
VPUA's office bas called
Alexander's position into question several times.
Since late May of 1993 council bas reprimanded Alexander
on several occasions. The
minutes of the summer's board
meetings indicate that Clemens,
last year's VP Finance, and Kristine Robinson, social science rep
and Cromer SAC president, are
Alexander's chief critics.
The May meeting of the Board
of Directors mandated that
Alexander comply with all
finance policies and procedures,
or impeachment proceedings
would begin.
In a June 22 board meeting,
Alexander wac; under fire for his
work on the Campus Compass.
The student guide went $1 300
overbudget because 80 percent of
the job was done poorly and bad
to be redone. The duties were
then reallocated to VP Secretary
JulieStJobn.
Alexander, in an August 31

meeting, swayed from a position
of taking ''no responsibility" to
accepting ''full responsibility" for
the errors in the book under the
unceasing attacks from fellow
council members.
A request for $139 in travel
expenses for a meeting with
Education Minister Dave Cooke
added to an already antagonized
council's attack. The necessity of
the Toronto meeting was closely
scrutinized, as was the failure to
write a fully itemized report in
advance of the trip.
With a list of citations already
on his record, it was brought to
the board's anention that "a certain SAC executive (Alexander)
was paid by the university for
services rendered" at a time when
he was needed to assist in
council's move to the CAW
Centre. Alexander's defence,
''Saturday is my time," did not
soothe his angry co-workers.
Additionally, Alexander took
criticism for allocating funds for
to a pancake breakfast for
Shinerama volunteers. Despite
the generous nature of the motion
the end result was disasterous,
with less than 50 volunteers
showing up for the event.
While maintaining that he has
not
broken
any
by-laws,
Alexander believes that small
procedural errors have been
blown out of proportion.
"Certain members of council
have gone out of their way lo
blov. things out of proportion,"
said Alexander.

Alexander said that he was
recently approached by an individual who told him that a
returning member of the SAC executive bad a grudge against this
year's executive.
"If this is true than I have no
other recourse than to believe
that
it's
personal,"
said
Alexander, adding that the
grudge may be due to the attention be placed on last year's executive.
"What comes around goes
around. I put them under the
microscope last year and they are
doing the same to me this year."
Clemens believes that the summer incidences were "serious
breaches" of policy, but did not
want to speculate on Alexander's
fate until after the October board
meeting. Clemens scoffed at the
notion that anyone on council has
a grudge against Alexander.
"His behaviour has not been
responsible. It bas nothing to do
with personal disputes," he said.
"I think our differences come
from the fact that most of council
to wants to carry on with last
year's initiatives and Steve is
usually on the other side,"
Clemens said. "He's clearly got a
different view of student council
then most of us. Not too many
councillors golf with U of W adminstration.''
SAC president Jon Ricci indicated that the problem may be
one of uncompromising wills.
"If ten people see something

one way and be (Alexander) sees

it another, maybe he could consider that they are seeing something he is not," he explained.
Ricci explained that the nature
of the position may have caused
the problem. "When running for
election you have a platform and
when faced with the portfolio of
this position in particular you
realize you either can't keep the
promises or you can't meet the
duties of VPUA," he said.
Ricci, who ran on a similar
platform to Alexander, bas survived the adjustment to the
elected position of president
without controversy.
SAC Environmental Issues
Coordinator Jennifer Jackson
recently called for Alexander's
resignation because of the
problems with the Campus Compass. The guide failed to mention
the university's expensive new
reycling program and was never
properly put together.
Despite the turmoil, Alexander
remains confident in the job be
has done. "It would be easy for
me to jump on the bandwagon
and be a ·yes man"'
However the problems have
made him weary
as
he
reevaluates student politics.
"It's not what I expected. It's
difficult sleeping ·with one eye
open. It makes it hard to smile
when I walk in the office each
day. but I still try. It looks more
and more like the name of the
game is to cover your own ass.
No one wants to stand up to
anyone."
[Q
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Women reclaim history

Recognizing Women's Contributions.

to us," said Slingerland.
She explained herstory focuses
ou Ille work of women, "it is important to know what they
achieved, why they're important
and what we can learn from
them."
According to Jacqueline Murray, a U of W history professor,
"historians bring their own
perspective of the past to fit their
own conceptions of the way
events occurred .. . not everyone
believed that women were inferior and oppressed."
Murray will be presenting a
discussion on behalf of the
Womyn's
Centre,
entitled

Angie Slingerland, the centre's
coordinator,
explained
that
women in history have not been
given as much recognition as
they deserve.
The history curriculum that is
taught in classrooms tends to be
male-dominated - it is more
common to concentrate on male
historical figures' accomplishments and not mention those
belonging to women.
"By changing the word (history) to herstory ... it's like adding the "y" to womyn. It's not
because we want to separate ourselves from men, we just want
recapture some of what was lost

2:00 pm in the Oak Room in
Vanier Hall.
The discussion is only part of
what is being planned by the
Womyn's Centre to celebrate
Women's History Month.
A poster series and video display in the CAW-Student Centre
will highlight local women's
contributions
to
history.
Windsor's Francois Baby House
will also continue its own exhibition of women's history, Her
Stones, well into next year.
IQ

By Monica eot,
News Stlff

Having been largely ignored
by historians, women across
Canada are demanding acknowledgement
Dming the month of Octobe.r,
Status of Women Canada will be
promoting events which focus on
the work women have done, as a
part of the second annual
Women's History Month. U of
W's Womyn's Centre has organized events around this year's
theme, HERstory of Work:

Gender in the Middle Ages:
Medieval
Perspective
and
Modern Polemics. The discussion will be held on Oct. 20 at

CLASSIFIEDS
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VANCOUVER (CUP) Join a club! Meet new people,
share your interests, get involved. Just don't interfere with
student council matters.
That's the message from
Roger Watts, director of UBC's
student council, who oversees
the university's student clubs.

Several clubs have been
promoting a referendum which
asks students if they want to
join the Canadian Federation of
Students (CFS). However,
Watts says he will not allow
clubs to criticize council's position, which opposes CFS membership. Watts has threatened to
remove privileges from, or even
shut down, clubs.
"A club should not be used as
an internal political vehicle to
promote change on campus.
That's what elected officials are
for," said Watts.
CFS supporter Jeff West is
critical of SAC' s stance.
"This is an arbitrary move by
SAC to try and shut down the
campaign. They're paranoid
that we're going to strip them of
their sacred power."
- Graham Cook, Ubyssey
VICTORIA (CUP) - Enviromnentalists hope their
stump can force politicians to
take a stand for Clayoquot
Sound.
The 8 OOO lb. stump, dug out
of the Vancouver Island sound,
will be towed from Victoria to
Ottawa in what has been
dubbed the Big Stump Tour.
The tour will stop in several
Canadian cities, arriving in Ot-

tawa a few days before the Oct.

25 federal election.
At each stop, the tour will
circulate a petition to suppon
federal involvement in refonning forestry practices. Organizers hope that the tour will
pressure political parties to address the controversial topic in
their election platforms.
- Dave Clements, Mart/et
TORONTO
(CUP)
Mothers who are studying at
York University may soon have
their own private place on campus to breastfeed their babies.
Penny Van Esterik, associate
professor of Anthropology,
hopes to make York a model a
"mother friendly" workplace.
The campus Womyn's Centre
has been suggested as a place
for mothers to breastfeed their
children.
Statistics
show
that
breastfeeding reaps health
benefits for mothers and babies.
"This is not an issue to
protest for,'' explains Van
Esterik, "It is not important to
many people. Yet, it is terribly
important for a number of
women, for short periods of
time."
- Samantha Berman,
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Schedule of Events

A

Location
Oct. 18

Oct. 19

~:::~~g.
(a fundraising body for emotional
healing for individuals who are
financially disadvantaged)

Oct. 21

·

is presenting a
workshop with Gwen
Jansma, Ph.D., entitled:

Awakening to
Higher Energies: If
You Should Wake
Before You Die.
This gathering utilizing
meditation, vibrational tuning
and energy alignment will take
pace on catll)US on Friday,
October 15 from 9:30 am to
4:30 pm. The cost is $35.00.
Call Janet ,t 917.()265 or
2504182 or Mi• at 948-4199.

.:;$

October, 1993

Oct. 20

Realities

"

Excalibur

OKTOBERFEST
Student night at the 'Twist 'N'
Hausen' - Kitchener/Waterloo. Thursday, October 14.
Return coach from the U, $36
- includes ticket into the
twist and a party mug.
Tickets are selling out fast.
Call Karl at 254-8309.
E-l-E·l-01

C

CAW Student Centre

BED & BREAKFAST FOR visiting
parents and friends. Ten blocks from campus. Call 256-3937.
lWO BEDROOM FURNISHED house. 15
minute drive to campus. Non smokers.
Available Oct-May. 944-4464.
TEMPORARY AND FULL-TIME 1obs in
Japan as Conversational English Instructors. Up to 4oro'month, no expenence
necessary. Free delalls; send SASE:
MGM Support Services, Dept 317, 1063120 81'1 Street E.. Saska!Don, Saskatchewan, S7H OW2.
EARN FULL-TIME SSS for part-bme
hours. Call 972-7906.
WANTED 2 AMBmous WOMEN for
fast-growing hngene business. PIT or FIT,
call 253-3227
WINDSOR FOLK PRESENTS Garnet
Rogers in concert October 29. Tickets
available at the Student Centre desk.
USED CAR WANTED TO BUY, preferably a Honda in good condrt1on. 256-6993.
TYPING: PAPERS, ESSAYS, reports,
thesis, resumes, letters. Cash, VISA or
MasterCard accepted. For special student
rates, call Roni at 253-5501.
CODEPENDENCY: PhD student in
psychology seeking anyone interested 1n
codependency (codependents, therapists,
or people who reJect the label) for confidential interview. Call Jonathan Douglas,
979-9087

OTIAWA (CUP) - Carleton will not participate in this
year's Macleans magazine survey of universities.
The university cited a lack of
staff resources needed to update
survey information, which
ranks universities according to a
range of criteria Last year, Carleton spent about $100 OOO to
hire two full time staff members
to collect and gather data_
"I'm not going to be bullied
around by some magazine
against the better interests of
this university," Carleton president Robin Farquar said.
In the 1991 magazine survey
Carleton placed 44 out 46
universities because incorrect
data was sent to Macleans. The
vice president of the university,
who was in charge of collecting
data for the survey, resigned because of the uproar created by
the university's low placement.
- Christina Craft, Charlatan

Noon-1pm
1pm-2pm

Royal Blood Comedy Troop
Grand Opening Cake Celebration

The Commons
The Commons

Noon-1 :30pm Gerry Watson Billiard Show
The Commons
1pm-2pm
CHWI-TV "One O'Clock Live" TV Show The Commons
10am-7pm
10am-4pm
4pm-6pm
5pm

Health Fair
Social Science Society Open House
CBC "Crosstown" Radio Show
Health Fair Grand Prize Draw

Ambassador Auditorium
SSS Office
The Commons
The Commons

Noon-1pm
10am-3pm

College Bowl Demonstration
1962 Days at Bernie's Grill
Elvis Raffle for United Way

The Commons
The Marketplace
The Commons
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Oct. 22

10am-9pm
Noon-Spm
Noon-9pm
10am-2pm
2pm

Photo Exhibit of CAW Student Centre The Commons
SAC Information Table
Display Area
CAW Open House
Entire Building
Pumpkin Carve
The Commons
House of Travel Giveaway Draw
The Commons
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Each day, from 11 :30am-1 :30pm, the Transit Windsor Mini-Bus Shuttle will transport
people from stops at the Human Kinetics, Visual Arts and Odette Buildings to the CAW
Student Centre, and all passengers will be entered into a daily raffle for a FREE MONnt
TRANSrT WINDSOR BUS PASS.
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Student Centre a clip joint

WINTER1994
REGISTRATION
CURRENT, PART-TIME UNDERGRADS:
Timetables will be available on campus beginning October 15th.
You can register by phone beginning at 9:00 a.m. on Monday, October 18th.
(Your "Personal Access Code" was printed on your Fall "Confirmation of Registration"
which was recently mailed to you.)

CURRENT, FULL-TIME UNDERGRADS:
You must pick up your registration package, including your "Telephone Registration
Appointment Notice" and Degree Audit Report at the REGISTRAR'S OFFICE.

Follow this schedule for pick-up:
Yr. 4 and Yr. 3 students-beginning Wednesday, October 20th;

r

Yr. 2 students-beginning Wednesday, October 27th;
Yr. 1 students-beginning Wednesday, November 3nd.

PART-TIME GRADS:
Materials will be mailed to your current LOCAL address.

FULL-TIME GRADS:
Registration materials will be available in your department.
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r

THE ANNUAL AIDS HAIR-CUT-A-THON was held last week in
the CAW Student Centre as part of AIDS Awareness Week
activities. The fundraiser featured many of Windsor's top stylists
pitching in to make a contribution. Above, a satisfied customer
enjoys some close attention.

Students rally in support of
Clayoquot Sound peace camp
Nationwide Protest To Save
Trees:
The
Environmental
Awareness Association joins the

CAMPUS CLIPS

<

Canadian Unified Students Environment Network in a National
Action Day for Clayoquot Sound.
Campus groups across the
country will stage a mass protest
at noon on Oct. 13, due to the
continuing destruction of the
forest, and the vulnerable position of those still remaining al the
Peace Camp in British Columbia
Following a rally, the EAA
proposes to bold a mock ttial for
MacMillan-Bloedel and the
provincial government at the
UofW.
Bus Shelter Not Utilized: The
Special Needs and Accessibility
Committee (SNAC) is concerned
that students who use Handitransit are not using a bus shelter
built for that purpose. Located
off the road near Lambton
Tower, the shelter may ha~ been
given the wrong location since
students have been getting
dropped off at Sunset instead.
"When we asked for this bus
shelter, we asked f«x" it to be
closer to the road because we
knew it would cause difficulties," said SNAC's Brian
Lelievre. Lelievre encourages

special needs students to make
use of the facility as it is a designated Handitransit stop.
Book Tax Hits Libraries:

Tax on text.books will be an issue
in the Oct. 25 federal election.
Libraries have been struggling
with limited funds and greater
demands.
Madge McGowan, U of W
librarian, explained that "the
budget was reduced by 2.67 percent and has been for the past
three years," translating to fewer
library resources.
McGowan said "libraries and
library usociatioos will be lobbying on the issue, and it would
certainly help if students support
this with lettezs. Beawse if the
government taxes reading Ibey
can't say they support literacy."
Buses Continue To Run:
Transit Windsor workers have
ratified a contract which ensures

"labour peace" for the next two
years. With the continuity of the
program now ensured Transit
Windsor bas decided to continue
to promote the semester pass for
UofW students. The su~ of
the September to December pass
which saves students 25 percent,
intiated the move to offer a
similar deal for the winter
semester.

Personal Size Pepperoni Pizza

A delicious McDonald's Personal Size Pepperoni Pizza
has always been a great value.
But now, at just $1.99 plus applicable taxes, it's unbeatable!
Don't miss it. Drop by a local Wmdsor McDonald's today.
"3354 Dougall Ave."

"883 Huron Church Rd."
"2780 Tecumseh Rd. E."
"7777 Tecumseh Rd. E."
"77 Wyandotte SL E."
"3195 Howard Ave."
"4840 Wyandotte St. E."

South African students struggle
to educate racist administrators
By Denise Babin
The Link

JOHANNESBURG (CUP) -Army dogs on the Wits University campus don't do algebra.
They are trained to bite. Trained
to bite students who dare to challenge the racist administration.
Campus life in South Africa is
nothing like in Canada. Of
course.there are lectures and labs,
beer-drinking contests and a
chessclub.
But tear gas and army tanks
are as much part of student life as
exams. Even the canine soldiers
have marched many times over
the football field, marking their
territory.

Students arrested
Attending a Wits student council meeting is a challenge in itself. On Aug. 19, 116 students
were arrested after the police and
trained dogs surrounded their
outdoor gathering and shoved as
many as they could into a paddywagon.
The students were released by
3:00 the next morning but more
were arrested several days later
and 130 students are in court
facing charges of public violence
and contempt of court.
The students at the meeting
were planning a series of actions,

including a class boycott to force
the university administration to
listen to their demands.
The first demand was the lifting of a Supreme Court injunction against any meeting of the
South African Students Congress
on campus. The second called for
the disbanding of the undemocratic university council.
None of the demands have been
met.

Goal for democracy
The congress is the principal
student union in South Africa. Its
goal is a non-racial, non-sexist
and democratic South Africa.
Students under its banner say
the administration is a dinosaur
from the apartheid system and
they want to change it. Apartheid
education created separate funding schemes for blacks-only and
whites-only schools.
Only about 30 per cent of Wits
students are black. Most are in
the arts faculties. Only nine per
cent of engineering and science
students are black.
Student activists at Wits think
of their university council,
similar to the senate of a
Canadian university, as white
guys with ties protecting their assets.
Members of the council deny
there's any problem.

THE _

Survival tactics
"There's no rule telling us
where we are supposed to stay,"
said one black student. "It's just a
question of survival tactics."
Black students have been
threatened with violence and
chased out of whites-only
residences.
The University of the North, or
"Turfloop" as it is called by the
students, is built like a fort. Most
buildings on the black campus
have an outer wall with holes just
the right size for the tip of an
AK-47.
The hill on the northern side
serves as a watch tower. Barbed

wire and high fences ar
everywhere. When things &t
bad, there's even tripwire.
"It has to be built like a fon,
said Oscar, a student activist a
Turfloop and member of ~
South Africa Students Congre51
"Our administration and our (stc
dent council) are democratic, ~
that scares the shit out of ~
government."
The South African Defenc:
Force has an army base less Iba.
a kilometre away, just north t
the main gates.

Run like hell
"When they come in lookic
for student activists, sometime
we run like hell. Other times. ,..
shoot back," Oscar said.
South Africa is transfonni
itself, slowly but surely. A~
theid laws were scrapped in Fe&
1990 after intense pressure f~
liberation groups like the Africa
National Congress (ANC), an
an international business and cul
ture boycott. But laws are oru
one part of the racist regime.
The black majority in 1a
country will vote for the fm
time in April's national electioru
They will vote to change 1h
government.
Maybe the education systa
will follow. People's minds \I
be the hardest to change.
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QUESTION... LIKE LIVE MUSIC?
QUESTION... STRAPPED FOR CASH?
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"The council met and believes
it is, and will continue to be, a
legitimate structure," said June
Sinclair, the only woman on
council. "We are representative
of students' interests."
And Wits is considered a
liberal, open university in the
South African context.
The University of Pretoria, in
the capital, is a breeding ground
for young racist minds. Despite
the scrapping of Apartheid laws
that restricted access to the
school to whites, Apartheid is
still the way of life. More than
10,000 students live on campus
yet only one residence houses
black students.
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OPEN AT NOON

TIIEN
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t:: OPEN AT 5 P.M. ~

MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

CHEAP PITCHERS $7.50 after 5

FREE SLIZE OF PIZZA!! · 5P.M. TO 8P.M.

HAS GOT SOMETIUN' FOR YOU!!

NO FRILLS FRIDAYS!!
Spend the night with the Windsor
Symphony! Take a behind the scenes look at
the orchestra during their final dress
rehearsals for the blockbuster CLASSICS
concerts!
PRICE: $5 (YES, FIVE BUCKS!)
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960 Wyandotte St. E.
Windsor 519-252-4600

253-3494
156 CHATHAM ST. W. (Chatham & Ferry)

DATES
Friday. Oct 22, 1993, 7p.m.-Beethoven's Fifth
Friday, Nov. 26, 1993, 7p.m.-Tchaikovsky Spectacular
Friday. Jan. 21, 1994, 7p.m.-Mo1.art Special
Friday. Feb. 18, 1994, 7p.m.-Hungartan Rhapsody
• Come casual and hear the symphony your way!
For tickets call Cleary Box Office 252-6579
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By Julian Revin and Katera Zappacosta
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She's arrogant and sarcastic; omnipotent
and intimidating. She has a quiet, yet vehement intelligence that can penneate your
mind and your soul.
She's Margaret Atwood and it's really hard
not to like her.
"This is The Robber Bride and, yes,
Windsor does exist," she confirmed recently
during a reading from her new book at the
Capitol Theatre. Throughout the evening she
read excerpts with a confidence that said, 'I
know you're going to love this.'

And, she has reason to be confident.

The Robber Bride, Atwood's eighth novel,
is her most compelling creation since Cat 's
Eye. The writing is typically Atwoodesque in
its simple yet deeply revealing prose.
Molecule by molecule, trait by trait, each
character is constructed.
Tony is a history professor who relates
everything to war and military strategy and
has a weaknes for souvenirs. Charis is a
spiritually driven vegetarian and Roz is a successful businesswoman consumed by
jeleousy. All three women are drawn together
by one thing - Zenia.
Zenia is omnipresent. She, at one point,

Margaret Atwood captivates audience at the Capitol Theatre during a reading from her latest
novel, the Robber Bride. {photo by /AN GRAY)

LITERATURE
The Robber Bride
Margaret Atwood
McC/elland and Stewart
$28.99

robbed each woman of spiritual peace ancl
haunts their every thought, daily.
But Zenia is dead ... or so they think.
It's lunch at the Toxique, a Toronto cafe.
Zenia floats in, beautiful as ever, with enormous breast<;, "And her hair, a dense cloud of
it, blown around her head by the imperceptible wind that accompanies her everywhere,
moulding her clothes againt her body..."
The rest of the book unfolds the tale of the
foursome, each chapter revealing more in a
story full of culminating emotion.
There is always speculation that characters
in a book represent bits and pciccs of the
author. However, Atwood denies any of these
characters personify her.
'Tm a writer, I can get into character
without being like them," she assures her
audience. "Writers can improvise. It doesn't
all have to be from their own life."
She adds, however, that she can only write
about places she knows well - in this case,
Toronto.
There are some themes in The Robber
Bride that seem to pop up frequently in Atwood's work. In Bodily Harm (1981),
Canadians are referred to as 'Sweet
Canadians,' suggesting a sort of submissive
politness. In this novel she writes, "Canadian
businessmen are such wimps, by and large ...
Aggressively Canadian, what a contradiction
in tenns, it is to laugh,"'
And, yes, the book is about women and
most importantly their relationships with men
and with each other. This is what Atwood
does best; she gets inside her reader's head
and inspires analysis, interpretation and intense emotion.
(g

A Night in the Ukraine funny but forgettable
By Lisa Fortin
Arts Staff

Show Boat, it ain't.
The University Players' opening presentation of A Day in Hollywood, A Night in the Ukraine
could by no means be called con-

THEATRE
A Day in Hollywood,
A Night in the Ukraine
by 0/Clc Vosburgh and Frank Lazarus
presented by the Untversif'/ Players

troversial. Whatever dated sexrole stereotypes it may comedically have depicted drew no
protests, only applause and
laughter.
The play, with book and lyrics
by Dick Vosburgh and music by
Frank Lazarus, was performed in
two parts. The first half consisted
of a musical revue set in
Hollywood's famous Chinese
Theatre in the late 1930s. The
theatre was gorgeously recreated
by Maya Ishiura's set design and
Tedfred E. Myers' lighting.
The eight members of the
'company,' dressed in usher costumes designed by Patricia Fell,
try to transport us back to a time
when movies were the pimary
source of entertainment, and
movie musicals in particular, the
great escape from the never-mentioned Depression and impending
World War.
Ivan Ameill, Scott Bloxom,
Stephanie Bickford, Jonathan
Ellul, Steven A. Gauci, Lena

e niversity Players open their season with the hilarious musical, A Day in Hollywood, A Night in the
Ukraine. (photo by STEPHEN PANICCIA)

Palermo. Elii.a Jane Scott and
Samantha Winstanley all possess
fine voices. and each is given a
chance to shine outside the ensemble numbers with a solo or
duet song and dance.
Unfortunately, some of the
dancing lacks polish. and the
show takes some time to warm
up. This may be attributed to the
disjointed nature of the songs that
form the revue. It is not the fault
of
director/choreographer
Patricia Hennessy Laing or musical director Jirn Le Francois.
By the time the cast reaches
Act I's 'Production Code' tourde-force
tap-dancing
grand
finale, however, the audience is
roused into hearty laughter and
applause. Then the upcoming
'feature' is announced.
The NighJ in the Ukraine portion of the program is certainly
the evening's highlight. It is a
musical comedy "loosely based
on CheJchov's The Bear, starring
'1be Marx Brothers.'"
The cast of Act I returns,
though the actors' talents seem
better use.d in this farce about a
conniving lawyer and a rich
widow, her daughter and her servants. The barrage of one-liners
and excellent slapstick make for
a great deal of fun.
The verdict silly, light, instantly forgettable, but yeah, A
Day in Hollywood, A NighJ in the
Ukraine is entertaining.
IQ
A Day in Hollywood, A Night
10 the Ukraine plays October 13-

17 at Essex Hall Theatre.
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What did you do this summer? ,
By Karen Hendricks
Arts Staff

Bart Gazzola is concerned and
for a good reason. His Lebel art
show contribution entitled Self
PortraiJ: After bas been seen by
bis fellow classmates but has
never been viewed by the rest of
the students at the University of

Windsor.
He's beginning to think students never venture past the
parametres of Vanier Hall or the
C.A.W . Centre. He also thinks
they wou ld be surprised to know
that there is some really neat
stuff happening at the School of
Visual Arts; some real, vital,
poignant and some times mindaltering stuff.
Thus, one question arises - If
it is that impressive, why isn't
everyone there?
It's time to realize that the

local art scene at the unviersity
exists and needs to be appreciated, recognized and. above
all else, j ust plain looked at.

What I Did Over My Summer
Vacation is the School's opening
show over at the Lebel Building,
on Huron Line. It is comprised of
serious, well orchestrated works
dealing with a variety of topics in
an
eclectic
assortment
of
mediums.
The medium of choice is paint
but others are explored: wax.
metal, photographs, glass, chalk,
wood, ink, and even a cage.
The contemporary nature of
the work might make some
people apprehensive about seeing
the show. Some advice: keep in
mind that contemporary art isn't
supposed to carry one definative
meaning and thus, should be approached with an open mind.
To summarize What I Did

Over My

Summer Vacation

would be useless since the areas
and themes covered are extensive
and often, unrelated. Yet, the
show is held together by its freshness and originality.
Many pieces shock the mind
and excite the soul - a dozen
wax eggs, a zippered doll, a delicate rendering of the female
figure, band -made books and
many others.
What did you do over the summer? Did you work like crazy?
Go to summer school? Watch
endless soap operas? Create a
work of art?
In the case of about 20 visual
art students in their third and
fourth year, the latter was accomplished. So, skip the student
centre, pack a lunch and bead out
to the LeBel gallery.
[g
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Karen Hendricks is a first year
visual arts student.

Untitled, by Debbie Brooks (left) and Cages by Mark
Laliberte (above). (photos by KAREN HENDRICKS)
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F.or those of
you who have
never venture
to the Lebel
Building, here
are some
user-friend~
directions.

WINDSOR'S
MOST GAY
POSITIVE BAR

TOP TEN REASONS WHY
YOU MUST VISIT CE&SP

CROSSTOWN #2
TO
WIN DEMERE

I

....

1. We provide employment counselling.
2. You can learn some valuable Job search techniques, Interview skills and resume writing tips from our workshops
3. We have postings for Full-time, Part-time, Summer, and
Volunteer Jobs.
4. We have a Resource Library with video tapes provided by
the companies that recruit on campus, self-help books, salary
surveys, university and college calenders, and lots more.
5. Find out what else you can do with your degree from the
Career/ Majors Manual and Alumnl Directory.
6. Get FREE copies of "Career Options" magazine and other
career related literature.
7. Check out the Overseas Opportunities section for employment and study opportunities outside Canada.
8. Find out about upcoming Career Fairs and Special
Seminars.
9. Check the Canada Employment Weekly magazine for current
Job opportunities In your field.
10.1rs A VALUABLE RESOURCE!! so USE ITII
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ROOM 111, DILLON HALL.

Coming
Soon:
Thursday
Oct 14-• Freddy Burch: Country &
Western Entertainer with the Rodeo
Men for Line Dancing

Wednesday Oct 13-• Host Vicki Charles with Silver Star

Friday, Saturday &
Sunday-• Come out and dance your buns off.

Lunch & Dinner available 7 days/week
Reservations Recommended
11 am-2pm • Lunch
5-9pm • Dinner
1880 Wyandotte St. E.
258-5706
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What about Bob?
By Katera Zappacosta
Arts Editor

What do you do with a
washed-up, bas-been marching
bass drummer named Bob?
University of Windsor Communications graduate, Matt Gallagher, had an idea. Gallagher

wrote, produced and directed a
13-minute film called Bob and,
subsequently, won first place in
the
comedy
division
at
TVOntario's annual Telefest
Awards.
Telefest, initiated by CBC in
1981 but taken over in 1991 by
TVOntario, gives recognition to

I

NO, THIS 15 NOT AN ARCHAEOLOGY CLASS: It's Stratford

of

F.estiv.al .actor Colm Feora+ie.rf.Q!'ming P"'1S from E.\JriRld~s·

ave
ure
al

Bacchae. Feore, who has astounded audiences with
performances in plays such as Richard Ill and Hamle~ was on
campus last Thursday to discuss Greek drama with Professor
Charles Fantazzi's Cultures and Ideas class. Here, he holds the
mask of Dionysus, a character Feore played in the Festival's
version of Bacchaethis summer. (photo by ERIC BERNARD)
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walk from U.

tlri, Thursday,

cflEAD START

UNISEX
Hair styling

STUDENT DISCOUNTS 20% OFF

Ontario university and college
students for outstanding work in
film, video and radio production.
Three other communications
students helped make Bob a success: Ian Gray, cinematographer,
Peter Kaman, sound and Kim
Ivy, production assistant.
Now, Bob is a fictional
character but Gallagher admits to
some real life influences.
"He' s based on a blues
guitarist from Toronto who bad a
brief glimpse of fame in the OOs
and '70s ... Also a guy I knew in·
bighschool who played the marching bass drum," says Gallagher.
In the film, Bob is looking
back on bis life and bis music
career. At one time he played
marching bass drum for some
famous bands but now he's just a
name dropper trying desperately
to get a gig.
Lucky for Bob, the film has a
happy ending, stardom.
Ralph Benmergui, host ot'
CBC's Frzday Night, presented
Gallagher and team with their
award.
"I was surprised. I'm not completely happy with Bob. It's not
as funny as I would have liked it
to be," says Gallager, who is currently working on a documentary
about fear of clowns.
But everyone else seems to
think it's funny. Gallagher chalks
it up to spending over a year on
the $4,000 production which was
funded almost entirely by the
Communications department.
Clips from Telcfest award
winners will be broadcast on
TVOntario's Blood. Sweat and
"tlf)e
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Ae1thetic1
Body waxing
Manicures
Favcials
Pedicures

Lateat Cuts
Tinting
Highlighting
Perms
Ear Piercing

Open
Mon day-Saturday
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Friday evening by
appointment only

Michelle Oaborne & Lynda Lucier. 3210 Sandwich St (at Mill) 25"992

Blood DoNoR CliNic
:,:

CAW S1udENT CENTRE

dESk AREA)
TuESdAy, Oc1obER 26 ANd
WEdNESdAy, Oc1obER 2 7
( MAi N flooR

'VAMpiRE' pfAQUE AWAR<fEd TO

fAcull)' wiTk TkE HiqkEST
PERCENTAGE of pARTicipATiON.
WiN CkAllENGE Cup poiNTsl
PLEASE qivE, iT MEANS so Muehl
REMEMbER: you MUST kAVE
pkOTO 10 TO doNATE blood.

aml ot..,

reat pn1es

p.m. Un-

when you enter

fortunately, there is no way to
see the entire film right now but
there's talk of the Communications department putting together
a show of student's creations
from the last five years.
~

755 Ouellette Avenue
256-2385
Free Parking at Rear

EVERY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
ATKINSON(GrMn)

_ _ _,.

CARASCO (NOP)

,.
---

CRUISE (Marx-Leninist)

4pm-12:30 am

DECTER (Natural Law)

%

---

___,.

,.
--,.
GRAY (Ubenil)
--FRIESEN (PC)

20
ITEMS

POPE (Abolitionist)

___,.

SKINNER (Aefonn) _ _ _,.
_ _ _,.

Contest deadline: 5:00 pm,
Friday, October 22. Ballols may
be submitted in the CAW
Student Centre at the Lance in
the basement, at the main desk
on the ground floor, or at the
SAC office on the second floor.
1at Prize: Dinner for two at the
University Club.
2nd Prize: $50 gift certificate
from the University Bookstore.
3rd Prize: Large pizza from
Antonellrs campus pizzeria.
TIEBREAKER:
Which pal1y will WIii the most seats?
Howmanyseatsw,llitW111?

1ir

WITH FRIES

l
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--------------------------
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Lancers bring
ho01e OUAA gold
By Norm Groleau and
Simon Hales
Sports Staff

Lancer golfers enjoyed success
both as a team and individually at
the OUAA Championships on

GOLF
Oct. 4 and 5. The team consisted
of OUAA veterans Bill Seagris,
Steve Hanna, Kevin McCullogh,
Chris Tortorice and newcomer
Chris Lown.
They recorded a convincing
six stroke victory over defending
champion Guelph. This brought
the OUAA title back to Windsor
for the first time since 1989.
The win was especially
rewarding considering the Lancers suffered a disappointing
three stroke defeat to Guelph in
last year's championship. Head
Coach Jim Weese said, "because

we came so close last year there
was a more intense and concerted
effort to win the team title this
time."
After the first day of play at
Blue Springs Golf Club in Acton,
the Lancers led by three strokes.
"I felt very confident going
into the second round. I knew we
had experience at this level since
4 out of the 5 team members
played on the 1992 OUAA runner-up squad," said Weese.
"The first day lead was also
comfortable because the challenging course made it difficult
for a trailing opponent to stage a
come back." Weese expressed
pride when speaking about the
team and commended them on
their team attitude.
The Lancers were led by •
defending individual OUAA
Champion Bill Seagris and
University of Toronto transfer,

1111

h
Steve Hanna. Hanna, Seagr. s
and Queen's Gord Perry tied I P
the individual lead with a lv. a
day total of 153. Howeve tl
Seagris took the title oumgi C
from Hanna and Perry on the f1i1
hole of sudden death playoff.
:
"By the time the playoff begi tl
we knew that we bad won ~
team championship. It was O P
most important goal," eor g
mented Seagris, adding, «O 1'
n
viously I wanted to win .
playoff but as long as either r P
or Steve won, J would have bti ~
satisfied." The win made Seag:
the fourth two-time individL e
champion in OUAA history.
i~
McCullogh also turned in , te
impressive total of 158 wbJi: a
was good enough for fifth pla:
in the individual standin~
Rounding out the Lancer
were Lown at 168 and Torton: fi
at 171.
y,
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Soccer team battling for playoff spot :
Tyler Delben
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Sports Staff
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The Lancer women's soccer
team played well last week in
league play coming up with a
victory and a tie in three games.
On Oct. 3, the Lancers battled
to a tie with the Laurier Golden
Hawks, the first place team in the
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WOMEN'S SOCCER
Western 1, Lancers O

(

October6

Lancers O, Laurier O
October3

Lancers 3, Guelph O
October2

league and the defending national
champions. Although it was a
good result. coach Gord Caldwell
was looking for something more.
"We should have put the game
away in the first half of play. We
had two good chances, including
one that bit the cross bar," be
said.
The Lancers should be happy
with the result, considering adjustments bad to be made in the
second half because of a red flag
thrown on Tess Atkinson. Diana
Lulic replaced Atkinson at
defence, while Andrea Favero
moved up to centre left field and
Sandy McKay came off the
bench to play left mid field.
On Oct. 2, the Lancers came
away with a 3-0 win over the
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THE RACE IS ON: Lancers put on a burst of speed against a Western player trying to make it to McDonald's to snag a $1.99 pizza.
Guelph Gryphons. Scoring goals
for the Lancers were Andrea
Favero, Diana Lulic and Yvette
Scbinkelsboek. Nikki Turco was
in net for both of the the sbutouts
over the weekend.
"It was a decisive victory, our
girls played extremely well ...

Nikki Turco played well in nel
for both games," Caldwell
remarked.
On Oct. 6, the Lancers played
the Western Mustangs at the St.
Denis Centre field, and received
a major blow.
Goaltender Nikki Turco who

Men playing for division lead
Tied for top
with McMaster
By David Gough
Sports Editor

The men· s soccer team is in a
lofty position, currently tied for
first place with McMaster in its
divsion after a trio of games this
past week at home.
On Oct. 2, the Lancers
defeated Guelpb 2-1 in a wellplayed match. Windsor's Steve
Calzavara knotted the game up at
1-1, and John Roma's goal put
1
be Lancers ahead for good nudway through the second quarter.
On the following day the Lan-
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MEN'S SOCCER
Lancers 2, Western 0
October6

Launer 4, Lancers 1
October3

Lancers 2, Guelph 1
October2

cers hosted the Laurier Golden
Hawks who arc tied for last in the
OUAA west division. Laurier
dominated the game from the
beginning and earned its only
win of the year at Windsor's expense. John Roma scored the
only Lancer goal as the Lancers
dropped the contest 4-1.

On Oct. 6, the Lancers
remained tied for first place by
defeating the Western Mustangs
2-0. Steve Calsavara and Jason
Marlovits scored the Lancer
goals. while Dan Campana
posted the shutout.
The Lancers travel to McMaster on Oct 9, in what will be
a showdown for the first place
slot in the OUAA West. It does
not get any easier for the Lancers
as they travel to Guelph the next
day to play the Grypbons, who
trail first place Wmdsor and McMaster by only one point in the
standings. All in all it will be a
weekend for the Lancers to prove
themselves.
~

bad been a solid goaltender for
the Lancers, hurt her knee and
could miss the OUAA playoffs to
be played at Windsor in a couple
of weeks. Windsor slipped into a
tie for the fourth and the final
playoff spot by losing a physical
match to the Mustangs 1-0.

There's been a lot of t? sru
tel
thusiasm on the Lancer wome rid
soccer team, and hopefully it,.
carry on into the playoffs.
This coming weekend, 6
team will take on McMaster ·
Guelpb, whom it is battling
the final playoff berth.

Windsor sacked by Gryphons
By David Gough
Sports Editor

It was one of those days when
the team should have stayed in
bed. But the Lancers elected to

FOOTBALL
Guelph 55, Lancers 18
October2

play the Guelph Gryphons and
were overwhelmed, 55-18.
Windsor was beaten in all
facets of the contest as Guelph
seemed to score at will.
Gryphon defenders harassed
Lancer quarterback Rob Zagordo
all day and he was sacked six
times. Guelph gained 500 total

yards to Windsor's 176. Theu
cer record now slips to 1-3.
Coach John Musselman '
be was satisfied with his pla)II
effort but blamed the loss on ni:
takes in the first quarter. l
half-time, due to those indh~t
breakdowns, the game was oul
reach," be said.
Ozzie Ncthersole, with a
yard punt return, and a one )
run by Mike D' Agostino •
counted for Windsor's (()lj.
downs. Kevm Bell kicked a f.-:
goal and two conversions.
The Lancers face-d Wes~
Oct. 9 and their next home S
is against McMaster Oct. 16
South Campus Stadium, '
kickoff at 2:30.
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Looking into the NHL crystal ball
Tyler Delben

NHL PREDICTIONS

Sports Staff

The National Hockey League
had a new look to its regular
season schedule, Stanley Cup
playoff format and Conference
and Divisional aligrunent when
the 1993-~4 season opened on
Oct. 5.
The NHL adopted new names
for the conferences, (Western and
Eastern), and divisions, (Northeast, Atlantic, Central and
Pacific), which better reflect the
geographical alignment of the
NHL. The playoff system will
now be based on conference
play, with the top eight clubs in
each conference qualyfying for
the playoffs.
The other look to the NHL
entering into the 1993-94 season,
is the addition of two expansion
teams - Anaheim Mighty Ducks
and the Florida Panthers.
Here's a look at the teams:
Pacific Division
1. Vancouver Canucks: They
finished first in their division a
year ago, and figure to repeat this
success. Scoring sensation Pavel
Bure will help the Canucks get a
leg up going into the playoffs.
2. Los Angelas Kings: They
were three games shy of a Stanley Cup last year. If Gretzky
remains healthy, he and Luc
Robitalle can take the Kings to
another level.
3. Calgary Flames: Not the
Flames of old, but with a wide
open Pacific it may not take
much to get back in the Stanley
Cup hunt.
4. Edmonton Oilers: The
OiJcrs have assembled some
good young talent (Jason Arnott,
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According to an informal poll by Lance sports
staff, Detroit is the
favourite in predictions
for glory. Here are some
calls
for
Ii rst-place
finishers in the Atlantic
(A), Northeast (NE},
Central (C), and Pacific
(P) dMsions, as well as
Stanley Cup challengers.
Lorne Bell
Lance sports staff
NE: Quebec
A: NY Rangers
P: Vancouver
C: Detroit
SC: NY Rangers vs.
Detroit

.
Trevor Loop
1st year Special B. Comm
NE: Quebec
A. NY Islanders
P: Vancouver
C: Detroit
SC: Detroit vs. Quebec
David Gough
Lance Sports Editor
NE: Pittsburg
A: NY Rangers
P: Vancouver
C: Detroit
SC: NY Rangers vs.
Detroit
Margaret Knight
Lance Sports Staff
NE: Montreal
A: NY Islanders

Igor Kravchuk), yet it will take
time developing it.
5. San Jose Sharks: Injury and
and illness were the causes of last
year's struggle. Hopefully the
Sharks can return to a tenacious
style from their first year.
6. Anaheim Mighty Ducks:
Disney hopes they can do as well
on the ice as in the box office.
Stu (the Grim Reaper} Grimson
is not exactly family viewing
material.
Central Divsion
l. Detroit Red Wings: With a
new face behind the bench, Scottie Bowman, and a new attitude,
this will be the Wings year. With
players like Yzerman, Fedorov,
and Cicceralli, the Wings are
deep in talent and experience.
With their confidence restored
the Wings will be rewarded in
May.
2. Chicago Black Hawks: Ed

6. Hartford Whalers: The
Whalers
most likely be
squeezed out of the playoffs.
However with young talent
(Chris Pronger) tbe Whalers
could be in contention sooner
than some observers think.
7. Ottawa Senators: Expect
gains over last year,(only 10
wins), yet not enough talent even
with rookie of the year candidates Alexandre Daigle and
Alexei Y ashin.
Atlantic Divsion
1. Washington Capitals: With
Pittsburgh out of their division,
tbe Capitals should make headlines. They are solid in goal, have
outstanding offensive defensivemen and ample scoring. They
just need to catch a break.
2.NY Islanders: They should
be 10 good shape to play well this
season after last years playoff
run. This team will only get bet·
ter in lbe years to come.
3. Philadelphia Flyers: The key
is Lindros; be bas to play well
enough and be healthy enough
for the Flyers to make any kind
of run.
4. NJ Devils: Not much will
change for the Devils this year.
The coaching change of Jacques
Lemaire and Larry Robinson will
eventually pay dividends.
5. NY Rangers: Look for Mark
Messier and his supporting crew
lo improve under new coach
Mike Keenan's command.
6. Tampa Bay Lightning: They
are moving into a new 28 OOO
seat arena/dome, but that will
make little difference, as Tampa
Bay bas a long way to go.
7. Florida Panthers: As wilb
lhe Ducks, il will be a long
season for the Panthers.
IQ
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P: L.A. Kings
C: Toronto
SC: NY Islanders vs.
Montreal
Katera Zappacosta
Lance Am EditorNE: Montreal
A: NY Islanders
P Calgary
C: Detroit
SC: Detroit vs. Montreal
Tran Longmoore
Associate News Editor
NE:Quebec
A: Philadelphia
P: Vancouver
C: Detroit
SC: Detroit vs. Quebec

Belfour is perhaps the best goaltender in the NHL. Its the last
year for the old Chicago
Stadium, so tbe Black Hawks
would like to leave on a winning
note.
3. Toronto Maple Leafs: The
Leafs have improved drastically
over the last couple of years, but
so bas the rest of the division.
Success like last year's playoff s
will be difficult to repeat.
4. Winnipeg Jets: A team on
the rise, but a few years away
from reaching its full potential.
5. Dallas Stars: The new surroundings and
a
sold-out
Reunion Arena wlll stir some
adrenalin, and could increase the
Star's level of play.
6. St. Louis Blues: A good
enough team to do well in any
other division, but not this one.
Northeast Division
I. Pittsburg Penguins: Mario

Elaine Saunders
Lance Business Manager
NE: Boston
A: Philadelphia
P· L.A.
C: Chicago
SC: Chicago vs Philadelphia
Ken Helbln
3rd year Criminology
NE: Montreal
A: NY Islanders

P: L.A.
C: Detroit
SC :Detroit vs NY
Rangers

· How far off are we? By
the time it's decided, we'll
be done publishing.

Lemieux will be out until
November. If be is healthy they
should be able to rule the conference. Look for them to lose in
the finals against Detroit.
2. Boston Bruins: With the
likes of Oates, Neely, Juneau,
Bourque, et al., the Bruins should
have a successful year.
3. Montreal Canadiens: Jauques Demers is a great coach,
and he has a lot of talent, but
defending the Cup will prove to
be difficult.
4. Quebec Nordiques: The
Nordiques have a way to go. but
with the addition of Swedish superstar Peter Forsburg after the
Olympics in March the Quebec
team can at least start thinking
about the Cup.
5. Buffalo Sabres: It is hard to
be competitve in this tough
division. Look for Pal Lafontaine

to have another great year.

Chicago and Toronto fans lack appreciation
By Jeff Rivard
Sports Staff

)f r

There are two different versions of lhe 1993 American
League season. The American
League West crowned a new
champion, the Chicago White
Sox, who will be making their
first trip to the October championship since 1983.
However,
the
American
League East went about business
as usual, as the reigning Blue
Jays defended their title for the
third year in a row. Both teams
clinched their divisions on the
same evening, but it is difficult to
tell who bad the more difficult
ride to the finish.
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The last time the Chicago
White Sox were in the playoffs,
Carlton Fisk was still the regular
catcher; Tony La Russa was the
manager; no one dreamed of
Comiskey Park being a parking
lot, and the city of Chicago had
yet to bear of Michael Jordan.
Therefore, it came as no
surprise that when Ellis Burks
caught the final out to clinch the
division, pandemonium broke
loose at New Comiskey Park.
Understandable considering the
Cubs don't come through for
Chicago too often.
Critics say that there is really
not much to celebrate, claiming
that the Sox had the division
secured a month and a half ago,

and they simply won by process
of elimination.
Last year's champions, Oakland, simply fell apart due to free
agency and retirements. The
Twins and the Mariners were
never in lhe race. Kansas City
spent most of the season wondering if George Brett would retire.
So this left Texas as the only
contender, a team whose pitching
staffs hopes died in the early
spring with both Nolan Ryan and
Jose Canseco paying visits to the
disabled list.
In June Chicago celebrated a
violent victory for the Bulls,
giving the White Sox a chance to
take Chicago to glory again. The
thrill of winning was seen in the

players. Back in Toronto the fans
were reported to be "quite subdued". Players like Darnell Coles
were asked who they would
rather play in the World Series,
when they had only a three game
lead. The fans seem to be anticipating the World Series.
The next two weeks will prove
interesting for Chicago and
Toronto. It will be a test to see if
the team with the most enthusiasm. or the one that looks
lbe best on paper will win. For
the fan who holds no allegiance
Lo either team, it is a time to truly
wonder whether or nol lhe fans in
Chicago and Toronto truly appreciate and understand the gifts
they have been given.
(y

Hair Removal
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the natural way
the safest and most effective ~
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face and body hair.
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• 100% Natural Product Used
Huron Line
• Environmentally Friendly
X
• Safe and Gentle for everyone
§
• Free Professional Consultation
i
try it, you 'II never go back to razors or painful
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reactions of both players and fans
as the team gathered in the infield.
The Blue Jays could easily
have lost the AL East. New
York, Baltimore, Detroit, and
Boston, all provided Toronto
with neck to neck competition at
various limes during the season.
Combine this with the fact that
Toronto lost many of their key
players from the previous season
and one bas the ingredients for a
good divisional race. The Jays
and their fans took this for
granted.
This was evident the night they
clinched the ALE. When the final
out was recorded, there was no
mad dash onto the field by the
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waxing again!

: Oil

Call Now for an Appointment: Jeanne Lew
1456 St. Clair Ave.,Windsor:

SAL ON

973-7717
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Women's Volleyball
Oct. 12
Madonna College - St. Denis
Fieldhouse, 8:00 pm

GolfOUAA
Championships
1.

--..

.

Results

2.
3.
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Cross Country

634
642
645

Oct. 16
at Waterloo
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Men's Volleyball
Oct. 1
Sheridan 3, Lancers 2
(15-9,16-17, 15-10,6-15,16-14)
Oct. 2
Western 3, Lancers 0
(15-13,15-13, 15-10)
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Hockey

QOHfN4 UP: U\IE fNQONQER'f
1~,0~1~
HYSTE~Y HAQHINE
~DDA .
1~,N"~~-a
13 ENQ(NES

Plus the
rest of yo':.

~r.'°

t;.-ftJO
week!

SUNDAYS:
FrH pool with student ID
WEDNESDAYS:
Mid-Weak Streu Relief
Altemative with
Brendon T. Basher
FRIDAYS: Residence Night
with Laurie, and Cartier
SATURDAYS: Residence Night
with Mac and Cody
Both nltes, buses start at 8:30

Oct. 2
Lancers 5, Western 3
Goals: (Brandon Boyko - 2,
Dwayne Brunet, Randy
Stephenson, Kevin Forrest)

Coming Up

Gold looks
Goodin
Any Degree
Jostens gives the highest
degree of: • Quality
• Customer Satisfaction
• Service • Warranty
Order your University
RingNOW!

fJQ~'f/]NS
.....

JOSTENS RING DAY
OCTOBER 20 & 21

Cross Country
Rankings
Women

Men

1. Toronto
2. u.w.o.

1. Toronto
2. u.w.o.
3. Sherbrook,
4. U.B.C.
5. Windsor
6. Waterloo
7. Laurentian
8. Queen's
9. Ottawa
10. Manitoba

3.
4.
5.
6.

U.B.C.
Queen's
McGill
Windsor
7. Dalhousie
8. Calgary
9. Waterloo
10. Guelph

Football

Athletes of the Week

Oct. 16
McMaster - South Campus
Stadium, 2:30 pm

Female -

Men's Volleyball
Oct. 13
at Chatham Ballbawks
Oct. 16 & 17
at Brock Tournament

Hockey

...

Standings

Oct. 16
University of
Alabama-Huntsville-Adie
Knox Arena, 7: 30 pm
Oct. 17
Same as above except at
3:30pm

Women's Basketball
Oct. 13
vs Western at Samia 7: 15 pm
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Nikki Turco

Turco, the goalkeeper for
the Lancer women's soccer
team, recorded two shutouts
this past weekend. She held
Guelpb scoreless on Saturday,
and Laurier on Sunday.
Turco is a third year political science student from Sault
Ste. Marie.

Male -

John Roma

Roma, a Lancer men's soccer player, scored the winning
goal versus the Guelpb
Gryphons on Saturday and
scored the Lancers only
marker on Sunday against
Laurier.
Roma is a second year business student and he hails from
Tecumseh.

Affordable
Car Insurance
For Underage Drivers

25-35%

]

4
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discounts for:
• good students
• driver education
• good drivers

Call us:
D'arcy Marentette
Insurance Ltd.
1660 University W.

254--5101
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Limits to freedom of speech
By Marc Fedak
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Special to the Lance

In partial democracies like
Canada, there are three forms of
public communication that are
excluded from our right to
freedom of speech: sedition,
obscenity, and abusive comment.
The merits of prohibiting sedition and obscenity are fairly
clear. Sedition should only be applicable if (i) our country is
defending itself from foreign invasion, or (ii) whenever our
country is fighting a proactive,
but truly defensive war.
In other words, when our
country is involved in defending
another nation that is being invaded by a power whose goal is
world domination, and who,
should their goal be achieved,
would violate basic human and

environmental rights worse than
we or the invaded nation do.
(This could be determined by
non-nationalist organizations like
Amnesty Internatioal or Greenpeace).
As for obscenity, I believe that
it should never be subject to censorship for several reasons: first,
obscenity hurts no one, even if it
does make some uncomfortable.
Secondly, what is considered
'obscene' is often arbitrary: for
instance, section 3(C) of the 1986
'.ladio Regulations (at least in
theory) prevents broadcasters
from saying or airing a work that
uses the vernacular 'fuck',
whereas it would be permissible
to say 'have intercourse'. Third,
it seems odd that sexuality and
other bodily functions are considered 'obscene' (probably because they remind us of the

animal aspect of human nature
that our society has tried to
transcend), when advertising,
which promotes all sorts of antisocial and maladaptive attitudes
and behaviour, is permitted.
At the very worst, obscenity,
especially when overused, tends
to be immature or meaningless,
but these do not justify it being
subject to censorship. When
obscenity is used to convey disrespect, voluntarily adopted
codes should suffice.
The issue of whether or not
'abusive' comment should be
prohibited from being publicly
expressed is a bit more obscure.
Clearly, making hateful or
contemptuous remarks about individuals merely because of their
race gender, sexual orientation,
age or physical/mental disabilities is blatantly unfair, since
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these attributes are inherited
upon birth and thus cannot (and
indeed should not) be changed.
On the other band, highly
charged remarks directed towards
individuals because of their
religious, political or social
beliefs or actions, at least are
directed at something changeable
in individuals, and in some instances, may be justified.
Thus, I have much more sympathy towards victims of the
fonner type of abusive comment
than the latter.
Yet in both cases, abusive
comment has two undesirable effects on the recipient: (i) it can
result in serious emotional harm
for the individual it is directed at,
md (ii) there is the potential that
,t may embolden the originator of
the remark to act on bis/her
words, or incite others to do so.
I must acknowledge, however,
that arguments for allowing absolute freedom of speech, including abusive comment, deserve
serious consideration. One is that
by
repressing
hateful/contemptuous remarks, we are
deluded into thinking such sentiments don't or won't eJtist, while
all along, these feelings simmer
until our backs are turned. when
suddenly. they are acted upon.
A related argwnent is that by
not allowing individuals to express hateful sentiments publicly.
we will have little insight into
why they have them; this in Lum
could greatly impede the
development of non-coercive
(and more long-lasting) mean~ of
eliminaling the causes of racism,
misogyny, homophobia and other
tragic social malaises.
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Media coverage takes
capitalism for granted
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

The mainstream press loves a
good coup. Especially if it is in
Russia, where we are told that the
forces of democracy, led by
Boris Yeltsin, are clearing the
way for real freedom for Russians, denied to them since 1917.
Add to the picture what

Canada's National Newspaper
calls "... a strange mixture of
Communists, nationalists and
fascists," and you've got front
page news. But in its reporting,
the Globe and Mail is subtly
framing the news in its own interest, while claiming to be objective and unbiased.
The scenario, as interpreted by
the Globe, consists of a populist
leader, Yeltsin, leading a country
full of people hungry for a
market economy. Even though he
rules by decree, needs the
military to back him up, and is
constantly looking west for approval, be is what the press bas
characterized as the only leader
who can bring real 'reform' to
Russia's corrupt system.
Reform is a carefully chosen
word, because il has such a positive connotation. Reform isn't
something forced, but introduced.
And in Russia, when dissent
must take the form of occupying
buildings for differing voices to

be heard, it can hardly be called
reform.
As we might expect, the Globe
is quick to contextualize the
uprisings in Russia as a stalling
to the wonderful reforms
Yeltsin's government bas made.
It blames the violence of the attack on the White House on those
who are not letting the so-called
reforms go through.
Here's
an
example
of
Globelogic from its Oct. 25 four
page supplement entilted Crisis
in Russia:
"So parliament in its own way
set out to make war on Mr.
Yeltsin and on the team of young
reformers who were doing their
best to transform Russian society.
The anti-Yeltsinites were a bizzare mixture of social democrats,
constitutionalists, Communists,
nationalists and fascists."
This is just one of many example of bow Globelogic works
its subtle magic. It positions the
young and reform minded doing
their best. (read: supporters a
state capitalist system led by
American capital and military)
against a bizarre mix of other forces (all of those who don't support a state capitalist system led
by American capital and
military).
The European Community,
and the press m the west are interested in one thing: opening up

the long-suppressed markets in
the former Soviet Union to their
goods and services to make
profit. To somebody who bas
grown up under a centrallyplanned economy, this must not
only be frightening, but also worrisome.
And what is frightening and
worrisome for us is that this matter-of-fact
interpretation
of
events in Moscow is presented to
us by the media as truth.
In this instance, as well, you
have a press that claims to be
neutral and objective while it
pursues its own interests. (The
links between the news, advertsing, big business and government
are well laid out in Ben H.
Bagdikian's book The Media

Monopoly.)
Red baiting is a rather an unsophisticated way to approach an
analysis of world politics. but I
guess that old habiL'> die hard at
the Globe.
This so-called conventional
wisdom, which states that communism is and always will be
evil, and that freedom also includes the right to exploit
markets for profit. is supported
and goes unquestioned in the
media, as Globe reports show. It
is shocking in its blatancy, and
another great example of the
links between the media, big
business and government.
EJ

A third argumenl is that the rationale for prohibiting abusive
comment is based on a faulty
premise: that the receivers of a
message will invariably react in
the manner intended by the
speaker, mainly because of the
potency of the message. In other
words, if I tell listeners to kill
non-whites, this is sufficient to
cause others to do so. And yet,
not everyone who saw the skilfully produced Nazi propaganda
films Triumph of the Will, or The
Eternal Jew became Nazi sympathizers; in fact, many became
more avowedly anti-Nazi after
watching them. It is other factors,
such as social, economic, and

political powerlessness, and
psychologically, inferiority complexes, fear, repression, an inability to vent anger out at a more
appropriate target etc. that seem
to be the chief underlying causes
of bate acts.
This leads me to an important
point almost all responsible
proponenLc; of absolute freedom
of speech recognize that, while
they would allow hate to be
publicly expressed in words, it
should not be allowed to carry
over into the reabn of action.
Their assumption that the harm
caused by words is somehow less
than the more obvious harm
caused by actions leaves me feeling uneasy: however, if society
becomes more just and individuals have the opportunity to
fully realize their potential, we
might confidently expect the occasional hateful remark to remain
as impotent as a petty. childish
insult or an obvious falsehood,
and thus incapable of inspiring
others to action. But until then,
should we take the risk and allow
abusive comment in order to
preserve freedom of speech, or is
it better to 'err' in favour of caution and keep it out of public discourse?
IQ
Mark Fedak has an M.A in
Communications from U of W
and is station manager of CJAM-

FM, the campus radio staJion.

around campus
What do you think of the decision to remove
professor Manley from his teaching duties?
"I'm glad someone took action. He acted
very unprofessional in a professional setting."
Dan Greenham
Year II Computer Science
~

"Give the poor guy another chance."
Chris Etches
Year I Biology
·it was a fair decision. This

lack of responsibility let the students down."
Jody Maskery
Year II Psychology

"It's easier for the university to take action at
this point rather than waiting for the situation
to worsen."
James Bell
Year IV Russian

t\\ming to ferms
11\\\\ your paper

You've got one, I've got v11e ... we've
all got one. Plainly marked in.the course
syllabus that you lost, hastily scribbled
on a forgotten page in your notebook, carefully marked down on the proper date in
that student calendar you never refer to
... the deadline. For a student, term
paper deadlines may not be as inev~table
as death and taxes, but they come in at a
close third. (Come to think of it, I'm a
student and I don't pay taxes - at lea~c,
my income is so pitiful that I can pr~tty
much rely on income tax and GST refunds.
Make it a close second.)
If you're a first-year student, away
from home for the first time, chances are
you've been taking it pretty easy up to
this point. But right about now you may be
starting to feel the first faint stirrings
of panic. As the days go by and time slowly dwindles, the pressur~ mounts ... you
feel a constant three-cups-of-coffee tension ... your eyes begin to twitch and
limbs to tremble ... your flesh crawls ...
then comes that horrid moment of stunned
realization: Oh my God, it's due in two
days and I haven't even thought of a
thesis yet!
Congratulations, you're a real student
now. With this moment in mind, I present
my own personal Term Paper Survival Guide.

Step One: The Thesis

..

....

A term paper is an argument - a connected series of statements beginning at a
premise or set of premises and moving
towards a conclusion (the thesis). Your
job as a student is to choose a thesis and
then to marshal all your ability to defend
that thesis. So far, so good. So how do
you choose a thesis?
often. the professor does this for you.
They may have given you a list of suggested term paper topics in the syllabus;
if not, most profs will be happy to help
you pick a subject. If this doesn't

help, just pick the least boring or confusing thing
you can think of that has a connection to the
course. So let's say you're writing an English paper
on Shakespeare. (Quit groaning. Shakespeare is
one of the easiest subjects to write a paper about;
because he's so overexposed, no one can possibly
expect you to have an original thought or insight.
Most professors will settle for not being bored to
tears.) After thinking for a bit, you might notice that
a number of his plays deal with the subject of madness. So there's your topic, and a @e, too: The
Theme of Madness in the Works of Shakespeare.
A topic like this, which is more of a theme than a
statement that is either true or false, is easy to work
into your paper. Just say, "This paper deals with
blah blah blah."
Do not say something like, "Shakespeare was a
great writer and I really enjoyed his work, and I
think his plays are really great and interesting." This
is lame, and it won't be very interesting to a professor or teaching assistant who has been up for 15
hours, wired on No-Doze, marking papers.

Step Two: Developing the Paper
I don't know about you, but I hate writing stuff
down. I usually find it easiest to work on my papers
sitting at a word processor keyboard (the word
processor has several advantages over pen and
paper, which we'ff get into later). But even if you
don't have access to a word processor, you can still
do what I do. Before I actually write anything, I like
to rough out an extremely sketchy outline of the
paper, by coming up with a series of section headings. For example, if your topic is the theme of madness in the works of Shakespeare, your headings
might be something like: Introduction (obvious, but
hey); - Madness, - in which you might discuss
the true madness of King Lear; - Method, - in
which you can discuss the feigned madness of
Edgar in King Lear; - Mixture, - in which you can
examine the motives of Hamlet; and, finally, - Conclusion.
Of course, you don't necessarily have to use alrrteration, but it can be useful if you want to look
clever. What's more important, though, is the
progression; before you even write it, your paper already has a beginning, a middle, and an end. Now
all you have to do is go back and fill in the gaps.

Step Three: Research
Don't be intimidated by the word 'research'. All
that this means is going out and finding some sources to support your thesis. Research is necessary if
you want to get good marks, and it's also a way of
reducing your own writing load. There's a saying: "If
you copy someone else's work but don't acknowledge it, that's plagiarism; if you do acknowledge it,
that's research.• (Speaking of plagiarism: don1
even think about it. Every quotation and every idea
that isn't your own must be attributed. Failing to do
so is the number one unforgivable academic sin.)
The first rule of research is, start early. Your research may lead you into a new direction, or even
worse - all the books may be checked out, leaving
you in the cold. Even if they're overdue, don, expect other students to return the materials in time
tor you to use them. Please, please, please, do not
use Coles Notes or other predigested crib sources
for your ideas; profs will recognize these in a split
second. At this level, you'll be expected to make
use of primary and secondary sources as well as
critical studies and interpretations.
Although their numbers continue to be cut, the
Leddy has many important journals and other publications. There are entire bibliographies and periodical indexes listing research by subject. The
CO-ROM databases are invaluable tools for digging
up references to all kinds of subjects. The research
centre staff can help you learn to use them.
Here's a cheap short cut on which articles to
consult; your professor will never give you a hint
this good. When you find something interesting in a
book, seek out the footnotes or bibliography in that
source and then consult the original.
Research can be difficult if you aren't familiar
with the database system at the library. If you don't
know how to use it, find out immediately. One of
the librarians will be happy to show you. And
remember, if you have too many fines to take
books out, photocopy the selections you need, but
don't forget to photocopy the inside page of the
book for proper bibliographical notes.
Finally, don't neglect to look off campus for research material. University students can access
material from any campus library in Ontario, and
Windsor students can go to the Wayne State library
in downtown Detroit. It is the Leddy's superior in
some areas.

Step Four: Finding Something to Say
This is the hard part. You've picked your lovely
topic, and you've got some kind of argument or discussion in mind; now you've got to fill X number of
pages with actual prose. Since every paper and
every professor is different, I can't actually tell you
how to write it; but I can give you a few pointers on
what to include, and what to avoid at all costs.
One thing to keep in mind is to stay on topic. No
matter how desperate you are to fill space, even if
it's three a.m. and your roommates are hollering at
you to quit banging at the keyboard and let them
sleep, you've got to stick to the point. At any moment. you should be able to took at the sentence

you've just written or typed and relate ~ someh<l'il
to the thesis. (I recall an incident in a first-year
English course when the professor handed ba<*
the mid-term essay exam, and one student took
caption to his mark. He became furious and
to argue with the professor, who calmly offered~
read the student's exam out loud for the whole
class to hear. The student agreed. About two Setf It
tences in, it became obvious to everyone why the ~
student had failed. Although he started out to
answer the question, he got sidetracked by some
J
minor detail of his own that he pursued for severaua .~
pages, flying off into the ozone, never to return tt • , ·
earth. Not only did he get a bad mark. but he car v
off looking really dumb in front of the class.)
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This Sentence No Verb
It's hard to believe, but some people at univer.
sity still don't know how, or can't be bothered, to
write grammatically correct sentences. Sometime
get the feeling that people just give up on their
tences, hoping that the reader will figure them
Trust me on this: they will not know what you m
Read your writing aloud to yourself. If it doesn't
sound right spoken aloud, it won't sound right
silently. (Needless to say, in the age of the spej
checker, there's no excuse for bad spelling.)
In a related vein, you should take pains to a
tired, trite, or hackneyed words and phrases.
is nothing more boring to read than ten pages d
repetitive, unimaginative cant, except maybe 15 pages of it. I type essays for a living, and I find
certain bits of language and turns of phrase stio.
up in people's writing all the time. Psychology~
social science papers are often cluttered with v
tions on: "The portrayal of women in the media~
very biased," or "In our society, people are ju
by their appearance instead of what really COUn!I
et cetera. Dutifully uttering and expanding on
truisms like this may help you to fill space, but l
isn't likely to get you marks. Avoiding the used
easy, off-the-shelf language will force you tot ·
about what you're writing, and make it your OIWI.
Your marks will reflect the effort, believe me.
Like anything else, writing is a skill that youh
to work at to develop. There are guides out th81!
help you, much more detailed than this one. R
Strunk and White's Th9 El9ments of Style for an
idea of what's good; then go on to George 0
Politics and th9 English Language for a glimpse
what's bad.

When All Else Fails

If you've racked your brain for days on end.~
ly and tortuously grinding out every last word ye,.
can bear to put on paper, only to find that the
essay's still too damn short, my sympathies. Bu
fear not, for you have at your disposal the best t
ever invented for stretching out essays beyond~
actual length: the word processor. (Just remem:>!
that your professors may be reading this, too.)
First, a caveat. It may not last much longer ~ .
at present most professors expect you to handrt c!
your essays on paper, typed. Now that the woro; ~
processor has replaced the typewriter, I expect~
may begin accepting papers submitted on diskr0-_
WordPerfect format, and specifying the length,~ ~
says in words instead of pages. Beware of this. c: .g
There are a number of ways of stretching out =>_]
pages, but there's no way to fool a word count ~
professors ask for 2 OOO words, you've pretty nr~ al
got to give them 2 OOO words. Be forewarned r:: ~
Happily, for most of us that day lies in the nt.5 iii
In the meantime, with WordPerfect, you can sll?~ 5>
out an essay in a number of ways:
gg
1) Use the automatic footnote feature (dont; ~
fuse footnotes with footers) to put your referert!?- ~
at the bottom of each page, instead of grouped ! .,;
together at the end.
~
2) Tum on widow/orphan protection. This
~
prevents single lines at the beginning or end d'Ii lg_
paragraph from appearing by themselves al the~ ~
or bottom of a page; they get pushed down. SO'~ ;
times this is just enough to eke out an extra ~ c5
3) Add a running head to the document, to~, -g
up an extra line on each page.
>~
4) Use a large font. 12-point Bookman is I~ .2:l
than 12-point Helvetica, and much larger than ~ >point Times. Courier size 12 is another good ; ~
choice; it's the classic typewriter font. If absollt:~~
necessary, you can goose the size up by ahan ! ;
point or so, but this can get obvious pretty fast. : ~
5) Try increasing the margins a bit, but don~i ~
too obvious about it. One trick is to use a 1ind'f ~
hand margin, then submit the paper in a duo-lNJ ~
to hide the extra space. For line spacing, try US!!
2.1 instead of 2. It's not too noticeable.
:E
6) Try using APA style. (Psychology and n~ ~
students may be familiar with this). This sty!&~
1 inch margins all around, and double-spaced~ ~
throughout, even in quotations, so it's a space-1 j
bier. (If you're really serious about using APA, ~
though, be warned that it's very strict about thril .§
like punctuation, exact format and style, etc.)
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WeU, that's it. You should now be ready tog:~
out and write a killer term paper. If you don't do
well, keep at It. And if you still don't do weU, yr,J
might consider switching to Engineering and
something useful with your life. Good luck.

I

Loma Beaton is a U of Wstudent who has
countless term papers while working for a loci
typing service.
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Tuesday October 19

'
1£ Alt Show, Chuck Baker and Jen Elliot
present "Single Harmonious Motion", at
Label Gallery, form the 19th to the 25th.
• Meeting of the CAW Student Centre
Board, at 3:00 pm in the board room on
the mail floor of the CAW Student Centre.

Assumption University Chapel inv~es
everyone for Mass starting at 5:00 pm
followed by a cost supper.
Alive! Canada is asuicide prevention and
awareness agency providing support for
depressed and suicidal individuals. For
info call 252-9020 from 8:30 to 4:00.

If. Karaoke at the Moose Pub!

Wednesday. October 20
l Date Rape: A Different Set of Rules, a
video presented from 12:00 to 1:OOpm at
310 Sunset Avenue.
Health Fair in the Ambassador
Audttorium, speakers from the Windsor
Poice, the Lung Association, Campus
Recreation and the Ontario Breast
Screening Program.

• WUSC general meeting at MacPherson
Lounge, Electa Hall, at 4;00pm.
• Reform Party students club meet at
6:00pm at the Grad House!

l C.P. Gravenor Lecture Series presents

Or. Peter P. Hudec discussing weathering
of rocks and construction materials as
controlled by water and cation absorption
and osmosis, starts at 4:00 pm at
Memorial Hall, Room 302.
l Be Smart, Be Safe, Street Safety for
Women presented by Constable Gregg
Slei'ler from Windsor Poke Service and

/ l

The International Joint Commission on
the Great Lakes is holding its 7th Biennial
Meeting, until the 24th at the Cleary
International. For info, call 255-7141 .
1962 Day, featuring a College Bowl
demonstration at noon, taking place at the
CAW centre, and don't forget to about
Bernie's Grill in the Market Place for his
1962 lunch special.

A: Film Night at the Grad House, starting at
7:00pm is Noam Chomsky's
Manufacturing Consent, sponsored by
the Green Party.
• Students' Administrative Council will
meet at 5:00pm in the Board of Govenors
Room {5th floor Windsor Hall Tower).

l Indonesia's National Family Planning
Program will be held in the Ambassador
Auditorium Salon A, starting at 4:00PM,
there will be slide presentation on
research conducted during the WUSC
International Development Seminar·
Indonesia 1993.

Friday, October 22
§ A Dance at MacPherson Lounge at 8:00
pm is hosted by Out on Campus and The
lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Pride Day
Committee, Tickets· $5:00 in advance at
ACW or $8.00 at the door
© TGIF Volleyball Party, starting at 4:00 pm

at the Oetta Chi house, under the bridge,
All are Welcome!
The CAW Open House Day, a photo
exhibit in the Commons takes you on a30
year tour through the history of the
Centre, CAW members and their families
are invited to tour the building from noon
to9:00pm.
© Men's Basketball vs. Alumni, at 6:00 and
8:00pm.

University of Windsor Campus Police, at

the CAW Centre at 11 :OOam, 4:00pm

Saturday, October 23

Thursday, October 21

A: Iona Players Murder Mystery Night!
Starts at 7:00 pm at Iona College (208
Sunset), Dinner included,advance tickets
are $12.00 per person or S22.00 acouple,
call 973-7039,

• Black Students' Alliance meeting starting
at 5:30 pm in the Universtty Centre's
Ambassador Auditorium. will be
diacussing blacks' behaviour towards
other blacks on campus.

© Street Hockey Tournament on campus

A:The Ultimate African Experience ,
presented by the African Community
Organization of Windsor, at the Masonic
Temple, 986 Oullette Avenue. at6:00pm,
All are Welcome.
Toxic Pollution is Killing the Great Lakes!
A rally to defend the Great Lakes begins
at 12:30pm to 2:00pm in Dieppe Park,
Windsor, come and support zero
discharge and the use of clean
alternatives.
If.Local artist, Bernard Hellings Blue
Yonder and Other Works continues to
October 20th, at the Common Ground
Gallery, 131 University Ave. W The
exhibition consists of large blueprint,
various cyanotype and photograpic works
that explore the romance of the urban and
suburban landscape in and around
Windsor. Call 977-6372 for information.
© High School Boy's Volleyball Toumament
starting at 8:30am.

© Hockeyvs . Waterloo starts at 7:30 pm.
© Soccervs. Waterloo {M&W) at 1:00pm.

Sunday, October 24
A: Mackenzie Hall's Peanut Gallery present
SU-Chong Lim, a humerous and talented
cowboy from Calgary, starting at 2:00pm,
tickets are available from Mackenzie Hall
Community Centre. for more information
call merry Ellen at 255-7600.
Assumption University chapel invites
everyone to participate in Sunday Mass
at 12:00pm for this Sunday.
© Lancer soccervs. Brock at 1:OOpm.
© Hockey vs Laurier at 3:30pm.

Monday, October 25
l "The Canadian Black Experience•, is
discussed by Mrs. Elise Harding-Davis,
Curator of the North American Black
Museum in Amherstburg for 21 years, at
Iona College from 1:30 to 3:00pm .
A:Not Shown Actual Size, is a play which
examines the causes of eating disorders
and negative body image, will be showing
atthe Capitol Theatre (121 University W.),
call for tickets at 254-8393, book ahead.

§ Election '93 - The Lance invites all
students to the Moose Pub to watch the
results come in starting at 8:00. See
history in the making'

• OPRIG Windsor holds ~s meetings every
Thursday from 4:00 to 5:30 pm at the Law
School in room G101 . For more
infonnation, call RusseH at en-0253.

hosted by Alpha Sigma Chi. Entry fee is
$75 per team includes guaranteed 3
games and post game party for
participants, registration forms at student
centre desk or call Paul at 971-7794.

• lntervarsity Christian Felowship will meet
in the Oak Room at 5:30pm , Guest
speaker is Richard Jones, discussing
discernment, Everyone is welcome.

A:Hiram Walker Classics presents
Beethoven's Fifth, Angel Cheng, piano
and Susan Haig, conductor, starts at 8:00
pm at Cleary-Crysler Theatre.

<,

§ YMCA Mardi Gras Fashion Bonanza
starting at 7:00 pm, at YMCA,SOO Victoria
Ave., Tickets for students-$9.00,
proceeds go toward Windsor YMCA

• The Windsor Board and Roleplaying
Gaming Society meets at the Rose Room
of Vanier Hall from noon to 11 :OOpm
every Saturday.

§ Socials, parties, mixers

operating budget

KEY TO SYMBOLS
ft Visual and performing arts.

Lectures, seminars, etc.

• Club and society meetings.

! Notices, demonstrations.
© Sporting events.
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ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
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The Chamber Orchestra of the Windsor Symphony will join Susan Haig in a
program which presents an historical journey through music for string
orchestra.

Susan Haig
* Music Director,

Windsor Symphony Orchestra.
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* Fonner Resident Staff Conductor, Calgary Philliannonic
Orchestra.
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* Recipient or the 1992 Heinz Unger Conducting Award.
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Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033
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The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windso!, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performing boeh an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press'.
1. Th9 Lance recognizes the diversity in ethniaty, culture, gender, sexual
onentahon, age, physical and mental abi 1ty and economic status of our
audience, and reflect 1t mour content.
2. By exam1,ing 1swes and d fferent persp8Cllv9s other media avoid,
the Lance recognizes that many disadvantaged groups in sooety do not
have equitable access to the media. We afhnn our respons1b1lity to give
these groups VOtce and recogm~on.

National (except
Windsor) student day
Last Wednesday was National Student Day. Hundreds of students
om all over Ontario rallied at Queen· s Park to protest proposed tui.on increases. From all over Ontario, that is, except Windsor.
SAC president Jon Rice~ who is in charge of co-ordinating CFS-0
tivities on our campus. says that be didn't find out about the protest
ntil two weeks ago. He said such trips can not be authorized without
e consent of student council, making it impossible to organize a
legation because council was stuck in between meetings
This doesn't wash.
Since taking office last may, the SAC executive has found ways to
ide step bureaucratic barriers when it was deemed neccessary.
When it was apparent that rock group 54-40 wasn't going play the
d opening night of the Moose Pub, SAC made an emergency trip
o Toronto to secure the band's services. The pub, as well as being a
rvice to students, is a key to corporation's success. The financial
tails were worked out later.
Many U of W students, including Ricci, have expressed outrage at
e proposed 50 percent tuition bikes. Education Mmister Dave Cooke
·s currently considering the proposal,
What better place could there be than Queen· s Park to express,
along with hundreds of other students, this outrage. At the same time
thi~ was a chance for SAC to show its support of CFS-0. which is
staging a referendum on campus this February.
Windsor's absence at National Student Day is an indicator of SAC's
priorities. Unfortunately for U of W students. SAC has proven that it is
more interested in being bureaucratic adminstrators than a union of
student representatives.

Tories leave mean legacy

)

Nine years of Tory rule have taken their toll on Canada's poliucal
climate. It's mean out there.
Rather than taking the high road, party leaders have chosen to appeal to voters· baser instincts: the politics of fear have never been so
palpable in any Canadian campaign, including the Constitutional
referendum.
Polls continue to find that we are afraid not only that our country is
getting worse, but that it may cease to exist altogether. This, more than
anything, is the legacy of Brian Mulroney.
The gutting of our institutions and continuing Americanization of
society has been excused at every turn with 'there 1s no altemauve.'
In this climate, it comes as no surprise voters turn to leaders who
say there is an alternative.
Unfortunately, those parties have turned out, with the media's blessing, to he the Bloc Quebecois and Reform. Neither of these parties has
indicated the slightest willingness to challenge the corporatist agenda.
Quebec may leave Canada or the country may elect its Senate, but
a<; for gutting social spending to reduce the deficit, there is no alternative. It is no wonder this message bas attracted disaffected Tories.
The violent imagery does little to satisfy people looking for ·new'
politics that put their needs first. It only convinces Canadians that the
differences that made us the 'kinder. gentler' half of North America
may have been lost forever.
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3. TfHJ Lance 1s committed to acbng against the oppression of socially,
culturally, politically arid economically disadvantaged groups. In
add !Jon, we oppose the aoose of power in any form
4. Th6 Lance win not pr111t malenal 111a1 1s sex s~ raast. agers~
heterosex1st, or that maligns d1fferently-ablad peoples or the
econon11cally d1sadvantag ad.
5 Thfl Lance will work against the prol1ferat1011 of conventional and
nl/Clear arms and the syslems which promote them, which pres91Veand
extend unjust econom,c and political hegemony, dlW~ng resources
from genuine human needs
6. The Lance promotfls non-violent rHolutt0n to any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological respons1b41ity, both in content and 1n
its day-to-daywolkings.
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we are not giving special attention or undue recognition to
womyn". Of course you are and
perhaps that needs to be done to
get the attention and repcct that
needs to be gotten!
The danger that I see is that if
the past bas been unduly reported
as 'history' will the future be
'berstory' to compensate for the
gross discrepancies and injustices
of the past and men. in their turn,
will be the victims? An eye for
an eye?
Will we ever get to Ourstory?
Do we have another several
thousand years to balance the
scales? My opinion is that we
don't and if we don't move exponentially toward Ourstory,
with all its woundedness, we
won't survive as people on this
planet, Mother Earth.
Walter J. Clemem, M.S.W.
Alumni 1973

90's man no
primitive
Respect new
bulding
Dear Editor,
As a student at U of W, I am
impressed, as I am sure you are,
by our new CAW Centre. Although the building 1s not quite
completed. it 1s easy to sec what
a tremendous difference this new
facility will make for students
There are now several new services available as well as improved food services and special
areas for studying and socializmg.
Given that this is our building,
I would hope that all students
feel that they are responsible for
maintaining the quality of it. Already there have been several incidents of vandalism. which you
may not be aware of. which
could reflect badly on the students of this university. I am concerned that the actions of a few
may ultimately disadvantage the
larger student body in terms of
the range ot services provided
and accessibility to the facilities.
It's our building, let· .s be proud
of it!
Karen Metcalfe
Student Supervisor, CAW
Student Centre

Make
level-headed
choices
Dear Editor,
Thank you for publishing the
lcners you have received re: the
article on pregnancy information
in Wind1;or. Please allow me to
congnllulate the writer of this article for plainly laying out the
services available for those
womyn who choose life for their
unborn infant.
Though it is true that our
society docs not recognize the
human life in the womb (the correct name of fetus is actually
latin for unborn child), it does
not mean that 1t is right to kill indiscriminantly.
The issue of abortion is very
sensitive and as a woman I have
confronted its many aspects. To
me it is challenging and very

close to heart. I would like to address the pregnancies that occur
as a result of the willful and
deliberate act between a woman
andaman.
There are enough contracepu ves and enough birth control information out there that abortion
is not necessary as form of birth
control. In this case the decision
about what to do with the potential life (which is a possibility)
should be made prior to conception. The choices that we womyn
have over our bodies can be exercised prior to the formation of a
new life.
Please womyn, spare a life by
making choices when levelbeaded and not 'in the beat of the
moment'. We are not animals, we
have the capacity to draw future
consequences into the decisionmaking process. We do not have
to obey every feeling to which
we are exposed. We have the
choice to prevent unwanted pregnancies before they become a
problem.
Michelle Burridge

Who will tell
Ourstory?
Dear Editor,
I happened to be at the university today and picked up a copy
of the Lance (Oct.13/93). It
brought back memories of under
and graduate school (graduated
M.S.W. 1973). Some of the
memories were plea-;ant; some
not-so-pleasant. vis-a-vis. Com-

ing to te mzs with your paper!!!
My attention was drawn to two
articles;
Herstory
validates
Womyn and Women reclaim his-

tory.
As a professional social
worker who works with mdi viduals of both sexes, couples
and families, I am more than cogni1ant of womyn's issues. I also
recognize and value their universal contribution in the development of people through l.beir
work in and out-;ide of the home.
I also agree totally with the use
of inclusive language.
I am perplexed at Angie
Slingerland's comment. "By advocating the study of 'herstcx-y',

Dear Editor,
I'm writing in response to the
lener in last week's edition of the
Lance entitled Tired of Pro-Life

Propaganda.
I agree with abortion when it
comes to matters of incest or in
such cases where the mother bas
AIDS or cannot financially afford the child.
We have enough poverty and
suffering and to bring more helpless infants into this situation
would be absurd. Further, I feel
that womyn should have control
over their own bodies but, the
father should have some say
smce the child is also bis.
Sue Monn wntes that men
"are not the ones responsible for
a child's birth into life nor for
caring for the child afterwards."
Hey Sue' Come out of the dark
ages! Seemg that you are a well
educated person, these feeble
minded and ridiculou.\ comments
are totally shocking.
Personnaly, when it comes
time to bring a child into this
world I will be there every s!Cp
of the way and do as much a-;
possible that a male can during
this time period.
l will also have a very active
role in the raising of the child.
Paternity leave is a very viable
option depending on whose
career is more successful, mine
or my future wife's.
Let us not forget that the
miracle of birth is something special that should be shared by a
mother and father and without
both of these parties it would not
he possible.
I realize that male/female relations have a long way to go but
the 90' s man is nothing like the
primitive man that you are
making him out to be.
I am an enthusiastic advocate
of equal rights and it seems that
nothing positive can come from
the comment'> that you arc
making.
These comments will be more
likely to create standoffs between
men and womyn rather than
bringing them together to work
out the important issues.
Dwayne Pursel
Year IV Criminology
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Street Safety for Women
Presented by

Constable Gregg Steiner
Windsor Police Service

and
University of Windsor Campus Police

HEALTHFEST
October 20th, 1993
11 :00 am, 4:00 pm

C.A.W. CENTRE
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Learn how victims are selected
How not be selected as a victim
What to d o if selected as a victim

TDPIC5
SEXUAL ASSAULT
PURSE SNATCHING
THEFT & ROBBERY ANDMORE ...

GET STREET SAFETIED!

Wom.yn' s issues are
not a priority for
Reform. party
By Teena Ward
News Editor

Why the hell would I want to vote for the Reform Party'
that matter why would anyone bother voting if their balloi
ported a party with such backward policies. A recent mr
within the factions of the party bas solidified my already neg;
opinion of Refonners.
At an all candidates forum two weeks ago Reform can<1
Hugh Ramolla told a fellow candidate to "Hit her", when De
Giroux was speaking about family violence. This remark alon,
dicates an insensitivity and ignorance of an important wot
issue.
Yet Ramolla managed to further alienate womyn from
Refonn campaign in his statement that womyn concerned ovt
initial comment were "femin-Nazis" who had no sense of hUC';
Fortunately most people do not become giddy with lau~
when contemplating the number of womyn who are beaten
battered in Canada and around the world. The only seni.
humour which is questionable in this instance is the Re
party· s representative.
This includes Ramolla's slur on feminism. The fact that Ra
la chose to revert to stereotypical mysoginistic language an
pectations of womyn when refuting them indicates a vcr
problem. Such allitudes arc part of the rea<;on that womyn
live in fear in this country.
Party leader Preston Manning's response to this 1ss~
luminates the policies Refonners hold on womyn's issues. N.
ning decided that explaining the parties displeasure
Ramolla · s comments wao; enough. because the offence w,
serious enough.
The fact that Manning does not deem womyn's saftc1
misogynist slurs as important issues makes his party unfit t~
resent over 1\2 of the population.
If a party cannot even make it to the polls without letting St
and racist sentimenLc; slip out. their ability to deal with a mosa:
questionable.
Women and racial minorities have worked for decades 1a1
their issues recognized in this country. By electing a party~
does not take these groups seriously would be a serious sc1t
The only way that the party seems to offer refonn to the pt.'Q'.'
Canada is in the reassertion of archaic white, anglo-saxon. en;
speaking. patriarchal power.
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Activists
·protest the ·
Clayoquot
clear-cutters
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By Tran Longmoore
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Campus and community environmentalists kicked their
year in to higb gear last Wednesday, staging a rally in
protest of the clearcutting of forests at Clayoquot Sound.
The rally was organized by Ute Enviroruncntal Awareness Association (EAA), the Windsor chapter of the Ontario Puhhc Research Group (OPIRG). the First Nations
Law Soc:iety and Students for Global awareness as part of
the Canadian Unified Student Environmental Network's
National Action Day. The rally was part ot a nation wide
effort 10 gain publicity for the people who arc protesting
the decision by the British Columbia goverrunem that has
allowed the pulp and paper companies to cut down sixtysix per cent of the scenic Clayoqout rain forests.
It began at 12:30 pm in front of the Odette centre. with
an opening speech from Tom Demarco, a U of W
graduate who recently lived in a community near Clayoquot Sound.
ApproximaUey twenty people marched through campus
carrying banners and chanting "Clayoquot Sound! Not
clear cul sound!" The march stopped temporarily outside
of the commons area of the CAW-Student Centre where
the Windsor-West candidates forum was taking place.
They placed their banners and signs against the window.
allracting the attention of the candidates and the audience.
After ten minutes, they marched into the commons area,
momentarily disrupting the forum with their chant.
EAA member Tracey Robinson said that Ute
demonstration accomplished all of its goals.
"We wanted to gain people·., attention and raise aware
ness of the situation in Clayoquot Sound. The candidate's
forum gave us the perfect opportunity to do that. We got
the attention of the media. students. and the candidates."
Russel Bennett, co-ordinator OPIRG Windsor. planned
10 ask the candidates how they fell about the Clayoqout

Associate News Editor
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Sound situtation hut was left standing.
at the microphone as the forum concluded.
"It's appalling to see the government unconditionaJly
transfer the use of the land Lo the pulp and paper corn
panics without any regard for the environment or th1.
aboriginal claims to the land," said Bennett.
When asked what he !bought of the protest, WindsorWest Liberal incumbent Herb Gray said, "I appreciate
their (protestors) freedom to express Uteir views," adding
that the Liberals are against Ute clear cutung of forests.
Green Party candidate Sarah Atkinson supported the
demonstrators, saying that the rally gave energy to the
forum .
''It highlighted an important issue that has been ignored
in Ule campaigns. Because of the constraints in Ulese
forums, it made certain people a little uptight. But people
have to realize that. when it comes to speak.mg about issues, political forums arc no more rational Ulan
demonstrations."
Some of Ule students attending Ute forum were not so
understanding.
"I Utink it's rude." said one student who refused lO
reveal her name. ··11.ame to listen to the candidates speak.
They (the protesters) should have done sometlling
separate from the candidates forum.''
Oilier student,; were supportive of the demonstration .
'"It'!, a ,;hame that people have to go to lengths 10 have
Uteir concerns adressed, but that'!, the only way Lo be
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Teachers worried
about NAFTA's
affect on education
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

1

heard." explained Paul Michaud. a
philosophy student.
Since 1989. the EAA has been
one of the most vocaJ groups an a quiet c~pus. Robinson
said that the rally is indicative of the group's new
aprroach to making the community aware of stale of the
environment.
"We're going to be more spontaneous and concentrate
on as much as on the global issues as things like local
recycling programs," said Robinson.
The EAA will be busy this montll. This week Ule group
will be working on the International Joint Comrrussion on
its "2.ero Discharge Policy." Greenpeace is expected 10 attend the Saturday raJly and other events.
On Ocl. 28. it will focus aucnlion on Ute styrofoam
waste problem. The group will be working with Wlndsor
OPIRG to make a giant mountain of Ute campus'
Styrofoam waste.
And On Oct. H, Utere will be a canoue tnp to Peche
Isle Provincial Park, which is located in the Detroit River.
They will spend the day there cleaning up Ute island and
then have a barbequc before coming back 10 Wmdsor. [g

Black students at Cornell ~ ·'
prote~t to end racial tension~ ~
During the 1968-69 academic term. racial ten-

sions elevated to a boiliug point on dle Cornell
Campus, leading to a series. of protests to assert
the rights ofbJack students.
The integration of black studeuts on tbe New

AN ACTIVE PAST

forced k> face the concem'i of black students wbeo
they p_in.led hundreds of books from tJle Sbetves
which were deemed irrelevant
Frustrated students further asserted their
defianc.e to the racism of Cornell in a direct confronUltiQn w,th the university's president. While

spealdng to a group of people the studentS collared the president and pulled him away from the

York campus was still recent in 1968-69, and
black studen1S represented 240 of the 13 200
school population Experienc~ on the campus left
the students feeling alienate-0 from tbe student
body.
Difficulties in 1he women·s doimitori~ between b.laek and white students prompted a

Opponents of Ute North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFT A)
argue that the deal compromises Canadian sovereignty, and teachers
are worried that it could have a bad effect on education.
That's why David Eaton. general secretary of the Ontario Secondary School Teacher's Federation (OSSTF), was in town last week to
give a talk at Ule Main Library. OSS1F is opposed to NAFTA, both
black co-operative residences increased the alfor what it will do to the education system and other soda-cultural inready apparent tacial rift:
stitut1ons, and because it gives away Ule powers of government to a
B~ students were farther antag(miZe<I by a..
trade commission.
y.isitiug
professor who teponedfy ~ racist
"Toe deal is about sovereignty - wbo owns the country and who
ideas. Despite COU1P.lainfi ro-Comellts adminisu.a..
runs it, and bow we do business in Canada," said l!aton. His analysis
non regarding the content of the professors
of NAFTA concludes that the Canadian government will be overshadowed by the terms of Ule deal. and the power will be in the hands s_cbolatsbip, me situation was not temedied.
The stud~ -Oeeidedl,R.~()Dt~ profess«
of business leaders who control Ute trade comission. "The issue has to
·themselves
td~ess ~jaclSt sentffiients direct.:
do with governance, it leaves governments powerless. How much are
ly.
They
J)teSented
tbe professor with .a statement
we willing to give up 10 a trade agreement?"
.
.
Some of the specific reasons educators are opposing NAFTA in- and demanded be ,coo itto- his <:lasses, which .he
clude teacher certification standards, which could be lowered to har- blatandy refused to do.
Tension cleated by uus i:ncid&it<was oom.•,;.
monize with the North American market, and the opening up to
pounded by the assasination of Dr. ~ Luthoc
competil.tve bidding for education by U.S. and Mexican interests. .
Omer reasons they site include environmental standards and Job King Jr., ~t same day. Tc e:xpress their in-"
t-Oterance for tacist sentiments the black ~tudents
losst:s
"Keeping Canadian democratic institutions alive is the challen~e ~~t-in at theQfnces oc the_~ ~ ~ @~t.:-?>
Dissat.ified with the ·es-umlisbment'~ ~nfil.:··.
that the FTA and NAFTA bavc posed. At the heart of botll deals 1s
tteatment
of their i$~. l>lack students held A
control of Canadian culture and education." said Eaton.
The OSSTF wa, quick to join the Ontario Social Justice Coalition serie& of protests.
one protest three white MndentS .:were Uliown
in opposition to NAFTA. And ao; local president Mike Walsh, also an
out
of
a university building whkh U~'m.in'istta~
Ontario Teacher's Federation governor said. "We have been promot- ,
don
bad
ing opposition because the country's sovereignty ha,; not ~n
. earlier. pronused to dedkare
r to an Afro..
safeguarded. It is a tiilJ of right<; for big corporations - not people. ~

=·
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podium.
Adminisualors snapped at this action. and
called silt members of the Afro.American Sodcty
to the StQ.dent.-.Facutty Conduct .Goard. The refusal
of the students to appear further enraged the
board. despite the bla:Ck students fe.eling of vie~
timizati-OD, and they were repli.maJ1ded with let-

1a'u,t:~~l{:~-~~~ point
~:~::n::,;d
theuo:1iu:onre!n~f.~tb! ·
or crisis when a <::ross was burned on me
grounds of a residence tot black women students.

The -Offensive and. frightening event mdicated
that whites at the wiversily had ·not understood
the Jl('Ot~ but railer used
as an ex~ to
,PetPe:tuate .racial hatred. Tbe ~American
Society .realized the impooance Q( (:Ontinued

them

protest. and a numbe.r of blael;..students entered
and cx:cupied the student ooion.bmWing.
Observers Williain H. Friedland and Hart)' E(l..
·wards stated that '11le original intent was to seize
the building for ooo qay only an4tben surreQ~ it
peaceably.*' But white .ftarentity students who attempted to break up the the protest. forced the
black students to proteet themselves with guns.
Finally tb.e administration decideo to rewgni2:e
some of the problems which tb.e black students
faced atComell. 1bcir protest ended with the acce~e of two of tbei, demands, 1be rem()\/$ of
~ issued by the Conduct Committee and
an investigation in~.the ~·bol.Pin& inci~. ID
An Aelive Past iia weeldyfe<iturt dediciifili10
the conlilfuing struggle.for Jtudent rights.

Ths Lance asked each of the Windsor-West candidates these questions:
What role should the federal government play in the funding of post-secondary education?
What should a federal government do to create jobs for university students and graduates,
How important Is it to reduce the deficit? Should social spending should be cut?
·
Note: several candidates provided no response. Here are the ones who did:

Sarah Atkinson
Green Party

--

Accessibility to post-secondary education should not depend
on an individual's ability to pay.
Recent federal grant cuts and an
inefficient loan system already
prohibit many potential students.
The threat of provincial tuition
hikes further alienates those who
do not have the money to pay.
We must not let post-secondary education become just
another privilege of a wealthy
elite. Increased (or even restored)
federal fundmg will ensure
greater access.
The Green Party believes in
full funding for post-secondary
education. This realizable goal
has precedents in many European
countries. Funds for education
are an investtnent in our future
and in our virtuaJJy limitless
human resources.
The Green Party believes that
Canada should aim at full
employment through socially
useful and ecologically sustainable jobs.
Having depended too long,
and too naively, on massive
natural resource extraction, we
must begin to develop secondary
and tertiary industries, especially
those that call upon the skills and
imagination of our post-secondary graduates. If we developed
our production of value-added
goods for domestic and export
use, instead of allowing so much
of our dwindling natural resources to be shipped elsewhere for
production, we would see greater
employment.
The Greens also encourage
job-sharing,
work-at-home
programs, and employee-owned
and -run businesses. Co-operati ves need not rely on profit as
their main motive, so they are

more responsive to worker and
community needs. This means
better wages, more worker involvement, and greater job security.
(Branch plants, on the other
band, provide little security. For
example, the closing of foreignowned Green Giant in Tecumseh
means the loss of 100 full-time
and 500 seasonal jobs.)
The deficit's huge drain on
Canada's economy could be addressed by taxing currently untaxed wealth. Tbis would apply'
to the tens of billions of dollars
protected by tax shelters, and the
huge sums lost to tax breaks for
large companies.
We must consider ways of
reducing it while reducing also
the deficit of our natural and
human resources.
It's a grave mistake Lo target
social programs as the root of
government overspending. We
must reduce spending not necessary to maintain a healthy quality
of life. Military production is a
good place to start.

Atkinson is a 28-year-old
Windsor native with a degree in
philosophy from the U of W. She
is currently a board member of
Artcite and the Third World
Resource Centre, and is on leave
from her job as arts editor of the
Lance.

Emily Carasco
New Democratic Party
I am running for public office
because I believe, as many
Canadians do, that most of our
federal elected representatives (in
the last couple decades) have
betrayed this country.
They have taken actions reductions of transfer payments
resulting in the erosion of our
medicare and education systems;
free trade deals that lead Lo job

losses, giving away our energy
nad water; lowering our labour
and environmental standards; imposing taxes like the GST which
bit middle and low-income
people the hardest; pay increases
for senators and lavish pension
plans for MPs while most
Canadians reel from the recession - that are taking us in the
opposite direction from which
most Canadians want to go.
The federal government should
play a strong role in funding
post-secondary education in
order to ensure high quality, accessible education throughout
Canada. I have a strong record
working for this goal provincially
and federally.
Unfotunately,
successive
federal
governments,
both
Chretien's and Gray's Liberals
and Campbell's Conservatives,
have reduced transfer payments
to the provinces for education.
New Democrats are committed to
stabilizing federal funding for
higher education.
Both Liberal and Conservative
governments failed to recognize
and respond appropriately to a
changing global environment.
New Democrats have a comprehensive program, Strategy for

a Full Employment Economy. It
is based on a high wage, high
skill, high value added and
knowledge-based
economy.
Please call for a copy.
We believe the federal government should work with the
provinces and territories to create
a cost shared national youth service that provides young people
with necessary work experience
in
industry,
community
enterprises and social service
agencies.
Dealing with the deficit at the
expense of further job losses.
diminished social programs. or

By now, you've probably realized
there's more to life than school.
And that a job is only as good as
the career it bujlds. We can help.
We can give you the skills and
financial knowledge to become
an accounting professional: a
Certified General Accountant.

acceptance of high levels of
poverty is unacceptable. The
deficit is best dealt with by enabling Canadians who wish to
work to find employment by
providing every Canadian with
lhe social programs that enable
them to be health productive
members of our society. We can
afford it - it is a question of
priorities.

Carasco is a U of W law
professor and fomzer Faculty Association president who has
worked with the Children's Aid
Society, and served as special
observer to the United Nations.

Robert Cruise
Marxist-Leninist Party
Our party calls for the renewal
of the electoral process so that
citizens are empowered. This includes university students who
face higher fees and budget cuts
both federally in transfer payments and grants and provincially under the 'logic' of cutting a
deficit that keeps getting bigger.
Education is an investment in
which the society benefits and
rather than cut federal involvement it should be increased. It is
irresponsible to try and cut the
deficit when there is so much unemployment The key question is
to cut the handouts to the monopolies and free trade rides they
enjoy which erodes the tax base
and shifts the burden onto those
who, like post-secondary students, can least afford to pay.
The question of unemployment
and jobs affects all sectors and is
a major sign of an unhealthy system. Expansion and employment
require two major factors: l) the
most advanced technology and 2)
modem relations of production.
THe pseudo-socialist regimes of
Ea,;tem Europe fell under the op-

CJ\WS1udENT
CENTRE
•: : -~:, ( MAi N flooR dEsk AREA)
luESdAy, Oc1obER 26 ANd
WEdNESdAy, Oc1obER 2 7
Noon to5 pm

can lead to better opportunities

'YAMpiRE' plAQUE AWARdEd TO

in business, government and

fAcuhy wiTH THE HiGHEST

public practice. If you're ready

PERCENTAGE

call (416) 322-6520, extensions
228, 225 or 217, or toll free

-

Cruise, a graduate from L
in philosophy and po/it
science, has been a Windsor,
tory worker for ten years an,
active with CAW local 195.

Bl/*
,... .,l(l,,d
,~, & DONOR et·IN .IC

Our CGA program of studies

to make even more of yourself,

position oif people, not just
to the absence of democr
since the sixties to 1989, but
cause they had ounnoded rl
tions of production and back\\,
technology. Canada has
vanced technology and extrem
restrictive relations of produc~
(i.e.
monopolized
Prod
lion/branch plant economy) 1
ironically, each new modemi,
innovation
by
corporall(
results in more jobs ge1t
destroyed, far more than
created.
We favour binding refer
dums on the direction of
economy. This way Cana<F.
could have blocked the GST
FTA and could have a full
cussion on such unpoJli.
measures before deciding.
Empowennent means we er
trol our elected representabi
have recall and ditrect citizen
itiative at the level of the Ho.
of Commons. These mechani1
are part of sharing of powei
which the electors refuse to f
a blank cheque and absot
power to the political elites
rule them after marking an X
the ballot.
We say, keep the es;.
lishment parties out of lhe Hn
of Commons and deny any sic
party a mandate in this elect.
A minority government can
held more accountable and i
people, particularly the smallp
ties which the media virtuall}
nores, a good chance to devt
their unity and initiative so
eventually power and pril't
with the help of the mass ma
cannot so adversely affect
outcome of any election.

of pARTicipATiON.

WiN CHAllENGE Cup poiNTsl
PlEASE GiVE, iT MEANS so MUCH!
REMEMbEn: you MUST HAVE
pHoTo ID 10 doNATE blood.

1-800-668-Hs+, or write to us

at 240 Eglinton Avenue East,
Toronto i\14P I K8.

We're accounting for
the future in Ontario
. , _ . _ . Certifi~. General Ac~ountants
~"'·~lllii~ia~ii-ill,.••••P Assoc1at1on of Ontano

THEJAPANEXCHANGE
AND TEACHING PROGRAM
Applications are now open for the 1994 Japan Exchange and Teaching
(JET) Program, a youth exchange program sponsored by the Government
of Jap~n . .Assistant English Teachers help with English language
education rn Japanese Junior high and high schools Coordinators of
International Relations (CIR) assist regional Japanese government
bodies involved in 1nternatronal activities Both pos1t1ons are open to
canadian university graduates, but CIRs must also have a very good
knowledge of Japanese Both are one-year contracts beginning late July,
1994, and pay a salary of 3,760,000 yen (approx $37,000) per annum
For application forms contact
The Japan Information Centre
Ste. 2702, T-0 Bank Tower
P.O. Box 10, T-0 Centre
Toronto M5K 1A1
Tel: (416) 363-5488 Fax: 363-6074
Deadline for application Is December 3, 1993 Do not send r•sum4is
Former program participants may not apply
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Liberal Party
I am seeking re-election so that
I can continue my efforts on
economic, social and environmental issues and to preserve
Canada as a strong mdependent
country.lam also askmg for support to elect a Liberal government to implement the Liberal
plan. with its priority of job creation and economic growth,
responsible deficit reduction, and
maintenance of our social
programs. especially medicare.
The Liberals and I voted against
the FTA and NAFTA. A Liberal
Government will not proclaim
NAFTA
unless and until
Canada's interests are met
The negative impact of the
Conservative
government's
unilateral cuts to post-secondary
funding is well docwnented. A
Liberal re-negotiation of federalprovincial fiscal arrangements
will be predicated on a firm commionent to the continuing role
financial and otherwise, of the
federal govnment in post-secondary education. The Liberals arc
committed to funding arrangements that will provide certaint}
and predictability.
TI1e number one priority for a
Liberal Government will be job
creation and economic growth
This will create opportunities for
students and graduates. The
Liberal job plan includes establishing the Canadian lnvesnncnt
Fund and a Canadian Technology
Network to encourage invesnnetn
in the industries of tomorrow.
support to small business which
is a major source of jobs. support
for more research and development and a growing environmental
industry,
and
the
establishment of a Youth Service
Corps which will help young
people gam skills and experience
while
helping
community
development.
Reducing the deficit is imporiant. Ltherals have a reahsuc plan
with a combination of measures
LO stimulate economic growth at
the same ume a<; cutting unproductive spending. The Liberal
plan i!> to reduce the deficit from
the current 5.2 percent of GDP to
3 percent. over the next four
years.
I do not think that social
spending should be cut. Liberals
introduced our own social
programs and are committed to
retaining them. They are an investment in Canada's future.

Herb Gray has represented

·
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Windsor West since 1962 and
served as minister m previous
Liberal governments
More
recently, Gray served as leader
of the opposition; currently he is
opposition finance critic.

Brett Skinner

WINTER1994
REGISTRATION

Reform Party
Canada faces massive constitu·
tional, poltical, economic and social challenges. Only the Reform
Party seems willing to talk about
these issues. More than that, we
are the only party offering
specific, common-sense, constructive solutions.
For too long Canadians bave
endured bad government because
good, common, ordinary people
have done nothing. Now we see
that the special interest groups
and special interest politicians
have begun to exccrsize our
democratic ngbt<; for us. It is
time to stop this.
I am committed to work ofr
genuine reform - not just cosmetic change. J will work
towards reforms that uphold tJ1e
sovereignty, rights and equality
of the individual under Canadian
law and limit the interference of
the government in the lives and
livlihoods of Canadians. I will
publicly support legislation that
is based and logicall} consistent
with these principle~
The Reform Party's economic
plans are designed to prevent the
debt from growing b} eliminating the deficit as quickly a<; is
reasonably possible so as to save
our social safety net from
bankruptcy and to get our taxes
do\\-11 so that jobs can be created
and economic growth can occur
We want to overhaul the justice
system to restore it<; legitimacy
for Canadians. We want to make
our pQhticians more accountable
and give Canadians a bigger
voice in the political process. We
are ac;kmg you not to play
politics with your vote If we arc
ever to have reform. voters must
begin to vote their principles.
values. and common sense. Consider the credibility of the old
parties when compared to their
records. Let's not get fooled
again. Let's vote for common
sense. constructive change - not
politics a'> usual.

CURRENT, PART-TIME UNDERGRADS:
Timetables will be available on campus beginning October 15th.
You can register by phone beginning at 9:00 a.m. on Monday, October 18th.
(Your "Personal Access Code" was printed on your Fall "Confirmation of Registration"
which was recently mailed to you.)

CURRENT, FULL-TIME UNDERGRADS:
You must pick up your registration package, including your "Telephone Registration
Appointment Notice" and Degree Audit Report at the REGISTRAR'S OFFICE.
Follow this schedule for pick-up:
Yr. 4 and Yr. 3 students-beginning Wednesday, October 20th;
Yr. 2 students-beginning Wednesday, October 27th;
Yr. 1 students-beginning Wednesday, November 3nd.

PART-TIME GRADS:
Materials will be mailed to your current LOCAL address.

FULL-TIME GRADS:
Registration materials will be available in your department.

Skinner is a 26-year-old
Windsor nat,ve with a U of W
political science degree. A
Canada Customs employee. he
has been involved with manv
charitable organi:ations and is
trustee of a local church.

the
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Personal Size Pepperoni Pizza

5hlNata , - action : Action ,..,. studanta

join forces to invite you to

WATCH
HISTORY IN
THEM

A delicious McDonald's Personal Size Pepperoni Pizza
has always been a great value.
But now, at just $1.99 plus applicable taxes, it's unbeatable!
Don't miss it. Drop by a local Windsor McDonald's today.
"3354 Douiau Ave."
"883 Huron Church Rd."
"2780 Tecumseh Rd. E."
"7777 Tecumseh Rd. E."

"77 Wyandotte St. E."
"3195 Howard Ave."
"4840 WyandollC St. E."

International Socialists to Picket Reform Party
International Socialists at U of
are calling for the support of
students in their picketing of ~e
Reform Party at their Campaign
Office (south west comer of

w

CAMPUS CLIPS

Sick of sitting in the
stands? Join the action
by writing for the Lance
Sports department.
Sports editor Dave
Gough is looking for
recruits. Stop by and
talk to Dave in the
basement of the Student
Centre, or show up to
the staff meeting every
Monday at 6:00 p.m.
See you there!

Tecumseh and Ouelette). The
picket will take place on Monday
Nov. 18 at 6 pm, to indicate dissatisfaction with Reform policies
which many deem sexist and
racist.
As recently as two weeks ago
Hugh Ramona. a Reform Party
candidate in the Burlington
riding, joked about family
violence at an all candidates
meeting. In response to the
women concerned about his
remarks,
Ramolla
made
derogatory
remarks
about
feminism.
Ramolla's statements were

...- - - - - - - - - - . neither endorsed by party leader
Preston Manning, nor considered
serious enough for action to be
taken.

Enviro-Rally at Dieppe Park
- The International Joint Commission will be joined by
Windsor community environmental groups at a rally in
Dieppe Park.
The rally will take place on

Oct. 23, at 12:30 pm, to oppose
nuclear power and waste, incinerators, chlorine based che~ical pollut1on, and concern with
human and wildlife health in the
Great Lakes.
Speakers, information, music,
and lunch will be available.
Public hearing!> before the UC
commissioners, and a discussion
panel will take place afterwards.

Mexican Workers Against
N AFI' A - Auto workers from
Canada, Mexico, and the United
States have joined together in an
"exchange program".
The countries will be swoi>ping citizens temporarily in an
effort to raise awareness in conjunction with Detroit and
Windsor area anti-NAFfA campaign.
Ford workers from Mexico
will be visiting Windsor and
Detroit on Oct. 15 and 16. The
two Mexicans from the Cuautilan
plant are available to speak with
local unions and community
groups about the violation of
labour rights in Mexico. The auto
workers are in Canada in connection with local anti-NAFfA
groups.
Some local UAW members
will also be travelling to El Sal-

vador and Mexico as a part of
FENASTRAS Solidarity Committec. ~ send off fo~ ~em will
be held m Romulus Michigan.

New OPUS A wards - U of
W's Organization of Part-time
University Students will be
presenting an award to a valued
student and professor on Oct. 19.
The award will be given to a
part-time student for scholastic
excellence. An award will also be
given to a professor chosen by
part-time students for special
contributions and extra effort
shown towards part-time students. The event will take place
in the new OPUS office in the
CAW Student Center.
Research
Group's
Popularity Soars - The Ontario Public Interest Group
(OPIRG) is very popular at the U
of W. Between Tuesday and
Friday of last week the group
wac; collecting signatures in SUJ>port of their formal ratification.
OPIRG officially only needed
500 signatures, but on Friday the
tally came in at 1170 signatures
of support, giving them more
than enough student support to
go to a referendum.
The group already has histori-

cal ties to the U of W, but thei
present connection with SAC'
Env~onmental Commission, ~
Environmental Awareness A
sociation.
Jn fact OPIRG and the EA.
are co-sponsoring an upcomio
event - building a styrofo<Ut
mountain to illustrate the mag
nitude of waste. OPIRG will b
selling enviro-friendly mugs fo
$4 at the event.
A film series has been plannt
for the month o foctober as w~
to illustrate the diversity O
OPIRG' s interests.

Manufacturing Consent \\
play on Nov. 1, The Valour an
the Horror on Nov. 11,
Guatamalan documentary Burr.
ing Rivers on Nov. 15, and He
bicide Trials Case on Nov. 22.

CAW Student Center (}fi
cially Open - U of W' s ne
CAW Student Center will be 1h
centre of a series of spect,
events and grand galas in the ur
coming week. The Investing
Leadership Campaign-Phase II
will be celebrating the openic
with an evening of cocktails ac
hors d'oeuvre on Oct. 23. If yo.
haven't RSVPed your invite ya
let's hope they are liberal wit
students at the door.
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By Lesley Psklywec
News Staff
Arc visible minorities more

'ill ~ likely 10 be pegged for crimes in
~s k Canada's .1usucc system?
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A commission studying racism
in Ontario's criminal justice system held an open forum to discuss issues concerning racism
and justice.
Systemic racism refers to procedures and practices, sometimes
intentional that disadvantage and
discriminate
against
racial
minorities. Racial tensions, like
the Young Street riot in Toronto,
have brought home to the Ontario
government that the justice systern is not as effective and as inlpartial ac; it claims.
Studies confirm the existence
of systemic racism in other
provinces' judicial systems.
The commission's job, accordmg to co-chair David Cole is "to
look at the entire criminal justice
system from arrest through
charge .. . through to parole and
other fonns of release from jail.
People have been complaining
about these issues, particularly
people from the black community, for the last fifteen years.
"This commission arose partly
in response to that, and partly
from the Younge Street riot last
May.
The government set out this
commission of inquiry ... to take
a long hard look at these issues
and report by March 31, 1994."

Response to riot
At MacKenzie Hall people
were eager to voice their concerns. Three main concerns arose
time and time again.
The first concern was the
media's
focus
on
ethnic
minorities and crime.
With Detroit's media constantly broadcasting ethnic crimes instead of olher newsworthy items,
the media is helping 10 create
systemic racism.
The committee spoke up to explain that there is a small research group working on media
perception and bow the media int1uences viewers.
The group· s adgenda. in part,
involves the exploration of the
role of media in public understanding of crime and race. including reporting their findings
back to the commission.
Of equal concern is the treatment of ethnic minorities in the
justice system. specifically youth.
One mother. Deborah Taylor. ex-

plained bow her son was not
given proper treatment when
dealt with by the police in
Wind-;or, she fell that he had
been unfairly treated because of
his race.
Kim Elliott, president of the
Black Canadian Ethnic Group.
feels that bis e xperiences as a
black youth give him some insight into the problems.
Some of his recommendations
to the commission were:
*The justice system must deal
with both the victim and the offender
*Students must learn about
their rights when dealing with
teachers, police, and peers.
*Repeat offenders need to be
rehabilitated instead of being
rocketed through lhe courts continuously.
*Police station etiquette, for
youths who may not understand
the consequences of waiving
right to legal cousel.

Cycle of crime

,
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CROSS CANADA CLIPS
TORONTO (CUP) - The
federal governments· s newly
treated Ministry of .· Human
Resources could tum' universities into traimng schools for
big business. critics w.am.
:Created by PM; ~ Kim
~ i. the educaiion.:·

were

policies
w.ev.ious.ly dealt
with by tbe deparunent of the
Secret~ of State. The new

~a~!~~i. cttEAD START ~a~'siin~
STUDENT DISCOUNTS 20°1o OFF
Aesthetics
Body waxing
Manicures
Favcials
Pedicures

Latest Cuts
Tinting
Highlighting
Perms
Ear Piercing

Open
Mon day-Saturday
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Friday evening by
appointment only

Michelle Osborne & Lynda Lucier. 3210 Sandwich St. (at Mill) 256-8992

portfolio is aimed at building ·
''.the

mol>ile,
educated
workforce
needed
for

Canada's international rompetitiveness.••
· Spokesperson fOf · the
Secretary of State. ·.Yamilee
Dupont, .said *bat me Human
Resources Department "will
provide beuer linkages be-

tween trfilning· and education
.and the current and ;· future
needs ot tbe labout markec·1
A p~t :president of th~

Canooian

Association

of

University .Teachers . ques,-.
tioned the link, dung the am-a
as. provincial territ.ozy due to
limited S\lpp<)rt fut ~
by tbeJederal: government. , .

groups.

Student adv0<;acy
tbe change

.also fear

may

·mean tJeul.ands for stnt,fent aid
All of these poinLc;, if not adreform and=· iilCteased post·
dressed may lead to a cycle of
secondary •\fending will .ha~
crime, says Elliott. "In essence,
less impact oo the• fedetal
the system has to aid in the
reform of youths."
Many citizens believe that localized police contact (community policing) can change the
face of policing and biased attirudes.
If police officers are on a local
beat and are seen constantly by
residents, chances are the attirudes of officers and the community may change.
Each district patrols parks.
trails, and lhe streets of small
Windsor districts, like Sandwich
Towne.
The officers have a responsibility to introduce and meet the
members of their patrol area.
By doing so, communities
define their problems and have a
long term relationship to build
trust upon. explained Windsor
police Chief John Blair.
Although
amng
the
community's concerns 1s a step
in the right direction. commissioner Sri-Guggan Sri-SicandaRajah docs not want to mislead
people.
"We would be basically telling
you an untruth if we could actually change the laws. We are
here only to investigate and
analyze the information." explained Sri-Sicanda-Rajah.
The commission will relay its
findings to the government in
early 1994.
~

goye.riuneitt'.~ J)Oliciqs. •~~

overall :effect: wiU be to dilme

·JJ.ie ..~ of:post~~on,.
dary'

education

in

tbe·

· J)()lt(<>lio/f. · safd · Emediere
Qn~ president of~-~

·=!:ffl1~~~@ian
. .-.
TheSinl<maCbiose,
V.aisi}y . . .·:, ,., :. -·....:-.,.
TORONrO

(CUP>

·,.

University efToronm ·prot~:=; ·
sot .Robert O'DrlscoU is at it-

agafu, this time

wi(b.

a new

'!*eO•Nui;~,*'roxthor: ··m.rt·

the
unive.mty cpntinues tg •support
his 'rigbt to teach,
0 1Dtlscoll; whose last book
wa.c; widely ·rondemned as
oomg am.i~$emedc hate litera-

ture, released bis follow up

vQJume Jasf montb,
University

spokesperson

David Cook said O'DriseoU
would retum to the classroom

at the end of bis current· sao::

batical eveu though his two
last books were investi~t.ed
by tire dty poll~ Hate Cr:unes
Unit.
The current book'.s <»author is lhited ''His ExceJ...
lenc;y J.J WiUst but

as

o·:Driscoll freely admits this
is a pseudonym for ~~~

neoNaziJobn Ross Tayloe: ·
-Bruce Rolston,
The Varsiiy

·

But it doesn't take a career politician
to see what's going wrong in Canada.
You know it and she knows it.
Canada can't take four more years of
federal cuts in education funding
while we continue to spend billions
of dollars on helicopters, and $150,000
a day for an unelected, Do-Nothing
Senate.
If Canada is to become competitive
again, we need to retain our economic
sovereignty. We need to invest in our
future, in education NOW.

On October 25, you decide.
Emily Carasco is your federal NDP
candidate in Windsor West, a law
professor at the University of Windsor,
and a person with a proven record
on educational
equity and
• • Canada's
aff~rdable
ff New Democrats
tuition fees. Authorized by Ertc W1at, official agent for Emily Carasco.

• • • • • • • • • • • • HOME OF LIVE ROCK AND ROLL • • • • • • • • • • •

SAT. OCT. 30th SUN. OCT. 31st
CRAZY BABIES
THE WAKE&
Ozzy
& Black Sabbath
THE NU HIPPIES

(singer from University
of Windsor)

Shoctober Party

*

- The Lance. October 18. 1993. page 10.

Media, politicians, who's rubbing who~
By Tran Longmoore
Associate News Editor

Man, Jean Chretien is a tough
little guy. Just one of us common
folks taking on the big guys.
That's the impression I get from
the snapshots in the newspapers.
Look, there's Jean wrestling
with a giant great dane. And
look, there he is carrying three
cases of beer - at the same time!
Look, there's Jean waterskiing.
And look at Jean arm wrestle the
president
of
the
Toronto
Dominion Bank. Go gel'em Jean!
It's no secret that Canadians
are tired of electing bureaucrats
to run the country. Jean Chretien
and his advisors know this perhaps more than anyone. His campaigners have gone to great
lengths to convince the public
that he is just a "little guy"
prepared to fight the "big guys."
And throughout the election campaign, the media has given the
Liberals exactly what they
wanted, printing photos and
stories that convey that image.
Chretien is anything but a little
guy. When be left politics in
1986 he worked as senior counsel
in the prominent law fum Lanf
Michener Lawrence & Shaw; ad-

viser to the investment house
Gordon Capital; director of the
Toronto Dominion Bank, Consolidated Bathurst Inc. and
Viceroy Resources.
The media have chosen to
overlook that Chretien is tied to
big business in a large way and
play up the little guy image.
Media, itself, is big business. The
bottom line is profit and it, like
any other corporation, does what
it can to see that its interests will
be served by the country's
leadership. If a chain of
newspapers feel that one candidate best represents its needs
than you can bet that it will endorse that candidate. As one
owner said "I am ultimately the
publisher of all these papers, and
if the editors disagree with us,
they should disagree with us
when they are no longer under
our employ."
The problem is, of course, that
the most Canadians rely on
newspapers, television and radio
to get their information. Media
have a tremendous influence on a
voter's opinion. This conflict of
interest clashes with the idea of
democratic elections.
The incestuous relations of
Power Corporation and many of

W~F~qlk~....

our political leaders is an example of this conflict.
Power Corporation owns a
chunk of a media conglomerate
that controls 38 per cent of our
nations daily newpapers, including the Windsor Star.
Chairperson Paul Desmarais
Sr. bas been good friends with
Former Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney for over 20 years. Over
the years, Desemarais bas been
one of Mulroney's primary cam-

paign funders. In return Mulroney has appointed two of
Desmarais' relatives to the
Senate. And now, Mulroney is
over in Japan securing a $100
million deal for the corporation.
Jean Chretien also has ties to
the corporation. After losing the
1984 liberal leadership campaign
to John Turner, he used the
corporation's private jet to fly
home. His recent leadership victory was manged by John Rae,
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QUESTION... LIKE LIVE MUSIC?
QUESTION... STRAPPED FOR CASH?

CLASSIFIEDS
BED & BREAKFAST
visiting parents and In
Ten blocks from campus
256-3937.
TWO BEDROOM FURNIS

HAS GOT SOMETHIN' FOR YOU!!

NO FRILLS FRIDAYS!!

... capable of

awe-inspiring and
unpredictable stuff
- anct that includes
more than just

Spend the night with the Windsor
Symphony! Take a behind the scenes look at
the orchestra during their final dress
rehearsals for the blockbuster CLASSICS
concerts!

music'

PRICE: $5 (YES. FIVE BUCKS!)

Irl CONCERT at Mackenzie Hall
Friday, October 29th, 8:00 pm
Tickets $14 ($12 for members} Availat>te in
advance at: The 600.kroom (Mackenzie Hall), South
Shore Books, Casa Cbavela, Judy's In The Sky,
university of Windsor Student centre (main desk)

DATES
Frtday, Oct 22, 1993, 7p.m.-Beethoven's Fifth
Friday, Nov. 26, 1993, 7p.m.-Tchaikovsky Spectacular
Friday, Jan. 21, 1994, 7p.m.-Moz.art Special
Friday. Feb. 18, 1994, 7p.m.-Hungarian Rhapsody

• Come casual and hear the symphony your way!
For tickets call Cleary Boz Office 252-6579

Pump a little iron
Bash a few balls ~:~~~~t1~~ash,
Have a couple brewskies

-

c

Over 200 students demonstrated against proposed tuition hikes at Queen's Park in Toronto. It was
of National Student's Day. (photo by MATT CHOMECK/, The Excalibur)

1HEN

•... one of
the premier
performers in
North America

brother of Ontario prem1
vice president of Power r
lion. Additionally,
daughter France is IDafTi:
Desmarais' son Andre.
Should
Chretien
Prime Minister, and as tt.
seems to have jumpeo
band wagon it looks like
we can expect more oft
"you rub my back I'll n::
politcal mentality.
It rubs me the wrong~
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EARN FULL-TIME$$$~
time hours. Call 972-7'¥/J

WANTED

2

AMBnt

women for fast-growing re
business. PIT or FIT, ca1
3227.

USED CAR WANTED
BUY, prefereably a H~
good condition. 256-6993.

CODEPENDENCY: PhO
dent in psychology se:

-,,,.;.;.,

~

,,...<4
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~

ESSEX RACQUET & FITNESS CLUB
3901 Huron Church Rd.

TEMPORARY

Time Jobs in Japan as~
sational English instruclor
to 4000/rnonth, no exper
necessary. Free details;
SASE: MGM Support Ser
Dept. 317, 106-3120 81h\
East,
Saskatoon,
katchewan, S7H OW2.

reports, thesis, resumes
ters. Cash, VISA or Mast
accepted. For special s·
rates, call Roni at 253·5$

Studen!_~~mbership
$175 yearly/ $17 monthly
...
\

Oct· May. 944-4464.

TYPING: PAPERS, ESSI

•Join the healthy students at Essex Racquet and Fitness.
·
•Just up from the University on Huron Church at Todd Lane.
• Weiglits, cardio equipment, aerobics, indoor tennis, squash,
racguetball, restaurant, spa.
•Rated the most complete fitness club in Windsor and Essex
County by Fit Magazine 93.
',

house. 15 minute drive lo
pus. Non-smokers. AVc

966-2172

anyone interested in c:
pendency
(codeperd
therapists, or people WOO,
the label) for confidenb~
view. Call Jonathan l»f
979-9087.

HEY SKIERS! The seaSo'
most here, get that pre-t
tune up now and be
when the snow flies. Ca
torn Ski Tuning, ask for~
734-1492.
CLUBS! STUDENT GAOi
Raise as much as y<JJ 11,
one week! $100 ... se:
$1500! Maricet applica~
popular national credeil ~
Call for more details to o;
for a FREE TRIP IO
SPRING BREAK '94: ~
000-932-0528, exten$IOl1
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On April 13. the NDP govermelll of British Columbia introduced the Clayoquot Land Use
DeCISIOn (CLUD) to the public.
II implemented CLUD would
allow 74 out of every 100 trees 10
he cut and 45 percent of this area
would be clearcut. Clayoquot
Sound is one of the largest tract<;
of rare. old growth-temperate
rainforest remaining on earth.
The Sound covers 260 OOO hectares located on the west coast of
Vancouver Island. Here S1tka
Spruce. Douglas Fir. and
Westem Red Cedar grow. some
up to l 700 years old and 300
feet tall.
ln response to the CLUD.
campaigns to save Clayoquot
Sound developed in Australia.
Austria.
Belgium,
Brazil.
Canada. Costa Rica. England.
Finland. France. Germany, India.
Italy. Japan. Sweden, and the
United States. From July I to October 4. people blockaded logging road<; and participated at the
Peace Camp, both established by
Friends of Clayoquot Sound
(FOCS) based in Tofino. B.C.
This public outcry challenged the
NDP government's decision and
exposed the disasterous logging
practices of companies MacMillan Bloedel and Interfor.

Untouched
Although FOCS insist that the
old growth-temperate rainforest
remain untouched, they suggest
more sustainable methods such
a., selectively cutting second
growth forest,;. Clearcutting is
an environmentally devastating
practice. Cutting on steep slopes
results in landslides and siltation
of river and costal water systems.
and damage to fish habitat.
Destroying forest ecosystems
threatens the existing wildlife.
Since Clayoquot is home 10 black

INSIDE

Free trade and
the environment,
see page 2.
International
body issues call
for end to
chlorine in Great
Lakes, page 3.
Composting:
everything you
wanted to know.
page 3.
Cam.pus
recycling. page 4.
Avoiding excess
packaging. page 4.
The next Lance pull-out
will be published Nov. 8
and will deal with peace
i~ues. Anyone interested
in helping out should
contact Laila Farrell at
253-4232,ext. 3909.

Corporate control within the
judicial system becomes more
evident as the Clayoquot issue
grows. The three men, despite
their violent actions. were merely
questioned but not charged.
Meanwhile. the first group of arrestees (the environmentalist,)
are charged with Crimmal Contempt of Court which a!'>sumes an
intention to puhlicall) hring the
court into ridicule and threaten
the social fahric.
Evidently our <.octal fabric
needs to be "threatened" in order
to re-cstahlish its values. The
righL, of the arrestees are not
respected in the court!'>. Court
dates bave been rushed making
lawyers unavailable and one man
spent eight day ... in jail wit110ut a
charge for reading a statement in
court during the trial. The Crown
supports MacMillan Bloedel by
taking over the prosecution,
.. relieving MacBlo of the costs of
,,~~'M'".;;;.,,.,.~-•,,-,w_....,.,...._.......~..---~ ,,=""'""'"'""'""",..,.; ,,;, prosecution. Saving Clayoquot
Windsor students join in the Clayoquot cause. (photo by ERIC BERNARD)
Sound ha, revealed the public
10
hears. otters. blue heron. the en- within Canada (creating employ- government and corporations 632 how our Canadian system of
dangered marbled murrelctt, two ment and revenue) rather than ex- people were arrested at the block- politics and economy reek!\ of
types of whales, five species of porting the wood. Ideally. an ades and 8 OOO 10 9 OOO people corruption.
Pacific salmon. hundreds of alternative for pulp and paper in- from all over Canada and the
The cause to save Clayoquot
Lhousancl,; of migrating waterfowl dustry is hemp (Cannabis Saliva). world passed t11rougb lhe Peace Sound continues to grow. Eacb
and sborebirds, as well a\ the Hemp farms can produce four Camp dunng the sununer when individual can comrihutc to the
second largest shark in the world, times as much paper (per capit) the camp was most active. Since Sound by writing Premier Mike
this diversity could be be lost.
as trees using only 10 percent the the media stopped reporting the Harcourt in Victoria - placing
In addition. logging companies amount of toxic chemicals. blockades factions supporting pressure on the provincial
apply herbicides to the soil after Clearcutting is not viable for the logging turned to violent attacks government to stop the CLUD,
clearcutting to prevent the earth or as an economic base.
on the Peace Campers.
refusing to buy products from
growth of other vegetation. These
Friday, September l7. seven MacMillan Bloedel, signing petichemicals can be damaging to Corporate interest
drunk men penetrated the camp tions. and creating new camhumans, causing symptoms rangThe Clayoquot issue encom- yelling insults and death threat,;, paigns.
ing from nausea and immune
The outcome can include a
passes several problems which promising to return next day with
deficiency to death. Numerous
reflect the faulL, of our capitalist guns Early Sunday. four truck healthy. life-affirming environchanges in wildlife due to chemi- society. The Canadian govern- loads of men arrived at 3:30 am. ment. devclopmenl of British
cal herbicides have already heen ment operates in the best interest They stoned people <ileeping in Columbia's secondary industry.
identified. Reproductive changes of corprations not the public. tents and focused on the isolated creation of long term employsuch as female systems found in regardless of the party. In the area of the camp reserved for ment. and a sustainable base for
male birds and birds with crossed case of Clayoquot. the Harcourt women.
economy. Whether you consider
beaks are among them.
yourself an environmentaltst or
Desplte
the
chaos
and
terror
government owns 4 percent of
shares in MacMillan Bloedel. peace keepers lried to control the not. the protection of the
Media coverage
totaling S50 OOO OOO. Canadians situation in a non-violent manner. temperate rainforest in Clayoquot
Although extensive media wonder where their tax money Using a police scanner the attack- Sound and the suggested alternacoverage this summer brought goes. Since Harcourt granted ers expected to escape before the tive measures will benefit all.
the Clayoquot issue to public at- MacBlo the most cutting rights authorities arrived but someone The government and corporations
tention, a negative interpretation ever in the Sound, the stock deflated a tire on one of the can no longer deny their actions
of the issue developed, portray- values began to rise. Clayoquot trucks. The police took more nor ignore our protests. The
ing the debate as a battle between belongs to the Crown. meaning than an hour to arrive and ar- world is tired of hearing excuses
and awaits action.
~
loggers and 'anti-loggers'. En- that the provincial governmnet rested three of the men.
vironmentalists are not fighting has control over the use of the
with loggers, rather their target is land. The NDP government ha.<;
the corporations. Likewise the the option to chose a land use
main concern of most loggers is which is both ecologically safe
employment and being able to yet generates finances.
support their families.
However, JOb loss due to Indigenous peoples
protection of foresl'i in Clayoquot
Indigenous peoples worldwide
is a myth. As the Jogging of old are continuously disregarded in
growth forests on Vancouver Is- land use decisions. Although the
land increa.;es. the number of First Nations represent almost
logging jobs has been decreasing half the population of the Sound
due to expansion of mechaniza- their land ba,;e of Indian Resertion and minimally processed ves amounts to only 0.4 percent
timber.
of the total land ba.<;e. The Nuuchah-nulth Tribal Council, comSustainable methods
prised of Hesquiaht, Abousaht.
It is the corporations' shift to Tla-o-qui-aht- First Nations.
more
sustainable
logging Ucluelet. and Toquaht tribes opmethods that forces the industry poses the CLUD. The hereditary
to employ more people per tree chiefs of Clayoquot Sound have
cut. Currently British Columbia never signed treaties regarding
employs fewer people per cubic this land. ceded their territories,
meter of forest than any other na- nor have they surrendered their
tion in the world. B.C. should lands.
also develop its secondary inIn reaction to the intolerable,
dustry to process the timber disrespectful attitudes of the
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By Tracy Robinson
Special to the Lance
Air knows no borders; it will not heed
any arbitrary claim to ownership. The
North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFfA)

recognizes these shar~ resour-

ces between Canada, the USA and
Mexico. It's the inevitable next step to the
Free Trade Agreement (FTA) and will
"harmonize" the strengths of each country.
Wonderful, my only advice is - bold
your breath.
While NAFTA envisions shared resources, it does so in a greed-induced,
economic coma and ignores the waif trailing behind called Shared Responsibility.
NAFTA knows only flimsy policies on
conservation and environmental protection. It will not heed any measure which
hinders productivity. The air I draw into
my lungs following the ratification of
NAFr A will subscribe to the lowest standards of protection and will be measured
not by how much damage can be done to
me but by the cost-effectiveness of implementing guidelines.
To my presumed rescue dashed US
President Bill Clinton shouting "side
deals" in the name of labour and the environment. I pause, wondering if be said
Shared Responsibility, or simply ordered
extra salsa for bis tacos.
The side agreements propose a North
American Commission on the Environment appointed from each country which
would meet annually to address common
concerns. The majority of itS power would
be advisory but it may be able to impose
trade sanctions for the enforcement of pollution standards. Participation of groups
and individuals, of course, would not be
permitted.
Well, that's salsa - chunky style. The
core of NAFTA stresses free trade above
all other concerns. The side deals cannot
be allowed to threaten the free flow of
goods and sanctions would be subject to
challenge on this basis. Article 1116 of the
NAFTA empowers corporations to exert
greater control over future economic
decisions than the government.
Nevertheless, last May the Canadian
government swallowed NAFT A whole
even without the ineffective side deals. In
fact, in recent negotiations Trade Minister
Tom Hockin told reporters he would
"never, never, never" agree to trade sanctions saying they would give US protectionis~ a tool to attack imports.

a

The et
This position strikes me as no
iJar
of bizarre. As with the 1992 Grei th.
electric power project at Jame$·
seems we are prepared to go t
lengths to prostitute our resources
it was pressure from environm

byists in New York _<;tate that s '
destruction of vast ecosystems i
Bay for a 21-year hydro contra:t
the Conservatives were in Nev~
Land, citizens in the US deci
could not let us destroy ourseh
Hydro Quebec proposed. Under~
such protestS would be laughable
Imagine this scenerio. You
Canadian citizen and you happen~
a logging company clearcutting
temperate ancient rainforest in tile
Maybe you think this logging c
should reconsider its forestry pra.
you launch a protest. You will be
infonned that your govemmenf1
are tied. It cannot stand in the way
trade". Would it not add insult to
you should then find out the go,
protecting your interests is also w
shareholder in the logging compat
perhaps this example is a bit far-f
NAFTA is not democratic. Cont
resources and our environment is '
the hands of the few and the free
Shared Responsibility is no where
Still, the three countries forge
frenzy to create a global trading
fear the land will crack open at
parallel and the Mexican border
they do otherwise.
Canada has much to lose and s
ly little to gain by this agreem
FTA signed in 1988 would reJll311
feet with the US and while Canadl
not gain tariff-free access to ·
markets, our total trade with Mexicl
$3.5 billion a year compared to S
Hon annually with the US. Work
servation and improvement
environmental standards could
instead of watching the S)
deregulation of food produCtl
privatization of food inspection.
mitment of resource after resource
yielding contracL,; and the
environmental law enforcement
Mexico.
Given the upcoming elections.
portant to note that the PCs
Liberals arc in full support of the~
To them, it is a fait accompli. II
And it is easier to reject the NAfT X'
then to try and stop it once set I~ ic

IJC talks dirty about zero discharge D~ntt tB:
\

By Judi Remigio
Special to the Lance

1be bald eagle, pe~che? at th~
top of tbe f~ - chain, is con
W si(lered by sc1enusts to be an exceUent indi~tor ?f ecosystem
~tb- Earlier this year, four
tfonned eaglets were discovered in Michigan nests: two
00 I.be Jake Erie shore, and two
oear lakes Michigan and Huron.
Three have crossed bills, preventing them from eating; the f?urth
bas clubbed feet. To find a smgle
~ reformed bald eagle is extremely
,_ rare: to find four in one year
sends a message too powerful to
ignore. The Great Lakes ecosysrem is in crisis" (Green Peace:
Chlorine Free Future).
Chemicals found in the Great
Lakes are responsible for health
· ludi ng
poblems in wild- l1. tie me
reproductive
failure,
birth
refects, cancer, behaviour disorrers and immune deficiencies.
chemicals are also linked to
. ilar problems in human
lb. Protecting our environ1 means protecting our fu; our health, jobs and quality
life.
1am somewhat of a novice to
i,onution ~ in the GTeat
es, and for the last five
nibs, I've been given the opllllity to work with organiza5 who are trying to eliminate

r

,

,

toxins from the Great Lakes
Basin. They range from Green
Peace to Great Lakes United, and
from Windsor's Citizens Environmental Alliance to the Sierra Club, in all over 25
organizations are dedicated to
zero discharge of persistent
toxins into the Great Lakes.
On Oct. 21 - 24, the Intemational Joint Commission (UC) on
our Great Lakes is having their
biennial meeting for the seventh
time in 14 years to hear testimony from industry, the environmental community, and

lack of progress under the
GL~9A _is reflected by _pub~c
parucipauon at the UC B1enmal
m~ti~gs. With each successive
B1enmal, attendance by the Great
Lakes community has increased
from 300 in 1983, to more than
1600 in 1991. The 1993 Biennial
has the potential to be the largest
gathering yet, and may have the
greatest impact in supporting the
UC and their recommendations
to eliminate the discharge of persistent toxic and bioaccumulative
chemicals into the Great Lakes
ecosystem
One of three
Chlorine-based chemicals are
eaglets with
rapidly becoming the test for zero
deformed bills
discharge. Chlorinated cornfound in Great
pounds (such as PVC _ polyvinyl
Lakes nests
chloride, CFCs - chloroflorocarthis spring.
bons) are responsible for significant release of dioxins, ozone
you ' and you ' regarding the fate depletion, and hormonal disrupof what is and what is not al- tions leading to alarming health
lowed to be dumped in the Great effects
including
immune
Lakes Basin.
deficiencies. However, alternaThe UC is an advisory body to tives do exist for all major
the Candaian and U.S. govern- chlorine uses, and some recent
ments, dedicated to the protection events are encouraging:
of the Great Lakes Ecosystem. It
-The 6th Biennial Report
assists in overseeing the im- ( 1992) called upon both
plementation of the Great Lakes Canadian and U.S. governments
Water
Qualhy
Agreement to "sunset'' the use of chlorine
(GL WQA) whica calls for aro and chlorine based compounds as
discharge of persistent toxins.
industrisal feedstock.
Concern about toxic substan-In 1983, Ontario took the first
ces that continue to be discharged step toward a chlorine phase-out
into the Great Lakes and with the by requiring the pulp and paper
industry to produce plans to
eliminate chlorine-based bleaching by the year 2002.
The potential effect of this
united concern bas caused industry to launch a massive cambegin in your own kitchen and paign to pressure the UC into
backyard. Ontario's Ministry of reversing its call for a chlorine
Environment an Energy' s free phase-out. This is a critical turnpamphlet entitled Be a good son ing point in Great Lakes protecto your garden explains how to tion, and public support is
build a home composter. The urgently needed to counter inGreen Earth store sells complete dustry efforts ac weakening UC
vermi-composter kits for $25. recommendations. The 1993
Encourage Food Services in the Biennial meeting is at Windsor's
unversity to compost students· Cleary Auditorium and is open to
and their food waste.
the public free of charge.
Encourage your municipal
The moment of the face-off is
government to make composting before us. the UC will be hearing
a significant part of iLS wa~te our testimony, and the governmanagement programme. They ment will be counting our numcan do this by providing back- bers. Citizens around the Great
yard composters or instituting Lakes Basin will be converging
curbside collection of compos- upon Windsor to make some
table material. Lobby the Ontario noise and demand zero discharge
government to make composting of persistent toxins. Everyone is
a required part of all municipal busy with something these days.
waste plans and to provide fund- but take some time out to attend
ing to municipalities to set up the Rally for Zero Discharge on
such programmes. Ask the can- Saturday, Oct. 23 at 12:30 p.m. at
didates for the federal election in Dieppe Gardens. It will last for
your riding what they are plan- an hour and a half with music.
ning to do about composting and food. and speakers. Other events
waste management.
of the Biennial weekend are:
Composting is only one piece Green Peace's Chlorine-Free
in the waste management puzzle. Great Lakes Debate (Oct. 21, 7
Yet, it can change the way we p.m.), the Rally for Zero Disview food and yard waste: from a charge (Oct. 23, 12:30 p.m.)
waste problem into a resource sponsored by a coalition of Great
solution.
fil Lakes groups, and Beyond
Russell Bennelt is a member of Chlorine: Assessing the AlternaOntario Public Interest Research tives (OcL 23, 7:30 p.m.) sponGroup (OPIRG), a student-run sored by the IJC.
organization which does reFor more information, check
search. education and action on out the posters around campus
social Justice arlli environmental with the cross-bill eaglet. Also
issues. For more information on call the Great Lakes United ofOPIRC Windsor ·s activities, call fice at 255-7141.
~
977-0253.
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omposting: you'll dig it
By Russell Bennett
Special to the Lance

North America is confronting
garbage crisis - a crisis which
uld be minimized if municipal
3.5te~ were composted instead
landfilled or incinerated. Thirpercent of municipal wastes
uld be treated to create a valulc resource: compost.
Composting is a way to speed
the natural decomposition of
8anic matter. It turns food
aste, like orange peels, wilted
ttuce, egg shells and dead
ts into rich soil conditioner.
Because compost is made from
composed organic matter. it
Dtains all the nutrients of that
ganic matter, making it ideal in
_Y places: gardens, part of
tmg soil for house plantS,
: landscaping, greenhouses,
tonng eroded land and
laiming gravel pits.
What can be composted? At
e, many plant and food wascan be composted. These inri fruit and vegetable scraps,
ee and tea grounds, egg
lls, grass clippings, leaves and
· On a larger scale, many
materials can be corn. led: paper, wood chips,
al manure, brewery wastes,
rant waste and other food
ted from cafeterias in schools
Olbcr institions.
~ cannot be composted?
iii. It She, cans, foil, metallic obrAF1 / glass. bones. meat, and
l~ ic materials such ac; paints,

solvents, oil and household
cleaners are some things that cannot be composted.
For several years, many
countries in Europe have composted household wastes using
two systems: backyard and
centralized composting. The
backyard method consists of
using a container for composting
in the backyard. The container is
made easily from a bit of scrap
lumber or from a plastic garbage
pail with holes cut in the bottom
and sides. The boles let air mix
with the bacteria, which decompose the waste over a few
months, with occasional turning
for aeration, organic matter
decompose into compost.
The centralized system works
by collecting food and yard wastes from the home and composting them at a large central
facility. Two common ways to
compost centrally are by open
piles that are turned over periodically or by huge rotating
drums.

For those people living
without a backyard or without a
central system. vermi-composting is the answer. A worm cornposter is a box with boles in the
lid, moist newspaper on the bottom for bedding and a handful of
red wigglers. Worms eat their
own weight in a day, converting
kitchen scraps into a black,
odourless, sandy compost. The
worms do not escape because
they do not like light.
What can you do? You can

Food:
-couside.r~-<lown
on tbe amount ohed
meat in yo\11'. diet. The

meat.~~ is:a ~

fulooe. Youoon·truwe
to become a vegetarian
ovemipl~ uy eating a

.mea.uess meat ooce -or
twice" week.

a
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U of W does recycling routine
By Jennifer Jackson
Special to the Lance

Several days ago while I was
delivering desk-side bins for the
paper recycling program a
professor remarked to me, ..You
have invaded my life. I can't
even throw anything into the garbage any more without second
guessing myself, should I put that
in the box'?"
I complimented the prof on his
positive behaviour changes and
thought to myself. wow, it really
has begun. t.he program has
started!
What am 1 talking about! How
about that strange proliferation of
blue cartl> have sprung up in
buildings and in the libraries with
notices specifying paper onlv'?
Ycs. U of W is in the process
of implementing a full-scale
recycling program on campus.
The present paper recycling
program is aimed at recycling approximately 15 percent of the
university's waste stream. Acceptable items m the paper recycling programme include fine
paper (white and coloured
copy/stationary/writing
paper)
and newsprint (newspapers).
Items not wanted in the new blue
bins include all envelopes, labels.
stamps. food wrappings, plastic,
metal and carbon paper.
Although, the programme now
only encompasses fine paper and
newsprint. plans are m the work
to decrease the number of garbage bins and replace them with
recycling bins for metal pop
cans. plastic pop containers and
glass bottles and jars, both in
residences and on the grounds of
the university.
Approximately a year and a

half ago. the first SAC Environmental Issues Commisioner,
Mary Wilkinson, applied for a
Waste Reduction grant through
Environment Canada. Student
Council obtained a $20 OOO grant
from the program . $10 OOO ha,
been contributed by U of W. the
rest from the federal government.
The SAC Environmental lssues Commissisoners work close1y with the Departtnent of
Physical Plant to ensure the coordination of Physical Plant pick
up or the various materials in
campus placement bins. As well
a comprehensive strategy to educate the campus about the wa<;te
reduction efforts is in the works.
In the summer, each department
sent at least one representative to
a recycling seminar to learn
about the 4rs (rethink, reduce. reuse. recycle) approach to waste
reduction.
This presentation included a
slideshow highlighting the rationale and reasons about why it
makes both economic and enviromnental sense to practice
rethinking, re-use. reduction and
recycling in our daily life - at
home and at U of W!
There are lots of projects for
the Commissioners and the
school yet to accomplish. Plans
are in the works to include the
new CAW Student Centre, and
especially the residences in the
campus waste reduction effort.
Unfortunately, for those of you
who have wondered, the plan
does not yet extend to Iona and
Canterbury colleges, or Assumption University.
The funding associated with
the Environmental Partners Fund
Grant is slated to run out in April
1994. To ensure, however, that

around campus - special enviro edition
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What is the most important environmental issue facing society today?
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·1 think that waste management is one of the
most important issues. especially in finding
landfills without des!roying natufal resources."
Danielle Dufor
Year III Biology

"I think global warming is the most important. It
is a fundamental change in our climate which
people should not mess with."
John Vaillancourt
Year IV Philosophy

n

"I think that community environmental
programs are not enough. Companies should
~>
..~ put their priorities straight and choose our
~ .. ,., ,
: environmental future over money."
- ... ,.. ~ ~ Henry Clarke
~ Biochemistry
"I think it's the cutting down of Clayoquot
Sound because it's the last temperate
rainforest on earth."
Dave Dimeo
Year I Biology

,.

;; ~ ·

. .&

The Recycling Elf, David Montgomery, secretly empties the campus recycling bins while students are fast
asleep. (photo by MOM/KO HINO who promised we wouldn't en:,barrass him if he let her take his picture)
the efforts on campus towards in- these efforts on campus'? There is SAC Environmental Issues Crc
m1ss10ners
at
ext. 351:
creasing environnmental aware- still lots of work to be done!
ness and wac;te reduction do not Volunteers are needed to help the Together. we can all make ad.
die. the University Environmen- Environmental Awareness As- ference 4R Environment. 4R F.
tal Steering Committee is sociation (EAA) research poten- ture!
Jennifer Jackson is one of r<
oriented towards the estab- tial projects for the University
lishment of a Green Plan - a such a<; improving water and SAC Environmental Issues C
visioning statement of waste energy efficiency. and compost- missioners working to pron
reduction principles and a ing on campus. Those with en- environmental issues mere
specific action plan applicable to gineering. administrative/policy awareness in campus. The C
all deparunent'i and faculties. backgrounds, your help is needed missioners help chair
Meetings are kept relatively in- of the Green Plan.
President's Universitv Enrt'
fonnal; everyone is welcome to
For those who simply would menwl Steering Co;nmiuee
attend and participate.
like more information or would recommending body composed
Watch for notices concerning like a presentation on the recy- staff, students, faculty and un
upcoming meetings in 1he lance.
cling programme for their depart- representatives. Call ext. 351.
Want to get involved with mem or club. please contact the for information.

Bring Your Own Bags
By Shoshona Brickman
Special to the Lance

Accordmg to some advertisers,
packaging can detennine a
consumer's interest in the
product. Each of the almost 8 OOO
items in the average supermaket
is elaborately packaged to entice
consumers to buy. Yet, most of
these packages are used only
once and then thrown into the
garbage.

100 lbs. of packaging
For each SI OOO of sales in the
average supermaket, 100 pounds
of corrugated cardboard and 65
pounds of other packaging, such
as plastic. foil and polystyrene
are thrown out. This excess packaging is stockpiling in our
landfills where space is limited.
Incinerating plastic packaging
releases metals, dioxins and
hydrogen chloride into the air
and water.
Elaborate packaging increases

the cost of products for consumers.

$ingle $erving$
For example, 35 percent of the
price of baby food is for the cost
of the packaging, and many cosmetics are worth less than the
packaging that holds them. Further. single serving items can
cost double or triple the amount
of family-sized servings.
. The excess packaging problem
1s made worse by the increased
use of multi-material packages.
These are packages that contain a
mix of different plastics or foil.
plastic and cardboard all in the
same ~ckagc. These packages
are virtually impossible to
recycle because the different
components are extremely difficult to separate.
What can we do? Buying
products in returnable and recyclable packages can save money
and unnecessary waste.
For example, the Windsor

Market pays 15 cents for egg li
tons and will accept half cartcr:
too.
Buying goods in bulk doe~i:;
force you to buy individua!I
wrapped goods. Reusing ~
containers and bags can ab":
decrea<;e cost and waste.

Special taxes
Other changes can incl!J(l
creating special taxes to di'
courage the production of n11
recyclables
and
pas11
legislation to encourage wa,
reduction.
For example, why arc ~
bottles and Becker' s milk tiottl
the only types of returnable I\
ties? New Jaws could make cft
tainers for most bevcra~
returnable.
By changing our shopp1.
habits slightly and demand1~
change from our govemrne1'
and businesses, we can redlJ(·
unnecessary waste and save ~
money for food, not packages. L

•
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New trel'lds turl'\ the

ody il'lto

By Katera Zappacosta

in London to get the same design.

and Sean Gammon
Arts Staff

A friend of mine eased the silver hollow needle through my
nipple. I felt the flesh give way
and as quickly as it had begun,
the needle was gone and the ring
was in.
Seven months later, I went
under the needle again. This
time. an artist descended upon
my arm with a giant, buzzing,
metallic bumble bee. He started
off with one needle for the black
tracing then three needles to fill it
in.
An hour and a half later, I was
left with a black tribal sun permanently inked into my skin.
My desire to be branded, to be
differentiated from others with
body art is hardly unique or
fabulously new. In fact , in the
last decade it has become
downright trendy, for a number
of reasons.
The grunge or alternative
movement bas popularized certain aspects of the underground
culture, appropriating
some
aspects that have become accepted in the mainstream or pop
culture. And pop culture means
instant acceptance, success and
trendiness whether you want it or
not.
Our generation bas been
pegged ·x·, the lost generation
~ a
bunch of wandering
recycled-hippies trying to pick
their way through an unstable
world.

C\ CC\l'\VC\S

Tattoos and body piercing
seem to be a way of saying,
"Don't lump me in with everyone
else, I'm an individual."
Many feel there is a basic
primaVspiritual need to be tattooed or pierced while others do
it, well, just because it' s cool.

PIERCING
Traditionally, most of us associate piercing with the. ear
lobes, but now bejeweled nipples, navels and sex organs are
becoming more accepted.
Fakir Musafar, an American
body artist, was one of the first to
be on the cutting edge of modem
body piercing. In the book,
Apocalypse Culture, be says the
movement will just get bigger.
"It is an expression of individual needs. There are no two
people getting pierced, tanooed,
getting their body modified alike.
They are the gutty ones ... These
are the people who will lead us
into the next hundred years."
Opinions on piercing seem to
differ from person to person, but
one thing's certain: the people
who originated the piercing trend
do not like its sudden popularity.
Many say this is because only a
few years ago. the same people
getting pierced now would harass
them.
Rebecca Abbott has her nose
pierced, a lot of earrings and one
tattoo. She feels that this bodybranding trend is just a "big middle class rebellion" and that
"most people getting pierced will
take them out by age 25 so they
can get a job."
She adds that most people getting pierced "don· t understand
the philosophy behind it."
Laura Dai Farra has her navel
pierced and is getting both her
nipples done soon.
.
Her philosophy: ''It 1s the
primal drive to establish the
parameters between body and
spirit. sort of a rite of passage to
a more developed state of
primitivism."

TATTOO
Tattooing is another form of
body art that has become increasingly popular.
In the last few years, Windsor
artist Steve Cole has
designed over 300 tattoos for people and
he's still being approached on a regular
basis. He thinks instead of Generation X,
we' 11 be remembered
as "the tattoo generation."
I can't go out a
single night where
someone isn't talking
about tauooes, what
they want to get,
where... ,") says Cole.
And the trend is
growing stronger still.
Tattoo magazines
are
popping
up
everywhere.
Whittington's
in
downtown Windsor
carries 7, among them
Skin Art, Tattoo Expo,
Skin and Ink and The
Art of Tauoo. Southshore Books and Borderline Books both
sold out of the popular
body
art
book,

Modern

has worked with various tattoo
He' s also seen people who have artists for the last seven years and
taken a year to plan and design has taken much time educating
their own tattoo.
himself about the practice.
Maybe it' s a primal instinct in
all of us. The Hageners, a New
I) Decide you want a tattoo.
Guinean tribe, paint their faces This should take about six
and bodies for different oc- months.
casions. Books documenting the
2) Educate yourself about tattribe says that through self- tooing: the process, stenlization,
decoration, each individual can different kinds of designs. Many
transform into an ideal state. tattoo artists will even work with
Maybe by tattooing our bodies you on a design.
we transcend our normal selves.
3) Choose an artist. A lot of
Cole attributes this recent people use price to pick a tatwave of tattoo populartity to the tooist, however, if price is your
equipment. In the late 70s, fine main criterion then you shouldn't
artists picked up on modernized be getting a tattoo. You get what
tools and started creating really you pay for. Make sure the tatsensational stuff, turning the tooist can draw well on paper and
body into a human canvas. This ask to see a portfolio.
changed the image of tattoos and
4) Ask to see the them sterilize
those who create them.
their equipment and if they can't
"You can be a tattooist and be explain the process to you, walk
able to put colour in the skin, or out.
you can be a tattoo artist," says
5) If everything is groovy,
21-year old Cole who's list of make an appointment and go
credentials include the Tea through with it.
Party' s first album cover.
Cole's message is important.
Whatever the reason for get- Whatever you decide to do, be it
ting tattooed, there are some fun- tattoo or piercing, make sure it's
damental things that need to be safe and that the artists know
pondered. Tbe following is a list what they're doing.
of suggestions from Cole, who
Happy decorating!
[y

Primitives,

published by Research. And people
everywhere, not just
Generation Xers, are
getting inked with
various designs ranging from the everpopular
Tazmanian
Devil to more primalive tribal drawings.
What compells a
person to put a permanent ink spot on
their skin? Like piercing, it varies from person to person.
Cole says be bas
seen 20 nursing students come in to the
shop be apprentices at (photos by !AN GRAY)
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This is how the
Lance editor would
look if he could
draw
better
cartoons.
But - he can't.
If you can draw
and are interested in
publishing some of
your cartoons or
graphics. contact:
Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief
253-4232, ext. 3909

or drop by
Lance
1n
basement of
Student Centre.

BAR and GRILL
THURS:

BLUES PERSUADERS
---------------------------------------------------------

FRI & SAT:

POWDERED TOASTMEN

---------------------------------------Daily Specials with our NEW Menu.
--------------------------------------------------------Hallowe'en Bash 30th & 31st with

THE PARIAH BROTHERS
Costumes a Must.

Racism in Russia

the
the
the

By Katera Zappacosta
Arts Editor

"Racism in South Africa is
child's play compared to racism
in Russia,.

FILM
This is the sentiment of one
African student studying in Russia, as illuminated in the
documentary, The Ones They

Left BeJurui: The life arui fate of
African Russians.

/

\

SALON

~

Where We Set the Standa1 ~js

551 PELISSIER •OPEN 7 DAYS ; 4 EVENINGS• 973-4977

The 48-minute piece was
filmed by U of W Professor
Charles Quist-Adade during his
ten years as a student/reporter in
St. Petersburg.
The film takes a compelling
look at Russian women who
married and had children with
African student,; All the mothers
in the film were left behind by
their African husbands who,
legally, can only remain in the
C I.S. for three months after
finishing their studies.
"Some of the men marry for

love, but many for convenience,"
says Quist-Adade. Thus when 11
comes time for the fathers to
leave the country, their familic\
arc left behind
What is most disturbing is the
blatant racism these women and
their children face. The children
arc told repeatedly in the com.
munily and at school they should
go back Lo Africa and are often
excluded from activities.
Quist-Adade says his concern
for the plight of these children
and a desire to raise awarene~
inspired him to make the

documentary.
"I wanted to tell the world tha1
these children exist and I hope
chantable people can go in and
make things much easier for
them," he says.
Britain's BBC is present!)
working on a similar docume1.
tary which should oc finished
early next year.
Qu1st-Adade will give a semi·
nar and present his film at Iona
College, Oct. 21 at 7 pm.
~

Susan
WHELAN

//tHjibemJ
TAX REFORM • FAIR TRADE
JOB CREATION
''There is nothing
hard work can't change."
On October 25 in Essex-Windsor, ELECT

The future is in your hands
Arc you:
• Caring, conscientious and self-motivated?
• Looking for professional and personal growth?
Consider a career in chiropractic ...
• the third largest primary contact health care profession in
Canada;
• a natural approach to health care.

The Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College is the
finest chiropractic college in Canada and offers a four-year
programme leading to a Doctor of Oliropractic Diploma.
Interested? Find out more by contacting:

I

The Registrar
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
1900 Bayview Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, M4G 3E6

1-800-463-2923

DeadUne for appUcations is December 31, 1993
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Big Star still shining
MUSIC
Big Star
Columbia - LMJ at M ssour, UnlV9(srty

Zoo/BMG

I approached Columbia with
caution, given that only two
members of the original Big Star
arc perfonning on this album.
Alex Chilton the most
celebrated member is featured, with original drummer
John Stephens and two members
of the Scattle-basc<l Posies. Unfortunately, the band's other
chief songwriter, Chris Bell, died
m 1979. His absence is marked
on such Bell/Chilton-penned
songs as Feel and 1he Batlle of

El Goodo.
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Nonetheless, most of the tracks
are pcrfonned with youthful
vivacity, especially cla<;sics like
September Curls and When My
Baby's Beside Me. There's
enough good stuff here to please
Big Star fans, but for the
uninitiated I'd recommend the
band's #1 Record/Radio Citv
compilauon over this live relea,e.
- Darrin Keene

Poetry in musical motion

MUSIC
Shotgun Messiah

Rick Colbourne and Hard Poetry

VIOient New Breed
RelatJV1ty

Hard Poetry
Muse

This is a distinctly Canadian sound, western Canadian to be
specific. Clear, JX>ignant vocals from Rick Colbourne intertwine
with Marnie Anderson's beautiful, folky backup vocals. The
resulting LP, Hard Poetry, is a beautiful culmination of sweet,
'-Clntillating sound. Catch the band Oct. 23 and 24, at the Coach
~· Horses.
Ka tera Zappacosta

nd
for

Shotgun Messiah is yet
another purveyor of the death
metal/ind ustrial sound that Ministry and Nine Inch Nails have
JX>pularizcd
The duo· s latest release,
Violent New Breed. is replete

with violent imagery, digitally
generated noise and slick product10n. In other words, it would
make for a decent soundtrack to
one of those superficial cyberpunk films like Denwlition Man
and Unn•ersal Soldier. Unfortunately, just like these films.
Shotgun Messiab's music is all
high-tech gloss and no substance.
- Darrin Keene

characteristics of both the East
and West Coast sound. That said,
Funkdoobicst avoids the graphically violent lyrics of Comptonbased gangsta rap and restrains
from dissm' other rapper:. (an admirable, II rnre, attribute for a rap
act).
Put quite simply. the band
could give a rat's ass about what
they're saying, as long as it
rhymes and yer paym · Case in
point: Eenie meeme/ I walk like
MUSIC
Houdini. It's mcanmgless! The
name-dropping reference:. arc
Funkdoobiest
amusing, akin to Billy Joel's We
Which Doob,e U B?
D,dn 't Start the Fire. The 'Doobs
lmmortaVEp,c
also refer to quasi-significant
Sporting a cover cartoon figures like Colt Seavers and
reminiscent of Fritz the Cat, more significant ones like Helen
Funkdoobiest hac; come up with a Keller.
unique and pleasing package for
Funkdoobiest is content to put
its new release, Which Doobie U the critical thinking vein on hold
B?
be cool and go with the flow.
The trio, Tribal Funkster, Son
Which Doobie U Be? reflects
Doobie- Vocal
Avenger and their attitude - it's a cool, calm
Tomahawk Funk arc anything and ca•;ual listening experience.
but pretentious and preachy. op- Ross Shuliak
ting instead to send the - - - - - - - - -- - -- ---.
listener into a Slate of
CJAM-fm Top 15 album picks
dclightful
delirium.
The music is hard, but
Artist
Album
Label
not to the JX)int of
1 Luxury Christ buyourlove eleven 37 (C)
overkill
2. Various
A Touch of Fnnge Fringe (C)
The band offers
3. Naked City Torture Garden Shimmy Disc
many pot-inspired (oc4. Moxy Fruvous BargainviHe Warner (C)
5 Various Sdtrlc Judgement Night Elektra
casionally
insipid)
s. Type o Negative
Bloody Kisses
Attic
lyrics celebrating the
7 Perfume Tree
eponymous
Zulu (C)
saving graces of ganja.
a. Various Wade-Free Vancouver Ind. (C)
It will appeal to those
9 Concrete Blonde Jonestown
Caprtol (C)
who advertise their
10. Curve
Cuckoo
Anxious
love
of
Mother
11. Tar
Toast
Touch&Go
Nature's "herbs" with
12 Nirvana
In Utero
Gelfen
sweet leaf insignias on
13. Flaming Lips Transmissions from...
WB
14 The Breeders
Last Splash
4AO
their apparel.
15. Jane Siberry When I Was a Boy WEA (C)
While the band is
(C) represents Canadian bands.
L.A.-bascd. it features

1...---------------
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Put Money In Your Pocket!
The University of Windsor
Student Long Distance Savings Plan
'Whenit com.esto long
distance there is an
econom.ical alte rnative.
Nobody needs to tell you that when you're a
student, money in tight. That's why the University
of Windsor has partnered wtth ACC Long
Distance Inc. to bring you a program that saves
you up to 35% on your long distance phone bills.
Wrth the Student Long Distance Savings Plan,
there's no start up fee, no minimum monthly
payment or charges and you have the option of
second party billing; that is, the billing can go
directly to your parents. Parents and family
members are eligible for the program too!

Saving is easy
Discounts are applied on every North American
direct-dialect long distance call. And all discounts
are in addition to those received in the phone
company's regular discounts periods. Even more,
every time you save on long distance, the
Windsor Student Long Distance Savings Plan
contributes a percentage of the billing to Windsor
programs. And it gets even better!
Just for signing up, your first $5.00 in long
distance calling is free. And if you're not
completely satisfied, you can cancel at any time.
So why pay the high cost of long distance? Now
there's an economical alternative.

Here's how it works

How can I sign up?

You're given ACC's local network number and a
personal account code which you dial first before
you dial direct. Simple? You bet. For
convenience, you can program these numbers
into your phone. And you can use ACC's service
anywhere in the local calling area. All you need is
touch tone phone service.
You can use the individual codes to separate bills
between roommates. ACC will bill each
subscriber monthly for calls made.

To enrol! pick up a brochure at the Information
Desk in the CAW Student Centre or call the
student hot-line at:

1-800-665-5691
Start saving today!

How m.uch does it cost?
•
•
•
•

No sign-up fees.
No monthly fees.
No cancellation fees.
Pay only for your longdistance calls.

UNIVE

n
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WINDSOR

How much can I save?
• First $5 free.
• Save on all long distance calls
• 30%-35% on North American calls atter
6 pm Monday-Friday or on weeke~ds.
• 17% on North American calls anyt1me
Monday-Friday.
• All savings are applied in addition to_ the
phone company's daily discount periods.

.....
..,. ... ACC~
\,

' .r

ACC Long Distance Inc.

Make your busy life

a healthy one...

Vegetarian Deliaht
offers fresh naturally balanceafood
ALL YOU CAN EAT - ALL DAY

.,_

Buffet $4.99 Canadian
131 Park Street W.,
Windsor, Ont. NSR 5T6

White's wit wicked
Lovely lady

of the left
cracks up
Capitol
audience
By Kevin Johnson
Production Manager

Murph} Brown didn't lose her
edge when she bad a child.
Canada's equivalent liberal
blonde, Nancy White, proved
motherhood hasn't dulled her
either She· s still the "hitch goddess of the !l.;orth," as she \\.a<; in

troduced to half a house at the
Capitol Theatre la<il Friday
White, best known for her
sauncal songs on CBC Radio's
Sunday Morning. mostly pcrfonned pieces from her last
recording \;fommpotent As the
title suggests. the songs centre on
the theme of motherhood - a
role new to White since her last
visit to this area (a 1986 Detroit
concert).
As a con~cquence, her rx'fformance had more of the personal
and less of the political. Not that
there aren't political points to be
scored on songs like Daughters
of Feminisrs. in which White
decned the supposed tendency of
femimsts to produce girl-. who
like to dre-.s preuy and keep

They canie for the Tea
They stayed for the party
By Ross Shuliak
Arts Staff

Nothing succeeds like excess!
Yes. the Tea Part~ the-v
resemble bands of an understood
holy trinity of rock cl cetera.

MUSIC

A Venue for Local Artisans
• T-shirts & lklique Clothing
• Silver & beaded jewelry
• Sculpture
• Prints

• Paintings
·Crafty things
• Curious objects
• and rruch more

309 Chatham st. W., Wndsor. Ont.
"' · Comer of
Chatham and Dougall

.

977•7273
Fax: 977-1331

Compansons to The 0(X)ts and
Led Zcppclm have hcen made ad
nauscum. Bul why not have a
model lo -;hape ideas? At lea\t
tbe Wind-;or-based trio doesn't
lllok/sound hkc KC. and the
Sunshine Band.
The invisible wall theory. or
celling. seems to hc something
the Tea Party is tagged with a,
well. Just like minonty groups in

the corporate world. college
band, aren't allowed to progress
into the upper echelons of the
music industry. That's the way 1,,l
is - fear of abandonment, feelings of hctr:iyal .md Im,, when
band, become su,xcssful.

Now that the band h~ been on
MuchMusic we're read> for the
next offering lo ,laughter. The
hand members, Jeff Martin.
Stuart Cbatwood and J.B .. have
transcended the stage ...that ,tage
whereby anybody. especially me.
needs to de-.cnbc their music.
Sol will
briefly.
It's lean. lingering. sardonic.
narcotic (join in. please!). 11 s a
band. braided together. the three
of tltcm. they're back, they're nation wide.
Don· t shake them hccause
they're all that. Like those who
piss-on Nirvana - cul the) Just
wanna - hccause now the hand
is big.
Those ·save Mc' picas at the
Part{ s concert moved me! I
thought I was in a 12-step
program seminar. That !\Ong 1s
the Tea Party's crux, the hand's
trad1.:m.irk. a vertihle tali-.m:m the guys wear it well!
The show, the Tea Partv.
Wednesday ... it moved m..:! ~

house for boys.
_Still for those unacquain~
with parenthood, the lherne
wears thin pretty quick. While
recognized that and perfolllle(
some of the topical songs ~ ~
made her wit famous
Making a living wnung a ne\
song every week has its drav..
backs. List1.:ners may dehgh1
the rclavence of White· s song~ IQ
current affairs. UnfortunatelJ
the> possess a shon ,;helf hfe, 1
subject White addressed 111 h1t
1986 book Top1cal Punch.
Her take on the federal ele(.
tion campaign mocked ~
leaders· attempt to appeal to 1h;
youth vote. with Jean Cbrcuen
denim shirt coming in for soi
especially gooJ shots. But B

nac/e Betty and Psycho

Pi(t

about some obscure news rc(l(Wb
from la-;t year took longer to
up than to -.ing.
White's clear voice work,\\
with the folk> style of most her
songs - she is accomparncd on
keyboard and plays guitar
hanJo. But her occasional fora,
into spoofing rap or other ,1reei
hcats usually tall Oat (except ap
parcntly with the genatrn: se~
ment of CBC' s lis1cncrsh1p \\
ma) never hear rap excLpt
cereaJ comrm:rcials)
Another odd chmcc \\ a, he:
pcrfonnance of Clang. <la,, _
clan~ ~oes the trolley. her uni Ac
cover. Afte~ h~n~ the ~\fr ~oed
the-top version of tl11s by Smu,. I'm
day N1 ght Ln e ·" Swecney '"tlf Arena
many \\ a.ttLd for White to ,ir, Spitfu
the gag She never did. gr,rn~
straight rend11ion of a song m
young people will never he a
to take seriously.
lherr
Hut when Whttc 1s on. ,lie Krugt

z

I

on.

l'mn,

Her clever lyrirs and sometime, twisted rhyme, make her
trca,ure for Canada', left. a k1
of ,ardonir Anne Murrav \Iii
higgcr hair.
· ~
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WINDSOR'S
MOST GAY
POSITIVE BAR
/ CROSSTOWN #2
TO
WINDEMERE

Coming Soon:
Tuesday--

• Poor Boy Nite
Wednesday@ 7:00pm -

• Tournament Euchre
Thursday @ 9:00pm--

• Line Dancing
Friday, Saturday & Sunday--

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1

8:00

P.M.

CHRYSLER THEATRE
(CLEARY INTERNATIONAL CENTRE)

[illD

• Come out and dance
your buns off.
............................................................
Fred & Tom are still looking for Mr. Right - R

lean

U Man enough?

. . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . .7 . . .

RESERVED SEATING $22.50-$24.50 (INC. GST)
CONTACT TH E BOX OFFICE LOCALLY AT 252-6579,
OR LONG DISTANCE 1-800-387-9181

Lunch & Dinner Tuesday thru Sunday ,
Reservations Recommended
11 am-2pm • Lunch
5-9pm • Dinner .,
1880 Wyandotte St. E.
258-5706
1

'

1

THE CLEARY ll\7ERl\'ATIONAL CENTRE, 201 RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST, WINDSOR

:.'

l
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Pistons return to St. Denis

Q\etj

isPf1>~en

Tyler Delben
Sports Staff

The Detroit Pistons returned to
the St Denis Centre last week

PRO BASKETBALL
after a two-year absence, to open
their 1993-94 training camp.
Co-captain Isiah Thomas said
he enjoys the Windsor experience.
"I really like it here. I am surrounded by great people who
treat us like kings. I have always
felt that we have had good success coming out of training camp
here in Windsor."
Assistant
coach
Brendan
Malone said Windsor is like
"going to an European city."

"As for the facilities, they are
great. The courts are good, and
the facility has great wooden
floors."
Entering the 1993-94 season,
the Pistons have rid themselves
of the turmoil surrounding the
team just a year ago. Don Chaney
replaces Ron Rothstien as head
coach, and Denis Rodman bas
been traded to San Antonio for
forwards Sean Elliot and David

Wood.
"It might take a while adjusting to be a Piston. The on-court
asjustment will probably take
less time then the off-court adjustment," Elliot said.
"It really feels good to be with
players that knows what it is like
to win championships. I am look-

effect on the NBA this year, and
almost everyone agreed in one
way or another.
"With Michael leaving the
league the Eastern Division is
now wide open," 13-year veteran
Bill Laimbeer commented, "be
will be missed."
On the postive side of Jordan's
retirement, Joe Dumars joked,
"now that Michael is gone,
maybe I am the best guard in the
league."
The Pistons continued their
camp at the St. Denis Centre until
Oct. 13. After that. they play a
series of exhibition games around
the NBA, and begin the 93-94
season on Nov. 5 at the Palace of
Auburn Hills against the Minnesota Timberwolves.

ing forward to being in Detroit. I
feel that there will be more opportunities for me as a Piston,
and I really believe this is a positive step in my career".
Thomas, a Piston for 12 years,
feels really positive going into
the season.
"We have the potential of
being a great team," Thomas
said, "we just need time to gel
together, when this happens, and
if we get enough luck going our
way, we can compete for the
championship."
The one major topic on
everyone's mind as the Pistons
entered training camp last week
was the shocking news of
Michael Jordan's retirement.
Certainly, this will have a major
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: ~ Zebras get backlash

Robert D. Way
s hei
·/an: _ _ _s..:.p_o_rt_s_S_ta_ff_ _ __

Acouple of weeks ago, it happened again.
,mu,. I'm down at the Windsor
iMer, Arena on hand for the Windsor
'. stclfi S~tfires home-opener against
onl.

,Ol'fl·

'lnf

mo

: ah1

COMMENTARY
!heir arch-rivals, the

L

ondon
,h' 6 Knights. I should be excited, but
' I'm not. I'm pissed off.
·ome, Not because the Spitfires are
losing, not because I narrowly
~n.J miss being hit by a puck during
3
. wi~ lhe game, and not because Crazy
" Claude is playing his trumpet in
" my car.
I am pissed off because the
1okcr wearing the referee's outfit
Just called another really dumb
penalty. Dumb, because one bad
call doesn't warrant another.
Here's lhe low-down:
Windsor pivot Bill Bowler is
beading up the ice carrying the

\,ri

2

...R

puck. As he crosses the centre
red line, he is lightly hooked
from behind by one of London's
back-checking wingers. Sensing
the opportunity, Bowler falls to
the ice. Up goes the referee's
arm, tweet goes the referee's
whistle. From the P.A. announcer: "London penalty to
number..., two .minutes for hooking. Time of penally ..."
I Jove hockey. Some people
have said I am addicted to it and lhey' re right. S uffice it Lo say
lhen, that I know a bad penally
from a good one. This call stunk.
In fact, it was so bad lhat the fans
were surprised, if not even a little
embarrassed.
And it gets worse. The reason
the ref called lhe penalty was because minutes before he made
this mistake, he had made
another - and he knew it.
That mistake was a call against
Windsor rookie defenseman Ed
Jovanovski.
Jovanovski,

Windsor's first round draft pick
lhis summer, was penalized for
elbowing a London forward
when clearly he had used only
his shoulder to knock down bis
opponent.
Now, I know referees are not
perfect. Never have been, never
will be. Bui come on, this is
Major Junior A hockey, not some
house league. These referees
must be able to realize when
they've made a mistake and
s imply let it go.
Of course, you could argue
that this referee didn't knowingly
do anything that was incorrect.
Further, you could add that hockey is a fast and explosive game;
that occasionally referees are
bound to make mistakes. You
would be right too.
In lhis case, however, the
referee did know what be was
doing - presumably in order to
try and " even things up". That is
not a mistake, that's bullshit.
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SPUSH, SPLASH: October 8, Lancers competed in their annual
Blue and Gold inter-squad meet at the St. Denis pool in
preparation for the upcoming season. (photo by SAM VILARDI)

Lancer
hockey
roster

Hockey team wins tournament
year's playoffs.

Lorne Bell

Defence

Sports Staff

A new season of Lancer hockey is just around the corner and
lhe U of W Lance
t

d

HOCKEY
lancers 4, Guelph 2
Octobers

lancers 3, Queen's 2 (OT)
lancers 8, Western 3
October9

P~ovidc exc11ement every game.
Rick Cranker is back for his ninth
season behind the Lancer bench
a.\ head coach.
,..,~anker comments on his
11
""" • Position by position.

Goaltenders
g:e Lancers have three solid
ed :enders,. and no one has the
byg on the Job yet. "It is a weektttie"Week basis. They must earn
cranknumber one job," says
New~omers
Dave
chau ton and Jim Helkie will
tibo enge veteran Steve Thorpe
was outstanding in last

llanut'

b

Keeping goals out of your own
net takes defence that can execute. Defence is always stressed,
the key for Windsor is execution,
(no mental lapses). Mark Germann. Russ Press and Dan
Drouin return as pillars for the
Lancer defence. According to
Cranker, "we won't be able to
play wide open. we must be more
defensive oriented. Our team
needs role players, and the work
ethic is there:·

Forwards
The Lancers lost a Jot of of~
fence over the summer, especially in OUAA all-star Pete Deboer,
and everyone upfront must contribute to the attack. "The
chemistry looks good, and we
have a young team with Jots of
character. However, goal-scoring
could be a problem," says
Cranker. Big gun in the Windsor
attack will be Dwayne Brunet,
who won the DeMarco trophy
last year for the best Lancer athlete who best combined athletics

and school. Returnees Randy
Stephenson. Jeff Gardiner, and
Howie Thompson should bear
most of the Lancers scoring load.
Two-sport star Bill Seagris,
who Jed the Lancer golf team and
won the OUAA individual golf
crown. will know move from the
links to the ice as he helps the
Lancer offence.

Overall
The key factor for Windsor
will be 1f they can stay healthy
for the entire season. Jeff Gardiner was expected to be a major
contributor to the Lancer auack.
but started the season on a bad
note by separating his shoulder
the past weekend in the University of Waterloo tournament.
Ironically, Gardiner separated the
same shoulder in the same tournament last year. Overall. says
Cranker, "the main goal for
Windsor is to make the playoffs,
anything else would be a bonus."
The Lancers played a preseason tournament on Oct 8 and
9. Windsor went undefeated, (3
wins, no losses) at the UW Oktoberfest tournament, coming in

first overall. In thier first game
against Guelph. Windsor beat
Guelph 4-2. In their second game
against Queen· s the Lancers
needed overtime to defeat the
Golden Gaels by a score of 3-2.
Dwayne Brunet, Carlo Capaldi,
and Brandon Boyko scored for
the Lancers.
In the final game Windsor
pummelled Western by a score of
8-3. Scoring goals for Windsor
were Randy Stephenson. and
Tim Mashie who both scored
twice. while Dwayne Brunet,
Ben Brenner. Brandon Boyko
and Shane O'Donobue added
single goals.
For his efforts and outstanding
play, Dwayne Brunet was named
MVP of the tournament.
"We used the Waterloo games
to evaluate our team, and get in
shape. I am cautiosly opptomistic
about this season". says Cranker.
The Lancers regular season
starts this upcoming weekend
with a home game versus the
Waterloo Warriors on October
23. The game is at Adie Knox
Arena and game time is at
7:30pm.
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#

Name
Dave Hamilton
Rob Kardas
2
Jason Burdon
3
Jamie Soulleire
4
5 Ivan Grubich
Howie Thompson
6
Mark Germann
7
Dan Drouin
9
JO Dwayne Brunet
11 Kevin Forrest
12 Kyle McMillan
14 Jamie Farias
16 Shane O'Donobue
17 Ben Brenner
18 Brandon Boyko
19 Carlo Capaldi
20 Russ Press
21 Trevor Zachary
22 Joe Korab
23 Bill Seagris
24 Randy Stephenson
25 TimMahshie
26 Rich Davies
27 Jeff Gardiner
29 Des Brown
30 Jim Helkie
35 Steve Thorpe

I

Position
G
D
D
D
D
F
D
D
F

F
D
F
F
F

F
F
D
F

D
F
F
F
F
F
F
G
G

Lancers out
playoff pict~

Madonna
whips
women

David Gough
Sports Editor

The Lancer football
travelcd to Westem's J.\\
Stadium
on
Thank
weekend. They were II)

Steve Paniccia

FOOTBALL

Sports Staff

October9

WOMEN·s VOLLEYBALL
game against Madonna College. The Lancers
played hard for the four games, but in the end
Jost 3-1, (15-8,15-7,14-16.15-9) to a good
Madonna squad.
Even with this opening defeat, bead coach
Marge Holman is optimistic about the speed
that this year's team is coming around. Holman says, "this can be attributed to the blend
of experience within the starting line, which
is comprised of many first year players."
Two rookie standouts who will contribute
to the success of this year's team arc Pam
Huston and Kari Renaud. Huston playing
middle, is 6 feet tall, and brings "good size.
strength, and mobility to the net where all of
this will help defensively," said Holman.
Renaud is a very experienced player, coming from a strong Brennan high school team.
"Sbe knows bow to win, and even more
importantly, adds a more compctitve attitude
to the team," said Holman.
Rounding our the team are three former
OUAA all-stars. Renee Michiels, who plays
the middle and Jodi Beaugrand who plays
left, are both back for their fourth years as
Lancers. Setter Cathy Copot is entering her
third year wearing the blue and gold.
With the blend of talent and skill coming
from both new players and the experienced
older Lancers this team should achieve
OUAA success.
The Lancers' next game at home is another
exhibition against an American school. The
Lancers will compete at the St. Denis Centre
against Schoolcraft, on Oct 27 at 8 pm.
~

improve upon their slim ,
hopes. In the end howe~
Mustangs were tough
tion, trompclling the L
a score of 51-17, ending~
cers playoff aspirations.
The loss drops the
record to 1-4.
The Lancers struggled
down 37-9 at halftime.
for the Lancers were
Nethersolc on a 1 yard
wideout Craig Poole, who
a 20 yard pass from Rob
do. Kicker Kevin Bell had
goal, a convert and a \I
score five points for the L
The Mustangs gained a
624 yards, while the ~
were held to a paltry 219)
The Lancers have Slli
this year, averaging 19 p:
game, while allowing op
an average of 47 poinrs a
In four of the Lance!\
games so far, the opposm,
has scored over 50 points
The Lancers played Ille!
home game of the year ti:'
weekend against McMaslt'
also hold a 1-4 record. It is
portunity for the Lancerst~
up in the OUAA standin~
end of the season will ~
week as the Lancers travel
University of Waterloo.

3

Lancer Women's Volleyball roster 93-94
#
1

2
3
5
6

Name
Jodi Beaugrand
Heidi Sol way
Judy Lortie
Kari Renaud
Catherine Copot

Position
left
left
setter
right
setter

#
7

8
9
11
12

Name
Joanne Copot
Jennifer Anderson
Pamela Huston
Adrienne Popa
Renee Mid1iels

Position
middle
power
middle
setter
middle
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M

Western 51, Lancers 17

The women's volleyball team started its
exhibition season on Oct. 12, playing a tough
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On-Campus Student Service

providing Professional Output
at Reasonable Rates
Wedo:
• Term Papers • Group Presentations
•Resumes·
• ACCIS Forms
• Cover Letters • Flyers
• Overheads, etc

•

Full Fax service, (incoming and
outgoing) for students .
Binding, photocopying and
Laser copies also available
Hours:

8:30am - 7:00pm Mon-Thurs
8:30am - 1 :30pm Friday

Location:

OPUS Office
CAW Student Centre ·
First Floor NorthWest Corner

Phone:

971-3603

DON'T
I·
BE
~~' STUBBORN'.
Drop by sometime.

CO-OP EDUCATION AND STUDENT PLACEl\!W
Room 111, Dillon Hall.

The CE&SP has volumes of information on:
• Career planning and job search
• Resume writing and cover letters
• Government sponsored summer
employment programs .
• Interview skills
• Companies you may want to work for
.. .. etc.

-

.

·-·-- ."____

.i

Results
Women's4km
Lancers 2nd overall
Jennifer Graham
Patricia Klien
Lesley Richmond

4th
7th
16th

Men's6km

Lancers 2nd overall
Paul Self
1st*
Jason Boyle
10th
Ryan Leef
11th
*Self set a new course and
meet record.

Women's Baskeball
October 13
Western 77, Lancers 48

Coming Up
Football
Oct. 23
at Waterloo

Men's Basketball
Oct. 22

Alumni Reunion game and
Alumni game
at 6 pm and 8 pm at St. Denis
Centre
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Cross-Country

Cross-Country

>pp

.

Men's Hockey
Oct. 23 and 24
Waterloo 7:30; Laurier 3:30
hotll at Adie Knox Arena

Men's and
Women's Soccer

Oct. 22
at Eastern Michigan University

486 - 33

Standings
OUAA Football
W
Toronto
5
Laurier
4
Western
4
Guelph
3
Waterloo 2
WINDSOR 1
McMaster 1
York
O

L
O
1
1
2
3
4
4
5
L
1
2
2
3

T
3
1
4
3

Fax-modem

24pin Colour printer OR CD ROM with 4 CD's
mouse

$1799 or
Lease at $102 a month!!!
Details in store

P
13
11
10
7

4 3 7
6 0 6
4 2 6

Women's
Soccer

sto

Oct. 23 and 24

inr
I !I:

Waterloo 1:00; Brock I :00
hoth at South Campus Field

Laurier
7 0 2 16
McMaster 5 2 2 12

vel

Women's Basketball

Western

Oct. 22-24
at Ryerson tournament

Women's Volleyball
Oct. 22 and 23
at Madonna tournament

WINDSOR
Guelph
Brock
Waterloo

3 3 3 9

3
3
2
0

3
4
5
6

2
2
1
3

SVGA .28dp monitor

DOS 6.0

P
10
8
8
6
4
2
2
0

Men's Soccer
W
McMaster 5
WINDSOR 5
Guelph
3
Waterloo 2
Laurier
2
Western
3
Brock
2

4 mb Ram
160 Meg Hard Drive
1.2 & 1.44 floppies

8
8
5
3

Affordable
Car Insurance
For Underage Drivers

le,

25-35%

On Qunpus
400 Huron Church
Assumption University Rm 202
9:00 - 4:30 Weekdays
or call 971-7557

Microcom Computers of Canada

HERE'S A COURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS
ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD
& BREADSTICKS

$5.25

TUESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

discounts for:
• good students
• driver education
• good drivers

Call us:

D' arcy Marentette ,
Insurance Ltd.
1660 University W.

-

254..5101

WHERE ALL THE BEST OF ITALY Is YoURS·
2491 Ouellette Ave (north of Eugenie Ave)

, '

Intramurals
Basketball

Amanda Borysowytsch
Campus Ree staff

CPR and First Aid
Training
First Aid provides immediate
assistance to people who are m
physical distress to maintain vital
functions until qualified help arrives at the ~ne
By training people in the concepts of accident prevention and

CAMPUS RECREATION
first aid, we hope to signficantly
reduce the number of injuries
sustained by Canadians.
Why not take advantage of the
First Aid and CPR courses available at Campus Ree? Odds are
that most First Aid and CPR
training you get will be used on a
loved one or someone close to
you.

First Aid
Red Cross rlfSt Aid courses
will be available Nov. 13 and 14,
9-5 pm in room 202 Human
Kinetics Bldg. - $50 for students.

Basic CPR
Basic Rescuer CPR - $35 for
students
Nov. 2 and 3 6-10 pm in room
204 Human Kinetics Bldg.

Recertification
Basic Rescuer Recert.
Nov. 10 6-10 pm
Nov. 20 2-6 pm
both are in room 204 H.K.
Bldg - $30 for students

Heart Saver
Heart Saver Nov. 6 9 am 1 pm room 204 H.K. Bldg.
- $30 students
Registration avalable in Campus Ree. office.

by Craig Mills
Campus Ree staff

Let the games begin! Men's
basketball has begun. The big
story from week 1: the default
monster was everywhere. Let's
go guys, participation. Alpha
Sigma Chi, nice shirts, how about
the rest of the league? Also note,
there are three law teams this
semester,
(don't you bate
lawyers).

Men's Soccer
The Men's soccer league is
well underway despite some poor
weather. After two weeks of
play, Windsor Europa and the
Unwanteds are tied for first place
with two wins and no losses.
Matches are played between 4-6
pm, Monday thru Thursday at the
St Denis soccer fields. Play-off
matches are scheduled for the
week of November 1, and the
final game is on November 4 at
5pm. Be sure to come out and
watch $Orne exciting soccer.

.~),;·.
:,-.:

LOOK OUT, JAYS! The Campus Ree Slo-Pitch league is up and running. Its eleven teams are on course
break the season record for runs scored. Maybe it's because the pitches are so slo.
Below: Campus Ree features the most exciting soccer this side of the lancers. (photos by MOM/KOH/No

Mens • Slo-pitch
by Jim Wawrow
Campus Ree staff

The Men's slo-pitch season
has begun and is off to a running
start. There are 1 J teams in the
league, split up into two
divisions; six in Division A and
five in Division B. Game days
are Tuesday and Thursday afternoons on the South Campus
diamonds. The competillon is
tight in each division and the
players are playmg like the
Philadelphia Phillies (minus the
chew).
The second week just ended in
the four week regular season.

There is a tie on top of the A
division with 10 Cool Dudes and
Old Men in A Canoe each having
a perfect record of 2 wins and no
losses while the B divsion leader
is Legal Bauers with a 3-0 record
and Silver Bullets 1 game behind

at 2-l.

tober 28th. The slo-pitch W
Series will be played
Thursday, November 4tl,
anything can happen until
like maybe the Phillies
the Jays in 4 straight' (I
dream can't I?).

All the reruns in the league
have one thing in common: they
can score runs! The league is on
its way to breaking the scoring
record selling up a very exciting
playoff starting on Thursday, Oc-

'LUord master'.))

the

for nLL Vour Iy~mg and Copymg needs

Lance
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5tudeeta ffw action : Action for students

PUB

join forces to invite you to

WATCH
HISTORY IN
THEM-

c::.

6221

3215 Sa..-.d1UJ1c::h S t .
(behmd the Sandwich Post Office)

THE
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OPEN AT 5 P.M.

~

MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

CHEAP PITCHERS $7.50 after 5

FREE SLIZE OF PIZZA!! • 5P.M. TO 8P.M.
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Low self-esteem barrier to safe-sex
By Ann Montgomery
The Fulcrum

Do you know what ·Catch-22' means? It
means that you' re in a cycle and that nothing
good can come from it. (Like jobs and the
homeless: you can't get a job because you
don't have an address and you can't get an
address because you dont have a job.)
Now, do you know what 'informed
consent' is? Well, it's when, given all the information (the bad and the good), you can
make a decision with all the facts, and this
decision is what's best for you.
In high school classes across the country,
teenage girls are in a Catch-22 involving informed consent This informed consent concerns safe-sex (pregnancy and disease
prevention).
A teenage girl is not considered responsible
enough to make an informed decision about
which method of safe sex she prefers (read:
not considered strong enough to enforce the
use of safe sex with the boy). Yet the ability
10 enforce safe-sex comes from self-esteem.
And this self-esteem is trashed daily
in every part of our society.
The pseudo-solution to this
problem? The birth control pill is
being prescribed en masse. A pregnancy vaccine bas been invented so
that girls only need a shot every
three months (Depo-Provera). Tiny
rods are implanted into one of their
arms to prevent pregnancy for up to
five years (Norplant, not yet available in Canada).
These are all methods of ·safe.
sex' that technically require some
fonn of informed consent (meaning
that the good and bad are presented
in a way that can be fully understood
by women). Alternative forms of
safe-sex are rarely presented becasuc
proper usage lakes longer to explain

and requires the female to enforce usage at
the time of sex.
The condom is pushed for the disease
prevention aspect of safe-sex. But I know that
I've bad many of those yeah-I'm-on-the -pillbut-we-should-use-a-condom-anyway - butof-course-I-trust-you discussions.
Teen pregnancy is a problem; teenagers are
the largest group to contract chlamydia; and
teenagers are beginning to contract the HIV
virus responsible for AIDS. So why hasn't
anything changed since I was in high school?
Because educators are still addressing safesex in tht: same old way. In helath classes, the
focus is on teenage girls. They assume she is
heterosexual and that vaginal intercourse is
the only way sex happens. An finally they
place a business card with the clinic phone
number and free condoms in her hand.
Then she goes to the next class. say
physics, and the teacher says, "If women are
equal, how come there wa-;n't a female
Einstein?" Everyone laughs. Then, after class,
she goes to the mall where she works as a
'check-out girl' . There, ber boss tells her that

she'd be good at her job if she could just
"keep her UIS out of the way."
After work. her boyfriend picks her up. In
the parking lot of the mall they make out. Just
when she's about to spring the idea of the
condom on him, be says, ··You're getting
pretty fat. and by the way, who wac; the babe
working at the check-out next to you?" Docs
she pull the condom out of her knapsack and
say, "We should be careful?" Nope.
She keeps the condom where it is, ma,;bed
like her self-esteem in between the pages of
her physics textbook.
Pharmaceutical companies can spend all
the money they want on drugs to prevent
pregnancy. Taxpapers can keep paying for
the public health nurses to go into school for
that one health cla,;s. But nothing is going to
change if our attitudes as a society don't
change.
As long as male violence hurts women, a,;
long as institutional structures ghettoi.ze
women, as long as the media portrays women
as body part,;, the teenage girl will never be in
a position to play by her own rules - she' 11
continue to play by the rules of the
boy in bed.
A misogynist society breeds
young women with teeny-weeny
self-esteems. And these women are
responsible for ensuring the proper
practice of heterosexual safe-sex.
If we want to keep this responsibility in the hands of women, the
answer does not lie in the development of more types of contraceptives.
The answer lies
in
acknowledging that lhe low self-esteem of women is not only a substantial
barrier
to
women's
happiness. but also an incredibly important factor in the success of safesex campaigns.
Kl

Ann Montgomery is a fourth year
Bio-chemistry student ar rhe Univer-

Parking-lot-shuffle costs $168
By Holly Mcintire
Editorial Staff

Congratulations! The parking
permit you purchased for a
whopping 5168 is your ticket to
the ever-popular game of parking-lot-shuffle. The games begin
every morning, where the victors
are those with a keen eye for
pedestrians carrying car keys, a
lead foot, and the manoeuvering
techniques of a stunt-car driver.
You might think that $168
would buy you the right to enter
a designated lot and park, virtually stre~-free. But instead, you've

purchased the privilige of waiting
for someone to move their Winnebago so you can finally get out
of your car and trek to class, now
that you're more than fasboinably late. Just pray there is no one
else waiting for that spot, but this
is where the defensive driving
lessons from CAA come in
handy. There· s no need to worry
if another contestant steals your
claim, because there are always
spaces available at ·z lot', conveniently located behind the tennis courts near the Sl. Dennis
Centre. A lot which is only convenient for those who are able to

around campus
Should SAC reps be elected rather than appointed?
"Yes, electing the candidates wold alleviate
favouratism and bias, it would also give more
of a variety of opinion."
Tanya Basic
Year III French/History

5

~.

"No, tt would be hard to elect people because
the school is too big and you don't know
anybody."
Tim Ryan
Year I English
"No. The student population is not informed
enough to vote, people would vote on a whim."
Rob Wilkie
ear IV Communications
"Yes. This would eliminate SAC heads from
picking people that support their views."
Andrew Taylor
Year II Psychology

fit a bicycle into their car, to
make the journey to campus in
under an hour. I spoke with Jim
Foreman, director of Campus
Police, wbo sympathized with
my complaints. Foreman regretfully told me that a,;ide from
Toronto. Windsor bas the second
poorest parking situation in On-

display, plus those wilh pennits,
exceeds 2,300 vehicles. The campus police officer replied that if I
discovered lbat the permit deal
was not working out, I could
receive a partial refund. I suppose with my refunded money. I
would tmn to the only available
alternative, and purchase a bus

tario.

pass.

He would like to see a parking
garage erected near campus, but
that solution does not seem practical; ·'The cost of providing a 34 level structure would be
astronomical, I don't even want
to guess at what the rate for a
space would be today. I believe
they estimated the cost of a
space. three years ago to be
around $1 300." Because there
are no grants availble for parking
lots. or structures. studcnl<; would
han~ to take on the full cost of
the building.
It is pathetic that everyday so
many students are forced to drive_
from Im 10 loL not in search of
actual parking spots. because
they simply don't exist. but
rather m pursuit of anyone walking with keys in their hand. One
day. I actually pulled up to ~ne
such individual and asked her if I
could give her a ride to her car.
She could see by the pain on my
face I was one of the weaker
cont~stants in the morning's
game, and hopped in. On the way
to her car, she told me that when
sbe arrived that morning at 7:30,
this was the last spot available in
the lot.
When I bought my bunting
permit, I was told there are. 2,300
available parking spaces m the
'pay and display' lots, and _that
they were selling 1,700 pei:uuts. 1
asked the obvious quesuon of
what happens when the number
of students who actually pay and

The residential permits add
some challenge to the game. It is
unfortunate that the geniuses who
stayed up late trying to figure out
how to make the parking game
more interesting, could not have
set certain time restraints on
these permits.
Beginning each day circling
parking Jots. like a vulture
around a dying animal, brings on
added stress to an already intense
day of classes. The thought of
walking into cla,s late - again.
is enough to make you ride the
three bu,es it would lake to get
from your house to campus.
Leaving home early is not always the solution when you arc
forced to wail in a lot, hoping
that someone will leave in the
next half an hour. so you can be
on time for you mid-tenn.
As Foreman stated; "I wish I
could give you a better solution
for this problem, but right now,
there doesn't seem to be one."
The next time you're circling the
lots, cursing those cars which
have evidently found spaces a
split second before you, remember that those people will eventually have to go home, some
time today. Patience is a virtue
- a valuable lesson for any U of
W student with a car and a ticket
to the tedious game of parkinglot-shuffle.
Kl
Holly McIntyre is a U of W
student and a member of the
Lance editorial board.
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Right
uses gays
as
scapegoat
By Chris Cecile
Special to the Lance

Imagine being told that
you are the cause of all of
the problems in today's
society. Imagine a world
telling you that you are immoral because of who you
love. Imagine being told
that you are unfit to raise
children because of who
you love.
The religious right continues to use these insane
and destructive arguments
against lesbians and gays. If
the main purpose of religion
is to spread the message of
love, then how can the
Church condemn those
people who love other
people, whether it be a
woman loving another
woman, or a man loving
another man.
lo addition, many groups
in the U.S., operating under
'family values and various
religious organizations' are
attempting to lake human
rights away from lesbians
and gays. They are using
gays as the scapegoat for all
of society's problems. in
particular the disintegration
of the family unit. They are
not attacking the real ills in
our society. They are
protecting and reinforcing
those heterosexual males
wbu ra~ anu abuse women
and children. These groups
say that they are protecting
'family values', but just
what type of values are
these groups protecting?
They are becoming the institution of hate. If these
religious and family values
groups are in agreement that
gays should not be given all
of the same basic human
rights as heterosexuals,
which includes marriage
and the option to raise
children, then they are following the same ideology
that the Nazi's used against
Jews. They are already
legitimized in the US and almost bad a political party
run for president. There is
supposed to be a separation
of Church and State.
So many laws have been
made to regulate sexuality
which have heen hased in
religion. They fed lhcy can
take away the human rights
of women who happen to
love women and men who
happen to love men. If
religious leaders an
politicians and fanuly
groups are against those
who love. then what do
these groups really represent
and who and what are they
protecting. If a society will
bate and kill people who
love other people then we
live ma loveless world.
And it is the right who
preaches bate against gays
and lesbians. They feel they
have the power to take away
rights in the name of God.
If I bold my boyfriend's
band in public, will I be
beaten or killed for showing
affection and love?

Chris Cecile is a Year ll
psychology student and
founder of One in Ten, a
working group for gay teens.
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Troy, Michigan, USA
Somerset Collection
(313) 649-2739
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Lurut one coupon per purchase.
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Diversions,

Tuesday, October 26
Assumption University Chapel invites
everyone for Mass starting at 5:00 pm
followed by a cost supper.
• Special Needs and Accessibility
Committee will hold a meeting at 1:00 pm
in SNAC office, 2nd floor of CAW centre.

Wednesday, Oct 27, the Cleary
Auditorium will host 50 special
needs students in a dance
production to open a
conference of educators.
The Gina Lori Riley narrative
dance, Mocojumbies, is adapted
from a Trinidadian folktale and
takes a group of children on a
journey where they are
confronted by characters such
as the she~evil La Oiavolessa
and Lagahoohoo, a trickster.

j

j

Thursday, October 28

Saturday, October 30

• OPAIG (Ontario Public Interest Research
Group) holds its meetings every Thursday
from 4:00 to 5:30 pm at the Law School
in room G101. For more information
contact Russell at 977-0253.

§ Hallowe'en Bash, The Pumpkin Smash,
at the Moose Pub, tickets are available at
the Student Centre desk, $4.00/advance
or $5.00 /door. Put your best costume on
and join in the fun!

• lntervarsity Christian Fellowship is
meeting in the Oak Room at 5:30 pm.

/E Windsor Symphony Orchestra and
guest conductor Andrew Sewell perform
Prokofiev's Peter and the Woff , starts at
2:00 pm at the Cleary-Crysler Theatre,
call 252-6579 for tickets.
® Women's Basketball vs Ryerson starts

3:00 pm at St. Denis Centre.
® OWIAA Soccer Championships also at
3:00 pm at South Campus Field.
® Hockey vs Western begins at 7:30pm

at Adie Knox Arena.

·~"'·'

Sunday, October 31

"'

lntervarsity Christian Fellowship will
meet in the Oak Room at 5:30 pm.
® OWIAA Soccer Championships begin
at 7:30 pm at South Campus Field.

~
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Monday, November 1
l OPIRG, Windsor's film series begins at
7:00 pm in Erie Hall featuring
Manufacturing Consent, and guest
speaker, Judith Schonwald, call Russell
at 977-0253 for info.

/E School of Visual Arts presents Inner
Reflections works by Siu-Chung John
and Marty Wheaton, continues to
October 29. Closing reception at 7:30 pm,
Lebel Gallery.

Wednesday, October 27
20/20 Forsight, a video on date rape, will
be shown from noon to 1:00 pm at 310
Sunset Ave.
• The Black Students' Alliance presents
a meeting on Police Abuse. The meeting
begins at 5:00 pm in the University
Centre's Ambassador Auditorium.
• Reform Party students club meet at 6:00
pm at the Grad House, all are welcome!

e t-rench Club tllm n1ghfis leafunng
La Femme Nikita, beginning at 7:00 pm
at the French House on Sunset Ave., free
to members and non-members. For more
information call 253-4232, ext.2074.

l Jane Spencer from the Windsor Essex
County Health Unit will be speaking on
NutJition and Wellness Management at 6
pm in Conference Room A1B. For info,
call The Womyn's Centre at ext. 4507.

Friday, October 29
/E School of Music, Soundsation Concert
Series presents Partners in Music starting
at 8:00 pm at the Capitol Theatre. Tickets
are $8.00 for adults and $5.00 for
students/seniors, for info call 253-7729.
® Lancer Invitational Swim Meet, begins at

6:00 pm at St. Denis Centre.
I

® Men's Basketball vs York, begins at 8:30

l The Windsor Society of Criminology
presents Anthony Doob, discussing What
is Wrong with Dispositions for Young
Offenders in Canada?, at 7:30 pm in the
Ambassador Auditorium, fee is $2.00 and
free for Criminology Club members.

® OWIAA Soccer Championships at 8:30
pm at South Campus Field.

• Out on Campus, agroup for lesbian, gay
and bisexual students will be having a
meeting at 8:00 pm in Iona College.

§ Special B Comm. Society Hallowe'en
Bash, at Peppe'son Ottawa St., 9:00 pm.

• P.C. Campus Association will meet at
12:30 pm in the CAW Student Centre
Boardroom, new members welcome.

pm at St. Denis Centre.

® Women's Volleyball vs Laurier start at
6:00 pm at St. Denis Centre.

/E MSA Talent Night atthe School of Music.
Show up at 7:30 pm at the Recital Hall.
For more info call 971-9081

.·.•
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• Lance meeting, 6:00 pm in the Lance
office, basement CAW Student Centre.
New volunteers always welcome.
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Jennifer Jakobson, Richard Chauvin and Brad Bechard get Into the Hallowe'en spirit. (photo by MOM/KO HINO)

Tuesday, November 2
l Department of Sociology and

NEWS

Anthropology presents Dr. Atl Kubursi
discussing Patterns of Development in
the Middle Eastat2:30 pm in room 1121,
Education Bldg. A film No Longer Silent
about the struggles of village women m
India, will be shown at Iona College, 208
Sunset at 7:00 pm. Discussion with Dr.
Lynne Phillips to follow.

Stoney Point natives demand
return of their home, p. 5.

ARTS

The Aboriginal Student Get Acquainted
Meal at McPherson Lounge, 6th floor
Electa Hall, Patricia and University.
R.S.V P. to Liz Chamberlain at
Counselling Centre at 253-4232, ext.
3465 by October 27 or call for more info.

Is punk dead, or just asleep? See
dialogue, p. 10.

SPORTS

Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw

Pumped up and drummed out McGill football player whistled
down for steroid use, p. 12.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
/EVisual and performing arts.
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l Lectures, seminars, etc.

Students for action : Action for students FEATURE

• Club and society meetings.

! Notices, demonstrations.

Manitobans pay their quarter, try
their luck at province's video lottery
terminals. The cherries and the
lemons, back page.

§ Socials, parties, mixers.

® Sporting events.

/"_
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ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

Bio-Spirituality
Through Focusing
Bio-Spirituality describes the body life of Spirit and allows a new awareness
and appreciation of the lived reality of our own incarnation. Focusing
provides a way of integrating the knowledge and wisdom of the body and
mind.

Rev. Robert Howell, C.S.B. &
Sr. Jeanne Brennan, O.S.U.
Focusing Trai.ners and Spiritual, Directors.

*
*

Fr. Howell is fonner Vice Rector and Director of
Spiritual, Fonnation at St. Basil's College, Toronto.
Sr. Brennan is a fonner member of the Counselling
Staff of the College of New Rochelle, N. Y.

*

·-~

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, October 31, 1993 - 3:00 p.m.
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Lance

The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
perfonning both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press:
1. The Lancereoognizesthedivers1ly 1n ethniaty, culture, gender, sexual
onentation, age, physical and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it 1n our content.
2. By exam1n1ng issues and different perspectives other media avoid,
the Lance recognizes that many disadvantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm our responsibdity to give
these groups voice and recognition.

3. The Lancets committed to acbng against the oppresston of socially,
culturally, polihcally and economically disadvantaged groups. In
addition, we oppose the abuse of power 1n any form.
4. The Lance will not prmt matenal that is sex,s~ racist, age1si
heterosex1st, or that maligns differently-abled peoples or the
econom1callydisadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proltferatJOn of conventional and
nuclear arms and the systems which promote them, whtch preserve and
eX1end un1ust economic and political hegemony, diverting resources
from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-VIOient resolutt0n to any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological respons1bihly, both 1n content and in
its day-to-day workings.

Land of broken

promises

Toe Canadian government lied to Canada's native co1nmunity. Not
much attention has been devoted to this issue during the grandstanding of federal election candidates.
Fifty years ago the Stoney Point First Nations band was told they
would gel their land back from the Department of National Defence
_ a promise that remains unfulfilled while lhe community yearns to
reunite on its homeland.
Toe land was seized during WWII under the War Measures Act,
over fifty years ago. The land is presently used only six weeks out of
each year as a army cadet training camp.
Stoney Point natives have been protesting on the firing range since
May 5 of this year, while training at the base goes on around them. All
tbey are asking for is the return of their land.
No good reason remains to hold the land which caused the displacement of an entire community.
With the vast amount of unused land in Canada, the army can surely find a suitable place to relocate. Instead. blind pig-headedness
prevails. You can bet if big business had a problem of this sort.
federals would be bending over backwards to make reparations.
Perhaps that is why the land claim is such a non-issue in the ongoing election campaign. Everyone just wants to ignore lhe problem but after 50 years it is not going to go away.
Historically, native peoples' attachment to the land has not been
taken seriously. Their rights have been ignored, and as a result much
of native heritage and traditions have been stomped by white government officials. That the government chose native lands to expropriate
is indicative of the unfair treatment of minority groups.
There is a way to stop the repitition of th.ts historical pattern. The
federal government simply must give the natives what is rightfully
theirs.

GM not crying over spilled oil
With the International Joint Commision in town over the past
weekend, one would assume that Windsor would be on its best environmental behaviour.
Yet, earlier in the week, 3 500 litres of bunker oil from the General
Motors trim plant on Lauzon Road ended up in lhe east end's Little
River. Why did this happen?
GM claims the spill was an accident, but this is a lame excuse. Accidents !hat harm the environment should not and cannot continue to
happen. As one of the most powerful companies in North America,
one would think that GM would have some measures in place to
prevent environmental degradation.
Even !hough GM's accident on the Little River is just a drop in the
bucket compared to, say, lhe Exxon Valdez disaster, there bas to be
zero tolerance to accidents that seriously harm the environment.
Little River has been an ecological wasteland due to road runoff
and discharge from sewage treatment. Thankfully, many people in the
east-end community have taken steps to clean up the waterway as a
matter of community pride.
Doing this has put the Little River one step ahead, but environmental accidents like GM' s spill put it two steps behind.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Who's burled tn Lenin's Tomb

A bag of bones held togelher
by soviet technology?
also dead.
Guarded by the Red Army.
Are peace, land, and bread,
ideas run amok,
also buried !here?
Let us rip them from lhe tomb
(the bones)
and like the English did to
Cromwell
carry his head upona pike
lhrougb Moscow ...... .
No, let us is the night
remove this vestige of Eastern
idolotry,
And quietly bury it in some
far off place.
But would not these peasants
lhink that be bad risen
from the dead as Jesus did?
(They are arguing into lhe
night.
Russians buried in Lenin's
Tomb.)
Mike Longmoore

Erroneous claims
Dear Editor,

Chris Cecile makes so many
erroneous claims in his Oct. 18
article in the Lance !hat it makes
me wonder bow the student
newspaper editorial staff could
even consider publishing such a
diatribe.
l. I have never in my life ever
heard or read a statement
anywhere, at anytime, that
claimed gays "are the cause of all
of !he problems in today's
society."
2. Nobody !hat I know of is
telling gay or lesbian people they
"are immoral ,because of who
they love." Ralher, it is !heir
sexual behaviour which is considered "immoral" by a large
segment of society.
3. Although religion. is concerned with spreading "lhe mes-

sage of love," it is also just as
concerned wilh ethical moral
values and with helping people
to live according to those standards.
I would add that so much of
the hatred and bigotry of which
he accuses lhe 'religious right' is
evidenced quite strongly in his
own character by what be writes.
I am fully aware that I, too,
will, in all likelihood, be verbally
attacked in lhe same way that be
bas attacked those who happen to
oppose lhe homosexual lifestyle.
Steve Michaels-Redding

SAC's priorities
Dear Editor,
I am responding to lhe article
National (except Windsor) Student Day.
The anonymous reporter feels
!hat SAC's priorities are not
where Ibey should be. This
doesn't wash! I do agree that no
students from U of W were sent
to Queen's Park to protest
proposed tuition increases.
However, on that day, National Student's Day, !here was an
all-candidates' forum set up for
students to rally and ask any pertinent questions to their future
representatives. The Lance, in all
its professional reporting wisdom, failed to mention this
forum was presented by SAC
and GSS (members of CFS-0),
as well as the Student Law
Society, OPUS, Political Science
Association, and the Lance.
As for supporting CFS-0 services and activities, SAC and
GSS have done more with CFS
this year than any olher year at U
of w.
Delegates from the
Federation have constantly
visited the offices of SAC and
GSS to keep student leaders informed of all CFS-0 events and
services.

Some of these meetings were
opened to all interested students
(only some chose to be !here). In
November, there will be a Travel
Cuts presentation in the CAW
Student Centre to inform students of this travel service.
Also, at the first student council meeting, my views on CFS-0
and recommendations to remain
members were noted on record. I
think perhaps the Lance should
try and focus on lhese events
(positive events), rather than lhe
small percentage f>f negative
events. As for the SAC representative in the cartoon, at least
they are in their office, doing
their job!
Jon Ricci
SAC President

Pistons losefans
Dear Editor,

I'm glad Lance sports staff
writer Tyler Delben had the oppportunity to speak with Pistons
during the team's training camp
at the St. Dennis Centre.
Many others weren't given the
oppportunity to observe the Pistons in action evl;n though some,
like myself, had marked the
'open' practices on our calendars
monlhsago.
Upon returning from my
Thanksgiving holiday, I ventured
over to the St. Denis Centre only
to be informed by a Campus
Police officer that the coach had
closed the practices because they
had found the Saturday and Sunday crowds "too distracting".
Toe Pistons lost themselves a
lot of potential ticket buyers with
that Thanksgiving turkey public
relations manoeuvre. We won't
be heading out to the Palace at
Auburn Hills for fear of "distracting" lhe Pistons.
George Mather
Year II Law II

-

-
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Violence no solution
By Les Banks
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THE 100
BEST
COMPANIES
TO WORK
FOR IN
CANADA
·This and many other titles are available in our
Career Resource Library.
·There is also a Company Literature section which
should help you prepare for interviews.

CO-OP EDUCATION AND STUDENT PLACEIVIENT
Room 111, Dillon Hall.

Special to the Lance

On Thursday, Oct. 21, five U of W students were arrested and
received charges ranging from causing a disturbance to obstructing
a peace officer. While these charges are not severe, this incident
will affect the future career opportunities of these students.
The altercation took place outside of the Kokomos club on
Wyandotte Street West. The police claimed they were called to lhe
scene-in response to a fight, while the students claim the police are
there every Thursday night waiting for the club to close.
This claim made by the students bas been backed up by lhe
club's owners and many other Thursday night regulars. The answer
to this problem of why the metdent initially began will eventually
be settled in a court of law.
The main problem, as presented to my office, by the five students
and numerous witnesses, was the degree of force used by the
Windsor police d~ring the arrest.
When one bears stories such as these, we as a society must begin
to question the authority we have placed in others. If the altercation
occured as explained by the students and bar patrons, then one must
ask why a person already in handcuffs and fully restrained by four
officers was then pepper sprayed.
Although the issue above has not been resolved, it does open up
a number of more general questions. What are our rights and what
means of action should we take to prevent this m the future?
Generally speakmg, police violence or use of excessive force is
not the norm. but it does occur. During the past year or so, a great
deal of media attention has been given to police violence.
The police are often forced to physically restrain suspects in the
line of duty. The problem arises with the amount of force usru.
How do we measure this? I per\onally believe that those committing or suspected of committing an offcnse should be restrained
with the least amount of force possible - without endangering the
lives of the officers involved
For many students at this university (especially those people of
colour) the police are seen as an institutionalized gang. I am sorry
to say, this has led to a fear and mistrust between the police and
commumty as a whole. We as Canadian citizens should be happ)
to sec our police, not afraid'
The growing violence in our society cannot be allowed to spill
over into our law enforcement procedures. We need to find a wa~·
to educate our police officers and our society on how to interact
with each other. Every incident need not be solved with v10lence.
It is my hope that when the U of W students' cac;c comes to
court. that these student<; receive what every Canadian descrvesjusticc!
~
Les Banks ,s the H1mum Rights Coordinator of the Students ' Ad·

ministratire Council.
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6th

THE WINDSOR DUKES

JUNlJ1®~
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SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7th

SEGA GENESIS HOCKEY~

SAT., OCT., 30th

NHL HOCKEY ALL WEEK
WINGS, LEAFS, ETC.
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GREY CUP FnAL
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Angry students rally In front of
CAW Student Centre Friday.
(photos by M<NIKO HINO)

By Teena Ward
Lance News Editor

Angry U of W students spoke out
against police brutality and racism at a
rally last Friday, in response to the alleged beating of six black men by
Windsor police on Thursday. Four of
those arrested during the scuffle are
University of Windsor students.
Police deny the arrests were racially
motivated, and say the officers acted
professionally.
Still see)cjng legal counsel and the assessment of SAC's Human Rights Coordinator Les Banks, the students would not
comment on the incident to the Lance.
But one of the students involved in the
incident spoke to television news
reporters, saying "the police took us as
jokes."
"Racism was definitely an issue," be
said, adding "when some officers abuse
their authority, it is a reflection of the organization they represent."

Lying unconscious
Fanta Williams, a second year political
science student, who came upon the incident when it was already in progress, said
she saw one man lying on the ground unconscious.
''I called his name to no response," she
said. "I came upon my other friend, and I
could count at least five police on him.
He was obviously in pain, they bad him
in a position like they were going to bogtie him."
Williams said another man was pushed
to the ground from standing level, and
police officers had their "shoes on his
head, and neck, and hands, and would let
no one talk to him."
"They (the police) were po)cjng, and
jaunting him with a billy club. I think that
is why he was screaming in pain," said
Williams.
She said when she and other observers
tried to protest these actions, police told
her lo shut up.
Black Students Alliance president
Sharon O'Flaherty told reporters police
used "unnecessary force" including applying pepper spray to a men in handcuffs. In addition, police failed to read the
young black men their rights, she said.

Pushing and shoving
According to police spokesperson
Lloyd Grahame, "several groups of men
pushing and shoving" at the entrance of
~e night club drew the attention of passmg off«:ers. Official reports indicate that
a~ the police drew up to the entrance of
the bar "several of the men started to
~am 'here come the racist pigs', somelhmg lo that effect."
After police urged them to leave, the
~wd surrounded the officers, and conllnued shouting at them. Reports indicate
~hir degeneration of the situation. al
w eh time more officers were called in
"It got to the point where 75 to 100

'" a

people were gathered there, the officers
were surrounded," Grabame said. Arresting a 'ringleader' did not disband the
group either. Officers were "jumped by
several other black males."
Grahame denied any racist action by
police.
"I think the people who made it a racial issue were the combatants," he said.

Demand for apology

.:1:.co'ulcl count
at least five
..
pol{~e;.Ori~v:him. He was
., QbVi~usly in pain, they had
rt:-hlm ittA@
}position like they
· were*g'gipg to hog-tie
him.
F
w·11·
:-: ... &-1Jf'.::=:,:=:· .-· . :-:-

Members of the Black Students Alliance, the Revolutionaries, and the Indian Students Organization held a rally
Friday afternoon in front of the CAW
, ...-.,-... -.,.,,.•M·.,:
Student Centre.
----t@i/:-;ir~='·=;_
Speaker Noel Waliond demanded writ=·~ .•.
ten and verbal apologies from Windsor
police.
. . :··, ,.~:i!:::~if:ij\;l::s?ff~~
O'Flaberty made a plea for the Ontario
government to take the problem of police
:·tt=i:ztn:.i.:~f
.:··.·.:"" ..,·"
.:I·: ··'..,".
brutality seriously.
. ·.·. . .. ~.-=·:.f l<ifft•
.,
Initiall y, the group bad planned to
march to the law building to demand a
••.
• ;&
•
hearing with Windsor Police officials
who were holding a conference there, but
O'Flaberty and Waliond urged the crowd
to postpone further action until the four
students had sought legal counsel.
Several protesters said they wanted
that face-to-face confrontation with \/
police officials.

Eyewitness anta
•

1
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-\11traJ;·rac1aJ issue were the

·comDalaflts.
~ -Police spokesperson Lloyd Grahame

Fourth year social work student Pat - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Coley said she was "disappointed, because as we know, the longer you wait to
act, the more it [action] loses its whole
purpose and effect. It is not the same as if
you take action first. Some things need to
be done right away."

Firing of Black Panther
provokes student strike

Rally organizers said they will take action - as soon as legalities are sorted
out Students were asked lo leave names
and phone numbers if interested in organizing further action in the coming
weeks.
Waliond said later the demonstration
was necessary as part of "a fonnal cornplaint to the community that pays their
(police officers') salaries."
Although organizers refrained from
labelling the situation racially motivated,
many demonstrators felt otherwise.
"It's just representative of attitudes of
police in this era," said Mark Talbot, a
fourth year philosophy and English
major. "They are trained to judge on ~ppearance alone and the black commuruty
is the most visible community. Therefore
.
they get harrassed. Just because o f th eir
visibility, blacks get used as examples."
Many of the demonstrators suggested
police need specific race relations training and that 11 should be taught as a matter of course in school.
Arlene Joseph said police "appear to
be ignorant in their treatment and bandling of different races."
Jn support of the four alleged_ viclin_ls
of police brutality, the groups will begm
by holding a forum on the issue this
week. Organizers said they hope refleclion and discussion will help heal the
wounds in the black community.
EJ

In 1968, San Francisco State College
black students and faculty won important
gains following a student strike provoked
by the firing of a part-time professor.

I

'
George Murray taught English as a
second language to inner city students.
He was also the Black Panther's education minister and often made speeches
denouncing the United States as a racist.
imperialist nation.
This caused problems for the college's
board of trustees. many of whom were
appointed by California Governor
Ronald Reagan. The board wanted to
downplay racial issues because the previous year it received negative publicity
af
. le t confrontation with stuter a VIO n
dents over the curriculum of a proposed
black studies program.
On Oct 30. Murray was fired for an
allegedly •·racially inflammatory" speech
made off campus. This angered black
students who had been passive in dealing
with the university's slow progress on
the Black Studies program.
Within the week, the program's designer Dr. Nathan Hare and the Black
Student's Union called a press conference to issue 10 demands and a formal
strike call. The demands included the
reinstatement of Murray, creation of an

autonomous Black Studies Department
with 20 teacbmg positions. and no disciplinary action against the strikers.
The strike began on Nov. 6 with a
rally attended by over 2000 students. As
I the rally proceeded. squads weni into
classrooms a<;king students ~o JOlD them.
W?en _reports. of the strike _re~ched
umversu.y President Robert Smith s office, the campus was closed. Over the
next ~wo days, several fires and small
bombmgs occurred around campus.
_On Nov. 12 the_faculty, ~onc~ed
~~th due ,Pr~ess 10 Murray s finng,
Jomeded ththe strikdm·~ . In ~e ~ys that fol1ow . e a wstrauon ~ attempts to
re-open classes were met with ,violen~~
Fmally. after an all da~ ~elev1sed
debate between students. facult) and ad. .
h ·1 d Pre 'd
m~1strato_~ . a . Uffil 1ate
s1 cnt
Snuth resigned. H!s successor, Dr. S. I.
!fayakawa. met ~ith students and gave
mto some of their_ demands. Although
~urray wa°' not r:emstated, the concess1ons ended the s~~·
.
.
The students didn t achieve everythin_g
they_ . wanted to. . However, their
pubhc~ed _strugg~e gamed the respect of
an enllre city_ which w~tcbed them stand
up to opp~ss1ve au~onty.
EJ

d dA~ Acdtive hePast ,s. a .weekly felea1fiure
e ,cate. to t continumg strugg or
studenr nghls.
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Stoney Point
natives want
home returned
by Brent Dowell
The Charlatan

OTTAWA (CUP) - First,
members of the Stoney Point
First Nations Band marched into
their reservation and re-occupied
land taken from them by the
Canadian military.
Then they marched on Parliament to demand their reservation
back. About 50 walked 729 km
from their home on !he shores of
Lake Huron.
The Department of National
Defence took the three-squaremile reservation from the band
under the War Measures Act in
1942 and continues to use it as a
cadet training ground. The band
wac; uprooted and forced to join
the nearby Kettle Island reservation.
On May 5 this year, the band
re-occupied the reservation and
in August there wac; an incident
where shots were fired at a
Canadian forces helicopter. The
incident is still under investigation.
Defence minister Tom Siddon
said in an August letter to NDP
aboriginal affairs critic Robert
Skelly that the military would
return the land when it is fioitjicd
with it.
The Ottawa protest featured
several
speakers
and
a
demonstration of native drumbeatc;.
"On May 5. we walked into
our home lO stay," said
spokesperson Clifford George.
"We don't care about the money.
We want our land."
George was with Canadian
anned forces in Britain fighting
World War JI when the Canadian

military took over the reservation. The War Measures Act
gave the military the power to
seize the Stoney Point land.
George said that at the time be
received a letter from bis father
saymg the army had taken the
land and would return it when
the war was over.
"The government tnes to
divide and conquer the people,"
said band councillor Geln
George. "We went to war so the ·
people could be free. But we
found out the government was
the real enemy because they took
our homes."
Stoney Point Band leader Rose
Manning said she wac; ten years
old when she and her family
were forceably evicted from their
reservation. 'Tm back at our old
home. 50 years later,.
Carleton University elder-inresidence Wilfred Peltier said
there was little support from the
national native groups such as
the Nattve Council of Canada
and the Assembly of First Nations.
Murray Angus. communications co-ordinator for the Native
Council of Canada, confirmed
that there was no involvement by
the organization and that it was
not represented on the Hill.
"We were occupied on other
fronts. Our energies were spent
elsewhere." he said.
Angus said the council was mvol ved in preparing critici,ms ot'
the federal partic.c; for ignoring
native issues during the campaign and the leader's debates.
While waiting for a government response. the band plans to
return iL-; land and continue occupying the reserve.
gJ
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U of W won't quit Macleans
Ranking flawed,
but tmiversity
accotmtable: Ianni
by Tran Longmoore
Associate news editor

Despite its reservallons, the U
of W bas partaken in the third annual Macleans magazine university survey.
U of W president Ron Ianni is
not "terribly happy" with the
"flawed" Macleans feature
which ranks Canadian universities. Ianni said the ranJongs are
not valid indicators of a
university's quality because the
methodology used to interpret
the data does not take diversity.
specialization. and external funding into consideration.
According to Ianni, the U of
W sent the data to the magazine
because it is a public institution
and must provide all information
to anyone that asks.
··we receive $127 million in
govcrnmen unding and have to
be accountable to the public,"
Ianni said.
Another factor in the decision
to Sta) in the survey is the negative media coverage cac;t on the
universities that have pulled out

Students'
Administrative
Council

has a position open:

of the survey. Ianni has a copy of average issue sells only a third
an Ottawa Citizen editorial that that amount.
calls Carleton University a
According to Macleans educa.
"wimp" for pulling out of the tion editor Victor Dwyer, the fca.
survey.
ture
provides
prospective
"If we pulled out of the survey students a "window into what
people would think it was sour each of the universittes are like.''
grapes on our part," said Ianm.
"There is little else out then:
Although many of the for people who want to compare
Canadian universities have quar- universities. in terms of facts and
rels with the yearly feature, only numbers,".
two, Carleton and Memorial,
Dwyer said that, unlike la'>t
have pulled out
year. there will be no significant
Carleton president Robin Far- changes in this year's survey.
quar said the university could no After the first issue, which
longer afford to spend $100 OOO ranked each university in the
researching and organizmg the same category, the magazme
data for the survey.
divided them into three separate
Ianni wouldn't say how much categories: primarily undermoney the university spent graduate. medical and doctoral.
gathering data, only that it was and comprehensive (both underconsiderably less than $100 OOO.
graduate and doctoral).
Despite his criticisms, Ianni is
Ianni feels the survey is still
not concerned where the univer- not comprehensive enough for
sity ranks in the survey. "Our students to use a-; a base to make
concern is whether or not we are their decisions with.
hvmg up to our mission state"I hope that students hare
ment."
more initiative and sense than to
The U of W has been near the use only Maclean:, when decidbottom of the rankings each of ing which university they a1the pa-;t two years.
tend," he said.
The university feature is one
"If they want to find out wbal
of Macleans' best sellers. Last the university offers. they should
year over 50 OOO copies were attend head start programs and
sold at newstands while the talk to their peers."
~
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STUDENT DISCOUNTS 20°/o OFF
Aesthetics
Body waxing
Manicures
Favcials
Pedicures

Latest Cuts
Tinting
Highlighting
Perms
Ear Piercing

Open
Mon day-Saturday
9:00 am. 5:00 pm
Friday evening by
appointment only

Michelle Osborne & Lynda Lucier. 3210 Sandwich St (at Mill) 256-8992

-

ENVIRONMENTAL
ISSUES
CO-ORDINATOR

THE

(~f)1l(~·11
c:::=- OPEN AT 5 P.M.

~o~\

~
~

OPEN AT NOO!I

m-7417

~J

MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

CHEAP PITCHERS $7.50 after 5

Please apply at the
SAC office with
resume and a cover
letter by 4pm, Monday
November 1st.

FREE SLIZE OF PIZZA!! • 5P.M. TO 8P.M.

253-3494
156 CHATHAM ST. W. (Chatham & Ferry,
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Course to study gay issues [
Sociology students will be
able LO approach their homework
from a lesbian, gay, and bisexual point of view next
semester. This year the course
·Special Topics in Power and Social Change' will focus on gay
and lesbian studies, the first of its
kind at the U of W.
Professor Barry Adams, who
will teach the course, said students will look at all areas of social science such as fears of
homophobia, the family, the gay
and lesbian movement, the impacl of AIDS, and queer theory.
Non-sociology majors interested in taking the course are advised to be put on a list in the
sociology department.
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The Great Lakes Institute will
soon have a new home. London
Life Insurance company and the
U of W have signed a 20 year
agreement to give the the university the former Chateau Park
retirement lodge at 2990 Riverside West. The building will
house the institute's research
laboratories, resource centre, lecture and seminar rooms. After
Cbateau Park closed three years
ago, mortgage holder London
Life took over the building. The
university is seeking $1.5 million
to renovate the building.

*

* *

Dinesh Sachdev is the new
first-year rep on SAC, narrowly
winning the Oct. 20 by-election
with 85 votes to runner-up Kristina Brown's 78.
Approximately 200 of 2900
first year students turned out to
vote. Chief Returning Officer
Doug Ellis said the voter turnout
of less than 10 percent is 'pretty
good' for a by-election. Arts rep
Tylene Reaume was elected by
acclamation. The results will
remain unofficial until ratified at
council's Nov. 11 meeting.

* * *

SAC Environmental Issues
Commissioner Jennifer Jackson
offers several volunteer opportunities. Positions include: the

CAMPUS CLIPS
translation of recycling information from English into French
and/or Chinese, a secretary to
take minutes for the University
Environmental Steering Committee, and students with experience
on CorelDraw and Ventura
Publishing to create graphics for
an environmental publication.
Interested parties should contact Jackson at ext. 3512.

*

*

*

SAC members are studying
the Report of the President's
Commission on Traditional
Prejudice and Discrimination in
order to discuss specific recommendations to the council.
SAC has been asked "to
develop and adopt a comprehensive code of student conduct
which includes the need to
respect the rights and dignity of
members of the diversity
groups." Also under considerail.on are the coopera11· e de 1
ment of a mandatoryv course
on
ve op'student life', and that SAC
"adopt a policy on diversity
sentatives
goals in selecting
to serve on
student
its own
repreand
university committees."

*

*
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PROMOTIONS MANAGER
- Part-time Position required by:

CLASSIFIEDS

TYPING
• Papers • Reports
(APA & other styles)
•Resumes• Letters
Cash, Visa or MC

For special student rates
call Roni at 253-5501

WANTED:
ROOMMATE TO
SHARE 2 bedroom apartment, 30

seconds from campus. Rent
$288.50/ month, utilities included. If
interested calt253-1643.
ROOM FOR RENT in an apartment
style residence in Tecumseh.
Females only! No transfers! Call
256-0580.

Northwestern College of Chiropractic

HEY SKIERS !THE SEASON is a~
most here, get that pre-season tune
up now and be ready when the
snow flies. Call Custom Ski Tuning,
ask for Kevin 734-1492.

General requirements at time of entry include:

AWESOME SPRING BREAK
TRIPS! Campus Reps Needed.

is now accepting applications for its next three entering classes.
(April 1994, September 1994,January 1995)

• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a a life or health science degree program.
• Aminimum G.P.A. of 2.5. Amore competitive G.P.A. is favored.
• Apersonal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

Cuba, Cancun, Daytona, Montreal

Northwestern offers:

& Quebec City Call Now!! 1-800-

• Aprofessional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12: J.
• Awell-rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis, X-ray,
and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.

3 0634
63CLUBS!

STUDENT GROUPS!

Raise as much as you want in one
week! $100 ... $600 ...$1500!
Market applications for Popular national credit cards. Call for more
details to qualify for a FREE TRIP
10 MTV SPRING BREAK '94. Call
1-800-932-0528, extension 68.

--~··

i,,

··,

Call.· 1-800-888-4777 or

J~ Write: Director ofAdmissions

,,, :,.,,.,•

2501 West 84th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55431

-r==================~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

HERE'S A COURSE
THAT eoMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS

801 Ouellette
Downtown Windsor
APPLY IN PERSON to K. Borrelli
4-6 pm. Monday, November 1st

Night
Club

~

ON

I

ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD
& BREADSTICKS

ss.25

5

TUESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM .

t
The lance and Alliance Releasing offer you
the chance to see "Robo Cop 3". The first 30
callers with the correct answer to our trivia
question will win FREE passes for TWO to a
;J>ecial screening of Robo Cop 3.
he Question:
"What U.S. city Is the setting for the Robo
Cop movles?"
Call 971-3604 and leave your name, phone #
and answer. We will call winners and let
them know when and where to pick up their
Prizes.

.
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*

SAC survey organizers aim to
find out how students feel about
levies for the Womyn's Centre,
Human Rights Education Commiuee, and entertainment. Targetted areas also include
reactions to the new Moose Pub,
knowledge about student government and programs, and suggestions
for more
effective
communication.
VP Steve Alexander explained
that council wants to know "what
students think of past and future
SAC initiatives."

.

WHERE ALL THE BEST OF ITALY Is YoURS·
2491 Ouellette Ave (no rth of Eugenie Ave)
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Recycling continues
by Luke Van Dongen
and Tran Longmoore
News staff

,.

By now, you've probably realized

The university's new recycling
program is a step towards a
greener campus. but the Environmental
Steering
Committee
believes there is more to be done.
The committee is working on
the creation of a "Green Plan," a
statement of principles and an action plan that will guide the
university's
operations
with
respect to envirorunental matters.
According to SAC Environmental Commissioner Jennifer
Jackson. the committee will concentrate on waste reduction and

will try to make envuunmcn
issues a factor in academics, invesunents and energy resources
"We have to take a look at~
whole picture," said Jackson.
The committee is made up tt
representatives from all walh tt
campus life, including studcnll,
administrators, employees rui,i
management
Recommendations from ~
committee
it
go
to ~
university's Board of Govemcri
which sets out a timetable in lurt
with finances.
Anyone interested in the COIJl.
mittee is welcome to attend ml'et,
ings or to call Jackson "
25,4232. ext. 3512.

And that a job is only as g,)od as

financial knowledge to become
an accounung professional: a
Certified General Accountant.
Our CGA program of studies
c:rn lead to better opporrunities
in husine-.s, government and
public practice. If you're ready

co make e"en more of your..elf,
call (416) 322-6520, extensions

228, 225 or 217, or toll free
l-800-668-1454, or write to us
at 240 Eglinton Avenue East,
1oronto ..\HP l K8.

"5J--

Ac~ountants
1y, Certifi~d.General
Assoc1a11on of Ontano

®rab 1!,ou,e
1!,allotuttn t)artp
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1st Prize: Two Tickets to
~
'
THE PHANTOM OF, THE
OPERA"
Plus $100 Spending Cash!

Al)MIJJIO~ Ii

-=~-=-=.
IATUl:21)Al"

OCT. JO.
Tickets sponsoi ed by CFS.
cash
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other prizes b y Grad
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Thieves take charity money

Wi

By Kevin de Jong
News Staff

Police are continuing the investigation into a break-in at Assumption College earlier this
month.
Sometime overnight on Oct.
14, thieves entered the main
building of the college, and broke
into five offices. including the
campus United Way office.
Campus Police director Jim
Foreman said the thieves may
have entered through the area
under construction on the north
end of the building.
The thieves took money from
several offices. including what
campus United Way ·coordinator
Marie Marga called a "significant
amount" from her office.
Morga said the stolen money
was part of the funds raised from
the sale of ramc til:k.cls on campus. She said "anyone who had
purchased raffle tickeLs would

We're accounting for
the future in Ontario
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the career 1t builds. \\'e can help.

\\'c can gi,e you the skills and
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there's more to life than school.
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sllll be mcluded in the draw H<r
free tuition) a,; the ticket stubs
were not taken."
Though the thefLs will not af.
feet programs. Morga said sir
will have to look at investing ma
better security system. and lhal
"in a year when donations arc
needed more than ever. we "
have to dig a little deeepcr to
make up for the loss "
Morga and Foreman agrctd
the thieves were only looking fix
money, as computers and other
office equipment went UDtouched. Whoever did lhlS.
Foreman added, "has done lhi1
kind of thing before. They v.rn
not pros, but they weren't
novices either."
At press time there were oo
suspects in the burglary and the
investigation has been turned
over to Windsor Pohcc Anyone
with infomallon is asked to contact Campus Crimcstoppch ar
971- 1636.
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Spiril of I:he Wesl
fairhlifr tour
with special guest
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MONDAY NOV 22
CLEARY AUDITORIUM
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TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
C~ARY AUDITORIUM BOX OFFICE
OR CAll 252-6579 TO CHARGE
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SOCIAL SCIENCE
SOCIETY
SCHOLARSHIP
(2 scholarships valued atl semester's tuition)
Eligibility:
I) have at least a 'B' standing in the previous academic year.
2) be a full-tune undergraduate student registered in second year or
beyo:id. ma department within the Faculty of Social Science and
be a paid Society Member. NOTE: this excludes Social Work
Majors
3) submit an Official Transcnpt from the RegtStarS Office (throu&h
!NTER-MAil.)
4) submit a completed application fonn by THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 5, 1993 at 4:00pm.

Applications
Application are avaliable m the Soctal Science Society Office, Which
1s located on the second floor of the CAW Student Center
Applications must be subrmttcd in a SEALED envelope to:
The President
Social Science Society
2nd Floor CAW Student Center
Umvers1ty of Windsor
re: SSS Scholarship
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Mexican workers
~\~
denounce trade deal SARAH
outside
Mexico
City. He claims he
was unjustly fired
some argue that of
after 16 years at the
the three countries inplant for his invol- I
volved in the North i--A~~-:..__-~,f/i~~---- - - - vement in a local 1
American Free Trade 1
labour committee
Agreement (NAFI'A),
elected democrati~
Mexico has the most
cally
by
plant I
to gain. The argument
workers.
goes that NA.FrA will
The committee
provide the industrial
had achieved subbase Mexico lacks and
stantial wage and
desperately desires.
benefit concessions
However,
the
while negotiating
Windsor Coalition for THf;5E ARE THE PEOPLE WHO SIGNE.O NA F
Social Justice iS Out to WE RE £1(.f'ECTED TO 8El.lEYf TAAT IT'S A LEGiTI.MA~t:;.tirY. the collective contract in April of this
set the record straight. The coali- have seen systemic violations of y~ar. The government, along
tion, formed last November, is a Mexican laws. The government with the National Workers
non-partisan umbrella organiza- has done all possible to hush up Central (the government-backed
tion, made up of activists from worker movements in Mexico."
union) _de~ided to take action, by
labour, women's, anti-poverty
As for those who gel in the de-cerufymg the union and
and environmental
groups, government's way, he added
replacing it with its own commitamong others, who are concerned "The most committed activis~ tee. 680 workers were subabout social justice issues. The have been fired from companies. sequently fired.
coalition holds fmn that in terms And the unions that have resisted
The workers' message was
of community life, Mexico will this very rapid process of clear: workers from each country
be the big loser if NAFfA is put economic integration have been ~hould stand in solidarity.
in motion.
targeted with violence."
Everyday we as workers are
To bring the point home, the
Aside from the violence, he is seeing that we have to dire~t the
coalition hosted a presentation by also concerned about how far the struggle, a direct confrontation in
two workers from Mexico at Our government will go to ensure that the face of such measures. And
Lady of the Holy Rosary Church it can continue to attract business for this reason it is very imporon Oct. 15. The workers, strug- to Mexico. "The government has tant to us to have solidarity with
gling for better standards for been making changes to the our fellow workers in the US and
Mexican workers, spoke of the federal labour laws. These laws Canada, to strengthen our strugtrials and tribulations they faced are fundamental to the worker. gle of resistance."
against their government and These changes will affect social
The plea was answered by
transnational corporations.
security, the medical program Windsor autoworker Peter Pel"Our government bas been and the right to strike in lerito. 'Dur fight has never been
trying to create a paradise so that Mexico."
with the Mexican workers becountries will come [to Mexico)
A second Mexican worker cause we know we're fighting Ulc
and set up shop. But in order to shared some of his experiences same multinational corporapresent the image of paradise, we working for Ford at a plant just tions," he said.
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By Pat Castagna
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Wed November 17 · Cleary Auditorium
[ililJ
-------

Tickets available at Cleary Auditorium
box office or call 252-6579 to charge

TKltcu rniJ.blc u: I IICNOW WHAT I L11CL

ZAP·A~

6 DI. DISC

Present student ID and pay 1/2 price on Sunday or Monday. Ask for David or Sarah.

the natural way
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Where We Set the Standards

551 PELISSIER •OPEN 7 DAYS ; 4 EVENINGS• 973-4977

• • • • • • • • • • • • HOME OF LIVE ROCK AND ROLL • • • • • • • • • • •

SUN. OCT. 31st
CRAZY BABIES

Ozzy & Black Sabbath
Shoctober Party

( ,..
?

punk§
never die

'They
just p[ay
at 'Vertigo
by Darrin Keene

by Sanjay Lakhana

Lance Arts Staff

Lance Arts Staff

Luke Rokalsky, the voice of Mystery Machine.~
sitting at the bar stool, voicing his admiration for
tourmate Joey Shithead of D.O.A..
"I probably won't be playing rock'n'roll, but if!
could be as fit as Joey is at his age, then I'll ~
happy," be says, pondering his own future. ''But I'U
probably end up a slob on a couch."
Slob or not, he'll hopefully be able to look back
fondly at the year he's had with Mystery Machine
The band's debut, Glazed, is the best Canadian
release of 1993. Put quite simply, it's 50 minutes or
sheer aural ecstacy.
Frenetic and resounding with feedback-laden intensity, this is hardly the type of music you would
expect to bear from a group of laid-back small town
boys. (The band is based out of Chilliwack, B.C.yes, the same town that spawned one of Canada's
classic rock dinosaurs - remember Cbilliwack\
"My Girl"? Hopefully you can't!)
Equally surprising is the fact that the band ~
signed to Nett-werk, a Vancover-based label known
more for its progressive pop and techno/industrial
artists.
"Sure, [Nettwerk] usually only does tecbno a
pop music," says Luke, "but they don't think ofit
that way. I mean, they won't turn down someo11t
because they don't fit. Obvious! y, we' re the case ir
point. The label's very open-minded."
So what about influences? Most bands are qude
happy to discuss the music that influenced them to
pick up that first guitar. "Well, I used to listen to the
Cars," reminisces Luke, ''but they're not arouoo
anymore." So much for that question...
We start to talk about the Canadian music industry, and Luke offers bis profound insight into the
current state of affairs: "the industry everywhere
stinks like a rotten apple".
But are we talking about the major labels bere,(J
the whole industry which includes a plethora ofin·
dependent labels? Bassist Shane Ward puts it qui~
bluntly: "whoever you have to deal with, you're oo
going to like them. It's like the president or pri.n't
minister that you used to like before they got int
office."
Indeed, life in the music industry is anything bill
wine and roses for new bands like Myster1
Machine. This is especially true when you're tour·
ing around the country on a shoe-string budget. I a.11
the guys if there are times when they miss the Im
back atmosphere of Chilliwack, to which Lull
states quite simply, "overall, I'd rather be on tW
than not on tour."
It is at this point in the interview that 1 commill
social faux pas. I mention the G-word - grunge
Let's face it; any loud band from the North11~
coast today is going to be labelled grunge by uendsensitive DJs, magazine writers and industry t)'J\'i
with, as Luke puts it, "dollar signs in their eyes."
"We just happen to be playing distorted guitatS•
the satne time as some other people," says Luk,
"We've managed to avoid the whole grunge tbiOf
adds Shane. "The G-word bas only come up oncetl
twice." Make that three times, and I'm sorry I asked
I ask them about their new found popularity in af
ternative music circles. Athough they have emer£~
from relative obscurity to become one of C~
most promising artists, these guys still take things
stride.
Luke sees the newfound recognition as 1Jei1'1
"nice, but it certainly doesn't mean anything
mean, we're not going to start selling like a Ill~
label band." No ego-tripping here, thank you. Tall
ing to these guys, you get the feeling that theY t,
quite content with what they've acbeived
Before the band leaves to check into a ~
drummer Jordan Pratt asks me to relay a message
Windsor's most recent rock'n'roll phenomenon.•
Tea Party - "tell them that they sound like Bril
Hornsby and The Range."
That's just the way it is.
(Photo by SAM VILARDI)

Joey Sbithead - punk rock icon, enigmatic lead
singer and guitarist for D.O.A. - is sitting at a
payphone.
He and the rest of the band have just pulled into
Windsor. While the other band members are busy
sound checking and figuring out where to eat a late
dinner, Joey's doing business as usual.
Listening in, I bear the voice of angst and anarchy
that has powered D.0.A. since 1978. It's talking
about percentages. hotel bills, bookings and faxes.
It's talking about business. In other words. it's not
what you· d expect to hear from such a voice.
Mystery Machine kill time playing hackey sack
out in the parking lot. Before long a fairly huge
spliff lightens up their afternoon, and between giggles the guys confess their genuine lack of interest
for anything. Gigs like this, they claim, are a good
way to kill time while not looking for other jobs.
Brian "Wimpy" Roy (he says he's dropped the
"Wimpy") is D.0.A.'s bassist and only other
original member. He is about 35, yet he looks more
like 45. I ask him if all those years on the road have
taken their toll.
''Yeah. I suppose, but our strong point is being a
live band," be replies with some enthusiasm between bites of his club sandwich. He drinks his coffee with wild abandon.
D.0.A.'s souvenir from its last Australian tour is
an ex-rugby playing roadie. He svends the rest of
dinner telling long tales of beating up testosteronedriven stage divers. He concludes with the removal
of his artificial front teeth.
Mystery Machine play a long, well paced set.
Their young red eyes rarely leave their safe focus on
the floor. Guitars are loud and filling, the bass is
thundering, drums are booming and the vocals are
pleasantly indecipherable. The band's summer hit
"Shaky Ground" is performed with reckless abandon, a wall of noise reverberating through every
nook and cranny of Vertigo. The 20 or so people in
attendance are impressed.
D.0.A. takes the stage. There was no sex or drugs
backstage, but they got into the spirit, putting on
several brightly coloured bandannas. They bash
through several tracks from their upcoming release
Loggerhead, on the Alternative Tentacles label.
After this, they concentrate on their previous efforts.
Joey beats the shit out of his guitar, sweat flying
and full of energy fuelled only by his assorted sub at
dinner. Brian pounds at his bass and alternates vocal
duties with Joey. The drummer (never caught his
name, but he looked like a walking corpse), is a
blur. Joey spews out a massive wad of spit, and the
dwindling crowd (now at 15) is still impressed.
Unbelievably, the crowd of white supremacisttypes and punkers cheer out for anm encore. The
band obliges with a performance that makes up for
the earlier lack of punkness.
In the end it was an utter disappointment for both
bands and those in attendance. The small crowd,
slam dancers and all-out mayhem killed the event.
At that moment punk seemed truly dead.
It wasn't until I fell into bed, ears ringing, that the
night truly came into context. For all its short.comings, something made the show unforgettable.
Seeing living legends, although older, married (Joey
has a wife and two children) and responsible, was
still a thrill.
D.0.A. instilled punk ethics into a generation.
The old fans now have jobs, children and hearing
problems. Perhaps the ethic of 35 year old men
thrashing about a stage, full of youth- ful energy to a
crowd of 15 still lives in them. Maybe they couldn't
make it to the show, but still wished they could.
Maybe their children will attend a D.0.A. show in a
few years.
Maybe punk's not dead, maybe it's just taking a
nap between generations sedated by a new, "grungier" definition of fringe music. I can only hope it
wakes up before I have children, a job and bearing
problems.
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Great cover only the beginning
It is incredibly rich soundscapish
music that defies literal description.
Stereolab is clearly more concerned with sound then substance
in songwriting. The band oft.en
seems like it's still learning the
capabilities of the equipment, but
it works. It is mesmerizing, like
listening to an awful lot of nothing with something in the centre
of it all.
This could be called pop
music, but not within the same
cont.ext as anything before it.
Similarities lie with bands ranging from Spacemen 3 to the Cocteau Twins, but it's still not the
same.
As a whole, the album is
soothing and definitely quite different from a lot of the so-called
alternative music out there.
In short, you could pay 18
bucks for something a lot more
predictable but it'd be a lot less
interesting.
-Sanjay Lakhana

MUSIC
Swervedriver
Mezca/Head
Creation/A&M
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sooegazers, my ass. The hard
noise Brits are back with more
melody within the clinched wall
of
sound,
surprisingly
(leeipherable lyrics and far more
feeling than on their last fulllength effort. Raise.
The foot-stompin' . air guitar
playing ultra-cool moodiness is
still there, but friendlier and tastier. Let's say that they've added
me secret sauce to their burger of
music and even toasted the bun a
little.
The bottom line is that for
some reason the U.K. produces
PoP Darwinists like Swervedriver
who manage to evolve into
stronger and more fulfilling versions of themselves with each effort and continuously force
cheesy journalist types to create
new musical genres to fit the
greatness the band produces. This
is no exception.
Perhaps we'll call it, 'majestic
melodic ballad grunge that's
great to read.'
It's got a great cover too.
-Sanjay Lakhana

MUSIC
Stereolab
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TranSJent Random Noise Bursts With
Announcements
Elektra

Minimalist music has long
been hollow, tinny and channing.
Bands like Beat Happening, playmg wilh a minimum of instruments and creating a minimum of
sound, have produced great albums of surprising depth.
Stereolab takes the same idea a

• .A':~:·

few steps, well actually a jog,
further.
Playing simple guitar and bass
chords along with a weird old
Moog organ hooked up to a distortion pedal, some foamy background noise and good old
fashioned
vocal
harmony,
Stereolab fills the minimalist
sound gap.
Guitar riffs range from subtle
to screaming, but are never complex. Drums are unusually
profound and are played with far
more creativity than other instruments, but unfortunately are
often buried in and alongside
other noise.
Lyrics shift from French to
English, occasionally sung at the
same time in phonetic hannony
reminiscent of a prenatal lullaby.
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Coming Soon:
Tuesday--

• Poor Boy Nite
Wednesday @ 9:00pm --

• Vicky Charles & Serena
Garrett Cabaret
Saturday October 30-

• Freakers Ball
pumpkin bowling, bats & witches, bobbing
for apples in a pool of blood, pumpkin
carving by the staff that's sure to make you
laugh, special surprise grab bags plus a
whole lot more...
$2.00 COVER OR $1.00 WITH A CANNED

GOOD FOR GOODFELLOW$ OF WINDSOR

MUSIC
Various
Judgement Night Soundtrack
lmmor,aVEpic

Shake your moneymaker,
that's the idea behind this album.
Some record company whiz,
hired the right producers and
project managers to fill the
soundtrack void of a new film
marketed toward the same 15 to
30 year olds who buy alternative
rock and rap music.
The marriage is nothing new.
It all startexd with good ol' RUN
DMC. the bad old boys of Aerosmith and the unforgettable Walk
This Way which sent a ,illion
suburban brats off to the mall
record store to shell out morn and
dad's hard-earned cash.

Well, the crossover movement
itself is cheesy, but I have to
admit, this is a great record.
Who would expect Scotland's
Teenage Fanclub pairing up with
De la Soul? Sonic Youth
provides an incredible musical
inhale for the disciples of weed,
Cypress Hill, on a spacy version
of I Love You Mary Jane. This
track alone is worth the price of
the album.
Even
those poor dirty
depressed millionaires, Pearl
Jam, team up with the Cypress
tokers.

And who would have thought
the grand daddy of the alternative
band attitude, M. Mascis, would
share the Dinosaur Jr. spotlight
with
Del
The
funky
Homosapien?
Perhaps
Mr.
Dobilina, Mr. Bob Dobilina.
It's heavy, it's mellow and it
stands for everything I hate about
the record industry, target
marketing and the explosion of
both hip hop and alternative
music scenes. The movie'll suck,
the soundtrack'll sell a million
copies. Make that a million and
one.
-Sanjay Lakhana

MUSIC
Majesty Crush
Love 15
(Vulva/DallfWEA)

The sound of big, bad, scary
Detroit. Iggy and the Stooges,
Ted Nugent, Majesty Crush reminds me of a childhood song,
"one of these things is not like
the other. one of these things
doesn' t belong..."
Detroit is not breathy and
beautiful. Detroit is not about
love and obsession. Detroit is not
sweet like honey and jittery like
butterflies.

This album is.
It's not as wonderfully fresh as
the first independent release Fan
(Vulva Records) but the band has
stayed true to its sound and that
should buy success.
Bass is distinct and catchy,
provided by Metro Times pierced
nipple celebrity writer Hobey
Echlin. Micheal Segal's quitar
floats in air and ears like a bee.
Odell Nails' drums are steady
and determined.
Most impressive are David
Stroughter's powerful vocal exhales, sweet and sustaining.
-Sanjay Lakhana

MUSIC
Type ONegative
8/ood'y Kisses
Roadrunner Records

Type O Negative tries very
hard to achieve a gothic\heavy
melal\ballad\death
metal\punk
rock sort of sound, but like so
many other bands that try to mix
too many genres of music, it fails
miserably.
This is a very hateful, evil
band that uses eroticism, vampiric imagery and satanism as
themes for most of the lyrics.
I suspect some of its influences
are Laibach, Danzig and the
Sisters of Mercy but it definitely
doesn't achieve the same kind of
quality that these bands do. Instead they cite other bands that
no one has ever heard of, with
the exception of Gwar and
Biohazard.
"Eat shit - white trash media
lackeys." This quote appears in
the thank you section hy band
member. Peter. What I would
like to know is, if they hate the
media so much. wby did they
send us this piece of trash'?
-Sean Gammon
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McGill player banned for steroid abuse
By David Gough
Sports Editor

When McGill University football
player John Pevcc reported to training
camp Aug. 20, bead coach Charlie
Baillie inuneadiately suspected something unusual about the 6' 4" 262 lb.
defensive tackle, who weighed only
225 lbs. the year before.
Baillie's suspiscions about steroids
turned out Lo be true as the CIAU
(Canadian IntcrUnivers1ty Athletic
Union) handed down a four-year
suspension Lo Pevcc for testing positive
for steroids. The results of an unannounced test on Sept I confirmed that
Pevec had used stanozolol, an
androgenic steroid.
The suspension of Pevec finishes the
university athletic career of the fourthyear physical education major Pevec
did not play when McGill met the Lancers Sept 4, due to a hamstring injury
that occured while running 40 yard
sprints on the second day of camp.
CIAU drug control policy which wa<;
implemented in 1990 states that every
intercollegiate athlete understands the
Doping Control Policy and is willing to
undergo a drug test within a period of
18 months after signing. Players can
refuse to sign but this makes them in-

eligible for CIAU compctiton. Any athlete can be tested ac; often a-; the CIAU
wishes in the 18-month period. either at
random or through the target-testing
process in which a specific student is
selected.
Head coach Baillie notified the athletics department about his suspicions
concerning Pevcc's possible steroid
abuse Aug. 22 and requested that he be
tested for steroids
"l think as a coaching staff we all
thought that something was funny
about the way be had returned so much
bigger and stronger After he was
weighed, and we saw the difference in
weight, that was an indication to me
right away," said Badlie.
The CIAU arrived on the McGill
campus two days later with the
Canadian Centre for Drug-free Sport to
select five players at random from the
80-man McGill roster for a no-notice
drug-test. Pcvec was one of the five.
The CIAU was notified Sept 22 of
Pevec's positive test, and the next day
imposed the four year ban.
Pevcc remains at McGill to finish his
studies. In an open letter Pevec stated,
"in no way did the McGill football
program, or anyone associated with it
encourage or condone my use of a
banned substance "

SUi

ua

The University of Windsor ha<. had
28 tests conducted on its athletes, all
with negative results. From the
program· s start in 1990. 626 tests have
been administered across the country
with nine positive test<;, all in football.
While Pcvcc' s suspension is not exactly the news the CIAU needs to
promote itself with, one still has to admire the way the McGill coaching staff
put the health of a young man over
their own goals.
This is proof that the CIAU has a
genuine concern for its athletes compared to the big, corporate NCAA that
does not care about its players.
When was the last time a NCAA
football player was banned for
steroids? If a player is found to be
using steroids in the States he is only
given a one-game suspension, and is
told to get off drugs with hardly any
help.
The CIAU actually has programs
and counselling at every school Lo help
players with drug problems. The
NCAA just takes care of itself, while
the CIAU takes care of the most important people: its athletes.
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Editor's note: Tlus article was written wttlt information complied from the
Link, the student newspaper of
Concordia Un,versitv.

Division realignment adds
up to trouble for Lancers
By Lorne Bell
Sports Staff

On Oct. 16 and 17, the Lancers completed
a
successful
prc-sea<;on.
Windsor finished the exhibition
schedule with an impressive 4-1-1

MEN"S HOCKEY
Alabama 6, Windsor 2
October 16

Alabama 4, Windsor 4
0ctooer11

record. although the team came up
short in its final weekend, managing
just one point in two games against the
University of Alabama-Huntsville.
"Our team played poorly in the fir~t
game. but on a positive note we
dominated the second game. In general

we are definitely pleased with the preseason," said coach Rick Cranker.
In Saturday's loss. Howie Thompson
and Brandon Boyko replied for the
Lancers, while on Sunday, Boyko.
Jamie Farias, Carlo Capaldi and Kevin
Forrest all scored singles for the blue
and gold, to assure the tic.
A ne\\- element that will affect
Windsor this year is re-alignment of
the league, which has put the Lancers
in a tough division with Waterloo.
Laurier, and Western.
Windsor plays each team in the
division four times, and they play 12
games against teams outside the
division.
"Even though the top three teams in
each division make the playoffs. the
Lancers are now in a division with
three nationally ranked hockey teams.
The competition will be tough, and

divisional games will be impooi.
year," according Cranker.
The chemistry of the Ullll"t!!
defmitely changed from last )tl
many new faces joining the
squad.
Although a few players did,
many others decided not to plai .
Lancers another year.
''It wa<; not my choice. We
would have a high player tum01t1
young players arc getting mre
time, and progressing faster lb::
anticipated," Cranker commcC
the new-look Lancers.
Windsor played two 1,n:t
d1-.1s1onal games over lb!
weekend,
against Watcrltx
Laurier. Next week's Lance \I
details on the Lancers' sca'°n
Remember, it is a long sea<a
anything can happen.

0

Soccer teanis in hunt for playoff be
Lance sports staff
As the OUAA soccer seasons come

MEN AND WOUEN 'S SOCCER
to an end, tl1e Lancer men and women
socccc teams arc bauling for playoff
berths.

Men
After a win and a tie for the men's
soccer team last weekend, the Lancers
have clinched a playoff spot. The Lancers arc in second place in the OUAA
west division just two points behind
McMastcr with one game in hand.
The Lancers defeated McMa<.ter 1-0
and tied Guelph 2-2 in acuon during

the Oct. 16 and 17 weekend.
Peter Efthymiou scored the winning
goal on Saturday, ac; that goal was
enough to defeat the division leading
Mauraders.
Efthymiou also scored the first goal
against Guelph, with Steve Calsavara
adding another to tie the game up for
the Lancers. The men begin the
playoffs Oct. 30.

Women
The women's soccer team is in the
middle of a tough dogfight for the final
playoff berth in their division.
The Lancers tied McMaster 2-2, and
were defeated by Guclph 6-1 this past
weekend. Naudia Larrow and Kendal

Eddy both netted goals to ue
match agianst McMaster.
Unfortunately. the team thi
tling Wind.,or for the final pla}
(Guclph) proved too much for
cers ac; they lost 6-1 ac; r.arro~
the lone goal.
With Lauricr and McMa~!lf
in their playoff situation in dt
Division, the baule rages ~
Guelph, Western and WindsC'
last two playoff spots.
The Lancers needed to W1ll
two games, (played this past 'II
to secure a playoff spot.
rewarding since the OWIA\
pionship arc being hosted bY
this coming weekend
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CAMPUS RECREATION
Amanda Borysowytsch
Campus Ree Staff

This year women's inuamurals have been plagued
with low participation and cancellations.
"Essentially it is a common
trait at most universities," said
Sandra Ondraka, Campus Ree' s
eoordinator, "most women are
usually in individual activities
such as fitness, walking, weight
training."
Women tend also to go into
co-ed activities for the social
and competitive aspects of the
sports, she said. "Motivations
are differrent for women - they
usually go into an activity for
individual goals."
The only women's intramural
to survive is women's ice hockey. This league bas only three
teams compared to the 29 teams
in men's ice hockey.
Sandra Stigler, captain of the
Devils women's hockey team
felt that, "there is a lot of interest in teams, especially in hockey, I don't know what the
problem 1s, there are a lot of
women who know bow to play
sports."
Peigi Ross, captain of Babes
on Ice, said that, "there are adequate numbers for ice hockey,"
noting her the three lines on her
team.
Both captains felt that the
11:30 pm start time was a
definite advantage to the league,
with the men starting as early as
12:30 am and as late as 1:30 am.

Just in case women are
wondering ahout what intramurals are available at Campus Ree., they include womens'
basketball, soccer, volleyball,
ice hockey, and floor hockey. If
you do not have a team you can
be placed on one. Hopefully,
next semester womens intramurals will be more successful.

Self Defence
Amanda Borysowytsch
On Mondays this fall Campus
Ree and Copeland' s Karate and
Fitness club have been offering
a self-defence awareness clinic.
Conroy Copeland, instructor
of the clinic says some women
still think attacks won't happen
to them and are intimidated to
gel information on how to
defend themselves. "There is
still a threat of assuall and some
women don'! realize the
seriousness of the situaition".
Conroy also stated that the
clinics are nol a karate atmos-

phere so that the women will
not feel intimidated.
Over the past three years, approxiamatly 1 500 women have
gone through training at the
University. Conroy supports the
Campus Patrol &cort Service,
saying its a good idea, but "it
may not be the first thing on a
students mind when they go on
their way, but training is always
with you."
Mamie . Cossami, 1st year
English student taking the clinic
said she feels safer and would,
"know what to do and be
prepared for a situation". Carey
Parkinson a 1st year student in
the Faculty of Social Science,
felt the clinic was basically
common sense and taught her
moves you can use physically.
If you have not taken advantage of the clinics they will
be offered through Campus
Recreation again in January.

Stars and Stripes
Shawn Jackson
Campus Recreation would
like to acknowledge Dean Del
Mastro by naming him Referee
of the Month for Seplember.
This is the fourth year that Dean
has been involved in Campus
Ree and his third year officiating. Campus Ree hockey has
benefitted from Dean's participation.
Calling all potential officials.
We need refs for ice hockey and
basketball. Applications are in
Campus Ree office.

Campus Ree
standings
Slo-pitch Division A
Won Lost GBL
AlpbaQ
Sharks
Spin Doctors
HasBeens
Gators
Rez Life
Flo Bees
Cody

3
2
2
1
I
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
2
2
3
3

1/2
1/2
11/2
2
21/2
3
3

Slo- Pilch Division B
Won Lost GBL
Gonads
Henchmen
Bears
Rebels
Quaffers
Sex Toys
Huron
MBA

3
3
1
1
1
I
0
0

0
0
I
1
1
2
3
3

11/2
1 1/2
11/2
2
3
3

Men's Football
Won Lost Pts
Red Devils
The Jokes
Diplomals

2
2
2

0
0
0

4
4
4

TeamXPY

1
I
I

1
1
I

2
2
2

Jokers
Legal Eagles
Cody
Commandos
Cloud 9
Screaming
Mutes
Riverplace
Residents

I

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

3

0
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Presents
1993-1994 Distinguished Speaker Series

on

Oct!!

THURS:
ROUGH ENGUSH

Technology and Culture

year

Dr. David Tomas
University of Ottawa

Cybernetics and Feedback:
Reimaging the Body in the Age of the Cyborg

HALLOWE'EN BASH
OCTOBER 30tth & 31st
THE PARIAH BROTHERS

Costumes a Must.
---------------------------------------------

Thursday, November 4. 1993
8:00 p.m.

Daily Specials with our
NEW MENU

Oak Room - Vanier Hall

For information, phone (519) 253-4232, Ext. 3508
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960 Wyandotte St. E.
Windsor 519-252-4600

OUTFITIERS
2053 Wyandotte St. W.

• BOXERS: BUY 1 GET 1 1/2

PRICEm • BUY A SWEATSHIRT,
GET A FREE HATII!

Come in for your
VIP card

* Free Hat Promo *
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STATS SHEET

Results
Women's Volleyball

,.

Oct 16 and Oct 17
Brock Tournament
Launer 2, Lancers 1
(ll-15. 15 10, 15-13)
Lancers 2, Ryerson 0
(15-4, 15 13)
Lancers 2, Waterloo 0
(15-4. 15-6)
Lakebead 2. Lancers l
(15-5, 3 15, 15-11)
Lancers 2, Ryerson 1
(15-10, 7-15. 15-8)
Lancen. 2, Guelpb 0
(15-11, 15-5)

Cross Country
Oct 16, UniverstiyofWaterloo
Women's5km
Lancers 6th overall
Michelle King
5th
Marnee Beamish
18th
Lesle) Richmond
25th
Men's 10km
Lancers 3rd overall
Paul Self
lsl
Ja~on Boyle
11 th
Ryan l..cef
22nd

Men's Volleyball
Oct 16 and 17
Brock Toumamcnt
York 2 Lancers 0
(15-6. 15-11 )
Western 2. Lancers 0
(15-8, 15-3)
Lanc;crs 2. Launer 0
(15 13. 16-14)
McMaster 2. Lancers 0
(16-14. 15-13)
Lancers 2. Ryerson 0
(15-6, 15-11) Consolation Semifinals
Brock 2. Lancers 1
(14- 16. 15-12. 15-13) Consolat10n Final

Coming Up
Men's Basketball
Oct 29 York al St Dems Centre

8:00pm

Men's Volleyball
Oct 27 at Launer

Men's Hockm,
Oct 28 at Western
Oct 30 Western at Adie Knox
Arena 7:30pm

Men's Soccer
Oct 30. OUAA West semi-final

Women's

Basketball
Oct. 30. Ryerson at St. Dems
Centre 3:00

Women's Soccer

--q

Oct 29-31
OWIAA Cbamp1onsbipi. at
WINDSOR, St.Denis Held

Women's Volleyball

~a

Centre 8·00

ieacl
n.1}is

Swimming

al lb

Oct 27, Schoolcraft at St. Denis

Cross Country

read
N!

Oct 30, OUAA and OWIAA
Championsbip.s at Waterloo

aspil

Oct 29 Lancer Invitational

rned:
few

OUAA Football
Yds
No.
Rushing
Western 88
TimTindale
Waterloo 93
Mike Mallot
OZZ18 Netharsole Windsor 72
Toronto
55
Ryan Yorke
61
Leo. Jean-Pierre Yorlc

No.
Receiving
42
Gue\ph
Dave l!Wln
47
Stefan Plaszek
Guelph
29
Kevin Reid
16
Francis Etienne Toronto
NormC8sola Windsor 25
No
Kickoff returns
10
Francrs Ebenr.e Toron10
Windsor 15
Craig Poole
11
P.J. Edgeworth York
Sea., Reade Western •o
No
PuntRe!Ums
34
Guelph
Heron TM
GlennMcClauslandToronto 24
OZZJe Nethersole Windsor 13
33
Stefan Ptaszek ~auner

whiC

Ave.

um'

734
647
470
408
390
Yds
607
574
526
521
409
Yds
298
246
214
198

Vas
471
451
286
260

oblit
iocn
TI

amp
~e~

now
new

ona

n

mS

men
Ave
13.9
18.8
22.0
79

Athletes of the Week
Female - Renee Michlels
Mich1els. a middle for lhe Lancers, played strongly at the Brock
tournament The fourth year
Sociology/Crurunolog)
student
was named player of lhe game m
four out of six matches. Micbieh
is a native of Ayr.
Male - Paul Self
Self placed first at the Waterloo
lnvitallonal cross country meet
this past weekend and led lhe Lancers to R thll'd place finish . The
busmess student finished the 10km
course 10 :56, 16 sec nd aheaa
of the nearest compclltor. Self, a
native of Kitchener. also won the
Mustang Open Oct. 9 at Western,
covering the 6km in 18:31. setting
a course and meet record in lhe
process

and
,toe,

Lancers survive Mac attack
By Robert D. Way
Lance Sports Staff

Playing not for a playoff spot,
only for pride. the U of W Lan-

FOOTBALL
Lancers 22. McMaster 16
Octob6r16

cer football team defeated the
McMaster Marauders 22-16 in
their final home game of the
5Ca.S()fl.

Led

h>'

quancrback

Rob

z.agordo, the Lancers blitzed McMaster in the first 20 minutes of
play, then hung on to claim their
second victory in three weeks.
''Rob bad a good day," said
Lancer head coach John Mussel-

man. "He got the ball to the right
guy. and be got it there at the
right ume. This wa~ definitely
his best gam.! of the season."
Zagordo figured in all three
Windsor touchdowns, running
for one, throwing the two others.
Snagging both TD passes, the
first a crisp seven-yarder. the
second a spectacular 63-yard
bomb. was outside wide receiver
Craig Poole.
Trailing 21-0 five minutes into
the
second
quarter.
the
Marauctcrs tried desperately to
rally.

Two touchdowns, two converts, and two singles later, McMaster narrowed the gap to six
points. However, time was not on
the Marauders' side, and

Windsor prevailed. inlproVID!
the team' s record to 2-4.
Aftcrv.·ards. Musselman sp.t
freely about bis team's difficuI
maintaining their lead.
·
"We've struggled this }ell/
and we' re not really u ed
being in that type of situatKI
(leading by 21 poinL'i). I thml
we started to get nervous."
Zagordo completed 12 of ~·
passes for 201 yards, Pock
caught six passes for 122 y~
and running backs Ouie Neosole and Ross McKibbin rushej
for 72 and 68 yards respecthely
The Lancers' final match·
this season took place this jX!·
Saturday, on the road against It.
Waterloo Warriors. See nei;
week's Lance for highlights. ~
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Affordable
Car Insurance
For Underage Drivers

25-35%
discounts for:
• good students
• driver education
• good drivers

Call us:
D' arcy Marentette
Insurance Ltd.
1660 University W.

254-5101
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Lance not perfect, but damned fine

three, Power Corp.
Desmarais owns more than I 00
Special to the Lance
companmies, in diverse areas which
include finance and insurance services,
I suppose that having studied to
be a journalist, working as one,
real estate development, media and
energy. Members of the board of direcreaching and researching journalism for the past 20-plus years,
tors include Charles Bronfman of the
at the very least I can say that I've
Montreal-based Seagram's, former
read a lot of newspapers!
Ontario premier Bill Davis, Pierre
Not many newspapers or news
Trudeau's former Secretary to Cabinet
Michael Pitfield, and Comer Ontario
media seem to have 'noble'
lieutenant governor John Aird.
aspirations, although more than a
rew have a 'noblesse oblige,'
But Desmarais' connections extend
beyond the PC party. Until bis election
which translates into noble obligato bead the federal Liberal party in
tions, and which I treat as an
1990, Jean Chretien was on the board
obligation to the corporate arisof director of Power Corp. And
tocracy.
Chretien' s daughter France is married
Take the Windsor Star, for exto Desmarais' son Andre.
ample. It's owned by Southam
John Rae, older brother to the OnNews Inc., a corporation which
tario premier, managed Cbretien's
now reaches four out of every 10
leadership campaign and was national
newspaper readers in the country
~.::-;15!!:!t.'--coordinator of the Liberal's federal
on a daily basis.
election campaign. He is a vice-presiToe two primary shareholders
dent with Power Corp. Rae defended
in Southam, with a total of six
Le
Patron's media interests before the
members on the board of directors
Kent
Royal
Commission
on
and at least 38 percent of the
Newspapers, in 1980.
~toek, are two noblemen by the
Paul Martin Jr. was the senior author
names of Conrad Black and Paul
of the Liberals' economic and policy
Desmarais.
platforms. He is touted as the next
Conrad Black published bis
finance
minister. He worked for Desautobiography this fall, and be
marais as president of Canada Steamliterally published it because he
ship Lines until Power sold it in 1981.
owns the publisher, Key Porter
This is only scratching the surface,
Books. The Repon on Business
but
as we can see, in corporate-politimagazine and the Globe and Mail
cal-media
life, one band washes the
itself have run exclusive excerpts.
other,
there
is a great deal of backprogressive
nature!
What kind of man is he? In his autobiography, Black
And Black fills the bill. In the Globe and Mail's ex- scratching going on, and very little biting at feeding time
tells us that when he was gobbling up dailies to form the
Sterling newspaper chain in the early '70s, be had to visit cerpt from bis autobiography, be recounts bow be was or otherwise.
alot of small towns such as Prince Rupert B .C. "At Prince kicked out o~ Upper Canada College, not just for cheating,
the Lance
Rupert," be blithely recounts, "the highlight of our visit but for copymg exams and selling them to his classmates.
This has been a somewhat lengthy introduction, but I
was a fistfight between two native (Indian) ladies in front I guess that's his defmition of the entrepreneurial spirit. wanted to provide the context within which we can view
Black' s gall is exceeded only by his neandertbal views. the U of W student newspaper the Lance. In its masthead,
of a liquor store."
He
excused his actions on the basis that the teachers at the Lance states that it "affirms its role as an agent of soConrad Black
Upper Canada College were all gay men such as Laurier cial change, performing both an educative and activist
,el}
Black somewhat immodestly recounts how be parlayed LaPierre, who derived great pleasure from physically
function." Among many other progressive stances, it
;b~ a $500 investmet in two tiny Quebec weeklies into the
beating the boys. According to Black, he was merely states that "The Lance is committed to acting against the
, pa~ Hollinger Empire. Today, Hollinger controls 325 daily striking back.
oppression of socially, culturally, politically and economist ttt and weekly papers with a combined circulation of 8.9 milcally disadvantaged groups. In addition, we oppose the
Paul
Desmarais
nexi
lion.
abuse
of power in any form."
What about Paul Desmarais? A week ago, the Globe
. ~
Black describes such schemes as hiring convicts "for
"Power''
is written with a small 'p', but it could just as
and
MaiI'
s
Report
on
Business
ran
a
photo
of
three
smilreducing salaries with an impeccable cover of good inteneasily
be
written
with a large one. By their actions the
ing
men.
Paul
Desmarais
Sr.
was
shown
in
Beijing,
shalclioos." But perhaps the most offensive part is where he
staff
at
the
Lance
has shown that unlike some politicians,
ing
hands
with
Chinese
Vice-Premier
Rong
Yiren.
!rags:
this
is
not
just
empty
rhetoric. The Lance is piercing some
"I eventually devised what I described as the elastic Looking on approvingly was former prime minister Brian
boils
on
the
body
politic.
Its pages resound with solid
compensation system for the reporters and debated with Mulroney.
pieces
on
the
environment,
with womyn's voices and
Desmarais was in China to announce a $100-million
them at the end of each week what they 'deserved'on the
those
of
other oppressed groups, on NAFrA, etc..
joint
venture
between
his
company,
Ontario
Hydro
and
hlsis of the volume and quality of their journalistic
The Lance is there, its writers covering events in the
Hydro-Quebec, to supply electrical power in Asia.
!X()duction. It was an outrageous system, of course ..."
community
such as the talk last week by David Eaton of
But just who is Desmarais, and why was Brian MulThe board of directors for his firm. Hollinger Inc., inthe
OSS1F,
or dating back to Tony Clarke of the Action
cludes Peter Bronfman, and international advisors such as roney in Beijing? The Globe only stated cryptically that
Canada
Network,
or Maude Barlow of the Council of
Henry Kissinger, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Wiliam F. Buck- "officials of Power and both (hydro) utilities insist the
Canadians.
These
are
important voices which are being
former
Canadian
prime
minister,
now
a
lawyer
at
Power's
ley Jr., and George Will: not a group known for its
long-time Montreal legal firm Ogilvy Renault, is marginalized in the Windsor Star and elsewhere.
The Lance isn't perfect. The last issue has a full page ad
not directly involved in the new venture."
promoting
shopping in Troy, Michigan, at a time when
The answer to both questions is that Paul Descross
border
shopping is part of what's putting our neighmarais Sr. is bigger than the Royal Bank of
bours
and
ourselves
out of work. In the same issue, it says
Canada.
"affect"
when
it
means
"effect" "site" instead of ,kite,"
The relationship between Mulroney and DesWhat issue should the new government tackle first?
marais, patriarch of the French-Canadian buisiness and "who" instead of "whom" and so forth. But these are
community, goes back more than 20 years, to the same mistakes you find in the Windsor Star, and to
their content isn't progressive in the least!
· '" "Small business because the big corpora- when Mulroney was first hired as a management boot,
In
short
the staff at the Lance is doing a damned fme
negotiator in a strike at the Desmarais-owned
tions don't commit to qualtty any more."
job.
These
young
people deserve our heartfelt congratulaMontreal newspaper La Presse.
Willem Van Der Zyl
tions
and
support.
They are committed to social justice. In
Desmarais was Mulroney's largest fmancial
a
superficial,
sound
bite world. they have stopped to exYear IV BFA Acting
backer in his 1976 Conservative leadership bid.
amine
their
values
and
the questions that matter to all of
Afterwards, Desmarais offered Mulroney a posius.
.
ig
"Job creation because I'm
tion in upper management with Power Corp., but
James
Winter,
Ph.D.
is
an
associare
professor
of
comMulroney demurred, instead joining Desmarais'
graduating this year, and I'd kind of like a
munication studies at the University of Windsor. This
law
firm, Ogilvy Renault.
job."
piece
is the address he gave at the presentation ofthe first
In September of 1990, Mulroney appointed
Christine Nattress
annual Noble Prize for Journalism to the Lance, on behalf
John Sylvain, Paul Desmarais' brother-in-law, to
of the Windsor and Area Coalition for Social Justice and
Year IV Drama/Communications
the Senate, as one of bis eight controversial ap- the Windsor and District Labour Council Oct. 21.
pointments which ensured passage of the GST
. "Unemployment because tt's at such a high legislation.
In June 1993, Mulroney appointed Le Patron's
~ rate now and NAFTA will just make tt
brother
Jean Noel Desmarais to the Senate as part
worse."
of a final flurry of patronage appointments prior to
Marg Vilaranda
Kim Campbell's taking office.
Year III Business
For 1992, Desmarais' two major firms, Power
Corp. and Power Financial, reported revenues of
about $125 billion (U.S.), ahead of the Royal Bank
of Canada and the Ford Motor Co., and trailing
only Bell Canada's parent company, BCE Inc.,
among publicly-traed companies in Canada. When
private companies are included, only General
Motors of Canada Inc. is also bigger than number

By James Winter

I

" ... more than a
few have a 'noblesse oblige,'
which translates
into noble
obligations, and
which I treat as
an obligation to
the corporate
aristocracy."

.~

around campus

•

sified as pathological gamblers.
develo'})ment and deficit reducThey are more likely to be male,
tion," says Liz Stephenson, comunder the age of 30 and never
munication director for the
married,
have most often
Manitoba Lotteries Foundation.
graduated
from
high school and
They've also been very sucearn more than $25,000 annually.
cessful in terms of boosting the
Cooper bas beard about this
rural hotel industry. "Before
study and notes that the governVLTs were introduced in rural
Manitoba in November 1991, ment has only released parts.
"I think that they have
they were seeing anywhere from
recognized that it's a problem be15 to 20 foreclosures on hotel
mortgages per year," Stephenson cause they've changed what was
the Alcoholism Foundation of
says. "Since the introduction of
Manitoba
into tbe Addictions
VLTs that number bas fallen to
Foundation. and included gamtwo to three a year."
bling in that," she says. "The
Once the cost of the
director of the Alcoholism Founmachines bas been paid for,
money from the VLTs will go to dation has said that it's clear that
there's a correlation between aldeficit reduction, health care and
coholism
and gambling and gamother governmental concerns, acbling addictions."
cording to Stephenson.
For organizations opposed
Dangers
to VLTs, the revenue is beside
Cooper says the province is
the point. One of the groups most
"playing down the dangers and
vocally opposed to VLTs is the
United Church of Canada.
"It's not a healthy ways to
make money," says Dianne
Permissivene~
Cooper, executive secretary for
VLTs are a part of a larger the United Church of Canada.
trend of greater permissiveness Gambling, she argues, takes
toward gambling in Canada. revenue disproportionately from
Legal casinos have been estab- the poor.
"Our
taxation
system
lished in British Columbia, Alshould
be
the
way
that
we'
re disberta and Manitoba. Ontario's
first permanent casino is under- tributing income in our society to
way here in Windsor, and the city meet everybody's needs, not
hosts temporary charity casino gambling."
The Manitoba government
nights every weekend. VLTs are
legal in New Brunswick, New- replies that the poor do not
foundland, Nova Scotia, P.E.I., gamble more than the rich, and
that the largest single group of
B.C. and Manitoba.
In the case of Manitoba, the gamblers are in a higher income
machines have been available in range. Similar findings have been
rural areas for about two years, reported by the Ontario governand have recently been intro- ment.
Critics say this is irrelevant.
duced into bars in Winnipeg.
There are two kinds of "What needs to be checked is
VLTs: the slot machine and a what proportion of earned indraw poker game. The slot come goes to gambling," writes
machine has a preny big payoff, Jobn Siebert in the United
but players have little control Church's Mandare magazine "If
over what happens: the tumblers someone earning $20,000 a year
line up and that's it. The poker gambles the same amount as
game has a little room for skill someone who makes $60,000 a
(players choose what to discard year, the former is taking from
and can control bets), but it has a essential needs to play lotteries,
while the latter is talking from
smaller payoff.
With a little luck. a player excess."
might make a profit, or at least
Addictions
break even. More than likely. the
Another question mark surplayer loses money. Even if
rounding
VLTs is the issue of
players do win, they don't get
real cash. Unlike other slot gambling addictions. Stephenson
machines, the VLTs spit out a lit- points to statistics that seem to
provinces.
tle piece of paper which says the show addiction may be a
Cooper argues that the
player won some money. They problem, but bas very little to do
government
is simply creating
have to cash it in at the bar to with legalized gambling.
more addicts. "They believe
"Even
if
they're
not
governreceive actual winnings.
they're keeping revenue at home
The Manitoba government ment-controlled or regulated,
rather than having it go elseoperates its own VLTs as a people who want to gamble will where - there's some truth in
still
find
a
way
bets
with
revenue source. The profits from
that," she says. "The question is
the machines are split between friends, sports wagering, illegal
whether or not, by making it
the government and the bar card games."
more
available, more accessible,
The Manitoba government
management.
more attractive, they are creating
also
commissioned
its
own
study.
"The VLTs
in rural
According to Stephenson, it more gamblers. I don't buy the
Manitoba have proven to be very
argument that they would've all
popular as a way of raising reveals that about 1.3 percent of
gone to the States."
revenue for rural economic Manitoba residents can be clas-

hey look just
like
video
games.
It
costs a quarter
to
start.
However, the
"game" only
lasts a few
seconds.
When
it's
over, you may
be little richer but you'll more
likely be out a quarter.
Welcome to the world of
video lottery terminals. or VLTs.
Gambling bas always been
a habit some people find bard to
resist.
Whether in the form of lottery tickets or a bingo game, the
promise of easy money is very
enticing. In Canada, the licensing
of gambling activities falls under
provincial jurisdiction. In many
cases, the profits from gambling
go straight to the provincial
government.

By Dave Platt

Reprinted with permission from the Canadian University Press

Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact.
Please send submissions to: The Lance; Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N9B 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Tuesday, November 2
Assumption University Chapel invites
everyone for Mass ~tarting at 5:00 pm
followed by a cost supper.
"" Environmental
Awareness
Auociation is having a meeting from
4:00 pm to 5:00 pm upstairs at the Grad
House. Ev;aone is welcome.

Thursday, November 4
"" The Womyn's Centre will host its third
training session for all volunteers at 5:30
pm in the CAW Student Centre Board
Room. Guest speakers Anne Sprague
and Mary Anne Johnston will be giving
instruction on counselling. New members
welcome.

•s~•- •~aas_

Il

Iona College hosts the film AIDS in
Africa, followed by a discussion with
professor Barry Adam. 7:00 pm.
le. Visual Arts Ontario and the Art Gallery
of Windsor presents a series of
professional development workshops
and presentations for visual artists in
southern Ontario, at Windsor
Printmaker's Forum, continues on the
6th. For more information call 253-9493.

Saturday, November 6
and Dance at Windsor
Printmaker's Forum, from 6:00 pm to
10:00 pm, cash bar. No admission fee.

§ Party

The Third World Resource
Centre will hold its annual
dinner next Friday, Nov. 12,
at Holy Name of Mary hall.
Guest speaker is U of W's
own Jim Winter, speaking
on "The media, the global
village, and the corporate
agenda." The dinner will be
catered by Vegetarian
Delight, and tickets are just
$10 for students. Call the
Centre at 252-1517 for
information or tickets.
• communication
-------sluuents
Association (CSA) meeting at 4:30 pm
at the Grad House to discuss the trip to
Chicago. All communication students are
welcome!

• lntervarifty------cnriitian 1-e11owahip Wil
be meeting in the Oak Room at 5:30 pm,
the topic of discussion will be: How to
Study the Bible? Everyone is welcome to
attend!

l The Department of Sociology and
Anthropology presents Dr. Arif Kubrisi
discussing Patterns of Development in
the Middle East, 2:30 pm Windsor Hall

l Humanities Research Group presents

South, room 162. A film will also be
shown, No Longer Silent, about the
struggles of village women in India, Iona
College 7:00 pm. Followed by a
discussion with Lynne Phillips.

Wednesday, November 3
® Women's Volleyball vs Waterloo begins
at 6:30 pm at the St. Denis Centre.
® Men's Volleyball vs Waterloo begins at

8:30 pm at the St. Denis Centre.
l The Department of Sociology and
Anthropology presents Dr. Tatiana
Zimakova discussing Poverty and
Anti-poverty Policies in Russia, 2:30 pm
Wndsor Hall South room 162. A film will
also be shown, El Norte, about the
survival of Guatemalan refugees as they
travel through Mexico and the U.S., Iona
College 7:00 pm, followed by adiscussion
with Dr. Tanya Basok.
• The Reform Club meets at the Grad
House at 6:00 pm. AU are welcome.

Dr. David Tomas of the University of
Ottawa discussing Cybernetics and
Feedback: Reimaging the Body in the
Age of the Cyborg, at 8:00 pm in the Oak
Room, VanierHaH,forinfo, call ext. 3508.

"" OPI RG (Ontario Public Interest
Research Group) holds its meetings
every Thursday from 4:00 pm to 5:30 pm
at the law School in room G101. For
information contact Russell at 977-0253.
Communication
Students'
A11ociation Bake Sale! At the CAW
• Student Centre. Come and try the
delicious delectables!
le.The Windsor Feminist Theatre
presents Not Shown Actual Size, a play
examining the causes of eating disorders
and negative body image, at 121
University W. Tickets $7 at the door.

JECapitol Theatre Benefit Evening, A
Brand New Start, showcasing local
Windsor talent. Wine and cheese
reception to follow and opportunity to
meet with the performers. Tickets are
$25.00. 8:00 pm at the Cap~ol Theatre.
call 253-7729.
JE David Cyrenne and Friends will appear
at the Eclectic Cafe, 157 University Ave.
West, from 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm.
le. The Windsor Symphony will be joined
by two dancers for an evening of music
and dance at the Cleary International
Centre. Tickets: $12, $9/students.

• The Windsor Board and Roleplaying
Gaming Society meets at the Rose
Room of Vanier Hall, noon to 11 :00 pm.

Sunday, November 7
le.The Windsor Classic Chorale presents
Sing, Ye Muses, works by great
composers, spirituals and folksongs. Call
the Cap~ol Theatre Box office for info.

Monday, November 8
§ Interested in the environment? Attend a
wine and cheese social from 5:00 to 8:30
pm in the Ambassdaor Auditorium, CAW
Student Centre, featuring a presentation
by Ron Kratzer of Earthwatch at 6:00.

Tuesday, November 9
• OPUS (Organization of Part-time
Univeraity Students) invites all part-time
students to a class rep meeting at 5:00
pm in the CAW Student Centre
Boardroom, a tight supper will be served.
For more information call 971-3603.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
le. Visual and performing arts.

l Lectures, seminars, etc.

Friday, November 5
l The Department of Sociology and
Anthropology presents Dr. Anton
Allahar discussing The Political Economy
of Development: Situating Contempora,y
Cuba, 1:00 pm Memorial Hall room 211.

• Club and society meetings.
! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.

® Sporting events.
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• • • • • • • • • • • • HOME OF LIVE ROCK AND ROLL • • • • • • • • • • •

• Tragically Hip

every Mond~

Z ROCKNIGHTS

Hot Legs Contest $100 first prize.
Free Cd's, tickets, etc...

• Lenny Kravitz

• Blind Melon

the NU MINISTERS
• Pearl Jam

• Pink Floyd

Wednesday
Open Mic night with Chuck Baker B
Thursday
B
the Blues Persuaders
G
Friday and Saturday
The Powdered Toastmen
l,

B
B

anil arwavs:
Daily specials with our new menu G

Personal She Pepperoni Phza

A delicious McDonald's Personal Size Pepperoni Pizza
has always been a great value.
But now, at just $1.99 plus applicable taxes, it's unbeatable!
Don 't miss it. Drop by a local Windsor McDonald's today.
"3354 Dougall Ave."
"883 Huron Church Rd."
"2780 Tecumseh Rd. E."
"7777 Tecumseh Rd. E."
"77 Wyandotte St. E."
"3195 Howard Ave."
"4840 Wyandotte St. E."

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is now acceptir.g applications for its next three entering classes.
(Apri. 1994, September 1994,January 1995)

General requirements at time of entry include:
• Approx. 2.3 years of college in a a life or health science degree program.
• Aminimum G.P.A. of 2.5. Amore competitive G.P.A. is favored.
• Apersonal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

Northwestern offers:
• Aprofessional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
• Awell-rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis, X-ray,
and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.
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a : 1-800-888-4777 or
Write: Director of Admissions
2501 West 84th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55431
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The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of 3. The Lance is comm,tted to acttng agamst the oppress1011 of gociaJly,
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change, culturally, pohtcally and economically disadvantaged groups. In
ad<f:!Jon, we opl,'()$8 lle abuse of power m any loon.
penorming both an educative and.adivist fundion
• , . The Lance win not pnnt matenal that 1s sexist racist, ege1s~
These principles are based on those of the Canadian heterosex1st, or that maligns d1fferently-abled peoples or the
University Press:
eoonomicallyd1sadvantaged.
1. TheL811C8recognizeslhedivars1!y melhrucily,culture,geod«, sexual
5. Tti. Lance v. wor1( agams1 tie proliferation of cooventJonal and
orientation, age, physical and mental abill!y and econorruc stab.ls of our nuclear aims and the systems which promote them, which preserve and
extend uniust economic and political hegemony, d1ver1lng resources
audience, and reflect 11 in our content.
2. By exam1nmg issues and different perspectives other medta avoid,
lheLancerecogrnes 1hatmanyd1sadvantagedgroups in sooe!ydo not
have equitable aocess k> the media. We affirm our responsibrhty k> glVB
these groups v0tce and reoogmbon.

from genuine human needs.
6. The Lani» promoles non-violent resolution to any and a~d spulas.
7. The Lance promotes ecological respons1bll1ty, both in content and in
its day-t<Hlay w~ings.

Fear and loathing
(of prejudice and racism)
One of Canadian society's ma1or issues in the 90's is accepting
diversity. White males are sick of hearing about barriers for people of
colour, gays, lesbians and women. Sick, because they fear the loss of
priveldge they have gained from dominating western society for so
long.
Ignorance is a big part of the problem. That is why the President's
Comnussion on Racism and Traditional Prejudice bas recomended
that all students, as a requirement to graduate, take two courses deaJing with other cultmes, women's issues or gay/lesbian bisexual issues.
Some student councillors disagree. They have taken issue with the
recommendation because they feel that these courses are being forced
on them against their will. Well, what about that large segment of
society that is being discriminated against. do you think they asked for
it?
This is less a question of students being forced to take a course they
would rather not, and more one of how long we will continue to marginalize and ignore the problems facing minorities who collectively
make up a majority of society.
Hiding from the issues and crying that minority issues get too much
attention will not solve the problem.
Student Senator Doug Brink doesn't believe that special measures
have to he taken by the university to ensure that minorities have equal
opportunities in getting an education.
"I think that, from grade 9 on, all students are on the same level and
have the same opportunities in education," said Brink. Obviously be
didn't read the commission's repon.
Maybe the students who are crying foul should take a moment to
assess the reaJ reasons why they are opposed to these courses being
mandatory, to see if they are motivated by fear rather than reason.

Red ,Cross bloody: choosy
~ = ~Is queer blood too much for the Canadian Red Cross to handle?
The Red Cross claims that it doesn't take blood from gay men because of their status as a high risk group for HIV, which causes AIDS.
While 80 percent off all HIV positive cases are gay men, it does not
give the Red Cross a right to hold steroetypical, prejudiced and
homophobic views against gay men.
One of the reasons why the fastest growing group of HIV cases is
heterosexual women is that the gay community was the first to react to
the crisis. by instituting safe sex and educational awareness campaigns. This has not been taken into account by the Red Cross.
For a person to be denied access to giving blood because of sexual
orientation is un1ust. Why does the Red Cross not exclude straight
people whpo have had unprotected which puts them at a high risk of
contracting HIV') There is a loss of dignity as a good gesture is turned
into humiliation and rejection. The Red Cross must assume that gay
men are immune to this prejudice.
The Red Cross was formed for humanitarian reasons. This systematic weeding out based on sexual orientation is far from
humanitarian.
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Wt\AT iHE.'I OO~'T KNOW ...
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Lance out of
touch with

students
Dear Editor,
I know that I am not alone in
my observation that the Lance is
completely oul of touch with the
campus it wa-; designed to serve
and infonn. Each week, the
paper succeeds in making this
fact increac;ingly apparent.
The Lance states that its mission is to serve and reflect the
full
spectrum of campus.
However, it bas chosen to limit
itself to the narrow, yet vocal
left. There are concerns and
opinions among the rest of student<; which are not necessarily
aligned with those of the special
interests or activist-;. The Lance
reported an oil spill on Lauzon
Road, but apparently bad nothing
to say about the planned renovation of Vanier Hall. Feature
reporting on gambling in
Manitoba has obviously taken
precedence over the lives of students on campus.
Instead of agonizing over
political correctness and catering
to narrow groups of students,
perhaps the Lance should attempt
to reflect the lives of the average
student now and then, or even inject some humor to the paper periodically.
Most people at U of W have
long been forgotten by the
Lance, and that is a tragedy.
Joe Truman
Year I Social Science

Racist cops a

blatant lie
Dear Editor,
After reading your article
about how the Windsor police

force acted in a "racist" manner,

I would like to question as to
how this conclusion was reached.
If I was a police officer and I got
surrounded by 75 to 100 people
calling me a "racist pig". damn
straight I would call for backups
and arrest anybody who was
creating the disturbance.
I have known several police
and to call any of the police I
have known as racist is a blatant
lie. I think rhe Lance wa'i 100
cager to condemn the police and
ignore the facts. Read your article again. and you will see how
the police were outnumbered in a
very polentially dangerous situation. For those who call them
"racist pigs." why don't you put
yourselves in their situation.
What would you have done?
Taken action or maybe taken the
beating of your life. They are
there to serve and protect. And
that includes protecting other officers from mobs.
I hate racism. I believe all
people arc equal, but I wiU not
rush to accuse people of it when
il may very well not be the case.
Barrie Jones
Communication Studies

Alumni Day an

embarassment
Dear Editor,
Last Wednesday (Oct. 27) distinguished alumni of the Faculty
of Business
Administration
returned for 'Alwnni Day 1993'.
Successful graduates of the Business programs at Windsor took
ume out of their busy schedules
to address the business school on
their experiences and insights
since graduation. The alumm offered timely advice and their personal prescriptions for success in
the current chaouc business en-

vironment. The day's events,
however, were marred by embarrassingly low attendance that tarnished what should have been a
shining moment for the Faculty
of Business Administration.
Classes should have been cancelled, with no exceptions, allowing all faculty and students
equal opportWlity to attend the
day's events and honour our
alumni. Students missed the opporttmily to meet witb living
proof of success in the reaJ world
of business. Faculty were reportedly informed about Alumni
Day well in advance to plan ·for
the missed class time.
The poor attendance and disinterest in Alumni Day 1993 leaves
this student searching for
answers to many questions: What
type of culture and sense of
camaraderie are we trying to establish at the business school?
What message arc we sending to
our alumni who so graciously
took time oul of their busy
schedules to speak to us? If distinguished alumni thought it important enough to return and
-address students and faculty, why
did we not consider it important
enough to welcome them back
with open arms and the decency
of our attendance Do we even
care about alumni? I hope the
powers that be at the business
school can provide myself and
fellow student,; with some
answers.
Selling the Windsor business
school to others is the responsibility of alumni. students, and
faculty. From what I beard on
Alumni Day, it seems that our
alumni are keeping up their side
of the deal, now how about our
side?
Morley Conn,
MBA Co-op.

...
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Reclaiming a queer histoq'
by Joe Murphy
Special to the Lance
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CAPITOL THEATRE & ARTS CENTRE
NOV.11th, 8:00pm TICKETS $10.00
121 UNIVERSITY AVE. WEST, BOX OFFICE 253-n29
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$ 8.00

IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE CAN-AM INDIAN FRIENDSHIP CENTRE
COMMUNITY EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Next semester the U of W will be offering a course in gay and lesbian
studies facilitated by professor Barry Adam. This is an incredible accomplishment, Prof. Adam bas worked long and bard to see it realized, this is a dream
come uue. It is a validation of gay/lesbian/bisexual culture and a major step
towards complete acceplance and equality for lesbians, gay men and bisexuals.
I'm sure there are heterosexuals who do not understand the need for this
course. It is to these people specifically that I address this article. I have no
desire to attack people that hold this belief nor condemn their point of view. I
want to infonn them why I feel this course is necessary to our University curriculum in the hope that they will be able to see where I am coming from.
City councilor Tom Porter continues to vote against a formal recognition of
Windsor's Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Pride Day because be feels such recognition
would give us "special treatment". After all, he argues, "we don't have a
Heterosexual Pride Day". What is Valentine's Day if not a celebration of
heterosexual romance? Heterosexuals express their pride daily by openly discussing their different sex partners or walking down the street holding hands.
Heterosexuals do this without fear of ridicule or abuse or some fanatic bornagain christian telling them they're going to hell. Heterosexuals celebrate their
pride so often that they no longer even realize that they are doing so.
There are people, straight and gay, who just want queers to keep their behavior hidden so that we do not upset the social order. It is my opinion that
the social order could do with some disruption. We are the subjects of persecution from religous institutions, the harrassment of ignorant and sexually
repressed people, and bear the added burden of being ignored as a legitimate
section of society.
Queer history and folklore bas been taken from us by suppression of historical facts. In this respect, womyn and their suuggle for equality will be able to
sympathize with our predicament. Like queers, womyn have little sense of
their folklore because the patriarchal society that we live in decided that their
tales were not worth retelling. Womyn have begun to reclaim their history,
especially in Universities, as queers are attempting to do with courses such as
Prof. Adam's.
We want is to be validated and treated as fully human and not some evil
mutation. Gay and lesbian studies address not only which historical figures
have had their sexual identity erased from history, but bow their sexual identity and queer partners affected their life's work. By addressing these issues
universities can ensure that slights of the past will not be repeated in the future.
In most classes if a queer becomes the focus of attention (eg. Oscar Wilde or
Elenor Rosevelt) their sexual identity is rarely mentioned and never used to
help explain their characters or life's work. Compare this to the nearly s1andard mentioning of any heterosexual spouses or lovers, and the disparity is obvious. Courses like Prof. Adam's will bring queer culture into the mainstream.
Someday I hope one's queers identity and how it affects one synergetic personality will be recognized in every course and not simply in 'Special Topics'
courses.
IQ
Joe Murphy is the president of Out On Campus, a group for lesbian. gay

and bisexual srudencs.

On October 18, the lance made history.
If you missed the last
Lance special pull-out
section, you won't want
to miss the next one.
On November 15, the
Lance will produce an
edition dedicated to
issues of world peace.
Young people who care
about our future will be
there. Will you?
Call advertising
manager Kevin Johnson
for schedules and rates:
971-3604.

Course to
explore
•
gay issues
By Teena Ward
News Editor

Lesbian, gay, and bi-sexual issues
will be 'coming out' of the academic
closet at U of W next semester.
Professor Barry Adam will tum
the focus of students to alternative
sexualties in the sociology departments special topics cow-se about
Power and Social Change. While not
in the course calendar, 'Gay and Lesbian Studies' has the status of being
the first course of its kind to be offered in Windsor.
The cow-se is expected to look at
gays cross-culturally, historically,
and psychologically and will focus
on such issues as family dynamics,
fears of homophobia, the gay and
lesbian movement as well as queer
theory.
The diyersity perspective inherent
in the 'gay approach' has also
prompted Adam to involve guest
speakers from other facultys for at
least six of the classes.
Adam's initiative to delve into the
'frontier' of gay and lesbian studies
at Windsor is multifaceted. In part,
the effort is rooted in the rapid
development of the field in recent
years, and a "real publication boom
in the area."
As well "gay and lesbian students
on campus felt the need for a course
which reflected their experience,"
said Adam. The focus is also linked
to the larger historical trend which

brought women and black issues into
university curriculums across the
country.
Joe Murphy, president of Out on
Campus, a group for gay and lesbian
students supports the course, saying,
"Gay and lesbian studies adress not
only which historical figures have
bad their sexual identity erased from
history, but how their sexual identity
and their queer partners affected their
ltfe's work."
Womyn's Centre coordinator
Angie Slingerland has expressed support for the addition of gay and lesbian studies to the curriculum. "The
recognition of gays, lesbians and
bisexuals as equally valid, unique individuals is of crucial importance
and long overdue." she said.
"Take a look at recent recomendations on the presidents commission,
there is a larger trend to open up the
curriculum and move beyond tradition," she added. Courses like
Adam's are exactly the kind of initiatives encouraged by the U of W's
report on traditional prejudice and
discrimination.
Lesbian, gay, and bi-sexual studies
is a relatively new phenomenon
which challenges an academnic environment based in white male

herosexual experience. Universities
like Toronto and McGill were among
the first to focus on the issues of alternative sexuality as a serious area
of study, and have been joined by
other universities in recent years.
Like Windsor, the University of
Western Ontario has only recently
made gays and lesbians the subject of
a credited course on the curriculum.
The effort at Western was the
brainchild of J .L. Miller, who said
the course has been wildly successful
on many levels. Miller was astounded to find that in its first session
last year, 81 students signed into the
course be "thought would be made
up of three gay men terrified of coming out."
Instead the class had quite a
diverse population, including gay
and lesbian students, and over 50
straight women and men.
Miller termed the course "the most
exhilerating teaching experience in
my life. We never knew what was
going to happen in that class, so we
went in very charged up. I saw the

disolving of barriers in that class ...
people really made a lot of progress."
The class had a "tremendous impact beyond its borders", with
"straight people having heart to heart
conversations with gay students ...
after hours all over the university."
Success was not just founded on
the transfonnation of attitudes of the
students in the gay and lesbian class,
progress was rated academically as
well.
The calibre of work from students
in the class was rated by
Miller as "the most amazing tliings
I have ever seen."
"The course made us think about
really crucial issues, and because of
the enonnous investment students
had in working out the issues, even
to the point of being able to articulate
them, could be seen in terms of the
written work banded in."
If Westem's experience in gay and
lesbian studies is any indication of
what Windsor can look forward to
students are in for a dynamic addition to their studies.
IQ

Call for diversity raises opposition
By Tran Longmoore
Associate News Editor

Student senator Doug Brink and
other students voiced their fears
regarding recommendations from The

Report of the President's Commission
on Traditional Prejudice and Discrimination at the last SAC meeting.
The report, which was researched
and prepared by students, faculty and
university staff, made several recommendations to improve U of W' s
eduational equity by creating a more
diverse curriculum.
Al the meeting, Brink and Mitch
Day, a Special B Comm student, expressed their opposition to specific
recommendations that would make it
mandatory for every student to take at
least two diversity curriculum courses
to graduate. According to the paper,
students would have to choose one
course from each of two areas.
The first area focuses on the study
of cultures or political-economic systems of Africa, Asia, or Lalin
America; or the relations and contributions of people with Asian, Latin
American, or aboriginal ancestry to
Canadian society.
The second area focuses on the
study of perspectives and concerns of

women and/or lesbians and gay men.
Currently, the Senate is examining
the report.
According to professor Barry
Adam, who is teaching the U of W' s
first course that focuses on gay, lesbian and bi-sexual issues, it is important that students learn about a wide
variety of opinion so that they get a
"comprehensive education."
Adam said that many students on
campus feel disadvantaged, but it is
important to make a distinction between "real discrimination and fantasy discrimination."
"Students from all backgrounds
claim that they are disadvantaged.
But students from the Womyn's
Centre, Black Students' Association,
and Out on Campus have cited examples of the discrimination they
face while trying to get an education."
Brink said that these recommendations should not be a priority for the
university.
"Right now we've got students
who can't write a term paper or who
know nothing of Canadain history.
We shouldn't be spending our limited
funds on creating these types of courses."
According to Brink only 256 stu-

dents completed the survey, which "is
not a large enough sample to accurately gauge student opinion."
Brink says that be has talked to 50 or
60 of his friends and they all are opposed to the recommendation.
Mitch Day said that he has studied
how similar programs have effected
other universities and warns that the
recommendations may create more
tensions on campus and reduce our
academic standards.
''If you force these courses on students who don't want them you will
increase the resentment and the tensions on campus. The commission
also hasn't addressed the financial
costs of implementing such recommendations. The university can not
afford to hire more faculty and support staff neccessary to offer these
courses," said Day.
In a prelude to the recommendations, the report says that the commission "recognizes that same treatment
does not always constitute equality or
equity and that sometimes special
needs or measures are neccessary to
achieve equity for groups that have
traditionally suffered from discrimination."
Brink and Day both disagre(' with
that statement.

"I think that from grade nine on,
students are on the same level and
have the same educational opportunities," said Brink
Day said that academic institutions
have to educate in the best way possible, admitting and dealing with students solely on the basis on the
content of character and level of intellect.
Other students on campus support
the recommendations.
V ade Sankar, president of the International Students' Society, believes
that students would benefit from
these courses.
"People are unaware of other
people's cultures, norms and values.
It's important that people open their
minds and understand each other instead of judging people by what
they've beard from friends."
Angie Slingerland, Co-ordinator of
the Womyn's Centre believes that the
courses should be mandatory because
"the people who need to take the
course are the ones that never do."
Day bas formed an action committee that is trying to bring the recommendations to referendum. However
curriculum matters are traditionally
handled by the Senate, which is made
up mostly of faculty.
[J
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Are you attracted
to people of the

same

c}x?9
You ore not alone.

There's a

Youth
Group
for you.
Call 973-4951
for infonnation
CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED
CLUBS! STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as much as you want in one
week!
$100...$600...$1,500... !
Market application for popular
national cred~ cards. Call for more
details to qualify for a FREE TRIP
to MTV SPRING BREAK '94. Call
1-800-932-0528, ext. 68.

Awesome Spring Break Trips!
Campus Reps needed.
Cuba, Cancun, Daytona,
Montreal & Quebec City
Call now!!!

1-800-363-0634

SERVICES

TYPING
• Papers • Reports
(APA & other styles)
• Resumes • Letters

C•h, Viaa or MC
For specials student rates
call Roni at 253-5501
BED AND BREAKFAST FOR
visiting parents and friends. Ten
blocks from campus. Call
256-3937.
HEY SKIERS. The season's almost
here, get that pre-season tune up
now and be ready when the snow
flies. Call Custom Ski Tuning. Ask
for Kevin 734-1492.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: '86 RELIANT, mint,
loaded, safetied. $2,800.00 . For
sale: full length Coyote coat. 2
years old. $1,800.00. 736-1066
GOLFERS! WHY BUY USED golf
clubs? Brand new 12 piece set of
golf dub, 3-SW, 1, 3 & 5 metal
woods. A steal at $250.00. Call
252-7803.

Activists
rally to
save lakes
By Jason Seads
News Staff

"Zero Discharge" was the call
from environmental groups at a
rally in Dieppe Park on Oct. 23.
Calling themselves 'Citizens for
Zero Discharge', members fom
over 30 groups, including Great
Lakes United, Greenpeace, and
Citizens Environment AJliance
united to raise awareness about
Great Lakes pollution.
The rally was held in conjunction with the International Joint
Commission (UC), a group
funded by the American and
Canadian public.
The UC held it's biennial
meeting in the Cleary Centre to
let business representatives and
environmentalists get their word
in before the UC proposes recommendations to the two federal
governments.
The rally was held to support
the people who were fighting for
the protection of the Great Lakes,
and to make the public more
aware of what they were working
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towards.
Stopping the flow of toxic
waste into the lakes was the main
concern. "The point of the rally
was· basically to raise awareness
about zero discharge," said
Yvette Ali of Greenpeace.
Another important message
from environmentalists is the
promotion of cleaner alternatives.
Ali explained that since chlorine
based effluents are the largest
problem, the pulp and paper industry could use a less hannful
oxygen based bleach instead of
chlorine bleach to whiten pulp.
Terry Yonkers, the executive
director of Great Lakes United,
and MC for the rally sununed up

the point in saying "we want zero
discharge and we want it now"
Mary Ginnebaugh of Great
Lakes United thought the 500
person turnout for the rally was
good. Greenpeace was somewhat
disappointed with the turnout, as
they spent two months prior to
the rally canvassing in the area to
raise awareness. "Turnout was
moderate, people did not stay for
very long," said Ali.
U of W student, Tracy Robinson said that despite the turnout
the rally was inspiring and the
people who did attend were very
optimistic.
When asked whether the rally
had the desired affect on business

representatives at the UC conference, Ginnebaugb said "they
couldn't help but pay attention
with all the banners and balloons." The rally took place
while the UC had no debates or
workshops
planned,
which
brought many business people
outside to Dieppe Park.
Ali said that she thought the
rally "belonged to the activists, to
do their own thing in their own
way. A break from the
bureaucratic way in which meetings are held." According Ginnebaugh the "mission was
accomplished" as the rally
brought new voices and attention
to environmental problems.
EJ

Great Lakes Institute gets spacious new home
U of W saves a
bundle on
Riverside digs
By Holly Mcintire
News Staff

The most widely known research group at the U of W will
no longer conduct their stu{iies in
cramped quarters or have their
labs scattered throughout the
campus.
On Oct. 22, the London Life
Insurance Company signed an
agreement with the university, to
turn the former Chateau Park
retirement lodge at 2990 Riverside Drive West into the new
headquarters fo the Great Lakes
Research Institute.
The three-story brick building
will house the institute's research
labs, resource centre, lecture and
seminar rooms. The new facility
will be called the London Life
Centre for Great Lakes Research.
London Life was left holding
the mortgage when the retirement

lodge closed two years ago.
Being a prime piece of real estate
for the university, discussions
were soon underway with U of W
president Ron Ianni.
A deal was reached for an incredible bargain. The university
will be paying London Life $50
OOO annually for 20 years, for

the activities and research
programs of the institute in one
facility will provide a stimulating
environment
and
exciting
prospects for rurther research."
According to Michael Weis, a
U of W biology professor and acting director of the institute, research labs are currently scattered

Over the past decade, the institute bas studied the origin, concentration and toxicity of
waterway pollutants, includint
such ecological issues as the invasion of the zebra mussel. Th{
institute has gained recognition
for housing the country's fines1
organic contaminants analysis

baildintt estimated at bemg worth

in

biology,

lab, which measurei1 the levels of

$5 million.

chemistry and geology departments.
Moving to a central location
will certainly make communication between the labs easier, as
well as freeing up much needed
space in the science departments.
Weis explained the potential of
linking the institute to industrial
and technological developments,
by renting out space in the new
facility to other environmental research companies. He said that
there is a drive to create a
graduate program in environmental and health issues. He also
predicted an expansion in the
Great Lakes coop program,
which is currently under space
constraints.

dangerous chemicals such as
PCBs.
Recently, the institute has extended their research beyond
Great Lakes issues, investigating
environmental concerns across
Canada and even in the Third
World. Researchers in law, business and social sciences are collaborating with institute scientists
to examine bow environmental
change affects people and communities.
The new building will give institute the look and feel of being
U of W's most widely known research group, to match their already praised reputation. It is not
known bow long it will take to
complete renovations.
EJ

Doug Campell, London Life
senior vice-president of mortgage
invesunents, said "Sometimes
everything works out, as it did in
this case. The property was no
longer suitable or viable as a
retirement home, but it is a wellbui It structure and with renovations will give many years of
value to the university and the institute."
The university plans to seek
funding of up to $1.5 million to
establish
laboratories
and
renovate the retirement home as a
business and teaching centre.
"This is a wonderful decision
by London Life," said Ianni.
"The opportunity to consolidate

SOCIAL SCIENCE
SOCIETY
SCHOLARSHIP
(2 scholarships valued atl semester's tuition)
Eligibility:

the

university's

8 minute

walk from U.

cllEAD START

UNISEX
Hair styling

STUDENT DISCOUNTS 20°1o OFF
Aesthetics
Body waxing
Manicures
Favcials
Pedicures

latest Cuts
Tinting
Highlighting
Perms
Ear Piercing

Open
Mon day-Saturday
9:00 am · 5:00 pm
Friday evening by
appointment only

Michelle Olborne & Lynda Lucier. 3210 Sandwich St (at Mill) 256-8992

I) have at least a 'B' standing in the previous academic year.
2) be a full-time underg?Bduate student registered in second year or
beyond, in a department within the Faculty of Social Science and
be a paid Society Member. NOTE: this excludes Social Work
Majors.

3) submit an Official Transcript from the Registars Office (through

INTER-MAIL).
4) submit a completed application form by nruR.SDA Y,
NOVEMBER 5, 1993 at 4:00pm.

Applications
Application are avaliable in the Social Science Society Office, Which

is located on the second floor of the CAW Student Center.

Applications must be submitted in a SEALED envelope to:
The President
Social Science Society
2nd Floor CAW Student Center

University of Windsor
re: SSS Scholarship

Wed November 11 · Cleary Auditorium
WJ

Tickets available at Cleary Auditorium
box office or call 252-6579 to charge
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Police violence topic of discussion
Black Students
Alliance looks at
police procedure
By Teena Ward
News Editor

I
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U of W's Black Students Alliance hastily organized a discusion last wednesday about
police procedure and accountability, after a protest of alleged
'police brutality' two weeks ago.
Although the discussion of any
pending cases was forbidden,
black students talked freely about
their concerns to a panel of
speakers.
The
alliance's
president,
Sharon O'Flaherty wanted students to know what their rights
were and stressed that BSA members and guest panelist could
learn from each other rather than
just "hurl hostilities".
In light of "increased interest
and debate on the issue of police
violence or racially motivated
misconduct, we organized the
forum to provide background information ," explained O'Flaherty.
The
panel
consisted
of
Windsor police chief Jim Atkins,
Brian Cursey of the provincial
round table on racism, U of W
":

law professor Lee West, Melinda
Stiba of the Police Complaints
Commission, and Kim Elliot representing the Black Canadian
Ethnic Club - bringing a number of perspectives and issues to
students.
"Professional policing is not
the place for officers who cannot
rise above discrimination," said
Atkins. "We should not, in a
democratic society fear the cops."
Students were encouraged to
make use of the locally situated
Police Complaints Commission,
which gives people a chance to
file complaints against officers
outside of the actual police
department.
"Citizens of the community
that feel aggrieved have recourse
to go to other than the police if
necessary" said Atkins, "incidents
should not go unreported.".
Cursey also eI)1phasized the
importance of reporting any
abuse of authority by police,
regardless of the low rate of
prosecution in such cases.
Building a solid base of information about police misconduct
through reports was suggested as
a positive way to work towards
refonn in the present system.
''Keep beating on the door,
keep going above people's heads

,

Between 50 and 70 companies
... call Toronto and they will send
will be offering great buys
someone down here," Cursey told
one student.
in computers, games, software,
"Systemic racism is hard to get
shareware, peripherals, courses.
at by law" though according to
Whether you are buying for home or college, this is the place
professor West, especially when
to go. You will even be ab•e to find ideas, information and
"whites don't admit that it
membership details from local computer clubs. Admission is $5
(racism and prejudice) exists."
(including PST and GS1), but you can save $1 by bringing this
The overt type of discrimination
ad. Not valid with any other coupon Children 10 and under
which human rights laws cover,
free . Hours 11 AM to 4 PM.
doesn't protect minorities from
subtle racist tendancies like "your
right to be left alone unless you
201 Riverside Dr W, Windsor
do something wrong."
Although panelists and organizers felt the dialogue was extremely productive some students ;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
in attendance remained dishear- I
tened about the issue.
Third year social science student Rosemary Spencer said "it is
all bullshit, just words ... overall I
don't think anything was done.".
Student senator Paula Davis
also expressed her disappointf.1 i chIi fc co II r
ment saying that representative at
the meeting "are up in their office
at the top ... they have good intenwithspecialguest
andthelitdeones
tions but what about the officers
who we come into contact with
who don't feel the same way."
Davis hopes that the issue can
get greater public exposure so
that reporting takes place by all
those who experience discrimina- •
lion from police.
[Q '

Cleary International Centre
Sunday, November 7
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Attention

OSAP Students
Additional applications for the
Ontario Work Study Plan are
available now at the Awards
Office in Dillon Hall.

You must*
1) have applied for OSAP and
received your assessment
2) be able to demonstrate
financial need
* other conditions apply
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Deadline for applications is
4:30 p.m., November 5
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It's that time again ...
don'tforget those who
need you most.
This year's
annual Food
Drive has been
expanded to
include a clothing
drive also, so
clean out those
closets,
cupboards and
drawers, and
remember you
can make a
difference.
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Where We Set the Standatds
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Drop-off boxes
located around
the university
Nov. 1- Dec. 10

(But you can
keep the myrm.)
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drugs, the male
professionals were
developing theories based
more on logic than
understanding.
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omyn have historically been
healers. For thousands of years,
womyn have been the unlicensed
midwives, gynecologists, birth
control consultants, herbalist, abortionists and
doctors. lnfonnation about healing techniques
was shared between mother and daughter, and
from friend to friend. Recently, womyn have had
a renewed interest in the healing arts.
Classified as "alternative medicine" many of
the remedies focus on womyn's health care
more than wide-spread traditional medicine that
was developed almost exclusively by men.
Between the Fifth and Tenth centuries, the art
of womyn's healing was jeopardized. The Christian church was a pervasively powerful institution, and many of its misogynistic doctrines
replaced fonner pagan religions. Eventually, a

law was passed stating that a college education
was required to practice medicine. Considering
the church-run colleges did not allow womyn to
be educated, the success of the new male doctors was guaranteed. However, these earty
medical ''professionals" had such little practical
experience, that healing skills remained in the
hands of "wise-wimmin" for many more years.
At this time, medical "science" was more
about superstition than anything else. Although
the doctor's condemmed womyn healers for
practicing magic, they themselves had very little
medical knowledge. In medical school they
were taught philosophy and theology, but never
did they actually treat a patient. No experimentation of any kind was part of their training.
As a result, while the village wise-wimmin
were gaining an extensive understanding of

bones, muscles, herbs, and drugs, the male
professionals were developing theories based
more on logic than understanding.
The ability to heal is an extremely powerful
tool. In the Middle Ages, people practicing
medicine without a license were labeled
witches. These womyn (and some men) were
burned at the stake because they threatened
patriarchal control over womyn's bodies - they
were successful healers. The Witch eliminated
the competition; it was easy to label womyn
who might have greater knowledge of healing
than a church-educated "doctor". Often, it was
the testimony of male doctors that put a witch to
her death.
The witch burnings stripped womyn of control
over their own bodies and paved the way for the
medicalization of womyn's health in effect today

when health care remains a
profession. The patriarchy
over our health system by m1
tific knowledge. Womyn are
mystified by science - to th
and impossible for females to
Our ignorance is reinforced
that we shouldn't raise questic
that "doctor knows best.' A!:
healing techinques have be
womyn are still the mapr suff
system that is structured arou
'Womyn are beginning to rE
tive forms of health care," Sc
who provides acupu~ se
"It's part of a larger s~lal. rr
as it's main goal, rec181rninf
over their bodies."

'rne

emails a male dominated
1triart:hy maintains power
em by monopolizing scien,myn are socialized to be
~ - lo think it's masculine
,males to understand.
einfofted by society's belief
se ~ions, we are taught
t,esl' As a result, holistic
have been silenced, and
-najof sufferers in a medical
ured around patriarchy.
,ning to re-examine alternacare." says Ramada Hills,
1ncttn services in Toronto.
· social movement that has
reclaining women's control

t~e ~enling ~nnbij of nntu~e
The following information is meant to complement and challenge conventional medicine, not
replace it entirely. Often the best healing options are dicovered by combining alternative
healing techniques with modern technological
advances. This article is designed as a general
introduction to alternative health care options
for womyn, with specific focus on herbal healing. It will also give an alternative perspective to
the common female "problemn of menstration.
There are many different faces within the alternative healing community. New techniques
are being perfected all the time, and ancient
healing methods are being rediscovered and
mastered.
Many womyn are learning about early healing
skills such as touch healing, acupuncture,
polarity, reflexology, shiatsu and herbal healing.
In addition, new skills are being developed. Examples of this can be seen in the work of
womyn in homeopathy, past life regression, and
flower and vitamin remedies. More common
fringe practices include massage, meditation,
visualization, and chiropractic medicine.

Herbal Healing
One of the oldest healing methods is herb
use. Developed mainly by womyn, herbal treatments are the foundation of much of the drug
industry today. Herbal medicines work
biochemically, triggering neurochemical responses in the body. Learning about herbs is one of
the easiest ways to begin to recognize the
power of being able to heal yourself.
Because herbs are relatively inexpensive and
without side effects, they are a very effective
and appropriate healing option. Most herbs are
administered in the form of a tea. You've
probably seen ready made formulas in health
food stores, or coffee shops. It's also possible
to make your own healing teas by assessing
your body's needs.
Most teas are made using 1 teaspoon of herb
to 1 cup of boiling water. You simply pour the
water over the dried herb. For some of the more
not so pleasant tasting herbs, it is also necessary to add a little honey or sugar to sweeten
the tea. Although most herbs aren't dangerous,
it's important to research thoroughly the herb
you intend to use to ensure that the correct
dosage is administered. The following is a partial list of natural healing herbs for some common ailments:
Colds and fevers - camomile, peppermint,
sage, spearmint
Congestion - comfrey root
Coughs - confrey, garlic
Headache - basil, camomile, lavender
Nausea - basil, peppermint
Stomach Cramps - camomile, thyme, sage,
comfrey root
Herbalism continues to be the main form of
medicine in many countries around the wor1d. It
is also gaining popularity in Canada as herbal
teas and lotions move into mainstream supermarkets.

Menstruation
You'd never know today, but there was a time
when having your period was a time for celebration. The ability to bleed connected women to
Earth, the cycles of the moon, waves, and other
womyn. Before there was any artificial light, all
womyn would ovulate and bleed at the same
time their menstrual cycles guided by the
phases of the moon. All womyn were thought to
have supernatural powers of insight, intuition
and healing during their periods. This belief
gave womyn power.
Modern science would have womyn believe
that we should forget that we bleed. It teaches
us to view our periods with contempt, to ignore
the pain and the mess. This view is shared by
the million dollar feminine hygiene industry and
pharmaceutical companies that depend on their
ability to make womyn detest their body's
natural functions. The idea behind these
products is that if we pop enough pills or use
enough douches, we might somehow regain our
cleanliness.
Bleeding is a healthy function, and it is nothing that needs to be altered. It's true that
cramps can be horrendous, but the worst thing
you can do is shove pills down your throat
mindlessly. It's important to listen to your body,

not Just mask signs of potential problems.
Your period involves your whole body, not
just isolated parts. Painful periods (dysmenorrhea) affect up to 70 percent of womyn. But you
don't have to suffer through the pain, there are
some natural remedies that you might try. Experiment and see what works best for you.
• Use herbs - drink camomile or raspberry
leaf tea.
• Massage your uterus - press your hands
into your tummy just below your belly button,
and massage gently.
• Masturbate/have sex - orgasms relax your
muscles and make you feel happy.
• Visualization - imagine your hand totally
cold, picture it being like an ice cube. When it
feels numb, press it on the painful area and
imagine the numbness casting through.
• Shiatsu massage - (this one is easier to do
if you have a partner helping you out) press with the flats of your thumbs on either
side of your spinal column from your tailbone
to your waist.
Prevention is probably the best remedy when
it comes to cramps. You probably won't be able
to stop them all together, but you can considerably lessen the degree to which you feel
pain. Even though it's probably the last thing
you feel like doing when you're all crampy, getting some moderate exercise can help to relive
pain and prevent it in the future.
The foods you choose to put in your body are
an especially important concern. Since cramping is often caused by blood congestion in the
uterus, it's a good idea to lim~ the amount of
meat (if any) in your diet. The idea behind this is
to increase blood circulation to the area, which
also means it's important to get enough magnesium and calcium. So make certain to eat lots
of nuts ans dark green leafy veggies. If intense
cramps still continue, you should probably go to
the doctor to have it checked out. Sometimes
cramps can be a sign of a more serious, underlying problem.

P.M.S.
Premenstrual
Syndrome
is
physical,
psychological and behavioural. A "syndrome" is
defined as symptoms characterizing an abnormalilty. Since estimates say that from 20 - 100
percent of womyn experience premenstrual tension, it would appear that P.M.S. is quite a normal occurence. P.M.S. is not a disease, nor is it
a neurosis. It's just another part of the
menstrual
cycle.
Having
premenstrual

syndrome doesn't mean womyn have an inferior
ablility to perform in everyday life, and it doesn't
mean they are psychologically deficient.
It seems womyn are caught in a double bind.
If we confirm premenstrual system exists, we
are thought of as irrational, incapable, and emotionally crazy. If we deny it, we are denying ourselves treatment. It's convenient for people to
label any strong emotion womyn have as
P.M.S. If womyn are angry, or speak out for
themselves, it is laughed off. They are assumed
to just be going through ''that time of the
month." It's not funny to have your emotions
discredited.
With the amount of advertising surrounding
P.M.S. products, it's easy to be convinced of
your "symptoms" before even looking at your
own body's behaviour. If you think you might
have premenstual syndrome, start keeping a
daily chart of the way you're feeling, and when
you get your period. Some common symptoms
to watch out for are:
Physical - bloating, headaches, cravings,
breast tenderness
Psychological - mood swings, unexplained
crying, depression, anxiety
Some womyn keep charts of any symptoms
they experience, recording the time of the
month and any specific problems they have. By
keeping a daily chart like this it is likely that a
pattern will develop. Knowing when you'll need
to cope with P.M.S. will lessen its control over
you. As one student put it, "if I know when I'll be
getting irritated and depressed I can make an
effort to treat myself better, plus I can warn my
friends what to expect."
Accepting the menstruation cycle as a healthy part of life is the first step towards demystifying it. Even if P.M.S. doesn't effect you
personally, it doesn't mean it's all right to discredit other people's experiences. By becoming
aware and informed. womyn can gain control of
their lives. P.M.S. needs to be recognized as
something real, but as something manageable.
The key to whatever healing options you
choose is becoming an active participant in the
health care process. Just because we have a
system of national health care doesn't mean we
don't have the right to question the services it
provides, and to explore new options when
necessary.
Womyn's alternative health care has been
systematically silenced. It is time to regain control over our bodies by demanding better and
more diverse treatment options. Womyn need
to work collectively reclaim our natural history
as healers.
ig
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Spontaneity drives
performance artist
By Julian Revin
Arts Staff

Russell Taylor describes himself as a visual artist. He
stays away from the ·monologue' label typical of other
performance artists. Constantly changing, his characters
and portrayals on stage are both "cynical and satirical at
the same time," he says.
His bizzare, charismatic personna can be seen in
Taylor's own Satori Circus, titled Banter, a multi-media,
one-man performance playing at 1515 Broadway in
Detroit.
The show has also been to Chicago and Ann Arbor and
Taylor says he's received mostly positive feedback from
his audiences, but it can vary.
•
"I can have a crowd of six people that can be as loud as
a hundred," says the Detroit native.
Taylor refers to his show as a "Vaudeville for the '90s,"
an assortment of singing, dancing, impersonations and
pantomime.
He's been performing since 1988 when be started out at
the Pitt Street Theatre in Windsor and says the years since
have built a lot of character.

Taylor, who now resides in Royal Oak. took only one
acting class during the nine years be was in college. So,
he's basically a self-taught performer.
Describing himself, Taylor says, "I'm a ham." He adds
he's very intuitive and he learns through watching. He absorbs detail and has been influenced by such characters as
Buster Keaton and Kaptain Kangaroo.
His love of gymnastics and his 13 years as an aerobics
instructor taught him about stamina. He's a physical artist
and this is revealed on stage. Highly energetic, you never
know where he'll be next out in the audience snapping
imaginary photos with bis camera or back on stage swinging from a trapeze. Sometimes he's a man, other times, a
woman.
In one scene be bends over to reveal a face which consist<; of his bare buttocks with a large eye drawn on each
cheek. He even manages to get this character to smoke
(use your imagination).
Taylor says be develops a lot of bis characters on stage
because he thrives on spontaneity.
"Everyone has an idea, but bow you choose to express
it is what counts." Banter runs through Nov. 7. Call 1515
Broadway at (313) 965-1 S15 for information.
(g

By Katera Zappacosta
Arts Editor
is somber, to say the least. It's
depressing, moody, frustrating at
times and any glimmer of joy
fades as quickly as it came.
However, in all its dark moodiness, this book is another success for Nino Ricci.
In A Glass House is the
Leamington author's second
novel in a projected trilogy.
Ricci's first book, Lives of the
Saints, won him the Governor
General's Award for Fiction in
1991.
This creation continues the
story of Vittorio, a young boy
who is haunted by the death of
his mother and by an unfounded
shame impressed upon him
during his years in Italy.
The first few chapters introduce Vittorio and the reader to
Canada, The Sun Parlor, specifically a town on the outskirts of
Windsor.
•
THE AREA HE DESCRIBES
is not completely realistic Ricci mentions Highway 76 instead of 77 and some of the
places mentioned do not exist but it is clear he is writing about
the Leamington landscape.
The trip to Canada has
usurped some of the romance
and exoticism of the first book.
It is a bit deflating at first,
however, about 40 pages into the
novel, the characters resume
their brooding, temperamental.
insecure nature and it's almost
as if they never left Valle del
Sole in Italy.
This seems to be a potent
theme in In A Glass House: the
unwillingness, and possibly the
inability, of these Italian immigrantc; to fit in in 'America.·
Even Vittorio, after all his
Canadian schooling, feels
alienated by everything and
everyone, especially his family.
Ricci bas brought the importance of Italian culture to
Canadian literature. He conveys
passionate emotions, hot tempers
and a people infinitely dedicated
to their work and families.
IN A GLASS HOUSE is not a
feel-good book. It is relentless in
its gloom but its effects go
straight to the heart which, in
turn, goes out to Vittorio, his
family and the entire Italian
Canadian population.
Hopefully, Ricci's next novel
will offer sanctuary and peace co
Vittorio and his family, but then.
I'm a sucker for happy endings. (g
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Negativland best band on earth
By Sean Gammon
Arts Staff

In the heart of Contra Costa
County lies Concord, and therein
lies the most entertaining,
progressive, experimental band
on earth - Negativland. (That's
Southern California for nongeography majors).
Way back in 1980, when I was
only six years old, Negativland
released its first album, with oneof-a-kind hand made covers.
Since then, there have been seven
more LPs\CDs, four cassetteonly releases, two t-shirts, one
CD\magazine and a few lawsuits.
Basically, Negativland uses
found sounds, noises, instuments
and some of the most hilarious
lyrics you will ever hear.

'

~and "PofnW'

Perfect example
A perfect example of their
found sounds and sense of
humour appeared in the form of a
song called Christianity is Stupid,
from their fourth record, Escape
from Noise. This song was a doctored version of a 1968 sermon
by Reverend Estus W. Pirkle.
Soon after that, a story appeared in the news about a boy
who killed bis parents. It was
rumoured that he and his father
had been arguing over a song the
boy wanted to listen to. As a
joke, Negativeland made a press
release that the boy wanted to listen to the above-mentioned song.

Colossal joke
In the months that followed,
magazines, newspapers and a
television station contacted the
band trying to get interviews and
more
information.
Finally,
Negativland decided to expose
their colossal joke by releasing
Helter Skelter, an album chronicling the escapade.
Two years later, in 1991,
Negativland decided to release
the ultimate parody; a spoof of
U2' s I Still Haven't Found What
I'm Looking For. On this, they
not only managed to appropriate
U2's music, they also managed
to find some Casey Kasem outtakes of the famous disc jockey
insulting U2 and ranting and
raving about other trivial things.
Two weeks after its release, Island Records issued a lawsuit for
using "deceptive and misleading
packaging," and copyright viola-

TI 1C J. t ll 1CC i S
pleased to
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"DECISION
CANADA"
election pool
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tion, to the tune of $90,000. The
lawsuit also demanded that
Negativland\SST (its former
record label) recall all copies of
the album and deliver them to Island to be destroyed.
Island won, of course, mainly
because of overly strict American
copyright laws. Negativland offered to pay half of the 90,000
that SST shelled out, but SST

'7

demanded the band pay the full
amount and threated to sue.
Negativland released The Let-

ter U and the Numeral 2, a
CD\magazine chronicling the
lawsuit. SST decided they didn't
like tbe magazine and decided to
sue the band and withhold its
royalties. Negativland countersued and the battle is still raging.
Negativland typically sells

"1h:d
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A Venue for Local Artisans

We now have HEMP!
• Hemp Denim Shirts

.caps

•
•
•
•
•
•

Shirts
Fanny packs
Lip Balm
Stationary
Patches
and much more!

10 OOO to 15 OOO records with
each release so as you can imagine, members' pockets were
empty.
Luckily they gained free legal
assistance and two fans came forward and lent them enough
money to go back into business
and release their latest album,
Free, in April of this year. It has
received very little recognition.

On this album the band explores such topics as torture,
Cadillacs. the Bible, interstate
trucking, geriatric discomfort and
alchohol consumption all through
songs and found sounds.
The best song is probably
Happy the Harmonica, a witty
and weird little tale that is sure to
make you laugh so bard you'll
burst into flames.
~

lnERFECT
~PAPERS
On-Campus itudent Service providing
Professional Output at Reasonable Rates
Wedo:
• Term Papers
• Resumes
• Cover Letters
• Overheads, etc

• Group Presentations
• ACCIS Forms
• Flyers

Full Fax service, (incoming and outgoing)

~ .

GOD DOESN'T MAKE
MISTAKES!

309 CHATHAM ST. W.
acrou from Downtown Canadian Tire

for students. Binding, photocopying and
Laser copies also available
Hours:
Location:
Phone:

8:30am - 7:00pm Mon-Thurs
8:30am - 1 :30pm Friday
OPUS Office
CAW Student Centre
First Floor North-West Corner
971-3603

Why U of W stinks in football
Windsor a difficult task.
Until such impediments are
Sports Staff
dealt with, if they can be
The Lancer football team im- dealt with, Windsor seems
proved this season from back-to- destined
to
gridiron
back 1-6 seasons in 1991 and mediocrity.
Perhaps the biggest recruit1992. However, the 3-4 mark
achieved during this last cam- ing obstacle faced by the
paign is by no means a sign of program is the lack of a true
pigskin prosperity, especially stadium. The current facility
when one considers that many of simply does not measure up
the losses can only be described to those at most other schools
as blow-outs.
in the OUAA. Athletic direcWhy has Lancer football fallen
tor Bob Boucher feels a new
on hard times in recent stadium is crucial to future
seasons? There are many success. "With a new stadium
contributing factors but I strongly doubt we would
the biggest problem is ever finish below 5-2.
recruiting.
Without one, I think it will be
There are a num- difficult to even achieve 5-2."
ber of "built in"
Not surprisingly, it's tough to
barriers which recruit first-rate players to commake
suc- pete in a second-rate facility. As
cessful
Boucher says, "If a player visits
recruiting the stadiums at Western, Guelpb,
at
or Laurier, it's a real disadvantage when be sees ours." It
seems to be more than coincidence that the traditionally
lower echelon teams in the
OUAA like Windsor and York
are
those
without
real
stadiums.
But how realistic is the
'/1: /J
goal of a new stadium?
,..
l -<.y
Boucher bas plans

By Nonn Groleau

With a new stadium I
strongly doubt we
would ever finish
below 5-2. Without
one, I think it will be
difficult to even
achieve 5-2.
- Bob Boucher
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is located. However, he admits a
lack of resources makes the plan
only remotely possible. It is unrealistic to expect student contributions and the school's funds
are already severely stretched.
Much of the financing would
have to come from the city and
private sector contributions. It
seems the current facility will
remain a recruiting albatross
around the football program's
neck.
The location of the school
presents further problems for
recruiting. As head Coach John
Musselman explains,"There just
simply isn't enough talent in
Windsor and the surrounding
area to maintain a successful
program. It is essential to our
success to recruit well in the
golden horseshoe area."
Windsor is far from this area
which traditionally produces
plenty of the best high school
talent. This distance makes
Windsor less attractive to potential recruits especially when they

Lancers start playoffs
Men finish first
in OUAA
regular season,
women host
provincial
playoffs
By Simon Hales
Sports Staff

Both the men's and women's
soccer teams began a quest for

SOCCER
the university championships tbis
past weekend as playoff competiton began.
While the two teams qualified
for the playoffs with vastly differrent positions in the standings,
both coaching camps are confident that they can make a run at
the title.
The women's team was not assured a playoff standing until the
last weekend of play when it
needed to win both the Saturday
and Sunday games. The team
could also squeeze through with
only one weekend win and a loss
by competitior Guelph when they
played Laurier on the Sunday.
In the Saturday game against
Waterloo, the Lancers went out
to an early 1-0 lead with a goal
by Juanita Smith before going in
to half time being tied 1-1.
However, with eight minutes to
go Tess Isaksson powered in a
free kick from thirty yard,; to seal
the Lancer victory by a score of
2-1. This meant that a win over
Brock on Sunday or a Guelpb

have several other schools to
choose from which are much
closer to home with friends
and family more apt to attend
home and away~-_This
aspect makes ~ i a l l y
important to keep u1~ talent
in the tri-county area where it
is close to Windsor. It also
remains crucial not to abandon efforts in the traditional
hot-beds in the province.
This approach is much
easier said than done since
Windsor is one of three
universities with only one
full-time coach.
Windsor,
York and McMaster have
tended to be the OUAA's weak
sisters. This puts Windsor at a
great disadvantage since another
coach would allow the team to
pursue a greater number of
players in a greater area. Musselman accepts that a full-time assistant is impossible because of
limited athletic department sources. The only possible solution is
to divert funding from a lower
profile varsity sport to provide
the funding for the full-time assistant. The athletic department is
against this because of their
philosophy of equality for
all athletes.
Finally
the
program's lack of
success bas made
recruiting dif-Q
ficult: ~ince
a wmnmg
tradition
• •~
has not
c. ~ )
develop
--.: J
ed at

loss would give the woman Lancers fourth place and the final
playoff spot in the OWIAA west
division.
Eight minutes into tbe Brock
game Tsaksson proved tbat the
thirty yarder from the previous
day was no fluke when she once
again scored spectacularly from a
thirty yard free kick. "Tess is becoming a real weapon when we
get a free kick anywhere near the
penalty
area"
said
coach
Caldwell. This proved to be the
only goal of the game and
Windsor went on to a berth in the
playoffs against OWIAA East
division winner Queens.
"Overall we're satisfied that
we met our goal of making the
playoffs" said Caldwell, "if it
wasn't for the slow start we bad
we would have been able to
finish higher up in the division."
The game against Queens will
be difficult considering their 8-11 record and the fact that they are
ranked third in Canada. Windsor
have not played them before but
will be able to draw a little confidence from a goalless draw
they managed witb the second
ranked team in the land, Laurier,
earlier in the season.
The Lancers will be without
their first string goalie, Nikki
Turco, who is recovering from
knee surgery. Rita Battocchio
will take over in goal where she
bas been deputizing well for the
last four games.
With a victory over Queen's
on Friday, Windsor's next hurdle
will come in the shape of the
winner of the Toronto and McMaster game. If they manage to
win this as well, they, and the

other finalist will travel to McGill for the national championships.
In contrast to the women's
team, the men have been looking
forward to the playoffs for some
time. With two more victories
over the weekend they secured
top spot in the OUAA West
division and are very confident
that they will travel to Halifax
for the National Championships.
In the weekend games the
Lancers first trounced Waterloo
3-0 witb two goals from Steve
Calzavara and an additional
marker from John Roma. On
Sunday Calzavara scored the
only goal of the game as Brock
went down to a 1-0 scoreline.
In the playoff game on Sunday
Windsor will have faced close
rival Western. "We've already
beaten them twice by scores of 32 and 2-0," commented Coach
Pat McNeely. "We're very optimistic going into the game because its the first time throughout
the entire season tbat we've been
able to field our strongest team.
In the past things such as injuries
and suspensions have limited the
players we've been able to pick
for tbe games."
With a victory over Western
tbe Lancers move on to a game
Wednesday against the winner of
the Guelph and McMaster game.
If they manage to pull out
another win in this one they can
begin to pack their bags for the
much anticipated national championships in Halifax. With t.b.e
confidence and optimism in
McNelly's voice they would be
disappointed with anytbing short
of this accomplishment.
~

the University of Windsor, it cannot be used as a selling point to
potential recruits. Generally the
best players want to play for the
best teams. The revolving vicious
circle is that the team does not
win because it cannot recruit and,
it cannot recruit because it docs
not win. It is impossible for a
team in the OUAA to win if it
does not recruit well.
Windsor faces a number of intertwined and grass-roots barriers
to overcome for successful
recruiting to take place. This
unfortunate situation leaves
the Lancer football team
with limited potential
for future success.
The program will
likely strive to be
average
and
struggle
to
avoid inferiority.

[g

Football team wins again
David Gough
Sports Editor

With the OUAA football
regular season coming to a close,
the U of W Lancers played their
best football for the end, winning
their last two games including a
11-4 win over Waterloo in their
final game.
Toe Lancers did not dominate
against Waterloo, as they were
outgained in yards 464 to 192.
What won the game for the Lan-

October23

cers was the fact that they forced
the Warriors to tum over the ball
six times. Stacey Norton picked
off two passes, while Chris
Mitchell intercepted another.
To account for the Lancers
scoring were Kevin Bell with a
40 yard field goal, Andy Vasily
with a single and Norm Casola
caught a 31 yard touchdown pass
from Rob Zagordo with four
minutes left to break a 4-4 tie.
While the Lancers have to settle for missing the playoffs by
one game there bas been drastic
improvement. "We are turning
the comer, we have a young
team as most of our starters are
in their first or second year and
while we will miss those who are
graduating we are not losing a
good number," said bead coach
John Musselman.
Those who played their last
games as Lancers include Stacey
Norton, Wayne Campbell and
Ozzie Nethersole.
Depending on their academic
futures, (grad school, school of
education) Chris Mitchell, Rob

Z,.gordo, Norm Casola and Jeff
M:mchen may have also played
Uleir last games in a blue and
gold uniform.
Norm Casola made it to the
OUAA first team all-star as a slot
reciever. Casola was a deserving
choice as he lead the Lancers in
receiving.
Ozzie Nethersole was a second
team OUAA all-star, at the tailback
position.
Nethersole
finished third overall in rushing
in the OUAA. Nethersole moved
from a wide receiver postion
back to a running back spot and
responded well to the move.
Overlooked, was comerback
Wayne Campbell who deserved
to be on the OUAA all-star team.
Campbell was given the duty to
stop tbe opposing teams top
reciever and Campbell did this
week in and week out.
Campbell was so repected that
not many teams threw the football in his direction, and this
probably is why he was overlooked.
Musselman liked what be saw
in the past two weeks, declaring
that, "we kept at it and bounced
back, we improved in our confidence, we like the direction we
are going in."
The Lancers finished at 3-4
and missed the playoffs by one
game. The Lancers actually beat
a team that starts with a letter
other than Y, and many young
players gained valuable playing
experience that will be benificial
for next year.
All in all it was a positive step
for tbe Lancer football team as it
will be interesting year next year
as the Lancers move out of tbe
OUAA basement into a higher
rent district.
[g
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Runners Paul Self and Marnee Beamish and their coach Dennis Fairall. (photos by !AN GRAY)

Fairall unique in having 'team' concept

I
I
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David Gough
Sports Editor

The best cross-country runners
run naked, eat raw meat. and
sleep outside in the snow.
While the lditarod dog racers
are not allowed to run corn live-

ly in OUAA or OWIAA competition, cross-country runners are
still a differrent breed.
Cross-country and running in
general is known as a sport of individuals:
Jim
Ryan,
Bill
Rodgers, Frank Shorter, Roger
Bannister. It is also known as a
sport with a lot of free-spirits.
In the United States many
cross-country teams get a lot of
publicity for staging midnight
runs where they pay homage to
the ancient Olympics by running
nude. Others run in less competitive races in tuxedos, wedding
gowns, and other ludicrous garb.
Cross-country runners are dif-

ferent in that they run for long
stretch.es alone, where they can
gather their thoughts, and the
mind just seems to wander.
Cross-country running is an individual event where there usually is a huge number of loners due
to its solitary existence.
The Universliy of Windsor is
different but a good kind of different as head coach Dennis
Fairall explains, "our team is unique in that we realize the team
concept. In cross-country you run
as an individual but at the U of
W we created the team concept."
Team leader Paul Self explains
the team concept by using his
goatee as an example, "all the
men decided to grow goatees, it
is just something that pulls the
team together."
While it was rumoured that the
woman wanted to try to grow
goatees to be part of the team
concept, apparently it did not
work.
Self is having a tremendous

'UJord master'.)

year for the men as only two men
from the OUAA have beat him in
exhibition meets.
However, the Lancers have
been bitten by the injury bug as
Jason Petro and former crosscountry all-Canadian Jason Boyle
have been fighting nagging injuries.
With the CIAU's next week
and the OUAA's the past week,
Self did not even talk about bis
individual goals. Instead Self is
optimistic about bis team, "there
is no margin of error, if one of us
is off the team can pull it
through, we are pulling together,
we have no rookies as we are on
older team, yet it is hard to put it
all together."
The men are a bard team to
predict as they have been ranked
nationally as high as fourth and
have been unranked for a few
weeks, which is something that
bas not happened in three years.
The women's cross-country
team is ranked 6th nationally and

is considered likely to advance to
the CIAU's which are being held
next week in Halifax.
Crystal Garreu has been the
leader on the womens team and
should do well at the OWIAA's.
Michelle King, although not
seeing a lot of action in the exhibition season, and Jennifer
Graham who bas been consistant,
are also strong runners for the
women.
In discussing the team with
Marnee Beamish, a first year runner from Orillia, she describes it
as a tight-knit bunch. When
asked what the team has done for
fun she thinks and says, "well,
lets see, we all went over to
someone's house and we had a
pot-luck dinner."
While it may seem boring, the
Windsor team is close both on
the field and off.
Dennis Fairall is the head
coach who created this team concept and he wants it this way.
Runners encouraging other run-

ners, women pushing the men
and vice versa, veterans pushing
the rookies, and everyone having
fun.
Rookie
Marnee
Beamish
described Fairall by saying, "he
is a great coach, he takes care of
you, you are having fun yet you
are working hard, you don't
come to goof around. It creates
an atmosphere were you want to
come to practice everyday even
when it is cold and raining outside."
The U of W cross-country
program is unique, and thanks to
Dennis Fairall it is well
respected, but we should not take
it for granted and be thankful that
our athletes have the opportunity
to train under one of the best
coaches for track and aosscountry in any campus in
Canada.
The team concept not only
creates a nice atmosphere to run
in, it also produces winners both
on the field as well as off.
IQ
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Campus Ree offers ways to shape up
Dieting

By Kim Rocheleau
Personalized fitness programs

By Amanda Borysowytsch

are here to stay! Campus Ree introduced these programs one year
ago and there bas been a great
demand since.
Three different programs with
certified instructors are available.
The first program is geared for
beginners in the weight room.
Participants are shown bow to
use the equipment in the weight
training room in the St Denis
Centre, with time for practical
experience.
Proper
form,
knowledge of muscle groups and
avoidance of injury would be
stressed.
The second program is a personalized program tailored to
each participant's needs (reducing body fat, increase muscle
strength and/or mass, tone, etc.).
At the end of your appointment
participants will have the
knowledge and understanding to
carry on with their program on
their own.
The third program is a fitness
evaluation which focuses on ac-

Body fat increases our risk of
developing artery disease, high
blood pressure, type II diabetes
and certain types of cancer. Most
lose this extra body fat through
dieting. Most people who diet
eventually gain the weight back
and the dieting process begins
again. This pattern of weight cycling is more hazardous to your
health than simply staying fat.
Students especially will turn a
healthy desire to lose weight in to
an obsession with food and
weight said Dr. Barbara Abrebm.
Students who diet may be likely
to try unhealthy and ineffective
practices, such as taking diet
pills, fasting, and even vomiting
after food-binges.
The solution to all this binging
followed by guilt and selfdeprecitation is good nutrition.
"Developing realistic and attainable eating and exercising
routines," said Campus Ree coordinator Sandra Ondraka, is the

cessing your muscular endurance, muscular strength, body
fat, BMI, V02, flexibility etc...
Results are then explained and
a personalixed fitness program
follows. Campus Ree also offers
a computerized nutrition analysis
which would complement any
exercise program.
These great opportunities are
open to all staff, faculty and students of the University of
Windsor.
Appointments
are
scheduled at any time that is convenient for you! A small fee for
each program is involved.
For more information or to
book your appointment please
call ext 2449 or ext 2456.

key. How fit we are is reflection
on how good we feel about ourselves. As always Campus Ree
offers you a variety of fitness
classes and personalized weight
training counselling.

6 on 6 co-ed volleyball
By Rob Woolcock
The fall semester started off
with the largest particiapation
ever, 34 teams. We are now half
way into the season with Croatia
l leading the way.
Co-ed 3 on 3 Volleyball Oct. 18
TEAM
GPW L P
Team Sbkank
6 6 0 12
Ex Marines
6 6 O 12
BarCode
6 4 2 8
Shredd
6 4 2 8
The Searcher
6 4 2 8
2 Spikes & a dyke 6 3 3 6
Fraud on Court
5 2 3 4
Chem
6 1 5 2
The Bridge Bunch 6 1 5 2
Cartier
6 1 5 2
Cartier Hall
5 0 5 0

Men's Intramural Soccer
TEAM
W
Windsor Europa
3
Alumni Engineers
3
Unwanteds
2
Hooligans
2
HFC
1
Huron United
O
SupremeLaw
O
Alsalm
O

HERE'S A COURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS

POOLl

W
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
O

NoNames
Shooters
Matt's Team
Rule of Law
Varsity Outfitters
Alpha Sigma Chi
Law Pistons
Cartier Hall

POOL2
BBG/XPP
Machine-#8
AWOL
Law Kings
Fire & Ice
Blind Fury
Cody Commands
# Seven

4
4
3
2
1
1
1

ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD
& BREADSTICKS

Western
Toronto
Laurier
Guelpb

Final Football
WL
6 1
6 1
5 2
4 3

LANCERS

3 4

Waterloo
3 4
McMaster
1 6
York
0 7
Men OUAA west
final soccer standings
WL T p

LANCERS

Coming Up

8 2 2 18

McMaster
6 3 3 15
Western
6 6 0 12
Laurier
4 4 3 11
Guelph
3 4 5 11
Brock
3 6 2 8
2 5 3
Waterloo
Women OWIAA west
final soccer standings
WL T p
Laurier
8 0 4 20
McMaster
6 2 4 16
Western
5 3 4 14

LANCERS

s

Guelph
Brock
Waterloo

4 6 2
3 7 2
0 8 3

4 3 13

Lancer Football
Record for past 10 years

$5.95

6
4

Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a University of Windsor student or
staff member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with your choice of marinara, tomato or meat sauce. Plus
unlimited fresh garden salad
and warm garlic breadsticks.
It's all just $5.95. And you
don't have to be a moth
, z..,
major to figure out that
that's a great deal.
ITALIAN
RESTAURANf
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WHERE ALL THE BEST OF ITALY Is YOURS*
2491 Ouellette Ave (north of Eugenie Ave)
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Standings

Results

Men's Basketball Nov S 6
Univ. of Michigan-Dearborn
tournament
Men's Volleyball
Nov 3 Waterloo
Men's Hockey
Nov 5, 6 at Alabama-Huntsville
Women's Basketball
Nov 6, 7 at Queens
Womens Volleyball
Nov 3 Waterloo
Nov 5, 6 at Lakehead

T
0
0
0
1
0
I 2

Men's Basketball, Oct. 25

STATS SHEET
Swimming
atMcMaster
Oct 21
Men 2nd overall
Women 2nd overall
Men's Basketball
Oct22
Lancers95, Alumni75
(Jeff Nekk:ers 27)
Women's Basketball
at Ryerson
Oct 22. 23, 24
Lancers 61 , Brandon 45
(Wendy Langley 15)
Concordia 62, Lancers 47
(Nancy Gyurcsik 21)
McMaster 67, Lancers 42
(Nancy Gyurcsik 15)
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The changing faces of Canada
B A I M·ttr
I
Y . r en
m

Special to the Lance

As I sit here watching the new
leaders of Canada being elected
- the leaders of the 1990's, I
wonder if Canadians are voting
for a new vision of Canada, or if
they are simply casting a vote for
anger.
I truly believe it is a vote for
anger. So far, the Conservatives
have been decimated to two
seats, and the NDP to nine.
This is what looks likely to
make up the smallest section in
the new look House of Commons.
Canadians have looked at the
last nine years of Tory rule, and
decided that enough is enough.
The Tories were given two chances, and they somehow managed
to blow them both.
Voters in Ontario, and other
NDP run provinces have decided
to take the NDP and their policies
and throw them out the window.
Canadians have decided that the
NDP' s idea of spend, spend,
spend, will not, and bas not
worked.

Therefore, this bnngs us to the
last three main parties. Toe
L'be al
tl h Id'
1 r s are presen y . o mg
177 seats; good enough for a
majority; with the Reform jumping up to tie the BQ at 53 seats.
The night is still long.
Liberals are obvioiusly the
choice of Canadians now, determined half way through Ontario.
At one time, they were sweeping
Ontario of all 99 seat.<;. Canadians
obviously believe in Chretien,
they believe in bis plan, and
believe in bis team.
The Bloc Quebecois is the
choice of Quebec. The people of
Quebec believe the separatist
leader' s promises of getting the
most out of Canada, for Quebec.
Either that, or they have given up
any hope of an englisb leader's
promises to work out Quebec's
situation. Bouchard bas openly
admitted that he doesn't want any
of Canada's votes, just those of
Quebec.
Reform provides us with an interesting perspective. Besides
seemingly being the choice of
Canada's youth, it is also on the
receiving end of Canadian's

votes; the votes in which people
are venting their anger. If it isn't
I
·
·
peop e voung to show theu anger
at the last few years of Tory rule,
it is people who believe the
Reform Party is there to, and
willing Lo make changes. Some
Canadians believe Reform will
give them a new hope for the future. Their party and campaign
was not without blemishes; nor
was any other party; and this was
reflected in their policies on
health care, immigration, and
women's issues. They seemed to
hit home to a lot of Canadians
though, with their promised attacks on the deficit, unemployment
insurance,
and
the
justice/criminal system.
In Windsor, and surrounding
areas, it was a Liberal sweep.
Reformer's seem like they will
finish a noticeable second overall. The automaker's seem to
have mainly dumped the NDP,
and jumped to other parties. If
there is a sad part to Windsor's
results in the election, it involves
Steven Langdon. He belonged to
the NDP, and bas faught for his
riding, in parliament, for many

All's well that Orwells
By Braun McAsh
Special to the Lance

Damn .. . this is going to buy
me some vituperation, I know it.
It's an ugly situation, but I've
been fed something that. as e e
cummings once noted, you cannot eat, so ... Herstory.
One caveat, your honour, and
then on. The idea of teaching that
women are man· s equal and that
they have contributed immeasurably to society since the
crust cooled is entirely laudable
and bloody well overdue. But
"herstory?"
Now the last time I looked, the
word 'history' had nothing whatsoever to do with gender - its
etymology derives from the
Greek histor meaning 'to know'.
Here is a word, blissfully free
of genitalia that has been forced
to undergo a reassignment of
gender- a verbal sex-c~ang~, ~
it were - because of a hngu1suc
misinterpretation.
Ungood. Doubleplus ungood.
Toe Newspeak of the politically
correct is the balkanization of the
language by the socially indignant. One of the main things that
makes commonality of a language is a multilateral agreement
on meaning.
But if you ignore the true
meaning and etymological evolution that produced a word, eventually what you get is the "Three
C's": Current Cultural Colloquialism.
Words mean whatever the
most aggressive lobby says they
mean and if my group can shout
down' yours, next year they'll
mean something else.
It is current vogue that anything containing a perceived masculine gender be subjected to
lexographic castration. Harken to
Random House: "Man: a human
being .. . in contexts in which
sexual distinctions are not
relevant." So I guess the question
becomes one of appropriate
relevance.
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a card ...
years. He was outspoken to bis
It also scares me knowing the
fellow New Democrats, namely BQ will be the official opposiBob Rae, and always gave his all tion. They are a threat not to be
in politics. I feel he was the most taken lightly. They are entitled to
deserving of any l\1DP candidate their place in government, but as
to win his/her seat back.
official opposition, they could do
I believe in a Canada as a more damage to Canada than, as
whole, with 10 provinces, and some believe, the Reform party
two territories.
could.
It is made up of a variety of
Let's see, 1:30am, and the
Yiultures. and peoples. It is sym- results are in; Liberals 178 seats,
S~;,birds, Bryan AoaY.i~ ~ BQ 54. Reform 52, NDP 8, PC 2.
kindness and friendliness other seat Ontario 1'11nsnd9nt with I
nations see in Canadians, and all Liberals, and l Reformer. This
other aspectS Canadians see in looks like the Italian-slyle
government everyone predicted.
themselves.
I sit and wonder though, if Foreign investor's predicted,
Canadians five years from now seem to have wanted, and seem
will be happy with the Liberals, to have gotten a Liberal majority.
l wish Chretien and the
and if they will provide with
Liberals good luck, and I hope all
regard to their promises.
If not, will we just elect the the new faces in the Canadian
PC's back in again; if the party parliament, is what Canadians
remains in tact; and complain wanted. If not, we might be in for
IQ
about the Liberals? It seems each a long five years.
Arlen Mifflin is a Year I busielection, we just go back and
ness student at U of W.
forth, PC's to Liberals.

''To think clearly is a
necessary first step '
towards
political
regeneration.''
- George Orwell.

around campus

I

Want to send your local rabbi
into V-tach? Whip on him the
concept of a Shebrew. How about
Herpanic? Will chemists recognize the substance C5/H9/N3 as a
herstamine? Can the legislature
be convinced of a Womynitoba?
His-and-Herzegovina?
I predict an eventual backlash
based on the same logic: a lobby
will spring forth to eradicate from
the language all words containing
the sexist 'she' and 'her.'
Ergo, lifting a heavy weight
will give one a hisnia.
.
Anyone rejecting proscnbed
religious doctrine shall be
proclaimed a himetic.
Anything airtight will be hismetically sealed, and Australian
ranches will feature beep. And of
course. Sherbet will become
hebet.

Of course these pro~sals. are
absurd! But 'herst?ry denves
from the same log1_c. ~e idea
that terms have tesu~les is utter
bathos. Words, unlike govemments, have no more power over
you than you allow them t~ have
and no_ one but you can mvest
them with m?re.
.
That society . ~e~ogmze the
equality and credibthty of women
is morally necessary. But to s~bdivide
the
language
like
monogr~ed bath towe~ only
serves to al1e~ate and polanze..
Enough said. I ~ now gom~
to have a cock~ .. . and. if
anyone pl~s on domg anything
to that particular wor~ I really
don't care to hear_about tt. . []

Braun McAsh 1s a professwnal
writer and actor from B.C. .currently engaged as a guest anist at
the School ofDramaiic An.

How do you feel about gayResb,an courses at Uof W?
"Hopefully, this class will educat~ those who
feel that gays and lesbians are different
people."
Glen Parent
year Il Engineering

..
"Since most prejudice is
bas~ on ignorance, the provision of ~cc~rate
information may serve to reduce irrat10nal
fear."
Alexandra Booth
year IV Criminology

•1 guess tt there is an interest in the course,
then why not? The more selection of courses
the better." ,
Jamie Mutch
year III Special B. Co

"l don't see why it would be a problem. We
have courses about everything else.
Laura Cooper
year m Psychology

Sick of hearing
about Womyn's
Centre
Dear Editor,

I am writing this letter in
reponse to the many articles that I
have read in the Lance about
womens issues and about the
Womyn' s Centre.
I am extremely tired of bearing
about the Womyn's Centre strive
for acceptance and respect on
campus.
It seems to me that their constant harping about womems issues are not only annoying, bul
do not reflect the feelings of all
women on campus.
I am a woman and I am a
strong advocate of many
womens' issues. I agree with
many of lhe conflicts lhat women
are fighting against today, but I
do not agree wilh some issues
that the Womyn's Centre bas put
forth to the women of this institution.
I know they have a clear justification for changing lhe 'e' to a
'y' in lhe word women but really.
is not this a little severe? Does
the Womyn's Centre wish to
alienate themselves from all
men? Do they want the image of
being hardcore feminisls who
wish to completely separate
themselves from the whole male
race?
I thought we were striving for
equality not alienation between
the sexes. Give lhe men !-Omc
credit. Though
they have
repressed us for years. they are
slowly coming around and maybe
including them in some of the
Womyn's Centre activities would

respect, then maybe they should inflated need for abortion clinics.
educate tbe men on their issues as The problem is not so simple as
forgetfulness.
well.
Tracy Sampson
I appreciate that there is a
Womyn's Centre on campus and
that they are there for a good Scapegoating
cause, but I have to wonder what
is their goal? With the attitude diverts attention
that they are setting forth now, its
no wonder their flyers are being from issues
Dear Editor,
vandalized.
This letter is in response to
Candice Pascbalidis
Chris Cecile' s article entitled
Right Uses Gays as Scapegoat. I
Abortion needed
was very pleased to see this article. Only through education and
until we reach
discussion can the rigbt's ignorance and pious doctrine be
equality
revealed.
Dear Editor,
I bad the priviledge of attendI would like to thank Michelle
Burridge for her leuer that ing a One in Ten [a local group
reminded all womyn that our for gay teens] meeting and was
choices begin in the bedroom, not proud of the membership's support for one another, gays and
the abortion clinic.
However, I am concerned lesbians, as well as, the strong
about her portrayal of womyn. I conviction to educate the comwould just like to clarify that all munity regarding the issues gays
womyn, who willingly engage in and lesbians encounter as a result
sex, can necessarily negotiate of homophobic attitudes in ·our
sex. When people talk about a culture.
I am a gay male who is the sole
woman not being able to
negotiate sex they are usually custodial parent of two children. I
referring to rape. However, it is am all too well aware of the ignorance and misinformation
more profound than rape.
Not being able to negotiate sex generated by homophobic perbas a wide range of outcomes. It sons towards gays and lesbians.
Sexual orientation does not
is asking your partner to wear a
dictate a person's moral supecondom and he refuses.
Il is being married to a man riority, parenting skills, or exwho refuses to accept bis role in clusivity to possessing family
contraception. It is also having a values.
My children are taught to
partner who bas a different belief
differences
system then you do, and does not respectindividual
allow birth control of any sort. It regarding race, religion.gender.
is more than rape, it is not being and sexual orientation. In short
they are taught love not hate.
equal with your partner.
Scapegoating diffe
d
In a world where there is no
an 1eselate rape or wife assault, I woul
, only diverts attention from
l
·
· y until men the real social issues of poverty,
and womyn are equal in and out discrimination, and the perpetuaof the bedroom there will be an tion of patriarchal dominance.

Until all persons are seen as
equal, each possessing the same
rights and priviledges, resolution
of these social issues will be impeded.

l(Vs:,.,.ilOYNffl

Social Science

No mayhem at
DOA concert
Dear Editor,

Was Sanjay Lakhana even at
the D.O.A. concert? He was not
only inaccurate, be blatently
stereotyped the other people in D'l>2<~)Q
attendance. How dare be claim [X)'!~!(l?QGi
that there were only "punkers and
white supremecists"! There were
no "slam dancers". Where was K'Y'l~lwl.
the "all-out mayhem"?
There were eight people standing in front of the stage bobbing
their beads and one burnout dancing in a circle. It was bad enough IX>i:'.>e!I
that Windsor would not acknowledge one of the greatest punk
bands ever and that they would
pass up a chance to see them, but
Sanjay went one step further and
insulted the people who did show
up.
We "white supremecists" feel
that Sanjay should open his eyes
and get some journalistic integrity, for the next event he
covers.
Sean Gammon
Tim McCloskey
(Actual Attendees)

WINDSOR'S
MOST GAY
POSITIVE BAR
Just take the
Crosstown #2 to
Windermere St.
Tuesday--

Poor Boy Nite
Wednesday --

Euchre Tournament
Friday & Saturday -

Come in and dance your buns off
Fundraising Fridays -

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1

Cover just $2.00 or $1.00
with a canned good for
Goodfellows of Windsor

8:00 P.M.

CHRYSLER THEATRE
(CLEARY INTERNATIONAL CENTRE)

[ID
.....__c.k•e..,,•

RESERVED SEATING $22.50-$24.50 (INC. GST)
CONTACT THE BOX OFFICE LOCALLY AT 252-6579,
OR LONG DISTANCE 1-800-387-9181
THE CLEARY INTERNATIONAL CENTRE, 201 RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST, WINDSOR
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a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be subm11ted in writing and include a phone contact
Please send submissions to: 7ne Lance; Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N98 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Ofversiona,

Tuesday, November 9
Assumption University Chapel invites
everyone for Mass starting at 5:00 pm
followed by a cost supper.
• OPUS (Organization of Part-time
University Students) invites all part-time
students to a class rep meeting at 5:00
pm in the CAW Student Centre
Boardroom, a light supper will be served.
For more information call 971-3603.

welcome all individuals to Islamic Week
on the 10th and 11th in the CAW Centre,
M.S.A. will be there to answer questions
and address comments regarding Islam .
Jewish Students' Organization will be
going to see Chaim Potok at the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbour, for
tickets and transportation information
contact Sharon at 977-6127.

l Department of Geology presents Dr.
Brian J. Fryer, Dean of Science, and
Professor of Geology,
University of
Windsor,
the
presentation will
take place in
Room 302 of
Memorial Hall at
Capitol
4:00pm.

On Tuesday, November 9, the
Theatre presents "Promised Land," a
performance piece that is the result of an
international co-production by
Montreal-based Les Deux Mondes and
Turin, Italy's Teatro Dell-Angolo.
This work recently won the Governor
General's National Arts Centre Award,
and tickets are just $10, $8 for students.
Call the Capitol box office, 253-7729 for
more information.
Wednesday, November 10
® Women's Basketball vs Siena Heights
begins at 6:30 pm at the St. Denis Centre.
® Men's Basketball vs Siena Heights
begins at 8:30 pm also at the St. Denis

Centre.
• The Reform Club meets at 6:00 pm at the
Grad House, New members are
welcome.

/E 'Leaving Home• by David French will be
presented from the 10th to the 14th, the
play begins at 8:00 pm at Essex Hall
Theatre, closing Sunday curtain time is at
2:00 pm.
• Out On Campus, a group for lesbian, gay
and bisexuals, will be having a meeting at
8:00 pm at Iona College, 208 Sunset,
New Members are Welcome.

i, Gurdjieff-Ouspensky weekly Wednesday
night readings from,"The Psychology of
Man's Possible Evolution." University of
Michigan-Mason Hall, Rm.2440, at 7:30
pm, for more information call
313/697-6651.

l Gisela Labouvie-Vief(Department of
Psychology,WSU) will speak on
"Metaphors of Mind: Images and Stories
Underlying Gender ldentrty.", begins at
noon in the Faculty/Administration
Building, room 3339.
• Muslim Students Association(M.S.A.)

Thursday,
November 11
• lntervarsity
Christian
Fellowship will be
having a meeting
at 5:30 pm in the
Oak Room.the
topic is Mercy and
Grace, Everyone
is invited.

l OPRIG (Ontario
Public Interest
Research Group)
Windsor's free film series hosts, "The
Valour and the Horror," the WWII
documentary banned by CBC, screening
upstairs at the Grad House, with history
Professor Ian Pemberton to mederate
discussion afterward , for more
information call 977-0253.

Friday, November 12
® Men's Volleybal vs Brock begins at 6:00
pm and Women's Volleyball vs Brock
begins at 8:00 pm at the St. Denis Centre.
§ A Benefit for the Caravan to El Salvador
begins at 7:00 pm at the Trumbull
Theatre, 4208 Trumbull Avenue in
Detroit, there will entertainment, dancing
and food, come early for a good seat, for
information call 832-0395 or 832-6203.
§ A Gatering of Friends, Third World
Resource Centre 1lth annual dinner, will
take place at Holy Name of Mary Parish
Hall, 711 McEwan Avenue, there will be
acash bar at 6:00 pm and a dinner at 7:00
pm.

I

from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm at Assumption
University, cost is S10 00, for information
call 973-7034.
• The Windsor Board and Roleplaying
Gaming Society meets in the Rose Room
of Vanier Hall from 12:00 pm to 11 :OOpm
every Saturday.

l The Capitol Theatre and Arts Centre
presents Ken Whiteley live in concert, the
show begins at 2:00 pm and tickets are
only S7.50, for more information call
253-7729.

® Hockeyvs York begins at 3:30pm at Adie
Knox Arena.

Assumption University Chapel has Mass
begining at 10:30 am and at 4:30 pm
Craft Show at Edward St. Neighbourhood
and Senior Centre from l 1:00 am to 4:00
pm, for information call Jennifer at
945-7426.

Monday, November 15
The Teen Health Centre and the Lung
Association of Essex County are holding
a campaign to help young people kick the
tobacco habit, the workshop begins at
4:00 pm at the feen Health Centre, for
more information call Rosalind Peck at
253-8481.
A Blood Donor Clinic will take place from
1:00 pm to 8:00 pm at the Windsor
Branch, 3909 Grand Marais Road East,
come and give some blood.

l At 7:30 pm at St Agustine House, 172
Patricia St., Canterbury College, there will
be a panel of people who have been
involved in nonviolent action of have
knowledge of nonviolent theory, the panel
will discuss nonviolent action, Civilian
Based Defence, and the application and
implementation of CBD in Canada.

Tueasday, November 16
l The Windsor Society of Criminology
presents, "A Different View", an informal
discussion with four individuals who know
the system from the inside, it begins at
7:00 pm 1n Mme. Vanrer Lounge (lower
level), Admission for club members-1
canned food item and 2 for non members
Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
/E Visual and performing arts
l Lectures, seminars, etc.

® The Lancer Volleyball Classic begins at

• Club and society meetings

® Hockey vs Brock begins at 7:30 pm at
Adie Knox Arena.
Retreat/Workshop, What's A Body To
Do?, Issues of intimacy and sexuality

The Moose has a
new manager, p. 5.
A sculpture worth
its weight in salt,
p. 10.
Lancer team
aiming high, p. 12.
Long arm of the
literary law.
Censorship at the
border, see
centrespread

Sunday, November 14

Saturday, November 13
10:00 am at the St. Denis Centre.

STUDENTS FOR ACTION • ACTION FOR STUDENTS
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Detail from The Law(s) of the West by
Vittorio Sbrocca. The exhibition is at
Artcite, 109 University Ave West,
until November 14.

Notices, demonstrations

§ Socials, parties. mixers.
® Sportrng events
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OPEN FROM 11 :30 am - 1am DAILY
CLOSED 7pm -8pm DAILY
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
i
(come watch it !!)
t
OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
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Watch for our new calender of events for January.
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TICKETS ~10.00, ORDER BY PHONE: 253-7729
VISA and MASTERCARD Accepted
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. The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press.
1. The LancereOJgmzes the diversity inethnicity, culture, gender,sexual
onentat1on, age, physical and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and rfflect it inour content.
2. By examining issues and d11ferenl perspectJVes other media avoid,
the Lance recognizes that many disadvantaged groups 1n society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm our respons,bihty to give
these groups voice and recogmbon.

Teachers n1ay strike,
to save our schools

Tories get taste of own medicine
The party's over for the Conservatives and the NDP. Literally.
Odd how it bas ea.ken their almost complete decimation for the two
btg losers in the federal election to start thinking about changing the
rules on party status. A party must hold 12 seats in the House of Commons to receive official status, and with it, extra research funding and
question period time.
And what the parties a.re realizing is that without these privileges, it
v.ill be hard for them to make themselves beard in the House. And for
the Tories, sponsors of such legislation as bill C-114 which makes
randiclates put up funds to run in the election. it is a bitter irony that
they are now railing against a system of exclusion they helped to
create.
Ironic, but also an important lesson. It's about time the require111tnts for party status are changed so that all parties elected to the
House have equal access to the resources there to gee their messages
t10~s. And it's about time that we stop giving the big parties unfair
!:onuses for getting a certain level of seats, and create a plural, but
equal, fonn of government.
Looks good on you Kimmy!
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culturally, poht,cally and econom1cally disadvantaged groups. In
addition, we oppose the abuse of power many form.
4.· The Lance will not pnnt matenal !hat 1s sex1s~ rac1s~ age1s~
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economically disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the prohferation of conventional and
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from genume human needs.
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As !be Windsor public school system heads closer to a strike, the

"'ices of reaction are
already rising in protest: "Children are the iniv
trik ,,
oocent victims of as e.
Will students be banned in any work stoppage? Of course they will,
and no one understands that better than their teacher~.
But !bat is only one reason for teachers to avoid one. They also
worry about the loss of income during a strike, and know they will
rake the greater part of blame from the public.
Teachers are not eager for a strike, but one appears inevitable.
Board demands for wage rollbacks and layoffs go beyond the terms
ofllte province's social contract. In its effort to prove fiscal responiibility and curry favour with taxpayers, the board is ready to scuttle
relations with educators.
fl°s a short-sighted approach.
If the board succeeds in increasing class sizes and discouraging new
1cachers from coming into the system, it will not win friends among
[llfents and those who care about education.
Instructor-co-student ratios are a great concern at university, but are
even more important for younger pupils who require closer supermion. and for their teachers, who must provide discipline, counsellmo and encertamment along with the cla~sroom curriculum.
If today, we find teachers have gone on strike, we should not be
quick to condemn them. In the quality of our educatio~ lies our ~utu~e.
Ii acouple weeks without classes heads off the board s agenda, 11 will
rrove worth ii.
Another group that will he inconvenienced by a strike is Windc;or's
cducatic,n students, now in the middle of practice teaching.
The university bas minimized the consequences by pre-arranging
placements in the separate system and other jurisdictions. With
flexibility hy the students and planning by the faculty, even a
~olonged strike wi!J not jeorpa.rdize their semester.

3. The Lance 1s committed to acting against the oppression of socially,

Mistakes appeared in the

··article Old punk$ never die.

Tbey jusi play at Veritg~.
Sanjay Lalchana in the
Oct 25 issue of the La'fl<:e.
l)y

T.he article should have
read, "The small crowd,
slam dancers and lack of

all--out mayhem killed the

e'lent.'· AIS-O, it should
have read that there were
"a handful of white
snpremists."

The mistake resulted in a
letter to lhe editor which
addressed the error, not the
author's original intent.
The Lance apologizes for
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any pr-Oblems this may
have caused.
farors of fact are corrected in the issue following being brought to our
attention. Differences of
opinion may be addressed
in a leue.r to the editor.

LETIERS TO THE EDITOR (can't on page 15)

Red Cross does

broad social
screening
Dear Editor,

I wasn't surprised to read that
the Red Cross has a policy of
refui.ing blood from gay men.
since my friend had her blood
donation refused at last year's
blood drive because she admitted
to having taken the HlVab test
on their questionnaire. My friend
had tested negative after a ninemonth abstinence from unprotected sex (a minimun of
three months is recommended co
account for a possible "window
period"), and acted responsibly
in getting tested (with her
boyfriend, at the beginning of
their relationship). So the social
st,eening - unofficially, at least is even hroader than last week's
editorial suggested. It's a tenible
shame for the Red Cross to be
turning such donations away,
ba.,ed on social stereotypes.
Julie Cook
4th Year English

Risk of disease
at issue
Dear Editor,

So it seems a gay male was
··denied access to giving blood"
because of his sexual orientation,
and then proceeded to slander the
Red Cross for revenge. I wa,;;
shocked and disgusted after reading that bullshit editorial! The
Red Cross docs not have
"prejudiced and homophobic
views again'>t gay men", what
they have is common sense!!! Of
course they will refuse a member
or a group who is at a high risk
of having a transmissible disea-.c
- the safety of the hlooJ supply
is of the utmost importance.
The Red Cross will also refuse
hlood from I. V. drug ah users

who use unstcrile needles, and
they'd refuse my blood if I told
them I bad unprotected sexual intercourse with every woman in
sight! Again, the issue here is the
safety of the donated blood, not
your sexual preference.
The Red Cross does practice
..systematic weeding out", but it
is not based on sexual
preference, it is based on the risk
of having a transmissible diseac;e.
Sorry buddy. but you weren't unjustly persecuted. I - and I'm
sure that all sensible, intelligent
people well agree with me hope that the Red Cross· s standards and concern for the general
population does not succwnb to
this blind, mindless example of a
spurned member of a special-interest group.
Ron Graydon
B. Comm.

Blood safety
can't be
compromised
Dear Editor,

The mobile blood clinic at the
university on Oct. 26 and 27 was
well attended. We collected 321
units of blood. Our thanks to the
Nursing Society especially Krista
Duboy, the CAW Student Centre
staff who a,;;sisted us with the
setup and the many students.
faculty and staff who took the
time to visit us. The Dracula
Award was won by the Faculty
of Science with 4.5% of those
regic;tered attending.
Blood donors are screened to
ensure thar they are in good
health . TI1is is for their protection
and for the protection of those
who will receive t.he blood. The
donor health assessment questionnaire helps the Red Cross
identify those ind1viduali. who
meet I.he criteria for a successful
blood donation and to coun..,el
those who put themselves at risk

contracting transm1ss1ble disease....
The safety of the blood supply
cannot be compromised. We
hope those who were unable to
donate while we were at the
university understand I.he necessity of maintaining a safe blood
supply. One never knows when it
will he needed.
Margaret A. Bryant
Manager
Blood Donor Recruitment

Logic, not
emotion, thicker
than blood
Dear Editor,

Red Cross bloodv choosy, a
short bit in the Nov. I issue of
the lance was a bi1 reactionary.
Combining the facts that 80 percent of all HIV positive cases are
gay males. and the Red Cross's
long standing and earned reputation as a humanitarian organization. one might be led to believe
that the decision made was based
on being humanitarian to the
receivers of the blood.
Thanks
to
the
gay
community's efforts at educational awareness people a.re final!y ·starting to realize that we are
faced with an epidemic that will
nOL be casually curable, but easily preventable. I'm sure that 1s
where the Red Cross's decision
to refuse blood from gay men
(and intravenous drug users)
came from.
Although gay right, is an emotional issue. decisions for action.
editorial or otherwise. should be
based on logic. Now that the
AIDS issue and gay rights have
ticcn forced out in the open.
through the cooperative effort-; of
many groups. the next step is institutl! the pmvcn mecharmm ot
social change, time and educallcm.
Todd W. Roy

-
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A far cry froni justice
By Darren McLennan

-

Everybody is WELCOME!

"Advanced" western nations pride themselves on a fair system of
justice based on the credo "innocent until proven guilt(' Yet Crimes
of an extreme politcall> incorrect nature cause hystena that, a11 100
frequently turns pubhc officials, police and interest groups into lynch
mobs.
Witness the case of John Dcmjanjuk, accused of being "Ivan lhe
Terrible," a Nazi gas chamber operator who tortured victims on lhetr
way to death. In a case of justice turned upsidcdown, DemJanjuk was
stripped of his US citi,enship without trial and extradited to Israel 1n
1981. After a media-circus trial that resembled a Cold War-era
tribunal, he was sentences to death in 1988.
Now, five years later, the 73 year old retired auto worker ha5 been
aquitted and is finally able to return home.
Demjanjuk has spent seven years i~ near solitary confinement
under the auspices of justice. But what Justice are these people la!};.
ing about'!
A major argument used by those who want tum burned _at the stak,
wa<; that he should be an example to those who commit atroeitie:..
every where But wh} should any free thinking individual be ma.:.
the example) Say, for arguments sake, that he was Ivan and that he
was a member of your family and had been an honest, reformed
citizen for 16 years.
The pomt is that our justice system should be about fauness and
corrections, not simpl} using pnson time and execution lo place a;
equivalent value on crime and ruthlessly hunting the perpetrator\ 10
make them pay society back. Besides, would not being an active social and economic contributor do more to pay society back than being
held in a cage or executed'?
DemJanJuk is going to be released and sent back to the US. where
officials said they arc willing to take him back, despite pressure from
groups who wanted to have the aquitted man barred. The Israeli
government nearly caved in to pressure from lobbyists and stalled b
release, but a panel of three judges decided not to retry him S11x,
then, right-wing groups are threatening to take the law mto therr 0111.
hands. '"He will one day be killed by good Jews and not by corrupt
Jews like we have in the high court, He'll be dead in a short periodif not m Israel, somewhere else
but be will be dead," said one right
wing leader, who felt he was speaking in the name of all that is gooo
and just.
It's time the Nazi-bunters put their skills and resources into defeating today's neo-Nazi movement and give up hunting withered old
men who would probably have landed themselves in jail by now if
they weren't refonned. Let DemJanjuk live out his retirement m
peace. There is no statutre of limitations on murder, but good seno.,e
and human compassion should oiutweigb the leuer of the law.
f
Darren Mclennan ,s a studenr journalist wtth The Manitoban m
tile University of Manitoba. Tlus piece printed with permission of rht

Canadian Universitv Press.

MADAME VANIER LOUNGE 8:00pm • I0:30pm
·D~CU~~ ~IUDtNi HOU~ NG CONCtRN~ &PROPO~tD RtCOMtNDAIION~
.roR rURIHtR NrO, CONlACl JOHN CltMtN~ OR CORCY lHOMP~ON Al:
lHt ~Ac orr cc~ Al 971-3626 (ext 3626)
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CAMPUS CLIPS
SAC's annual Food Drive started up last week and promises to be

retter than ever according to Human Rights Coordinator Les Banks.
Students are asked to contribute non-perishable food items to be
donated a local Windsor outreach program, to ensure everyone in
Windsor hac; enough to eat this Christmas.
Banks is encouraging donations by organizing a competition between residences to see who can collect the most food, getting the
·rood van' back on campus, and holding a special pub night where students give food donations instead of a cover charge. In addition, Banks
plans to contact local grocery stores and CAW representatives to get
!hem involved in the giving.
Students can also clear out their closets and contribute to a clothing
drive which has been added to the human rigbLc; adgenda, in cooperation with the Social Science Society. Drop off spots will be located
around the campus, including in the CAW Student Centre and residences until Dec. 10.

After a month of confusion, the
Moose Pub may be getting back
on track.
Several weeks ago, pub
patrons were devastated that
hours were cut when long time
manager Dave Benusa was
forced to step down due to health
rea..ons. Since then SAC bas
changed plans for the Moose
Pub's hours several times, considering closure on Friday and
Saturday evenings just last
Thursday.
By hiring an interim manager,
Amanda Heiser, to take over
duties at the Moose Pub on
Nov. I, SAC intends to alleviate
problems with the organization.
Heiser ha'> over 20 years of bar
related experience, most of which
were spent at the Dominion
House.
Kevin Soucie, SAC's VP
Finance. said that Heiser has been
hired on a contract basis, and will
remain as manager of the Moose
Pub until the end of the 1993-94
school year SAC hopes to start
advertising for a permanent
manager by the end of this
month, and Soucie said that
"Heiser will be free to apply
along with any other interested
applicants."
The duties of the manager will
remain the same, but all reporting
and financial aspects have been
taken over by SAC's Finance
Department. Soucie said this was
done to allow the manager to " get
back to the ba,;ics of managing."

As for future activities at the
Moose Pub, Soucie said that
"with a new face come new
ideas," and that SAC would be
incorporating some of Heiser' s
ideas and creative input into the
Moose Pub's agenda.
According to Heiser. the
Moose Pub will intensify the
focus on students so "they don't
need to go to bars off campus to
be entertained."
Some of the plans which
Heiser bas for the pub include
live bands, theme nights with
special D.J.'s, residence nights,
and Monday Night Football parties. Heiser also hopes that
student's "come to her with any
suggestions they may have about
what the Moose Pub should be
doing."
Since taking over, Heiser has
already made one significant
change to operations. It will now
be open on Friday nights. though
SAC is sticking to their decision
to keep the pub closed on Saturdays.
SAC decided to close the eub
on weekends following Benusa's
resignation.
According to Soucie. •Friday
and Saturday nights "have proven
to be unsuccessful in the past."
But Heiser said that m part
problems have been a result of
overstaffing. and with the proper
promotion. opening on Fridays
will be "in the best interest of
everybody involved."
Third year political science
student Kevin Price is concerned
ahout SAC's policies about
weekend hours as well. Price

said, "maybe it is time to review
marketing strategies when they
can't attract enough business to
stay open on weekends."
As for the pub's staff, Soucie
said that they "had adjusted and
bad been very helpful.·· He also
explained that the changes have
not affected staff a great deal
..though some hours have been
lost."
One staff member disagrees,
saying that he does not understand why they had to change the
hours of operation along with the
managers. The staff member
simply said he would "rather
work more than one shift a
week."
One casualty of the changes is
that club bookings will not be accepted until next semester.
Sharon O'Flaheny. president
of the Black Srudent'i Alliance.
said that it is unfortunate that
clubs lost out on a large source of
funding. ··1t·s crazy. SAC should
start doing their joh of pub
management."
Deselyn Jules. VP Public Relations of the International Students
Society, said that SAC's decision
to not accept cluh bookings may
effect the ISS a'> well. Jules said
that will cancel any plan for a
fashion show the club had temati vely scheduled for the end of
this month
Barring any further change-..
the Moose Puh will be open from
11 :30-1 :00 am on weekdays.
though it will close between 7:00
and 8:00 pm on Thursday nights.
The new hours should he in effect
beginning Nov. 8.
~

The Annual Giving Campaign is responding to ''increasing demands
and decreasing dollars" at universities. by stepping up their campaign
lor donations to the U of W. Rather than utilizing volunteers for the
'Talking Proud" phone-a-thon ac; in pac;t years, organizers have
decided 10 pay students to solicit donations.
Mike Akpata, who is beading up this year's pbone-a-thon, said that
"'volunteers worked incredibly well. but we couldn't expect them to
cotrunit to two months of calling." The new system is expected to ensure that all 28 OOO people on the list of potential contributors list are
reached. and that the campaign . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....
reaches the goal of S800 OOO in
conlribuuons. 'Givers' can desig....,.,_,_, • 1 r I
...,...._....,_..._....., • ._..,_..._.....,..
I .,..,_16 _,..._...._.,
-,16 I
I r I
na1e exactly where their money
goes - to a specific faculty.
By Lelie Pysklwec and Kristen Postle
achieve goals like a power increa<;e.
that the upgrade ten years ago "enabled us to
News staff
Volunteers like Ken Martin. a former stu- have ties with the community. now we ~an
scholarship fund, or student ordent. have been working on creative ways 10 honestly say \Ve arc a campw,-community
gani,ation - while all undesigWindsor and Detroit area listeners have encourage their listeners to call in donations. station."
nated funds arc allocated to
been jamming to the U of W's student radio Martin sees the possihllity for a power inThe campus radio station offers mc:Uly
various projects on campus by
station on the FM dial for a decade now.
crease as ..a giant leap for the whole sta- programs that the mainstream stations can
university president.. Ron Ianni.
Nov. 14 marks the JO-year anniversary of t1on."
not. said News Director Sue Morin. Morin
~
~
~
CJAM's (91.5 FM) switch to the FM dial
Station manager Mark Fedak has been said the station's ·spoken word' programSAC is working on a few
and the kickoff date of the station's annual around since September 1982 hefore the ming "encompa.,ses cthincal and multi-culprograms to get students out and
on-air pledge drive. Live benifits to be held switch to FM took place. and can attest to 1ural views. news and information. It is one
ahou1 and more involved on camat various Windsor clubs have
pus. placing special emphasis on
also been planned as part of the
\ludents living in residence.
fund raising campaign.
The student council will soon
Donations will be used to
re setting up "SAC Facts'' bulcontinue the programming of
leun board., in each of the
alternative music and infonnaresicknces to let students know
tion to the Windsor-Detroit lisWhat\ going on around campus.
tening area, update and replace
SAC president Jon Ricci will also
equipment as well as providlx! attending floor meetings to ading for changes necessary to indress lhe student<;' concerns.
crease CJ AM' s listening radius
Ricci is also making plans to
from 50 to 500 watts.
=~""~''·
..
t'
.
:J:;.'W\
get students in the Christmas
The goal for donations this
.;:::::,,;,,"'~' ··
~pm··t SAC ·11 h Id
the leaps and bounds CJAM has made. "It of the ways we fulfill our mandate. which is
· ·
wi
o a contest
year bas been set at $8000. "We are more
that w·11 ·
·
th
was the best thing that ever happened to us." to serve the mebers of our community who
i give a pnze to e stuinterested in setting: a realistic goal and startdent w1·th the ''best dressed winsaid Fedak.
are traditionally marginalized and mising to build a more grass roots momentum,"
chw " A d f
In the pre-FM era at CJ AM Fedak doesn · t represented by the mainstream media. It
·
n , ro those students
said pledge drive co-ordinator Ted Lovell.
Who won't he able to make it
This new altitude towards fund raising is think that the station was heard by anyone. provides a voice for the voiceless."
home , th
·
S C
"those volunteering at the time did so more
Another service that CJ AM provides to
in part a response to problems experienced
work· tOr e bohdays, A is
for the Jove of learning about new kinds of community members is the training and
. lllg on plans to host a
in the past - donors became discouraged
Cluistm di
music. and practicing on the production bands-on experience for those who wish to
ac; nncr.
thinking their contributions could not make board."
become familiar with the various aspects of
In another attempt to bring the
the power increase happen. As a result
student ·
DJ's were not restricted by CRTC rcgula- radio operations.
[g
.
artists out on campus, the
Lovell ·'really stressing that it is an ongoSAC u
lions before FM either. but without listeners
CJAM's on-air drive will nm from Nov.
. niver_sity Affairs Commiting proiect
account," so listeners un_derstand the autonomy was pointless. Fedak stressed
J
15 to Nov. 22.
tee·b is b olding a contest to see
the necessity of a long term comnutment to
11, o can come up with the best
cover for next year's Campus Compass. Submissions are welcome at
the SAC office.
~d. finally, student councillors will soon have names to go with
th~ir faces. So students can tell who's saying what, each councillor
Will now have name plates in front of them at SAC meetings. "These
are all meant to enhance the lines of communications between SAC
anct the students," Ricci says of the ''Get students Back in the SAC"

~I~

AA ,..t0T.t0h,.3#.t0~ 4 ll#h

is·

campaign.
~ Tue next SAC meeting, is this Thursday, Nov. 11, at the CAW Stunt Centre Conference Room A.
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BAOIBLOROFEDUCATION

HELP WANTED
CLUBS!

The BEd Degree program at Nipissing is a
one-year limited enrolment program taught
at primary /junior, junior/intermediate
and intermediate/senior levels.
~~
Our small class size of
approximately 35 students
ensures personal attention from
professors. Our practice teaching policy
allows you, in most cases, to choose the
location of your practice teaching.

Raise as much as you want in one
week!
$100...$600...$1 ,500... !
Market application for popular
national credrt cards. Call for more
details to qualify for a FREE TRIP
to MTV SPRING BREAK '94. Call
1-800-932-0528, ext. 68.

Awesome Spring Break Trips!
Campus Reps needed.
Cuba, Cancun, Daytona,
Montreal & Quebec City
Call now!!!
1-800-363--0634

SERVICES

Options offered during the year are

Education of Native Children, Second Language
Teaching: French or Religious Education in the
Roman Catholic Separate Schools.
And we have a
generous entrance
scholarship program.
For more information
contact the Office of the
Registrar at the address below.

-

.,

STUDENT GROUPS!

TYPING
• Papers • Reports

(APA & other styles)
• Resumes • Letters
Cash, Visa or MC
For specials student rates
call Roni at 253-5501

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR
visiting parents and friends. Ten
blocks
from
campus.
Call
256-3937.
HEY SKIERS. The season's almost
here, get that pre-season tune up
now and be ready when the snow
flies. Call Custom Ski Tuning. Ask
for Kevin 734-1492.
ROOMS FOR RENT in clean , quiet
house. Laundry, utilrties incl. S200/
month. Call Gas or Rob, 256-9914.

HERE'S A COURSE
THAT COMBINES-~. .lTALIAN AND
ECONOMICS
ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD
& BREADSTICKS

$5.95

TUESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

11

Womyn plan for crisis
T
W rd
ByN eenEad't 8
ews

I or

Volunteers of the Womyn's
Centre are training for crisis
situations they may encounter
and to ensure that a W1ified message is being sent out about what
the centre stands for.
Although the Womyn's Centre
works mainly as a resource and
referral centre, on occassion
volunteers have bad to work with
victims of rape and harrassment.
Last year, training sessions were
initiated by coordinators Ligaya
Byrch and Avonie Brown in
response to volunteers concerned
about their qualifications to deal
adaquately with women in such
sensitive situations.
"We asked volunteers what
they wanted in terms of training,
most of them talked about crisis
intervention, " said Byrch. Toe
program was also intended to
"create a base of education which
not all of the women have."
With a new group of volunteers to work with this year, coordinators Liana James and Angie
Slingerland, have organized the
infonnational sessions to make
the centre's mandate clear, and
explain the best way of dealing
with a crisis situation.
"The whole purpose of the

Womyn's Centre is to provide a I , . ~
safe supportive environmen,
.
-.q
where women can discuss
any.
thing," said Slingerland. A three
hour discussion geared at kei
concepts and tenns which volun.
teers are expected to know
worked out this point.
Representatives from the
university's Psychological Ser.
vices, the Grace Hospital rape I
crisis centre, and the Windsor
Essex Health Unit presented the
group with information about 1
what women should expect Of
their services, as well as bov. Work
volunteers can deal with iJn.
mediate crisis situations.
''There are limits to what one
1
could do with the training," said
volunteer Dianne Clark. The
seminars are do not make volun.
teers counsellors, but rather en.
sure that volunteers know how to listen, and talk to those who
come into the centre.
Volunteer Cathy Morgan par. lt
ticipated in the training sessiO!ll tion
last year ~d it ?id prove useful I may
when helpmg a distressed friend. dle
Slingerland explained that large
having a background in wome~·
L,
issues and in techniques to deal dlc I
with overwrought individual1 tx: q
gives volunteers the confidence whic
to tackle a number of potential Tore
situations while on duty.
8 elect
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Are you attracted
to people of the

same

sex?9
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WHERE ALL THE BEST OF ITALY Is YoURS·
2491 Ouellette Ave (north of Eugenie Ave)
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You are not alone.

There's a

Youth
Group
for you.
Call 973-4951
for information

NEW ASIA~

CVRRYHOU

Lunch Buffet @ 5.~~
2

~~iN& NON.VfG1W~
Indian Dishes

FREE HOME DELIVERY
WITH $15.00 ORDER

free Cake with Birthday ffinM
if Booked in advance
Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a University of Windsor student or
staff member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with your choice of marinara, tomato or meat sauce. Plus
unlimited fresh garden salad
and warm garlic breadsticks.
~
It's all just $5.95. And you
don't have to be a moth
, z..,
major to figure out that
that's a great deal.
ITALIAN
RESTAURANf
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•SINCE 1947•
the
INTERNATIONAL
SUMMER SCHOOL
University of Oslo
Oslo, NORWAY
JUNE 25 - AUG. 5, 1994

tlk:

)er.

Course Offerings:

·~
lsor
tlk:

Norwegian Language
Art History• Folklore
Political Science
Culture & Society
Economics • International
Relations
Special Education
Peace Research
International Development
Studies • Energy and the
Environment
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Workers may soon be walking out on the NOP. (photo by /AN GRAY)
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Labour movement
~ divided over NDP
one

enwto

By Tran Longmoore

who

Associate News Editor

par.
This month's Ontario Federaions uon of Labour (OFL) conference
,eful may prove to be a giant factor in
n.
d me future of North America's
that largest social democratic party.
Labour's traditional support of
.en.~
deal the New Democratic Party will
luah oc questioned at the conference
ence which takes place Nov. 22, in
ntial Toronto. In the Oct. 25 federal
@ election. the ND P fruf·fi1e~alto win
12 \Cats and 1ost o 1c1 party
\lalUS in the House of Commons,
a., a result many have predicted
ibat the party will fall into political oblivion.
Currently, the labour movemen1 is divided in its support of
the NDP. According to OFL
political affairs secretary, Wayne
Samuelson, one faction wants to
sever all ties with the party or
I
11civide less support. Many
p:ople in this faction believe that
the labour movement should concentrate on supporting community hased action groups.
There have also been rumours
lhat the labour movement will set
~p lhe groundwork for the creaJon of a new labour party. The
xher faction wants to remain
with lhe NDP. but restructure the
~y from the bottom up.
Samuelson personally feels
that labour should strengthen itc;
l
alliance with the party.
"Obviously. many workers
have heen alienated by Bob Rae's
social contract, but I think that
I (
the NDP is still salvageable.
Labour bas worked bard for too
many years to get a voice in parliament and we sbouldn' t turn our
nij backs now," said Samuelson.
l,U Future alliances with the party
1 • 11,iJI come down to whether or not
labour sttll has faith in the NDP's
ds ~ ability to stick to its policies.
~11~ Laura Moore is a national rep1
1~1/111 resemative for the Canadian
S
Union of Public Employees
ER'{ fCUPE), which was bit hard by
rn the government's Social Conm l!act. Moore says that NDP
Policies adequately represent the

)

N
I~

worker's concerns, but that the
NDP's actions in government are
another story. According to
Moore, CUPE still supports the
party but not the Bob Rae
government.
"Quite a number of our members lost faith in the NDP because
of the Social Contract. They sent
a clear message to the party on
October 25," says Moore.
The message was so strong
that the party's future may be in
jeopardy.
However, Moore
believes that the party can and
must be rebuilt if Canadian
workers are to have a voice in
politics. "History bas proven that
the NDP is the only friend of
labour. It will be a long struggle,
but the party can regain the trust
of the average worker if it is
restructured from the grassroots."
Currently, the NDP still bas the
support of the Canadian Auto
Workers, the largest private sector union in Canada, but this has
been called into question.
CAW Local 444 president,
Larry Bauer, is part of a task
force that will be meeting in
Toronto this weekend to discuss
the union's future with the party.
Bauer did not want to comment
on the situation until after the
meeting.
Ultimatly, however, labour's
support for any political party
will be decided by the workers and many are angry and not yet
ready to give their support back
to the NDP.
One factory worker, who traditionally voted NDP. decided to
vote Liberal to get the Conservatives out of power. He was sceptical that the NDP would ever
make the neccessary changes to
re-establish itself as the party of
the working class. "The NDP
would need to have brains to
make those kinds of changes," he
said.
Another worker voted for NDP
candidate Steven Langdon. but it
was "a vote for the man not for
the party. The NDP stinks. They
betrayed the workers of this
province."
~

~IAff ro~ l ON~ NttDtD
The Windsor Jewish community Centre is
looking for talented college students to
st~tt. part-time an Enrichment Program for
~h1ldren during the Teacher's Strike.
xperience working with children is
required.
!f You enjoy young children, If you are .
rnovative and creative, If you are looking
Sor Part-time employment.
end Resume to:
The Lance
Attention: Kevin Johnson

Fees: about $2850 (CAD)

Write to:
Oslo Summer School
1520 Saint Olaf Avenue
NORTHFIELD MN 550571098
(507) 646-3269 (phone)
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Where We Set the Standa1 js

551 PELISSIER •OPEN 7 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS• 973-4977

2062 University W.
(2 Blocks from the U.)

Windsor, Ontario

(519) 254-2343
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AGUENESS IS

1nnat(
to
pornography
.
anc
ANADA CUSTOMS HAS long
Cus~oms regula ;io e~been criticized for the arbitrary
ception. Treme Jde it
and often questionable standards
given to indiVid s of
it applies when stopping books
ficers
to decide wha anc
coming into Canada.
what's
not.
This summer. their more traditional
Responsible
for enfo actt
focus on lesbian and gay material was
of
parliament,
mostly 1 taxa
joined
by
detentions
affecting
tion.
they
receive
no s 1mg ir
mainstream bookstores across the
country.
including
religious
and literature or free speec~
"I certainly don't th cus
children's shops.
toms,
people who are i fruit
Activists' greatest hope for stopping
should
be regulating o jS well.
them is a court case in the B.C.
said
Fuller.
Supreme Court, challenging the right of
Memorandum D9-J .. cumen
Customs to stop material which has not
which
sets out the of th
been found obscene in any court.
Prohibited
Importati toratE
That is. of course, if the case ever gets
which
oversees
Cus rshiI=
to court.
The case is being fought by Little tries to give a detailed ts tha
Sisters Book and Art Emporium, along shall not be "depicted x<J" i·
with the B.C. Civil Liberties Union. Little anything coming acros1 a-.
They include sexual ·ssau11
Sisters. a lesbian and gay bookstore.
degradation.
sadomas j\atio
has been trying to get Customs to court
(which
is
why
piercing :'S hav
since 1986.
such
a
problem
gem , nadc
"We're trying to force Canada Customs
to become accountable for its insidious and anal penetration tor se
practices at regulating our borders." with violence, you don re to b
said Little Sisters manager Janine condoning the acts in to ru
Fuller. "We're trying to close down a afoul of the regulations
"They tried to make iectivt
blatantly discriminatory act."
and
they just made it dJae
In 1986, Little Sisters was protesting a
ques
Boivin. a Montrea st an
decision that mainstream queer mag
a
founding
member (( fs ne·
The Advocate violated the Criminal
Code. as interpreted by the Prohibited anti-censorship group· re.
If the officials at the· 't sur
Importations Directorate in Ottawa.
For two and a half years. the case whether material is na t th1:
didn't get to court. Two weeks before it can pass it along to th lice 1
finally did. Customs admitted they'd the Prohibited Imporu torat,
made a mistake prohibiting The Advo- who judge. But, ever · reac
cate, and the judge ordered them to there, strange decisioo de.
In January, two ti-por
return the material to Little Sisters.
crusader
Andrea Dwo tumE
But Customs never returned them.
back
at
Chateauguay.
mm1
''They were unable to return the
magazines, because they'd destroyed Black feminist bell h: a hoe
briefly detained, andJ st tv,
them.·· said Fuller.
The present case began in 1990, and weeks Marguerite Du: an S
has been delayed three times since then. ting in the Corridor was~.
"Sometimes we ma~b. we':
as the government continually insists
not
perfect," acknowle4i.aBell
that the time set aside for hearings is
a
spokesperson
for u ed Ir
not enough. The latest delay did not set
a date for it to restart. but it will be at portations Directorate
"No one's smart e- enfon
least a year.
It's the first case against Customs these rules," counte. Kin
which challenges its right to censor co-owner of Le Libr phe
material - prior cases have focused on Montreal. "They're or pick c
specific books and magazines which some book with ·po in tl
have been seized (such as The Joy of title, not actual porn.
"There's only one
Gay Sex. which was prohioited for
smart enough to be a
years).
''This is the first time that anybody me," he added.
Another frequent IS th
has said, hey, the way that Customs
works is discriminatory, unconstitution- Customs is inconsis Y, t\
al and undemocratic." said Lawrence lesbian novels were s he be
Boyle. owner of Montreal's gay. lesbian der - one had been Cana,
since 1980. the otheP
\ and feminist bookstore L'Androgyne.
"We cannot possi rythi
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f the Canadian mind
that comes into the country," said LaBelle. "It could have been in Canada 15
years ago because we failed to see it."
Other books, such as Pat Califia's
short story collection Macho Sluts, have
been detained, then released after an
appeal - only to be stopped again the
next time a shop tries to import them.
A double standard has also applied to
books going both to queer or independent bookshops and to bigger, more
mainstream shops.
Part of the Little Sisters case will consist of affidavits from shops across the
country who have had no trouble getting
books routinely detained on their way to
Little Sisters.

Anything can be viewed to be lewd

oss .
al issault,
ts alation

in~ have
~t · nada)
on ior sex
on· ;e to be
in to run

ms
ke ective,
it ·d Jac-

rea: stand

r «I's new

1p re.
he 'tsure

na t. they
it office of

LTHOUGH CUSTOMS officials
are still more likely to be offended by queer material, the
range of stores and material they
have been stopping broadened
enormously over the summer.
"What we're seeing is an unprecedented increase in both the number of
detentions of materials at the border.
and the scope of the stores and institutions involved." said Sarah Thring, coordinator of the Book and Periodical
Council's Freedom to Read Week.
Shops affected over the summer include university. religious and children's
bookshops. The common element is the
distributor.
Inland Books in New Haven, Connecticut, specializes in small and university
presses. They deal with much of the alternative and queer material that comes
into Canada. They are also the biggest
American distributor of Canadian literature. They've never had good relations
with Canada Customs.
But this summer. things got worse.
Three entire shipments which left Inland
in April were stopped, holding up consignments for 36 bookstores across the
country.
Since then, Inland has been sending
invoices to the Prohibited Importations
Directorate for pre-screening, so that titles which make Customs suspicious can
be handed over at the border. allowing
the rest of the shipment to proceed
without delay.
According to Inland's customer relations manager Dennis Mahoney, this is
costing Inland enormously in both time
and money.
"We're afraid to actually sit down and
track how much it's costing us," he said.
"All in all, a Canadian shipment requires
just about twice as much work as a
regular shipment."
In fact, Inland has considered no
longer doing business with Canada, a
choice several American distributors are

A

mulling over.
"Unfortunately, if we were to stop
shipping to Canada, about 25,000 titles
would instantly become unavailable
there," said Mahoney.
The costs also affect those shops
whose orders are held up. Books are frequently badly repackaged and arrive
damaged, while magazines can be out of
date and unsalable.
According to Lawrence Boyle at
Montreal's L'Androgyne, these difficulties aren't so bad for lesbian and gay
bookstores, who are determined to bring
allegedly offensive material into the
country, but they may make more
mainstream stores reconsider carrying
it.
"A general bookstore which isn't really
committed to gay and lesbian literature
per se will start thinking, Maybe I
shouldn't order this title, it'll jeopardize
my whole shipment," he said.

being set, is a tragedy."
The problems of Customs censorship
all stem from their presumed right to
stop material individual officials find offensive. If that is denied by the courts,
the Prohibited Importations Directorate
will no longer serve any purpose.
Such material would then go peacefully to those who ordered it, endangered
only by the domestic police and their interpretation of the Criminal Code of
Canada. which is less extreme than the
regulations enforced at the border. (AJso.
local cops face more scrutiny than border cops, and they must go through the
courts before they can get anything
banned.)
Of course, a decision by the B.C.
Supreme Court which denies the right of
Customs to censor books, magazi;1es
and videos at the border would be immediately appealed, and the case would
drag on the way constitutional cases always do.
But activists say that if the case
Little Sisters versus Canada Customs
reaches the Supreme Court of Canada.
HILE CUSTOMS' MOST ob- the publicity would be enough that vicvious gaffes have been exten- tory would be assured.
sively covered in the national
media, the issue has not been
Waiting for their day in court
the subject of any sort of naHE MAIN DEFENCE of Canada
tional discussion.
Customs
seems to be silence. So
The most important challenge to their
far they've managed to stay out of
bumbling censorship will be the lawsuit
court. and the bureaucracy that
in the B.C. Supreme Court - should
surrounds them keeps them out
that ever come to trial.
About $75 OOO in B.C. Civil Liberties of contact with the outside world.
Don LaBelle at the Prohibited ImportaAssociation money, plus loads of donations, have so far gone into the case. tions Directorate refused to comment on
The latest delay will likely cost another the court case. or indeed to defend
$30 OOO. and they are already scraping "prior restraint", the legal term for the
right of Customs officials to stop
the bottom of the barrel.
It's also a problem for the witnesses material which has never been deterwho are planning on testifying on the mined to be obscene in a court of law.
"That's relevant to the court case and
behalf of Little Sisters.
I'm
not going to talk about it.·· he said.
Little Sisters has never received much
And while Customs has gotten better
notice before the case is adjourned, said
Fuller ... It's always been one week. two at informing people when their books
weeks prior to the case beginning," she have been held up, still there are
problems.
said.
··once in a while they will send me
That means witnesses (and Little
Sisters itself) have to scrap court plans. documentation in the mail of a detenand come back whenever the case tion." said Mahoney - but often he
resumes. For some witnesses, this is the never hears of it. he said.
There are various conspiracy theories
third delay. said Fuller. These changes
floating
around about Customs and
of plans often cost them large amounts
their
motives
for delaying the court case
of money.
against
Little
Sisters.
Little Sisters and the B.C. Civil LiberMaybe they really want more time to
ties Association are challenging Canada
prepare
their case. or just to target alCustoms· right to stop materials at the
border which have not been found ternative but straight stores (to ruin Litobscene in any court of law. If this prac- tle Sisters· argument that they are
tice is found to be unconstitutional, the homophobic).
Maybe they're trying to wear Little
repercussions are potentially explosive.
Sisters
down. until they have no more
"I think the Little Sisters case is of
money
to continue with the case. Or
vital importance for Canadians... said
maybe
they're
just afraid to go to trial.
Thring... For a small store to take on the
This
article
reprinted with permission
government is extraordinary. and to
from
Canadian
University Press.
have it delayed yet again. without a date
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How do we look after public art on canipus?
Sarah Atkinson
Arts Editor

A recent round tahlc discu,sion about the Alumni Way
nused a number of worthy questions about the state of the arts at
UofW.
The Alumni Way 1, the juried
exhibition that brought to our
campus live outd{X)r sculptur,il
installations by aJumm arti,t,.
The exhibition igmlie I.he initial
mscallmcnt of what curator
Carolyne Rourke. along with
many other,. hope to be an ongomg project at the university.
Rourke. who initiated and coordinated much of this fledgling
project, now finds her hands
more than full with a project that
has. even at thi<; early stage. outgrown itself.
While all involved are generally in agreement that the Alumni
Way should continue into the
long term. the question is how it
will continue: the issues of funding. human resources, and official
sponsorship are fundamental concerns.
Rourke is also involved with
the
university-based
art.among.us, a committee which
coordinates the placement of
artworks on campus (chaired by
dean of Graduate Studies Lois
Smedick), and ha<, worked on a
volunteer ba.,is throughout the
coordination of the Alumni Way.

She is getting the familiar feeling
that hit, many an entrepreneurial
volunteer - the ovcrv:helming
need for assistance and a structure for a project v.hich has taken
off.

As with many pilot endeavours
\\ hich begin as the pee project of
a single volunteer the: Alumni
Way, having weathered its micial
tenn. needs a home.
Despite tlle name. aml despite
the fact that Rourke sits on the
Alumni Board. the Alumni Way
i.., not officially a project of the
Office of Alumni Affairs.
Current funding constraints
(and who on this campus - be
sides conswnerfest organizers
doesn't have this problem) make
it difficult for the Alumni Office.
or any other body, to take immediate ownership. and liability,
of the Alumni Way project.
It is understood that if it i<; 10
run smoothly. or at all. there will
have to be someone hired - and
paid - to run it. Volunteer energy can only go so far And a
labour of love can tum into a burden of angst when the shit hits
the fan.
The vandalism of Rod
Strick land· s installation provides
possibly the most significant testimony to the need for official
structure. When
part<;
of
Strickland's work Pomrs De.we
were damaged the contract that
he had with the Alumni Way wa-,

inadequate to dcal with till from sectors of the uruvcrslly
problem. Although the Alumni community, and from Wind1;or s
Way will pay for repairs. he is community ac large. especially
still in ncgot1auons with Alumni once a has1c groundwork of prinWay organizers as to the future ciples is established. could serve
protection of his piece once it is to lessen I.he load on individual
volunteer<,.
re-instalh!d.
This would of course mean
Campu, Police docs not have
the staff to provide adequate negotiation and compromise from
security for the artwork. The con- all, but in the event that funding
tract committed the Alumni Way and staffing is secured (through,
to maintenance of the piece for for instance. a govcnunent makethe period of one year; the pov work program) this type of fruitsibilit) of ongoing vandalism wa, ful communication is totally
viable.
probably not considered.
Many involved in the Alumni
In the long term. Strickland
would like to see the School of Way feel there may be the need
Visual Art, take on an acuve role to scale down the project tern.
in the Alwnni Way and other porarily, until certain logistics arc
campus arts-related projects. He worked out.
would like to see the creation of a
Given the drive for a <;trong
position for a public arts coor- arts presence on campus. the
dinator. But again. the funds are University of Windsor can look
not there. There is also the forward to any number of hybrid
problem of how to redistribute and experimental initiatives.
control and responsibility once a Greater empowerment of students
project is handed over to a par- in the various arts disciplines
ticular department or authority. would invariably engender a
What 1s the role of volunteers more vibrant arts climate.
versus the role of staff?
At present. many of tho<;e in
Al<,o needed is a soundly ham- visual and performing arts remain
mered out mandate for projects marginalized for lack of a centrnJ
like tlle Alumni Way Such a set campus clcaringhouse. Somethof principles would offer direc- ing to anticipate in the future is
tion to future orga.mzers, help an office or at least a position that
them to determine the roles of the would serve ac; a promotional and
vanous players, and offer a organizational force for art'i acframework
for
combatting tivities on campus.
problems that might arise.
But first we'll have to come up
More intense involvement witll the cash ...
~

NaCl not just for breakfast anymore
Sarah Atkinson
Arts Editor

If you' re not from Wind<;or,
you might already have known
before coming to school here that
Windo;;or mines salt. There' s
probably Windsor salt on your
kllchen shelf, recogn11ablc by its
dhtinctive blue and gold polkadotted box and a handy metal
pouring spout.
Or if you don't buy salt. those
little packages you raid from the
cafeteria are probably Windsor
salt. too. How's that for
biorcgional?
But beyond your ba-.e gustatorial needs, have you ever really thought about salt? I mean
really thought about salt. Where

it comes from, how it's artwork incorporating the one
processed. how a huge chunk of and a half tonnes crystal. Of the
1t would look in a building lobby? first slew of proposals none were
Well, if thoughts of <;aJt have logi.,tically adequate to the ta,k .
ever obsessed you, or if you'd A second round of proposals wa-;
like to develop a ~alinc fetish, more successful.
check out the artwork that now
School of Visual Arts graduate
graces the lobby of the new Drew Ellwood wa<; finally chosen
Faculty of Education.
to artistically manipulate the
This is the site for a sculpture c...T)·stal. The result was unveiled
of unusual but local origin. It's Ja,t Wednesday. at a reception
made of salt that was mined right that unfortunately ran out of
here in the nether regions under chocolate chip cookies before the
Windsor.
la.nee got there.
In 1992, Windsor Salt an[t' s big, it's chunky, it's made
nounced an intention to donate a of salt. Salt and wood and a bit of
huge salt crystal to the University rubber and a few nails. And it
of Windsor. The offer was picked looks really cool through the
up by art.among.us, who coor- window.
dinated a student competition to
Ellwood's sculpture signifies a
find a suitable proposal for an partnership of art and industry

that takes corporate spon<,orship
beyond the one-dimensionality of
cultural tithes for the sake of
publicity; the nature of the donation wa'i integral to the industry
providing it.
Salt. The very fruit of local industrial labour. Salt.
Adding to the integrity of the
sponsorship Windsor Salt representative Ron Ellis was extensively involved in the project. At
the outset. he di<;cussed the
project with interested students,
later arranged a salt mine tour,
and helped with getting the additional material<; for Ellwood's
final sculpture.
The piece will remain on permanent display at the Faculty of
Education.
~
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feminist festival fun

Hair Removal

both relevant and engaging.
Each night of performances
Tois week, one of Windsor's features four of the eight pieces
rnost happening arts collectives on a rotating basis.
Among them: Emma Roberts'
)
presents a full plate of locally
grown
dramatic
ventures. Crash of Talk and Television,
Windsor Feminist Theatre's Taryn Della's And Then There
Directors' Project 1993 incor- Was Race, the collaborative Birth
p<>rates eight different performan- of a Woman, and Mark
[Q
ces over the course of five nights. Lefebvre's MindRape.
All are written, directed, and
For info, call WFT at 25411 acted by Windsor womyn (and a 8393, or show up at the Capitol
few feminist-positive men). To Theatre (121 University Ave.
quote WFf on the event: "Yes! West) any night between WednesIt's true. We're taking matters day Nov. 10 and Sunday Nov. 14,
into our own bands. And this is at 7 pm. Admission price is negojust the beginning!" The thrust of tiable - pay what you can. Try to
this iteration is sure to be justly beat that for getting your $$'s
met by progressive theatre that is worth.

Arts staff

the natural way
the safest and most effective
way of dealing with unwanted
face and body hair.

I

~-

• 100% Natural Product Used
• Environmentally Friendly
• Safe and Gentle for everyone
• Free Professional Consultation

JAfu,,lriv
body
sugor1ng•

Huron Line

X~
§

i

try it, you'll never go back to razors or painful
waxing again!
Call Now for an Appointment: Jeanne Lew
1456 St. Clair Ave.,Windsor:

973-7717

Wanna be grossed out?
ploded. And his signature trick:
first he inserts a long tube into bis
Lance Arts Staff
nose, and forces it down into his
Devil's Night is synonymous stomach. The tube is attached to a
with insanity, and this Devil's large glass syringe into which is
Night was no exception at the poured beer, chocolate sauce,
State Theatre on Woodward Ave. ketchup, and Maalox. The conin Detroit. Lollapallooza alumni coction is squeezed into his
Jim Rose Circus Sideshow rolled stomach until be decides to bring
into town and set the night on it back up into the syringe. What
fire. Beyond performance art, do they do with it then, you ask?
Three people from the audience
PERFORMANCE
volunteer to drink it
Next, the amazing Mr. Lifto: a
Jim Rose Circus Sideshow
fetching young man sporting
State Theatre
many tattoos and body piercings.
October30
Mr. Lifto' s piercings are more
more riveting than most stage than ornamental: why leave them
entenainment, the Sideshow alone when you can lift weights
amazed the 1 700 ghouls in atten- with them? Probably the most
dance with their bizarre display impressive of his lifts is the concrete block he lifts with his penis.
of body control.
Then
there's the little dance he
The best way to elucidate what
does
with
the block attached ...
b meant by "hody control" is to
The
next
animal (and 1 do
liianize: I'll begin with Matt ..The
mean
animal)
is the Enigma, a
Tube" Crowley. a large hairless
man
covered
head
to toe with tatman, whose performance is
toos
in
the
shape
of puzzle
guaranteed to make your stomach
pieces.
His
diet
consists
solely of
tum: Matt snorted a condom
crickets,
worms,
and
maggots,
through his nose and out his
mouth, blew up a pla<.tic water and holds the world record for
bottle like a balloon until it ex- longest sword swallowed. He

Sean Gammon

Win~sor's Most
laf ,ositiie lar

also provides the musical background for the whole show.
The Torture King lives up to
his name by lying down on a bed
of swords, only to have a concrete block broken with a
sledgehammer on his chest. He
also electrocutes himself until a
ligbtbulb he holds in his mouth is
illuminated. He emerged after the
intermission with 40 needles
stuck in his chest. If that wasn't
enough, he adds more to his
arms, eyebrow, throat, and inserts
one through bis cheek, into his
mouth, and out the other cheek.
Jim Rose beats most stand-up
comics. Besides his wit, be also
participates in the spectacle. Ha
has darts thrown into his back,
staples a dollar bill to his
forehead, escapes from a straitjacket, and lays face down in
broken glass and lets an audience
member stand on the back of hi
head.
If you can't wait to see them
on their next tour through Detroit.
you can get their home video. If
it's anything like the show, it's
worth the S40 US you have to
shell out for it.
[Q
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A Venue for Local Artisans

We now have HEMP!
Hemp Denim Skirts
Caps
Paper
Fanny Packs
Lip Balm
Basic Blues patched
vintage jeans
Eco-fibre cotton clothing
Remember,
from , l 00% recycled
GOD DOESN'T MAKE
MISTAKES!
textyles

>

309 Chatham St.W.
Dean Carson "Selected Works" across from Downtown
Canadian Tire
November 5th • 13th

IKWIL 309 GALLERY

HOW DOES YOUR
UNIVERSITY RATE?

Just take the
Crosstown #2
to Windermere St.
Nove mbe r 10

Toga Party Bash 1/2
A lso: Don ' t forget t o bring in your
c a n n ed good for Goodf e llows of
Windsor ** $1.00 Cover with can

November 27

CalJaret hosted IJy VJ!p
~Jic
Charles and friends sr~~~ttJ
Find 8UI 1111ac11a1's
N111•b1r 15 Issue.
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Bring in this coupon for
:
: ~ $2.00 discount on any
:
appetizer or main course. :
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Offer expires November 30, 1993.
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Team gains height,
David Gough
Sports Editor

The 1993-94 mcns basketball
team docs not look all lhat
similar to lao;t year's edition. For
one lhing the Lancers arc a much
bigger squad. La•a year the tallest
player stoo<l at 6' 5. This year due
to tram,fers and newcomers the
team boa,ts six players that arc
6' 5 or taller, which will help
them in lhe hatlle for lhe boards.
u,t year the Lancers were a
guts) team and stayed in many
games but ended up losing due to
lad,. of si,c.
The Lancers have started lhcir
exhibition sca-;on and have done
well winning bolh games they
have played. Thy lhumped lhe
alwnni kam hy a ,core of 95-75.
kff Nekkers wa-; lhe high scorer
a, he scored 27.
Nek.kcr 1, an interesting story
a, he wa, an OUAA all-star for
Windsor -..everal years ago. and
has came had, to play in bis final
year of cligihilily.
Transfers that will make an
impact include Kurtis McGcachy, from Red Deer. Alhcrta
\\ ho ha, came 10 Windsor to
complete Im, degrec in Computer
Scicncc. McGeachy has good
si1c (6'6 230). and should help
the Lancers' front line. Ja,on
Kaul 1, a tram,fcr from t11e
University of Prince Edward lsland and will be eligible to pla)
s1arting Decemhcr 22. Kaul ha,
fair ._i,e at 6· 7 and is well-known
in haskctbaJI circle-.. a, one of the
1110,1 ,pertacular dunkers
in
Canada.
In another exhihition game Ille
Lancer, took on the York
Urmcr:-.il) Yeomen . The game

wa, close throughout but the
Lancers prevailed by a 101-94
score. The top scorer for lhe Lancers \\a, Pat Osborne who scored
32 Osborne was a second team
OUAA west all-star last year and
was the team MVP a, he lead the
team m scoring, rebounds. assist,
and blocked shots. Also returning
is fourth year busine,s student
Jamie Pepper. who wtll team up
wilh Osborne in the backcourt,
and is a big weapon from Ille
perimeter a, he is a deadly 3point shooter. Also back for their
sophmore years arc forwards
Mark Baggio and Steve Carey.
Newcomers who may be signiticant players for the Lancer:-.
include Matt McMillam who wa,
Mr Basketball among Windsor
high school players in 1992-93.
Krim Lacey is another newcomer
lhat head coach Mike Havey
hopes can come along slowly and
by half-way lhrough thl. season
be the starting pomt-guard.
Anot11cr interesting prospect is
rookie Jody Joyce who ha-..
tremendous si,e, (6'9 250) and
Havey says. " we arc going lO
bring bun along slowly."
One of lhc main drawbacks t11c
Lancer· s face is the lack of a true
point guard. Ottavio Mmmarino
last year's Lancer point guard i,
on lhe U of W campm, thts year
hut has elected to concentrate on
his engineering studies this year.
Filling in at the point guard position is Pat Osborne where he is
playing out of positwn. Also
missing from last years .,quad are
Geoff He\\ ick and Geoff A:-.tle:-.
who hoth graduated and Todd
Landon
and
Joe
DavisNawagesic arc also no longer
\\ it11 Ille team.
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Overall in a<;sessing lhis team
Havey says, ..we have dramatically imprO\ed. a, we have
gained significant people and we
hope to move up in our division."
Barring any type of injuries. and
hoping that the Lancers can play
on their early exhibition success
the ra,kethall team should fair
well.
~

Lancers fail to win against top teams
Sports Staff

The Lancer hockey team struggled against division rhal,
Waterloo mul Laum·r the past
weekend, gelling only one point

MEN'S HOCKEY
Western 6, lancers 4
0c'ober2B

Western 4 Lancers 2
Ocrober30

1n two games. They then lost
l wicc to the nationally ranked
Western .Mustangs hockey terun.
On 01.'t 21 the Lancer, ~potted
the Universit) of Watc1 lrn> a two
goal lead yet hatllcd hack to a 3- ~
tic The Lancer, pulled goalie
Jim Helkie wllh a minute left and
the gamhle paid oJ I a, Shane

with
O'Donahue
second, left in the game to give
lhe Lancers a lie. Dw.1yne Brunet
and Ru,::. Pre,, also scoretl goals
dunng the Lancer attack.
The next da) the Lancer~ came
out nat and quickly fell hchind -to to the Launer Goldt.:n Hawk\.
Thts wa, ICX> big of a tlcftcit for
lhe blue and gold 10 m crcome. a,
lhey succumhcd to a 7-3 lo~s.
Pottmg marker:- !or Ille Lancer,
wert.: R..mdy Stephenc.,on, Brandon
Boyko.
and
Howie
Thompon.
On a positive note. head coach
Rick Cranker pointed oul Ille fact
lhat the Lancer,; ,howcd determination hy saying. ··11 there was
a positive it 1, Ille fact that we did
not quit." admitted Cranker. "But
we're a young 1e~m1 and we made
m1:-.take-.."

Abrupt end for Lancers
by Queen's. The Gaels netted
two goal-. to defeat the Lancer:Sports Staff
2-0.
Succe..,,tul regular seas;on-..
"In the first half we had three
came to an abrupt end Halloween good chances and didn• t score.
"said coach Gord Caldwell,
SOCCER
"Queen· s had lhree good chances
and scored on two of them."
weekend tor lhe Lancer soccer
The men's team finh,hcd first
teams as both the men and '
in
the OUAA West division.
women were knocked out of the
They
took on the 4lh place
playoffs.
University
ot Western Ontario
As 4th place finishers in the
Mustangs
in the semi-finals.
<>WIAA West division. the
After
giving
up a goal early in
women· s team squared off in a
the
first
half,
the
Lancers tried to
quarterfinal match against the
lie
lhe
score.
Western
hung on to
Queen's University, lhc E.ast
win
1-0.
division champion~. As this
"We defeated Western twice
year's hosts of the OWJAA
lhis
year. It's hard to beat someChampionships, the Lancers
body
three Limes. Unfortunately
were expected to pcrfonn well on
it was a bad day for us," said
their home field.
The Lancers fai led to capital- Lancer head coach Vancho
(g
ize on three opportunities given Cirovski.
By Robert D. Way

•
size

The L.mcers playe<l a home
and home series with Wt.:stem
dropping holh games.
ln the ltrst game in London the
Lancers lost 6·4. Scoring goals
tor
Windsor were Shane
<>'Donohue and Dwayne Brunet
who hotJ1 scored twice.
On Saturday the Lancers were
beaten al Adie Knox 4-2. Brandon Boyko scored bolh W1mhor
goals.
Next week lhc Lancers travel
to Alabama to face the University
of Alahama-Huntsville tl1ey
faced a rnuple of weeks ago.
Even though hockey in Alabama
may seem like an oxymoron.
they arc still a tough dmllcngc
tor U of W. as evident in their
lwo previous games where
Windsor held its own against the
tough southern competitors.
~

Intensity not enough
By Robert 0. Way
Sports Staff

If a team· s level of intem,ity
could somehow count for poims.
then the Lancer men's volleyball
team would have been showered
and in hcd hy 9:00 pm . Instead.
thl.!y playc<l until 10:15 Ia,t W1.:dncsday night losing in lhree
-.traight s1.:i... to lhe University of
Waterloo Warriors and falling to
a record of 0-2 on the season.
In the first set, lhc Lancer,
sprinted to an early lead of 5·0 to
eventually lose 17-15. Misfortune :-truck in the second set
when Lancer setter Chris Smith
twi,tcd hi:- ankle in a collision
will1 teammate Steve Ray. Smilh
left the game and was replaced
hy Paul Shcanne. onl. of lhrce
rookie players lhis year. Down 32 Waterloo took full adv.1ma:1e of
lhc situation blowing past
Windsor to claim the second s1.:t
15-7.
The Lancers contmucd to battle in lhc lh1rd set hoping 10 get
back in the match. They were unahk to gain any momcntwn and
lhc \Vamors wrapped up the
match wilh a 15-9 victory.

Leading lhe team in ktlh wa,
Dean Mailloux with 11, Stc1e
Ray had 10 while Paul Wilkersoo
had 8 kills.
"Our guys worked hard
tonight. Losmg your seller is a IOI
like losing your quarterback. I
think Paul did a good 10b bu:
Waterloo took advantage of him the
a little bit." commented hear fac
coach Mike PaJcnchar.
Wmdsor s next action will Ix
at home this Friday again
Brock. Game time is 6:00 pm G

Team roster
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

s
Chris Srnilh
~
Craig Lanning
MB
Todd Amlin
RS
Derck Schroeder
L5
Paul Wilkinson
Bryan Rockerfcllcr RSl!J
LS
Kevin DeMarchi
MB
Mark Mailloux
Ll
Chris Nepszy
MB
Derek Michels
RS
Dean Mailloux
LS
Carey Burney
M
Steve Ray
s
Paul Sheanne

Head Coach: Mike Palcncbar
Assistant: Huub Kemmcrc

Cross country team running strong
Women best
ever finish
and men go
to CIAUs
David Gough
Sports Editor

For the Lancer <..Toss-country
teams it wa,; a bit of trick or
treat during lhc Halloween

CROSS COUNTRY
weekend as they competed in
the OUAA and OWIAA Championships.
The women's team captured
4th place in the team category,
their best team finish ever, just
six points behind 3rd place

Western While just
missmg going to tl1c
CIAU's, (lhc top lhrec
teams go). the Lancers
had some outstanding
mdividual perfonnenres. Michelle King
placed 7th over Ille
5km cour:-.c and ran in
a time of J8; 13.
King was also
named to the AllOWIAA Conference team tor
lhc second consecutive year.
Jennifer Graham finished in
12th position and Crystal Garrell placed 14lh as the Lancer's
top three finishers. Patricia
Klein (28lh), Marnec Beamish
(33rd).
Lesley
Richmond
(44th), and Jennifer Jakohi
(56th) rounded out lhe scoring.
The men's team also finished

4th, but their 5th
place showing in the
national
ranking'
earned them a wild
card berth to the
CIAU
charnpiooships held in Halifax
lhis past weekend.
Individually. Paul
Self led t11e Lancei
team with his 6th
place finish. Self
finished the 10km course in
31 :46. and wa, named to ~
All-OUAA Conference teain
Jason Boyle was the second
Lancer across lhe line in 16th
place, and Ryan Leef (27tlI
was lhe lhird Lancer. oave
Scarrow
(28th).
Chrii
D' Annuoi7io (40th). and JasoD
Petro (49th), rounded out the
scoring for the Lancer squad. ~
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Women win first two games

~-6.}Jj~

Spiril of Ihe WesI

Steve Paniccia
Sports Staff

The Lancer women's volleyball team has a goal this year
_ to be number one.

fairhlifc rour

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

and re w cash

with special guest

and the little ones

Lancers 3, Laurier O
(15· 13, 15·9, 15·8)
October29
Lancers 3, Waterloo 1
(15-8, 15·13, 9·15, 15·11)
November3

They started off their season
two weeks ago against the
Laurier Golden Hawks. Prior to
this meeting the Golden Hawks
had taken three straight meetings
between the two teams.
The Golden Hawks came out
strong, taking a large lead in the
first game of the three game set.
However, playing a strong
Windsor team this lead did not
last long as the Lancers took over
and did not relinquish the lead
again winning 15-13, 15-9, 15-6.

THE
The Lancers also played last
Wednesday defeating the Waterloo Athenas team, who was not
tough enough to overcome the
quality and depth of the Lancers.
According to bead coach
Marge Holman, "there are still a
lot of unforced errors which must
be eliminated to play with the

best, but in time we will improve."
After watching the first two
games of the season, Holman
thinks that this year's Lancer
team will remain very competitive in the OWIAA. The next
home game is Nov. 12, versus
Brock at 8:00 pm.
[g

Rugby wants varsity status
By Philip Sullivan
Sports Staff
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On Oct. 31, the U of W Rugby
Club defeated the Guelph varsity
team 18-13. Mark Orris, Dack
Heslop, and Aaron Phillips
scored for the Lancers. The club
does not have varsity status and
defeated a team which is tied for
3rd place in the first division of
varsity rugby.
Because of their club status.
the team has problems with
facilities, equipment, and fund-

(j()Jl(~;II

(~

ing. Practices are held on a high
school soccer field and the club
lacks facilities to host home
games. The responsibility of
paying for jerseys and weekly
road trips rests with the individual members of the team.
The team is undefeated going
into the doubleheader on Saturday at the University of
Michigan. Over the past five
years the team has won approximately 80 percent of its
games. Scheduling games against
Ontario schools is tough because

their time is filled with league
games.
Club players would like to
have the status as a varsity team
and have proven themselves worthy in competition against some
of the best Ontario university
teams. They fail to be taken
seriously at the Univerity of
Windsor. The rugby team deserves to play in a league with other
schools as an equal. Until then,
all of their hard work and accomplishments will remain un-

noticed and unrewarded.
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AftENTION STUDENTS!

Riverplace off-campus residence
RESERVE YOUR ROOM NOW
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1
- excellent location: 245 Detroit St.
- 5 minute walk from school
- furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
- fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
- captaoin's beds with storage drawerts
- lounge with satellite & cable TV
- exercise and games room
- private study rooms
- parking and laundry facilities
- $279 & $399 including utilities

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 10am-8pm

8:00 P.M.

CHRYSLER THEATRE
(CLEARY INTERNATIONAL CENTRE)

[[lJ
. . d ..... ...c ........, ,..

RESERVED SEATING $22.50 - $24.50 (INC. GST)
CONTACT THE BOX OFFICE LOCALLY AT 252-6579,
OR LONG DISTANCE 1-800-387-9181
THE CLEARY INTERNATIONAL CENTRE, 201 RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST, WINDSOR
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Why the Lance is better

for you than salt •••
#1: does no1 contribute to high blood pressure
#2: ...er, that's tt, really ....
So read t~e Lance every week. At least it doesn't Kill you!
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If the answer is once a week, what would the question be?
"How often do you study for a Japanese test?'
John Kosanovich
Year IV Anthropology
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"How often does the Lance come out?" 1 ~Kirk Roy · ~ ;

One Night Onlyl
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Wednes~ays: Stress ~elief Night ;.
Alternolwe with Br~ndon l Busher

800 Wellington - 2S2-2582

.--------------------------------1~ili
~a~~~o~t. ctlEAD START ~~,s~~
STUDENT DISCOUNTS 20°/o OFF
Aesthetics
Body waxing
Manicures
Favcials
Pedicures

Latest Cuts
Tinting
Highlighting
Perms
Ear Piercing

Open
Mon day-Saturday
9:00 am. 5:00 pm
Friday evening by
appointment only

Michelle Osborne & Lynda Lucier. 3210 Sandwich Sl (at Mill) 256.a992
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Acitve on Campus

War and
Remembrance

Hostility to
groups disturbing
l)far Editor,

I was deeply disturbed to read
1,e Lance the recent outpOurtowards ihe Lance
it\t'lf and the Womyn's Centre
for their perceived "catering to
ll1rrow groups of students".
1would first like to say that 51
~rcent of the population does
JKll constitute a narrow group. As
tell. groups that the Lance has
tten giving a voice lo have tradioooally been
discriminated
JJ?ainst and pushed to the margins
b~ mainstream culture.
· But as always, when the status
iJlO is lleing questionned, a wave
'r backlash rises up out of the
:uiter and is seeping into the
~alb of U of W. There are even
:IN such as Candace Pascllalides who seek to justify the
1oknce that is a part of this
lil'kla,h (in t11e form of poster
xfacemen!) by claiming that it is
:!le fault of the oppressed them;elvcs (the view here being that
~v are daiming what they have
))right to - equal respect).
: would suggest that anyone
ho resents articles in the Lance
tiout groups other than those in
IOW ~hould stop and examine
~bys/he feels that way. Could it
re that you have something to
D'if by stepping outside such a
narrow view of the world and of

1111
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the rigid gender roles we have all
been socialized into? Perhaps instead we should consider how
much more we all have to gain by
freeing ourselves of these binds
in order to give credence to the
experience of all individuals on
this Earth. After all, if we have to
bate others in order to feel good
about ourselves, what does that
say about us?
Angie Slingerland
Womyn's Centre Coordinator

Womyn's centre
not justfor
womyn
Dear Editor

When people walk pac;t the
Womyn' s Centre some shudder
and cringe, some bow their heads
and .snocker and some choose to
write inane letters to the Lance. I
said walk past because if Candice
Paschalidis. a person who claims
to be a "strong advocate of many
womens'
issues",
actually
stopped by the Womyn's Centre
she would find out what the goals
of the Centre are. She might also
see me, a person who happens to
have a penis, volunteering. Does
that sound like alientating the
male "race"? (Funny, lac;t time I
checked men weren · t a .seperatc
race. Seperating maled as a
"race" sort of removes their
responsibility and guilt, doesn't
it?)

There is a 'womyn only' room
at the Centre for womyn who
need a comforting and secure
place, other than that males are
welcome to come to the meetings
and volunteer. I for one have
never felt uncomfortable at the
Centre. The only way I could see
males feeling uncomfortable at
the Centre is if they were insecure with womyn empowering
themselves. But don't worry, according to Candice men are coming around. I would like to
believe that but until a time when
mysogyny and violence against
womyn isn't growing day by day
I won't.
Brian Davi'i
Womyn Centre Volunteer

Errors in article
Dear Editor,

I am writing in about the Oct.
25 article in the Lance, which
was titled Land of Broken
Pro1111ses.
This article addresses the
problem the government faces
concerning the land they had
taken from the Stoney Point First
Nations Band dunng the Second
World War. Many of the facts the
author had based the article on
are not true.
One of these errors is over
what the land is presently for. In
the article the author claims that
"The land is ony used six weeks
of the year as Army Cadet train-

ing." The cadets do use the land
during to summer, but this is
eight to ten weeks not six weeks.
It is also true that the Militia uses
the land extensively during the
rest of the year for training.
The author later on in the article claims "No good reasons
remains to hold the land which
caused the displacement of an entire community." Toe amount of
unexploded material on the land
is unknown.
Therefore the Federal Government bas no way of giving the
natives a guarantee that it bas all
been removed. I think this is a
valid reason for the Federal
government to be hesitant before
giving this land back.
On the other hand if the Anny
relocates it will cost the Canadian
taxpayer millions and millions for
such a relocation.
The author does not even take
into account how this relocation
will affect the already limited
funds of the military. Or even if
the government has the money to
relocate.
This i~ an important issue that
the government bas to face. hut
the issues concerning this land
claim are not as black and white
as the author of this article
believes. There are many facts
concerning this issue which must
be faced before it can be
resolved.
Chris Kelly

Commission's recommendations
draw ire and support from students
Referendum
should decide
Dear Editor,
In Ille Nov. I issue, the Lance
tTIDted an article titled Call for
~1ersiry raised opposition, and
~esponding editorial Fear and
U}(/J/ung..., which addressed the
Presidents
Commission
on
Prtjudice. The statements and
iOCding of the two pieces were
~ry misleading, and I would like
10 make the following clarificaoons.
First, I am fully aware of the
tt,ntents of the commission, and I
~ve come to the conclusion that
~ recommendations do not
K'lve the problems described in
Ille repon. Three of the more conllui:ersial recommendations are:
(t) Every student must take two
1Dan?<1tory courses (one in ethnic
!IUdtcs and one in either
\nm ,
f"en s or gay issues):
n) .· students applying
for
ll'0fess,onal programs can identhemselves Diversity Group
~bers on the application: and
L'leu,) a monitor program ensures
~, \Uccess of the students in the
1"'1llY group.
"111 the next SAC meeting, I
~ m?ve to have these recomdations go to a student wide
frendom, where the student
Ycan decide whether there is
lllandate. I personally believe
the courses should be imple(iele,d: but should be at the
nt s option, rather than manalso believe in equal opunity of all students based
~erit, rather than arbitrary
una l~e race, gender, or
/ 0 nentation, thus my opion to these recommenda-

:l'

.!

1ain

. profoundly offended by
llluendo that those of us who

beg to differ with the recommendations of the commision are
primarily motivated by fear and
ignorance. I am appalled that
your editorial staff cannot accept
the reality that there are people
on campus with legitimate reservations regarding the implications of the report.
Doug Brink
SAC Senator

Time to 'clean
house' at the
Lance
Dear Editor,

I am writing in regards to the
support of Student senator Doug
Brink and disgust of zhe Lance's
distortion of an issue that affects
the student population.
I think such conduct is uncalled for and extremely unprofessional of a student paper.
And I say this in support of Mr.
Brink's integrity on campus.
Altogether it is unfortunate to
sec the Lance under constant
negativity and hatred, that
measures have not been taken to
clean house and rid the biased interpretations of particular issues
covered by the Lance.
I believe that all people should
be equal and have equal opportunities. As senetor Brink mentioned from grade nine on,
students are at the same level and
have the same educatioal opportunities, but have the choice to
proceed through advance, general
or basic courses. This indeed are
not words of a racist but an equal
opportunist.
As for the senate proposal.
maybe it should be put to a student referendum instead of
having the Lance and its cliques
decide. Lets get started on the

ngbt foot and get the facts
straight.

ignorance is education.
Kim Wright

Jerry Brun
Year 4 Sociology/Criminology

Year 4 Social Science

Diversity courses should be
mandatory
Dear Editor,

After reading the articles Fear

and loathing (of prjudice and
racism) and Call for Diversity
Raises Oppositon I am in complete support of the President's
Commisssion on Racism and
Traditional Prejudice recommendation that, in order to graduate,
all students take two courses
dealing with other cultures,
women's issues or gay/lesbian/bisexual issues.
I was shocked to read that
someone attending university, a
place of 'higher learning' would
object to this recommendation.
Discrimination solely on the basis
of race/ethnicity, gender or
sexual orientation is reality, it
does exist in today's society. Toe
only way to begin to get rid of the
ignorance and the discrimination
that results from it is through
education.
Toe people who oppose the
recommendation are the very
people who are going to go out
into the workforce and into
society upon graduation and reinforce the attitudes bat cause the
discrimination these groups face.
Mitch Day's comment that
" ...the recommendations may
create more tensions on campus ... " is ludicrous. It is the ignorance of people like him that is
causing lhe tension already on
this campus and in society.
It is fear lhat breeds ignorance
and the first step to overcoming

Diversity courses shouldn't be
mandatory
Dear Editor,

This letter is in response to the
editorial, Fear and Loathing, and
the article, Call For Diversity
Raises Oppos111on, in Nov. I
issue of the Lance.
The recommendations to create
new courses that deal with cultural issues and women and/or
lesbian and gay issues is a great
idea for those who are interested
in these fields. However, J feel
that it is not necessary to make
the courses mandatory for all students in all faculties.
University students want to become educated in a certain field
of study so that they can achieve
a good career in the future. In my
opinion, I would rat.her not take
these courses, or spend approximately $500 of my hardearned money doing so.
I agree that if the courses were
made mandatory for every student, this would create more hostility on the campus, which to me,
seems lo defeat the entire purpose. As a woman. I feel there is
no need to receive special attention in any aspect.
I agree with both student
senator Doug Brink, and Mitch
Day, that cultural issues and
woman and/or gay and lesbian
classes should be created for
those who are interested,
however, they should not be mandatory for the entire student body
at the U of W.
Nicole Waalewyn
Honolll's Criminology

By Naseer A. Syed
There is a subtle irony this
week. The Muslims Students
A~ation at U of W chose
t.hi~ time to set up displays at
the CAW Student Centre as
part of their Islam Awareness
Week. Only after the decision
did they realize that
Remembrance Day would fall
in the same week. There was
surprise at the coincidence at
first, but soon thereafter, all
the members shared a moment of sad, knowing smiles.
Immigration to Canada in
the early half of the century
had been predominantly from
the British Isles, with occasional waves from Italy, the
Ukraine. and Germany. In addition to seeking better opportunities, many of the
European immigrants were
fleeing from war and its aftcrcffects: death, dcstrucuon,
famine, and poverty. They
carried with them the accumulated memories of Europe· s
long history of strife, finally
culminating in the Great Wars.
The majority of Muslims in
Canada date back no more
than three generations. Many
ot them know the horrors of
war firsthand. Within the last
fifteen years there have been
at lea,;t six major war~ in the
Muslim World: Afghanistlill.
Iran-Iraq. Israel-Lebanon,
Iraq-Kuwait, Annenia-Azerbaijan and Bosnia-Herzegovina. Liberation
movements in Ka'-hmir. Kurdi<,tan and Palestine faced

severe suppression. An older
generation remembers the earlier Arab-Israeli and IndianPakistani wars and the
independence struggles of Algeria and Eriteria. Toe list
goes on, as do many of the
conflicts.
There is false notion that
more people have died because of religion than any
other cause. Only in proportionately few circumstances
bas religious belief been the
prime mover for violence,
Nationality. race. religion,
and language are merely a
number of variables that help
define a person· s "tribe".
Tribes allow similar people to
affiliate and exclude those
that differ. These tribes compete with one another for land
and resources. When there i,;
enough for everyone, or a
common cause, tribes will
live and work with one
another. However. if there is a
perception of scarcity or inequity. the competition becomes
as fierce a'i the perceived
threat. Only when avenues to
change and just accomodation
are denied does the struggle
take on a violent dimension.
In difficult economic times
it is easy for hatemongcrs to
fan the latent fears and
prejudices in each of us. Ignorance of other people·.s history, culture, and beliefs only
make it easier for one to be
turned against another.
Cries of "never again" ring
hollow when watching the
evening news. "We must not
forget" means that in our comfort we have forgotten.

The Muslim Students As.sociation invites you to visit
their di.splay at the CAW Student Centre this Wednesday
and Thursday.

1111111111
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;, Donna Landry (Dept. of English, WSU)
/E. The Loaded Dance Company presents a
Tuesday, November 16
wiff speak on "Suburban Gandering and
benefit performance for the
Country Filth: Inventing the Eighteenth
"Rape-Genocide Law Project, New York"
Assumption University Chapel invites
Century English Countryside.", begins at
to assist rape victims in Croatia and
everyone for Mass starting at 5:00 pm
noon in the Faculty/Administration
Bosnia-Hercegovina, it begins at 8:00 pm
followed by a cost supper.
Building, room 3339.
at the Capitol Theatre, 109 University
l The Windsor Society of Criminology
Ave. W., call 253-8065 for information.
l ·Must Lean Equal Mean?", Humanities
presents, "A dlferent View,• an informal
® Lancer Can/Am Basketball Tourney
Research Group presents Dr. Chris
discussion with four individuals who know
starts at 6:30 pm at the St. Denis Centre.
Huxley discussing worker and union
the system from the inside, it begins at
responses to Japanese production
7:00 pm in Mme. Vanier Lounge (lower
JEA Montreal artist, Barbera Steinman will
management in a Canadian auto plant,
level), Admisssion for club members - 1
give a walk-through tour of her exhibition,
begins
at
3:00
pm
in
Hofman
Auditorium,
canned food item fna 2for non-members.
A Lapse in Logic, begins at 1:00 pm at the
Iona College.
Art Gallery of Windsor
® Men's Volleyball vs McMaster begins at
JE Margins of Memory, seven contemporary
6:30 pm at the St Denis Centre.
Canadian artists.will be present to give a

® Women's Volleyball vs McMaster begins
at 8:30 pm at the St. Denis Centre.

Thursday, November 18
CJAM-fm mari<s its 10th amiversary as
an FM broadcaster with its pledge drive
to raise funds for a l~verdue power
boost Check out events this week, and
tune In to our campus radio, 91.5 fm.
• There is an Environmental Awareness
Association meetilg from 4:00 pm to 5:00
pm in Ambassador Auditorium, 2nd floor.

§ Jewish Student's Organization invites all
to attend •coffee Talk," monthly
discussion group about Jewish topics and
community concerns, this months topic:
"Anti-Defamation, Heritage Front and
Group VIOience against Racism.", in the
Faculty of Law, room G-111, from 12:30
to 1:30pm.
JECJAM "Live Drive Benefit", featuring:
Elephant, Soyl and Luxury Christ, begins
at 9:00 pm at Changez By Nile, $3.00
cover.

Wednesday, November 17
l The CAW Student Centre presents, An
Open Dialogue Session on "Tuition• with
Dr. Ron Ianni, President, Univers~y of
Wndsor, thepresentationbeginsat 12:30
pm in Ambassador Auditorium.

l The International Relations Society
presents Professor Panel on NAFTA in
the Ambasador Auditorium of the CAW
Student Centre, it begins at 4:00 pm.
• A meeting of the Canadian Abortion
Rights Action League (C.A.R.A.L.)
Wndsor Chapter, takes place in at The
Wornyn'sCentre (2ndfloor, CAW Student
Centre), begins at 5:30 pm.

l The Department of Geology presents the
C.P. Gravenor Lecture Senes with Dr.
Robert Schincariol discussing, lnstablility
Phenomena in Variable-Density
Groundwater Flow, begins at 4:00 pm in
Memorial Hall, room 302.
§ Windsor Womyn's Coffee House

presents Windsor Feminist Theatre,
begins at 7:30 pm to 11 :30 pm at
Sandwich St. Cate, in MacKenzie Hall.

JE Dance/Talk, Interpreting Dance and the
Choreograpic Process, a lecture and
demonstration starting at 7:00 pm at
MacKenzie Hall (Court Auditorium),
admission is $5.00, for information call
9n-5438.
JE"The Edifice Complex", a lecture by
Reesa Greenberg, (Associate Professor
of Art History at Concordia University), at
the Art Gallery of Windsor, at 7:00 pm.

Friday, November 19
® TGIF Voleyball Party at 4:00 pm, at the

Delta Chi house, 408 Indian Ave., under
the bridge, all are welcome.
JE Soundsation series sponsored by the
School of Music, presents a co-operative
concert wdh the WSO at 8:00 pm at the
Capitol Theatre, featured will be Paul
McIntyre performing on piano and the
WSO playing his own composition
'Pieces of Four"., Tickets are: $12.00
adults and $8.00 for students.
§ Out

On Campus and the
Gay/l.esbiarv'Bisexual Pride Committee
win be having a dance at MacPherson
Lounge (6th Floor Electa Hall), at 8:00
pm, tickets are $5.00 in advance at the
the CAW Centre from noon to 2:00 pm on
November 18th.

Saturday, November 20
• The Windsor Board and Roleplaying
Gaming Society meets in the Rose Room
of Vanier Hall from 12:00 pm to 11 :00 pm
every Saturday.
Male and Female models are wanted for
fashion show try-outs in the Ambassador
Auditorium, Salon C, from 10:30 am to
2:30 pm, sponsored by the Science
Socie_ty.
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walk through tour of their exhibition,
begins at 2:00 pm, at the Art Gallery of
Windsor.

Sunday, November 21

§ Les Habitants are hosting the Soiree d'

introduction at La Maison Francaise at
7:00 pm, there will be a pot luck snack,
live French music, and awine and cheese
presentation, for more information call
253-4232 ext. 2062.

Students for action
Action for students

Assumpion University Chapel has Mass
beginning at 10:30 am and at 4:40 pm.
® Lancer Can/Am Basketball Tourney

begins at 1:00 pm at the St. Denis Centre.

t

Student
teachers lose
out in strike,
pages.

Monday, November 22
The Teen Health Centre and the Lung
Association--Essex County are holding a
support group for people who have quit
smoking or are thinking about quitting,
they will meet every Monday from 4:00
pm to 5:00 pm at the Teen Health Centre,
for more information call Rosalind at
253-8481.
A blood Donor Clinic will take place from
1:00 pm to 8:00 pm at the Windsor
Branch, 3909 Grand Marais Road East.
• Men's Support Group, talk about, "What
it Means to be a Man Today!", meetings
are Monday afternoons from 2:00 pm at
Iona College.

l OPRIG (Ontario Public Interest Research
Group) Windsor presents the award
winning video, "Burning Rivers," the
documentary exploring the links between
poverty, human rights abuses and the
state of the environment in Guatemala,
upstairs atthe Grad House at 7:00 pm, All
are welcome, there will also be a
discussion with Guatemalan refugee,
Axel Cocan.
Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
JEVisual and performing arts.

l Lectures, seminars, etc.
• Club and society meetings.

! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.
® Sporting events.

Former
volleyball
players blame
coach for their
leaving, page
12.
Promised
Land,
promising
performance,
page 14.
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UNBmath
prof fields
criticism for
remarks on
date rape, pp.
3, 6, 15.
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ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

Biblical Interpretation and
the Imagination
A respected theologian, Fr. LaVerdiere sheds light on the controversial topic
of biblical interpretation and offers a response to the challenges presented by
literalism and fundamentalism.

Rev. Eugene LaVerdiere, sss
* Senior Editor, Emmanuel Magazine.

* Holder of the Margaret and Chester Paluch Chtdr of Theology

at Mundelein Seminary, University of St. Mary of the Lake.
* Adjunct Professor of New Testament Studies, Catholic
Theological Union, Chicago.
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Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1993
MADAME VANIER LOUNGE 8:00pm • 10:30pm
-DISCUSS S1UDtN1 HOUSING CONCtRNS &PROPOStD RtCOMMtNDA110NS
· for fuITher info, contact JASON CltMtNS or CORtY lHOMPSON at the SAC offices at 9/ 1-'3626 (erl 3626)
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Lance
Editorials

.The Lan":, the. student newspaper of the University of
Wrndso!, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performrng both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the d1Vers1ty in ethn1aty, culture, gender, sexual
one~tation, age, physical and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it in our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspect1Ves other media avoid,
the Lance recognizes that many disadvantaged groups in sooety do not
have equitable access to !he media. We affirm our responsibility lo glV8
these groups voice and recognition.

.

.

3. The Lance is committed to acting aga1nst the oppression of socially,
culturally, politically and economically disadvantaged groups. In
addition, we oppose the abuse of power 1n any form.
4. The Lance will not print material that is sex1s~ raasl ageist
heterosex1st, or that maligns d11ferentty-abled peoples or the
economicallyd1sadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of convenbooal and
nuclear arms and the systems which promote them, which preserve and
extend un1ust ecooom1c and political hegemony, d1vert:ng resources
from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility, both mcontent and in
its day-to-day workings.

Violence
against
women is the issue
Professor Matin Yaqzan expressed bis startling and archaic opinion
abOut date rape in a recent issue of the Brunswickan, the student paper
at UNBFredericton.
His claims rest on the assumption that boys will be boys. He also
makes the claim that if a so-called promiscuous woman is the victim
of an unwanted sexual act, better for her to keep her mouth shut and
simply ask for monetary compensation for her inconvenience.
Yaqzan was suspended on Friday, and UNB is setting up an investigation to look at his performance. Some will drag it out into a
freedom of speech issue when in fact the sissue is violence against
women.
Date rape is violence against women. Yaozan condones date-rape
as part of male 'nature'. Can this be tolerated? Obviously not, and the
university's action is justified in suspending him during the course of
the investigation.
There have been questions raised concerning whether the editorial
board at UNB should have printed Yaozan' s opinions piece at all.
There is no question that students have a right to know bow they
are viewed by their professors, and obviously Yaozan was willing to
reveal those perceptions through bis submission to the paper. His
opinion not only reveals bis views on date rape, but also his lack of
confidence in a young person's self control and maturity.
Students should be prepared as to how they will be received by
their professors when they ask for help. It is utterly disgraceful to
think that some students have to direct their math and statistics questions to a professor who bas the bleak conception that they are not marure enough to conduct themselves in an apppropriate manner.

..,

Why are we ranking our schools?
Congratulations U of W. According to Macleans magazine, University of Windsor is the tenth best comprehensive school in Canada, (out
of 13 ranked).
The main flaw in this Macleans survey is that it does not look at individual programs. When you go into a university you go into individual faculties and departments. For example nursing, law,
pscbology. The Biology department has a great co-op program and the
Great Lakes Institute yet it is lumped together with a whole slew of
factors in the survey. Therefore individual strengths are not picked up
by the Macleans survey.
The Macleans survey has done a lot of work in compiling information that can be beneficial for high school students looking at attending Canadian universities. However, these students should not assume
that Macleans is the definitive survey on Canadian universities. The
onus is on the student to check out the university they want to attend
and to dig up information on the individual programs they want to attend, including talking to students.
As prospective students they will sacrafice a lot to attend university. It is up to them to research the university they are going to invest
four years of their life and thousands of dollars.
The best university is the one that is best for your needs and is the
Ille where you get what put into it.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Lance too
politically correct
Dear Editor,
Re: The lance's principle #4:
"The Lance will not print

material that is sexist, racist,
ageist, beterosexist, or that
maligns differently-abled or the
economically disadvantaged."
I can't tell you how relieved I
am to learn that the lance will
perpetuate political correctness at
the expense of freedom of expression. I have always felt that
our s. 2(b) Charter right is overrated, and should give way to the
ultimate goal of controlling
people's minds.
My only question is, how do I
get to be a member of the board
that decides what is "sexist,
racist, ageist, heterosexist, [or]
maJign[ing]
differently-abled,
peoples or the economically disadvantaged?" You see, I've really always wanted to be a dictator.
Jasmine Tanja Akbarali
Year II Law

GSS throws out
democracy
Dear Editor,

No, this is not another shot at
the federal or provincial governments, but rather one a little
closer to home, the Graduate Student Society (GSS).
Apparently. in the very recent
past, the GSS executive has
thrown out democracy, and
brought in a new style of leadership, dictatorship. And the funniest thing about the whole
incident. it was brought about because the manager of the Grad
House doesn't like one of bis

bartenders, and wants to fire him.
So the GSS council assigns four
council members to a Hiring
Committee to oversee the 'case'.
Fine, after three weeks of talks
and lawyers and such, the Hiring
Committee suggests the bartender is to be reinstated. Well,
the GSS Exec does not like that
result, so they order the Hiring
Committee to be dissolved, with
their results dismissed, and the
Exec follows by firing the bartender, and banning him from the
Grad House. Is this why we
voted our executive in, oops,
wait a minute, eighty percent of
them acclaimed their positions
from last year. I guess since
democracy didn't put them in,
they don't have to follow it.
Michael Harris
3rd Year Grad.

More on
diversity courses
Dear Editor,

In response to your editorial,
Fear and loathing (of prejudice
and racism) and Miss Wrigbt's
critique, I would like to clarify
the position of many students
who are opposed to the recommendations of the President's
Commission on Racism and
Traditional Prejudice. The commission correctly asserts that
there are undercurrents of
prejudice on the university campus, but its solutions are not viable. The prescribed treatment,
according to the commission, is
to implement a grandiose experiment in social engineering,
hoping to create a diverse, sensitive, and politically correct student body.
It is my opinion that it is not
the role of the Senate at this

university, nor any government,
to legislate diversity upon the
student body through mandatory
sensitivity courses. Will these
courses alleviate the spectre of
racism and prejudice on campus?
In all likelihood not; two courses
will not undo generations of antagonism and mistrust. These
courses will end up as a costly
folly that will deteriorate the
academic standards of this
university.
The best way to destroy
racism and prejudice is to ensure
through quality education, that
members of diversity groups
have the same opportunities for
economic success that all of us
should enjoy.
Through the gradual acquisition of economic, and therefore
political power, members of
minority groups will achieve the
power and respect entitled
through bard work and perseverence.
Mutual respect represents the
ultimate demise of prejudice,
since respect is built on merit,
and not ignorance. I sincerely
believe that this is a more appropriate manner to solve the
problems outlined in the commission, rather than the sbonsigbted, interventionist, band-aid
treatments prescribed by the
senate.
Mitchell J. Day
Special B. Comm.

1\lore letters
to the editor
on page 15

-
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Masters of confusion
and niisrepresentation

The CAW Student Centre
presents ....

by Tran Longmoore
Associate News Editor

We are mired in a deep recession that is fostering desperation, fear
and, in some cases, hate. Many people who have worked for twenty
years can't come to grips with why they are losing their jobs and
homes.
Politicians know this and often exploit these fears for their own
benefit.
Recently, while criticizing the provincial government for failing to
stop welfare fraud, Ontario Liberal Leader Lyn McLeod played on this
desperation, using the Canadian Somali community as a scapegoat
McLeod accused the Somalis of "organized and systematic pillaging"
our welfare system.
Her information came from a blatantly racist internal federal govem.
ment report that investigated welfare and refugee fraud.
Here are some examples from the report:
"Somalis, as a group, have documented repeatedly that they can ob-

AN OPEN DIALOGUE
SESSION ON "TUITION"
with Dr. Ron Ianni, President,
University of Windsor
and student representatives from
SAC, GSS and OPUS

tain and will readily use fraudulent and impropoerly issued docume11•
tation to facilitate their goals."
"The Somali peolpe are adherents of Eastern philosophy and, for
the most part, Muslim Faith. They are a proud people who see the
world in ways we do not understand and and cannot appreciate fully
In additon, they are opportunists whose use of confusion and misrepresentation are unparalled except by the Gypsies of eastern and
western Europe."
"The Somalis are masters of confusion and misrepresentation ....
One Somali interpreter has been quoted as saying that you can only
believe 50 per cent of what a Somali tells you. My experience tells me
that 50 per cent is e.x1remely generous."

WED. NOV. 17, 1993
12:30pni

The report calls for repressive measures such as photographing and
finger printing all refugee claimants, as well as "suspect Somali
visitors."
If I believed everything the government told me, I would be pretty
apprehensive upon meeting a Somali. In fact, it is politicians who are
"masters of confusion and misrepresentation."
In general, Canadians are scared and frustrated about the state of our
country. We are looking for answers, and unfortunately, many people
are desperate enough to buy into their divisive crap. And with the
emergence of the Reform Party in Parliament, you can bet that we'll
, another scapegoat waste more time picking apart our country 1or
while the goverment sends our jobs to Mexico.
~
There is a meeting to plan a picket at Herb Gray's office to demand

Ambassador Auditorium,
CAW Student Centre
The first in a series of frank discussions
between students and campus leaders. For
more information, contact the CAW
Student Centre at 973-7024
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a public inquiry into Employment and Immigration Canada internal hocl
reports and an apology from Lyn McLeod, this Thursday, Nov. 18, a1 divi5:30pm, CAW Student Centre.
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Riverplace off-campus residence
RESERVE YOUR ROOM NOW
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AL O N

Where We Set the Standards

551 PELISSIER •OPEN 7 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS• 973-4977

- excellent location: 245 Detroit St.
- 5 minute walk from school
- furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
- fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
- captaoin 's beds with storage drawerts
- lounge with satellite & cable TV
- exercise and games room
- private study rooms
- parking and laundry facilities
- $279 & $399 including utilities

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 10am-8pm
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at the hockey rink

l ....

by Derek Dimuzio, Tim Dimuzio and
Nelson Coelho

only

Sports Staff

'me

Since taking over the NHL as commisand sioner. Gary Bettman has sacrificed the
rnali rettennent of the game in favour of that
lucritive but illusive television contract.
The NHL braintrust has already humiliated
uself over optional helmet requirements (to
1 are
make its players/commodities more distinour guishable).
In lhe upcoming months sbootouts will
Opie
prove
to be a contentius issue. Imposing
the
ve'II ,uch a rule does not cater to the real fans
who have served the NHL well.
1_
@ Above all else hockey always prided itlll!ld ~If on being a team game. Installing a
ma/ hockey shootout would make the in-

p
J,

•

QI

I
•

•

I

I

div1dual stars of the game more important
lhan lhe team itself.

Shootouts in hockey would be comparable to a free throw contest in basketball or homerun derby in baseball to
decide the winner. Why should the team
concept be jeopardized in hockey when in

other team sports it's not.
Low scoring teams today instill a disciplined approach to the game and settle
for the tie. A shootout would disadvantage
their work ethic because thay simply do
not have the firepower to cap the game off.
Therefore undue pressure is needlessly
placed on the goaltender in the shootout.
Most importantly, supposing the
shootout is adopted, what will happen in
the playoffs? While the contest between
scorer and goalkeeper is attractive to some,
an overtime in game #7 of the playoffs is
far more exciting to the fans. Undoubtedly
the rules for the regular season would
apply in the post season. It would mean
that big money teams could buy stars to ensure success.
It has become obvious that the new
blood in the NHL executive is trying to
market the game by introducing new
strategies while sacrificing tradition. Norm
Green, Bruce McNeil and Michael Eisner
may have the bucks but Harry Sidens and
Dave King have the hockey sense to know
what is right for the game ... no shooroucs!

Self All-Canadian

David Gough
Sports Editor

If I want to go to a game either pro or
OUAA I want to see a winner. That is why
I propose that the shoot-out be implemented.
LelS go back to the 1992 Olympics.
Canada vs. Germany. Canada is supposed
to win easily but Germany plays Canada
to a draw in regulation. After two boring
overtime frames the Olympic format goes
to the shoot-out.
This is where the game got interesting
and peaked the interest of everyone watching this curousity. This is where the fun
begins. This is where a players true skills
come out. This makes hockey into an individual duel that is ten times more exciting to watch than the boring overtime
sessions.
The OUAA should lead the way and
implement this right away. If two teams
battle to a tie in regulation then fine give
both teams a point and let the shootout
begin. Fans would be on their feet waiting

Women's basketball off to a good start
By David Gough

David Gough
Sports Editor

CROSS COUNTRY

cross coW1try
Paul Self
season
by
and hi~ Lanplacing
7th
cer teamates
overall, and
proved that
earning
AllIbey belonged
Canadian
at 1993 CIAU
status. This
Cross
achievemeni
Country
earns Self a
Championship
spot in the
s held on
Lancer
Nov. 5 in
record books
Halifax. Self
as the first
finL\hed 7th
ever Lancl.!r
overa11 and
cross-country
Wa\
named
runner
to
first team all. gain
first
Canactian
team
AllWhile ' the
Canadian
ltam finished
status. The
fourth over- All- Canadian Paul Self. (Photo bY
Lancers were
all.
/AN GRAY)
also helped
There wac;
a bit of controversy in with the by the strong running of Jason
selection of the Lancers as a Boyle (18th), Ryan Leef (24th),
Wild-card entry. A protest and Dave Scarrow (25th) in their
fourth place effort. Scarrow, was
~unched by Sherbrooke, the
a key player in the Lancers'
\!llebec runners-up, added incenresults as he was forced to stop
llve for the Lancers.
mid-way
in the race due to
But the Lancers justified their
cramps, but regained his com~~nee by moving up from posure and finished strongly in
e1t fifth place pre-meet ranking
25th place. Also scoring for the
~ating McGill the Quebec
Lancers
included Jason Petro
amp1ons by 33 points.
(34th), Mark Brozowski (35th)
The 10km course proved to be
and Chris D' Annuzio (45th).
a ~e cross country course,
In the women's division Caltaking the runners through a
gary,
which gained entry as a
rugged, rocky and muddy terrain.
wild
card
in a close vote over
lndiVidually, the team was
Windsor, pulled an incredible
~ by fifth year student Paul upset as it finished ftrSt
1Y
· Self capped off a brilliant

:d

anxiously for the shootout result. In all of
hockey there is nothing more exciting than
watching a breakaway.
This happens maybe two or three times
a game, tops. Whenever it happens every
one in the arena rises to their feet and
either cheer on the goalie to make the
great save or the puck-carrier to make a
great move and deke out the goalie and
put the goal into the net.
If a shootout occured this would happen
at least ten times and the OUAA hockey
league which is already exciting would
add to the exciting factor.
The expression "fit to be tied" would
seem to be the best way to sum up the first
two days of competition last week in the
OUAA. All four games went into overtime and none where solved in the five
minute overtime. If the shootout was m effect all teams would of got their point and
the fans would of been given an extra
thrilling treat. Il is time that the OUAA
spice up their league. What the hell the
NHL could use a new exciting gimmick as
well.
(g

Sports Editor

The University of Windsor
women's basketball team is off to

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Lancers 66, Bishop's 35
Nov.6

Queen's 60, Lancers 54
Nov. 7

Lancers 63, Siena Heights 54
Nov. 10

a great start winning three of its

past four games.
On Nov. 6 the Lancers
travelled up to Kingston for the
Queens University tournament.
Saturday the Lancers whipped
Bishop's Gaiters 66-35. Gyurcsik
was again the leading scorer with
22. Gyurcsik, a graduate student,
is in her fifth year. Since Heather
Quick and Lisa White have
graduated, she is the team leader.
The next day, the Lancer
squad faced the host Queen's
University Gaels, and were narrowly defeated 60-54 Dana McCullough was the leading scorer
for the Lancers with 18 points.

On Wednesday the Lancers
hosted Sienna Heights, a US
school in an exhibition game.
The Lancers came out strong and
led 32-21 at half-time. The Lancers held on to win 63-54.
Second year player Lesley
Daniels was the top scorer for the
Lancers as she scored 16. She
also grabbed 12 rebounds and
blocked four shots. Wendy
Langley and Gyurcsik each
added 12 for the Lancer cause.
The Lancers OWIAA home
opener is on Saturday Nov. 27 at
2:00 pm versus the Waterloo
Athenas.
(g

Men beat Laurier 89-66 in exhibition
half defeating the Lancers 10882.
Sports Staff
Pat Osborne led the Lancers
On Nov. 6 and 7, the Univer- with 24 poinlS, while Mark Bagsity of Windsor men's basketball gio, Matt McMillan and Jamie
team showed their stuff in a tour- Pepper added 16, 14 and 10
nament at the University of points respectively.
Toe Lancers were in the game
Michigan-Dearborn.
until Osborne picked up bis
MEN'S BASKETBALL
fourth foul. This later proved to
be an advantage for Tiffin who
Tiffin 108, Lancers 82
was able to run at the Lancers efNov. 5
fectively and bring the game out
of the Lancers' reach.
Lancers 89, Laurier 66
Game two of the tournament
Nov.6
found the Lancers facing an unSiena Heights 98, Lancers 89
dermat.ched Lawier team, as the
Nov. 10
Lancers defeated them 89-66.
In the first game of the tourna- Osborne and Pepper led the team
ment the Lancers played against in scoring with 23 points each,
with Jeff Nekkers playing a solid
Tiffin University.
game
by adding 21.
At balftime the Lancers found
Lancer men• s bead coach
themselves trailing by two, but
Tiffin pulled away in the secood Mike Havey was oot particul.-ly

By Tyler Delben

pleased by bis team's effort. "We
played poorly even though we
won by 23 points," Havey said.
"Laurier is a weak team and we
responded accordingly.
We
didn't play up to our capability.
We let them back into what I
would call an ugly game."
On Nov. 10, the Lancers
played host to Sielllla Heights.
hoping to reverse the results of
last year's losses.
Going into halftime, the Lancers found themselves with a 5041 lead. The Saints outscored the
Lancers in the second half by 18
points. The game ended 98-89
with a hard fought loss for the
Lancers.
Osborne, who is off to a
remarkable start in the 1993-94
season, led the Lancers with 30
points. Jamie Pepper scored 26
andJeffNekkel's added 14.
(y
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Professor ousted for
date rape comments
By Karen Burgess and
Jonathan Stone
The Brunswickan

FREDRICTON, N.B. - Effective Friday, assistant professor
of mathematics and statistics
Matin
Yaqzan
has
been
suspended by the University of
New Brunswick.
Yaqzan's publication of an
opinion piece in the student
newspaper the Brunswickan is the
reason behind the decision for
suspension pending an investigation by university offi.cals.
The professor's opinion on
date rape has angered many students and has been receiving attention from local, provincial,
and national media since its publication.
His controversial opinion article states that "a girl who has
had sexual intercourse with a
large number of boys, would not
suffer as a result of an unwanted
sexual encounter lo the same degree as a girl for whom it might
be the first sexual experience."
Tom Traves, UNB's vice
president acedemic, has initiated
a full review of Professor
Yaqzan' s performance of his
professional responsibilities.
Although precipitated by the
Nov. 5 opinion publication the
review will encompass Prof.
Yaqzan's
total
employment
record.
It is a touchy issue because it
brings two of the university's
fundamental values into direct
conflict, explained Traves. It all
comes down to the value of
freedom of speech and of free
thought versus stepping on the
lines of the university's sexual
harassment policy.
The
UNB
Policy and

suspension.
Another instructor will be assigned to bis courses until the
matter is resolved, explained a
university press release.
In an interview Thursday evening, UNB president Robin L-~-...:.;__.:;;,.;::..._.....;;.;;;_~~=~=~.....:=----==-'=.:...----'----------"~..a-.----'
Armstrong said he was not
prepared to comment on whether
there were other incidents in
Yaqzan' s teaching career which
would prompt such a review.
Wben asked if the review was
a chance that if the issue was any question brought before
expedited by the national media
By Ross Shuliak
brought to a referendum the referendum would oversimplify
attention the professors opinions
News Staff
Senate could, and likely would, the problem on campus.
have attracted, Armstrong said,
Les Banks, SAC' s human
As anticipated, the Report of reject the results in the end. She
"if the Brunswickan hadn't have
published the article last week I the Presidents Commission on expressed serious concern over rights commissioner, was also
Procedure on Sexual Harrass- doubt if you would have gotten Traditional Prejudice and Dis- the lack of interest shown at the concerned from the perspective
ment, which applies to all faculty, the fax you got this afternoon."
crimination was the subject of a polls by Windsor students in the that the question would be turned
staff, and students, states: "the
"The attention that the univer- fiery debate at last Thursday's past, in light of CRO Doug Ellis into a racial issue.
Creation of a commitee for
university is committed to creat- sity bas obtained was clearly not extended SAC meeting. Council was in the usual 10 percent turn
ing and maintaining an environ- desired by the university," be defeated a motion to bring the out for February elections which purposes of education seemed an
excess of work, said Brink. "If I
ment for all students and commented.
report's "contoversial recommen- is "pathetic".
Nursing representative Brian wanted that much work I would
He warned against assuming dations" to a referendum in
employees that is free of objecGreene supported immediately have run for VPUA."
tionable and disrespectful con- that the suspension indicated that February.
This led social science repre·
Toe report recommended that idea of striking a comminee.
duct Sexual harassmem will not the university's lawyer found
be tolerated by the University of some evidence that Yaqzan's it be mandatory that students take "Now is the best time to act at the sentative Tiffany Ulch to express
opm1on piece violated the two "cultural diversity" courses research level to bring this to the her "disgust" at the fact that
New Brunswick."
Yaqzan •s comments may fall university's sexual harassment before graduating, prompting stu- students. Letting it go any further Steve Alexander, VPUA, was DOI
dent senator, Doug Brink to 'to define' the issues, is a crock present to discuss an issue to go
under a clause condemning con- policy.
before Senate a duty which falls
duct that ''creates an intimidating
"It (the review) will look into decide the issue in a student of shit!"
Jason Clemens who proposed under his job description.
hostile or offensive working or bis professional responsibilties, referendum.
SAC president Jon Ricci
academic environment."
which is a broader statement," be
Due to the potential for endless that a committee be struck, felt
debate, the discussion was action needed to be taken right summed it up by saying that SAC
Traves said that Yaqzan •s explained.
opinion may have crossed the
Professor Yaqzan confirmed limited to the question of whether away. "We need to commit to was unified by having the "same
line. "We do recognize that there that be was notified about the or not the recommendations students" be said, adding that job in mind," to educate the stu·
there is a need to develop an dents. Ricci hopes to see a slu·
are always some constraints on suspension, but is unprepared to should be brought to referendum.
dent chair the commitee and have
free speech, more specifically, comment about what be wHl do
Student senator Paula Davis education campaign.
Womyn •s issues co-ordinator a report every SAC meeting until
when it comes to an issue of about this situation.
[y expressed the concerns many
Q
SAC members shared over taking Liana James was convinced that the february.

Council nixes vote on niaking
'cultural diversity' niandatory

MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP

A PLACE FOR STUDENTS to TALK ABOUT:

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AMAN TODAY!
TOPICS INCLUDE OPEN AND
HONEST DISCUSSION Of:
gender roles, traditional images of men,
responses to feminism, political correctness
and how we can make the university a
better place from within

MEETINGS: MONDAY AFTERNOONS,
2:00pm, IONA COLLEGE, SUNSET AVE.
3i21S Sa.T11du.a1ch St:..
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Peace: it's an abstract term
>i
that seems hazy and unachievable in
our lives or in the world, yet hangs over us
like a banner. We would like to argue it is not just a state,
but a process. More than the opposite of war, peace is also the
opposite of militarism and oppression. During the cold war years,
the threat of nuclear destruction put the pursuit of peace in the hands
of the warmakers. Peace through the balance of power, they told us, peace
through the continuation of the arms race. Peace, they said, because the other
side can blow up the world, but we can blow it up more. Now, despite the end of
anti-Soviet hysteria encompassed in the end of the Soviet Union, our governments
continue to build weapons, support military regimes, and silence opposition. The
export of weapons points to their hypocrisy. They say they want peace, but not at
the expense of profits, code-named for public consumption as jobs'. The issues,
for those who want to deal with them, are questions of process: How do we begin
to demand peace? How do we find non-violent resolutions when we can't always
find the truth about what's going on? How do we overcome the apathy bred by the
overwhelming power of politics? lbis special pull-out section of the Lance is
dedicated to issues about peace, and it is our hope that we can see peace as a
process we all must take a part in. It may bring up frightening facts and
uncomfortable realities, but instead we choose to be inspired by the
untapped power of students. We are not helpless, but a unified
force with a voice loud enough to join the call for peace.

,. . .

.

..

,..,

It is
wrong to assume that we are no
longer threatened by
nuclear destruction
since the fall of the Soviet Bloc. This article examines the continuing proliferation of nuclear
warheads and how, unchecked by decreased public attention the arms race could be more dar,,gerous now.

Lb;

D~ng
1980s, when the nuclear arms race between I.be United States and
I.be Soviet Union was at its height, people all over I.be world developed a
keen awareness of the danger that nuclear war could destroy virtually all life
on earth. This awareness gave great energy and intensity to I.be peace movement, especially in Europe and North America. Mikhail Gorbachcv, former
general secretary of I.be Soviet Union, has reported I.bat !h~ power of ~e
peace movement in the West encouraged him in 1985 to 1mttat~ dramauc
proposals for. reduction and eluninalion of nuclear arsenals. This was I.be
beginning of the end of the Cold War.
No longer does the pervasive fear of nuclear holocaust plague us as it
did during the 1980s. But, we might ask, to what extent bas the danger
from nuclear weapons actually been reduced? Are we safer now than
when the Reagan administration, proclaiming that the Soviet Union
was an "evil empire," was rapidly building up U.S. nuclear forces,
claiming falsely that the Soviet Union was ahead_~ the nuclear arms
race? Callino for the expenditure of hundreds of btlhons of dollars for
an elaborate $tern
defence against intercontinental ballistic missiles
(the Stategit Defence Initiative or ''Star Wars"); the Soviet Union _maintained a belligerent stance, and struggled, as usual, to keep up with the
U.S.?
Nobody knows exactly how close we came to .nuclear hol~aust in the
I 980s, and nobody can know precisely bow great the danger is now. Far
too many factors are involved. But one of the key factors is the extent to
which the nuclear weapons of the U.S. and the former
Soviet Union are still kept on alert. Do young military
officers still sit in the control rooms of missile
silos, ready at
moment to launch nuclearwarbea.ds far more powerful than tbe atomic bombs
which obliterated Hiroshima and Nagasaki_in
1945?
Since I have not seen any answer to this
question either on,the mainline news
media or in the alternative -sources of
information that I regularly
check, I have consulted
with the Center for Defence
Jnfonnation and the Arms
Control Association, both
located in Wahington,
D.C .. I havt: bt:t:n informed
that both the U.S. and Russia do, indeed, still keep a
considerable portion of
their nuclear arsenals on
alert. Moreover, both nations still keep their missiles, armed with nuclear

for

any

T e

race:

··· ···

wW"beads. aimed not at

some other "enemy," but at
each other. This state of affairs continues despite the end of
the Cold War, despite every appearance of friendy relations between the two nations, and
despjte the virtually universal ass umption that neither nation has
any intention of waging war
" aginst the other. Apparently on
each side the very powerful inGeorge
stitutional structures, military and
Crowell
industrial, which made the arms
..· race possible, still cling tenacious. : · ly to considerable portions. _ofthe
.
:
, power they once ~ercised.
·:··Tbe siruaUoo bas certainly improved significantly
·' since the height of the Cold War. On Sept.27. 1991, president
Bush took off immediate alert the entire long-range bomber
· forceoftbe. U.S.;but, with their capability of carrying some 4
. '' OOO warheads; chey can be reactivated within·24 hows. Busb
further took off alert the 550 which .are the mostmodein and
.: most accurate. The -older Poseidon submarines have been taken :
off alert. but the powerful, m~I'tl Trident submarines con. ~
.. '... ,·.. . . · ..
.s· tinue to patrol tbe seas.
..
·. We do not know precisely the number Of nuclear weapons tmft:
' , the Russians keep trained on the U.S:, and perhaps on other Western tar-:;,·
,
gets,. btit we~ lqlriw that .they keep a considerabl: ponion of tbeil' ar, ·.
senal teady Jor.imrnediate use~including the mtssiles ,they carry on .
nuclear submarines, of wbich they are able to keep as num'y as fjv~ O!,~ .o~ ~:
alert at sea While tbef.ormer Soviet republics o(Uktaine;-:~ l ~ and ~
Kazakhstan still ~ ~.n~weapons, the cod~that ~~t¥~ are .
controlled by Russia.)sF&eigt\Minister wbo has recentfybeen~g ..fot an ·
, .agreement tbatwoµJdtak~ .aoU.S; a;n(,l Russµm nucleaiw.ea1>9ns off alert.·
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Obviously
'·, ··..
such a step is needt(l to assure a
'•..
greater degree of safety from the danger ·
that nuclear weapons might actually be used, perhaps by accident if not intentionally. . .
.
.
.
The U.S. and Russia have agreed to significant reducuons m their nuc!ear
arsenals through the S.T.A.R.T. negotiations. By the year 200? the U.S. 1s to
have reduced its nuclear warheads by 71 percent and the Russians b.Y 74 percent from their highest levels. This is good news. But th~ bad ~ews 1s that
each will still possess more than 5 OOO warheads and their dehve~ sy~tems,
and these w ill have the explosive power of more than 300,000 Hiroshuna
bombs. MoreQver, the other nuclear powers have announced no pl~s t?
reduce their nuclear arsenals. It is estimated that by 2003 France will suJI
have some 600 nuclear weapons, the British, 550, and the Chinese, 5~. Is.real still refuses to acknowledge that it possesses nuclear weapns. but 1s widely believed to have some 200.
.
.. .
·
This brings us to the unsolved and growm_g pr?blen ~f bonzontal
proliferation," the spread of nuclear weapons to mcre~~g numbers of
nations. It is now well known that Iraq had made surpnsmg progress
.
toward the possession of nuclear weapons b~fore the b~ginning of the Persian
Gulf War. Several other nations, notably India and Pakistan, may. alread~
have nuclear weapons. Even now the U.S. is th~eatening eco~o~uc sanct10ns
against North Korea in order to prevent that nauon from ach1evmg nuclear
capability.
. .
U.S. efforts to prevent other nations from ga10mg access to nude~ .
weapons 1s obviously hypocritical. For decades the U.S. bas been res1s~ng appeals from virtually all the other nations on earth to sign a Comprehensive
Test Ban (CTB). Especially urgent have been the appeals of the nonnuclear nations which have signed the 1968 Ncm-Proliferation Treaty
(NPT), which now bas 159 signatories. This treaty_comes up for
review in 1995. If the U.S. persists in refusing to sign a CTB, the NPT,
which bas provided invaluable protection against proliferation, may .
collapse.
·
.
A CTB would require the baiting of all tests of nuclear explosive ·
devices in all environmencs. This would prevent the development of
nuclear warheads. In 1963 the·u.s., Britian, and the Soviet Union nearly negotiated, but then bacl<:ed off from the CTB. Instead they sign~;
the Partial Test
;./
·
....;
Ban, which for"
....
..
-:-"'
bids nuclear test
explosions in all
environments except underground.
Atthat time there
was no doubt that
tests above
ground anywhere on
earth could be
detected and verified. But
there was some question
whether underground tests
could be detected. The Soviet
Union was
willing at that
time to allow as
many as three
annual tests, in its
territory to verify
a CTB , but the
U.S. insisted on seven. A
prime opportunity to prevent
most of the arms race which e l}r
sued was tragically lostfrom a
failure to agree on tms.min.or detail. The · ,..
superpowers subsequently carried. out · .:.- .·
hundreds of underground tests, developing
many new types of warJ'leads, including
MIRVs (multiple independently-targeted .· ....
reentry vehicles) which involvoo the placing of three to a dozen or more warheads
.
on a single missile. .. .
.
·
By 1980 the Soviet Onion
the U.S. had negotiated
a CTB which provided Jar as many on-site inspections as
necessary for verificatiQ1l,:bot it was i-ieve.r ~tifi.ed. The
Reagan admistration refused to $ign it, and the rate to
develop new types of w.eapoos contin1,1ed, with the U.S,
consistently maintaioing a considerable technological advantage. At present botb Russia and the U.S, are obse.(".:-.,-..,
ing a motatorium o-n testing. It remains to be seen
·
whether either nation willresume testing, and whether the
U.S. wiU finally agree to a CTB. w~cb Russia is
willing to ~cept af any tiµl~. in order to preserve .·.
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Obviously the world has a long. way to.&~ to
achieve sat~.lY fr~D.l the ~eat of nuclear w~ns.
.~,,
As has often been noted, the kno.wledge of ~ow .to . . , .
build such weapo~s ~ never be obJitera~;" But wi~ in~emation-aUy institµlionalized safegaurds, the hmnan community could
,
eliminate all existing nuclear weapons and prevent their manufacture
.,
in tbe future·.M~y extremely difficult obstacles must be overcome
to accomplish lhis: ItwQ.uld.beamonwnental achievement. But; of course, .
this would nc,tbe'~gb tB'-~ e pe~ War. with other: types of weapons,
including wrent~mical..Md,biols,gical agents, unless they.are also successfully elimin~ would ~~l.l;.b.e ~l\)le.
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East Timor: placing profit before people
Peace can never be achieved when private industry
dictates political policy, as in the Canadian supported
dictatorship in East Timor. Few Canadians realize the
gross humnn rights violations that continue to take place
out of the public eye. We tend to assume that Americanbased multinationals are the root cause of violence in
third-world countries. when in fact, the Canadian
government is guilty of the same atrocities.

By Shawn Hupka
Special to the Lance
Oct. 25, 1993, began a new era in Canadian history.
Toe sweeping Liberal majority promised to usher in new
policies that benefit everyone. When the cabinet is finally
formed and parliament resumes. however, Canadians will
doubtlessly be fed some sobering reality. Some policies
may be changed radically and others not at all. This article is directed at our new federal government with the
hope that one policy will be changed forever; the global
protection of human rights.
Human rights have long been rhetorically important in
our society, nevertheless, Canada hac; only pursued this
goal when there were o!her benefiL'> to do so. In other
cases, namely !he massive human rights abuses by Indonesia against East Timor, Canada disdains !he principles it claims to uphold.
In Dec. 1975, just 10 days after declaring its independence from Portugal, the tiny South-east Asian nation
of East Timor was invaded by neighbouring Indonesia.
The invasion occurred after Indonesia received official
U.S. approval for the operation from the 1973 Nobel
Peace Prize winner Henry Kissinger. During the 18 years
since the invasion Indonesian occupying forces have
killed over 250 OOO Timorese, or on third of the 1975
population. (Amnesty International and Asia Watch)
In addition to forced migration and mass executions
the Timorese are also subjected to various forms of lOrLUre. An East Timorese priest told a visiting journalist
that a 15 year-old girl, was arrested, raped repeatedly and
then dismembered after being killed.
According to Amnesty International, "Short term
detentions of suspected dissidents invariably include intensive interrogation. Forms of torture and ill-treatment
include: electrocution; slashing with razor blades and
knives, including inside the mouth; beating on the bead,

shins, and torso with
over 270 people in Dili,
fists, batons, iron bars,
East Timor) Barbara
bottles, rocks and
McDougall stated. ''IL'> a
lengths of electric
tragic situation in East
cable; sexual molestaTirnor and we condemn
lion and rape; kicking
both the violation of
wilh heavy military
human rights in this parboots; burning with
ticular instance and also
lighted
cigarettes;
the ongoing situation for
thrcaL, and deliberate
the people who live
wounding
with
there."
firearms;
immersion
Three months later.
for long periods in
after aid was restored,
fetid water, isolation
ignoring Amnesty Interand sleep deprivation."
national reports to the
Canada ha,; not only
contrary,
McDougall
remained silent about
stated. 'There bas been
this tragedy, we have
much progress. We
helped the Indonesians Indonesia's genocidal campaign against the people of East
believe that the governcontinue
their Timor has been tac~ly supported by Canada's government.
ment of Indonesia is
genocidal occupation of East Timor. The following ex- very strongly attempting to come to grips with the situaamples illustrate Canada's malevolent position towards tion."
human rights in occupied East Timor.
Why ha<; Canada aligned with one of the most ruthless
1) Despite numerous claims that Canada's aid is tied
dictatorships in the world? The rea-;ons for this position
to human rights. Indonesia has consistently ranked are lamentable for a government system founded on
second to Bangladesh in total bi-lateral aid.
democratic principles. Indonesia, under the leadership of
2) There have been 10 UN general assembly resolu- General Subarto, welcomes foreign investment and trade.
lions condemning the Indonesian occupation of East Because of thi<;, Canada is the third largc~t investor in the
Timor. Canada abstained from voting on the first five Indonesian economy, investing over S2 billion since
resolutions, and then voted with Indonesia for the remain- 1975.
ing five.
Also. because of the draconian treatment of the In'3) Canada and the US have recently lobbied to remove donesian labour force. more than 300 Canadian cornthe issue from the UN agenda.
panics are presently operating in Indonesia. These
4) In 1979. the Red Cross wac; finally allowed to re- economic reasons, combined with the similar foreign
enter East Timor, after a four year moratorium. Amnesty policies of Canada's G-7 allies, explain why Canada bac;
lnternational and Asia Watch first used the word done nothing to stop the injustice imposed upon East
"genocide" to describe the situation in East Timor. Media Timor.
coverage of events in Timor declined to zero in Canada
Canada's pa'it support of the Indonesian dictatorship
and the United States.
bas placed profit before people. Concerned people should
5) In 1984 the Department of External Affairs, in an urge the new Canadian government to reaccess the offieffort to encourage Indonesian purchases of Canadian cial position on East Timor and on other areas of the
weapons, holds an arms bazaar in Jakarta. The official world where senseless violence is typically ignored for
opposition critic for External Affairs, Jean Chretien, says economic dividends. There exists no logical reason for
nothing.
economic growth to come only at a high cost of human
6) On November 18, 1991 (following the world-wide
life. I challenge the Canadian government to prove that to
broadcast of an Indonesian military massacre that killed the world.
rg

The advantages of civilian-based defence
Theorists continue to explore ways to
achieve world peace. Recently, the
Civilian Based Defence theory has come
10 the forefront of political thought. What
will ultimately guarantee the success of
peace is a plan that also guarantees
economic stability. By stability. we do not
necessarily mean a thriving economy for a
few, but one that is more equitable.
The following explores the Civilian
Based Defence theory and the imponance
of putting human life above profit.

by Kenneth MacKendrick and
Daniel Wascher
Special to the Lance

"There is no way to peace. Peace is the
way."
-Mahatma Gandhi

Canada, 1 percent of the population controls 85 percent of the wealth (power).
This disparity comes at the expenses of
thousands of homeless, hungry, and
povery stricken people. It is further
heightened by the fact that these same
people have no voice within our country
to make us aware of their presence. In
truth, no one hears them cry.
A new emphasis upon human rights and
economic justice would give these people
the motivation and means to change their
situation with the cooperation of individuals and institutions.
True attempts at peace-keeping require
a redistribution of wealth and power. This
may best be obtained by reevaluating our
current taX system (which overwhelmingly favours the rich).
The notion of institutional responsibility also needs to be developed.
Democratically elected governments need
the ablility to make economic institutions
accountable to the community, especially
in terms of employment, fair wages, environmental conservation and protection,
job security, and communal well-be~g.
Large institutions within the commuruty

If we are to survive into the future, we
must learn bow to make and keep peace.
As our bloody past has illustrated, peace
will not be kept by arming ourselves to
the point of insanity. Might must not
prove to be right. The extent of nuclear
weapons threatens every known aspect of
humanity and the environment.
The tremendous suffering that both
people and the environment share
demands that the traditional war paradigm occurs because of
must be reassessed and a new paradigm their existence.
This can be done
~or dealing with injustice be established. It '
through the use of
is not just time for change, it is time for
co-operatives, antiradical transformation.
. Our struggle for national and interna- combines legislation,
tional peace must begin internally. Peace restrictions
upon
will never be established unless the root capital flight, and enenvironcause of injustice is dealt with. New na- forceable
tional and international attempts must be mental legislation.
made to strive for human rights along with
International
economic justice.
governments need to
The struggle for human rights must be take seriously non~nt.ral in preventing future potential violent methods of
Violence. A reduction in the concentration conflict resolution.
o~ Wealth and power is the first step to so- Civilian
Based
Ctal and economic justice. Right now in Defence, developed

=~E~ ~T~M
~--.

by nonviolent theorist Gene Sharp, is an
ideal post-military "weapons" system that
deals with defending national sovereignty
through nonviolent action.
The ability of CBD to both deter and
defend against military aggression nonviolently makes it the most effective and
secure "weapons" system yet developed.
Although still theoretical, it has been
thoroughly researched and documented.
Civilian Based Defence is based upon
the idea that power is derived from
various sources within society which may
be restricted or severed by withdrawal of
cooperation by the populace.
The nonviolent weapons of protest/persuasion, noncooperation, and intervention,
give nonviolent actionists the power to
break social barriers, change governmental policies, frustrate invaders. paralyze
empires, and dissolve dictatorships.
The additional effects of this theory
provide key insights into necessary social
changes that need to take place in order
for society to be both just and peaceful.
Several changes also need to be made
to the charter of the United Nations to
promote peaceful resolution of conflict.

~a-p-_-d~.~¥~a=m-••·_
a_g~e~s~·
. ,:o~,, , .~~l-~m-

k,;''

The UN needs the ability to challenge,
rather than reflect. the basic priorities of
iLc; strongest member states.
The new charter must clearly descnoe
the theoretical and practical applications
of its mandate. Representation in the
General Assembly must not be determined by economic and military strength.
Also, UN activism must not be reduced to
military intervention.
"[f (the UN's] role in the world is to
defend democracy, " writes Phyllis Bennis, author of Altered States. "then the
UN's own democracy must be reclaimed."
The UN must be given power to enforce its mandates of human rights,
economic justice, global security, mediation, and environmental conservation and
protection.
According to Dorothy Soelle, author of
Window of Vulnerabilay, "Genuine peace
involves the reconcilliation of partners in
conflict, not their militarization ... armed
people have no peace."
Conflict will not be resolved by the
false justification of war but rather by the
conscious decision of people dedicated to
peace.
(g
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Maintaining the fragile peace :
Recently, South Africa and El
Salvador
have
adopted
precarious peace plans. Whether
or not the plans survive remains
. to be seen, but they represent a
move towards compromise
where it was though! there could
be none.
The plans are the first phase
in these countries to maintain
peace; revisions are inevitable
and regressions are possible, but
the people are hopeful

By Geoff Schmitz
Special to the Lance

Peace comes not simply by
laying down arms but by actively
working at removing the causes
of war. Often that means the
reconstruction of a society with
which institutions based on justice and the sharing of economic
and political power. Toe following article is offered in
recoginitio of the people of El
Salvador and South Africa, particularly those residing in the
Windsor area who have worked
so hard in the hope of winning
peace by building new nations
based on democracy
and
economic justice.
Sometimes we feel like
despairing over the wars taking
place around the globe. There are
wars most of us don't even bear
about such as the recently concluded seven year long war in
Mozambique. However, where
there is war, there is the possibility of peace. the key word is
"possibility".
Peace
comes
through bard work.
Ten years ago most of us
would never have believed that
negotiations would be taking
place with the white minority
government of South Africa to
establish a one person, one vote
multi-racial democracy. If anything we saw the very real possibility of a bloody and
devastating civil war. Now we
are watching negotiations taking
place with elections hopefully
being held in April 1994.
These events have not come
about easily nor have the conditions changed which caused racial strife. Nelson Mandela of the
African National Congress and
President F.W. de Klerk will
soon receive the Nobel Peace

Prize. But we must remember
that de Klerk was personally involved in co-ordinating the
violent and illegal activities of
the South African government
during the early 1980s. The objective was to terrorize and destabli7,e any effort to organize
opposition to apartheid. Many of
us in the Windsor area personally know South Africans who are
still living in hiding, fearing
groups who in the past received
assistance from the South
African Defence Force. Has be
simply changed bis mind or has
de Klerk found himslf in a new
situation of national and international politics with a new role to
play?
After the election South
Africa will have a long road to
travel towards non-discrimination. Will the white controlled
economy begin to find room for
its non-white population or will
peace once again be threatened?
Will the hearts and minds of
while South Afncans come to
sincerely accept their fellow
citizens?
South Africa has a long and
tricky road to travel but I am told
that a majority of whites will
embrace the new political reality
once they themselves are freed
from apartheid and the fear of
being labelled a black sympathizer or communist.
What we must remember is
that in part these changes have
come because of international
sanctions.
South
Africa's
economy bas been deeply affected through intemtional pressure. The student body at the U
of W played a role by pressuring
the administration to divest pension fund invesnnents. We must
be fully aware that the road to
freedom does not end with a new
constiution and government. The
work of translating the new
political structures into economic
and social realities has just
begun. We must pledge our support in this next very difficult
phase.
El Salvador bas endured a bitter and vicious armed struggle.
Massive U.S. military aid has
lengthened the war and intenseified the suffering. In January,
1993, the shooting stopped and
Salvadorans celebrated their
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What is the biggest deterrent to peace?
People are assholes.
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negotiated plan for peace called
the Peace Accord.
The Accord was an historical
document that not only dealt
with the cessation of shooting
but laid out a plan to correct the
causes and underlying reasons
for the war, and prepare the
country to win the peace. It
speaks of education and training
for young combatants who have
only known war. It talks about
revamping the military, including the disbanning of elite strike
battalions. It speaks of the creation of the Truth Commision
which bad investigated 232
colonels and generals for human
ngbts violations recommending
almost half of them including the
Minister and Assistant Minister
of Defence be discharged or
transferred. The Accord speaks
of creating a new civilian police

force. It even spesks about distributing land.
With billions of dollars for
military aid from foreign sources, namely the U.S., over the
past decades, the military has become an economic as well as
political force. The Accord is
very threatening in some sectors
of Salvador. 1n a country where
14 families controlled the
economy, the Accord is a plan to
create democracy in El Salvador
so that all its people may participate and share in its wealth.
Naturally, there are forces which
are with difficulty, distrust,
delays, political manoevering
and death squads which still
operate in hopes of seeing the
Peace Accord fail.
One part in the equation which
has created this historic new possibility for peace has been the

network of human rights ac.
tivists. For decades we were told
that El Salvador's problems wert
caused by outside communist in.
fluence causing the U.S. to press
the government of El Salvador to
negotiate an agreement.
Will real change occur in
South Africa or in El Salavador?
We don't know. Certainly it is a
fragile possibility.
But as we watch on our
televisions as new battlegrounds
spring up in what seems like an
endless pattern of violence and
war, there is a deeper sence of
hope. A hope which comes from
meeting and talking to people
like those in South Africa and El
Salvador who have struggled and
continued to stuggle to brin2
lasting peace.
•
"To resist is to win." (A
popular saying in East Timor.)

Amnesty active on campus
By Ed Crowley
Special to the Lance

1n 1977 Amnesty International
received the Nobel Prize for
Peace because of its contribution
to "securing the ground for
freedom, for justice, and thereby
also peace in the world."
Amnesty International is a
worldwide voluntary movement
that works impartially to prevent
some of the gravest violations by
governments of people's fundamental human rights.
Amnesty International began
in 1961 with a newspaper article
by British lawyer Peter Benenson. He had been a defense
lawyer for political prisoners in
Hungary, South Africa, and
Spain and wanted to establish a
collective agency for the advancement of human rights. He
urged people everywhere to
begin working impartially and
peacefully for the release of
prisoners of conscience. Within a
month more than a 1 OOO people
from various countries sent in offers of practical help.

A million members
Today, Amnesty has more
than a million members, subscribers and regular donors in
over 150 countries. At the end of
1992 there were more than 8 OOO
local Amnesty International
groups in over 70 countries.
Amnesty International has a
precise mandate, detailed in an
international statute. Its activities
focus on prisoners. The main
focus of its campaigning is: freeing all prisoners of conscience
(people detained for their beliefs,
or because of ethnic origin, sex,
colour or language - who have
not used or advocated violence);
ensuring fair and prompt trials
for political prisoners; abolishing
the death penalty, torture and
other
cruel
treannent
of
prisoners; ending extrajudicial
executions and "disappearances." Amnesty International also
opposes abuses by political nongovernmental entities such as opposition
groups
exercismg
control in a portion of a country.
Such abuses include hostage
taking,
torture,
killing
of
prisoners and other arbitrary killings.
Amnesty International is independent of any government,
political persuasion or religious
creed. It has formal relations

with the United Nations, the Council of
Europe, the organization of American States
and the Organization of
African Unity.
Amnesty does not,
however, let these relations tone down its
criticism of any of these
organizations, if their
actions or inaction do
not match their principles. For
instance, Amnesty had experienced much of the 1993 UN
World Conference on Human
Rights, held in Vienna, the first
such UN conference in 25 years.
The Amnesty 1993 annual
report reveals that during 1992
prisoners of conscience were
held in at least 62 countries, the
number of known prisoners
totalling more than 4 400; at
least 300 OOO political prisoners
were detained without charge or
trial, of under administrative
detention, in more than 60
countries; over 110 governments
used torture in their prisons,
police stations, or secret detention centres; more than 500
people died as a result of torture
or inhuman prison conditions in
some 40 countries; and political
killings or extra-judicial executions were used by the state in 45
countries to exterminate opponents and "troublemakers." At
least 950 people were reported to
have disappeared after arrest by
security forcesin some 25
countries, 1708 prisoners are
known to have been executed in
35 countries and 2,697 people
were sentenced to death in 62
countries.
Women were victims of a
range of human rights violations,
including rape by security forces,
in at least 45 countries. Some 35
countries violated the basic
human rights of children and
juveniles. People from indigenous communities were targeted for human rights violations
in at least 40 countries.

Bleak picture
Pierre Sane of Senegal, the
present secretary general of Amnesty
at
its
International
secretariat in London, looks
ahead beyond the bleak picture
presented by these statistics. He
refuses to take a defeatist attitude; speaking at the Canadian
annual meeting in Halifax this
year, be pointed out three areas

of fundamental positive
change in the world.
"The first one is that
humanity has been enlarged and now includes
all people, all over the
world . .. The French
revolutionaries in declaring the era of equal rights
of man and the citizen
left out women, while the
American Constitution in
its definition in addition left out
the African component of its
population.
It's only after the atrocities of
the Second World War the we
came up with a declaration tha1
is truly universal and that in·
tegrates into humanity every
child, woman and man of this
planet. Secondly, what has most·
ly changed, is that the universal
moral consciousness has grown
What was acceptable 50 years
ago, is not today ... And finally,
there is the speed of information:
a crime committed by a govern·
ment somewhere is exposed im·
mediately to all."

Major campaign
In response to these horrors
and these hopes, Amnesty began.
during Amnesty International
Week, October 17-23, a major
10-month campaign on political
killings and "disappearance~··
Amnesty is calling this campaign

The Lives Behzrui The Lies.
The campaign will focus on
25 people from around the world
who have been ''disappeared" or
who have become victims of
political killings. Their histories.
from 25 countries, illustrate !be
range and scale of these
atrocities. The focus of these
cases will be on the individual
lives of these victims: their work
their families, and their rights.
Although the campaign is
built around the cases of just 25
individuals, the cases will ii·
Iustrate this area of Amnesty's
mandated work and represent
situations that involve all world
regions and sectors of society.
This campaign will serve as a
launching point for work on tbe
prevention and stopping of "dis·
appearances" and political kill·
ings for the remainder of tbiS
decade, into the next century. Q

Among the more that J{X)
groups in Canada, Campus
Group 73 meets here on campus
arui Group 22 at the Third World
Resource Centre.
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Special Needs group
seeking accessibility
of a response to complaints by
handicapped students.
According to Banks tbe
Special needs students at U of university's dedication to making
Wbave an unnecessary burden to the campus more accessible is
bear. The students have com- crucial. Banks said that the U of
plained about such things as W has an "unaccomodating"
having to wait 45 minutes to use reputation amongst special needs
the washroom because of an inac- students. Banks claimed that
cessible elevator, and being un- many students refuse to come to
able to get into the SAC office Windsor because of its inaccesl)eCause of double-opening doors. sibility.
These complaints are now
Banks and Lelievre are
being beard by a current initiative developing a report for Physical
to bring about a more accessible Plant, which will contain recomcampus. The main proponents of mendations on bow to make our
this initiative are Les Banks, campus more accessible. "The
buman rights coordinator for committee has been around since
SAC, and Brian Lelievre, presi- 1987 and I think we have made
dent of tbe special needs acces- great strides since that day. We
sibility committee.
will not accomplish our task over
Lelievre is especially familiar night but with this report we are
with the plight of handicapped making progress," said Lelievre.
students, he was part of the 1991
Banks added, "we have the law
project that saw the construction and common sense on our side.'EJ

Pat Castagna
News Staff

C8.lllpus crinie down
By Robert D. Way
News Staff

Toe total number of occurrences reported by Campus Police
during tbe month of October fell
by a considerable margin.
In September, campus police
were called to investigate 1 200
occurrences. Last month, that
total dropped to 936. However,
figures indicate that compared to
last year, occurrences on the
whole, are way up.
In September 1992, there were
679 occurrences.
According to Jim Foreman,
director of campus police services, this is due mainly to the increased number and awareness of
students on campus.
"The campus is busier than it
ever bas been before, not only
during the day, but at night too."

"There's no crime wave going
on out there," added Foreman.
"It's just that there's been better
reporting on the part of students."
One specific drop from September to October was in the
number of parking-related violations. Foreman credits this
decrease to students' awarenes.~
of the parking problem.
"Students are catching on.
They know if they're not here by
8:00 am, they'll have to find a
parking spot south of Wyandotte."
Here is a summary list of last
month's occurences:
University Bylaws ................... 28
Assistant Related Calls .......... 536
Insecure Premises .................... 75
Federal Statutes ....................... 47
Provincial Statutes ..................... 2
Misc. Occurrences ................. 248
Total ......................................936
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STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
TEMPORARY HELP REQUIRED
(preference will be given to full time undergrads )
All of January, 1994
All of February, 1994
All of March, 1994

Applicants must be available to work a minimum
of two full days per week (9 A.H.
5 P.H.) on
either Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
Also
must be able to work park time on Tuesday &
Thursday afternoons.
SKILLS REQUIRED: Typing, Telephone, WP 5.1, Photocopying
Wage will be $7.25 per hour

RESUMES MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE
4 P.M. NOVEMBER 26, 1993
Mark Resumes PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL
and forward to
STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
ATTN: DIRECTOR OF FINANCE.
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STUDENT DISCOUNTS 20°1o OFF
Aesthetics

Body waxing
Manicures
Favcials
Pedicures

Latest Cuts
Tinting
Highlighting
Penns
Ear Piercing

Open
Mon day-Saturday
9:00 am · 5:00 pm
Friday evening by
appointment only

Michelle Osborne & Lynda Lucier. 3210 Sandwich St (at Mill) 256-8992

Clip art stinks.
The Lance needs some real
artists. Come by our office
and find out how to get
involved.

HERE'S A COURSE
~ !HA-I G8MBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS

ia1

or

"THE EDIFICE CoMPLEX11
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a lecture by Reesa Greenberg
Thursday, Nov 18, 7 pm
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OPENING RECEPTION

Margins of Memory
and
Barbara Steinman: A Lapse in Logic
Friday, Nov 19, 7 pm

&
ARTISTS' WALK-THROUGH TOURS

Margins of Memory
Saturday, Nov 20, 1 pm
Barbara Steinman
Saturday, Nov 20, 2 pm
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$5.95

TUESDAYS, ARER 4 PM

&
OPENING RECEPTION

a
e

ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETII,
GARDEN SALAD
& BREADSTICKS

Kenneth Saltmarche: A Retrospective
Sunday, Nov 28, 2 pm
All at our new space in the Devonshire MalL
Howard Avenue. See you there.

AGW

ART GAU.ERY Cl' WlNOSOA

3100 Howard Avenue Windsor, Ontario N8X 3Y8
Tel (519) 969-4494 Fax (519)969-3732
Gallery Hours: Tues Wed Thurs Fri 10 · 7 Sat 10 - 5 Sun 12 · 5

Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a University of Windsor student or
staff member, Just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with your choice of marinara, tomato or meat sauce. Plus
unlimited fresh garden salad
~•
and warm garlic breadsticks.
~
•
It's all just $5.95. And you
()_~~~,
don't have to be a moth
::._,
major to figure out that
that's a great deal.
ITALIAN
RESTAURANf

WHERE ALL Il-IE BFST OF ITALY Is YoURS·
2491 Ouellette Ave (north of Eugenie Ave)
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The Windsor Public Board of Education's last settlement offer was not music to the ears of the striking
elementary teachers and their supporters. (photo by /AN GRAY)
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Teachers' strike sends education
students beyond the city limits
By Tran Longmoore
Associate News Editor

Education students may be all
too familiar with the roads in
Essex and Kent counties by the
lime Windsor's 687 public
elementary teachers are back on
the job.
As a result of the strike, which
has idled the operations of 33 city
schools, many education students
have been sent to the county
public schools for their two week
training period. This bas caused
headaches for both students and
administrators.

After the department arranged
the scheduling of the training sessions with the county schools,
students were told that they
would have to find their own
transportation.
However many students, who
rely on the Transit Windsor bus
system, have complained that
they have no way to get out to the
county. According to some students, the department was not
very sympathetic to their concerns.
Kathryn O'Barr, an education
student, found out last Wednesday that her usual ride to Prince

Unive:rsity students,
ad1ninistrators talk
provincial renewal
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

Students and administrators from universities across Ontario are
talking about renewal of the province's economy. Along with industry
and government representives they sat down to talk about the role of
universities at the Council of Ontario Universities'(COU) Conference
on Provincial Renewal.
U of W president Ron Ianni, vice-chair of COU, said the conference
was set up to show that, "universities play an important role in
Ontario's economy. The government looks on it as a kind of social
service - that is not its modem role."
Student ambassadors were also there to discuss issues with the
COU. "We went to learn about what universities can do to have accessible education and to have the least expensive education possible,"
said SAC president Jon Ricci, who attended along with Social Science
rep Tiffany Ulch.
COU is the group who has proposed up to 50 percent tuition increases and the implementation of the Income Contingent Loan
Repayment (ICLR) program, cur.ently being considered by education
minister Dave Cooke. Ricci said that the conference was a good
chance for students to air their concerns with the proposal.
In a debate on the issue between a COU member, a member from
Canadian Frederation of Student (CFS-0) and a member of the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance (OUSA), Ricci said CFS member Emchete Onuha had the most convincing arguments.
"[He] pointed out a lot of problems with tution and how it affects
students, and how they can't afford it. He also pointed out the flaws in
the ICLR program."
SAC is a member of CFS, a group Ricci says "most of the students I
talk to," support. At the conference he was approached several times
by OUSA members to consider splitting with CFS and joining the alliance. "I think they want U of W," said Ricci, adding that they are
taking a hard sell approach.
"'Ibey bad told us they want us to read their position, and they want
to meet with SAC in December to talk about it. I told them there is a
lot of support for CFS on campus, and it would be difficult for them,
but anyone is welcome to make a presentation to get student support."
Premier Bob Rae addressed the conference, but didn't mention anything about the COU proposal to raise tuition fees. "I was hoping to
bear more than I did," said Ricci.
Ulch added that she felt that student concerns were well received by
delegatu from university administrations. "I think students were really
heard at this conference," she said, noting that U of W was unique for
its dialogue between administration and student leaders.
gJ

Andrew Elementary School in
Lasalle bad fallen ill and was in
the hospital. She approached
practice teaching co-ordinator,
Dr. Donald Diubaldo, and told
him of her problem.

No ride
According to O'Barr, Diubaldo
was in an angry mood and yelled
"you should have thought of
before you applied," adding that
if she didn •t find her own
transportation, she wouldn't
graduate. Upon registration, students are informed that they may
require their own transportation.
O'Barr said that she understood Diubaldo' s frustration but
that his abuse was inappropriate.
"I understand that he has had
to put up with a lot of complaints
over the last few days but bis behaviour was unacceptable. They
are always teaching us to be
professional in school and he was
totally unprofessional."
O'Barr filed a an official complaint about Diubaldo' s behaviour to the dean's office.
Diubaldo was away at conference
and unavailable for comment.
Meanwhile
nothing
bas
materialized that indicates that
the teachers' strike will be over
any time soon.
The Windsor Board of Education and the teachers are far apart

on the issues and have not been at
the negotiating table since last
Sunday, when the strike began.
The board says it is waiting for
the teachers to respond to its Sunday offer, which included the rescinding of a proposed 2.5 percent
wage rolJ back.
However, the teachers say they
have already made a counter
proposal.
"Their settlement proposal
dealt with six issues. We gave
them a counter proposal that
listed 17 items, none of which are
new, as they claimed after
negotiations
fell
through,"
countered Carol Harvey, president of the Windsor Local of the
Ontario Public School Teachers'
Federation.

Won't give up
According to Harvey, the
teachers will not "give up more
than what the social contract forces us to." The social contract
forced the teachers to have 12 unpaid days per year over the next
three years teachers and to reduce
staff by 4.75 percent (34 teachers,
in Windsor). The Board wants to
cut 76jobs.
Another major sticking point is
the board's refusal to hire supply
teachers to replace the first
teacher who is absent for the first
day.

Currently, teachers present
cover the class, which, according
to Harvey, disrupts the entire
school.
This issue has become a
greater factor since the board
decided to hire an additional 31
supply teachers to relieve the I
staff who are looking after the I
students who are showing up for
classes.

News Editor

Students will get a chance to
talk straight about tuition with
campus leaders next Wednesday
in the CAW Student Centre's
Ambassador Auditiorium.
This will be the first time that
student leaders of SAC, OPUS,
and GSS join together with
university president Ron Ianni to
directly address students questions.
With the present concern over
the Council for Ontario Universities (COU) proposal for a considerable
tuition
increase,
university leaders hope to enhance and inform students discussion about the issue.
"I will be there to talk to the
students and get their feedback,"
said Ianni, whose leadership role
as vice-chair of COU makes him
an important link for Windsor

students who are worried about
the issue.
"It is important that students
speak to the person on campus
who can make things happen, and
get a direct answer from the top,"
said Ricci. As the representative
of full time undergraduates, Ricci
is "against the tuition increase,
especially at the rate of 50 percent over the next three years," as
outlined in the COU' s report to
education minister Dave Cooke.
Representatives of graduate,
and part time students are expected to uphold the same
policies on tuition according to
Ricci, but were not available for
direct comment.
The student leaders have
planned to meet before the forum
"to go through some kind of
strategy," to solidify the policies
of all student representation.
Although students, like second
year nursing student Victoria

C(

Threats
"How can they say that they
don't have the money to hire
supply teachers to fill in for sick
teachers, and then go out and hire
31 more?" asked Harvey, who
believes that this is a tactic to
break the strikers' morale. "These
teachers are members of our
federation. They don't want to go
in. But the board is threatening
them with disciplinary action or
even dismissal if they refuse."
The fact that neither side
seems eager to go back to the
bargaining table and that the
teachers feel that the the board is I
acting unethically, indicate tbal
that the strike could be a long
one. Harvey said that the teachers
are prepared.
I
"We'll be on strike until the
board
listens
to
our
counterproposal or until the
government forces us back to I
work."
~ I
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Students to discuss tuition :
fees with university leaders II
I
By Teena Ward
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Koffa, feel that the fo~m b !
"very good idea," there 1s scepticsm.
I
Jeremy Child, third ya I
psychology student bad m~ed I
feelings about the event, say~g. I
"it is definitely a step in the ngllt I
direction, very democratic. But I I
don't know how much influ_e~-e I
students will have over dec1s10ll
making and policies made by~· I1
Ianni, because a lot of times 11 s
(discussions) just a show." .
"They are probably just having
that (forum) to make themselve5 I
look good, and don't give a s~I I
about what students say," said I
Joanna Roupas a second yf/J!
nursing student.
But Ricci feels that the ~
mark an important move in _student-administration relallOOS
and "would like to talk at,out
parking, safety on campus,'' ~
other issues in "several s~
sessions."
ti
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It's playoff season
Campus Recreation

Once again it's playoff season
for all outdoor intramurals at
Campus Ree. Although the
weather may not be what we

PLAYOFFS
boped, good luck to all participants. All final standings for
teams are posted outside the St.
Denis Centre indoor track and
gym as well as the playoff
schedules. Playoff results will be
printed and posted when available. Spectators are more than
welcome.

Co-Ed Slo-Pitch
By Lisa Loomer
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Tue co-ed intramural baseball
league wrapped up on Sunday
November 7th. The final game
was played by the Henchmen and
the Law Sharks. Duane Labonte
made a superb catch to preserve
the win for the Henchmen. Campus Ree would like to thank Emmanuel Tuhtan for his sincere
didication running the co-ed
baseball league. Congratulations
to all who participated.
Fitness Finales are coming!
Relieve exam stress by partcipating in a fitness class! All are welcome!
Dec 6-Dee 17
M,W,Fl 1:30-noon
T,Th6:30-7pm
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Stars and Stripes

Results
Womens Volleyball

Chevonne Robinson and Neil
Alexander are in their second
year of officiating for Campus
Ree. Their involvement in the
program this year has been vital
to the .very professional officiating that we have received this
year. Both officials are fonner
participants in the Campus
Recreation Basketball program.
Applications are available for
all potential referees who are interested in officiating after
Cbrisunas.

Men's Slo-pitch Final
Standings
A Divison
10 Cool Dudes
The Fugitives
10 Little Indians
Old men in a Canoe
Pig Dog Lovers
NonameA

50
32
32
23
14
14

B Division
Legal Batters
Pileous Lavotories
Silver Bullets
Cody Commandos
NoNameB

Men's Soccer
Team
w
Unwanteds
HFC
AlsaJam
Engineers
Europa
Holligans
Huron United
Law

4
3
3
2
2
2
0

L
I

1
3
2
2
2
2
4

I

T
1
2
0
2
2
2
4
1

have

been

Nov6
Alabama 5, Lancers
2
Nov7
Alabama 5, Lancers 4

CIA U Championships Men's
Cross-Country
Nov 6 at Halifax, Nova Scotia
l.U.B.C
2.University of Toronto
3.Western
4.WINDSOR
5.Queen's
6.McGill
7.Dalhousie

Corning Up
Womens Volleyball
Nov. 17
McMaster 8:30
at St. Denis Centre

06

Mens Volleyball
Nov. 17
McMaster 6:30
at St.Denis Centre

p
9
8
6
6
6
6
4
3

Mens Basketball
Nov. 20, 21
Can-Am Tournament
Sat. 6:30 and 8:30
Sun. 1:00 and 3:00
at St.Denis Centre

Womens Basketball

The Campus Ree referee of the
tober

Hockey

60
42
32
24

month award winners for Oc-

ese

Nov. 5
Lakebead 3, Lancers 1
(15-5, 7-15, 15-3, 15-4)
Nov6
Lancers 3, Lakehead 1
(15-6, 15-5, 14-16, 15-1)

Nov. 17
at Siena Heigbrs - - ~ - -

named.

Athletes of the Week
Male-Paul Self.

Self lead the Lancer Cross
Country team to a 4th place
finish last weekend at the 1993
CIAU Championships in Halifax,
Nova Scotia. The 5th year student ran an excellent race to
place 7th over the rugged 10km
course in a time of 31:18. The
Stratford native is the first Lancer
to make the first team All-

Canadians Cross Country team.
Female-Nancy Gyurcsik.

Gyurcsik, a forward for the
Lancer Women's Basketball
team, led the squad this past
weekend in Kingston where the
Lancers faced Bishop's and
Queen's.
Versus
Bishop's,
Gyurcsi.k scored 22 points, with 7
rebounds and led the Lancers to a
66-35 win. Gyurcsik, invaluble
defensive and leadership skills.

Be ajock supporter
Lorna Bell
Sports Staff

It was a cold and rainy night. I
put on my winter jacket, and
beaded over to Adie Knox. My
buddy and I arrived at the arena
early, ready to see the Lancers
play a tough, bard hitting match
against the Western Mustangs.
Although the Lancers lost the

COMMENTARY
game to Western, it was the support of fans that left an impression on me. The Mustang fans
were louder than ours, it was almost embarassing.
Why don't U of W students
support their teams? I came up
with a few reasons.
Perhaps Windsor students
don't find varsity sports interesting at all. Or perhaps there are so
many choices on a Saturday
night, going to a Lancer hockey
game is the last option.
Or perhaps, professors are
giving so much homework that
students have no time to support
their team. Also it does not help
that Adie Knox is located off
campus.
I could point out that the
facilities of the Lancers are old
and out of date, but should that

make a difference? Will a new
football stadium increase attendance? Maybe a winning team is
all that is needed to increase attendance.
Asking U of W students why
the Lancer varsity teams have
such lousy support brought a
number of responses.
"I think Windsor students
don't support varsity sports in
general. It is easy to find out
about upcoming sporting events
in the Lance and around school,
but the students don't take the initiative to support their teams."
Another student said. " schools
in the States have thousands at
their games, here if there are a
couple hundred that is a decent
turnout."
Commenting on the caliber of
Lancer hockey a student replied,
"the hockey was fast-paced and
physical. The goaltending for
both teams was steady. Considering Western was nationally
ranked, the Lancers did not seem
out of place at all."
If you do go to Adie Knox
arena you will find out that these
student-athletes play a high level
of hockey.
One other thing, if you go,
dress warmly as Adie Knox
Arena is cold.
rg
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CLUBS! STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as much as you want in one
week!
$100 ...$600...$1,500... !
Market application for popular
national cred~ cards. Call for more
details to qualify for a FREE TRIP
lo MTV SPRING BREAK '94. Call
1·800-932-0528, ext. 68.
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Spiri! of !:he WesI
fairhlift tour
with special guest

an drew cash

and the little ones

Awesome Spring Break Trips!
Campus Reps needed.
Cuba, Cancun, Oaytona,
Montreal & Quebec C~y
Call now!!!
1-800-363.()634

[

ROOMS FOR RENT in clean, quiet
house. Laundry, utimies incl. $200/
month. Call Cas or Rob, 256-9914.
lASER-PRINTED
ESSAYS,
reports, manuscripts. $2.50/page,
dou~le-spaced. ast, professional
se:11ee. Shoreline Computing. VicIona Park Place. 254-2165.
HOUSE FOR RENT. 4 bedroom
'sull basement, fridge, stove, dryer'.
+ utilrties. 445 McKay, contact
Randy n6-7003.

ns

THE HAIRSTYLING BOUTIQUE.
~e.rrnanent student discount on
aJrcuts. 181 Janette. Jackie Linge,
256-2449,
LOST - TAN MALE COCKAPOO
~uppy, Light brown eyes and nose.
ernbly missed. Missing October
~o. West side. Reward, no questions. 252-8137.
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*All
become propMty of nt. Lane.
Submit entries to The Lance office (buement of CAW
Student C.ntn,) with name and phone number.

contest Oeadllne Is 1:>ec. 3. •~~-

TYPING

BED AND BREAKFAST FOR
visiting parents and friends. Ten
blocks from campus.
Call
256-3937.

Imagine your design gracing the cover of next semester's
issues. Make that dn,am a reality by entering our logo
contest & Wl/tfti
Cl)t)L 6:>~IZW:!
Design should lncorperate the words: ''The Lance". "The

University of Wlndaor'', plus Volume Number, laue
Number, & Date. Design should reduce legibly to 4"

SERVICES

• Papers • Reports
(APA & other styles)
• Resumes • Letters
Cash, Visa or MC
For specials student rates
call Roni at 253-5501

"Yrure ,-ivt the o,-iL"Y vne ,tlN:> Ullnkl Ute
Lance laH> CUlld use a Sl>AIJI\ d

~
~
OPEN AT 5
977-POGO

THE

(j01lf~II
t=: ·oPEN AT 5 P.M. ~

CHEAP PITCHERS! · 5P.M. TO CLOSING
FREE SLIZE OF PIZZA!!· 5P.M. TO 8P.M.

Meeting of the~--~

PUB ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
Tuesday November 16, 1993
in the

S.A.C. Boardroom
2nd floor CAW Student Centre

All are Welcome
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Cyberspace ate
my homework
by B. Helling
Arts Staff

Suppose
that
you
are
employed in one of the magical
professions of the late 20th century: cultural theorist, sociologist,
media theorist, artist, poet, public
relations specialist, or such; allied with one of the many guilds
that stoke the great furnaces of
mass culture that keep the
citizenry warm, fuzzy and just
1 nervous enough to keep buying
more.
Now imagine that you had a
weekend to do some light thinking and some heavy networking.
You couldn't have done better
than to be in Windsor last
weekend, for the 1993 Universities Art Association of
Canada (OAAU) annual con-

"

I ant not a rock,

nor an island
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

A stone falls from the sky and
the world begins. The stone is
mute, passive, a wimess to the
development of human society.
Used throughout time for everything from a primitive grain
thresher to a golf tee, through the
long course of society's ups and
downs, the rock endures.
The international Canada
Council funded co-production of
Promised Land: Terra promessa/Terre promise staged at the
capitol Theatre last week
showed that words are not the
only way to express ideas about
human development. By using a
mixture of trapeze/scaffolding
apparatus, various body parts and
a curtain which only reveals the
full stage in the final moments of
the performance, Promised Land
provides a dazzling display of
visuals.

In the first segment the curtain
is raised only a couple of feet
from the stage floor, giving the
impression of a letter-boxed
foreign film on TV.
Thus the story begins to unfold: piles of sand trickle down
into small pyramiQS; humans appear, in the form of disembodied
arms and legs, interacting with
one another and the environment.
As the curtain rises, more and
more is revealed to the audience.
Human's ascent, like the curtain,
is both beautiful and rocky,
literally.
By the time the curtain is fully
raised, the stage is littered with
debris (the real stuff), and a
cleanup crew, equipped with a
vacuum cleaner, take away the
garbage to reveal the timeless
rock.
The set and props are what
really make Promised Land a
spectacle, and a visual delight.
Like a film, its scenes take us

•••

from a prehistoric cave, to the
bottom of a lake, onto the battlefield, and eventually into the
clinical milieu of an archeological laboratory.
Simple to the eye but complex
in its theatrical manipulations,
the visuals are stunning in their
magical realism.
A soundtrack narrates the
speechless performance. Michel
Robidoux' s original music is
central, but unfortunately the
weakest part of the whole.
Creating a synthesized sound
environment, the music is more
likely to bring on sleep than
deeper understanding of the action on stage. It's that dreamy
new age sound that, while relaxing, is downright boring, and
takes away from the strength of
the set and the action.
Promised Land puts the
development of humankind on a
pedestal, and sums it up in the
endurance of the rock.
jg

Garden Weasel redefines
the structure of reality
Sarah Atkinson
Arts Editor

Their first practice· space was a landscaping
garage. When they started to gig they needed a
name. Thus was born Garden Weasel. The name is
currently an issue of contention (most of them want
to change it}, but the band is sufficiently united on
the more important fronts: the four-piece are still
easing into their current configuration - two 0f the
members are very new - but their on stage rapport
with each other seems harmonious and without the
confrontation of egos that works against many fledgling outfits.
They're moving happily out of the cover band

scene and into the realm of originals. The lion's
share of their current repertoire is original, a fact
which automatically a) increases their integrity in
the mind of at least one arts writer, and b) decreases
their chances of getting onto the Rumrunners roster.
Jeff Quenneville, front guy and outgoing band
spokesperson, emphasizes the importance of collaboration within the band; he also adds, somewhat
warily, that having now crossed the bridge from
cover band land. they are now ''committed to the
original scene."
Garden Weasel, knowing that at this point exposure is the key, and gregarious enough to be
securing dates not only at Changez, probably
wouldn't say no to playing at your next lawn partyjg

ference.
Culture is their business, and
despite the high jargon levels,
workshops for the ostensible
clients of the show, and some
solid, good ole fashioned art historical research, U of W was, for
three too-short days, transformed
into a great whomping garage
sale of attractive conceits - and
without
attractive
conceits
everyone stays home and stops
buying ... everything.
Yup, the flaccid. fleshy finger
of Windsor was on the pulse of
the future/now for a few moments. What follows is a list of
random impressions of the
fashions and flavours of upcoming Kulture-Debris:
Praxis is out Discourse is in.
We never practiced our praxis,
we just discoursed about it, so
now we discourse, and we don't
even have to do that any more.
Same deal for Text vs. Narraiive:
There are a thousand stories in
the nekked city - and they are all
talking at once.
NegotiaJion is heavily in. The
competition is rough however,
because no one knows what is
right (problematic), what works
(troublesome), or what sells
(money is tight).
Personal Electronic Organizers
are the gifts of choice from
anxious mothers to nomadic
(read: loser), GeneraJion X sons
(gotta get him organized!) Any
place that doesn't have the
faintest idea of who is in charge/
can deliver the goodies, is now a
. discursive site. Parliament, like
Windsor, is probably a post-discursive site. Any literary type
with a good knowledge of
Dante's Inferno could easily sell
him/herself as the next McLuhan.
We don't question authority
anymore: authority hasn't the
faintest frigging idea either; but it
does have to publish or perish,
and it does guard the gates (ref:
yuppie), so why give it new ideas
for free? Applaud politely then
steal the good stuff.
Desire is in big-time, serving

I

as point-being for identity and
community. If this makes no
sense to you, ask yourself how
you were taught to pay so much
for running shoes. Otherness is
still both a heroic project, and a
source of new views/images/products/markets. Defining
your other (difference/ differance), as well as the other, is
the new power politics.
Art slips in because we like
representations of ourselves to
tell us bow to be ourselves and/or
something different this week.
Where were all our tyro filmmakers? (I spotted two or three
of the most locally active)
Nobody has to buy a Larry Gipe,
or an Ashleigh Bickerton, their
sruff will shtiw up as Robocop V
or a Cola ad in any case.
Metaphors
(present-fut'.llt
tense) are in, Myths (past tense)
are despicable. Trouble is that the
former seem to be constructed
out of the latter. The best
metaphor is Virtual Reality and
Cyberspace, as what presently
exists in the field is at best a tan·
talizing promise of vastly powerful and flexible modelling
systems that we can jointly and
simultaneously play around in
until the quarters run out. (can
you say Holo-deck?)
It is also one of the best sires
for inadvertent humour in the
whole event, as jargon-addicted
types tried to come up with a
metaphor for a metaphorical
tool: a meta-metaphor for their
metaphor. Things get a bit complicated thereafter: we are sure so
far that it's either a video game,
and or a word- processor, or
something left over from the
Vietnam war. Artists want to
play with it. When they get
something neat, It will be stolen
by advertising agencies.
The Future will be bankrolled
by the Japanese, designed in Hollywood, tweaked on Internet,
delivered to your door by satel-
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lite and.fiber optics. We are currently 20 minutes further into the
future than the competition, as
our Art Gallery is now a Casino.
and our Mall an Art Gallery
(Which is a good thing, and will
probably save all three.)
Finally: revolution having
failed. subversion and transgression are in, both being defined as
the limits of acting out that you
can get away with to get into a
magazine/journal/gallery wi!Jlout
being jailed/ blacklisted/ losin_g
tenure. And I'm not quite sure 1f
anyone knows what is political/)'
correct, except the far rigbt
wingers who dreamed up the
telUl as an insult.
Oh yeah, enough of it still
looks pretty.
Ain't culture fun?
9

Helling
is
an
ur·
banistlsculptor/curaior
who
either wants 20 Nintendo Power
Gloves, or ajree hot lunch.
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Prof's analysis of
date rape dangerous
_ _ _ _B_y_T_ee-na_W_a-,d---- being raped.
News Editor

In my first reading of the opinion piece
by Matin Yaqzan entitled 'Rape' Past and

It is honifying to think that rape, which
is illegal by law, could be questioned in an
academic setting. Womyn have fought
·long and bard to be considered persons,
and not just recepticles open for the
gratification of male sexual desire without
consent.
Yet there is value in publishing opinions
which refute womyns ownership and privledge over their own bodies, and can only
be seen in exposing such thinking. Those
who condone any form of violence against
womyn can only serve to make the voices
against such atrocities stronger and wiser.
Knowing where there is danger at least allows for the chance to counter it, spark
education processes, and avoidance of the
perpetuators of violence.
IQ
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UNB students should

demand he resign
men being victims of their sex drive and
that promiscious women should seek
monetary retribution if they are raped because it really isn' t a moral outrage. Blab,
blab, blab.
The piece is so ludicrous that it's
laughable, but it does present the problem
of student responsibility as watchdogs of
their own education.
Women at the school must be outraged
that their professor thinks so little of their
humanity, and men must be outraged that
he perpetuates the undignified myth that
men are not intelligent enough creatures
to control themselves, and that they turn
into foaming-at-the-mouth creat~

by Laila Farrell
Features Editor

What does one do when an authority
figure is an asshole?
That is the question students at the
University of New Brunswick must be asking themselves after the publication of
Assistant Professor Matin Yaqzan' s
opmion piece 'Rape ' Past and Present.
Yaqzan's proverbial foot-in-the-mouth
article claimed that date rape has become
"routine" and that women who have had
several sexual partners can't really be
that upset when they are forced to engage
in unwanted sexual intercourse. Not like
the virgins of past who were real victims. whenever they get a hard-on.
He goes on to make other' blatantly
What do students do in a case like this?
stupid and embarrassing statements about Further, what are we obligaJed to do?
The administration at the
University of New Brunswick has
suspended Yaqzan pending an investigation of bis professional
be the first sexual experience. True, she might not
conduct.
Students must wait for
be in the mood, or find the act less than satisfyanswers
from
the administration
ing, but it would have to be far less traumatic than
before
they
will
know if they will
for a girl in the past who was a virgin."
be taught by this man in the future. Knowing what they now
"For girls who believe in the traditional
know about Yaqzan's mentality,
religions and consider any sexual intercourse outhow could they feel comfortable
side the mariage a serious sin to be punished by
sitting in bis class? How could a
their God, "rape" must remain a terrifying
woman feel that be would be symprospect. Therefore the girls who use the word
pathetic
to her in any way?
rape to describe their dislike of a particular enWhatever the administration
counter in their endless sexual experiences, do a
concludes about Yaqzan · s job perdisservice to those who abide by the old tradiformance, students must make
tions."
their concerns beard, after all. they
pay his salary. A professor is an
''When a boy invites a girl to his bedroom,
authority figure. one students must
especially after meeting her for the first time, she
treat with respect, but if be is unshould consider it an mvitation to sexual interdeserving
of it. he cannot do bis
course. And, if a promiscuous girl becomes a vicjob
effectively.
In which case. in
tim of an unwantedd sexual experience, it would
Yoqzan ·s case, students must
be more than reasonable for her co demand some
demand his resignation.
~
monetary compensation for her inconvenience or
discomfort, rather than express moral outrage, or
1
try to arouse emotionaJ response in others of the - '
kind that the word ··rape" evoked in yesteryears."

Present, I was wisked back to the Medieval
and Victorian images of sexuality which
evoke the disbelief of most members of
twentieth century western society.
Most of Yaqzan' s arguement hangs on
(be dualistic notion that womyn are the
passive recepticles of an overpowering
male sex drive. This line of thinking leads
lhe arguement into the categorization of
womyn as virgins or whores, and the approval of rape if young men restrict it to
non-religious, promiscuous "girls."
The proceeding conclusion that womyn
who are sexually active would not be
traumatized by forced intercourse
is ludicrous. Promulgating such an
idea is dangerous, because it implies that men have the final say in
"While the dictionaries try to fix the meaning
what must have mutual consent.
of words, they are only partially successful. Rape
Desensitizing men
to
the
is one of the words, which seems to have changed
humanity of womyn is to step
its meaning, because of the revolution that bas
back in time, and endanger
taken place during the last 30-40 years in the
womyn's lives.
realm of human sexuality."
The information provided by
Yaqzan regarding rape indicates
"There is a difference between the roles that
that be does not understand the
males and females play in the process of procreaterm or the act which he so
tion. The male's agressiveness is not a result of
liberally speaks of. Rape, whether
some social conditioning of a particular society.
by a stranger, aquaintance,
A young boy and a young girl were chaperoned in
boyfriend, or husband is not an act
the past for the obvious reason that a boy could
of sexual passion or desire, but
not be expected to master his sexual impulses, the
rather an act of violence. The
custom among "civilized" peoples to keep the
danger behind this line of thinking
female body under cover. was to avoid unwanted
male attraction."
is the assumption that violence
against womyn in any form can be
''For such boys, by the time they reach the age
justified.
How could this assistant profesof 17 or 18 years. regular sexual intercourse must
become a necessity. For those entering a universor expect any womyn to feel
comfortable being taught by
sity, the co-ed residences may be helpful, but they
do not provide an opportunity for sexual gratificasomeone who believed that his
sexual urges could not be
tion for all the male students, and therefore the
'"eliminated or modified." It
reason and need for the so-<:alled "date rape."
would seem foolish to seek indeThese excerpts are taken from 'Rape' Past and
pendent help from such a profes"It is obvious that a girl who bas had sexual intercourse with a large number of boys. would not Present, by Manin Yaq:::an. for UNB's student
sor who believes that a womyn
suffer as a result of an unwanted sexual encounter newspaper the Brunswickan. and are reprinted
who is alone in room with a man
to the same degree as a girl from whom it might here with the paper's permission.
should expect the possibility of

Excerpts from Yaqzan's 'Rape' Past and Present
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

HW not just gay
disease
Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to Mr.
Graydon and Mr. Roy's letters to
the editor Nov 8/93.
I believe there is a need for a
questionnaire to screen people
prior to the donation of blood.
But I agree with Julie Cook that
this questionnaire may not stop
prejudice or stereotypes. Mr.
Graydon and Mr. Roy's letters
are based upon prejudice and
stereotype. First of all HIV/AIDS
is not a gay male disease. It is in
fact a sexually transmitted dis-

ease.

More women and children are
dying of AIDS, compared to men
this is because it is a STD. Also,
we must ask questions like those
'straight' men who have unsafe
~x with women yet don't classify themselves as high risk candidates.

They may not even think of
themselves as at risk at all because they are 'straight'. Would
these men answer yes on the
Questionnaire? Most likely not if
lhey don't think they are at risk.
So all I am saying is this gay
man was telling the Red Cross his
sexuai preference that does not
mean he was HIV+,just like Julie
Co0k's friend she was not HIV+.
Stop
prejudice,
stop
stereotypes ...get educated.
Ligaya Byrcb
Year II Sp.B.Comm.

Football
coverage
deplorable
Dear Editor,

the effort. I think the least these
players can expect from their
paper is respect and support, and
the Lance has given them neither.
1 at the very least, expect this as a Lancer fan and as alumni.
Is it any wonder that student
apathy is so rampant at the U of
W, when the students have this to
look forward to when they open
the Lance.

I am writing in response to the
coverage given by the Lance to
the Lancer Football season. I
found the support you gave the
team this year to be deplorable!
The Lancers finished with a 3-4
Tanja Gullmayer
record this year - a considerable
UofWAlumni
improvement over last season,
yet you chose to print a half page
article titled, Why U of W Stinks We need a
at Football, while relegating the cheap banana
article recording their win to a Dear Editor,
small corner of the page.
Lord knows we live in a
It is interesting to note that the pampered society - we should be
University of Waterloo Warriors thanking him every hour for
finished behind Windsor in the being able to live tbe way we do.
final standings, also with a 3-4 So how can I legitimately comrecord, yet no one at Waterloo plain about being asked to pay 80
thinks Warrior football ''stinks". cents for a banana?
It is also interesting to note that
I can because I feel that we as
Mr. Gough writes that "The Lan- a society are currently in great
cers did not dominate" the game danger of forgetting who we are,
in Waterloo. Had Mr. Gough and we must bold onto anything
been at the game. as I was. he that helps to comfort us, place us
would have realized that the Lan- as good people.
cers did indeed dominate. in
There are of course other icons
every respect. Interesting again. I might choose to express the
bow Mr. Gough can make this totality of my culture. l am
observation from a stat sheet!
choosing the banana one because
I understand that it is neither it is particularly pertinent to the
the Lance's intent or desire to be difficult situation I fmd myself in
a spirit rag. However, I do think here at U of W.
the Lance holds some responBananas sell for 29 to 59 cents
sibility to lend support the varsity a pound. a pound containing
teams. I wonder if the Lance about 2 to 3 bananas. So why are
sports staff understand the train- we asked, on campus, to pay 80
ing, the bruises, the injuries. and

cents for a single banana?
Whenever I enter the Student
Center, and carry my banana to
the cashier, I will become
depressed; I will become
alienated; I will become further
demoralized.
Jay Glickman
Education

around campus

Do you think the Macleans university survey is accurate
and useful?

.

""

"No, because It does not take into account the
uniqueness individual spheres of the school."
Zayna Khayat
Year II Biochemistry

,.

.

't·

"No. Students should not go by It. They should
see the school for themselves."
Jennifer Pollock
Year II Communications
t

,_
~

,

"No, universities should be graded by some
educational institutions, not by magazine
companies."
Tekola Berhe
Year III Computer Science

·No, It's somewhat distorted by the criteria •'&'',,
used to measure the qualirty of institutions
I;
and education." ,~ P
Timothy Cecil
~~,l-•· ...,,. &
Year IV Special B. Comm. · ~
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In Memoriam

Kenneth F. Long

.......

(1942-1993)
By Edward A. Watson
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Win sor's Most
Oar Pesiti•e Bar
Just take the
Crosstown #2
to Windermere St.
November 24

Cal,arat ho•tacl l,y Vicki
Charla• and friends ;~fi~w
November 26

Fund r1i11, far the 01y-Le1lti1n
-Bi1e1u1I Pride C1111111ittee
November 27

Toga Party Bash 1/2
Also: Don't forget "to bring In your
canned good for Goodfello\Ns of
Windsor ...... $1 .00 Cover \NITh can

I thought that this particular
story was over. O.K.? A Lance
editor called me. I knew, instinctively, that it wasn't and
that, no matter what, I would be
called upon to testify. After all,
Ed Ducharme had done his
thing, and I laud him for being
so eloquently honest, so true, to
the memory of our friend.
I write, now, from memory,
from the not-so-clear images,
totems, and "voices" from a
past that is not even "past'' but
so present in its persisting permanence that there is no before
and no after. Now, there is only
memory, which as you will understand, knows no boundaries,
relieved (relived) as it is from
time and space and proximity
and is only true in the perplexing contiguities of this, then and
what. Sometimes, memory unfolds unlovingly. It cheats us
out of memory. Not so, tonight,
as I write.
Kenneth F. Long, a professor
of English at U of W died suddenly on November 6, 1993. He
died at home, in the anns of
Irene, and in the presence of his
son, Rob. He died, and in his
diminisbment, we are more the
less. He died, and that is the
fact of it. And as be dies so
must we die ourselves. But
there is a difference.
"Kenlong," as his students,
friends and colleagues of many
years called him, received bis
bachelor's degree and master's
degree in English from the
Department of English at our
"U" in 1965 and 1967. A middling, modest student - ask
Lois Smedick or Gene McNamara
Ken
taught
American literature at Wayne
State University for several
years before he succeeded
George McMahon as Dean of

Student Affairs at the U of W
some time in the late seventies.
(Remember, I write now
without the benefit of dates or
fact-approving dates.) After
many years of service in the
Dean's office, Ken
was
seconded to the Deparonent of
English in 1985.
The specific dates do not
really mean a great deal to me
because I first met Ken in 1966
and we, even up to bis death
last week, collided and contended, and we paraded time
over prudence, insanity over
temperance, and calm over intolerance. We stood on the opposite side of nearly every
imaginable issue or ideaology
and we remained friends. We
were simply not peas in a pod
or images from the same mirror.
He turned me on to Chicago,
Zappy, Leon Russel and to the
daunting subtleties of T-Bone. I
turned him to Miles, Dizzy,
Bird, Coltrane, Bill Evans and
Keith Jarrett He told me about
"Trout Fishing ... " somewhere,
motorcycle stuff somewhere,
and a seagull flying somewhere. He favoured Hagler, I
favoured Hearns. He bet on
Sugar Ray, I bet on Hearns. We
agreed on Ali! None of this
mattered.
It was music, a man's musical choice, and I did not
despair,
it
was
Ken's
metaphysical
contemplation
and understanding of life and of
the universe. I called it, in a rit
of
fage,
a
"Proto-neometaphysical underage". Ken
laughed. In fact, he laughed bis
_ _ _ _ off.
What astounded me then, and
astounds me even now, was bis
understanding of pedagogy.
Kenlong was an astonishing
teacher! Ken ruminated over
and taught stuff that my honest,

curricular-structured, time-encased, moribund, and totally irrelevant
colleagues
never
thought possible.
He brought new and newer
pedagodic "paradigms" (26-295
please note!) to the realities of
our lives here, just as Plotinus
talked about a life there.
He was innovative, beautiful,
seeking
beyond
the
old
parameters of Beowulf to Tom
Wolfe, seeking beyond an outdated curriculum to make his
students part of the real world,
where history bas consequences
and what we teach in a classroom has consequence.
Kenlong was not a scholar.
He was a teacher, a teacher who
never let slip by the opportunity
to become a better teacher, a
better listener, a better provider
His many students, teaching assistants, admirers and believers
try daily to generate the enthusiasm and confidence that he
brought to bis classes and
which proved successful by his
numerous awards in teaching.
His antagonists, believers in the
lock-step approach to the
"truths" of English Studies,
may breathe a little bit more
easily now, since there is no
radical point of view to disrupt
the easy and easily bought irrelevances of an English curriculum gone stale, gone
awfully awry in this here and
now.
Ken loved, lived, and longed
for a future he knew be would
never have. He did his best. Joe
Saso, Mary Gerace, Con
Crowley, Ed Duchanne know
this. Ken loved bis work and he
loved leisure. He sincerely
loved bis students.
Marcus Aurelius learned
from Catulus that one should
"be ready to speak well of
teachers". See ya, Ken! Ali!
Ali! Ali! Ali!
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Diwraiona, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be submitted in writing and indude a phone contact.
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Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edrted. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Tuesday November 23

'
Assumption University Chapel invrtes
everyone f0< Mass starting at 5:00 pm
followed by a cost supper.

Alive! Canada is a suicide prevention and
awareness agency providing support for
depressed and suicidal individuals. Call
252-9020 from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm.

I If:.

Warner BrosJSlash Recording Artists
presents "The Bodeans", at The Majestic,
4140 Woodward, Detrort, advance tickets
are $7.50, door open al 8.00 pm.

l The East nmor Alert Network and the
International Relations Society present
The Unrted Nations and East nmor, wrth
Abe Soares, the CNRM representative to
Canada. 5:00 pm in the Madame Vanier
Lounge, Vanier Hall.

I

® Men's Basketball vs Carleton begins at

_£oue in the

8:30 pm at the St. Denis Centre.

Saturday, November 27

afte.1tnoon:J.,

• The Windsor Board and Roleplaying
Gaming Society meets at the Rose Room
of Vanier Hall from noon until 11 :00 pm
every Saturday.

,.

§ The Party at the Doghouse, 408 Indian
Road, begins at 8:00 pm, advance tickets
are $9.00 (University Centre Desk) and
$10.00 at the door.

on

dwknJ:-faaufiy
u.x:

If:. Hiram Walkers Classics continues with

i.££

fA9£ 9·

Tchaikovsky Spectacular, wrth James
Ehnes, violin, and Susan Haig,
conductor, 8:00 pm at the Cleary
International Centre Chrysler theatre.
® Women's Basketball vs Waterloo begins
at 2:00 pm at the St. Denis Centre.
® Men's Basketball vs Ottawa begins at

8:30 pm at the St. Denis Centre.

The Capitol Theatre (121
University West) will host a
CD release party for Next
Big Thing Big Sugar, this
Friday, November 26.
Tickets are just $10.
:veni'iigwiin tv«> l.laritime Wmers,
Alistair Macleod and Deborah Joy Corey
wil be reading from their current fiction at
7:30 pm, at ihe Sandwich Street Cate,
MacKenzie Hal, 32.n Sandwich Street,
for information call 258-2726.
JEARTCITE presents "Artists with Their
Work", organized by 1he Art Gallery of
Ontario Extension Services, opening is at
8:00 pm, the show runs until December
19 al 109 University Avenue West .

Wednesday, November 24
The Red CI088 wt hol a Blood Donor
Clilic, 3909 Grand Marais Road East,
from 1:00 pm to 8:00 pm.
• Association of Philosophical Thinkers
(APT) general meeting and Paper
Reading. Upstairs ofthe Grad House from
6:30 pm and 7:00 pm.
• The Reform Club meets every
Wednesday at 6:00 pm at the Grad
House. New members welcome.
• P.C. Club meeting will be held at
12:30 pm in the Student Centre,
Conference Room A. New members
welcome.
® Women's Volleyball vs Western begins at
6:30 pm al the St. Denis Centre.

Volleyball vs Western begins at
8:30 pm at the St. Denis Centre.

® Men's

)

Sunday, November 28
§ The Department of English and

Wayzgoose announce a High Tea in the
Park Terrace Lounge at the Hilton
International from 2:00 pm to 4:30 pm,
tickets are $15.00 and are ava~able atthe
Court, MacKenzie Hall or call 728-4474.
First Sunday of Advent, Mass begins at
10:30 am and at 4:30 pm. at Assumption
University Chapel.

Thursday, November 25

Monday, November 29

• lntervarsity Christian FeUowship will meet
in the Ambassador Auditorium at
5:30 pm, come and inv~e a friend to hear
Pastor Stevenette discuss Worship.

l "The Trace of Idealism wrthin Derrida's
Difference", a paper by Professor W.
Conklin, will be delivered at Canterbury
College, 172 Patricia Ave., 7:30 pm.

l Outsanding Canadian Novelist, Jane
Urquhart will be reading from her new
novel, Away al 4:00 pm in the Board
Room on the first floor of the CAW Centre.

• Men's Support Group, a place to talk
about '!¥hat rt means lo be a man today,
meetings begin at 2:00 pm at Iona
College, 208 Sunset Ave.

§ The Jewish Students' Organization

If:. Christmas Alive: 'Siver Bells", under the

invrtes everyone to their annual Bagel
Brunch, $3.00 buys you all you can eat,
begins at 12:30 pm at the Grad House,
Bring your own lox!

l OPIRG Windsor presents the NFB

Friday, November 26
® TGIF Volleyball Party at 4:00 pm at 1he
Delta Chi house, 408 Indian Ave.

If:. The Old Song and Dance, music of 1he
middle ages and Renaissarn::e by the
voices and instruments of the Windsor
Collegium, the director E. Kovarik with
guest artist, Cathy McKeever. 8:00 pm in
at the Moot Court, (Law Building), for
information call 253-4232 ext. 2790.
Want To study In Japan? an information
meeting about the University of Wridsor's
student exchange program with
International Christian Universrty of
Tokyo at 4:00 pm in room 2193, Windsor
Hall North, cal 253-4232 ext. 2396.

direction of Grace Lewis, Windsor's "Mrs.
Music", begins at 1:30 pm to 3:00 pm at
Iona Colege, 208 Sunset.
documentary "Herbicidal Trials",
exploring issues of environmental law,
dangers of herbicide application and
social justice, 7:00 pm at the Grad House.
Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
If:. Visual and pelforming arts
l Lectures, seminars, etc.
• Club and society meetings.

! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.
® Sporting events.

\
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The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an age11 of social change,
performing both an educative and activistfunction.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press:
1. The Lancerecognizes the diversity in ethnicity,culture, gender, sexual
onentation, age, physical and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it in our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspeclives other media avoid,
the Lance recognizes that manydisadvantaged groups insoaety do not
have equilable access lo the media. We affirm our responsibility lo give
these groups voice and reoognition.

3. The Lance iscommitted to acting against the oppresslOll of socially,
culturally, politically and economically disadvantaged groups. In
addition, we oppose the abuse o! power in any form.
4. The Lance will not print matenal that is sexist raast, age1si
heterosex1st, or that maligns d1flerently-ablad peoples or the
aoonom1cally disadvantaged.
5. The Lance wlll work against Iha prol1feralion of conventional and
nuclear arms and the systems which promote them, which preserve and
extend unjust economic and political hegemony, drvarting resources
from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility, both in content and in
its day-tCKlay wor1<1ngs.

Paying too much
for a right

Apology for
drunken
stupidity

In a perfect world education would be free. In a pretty close to perfect world university administration would work together with the student body to lobby for more funding so it wouldn't come out of
students' pockets. In our world, when students and adminstration
agree to work together, OUSA is formed and soon people are screaming for outrageuos tuition increases.
Last week U of W president Ron Ianni spoke with students about
tuition fees and the future of Ontario universities.
Ianni, while defending the Council of Ontario Universities' (COU)
proposal to raise tution fees by as much as 50 percent, told students
that, due to government underfunding, it is inevitable that Ontario will
have a privately funded university within the next ten years.
We are being told, right to our faces, that the privatization of postsecondary education is on its way and that only society's upper crust
will be able to afford a top quality eduaction.
The Ontario NDP goverment, which used to say that education
should be accessible to everyone, says that it is broke, and has sent a
letter to the U of W warning that their budget will be cut by another
$34 million this year. Ontario Education Minister Dave Cooke is expected to make his announcement on tuition fee increases by the end
of the month. Expect the worst..
We have seen the cost of university (tuition, books, etc.) rise rapidly over the past few years while the government axed grants. But this
may push students to limit.
Now, more than any other time in recent memory, is the time for
students to organize and mobilize. It is time for student's councils and
the Canadian Federation of Students to get active and vocal on every
Ontario campus. But, most importantly, it is up to the everyday student to make their voice heard, sign petitions, organize and attend rallies - whatever it lakes to make the COU and the provincial
government know that education is not a privilege, but a right.

Might doesn't mean riglit
It's pretty hard to trust the cops when you never know when they're
gonna kick your ass, for nothing.
Violence is a problem in our society. What's even worse is that
we're bearing more and more about violence perpetrated by those who
are supposed to be protecting us.
Windsor's police force ha<; a poor record of unneccessary violence.
From shooting guns after drinking beer outside headquarters to two
instances of alleged police brutality that the Lance covered this
semester, (one at Kokomos bar and the other at JB's Bar and Grill), it
doesn •t seem like anyone is safe anymore.
Of course not all officers are on the street beating up citizens. But
it's time we took a long hard look at what it is we want our police
force to be doing.
Everyone can agree that we don't want police to use their power to
terrorize and harrass the public. Police officers need to know that unnecessary violence will not be tolerated. even when the victims are the
poor, minorities, and those who speak up for what they believe in.
The rule of law is an important principle, but only applicable when
law 1s based on community consensus, and not on the officer's judgement.
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Dear Editor,

To the young woman seated
next to me whom I insulted on
Nov. 4 at The Bridge Tavern.
I do not expect, nor do I
deserve your forgiveness, but I
would like to offer you my
humblest and most sincere
apologies.
My action showed a disgusting
lack of respect for your privacy
and for you as a person. My
apologies also to your friends
whose evening I also ruined.
I would prefer to make a personal apology, but owing to my
intoxication I am unable to
remember what you look like.
That is not to say I blame alcohol
for my behaviour though, as it
was inexcusable under any circumstances.
What I said to you was callous, crude and completely
reprehensible and once again I
offer my deepest apologies to
you. and your friends.
I am sorry.
Feeling like a Shitheel

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Screaming
discrimination
no solution
Dear Editor,

This 1s yet another, belated.
letter in response to your Nov. 1
article Fear and Loathing... ,
written by an intelligent, relatively unbiased. white, heterosexual,
male, who would not normally
respond to the overwhelming
amount of drivel in your paper,
but who has been left with no
other option.
I found the polemical and
hypocritically generalizing tone
of the article disgusting; whether
it was written to provoke
response or not, it was guilty of
both irresponsibility and of the
very same crimes of which it was
denouncing others.
" ...all students, ac; a requirement to graduate, take two courses dealing with other cultures,
women's issues or gay/lesbian
bisexual issues." While many of
my textbooks, historical ones
especially, include. to the extent
that the issues are relevant to the
period, the above, and other issues, it seems odd to me that the
assumption is made that these issues are not specifically addressed in the courses given.
Instead, it appears to me that entirely new courses are created to
address these particular issues; in
fact, stating that the given courses do not and can not change to
include these issues.
To the Lance staff: although
you are, admirably, attempting to
lake on the role of "agent of social change, performing both an
educative and activist function",
you have abused the power you
yourself bold. Your professed activism bas too severely limited
your objectivity.

U of W ha<; a long way to go
in reforming and in distancing itself from the uglier holdovers of
European colonialism. Screaming discrimination and demanding forms of segregation in their
stead are not the best means of
achieving these ends.
James Kehoe

Police used
excessive force
Dear Editor,

In response to the article
Rec/a1mzng a Queer History in
your Nov. I edition, I would like
co congratulate the gay/lesbian/bisexual community .on it's
s1rength and courage in asserting
itself on campus. I would also
like to thank professor Barry
Adam for his instrumentation in
establishing the new course that
addresses gay/lesbian/bisexual
issues.
Such a course not only
honours gay and lesbian contributions to society, but I believe
that this course will provide an
understanding to the straight
members of society and will
provide a positive step towards
gay/lesbian/bisexual awareness
and acceptance.
With this positive step forward, and the tenderness for
society that this article induced
in me, it was an unpleasant
surprise when I beard of the incident concerning the owner of
JB's Bar and Grill and the
Windsor police.
Even if the attack was not
based on sexual preference, I still
believe that the police used excessive force in handling the
situation which leaves me to
question who is safe in our community?

Alternative to
media important
Dear Editor,

There is a lack of understanding of the purpose of student press. Letters to the Editor
since virtually the term's beginning have railed at the Lance's
editorial slant. What the authors
of these letters fail to recognize
is that the Lance. a,; a student
newspaper, is part of this
country's "allemative" media If
the Lance treated student and
greater societal issues in the
same manner as a major paper
such as the Globe & Mail then
we may a-; well all make use of
those 50 percent off subscription
cards the G&M shill on campus
and convert the Lance office int
the Moose Pub II.
A diverse press is the
democratic ideal. Any every
status quo hugging individual
should understand this. So instead of whining about people
who we think whine, let's all
spoon the wax out of our ears
and support the right to express
the views reflected io the alternative media. There are enough
forums which we all subsidize
through tax breaks to media
giants wbech are antifeminist,
anti lesbian/gay/bi and which tell
us racism is as much fantasy as
Santa Claus.
In the macro pictme, student
press as alternative media is one
essential expression by "special
interest groups" (meaning virtually everyone is society) of
how om generation should imprint ourselves upon society's
construction. Reading and attempt to understand is more
rewarding than screeching about
PC mind control.

Darlene Pursel

Olivia Rebeiro

Year ID Drama

Year II Law
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Ending Our Violence
By Robert Kent
Special to the Lance

The need for men to speak out and publicly protest against violence
against women and children becomes daily more acute.
In a report released just days ago, the most exhaustive to date, it is
revealed that fully half of adult women attest to being subjected to
some form of violence as defined by Canada's Criminal Code. Two
women per week are killed by their male partners while literally
hundreds more require medical attention resulting from injuries
received from those same partners. One-third of women in colleges
and universities report unwanted sexual attacks including rape. Over
one hundred thousand women in this country literally fear for their
lives on a daily basis and their fear is supported by police evidence.
Indeed, it is tragically true that no woman can live with a sense of saftey in this society.
Is this new information? Unfortunately, it is not. Most women have
understood this news forever What is new to women, perhaps, is only
the degree of sharing as victims. As for men who may be shocked by
the staggering statistics and personal accounts I can only say that at
long last maybe theveil of secrecy and denial of our culture of
violence will be ripped away. On this point I am guardedly optimistic.
In a recent article in the University of New Brunswick student
newspaper, professor Martin Yaqzan states that "the male's aggressiveness is not a result of some social conditioning of a particular
society " His opinions include a proposal to have the state impose
financial penalties on men who rape. This is nothing more than state
sanctioned and administered prostitution.
Yaqzan also states that if a woman goes to a man's bedroom she is
implicitly consenting to sex. To assume that a man's perception of
"consent", by itself, is sufficient to justify rape would, by absurd analogy, imply that a woman's perception of mortal danger from a particular man would justify murder. As cruelly ridiculous as Yaqzan's
views may seem they are shared, unfortunately, by many men.
On a local level consider that on Nov. 15 Windsor City Council approved the operation of a war games arena. This proposal was turned
down by the same Council a year ago. It passed this time despite the
opposition of local clergy, police, education boards and teaching association and political activists. All of these groups noted by-laws
against discharging firearms and the documented linkage between
developing attitudes of accepting violence and immersion in "passive" violence through television and other media. The connection
between simulated and real violence and learning violent behavior,
despite the research and concerns was negated simply because it was
their opinion that it was not valid or applicable.
The evidence calls upon all of us, individually and collectively, at
the community and national levels, to lake responsibility for standing
against these crimes we commit. A vital first $leP is to ba-eak the
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SAC USED BOOKSTORE
CAW STUDENT CENTRE BASEMENT

JAN ARY 1994
TUESDAY

MONDAY

4

3

10
DROP-OFF

11
DROP-OFF

12
DROP-OFF
10 • 6

10· 6

10 • 6

WEDNESDAY
5

7
DROP-OFF
10 • 4

13
DROP-OFF
&SELLING
10 · 6

14
DROP-OFF
&SELLING
10 • 6

15
LAST DAY
DROP-OFF
11 • 6

20

21
LAST DAY
SELLING
10 · 6

22

SELLING

SELLING

SELLING

SELLING

10 • 6

10-6

10 • 6

10 • 6

24

25

26

27

28

PICK-UP
BOOKS&CASH
12 • 8

PICK-UP
BOOKS&CASH
12 · 8

PICK-UP
BOOKS&CASH
12 • 8

PICK-UP
BOOKS&CASH
12 · 8

PICK-UP
BOOKS&CASH
12 • 8

SELL

last year's
textbooks

8

6
DROP-OFF
10 • 4

19

18

17

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

BU

CLOSED

CLOSED

29

SPECIAL
RECEIPTS
12 • 6

t,this year's
J textbooks

By Dave McCullough
News Staff

Debate over the future of
education in Ontario erupted
during a round table discussion
on tuition fees with students and
University president Ron Ianni
last Wednesday.
"I suspect that in the next 10
years there will be a private
University in Ontario," said
Ianni. "It is unfortunate but it is
inevitable."
Ianni continued to say that the
only way he sees financial help
from the business community for
higher education would be with
the establishment of a private
university "where industry gains
a direct benefit."
SAC president Jon Ricci was
surprised by this statement
"I don't know if he knows
something, I don't. I would like
to find out where he pulled that
out from. What are they talking
about behind closed doors."
These revelations, Ianni feels,
are due to tbe government's gross
underfunding of higher education
in the province.
"We must face up to certain
realities. I recieved a letter last
week saying that an additional
$34 million will be cut from the
university system next year,"

Ianni said. He also reiterated that
even the fonner minister of
education said that universities in
the province are underfunded by
$410 million.
"We want to provide an environment to give students a
quality education," Ianni said. It
is for this reason that he and the
rest of the members of the Council of Ontario Universities are advocating an increase of tuition
fees by up to 60 percent over the
next two years.
"Historically students payed
between 35 and 38 percent of the
cost of their education." This increase in tuition fees would be
coupled with the replacement of
the current OSAP system by an
Income Contingent Loan Repayment plan.
"I would like to say I am
happy with OSAP but I am not.
There would have to be significant changes," said Ianni.
Within the plan, undergraduate
fees would increase by about $1
OOO per year, graduate fees by $1
500 and tuition for professional
programs such as engineering,
law and medicine would triple to
over $6 OOO a year.
Ricci is opposed to the plan,
and
is currently
planning
measures to prevent its implementation.
"The plan is majorly flawed.

Students must be aware that it
(ICRP) is a disguised tuition fee,"
said Ricci, referring to the fact
that within the Income Contingent Loan Repayment Plan, the
interest subsidies for students attending schools would be
eliminated.
Mary Schisler, president of
OPUS, said the proposals would
be devastating for part-time students.
"The whole proposal will
make university education out of
reach for our members. It puts
another nail in the coffin of parttime students," said Schisler.
GSS President John Cunningham is concerned about the effects that this proposal will have
serious
consequences
for
graduate students.
"Graduate students contribute
a lot to a university campus. Now
grads are to be hit with a tuition
increase 1.5 - 2 times over that
of the undergrads increase," said
Cunningham, who is also concerned with other measures affecting grad students, such as the
elimination of OHIP coverage for
visa students.
Ricci has found most students
be bas spoken to are opposed to
the proposals by the COU and
that further education of students
is needed before greater opposition can begin.
IQ

Gays support alleged police victim
By Teena Ward
News Editor

Windsor's gay community
may "be a little more nervous"
when heading out to JB's Bar and
Grill after an alleged incident of
police brutality on Nov. 12, at the
local gay bar.
Co-owner Jim Henry reported
that he was "brutally beaten" and
that officers made "anti-gay
remarks" during the arrest on the
premises his establishment.
Police say they were responding to a complaint of suspicious
persons around a vehicle in the
parking lot Confusion about
Henry's identity when he
answered the door led to a struggle with police.
Although charged with resisting arrest and obstructing police,
Henry insists that "there was no
resistance on my part at all."
A press release on Henry's behalf states ''when be tried to close
the door (to the bar) to get his ID,
one of the officers grabbed and
ripped Henry's shirt while
another sprayed him in the face
with pepper spray."
Henry also sustained "punches
to his face and body, kicks in the
groin, and blows to his head with
a flashlight" as well as continuous douses with pepper spray
''for the duration of the attack."
During the attack when Henry

was reportedly "choking on his
blood", he maintains that police
officers made anti-gay remarks.
He remembers hearing officers
say "you had better not be spitting any of that blood on us", "if
we fmd out you are HIV positive
we'll be back with a bullet."
Windsor police spokesperson
Lloyd Grahame said that Henry's
was a "serious enough allegation
that we are presently conducting
an internal investigation into it,"
though Henry has not filed an official complaint in this case.
Grahame also said that if
Henry is reluctant to report the
case directly to the Windsor
department, complaints can be
filed with the police professional
standards branch or the Ontario
police complaints board.
Henry is presently consulting
with a lawyer, but in the meantime the community has rallied
around him to show support.
Calls have been coming in from
across the province, and locally
"people are organizing so the
word gets out to politicians, and
letters are being written to the
police complaints department."
Henry said the staff of the
Capitol Theatre has also volunteered its services to raise funds
for his legal fees.
"The community has pulled
togther some incredible things.".
Joe Murphy, president of the U

of W' s Out on Campus, said the
university group plans to lend
Henry support at his court date on
Nov. 25, and is participating in
the letter writing campaign.
Murphy said that he was ''not
so much surprised that it (the
beating) happened, the police
have been very prejudicial in the
past ... the only difference is that
Jim was willing to confront the
situation."
Vicki VanLinden, a selfdescribed concerned member of
the gay community, said she and
others "feel a great deal of debt to
Henry because he bas been so
responsible and involved ... he
has managed bis business almost
as a community centre so we feel
very protective towards him."
"For a while people will feel
very unsafe if police are coming
in beating up the owner," Henry
said. "Business has dropped, so
there is damage done already."
Bar security has been stepped
up at JB's to ensure patron's
safety. The bar has installed spotlights in the parldng area, increased the number of bouncers
working, as well as keeping video
equipment on hand if anything
like this happens again.
"There are only two gay bars
in this town, so the invasion of
that space raises the anxiety
level," said sociology professor
Barry Adam.
IQ

University prepares to throw
out unrecycled styrofoam
By Kevin de Jong
News Staff

That Styrofoam cup you just
put in the recycling bin isn't
going where you think it is.
Despite the fact that styrofoam
is seperated and collected in
order to recycle it, the university
is simply throwing it away.
According to Don Dumeah, acting
superintendent
of
Housekeeping and Grounds, the
combination of collecting, storing
and shipping the styrofoam
makes it to costly as the "closest
place that handles styrofoam is
Toronto."
Jen Jackson, SAC environmental commissioner, said that there
is another plant located in
Livonia, Michigan that accepts
styrofoam across the border and
as far as she is concerned, "if we
are generating waste in Ontario,
we should deal with it in Ontario."
The process of recycling
Styrofoam is rather simple, as it is
broken down into small plastic
beads which are used to make
plastic containers and a type of
plastic wood among other
products. The only problem according to Jackson is that such a
process "takes very
large
amounts of Styrofoam, tc produce
a small amount of plastic."
Zora Sanson, assistant department head, Student Liasons and
Promotions with Food Services
said that Marketplace is still
seperating styrofoam despite the
fact that it is not being recycled
and that "Food Services is always
looking for alternate ways to deal
with Styrofoam."
As part of this, the Crocodile
started using cardboard containers made from recycled
material this year instead of
styrofoam.
As for Vanier and the
Marketplace, Sanson said that "if

studenl.l> want take-out, we have
to supply containers."
Dumeah agrees with this
saying that the Marketplace is
geared to take-out and that ··most
of the styrofoam collected is a
result of take-out."
According to the 1992 Waste
Audit for the University of
Windsor, the University collects
approximately
308Kgs
of
tyrofoam each week between
September and May and about 12
336 Kgs per year.
Russ Bennet of the Ontario
Public Interest Research Group
(OPIRG) suggested that the best
way to deal with the styrofoam is
to focus on reducing and "not to
use styrofoam in the first place."
Jackson also feels this way.
saying that she doesn't think
recycling the Styrofoam is the
answer, and if ''we used reusable
mugs or china we wouldn't have
to worry."
She went on to say that
"people think that if its recycling
if must be good", but Jackson
suggests that the end product is
not worth the effort of recycling.
and that reducing the amount of
Styrofoam we use is the ultimate
solution.
Dumeah said that the Physical
Plant will continue to try and find
ways to deal with the styrofoam.
but until then it will continue to
go into the garbage. He continued
by saying that ''hopefully in the
future there will be and easier
way than shipping it to Toronto."
Dumeah also said that now that
they have reached a solution for
glass, all other recycling at the
University is running smoothly
though they have had some
trouble with contamination.
Dumeah asked that the studentsd be sure to place the cans
and other waste in their proper
bins as the university "has had
some of their loads rejected because of contamination."
IQ
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ANC rep visits U of W
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

Despite daily violence in South
Africa, the African National Congress (ANC) is expn!ssing optimism as it leads up to free
elections in April of 1994. "We
are facing an irreversible road to
a non-racial democracy," ANC
spokesperson Abu Dube told an
audience at U of W' s Iona College last week.
Dube was in town to talk about
the upcoming elections in South
Africa, and the process that will
lead to full enfranchisement for
the populace, denied to blacks
under the eighty year old apartheid regime.
Dube focused on the Nobel
Peace Prize recently awarded to
ANC president Nelson Mandela
and South African President F.W.
De Klerk, noting that this adds to
the irreversibility of the dismantlin6 of the apartheid system.
After international pressure wa'i
put on De Klerk· s government,
including a move by U of W,
Dube's alma mater, to divest pension funds in the country, "there
was no economic growth for a
long time," said Dube.
''This indicated t0 him that

apartheid was responsible for the
country's economic woes."
Add to that the pres5ure of
growing democracy movements,
Du">e points out, and it is clear
De Klerk had "no choice but to
consult with the oppressed
groups."
When asked about the ANC
stance on international investment in South Africa, Dube
pointed again to the irreversibility
of the democracy movement, and
that Nelson Mandela had called
on the United Nation,; to lift international sanctions by the
United Nations.
"The democracy movement
has put the old order beyond the
reach of coming back - in spite
of the large scale violence," said
Dube.
He posited that even if a coalition of right wing white and black
rarties staged a coup, it would
not work.
"The coup would be short
lived because the people won't
stand for it. And the business sector in the white community
would not tolerate it, bacause it
would bring back apartheid,
which is not tolerable."
Election-; in South Afnca are
set for April 1994.
[;l

CLASSIFIEDS
NOTICES
ALIVE! CANADA Suicide Prevention
& Awareness is running support
groups for individuals dealing with
depression or suicide. Call 252-9020,
Monday-Friday.
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SYS'l:ElVIS
486-33 ................................................. $1849
486-50 .................................................$2169
486II-66 ............................................... $2229
*128K Cache *4MB RAM
*2BOMB HDD SAMSUNG
*SVGA CARD W / 1MB
*SVGA MONITOR, .28 DP
* l 02 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
*3 BUTI'ON MOUSE 8e PAD
*1.2 8e 1.44 TOSHIBA DRIVES
*MB DOS 6.0 8e SOFTAWARE
*SOUNDBLA.STER COMP. CARD
*SPEAKERB*HEADPHONES*MICROPHONE
*JOYSTICK *SONY CDROM W / 5 CD's

OPTIOITS

UPGRADE
UPGRADE
UPGRADE
UPGRADE
UPGRADE

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

14" N.I. ............................. $29
15" N.I. FLA.TSCREEN........ $129
360MB HDD........................ $99
8MB RAM ......................... $239
16 BIT SOUND..................... $79

386SVGA
SYS·.1·E1VIS
386SX-40 ...............................................$1019
I *2MB RAM *l 70MB HDD *SVGA W/256K

*SVGA MONITOR,.39DP *102 ENHANCED
KEYBOARD * 1.2 OR 1.44 TOSHIBA DRIVE
*3 BUTTON MOUSE 8e PAD *MS DOS 6.0 8e
SOFTWARE

OPTIOlfS
UPGRADE TO 14" .28DP MONITOR ............. $35
UPGRADE TO 4MB RAM ............................$119
UPGRADE TO 260MB HDD.......................... $79
EXTRA FLOPPY DRIVE...............................$59
UPGRADE TO 486-33................................$129

I Pm:m·HJB.s
SAMSUNG 9 PIN........................ : ... $169
SAMSUNG 24 PIN.......................... $219
CITIZEN GSX 230 .......................... $329
CITIZEN GSX 230 W/COLOUR ........ $379
BROTHERS HL6 (LASER, 6PPM) .... $849

SERVICES
Awesome Spring Break Trips!
Campus Reps needed.
Cuba, Cancun, Daytona,
Montreal & Quebec City
Callnowlt!
1-800-363-0634

THE HAIRSTYLING BOUTIQUE:
permanent student discount on hair·
cuts. 181 Janette. Jackie Linge, 2522449.
LASER-PRINTED ESSAYS, reports,
manuscripts. $2.50/page, doublespaced. Fast, professional service.
Shoreline Computing. Victoria Park
Place. 254-2165.

FOR SALE
ONLY 2 YEARS OLD. Single bed
with frame $100.00. Desk with chair
$75.00. Dresser $50.00. Call Kathy
253-3718.
NIKON, CANON AND MINOLTA 35
mm cameras for sale, some with accessories. 735-4544.

ACCESSOBJ:ES
MWMOBY
lMPXl SIMMS..................... $59

VJDIIO CAllD8
TRIDENT SVGA W/lMB...... $95
ATI XL SVGA W /lMB ....... $119

DJSK.:m'H.&8

IIO'l'JIDBOAIU)S

BABD DIUVU

FLOPPY DllIVU

386SX-40 ......................... $135
486DLC-33....................... $209

170 MB ............................ $259
250 MB ............................ $319
360 MB ............................ $429

\\~1 i

1.44 (10) HD.................. $7.89
1.2 (10) HD.................... $5.99

1.2 HD DRIVE.................... $69
1.44 HD DRIVE.................. $59

CBOCOM COMPUTERS

400 Huron Church, Rm 202 or Call 971-7557
Special Sale Hours: 9-6 Tues-Fri & Sat 10-5

Be A
Santa!
Bring a
donation to
the Campus
Canned Food
Drive to the
Lance office
before& pm
November 25,
and we'll run
your 20-word
Yuletide
classified
greeting
a[)solutety
free! Space is
limited, so
come early!
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NAFTA opposition pro1nise

stronger international ties
By Tran Longmoore
Associate News Editor

"The sky is blue and the sun is out, but
today's chill in the air is an omen representing our country's self destruction," said
one community activist the day after the
U.S. House of Representatives ratified the
North American Free Trade Agreement.
Many anti-NAFf A activists believe that
the vote was the last chance to defeat the
trade agreement before it takes effect at the
beginning of the new year. Up until two
days before the vote, it appeared that the
anti-NAFfA forces in the House would
have enough votes to defeat the bill. But in
the end, president Bill Clinton garnered
enough support for the bill to recieve more
than the 218 needed for ratification.
NAFfA still must be passed by the U.S.
and Mexico senates and then it goes to the
Liberal government to be ratified inCanada. Most observers feel that these are
merley formalities.
"If the Liberal government makes any
changes to the agreement, they will only be
cosmetic," said CAW Local 444 president
Larry Bauer. He said that people in each of
the three countries should be outraged at
the tactic used to ratify this agreement.
"NAFfA bas been put in place through
bribery and people ought to be insenced;
The American taxpayers, The Mexican
workers, who are being exploited by their
'democratic
dictatorship·,
and
the
Canadians who ousted the Tories largely
due to the Free Trade Agreement."
Accroding to Bauer the power in the
labour-corporation struggle bas shifted to
the corporations. "Corporations now have
the free reign to go where ever they will
make the greatest profits. The governments
have given them a freedom which
eliminates the responsibility to be accountable to workers and their communities."

Bauer promised that the CAW would
work to strenthcn ties with the American

and Mexican workers to strenglhen labour
and environmental laws in Mexico.
Brad Markell, a member of UAW local
1776, worked at the General Motors Willow Run plant, before it closed and moved
to Mexico. He believes that NAFfA is
about low wages. "I visited the GM plant
down in Mexico and I saw a man doing the
same job I did in Michigan, except be was
being paid $1.25 per hour to do it."
Markell believes that Clinton and the
Democrats have lost the support of the
average American worker. "Labour support was a key in getting him elected. Now
he's turned his back on us."
He echoed Bauer· s statement that
workers across the continent must unite.
"Corporations are dumping their toxic
waste in the backyards of their $1.25 per
hour employees. We must unite if we are to
put a stop to that."
Rieb Coronado, spokesperson for the
Citizens' Environment Alliance, called the
pacts side deals, which are supposed to
protect the environment, "shams."
He sarcastically thanked Clinton and
vice-president Al Gore, who ran on a green
ticket, for jeopardizing many of the positive steps that environmental groups have
made in the past decade.
Dr. Jim Winter, associate professor in
the U of W communications department,
believes that the mainstream media in the
US and Canada avoided the issues and cast
"superficial" coverage during the debate.
"In Canada we have 30 million people.
That market was no longer big enough to
satisfy the Trans National Corporations
drive for profits. What this deal does is
faci litate their ability to leave Canada in
search of more profits. The question is
'how can Canada compete with a country
that lets their people live in toxic waste'.
The media never answered that. In Canada,
it ignored the issue during the election.
And in the US, it turned the debate into a
horse race."
[y
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At Posteropti.cs, you get
more for your Monet...
\X'e'Jl also do wonders for your Van Gogh, your favourite old poster,
or even your new diploma. In fact, we'll frame just about anything
and still leave you with a little something to spend on Saturday night.
Call Posceroptics today; we're always happy to quote prices
over the phone. Ask us about our snappy looking and inexpensive
framing alternative, called shrink wrap framing, too.

Call now: 253-5477
• • • ..A.. • • •

POSTEROPTICS
1506 \X'yanc.lotte East at Gladstone. Windsor, Ontario N9A 3L2

Womyn planning
reproductive rights
education week
Volunteers from the Womyn's
Centre are putting their beads
together with CARAL (the
Canadian Abortion Rights Action
League) to plan an education
week focused on reproductive
rights. Sue Morin, who set up the

CAMPUS CLIPS
meeting, figured the co-operative
plan could work to "link up the
greater community with the
Windsor campus" and "give prochoice people a chance to be active in that movement."
CARAL
president
Janet
Green-Potomski. explained the
importance of organizing to educate young women about the prochoice movement. "We are one
vote away from losing our
rights," she said.
"It is time for people to start
organizing around that issue be·
cause it is legalized but very
tenuous," said Morin.
Toe group will be working on
the education program which will
highlight events like a discussion
panel on reproductive rights.
films, and educative seminars.
The Womyn's Centre is asking
volunteers to help have the events
ready for next semester.

* * *
Toe Graduate Student Society
and the Grad House are sponsoring a Christmas Can Food Drive
from Nov. 29 to Dec. 10. Toe
society hopes to help out local
food banks as the holiday season
mP,,;,,.c....,.,.,...,,-.,..,.,,..'"-' .....,.;,.,.~ ,.,.,.approadle$.
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Enjoy Harvey's
Dinner for 2
for only $7.28
which includes
2 Hamburgers,
2 Fries and
Harvey' s will
buy your
soft drinks.
Offer expires
November 28/93.
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The GSS and staff at the Grad
House will be cooking up cbili
for the duration of the can food
drive.
Anyone who brings in two
canned goods or a donation of
two dollars will receive a complementary bowl of cbili. All
donations (including cash) will be
given to the local food bands.
All the students (both graduate
and undergraduate), faculty and
staff of the university are encouraged to sample the chili and
support the campaign.

*

* *

Toe newly SAC ratified U of
W Croation Youth Council is
selling poinsettias to raise money

THE _

to sponsor children in Croatia and
Bosnia-Hercegovina. The poinsettas, which are delivered free of
charge in pots of various shapes,
sizes and colours, range in price
from $6 to $26.
Sponsorship of this sort costs
$600. Currently they are sponsoring a one year old cbild who lives
in Zagreb with his mother.
The family was forced to leave
their family who lived in the war
tom city of Vukovar. Recently
the child's mother learned that
her husband was killed .
Anyone interested in bepling
the group sponsor another child
can buy a poinsettia this
Thursday in the CAW Student
Centre Commons Area.

*

* *

Community members will
picket Herb Gray's constituency
office to protest a recent Employment and Inunigration report the
organizers say contained racist
stereotypes about the Canadian
Somali community.
The report says that Somali
immigrants are collecting a<;
many as four welfare checks each
to fund the war in Somalia. Toe
report also calls Somalis "masters
of confusion and representation."
Last Thursday, approximately 50
people showed up for a meeting
to discuss the report and plan a
protest. The protest takes place
Monday, Nov.22.

*

*

*

Members of the Calabrian
Canadian Society, with the help
of their mothers, prepared an
authentic Italian meal for some of
Windsor's less fortunate citizens
at the Downtown Mission.
The local foodbank has been
trying to cope with increased
numbers of people in need of
food while the amount of donations has dipped from previuos
years.
For the new U of W club, the
event was way to get back to
their roots. Traditionally, on the
patron saints day in the Italian
region of Calabria, people
prepare a giant feast for the less
fortunate.
~
Compiled by Jason Seads,
Tran Longmoore and Teena
Ward.
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Enjoy Harvey' s
Dinner for 2
for only $7.28
which includes
2 Hamburgers,
2 Fries and
Harvey' s will
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CHEAP PITCHERS! · 5P.M. TO CLOSING
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Situ

By Evan Hansen
SAN FRANCISCO (NSNS/CUP)
The age-old debate over whether students
should date their professors has flared up
in the United States, with one outspoken
professor espousing the benefits of such
liaisons and many schools enacting new
dating policies.
The University of Virginia recently
rejected a proposed ban on all social contact between professors and undergraduates. The proposal was meant to put
an end to sexual harassment of students by
faculty, but was turned down in favor of a
narrower policy that restricts any "conflict
of interest" between teachers' professional
and personal lives.
"The principal focus of this policy is on
the question of fairness to other students,
rather than on whether a particular
relationship was consensual or not," said
Virginia Provost Thomas Jackson.
Sharon Davie, the director of the Virginia women's center said she prefers this
narrower policy, although she said she
holds a minority point of view at the
school.
"I didn't like the original proposal (to
ban faculty-student relationships) because
it oversimplified things," she said. "It overlooked the positive relationships that can
result."
Virginia followed in the steps of the
nearby College of William and Mary, and
Amherst College in Massachusetts. Both
schools have adopted "narrow" conflict of
interest boundaries, barring professors
from taking a supervisory role over students with whom they are sexually involved.
Observers say this policy may well become a standard, precisely because it sidesteps the controversial question of whether
students should be sleeping with their
professors in the first place.
However, other universities are considering outright bans on sex between
faculty and students.

The Syracuse University senate passed a
sexual harassment policy in October which
mandates that professors, teaching assistants and graduate assistants may not have
sexual relationships with students in their
classes.
The Syracuse policy also discourages
sexual relationships between faculty members and students not in their classes.
Faculty-student liaisons have become a
focus of a highly volatile debate over
sexual ethics on campus. In a recent
roundtable discussion published in
Harper's magazine, Dr. William Kerrigan
of Amherst University raised eyebrows
with a number of statements supporting

Observers say this
policy may well
become a standard,
precisely because it
sidesteps the
question of whether
students should be
sleeping with their
professors in the
first place.
faculty-student romance.
"Tell me which is the truer expression of
desire for a male toward a female: writing
her a sonnet or patting her on the ass?", he
asks in the article.
Dr. Kerrigan, who is married to one of
his former students, is not alone in defending the freedom of professors and students
to pursue romance. In 1983, the economist
John Kenneth Galbraith mocked an announcement by the Dean of Harvard that
affairs between teachers and students were
"always wrong." Galbraith asked how he
could atone for his 50 years of marriage to
a former student.

by Laila Farrell
Features Editor

Karen (not her real name) carried on an
affair with a professor from her department
while she was an undergraduate. They
spent time together and Karen fell in love.
Although she knew their was no future for
them (he was married), she was devastated
when they broke up. She had to force herself to finish her classes and to go to her
department for any reason. But she
finished her degree and applied to the
graduate program in her discipline. The
professor who had been her lover recommended she not be admitted to the
program.
This story is based loosely on many different stories of relationships between
professors and their students at the U of W.
Although Canadian universities haven't
adopted the ''narrow" policies of our
American counterparts, administrations are
becoming increasingly conscious of sexual
harassment issues and how to interpret
policies.
Stories like Karen's are difficult to
judge ethically because no one can ever
really know what the professor's recommendations were based on. It was an obvious conflict of interest for him to be part
of the decision about her application.
It raises the question about the neccesity
of "conflict of interest" policies on this
campus.
"I don't think the univerisity could
adopt or enforce a policy like that," said
Marianne (not her real name). "Besides, it
is a bogus and paranoid policy that assumes we are not adults when we attend
this school."
Marianne also bad an affair with a
professor as an undergraduate at Windsor,
but unlike Karen, it was a positive experience for her.
"He was a really brilliant man and I was
attracted to him. There wasn't anything
seedy about ii, and I certainly didn't get
preferential ueatmcnt when I took his

class. I wrote my papers and exams like
everybody else."
The existing sexual harassment policy
for this campus claims the U of W "does
not condone behaviour on campus that
may undermine work relationships or
academic achievement."
It is a clear statement to discourage student-professor relationships, but nowhere
is it written that action will be taken

"He was a really
brilliant man and I
was attracted to
him. There wasn't
anything seedy
about it, and I
certainly didn't get
preferential
treatment when I
took his class. I
wrote my papers
and exams like
everybody else."
-Marianne
against a professor who engages in one,
unless it is a case of sexual harassment. A
narrower policy could prevent more cases
like Karen's, defining the professor's involvement in her academic career as a
"conflict of interest."
"Obviously, there is a conflict of interest," said Marianne. ''Both parties have to
be mature enough to overcome that and
work to make ethical decisions about the
relationship. A policy that would discipline
a professor infringes on their right to fall in
love."
(g
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Can

take a
joke
THEATRE

By judi remigio
Arts Staff

"In Cree we call him/her
Weesageechak, the being who inhabits that area of our dream world,
our subconscious, where we connect
with the Great Spirit, with God. As
with every mythology the world over.
slhe, in Cree there is no gender - is
the central hero figure, that essential
link, who exists to teach us about nature and the meaning of existence...lt
is jusi unfortunate that his/her first
meeting. seven lifetimes ago, with the
central hero figure from that other
mythology - Christian mythology was so shocking and resulted in so
many unpleasant experiences."
- Thomson Highway, in the
foreword to Geoffrey York's The

Dispossessed Life and Death in Native Canada
If Jesus Met Nanabush ... If Jesus
ever did happen to meet Nanabush,
neither you nor I would understand
their encounter. Unless you happen
to be a native person who's been
subjected to residential schools and
the

infiltration

of

the

Catholic

Church, in which case you undoubtedly have a more insightful, less
cerebral awareness of the magnitude
of these two beings coming into contact with one another.
In native education and spirituality
Nanabush is a trickster, a character
used to explain and to entertain.
Many native people have been forced
to forget their language, their

If Jesus Met Nanabush
by Alanis Kmg-Odj,g
performed by De-ba-jeh-mu-;ig Theatre
November 11, Capitol Theatre

religion, their culture. Nanabush is
used to teach chidren about bow
things have come to be known.
The setting of the play is a
dreamscape, with shifting levels of
reality. Things don't flow logically
(much like this review). Truth is intangible.
So what's the play about? What's
the plot? Forget it It doesn't matter.
Nanabush is playing jokes on
Jesus. Jesus has come to 1993 (or has
he?) and it's Christmas (or is it?) and
they (Jesus and Nanabush) are in a
bar (or are they?). A hooker-chick is
there, but then she's a chicken, and
then she's a Sacred Jingle Dancer.
but then she's the Virgin Mary, and
then she's the quintessential woman,
nurtwing, enveloping. The three
characters reverberate around each
other, wrestling and dancing simultaneously. Then Nanabusb leaves
and Jesus carries Ule woman away.
Then the play is over, and all my
fingernails are bitten off because i
didn't get it, and all the native people
in the audience are laughing hysterically, because they did.
I need to see more plays like this. I
discovered a particular mindset, a
certain kind of telepathy. where the
dream world is more accessible to
those trained in native traditions. IQ

Award-winning novelist
to read works at U of W
dazzling novel, The Whirlpool, won
France's prestigious Le Prix pour le
Special to the Lance
meilleus livre etranger. Set in 19th
Jane Urquhart, of Wellesley, On- century Niagara Falls, it relates the
tario, one of Canada's oustanding story of a relationship between a
writers of fiction, will be reading widow and a veteran soldier and how
from her work on Thursday, Nov. 25, they come, or do not come, to tenns
at 4 pm in the Board Room of the with the mystical power of the falls
which constantly surrounds and enCAW Centre.
Urquhart's most recent novel gulfs their consciousness.
Urquhart's second novel, ChangAway (published this year by McClelland and Stewart) has received ing Heaven deals with a female
outstanding reviews both in Canada academic's obsession with the novel
and abroad. Away is the story of Wuthering Heights. She too becomes
several generations of an Irish family pulled ''away" into another century
and traces their journey from an and the concerns and landscape of
Ireland where the Celtic world is in another time. Timothy Findley has
decline, to the shores of Lake On- referred to Jane Urquhart as "a
tario wh e yet another form of courageous stylist with a unique
By Alistair Macleod

destruction surrouncls them.

vision" and the late Ken Adachi

The title, Away, does not refer
merely to place, but rather to the
state of mind in which the authors
are susceptible to being transported
"away" into the world of dream,
myth, romance, and creativity. It is
such an "awayness" that sustains and
fuels the vision of each of the female
narrators.
Eighteen months ago. Urquhart's

made the following comment: "Urquhart combines the poet's passionate feeling for language and the
material world with nearly a
classicist's sense of form."
IQ

Alistair Macleod, is a professor of
English at the V of W. He is also an
internationally recognized outstanding writer, so he knows good stuff
when he sees it.

Windsor Feminist Theatre: laughing in the face of inertia
Sarah Atkinson
and Carly Marcoux
Arts Staff

Four nights of theatre. eight one
act plays. a whole mess of wimmin,
and a few men: this is the Directors'
Project, a massive undertaking of the
gregarious and seemingly tireless
Windsor Feminist Theatre.
Over four nights last week, the
eight short pieces were presented in
rotation, four to an evening, and offered to their audience on a pay what
you can basis. The breadth of this
festival was able to show the range
of dynamic talent that this community holds.
Director Cindy Rozeboom's exceptional script /shy Loves Gilgy is
based in the Ancient Sumerian history of lsbtar, gcxldess of sex and
violence, and Gilgamesh, King of
Sumer.
Rozeboom successfully revives
(and undoubtedly revises) their story.
With Heather Majaury as the steamy
and frustrated lshtar, and Mark
Lefevbre as the much desired Gilgamesh, the tale of their interaction
is woven, unravelled, tied in knots,
and never really resolved. But all that
adds up to a very strong rather postmodem performance that lays bare
questions of power, sex, and what to
do with both.
In Crash of Talk and Television,
writer and director Emma Roberts
creates a piece that examines the

... a very
strong rather
post-modern
performance
that lays
bare
questions of
power, sex,
and what to
do with both.

dynamics of a small middle-class
South Windsor family.
Greg George's monologue-withlip-sync Luka Presents a One
Woman Show was, like George himself, irresistible, beyond delightful.
George plays a drag queen who "just
flew in from New York," and who
chats engagingly with her audience
about the experience of being gay.
S/he sparkles, even when slightly
flustered.
In Charles Tidler' s Straight
Ahead, directed by Mary Popescu, an
ever expressive Charlotte LaFrank
plays Louisa, who dreams beyond
her mundane life to one in which sbe
is vaulted to stardom, into a life in
which her vivacity is appreciated;
during the one-act monologue, LaFrank delivers a character to whom
truth and lies are more literary
devices than issues of morality.
A most memorable performance
was the collaboratively conceived
Birth of a Woman. The feelings in
this play, although no one spoke,
were the most emotionally charged
of the evenings. Unfortunately it was
presented as the finale of three of the
evenings; given its slow-paced lyrical form, it wouJd have been more
appropriately placed earlier in each
program.
The piece moves through birth, assembly, conflict, and freedom. In the
last part, a child appears and tries to
liberate the woman (Jodi Miller)
resulting ultimately in the woman

removing the objects which symbolize her constraints; thus freed, her
smile just about lights up the room.
Mind Rape is a dance piece which
explores the issue of date rape from both a man· s and woman· s
points of view. It is an excerpt of a
larger work The Tooth of Crime,
which will be performed in its entirety in July 94.
Taryn Della's And Then There
Was Race! is a comic monologue
about one woman's experiences with
systemic racism; Della confronts
with humour a very unfunny issue.
No Way Out!, which was shown
only once during the festival, addresses vital topics of relevance to young
people. It succeeds in the category of
theatre with a practical purpose,
generating often uncomfortably confrontational dialogue about such issues as racism and homophobia.
After 13 years, Windsor Feminist
Theatre keeps gaining speed and
force. An area that's currently lacking is adequate publicity - more information sooner would allow them
to reach greater audiences. And the
sheer impact of eight perfonnances
over four nights can be somewhat
overwhelming, so we'd like to see
perhaps a bit more spread.
Windsor Feminist Theatre's commitment to inclusion, their collective
impulse to create, and their laughter
in the face of societal inertia are all
part of their fonnula for ongoing success.
IQ
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Gobs of loud gooey
Sugary goodness

T-Shirts & Unique Clothing
Silver & beaded jewelry
Sculpture & Prints
Paintings
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by Ross Shuliak
Arts staff

Big Sugar is a whole Iona
sound, big sound, "loud as bell."
They've played surf, rockabilly,
blues, country, and even have
latent talent for reggae and soca.
500 Pounds, their latest CD, is
what ya might call rockabillyjazz fusion-SO's bop bent-acidcountry.
Gordie Jobnson's guitar sound
carries them through the recording sessions and transports them
into one's soul. Johnson' s deft
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MUSIC
BIG SUGAR
Fnday November 26, 8pm
Capitol Theatre, $10.00

N o v e m ber 2 4

Ca l,a ref hosted 1,y '{,lc~
l!I
Charles and friends ~rwl~:,

SOO Pounds
819 Sugar
Hypnolic/A&M Records

$2 donation to the Jim Henry Foundation

skill characterizes Big Sugar. He
gets help from: Al Cross on
drums, (Windsor's very own)
Kelly Hoppe (sax), Michael
Johnson (trumpet), Gene Hardy
(sax), James Monroe and Chris
Brown (trombone); Patrick Ballantyne does vocals and acoustic
guitar; Big Sugar bas also recently taken on ex-Shuffle Demons
bassist George Koller.
They have a highly stylized
image - Hugo Boss suits and
one classic Les Paul guitar. Such
eclcclic talent and sounds have
given them the range to play
with a variety of other musicians.
They' ve opened for Dwight
Yoakam, Ray Charles, Aretha
Franklin, and Etta James. Big
Sugar's previous ventures include their self-titled release in 1992, and El Seven Niteclub which features a variety
of guest vocalists.
Wild Ox Moan, on 500 Pounds, should inspire audience participation at their upcoming concert this Friday.
[g

N ovembe r 26

Fund raiser for the Cay-Lesltian
-Bisexual Pride Committee
N o v e mbe r 27

Toga Party Bash & 1/2
Also: Don't forget to bring in your
canned good for Goodfellows of
Windsor * • S l .00 Cover 'vV'lth can

Tha n k you f o r your o n going
supp o rt. At a time like this,
o ur commun ities need t o
pull t ogether.
-Jim H enry

"1{)1J're fltllot the 0Pti.L"1 one mN> think.I the
Lance lalf> oould Die a ~f)A.f)I( of

Imagine your design gracing the cover of next semester's
issues. Make that dream a reality by entering our logo
contest & WI,,.,
Cl)()L l)VIZ6::

a

Design should lncorperate the worda: ''The Lance", "The
University of Windsor'', plus Volume Number, luue
Number, & Date. Design should reduce leglbly to 4"

across.

*All •nt"-• l»conM propMty of Tit• LatH»
Submit entries to The Lance office (basement of CAW
Student Centre) with name and phone number.

Harvey's offers
"fuel" for thought!
~--------------,
Buy one Harvey's char-broiled
hamburger, regular fry and
regular pop and receive a
second hamburger for just
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Hair Removal
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Offer good only at 2380 Wyandotte St West location.
Offer expires November 28/93.
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hamburger a beautiful thing.

U of W near top of equity heap
By David Gough
Sports Editor

Across the country sports equity is being lobbied at a snail's
pace. Most assume that there is
little to accomplish. Women have
the same opportunities, critics
claim. However, there still is a
way to go.
Sure there have been gains, the
1998 Olympics will have a
women's hockey program, and
even U of W has a new women's
club hockey team, so whats the
problem?
There are a number of women
participants in the recreational
programs at U of W, for example
in aerobics, but on the same note
many only particpate in individual activities such as fitness,
walking, and weight training. According to Sandra Ondraka, Campus
Rec's
co-ordinator,
"Motivations are differenL for
women-they usually go into an
activity for individual goals." An
example of womens low participation is in intramurals, where
there are three women's hockey
teams while the men's league has

29.
It is still the case that certain
kinds of sports are virtually taboo
for women.
If you look at professional
sports, despite the advances by
Canadian women athletes, the
ones that capture the public imagination on a continuing basis
are sports played by men - football, hockey, baseball and basketball.
The mainstream media don't
do a great job in the treatment of
women's sport.
For example the front page of
last Wednesday's Windsor Star
sports section

is all bockey,

while the second page is basketball. The first story on women's
sport is on page 5. What they
have tried to do is to convince the
reader that there are no women

doing any sporting activity in the
Windsor area, or around the
world that is important enough to
be in the first five pages. Of the
25 stories in this particular issue,
20 dealt with men sports, three
with women, and two stories
were both men and women.
Equity at U of W is not such a
problem. "If you were looking at
just the situation for women you
would think that there is a long
way to go to achieve equity, yet I
think we are probably one of the
better institutions in the province,
and probably the country for sensisti vity to equity and trying to
achieve some equity," according
to Marge Holman. Holman is the
former faculty of Human
Kinetics Director of Women's
Sport prior to the creation of the
Department of Athletics and
Recreational Services.
Another plus for women athletes at U of W is that they
belong to the Ontario Women· s
Interuniversity Athletic Association (OWIAA). According to
Patricia Pickard, a past president
of the OWIAA, "the OWIAA
continues to be a leader in the advancement of university sport for
female athletes both in Canada
and North America."
Sbe goes on to say that, "the
coaches and administrators who
represenL the 18 universities
across Ontario believe that their
prime objectives are to provide a
quality university education and
a quality athletic experience to
female athletes who are pursuing
their university degree."
In simplest terms the OWIAA
is an organization dedicated to
the promotion of women's
university athletics. Toe OWIAA
was formed 22 years ago and is
not only one of the largest associations of its kind, it also
remains the only association in
North America devoted to
women's athletics.
Toe OWIAA bas always
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Women athletes are more likely to participate in aerobics than
intermural hockey at the U of W. (photo by JEFF HOLMES)

believed in the value of the participants voice. Student-athletes
are represented on the OWIAA
executive. This representation
enhances the communitive link
between
the
athletic
administrators and the athletes and
strengthens the practice- of athletic governance by women.
Compared to other women's
athletic programs, for example
the NCAA in the U.S., this is a
unique concept.

Despite some breakthroughs,
sport remains a male-dominated
realm. Universities must take the
lead in eliminating this disparity
either through education or by
giving female student athletes a
platform to be beard and gain
valuable leadership skills that
they can use to eliminate this disparity. This is where the unique
OWIAA can be a leader and an
example for all North American
women's athletic associations. [g

Thorpe solid in wins Men win McGill tournament
on defence, with everyone following bis leadership.
"We executed everything from
practice, keeping the opposition
to under 30 shots on our goalie.
We bad steady performances
from both our offence and
defence," declared head coach
Rick Cranker.
By Lorne Bell
Goaltender Steve Thorpe has
Sports Staff
earned the number one job in the
The Lancers played two im- net, with his solid performances
pressive games during the against the Brock Badgers and
the York Yeomen.
"He bad some big saves when
MEN'S HOCKEY
called upon in the game. We will
Lancers 4, Brock 1
take it one game at a time, but it
November13
1s bis job to lose," according to
Cranker.
Lancers 5, York 2
Cranker bad these final
November 14
thoughts about the current two
game winning streak. "We are
weekend gaining their first two going to enjoy the victories, but
victories in the regular season by the schedule only gets tougher.
beating both Brock and York at Our goal this season remains to
home.
make the playoffs."
On Nov. 13 Windsor defeated
The next home game is against
the Brock Badgers by a score of the Western Mustangs who are
4-1. Scoring for the Lancers were ranked fourth nationally. The
Dwayne Brunet. Jamie Farias, game is on Saturday Dec. 4 and
Brandon Boyko, and Randy game time is 7:30pm.
[g
Stephenson.
On Nov. 14 the Lancers were
victorious over the York Yeomen
STANDINGS
by a 5-2 count. Scoring markers
for the Lancers were Dwayne
GPW L T p
Brunet and Randy Stephenson
both with two and Tim Mahsie
Western
7 6 0 1 13
adding a single.
Laurier
6 5 1 0 10
The offence was led all
weekend by outstanding perforWaterloo
7 2 3 2 6
mances by Brunel and StephenWINDSOR 6 2 3 l 5
son. Mark Germann took charge

Steady
performances
lead to first
two victories

By Tyler Delben
Sports Staff

Montreal's McGill University
was the site of an invitational
round-robin tournament over the
weekend of Nov. 12-14, which
saw the men's Lancer basketball
team doing house duty, as they
managed to sweep the tourna-

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Lancers 94, Bishops 87
November12

Lancers 90, UNB 83
November 13

Lancers 105, McGill 83
November 14

Siena Heights 112, Lancers 86
November17

ment and return home with three
impressive victories.
Toe Lancers first squared off
against Bishop's University,
which turned into a hard fought
contest, as the game went into
overtime. Fortunately, the Lancers prevailed in overtime, and
came out on top of the Gaiters

94-87.
"Although we won, I don't
think we played that well. "
coach Mike Havey said. "(Pat)
Osborne was distracted, and I
thought our offensive execution

was poor."
Without the services of
second-year player Mark Baggio,

who was forced to sit out the
tournament due to an injury; it
was time for a number of other
Lancers to step up, and play well.
Havey was pleased to see
Steve Anderson come off the
bench to lead the Lancers in
rebounds with nine, while scoring four points of his own. Jamie
Pepper recorded a season high of
31, while Jeff Nekkers played a
solid game by adding 27 points
of bis own.
The Varsity Reds of University of New Brunswick were the
Lancer's second match of the
weekend.
The Lancers felt confident
going into balftime with a 40-36
lead, and were able to bold on to
a 90-83 final score.
While trailing most of the
game, the Varsity Reds were
forced to make fou ls down the
stretch. This, however proved to
be the key factor to Windsor's
success, as the Lancers played
extremely well at the line, and
were able to make a lot of their
free throws.
Commenting on his team's
outcome, coach Havey said, "our
offensive execution was much
better this game. Defensively, we
were able to eliminate a number
of easy scores."
Pat Osborne bounced back
from game 1 to lead the Lancers
with a career high of 37 points.
Jeff Nekkers and Jamie Pepper
both performed well, and added
20 points each. Steve Anderson

had another strong defensive
game, recording 10 rebounds.
Entering into the final game
against the host of the tournament - McGill, coach Havey
had bis own pre-game thoughts.
"I was concerned going into this
game," Havey said. ''I was afraid
we could come out flat simply
because we had already won the
tournament." But to coach
Havey's surprise, the players
were only thinking of one thing
-sweeping! This was clearly
evident as the Lancers developed
a killer instinct and simply
dominated and cruised to a 10583 victory.
Osborne lead the team in scoring with 23 points, while strong
games were performed by a number of Lancers. Matt McMillan
and Steve Carey saw some playing time and responded effectively by adding 16 and 14 points
respectively.
Nov. 17, the Lancers travelled
to Siena Heights but bad their
winning ways come to a halt as
the Lancers fell 112-86. Jeff
Nekkers and Pat Osborne led the
Lancers, as each scored 20. Steve
Carey played only 12 minutes yet
he scored 14 including both of
his three-point shots.
Toe men's basketball team
hosted the Can-Am tournament
this past weekend at the St. Denis
Centre. Participating teams include: Madonna University,
Central State (Ohio), and Brock
University Badgers.
fil
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Lancers lose again,
go pointless in four

Writing

Editing

Susan Atkinson
(519) 256- 7789
Theses, Term Papers,
Graduate School Applications,
Xcwsletters, In-I louse Publica1 ions

By Robert D. Way
Sports Staff

U of W's men's volleyball
team lost two matches in six
days, dropping its record to 0-4
in the sea,;on.
On Nov. 12. the Lancers were
defeated in three straight sets by
the Brock University Badgers.
The scores were 15-8, 15-2. and
15-6. Again on Nov. 17, against
the
McMaster
Marauders
Windsor wa,; defeated in three
straight, 15-7, 15-12, and 15-9.
After losing 3-2 against the
Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks in
their season ope.ner, the Lancers
have lost each of their last three
matches in three straight SCL'i. Assistant coach Huub Kemmere
said that the Lancers are putting
too much pressure on themselves
" It happened la,t week against
Brock., and it happened again
tonight. As soon as we get ahead
in a set. we fall apart. The guys
just have to start believing in
themselves. It's that simple,"
commented Kemmere.
Fourth-year player Mark Mailloux said that inconsistency is

Fast and Professional ·

~~I~~

Spiril of Ihe VVesI
faichlifr tour
with special guest

TIIlS THURSDAY, MOOSE PUB (U of W)
Tickets: $15 (UofW students 1 ~ &: over)
&: $20 at the Student Centre Ma.in Desk.

Lancer rookie Derek Michels {#10) goes for the kill. (photo by

ROBERTO. WAY)
also plagumg the Lancers this
year ..If we played a'> well as we
did tonight against Mac in our
other matches this year, we· d
probably be 2-2 right now instead
of 0-4,'' said Mailloux
Between the two losses, the
Lancers also hosted the exhibition Can-Am Invitational Tour-

namcnt on Nov. 13. The team
secured third place overall in the
tournament when they defeated
Seneca College 2-1.
The next Lancer men's volleyball regular sea•mn home
game will be this Wednesday
~~::ea~;~v;;;~ of weste18

pants ahead of second place

Now that the season is under-

Sports Staff

Western
On Nov. 18 the team played
McMaster
sweeping
the
Marauders 15-7, 16-14 and 15-4.
Jodi Beaugrand led the Lancers
with 11- kill . R
Mtebiels had
I O and Cathy Copot had seven
~ervi~e aces. Now that the te~
1s m first place, captains
Bcaugrand and Michiels said
they are only looking at the number one spot for end of the
season.

way. many of the rookies are adjusling well. However, the rest of
the team does not consider them
rookies any more.
Instead, they look at them as
fml year play ~ and a great addition to the team.
Sec the women's volleyball
team play next against Western
on Nov. 24. 6:30 at the St. Denis
Centre in what is shaping up 10
be a battle for first place in their
divbion.
gi

Lancers 3, McMaster O
15·7, 16· 14, 15-4
November 18

the standings in the OWIAA west
division, with a 5-1 record and 2

*Tickets purchased for the Cleary
Auditorium will be honoured*

nm

CR
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MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP
APLACE FOR STUDENTS to TALK ABOlIT:

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AMAN TODAY!

By Steve Paniccia

WOMEN·s VOLLEYBALL

and the little ones

*PLEASE NOTE VENUE CHANGE*

Women, 5-1, take first
The Lancer women's volleyball team is off to a great start
this sea.son. They are on top of

an drew cash

TOPICS INCLUDE OPEN AND
HONEST DISCUSSION Of:
gender roles. traditional images of men,
responses to feminism, political correctness
and how we can make tt:\e university a __ •_ __
better place from within

MEETINGS: MONDAY AITERNOONS,
2:00pm, IONA COLLEGE, SUNSET AVE.

Make your busy day a healthy one ...

Vegetarian Delight

Thursday
December 9

offers fresh,
naturally-balanced
food.

~"--=:::n LOST

All-you-can-eat
All Day

PAT~Ol

131 Park Street West
Hours: Mon-Sat: Noon-8:00 pm; Fridays: Noon-10:00 pm; Closed Sundays

AffENTION
STUDENTS!
Riverplace off-campus residence

Live in concert

RESERVE YOUR ROOM NOW

DUIIING: This is great! Food,

I
- excellent location: 245 Detroit St.
- We offer a 4 - Month lease
- furnished. clean, comfortable rooms
- fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
- captaoin's beds with storage drawerts
- lounge with satellite & cable TV
- exercise and games room
- private study rooms
- parking and laundry facilities
- $279 & $399 including utilities

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 1oam-8pm

champagne, even portl,I favours!
Plus the best music in Windsor!

IEFOIIE: Hev, Pop! Don't forget
to coll 258-2582 to book our
tickets for the Vertigo New Years
Eve Bosh! Seating is limited.

SUN
Free pool

w/student ID

UIED
Alternative w/
Brendon T. Basher

SRT
RESIDENCE NIGHTS
Lourier &
Moc &
Carter
Cody
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SO YOU MISSED
BEETHOVEN'S FIFTH?
WELL DON'T MISS
TCHAIKSIX!
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Results

PRESENTS

NO FRILLS FRIDAYS
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Athletes of the week
Female - Setter Cathy Copot
helped her team to a victory over
the Brock Badgers last week,
which gave the Lancers first
place in the OWlAA west. Copot
had four ace serves and provided
an excellent offensive effort. The
third year kinesiology co-op student is a native of Windsor.
Male - Steve Thorpe, goaltender for men's hockey, played
an outstanding series this past
weekend. Thorpe allowed only
one goal in 26 shots on net in a
4-1 victory over Brock. The next
day the Lancers defeated York
by a score of 5-2, and Thorpe allowed only two goals in 24 shots.
The North York native is a
second year Social Sciences
major.

Women's Basketball

BeA
Santa!

Bring a
donation to
the Campus
I
'91~1 Canned Food
I
Drive to the
Lance office
Friday,
November
26,
7
p.m.
I
.
before& pm
November
25,
:
Cleary-Chrysler Theatre
and we'll run
ICome hear the final dress rehearsal for the Tchaikovsky
your 20-word
Yuletide
f Spectacular concert featuring Canadian violinist f
classified
I
James Elmes!
II
greeting
I
ar>solutery
Tickets: $8 adults / $5 students
:
free! Space is
I
I
limited, so
fTo order tickets call the Cleary Box office: 252-6579!
come early!
f
Tickets are also available at the door.
J
I
I
I
I

STATS SHEET

,.,

November 12
Ottawa 79, Lancers 56
(Wendy
Langley,
Nancy
Gyurcsik 11)
November 13
Laval 62, Lancers 53
(Tara Smith 12)
November 14
Manitoba 83, Lancers 57
(Nancy Gyurcsik 19)
November 17
Siena Heights 54, Lancers 45
(Wendy Langley 11)

Women's Hockey
York 4, Lancers 0
Women's hockey at Windsor
will have varsity status next year.
The team is playing with sports
club status this season.

CAMPUS RECREATION
School House Rock, played a
solid game with exceptional
plays by Ammo and Anadyd
Kale. Thanks to all the participants and hope to see you out
next semester.

Fitness Classes
By Amanda Borysowytsch

In the spirit of giving, Campus
Ree will be offering free fitness
classes in January. So eat, drink,
and be merry this holiday season
because Campus Ree will be
waiting for you. Have no fear because we will get you back in
shape and ready for summer and
dare I say the beach?

Men's Floor Hockey
By Rob Woodcock
This season has been very successful with 12 teams participating and only one defaulting. The
teams to watch are the NHL
Shooters and Team XPY.

Co-ed 6006
Volleyball

-~~~~

By Lisa Loomer
The Co-ed 6 on 6 intramural
volleyball season came to an end
on Nov. 11. The winning team,

Campus Ree
Appreciation Night
By Amanda Borysowytsch
Santa has come to Campus
Ree early this year. In the spirit
of giving, we have decided to
host the first annual Campus Ree
Appreciation Night at the Moose
Pub for all those students who
have been naughty and nice, to
be beld on Friday Dec. 3 at 9 pm.
Campus Ree will be providing
food and will be raffling off
prizes. The Intramural Awards
will be presented to the winning

teams. Tickets are available at
the Campus Ree office and the
cost is $2.00 or Sl.00 with a can
of food. All canned goods will be
donated to SAC's canned food
drive for the hungry. Please
remember to give generously for
this worthwhile cause.

~a~!~~t. ctlEAD START ~a~ siin~
1

STUDENT DISCOUNTS 20o/o OFF
Aesthetics
Body waxing
Manicures
Favcials
Pedicures

Latest Cuts
Tinting
Highlighting
Perms
Ear Piercing

Open
Mon day-Saturday
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Friday evening by
appointment only

Michelle Osborne & Lynda Lucier. 3210 Sandwich St. (at Mill) 256-8992

B
B

and alwavs:
G Daily specials with our new menu
~~ BBG BBG BBG BBG BBG·~~

The Truth About Haiti: a student's view
By Kenneth MacKendrick
Special to the Lance

Jean-Bertrand Aristide (president of Haiti) was
democratically elected in December of 1990. He was at
the bead of a popular movement struggling for profound
social reforms and he won the election with a breathtaking
landslide victory (67 percent of the vote). On Sept. 29,
1991 he was violently overthrown by a military dictator
Raoul Cedras. Despite the verbal condemnation of the UN
and the OAS (Organization of American States) - there
is considerable evidence that the U.S. government, acting
in the interest of their own corporate investors, is supporting the oppressive regime currently in power.
Yanique Joseph (coordinator of the Haitian Initiatve on
Environment and Development) has clearly indicated that
the embargo levelled against the Cedras redgime was
never really enforced. Aristide supporters estimated that if
the sanctions had been enforced, then the Cedras regime
would have crumbled within three months. It has now
been over two years since Aristide bas set foot in Haiti.
Several mainstream newspapers (most notable the New
York Times) have repeatedly accused the Busb and Clinton administrations of complicity with the Haitian army
because of the treatment of Haitian refugees and the continuous violations of the embargo. We should not forget
the deportation of thousands of Haitian refugees fleeing
from the violence of the Cedras dictatorship. This denial
of political asylum to the refugees bas served as an international signal that the U.S. government legitimizes the
armed and violent regime of cedras. There is a stark contrast between U.S. behaviour against Saddam Hussein and
the relatively supportive manner in which they treat
Cedras " especially considering all the speeches given by
George Bush about "a new era of freedom and
democracy, about decency and humanity, about
prosperity, equality and social justice," and most importantly "about a new world order."
International interest in Haiti (including my own) was
sparked when the USS Harlan County (said co be carrying

between 170 and 194 U.S. soldiers and 25 Canadian air
force construction engineers) was twned back by a crowd
of protestors. Toe growing violence in Port-au-Prince ( the
city where the U.S. ship was turned away) has prevented
children from anending school and bas forced thousands
to flee out of the city.
On Oct. 14, Guy Malary (the Haitian Justice Minister)
and two of bis aides were assinated. Tius assassination
most clearly articulates the incredible amount of violence
that pro-Aristide supporters face. Several human-rights
monitors similarly released information about an unknown (but large) number of Aristide supporters being
murdered and thrown into mass graves. An even more
shocking event occurred when the CIA admitted financing
several "key military leaders" currently involved in the
atrocities.
The CIA then went on to describe Aristide as a
psychopathic madman and murderer. Somehow as an
amateur observer I am confused by this blatant contradiction - unfortunately that is exactly what the people involved want.
This whole situation is brought home to Windsor by the
fact that Rev. Rene Giroux (a local priest currently in
Haiti) spent 25 years working in this area. He firmly
maintains that over 90 percent of the residents in his community support the exiled president. He has reported that
every night people are tortured and imprisoned for a.Ii little
as owning a picture of Aristide. Other reports detail the
beating of a twelve year old by three soldiers anned with
spiked whips. Another report documents the raping of an
eighteen year old woman by four police officers. I cannot
help but recall the CIA declaration about supporting "key
military leaders". Michael Barnes (former member of congress in the U.S.) also noted that "it wouldn't be surprising to learn that the CIA bad been working with bis
(Aristides) political enemies in Haiti" - especially given
the tremendous support that the U.S. has given their electoral favourite Marc Bazin (who declared in 1990 that as
long as be had U.S. support the backing of the Haitian
people was insignificant).

Middle East, inclu
By Steven Muller
Special to the Lance

A few years ago my friend
Jamal suggested to me in bis half
joking manner that one day the
Middle East including Israel
could become a trading block
economically more powerful than
the EEC and the Asian Pacific.
Jamal is a Palestinian born in
Jerusalem completing bis doctorate degree in international
relations at the University of
Toronto. At the time I laughed at
bis prophetic words. Today, I am
not so sure.

Several important considerations that bave not been
publically looked at are the corporate backers of the
military. Under the former dictator (Duvalier) foreign corporations were exempt from paying any taX for the first
nine years of operation. The average wage of a factory
worker is $2.46 per day - paid only if they meet their
quota of goods produced. Workers are not entitled to any
benefits or securities. One woman reported that "the first
thing you have to do to get hired is to sleep with the
manager - even then you may not be hired." Wages are
often not even paid out in cash but on credit - with a 100
percent interest rate. The Duvalier regime also enticed
corporate invesnnent by offering a pre-made infrastructure. This infrastructure project employs people who work
for twelve hours a day seven days a week. The people are
paid with UN CARE packages. For one month of work a
person receives two bags of flour and a gallon of cooking
oil. It is no small wonder that over 300 of the U.S.'s leading corporations have set up in Haiti in the last few years.
These same corporations currently support the military
dictatorship in Haiti for the simple reason that the military
is good at maintaining ''stability."
If my hypothesis is correct, the CIA is representing
transnational corporate inLeresLliS in Haiti by supporting a
ruthless military dictator. Any compromises that are made
will only be in the favour of transnational corporate
America (whose interests are only the exploitation of
labour and resources). This crisis must not go unnoticed.
For those who wish to do something - write your member of parliament, write the prime minister. call the Third
World Resource Centre, boycott the corporations
(Canadian and American) who are exploiting people scream in the streets - do not let yourself become an accomplice to injustice. The rape of land and labour is
always an active decision. The people involved know exactly what they are doing and they are aware of the suffering that they are causing. The guilty parties should not be
allowed to profit any longer. We need to commit ourselves - every one of us - to a nonviolent struggle for
peace and justice.
(y

srae a tra:diny bloc?

The Accord signed by Israeli
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
and Palestine Liberation Organization lieutenant Mahmoud
Abbas on Sept. 13, 1993 outlines
mutual recognition and formally
begins the end of decades of hostilities between the PLO and Israel. It also marks a triumph on
dispute resolution.
While the Anderson Mission,
the Jarring Mission and the
Rogers Initiative all failed in attempting to create a comprehensive peace agreement in the
Arab-Israeli conflict, the success
in the Camp David Accord and

around campus

What do you think should happen to Prof. Yaqzan?
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John Burgess
Year III Psychology

) "'~~ "He should be punished, so it
could be an example to others who might be
tempted to do the same thing."
Francelia Vassen
Year III Psychology

""-#

Could the Middle East Peace accord, signed by Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and PLO
Chairman Vasser Arafat pave the way for a Mid-east version of NAFTA?

.

.. ·
;~

"I feel that it is an ignorant point of view,
however our society calls for free speech, so
we'll have to put up with his opinion."
~ Deborah Lavery
Year III Visual Arts

Jitf i.~

"What he said will cause people to be angry as ~:
it is very a 1ifties' way of thought, but what he ·
thinks is his own business."
Arnenda Crawford
Year III Visual Arts/Art History

the Israeli-PLO Accord is a result
of incremental negotiation betwen bilateral actors. Getting to
the table to negotiate and signing
an Accord on substantive issues
for future negotiation bas meant
for these actors the adoption of a
slow process of change that
builds on a sense of trust rather
than the adoption of sweeping
comprehensive agreements (like
Canada's Charlottetown Accord)
that requires nothing short of a
miracle.
Henry Kissinger's shuttle
diplomacy in the Middle East between 1973-1975 and James
Baker's adoption of this process
between 1989-1992 seems to
have all the right elements to the
conflict resolution formula:

reduce the number of actors,
mediate by highlighting the
mutual interests between actors,
create a momentwn of cooperation on the least contentious issues, and help reveal to the actors
the anticipated negative effects in
the continuation of a status quo
policy. These negative effects
should include a domestic political environment that threatens to
be destabilit.ing. Finally, when
pressures on the actors reach unbearable levels the "peace
broker" should bribe the actors
with economic and security incentives.
The greatest challenge still
remains. That is the selling Job
that awaitss Prime Minister Yizbak Rabin and PLO Chairman

Yasser Arafat. Market forces may
very well become the determinig
factor in altering Palestinian and
the Israeli conceptions in favour
of anticipated positive benefits as
a result of peaceful coexistence.
The PLO's financial difficulties
due to their support of Iraq during
the Gulf War and Israel's financial woes due to its mass absorption of Soviet-Jewish immigrants
may actually effect the domestic
anticipation for "a time of
peace."
The new rhetoric may likely
include talk of cooperation between Palestinian cheap labour,
Israeli skills in high technology
and Arab financial investment.
Perhaps, a kind of NAFI'A for
the Middle East.
(y
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SAC DRUG PLAN WAIVER
For students with existing spousal, parental or other coverage
I hereby decline the SAC Health and Accident Plan offered by the Students'
Administrative Council of the University of Windsor. I am fully familiar with
the program coverage and realize I will not be able to rejoin this program until I
enrol the following semester.
I understand the program I am declining to participate in may not be similar to
the program that I am covered under at this present time. I also understand that I
may be eligible to claim under both programs and benefit more fully by not
decltning this Health Plan.

All full-time undergraduates wishing to 'opt-out'
of the SAC drug plan must do so during the
posted dates and times each semester.
All part-time undergraduates wishing to 'opt-in'
to the SAC drug plan must do so during the
posted dates and times each semester.
Dates and times will be posted in the Lance as
well as on most bulletin boards prior to the
beginning of classes each semester.
There will be NO EXCEPTIONS and NO
EXTENSIONS to this schedule.

20
10 - 5

21

STUDENT NUMBER

STUDENT NAME

CITY

ADDRESS
POSTAL CODE

TELEPHONE NUMBER

DETAILS OF EXISTING COVERAGE
POLICY NUMBER

INSURANCE COMPANY
DESCRIPTION

I am fully aware that I musl present a corresponding certificate/card or
photocopy of the Insurance Policy covering my prescription drugs. I also realize
thal I will not receive reimbursement until SAC confirms full payment of my
fees through the University of Windsor Cashier's Office. Furthermore, I am
aware that I am responsible for collecting my rebate during the reimbursement
period as specified by SAC and that there will be no exceptions and no
extensions allowed.

22

10 - 4

STUDENT SIGNATURE

FEBRUARY 1994 Opt-in for add-drop ONLY
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Capacity is limited - so get them in early!
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Diveraiona, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be submitted In writing and include a phone oontact.

Please send submissions to: The Lance; Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N9B 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.
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Tuesday November 30
'

.

Assumption University Chapel invites
everyone for Mass starting at 5:00 pm
followed by a cost supper.
The Parish Church of St. George in
cooperation with the Windsor/Essex
County Branch of the Prayer Book
Society of Canada will be holding a
service of Eversong, begins at 7:30 pm at
St. George's Anglican Church {1949
Devonshire Court), All Welcome,
enquiries call 254-1385.

IEThe Capitol Theatre and Arts Centre
presents "Peggy & Grace", at 8:00 pm at
121 University Ave. West, for tickets call
253-7729.

Friday, December 3
® Track, Blue and Gold begins at 5:00 pm

at the St. Denis Centre.
Break the Silence, womyn speak out
about sexual harrassment , sexual
assault, and Martin Yaqzan, 2:00 pm in
Salon A of Ambassador Auditorium.

The Third World Resource
Centre presents the
International Gift Festival of
non-exploitative crafts that go
to support the artisans.
Wednesday - Sunday at St.
Clare Church, 166 Tecumseh
Road West. Call 252-1517.
l Environmental Awareness Association
presents the video, "No Grapes" at the
Grad House, begins at 4:00 pm,
discussion to follow including a workshop
on eco-triendly Christmas gifts.

Wednesday, December 1
"" The Reform Club meets every
W&dnesday at 6:00 pm at the Grad
House, New members are welcome!.
® Men's VolleybaM Exhibition begins at 5:00

pm at the St. Denis Centre.
l Ken Walter will speak on "Sex, Lies and
Greek Pol~ics•, a Lecture on Greek
culture, beginning at noon in room 3339
nthe FacuMy/Administration Building, for
information call 577• 6331.
Tarot Card Reading, every Wednesday
from 9:00 pm to 11 :00 pm at the Electric
Cate, 157 University Ave. West

Thursday, December 2
® Track. Bkle and Gold starts at 5:00 pm at

the St. Denis Centre.
,LE Essex Hall Theatre is holding, "The Love
of the Nightingale", retelling of a tragic
Greek myth, the play runs untilthe 5th and
begins again on the 8th and continues
until the 12th, for information call
253-4232 {2808).

§ Campus Recreation's Appreciation Night
at the Moose Pub, begins at 9:00 pm,
tickets are available at the office, $2.00 or
$1 .00 and a canned good, call Campus
Ree at 253-4232 (ext.2456).

Male and Female Models wanted,
auditions from 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm in
Salon C, CAW Centre.

Saturday, December 4
® Hockey vs Western begins at 7:30 pm at

the Adie Knox Arena
JE "For Your Viewing Pleasure...', an exhibit
by Greg Hill at the Common Ground
Gallery, opening begins at 8:00 pm, the
exhibit continues until the 17th.
JELive Energy Dance Theatre, Inc.
presents, Mother Earth, a tribute to
humankind and its environment, begins at
7:00 pm on the 4th and 5th at the new Live
Energy Studio {635 Caron Court.).

Sunday, December 5
IE Assumption Church invites everyone for
"A Festival of Christmas•, enjoy the
beauty of Windsor's best singers in
Assumption Church, tickets available at
the door, adults-$4.00 , students/
seniors-$2.00.
JE Mother Earth continues at Live Energy.

J
,,.
4 ;
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IEThe Peanut Gallery presents Stories of
Light, featuring rod and shadow puppets,
tickets are available from Mackenzie Hall
Community Centre, for more information
call Merry Ellen at 255-7600.
JE The Sunday Evening Series presents:
"Dealing with the Pressures of the
Season", begins at 7:30 pm in the
Education Building, room 1101.

...

Monday, December 6 •

:\~:·

Men's Support Group, a place to talk
about what it means to be a man today,
meetings begin at 2:00 pm at Iona
College, 208 Sunset.
l Department of Geology presents
C.P. Gravenor Lecture Series ~h Dr.
PaulF. Karrow, DepartmentofEarth
Sciences from the University of
Waterloo, begins at 4:00 pm in
Memorial Hall, room 208.
The Womyn's Centre hosts its annual
Candlelight Vigil in remembrance of
the fourteen womyn murdered in the
Montreal Massacre, as well as all
womyn victimized by male violence,
the ceremony starts at 6:00 pm in the
Commons of CAW Centre.
Residence too Noisy?, Go to Iona
College, a free study hall from the 6th
to the 17th,from 9:00 am to 10:00 pm.

Wednesday, December 8
"" "Out on Campus", a group for
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual students will
meet at 8:00 pm in Iona College (208
Sunset), New Members are Welcome,
also a meeting on Dec. 22nd.

Thursday, December 9
/E Gina Lori Riley Dance Enterprises

presents an evening of Danceq, begins at
8:00 pm at the Chrysler Theatre, 201
Riverside W, for tickets call 252-6579.

Saturday, December 11
,LE Family Christmas Celebration,conducted

by Susan Haig is a Christmas celebration
featuring a carol sing-a-long, holiday
chorus and a special visit from you know
who!, begins at 7:00 pm at the Cleary
Chrysler Theatre.
Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
JE Visual and performing arts.
l Lectures, seminars, etc.
"" Club and society meetings.
! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.

® Sporting events.
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SAC DRUG PLAN
SAC office, 2nd floor, CAW Student Centre
Attention All Full-time Undergraduates!
0 t-outs/
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.The Lan~, the. student newspaper of the University of
Wtndso!, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press:
1. The Lancereoogniz~s the diversity in ethnicity, culture, gender, sexual
one~tation, age, physical and mental ability and economic status of our
aud1enoe, and reflect ii in our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspectives o1her media avoid,
the Lance recognizes that manydisadvantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm our responsibility 1o give
these groups voice and recognition.

3. The Lance 1s committed to acting against the oppression of socially,
culturally, polrtically and economically disadvantaged groups. In
addilion, we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not pnnt material that 1s sexis~ racist, ageis~
heterosexist, or that maligns differenlly-abled peoples or the
economically disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of conven1ional and
nuclear anns and the systems which promote them, which prese,ve and
extend uniusl economic and political hegemony, diverting resources
from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility, both 1n conlent and in
its day-to-day wor1(1ngs.

Pulling the plug
on art in Windsor
LaSt year, the city of Windsor announced its intention to gradually

wean the community arts off the municipal budget. With this year's

,
I

budget, they have already earned through on that intention.
This year, the city's finance department's recommendations did not
mclude any funds allocation for Artcite, Windsor Printmakers Forum,
and Gina Lori Riley Dance Enterprises.
It seems that city council sees the arts as a luxury, not vital or integral to the city community, and thus one of the first to go when
money gets tight.
From a pragmatic standpoint, and one that the city should under' stand. these four organizations combined generate considerable
economic impact in the community. On annual operating budgets of
approximately $100 OOO each, they collectively create in excess of $2
million each year. Funding the arts also means providing important
services, jobs, and valuable training.
Organizations like Artcite have recently sought to engage the
greater community in their programming. Developing away from the
more elitist art forms, and becoming actively responsive to the
troader diversity of communities, Artcite is finding new ways to enhance the city's cultural resources.
That the city cannot find even gestural feduciary support shows
. glaringly that the city does not acknowledge the huge potentials of
such intercultural alliances. It's frustrating, and insulting.
Though the previous amounts earmarked for the arts were for the
most part token they bore a symbolic significance. This significance is
oot overlooked by funding bodies at other levels of government city
1
cuts often translate into cuts from other agencies.
' Sure times are tough all over, but to sever community arts from any
municipal responsibility shows a marked disrespect and gross underI valuing of an important part of the social fabric.
1

I

I

!I

I
I

•

Age of consent
In recent weeks the provincial government bas proposed raising the
legal smoking age from 18 to 19. In addition, it bas proposed creating

new "tobacco control board of Ontario" outlets in wbicb cigarettes
would be sold, and banning the sale of cigarettes in any other retail
outleL This reeks of the "Big Brother" mentality that we must
I desperately strive to avoid.
I Those in favour of these new proposed restrictions argue that if it is
I OK for alcohol, it should be OK for tobacco. But that is like compar1 ing apples and oranges. Alcohol is a substance that can, even in
I moderate quantities, impair one's judgment to such a degree as to
make them a potential danger to themselves or to others.
Whether or not to smoke will always be a person's own choice, and
I obviously not one that should made lightly. Am eighteen years old is
mature enough to vote in an election and die for their 'country'. Surely Ibey can decide about smoking.
And if the government feels that tobacco should be sold only by
lbem, will they next propose that all bars and restaurants that serve alcohol be goverment run? It doesn't make sense.
I To raise the smoking age to 19 and to restrict its sale only to
I government-run outlets is ridiculous.

I
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR (con·t on page 15)

Grad Students
respond

free workplace, decided to fire
the bartender on the basis of this
latest incident and to ban him
from the House.
Dear Editor,
At a Nov. 10 emergency counI would like to respond to
cil meeting the executive
Michael Harris' letter, GSS
an amendment to the
throws out democracy, wbicb un- proposed
GSS constitution to eliminate the
fairly makes the GSS executive
Hiring Committee in favour of a
out to be a group of dictators
system wbicb would reflect their
with scant regard for due
own responsibility toward the
process. I am the Industrial EnHouse.
gineering department's repreAfter much deliberation, the
sentative to the GSS general
council approved the motion
council, composed of elected
(with the 2/3 majority required
representatives from each departfor a constitutional amendment),
ment. As such, I was an active
effectively eliminating the Hiring
participant in an emergency
Committee and replacing it with
council meeting concerning
a more democratic grievance
management of the Grad House
procedure involving the execurequested be the GSS executive.
tive and council as a whole.
Because of some unfortunate
So I was shocked to read Mr.
incidents at the House the Grad Harris' assertion that "the GSS
House manager decided to Exec...order{ed) the Hiring Comsuspend one of the bartenders mittee to be dissolved with their
from work in the third week of results dismissed." Conveniently
October. As provided in the GSS omitted in bis letter is any menconstitution, this bartender ap- tion of the final incident that led
pealed this decision to the Hiring to the bartender's dismissal. As
Committee of the GSS, wbicb well, based on the minutes of the
was at that time composed of Nov. 10 meeting, the implication
five memvers of the general that the GSS executive discouncil.
regarded due process by dissolvThe constitution prescribes ing the Hiring Committee and
that any decision reached by the
dismissing their decision because
Hiring Committee is binding on they didn't agreee with it is, at
the council, the executive, the . best, an unfair rumour; at worst;
Grad House manager and the it is libel.
employee; the decision in this
David Marsh
case was to revoke the
2nd Year Grad
bartender's suspension and to
reinstate him.
Soon after the bartender's
reinstatement (in the first week mess been
of November), another unpleasant incident occurred, the ignored?
result of which was that other Dear Editor,
Grad House employees exIf the Lance staff are worldng
pressed concern regarding the in good faith, then why bas the
safety of their workplace. At this recent mess at the Graduate Stupoint the GSS executive officers, dent Society (GSS) been ignored.
knowing that they were legally The last few weeks have witliable to provide an harassment-

WhyhasGSS

....... .

nessed the GSS executive attempting to usurp council powers
by acting as a committee of
council; a naive council, llllder
the influence of the executive,
replacing an effective appeals
procedure for Grad House staff
with an ineffective one; and the
questionable firing of a bartender
wbicb may result in a major lawsuit that, if successful, may
create a debt for graduate students that will take years to pay
and may lead to the closure of
the Grad House.
Meanwhile, back at the Lance,
the staff, with its collective bead
stuck fumly in the ground, bas
been oblivious to all. Rome bad
Nero; we have the Lance.
Dr. E. Lang

Recycling
program in

residences
Dear Editor,
As of Dec. 1, 1993, the recycling program at U of W will
take another step towards completion with an upgrade of the
recycling program that is always
underway in our residences. Bins
will now be sign~ labelled,
more numerous and thus more
accessible.
As it is very close to exams,
full scale education concerning
the residence program will not
occur until January. For this
reason any questions can be addressed to myself of fellow Commissioner Jennifer Jackson at ext.
3512.
Additionally, I would like to
thank in advance those individuals who have agreed to be
recycling monitors in their
residence.
David Zaritzky

SAC Environmental Issues
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Professors and students
occupy minister's office
Excalibur news staff
TORONTO (CUP) - "Hey, you can't
go in there."
A secmity guard could do little to stop
the 20 protesters who marched into the Ontario education minister's office on Nov.

10.
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The two-hour sit-in was organized by
members of the Forum for Higher Education in the Public Interest., an ad hoe group
of students and educational workers opposed to tuiition increases.
The protesters want the minister to consult the public before proposing unprecidented increases in tuition fees.
David Cooke, Minister of Education and
Training, dropped into the ministry offices
briefly during the protest, but left before
protesters could confront him.
Cooke said the protest was unnecessary.
"I've been meeting with students regularly.
They don't have to occupy my office to
have a meeting."
"Obviously the tactic was to have a
media event in my office. If people want to
sit down and talk about a policy rationally
I'm prepared to do that."
Cooke said tuition would increase, but
refused to specify by how much. "We don't
have a number in mind," he said. Sources
in the ministry say the increase could be in
the 20 to 30 percent range.
Cooke was also quick to point out that
another student group, the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance, supports tuition
increases. "There are students on both sides
of the issue now. It's really split in terms of
the student community."
Protesters were especially critical of the
recent proposal by the Council of Ontario
Universities to hike tuition 50 percent over
two years. "The proposed hike is not the
first and is not going to be the last. If you
think $3 OOO is going to be the ceiling,
guess again," said York history professor

David Noble.
"What we're preventing here is not just
the present hike, but the deliberate disman.
tling of public education. That is the agen.
da. Let there be no confusion about tha~"
said Noble.
But Cooke said he will not suppon such
a huge increase in tuition.
"I don't accept the COU recommenc1a.
tions. That's not a plan I would suppon or
recommend to Cabinet," he said.
He also said he had no plans to implement an income contingent loan repayment
program, along the lined advocated by

cou.

J

"The whole idea of the income-contingent repayment is something that really is
in the longer term and is not in the hands of
the Ontario government or any other
provincial government. I'm not planning
that we' re going to have an income-contin.
fci
gent program because no one at the federal
Ee
level has committed to that."
su
The protesters say that any increase in
kil
tuition would mean losing students who are
cai
just hanging on. "A number of my students
wt
are in a food bank," said Noble. "Some or
ter
my best students just disappeared. They
couldn't afford (their education)."
vu
"With increased tuition fees, universities
sai
are going to become enclaves of the weaJ.
dir
thy," said Bruce Lofquist, a parent whith
)ta
two daughters wbo have temporarily left
loo
university.
an:
"My daughters have not finished their
ste
education. The job market is too tight. It
is
will be hard to finish their education
ag,
without their parents."
the
Even the security guard said he sym. I
pathized with the protesters. "I understand
fed
what you're demonstrating for," the guard i Sta

said

I~

"I've got a brother and sister in univer- I of
sity. My sister comes home on weekends to I Vic
work. My parents work harder. My friend
dropped out."
~
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300 Ouellette Ave.
"THE PALACE", Suite 225
Windsor, Ontario
(519) 256-1551

405 Pelissier Ave.
Windsor, Ontario
(519) 254-6865

OPEN7DAYS

OPEN 7 DAYS

•Leather change purses
•Earrings
•Shell and brass rings
•Bead necklaces
•Reed flutes
•Satin boxes
•Carved stone animals
•Wrist pouches
•Scented candles
•Handpainted masks from Nepal
•Incense Burners and Incense
•Key rings
•Wooden reairders from Russia
•Bracelets from Africa
•Christmas cards
•Neck Pouches
•Silver plated bracelets
(and lots more!)

•Handcarved wooden boxes
-COtton shoulder bags
•Leather whips
•Iron wind chimes
•Stacking dolls from Russia
•Fossil stones & crystals
•Perfume essence oils
•Reversible cotton baseball caps
•Hair dips
•Hand-knitted gloves & mittens
•Winter scarves
•Sterling silver rings
•Earnngs, bracelets, brooches
•Wallets
•Hanging ceramic birds
•Ecuadorian pan flutes
•Woven cotton belts
•Hackey sacks
(and other, new items!)

•Leather-soled, handknitted socks
•Handwoven cloth money pouch belts
•Long, fringed cotton scarves
•Shoulder bags
•Knapsacks and book bags
•Vests
•Meditation/ exercise balls from China
•Solid perfumes in carved stone containers
•Purse/wallet/coin purse sets
•"Harmony· ball pendants
•Lots of jewellery
•Wall hangings
•Cotton blankets
•Papyrus paintings from Egypt
•Hooded "poncho" jackets
•Vintage velvet skirts, caftans, dashikis
•Leather iuck" necklaces from Africa
(and gjft certjficates available)

BRING THIS AD WITH YOU FOR 10% OFF REGULAR-PRICED MERCHANDISE (until December24/93)
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Empowerment key to remembrance
By Teena Ward
News Editor

Four years ago, on Dec. 6, 14
female students at Montreal' s
Ecole Polytechnique were the
subject of a gunman's selective
killing of women. Students on
campuses across the country
were paralyzed with disbelief and
terror.
Toe incident illustrated "how
vulnerable we are as women"
said Womyn' s Centre Coordinator Angie Slingerland, "the
siatus of women effects the
likelihood of sexual assault anyone who doesn' L fit into the
stereotype of the nuturent woman
is punished, because violence
against women is a way to keep
lbem in their place."
The Montreal massacre gained
federal attention and in 1991
Siatus of Women Canada
declared an annual National Day
of Remembrance and Action on
Violence Against Women.
The full extent of violence
against women in the forms of
batrassment,
abuse,
rape,
economic and political inequity
have been the focus in the wake
of the bloodshed in Montreal.
Canadian university campuses
have organized vigils and events
oo the date of the event annually,
in recognition of their connection
with the 14 women. Recognizing
and remembering the connection
to the victimization of women
has been a primary concern in
such ceremonies.
At the U of W this year

women are not just thinking of
the past, but looking to the future
for the events to be held in
remembrance of victims at the
Polytechnique.
Focusing on the victimization
of women in society has caused
concern among many women.
Fourth year visual arts student,
Heather Muise, remarked that
focusing on the negative aspects
of womens lives was not accurate
or empowering.
Lalita Ghandiktoa, the volunteer who coordinated the events,
said that "in terms of the educative function it is vital."
When "talking to women in a
sorority, nobody had a clue of
what Dec. 6 was about, a lot of
individuals don't know the significance because it has branched
off into so many issues," said
Ghandiktoa.
As a result the two week
schedule of event, volunteers at
the Womyn's Centre hope to encourage remembrance, healing,
discussion, and ultimately education.
The week of Nov. 29, a video,
After the Montreal Massacre will
be played in a common area in
the CAW Student Centre to educate
students and promote
remembrance of the event.
Guests from the Sexual Harrassment Office, Sexual Assault
Treatment Centre and Crisis
Centres have been invited to
speak to students about UNB
professor Matin Yaqzan's controversial article about date rape.
"The focus is on how

*

A sombre moment at last year's vigil. (Lance file photo)
Yaquzan's article reflects the underlying attitude in our society,
that women are to blame for
crimes of violence against them.''
A "die-in", simulated with the
outlines of 14 bodies, will be set
up between the Essex Hall
(which houses the faculty of engineeriog) and the centre.
Slingerland said "the purpose is
definitly not to make anyone feel
uncomfortable," but that the truth
about violence against women "is
disturbing,
everyone should
know the full reality, as horrible
as it is."
The evening of
the candle light
vigil,
Dec.
6,
promises to be influenced by the new

focus on women's empowerment
and will feature speakers, music,
including a reading by writer in
residence Judith Fitzgerald.
"The focus of the whole
ceremony is the moment of
noise, rather than the traditional
momem of silt:nce Lo remember
the dead," said Slingerland.
"We feel women have been
silenced too long, so women can
take back their voices with a moment of noise - to show women
they can make a difference, a
change, and they don't have to be

silent any more."
After the ceremony the
Womyn's Centre plans to
facilitate healing circles so participants can "open up, and experience their own reactions to
what goes on around them."
Organizers hope !hat this
change in focus will encourage
women to "recognize their
strength and power within themselves, because if we only look at
the victimization it doesn't give
women motivation, or hope that
things can change."
IQ

Ribbon campaign
•
to educate men
By Teena Ward
News Editor

Organizers of the white ribbon campaign on the U of W campus are working to ensure that men are educated
about violence against women this year.
The campaign originated as a way for
men to take responsibility and action
against male violence against women,
after the Montreal Massacre brought attention to the issue. Activists focusing
on the issue publicized that in 1989,
seven times as many Canadian women
were killed via male violence in the
home than at the Montreal Massacre.
In years following the incident wearing a white ribbon symbolired, "first of
all, our witness to the fact that there is a
problem of violence towards women in
our society; but, secondly, wearing that
whit ribbon indicates a willlingness to
assume responsibility for breaking the
silence about violence and being ready
to do something about it," explained
religious studies professor emeritus Ed
Crowley.
But in the 1992-93 white ribbon campaign, many . felt a "backlash" against
the movement
"Last year there were complaints that
certain men were wearing ribbons to
come across as sensitive or caring, not
because they understood the issues,"

said Les Banks, SAC' s human rights
coordinator. Banks, who is heading up
the student branch of the event this year,
hopes to correct last years problem because "we don't just want somebody to
wear it just for something to do, but because they feel it (violence against
women) is wrong."
Ribbons will be available at an information desk in the CAW Student Centre
from Nov. 29 to Dec. 6 between 10 am
and 2 pm. The difference this year is
that with each white ribbon that is distributed will be an information sheet to
educate men about reasons to wear the
ribbon.
In addition Banks has been contacted
by a group in Montreal which will be
- supplying postcards for students to fill
out, demanding stricter gun laws of the
Canadian government.
Banks hopes by using the information
sheets and post card petition that students who participate will be
"recoginizing the facts and actively
trying to do something about it."
"We have to face the fact that silence
involves complicity - and that speaking out doesn't mean sterotyping of
men," said Crowley.
"Women have been fighting this war
for a long time. Our white ribbons show
that we want to join up - but only to
help, not to talce over."
IQ

I
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Coalition protests racis1n

MEN'S .SUPPORT GROUP

.A PLACE FOR STUDENTS to TALK ABOlJr:

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AMAN TODAY!
TOPICS INCLUDE OPEN AND

HONEST DISCUSSION OF:
gender roles, traditional images of men,
responses to feminism, political correctness
and how we can make the university a
better place from within
,.

MEETINGS: MONDAY AfTERNOONS,
2:00pm, IONA COLLEGE, SUNSET AVE.

95*

NE\VINTRODUCTORY
II
OFFERI

By Tran Longmoore
Associate News Editor

About 50 community members
picketed Windsor West MP Herb
Gray's office, chanting "Stop the
campaign of fear! All refugees
are welcome here!"
Last Monday's picket was an
effort
to
protest
"racist
scapegoating"
in
Canadian
politics. Last month, Ontario
Liberal leader Lyn Mcleod, while
criticizing the NDP government's
failure to stop immigrant and
welfare fraud, used an internal
federal Employment and Immigration report that stereotypes
the Canadian-Somali community
as opportunists and liars.
Protestor Ali Mohamed, a
Canadian citizen who immigrated from Somalia five years
ago, said that these kinds of
reports isolate immigrants.
"Like everyone else, there are
Somali workers, business-people
and welfare collectors. They've
made it sound like we all rip off
the government," said Mohamed.
This, he said, makes it hard for
immigrants to adjust to the new
country. "When the government
says these things about us people
believe it. When I go knocking
on someones's door in search of
a job, they might not hire me because of what they have read."
Mustfa Mahfmud, a student at
Lowe Secondary school has been
in Canada for six months. He
said the report's generalizations

t

make it hard to adjust to Canada.
"The report says that refugees
are funding the war back home.
Maybe a few people are doing
that. But that report makes it look
like all of us are doing that. I
wonder if Canadians think we are
liars because of the report."
U of W sociology professor
Dr. Alan Sears helped plan the
event. He said it is important to
denounce these reports as soon as
they surface.
"Many people are angry and
afraid right now becase of unemployment and what is happening to our social programs.
McLeod's statements deflect attention away from the complex
problems and misdirect the fear
and anger towards minorities."
Many who rallied think that
there will be many more incidents in the future.
Dave Maris, NDP candidate in
the Essex-South by-election, said
that the Reform party's success

in the October federal election
has spurned a recent trend towarn
"right wing intensity" politics.
"The media and the Reform I
party have done a job on I
Canadian people. They are txying I
to e~cei:cise and intensify an ugly I
quality m people so we can avoid
the real problems. The Liberals
re~ize this-~~ ai:e tryin~ to capi.
talize on thlS, sru.d Mans, adding I
that he has seen many similar attacks during his campaign.
The protestors have formed the
Windsor
Coalition
Against I
Racism and will be prepared to I
respond to similar incidents. "I'm '
pleased with today's turnout,"
said Sears, "but it is only lhe I
beginning." The coalition is I
preparing a petition to demand I
apologies from McLeod and the I
federal. gov~~ent. _It ~o calls I
for an mquiry mto 1mn11gration I
reports. Dec. 8, at 12 pm, the I
group will picket Herb Gray's
Oulette avenue office.
~
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Creating Healing Realities
Through
Community Healing Programs
A fundro1su1,,;: body for programs pr~nto.l for n11ot1on11J.htal111g for 1nd1tnd11als
u,l,o urt finonc,ol/y d,:.udvonto.~,,I

CLASSIFIEDS

di

SERVICES

TYPING
In Honour of Stuart "Surlin, Ph. D.

JOY MESSICK

NEVER MISS A CALL.
$13.95 PER MONTH

Includes unlimted number of calls, plus
replacement batteries, plus liftirne
warranty loaner.
• a i r t l m • a n d ac:th....a u o n e x t , a

Experienhal
Weekend Workshop
on
EMPOWERMENT AND CONSCIOUS LIVING
through the process
of

CANCER, AIDS ANO
OTitER DEGENERATIVE DISEASES

Dec 11&12 9-.30-4:00
tpw,ast tu,t{tffll ,~,,.,_,,.., Ott" Jrd>

Cost $100 (scholarships llVQt/ablt)

COM™

Tius program ,s being offerod
1hrough the olfi~ of:

Janrt uMpeary
lntl,rul1111I. Cow11t,. faM,ty £:, Cror,p Tr,e,rspuso,r•I Psydtotl,tN1pt11h( 11~0111,s PMJrttmt

Cn'l>lmg H<0l1•$ Rt1IlilitS lhrough Commumty H(almg l'~rams
Assumpbon Univtr:s1ty Building

-

PAGER HOTLINE 250-SOSO
363 Eugenie Street East
Now available In:
the University Bookstore

UnillffSltv of Windsor
400 H..;.,.. Church

Windsor, Onlano. N98 3P4
Office: (519) 977-0265 Home: (519) 250-9182

THE CARE CROUP· Jamsse BrotheD, Marcot~ and Malady funeral llomes. have generously
,100.,1 .......1 the tunds ror lhe pubHc relations m1teri.al for this communuy Nsed progr•m
Hosp,u of Windso,. tht II/OS Commitut of Windsora11d lht Windso, Rtg,onol Cancer C,ntre

liavt nf1"$w/ support of /his p~ram.

• Papers • Reports
(APA & other styles)
•Resumes• Letters
Cash, Visa or MC

For special student rates
call Roni at 253-5501

Awesome Spring Break Trips!
Campus Reps needed.
Cuba, Cancun, Daytona,
Montreal & Quebec City
Call now!!!
1-800-363-0634
LASER-PRINTED ESSAYS, reports,
manuscripts. $2.50/page, doubl~
spaced. Fast, professional service.
Shoreline Computing. Victoria Parle
Place. 254-2165.

FOR SALE
ONLY 2 YEARS OLD. Sngle bed
with frame $100.00. Desk with chair
$75.00. Dresser $50.00. CaU Kathy
253-3718.
NIKON, CANON AND MINOLTA 35
mm cameras for sale, some with accessories. 735-4544.

lftENTION STUDENTS!

Riverplace off-campus residence
RESERVE YOUR ROOM NOW

I

~

AL O N
Where We Set the Standa1tts

5 5 _l P El I c: ~ ~ _E R_ • 0 f' E N 7 (; A Y S ; 4 E V E N I N G S • 9 7 3 - 4 9 7 7

er,

- excellent location: 245 Detroit St.
- We offer a 4 - Month lease
- furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
- fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
- captaoin 's beds with storage drawerts
- lounge with satellite & cable N
- exercise and games room
- private study rooms
- parking and laundry facilities
- $279 & $399 including utilities

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 10am-8pm
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"'I hove lnctcated

Housing committee
seeks student input

then, will be a tufdon
Increase- and beyond

sayln1 dtcrt It will be a

slfn/fkont tuition
Increase. we need to
toflc to people

because there's more

SAC has set up new committee to
deal with student's concerns with off
campus housing.
The Student Housing Committee
(SHC), co-chaired by Jason Clemens
and Cori Thomson, is preparing a
report outlining a series of proposals
to help those students living off campus.
Thomson said that they had started
discussing the need for a committee to
look into the concerns of students last
summer. though "they had only been
together for a few weeks."
Despite their relatively young existence, the committee held an open
forum on Nov. 23 to pre.,;ent their
preliminary proposal to those students
who were interested. The committee
also used the opportunity to listen to
the students concerns about off campus housing.
Thomson said that of the thirty to
forty students who attended, most
wanted to "know their rights and the
rights of their landlords."
According to Clemens, the report,
which was to be finalized at the committee meeting on November 29, will
be written over the Christma-; break,
and "hopefully it will be presented to
SAC by the end of January."
Clemens said that that the report
hru; two phases, "one dealing with the
need to assist the transfer of students
from residence to off campus housing,
while the other section is designed to
help those students who are already
living off campus ."
The report bas three major recommendauons, said Clemens. The committee wants SAC to take control of

Clemens said that this would allow
for SAC to "narrow down the housing
lists according to student's needs,
while at the same time providing them
with more information."
At the same time, Clemens says
that the other sections of the report
also allow for the development of
educational seminars and assistance
material to help those students already
living off campus. The committee also
aims to strengthen ties with Community Legal Aid "to inform students
about their legal rights and those of
their landlord."
Thomson, who is also the residence
issues coordinator for SAC, said that
the report also outlines the need for
information seminars in February and
March to inform those students in
residence of ''what services are available to them and to help get them
looking for houses."
According to Clemens, most of the
students at the meeting agreed with
the committee's recommendations,
though "they did suggest that the
committee should accelerate the
timetable for implementation of many
of their suggestions."
Clemens said that if their recommendations are accepted by SAC.
they will need somebody in place by
May 1 to begm implementing many of
their ideas, and that this would require
"the expansion of a present portfolio
or the creauon of a new position at
SAC." He continued by saying that
while some of the recommendations
will begin soon after they are adopted,
"the bulk of the report will be phased
in over two years."
The new committee is unlike the
1992 Student Housing Advisory Committee which was chaired by U of W

the housmg list now published by the

president Ron Ianni and presented a

Student Center. The list is used by
students who are looking for housing
in the U of W area.
"Such a move would include the
expansion of the list to allow for
greater detail lO be included on each
house."

report to Windsor City Council in
May of 1992. Recommendations from
that report led to permit parking
around the university area
The SHC is designed to "deal exclusively with student housing" said
Thomson.
[g

By Kevin de Jong
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SAC fights tuition hike
By Tran Longmoore
Associate News Editor
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SAC president Jon Ricci is going door to
ooor and dialing long distance to formulate a
5uategy to fight "shocking" proposals to increase tuition fees.
As a result SAC is circulating a petition
denouncing
the Council of Ontario
Universities' proposal that calls for a fifty per
cent bike in tuition fees. The petiton also
demands that students have a voice in "tuition
reform, which holds our future at hand."
Ricci estimates that SAC has already
garnered I 500 signatures, and is looking to get
5 OOO by the end of January. Once accomplished, SAC plans to bring the petitions to
!he Senate. The Senate will be asked to
denounce the proposal
··Jt will pretty hard for them to overlook the
voice of 5 OOO students," said Ricci. "If they
denounce the report, we will have more
leverage on our side of the fight."
Ricci, who has been in contact with many of
the other student councils in Ontario, borrowed
the idea of bringing the petition to the Senate,
from the McMaster student council. Last Wednesday, the McMaster Senate rejected the COU
discussion paper.
Recently, Ricci visited students who lived on
California Street to get their opinion on tuition
increases and suggestions as to what to do
about it. He found that students were shocked
by the proposed increases.
"Many students were expecting small increases, but they were incensed by the CUU
Jl'Oposal A lot of these students are scraping
by now." Ricci is also planning to tour the
Marketplace cafeteria this week.
Ricci says that he will maintain dialogue
with students, student councils and the
Canadian Federation of Students - Ontario
•
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(CFS-0) while mapping out further plans.
According to Martin Hicks, policy analyst
for the Ontario Ministry of Education, there 1s
no scheduled date for an announcement on the
tuition fees for next year. Hicks says that
Education Minister Dave Cooke must still discuss the issue with his cabinet. The announcement might be made in December or
possilby even January. Cooke bad said that he
will raise tuition fees, but has not specified the
ammount. According to the CFS-0, it will be
between 20 and 30 per cent.
Meanwhile, students elsewhere in Ontario
are stepping up in the fight against tuition increases. Last week, over 700 students staged a
rally against tuition increases at Carleton
University, in Ottawa. Two weeks ago twenty
students organized a sit in at Cooke's office to
protest tuition increases.
CFS-0, which advocates "zero tuition," is
preparing for the announcement, whether it's
two per cent or 30 per cent.
"Not a loonie more," said Michelle
Robidoux, wb.> runs the federation's campaign.
"These decisions are usually announced in
mid-December, when students are on break and
demobilized. But we'll have something
planned."
The CFS-0 ran an ad last week in the Globe
and Mail's education feature. The ad called for
Ontarians to contact their MPPs and let them
know tuition increases will not be supported.
The ad compares the 1978 words and photo
of then MPP Dave Cooke to bis current photo
and words. In 1978, Cooke looked young and
fresh and said "tuition represents barriers to
many students. Low income children learn at a
very early age that a college or l'university
education is very costly and therefore it is
eliminated as a goal in their life." Cooke now
looks cold and harsh and says there will be significant tuition increases.
[g

MASTERS AND PhD
PROGRAMMES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES

The FACULTY OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES offers a
unique opportunity for those interested in g~aduate wor~, at both the
~asters and PhD level. to pursue their own interests, build on last
experience, and explore ideas from a broad spectrum ~f natura ,
social, built and organizational enVJronment perspectives.
Interdisciplinary, individualized and flexible programmes arc offered
in a wide range of areas including:
• urban planning
• social policv
• organizational change
• international development
• impact assessment
• regional planning ,md
de\'clopment
• women and en\'ironments
• environmental planning
and design
• environmental thought
• housing
• resource management
• communICation, advocacy
and soda! change
• em ironmental education

• hum.,n services and health
• Native / Canadian
relations
• quality of working_ life
• environmental pol1tics
and economics
• em·ironmental policy
• tropic~! en\'ironme~ts
• biological conservahon
• northern studies
• action learning
• en\'ironment and behaviour
• organizational
environments
• cooperative management

Applications for September 1994 should be recelVed by March 1, 1994.

The Facultv also ()ffl'rs an undergraduate degn.>e progr~rnrne leading
to a Bachdor in Environmental Studies (BES). Information for all
programmes can be obtained from :
Coordinator of External Liaison
Faculty of En\'ironmental Studie-:
York Unihrs1ty
4700 Keele Street
North Yo,k, Ont,rio, Canl!Qa'
M3J 1P3
Tel. (416) 736-5252

Harvey's Exam
Energy Pack!
r-------------------------------------------,
Buy one Harvey's char-broiled hamburger, regular fry

1

and regular pop and receive a second hamburger for just

--

,

99f;sAVE

$1.40

Please present coupon before ordering.
''---

Otier good only at 2380 Wyandotte St. West location.
Offer expires December 22/93.

.J

L-----------------------------------------r-------------------------------------------,
Get a Harvey's breakfast for just $2.99. :
2 eggs, fried or scrambled, crisp bacon or charbroiled
sausage, toasted French bread
• · ·· ...
and jam and a small coffee
for just $2.99.

Fax (416)736-5679

BitNet: ES05200300RION.YORKU.CA
HARVEY'S

\1<

Harvey's makes your
hamburger a beautiful thing.
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by Tran Longmoore
Advocator of real Christmas
trees no matter what
environmentalists say!

-

The Chnstmas hofidays are a magical
time of giving. And sometimes the
Yuletide spirits work in mysterious ways
to preserve the day's meaning.
I learned this firsthand on my fourth
Christmas eve. I remember scoumg
beneath our (rea~ Christmas tree looking
for Santa's grit to me. It was a doozy.
AJter ripping the wrapping paper to
shreds I found a miniature parking
garage, complete with an elevator aid
four dinky cars. I immediately fell in love
with the green replica of a Volkswagon
Beetle. While mom was nagging me to
open her gift to me, wluch I knew was
underwear and socks, I pictured inviting
my buddies over to show off the latest
addition to my "dinky city." I would et
them have free access to any of the
parl(ing spaces and any of the other
three dinky cars, but the green
Volkswagon Bettle was mine. Mine-allmine.
So I, unsuspecting Mr. Greeoy,
began driving my car all through my
garage. Vroooom! Vroooom! Then I
decided to take the elevator to the roof
of my new garage. So I drove it into the
elevator, closed the door, and turned the
crank until It reached the roof. But, to my
shock and horror, when I opened the
elevator door, the dinky car of my
dreams was gone, never to be seen
again.
. , "How?" you as~ Well reindeers fly, so
it s all part of Christmas magic. When I
look back, rt becomes obvious that
Santa was punishing my greed so he
somehow zapped the car back to tie
North Pole..Thanks, Santa. for teaching
me that Chnstmas and lffe, in general, is
about sharing.
P.S. Dear Santa, ii that car is still
kicking around up ,n the North Pole,
please send it to me this Christmas - I
promise to share it with anyone.
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by Kevin Johnson

Used to be production manager,
but gone after this issue

-

Before computers, Lance produdloo
was more time-consuming, more messy
- and more fun.
h took a big staff to type and re-type
the stories, enter them into the typesetter, and begin the work ot cutting up the
long strips of set copy into shapes
su~able for layout.
Ohef people would work al a
separate machine, typing rn headlineswith no screen to tell them 'I they made
a typo until they deve~ped the headlines
in the dariaoorn. In short, everyone
worked a1 once in a kind of chaos, which
seems cheerier the mora tine dims my
memory.
1985 was my first Christmas at the
Lance, and the novelty of working here
hadn't yet worn off. I still remember my
cerworkars as the most talented, de<fi.
cated and all-around best bunch ever.
(Of course, they're all dead now.)
In those days, the paper came out on
Thursday, and that week we started
wOl1c on Monday lo produce the last

But I remember an experience back
issue of the semester. All that night, we
wrote the eight pages that would be our 15 years ago when I was seven or eight
Christmas supplement, complete ~h full years old. At that time, I was a romantic
child who dreamed about western
colour.
That section was laid out Tuesday, Christmas celebrations that I read about
while we wrote the rest of the paper, or saw on T.V.
I particularly liked the idea that the
which was laid out Wednesday. Unfortunately, SAC was running a referen- parents give their children presents while
dum, and we stayed late Wednesday they are asleep as Santa Claus. I
waiting for the results to wrae the front wanted this to happen to me, so I hung
one of my socks at the comer of my bed
page.
We finished at about 6:00 a.m., which on Christmas Eve, hoping that my
wasn't unusual then and isn't now. What parents would leave a present in tt. I
was unusual was that most of the core even made sure lo tell my parents that I
staff stayed up from Monday through to would hang a bricJhtly coloured sock, so
Thursday morning, w«hout sleep, ~hout that the "Santa• would notice it. I went to
sleep exctted about the presents I hoped
being home for meals or even showers.
Even after we put the paper to bed, to receive.
reluctant to leave, we played a couple
However, my expectations did not
games of Ck.18 before heading out for happen. On Christmas day, I woke up
breakfast.
and checked out my sock immediately.
At the time, I could hardly imagine a All I found was a thin sock that had no
present inside. A•hough I foresaw this, it
better fate.
was shockilg to me as a l~le child. But
I stiU cant
still, I did not complain to my parents,
~o~
being not like those of western countries.
It is because I knew that they are not
the romantic type, or that they think they
have nothing to do with Christmas.
The only thing I swore in my mind
was this: when I become a parent, I will
\t-·~.-~.,.,"'_J_r-l 1
give my children a sweet dream by
"l~~
giving them presents in their socks.
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by Ian Gray

Lance photo editor

Christmas is a special time of year for
me now. It is full of the company of
fnends, family and the all too plentnul
stomach-warming beverages.
As I have been requested to explore
my memories of years past and the
strong infklenoes of the yule, I suppose I
wil look way back to the innocent years,
before the duty of presents and the guilt
of relationships gone awry have affected
my judgement.
Santa was always a magical sort of
person to me and when I was four or five
he was even more so. Santa always
came when my three siblings and I were,
as the story goes nestled in our beds. I
being the daring and curious one
decided to watch as he did his yearly
deed of goodwill
Now in my parents house we had this
old stereo. You know, the kind that they
used to make into a piece of furniture; it
took up as much room as a small couch.
Anyways, I had the ingenious idea that n
I snuck underneath it and hid there until
Santa came I would see him deliver the
booty ooder the tree.
Now, as my parents thought I was asleep~ I thought I was an set to spy, it
was lime for the big event to occur. Too
bad Johooy Carson stayed up later than
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One year, I wasn't able to take our
usual trip because I was working over
the holidays so I spent Christmas eve
watching Steel Magnolias at a mall in
Michigan and ate a Rueben sandwich
with my father. He had given me two
gifts for Chris1mas: black, shiny riding
boots and a red flannel robe. Because
he is a traveler as well. he had to drop
me back at my little apartment on
Christmas day before catching a plane.
I was a little depressed about being
alone, but decided to comfort myself by
lounging around in my new robe and
reading a book. It was cold, so under the
robe, I donned full-length white long
johns to keep me warm.
The loneliness got to be too much, so
I pulled on my shiny new boots to run
out to the mai-box and check for latecoming Christmas cards. Of course, I
locked myself out of my apartment in the
process.
Standing out in the snow with
nowhere to go, I suddenly reafized that I
was dressed like Santa Claus. Luckily,
my downstairs neighbour invited me in
and saved me the embarrassment of
knocking on doors of strangers looking
like a poor moo's Saint Nick. When my
landlord eventually showed up to let me
in, my neighbour gave me a bottle of
wine and an in~rtation for dinner with his
family.
So I guess in the spirit of Christmas,
by Teena Ward
he was willing 10 comfort a crazy, orphan
Lance news editor
woman dressed in Christmas underwear
and it proved to me that, perhaps only
Have you ever had a relative who is
for one night, we really can be generous impossible to buy a gift for? My father is
to each other.
just such a one.
In Dad's quest to remain humble and
untainted by the lust for material wealth,
he consistently gives his children no concept of what he might want for
C~ristmas. ~nd for this he has paid the
pnce many times.
One thing that is certain about dear
old Dad is his great love affair with the
telephone - in the initial years of ~
lular phone systems, the Ward children
thought they had finally found a gift Dad
could truly appreciate.
Of course, funds would not allow for
the real telephone set-up, so an empty
shell of a phone (a veritable facsimile of
!he real thing} picked up for a practical
by Sarah Atkinson
Joke was good enough.
Lance arts editor and daughter
Hey, it's the thought thal counts.
of the revolution
Hitherto ph1iosophers have only interpreted the world; the point, however is
to ... forget philosophy and go to R~no
for Christmas!
In late December 1990 I was malong
my way back from San Francisco. Back
to. what? Back to my home town,
Wildsor, where motorboats are christened with bottles of 50 and hope is the
gint in a casino developer's eye.
(The task d history, therefore, once
the wor~ beyond ~e truth has disappeared, is to establish the truth of this

little boys.

world.)

To my surpnse, many hours later I
awoke to presents piled high beneath
the tree and no sign of Santa Maybe I
should have been upset. but there were
many pr_esents to occupy my attention.
The rnnocence ot youth is a wonderful thing and sometimes I miss it but my
memories of it are just as special.
Many Christmas.

I was making my way on the
Gambler's Express, standing room only,
from Oakland, Calfornia to Reno
Nevada I was with a friend who had ~
plan to retrieve a car in Reno and drive it
back to Canada. That friend, that plan,
led me to Reno, at Christmas.
fhe philosophy of history, law,
rel1910n, etc. has consisted in the substitution of an merconnec:ted fabrication
in the mind of ~hilosophers ...)
Where did we stay? What did we eat?
What di~ we gain from our trip to Reno?
The stones run deep, the meanings run

deeper....

by Laila Farrell
Lance features editor
Christmas was · always weird in my
famify.
We usually travelled and would ocI don't have a particular memorable casionally spend Christmas eve on the
experience of Christmas because I grew road somewhere in the southern U.S.
~p in Japan, where few people celebrate (my extended family aH being residents
ii. To Japanese people, Christmas is of the great state ot Alabama - just
more commercial, and a chance tor calJS8 our famiy tree don? fork don~
roman~ inter1u~ for young people mean we're stupid~. Often Christmas
than a tll'ne for family gatherings. I didn't SUPf* was the salad bar at a Denny's in
have any boyfriends, so I was bored Lexington, Kentucky or some simiar
every year.
variation.

by Momiko Hino

Lance associate photo ecfrtor

(Seek ye fiist food and lodging and
the rest will be granted unto you ...} '
We stayed with Milie, an emaciated
and quietly paranoid 75-year-old woman
who existed on junk food, and her~
daughter Jane, who once (when she was
thin, reminds her mother} dated the burly
fellow who runs a shop that sells cheap
mass-produced items mostly made in
China.
. (Modem economics cannot ever
J~dge Jh! '!lercantile system correctly,
since II 1s itself one-sided and as yet
fence_d in by that very system's
premises.)
Millie had a dog. hs name was 0og.
gre. Their four room apartment was sickly too warm. We slept on the hideabed
awakaning to Millie's offerings of
marlteckJown Christmas candy.
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by Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

My first and finest memories of
Christmas are from Argentina. where I
spent my youth. Every year we would
load up the truck and, along w~h other
Canadian families, head to a lavish
resort in the mountains for a couple of
weeks.
In the Southern hefnispher&
Christmas falls in the middle of summer,
so we would spend the time swimming.
hiking and enjoying all the amenities of
staying al a big old German hotel.
Come the 25th we would al gather
and open gifts, most of which were imported and out of the price range of most
Argentines. Feasting on cakes, ice
cream and al sorts of other delicacies,
these were the best Christmases a loo
could imagine.
It was only years later that I learned
about the poverty, military dictatorsh"
and political "disappearances• fn Argentina. And the German resort - it was run
by former Nazis who fled Germany with
fortunes to invest in South America.
And why was I in Argentina in the frsl
place? The Canadian government had
virtually donated a Candu nuclear reactor to Argentina, which my fathef helped
to build.
Christmas is a time for giving, but tor
some it is a time of giving up - your ilnocence, that is.
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By B. Helling
Arts Staff

"...Comrades! It is important
that we remember that we are

not on Marx's side: Marx is on
our side!"
We must remind ourselves that
the project of the last 250 years
of western politics and culture
baS struggled with this subtle, but
crucial distinction. Marxism,
and/or capitalism, and/or government, and/or democracy, and/or
administration, and even. . . art
(!} are all supposed to be on our
side. This means that these
wonderful ideas are occasionally
called out by the public, by large
numbers of individual, living,
breathing and difficult people,
and asked to give an account of
lheir works.
Kinda like the last judgment,
only more embarrassing.

Bold move
The Art Gallery of Windsor's
lx>ld move to temporary lodgings
at the Devonshire Mall has attracted the attention of Torontobased 'national' newspapers. We
have a high power theoretical
presence on band to record and
enshrine the event in the pages of
the theoretical canon. The verdicts- in-progress are so far
developing along broad, safe,
banal, lines: either high art is
being repositioned to serve a
lrokered constituency of elites,
nominally representing the traditionally excluded masses, rather
than the statist/patriarchiaVwar
machine thang . . . or: culture is
being degraded and commercialized as the same Big Brother Bad
Thing cuts it's commitment to an
an that no longer serves its
vanity, and moves to tax havens
mthe Bahamas.
Stay nmed to find out which
se!f-serving clique wins and gets
aJob for life writing the official

history.
It is important to remember

that

art, especially high art, is

supposed to be on our side. This
means that it is supposed to lift
us all up, without requiring us to
kneel to it. That it can enchant
~ithout pandering, and lastly that
1t can express complex and important truths in a way that shortcircuits the treachery of managed
discourse.

Elite accomodation
Putting an art gallery in a mall
makes a true virtue of a real
necessity: If art as it is practiced
in this country could survive an
distracting and inconsiderate. I'll
accomodation with an elite any elite - it would not have to just keep walking. And I just
seek the mass patronage it went don't buy her 'homeless' piece.
so Ion~ and so far out of its way A show in Detroit attacked the
to avoid. At the same time, if the same theme with a Sears
dreaded middle-class supported refrigerator carton nailed to the
"establishment" had not taken it wall, and the caption: "We house
on the chin and gone into a I more homeless than the U.S.
catatonic state of spending government." I guess I just can't
withdrawal, there would have believe that Steinman' s pretty
been no way an art gallery could back-lit photographs are more
afford so much space at a mall; than staged lip service. There is
neither would three levels of nothing there to tell me about a
government have contemplated real homeless person. Convince
the desperation development me! Knock me off my horse on
strategies that made such a move the road to Damascus! Like a
possible. Gee, I thought that 500 good mall rat, I want to believe
channels of Brady Bunch re-nms in the reassuring cornucopia of
were going to solve all our products displayed for my
problems. Could something as benefit, but I demand high
passe as visual art, in a whomp- quality material and manufacturing big gallery in a mall, make a ing - or at least a convincing
reason why shoddiness was
difference?
necessary to make a point
The works in the group show
Adjustment period
come
closer to immediacy, comJudging from the opening
shows, a period of adjustment is bining a willingness to engage
going to have to take place. Take the viewer, with a respect for the
Barbara Steinman's
works: fitting together of themes and
While the roulette-based work is materials, with plenty of referensublime, the dice piece fails for a ces to real human concerns,
privileging of a minor theme through a subject/voice in the
over attention to materials. As a work. In short, the real goods. I
Windsorite used to living on the especially liked the works by
edge of the known universe, I Sarindar Dhaliwal, Jin-me Yoon
harbour the provincial paranoia and Wyn Geleynse.
that high power acts try out their
Raw nerves
new stuff here, secure in the
I
suspect
that this commodity
knowledge that no-one in Fat
(which
I
have
City will ever bear about the mindset,
rough edges. Rough edges get belaboured to make my point) is
between me and the work. It is going to touch a few raw nerves.

~
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Cheap politics
Just as local artists were beginning to take innovative and
meaningful steps towards getting
involved with the social fabric of
this town, cheap political opportunism kicks in, swells the welfare rolls, and blows a chance at
grabbing back some of the
money we send to Toronto and
Ottawa to save a measly $2 OOO
in local arts grants. Perhaps the
mall, symbol of the faltering
commodity culture of the 1990s
is all we have left
[Q

Helling
is
an
urbanistlsculptorlcurator
who
knew something was am,ss when
he saw nothing but the same four
sweaters at every shop in the
mall.

Conipany vital organ
By Sarah Atkinson
Arts Editor
Gina Lori Riley Dance
Enterprises, Windsor's only
professional dance company, has
been the vital organ of modem
dance in Windsor for the past 15

I·

e

It sounds like art is going to have
to sell out to survive. Don't
worry, there is nothing left to sell
out to. Art gets the dirty end of
the stick again: it's going to have
to wade in and shore up the sagging commodity culture, and its
going to have to do it for 5 cents
an hour.
Finally, there is the worry that
the 'mailing' of art represents a
retreat from the heart of the community. Judging by the latest
blunder from city ball (virtually
every arts organization is now
successfuly "weaned off the
municipal budget'' to use their
words - ed.), artists are not appreciated anywhere but the welfare office.

DANCE
Gina Lori Riley Dance Enterprises
An Evening of Dance

Thursday D9C9mber 9, 8 p.m.
Cleary lntemational Centre
$15genersl, $10 students/seniors

years. Riley, the company's artistic director and choreographer,
bas produced and toured a body
of original works, and has involved the company in a number
of community theatrical projects.
The company also offers classes

in dance and movement, out of
its Mackenzie Hall studio.
On Dec. 9 the company offers
an evening of danceworks, including two premieres. One of
the works features live vocal
music, while another uses Trevor
Malcomm' s original soundtrack.
Due to funding cuts, this may
be the company's last performance for a while Future
programming will rely upon special projects grants, rather than
on now-dwindling core funding.
And since even the temporary
loss of such an integral component of Windsor's arts scene
would leave a gaping bole, your
attendance of the Dec. 9 performance could serve the dual purpose of showing you what the
commmiity bas to offer, and supporting what we can't afford to
lose.
[Q

Artist to
smash state
By Sarah Atkinson
Arts Editor
Britta Poisson wonders if it is
logistically possible for her to get
her point across. She wonders if
the forced circumstances of her
site specific installation at the
Odette Building are just plain
structurally unyielding. Veni,
vidi, vici is the name of Poisson's
installation, which is on display
until Dec. 10 in the Odette
Building's 3rd floor Atrium.
Materially, veni, vidi, vici is
comprised of a series of acetate
panels, bearing the photographic
image of one of the statues that
grace the lawn of the Odette.
Through the use of these
repeated images Poisson comments on the space - its architecture, its function, and its
subtext - and tries to articulate
a critique of what she feels the
building's intentions are.
The Atrium of the Odette
Building, which bas housed a
number of art exhibits over the
past two years, is a problematic
locus for the display of artwork.
The space should be ideal high walls, unobstructed, wide
open - but its location in the
heart of the business building, a
place of decidedly hard-nosed
pragmatism, makes it awkward.
Poisson looked head on into that
awkwardness, and intentionally
created a piece that seeks to express a very sttong statement on
the nature of corporate sponsorship and corporate control.
She sought to "use the language of the space, and the language of corporate architecture"
to explore how that architecture,
in manipulating space also
manipulates people.
Questions of design and control are big, and all the huger because of the subtlety of effect
involved. How to discourse on
these
issues
is
invariably
problematic, and to deconstruct
the fortress from the inside out
(literally) would indeed seem a
beady task.
This is an opportunity for an
exercise: check out Poisson' s installation, force upon yourself
some unsettling questions about
ethics, control, and capital conquest Think bard and deep. And
see what you come up with.
IQ
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AIDS bad,

CD good
By Sanjay Lakhana
Arts Staff

MUSIC
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STUDENT DISCOUNTS 20°/o OFF
Aesthetics
Body waxing
Manicures
Favcials
Pedicures

Latest Cuts
Tinting
Highlighting
Penns
Ear Piercing

Various Artists
No Alternative
Arisl8/BMG

•~6'

The third in a series of AIDS
awareness/fundraising productions by the Red Hot organization, No Alternative is a large
slice of contemporary modem
rock, with considerable breadth.
Eighteen tracks long, it's an earful for the money. As overpriced
as CD's are, this time it feels
good, since a worthy cause is on
the receiving end.
Artists range from radiofriendly Matthew Sweet to uprising independents Pavement.
Canada's own Sarah McLachlan
contributes a moving Hold On.
Fans of the Smashing Pumpkins,
The Breeders, and Soul Asylum
won't be disappointed.
There really isn't a bad track
on the album, and good compilations are always a treat to find. I
suppose I'm saying I like it.

Open
Mon day-Saturday
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Friday evening by
appointment only

Michelle Osborne & Lynda Lucier. 3210 Sandwich Sl (1t Mill) 256-8992

HOLIOA YCLASSIFIEDS

)'{)U're ,-.ot the o,-.L)' one woo think.I the
Lance lato £.()Uld ane a §f)Al)f\of

Happy Holidays from Ty1ene to
all, especially Diane, Julie, Jen,
Shelley, Marguerite, Dana,
Jessie, Doug, Dinesh and
Jason Fraser Heuvelmans.

Imagine your design gracing the cover of next semester's
issues. Make that dream a reality by entering our logo
contest & WI"""
Ct)()L VVIZW::
Oulgn should lncorperate the words: "The Lance", "The
University of Windsor", plus Volume Number, Issue
Number, & Date. Design should reduce legibly to 4"

a

across.

• All entrle• t»cotM property of Th• Lllnce
Submit entries to The Lance office (baaement of CAW
Student Centre) with name and phone number.

Contest ()eadllne Is ve«;. 3. 1 <»~.

Christmas Wishes everybody!
Especially to Brenda, Christine,
Sue, Heather, Ronda, the gang
from Boblo, and Christi -·
Happy Birthday! Luv Jackie.
Best Christmas wishes to all my
friends here at the 'U'. I'll miss
you but not the classes! Love,
Elaine
Boo Boo Boo Poo a Roo: Have
a very fuzzy Christmas and a
fuzzy new year1 Love Boobah

MUSIC

Billy I'm looking forward to this
Christmas. I'm sure it will be the
best Christmas yet. Love
Lainey

Pop Will Eat ltseH
RemixesEP
Infectious Records

Arguably the coolest band on
the planet, the Poppies UK
metal, rap, dance milkshake falls
into the capable hands of bass
demi-god Jab-Wobble. He adds a
little wierd flavour, does some
wierd knob-twisting, and voila,
two unforgettable versions of
Familus Horribilus, bass-heavy
and with enough panning to send
your balance centres on a trip.
they won't soon forget
Also memorable is the remix
of RSVP, the Poppies' latest
single on their new label.
The EP complements the

One in 750? You're an
unattached, intelligent, honest,
passionate
man,
22-32;
spiritual (not religious), liberal,
love books, movies, music,
newspapers, art and silliness ...
preferably tall and slim with
glasses and nice hands.
Befriend this like-minded
female English major, 23 - dark
hair, hazel eyes, pleasing
figure, good cook, speaks
French -· by writing 'Artsie' c/o
the Lance, to learn significance
of given odds, and more!
Meny Xmas and goodbye to
the Lance. Thanks for some
good years. Even without this
atheist, keep the ''t: in 'Xmas'!
KJ.

B
B

and always:
G Daily specials with our new menu

original versions, which are also
available on CD from Infectious
Records.
A must for fans, a weu.
deserved luxury for everyone
else.

MUSIC
Chapterhouse
Blood Music
Dedicated!BMG

The typical wall of noise has I
mutated into a mildly ambient I
wash of techno. The guitars are I
s~ll th~e, a little deeper in the
mix at Uines.
What's interesting are the
samples, beats, and trancy atmosphere that I had hoped would
follow Chapterbouse tidbits previously offered on Whirlpool.
Dance fans, shoegazers, and pop
fans alike will not be let down.
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JimiHendrix
The ExP9rience Collection Box Set

MCA

Everyone should want this.
Unfortunately, with OSAP cuts
and rising tuition, $75 is a bit
much to drop at a record store on
a single item.
The set consists of the three '
original Jimi Hendrix Experience
albums, digitally remastered and
chucked into fancy schmancy
packaging: Are You Experienced, '
Axis: Bold as Love, and Electric
Ladyland. The package includes
fairly extensive liner notes and
some fairly stupid stamps of
Hendrix that collectors will
frame and idiots will stick on
their binders.
A fourth disc compares some
classic Hendrix tracks, a couple
of them live.
The set is nice, but not worth
starving for.
~
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Two single rooms available in
Tecumseh Hall in January for
males only. Call 254-5439.
For sale: only 2 years old.
Single bed with frame $100,
desk with chair $75, dresser
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When the bough breaks, the cradle of civilization will fal/by Troy Ouellette. (photo by /AN GRAY)
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Ambivalence as critique
By Sarah Atkinson
Arts Editor

"... This is where chaos theory
fits in; (it) implies that there is
extremely complex information
that we are unable to grasp fully.
We can go on to try to discover
new phenomena pushing the
boundaries ofour knowledge and
poof, out come new expressions
of Culture and Science... like a
folded map, we fold one pan out
to find our position; but what is
not unraveled yet is a mystery... "
- Troy Ouellette
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VISUAL ARTS
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Troy Ouellette
Common Ground Gallery
Nov. 5-19
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Troy Ouellette's paintings
speak of a consciousness that
embraces circumstantial confusion.
The circumstance is that of
being a captive dweller in a contemporary
information-based
computer-run society. The confusion bas been alchemized into
a series of sharp yet dense canvasses bearing images of
everyday objects tumbling within

their contained universes.
In his paintings, Ouellette is
messing with issues of the
present - using myth and object
to iterate a poetics of ambivalence and a discourse of
curiosity.
Perhaps this ambivalence signifies an the artist's willingness
to deal with current standards of
communication.
His use of scanned-in images
in his work is never obvious, and
so it works: the computer is used
in the service of creating artwork
that comments on computer culture, but is not allowed to s~ylisti-

cally dominate. The objects buildings, flowers, figures tumble onto his canvasses, with
an effect that combines the
benign with the menacing.
Ouellette's method involves
glazing his acrylic paintings with
a urethane varnish, which gives
the work a deep burnished
quality.
The pleasant ambiguity of
colour, tone, and image allow the
viewer to experience their own
passage through randomness, and
thus to arrive at their own conclusions - or to decide to leave
those questions open.
(g

Twisted & cultured
By Arts Staff
Kinotek, Windsor's newly
formed film society, presents
an evening of twisted, curious,
and historically interesting
16mm films on Dec. 3 at the
Press Club. (83 Riverside Dr.
West)
Surrealism, dada, military
field training films, animation,
50's skin flicks (psuedo-pom
that will seem quaint to the
jaundiced eye of the current
day degenerate), and other
film-historical detritus from

Writing

the vaults of Detroit collectors
Jim Shaw and Tim Caldwell
will make up this evening of
spectacle.
The use of two projectors
will ensure the continuous
broadcast
of
footage
throughout the evening.
The evening is a benefit for
Kinotek,
whose
program
begins Jan. 15 at the Capitol
Theatre and Arts Centre. Films
will run every -Saturday
through Monday until April
11. Suggested minimum donation is $4.00.
gJ
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with the purchase
of Lunch (min. $2.95}
for the month
of December from
11 :00 a.m. to 3 p.m.
(Includes coffee, tea, or regular size soft drink)
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Come celebrate with us!
)
Assumpt!on Campus Community
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University of windsor Campus
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POOl TABlfS YI Of OGAMfS fRtf POPCORN!

Susan Atkinson

j
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755 Ouellette Avenue• Downtown Windsor
(519) 256-2385

Watch for our exciting new menu for the New Yearl

Womeil take
first place

splits on

Beat Western three straight

the road

By Robert D. Way
Sports Staff

Women
It was a hattle for top spot in
lhe OWIAA W~t Division, as
lhe U of W Lancer Women's

MEN·s VOLLEYBALL
Toronto 3, Lancers O
(15-7, 15-8, 15-11)
Louis Univ. 3, Lancers 1
(15-11, 7-15, 15-12, 15-11)
November19

Lancers 3, Brock 0
(15-9, 15-7, 16-14)
Laurier 3, Lancers 2
(15-8, 8·15, 9-15, 15·9, 15-12)

Volleyhall
University
Mustangs.
Despite
hype. the

work of Western. rolling over the
undefeated Mustangs in straight
sets 15-11, 15-9,and 15-5.
"We defended against them
very well," said Lancer head
coach Marge Holman. "We were
able to take away their game."
Leading the way for Windsor
was co-captain Renee Michiels.
Michiels amassed 17 kills in the
match, eight in the third set
alone.
"When we were ahead, we
knew they could come back only
if we let them," said Michiels.
"We didn't let them."
Withe the win, the Lancers
gain sole possession of first place
in the OWIAA West Division,
and improve their record to 6-1 .

Novemb6r20

Men

team took on lhe
of Western Ontario

The Lancer Men's Volleyball
team is still looking for its first
match win. The Lancers lost their
fifth consecutive match this
season when they were defeated

all

the

pre-match
Lancers made short

Hockey
tea.Dl

By Lorne Bell
Sports Staff

in four sets by the visiting
Western Mustangs. Scores were
15-6.15-5. 11-15,and 15-6.
Lancer Head Coach Mike
Palenchar said. "Our attack got
to be a little predictable. They
blocked well, and there was not a

lot we could do.".
First year Lancer Derck
Michels agreed. "They took
away all our angles, and read us
easily We had no place to go.
Their blockers were always there
waiting for us."
gJ

MEN"S BASKETBALL

Sports Staff

The Brock University Badgers
left the St. Denis Center as champions of the Can-Am Basketball
Invitational, hosted by our men's
basketball team over the weeken
of Nov.20 and 21.
The Lancers finished a close
second, with the Central State
Marauders and the Madonna
University Crusaders trailing in
the results respectively.
With Jamie Pepper scoring an
astonishing career high of 45
points, Windsor bad little difficulty defeating Madonna 145118 in the first of the two game
tournament.
After making a few little adjustments at half time, the Lancers stepped up their play in the

Can·Am lnvrtational
lancers 145, Madonna 118
Brock 93, Central St. 90
November20

Consolation Fi'lal
Central St 135, Madonna 116
Championship Fmal
Brock 88, lancefs 80
November21

second half to out perform the
run-and-gun type game the
Crusaders possess.
"It was really fun game to play
in," Pepper said, "There was no
defense played by either team. It
was totally an offensive style of
game." This gave Pepper the op-

portunity to rack up lhc point.<;.
Included in his 45 points were
4 from 3-point land and a
remarkable 13 points from the
line. Jeff Nekkers alw played a
solid game for the Lancers
recording 7 rebounds and scoring
26 points. The rest of the Lancers
squad got in the act of scoring to
help the Lancers cause.
The second and final game of
the tournament saw the Lancers

narrowly defeated by the always
tough Brock Badgers by the
score of 87-80.
Perhaps the outcome was the
result of a crucial injury to Jamie
Pepper, that forced him to leave
the game for good. Pepper suffered a sprained ankle 13
minutes into the game after completing a simple layup.
Jeff Nekkers stepped into the

HOCKEY
'

Lancers 6, Ryerson 5
November20

Laurentian 7, Lancers 2
November21

Lancers suffer defeat in tournament
By Tyler Delben

The Lancers split two games
on lheir most recent road trip,
earning a well deserved Win
over Ryerson and losing to
Laurenuan.
On Nov. 20, Windsor came
back from a 5-1 deficit IO
degeat Ryerson 6-5. On Nov.
21, the Lancers travelled from
Toronto to Sudbury and lost to
Laurcntian 7-2.
The Lancers have gained
confidence with each game and
the work ethic of the team can
not be questioned. Coach Rick
Cranker has been impressed. "I

spot light by leading the Lancer~
with 18 points while playing almost the entire 40 minutes.
Pat Osborne recorded 17
points while Mark Baggio
rebounded well from an injury
two weeks ago and added 11
points including two 3 pointers.
Allen McDougal was the star for
Brock by scoring 21 of his own,
including 15 points from 3 point
land.
Watching bis team from the
sidelines, Pepper commented,
"This would have been a good
game for us to win. With this
game, I really think Brock realizes we can play." Pepper
remained on crutches for the
remainder of this week. His
return will be questionable on a
day to day basis, with a possible
return next week.
gJ

have been pleased with how
bard working our team bas been
this season. We are making
progress, and are continuing to
improve." Coach Cranker also
added "There is a possibility of
adding a couple of new playm
but the coaching staff is happy
with the current team."
Cranker had these final comments about how the Lancers
have played so far this season.
"We are a team in transition and
there is always room for improvement. The key is consis·
tency in every game. We must
show up for the entire 60
minutes. We will be happy if
the team finishes with a .500
record going into the Christmas
Break."
Check the Lance for game
days and times because next
semester should provide some
exciting hockey at Adie Knox

Arena.

And the band played on . . .

U of T engineers have spirit, what about you?
By Dave Briggs
special to the Lance

TORONTO - Less than a year ago
when the University of Toronto talked of
axing its football program, the rumour
around campus was that the band was
going to take matters into its own hands.
"The rumour was that if they cancelled
football we would have to find somewhere
else to play - like le.ctures,". said band
member Walter Stoddard.
Instead they have now played places
like the Skydome, and their team· s first
Vanier Cup championship parade in nearly 30 years. And while you might think
they're a marching band, the best way to
describe them is they're engineers.
They officially call themselves the Lady
Godiva Memorial
Band Marching
Gregorian Chant Society and White Noise
Brigrade, and they are as weird as their

name.
"Everything we do is weird," said drum
major Mike Kokkas who wears a hard-hat
with drum sticks poking out of the top.
And while you might question their sanity,

members of the band - known as the
LGMB for short- insist they're all quite
sane.
Tucked away in the endzone, under the
Jumbotron and the Skydome hotel they
were having the time of their lives while
the Varsity Blues narrowly defeated the
University of Calgary Dinosaurs 37-34.
Decked out in blue and yellow hockey
jerseys and yellow hard-bats adorned with
all sorts of strange things, the LGMB
banged on bedpans, blasted trombones
and trumpets, whacked drums, and
crashed cymbals. To say they're musicians
is a bit like saying Spam is scrumptious.
"A few of us have musical ability,"
Stoddard said, "but the strongest prerequisite for the band is a lot of school spirit
and pride.. .in a band like this we're open
to people who can't play an instrument."
Still, for 45 years, this all-engineer band
has been the most loyal U of T football
supporter of all, and is credited by many
as the only ones who know the school
fight song.
"We've adopted the task of keeping engineering spirit alive, as well a~ the spirit

of U of Tin general," Stoddard explains.
So much so, that at some games they
were the only fans in the stands. Even on
chilly Friday evenings in October the
LGMB rarely miss a game, and most of
them are willingly pressmg their lips to
icy metal mouthpieces. while their instruments freeze up.
And while bands from other schools
march in straight lines in more traditional
fashion., the LGMB walk and play in a
purposely disorganized clump, wandering
amongst themselves like lost sheep.
"If we take ourselves too seriously,
we'll forget why we're out here." Stoddard said.
Band leader Joel Alo said the LGMB
doesn't conform to the "usual conventions" of a marching band.
"In my first year the band came out and
played for all the frosh and this one guy
was playing a bicycle." Alo said, "I
thought that was cool, so I wanted to
join."
Alo, a third-year mechanical engineering student, is one of the few band members with musical experience. He started

playing the alto-sax in high school. He
says he became band leader for a simple
reason.
"I make sure the band has plenty of al·
coho!," he said with a grin. He's aJso
responsible for finding new and interest·
ing places for the band to play. KokkaS
said they've played weddings, the annual
"world's largest water fight" between 700
U of T engineering students in the city ball
fountain, the Toronto Planets roller bock·
ey team games in the summer, and the
Toronto Stock Exchange.
"When we played the T.S.E., trading
stopped for about 10 minutes on the
floor." Kokkas said. "Every stock on the
board went down right after that."
Still, the drum major said campus reac·
tion to the LGMB has long been mixed" A lot of people take it as fun, but other
people on campus think it's just us being
typical engineers." That doesn't bother~
LGMB. After all, while others are credit·
ing U of T s alumni with saving the foot·
ball program, the LGMB knows bette!·
They just might have had more to do wi~
it than people think.
L:J
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Christmas!!!
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Campus Ree would like to
wish all students, faculty and
staff a safe and fun holiday
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Who keeps our athletes in one piece?
By Robin Cooper
Sports Staff

It's 6:00am on a Saturday morning. The alarm

clock rings. Is this a dream? Or is this a nightmare?
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Do I really have to get out of bed? Unfortunately,
the answer is yes. It's another we.ekend trip. One of
the many that I, as a student sport therapist, have
experienced.
I
On any given we.ekend in the months of September through March, U of W athletes can be found
spread out around the province, the country and
even the globe. If you look close enough you will
see one of us. We are not hard to spot; we are the
ones carrying the crutches and the first aid kit.
Many people ask why we do it. Is it because we
love ten hour bus rides? Is is it because we enjoy
watching football games in sub-zero weather? No,
we actually do it for the fame, the glory, and the
money-NOT!
We do it because we enjoy it. We love taping
blisters, the smell of Flex-all, the thrill of filling ice
bags, and most importantly the feeling of being a
contributing member to a team. At U of W, the student sport therapists and the entire sport therapy
department are treated as important parts of the
equation that results in a successful season.
We too experience the thrill of victory and the
agony of defeat. It becomes more than just a way to

kill 30 hours a we.ek - it becomes a way of life!
But what exactly do we do? Stand beside the
bench and look good in our stylish "sport therapy"
golf shirts? That is part of it, but it is only the tip of
the iceberg. The normal day begins before practice,
usually a hour before, and consists of taping, icing,
stretching, or massaging the various aches and
pains of our varsity athletes. The time during practice is our opportunity to take a breather - that is,
unless someone trips over a hurdle or gets their
thumb stuck in somenone else's helmet. When this
happens and the player is injured, we are called
upon to diagnose the problem. Then, with the assistance of the bead therapist, we formulate a
rehabilitation program that will have the athletes
back in playing condition "A.S.A.P.".
Once game day arrives, we prepare our athletes
for play and then stand on the sidelines, silently
praying that the game· s video footage does not end
up on William Shatner's "Emergency 911". Postgame activity usually invloves some ice a few bandaids and an ice-cold Diet Coke. The pattern
repeats itself and hopefully the season ends in a trip
to the playoffs and the national championships with
a full team of healthy athletes.
The sprained ankles, bruised quadriceps and dislocated fingers will heal, but the memories,
friendships, and experience gained will last a
lifetime.
[Q

CAMPUS RECREATION
season and a very good New
Year. With all the gift giving,
warm wishes and grandma's
good food we hope all students
will bave a wonderful holiday.
We also would like you to
remember that when you come
back in January we will be offering all the holiday sports you
don't have to miss just because
your holiday is over.
As always there will be Coed
Innertube Waterpolo, Coed Volleyball, Coed 3 on 3 Volleyball,
Women's ice hockey, Women's
Basketball, Men's Floor hockey,
Men's ice hockey, Men's Basketball, Men's Volleyball.

Free Fitness
Mon Dec 6- Fri Dec 17
Mon, Wed, Fri 11:30 - noon
Tue, Thurs6:30 - 7:00 pm

Lifesav~rs
The U of W Cardiac
Rehabilitation program is for any
individual who is at high risk for,
or who
had a heart attack,
by-pass surg,ery, angioplasty, has
organ diabetes, high blood

has

presure or high cholesterol. Each
class is medically supervised by
a volunteer physician. Emergency medicants and an emergency
defibrillator are on the track area
The one hour class begins with
a warm up of stretching and
strengthening
provided
by
qualified exercise leaders. The
aerobic-cardivascular training is
the walking/jog portion for a
minimum of 20 minutes at their
target heart rate. There is optional badminton, volleyball and half
court basketball. Heart rates are
monitored throughout the class.
The final section of the class is
cool down and relaxation held in
the multi-purpose room. This
portion is critical to slowly
lowering heart rates, blood pressure, stretch muscles to reduce
injuries and soreness, and Lo improve relaxation and breathing
techniques.
Blood pressure readings are
taken by a staff of two volunteers. The volunteer students and
doctors are the backbone of this
community service program. It is
a credit to them that this program
is improving and increasing the
public's awareness.
We are fmancially self-suffeicienL The goal for this year is to
get involved in a few walk/jog
races this spring.
If there are any students who
are willing to consistently dedicate one and a half hours per
week please contact Campus
Recreation.
[Q
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NEW YEAR'S EVE
with special guests

Porcelain
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Also AbER~ATiVE

ANd DisCo DJs
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Tickets Just
:f~ ~ !
$15 slngle;
Call 2SV-CLUB
$25 per couple. for reservations
Thursday Dec. 9: The return of
LOST PATROL!! Tickets $3.00
Cal
UB for info.

Never pay cover
with student ID
except special events

Thanks
for keeping
Vertigo the #1
Uof WNight Club!
CARTEi CODY
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Look forward to
.January 13 & 15
Back to School Bash!
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Sports Editor

The Lancer women's basketball team had a tougher time getting to Laurier than playing
Laurier. They cruised to a 69-26
victory in their first OWIAA

WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL
Lancers 69, Laurier 26
Novemw 20

HERE'S A COURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS

regular season game.
However, just getting to the
game proved to be the biggest
obstacle. The bus was already
battling poor, snowy weather
conditions, when it broke down.
The players had to change into

STATS SHEET

Standings
Volleyball
OWIAA west
W L
6 1
5 1
3 1
3 2
2 3
2 5
1 4
0 5

WINDSOR
Western
Lakehead
Brock
Guelph
McMaster
Waterloo
Laurier

P
12
10
6
6
4
4
2

0

OUAAwest

ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHElTI,
GARDEN SALAD
& BREADSTICKS

McMaster
Western
Waterloo
Brock
Guelph
Laurier
WINDSOR

W L GWGL P
5 0 15 1 10
4 1 13 6 8
3 1 10 3 6
2 3 7 9 4
I 3 4 9 2
1 4 3 14 2
O 4 2 12 0

Results

$5.95

Men's Volleyball
at Guelpb Invitational
Friday November 19
Toronto 3Lancers 0

TUESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

their unifonns and have their
ankles taped on the bus.
The bus pulled up 20 minutes
before game time and the women
bad to go right from the bus onto
the floor for warm-ups.
Despite this early set-back the
Lancers took a 41-9 lead at half.
time. Windsor pressed a lot and
this seemed to rattle Launer.
"The main thing with those
games is to make sure we don't
play down to their, (Launer)
level," said head coach Joanne
MacLean.
Fifth-year
player Nancy
Gyurcsi.k led the team with 23
points, while Lesley Daniels and
Wendy Langley each chipped in
with 12 points.
~

(15-7, 15-8, 15-11)
Louis Univ.
(15-11, 7-15, 15-12, 15-11)
Saturday November 20
Lancers 3 Brock 0
(15-9, 15-7, 16-14)
Laurier 3 Lancers 2
(15-8, 8-15, 9-15, 15-12)

Athletes of the Week
Female-Wendy Langley, a
guard for the Lancer women's
basketball team, scored 12 points
on Saturday Nov. 20 against the
Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks,
and led the team to a 69-25 win.
Langley provided a very strong
two-way performance for the
Lancers, both offensively and
defensively.
Langley
also
showed great leadership both on
and off the court. The fifth-year
Hwnan Kinetics graduate stu·
dent, is a native of Antigonish,
Nova Scotia.
Male-Jamie Pepper is a guard

for the Lancers men's basketball
team. The Lancers scored a
record 145 points versus the
Madonna Crusaders. Pepper con·
tributed 45 points in this effort.
Pepper is a fourth year business
student, and a native of Windsor.

..,,{)U're Pllllot the OPIIIIL..,, one mN> lhlnu Ute
Lance laN> C()llld use a ff).41)1( of
Talk abo ut a -heavy course load. If you're a University of Windsor stud ent o r
staff member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with your c hoice of marinara, toma to or meat sauce. Plus
unlimite d fresh garden salad
and warm garlic breadsticks.
~
It's a ll just $5.95. And you
()_~~don't ho ve to be a moth
, ;.,
major to figure out that
that's a great deal.
ITALIAN
RESTAURANr

"fie,

WHERE ALL THE BFSr OF ITALY Is Yo~·
2491 O uellette Ave (north of Eugenie Ave)

Imagine your design gracing the cover of next sernestel'•
Issues. Make that dntam a reality by entering our logo
contest & ff'll"1i a fXJ()I.. 6Jf:21ZH
Design should lncorperate the words: "The Lance", "Tht
Unlveratty of Wlndaor'', plus Volume Number, luUe
Number, & Date. Design should reduce legibly to 4"

acrosa.
• All

•nfrM•

become pt'Of»tty of 1M Lance
Submit entries to 1be Lance office (buement of CAW
Student Centnt) with name and phone number.

CC>ntest Oeadllne Is Oec. 3. 1 <»~.
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l\{ontreal Massacre shows need for feminism
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If women can agree on the problem, why can't they agree on the solution?
By Teena Ward
News Editor

"I don't really identify myself

ier)

as a feminist,"

ane

she said, "it has

such negative connotations."

the
ks,
in.

My friend explained_ to ~e ~er
reservations about 1dentifymg
with the woman's movement,
and went on to try and label herself as something else.
'"An equalist?" she said, "I'm
allforequal rights."
Why is it that women do not
want to be associated with a
movement which pushes for the
same things that they want for
lbcmselves? Feminism does have
abad reputation for many women
_ il is bard to say whether the
rear is of offending men, or at1ached to the identification of
radical behaviour with the term.
I have heard some women explain their disassociation with
feminism because "we don't
need il any more." But I bet the
thousands of women who are victims of violence every year
would not so readily agree.
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Student-prof
sex
can
be
dangerous
Dear Editor,
l am writing in response to the
two articles in the recent issue
about sexual relationships between students and professors. I
think that the issue is an impor~
tam one, and should be brought
into the open. However, I am
somewhat concerned about the
idea, which both articles seem to
stress, that student-professor affairs are okay as long as the student doesn't suffer emotionally
ll academically.
Yes, some relationships between students and professors do
tum into long and loving marriages like that of John Kenneth
Galbraith; I have known a few
such couples personally.
But I have seen far more cases

One thing that we must all
agree on is the prevalence of
physical violence against women,
if we cannot acknowledge the
economic and poHtical violence
which feminists are still working
to counter in this society. The
slaughter of fourteen young
women at Ecole Polytechnique
on Dec. 6 1989, epitomized the
victimization which women still
face. Toe Montreal Massacre
touched so many people because
it was an assault specifically on
women.
The event forced people to
face it - that women are still
beaten and murdered by the men
in their lives, and cannot walk
alone at night with the fear of becoming a victim of violence.
Remembrance ceremonies and
vigils take place annually to commemorate the women who lost
their lives in the senseless assault
in Montreal.
But women do not want to be
seen only in the role of the victim, and this too is in part a
reason for the trend to disas-

in which a professor used his
power and his aura of "brilliance" to take advantage of a
young, naive and dazzled student.
There is a very fine line between a consensual n::lationship
with someone who has power
over you, and sexual harassment.
I don't think that sex between
students and profs can be banned
as a matter of university policy;
that strikes me as draconian, and
an invitation to blackmail. But all
instructors - profs and student
assistants alike - should be able
to restrain themselves from
taking advantage of their students. Students should be treated
ad human beings, not as sexual
opportunities for professors in
mid-life crisis.
Professor Heather Macivor
Dept. of Political Science
UofW

around campus

What will you differently next semester than this semester?
"I will finish all my essays before they're due."
Andrew Phillips
Year ill History

"I won't work too hard. I need more fun."
Katherine Chen

Busin~ Administration

"I would like to look at school with a less
stressful attitude, a way of having fun."
LenaRamia
Year I Social Science

•1 will rearrange my schedule so that I'll get
more than two hours sleep every night.",

Joe Biokalakis1

Year I Busine~ ;

sociate oneself from feminism.
If women can agree on the
problems, wouldn't agreeing on a
solution (feminism) be a step in
the right direction?
Acknowledging our common
vulnerabilities is the first step in
uniting to assert our strengths as
women. We can be successful in

illustrating our individuality and
multifaceted roles, by taking action together to get rid of
stereotypes about women which
still exist.
The
Montreal
Massacre
proved that feminists are the target of male hatred - in the
killer's letter of explanation for

Womyn's
Centre alienating
men

entrenched in our everyday language, so why not just change
their meanings, a much lesser
task.
Lisa Thompson
Sean Woodworth

Dear Editor,
We are writing this letter in
response to a letter to the editor
that commented on the Womyn's
Centre here on campus.
We also agree with many Dear Editor,
women's issues today and wish
In response to the outrage surfor equality. However, along rounding
Professor
Matin
with the letter, we also believe Yaqzan's article on rape, I would
that the Womyn's Centre are like to remind those who were
alienating themselves from men, quick to condemn about the
yet we also feel that many value of free speech. I am among
women are included in this those who found Professor
alienation here on campus as Yaqzan's remarks extremely ofwell.
fensive and frightening.
yet, as disgusted as I am by
The reason for this is that we
do not agree with many of their his comments, I realize Yaqzan
ideas, and although they probab- is entitled to hold his own views
ly do not intend to, we get the
and beliefs and to express those
impression that they only accept
views in a free press. The
people who take on their views.
University of New Brunswick
One major issue we strongly was wrong in suspending a perdisagree with is the changing of son who did nothing, who simply
the word "women" from e to y. state.d bis views, and I am
First of all, it is confusing to es- relieved that they have reversed
tablish singular and plural forms their erroneous decision, a
of the word. Second, if we want decision which could have set a
to acheive equality then why dangerous precedent.
Secondly, I commend the
should women have to change
their name. Why should't both UNB school newspaper, the
the words men and women be Brunswickan, for publishing
article,
thereby
changed so that neither sex is Yaqzan' s
dominant over the other. It is al- demonstrating their belief if
ready confusing enough anyway freedom of speech and freedom
to have to remember to write
of press. This contrasts sharply
womyn, along with mankind to with the Lance's policy not to
humankind and words like print material which is "sexist,
•
boyfriend
and
girlfriend, racist, ageist, heterosexist, ...,'.
Trying
to pretend
that
workmen, man hole cover and
sayings such as man overboard. prejudiced views do not exist is
So is the next step to go through not going to make them go away,
the entire dictionary and change nor will it coocince your readerdeal
every word that might possibly
ship that we live in an i
,
only gear to one sex?
politically
correct w<X"ld. The
Our point is that instead of truth of the melter is that, in our
dwelling on w~rds. we should diverse society, there will always
w<Yk on creating attirudes that be diverging viewpoints. If the
involve both men and women by Lance truly wants to be taken
unifying them. We applaud the seriously as an "agent of social
Womyn's Centre for their inten- change',, then it should proVl.de
tions, but they should seek their all sides of the issue. It has been
goals in ways that don't separate said that one cannot fully know
men from women. It seems like their own viewpoints without
such a monumental task to knowing those of their opchange
so many words

Yaqzan
has
right to ideas

gunning down the female students he specifically said that his
action was against feminists.
How long will some women
continue to target feminism with
their fear and loathing, before
they realize that they are perpetrating violence against themselves?
~

ponents. By presenting only
'sanitized' views, the Lance insults our intelligence by suggesting thal we are unable to make
up our own minds as to what to
believe.
As Voltaire said, "I disapprove
of what you say, But I will
defend to the death your right to
say it."
David J. Bondy
Year I English

Concerned
about
police

power

Dear Editor,
My thanks to the Lance for
your ongoing coverage of incidents of abuse committed by
some members of the Windsor
Police Service.
When I spoke with Teena
Ward about the police beating of
the owner of J.B.'s Bar and Grill,
I described myself as a concemed member of the cornmunity, meaning the broader
Windsor community· This is an
important distinction, as this incident - along with others that
have been reported in the Lance
- makes clear that the conduct
of the police service is of extreme importance ot everyone
who lives in Windsor. Police
have broad di!.Cretionary powers
and a full range of weapons. If
they feel free to bring their personal bigotry to work with them,
then the basic human rights of
dioary . .
or
c1uz.ens are not secure.
If you are also a concerned
member of the community of
Windsor, and if any of the

reported abuses of police power
distmb you, then write a letter to
the Attorney General of Ontario,
explaining why you would like
her to inquire into the conduct of
the Windsor Police Service.
Write:
The
Honourable
Marion Boyd
The Attorney General
11 th floor, 720 Bay St.
Toronto, M5G 2Kl
Vlcld Van Linden
Year IV Communications
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NUTS AND CANDIED NUTS

Acarousel of dry-roasted almonds, butter-toasted almonds, macadamia
nuts, jumbo cashews, natural pistachios and a mix of regular cashews,
Brazil nuts, almonds and pecans.
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Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the lance. Listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact.
Please send submissions to: The Lance; Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N98 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Tuesday, January 11
Assumption Campus Community invites
all to mass and acost supper at 5 pm. Call
973-7034 for info.
• Those suffering from endometriosis can
meet and discuss their problems at
Metro litan General Hos ital Auditorium

at the Grad House. Come out to meet the
new society executive and get involved.
This is a great time to meet other Special
B. Comm. students, to offer ideas for
future ideas and sit on a comm~ee.

Sunday, January 16

Tuesday, January 18 .
;_, The Co-op Education and Student
Placement office is sponsoring a resume
writing workshop from 10:00 to 11 :00 am
in room 267 Dillon Hall.
;_, The Humanities Research Group
presents Fr. Leonard Boyle speaking on
The Vatican library: Yesterday, Today
and Tomorrow at 8 pm in the Oak Room
in Vanier Hall.
Assumption Campus Community invites
all to mass and acost supper at 5 pm . Call
973-7034 for more info.

Wednesday, January 19

The Humanities
Research Group
presents Fr.
Leonard Boyle
~peaking on The
Vatican Libra!)'.
You can catch
him at the Oak
Room in Vanier
Hall on January
18and20.

Stop smoking classes will be held on
Wednesdays from noon to 1 pm starting
today for four weeks . To register contact
the Health Education Department at
253-4232, ext. 3260. No fee for staff and
students.
§ Scott Mcleary perfonns at the Moose
Pub.

Thursday, January 20
i., The Humanities Research Group

presents Fr. Leonard Boyle discussing
Conservation and Posterity at 2:30 pm in
the Oak Room , Vanier Hall.
IF.The University Players presents a
non-traditional production of the romantic
and pastoral comedy, As You Like It.
Continues through the weekend . For
more info or ticket information, call
253-4232, ext. 2808.

Friday, January 28
• The French Club would like to extend a
wann welcome to all new and returning
students. The club promotes and
perserves French culture and heritage.
They meet Tuesdays at La Maison
Francaise on Sunset at 11 :30 am.
Memberships are available from the
French department at Windsor Hall.

Wednesday, January 12
§ Shade Stone performs at the Moose Pub.
;_, The Occupational Health Clinic is
sponsoring a workshop for the general
public on Reproductive Hazards in the
Workplace. CAW Local #195, 1214
Ottawa St., starting at 7:00 pm.
® Men's and women's basketball at 6:30

pm and 8:30 pm respect!vely at the St.
Denis Centre.

Centre pool will be held at 9:00 am in room
201 in the Human Kinetics Building. New
guards are welcome , bring your
swimming qualttications. There will be
mandatory staff training in the pool
immediately after the meeting so bring
your bathing suit and towel. For more info,
contact Peter Powell at 253-4232, ext.
2422.

IF. String Fever offers a more intimate
glimpse of classical musicians and allows
the audience a chance to interact with the
players and features musicians from the
Windsor Symphony. Begins at 2 pm at
MacKenzie Hall.
Masses will be held at 10:30 am and 4:30
pm at Assumption University Chapel,
located between the CAW Student
Centre and the Bridge. All are welcome.

Monday, January 17

® Windsor legion open track meet from

11 :00 am to 5:00 pm at the St. Denis
Cnetre.

Thursday, January 13
§ Special B. Comm. Society Party at 9 pm

• Are you interested in writing,
photography, layout or drawing are
encouraged to volunteer for the Lance. All
are welcome to our staff meeting at 6 pm
every Monday.

The 10th Annual University of Windsor
Model United Nations gets underway in
the Moot Court in the Law Building and
continues to sunday, January 20. Topics
to be discussed include: Somalia,
Nuclear Waste Management and the
U.N. Security Council Reorganization.
For more info, or to select a country call
Christopher Kierkus , 969-7278 or Dan
Wascher, 971-0951 . Applications can
also be picked up in the Political Science
Office in Windsor Hall North. A $5.00
donation to U.N.I.C.E.F. will be collected
from all delegates on the first day.
Compiled by Martina Obersat.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
/E Visual and performing arts.
;_, lectures, seminars, etc.
• Club and society meetings

! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.
® Sporting events.

Students for action : Action for students
University of Windsor Volume LXVI, Number 13 January 1O, 1994
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Requires Male and
FemaleVolunteers
Applications Available At:
CAW STUDENT CENTRE
SAC OFFICE (2nd floor CAW Centre)
First come, first served for available
shifts
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APPLICATION DEADLDlE
MONDAY JAllUABY 17, 1994
4:00pm

MAITDITOBY GENERAL MEETING
FOR RETURNING PATROI,I.ERS AND
NEW APPLICANTS

,

.

WEDNESDAY JAllUABY 19, 1994
10:00pm AMBASSADOR
AUDITOBIUM
2nd ftoor CAW Student Centre
Any Questions: Contact: Chris Maich

S.A.C. Office or CAW Centre Front
Desk.
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No more all night cramming at U of W
For two years university leaders have been
plugging the CAW Student Centre as the
"heart and soul" of the U of W campus. A
recent cost cutting decision will unplug the
building every night.
Mary Lou Thibert, the centre's director,
said that the move to eliminate the midnight
shift shift will keep the centre from going $8
OOO over budget.
This decision is a slap in the face to the
very people who funded the building of the
centre - U of W students and the Canadian
Auto Workers.
Students are paying five dollars per course
for this building. A student centre is supposed
to provide students with a place to study,
relax and socialize. Students, more than ever,
have crammed their schedules with school.

jobs, volunteer work, relationships and parties.
A 24 hour student centre, allows for OJr
lions when trying to create a reasonable
schedule. And there are less and less locations
on or around campus that allow students the
all-night option. Last year the computer
centre decided that it costs too much to
remain open 24 hours a day.
The CAW would probably not be to impressesed with the centre's eliminating a midnight shift to save $8 OOO. The union donated
S5 million to the building. It makes one
wonder what kind of influence the CAW has
in this building.
Perhaps John Stout, last year's SAC vicepresident said it best. "Hmm.. $5 million for
three letters is pretty good to me."

Surely there must have been a better way
to account for an $8 OOO deficit than taking
away a service to students and taking money
out of the pockets of the students who worked
those shifts.
All three student leaders, including SAC's
president Jon Ricci supported the move to
shorther hours.
Ricci didn't want to see fees go up next
year because of an operating Joss for the
Centre. How much else is he willing to give
up to see that fees don· t go up?
Students need a place where they can, or at
least have the option to. meet and interact
with other students on a 24-bour ba<;is. For U
of W students, this will mean getting acquainted with some of Windsor's donought
shops, because the campus will be closed.
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Mission Statement
The Lance, the student newspaper of
tt1e University of Windsor, affirms its role

as an agent of social change, perform11'19 both an educative and activist
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tie Carn.d1an University Press:
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oppose the abuse of power many form.
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economic and political hegemony.
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needs.
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day·lo-day workings.
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Once in awhile you might run into bad luck. You may hav(. trouble
making ends meet. and therefore you will need assistance. If this happens what do you do? If you live in the east-end you will probably go
to the Ark for support.
The Ark is more than a food shelter. The Ark is there for citizens of
Windsor who are down on their luck to serve them, aid them and give
them a boost.
Unfortantely the Ark is down on its luck. It needs the community of
Windsor to serve them, aid them and give them a boost.
Windsor is supposedly on the upturn. People who are back on their
feet should remember bow it was to be down. This is a lime for the
community to follow the lead of union locals and pledge thier support
for the Ark, by bailing it out. Especially considering that the Ark is the
east-end's only link for relief.
The Ark bas given a lot to Windsor, now it is time for Windsor to
give back to the Ark.

Letters to the Editor
requirement of two courses each
Thanks
Fiscal argument in
ans, sciences, and diversity

against diversity
bogus

Dear Editor,
The letters column of the
Lance bas been taken up in
recent weeks with a debate over a
recommendation of the Presidential Commission that students
have at least a minimal acquaintance with the cultures of the
other people who make up this
society. Unfortunately most of
the debate has been founded on a
false premise.
Anyone who cares to read ihe
comouss1on
report
(readily
avalible through Community Information, 484 Sunset) will know
that its recommendations were
made in full awareness of the
financial constraints of the
university and can be realized
within existing budgets. The
commission did not call for new
courses to satisfy the diversity requirement; on the contrary, it undertook the first campus wide
inventory of diversity representation in courses and noted
that a diversity requirement could
be satisfied by a range of existing
courses.
As well, far from recommending that the university's resources
be diverted to a new diversity
curriculum, it recommended that
competence in African, Aisan,
Caribbean and Laun American,
aboriginal
women's
an~or
gay/lesbian studies simply be included among the other qualifications specified in advertising and
hiring faculty through the nonnal
recruiting process.
Nor is there any reason to
think a diversity requirememt
means "paying for additional"
courses. On the contrary, to use
the example of existing requirements for a social science B.A.,
instead of the current requirement of six artS and sciences
courses, there could easily be a

studies.
It is regrettable that critics o(
diversity have chosen to bide
themselves behind a financial
smokescreen of their own invention. Since the fiscal claim is
bogus, it is time for them to tell
us just why they object to finding
out a little about the diverse set
of social groups which comprise
Canadian society.
Barry D. Adam
U of W Sociology Professor

Thanks
for
helping hand I
Dear Editor,

Could you please do me a
huge Javor and consider the fo!·
lowing letter to be published m
our school's newspaper.
Dear Jen and Nick,
I don't know bow I could ever
repay you for all that you have
done for me. This is the only way
that I could think of letting
people know how kind you both
are.
On Nov. 26 while driving in
Detroit my car blew a tire. My
friend and I were on 1-75 coming
back from the mall.
After realizing that I bad a
spare tire but no jack, w~ began
walking down the highway.
Shortly after a car pulled off. to
the side and began reversing
towards us.
Jen and Nick were also headed
back to Canada but stopped to
ask us if we needed a lift (after
seeing my U of W jacket). We
expained the situation and then
the)' generously offered to help
us.
Jen and Nick, thank you so
much, you saved my weekend!
You also showed my visitor from
Toronto what it's like to be part
of the great community at U of

W!

Leah Howlett

year Il Hons. Psychology

for

helping hand II

Dear Editor,
Instead of griping and complaining about how bad everything is, I'd like to say a very
much deserved "thank you" to
several people around campus
who have tried to help me overcome some recent problems.
First off, "Thank you" to Dr.
Sprague and Julie Fraser at
Psych. Services for listening and
being so patient, and to Margeret
for being so kind. whenever I
came in.
Also, a thank you goes out to
Roxy
Denniston-Stewart
at
Residence Services for trying to
help me out, listening, and trying
to give me some advice.

Next come my roomates and
friends whose support (especially
Gerald's and Mark's) kept me
going when things seemed so
bad. Thanks Wendel. T.J. Derek,
Nelson, Mark and Gerald.
Last of all, I would like to
thank the two people who litterally saved my life Terry Hodgson
and Heather Webster. thank you
so much for your companionship
and concern. If it wasn't for you.
I probably wouldn' 1 be here at
all.
Gerald Burrell
Year IV Sports Admin.

More letters on
page 15.

Doug S111ith wins
Lance logo contest

,-;:::=========~--,

The
Lance
would like to express much a1r
predation for the
great response to
our logo contest.
W c recieved a
Students for action : Action for students
total of 17 entries.
- - - -U'll.-•a _,,o., ..
Doug Smith's innovative design.
some being vel)
creati vc
and
project into my design of the
others being rather bumourous newspaper's new logo. ll uses
to say the least.
geometric shapes to attract
We would like to congratu- people to it. The circles mainlate Doug Smith, a third-year U tain an 'open mind' friendly
of W Communication Studies mood. It is an illustrator;
student who submitted an out- gateway
to
international
standing
and
innovative Windsor. the Ambassador
graphic that we have chosen to Bridge, and the arrow to the
represent the newspaper. With left of it represents a lance. The
his submission, Smith included square however, cuts into
an impressive explanation of journalism· s heart - getting to
why the graphic appears the the truth, and the two circles
way it does.
that make up the arrow or lance
In
bis
own
words, are in fact inside or 'within the
..Windsor's Aggressive Alter- bounds' of getting the truth."
nauve is what I think about the
Thanks again to all those
Lance - and what I wish to who submitted entries.
[I

•
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Federal Politics:
Business as usual
Tories and Liberals are
different only in name
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

--

Ontarians got duped at the polls again. By givio

'_DC:m:E._., the Liberals a broad mandate to rule, they also ga~
_ _ _ _... them a mandate do what they want for the next five
-...................._... years.
.JiBS:iiii!C~ The Liberals promised to change the way politi~
:
are done in this country. In the few months tbey\t
bad in power so far, they've gone back on severai Of
........c.......--, their promises.
Specifically, they promised to join NAFTA only if
they could renegotiate it to suit the needs of all
Canadians. After only a month they found lhe
Americans wouldn't budge on protection of Canada\
a..;~~=.___, natural resources. Instead of abrogating as the,
promised, if they couldn't renegotiate the deal, the;
signed on to the deal willingly.
·1
Furthermore, to sign a deal with a country thai
doesn't respect human rights of workers and nat11e
peoples (although Canada's record isn't so hot.
remember Oka), speaks volumes on the conservati1e
agenda the Liberals are perpetuating.
Another issue is the social safety net, that liJe
Liberals pledged to uphold if elected. Only a month
after getting into office, finance guru Paul Martin Jr
announced that nothing is sacred in the federal budget
including social programs. Again, this about-face isa
tired trick of the Conservative party, whose legacv
seems to live on with the new government.
·
Finally, this week the government announced tba111
:._z:::::::::::::S:::::--, will continue to allow nuclear testing in Canada. The
_.........,.,__,. ..,...._.. conservatives signed a ten-year agreement to allow
testing over Canada's north last February, and whil~
the Liberals pledged to scrap it, they are allowing tlk1
~::;;;;;...-, tests to continue. (Note that the article appeared mJa,1
....------- Friday's Windsor Star, on the hack page of the Cla,.
s1fied section). This just goes to show again, much like
NAFfA, that the Liberals are not sticking to theij
fk//
> .
promise to stand up to the U.S.
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Windsor~West
~erb campaign.
Gray. had Refemng
a fa~ouritl1
saymg
dunng theM.P.
elecuon
Brian Mulroney, he would say, "Kim is him." WhatM
neglected to say is that Jean is him as well.
!
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Uow 'bout some food for thought... delivered right to your door?
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.1-800 663 2233
Delivery available 11:00 a.m. to closing. McDonald's in Windsor only. Minimum order $8.50 plus tax. $I.SO service charge will apply.
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Here at the Lance we need some intelligent, creative and
motivated volunteers to help serve the public even better.
If you fit t~is description and are
looking for something to do in your
spare time that is challenging and fun,
we can help. You can be a Lance
reporter, photographer or artist.
Interested?
Then come and meet the Lance team at
our office on Mondays at 6:00 pm.
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CAMPUS CLIPS

About fi ve per cent of U
receiving
financial assistance from the
provincial
and
federal
governments will have to
wait for their money .
• the
This due in part to "comtontb
puter problems that the minID Jr.
dget istry (of education) is
: is a experiencing - a number of
gacy I programs are still not fully
functional," said Orville
Houser of the Student
Awards and Financial Services Office. Houser stated
that despite the problems
"the vast majority of loans
will be here and correct."
Last week, distribution
was also temporarily delayed
by malfunctions with the
computer system, neccessary
1urit
to confirm student registra1g (
tion
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of W students

***

At last December's meeting of the Senate, SAC president Jon Ricci called for a
motion to formally denounce
die Council of Ontario
Universities'
(COU)
proposal to increase tuition
fees by up to 50 per cent.
Two otber Ontario university
r,enates have already put
similar motions in place as
part of an initiative by the
Ontario chapter of the
Canadian Federation of Students.
Ricci agreed to table the
proposal until the next
Senate meeting so that all
members have had a chance
to fully review the COU's
discussion paper.
SAC executives, who
have garnered l 500 student
signatures denouncing the
paper, are hopeful that a
Senate
rejection
will
s~_ngthen the fight against
tuition increases.

***

The Canadian Federation
of Students and the Service
C(vil International, in India,
With the fmancial assistance
from the Canadian International Development Agency
~ve organized a program of
mtemational
workcamps.
!hey will take place in India
mearly 1994.
The goal is to promote intemational
development
education and greater understanding between nations,
cultures and individuals.
Anyone, 18 to 29 years of
age, with an interest should
contact the CFS at (416)
977-3703.

OHIP flies the coop
By Tran Longmoore
Co-News Editor

Ontario's 27 OOO international
post-secondary education students, already paying four to five
times the amount Canadians pay
in tuition, will face greater financial barriers when the Ontario
Ministry of Health eliminates
their access the Ontario Health
Insurance Plan (OHIP).
Although the official announcement bas not yet been
made, Jane Stewart, program
manager of the ministry's communications branch, said that she
expects the announcement soon
and, that by next September, visa
students wanting health insurance
will have to purchase it from
private brokers.
"OHIP is meant for permanent
Ontario residents," said Stewart,
who said that she does not know
why temporary residents were
ever covered by the tax funded
insurance plan. "The point is that
we could afford to do it then. The
Social Contract bas put us in a
situation where we have to cut
our costs, and this is one of the
logical places to start."
According to Ministry of
Health figures it costs SI 450 to
insure each of Ontario's 167 OOO
temporary residents each year.
By eliminating their OHIP
coverage, the province plans to
save close to $250 million - approximately $40 million on the
27 OOO visa students.

Health Ministry
plans to cut foreign
students' health
care coverage
The loss of OHIP coverage
will force the international students to buy health insurance
from private brokers. One major
insurance company has already
coniacted university presidents in
hopes cashing in on the decision.
According to its brochure, visa
students can purchase linuted
(basically emergency) coverage
at a prices ranging between $635
and Sl 620 per year.
The situation has caused concern for students and administrators
on
campuses
thougbout the province.
The Canadian Federation of
Students-Ontario (CFS-0) bas
denounced the cuts. The Ministry
of Education and Training and
the Ministry of Health failed to
consult visa students during the
decision making process.
At U of W, an international
student enrolled in an undergraduate arts program pays over
$8 OOO per year in tuition fees. A
permanent Canadian resident in
the same program pays approximately S2 500 per year.
"This change will have devasiating repercussions for interna-

tional students who already face
difficult financial barriers when
studying in this country," stated
Emechete Onouba, CFS-0 Chair.
"International students are major
stakeholders in this province's
educational system. Health Minister (Ruth) Grier's refusal to consult with stakeholders is not only
poor policy practice, it represents
an anti-democratic slap in the
face to everyone affected by this
policy."
Onouha contends that the students are emitled to the same
health care that permanent residents have.
"The average visa student injects approximately $20 OOO per
year to the economy. No one asks
them if they are international students when thev oav GST and
PST They should benefit from
government
programs
like
everyone else."
University administrators arc
also concerned about the situation. The Council of Ontario
Universities (COU), made up of
Ontario university presidents, has
written the Ministry of Health to
express its opinion on the matter.

U of W President Ron Ianni
said that the loss of OHIP
coverage will place an enormous
burden on international students,
which doesn't bode well for the
university.
"The number of international
students on our campus has,
regretfully, been declining for a
number of years. The loss of
OHIP coverage will make it even
tougher to attract international
students."
Ianni said that international
students are essential to a university. ''The word ·university'
comes from the word 'universe'.
It is absolutely crucial to have an
environment with people from
diverse backgrounds exchanging
ideas and sharing cultures. We
will do what we can co keep our
universities international."
Many organizations, including
the CFS-0, are alarmed at recent
events on the Canadian political
scene. A CFS-0 news release
cites restricuve immigration
laws. a racist federal report
which accused Somali<; of cheating Canada's social systems,
along with the elimination of
OHIP for temporary residents. a'>
proof that Canadian governments
are scapegoating minority groups
for our econoouc trouhles.
The release calls for people to
realize that "the government's
plan ... is another step in dismantling the universality of health
care and is a thinly veiled attack
on on visible minorities."
!!

Lights out. early at CAW Student Centre
By Tran Longmoore
Co-News Editor

Night owls stay home.
Jn an effort to keep from going
$8 OOO over budget, the CAW
Student Centre will no longer
keep its doors open 24 hours.
Effective immediately, the
centre will be open Mon. - Fri.
from 7am to 1:30am, Saturday
from 8:30am to 1:30am (closed
at mid night if the pub is closed
or there are no functions in the
building), and Sunday from
8:30am to midnight.
The cen~e will be open 24
hours April 18 -28 for students
wishing to study for final exams.
The centre's advisory board,
which includes rcpreseniatives
from each of the three student
governments, voted unanimously
to reduce the operation· s hours to
meet the budget.
According to Mary Lou
Thibert, the centre's director, t.'ie
projected $8 OOO defedt is entirely due to ovcruns in the ..casual

wages" line item, which covers
the wages of the students who
work at the centre's information
desk. The centre bad budgeted
$44 OOO to this line item, but unforseen factors would have increased that number to $52 OOO
bad changes not been made.
"We polled the building for
two weeks last October and
November. Our statistics show
that there were not that many students using the building overnight,"
said
Thibert.
"Considering that we were running over budget, we decided
that it wasn't worth the costs of
keeping the building open all
night."
Thibert said that there were
three main reasons for the cost
overruns. In pa,;t years, the
centre's information desk had
been staffed, in part. by students
working through the Ontario
Work Study Program, which is
paid through a grant by tJ1e
OSAP office The centre's costs
have increased due to an un-

foreseen 5.5 per cent increa'le in
minimum wage and extra costs in
wages during the move into the
centre and for its grand opening.
Thibert stressed that none of
the employees were being laid
off due to the elimination of the
midnight shifts. "They' ll have to
settle for less hours and we' II
have to find away to accomodate
everyone's schedule."
Others around campus will be
affected by the change. Students
who used the centre for late night
studying, or just to hang out, will
have to search for a new site or
just stay home.
"My friends and I like to set up
groups and stay their all night
studying for midterms." - said
Julie McCall. a second year communications student. "There
aren · t many other locations
around the university where that
is possible, and I don't think my
parenLs will go for having a
dozen people in our basement all
night."
77le Lance and CJAM-Radio

reside m the building and require
access to the building all hours of
the night. They have a limited
number of master keys which
allow them into the huilding. But
the change will cause headaches.
"Because we are a 24 hour
operation. we are bound to have a
few problems. Sooner or later.
someone will forget or lose a
key, and I'll get a call at four in
the morning from campus police
asking if so and so works at the
station." said CJAM station
manager, Marc Fedak.
SAC President Jon Ricci, who
voted in favour of the change to
prevent an incrca,;e in student
fees from going up, said that if
students show that they are upset
by the change, he will press for a
return to the 24 hour operations.
The CAW Student Centre is
owned hy U of W. and opened in ·
September after a year of renovauons costing $14.5 miJlinn, collected through student levies and
a $5 million donation from the
Canadian Auto Workers.
[!I
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SAC spending on target
By Tran Longmoore and
Teena Ward
News Staff

SAC's used book store opened in its new location.

Photo by Tran Longmoore.

Ianni calls for
student su111niit
By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor

About 20 students showe.d up
at the December meeting of the
Senate to voice concerns about
the Report of Pre~idcntial Comrrussion on Tradiuonal Prejud1ce
and Discrimination and the COU
• proposal to raise tuition Students
found out that they had not fully
utilized channels available to
them, and university president
Ron Ianni offered to organize a
student summit on the matter.
The proposed summit is to
take place mid January, to ensure
that student leaders in SAC,
faculty and dcparuncntal ~tudcnt
representatives get connected
before hringing concerns before
administrative bodies. Ianni.
Senate secretary Frank Smith.
and Dean of Stuclcnt Affairs
Richard Price will join the members of student govcnuncnt to
open communication lines.
"I sensed from the ~tudent, at
the Senate meeting that if there
was a rccommcndauon in the
report that they would wake up
the next day and it would just
happen," said Ianni. "It is important to explain the processes to
the reprc~cntatives so they have a
sense of bow decisions are made
and ho\\ recommendations and
policies are implemented."
Toe student's primary concern
with the President· s Report is the
reccomendation for mandatory
diversity courses for all undergraduate students.
SAC president Jon Ricci said
that since these i,;sues will have

such a great impact on students.
"they are more interested m
learmng bow the admimstration
works." Ricci stated that "it is a
good start, at least in Dr. Ianni's
thinking about what we are trying
to achieve."
Mitch Day. a concerned student, said that the Senate "should
be consulting students every step

~[~eo:r~:!e~~~ ~~~ ~~~

Students who want to know
where the $183 they pay to SAC
goes. can find the answers - at
least some of them - at the SAC
finance department.
After months of trying. rhe
Lance was finally able to meet
with SAC vice-president finance
Kevin Soucie to go over the
budget.
Toe department made clear
that it would not allow the hudget
to be reviewed without its supervision. 10 prevent lhe figures
from being "misconstrued."
Soucie has prepared a condensed
version of the budget for public
viewing.
· Toe largest cost incurred hy
SAC is the money allocated for
general and administrative co~ts.
It accounts for $120 742 of the
S427 500 SAC collects in student
fees.
Accordmg to Soucie. it pays
the wages for the three full time
staff and also the part time staff.
He refused to break down the
numbers any further
"I don't see the relevance in
breaking the numbers down
futher. Personal salaries are sensitive information. If we were to
give the salaries of the employees

r-----~-~~.

to the Lance, it could result in
legal action,·· explained Soucie.
When asked to present a ca~c
scenario to illustrate how relea,;ing the information could result
in lawsuiL~. Soucie said that he
could not.
Students have access to the
salaries of all of SAC' s executive
positions. including president,
vice-president university affairs
and vice-president finance.
Soucie also would not comment on recent changes to the
paymelll of overtime hmm,
worked hy staff.
"StudenLs are shareholders m
the SAC corporation," acknow!edged Soucie. "However most
corporations do not release their
entire budgets."
In the pa,;t, SAC hac; critid,cd
U of W administration for summarized budgets that do not
clearly explain where all of the
revenues are allocated. However.
Soucie said that SAC's budget is
not comparable.
The next largest expense is the
$38 467 line item for entertamment, homecoming and orientation.
Entertainment accounts for approximately $30 OOO of this cost.
A majority of this comes from
hiring bands to play the Moose
pub.
Soucie says that it is hard to

tell if the entertainment nights 11
the puh have been a fiscal Silt
~ess ~cause, this year, the I~
ttem 1s completely scpcrate frO!J!
the Moose's budget.
"We have not had a chance
combine the two repons Yet
However. even if the those nigh~
have not made ~oncy, they sti!J
serve a,; promotmns that help 1h:
pub in the long run ."
Legal costs arc the third largei.
line item in the corporation'
budget. SAC intends to speo:
$26 200 on lawyers to gi\e lllO!!
legal counsel and to do the fman
cial audits. Currently, SAC l'i
spending in accordance wuh the
budget.
. Sou~ie said that the corpora.
t1on w1II come
·
cIosc to mecung
its budgeted surplus St I 278.
"We_ haven't had any lll3J~
stumblmg blocks fall in front
us so Wt. should come fair!
close," said Soucie
Addiuonally. Soucie said that
SAC plans for a small surp
Just in case of unexpected emer.
gency costs.
The uince. CJ AM and the
Moose Pub. all parts of the SAC
Corporation, are also budgelfd
for modest surpluses.
Soucie said that the l'Ccetl
management trans1uon at the qo.
dent pub would not s1gnificantJy
effect its budgeted surplus. j
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Student~ win figbt .to revamp union

said that it is "also important for . Stud.ents at M~~ Col~ ref.er~um to guage student
students to lobby mdividuaily." lege. m St. Johns. , .·, New~ opuuon.4 l2l<>f6100stooents
as at the December meeting .
foundland. may not bave 'vot.ed in what. was the .largest
There wa~ a note of pessimism
wanted to pay their fees to their referendum in the school's hh·
in Day's expectations for the
financially incompetent student tory. Over 90 pet cent of lhe
meeting between students and government ~ bot they were voters favoured the occupation,
administrator, Usually at such
~~ set against leub~, ad- fue~g ~ protest, which was
meeting~ ''there is a lot of talk lDlmsttalon make Uaat decisro,~~ enwmg tt~ ~ day.
and not a lot done," he said.
Tlle occupiers also baa other
"Everyone has to remember
facton. working in favour. They
who they are representing. and
Jn Nov. 1972. Memo
had a ~an~epold on ~uch of
that they represent the best interpresident Lord SLepben Taylor the untvetStty s operat10ns, a.,
est of the studem body a~ a
announced the administration they had foreed the closure of
whole." said Day.
would not collecL student wion the_ bun;er's, registrar's and
Ianni hopes that the meeting fees for the next year. Taylor switch hoard operator's offices.
will facilitate "the understanding cited mismanaged finances and
Students..
u~d
tbe
of what the rclauonship between the ..immorality'' of forcing stu· referendum~ resulL'> and lhe
the senate, faculty, and academic dents to pay for and belong to a otbe: _factors to f0tce Taylor to
plannmg committee. If studenL'> union which they may not like.
negotiate. Tay.tor refused to perare worrying what is going on in
Upon bearing the news. over sonally negotiate until the stu~
our departmental council, that 1s 3 OOO students attended a meet- dents
left
the
building,
where the action b." It was !'-Ug- mg to discuss the univer~ity's delega.'ing ~ responsibilities
gcsted that SAC executives mterforence in the stru<,ture of tootber~ors. ...
would be better off consulting the student body. After 1he
However 1t soon became apstudent rcpresentati ves in this meeting over l 500 students parent to Taylor that lbe did not
area before bringing their con- marched ioto the arts and ad- have the support of the faculty
cems to the senate.
ministration building demand- or. , even his feU~w. adRicci hopes meeting will be a ing lhat the university rescind m11J1sttators. Al_oae poi.nt,. after
success and that studenL'i and ad- its decision. Taylor refused to Taylor walked mto the facility
ministration ··can have more of negotiate with the students, who lounge. all~ tbe 25 prof~
these discussions because when take over the buildiM,
who. were in attende~ 1?1·
we run into problems we need
The. student union held a med1a!ely le~t. leaving him
'--"-__;_
more communication."
11
alone m the room. While all of

________

the university's regents decioo!

to back Taylor, none would
publicly admit tbat they agreed
with his stance on the issue
Meanwhile. as the occupation
svetcbc<J into its second wed.
dle .Students lobl>ied the govemment and community for suppott, They made it clear that
they would en~ the ocrupation
as soon as negotiations began.
Everyone wanred to see an
end to the affair, which gained
na.uonal media coverage. Furtberin~ the pressure which W$
mounung on Taylor was. a
general ~tudent strike which
was to be held on No,-emoo
24. Finally, the day before the
s<:hedulcd strike. the humiliattd
president gave in to au of the
~wdenh' d~man?5,
The unrvetsily agreed 1c
resume collecting student union
fees, give students complete independence in the restroerurinr
of their unioni and granted am·
nest~ to all of.those
to01
pan m the 11 daji occupaoon, !
AN ACtNE PAST ,s a "·eel·
ly feature dedicated to the c()f,
tmui1ig
struggle for studer.rs
.:..:_:.:..:_
risht5.
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·,th highschool

TO ALL ESSEX, KENT AND
LAMBTON COUNTY STUDENTS

- - By Teena Ward
sue.
line

fro111

Co-News Editor

u of W and the Windsor
separate School Board made an

ven trade - the former faculty
:e to ~ education building was exYet dlall&ed for the E.J. Lajeunesse
igb~ higbschool and property.
slil]
Both schools reap benefits
l the rrom the deal, and have been anticipating such a move for several
rge~ tarS The former U of W educa1on\ ~on · building is located at
perJd l)oUgall Road and the E.C. Row
hern E.xpressway, a considerable ~isnan. tance from the campus, makmg
: ~ !he property inconvenient. The
1 the separate school board sought
stn1ctural improvements to the
Xlra- rugbscbool as well as a more
iting central location to make frencb
ianguage education more accesiajor lible.
~1((
Toe trade satisfied the students
'air!) of Windsor's only french lan~uage high school, who walked
tha1 ~ 1of classes earlier this year berplus cause of the poor condition of
mer- their school.
I Principal Andre Fornier said
Ilk I that "the process was long and
SAC I the politics very intricate," but
ieted when they beard the deal was official, "kids were crying, and the
xe111 teachers in a day dream because
! stu- \\e·ve been waiting for this for 4
antl) years."
m
Ontario's minister of education, David Cooke reacted
favourably to the trade as well.
Cooke granted an additional $6
million to the original figure of
~1.5 million to refurbish the
led
separate school board's acquisi7
:; tion of the university's former
education building.
The school board has big plans
up- for the high school's new locabat tion. like deeming the library and
ion auditorium community facilities.
opening up new programs, and
1.
an upgrading the classrooms.
lied
According to Jeanne Mon·ur· genais, chair of the French lanN~
guage section of the board, "the

~

!

WHY DRIVE TO CLASSES IN
WINTER SLUSH, SNOWDRIFTS,
SLEET, RAIN AND WIND???

CONSIDER STAYING
II ON CAMPUS II
AT

CANTERBURY COLLEGE
FOR WINTER TERM

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ROOMS
NOW AVAILABLE

EN~UIRE A.BOUT OUR RA.TES
CALL 256-6442,
.____A
_ sK_F_o_R_MR
__
s_c_AR
__
E_Y_
.. _
1

whole french language community requested a site location
in that area." Mongenais said the
deal "will assure the growth that
they (french language school)
need for the whole french language community of Windsor."
The university has bad its eye
on the school board's property
for quite a while as well, due to
the large tracts of land so close to
the main campus.
"We have for some time made
it clear that the university is interested in the Prince of Wales
and Lajeunesse if they ever became available," said U of W
president Ron Ianni. "When the
French separate school came and
asked for the (fonner) education

building, we said they could
either pay for it or trade for the
(Lajeunesse) land."
Although no fixed plans have
been made for the land, Ianni inidcated that wilh space constraints throughout the campus,
having to deal with the allocation
of extra space is a pleasure. Ianni
said that classroom space was a
top priority in considering uses
for the Lajeunesse school.
The partly condemned high
school will need renovations
before it becomes a functioning
part of the campus. But ac; the
largest single acquistion of land
made by the university it is still
considered a sweet deal between
the schools.
I!
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Silver & beade~ jewelry
Sculpture & Prints

Pai~tings

.

~

Cudnous ObJects
an much more. ..

~.,~

.. II"

O;tJOL
t'#Vl'O

~

~~

977-7273 Fax: 977-1331
309 Chatham St. West (across from Canadian Tire)

Hair Removal
the natural wav
.,
the safest and most effective

way of dealing with unwanted
face and body hair.

~
-

JAkxa,,lrill.)

~

~

• 100% Natural Product Used
Huron Line
• Environmentally Friendly
X8
• Safe and Gentle for everyone
3
• Free Professional Consuttatlon
i
try it, you 'II never go back to razors or painful
waxing again!
Call Now for an Appointment: Jeanne Lew
1456 St. Clair Ave.,Windsor:

973-7717

_J

ASSUMPTION CAMPUS
COMMUNITY CENTRE
ACatholic Student Centre in the heart of the
University of Windsor
\.D ~ St.)le,~t5 SUNDAY EUCHARISTIC
~~ ~ ~-"V'!{. ... . · CELEBRATIONS
«-c.
m'v
l 0:30om & 4:30P.m

~~
j?

'JJ

(in the chapel -2nd floor)

TUESDAYS· 5PMMASS &
COST SUPPER
We also hove Regular Programs,
Retreots, Spiritual Direction, Counselling,
Library and Cofe, Hospitality Plus.

We ore located belWeen the CAW
Student Centre and the bridge.
Phone 973·7034
or drop In.
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Happy New Year or is it?

You spent hours and hours of quality time with the
.
.
family answering all thos~ predictable questions.
How's school going? What s your major? What are
· Wit
· h th e res t Of your.1·.c
yo~ d o,ng
,,er,') If rou h~ve t 0
politely answer one more question you re going to
scream. The parents think you're going out too
much but the thought of spending another evening
at home playing Trivial Pursuit sends you around
the bend. Now school's back ( somewhat of a relief,
you think) and one of your professors switched a
class and messed up your whole schedule. Your
OSAP loan hasn't come in and you spent all your
Christmas money. Now you can't even afford books
let alone tuition and you're already two weeks
behind in your reading.

HOW DO YOU SPELL RELIEF?

•

'·

PROVIDING STUDENTS WITH THE CURE TO ALL
THEIR AILMENTS FOR THE PAST TEN YEARS .
256-2385
755 Oulette Ave.

The social implications of ge~ti

"'

By Simona Chiose
The Varsity
Canadian University

During a conference held at Harvard
University last spring, neuroscientist Simon
LeVay sounded alarmed.
In 1991, Le Vay conducted a study of
the brain structures of gay and straight
men which concluded that the
hypothalamus (an area of the brain) of
s9me of the gay men was substantially different than their straight counterparts.
At the time, other scientists raised questions about LeVay's methodology- his research used the cadavers of supposedly
gay men whose sexual history was uncertain and did not address potential environmental causes to explain the difference in
size, even though brain structure is partly
determined by lifetime experience.
But at the conference in March of
1993, LeVay was less concerned with
defending his research than he was with
criticizing its potential uses. If
homosexuality is seen as having a physical
"cause", warned LeVay, then some could
also try and find a "cure."
It is not often that a member of the
scientific community, which prides itself on
presenting its research as neutral, warns
peers to think about the social and political implications of that research. But it is
also not often that scientific research
could have such wide ranging implications
for human rights.
Increasingly, however, medical
ethicists, gay rights activists and even
some scientists are sounding the same
alarm as Le Vay.
Not all gay
rights groups share
that concern.
Some,
the
Its detractors say the Humanlike
Rights Camscientific community is paign Fund, the
largest U.S. group
not prepared for the for gay and lesbian
potential impact of rights, have seized
on the research as
mapping all human potentially helpful
their cause. They
characteristics on a to
feel that presentgenetic map. ing sexual orientation as
"immutable" may
be an easier argument to make to combat anti-gay hatred.
But as Bryson points out, relying on the
Press
unchangeability of one's status has not
done anything for women or visible
minorities. "It has not lessened racism to
rely on biological determinism."

And for an increasing number of JfJ)inc
rights groups, ethicists and even so~tdef
scientists, trying to find a genetic reo~: 05 c
sexual orientation has more dangers1°sec
benefits.
and tt
"The idea becomes that if you ho Sh
problem in society, you just eliminate \mir
so you don't fix racism," says Christine[:osec
Donald, spokesperson for the Coalitio'f'omc
Lesbian and Gay ~i9hts in Toronto. oe cc
Many of the critics of genetic res&fJf11plE
into sexual orientation point to the lor,cial
context in which it is being conduct&:j"0/11C
that of the Human Genome Project I Frc
Started in 1988, the project, which a1e0rc
find and map all human genes, now ton o
ves the United States, the EuropeanCj1ec1
munity, Japan and Canada, at a CO":~ysor
hundreds of millions of dollars.
~e cc
Its detractors say the scientific co~~xua
munity is not prepared for the potenttorrec
pact of mapping all human charactei CL
on a genetic map. And for some. thefent,
worrying aspect of the research lies ·tevel,
potential to identify group character:txJt. i1
making it easier in a society still imb.ntc
with racism and homophobia to dis- h101
criminate against those groups.
~stfo
It is in this context that critics say~~~hte
research is the first step on a slippery Phi
which could lead to eugenics - the l'liver
"science" used by the Third Reich to t c
tify and exterminate Jews, homosexu 'If
and other undesirables.
ucc
Even the former head of the U.S. 1 sr11l h
tional Centre for Human Genome
ecti
Research, James Watson, who won :ised
Nobel prize for pioneering the reseor De
genes as DNA sequences, has warn re~
that beyond genetic research lies tre misd
spectre of eugenics.
'eedr
"Statistics on what is deviancy dee Fre
on what is considered normalcy,· sor, ntre
Bryson. "The results have never been ton
to benefit a disadvantaged group searc
Bryson says this attempt to define 1he f
malcy" is embedded in the Human eco
Genome Project's aim of mapping t~ If PE
whole of human experience into str epre
classifiable DNA Whatever genetic oors)
material falls outside that of the moJ ta
will be considered abnormal.
Fre,
Diana Long, a history professor or les1
director of the women's studies prOQ' Id
at the University of Southern Maine, 'Mc
that the division of sexuality into stro, ebe
and gay, with heterosexuality being ~due
defined as "normal," is fairly recent. QWitl
Long says that in the process of e. tior
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W)ing what is normal, scientists also create
;om~ Jdefinition of what is 'deviant', classifying
recwos an illness. "Historical construction is
iersi.osed on the construction of the normal
the pathological," says Long.
J ho She points out that historically, dis1ate Jct11T1ination against gays and lesbians is
stine cosed on exactly this notion of
alitlO':oomosexuality as illness, as a condition to
1.
:e corrected. It was only in 1973, for exre~mple, that the American Psychiatric Aselor,x:iation dropped its categorization of
Jcteq"Offiosexuality as a mental illness.
ict I From here, say some critics of the re10,,aarch, it is a small jump towards elimino1ow ton of what is ~bnormol, ?f what is
an~iectively defined as a disease. And
1cos~ryson says that while in the case of illness,
l"'e condition is corrected, in the case of
•co~!Bxual orientation, the person would be
ten tweeted.
actei Current genetic research into sexual
. thet·entation is not conclusive and is not
ies ··teveloped enough to pinpoint the gene
:::ter:tot. if it exists, is responsible for sexual
1bus -entation. If it is found. however, a drop
dis- ·olood is all that would be required to
·stfor its presence. That prospect
oys ghtens Ann Phillips.
ery Phillips, a doctoral student at York
the versity, hos researched the potential im1to et of new reproductive technologies.
;ext, ·1f you could test for sexual orientation,
ucould end up with the same thing that
J.S.'t r'II happenil"lg in some cultures - sex
3 ection. Except you would be selecting
1
00
don sexual orientation," says Phillips.
,eorc: Despite these warnings, most of the reJrn rch into the ethics of genetic research
sthe misdirected, according to Benjamin
eedman.
,dee Freedman, who works at the McGill
'so: "ntre for Medicine, Ethics and the Low,
3er ton an advisory committee which was
p.' searching what Canada's involvement
fine :he Human Genome Project should be.
Jn committee decided that seven and a
ig t 'If per cent of the money allocated to
stro ~ project ( over $22 million over five
tic - rs) be dedicated to researching the
noJ col implications of the project.
Freedman, however, resigned in
,r o otest over the focus the ethical research
,rog Id take.
1e. SC 'Most of the questions of ethics that
tro. ebeing raised are questions of the in1ng Mdual," says Freedman. "They ore stortnt. gWith a model of the one-to-one
of • tionship between doctor and patient,

1

f

~nd

which is essentially a private
question."
Indeed, a report
on genetic testing issued last year by the
Privacy Commissioner of
Canada focused solely
on how to protect individuals from invasions
of privacy and discrimination based on
their genetic information.
Nowhere in the report is there
mention of the discrimination individuals could face because of
their membership in a genetically
identifiable and traditionally discriminated-against group.
Meanwhile, research into the
possible genetic reasons for
sexual orientation continues, all of it based
in the United States.
After LeVoy's study, Richard Pillard of
the Boston University School of Medicine
and Michael Bailey of Northwestern
University conducted research on twins,
fraternal brothers and adoptive brothers.
The results, they said, showed that when
one brother was gay, the closer genetically the brothers were, the more likely it was
that the other brother would also be gay.
And a report issued lost summer by
Deon H. Homer of the Notional Cdncer Institute showed that 33 out of 40 pairs of
gay brothers had on identical region in
their X chromosomes. Only one study hos
attempted to establish whether lesbians
have similar genetic indications of their
sexual orientation. In the study published
last spring, Pillard and Bailey conducted research similar to their work with gay
brothers and found similar results.
Pillard and Bailey, who arguably hove
conducted the most extensive research
into the genetics of sexual orientation,
defended their first study in a New York
Times opinion piece. In the article, they argued that not only con finding genetic
reasons for sexual orientation combat
homophobia, but that such evidence satisfies the need to find out why one is gay.
But Christine Donald, of the coalition for
lesbian and gay rights in Ontario. isn't
curious.
"Why does it matter?", she asks. "It's
wrong to discriminate against someone
based on their sexual orientation."
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Visual Arts
(top): Liv Ullman in lngmar Bergman's Persona (~weden 19_66) showi~g on Saturday, March 12, 13 and 14.
(Bottom): Alejandro Jodorowsky's El Topo {Mexico 1971 )will be showing on February 25, 26 and 27.

The Kinotek Film Society officially opens its first season on
Jan. 15, with German director
Werner Herzog's Aguirre, The

Wrath ofGod.
Says Danny Peary in his book

Cult Movies, "To see Aguirre,
The Wrath of God for the first
time is to discover a genuine
masterpiece. It is overwhelming.
spellbinding - at first dreamlike, then hallucinatory."
Aguirre is the first in a thirteen
week series that also includes
Alain Resnais' darkly hilarious
post-narrative Providence, Russ
Meyer' s cheezy pseudo-porn
Sick! Sick! Si.x11es!, Fellini's
Casanova (featuring Donald
Sutherland), Japanese director
Nagisa Oshima's georgeously
explicit In the Realm of the Sen-

ses, and Bergman's psycho-classic Persona, to name a few.
Kinotek is a newly formed
non-profit film society whose
mandate is to promote and
provide a steady venue for
foreign and obscure cinema films which are otherwise inaccessible to Windsor and area
audiences.
Kmotek is an evolutionary extension
of
Grindbaus
Cinemapbilia, a film series
which ran in 1992-93
Because the society is nonprofit and membership based, all
who view the films will be required to take out a membership
at the fee of one dollar, payable
upon their first visit. Regular admission to each film is $4.50, $6
for double bills.
For film times and other info,
call the Kinotek hotline at 9715160.

Opening

By Dave Fritz
Arts Staff

Me: I guess you're pretty tired
of these things, eh?
John: What's that?
Me: Interviews.
John: No, not really.
Me: The new album is fantastic.
John: Thanks.
Me: How did you like working
with Daniel Rey? (Crush's
producer. who's worked with the
Ramones, Iggy Pop, and L 7)
John: Daniel was really cool.

***
reception

for

Eric Cameron: Squareness
and
Locating
Identity:
Patrick Thibert, Friday, Jan.

Doughboys neither ra-w nor overcooked
All rock stars are assholes; at
least that's what I've heard. Here
I am at Industry in New Pontiac,
waiting to interview John
Kastner, lead singer and guitarist
of Montteal's Dougbboys. He's
probably going to be a real jerk,
and will forever tarnish my
image of him.
Kastner fonned the Doughboys in 1987 after parting company with his previous band the
Asexuals.
The
Doughboys
released
one
record
on
Montreal's Pipeline label and
another two albums and an EP on
L.A.' s Restless Records.
Their latest album Crush, on
A&M Records, has spent more
than eight weeks on the top of the
national charts.
The Doughboys have toured
extensively throughout North
America and Europe, playing
with such bands as Ned's Atomic
Dustbin, Mega City Four, and
Redd Kross.
The tour manager introduces
John Kastner to my friend and
me. They lead us up three flights
of stairs to a cold dressing room.
I take a seat on the futon, John
sits on the couch across from me.
He's smiling, he seems almost
happy to be here.

ing Two Birds With One
Stone in the Art Gallery's
new location at Devonshire
Mall on Thursday Jan. 13 at
7pm. Cameron has reached
something of a cult status
among some in the art community for his process-based
works involving the ongoing
and repetitive application of
gesso paint over ordinary
household objects.

New film society caters to the obscure
Lance Arts Staff

Calgary-based artist Eric
Cameron performs On Kill-

He's a cool guy. He'll be a friend
of ours forever.
Me: Did be have a real influence on the way the album
sounds?
John: Yeah, Daniel' s whole
idea was don't do too much, strip
it down; you know, it worked.
Alot of our other albums bad a
lot of overdubs and stuff, they're
alot harder to play live. This one
was just the guitars, bass, drums,
which we can do live.

Me: Crush was recorded in
New York City?
John: Recorded in New York,
mixed in Vancouver with Dave
Ogilvie (Sloan, Ministry) of
Skinny Puppy, and we mixed it
in Bryan Adams' basement,
which is like the nicest studio in
Canada.
Me: Are you happy with your
A&M worldwise deal?
John: Oh yeah, A&M' s been
really good so far. The record
seems to be doing well in Canada
and all right in the States.
Me: I noticed that Wiz of
Mega Cily Four co-wrote a
couple of the songs on Crush.
John· Yeah, Wiz comes to my
house for a month at Cbrisunas
every year. So last year we wrote
a bunch of songs and two of them
made it onto our record.
Me: The first two singles Shine
and Fix Me.
John: Yeah.
(By this time the rest of the
band have come into the dressing
room.)
Me: I guess I should let you
guys get ready for tonight's
show. Thanks for the interview.
John: Thanks for coming all
the way from Windsor to see us.
Wow! A bumble rock star.
And by the way, Crush is available on A&M, and well worth
picking up.
I!

14, 7pm. Featuring the guy
who paints over stuff ad
nauseum (see above) and the
. sculpture/installation
of
Windsor-born,
Londonbased
Patrick
Thibert.
Thibert' s work involves
large-scale images made out
of aluminum, steel, copper.
fir, slate, and granite. Both
artists will be in attendance
to answer questions, be
schmoozed and take your
heady
cnuc1sms..
Both
shows run until March 13.

Film
Kinotek Film Society
presents Aguirre, the Wrath
of God by German director
W emer Herzog on Saturday,
Sunday, and Monday at
9pm. This is the first in a 13
week series of foreign and
obscure cinema. All shows
at the Capitol Theatre, 121
University Ave. West. For
film info, call 971-5160.

***

Windsor Film Theatre
presents Mexican art-house
hit Jamon Jamon and
Japanese animated film
Uroksukodoji,
Tues--Sun.
Jamon Jamon, which made
Tim Dugdale' s top ten lisl
for 93, is one of those
food/sex films which very
rarely disappoints.
Uroksukodoji, is, accord·
ing to Festival magazine,
"extreme in all senses of the
word--a beautiful piece of
perverse wierdness." for
film times, call 254-FJLM.

Music
Windsor Symphony plays
Mostly Mozart at Capitol
Theatre Friday, Jan. 14. Call
252-6579.

·
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The
secret
lives of

Other Two
damned
by faint
•
prmse

priests ,
and boys\>

The Other Two
Selfish EP
Centredate UK

Despite a cheesy tongue in
check shot at a band name. this
attempt at redemption from the
remaining two members of the
seminal and unforgettable New
Order fails for lack of trying.

The Boys of
St. Vincent
chronicles
sexual abuse

Music

By Jackie Shannon
Arts Staff

Internationally acclaimed and
deeply provocative, Boys of St.
Vincent, a Canadian mini-series
about sexual abuse at a churchrun orphanage, was finally aired
in Canada on CBC-TV Dec. 5
and 6 of last year.
Because of the sensitive nature
of its content the mini-series bad,
in 1992, been legally barred from
being shown in Ontario and parts
of Quebec.
The court ruled that the story
wac; too sensational and was likely to confuse the issue.
Although Boys of St. Vincent is
technically fictional, the story
bears much resemblance to the
recent events in Newfoundland,

Ontario and native residential
schools of western Canada.
The impetus for the miniseries came to writers John. N.
Smith and Sam Grana in 1988
while the two were working on
their feature film Welcome to
Canada (1989).
They were stationed in the tiny
Newfoundland town of Brigus
South at the time of Reverend
James Hickey's arrest and conviction for child sexual abuse.
Smith and Grana were immediate
witnesses to the shock and grief

felt by the whole community.
The series chronicles sexual
abuse at the Catholic St. Vincent
orphanage and its lifelong legacy
for both victims and abusers.
The story seems surprisingly
negative for the beginning of the
holiday season, but as it unfolds,
the viewer is taken past the initial
pain, horror, and outrage and into
a slow but beautiful healing
process.
A third scriptwriter, Irish
Catholic Newfoundlander Des
Walsh, brings to the production

his own personal history of attending a St. John school run by
Catholic Brothers. Walsh's experience helped to ensure the
film's authenticity.
Much of the acting talent is
also local; more than a third of
the actors are native to Newfoundland.
Dramatically compelling in
presentation and highly relevant
in subject, the Boys of St. Vincent
is a powerful and timely example
of responsible Canadian filmmaking.
I!

The five versions of Selfish arc
well differentiated and all largely
boring. Il would have been nice if
they'd thrown in a couple of Bsidc tracks for variety and a
larger glimpse of what the British
music press made out to be a
promising side project.
Beats are lazy and structure
seems lacking as if Lhey simply
did not try hard enough in the
writing. This may tide over old
fans hungry for any New Orderrelated product. buts it· s not really satisfying.
On the positive side, Gilhan
Gilbert's voice is pleasant and
makes one wish it were more evident in previous New Order
material.
The recording's similarities 10
New Order are what give it the
little chann it possesses.
by Sanjay Lakhana

SPRING BREAK PANAMA
CITY BEACH, FLORIDA
*Beach Bonfire

"Shell Island P•rty
Cnllse

Parties

TtkJ Beach Bari Volleybdlf
}PlSKJS &
Paras.,,1~,K.iiraok<> Beacli

650' Gurr Beach Frontage.
2 Outdo0< sw1mm1ng
pools. I Indoor Heated
pool, Restaurant, 2 & 3

Sa1/boalS,

Pa,ty. /vea D1sount
Coupons

room su,tes
SANDPIP'lilR-KACON
17403 • ror, Be...ch ROdd
P"""""" Crl)I lk•..ch Fl 3141 l
904 )34 1154

FROM $ I 04 PER

RESERVATIONS WEEK
PER PERSON 4 PERSON
1-800-488-8828 OCCUPANCY

S ALON
Where we set the standards

Student discounts on Sundays
551 PELISSIER • OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS • 973-4977

R

c. 8GA ,
I

80 I (Juk/k /Jos.

977-6583
--- J,arge Screen T.V. --- Great Giveaways
---l\TFLPlayoffs every Sat & Sun

"11,,e, ~

$2.50 1/21b. bur

a tl,,e, law.!'

ou can eat pasta $3.95

** every Thursday is Student Appreciation light **

Revised Opercating Hours

CLASSIFIEDS

SERVICES

CAW STUDENT CENTRE
Winter Semester 1994
Monday to Friday
8:30am- l :30AM
Saturday
(Pub open or function in building)

8:30am- l :30am
Saturday·
(Pub closed or no function in building)

TYPING
• Pa~rs • Re~rts
(APA & others es)
• Resumes • Le ers
Cash, Visa or MC
For sJ)!lCial student rates
Calr Roni at 253-5501

The Hairstyling Boutique of·
fers permanenf students' dis·
count on haircuts. 181 Janette
Jackie Linge 256-2449.
Laser-printed essays reports,
manuscripts. $2.5b/page,
double-spaced. Fast,_11rofes·
sional service. SHORELINE
COMPUTING. Victoria Park
Place. 254-2165.

Gain Marketing &
Public Relations
Experience

8:30am- l 2mid
Sunday
8:30am- l 2mid

Two students needed to
develop a new fundraising
event for Kids Help Phone in
Windsor this spring.
Applications due Jan 18.
Fax: (416) 921-9656
More details available at
Student Placement Office.

Doors to centre open at 7:00am
24 hr operation during April exams

The Lance has its staff meeting
every_ Monday at 6 pm in the
CAW Student Centre.

,,

University of Windsor

Semester Pass
Valid January 1 - April 301 1994
$152.00 all inclusive
(25% savings from the regular monthly pass)
Valid seven days per week on all regular city routes
Must be purchased by January 3 7, 7994
($3 first time photo purchase)

Going up1

Did you know ...
,

.

It's easier with
experience on
• Windsor-Detroit tunnel
• Windsor Raceway
your resume.
• Detroit Red Wing games
• Detroit Tigers games
Get valuable
• Charters
• Monthly Tranzip passes
volunteer work
at the lance.
Staff meetings
tlai\S~
on Mondays, 6 pm
or phone 253-4232,
1!:::::========================:.1
ext. 3909.

That Transit Windsor offers the following special services ...
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944-4111
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COMING UP

Lancer Home
Events for January
Wed.Jan 12
Women's Basketball vs
McMaster at 6:30pm
Men's Basketball vs McMaster at 8:30pm
Sat. Jan 15
Hockey vs Laurentian at
7:30pm
Sun.Jan 16
Hockey vs Ryerson at
3:30pm
Fri. Jan2I
Track and Field Can-Am
Invitational at 6:00pm
Sat. Jan 22
Track and Field Can-Am
Invitational at 11 :OOam
Sun.Jan23
Women's Ba,ketball vs
Guelph at 2:00pm
Men's
Basketball
vs
Guelph at 4:00pm
Women's Volleyball vs
Guelph at 6:00pm
Wed.Jan 26
Women's Basketball vs
Western at 6:30pm
Men's
Basketball
vs
Western at 8:30pm

Lancer Women's
Basketball Team
Number One
The Lancers are undefeated in -league play
heading out of the Christmas
break. Team captain Nancy
Gyurcsik earned OWIAA
athlete of the week honours.
She leads the OWIAA
league in scoring, averaging
21.5 points per game. She
also has 9.5 rebounds per
game. Other Lancers who
made the OWIAA Top ten
scoong list were Michelle
Scott and Wendy Langley.
They averaged 12.5, and
12.0 points per game respectively. The Lancers will see
action when they face the
McMaster
University
Marauders
on Jan.12th.
Game time is 6:30pm at the
St. Denis Centre.

Mens Basketball
Name
Pat Osborne
Jamie Pepper
Jeff Nekkers
Matt Baggio
Matt McMillan
Jason Kaul
Kurtis McGeacby
Mark Koppeser
Steve Carey
Steve Anderson
Krim Lacey
DakHarris
Jody Joyce

Pts
20.6
20.2
19.1
8.8
8.5
7.8
6.3
4.4
4.3
3.7
3.4
2.6
0.3

Reb

4.3
4.2
4.7
6.5
2.3
4.0
3.9
3.5
1.9
4.2
1.6
0.6
1.7

Lancer assistant coach Fred Caverzan talks strategy with head coach Marge Hofman and Lancer co-captain Renee M1ch1efs.
Photo by Robert D. Way.

Mr. Motivational in first
By Robert D. Way
Sports Staff

If you look into the Lancer
women's volleyball program.
you will see the name Fred
Caverzan. He is listed as one of
two coaches, with his wife Jan.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Talk to some of the Lancer
women. however, and you will
probably hear Fred called something a little different. Caverzan.
you see, is really the Lancer's
"motivational" coach.
··Fred is awesome," said Lan-

cer co-captain Jodi Beaugrand.
"He's always bnnging reality to
the court, he helps bring us down
to earth."
The 47 year old Cavenan, a
firefighter when he's not on the
sidelines, said he became an assistant coach this year not only
because head coach Marge Holman a'iked him to. but also because he thought he could help.
"I've been involved m sportS all
my life,'' said Caver,an.
"Technically. I know very little ahout volleyball. but I do
know about heart. Something
wa'> missing last year. The team

had a reputation for choking. It's
bard to stay focused over a long
period of time."
According to Holman, Caverzan helps her players do exactly
that stay focused. "Fred's
demonstrative," said Holman.
"He adds excitement and he can
always be heard. He keeps the
pressure on."
But while Cavcrzan stresses
focus above all as the "whole
emphasis" for success, he also
acknowledges the necessity of
team play "There are no specific
entities out there." said Caverzan.
"Sure every team has iL<; stars.

Athletes of
the Week

Games
may face
native
boycott
By Pierre Smith
The Martfet

VICTORIA (CUP) - There
are divisions within Canadian
Native communities on the issue
of Aborigional participation in
next year's
Commonwealth
Games.
Harold Pascal, of the Lil'Wat
Nation, said he believes participation would give the false
impression that there is a harmonious relationship between the
values of white and native cultures in Canada. "For years we
have been accustomed to taking
crap from people," Pascal said.
"They have taken away our
lands, our beliefs [and it is] only
in the last few years that we are
beginning to be heard," said Pascal. "It is time for us to say that
this is enough. The capitalist system imposed on us corrupts our
ways of thinking."
Our grandparents. our oral historians, tell us of the destruction
of our culture and the senseless
exploitation of resources [by
Europeans]," said Pascal.
"The Commonwealth Games
represent a celebration of
colonialism." said Pascal. For
this reason, he hac; decided that
be will not take part.
He docs acknowledge the
decision is a pcr~onal one, and
does not denounce the natives
who choose to participate.

but really. they're only a,; good
as the rest of the team."
When interviewed just after
the Lancer's impressive three set
victory over the Western Mustangs on Nov. 24, Caverz.an was
very pleased with his player's efforts. "Tonight wru. the first night
they realized how much talent
they have," said Cavcuan. "
Everything is moving forward.
They're starting to develop a
winning perspective."
And with the Lancer women's
volleyball team now 6-1. and in
first place in their division. nothing could he closer to the truth t!

As a Native, Pascal gives bis
diplomatic support to the people
involved. Tbe political side of his
nature, however, believes "the
propaganda of the games arc a
pile of crap."
The Qwa-Ba-Diwa nation,
wbose traditional bomesite in the
Camanah/Walbran region, arc
strongly opposed to Native participation in the Games.
··1994
should
be
dccelebrntcd." said Peter Knighton.
a spokesperson for the group.
"TI1e 1992 celebrations were an
insult," said Knighton, referring
to ll1e celebrations commemorating the first meeting between the
two cultures in 1492 "It wa, a
cclebratrion of the death of our

culture."
The celebrations of 1994 are
no different from the ones in
1992, Knighton argued.
"One of our sacred cedars"
was cut down from
the
Walbran/Cannanah area and is
being used ac; a totem pole "to
grace the aquatic centre in
Saanich," said Knighton.
John Shafer. cultural liaison
for Qwa-Ba-Diwa, said "what
first nations are being asked to do
is to invite people to a country
that they do not have."
This is "a Walt Disney version
of history,'' said Shafer. "Stay
tuned ... I don't think this rosy.
Disneyized celebration will stav
the same"

J

Steve Wat<;on qualified for the
CIAU championships in December after posting an impressive
100m butterfly time of 58.04
seconds to qualify. He also
recorded an excellent performance in the I 00m freestyle, in
53.86 seconds. Both swims will
rank him in the top 16 in the
country. The first year business
student is a native of Windsor.
Jason Boyle. a 3000m runner
on the Lancer track and field
squad, set a new school record in
the 3000m last week at the
team's Blue and Gold Track and
Field meet. Boyle ran an impressive 8:26.8 seconds to break the
five year record and also
qualified for the CIAU Championships. Boyle is a fourth year
Hwnan Kinetics student and a
native of St. Catherines.
Tisha Stojkovic qualified for
the CIAU Championships to be
held in Victoria next March. by
posting a time of 9:20.22 seconds
in the 800m freestyle , setting a
new Lancer record in the process.
Stojkovic also broke two other
Lancer recorcl<; this weekend. in
the 400m freestyle (4:36.14) and
the 400m ii dividual medley
(5:24.64). Stojkovic's performances will rank her in the top ten m
this year. The second year Arts
student is a native of Winclc;or.
Gisele Poulin recorded the
longest distance in long jump in
the country this year at the Blue
and Gold Track and Field meet.
Poulin jumped 5.63m, a mark
which also qualified her for the
CIAU Championships to he held
in Edmonton on Mar.11 and 12.
Poulin is a third year Kinesiolgy
student ru1d a native of Wind~or.11
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The road to Ednionton begins at the Blue and Gold
Track and Field
CIAU

Qualifying
Performances

The Lancers Track and Field team, started their defence of the CIAU Women's and Men's track and field championship titles. The Lancers started
their season off with their Blue and Gold lntersquad Track and Field Meet. Pictured above is a high jumper from that compe1ition. The University
of Windsor will play host to the OWIAA Championships in March. Over the holidays the Lancers were training in Puerto Rico.
Photo by Jerry Burrell.

Venolyn Clarke
60m
7.84sec
Gisele Poulin
long jump 5.63m
Kelly Dinsmore
long jump 5.59m
triple jump 12.43m
Gini Lynn Girard
triple jumpl 1.3Im
Kyle Schultz
60m
7.01sec
Steve Radovich
600m
1:21.5
Jason Boyle
3000m
8:26.8*
Paul Self
3000m
8:30.9
Craig Poole
long jump 6.92m
(*denotes a school record)

Start the winter right by joining Campus Recreation programs
Get into shape
with
intramurals
and free fitness
January Blah's
Join Campus Recreation's intramurals for the exercise and
fun. Find a team or jom by yourself in our intramural' s.

Captains Meetings
Coed League
Volleyball 6-on-6 Wednesday,
Jan. 19 5:00pm Rm. 204

Volleyball 3-on-3 Wednesday,
Jan. 19 6:30pm Rm. 204
Innertube Water Polo Wednesday, Jan. 19 8:00pm Rm. 204
Women's League
Basketball Monday, Jan. 17,
5:00pm Rm. 204
Ice Hockey Monday, Jan. 17,
6:30pm Rm. 204
Men's Leagues
Basketball Tuesday, Jan. 18,
5:00pm Rm. 204
Floor Hockey Thursday Jan. 20,
5:00pm Rm. 204
Ice Hockey Thursday, Jan. 13,
6:30pm Rm. 204
Volleyball Thursday, Jan. 20,
6:30pm Rm. 204

Writing

Free Fitness
By Amanda Borysowytsch
Well it's that time of year
again. Yes it's time for free, I
said free fitness at Campus Ree.
These classes are available for
you to shed the pounds gained by
holiday meals that kept you fed
and nourished until school started
again. It's time to think spring,
and dare I say, summer? So why
don't you take advantage of
something you don't have to pay
for. Hey, you might even like
sweating and acrually have some
fun doing it!

Free Fitness is available:
Jan 17-28
M/W/F 5-6
T/TH 12-1

Belated Floor
Hockey
By Lisa Loomer
Men's Intramural floor hockey
finals were played on November
25, 1993. Congratulations went
to Joker's in taking first place
and to all teams who participated.
A special recognition and appreciation went to intramural
sport convenor Robert Woolcock

,

Editing

Theses, Term Papers,
Graduate School Applications,
Newsletters, In-House Publications

· Fast and Professional •

~1: m!:1 HI·,( ~t~~tm 1H mt~

Lifeguard Meeting
A lifeguard meeting for the St.
Denis Centre pool will be held on
Sunday, January 16 at 9:00am in
room 201 of the Human Kinetics
Building. New guards are welcome - bring your swimming
qualifications.
There will be mandatory staff
training in the pool after the
meeting, bring your bathing suit
and towel.
For additional information,
please contact Peter Powell at
253-4232, ext. 2422.
!

4, Pizzeria

Susan Atkinson
(519) 256-7789

for a job well done.

2215 Wyandotte West at Randolph

Windsor's Heavy
Weight Champ

• snacks • pastas • baking supplies
• beans & nuts • health supplements
10 o/o DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT CARD
Open 7 days a week
9n-5931

•

1560 Huron Church (Ambassador Plaza}

Lance.'s
new advertising marwger
'Efaine Saunders
cordia[[y invi.tes gou
to find out about
the. LaTtCe's great rates.
~s. 'l!.P. to 971-3604.
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Why education fails us
By Marc Fedak

This is the first in a two-part series

Special to the Lance

AROUND CAMPUS

What do you think
of using photo
radar on Ontario
highways?
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"I don't believe it will work. The
cameras can only ticket the
car, not the driver.·

J.C Barette
Year II Chemistry

The two most common criticisms of
universal, formal education of late are (i) that
rising tuition costs are making post-secondary
schooling elitist, and/or (ii) that secondary
and post-secondary schooling are not adequately preparing students for the 'real
world', by which is usually meant an
urban/industrial consumer society with either
a capitalist or socialist economy.
However, I believe that even if our education system received a massive injection of
funds, and/or the problem of relevance is alleviated, our education system would still fail
us - probably to an even greater extenL than
it does now.
Since the late 19th century, universal, formal education has become more and more
geared towards imparting the knowledge and
skills required to perpetuate the Euro-North
American socio-economic order, where individual survival is generally obtained
(though never guaranteed) indirectly through
participation in a competitive job market as
wage-earners. If our culture was a healthy
adaptation to the realities of earthly existence,
this would be an acceptable function (though
even then, that should not be the only function).
However, more than preceding cultures,
ours is obsessed with eliminating death,
decay, pain and discomfort originating from
nature, all of which are necessary aspects of
life; it is intolerant of disorder and change
that originates outside humanity; and, it is
hostile to undomesticated, unpredictable Nature, which is perceived as alien to us, and
hence, an enemy to be conquered through
massive technological transformation.
In the realm of economics (to which education has subordinated itself most) the main
modes of production - industrialism and
monoculture* - violate basic ecological imperatives They rely too heavily on nonrenewable energy sources and deplete

that looks at the defincencies of modern
education, a system which trains 'wage
slaves' to keep the system going. Next
week in Part II, the author suggests some
possible solutions.
renewable resources faster than they can be
replenished; create high concentrations of
pollution, especially those forms which cannot easily biodegrade; and reduce species
diversity needed to maintain an ecologically
healthy state of 'dynamic equilibrium.'
Meanwhile, regardless of the pattern of distribution of wealth favoured - capitalist,
socialist, or even Marxist-Leninist- the goal
of limitless growth** has been relentlessly
pursued. This, despite the what-should-be-obvious fact that the earth can only support
lirruted population and consumption rates.
In essence then, our education system
teaches us to continue a way of life that is irresponsible, unsustainable. and ultimately
self-destructive.
At the best of times, it prepares us to indirectly earn our survival within the existing
job market as overspecialized 'wage slaves',

whose vulnerability makes it difficult for
those of us with average moral strength to effectively protest against the state of our
society.
However, if humanity 1s to survive the
ecological and social crisis facing us, we
must rethink what goals we expect education
to achieve, and in turn, transform the cirriculum, setting, and teaching approach(es)
accordingly.
• monoculture is someumes called "effiCJeocy"
agriculture, since it is more dependent on machines than
human labour. and becaus~ for a srngle crop at least.
yield is greater. However, monoculture assumes a complex industrial infrastructure, 1s very energy mtens1ve,
generates much polluuon. and, because of the reducuon
of species diversity, 1s prone to pest control problems.
Also, while single crop yield may be greater, organic
polyculture 1s usually able to have higher overall crop
yields.
•• The goaJ of limitless growth 1s probably fuded by
a "materialist" outlook on life where wanL~ are elevated
to the status of needs. Materialism, 10 turn, may stem
from a desire to elinunate unpleasant or painful aspects
of nature through the use of technology.
I!

Mark Fedak has an M.A. in Communication Studies from V of Wand currently works
as the manager at CJAM-FM, V of W's student rad,o station.
NEXT WEEK: Possible Solutions

Nature is still too mysterious. I think I'll wo~ f~r
one of those companies who tries t? crush 1t with
massive technological transformanon ~nd ~arn
my wage as I'm told to. "fhen maybe I II go into

,~,)

What are you going to
do when you graduate?

_/

Letters to the Editor (con't)

ID,

Raising smoking
age
not
ridiculous

at

!

"It's important to catch
speeders, but I don't like it.
How can you plead your case
to a camera?"

Andy Dewar
Year I Engineering

"/ think it 1s just a way for the
government to avoid paying
po/ice.·

Jackie Marentette
Year I Human Kinetics

"Big Brother is watching us... •

Nadia Sulaiman
Vear Ill Music Theatre

Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to the
editorial Age of Consent, regarding the proposed Tobacco Control Act for Ontario. The 'Big
Brother' mentality is unfounded,
since nowhere in the proposed
legislation are "Tobacco Control
Board of Ontario" outlets mentioned.
You note that alcohol can be a
"potential danger to themselves
or others". Precisely the same
agreement can be made for
tobacco. In fact, tobacco is a substance when used "according to
directions" will kill you.
Raising the legal smoking age
to 19 is one of the ways of
eliminating smoking by young
people. Since many may not have
a driver's licence there is no
identification that adolecents can
currently use to prove that they
are 18 years of age. Raising the
legal smoking age allows for the
use of the Age of Majority Identification Card when buying
tobacco.
Raising the legal smoking age
to 19 is not ridiculous when it is
considered that 22 percent of Ontario youth aged 12 to 19 smoke
regularly.
Allen G. Heimann, MD, MHSc.
Medical Officer of Health

Parking ticket unwarranted
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to a
parking ticket which was issued

outside my residence on the evening of Friday, Nov.26 1993. The
ticket was issued at 6:43 pm; one
hour before that street becomes a
permitted parking zone to nonresidents. This is a time at which
traffic congestion around the
university is an an absolute minimum. In addition, Patricia Road
is one that is seldom used by
anyone except residents of that
Road. In my opinion, several
parked cars on the street could
not obstruct university or city
traffic in any way, shape or form.
I feel that the issuing of this ticket could only have been (i) an unwarranted generation of funds to
support the local municipality, or
(ii) the senseless administration
of a "job" by a misplaced by-law
enforcement officer.
If the former possibility is true.
it is hoped that the funds
generated from my parking ticket
will be used to improve safety
conditions for Electa Hall residents.
In the event of the latter possibility, it is hoped that all involved will realize the financial
burden A seventy-five dollar
fine is considered an unfair punnishment to the offence.
Students at U of W contribute
signifigantly
to
the
local
economy.
There is also a strong possibility that we will contribute to
the future economy of the City of
Windsor, should we choose to
take up residence here. The unnecessary allocation of personel
and resources that has been displayed by this incident has certainly persuaded me against any
future investment in the city.
Micheal R. Killoran

Support for all
oppressed
needed
Dear Editor,
I would like to make some
comments
regarding
the
Womyn's Centre on Campus.
First of all, I find it commendable
that there is a group on campus
which 1s willing to support a
gender which has not always
been treated fairly in our society.
It is unfortunate that this group
has come under fire for doing
this. I do believe that the
Womyn's Centre could probably
increac;e it<; base of public support by affirmmg the rights of
other groups, who, like itself. are
not receiving fair treatment in
this country.
With regard to employment,
women for years have had opportunities denied to them based
soley on their gender. When a job
is advertised which states that
"white males" need not apply, a
word or two to denounce such a
blatant form of discrimination
would serve the Womyn's Centre
well.
The Womyn's Centre has
taken an active role in the fight to
eliminate
violence
against
womyn. Violence in all tts forms.
especially against the most vulnerable, among us is deplorable.
Support by the Womyns's Centre
of other vulnerable groups can do
nothing but increase its public
support. Probably the most vulnerable and certainly the most
defenceless among us is the unborn child. There are certain
people in our society who will
abort a fetus simply because it 1s
female.

Shouldn't that child within the
womb have a right to its own
body and its own life?
Andy Kozak
Computer Centre Staff

The 'Y' makes
people think
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to a
letter in the Nov. 29 edition of
the Lance by Lisa Thompson and
Sean Woodworth.
My first response to their letter
was amazement. While I have
not taken advantage of the constant mvitauons by the Womyn's
Centre to find out what they are
all about. I do not feel excluded.
If anything. I believe the people
who run the centre have made a
series of attempts at including all
members of U of w· s student
body.
But my real problem with their
letter was the argrument that the
'y' in womyn is confusing.
They ask if we have to go
through the entire dictionary and
"change every word that might
possibly only gear to one sex'?"
My answer is an emphatic yes.
Neither Lisa nor Sean can
deny that words ltke "womyn"
stop and make them think. One
of the most powerful effects of
this debate over language is the
debate it,;clf.
Language shapes and limit.:;
our thoughts in ways that we cannot even imagine.
A radical alteration of language is one of the steps that we
need to take in order to change
attitudes.
Adam Harwood
History Grad Student
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SAC USED BOOKSTORE
CAW STUDENT CENTRE BASEMENT
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SAC DRUG PLAN
SAC office, 2nd floor, CAW Student Centre
Attention All Full-time Undergraduates!
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Tuesday, January 18
l The Co-op Education and Student
Placement office is sponsoring a resume
writing workshop from 10:00 am to 11 :00
am in room 267 Dillon Hall.

l The Humanities Research Group
presents Fr. Leonard Boyle speaking on
The Vatican Library.· Yesterday, Today
and Tomorrow at 8:00 pm in the Oak

§ Scott Mcleary will ~e:~:~~ ~~s~ Pub.
§ Windsor's Women \;Onee House wrn

j

Saturday, January 22

have open microphone beginning at 7:30
pm to 11 :30 pm, Sandwich Street Cate in
Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich.

® Can-Am Invitational Track and Field
Meet continues at 11 :00 am at the St.
Denis Centre.

® Registration for Aquatics, Line Dancing,
and Tai Chi will be at the Campus
Recreation, Vanier Hall in Trillium Room
B, from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm.

§ Luxury Christ plays at the Spotted Dog,
89 Riverside Dr. West.
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I Students
for action : Action for students
University of Windaor Volume LXVI, Number 15 January 17, 1994

Sunday, January 23
® Women's Basketball vs. Guelph
begins at 2:00 pm at the St. Denis
Centre.
® Men's Basketball versus Guelph
begins at 4:00 pm at the St. Denis
Centre.
® Women's Volleyball versus Guelph
begins at 6:00 pm at the St. Denis
Centre.
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On Sunday, January 23
Assumption University's
Christian Culture Series starts
the year off with Bishop Kenneth
E. Untener speaking on
Restoring our Traditional
Symbols at 400 Huron Church
Rd at 3:00 pm.
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Room in Vanier Hall.
§ Karaoke! at the Moose Pub from 9:30 pm
to 1:00am.

• The French Club meets Tuesdays at
11 :30 am at the French House on Sunset
Avenue, they invite all to join and
memberships are available in the French
Department at Windsor Hall.
A:Tim Burton's Nightmare Before
Christmas runs until Jan. 22 at Windsor
Film Theatre, show times are 7:00 pm
and 9:30 pm, 2135 Wyandotte St. West,
254-FILM.
Environmental
Awareness
AHociation Sale will be in the Odette
Building from 11 :00 am to 3:00 pm,
calendars, I-shirts and mugs will be
available, proceeds to benefrt Clayoquot
Sound Arrestee from Windsor.

Wednesday, January 19
• Stop smoking cla88es will be held on
Wednesdays from noon to 1:00 pm
starting today for four weeks, to register
contact the Health Education Department
at 253-4232, ext. 3260, no fee for staff
and students.

• Out on Campus, a group for gay, lesbian
and bi-sexual students will have a coffee
social at 8:00 pm in the front room of IONA
College. All are welcome!

§ Assumption University Chapel will be
having Sunday Mass at 12:15 pm.
Bishop Kenneth E. Untener will be the
guest presider, please note this will be
the only Mass for this Sunday.

Monday, January 24
• Environmental
Awareness
Association meeting will take place
upstairs of the Grad House at 6:00 pm,
topics to be discussed will be Ethnic
Lunch Fundraiser, Radio show recruits
and Bridgehead coffee!

Tuesday, January 25
"' The Aboriginal Student Association
will have a meeting at 6:00 pm at 496
Sunset Ave. First Nation law students are
encouraged to come out.

Thursday, January 20
l The Humanities Research Group
presents Fr. Leonard Boyle discussing
ConseNation and Posterity at 2:30 pm in
the Oak Room, Vanier Hall.
A:The University Players presents a
non-traditional production of, As You Like
It, continues through the weekend. For
more info call 253-4232, ext. 2808.
i., lntervarsity Christian Fellowship has
moved' Come and hear a dynamic
speaker discuss Who God Is?, in
Ambassador Auditorium (Salon A) at
5:30 pm .
i., The

Environmental Awareness
Association presents Clayoquot Sound
Video and Workshop upstairs at the Grad
House. Guest speaker will discuss court
proceedings and media blackouts, future
action will be discussed also.

Friday, January 21
® Can-Am Invitational Track and Field

meet begins at 6:00 pm at St. Denis
Centre.

• CAW Student Centre Board meeting at
3:00 pm in the Board Room on the main
floor of the CAW Student Centre, agenda
items should be forwarded to Marg Pratt,
no later than Jan. 18.

Wednesday, January 26

It's 1994
and pot ·is still illegal.

® Campus Recreation sponsors a Skating
Night Oti from 8-10 pm at Adie Knox
Arena.

® Remember to sign up for intramurals this

semester. ~ you wantto play, come to the
Campus recreation office in the
fieldhouse.

Campus Recreation is be sponsoring a
self defense awareness clinic on
January 31. Call 253-4232, ext. 2456 to
register. There is a $5 administration fee.
Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
A: Visual and performing arts.
l Lectures, seminars, etc.
• Club and society meetings.
1

Notices, demonstrations.

§ Socials, parties. mixers
® Sporting events.

Thought-control in Canada, see page 5.
The story on the NewOrder Story, see page 10.
Basketball, basketball and more basketball, see page 12.
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Waiting to be discovered?

University of Windsor ... Where ...
~

Come to the staff
meetings held every
Monday at 6 pm m
the basement of the
CAW Student Centre
and volunteer to
write or photograph,
cartoonists and other
artists are especially j
needed. Or call

Your Wedding Should Be The Essence
of what dreams are made.
So, for everything from the Bridal Shower
to the big day itself,
our newly renovated Ambassador Ballroom,
& McPherson Lounge
(with spectacular riverfront views)
provide the sto
ook atmosphere.

253-4232, ext. 3909.
For more inform
call
rence Services
(519) 253 4232 ext 3276

16================-====-=======:::!I

' The Lance your ticket to fame.

/

tribute to Led Zepper
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

Restoring Our Traditional
Symbols
Symbols speak louder than words. We are often more at home with symbols
than with wordy definitions, which is why the Eucharist is at the centre of the
Catholic Church.

Bishop Kenneth E. Untener
* Bishop of Saginaw.
* Lecturer and Facilitator of retreats.

-

* Author of articles and periodicals, inclutling Sunday Liturgy
Can Be Better.

Assumption Univers·ty
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, January 23, 1994 - 3:00 p.m.
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Visa students must cough up, or stay home

I

to ~~:mauonal studen~ in ~tario will have
J ? another hurdle m their struggle for an
educauon .At stake is health care which visa
students will bav~ ~o pay for, thanks to blind
cu~iJv~:~ M~ist.cr Ru~ Grier
.
, 0 al wisdom ,might tell you that if
you do~ t P~Y, you don t get coverage. The
fallacy m this argwnent is that international
students pay through the nose to~ here, four
lo five tunes more than Canadian students.
They generate money mto
·
th e econo?1y an_d
pay GST and _PS~. And now, th~y wt~ have
lo pay ~xpcnsive msuranc.e premiums Just to
get basic emer~ency. health care. Isn't the
gove~e~t ~ g a httle much?
A disbngwshmg element of Canada's

government is forcing elitism into the system,
by excluding those who don't have the
resourc.es to keep paying so much.
How can we learn about other cultures
when their only represeni.atives on campus
are the wealthy elites who can afford to pay
exborbitant fees? How much more difficult
can we make it ·for students from abroad to
take advantage of what we consider to be a
right?
· is evident is that nobody gets a free
What
ride; we all make sacrifices to get an education. But to cut off basic OHIP coverage for
international students is asking them to cough
up a bit too much.
- Mark Crane

'BubbQ Rae.,s pic..k.,n
• ~on t~Q. -tor-e.,gn ~1d

Volume LXVI, Number 14
January JO, 1994
Circulauon: 10,000 wttkly
0

:@r 111 Ctuef....................... Mark Crane

~'iews EdrlOr ··-··············· Teena Ward

health care system is its universality. Furthermore, access to health care for those who
would be dented it if they had been born a
few miles to the south (or north as is the case
in . Windsor) 1s one of our points of national
pnde. To take that away from those who arc
vulnerable, and force extra costs on those
whose burden is already overlarge definiteiy
puts a blemish on the government' ; record.
Universities are a place to learn and grow
·
and the expcnenc.e
is only augmented when'
there is a varied group of cultures and backgrounds involved. An important component
of that mosaic includes input from a wide
range of socio-economic backgrounds. By
raising the costs for intmiatiooal students the
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Free the weed
We're at the point now where our leaders
know what it's like to get high. Several

lawyers, doctors. administrators and business
people have and continue to smoke dope. And
for a bunch of dumb reasons, it's still illegal
to possess pot
In the seventies. Canada was on it's way to
legalizing marijuana, with such luminaries as
Joe Clark, as leader of the opposition, comming out in support of some form of legalv.a-

tion. Then Reagan and Bush came along and
mad~ pot a target in their "War on Drugs" whi h was more of a war on the poor and a
way for the U.S to stretch their power across
the Third World. The run-off effects of U.S.
anti-drug propaganda were to relegate the
marijuana lobby to obscurity, and to keep the
thousands of pot smokers in Canada
criminals.
If you need a model just look at Holland.

where pot is sold in licenced shops. By
removing the criminality of the pot trade .
they have also removed the criminal clement
that is commonly blamed for violt:nce and
leadmg children toward 'harder' drugs.
The eighties and the Tories are finally
gone. Too bad we can't say the same thing
for laws that limit the possession and use of a
harmless weed.
Oh well, there's always the Liberals ...

?zs and eie University of Windsor

~aCounc~.

Letters to the Editor

Mamon Statement

-:, !J.,ai. tie student newspaper of
11 vnlVllfsr1y of Windsor, affirms rts role
as an agent of social change, perform·
·~ both an educat,ve and actlVlsl
'.:C'IOI\.
-:»18 i:r,nc pies are based on those of
re Canadran University Press:
I. The LBIICe recognizes the diversity in
~.nfy. culture. gender, sexual onentab: i99, physrcal and mental abr~ty
&-o economic status of our audience,
l'rd reflect 11 in our content.
2 By 8(8.'l\1111ng issues and different
~iiectves other media avoid, the
:r,=, recognizes that many drsad11.11ai;ad groups an society do not have
!O.ilab!e access to the media We air.:- Cl! respons1b 1ty to grve these
~V'JICe and recognibon.
• r.e lance 1s oomm1t1ed to acting
l",ainst the oppression of socially. cul~~. po(1bcally and economJCally
~ groups. In add1bon, we
~ tie abuse of power m any form.
TIie Lance will not pnnt material that
, 'sex s~ racist ageisi heterosex1st or
:· ma.:;gn sdlfferentJy-abled peoples or
• tlCOnomica.'!y disadvantaged.
~ lt,e lance w I work against the
, :'ll!at10n of conventional and nuclear
t~ ~ the systems which promote

1

...,..hpreseive and extend UOjUSI

::.om:e

a.'ld pof1trcal hegemony,
·•~g resources from genuine human

~$

!~ The Lance
promotes non-VIOient
b any and all disputes.
1 1

I

Lance

promotes ecological

~~!•ty,
b~th m content and 1n its
~-1wol1ungs.
~rtaa: ..____ ,__..Telephone:

u~w ··-................Ed1tonal Offices:

~;iA~;............ 253-4232 X 3909
~3?4 --·-···-···...(519) 971-3604

~t

i1-d1o,, ON -..-........ __ .. Adver11sing

C.,\AO~ - ·--........................Facs1mH1e

u

....-.................. (519) 971•3624

Don't

blame

others for misfortune
Dear Editor,
I read in last week's edition of
the Lance how Mike Killoran is
complaining about getting a
parking ticket. I must say. I am
ama:z.ed at bow far be will go to
rationalize his actions.
The area around the university
went to pcnnit-parking the better
part of a year ago. and signs arc
clearly posted on every street
telling the times non-pcnnit
holders may park, the class of
pcnnit needed to park, and the
fine for disobeying the law. Mr.
Killoran clearly aclmitc; to parking illegally over 1 hour before
non-permit holders can park, and
then whines about being ticketed
for the offence.
The issue of what the level of
traffic congestion around the
university at that time has no
beanng whatc;oever on the case.
His letter goes on to state how be
feels that the ticket was issued
simply to generate funds for the
City of Windsor, or because . a
Provincial Offences Officer, m
lawful perfonnance of his or her
duty, senselessly performed their
job. namely ticketing people who
break the law.
A bit further into the letter,

there is a complaint about how a
$75 fine, which is posted on
signs around the area. so that
drivers can know in advance
what the fine is should they
choose to park there. is excessive Considering the average
fine for a Highway Traffic Act
(Ontario) infraction is over $90, I
would call $75 a bargain, especially with advance notice of the
fine being displayed conspicuously around the area.
You aren' 1 given advance
notice warning that there is a
Police Officer on radar dut) on
the 401, and a speeding ticket can
cost you into the hundreds of dollar.;. There is an old saying,
"Don· 1 do the crime. if you can't
do the time." The 'victim' in this
case could easily have avoided
havmg to pay (doing the time) by
simply parking legally at the on
street meters, in the Pay & Display lots. or in the Pennit Lots
around the university.
However, he chose not to. and
was caught Rather than learning
from his mistakes that the words
'No Parking' mean that you can't
park in that area without a parking pennit, Mr. Killcnn expects
sympathy for being caught in the
act of breaking a law.
I would also like to take the
time to ask where Mr. Killoran
was when the Windsor City

·

Council debated the installation
of on street pennit parking in the
area surrounding the university.
He had a chance to protest the installation of the penni1 plan, and
convince people not 10 support it,
but didn't He did't complain at
all. until it actually affected him.
As our 'victim· is old enough
and responsible to own/drive a
car. and go to a university, one
would hope that he is responsible
enough to take responsibility for
his actions.
Unfortunately that doesn't
seem to be the cac;e. All I hope is
that by the time he graduates. he
manages to learn some "elf
responsibility. rather than blaming others for his misfortunes.
Chris Farrar

CAW

Student

Centre responds
Dear Editor,
Thank you for your recent
coverage regarding the revised
operating hours for the CAW
Student Centre during the winter
'94
term.
While
Tran
Longmoore' s
news
article
provided a fair and accurate
description of the wberefore's
and why's of the change this
semester, I would like to add a
few further points of clarification:

The operating budget of the
CAW Student Cencre is totally
separate from the capital budget
tbat was responsible for the
renovation and expansion of the
building. Jn the operating budget.
of which casual wages and student staffmt c,t the lnfonnauon
Desk. 1s a part. student fees comprise approximately sixty percent
of the total hudget; the rest of the
operating revenue is generated b>
tenant recovery and revenueproducing services and programs
provided wilhin the facility.
The CAW fmanc1al commitment to the huilding project docs
not provide any tunds to lhc
operating budget.
The change in operating hours
for this semester, approved by
the CA WSC Board. was not only
prompted by financial considerations. but by lack of usage a-;
well after 1:30am dunng the fall
semester.
Anyone interested in seeing
the usage figures is welcome 10
visit my office located next to
the Womyn·s Centre on the
second floor of the CA WSC.
Hours of operation for the 9495 . academic year will be
reviewed later Ibis semester as
we prepare next year's operating
budget.
Mary Lou Thibert
Department Head, CAWSC
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Toronto students!
just gotta have it
By Tran Longmoore
Co-News Editor

The bell goes off and a voice comes over the P.A system.
"Thank you for attending the Pepsi Power Hour history c~ I
Make your way out to the schoolyard for recess, brought to YO£
by Fido Dido and 7 up." Thirty screaming kids bolt out of~
classroom and scramble for the doors. Several of the kid\
however, line up at the vending machine for pop, chips and, per.
haps, apple juice.
Well school children can't buy juice at school. At le~t notm
Toronto public schools.
I
Last week, the financially ailing Toronto Public School B~ I _
sold exclusive vending rights to Pepsi Canada for over $1 llti~I t
lion.
Pepsi knows that children absorb messages and infonnati(l II
like sponges. For years it has been gearing its adds to childrtt
They stand to profit immensely as thousands of Toronto' I
brightest and freshest young minds are greeted by a Pepsi ven,J
ing machine when they walk in to their school each morning.
As it stands now, children are barraged with advertisementstt
the tube from 4:00 pm 'till bedtime. Now they will face a mori M
subtle distraction from 8:30 am to 3:30 pm - and in a leamin1 Ti
environment.
I JI{
Even the school board trustees who made the decision to turn I th
their schools into billboards expressed concern.
I fe
"I'm not happy about allowing advertising in a containnl
learning environment," said one trustee. "But, these aren't happ) ist
times."
i
True.
in_
These aren't happy times in Myanamar (formerly Bunna w
either. In fact, the times there are brutally grim. And Pep.si i Cc
playing a major role in the brutality that occurs in that COlllltn ni
every day.
· re,
While other major corporations have caved in to pressure all! di·
pulled their operations from the country, Pepsi continues to pa) n
big bucks to the Myanamar military government so it can use ex. de
ploit the country's cheap labour and land.
pri
In turn, the government uses the money and the company clL
popular American image to fund and legitimize an army t!rd thr
destroys and kills anything or anyone that threatens its rule. j
The children in Toronto and the rest of Canada have to h Lil
taught was goes on countries like Myanamar, East Timor andE Ch
Salvador.
co1

j

Come down to the Lance office in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre
starting 10am Tuesday, Jan 18 and answer
the question "What rap duo stars in the
House Party Series?" The first 20 people
with the correct answer, win passes for
two for House Party 3. It's that simplel

I~

Sorry we ean't take answers over the phone.
In-person winners will only be honoured

We have to start shaking the bottle. We gotta have it.
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COMPUTING SERVICES
SEMINAR SCHEDULE FOR WINTER 1994
COURSE NAME

Introduction to UNIX on SGI
Using Electronic Mail Under UNIX
for CMS Users

,

em
iri
me

I DATE

I TIME

Jan. 24 & 26

12:30 - 1:30

Jan. 25 & 27
Jan. 27 & Feb. 3

12:30 - 1 :30
6:00 - 8:00

Introduction to .WordPerfect 5. 1
Using Electronic Mail Under UNIX
Jan. 31
for CMS Users
Jan. 31 & Feb. 2
Introduction to Electronic Mail on SGI
Feb. 1 & 3
Introduction to UNIX on SGI
Using Statistical Packages Under UNIX
Feb. 3
for CMS Users
Using Statistical Packages Under UNIX
Feb. 7 & 9
for CMS Users
Feb. 7, 14 & 21
WordPerfect 6.0 for 5. 1 Users
Feb. 8 & 10
Introduction to Internet on SGI
Feb. 10
Introduction to UNIX on SGI
Feb. 10, 17 & 24
CorelDraw. V4.0
Feb. 14, 16. 21 & 23
Introduction to WordPerfect 5. 1
Feb. 15, 17, 22 & 24
Introduction to Windows
Feb. 17
Introduction to Electronic Mail on SGI
Mar. 7 & 14
Excel. V4.0
Mar. 7
Networking at University of Windsor
Mar. 8
WordPerfect Special Topics - Tables
Mar. 9
Networking at University of Windsor
Wordperfect Special Topics - Mail/Merge Mar. 10
Mar. 14 & 16
Introduction to SPSS/PC+
Mar. 15 & 17
WordPerfect Special Topics - Graphics
Mar. 21. 23, 28 & 30
Introduction to lotus 1 -2-3
Introduction to SPSS for Windows
Mar. 22 & 24
Mar. 29, 31 & Apr. 5
WordPerfect 6.0 for 5. 1 Users

4:00 - 6:00
12:30 - 1 :30
12:30 - 1:30
4:00 - 6:00
12:30 - 1 :30
3:30 - 4:30
12:30 - 1 :30
6:00 - 8:00
4:00 - 6:00
12:30 - 1:30
12:30 - 1:30
6:00 - 8:00
4:00 - 6:00
12:30 - 1 :30
12:30 - 1 :30
12:30 - 1 :30
12:30 - 1 :30
12:30 - 1:30
12:30 - 1:30
12:30 - 1:30
12:30 - 1:30
12:30 - 1:30

• snacks • pastas • baking supplies
• beans & nuts • health supplements
10 °/o DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT CARD
Open 7 days a week
9n-5931

•

the

S2:

sili

1560 Huron Church (Ambassador Plaza)

0 AL O N
Where we set the standards

Student discotmts on Stmdays
551 PELISSIER • OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS • 973-4977
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TO ALL ESSEX, KENT A.ND
LAMBTONCOUNTYSTUDENTS

WHY DRIVE TO CLASSES IN
WINTER SLUSH, SNOWDRIITS,
SLEET, RA.IN A.ND WIND111
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There is no fee for students to attend these seminars. All seminars will be held
in the classroom located in the basement of the Computer Centre. To register,
call the secretary at extension 2740 or come to the Second Floor of the
Computer Centre, NO SOONER THAN ONE WEEK BEFORE THE SEMINAR.
Watch for additional course offerings, especially on Macintosh related topics/

SINGLE AND DOIJBLE ROOMS
NOW AVAILABLE

ENf!UIRE ABOUT OlJR RA.TES
CALL 256-6442,
A.SK FOR MRS CAREY.
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Censoring our nation
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By Graham Cook
The Ubyssey
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A source at the Ontario
: am~ Ministry of Education and
leamioi Training said that an announcement will be made
1 to tUll this week regarding tuition
fee increases.
lnWlll'd Currently, Education Min't happi t,ter Dave Cooke (MPP
Windsor-Riverside) is speaking with members of the OnBlllllla t.'lrio cabinet about the issue.
Pepsi i Cooke ha<; promised a "sigcotmll) nificant" increase in tuition
fees but has refused to
sure aoc dil'ulge further information.
:s to Jla! The announcement bas been
1 useex- delayed by several other
iroblems in the Ministry, inmpany\ ,Juding teacher's strikes
rmy tll: throughout the province.
le.
According to Ontario
ve to h Liberal Education Critic
,rand E Charles Beer, the NDP is
considering a tuition fee in! crease of 14 per cent over
lhe nexL two years. ..Stu~nL~. who are having an impossible
time
finding
employment, are paying the
!rice for NDP mismangement," said Beer, blaming
lhe tuition increases on the
S250 million cul<; to univer1i1ies and colleges.
D
The Canadian Federation
of Students-Ontario is ex~cting an increase between
1)
25 and 40 per cent.
Meanwhile,
WindsorWalkerville NDP MPP
Wayne Lessard, a U of W
graduate, encourages sturents who are concerned
11 ilh tuition fees to contact
their local MPP' s. Lessard
rds bas been "suprised" by the
bck of student activity
regarding the matter.

I I
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The Algoma University
College Senate has joined
lhe. growing movement op~ng the Council of Onlario Universities' (COU)
JrOposaJ to raise tuition by
~percent.
byAmotion brought forward
t student senators to
nounce the
proposal
~d almost unanimously.
~- only opposition to the
.lion came from the
IIIUvers'
.ity •s president, Doug

lawson.

Co~e Algoma University
Mas ge Senate, joining Mcliti ter and Trent univer~· is the third Ontario
ltlnn~ to pass a motion conff Ing the COU proposal.
~b .at the U of W, SAC
nngm.g a similar motion
0
1...the University of Windsor
""uate on Feb. 17.

:re

Vancouver (CUP) The
freewheeling
Internet
newsgroups are a little less free,
thanks to recent decisions by
several university computer administrators.
On Nov. 30 the University of
British Columbia pulled the plug
on the internet newsgroup
''alt.fan.karla-homolka."
Similar actions have been
taken or are being contemplated
at universities across the country,
including the University of
Toronto, Dalbousie, and the
University of New Brunswick.
Internet newsgroups function
like electronic bulletin boards on
which people ''post" submissions
on different subjects. The
newsgroup computer is physically located in the United States.
The censored Homolka group
dealt with the manslaughter trial
currently underway in Ontario.
Karla Teale (formerly Homolka)
was convicted of manslaughter in

the deaths of teenagers Kristen
French and Leslie Mahaffy, and
was sentenced to 12 years in
prison.
A ban was imposed by the Ontario court on most details of the
trial, allegedly to ensure a fair
trial for Teale's husband Paul. He
is charged with first degree murder and seven other offenses.
Bans apply to published
material, with electronic communication h.ke the Internet occupying a grey area of the law.
Jack Leigh. the director of
university computing services,
said the decision to cut the
Homolka newsgroup was based
on legal advice from other
universities.
''The advice from Dalhousie
[university in Halifax] was that
the newsgroup should be
removed, and we thought it
would be better to be safe than
sorry because of the fact of the
possible illegality of it,"he said.
A UBC chemistry graduate
student was upset at the ban.
"My thing against banning

newsgroups bas nothing to do
with what should and shouldn't
be on lhem,"she said.
"If you haul up the [picture]
files off alt.sex.bondage or
whatever, you're going to get
stuff which could not cross the
borders and be sold in Canada in
published form."
"I consider myself a feminist,
and if you're going to start banning newsgroups you shouldn't
start with this one," she said.
The information from the nowunavailable Homolka group has
already been "crosspostcd" on
other newsgroups like "soc.culture.canada," which deal with a
wider range of issues.
As well, a service called FfP
(file transfer protocol) can give
access to most of the information
on the trial that has been
published in the United States.
where the publication ban is not
in effect.
"For example. the Washington
Post has an FfP service. All you
have to do is call it up and you
can get their articles on the

trial,"she said.
"If you know enough about
computers and the 'net then you
can access the information."
Leigh say<; the blacking out of
the Homolka group might conceivably be just the start.
"If there's any chance of any
newsgroup being illegal we
would likely remove it. We
would only do that on the advice
of the appropriate use group. The
idea is not Lo censor it as such but
we cannot do anything illegal,"he
said.
The issue of freedom of Internet infonnation has been debated
on campus before. In early 1992
a number of newsgroups focusing on sex and erotica were censored by UBC.
Critics of the move forced the
formation of a committee on the
appropriate use of infonnation
technology. A repon wac;
relea,;ed last year calling for free
access to all Internet newsgroups.
After the report was issued the
sex-related newsgroups were restored.
l!

Prying eyes
Censorship sweeps through Canada
OITAWA (CUP) - Activists
say gay and lesbian sexual
materials are the target of
obscenity charges and detainments at the Canadian border.
Sandra Haar, editor of the
feminist journal Fireweed, says
small Canadian distributors of
lesbian and gay erotica are suffering under vaguely-worded and
arbitrarily-applied
Canadian
obscenity laws.
The Criminal Code currently
defines obscenity as ''any publication, a dominant characteristic
of which is an undue exploitation
of sex, or of sex and any one or
more of the following subjects:
crime, horror, cruelty and
violence."
'Good sex' is found in an artistic, scientific, educational or
medical context, and is protected
by the law. 'Bad sex,' then, encompasses anything that can be
considered a sexual turn-on and
anything that falls out of
mainstream heterosexual acts,
says Haar.
In October, 1994 the issue will
be brought to the forefront by
way of a case in which the Little
Sisters Book & Art Emporium
and the British Columbia Civil
Liberties Association battles
Canada Customs.
Little Sisters, a gay and lesbian
bookstore has had numerous
shipments stopped by Canada
Customs, causing delays and
financial losses.
John Westwood, executive
director of the BC Civil Liberties

Association. says "material that's
destined for gay and lesbian (distributors) appears to receive special scrutiny form Customs
officials and when that scrutiny is
carried out, there is little sensitivity to the specific nature of
gay and lesbian sexual behavior."
Westwood cites the prohibition
of material containing representations of anal sex as a
primary example of bow Customs discriminates against gay
erotica. The practice of anal sex
is not prohibited by Canadian
law.
Anything that "might" be
deemed obscene is to be barred
entry.
Customs officials ''can interpret the law to mean what they
want it to mean and this doesn't
have to be accounted for," says
Haar.
As the Westwood puts it,
"Canadian readers are being
denied access to perfectly legal
erotica."
- The Fulcrum

Theory of Programming. which
Hebner wrote himself. costs S55
at the campus bookstore.
At least one local copyshop.
however. has sold illegally
photocopied reproductions of
computer science textbooks. for
less than a quarter of the list
price.
The chair of the computer
science department. Wayne Enright, said he had no problem
with Hehner's exam. ''If he's told
(the class) from the beginning of
the year. it's fair. If it's a last
minute thing. it would be questionable."
In September the copyright
collective Cancopy searched a
Toronto copyshop said to be illegally reproducing around 50 U
of T textbooks.
A lawyer for Cancopy says the
charges may be laid against the
owner of the Ink Copy copyshop.
The search follows recent RCMP
raids on copyshops in Montreal
and Ottawa
- The Varsity

TORONTO (CUP) - A University of Toronto computor science
professor told his class they
could not use contraband
textbooks in an "open textbook"
exam in December.
Prefessor Eric Hebner said he
is frustrated by students who
have
purchased
cheap
photocopies of the course
textbook in bis fourth-year computer science class.
Toe textbook, A Practical

MONTREAL (CUP) - In a rare
move against a western industrialized nation, the International PEN writers· union has
condemned the seizure of books
by Canada Customs as a serious
blow to the right of free speech.
At PEN' s 60th International
Congress in Spain, it passed a
resolution that calls on Canada's
government to "dismantle the
system which permits such
seizures to take place."

The resolution comes after
seven years in which the government has stepped up border
seizures of works deemed
obscene.
In that time 5 OOO books and
periodicals, largely destined for
gay and lesbian book stores. have
been detained.
According to Jackie Mantbome, executive director of PEN
Canada, "the government's intolerance could c.ause many
publishers to evaluate whether or
not they want to even deal with
Canadian booksellers."
Hopes of a change in customs
practices died when former
Prime Minister Kim Campbell
reorganized the cabinet. Canada
customs moved from the Ministry of Revenue to tbe Ministry
of Public Security.
"The shift is interesting," said
Manthorne. "It shows a certain
mindset on the part of the
government."
- McGill Daily
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GSS, Grad House to be sued
All is not well with the U of
W's graduate student community. The Grad House and the
Graduate Student Society (GSS)
will be served with a lawsuit
early this week as a result of an
employee grievance of wrongful
dismissal. Trouble bas been
brewing since early November,
due to a clash between a Grad
House employee, new management, and GSS executives.
Joe Krishnaippillai, a long
time employee of the Grad
House, is bringing the suit
against the two graduate organizations as a result of bis termination on November 10, 1993.
Krishnaippillai's
employment
was brought into question several
times
throughout
the
fall
semester due to charges of insubordination, infractions of bar
policies, and the use of profanity
to GSS executives, management,
and other employees.
"It is bis own doing that led to
where we're at today," said Grad
House manager Mark McCnmmon. "He had over seven
written warnings, which is
grounds for termination ...He is
his own worst enemy."
Formerly all grievances of
Grad House employees have
been handled by a hiring committee, an independent body outlined
in the GSS constitution. In the
two initial incidents which
brought Krishnaippillai' s job into
question. his case was brought

...

l-

before the committee and he was
reinstated.
The final infraction which
threatened the employee's job
occurred when Krishnaippillai
was off duty and patronizing the
Grad House. He was served with
a written warning for his "use of
profanity in the Grad House
towards fellow employees."
"There is a code of conduct
that all employees are aware of in
the House regarding profanity,
whether working or not working," explained McCrimmon.
Profanity is unacceptable especially "when directed specifically
to individuals, and when it is in a
vindictive and barrassment situation which this one was," he said.
A change in the GSS constitution, abolished the hiring committee. making Krishnaippillai's
termination final. He said that
"on Friday I went to face the
hiring committee," where his job
was reinstated. The next Monday
the GSS ''called an emergency
meeting, and on Wednesday they
dissolved the hiring committee."
The next time he was fired there
was no place to go.
GSS VP Finance Paul Pilon
said that council "made an ammendment to the constitution to
abolish the hiring comminee because it was making decisions
that were binding to the council,
executive, and manager."
He would not comment extensively on the issue, but GSS
president John Cunningham said
that "everybody was aware and
participated in discussions, there

I
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Students will not stop patronizing the Grad House despite its troubles.

By Teena Ward
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was no violation of internal procedures."
Both Cunningham and Pilon
resigned from their positions just
before the Christmas break. The
resignations
are
effective
February 3, 1993.
Yet Krishnaippillai insists that
the hiring committee was in place
for very important reasons.
"They set it up to make sure there
was an independent impartial
body where employees and staff
can appeal," he said. ''The
problem is we're (employees) not
unionized and have no contract,
so what security is there for
employees if every year a new
executive can change the rules?"
Robin Swainson, a sessional
professor of physics, was on the
GSS council which develped the
original constitution. Swainson
argued for the necessity of "an
independent appeals procedure"
· in the GSS, and explained that
bringing employee grievances
before the entire council would
be time-consuming and difficult.
For most of the staff at the
Grad House and the GSS executives things are just getting back
to normal, which may not last
long when the suit is served by
Krishnaippillai' s lawyer. It is not
anticipated to interfere with the
Feb. 13 election the GSS is planning for the positions of President and VP Finance. Both Pilon
and Cunmngham insist that their
resignations come primarily for
academic and personal reasons.
and are in no way linked to
Krishaippillai' s law suit.
[I

You stayed up all night cramming, you're tired and you figure
that you are as ready as you will
ever be for your exam. There is
only one problem - your professor doesn't show up.
As horrific as this may seem, it
is a reality that 30 students enrolled in Social Policy and Welfare faced during final exams last
semester.
Sessional instructor Alan Juris
failed to show at the 8:30 am
exam on Saturday Dec. 11,
though according to a student
who asked not to be named, Juris
had told the class the exact date
and time of the exam just three
days earlier.
The student continued by
saying that when Juris failed to
appear, a professor who was conducting an exam in an adjoining
room told the class that if "Juris
was still not there by nine, they
should leave."
Unlike the incident last September when associate math
professor Paul Manley purposely
missed a scheduled test over a
disagreement about class size,
Juris' failure to appear has been
attributed to a "simple mistake."
A group of students did encounter Juris after they left the
exam room, and one student said
that Juris claimed to have had the
wrong time written down on his
calendar and that he "seemed
very apologetic." Despite this at
least one student feels that Juris
slept in and "he simply doe.sn' t
want to admit to it."
Students in the class received
letters both in Windsor and at
their out of town addresses shortly after the incident, informing

them that ttiey ~ould either wrne
the exam at therr convenience~
that they could take their mid.
term mark as their final grade i~
the class.
James Chacko, director or the
School of Social Work, said !hat
most students chose not to Writt
the exam and '_'that overall ~
students are sausfied with what
was done."
One student claimed to l:t
"pretty pis~ off' as the ~
spent studying for Juris' exc111
was basically wasted, thoug I
many of the students were under- I
standably happy with being able
to use thier midtenn marks.
Chacko said that he made sure
that the situation was hand!~
quickly because he didn't wan1
the students to worry during the
Christmas holidays.
He continued by saying Iha, .
though they could not relieve t1,;
anxiety and discomfort that Ilk
students had already experienced
'·he hoped that by writing to them
as soon as possible he could help
them relax."
One student claimed that 1f
"Juris was a student he would get I
nailed for missing an exam." and 1
Chacko agrees saying that there
is a zero tolerance for students so
"they cannot tolerate it when a
professor misses an exam."
Juris was not available fix
comment a<; he is not teachin,
this semester. According to
Chacko this is attributed to the
fact that he was not scheduled 11
teach any classes, not because Ci I
the missed exam.
Chacko also said 1haLbl.
doesn't feel good about whal
happened and "the enlire situa-J
tion was upsetting, though he r,
satisfied with the way it 1111
resolved."

I

Yaqzan steps down
By G. Bruce Rolston
The Varsity
TORONTO (CUP) Matin
Y aqzan, the professor whose
published views on campus date
rape led to a suspension from the
University of New Brunswick
faculty last November, has
retired from his position.
An assistant professor of mathematics at UNB, Yaqzan retired
effective Jan. 1. In a prepared
statement, the UNB teacher's association and administration said
Yaqzan had "exercised an early
retirement option available to
. "
h un.
"Professor Yaqzan is now a
retired member of the faculty,"
said UNB spokesperson Susan
Monatague, adding that no further action was anticipated.
The severance package may
include a period of retirement
with full pay as well as a pension. Teachers' association president Jack Vanderlinde said

professors with Yaqzan's :· 1
years of service would be eligib!.1
for a full pension worth just over
half of their current salary.
Vanderlinde said that YaqZJll
was not pushed into retirement
Yaqzan received intematiooal
attention for an opinion piece Ix
wrote for the UNB studeni
newspaper, the Brunswickan.
In the article, Yaqzan said cd
lege women as well as men oor,
blame if they were sexually a.-·
saulted by acquaintances. .
"When a boy invites a girl~
his bedroom, especially af111
meeting her for the first time.~
should consider it as an invitaUl11
for sexual intercourse," be wrote
University vice-president T~
Traves suspended Yaq1.an fro!
teaching when the furor over lb/
article first erupted last Novei:r
ber, but was forced to t,ack~
a week later when univerilll
lawyers concluded UNB did ri:I
have the legal authority to ar;
bitrarily suspend a professor. ·

I-low 'bout some food for thought... delivered right to your door?
Take a break and pick up the phone. for delivery, call today .

.1-800-663-2233
Oelivery available 11:00 a.m. to closing. McDonald's in Windsor only. Minimum order $8.50 plus tax. $1.50 service charge will apply.
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Aiming for a
"community
university''

Official-Languages
Monitor Program

By Dave McCullough
News Staff
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U of W administration released a report it commissioned which calls for greater public involvement and accowuability in the structures of the
university.
Toe Report of the Academic Visitor to U of W
on the Mission Statement of the University and
Planning Procedures calls for a re-evaluation of
administrative and academic functions of the
university through the introduction of formal
bodies to ensure close public scrutiny.
H. V. Nelles, the report's author, recommends
the introduction of three new bodies, the Strategic
Planning Task Force (SPTF), President's Council
and the Visiting Committee, as well as an expansion in the membership of the executive group.
These are to allow the university to deal both with
the current fiscal crisis in post-secondary education and to adequately plan for the future - a future where U of W will be expected to provide
more with less.
The job of the task force will be to provide a
"qualitative evaluation of core activities to replace
planning on the margins."
"Each Unit (course) must be critically evaluated
in light of its own performance and its contributions to the mission of the university."
Nelles believes this can be done by a committee
of 10, drawn from both distinguished faculty in
mid-career and students representing undergraduate,
graduate and part-time students based upon their
academic merits.
The group would be chaired be the university's
vice-president academic. They would evaluate each
course in addition to studying faculty workload, administrative/academic resource balances and to
determine how ··breadth across programmes can be
narrowed to provide better teaching, learning and
research experiences."
Nelles also proposes the establishment of a
President's Council. This group, consisung of member~ of administration, unions, and srudent associations. would begin a consultation process involving
policies affecung the university communi1y as a
whole. The council would share ideas, report on
policies and address the concerns these groups have
a~ Ibey assist in the development of policies and the
planning for U of W.

.,,

'

Under a program funded by the Government of Canada
th.e Ministry of Education and Training in conjunction '
with the Council of Ministers of Education Canada
invites students to apply for the position of second:
language monitors (French or English) for the 1994-95
academic year.

Part-Time Monitors
Official-languages monitors must be full-time postsecondary students usually studying in a province other
than their own. They will work between six and eight
hours per week under the supervision of a second-language teacher. Some francophone monitors will be
assigned to French schools outside Quebec. For eight
months' participation in the program, they will receive at
least $3,500 and one return trip between their home and
the host province.
To be eligible for the part-time program, students
must have completed at least one year of postsecondary studies or will have completed such studies by
the end of the 1993-94 academic year.

Full-Time Monitors

.
Lance photo by Teena Ward
Lmeups at the SAC used booksale is one sure
sign that holidays are over. Sales, unlike the
lineup~, haye been brisk. The last day to buy
bo~ks 1s Friday, Jan. 21. Students can pick up
their cash and unsold books starting Jan. 24.

Full-time monitors must have completed at least one
year of postsecondary studies. Duties consist of assisting French second-language teachers in rural or semiurban areas usually in a province other than their own,
for 25 hours per week. Some francophone monitors will
be assigned to French schools outside Quebec. Monitors
will rec~ive up to $_11,400 for 10 months of participation.
Th~y will also re.ce1ve two return trips per year between
their ho~e provmc~ and the host province. They may
also receive a moving allowance of a minimum of $300
and a maximum of $1, 11 O for commuting expenses
within the host province.

The report also sees the establishment of a VisitAppl!cation forms and program brochures may be
obtained from placement offices in postsecondary
ing ~ommittee drawn from alumni and repreinstitutions, or from the address below:
sentatives of the community at large, to view
Provincial Co-ordinator, Monitor Program
whether U of W' s policies and plans are apMinistry of Education and Training
propnate.
French Language Education, Policy and Programs
Nelles also calls for an expansion of the
16th Floor, Mowat Block, Queen's Park
university's executive committee by adding two
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1L2
faculty members. The executive committee currently consists of president Ron Ianni. vice president
Duly completed application forms must arrive at the
address indicated in the information package, postacademic William Jones. and vice president finance
marked no later than February 18, 1994. Qualified
Terrance Parkinson.
candidates will be required to attend an interview.
The goal is to achieve faculty inpu1 on the day to
day operations of the university as well as to cffi- -- ~ - - - - - - - - - - ciently delegate tbe various weekly tasks
®Ontario ........
Government
CouncllofMll\lsters
According to Nelles these proposals. if imple.,,..
of Canada
,
,
of Education,
mented, would help to ensure that U of W remains a
~ ~ Canada
"community university" based on teaching, learning
and research. making it<;elf accountable 10 the community it serves
(!
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'l1ie Larue's
new atfveitising manager
f£faine Sauntfers
cortfia{[y invites you
to ftia out a6out
the Lattee's great rates.
~S.'V.P. to 971-3604.
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I.Besearch
rlroup
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Presems

1993-1994 Distinguished Visiting Scholar
on

Technology and Culture

Leonard E. Boyle
Prefect. Vaucan Library

TYPING

• Papers • Reports
(APA & other styles)
• Resumes • Letters
Cash, Visa or MC
For special student rates
Call Roni at 253-5501
The Hairstyling Boutique offers
permanent student discounts on
haircuts. 181 Janette, Jackie Linge
256-2449.

FORRENT

~

I~

8:00 p.m. Tuesday, January 18. 1994
Oak Room - Vanier Hall

- - - - --- ------- ------Universay Lecture

Conservation and Posterity
2:30 p.m. Thursday, January 20, 1994
Oak Room - Vanier Hall

l\\LL
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Facolitaltd b~ A.-umphon Cni.er<ily, Facult~ of Social Scitnc, .
Otpar1menl5 of Engli<h and Hiscory. and lh• Ledd~ Librar ~

6E\~
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For onformalion. call 15191 253-4232. E,t. 3508
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SERVICES

Public Lecture

The Vatican Library:
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow

·
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Apartments for rent, Erie and
Dougall. Quiet, clean, secure building. Large bachelor $390+ hydro.
Jan. 20; small bachelor $300+ hydro
- immediate. 256-9879, 10-8
references required
'
Rooms tor rent: 3 minute walk from
university. Very nice, clean rooms. If
interested, call 256-9026. Available
immediately.
Wasting time looking for a parking
space? Rent a space. 10 minute
walk to university, $25/month. 2559036.
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Single mattress, box spring and
frame for sale. Excellent condition.
S250 . Negotiable. Worth $1000
retail! Call 9n-0253.

T:
P·

EMPLOYMENT

!he

Summer Jobs! Applications are
now being accepted for summerjobs
on cruiseships, airlines and resorts
No experience necessary. For more
information send S2 and a self-addressed stamped envelope to:
World Wide Travel Club
5334 Yonge Street, Suite 1407
Toronto, ON, M2N 6M2
Are you interested m wri·:~g.
photography or layout? Come to t'>e
Lance staff ,neet,rgs he d every
Monday at 6 pm mthe basenent of
the CAW Student Centre and cheCK
out the possibilities.
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an accounting profe<;s1onal.
Ctrtttied General Account n•

Our CGA program of stud1c~
can lead to better opporttmltlc~

in business, go\crnmr:nt and
public pral ticc. If you 're rcadr

-
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more of) our<,clf.

call (416) 322-6520, extcnsiom
228, 225 or 217, or toll free
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1-800-668-1454, or write to u~
at 240 Eglinton A\·enue East,
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Marijuana is legendary among recreational users for its mood
-affering effects, which can include feelings of calm and giddiness and can shift perceptions of time and space. But among
Ji! sicians and researchers, marijuana is also known to prevent
~~sea, reduce blood pressure, samulate appeate, kill pain and
suppress convulsions.
- The Washington Post, 1990

T: Okay, tell us about your day.

J

P: My day started when I got home around five after having
been at work all day. I smoked a big jay and then relaxed. I was
really tense before I went to work ... not tense, but just like, fuck,
I've got to relax, so I smoked a jay. I read the paper, did some
writing of my own and just sat around and listened to music, and
was productive. Did a whole bunch of shit that had I not smoked
8 jay when I got home, I would've had to fucking sit there and
unwind forever.
T: Do you think that ... is there a difference to you when you're
doing stuff without smoking than when you are? Do you find
yourself being more creative?
P: When I'm high?
T: Yeah.
P: Oh, yeah! Well, I can think, where if I'm not high I just sit
!here and stare at the walls for hours. Let's put it this way. When
your high you don't sit around and do nothing, like you wouldn't
ust lie there and watch t.v. You'd do something, wouldn't you?
1
T:Well ...
S: Sometimes.
T: When you don't smoke do you find yourself sitting around
doing nothing? Is that what your saying? Or do you think it's just
·~ your personality to do those things. Are you the type of per·
son that could smoke pot and be productive?
P: That could be it. Yeah, I guess it's not for everybody.
T: Well, what does it do? Does it just take the edge off? Or does
t expand your thoughts?
S: think it allows me to look at things in a more appropriate
ight. lt allows me to function more appropriately.
T. What do you mean appropriate?
S i11st find that if you pay attention to too many thin sat once
someames you can function on a aay-to-cfay level Wil atr hi::
stupid shit that goes on. It helps you put it mplace.
P· I th1nk 11 helps me focus. I think it's a personality thing, by nature I'm JUSt
anx;ous, Kmd of
i:ess1m1slic,
depress1rig. So
wnat I figure pot
ooes 1s •t breaks
oown all those
barners to clear
!liinking
T: Well why oot and why not prosac then?
According to aumor Jack Herer (The fmporer Wears No
Clothes), NORML, High Times and OMNI all repo~e_d that
American Pharmaceutical companies stand to lose m1//1ons at
home should mar1Juana be legalized, and billions more in the
Thlfd World.
P. Because I still get up and go to work everyday ...
T YoL don't think rt's a crutch?
P: No, it's not a crutch because if I don't smoke it I'm alnght. But
I am tense. Conventional wisdom would tell you to go see a
psychiatrist because your too anxious and he tells you what to
oo and puts you on drugs. So he puts you on addictive drugs to
keep you off your therapeutic herb. Herb. It's a fucking plan!.
T- So what your describing to me is that it has a therapeunc et·
feet.
P: Definitely. There's people that say you can get the same ef·
fects from breathing properly, if your into yoga and stuff,
you breath and you can enter a consciousness where ~tty shit
doesn't matter. I don't revere it as the lifesource or anything, b~t
I think it's one of those things that helps you get to a certain
consciousness, maybe your optimal-consciousness.

an?

Although most frequently associated with _Rastafa_rian
re!igions, marijuana has been used in more tha~ eight.ancient,
f111ddle-, and far-eastern religions. Some Buddhists belteve that
hemp helped Siddhartha reach enlightenment.

_J

T:It sounds flaky but what your saying is that it has a spirituality
toit.
P:Only in a roundabout way.
T: You know I'm hesitant to use the word spiritual.
P: It all has some sort of weird link to that thing where you ~ave
to develop yourself into a conscious being. Which is diametnca~
~ oppcsed to most popular philosophy right now. They say that
You _should be the way that you are - you kn~w the culture
S~d1es thing where you are a product of your environment. It all
flies in the face of having a goal that you want to rea~h. A goal
!hat's universal or optimar. So, I mean, that's why it sounds

flaky. It shouldn't
sound flaky. •lt
means getting in
tune with yourself,
right? Now, that
sounds flaky.
T: Your advocates
for smoking pot.
You thinks it's an
important thing for
P: For me to do.
T: Well, for people
that may be seeking
that same sort of
consciousness
development.
P: Yeah ... yeah ...
I'm hesitant to say
that it's good for
anybody else.

In the
'60s,
legalizing
drugs
could be fairly
regarded as another
indulgence by a self-indulgent generation. Today, it can be considered as not only pragmatic but necessary. It at least deser·
ves an ainng.
- Columnist Thomas Collins, Newsday
T: Why do you think it 1s illegal then?
P: It's iliegal tor a lot of reasons.
T: But honestly, what hits you as the reason it's illegal?
P: I don t think there is a reason for 1t being illegal.
S: It's branded as immoral, right. to some extent
P: The cnminahzation of pot '1ad so many different interests. but
basically you could say that you can't smoke pot because it's
not n certain people's interests for us to smoke pot. It makes us
ree thr. ke-s, because nc economy at 111e m reguia eel iat
they shouldn't be growing hemp. For all of those reasons, l don't
think anything is overriding.
T Can the same
arguements you ve
given for smo1<mg
pot be1'1g given ior
doing drugs like
herion or cocaine?
P: Obviously, I'm
901"9 to say ·!lat all
scientific evidence
s that the•e are a hell of a lot more links to 11-Jose types of drtJgs
tha" there are to "lan;Jana. The arguement that I would make 1s
that mari1uana is natural. You don't contro1 natural substa"ces
· ke that. Something chemically produced like the ttl"1gs that you
mentioned, it<e herion or cocaine
S: You have to look at the side effects of the drug itself and on
that level you have to ban certain drugs.
P: And those substances are designed with a certain effect,
they're designed to make you fucking crazy. They're not
designed to be a therapeutic thing. They're designed to get you
high. That's the distict1on nght there. Pot 1s a natura,
therapeutic thing.

P: It's crazy, I mean it's crazy. If my work is great and I smoke
and I still get fired because I smoke. Or I get put in therapy because ·t's wrong to smoke dope. t's not wrong so ... But if I
come in everyday and I'm a fucking dope and can't do my
work. fire me. I don't fuck up at work because I smoke dope
T: What is the culture 1ke? How do you go about buying ,t pot or
fod1ng people to buy pot from?
S: Friends. Word of mouth.
T: So, i• you smoke with somebOdy at a party or something,
would you ask them where to buy it or buy 1t from them? How do
you go about it?
P: There's a way things are done.
T: And what 1s that?
· Be cool about I

eve

You asK your other fr ends

and stuff, but you don't do too much asking around. You cfon t
say "Oh, do you sell drugs? I d like to buy some:
S: To people that you don't know? That wot..ldn't be good.
P. Yoi.,r buddy v.111 be buyrng some and he'll taKe you !o sorne
guys house and you'I l'Jang arouna. But all those stones are
true about waiting a'Uund for hours and 'lours. Drug dea1ers are
not dependable.
(Everyone laughs)
There s two types of drug dea ers There s ones that rrake
money and they're and they want to mar<e bread ou of •t. And
ther there's guys that do 11 because t .ey want to support tiie1r
lifesty'e of smoKing lots of grass all the t me....he money oeopte
are a bit rro-e of a d ag because they np you of1 e..'la they and
they sell you sr-1t cuts and stuff .,.he guys that are doing ,: Just
so they can smoke are usually a bit 11ore cons1derate but 1
mean U1eyre always late. You have to call a hundred limes, run
around. It's never easy to score aope.

Officials ,n Holland. -,,.;here pot ana hash ,s sold like espresso
m coffeehouses believe that social health bred by an air of
toleranoe. A 1989 article by David Morris printed m me
Oregonian sa1a, The Dutch watch m amazement our descent
into social anarchy. They cannot understand why a nation would
w11lfully destroy itself to control Its citizen's personal behaviour.

,s

Now that we have captured Panamaman Gen. Manuel
Noriega to stand trial here on drug c~arges, it would seem to be T: Have you ever sold?
the appropriate time to send Col. Ohver North, John Hull. John P: No. not really.
Poindexter and their lot down to Costa Rica, where they are S:No.
facing cocaine-trafficking charges.
P: If I was going to sell it, I wouldn't do it as a profit thing. I'd buy
- Chris Conrad. Los Angeles Times a whole bunch if I had a loty of money and sell it at cost. Just so
that I'm paying a lower cost for pot. I'd never do it to make
T: Is it addictive though?
money. It's like it violates something to make a profit.
P: Pot? It's not. It's not physically addictive, maybe psychologi- T: What does it violate?
cally addictive to a personality that needs the high. but that sort P: Most smokers are pretty much into sharing.
of person would also get addicted to herion'. o~ ~nything. The T: You think so?
addictive nature of potis more geared to the md1v1dual and that P: Oh yeah.
shouldn't exclude others from using it. So, it's addictive, cigaret- T: It's not a greedy drug?
tes are addictive, alcohol is addictive.
P: No, I don't think so. You rarely hear of anybody getting killed,
or shot, or stabbed because of marijuana. People just want to
A 1975 article published in OK City Times included a police chill out. It's not a violent drug.
academy teacher in Gainesville, f lorida, who advocated recr~ational marijuana use. Part of his arguement was that hav,ng
Jack Herer, author and advocate of hemp, admitted in a 1990
seen many cops destroyed by alcohol, he had never seen one Detroit Free Press article by Mike Duffy that it took him three
destroyed by pot.
tries before he experienced the effects of marijuana. "But the
third ame, I heard music in colours. And then I made love and it
T: You think drugs should be legalized?
was the most gracious, beautiful experience I've ever had. And I
P: Pot should be decriminalized. I don't know that there should said, This is illegal?'
be a controlled manufacture in selling the stuff. If I choose to, I
should be able to grow it in my garden.
S: Or buy it from somebody that does.
.
The second article in this series, Hemp and the
P: Buddy across the street has the right to sell it to me.
environment, will appear next week.
T: How do you feel about drug testing?

...

Live footage
gives
substance to
documentary
By Sanjay Lakhana
Lance Arts Staff

NewOrder Story

London Records,
Polygram Video, 1993

t

I

New Order is not merely a
ban~ not just music, not just
image: it is reality, purpose, and
existence, according to director
Kevin Hewitt and producer Paul
Morley.
The world would not be the
same
without
these
four
Manchunans, their synthesizers,
guitars, drum machines, and low
slung bass We should all pay
homage and bask in the aural
glow of their achievements for
the benefit of all humankind.
At least that's the tone set in
this docu-homage.
NewOrder Story onginally
aired on BBC television in
August of last year, the same
night New Order played the
headline of all
headlines,
Britain· s Reading Festival. The
ensuing mass of fans missing the
tv special created the market for
the home video version.
Slickly produce~ the film is
full of excellent rare footage of
young Joy Division gigs and
early New Order performances,
tclev1s10n appearances and commentary by friends and business

associates of the band.
Interesting bits, like the imagery and graphic design of Peter
Saville Associates ( who have
designed all of New Order's
packaging). are marred by largely
pointless cameos of U2's Bono
and the retrospective babblings
of the band's first manager.
NewOrder Story, although
thorough and lavish. seems
sometimes to aim too high A
band is not the most important
occurrence of the last founeen
years. And after all, they are
alive and well (unless you count
Ian), apparently wealthy, and still
recording
Most musicians don't warrant
this kinu
attention until an
early death by plane crash or
something equally tragic.
The film paints a picture of the
band as a phenomenon: heauty
coming out of an industrial city

necessa
6y Bernard A. Helling
Lance Arts Stafi

Tne time has come for the
Ans, and for the puhlicly supported structure that dnvcs and
supports them m Canada, to pay
oft therr debt Af1cr thirty years
of unprecedented growth and instllutionahzatton, we are approachmg a state of bureaucrauc
menia and Lnviality that would
make an old Soviet cultural corn
1mssar gnn with d i b
Part ot the problem he.<. m tht::
unfortunate fact tliat puhhc support tor the arts became public
support for a ,tructure that
provide employment fo artists
in ,uch a way a_,; to tum then mto
ex-artists. To the extent that th1
model was an extension of an msutuuonal model, it 1s running up
agamst the same lirmts in public
funding that other public mstitut.10ns arc.
Further problems emerge as a
quasi-theoretical and superficially politicised model of artmaking
anses,
and
then
dominates the avant garde. Eftective political action can take
many fonns, but it is probably
wasted if it imposes a leadership
or vanguard model, serves as an

e u:r

in the form of music, against all
odds. But this immediately
comes off sounding silly, reeking
of pretension. Only when New
Order's
work
is
presented,
standing
on
its
own. does
the
film
come into
context.
Playing
at the Montreux Jazz Festival the
band seemcs almost fragile, their
efforts to move their audience a
complete success. In these moments the film works
For all the husmesc; m1stakec;
leading to the demise of New
Order's original label Factory
Records. to their individual conLnbutions and opinions of each
other. Uie real story lies in U1e

waves
emitting
from
the
speakers.
New Order's success has indeed been a triumph, and has
paved the way for a slew of
others who have been making
Manchester a musical hotbed.
NewOrder Story features
several additional video clips
from both new and older albums,
unedited and without interruption. Interruption in turn tends to
be another pitfall.
Most of the video tracks are
annoyingly disrupted by interview footage and narration,
which makes for a somewhat disappomung video album of
greatest bits. But it is after all a
documentary.
After several viewings the
story has been told and one
would rather be left with an
uninterrupte
d compilat1on.
An earlier video
release,

Two and a half hours
offootage boil down
to about 45 minutes
of beau~

Substance
1.9

just
but is in
dire need of an update. (Any
record company execs out there
listening'?)
Any New Order fan can live
without owning this video hut
deserves to watch 1t o 1-:c
Two and a half hours of
footage hoil down to about 45
minutes of beauty. It's worth the
$20, but better suited for a S2.99
rental.
m

aest etic

ego vehicle for mcdia-<.truck
We are approaching a hmit in and varied art that speaks to the
hero-wannabees. or limits itself art a hm1t that technology and nch capacities a,Iecp m us can
to a jargon-laden paper at a con- politics laced m the 1960s: ''If hlunt the power of the advertisterence full ot wcll-pa1d well- we can put a man on the mcxm, ing/ media machine. At best. art
employed cultural protcss1onals
why can't we ..." We have more has the potenual lo redeem the
The trouble with effective artists, more paid positions for arviewer and restore to her or h11n a
politicised art 1s twofold: first t1sL<., more media, and more portion of their stolen init's all been done before It will thcones ahout art than we have dividuality. Ton much of our art
not get you
ever
had today 1s too busy trying to build
a show at
before. Why up the individuality, the :;ham
the Power
the hell can't heroism, and the resume of tts
Anything that
Plant. It will
of 1t creator to bother with the poor
reminds us that we most
not get you
knock me off schlep who is suppo.;ect 10 look at
wntten up
my horse on 1l This altitude i, nothing mor'
still possess the
m
C
the road to than a peunle variant on fac;cism
ability to see, hear, Damascu
maga,,Jn .
It gives nothmg. It dcscrve1:
There will touch and smell new Where Is th
everything that an angry puhhc.
be no free
0000000H' throws at it. It deserves the worst
things ... is a
cheese and
tactor?
We that an unsympathcuc pohuca
cracker-.
revolutionary work. live m a system can and will come up
and
your
society
that with in the realm of scapcgoating
dear fnends
dulls our sen- and cutbacks.
won t show up to make pleasmg ses m order to make them preThis is the 1990s: You are a
coomg noises. It is hard work It dictable and cac;y to sell to. memher of a visual culture: you
usually involves puumg down Anythmf! that remmds us that we have grown up exposed to more.
the megaphone, and rolling up sull possess Ule ability to see
and a greater vanety of imagery
your sleeves to do service.. infeel. hear, touch, even ta<;tc and than any gcnerauon that lias ever
stead of using the cause to ser- <;mell new things and he hved. You can trust your senses:
vice your career. Worse. poliucal deltghtcd is a revoluuonary work. If it looks like dull, bonng crap
art still has to include that now- This IS why a good restaurant is odds are, it is.
l!I
discredited concept we call the better than ten mdiffcrcnt art exBernard A. Helling ,s a
aesthetic. It ha<; to speak to the
hibits. TV speaks to ·mac;s' ... it sculptor/curatorlurbanist who is
senses. The part of the brain that creates a ·mass' out of in- working on a synthesis of
processes dogma cannot be con- dividuals. At the very least, a Maoism and hedonism. All are
sidered a 'sense'.
public served by sophisticated invited to have a nice day.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Visual Arts
Abstraction ana sym.
bolism: oil and acrylic paimings by Hab Bihnam, at
Common Ground Gallery.
131 University Ave. W.
Until Jan. 28.

***

School of Visual Ans
presents the Annual Faculty
Exhibition, until Jan. 21.
Works by profs prove wrong
whoever said that those who
can· t, teach. Closing reception Jan. 21. 7-10 pm at the
Lebel Gallery on Huron
Church Rd

Theatre
University Players present
ome
t
- aditional
version of Shakespeare\
comedy As You Like fr
directed by Bernie Warren.
Jan. 20-23 and 26-30. For
ticket info, call 253-4565.

Music
Help out the Clayoquot
Defense Fund at a benefit
featuring Windsor's own
tree-hugging We Wish \\e
Knew and Marc Fedak.
Thursday, Jan. 20, 7:30 pm.
at Antonclla's Re~taurant.
703 Ouellette. Admis,ion by
donauon
Clayoquot da,
planners (printed on tree-free
hemp and post-consumer
recycled paper!) ~111 be
available for purchru.e. Abo
a rafile of , anous green
items

Film
Kmotek Film Soc1et
asks· why wa.stc prec1ou~
energy cultivaung your o\\n
neurouc
po,t-modern
relationships when you can
get one rcadv-made I f r
$4.:,0 sec Proudence Al n
Resnruc. cla..% c prn,t-nam:
t1ve film about pcop \
can l seem to pet o with
their h vcs Chod, fu I o Jr)
wit. irony and a recumn
footballer Sat -Mon., 22-24 9pm, Capitol Toea •
109 Umverslly Ave Wcsl

:;: *

:,!•

Windsor Film Theall'\.
presents Like Water JO'
Chocolate ("Two thurnb,
way up !" say Sisk and Eli
and Tun Burton's T/!t

Nightmare Before Chns111~
(not much of a plot, but 1n·
credible animation), Jan. 18·
23.
For
times.
cal1

254-FILM.
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Antidotes to the niidwinter blues
Various Artists

Volume Eight
world's End Limited

~ tfJc~ontilrion ~ou~c
3 140 Sandwich Street - 253-7041

Toe eighth in an ongoing
series of British music fanzines,
Volume provides with each CD
size book a 70-80 minute CD of

MUSIC
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exclusive tracks, remixes and altemate versions by some of
Britain's currently hot bands.
Given that what's hot in Britain
tends to shift hourly, the
magazine provides an exceilent
value for the UK music fan. It
provides a hip sampling at a
decent price (about $25 from
larger chain record stores) and
can reduce your risk of purchasing costly import albums and
singles only to discover they've
flopped a week later.
The current volume provides a
generous dose of dancey remixes
and trance tracks from bands
ranging from the Butthole Surfers and James to the UK press
darlings of the moment Elastica.
Not all the tracks are excellent,
and Volume Eight is a letdown in
comparison to earlier volumes;
but given that each issue is
deleted after its first pressing and
given the back and forth
popularity within the UK music
scene it could be a worthwhile
invesunent. Especially if you
want to rip off some collector
friend in six months when it's the
only issue they're missing!

- Sanjay Ltlkhana
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- Sanjay Lakhana
Nick Heyward

from monday to sunday
Sony
With song titles like How Do

You Live Without Sunshine and
January Man, one might expect

Teenage Fanclub
nt

This is Teenage Fanclub at
their most melodic, acoustic and
simply wonderful best.
A little softer than some earlier
releases, the full digital recording
provides accurate and ~cb buzz,
as well as crisp treble essential to
such a guitar-based band.
Voilin, flute and saxaphone accompany various tracks and
provide appreciated depth and
range. The album subtly catches
your attention and refuses to let
go.
As a bonus the guys have included a fair amount of 'fucks' in
the lyrics which we always love,
being crazy modem rockers and
all.
Fans will not be disappointed.
Newcomers will become fans.
The first listen is pleasant, the
second is interesting, !be third is
addiction.

Nick Heyward' s latest release to
he as dreary as the weather we've

This could actually be called

Nineteen. Six, yes six bonus
tracks previously released on
singles are included after a
minute and a half long pause at
the end of the CD. They are incredible.

been having this week.
Fortunately, this is not !be
case. From the first track's gorgeous opening notes on !be
piano, to !be end of Everytime.
from nwnday to sunday is consistently melodic and for the most

-

8 minute

walk from U.

n,

11.

-

part rather sunny.
However, the lyrics of these
songs about Ordinary People,
about love lost and found, are not
as cheery as their generally upbeat acoustic arrangement<; suggest.
Though
the
songs
occasionally seem too simple,
each of them is well-crafted in a
mode reminiscent of so many of
Heyward's fellow British singersongwriters, from the Beatles to
Elvis Costello.
Some songs are better than
others. My favourite is Diary, as
much for the vocals as for !be
lovely use of the cello, but it can
honestly be said that every track
has a line or a book that catches
the ear with its freshness.
The use of horns, cello, and organs, along with Heyward' s
acoustic guitar, gives the sound
warmth and depth, augmenting
the unpretentious lyrics.
His vocal harmonies also contribute to this warmth. Heyward
uses other vocalists on Into Your
Life and Mr. Plain but otherwise
provides bis own backups to
quite good effect, usually.
Heyward also produced the CD:
obviously he is an artist of wideranging talents (or a control

BLUES EVERY SUNDAY
FEATURING
"BLUES PERSUADERS"

"ROUGH ENGLISH"

JAN ZI AND ZZND

9 :00 - l :00 every Thurs, Fri & Sat
Coming Soon: Fridays with "Black Sheep"

freak!).
All told, this CD is hardly an
earth-shattering event. It is.
however, an enjoyable and
thoughtful antidote to the January
blues.

-Lisa Fonin

HELPING YOU
FIND YOUR WAY
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3210 Sandwich (at Mill)
[ Windsor Ont., N9C 1A8
519-256-8992
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FAIR
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Sunday January 30th
tickets $ 10.00
-large screen t.v. -halftime hot buffet - great draws all day - 6 other screens -

football Playoff Specials Every
Sat & Sun in January
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 27TH, 1994

All you can eat $3.95 - $2.50 l /2lb burgers

"Where the lowest priced pitcher
is the law·
801 Oulette Ave.
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West prepares for shoot out
Preview of the
OUAA West
basketball
season
By Tyler Delben
Lance Sports Staff

Welcome to the wild, wild
West! This should be the theme
of the OUAA West this year, as
the conference again figures to be
a hot bed for the most competitive basketball in the CIAU.
Just about· every team in the
conference has improved, which
given the strength of the conference last year, bodes well for
fans all over Southwestern Ontario.
McMaster returns as champion, but are going to have to be
on their toes the whole season as
Western and Waterloo are two
teams hungry enough to go the
distance. They both have tons of
talent and experience to make
noise.
Lakehead and Windsor are two
teams that are drastically improved, and figure to finish
somewhere in the middle of the
pack. Guelph and Brock. traditional
powerhouses.
have
dropped back a bit. However,
both still k'llow a thing or two
about winning, and so can at any
time make a run for the top spot.
Wilfrid Laurier should again be
this year's basement dweller.

McMaster Marauders
Holding on to the championship spot will prove extremely
difficult for coach Joe Raso and
bis team. Every team in the
OUAA will be gunning towards
them as they proved last year that
they are the team to beat.
Raso. in only his second year
al the helm, is a man who can
coach, and he has assembled a
great power. Despite the loss of a
couple of key players, including
Jeff Zownir, the rest of the boys
in maroon and grey will prove
they can still play, and will make
Lance photo by Ian Gray
a serious run at a second straight Guard Jamie Pepper (#32) battles beneath the basket while
championship.
McMaster's Jack Vander Pol (#52) loqks on.
Up front, the Maraders are
toughness, and is a potential all- depth and greater overall vertalented. Shawn Francis (6'4) and
star.
satility than last year's squad and
Cesare Piccini (6'4) both return
The 1992-93 OUAA west are currently ranked seventh in
to add the needed power and
rookie of the year, BJ. York, has the nation.
quickness inside the paint, while
returned to make his contribution
Greg Caldwell (6'9), Paul Maga
Lakehead
to the Warriors, as are Neils Toft(6'8) and Lance Pasttna (6'6)
ing and Andy Panic - both of
Nor'Westers
will be available for front-court
whom will greatly contribute off
With
four returning starters,
duty. The Marauders backcourt
the bench. This competitive West
will be lead by point guard Marc conference will help prepare the there is a real reason to feel opSontrop, who won rookie of the Warriors for a serious run at the timistic for the Nor'Westers this
coming season.
year honours two years ago. Mc- OUAA championships.
Ray Foster solidifies an outMaster is currently ranked numside game, as well as proves to
ber one in the country.
Western Mustangs
be a big asset for rebounds.
Rising from the ashes, the
Waterloo Warriors
Measuring 6'8 Craig Law could
determined 1992-93 Mustangs
The Warriors are loaded. earned their way into the Nation- prove to be the big man in the naEveryone is returning from a al Championships. This year the tion. He gives Lakehead good
squad that proved itself in com- Mustangs won't take anyone by size and scoring punch inside,
petition in 92-93. Included in the
averaging 20 points and 8
swprise, as they return all but
returning nucleus is a good mix
rebounds. Fifth year senior David
one starter. These include potenof size and speed, experience and
Pineau will provide the extial all-Canadian Mike Lynch, the
talent so that new head coach
perience and leadership needed
leading scorer in the conference
Tom Kieswetter is excited about
to spark an aggressive and winlast year, who averaged 28 points
the possibilities.
ning attitude with the team.
Vetrans and OUAA all-stars per game at the Nationals; point
The Nor'Westers possess a
guard Brendan Noonan, a team
Sean Van Koughnett and Alex
much more balanced attack this
leader and an outstanding defenUrosevic ensure a potent offense.
year, incorporating a strong insive player; and power inside
Van Koughnett spent time with
side game. However, the bench
player John Vanmeermen who
the World Student Games team
will prove to be the key to winbad some outstanding clutch perin Buffalo and subsequently with
ning this season. Freshman Mark
formances in the drive to the Nathe National team in Pueno Rico
Moorhouse (6'7) brings good
tionals. Peter Schmidt, another
at the World Championship
rebounding and scoring skills to
excellent defensive guard and the ·
qualifying tournament.
the team, and should see plenty
team's best conditioned athlete of playing time.
Last season Van Koughnett
will also return as will last years
averaged nearly 20 points a
Garrett Thayer can play the
most productive rookie Blake
game, as did Urosevic. Veteran
three spot, and will be used effecGage, a versatile offensive threat.
guard Mike Durate (6' 5) will add
tively off the bench. If all goes
The Mustangs have more
definite offensive and defensive
well there may be reason to

celeberate in Thunder Bay.

Windsor Lancers
The Lancers have drastically
improved this year and will be
propelled from the basement of
the OUAA west right into the
middle of the pack.
Pat Osborne bas proven that he
can play, and is the leader of this
"new look" team. The return of
Jeff Nekkers will help, while the
presence of Jamie Pepper and the
continuous improvement of future all-star Mark Baggio will
only bring success to this team.

Brock Badgers
While unable to defend their
1992 National Championship last
year, the Badgers were still a
powerhouse team under the
direction of Ken Murray. This
year, however, things appear to
be different. All-Canadian Gord
Wood and Conference all-star
Brian Bleich bas departed the
team leaving several huge gaps to
fill.
Dave Picton should be the
leader of this team as well as establishing all-star honors. His
backcourt ability should help the
Badgers to stay in every game.
Look for him to receive possible
all-Canadian honors. Picton's
supporting cast must stay healthy
and play well if the Badgers are
to make any kind of run.
Dave McKay should provide
some experience up front, along
with Mike Pullar. Also, the addition of four solid prospects last
year - Jeff Lucyk, Jai;on Tatti,
Pat Palmieri and Kris Olauson
should help the Brock squad. The
Badgers are currently ranked 9th
in the nation.

Guelph Gryphons
A traditional power, the
Gryphons have fallen due to the
loss of key players and a dra<;tic
overall improvement in the
quality of the rest of the league.
Gone is all-Canadian Tim
Mau. His defensive strengths will
certainly be missed inside. Also
gone is 6'9 Brent Barnhart who
contributed to a succesful Guelph
team last year.
Third year player Rich
Wesolowsky should have another
outstanding season, and will lead
the team in scoring. Jamie
Procobe, Andre Baptiste, Floyd
Cobran and Mark Tonizzo will
help balance the strengths of the
team. Since there is no "go to"
man this year, the Gryphons will
have to play as a unit to be successful.

Wilfrid Laurier
Goldem Hawks
The Hawks look to improve
this season, but the quality of the
OUAA West will prevent them
from going very far.
This team is still pretty young
and may show some signs of
flash, but nothing to make it to
the nationals.
Fourth year guard Chris
Livingstone should be the go to
man, and should lead this team to
a couple of hard fought victories.
Sean Brennan should have a
good year at the number 2 spot,
while Tom Pallin will have a big
season in the post position. Also,
continous
improvement
of
second year players Colin Strickland, Tom Henderson and Brian
Fretz should allow them to see
plenty of piaying time.
If the Golden Hawks were in

Upcoming Events
Sat. Jan.22
Track and Field Can-Am
Classic at St.Denis
Jan 22 and 23
Men's Hockey at RMC at
Queens
Sun.Jan 23
Men's Basketball Guelph
4:00pm at St.Denis
Women's Basketball
Guelph 2:00pm at St.Denis
Women's Volleyball
Guelph 6:00pm at St.Denis

Women's Hockey
The women's hockey
team at U of W, while still a
club in status, recorded its
first win this weekend over
the
York
University
Yeowomen. The Yeowomen
are a varsity squad. The
Windsor team outscored the
Yeowomen 5-2. Windsor
goals came from Ellie Bale,
-who- netted a -patr:-1,ara
Wood, Laura Parent and
Carolyn Du tot. The women's
hockey team will become a
varsity sport in the September of 1994.

Athletes of the Week
Sandy. Metzger, an assistant captain for the women's
hockey team led her squad to
a 5-2, victory over the York
University Yeowomen on
Sunday January 8th.
Metzger contributed with
three assists. Metzger' s unfailing energy and great
leadership skills contributed
to the stunning victory which
was Windsor's first ever.
Steve Ray, a middle
blocker for the Lancer men's
volleyball team racked up 15
kills and 8 blocks in a victory over Western in the
1994 Ryerson Invitational
tournament, and enabling the
Lancers to capture the championship trophy. Ray, a
second year Mechanical Engineering student led the
Lancers in three straight vietories in the playoff round.
The Windsor native and
Brennan graduate was also

named Tournament MVP.

Football Cut
The board of govenors at
the University of Alberta
voted
to
drop
the
university's Golden Bear's
football program last month.
The board cited unstable
funding and poor game attendance as reasons behind
the decision. Three years
ago, the football program
was also dropped but later
rescued by alumni and community support and funding.

any other conference, they would
be in the running.
[I L - - - - - - - - - - -

Women

Lancers beat up Mac

best in

By Robin Cooper
Lance Sports Staff

OWIAA

The first week of the winter
semester saw Lancer women's
basketball return to league play
after an eight day Florida training
camp.
On Jan. 8 the team travelled to

west
By Robin Cooper
Lance Sports Staff

WOMEN"S BASKETBALL

first game after undergoing arthoscopic surgery on her knee
only three weeks previously.
Leading the scoring for the
Lancers were Wendy Langley
with 20 points and Nancy
Gyurcsik with 15 points.
Lancer action returned borne
on Jan. 12 when the Lancers
hosted the McMaster Marauders.
The team was looking to bounce
back from the Brock loss.
Windsor came out strong in
the opening minutes of the game,
a much healthier team than the
one that had taken the court previous against Brock. The Lancers had little trouble with the
Marauder's press.
Windsor was able to slowly
build a lead and by half-time
were ahead by 14 points.
The second half saw more of
the same for Windc;or. They were
able to build upon their lead and
go up by as many ac; 20 points.
McMaster made a run for the
lead in the final minutes of the
game, but the Lancers were able
to regain their composure and
end the game with a win. The
final score saw the team post a 16
point victory, 67-51.
Contributing to the win was a
strong defensive effort by the entire team. They were able to force
the Marauders to tum the ball
over a total of 25 times. Nancy
Gyurcsik was the top scorer for
the Lancers with 20 points. followed by Dana Mc Cullough
with 17 points.
I!

For your ticket to Lancer exSt. Catherines where they put
citement, look no further than
their 2-0 league record on the
women's basketball. This year's
line
against the Brock University
squad already has a 3-1 league
Badgers.
Unfortunately for the
record and is looking to make the
team they were unable to come
trip to Queen's University for
away with a win, losing a close
Windsor's second straight apgame
by a score of 55-54.
peraence at the OWIAA league
The
Lancers were forced to
championships in March.
play
from
behind for the majority
Leading the Lancer charge into
of
the
game,
but always managed
!be 1993-94 campaign are three
to
stay
within
a few points of the
players in their final year of
lead.
eligibility: Nancy Gyurcsik,
In the final minutes of the
Wendy Langley and Karen Mcsecond
half, Windsor was able to
Culla. Returning for her fourth
slowly
chip
away at the Badger
year with the team, Gyurcsik is
lead,
coming
back from an eight
coming off the 1992-93 season
point
deficit
to
be down by one.
having obtained OWIAA West
With
less
than
10 seconds
Division All-star status. Gyurcsik
remaining in the game the Lanis a team leader and an offensive
cers had an opportunity to take
lbreat at the forward position.
the lead but were unable to capiLangley, a guard, is in her
talize.
second year at U of W having
Lance photo by Ian Gray
Head coach Joanne Maclean
previously played three years at Point-guard Karen McCulla (#5) drives toward the basket.
makes no excuses for the loss,
St. Francis Xavier University. A
but the health of some key
strong defensive player, Langley sity of Windsor. She is a player
Heading into 1994, the Lan- players did have an effect on the
also has the ability to score when with much athletic ability who cers are 3-1 in league play, but team's performance. Starters
called upon.
will see a lot of playing time.
have yet to face the perennial Nancy Gyurcsik and Karen McMcCulla, also in her second
Scott, primarily a shooting powerhouse, the University of Culla were both stricken with
year with the team, will lead the guard with the ability to bit from Western Ontario. The Western colds. In addition, Wendy
Lancers on the floor in the point three point range, may also see Mustangs once again have Langley was returning for her
guard position, utilizing her action in the point guard position fielded a strong team, currently
quickness and superior ball han- as a backup for McCulla ranked in the top ten in the
dling skills.
Chantler and Vranic are solid country. It is likely that they will
Also returning from the 1992- players who will play key roles clinch one of the four playoff
Patrick Osborne was effective
93 team are second year post off the bench. Completing this spots allocated to the West
By David Gough
defensively for the Lancers as be
players Lesley Daniels and Dana years rookie class is post player division, which leaves three
Lance Sports Editor
had six steals, and he also led the
McCullough. Daniels at 6'4, and Cheryl Swain. Swain comes to remaining.
The Lancer men's basketball team in scoring with 21 points.
McCullough at 6'0, will be Windsor as a talented player with
According to head coach Maclooked upon to not only control potential who will use her first lean, capitalizing on home court team bas struggled in OUAA However two freshmen, Matt
lhe boards at both ends of the year to gain experience.
advantage will be the key to a league play after losing to Brock McMillan and Mark Koppeser
floor but to also contribute offenThe Lancer coaching squad is playoff berth as the rest of the on the road, and to McMaster at gave the Lancers a huge boost.
sively for Windsor.
once again lead by Joanne division is fairly evenly matched. home to start off the OUAA McMillan bad 18 points, while
Koppeser came off the bench to
This year's roster is rounded Maclean. Maclean, in her ninth Windsor hopes to take advantage regular season at 0-2.
On Jan. 8 the Lancers travelled bold one of the country's best big
off by a group of five rookies. In year, ended last season as the of this as they play seven of their
the guard position the team bas recipient of two prestigious remaining twelve games at home. to Brock. They defeated Windsor men Jack Vander Pol to 13 points
while chipping in 12 of his own
acquired four players: Tara coaching awards: OWIAA West
Lancer women's basketball
MEN'S
BASKETBALL
and
pulling down 11 rebounds.
Smith, Michelle Scott, Kristy coach of the year and the U of W returns to St. Denis Cente on
According to McMillan, "if
Chantler and Nancy Vranic. An Gino Fracas Coaching Award. Sunday, Jan. 23, when Windsor handily by a score of 96-72. Jeff
outstanding high school player, Maclean is assisted by John Cor- hosts the University of Guelph Nekkers was the Lancer high execution is better we win bottom line. We can be better than
Smith opted for track and field in lett and Andy Johnson.
Gryphons. Game time is 2:00pml! scorer with 11.
her first two years at the UniverOn Jan. 13 the Lancers had a .500." McMillan looked towards
much tougher opponent in Mc- the future OUAA games by
Master. The Marauders are the saying, "there are no excuses, we
have to win at least once, we win
number one team in Canada.
After defeating Brock Univer- all away, the Lancers came
here
we go."
McMaster
built
an
early
25-12
By Robert D. Way
sity in the opening round, two through in the fifth and final set, lead. The Lancers battled back to
When asked about hie; team· s
Lance Sports Staff
sets to none, 15-12 and 16-14, claiming the championship with be behind 50-42 at half-time. performance coach Mike Havey
They weren't expected to win, the Lancers advanced to round a 15-9 win over the Mustangs.
however the Marauders bad hit said, '·the opportunity to win the
Lancer Steve Ray was named eight of nine three pointers in the game was there ...but it was a betbut they did.
two against the University of
Winless so far during the Guelpb. Still on track, the Lan- the tournamenc's most valuable first half and Lancer starter Jeff ter effort than against Brock."
regular season, the U of W Lan- cers swept the Grypbons in player, and two Lancers, setter Nekkers was lost for the rest of
McMaster bead coach Joe
cer men's volleyball team won straight sets, 15-8 and 15-13. set- Chris Smith and rookie middle- the game with a hyper-extended Raso said lbis was the first game
were knee.
three straight playoff matches ting up a final match confronta- blocker Derek Michels
for McMaster since December 4
named
to
the
all-star
team.
tion
with
the
University
of
Jan. 9 to capture the eight-team
The Lancers played tough in Rac;o was pleased with his team's
"Before the match against the second half, as they were new status as the number one
Ryerson Invitational Tournament Western Ontario Mustangs.
Down 8-0 in the fourth set, 2-1 Western, we were thinking about within four of McMaster with team in the country saying, "it is
Championship. They struggled
in round-robin play, finishing in the match, the Lancers staged going home with the silver about five minutes remainmg, an honour, however there is no
third in their pool of four teams, a gutsy comeback to take the set medal," said Ray. But after the however McMaster hit some big more presc;ure. It is a good test
the Lancers came out blazing in 15-11, evening the score at tw? first set, we knew we would three pointers down lbe stretch to for us to keep it up and hold on to
I! pull them ahead.
the playoffs.
sets apiece. Not about to throw 1t win."
it."
t!

Men lose two in a row

Big win for men's volleyball team

How 'bout some food for thought.. delivered right to your door?
Take a break and pick up the phone. for delivery, call today.

.

.1 800-663-2233
Delivery available 11:00 a.m. to closing. McDonald's in Windsor only. Minimum order $8.50 plus tax. SI.SO service charge will apply.
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P.O. Box 60524
Mountain Plaza Postal Outlet
Hamilton Ontario

L9C 7N7
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By Lorne Bell

Graduate Qualifications in Education
Primary and Secondary
that will allow you to teach in Ontario

Information may be obtained by
·
contacting:

"

Time running out for
Lancers hockey team

Teacher Train in Australia or Britain

3 or 4 year graduates may apply

.• .

Lance Sports Staff

The Lancers played two games
at Adie Knox arena before some
of us even returned for the winter

MEN'S HOCKEY
semester. On Jan. 8, Windsor was
defeated by Waterloo 6-3, but the
score did not reflect the play of
the game. The next day, the Lancers dropped a tough game to
Wilfrid Laurier who are currently
the fifth ranked team in the
CIAU.
In the first game the Lancers
received goals from team captain
Dwayne Brunet who scored two,
while Brandon Boyko scored the
other Lancer tally. In the tough
Laurier loss Randy Stephenson
and Bill Seagris scored goals.
With eleven games remaining,
time is running out for the Lancers to make the playoffs. Waterloo has a four point lead on
Windsor for the final playoff
spot, and they have both played
the same amount of games.
"We definitely need to win a
few games in a row if we want to
\ a chance of getting into the
playoffs. If we could rise to the

occasion, it would change the
whole attitude of the team," said
head coach Rick Cranker in assessing his team's outlook.
Although no excuses are being
offered by the coaching staff,
some players have also played a
role in the fortunes of Windsor.
The big test facing the team will
be a four game road trip in late
January, and after that we might
have a better idea if Windsor has
a shot at the playoffs.
According to Cranker, "we
must do something about winning now. There are no easy
games in the schedule. No matter
who the competition is, we want
I
to be ready to play."
The Lancers play their next
four games on the road. They
return to Adie Knox arena on
Feb. 5 to take on Guelph at
7:30pm.
m
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Rre you attracted to people
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You are not alone.
There's a

University of Windsor

Semester Pass
Valid January 1 - April 30, 1994
$152.00 all inclusive
(25% savings from the regular monthly pass)
Valid seven days per week on all regular city routes
Must be purchased by January 3 7/ 7994
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Youth Group
for you.

Call

Q

973-49 1
for information.
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($3 first time photo purchase)

Did you know ...
That Transit Windsor offers the following special services ...
• Windsor-Detroit tunnel
• Detroit Red Wing games
• Charters

• Windsor Raceway
• Detroit Tigers games
• Monthly Tranzip passes

944-4111

CAW STUDENT
CENTRE
BOARD

Tues. Jan 25
1994
3:00PM
Board Room.
main floor
CAW STUDENT
CENTRE
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Reassessing the goals of
a sustainable education
By Marc Fedak
Special to the Lance
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What do you
think of the CAW
Student Centre's
new hours?

y
n
It
m

'/twill
complicate
CJAM's
~rations
wring
the off hours. But costs are
running in the red and for the
amount of students using it I
suppose ifs justified'.

Marc Fedak
CJAM-FM Radio

This is t~e second in a two-part series
on_ the failure of the education system. In
this part, the author offers some ideas to
change the system's goal to self-actualization for students.

The first goal of education should be to
teach self-reliance. This could be done· by
transmit~g. s.kills and knowledge necessary
for the ~divi?u_al to meet basic biological
needs with mi~um ecological disruption, countered among most students, like learned
?referr~bly outside an urban environment and helplessness/irresponsibility, fear of nature
~aterialism and hypersensitivity to pain and
ma vanety of natural ecosystems.
discomfort
will have to be treated as addicBy adolescence, an individual should be
tions
first,
before
real progress can be made.
abl~ ~~ do all or part of each of the following
act1V1t1es g_eared toward the satisfaction of (Relatedly, accomodating persons with severe
~asic needs: food acquisition, food prepara- physical disabilities could be difficult whent10~ and preservation, harnessing locally ever learning occurs o utside an urbanized enavailable energy (building fires etc.), clothes vironment, since access and availability of
making, _b~ic carpentry, first aid (including support services may be non-existent.)
Due to the fact that students will be learnself-admm1stered), herbal medicine and sicking
in different outdoor settings like fanns
ness p~evention (including basic hygiene),
woods, bodies of water, and possibly waste~
and basic ecology.
Another goal of education should be to as- lands (some of which may be remote or
sist the individual to learn bow to cope effec- ecologically sensitive), novel practical
tively (in other words, to rely whenever problems like transportation, land use superpossible on his/her internal resources rather vision etc. will have to be addressed.
An?~er obstacle is that the proposed goals
than external sources like drugs, an so-called
experts) with the difficulties he/she will en- and c1mculum may be too ambitious for most
counter in life: death, bodily decay/sudden people; similarly, there may be too little time
disability, pain and discomfort, stress, con- to teach what are presently regarded by most
flict. Here stress-management, relaxation people as essential: reading, writing and arithtechniques, meditation, and death prepared- metic.
The greatest obstacle, however, will be atness would be essential skills that should be
tempts by the elite of our society to sabotage
generally taught.
A third major goal of education should be an education ·system' like the aboveto transmit skills so that the individual is well- proposed, since its aim of empowering and
adjusted socially but maintains his/her in- '"de-consumerizing" individuals will threaten
tegrity within a group. Skills that should be their hold on power. But, unless we are
resigned to sudden or prolonged species
transmitted include active listening and unamsuicide, a radical overhaul of our present
biguious oral, written and body communicaeducation
system. even if gradually action,
cooperative
problem
solving,
complished, is imperative.
non-violent conflict resolution, the ability to
empathize, assertiveness and ·soft style' selfI think our
defense like aikido or t' ai chi.
education system 1s
If there is one overriding goal that could be
irresponsive to the
How do you mean?
said to encapsule all of the above-mentioned
needs of the
goals, and encourage even further personal
students.
development, it is self-actualization. Education should ultimately assist an individual become a well-rounded person, one who bas
fully developed his/her cognitive, intuitive,
emotional, sensual, physical, and spiritual
potentialities.
It should teach such skills as critical thinking, self-awareness, self-expression, and positive thinking. It should empower, so that an
individual is capable of both sober reflection
and appropriate action. Stated differently,
I guess I mean 11
I didn't know it
education should enable an individual to realdoes
not make us
was supposed to
ize "sustainable personal development,"
well rounded
do that.
whereby personal well-being and happiness
people.
are achieved (or at least approached), but not
at the expense of other people or life forms .
The transition from our present education
system to an education system that attempts
to promote self-actualization and healthy
adaptation to both our environment and life
will be difficult.
The first major obstacle, a lack of qualified
teachers, will mean that implementation can
occur only gradually, over several decades.
Learner obstacles that will typically be en-

)

"For the
money
~
wepay
we should be able to set our
own hours·.

Jason Killing
Year I Science

/

'I/really

cbn't
care. I don't use the building
dJring those hours.•

Robyn Brady
Year I Drama

~

Fortunately. there are some signs that this
is occurring.
Across the river, in a city where most
educators have given up hope, U of M
philosophy professor Frithjof Bergmann.
along with members of Core-City Neighbourhoods community group, and other
Detroiters, have spent over a decade developing a self-reliance program called ·New
Work', which attempts to teach people who
are unemployed/unemployable, homeless, or
have dropped out of school "high-tech self
providing outside the job market."
Though still firmly within the framework
of urban/industrial society, it is an important
step in the right direction, and may eventually
empower individuals to pursue self-reliance
even further.
Other new approaches to educat10n, like
the Earthwise Education Centre in Camden.
New York (which teaches homeless people
bow to be self-sufficient orgaruc farmers).
and Native Rediscovery (a program based in
British Columbia that teaches urbanized Native youths traditional life skills like: hunting
and fishing, making clothes from animal
skins, etc.) are even more radical alternatives
to classroom learning, and hopefully will become more commonplace in the future.
NOTE: if you have any contacts of altema~ve ~ducation _programs or persons participatmg m educauon following some/all of the
principles outlined above, please forward
them to Marc Fedak, 1475 Riverside Dr. W.
#4ll, Windsor, Ont. N9B 3P4
I!

Marc Fedak has an M.A. in Communica1,on Studies from U of Wand is current Iv the
manager of CJAM-FM, U of w·s comm~nitv
radio station.
It doesn't make us
into self-actualized
human beings.

)

What do you think
education is for?

j

Huh?

\

I thought it was a
way to make lots
of money!!

\

Self-esteem difficult for gay teenagers
With all the mixed messages about homosexuality: it's hard to find role models who can help
By Chris Cecile
Special to the Lance
We are everywhere. We are a
part of your families. We are
your friends. But you may not
have the opportunity to really
know us.
We have been taught to not 10
speak about ourselves. We have
been taught to not discuss who
we love. We have been taught
t11at we cannot hold our partner's
hand in pubbc. We have been
taught U1al we are immoral. We
have been taught to live a lie. We
have been taught to be invisible.
But we are here: we have always
been here and we are never going
away.

Lesbians, gay men and
bisexual people are vast in numbers. Yel. there bas been a huge
conspiracy to make it appear that
there are simply not too many
gay folk around. The strategies
have worked so far. because
there are still so many people
locked in their closets.
In addition, we arc often unknown even to each other. This
causes the majonty of lesbians
and gay men to feel isolated from
themselves ru1d society in
general. This conspiracy bas
dcvistated millions of lives.
Lesbians. gay and bisexual
youth grow up feeling that they
are U1e only ones. These youth
often · times do not have gay

parents whom they can run to for
support like other minority
groups. It is incredibly difficult to
develop your own identity and
self-esteem · when your parents.
friends, teachers and priests tell
you that you are evil. immoral
and are going to hell.
This is child abuse. These
youth become one of the highest
risk groups for sexual. physical
and emotional abuse. drug and
alcohol abuse, and HIV infection.
It also is estimated that 30 percent of all teenage suicides are
related to sexual orientation
Those who abide by society's
'rules' and live a lie. face another
fonn of hell. Imagine feeling
forced into a marriage with

someone whom you have no
desire for. How moral is it to lie
and pretend to be something that
you are not. Those closeted married lesbians and gays who do
come out, lea\'e the remaining
spouse feeling Lhat their whole
marriage is an illusion and their
children feel that thev do not
know their lesbiai1 or gay parent
Is this what c;ociety want:;? Is
this what the religious right
deems morally acceptable? Can
our society afford to deny love
amongst its people?
!

Chm Cecile 1s a Year II
Psychology student at U of W
and founder of One in Ten, a
suppo11 group for gay, lesbian
and bisexual teens.
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VOLUNTEERING
-- IT PAYS!

Not your ordinary meat
& potato joint!!
The Volunteer Internship Program for
Arts and Social Science Majors
What
is It?
Volunteer IntemS are placed in Windsor social service or non-profit organizations four

hours ~ week for a ten-week pe;iod beginning_ 7 February 1994. Interns pa_rticipate in
four workshops which will maxunize their contribution to the volunteer employers
and their own benefit from the volunteer experience. This is a professional volunteer
commitmenL

What
are the benefits to students?
Conununity service experience looks great on your resume.

Volunteer Interns make valuable contacts for sununer and full-time permanent employment.
Interns have the opportunity to "test-drive• an occupation area and build skills
before graduation.
Students who successfully com1>lete the Volunteer Intemship Program will have this
recotmized on thdr academfc transcript for potential employers, graduate or law
schoo1s or other universities to see.

Who
is eligible?
Arts and Social Science majors in their second, third or fourth years who are enrolled
full-time and maintain a minimum C average are eligible to apply.

How do I apply?

Fill out an application in the Co-op Education and Student Placement office, room 111,
Dillon Hall. You will be contacted within 3 days for an interview.

Deadline for applications on Wednesday, January 19 at 4 pm.

I

The Varsity Sport of the Mind

The CAW Student Centre Presents...

CDLLEIE

THE REPORT Of THE

BOWL

STRETCH
YOUR
IMAGINATION!
IMPORTANT DATES:

SIGN UP DATES

JAN 17-21 1994

ON CAMPUS COMPETITION

JAN 26,26 1994

REGIONAL COMPETITION

FEB 25-27 1994

This year, winners of the On-Campus
competition ~ill travel to Kalamazoo
Michigan to compete in the RegionaJ '
Tournament at Western Michigan
University.

CDLLEBE BOWL
Appl1c~t10~ forms and information availa~le at the CAWSC Info Desk.

AN OPEN DIALOGUE ON

PRESIDENT·s
COMMISSION ON
TRADITIONAL
PREJUDICE AND
DISCRIMINATION
- - - - - with - - - - -

DR. RON IANNI. PRESfDENT~
UNIVERSITY Of WINDSOR~
PROF. RICHARD PRICE. DEAN Of
STUDENT AFFAIRS~ FRANK
SMITH. REGISTRAR~ ANO CLERK
Of THE SENATE~ JOHN
CUNNINGHAM. PRESf DENT GSS.
JOHN RICCI. PRESU)fNT SAC~
MARY SCHISLER. PRESIDENT
OPUS... AND OTHER LEADERS.

TUESDAY. JANUARY 25.
1994-11:30am
AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM
CAW STUDENT CENTRE

This is the second in a series of
discussions between the studenfs and
campus leaders.

FOR MORE INFO. CALL THE
CAWSC AT 973-7024

\
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0/w,r•lon•, a weelclycalandaroieven1s, 1s a tree service of ths Lanes. Lisllngs should be submilted In writing and include a phone contact.

Please send submissions to: The Lance; Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N98 3P4.

Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event

Tuesday January 25

'
CAW Student Centre Board meeting at
3:00 pm in the Board Room on the main
floor of the CAW Student Centre.

§ Karaoke! at the Moose Pub from 9:30 pm
to 1:00am.

/

© Men's Basketball vs Western begins at /
8 30 pm at the St. Denis Centre.

l Co-op Education and Student
Placement present, Careers in Political
Science, from 2:30 to 4:00 pm in room
267 Dillon Hall.
• The Campus P.C. Association will meet
at 1:00 pm in the CAW Student Centre
(Conference Rooms). New members are
welcome.
A tuition hike protest/rally takes place
today in front of M.P.P. Dave Cooke's
Constnuancy office, 4848 Tecumseh Rd.
E. at 2 pm.Fight for your future!

l Department of Geology presents Dr.
Peter Sonnenfeld, Professor Emeritus,
discussing, Climate Through The Ages,
as part of their C.P. Gravenor Lecture
Series beginning at 4:00 pm in Memorial
Hall, Room 214.

The University Players
continue their performance
of Shakespeare's romantic
comedy As You Like It on
Jan. 26 throuQh 30. Call the
box office at 2"53-4232, ext.
2808 for ticket information.
l Women's Studies Speakers Series
presents, Violent Pornography as
Religious Symbolw~h Professor Marmay
Downing, begins at 7:30 pm in Vanier
Lounge.

Campus Patrol has begun, the hours of
operation are Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday from 6:30 pm to 1:00 am,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 7:00
pm to 1:30 am and Sundays from 6:00 pm
to 12:00 am, call 253-4232 ext. 2416 or
1234, for information call Chris at the SAC
office at ext. 3600.

l The CAW Student Centre presents an
open dialogue session dealing wrth the
Report of the President's Commission on
Traditional Prejudice and Discrimination.
the discussion begins at 11 :30 am in the
Ambassador Auditorium, CAW Student
Centre, for more information call
973-7024

l W.U.S.C. Social at the Grad House at
4:00 pm, information about overseas
opportunities will be discussed.

Wednesday, January 26
® Campus Recreation sponsors a Skating

Night Out from 8to 10:00 pm at Adie Knox
Arena, Looney Tune theme, wear a
looney tune shirt and admission is free,
$1.00 ~hout, rentals are available.
• Marketing Society Club Booking at the
Moose Pub.

® Women'• Basketball vs Western begins
at 6:30 pm at the St. Denis Qentre.

topics to be discussed include: Somalia,
Nuclear Waste management, and U.N.
Security Council Reorganization,
continues on the 29th from 9:00 am to
5:00 pm and on the 30th from 9:00 am to
4:00 pm, for information call Dan at
971-0951.

The
Environmental Awareness
Association invite everyone for a
Vegetarian Ethnic Lunch in the CAW
Student Centre from 11:00amto 1:OOpm,
choose $3, $4 or $5 entrees.

® Lancer Highschool Invitational Swim

Meet begins at 8:00 am at the St. Denis
Centre

Friday, January 28
l Co-op Education and Student Placement
present, Career Options and Creative Job
Search Techniques for Psychology,
Sociology and Criminology majors, in
Room 267, Dillon Hall from 1 30 pm to
3:00 pm, the cost is S3.00.

IE Duo Piano Spectacular, Gregory Butler
and David Palmer will be performing at
the Capitol Theatre, the concert will
feature works by Mozart, Liszt, Handel
and the piano sonato by Barbara
Pentland. For tickets /info call 253- n29.

l The 10th Annual University of Windsor
Model United Nations begins at 6:00 pm
to 10:00 pm in Moot Court, Law Building,

Students for action : Action for students

l The Department of English and the
Faculty of Arts invite everyone to attend
a lecture by Professor Tilottama Rajan
from the University of Western Ontario
presenting Mary Shelley's Mahtile:
Melancholy and the Political Economy,
the lecture begins at 4:00 pm in the CAW
Student Centre, Ambassador Auditorium,
Salon A.

Sunday, January 30

• The Ontario Public Interest Research
Group (OPIRG- Windsor) will be meeting
from 4:00 pm to 5:30 pm at the Law
School in room G104. For more
information call Russell at 977-0253.

Assumption University Chapel will be
having a Mass at 11 :50 am, also on the
28th at the same scheduled time.

'Jo\u~e ~~ii\,,~~
~at\
.. ~ -

Registration for Self Defence
Awareness Clinic at Campus
Recreation (Multipurpose Room), classes
start on the 31st, administration fee is
$5.00

"' lntravarsity Christian Fellowship will be
continuing their discussion on Who God
is? at 5:30 pm, for this week only the
meeting will be in the Oak Room.

• The Womyn's Centre will be having a
potluck dinner meeting at 5:30 pm,
located on the second floor of the CAW
Centre. New members are welcome.

111e 1}11i~~!.7,.~ ~11111\ltl '\Ii

/E Student Music Society will present a live
performance at 12:30 pm in the Music
School, room 126. Coffeehouse
presentations are informal, have no
admission fee, and the public is welcome
For infer call Hugh Leal at 253-4232, ext.
2799

Thursday, January 27
Need a Summer Job? Co-op Education
and Student Placement is sponsoring
Summer Job Fair '94, begins at 10:00
am to 3:00 pm at the Ambassador
Auditorium in the CAW Student Centre

. o\ ~\t\osot

/E 1515 Broadway and Sight Factory are
seeking entries by local black film makers
for their first upcoming Black Cinema
Festival, for more information call (313)
965-1515.

University Chapel will be having Mass al
10:30 am and 4:30 pm, All are welcome.

Tuesday, February 1
<,

The Co-op Education and Student
Placement presents, Careers m Enghsh,
in ropm 267, Dillon Hall from 2:30 · 4 pm.

<,

$$$ for Art, The World Refugee Crisis: A
Global Challenge, art students on
Canadian campuses are invited to submit
designs illustrating the above theme for
publication in the report on the 1994
WUSC Symposium Series. Deadline for
submissions are March 1, 1994. For
information contact Dr. Briggs in the
Political Science Department, U of w_

Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw

KEY TO SYMBOLS
/EVisual and performing arts.

l Lectures, seminars, etc.
• Club and society meetings.

! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.

® Sporting events.

. ..
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Where we set the standards

Student discounts on Sundays
551 PELISSIER • OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS • 973-4977

SPRING BREAK PANAMA , ~~ CllY BEACH, FLORIDA
Can you draw?

"Shell Island Party
Cruise
6so· GIJf Be.:J<ll rmnt.age.
2 Outdoor sw,mn ng
pools I Indoor Heated

•
, '"--'

pool. R~a.Jrant 2 & 3

room \Ullel
SAND,il'D-KACON
'1403 frorc 8l'\1th Ro..>d
Ci,yll<-.-::hfl 3141J
904 lJ41154

µ""""""

"Bea ch Bonfire
Parties
T,lo Beach ll.l,/ Voll~yball.
~illlboa!S. Jt'lsk1s &

:•.

Parasails. K.Yaoke Beach
P.Yty. /vea OISOUnt
•

Coupons
FROM $104 PER

RESERVATIONS WH K PER PERSON ~
4 PERSON
J-800-488-8828 OCCUPANCY

The Lance needs cartoonists
and other artists.
Come to the staff meetif')g held
Mondays in the lance offices
basement of the CAW Student
Centre and volunteer to draw
photograph or write for us. ·
The Lance. Getting right to the l>Oilll.

Political Science Association
of the University of Windsor
brings you:
MODEL PARLIAMENT '94
Fri., Feb 4, 1994 - 5:00pm - 9:30pm
Sat., Feb 5, 1994 - 8:30am - 4:30pm
SEMI-FORMAL
Sat., Feb 5 - 6:30pm - ???
APPLICATIONS IN POLITICAL

SCIENCE DEPf. OFFICE.

,I

.,_

~tfJt tomhtion ~ou~e
%'(,

Touchdown Specials & Door Prizes
755 Ouellette Ave.
256·2385 I

3140 Sandwich Street - 253-7041

..........
IBLUES EVERY SUNDAY

FEATURING
"BLUES PERSUADERS"

-

SUPER BOWL BASH
SUN JAN JO

GREAT FOOD - DRAWS - LARGE SCREENS
FOR TICKET INFORMATION - 253-7041

9:00 - 1:00 every Thurs, Fri & Sat

...........
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Volume D<VI, Number 16
January 24, 1994
C1rculabon: 10,000 weekly
Editor in Chief....................... Mark Crane
Co-News Editor ................... Teena Ward
Co-News Editor ........... Tran Longmoore
Arts Editor ..................... Sarah Atkinson
Sports Editor ...................... Dave Gough
Fearures Ed1tor.....................Laila Farrell
Photography Editor ................... Ian Gray
Associate Photo ................ Momiko Hino
Production Chief........... Martina Obersat
Adverbsmg Arbst................. John Teeter
Cll'culabon Manager .......... Kevin Manias
Ad Manager............ .....Elaine Saunders
Adverb sing Ass1stant.............Mark Babiy
Contributors this issue
Lome Bell, Russell Bennett, Robin
Cooper, Kevtn De Jong, Bernard A. Helling, Margaret Knight, Mark Labreque,
P.on Lauzon, Carty Marcoux, Melanie
Rab1shaw, Sarah Roebuck, Jackie
Shannon, Robin Vadas, Janice Zima
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Be there. Be loud.
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The Lance is published every Monday of
the fall and winter semesters by the SIU·
dent Media Corporation. Its offices are
located 1n the basement of the CAWSIUdent Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance ed1tonal board, and may not
reflect the beliefs of all its members.
Op1n1ons expressed in the Lance are not
necessanly those of the Universrty of
~ndsor or Students· Adm1nistrat1ve
Council.
Contents copynght 1994. Reproduction
111 any way is fo:b1dden without the wnt·
ten perm1ss1on of the editor. The Lance
sa member of the Canadian University
Press and the University of Windsor
Media Council.
Mission Statement

The Lance, the student newspaper of
the University of Windsor, affirms its role
as an agent of social change, perform1119 both an educative and acbVist
hmct1on.
These pnnc1ples are based on those of
lhe Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity m
eUiniaty, culture, gender, sexual onenta·
boo, age, physical and mental ability
and economic status of our audience,
and reflect tt 1n our content.
2. By exammmg issues and different
perspecbves other media avoid, the
Lance recognizes that many disadvantaged groups m society do not have
equitable access to the media We affirm our responsibility to give these
groups voice and recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting
against the oppression of sooally, culrural~. pollbcally and economically
d,sadvantaged groups. In addition, we
oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not pnnt material that
is sex1s~ racist ageist heterosexrst or
lllat maligns d1fferentty-abled peoples or
Ille economically d1sadVantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the
prouferabon of conventional and nuclear
arms and the systems which promote
tlem, Which preserve and extend uniust
economic and political hegemony,
dl'IE!rtng resources from genuine human
needs.
6· The Lance promotes non-vtolent
resofubon Ii> any and all disputes.
7• The Lance promotes ecotog1cal
responsibility, both in content and m its
day-to-day workings.
tling address: ..................Telephone:
U Lance ......................Editonal Offices:
ot W.......................... 253-4232 X 3909

401Sunset Ave ...................... Adverbs1ng
w,

~ndsor, ON.................... {519)971-3604
C B3P4...................................Facs1milie
ANAOA ......................... (519) 971-3624
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And lrn Sor<~ to cnnouoc.e 1re~
to',11 be a \5°.k \ncre.o~ \r) tu,hon kes

- 000

. !he future of post-secondary education in this province may be
ndin~ on what education minister Dave Cooke considers an approp~te amount for students to pay in tuition fees.
This ~ednesday, at 2:00 pm, students are protesting tuition fee increases m front of Cooke's constituency office, located at 4848
Tecumseh Road East.
The rally is part of a Canadian Federation of Students-Ontario
(CFS-C:>) day of_ action in which students throughout Ontario will be
protesting at therr local MPP's offices. Here in Windsor, where we are
fortunate enough to have Cooke's ear, it will be our duty to turn out in
large, vocal masses.
It's time to take a stand and fight for our future. It is imperative tbat
we do all tbat we can. to halt the alarming trend that threatens to put
pos~-secondary _education out of reach for children of lower and middle mcome families.
Tbe . Ontario NDP, which advocated "zero tuition" until taking
powe~ !n 1990, bas already raised tuition by 20 percent. Cooke 1s now
prom1smg a "significant" increase in tution for next year, rumoured to
be anywhere from 20 to 50 per cent.
It is time for us to g~b Cooke by his ear and not let go until we are
heard. U of W, St. Clair College and Windsor and Essex County high
school students who want an affordable education should all be in attendance .
.Rally organizers expect local unions also to be there in solidarity
with the students. The local media bas also been invited.
Most students have an understanding, through their own tribulations
or thr~ugb a friend's, of the hardships (class load, high tuition, rent,
grocenes, lack _of job opportunties) that come while in university. It is
a matter of facmg the prospect of the further hardbip which is staring
us in the face.
The rally at Dave Cookes's office is the best chance students will
have to gain bis attention before a tuition announcement is made. A
poor turnout will show him that student'> don't care one way or
another.
Education is a right.
Be there. Be loud.
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Show:, up •• ,

So much for ethical government
The ~ouse of. Commons, w_e
are told, 1s becommg a ~o~e eth1~al place. Unforun~tely, it 1s only
m appearance. not m. substance. .
0 n Jan. 1 Zapat1sta rebels m
.
M ·
·
eh1apas,
~x1co, launched f?etr
revolt agamst the Mexican
g~vcmmen I. NAFrA
. .
, th ey say,
will be the ruul m the coffin tbat
· ·
w ill prepetuate economic me-

quality (make the rich ncher and
the poor poorer), _and b ~ the
process of destroying native culture.
Furthermore,
reports show that
.
the Me_x1can go~emment bas
been
excessive
. usmg
.
. . . force
. and
.
kill mg. mnoce_nt c1v1hans m thetr
campaign agamst the rebels.
Wb
·
·
.
at 1s galhng 1s that the

Canadian
government . bas
shirked any responsiblity for the
matter, calling it an internal
problem over which they have no
control ·
This is simply untrue.
The government could, as has
been suggested by a delegation of
Canadian religious leaders who
visited the area. abrogate the

agreement until a full-scale investigation mto human ri hts
abuses could be completed. g
The gove mmen t argues th at 1t
will not 1·llU\.
,1, b
· h t'i to
wnan ng
trade agreements. But when that
Lrade agreement 1·s be.mg fiorced
on people who stand to lose a lot
by iL. 1·ust bow eth'cal
1
are we
being?

Letters to the Editor

Mad as hell at
Student Centre
Dear Editor,
Now that the student centre is
closed nights, where should our
place of refuge be? This is representative of an administration
that has its fmgers on the pulse of
a dead body. Its bad enough our
fees are sky rocketting, but to be
tossed out of our own student
centre is quite a low blow. They
say that it will be open nights
during exams, but it seems like a
matter of time before that will
change. Don't give us a little
bone - students are not dogs.
A student centre is exactly that
a place for students. We
should have access to it at all
times. Although it is not busy at
nights, it is symbolic as our place
of refuge.
We are being shut out of our
centre for the sake of a pidly $8
000. Hey, here's an idea...
Charge $ l per student to make up
the difference. I know that any
increase is inappropriate these
days, but it is well worth the
price.
Of course, I would say that the
ultimate solution is not to raise
fees. I would rather see sound fiscal management by the fmancial
gurus.
As a student I won't take an
overt slap in the face lying down.
We must take action (if anyone
cares??!). If you're upset by actions such as no night access to
the student centre, tell the powers
that be that "we are mad as hell
and we're not going to take it
anymore!"

Richard Sherman
Year II Law

Where to go
after 1 :30 am?
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to the
article entitled No more all night
cramming at U of W in the Jan.
10th edition. I am quite upset
with the decision to close the
CAW Student Centre after 1:30

am.
I am one of the students who
took advantage of the 24-hour
convenience. It is not bad enough
that in the four years that I have
been here that my tuition has increased, parking is next to impossible (as well as the expence
involved when finding a decent
spot) and all of my classes have
increased greatly in size!
Now you are telling me that
after waiting over a year for a
'new and improved' student
centre it is being closed at night
once again.
Where exactly are we supposed to study? I find this
decision ridiculous and I don't
believe other alternatives were
looked at.
If it is so important for this
school to save a measly $8 OOO
why didn't someone look at the
possibility of having volunteers
work the centre desk during the
day and paying the midnight
workers are vice versa. I know I
would have volunteered if it
meant I could have my 24-bour
student centre back!
PamC.
Year IV Honours Crim.

Lance not so
P. C. after all
Dear Editor,

,

After reading your Jan. 17
paper on your "Free the Reefer"
campaign I must ask wben the
"Beastiality Pride" issue or bow
'bout
advocating
that
wom(aeiouy)n should cut off a
man's penis to end patriarchy
will be coming out?
These issues might appeal to
you when searching for still more
examples of bow those evil
people actually working for a
living, and paying taxes. screw
you because you want to spend
10+ years in school learning god
knows what while some of us
plan to go out after graduation
and get a real job.
Before you rip up my letter
and put it in the trash bin I must
congratulate the Lance for asking
something illegal be made legal.
In the era when too many
socialist-minded
do-gooder
sociologists, social engineers and
narrow-minded
activists
go
around trying to save us from
ourselves from doing anything
that would give us a superficial
cut, enforcing a new moral code
of sensitivity and political correctness instead of the moral
codes of years past.
Attempts to stop this must be
congratulated form all corners
who fear what this could do to
our world. Now when are you
going to have a "Reform Party
Member and Proud of It!" issue?
Andy Bowen
Year Il Political Science

Some comments
don't serve purpose
Dear Editor,
I wasn't sure I was going to

write this letter, but I have
decided to. The Womyn's group
put on a candlelight vigil Dec. 6.
in memory of the fourteen
women
gunned
down
in
Montreal. Without a doubt the
Montreal incident was one of the
most horrifying acts ever committed in the history of our
country. Millions of females and
males worldwide were sickened
by this violent useless tragedy.
A couple of nights before the
vigil, the Womyn's Group went
around campus writing comments regarding violence against
women. Personally, I do believe
women have been and are treated
unfairly by society. This problem
is being addressed full force and
will continue to be until the day it
is resolved.
I found one of the comments
written in chalk on the sidewalk
leading through campus appalling. The comment read "Marc
Lepine is alive and well living
around us everywhere."
The Womyn's group compared
the male population to this
deranged, cold-blooded, mass
murderer.
All the other comments written
in chalk served a good pwpose
making people remember the
Montreal incident as well as
violence against women in
general.
That one comment was absolutely unnecessary and was
directing hatred toward men
which is uncalled for.
In the future, I suggest that the
Womyn' s group be more careful
with how they choose to make
some of their points.
Andy Vasily
Year Il Psychology
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Not your ordinary meat
& potato joint!!
Monday: .\I.I. YOl J CAN E.\T

P~\STA-$7.95

By Luisa and Rosemary Durante
Special to The Lance
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• Papers • Reports
(APA & other styles)
• Resumes • Letters
Cash, Visa or MC
For special student rates
Call Roni at 253-5501
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Spend March Break in sunny Cuba!
Only $399 all-inclusive. Bus from
Windsor. Phone 255-9731 and ask
for Trevor.

After 5 weeks of negotiations between the Nuu Chall
Nulth natives of Clayoquot Sound and the government
of British Columbia, a pact was made which now offi.
dally gives natives "limited" control of logging in the
region.
Clayoquot Sound, the ancient temperate rainforest on
Vancouver Island, has been an area of conflict for more
than 15 years.
Multinational pulp and paper giants MacMillan
Bloedel and Interfor are clear-cutting the forest.
The pact hopes to create a joint management process
between the natives and government, allowing the Nuu
Cbab Nulth to log sustainably on their territory for a
two year period.
Environmentalists believe that the agreement is a
step in the right direction.
The pact also give Natives the opportunity to speak
their views about present clear-cutting practices, to advance native land claims and also lowers unemployment for the natives.
However, the Sound is unceded native tenitory; in
other words, there has never been a treaty for the area.
It is appalling that butchers in the forest such as MacMillan Bloedel have been given more access to the
forest for years, destroying the delicate balance of nature. Meanwhile this access has been denied to the Nuu
ChabNulth.
However the agreement fails to actress one of the
major issues in the ongoing saga. That is, of course, the
unsustainability of clear-cutting.
The battle to preserve Clayoquot Sound lingers on a\
multinational giants continue to ravage the forest for
export to Japan, telephone books to the U.S. and to
several countries for newspapers.
And even though it seems that the government bas
become more flexible in dealing with the Nuu Chah
Nulth natives of the Sound, it is questionable as to how
honourable their intentions are. After all, this pact is
only for a two year period, then what happens?
~
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Luisa Durante spent September at the peace camp m
Clayquot Sound. The Environmental Awareness Association is selling mugs to help pay the legal costs for
those arrested during clear-cutting protests.

FOR RENT

Wasting time looking
for a parking space?
Rent a space. 10 minute walk
to university, $25/month.

Call 255-9036.
EMPLOYMENT
Summer jobs! Applications are now
being accepted for summer jobs on
cruiseships, airlines and resorts. No
experience necessaiy. For more information send $2 and a self-addressed stamped envelope to:
World W'tde Travle Club
5334 Yonge Street, Suite 1407
Toronto, ON M2N 6M2

VOLUNTEER WORK
Peer Support Centre
Volunteers needed to staff a
Peer Support Centre opening in
the 1994 winter semester. The
Centre will offer students information, peer support and referrals.
Applications are available at the
Psychological Services Centre at
326 Sunset and the Psychology
Department at WHS 173-2.
Students from any discipline are
inv~ed to apply.
Applications due Jan. 31, 1994.

Bar and
Restaurant

p resents

SUPERBOWL xxvm

Sunday January 30th
tickets $ 10.00
-large screen t.v. -

-halftime hot buffet -

-great draws all day -6 other screens -
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Okay,
what did
you do last
summer? Old
'"]",
you go where no
man has gone before?
Did you drive a stock car?
Did you perform for thousands
of people? NOT? Well. there·s
always THIS Summer. You can do any
of these things and get paid for it!
Ifs Just too cool.
Paramount Parks is holding auditions
for the 1994 Summer Season at Paramount
Canada"s Wonderland. We need experienced
technicians. singers, dancers, characters,
actors, and variety performers of all types.
If you·re over 16, call 905/832-7454, or
write: Pa ra mount Canada's W onderlan d
9580 Jane Street, P.O. eox 624, Vaughan
Ontario L6A 1S6. Paramount Parks
'
would like to turn your summer
break into your big
break!
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Foot b all Playo f f Specials Ev ery
Sat & Sun in January
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All you can eat $3.95 - $2.50 l /2lb burgers

"Where the lowe st price d pitche r
is the law"

Sb

801 Ouellette Ave.
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Take a break and pick up the phone. for delivery, call today.

_

.1-800 663 2233
Delivery available 11: 00 a.m. to closing. McDonald's in Windsor only. Minimum order $8.50 plus tax. SI.SO service charge will apply.
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CAMPUS CLIPS
The Canadian
Workers Union,
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which
pledged $4 million to the
CAW Student Centre, would
like to raise bell about the
decision to reduce the hours
of operation at the centre but it can't.
According to
Kenny
Lewcnza, vice president of
CAW Local 444 , the union's
pledge drive. which 1s almost over, bas raised about

$800000.

~
Ill
S•

iir

The centre. which was
runnmg S8 OOO over budget,
eliminated a midnight shift,
closing the formerly 24 hour
centre at midnight or 1:30
am. depending on the night.
"I'd like to go m there (the
centre) and demand that they
reinstate the midnight shift
and make it a 24-bour
tacthty. But, frankly, we've
fallen far short of our pledge
and aren't in the position to
demand much," said Lewenza.

Leweni.a said that Local
444. which pledged $1.5
million, has raised $750 000.
He hopes that the local
will raise at least $1 million.

***

The
chair
of
the
Canadian Federation of

Students - Ontario (CFS0) bas resigned.
Emecbete Onouha left because of personal reasons
and was offered a job as a
legislative assistant in Ottawa

Jason Hunt, a MacMaster
University student, was
elected as the interim Chair
at the CFS conference in
Sault Ste. Marie. Hunt was
also elected as chair for the
1994-95 term.

***
Hong

Attention

I

Kong

students! Your parents may
re watching you.
A Canadian investigating
~ency called "Gradwaich"
ts selling its services lo
Hong Kong parents who
Want to check up on their
cbild' s progress.
According to owner Ken
I\Uen, the parents want to
ensure their kids get good
gl'ades.
"They are paying $50 OOO
a year for their child's
education, so they are paying
a srna11 percentage of that to
c_beck if everythings all
light."

(Compiled by news staff)

Lance file photo.

Large student
turn out
expected at
tuition hike
demonstration
By Tran Longmoore
Co-News Editor

Students fed up with the
promise of a "significant increase" in tuition fees will be
heard.
SAC bas endorsed the
Canadian Federation of Students
Ontario's (CFS-0) "Provincial
Day of Action," in which students throughout Ontario will
protest against the impending tuition increase.
In Windsor, organizers expect
a~ many as 500 students to rally
outside Education Minister Dave
Cooke's Windsor-Riverside constituency office, located at 4848
Tecumseh Rd. East
Cooke has not yet made his
announcement, but rumours have
the increase ranging between 20
and 50 percent. The NOP

Windsor's media and a\ked for
support from many of the cuy's
unions. believes that pressuring
the NOP government is the only
way to avoid fee increases.
"The more people we have out
there. the more support we have,
and the more camera· s there are,
the harder it becomes for Dave
Cooke to raise tuition."
SAC officially endorsed the
rally at last Thursday's general
meeting. Although there was little in the way of discussing exlance photo by Tran Longmoore actly how the rally would be
Murray Gaudreau speaks to SAC.
endorsed, SAC delegated a
government. which once advo- newly-formed Voluntary Student
cated "zero tuition," has already Awareness Committee to inform
raised tuition fees by 20 per cent students of the rally
since taking office in 1990.
Campus Patrol Co-ordinator
Organizer Murray Gaudreau is Chris Maicb was disappomted
bringing togetfier U of W. St. with SAC's efforts.
Clair College, and high school
"I was shocked. They endorsed
students for the rally.
the rally then everyone was gone.
"All indications seem to be They should have done some
pointing towards a large tuition planning. Perhaps they could
increase, that will destroy the have organized buses to drive
lower and middle classes' acces- students from the university to
sibility to a post-secondary the Cooke's office," said Maicb,
educauon," said Gaudreau. "Stta- who plans 10 attend the event.
SAC president Jon Ricci said
denLs must unite and reclaim
their future."
that council's endorsement meant
Gaudreau. who bas invited the that "SAC would do every thing

possible to get students to the
rally."
However, possibilities may be
limited due to time constraints.
Ricci did not learn about the
protest until just before the last
Thursday's SAC meeting. leaving him without the time for a
comprehensive plan.
"The bottom line is that it is
very important to sho\\- the minister that we are concerned about
our future. I' 11 look into renting
school buses to get the studenL<;
to the rally but, reafotically, there
may not be enough time to do
that." said Ricci.
The student rally will also
have the support of Windsor's
unions but lhe lack of notice will

limit the worker's numbers.
"The CAW is on the record as
being opposed to tuition increases. We want to ensure that a
post-secondary
education
remains accessible to all We'll
be there along side the students,"
said CAW Local 444 vice president Kenny Lewenza.
"But I just found out about the
rally on Thursday, so it remains
to be seen how many people we
can actually get out there,"
!I

SAC reorganizes hiring bylaws
secretary of SAC.
Previously the coordinators
were not officially involved in
hiring their replacements and
were not allowed to vote when
invited to sit in on interviews.
Problems developed over the
summer
when members of
By Teena Ward
SAC'
s
Appointment
Search
Co-News Editor
Committee failed to involve
What began as a conflict was coordinators input when holding
resolved with cooperation when interviews for several positions.
student council decided to give Although not written into the
coordinators greater say in hiring council bylaws, it was traditional
procedures at a council meeting to consult coordinators, who hold
last week.
a more specific understanding of
Council voted to ·'reconstruet the duties that the positioos enthe hiring process of SAC coor- tail.
Les Banks, SAC' s human
dinators and commissioners to
allow for greater autonomy rights coordinator explained why
within their respective fields." the old hiring procedures needed
Toe change will effect the eight reconsbUction.
"When I got hired they (AJ>coordinators SAC employs to adpointmcnt Search Committee)
dress specific student issues Campus Patrol, Environmental didn't ask me bow to do my job,
Issues (2), Human Rights, they didn't have a clue about the
Residence Issues, Special Events, job... the only people who really
Womyn's Centre, and Womyn's know are the previous coordinators," be said, "it's not their
Issues.
They will now be hired by a (members of the hiring commitcommittee comprised of the out- tee) fault, they just don't know
going co-ordinator, two other what the job involves."
The Womyn's Centre was also
coordinators, and the newly
elected president and VP affected by problematic inter-

Womyn's
Centre and
coordinators
stay in the Jold

views. the results of which were
protested over the summer. As a
result SAC executives were
forced to scrap all of the interviews and hold them again.
Although the second set of interviews solved the immediate
problem, the Womyn's Centre
continued an active campaign for
complete autonomy from SAC
much of last semester.
Coordinator Angie Slingerland
and centre vohmteers six-ead the
w<X"d on the autonomy proposal
with a letter writing campaign,
word of mouth, and an active
dialogue in the Lance. SAC's
new Coordinator/Commissioner
Hiring Plan worked to keep the
Womyn's Centre in the fold.
The new bylaw came as a
response to negative feedback
from the CO<X"dinators. Social
Science representative Tiffany
Ulch and SAC president Jon
Ricci put their beads together to
come up with possible solutions.
After consulting the coordinators
with their ideas, Ulch and Ricci
put together the favourably
received bylaw change.
"There was a definite problem
in the hiring structure," said
Ricci, "when presented with the

new policy I knew we were onto
something good, that we just had
to fine tune.".
Ulch also indicated that there
had been problems with hiring
procedures for the past few yew,.
The new bylaw has satisfied
most of the problems and putting
it into writing bas solidified the
policy.
Slingerland is "very happy"
about the change and said "it is a
great step toward ensuring future
coordinators are hired with adequate requirements by people
who are knowledgeable in these
issues." She also pointed out that
"it still gives SAC a voice too, so
it doesn't leave anyone out."
1be recommendation to include an impartial equity officer
on the hiring committee in addition to those the plan already includes may be the next step for
SAC. But Ricci anticipates that
such a change is something
which next years council will
have to consider.
At present Ricci' s only new
plans for the hiring committee is
to tell his replacement "about the
mistakes I made and bow to
avoid them...hopefully they can
learn from them."
I
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Student research group
seeks funding in election
By Kevin de Jong
News Staff

Zapatista rebels take cover in Chiapas.

Speaker says unite
with Mexican rebels
Tran Longmoore
Co-News editor

-

While the newpaper stories
may slip from the first page to
page 64, to oblivion, don't let the
Mexican Aboriginal' s 500 year
old struggle against oppression
slip your memory. History dictates that it will be back.
That was one of the messages
of a discussion regarding the
recent peasant revolt in Chiapas,
the southernmost and poorest
state in Mexico.
U of W Sociology professor
Alan Sears hosted the discussion,
arguing that the Zapatista uprise
may re ''the spark that ignites a
revolution" in Mexico. In recent
weeks, the country witnessed to
gigantic rallies in support of the
Zapatista rebels. In Mexico City,
bus drivers went on strike for the
same reason. The events have
revitalized a once weak left wing
opposition party to President
Salinas. As a result of the
Mexican government's handling
of the revolt, one of Salinas'
cabinet bardliners was replaced
by a liberal.
'"The constitution bas labour,
environmental and land reform
laws - but they are not enforced. It is just rhetoric," said
Sears.
According to Sears, Indians
still do not own land. Over 40
percent of the adults in the
Cbiapas region are illiterate, 40
percent lack running water and
70 percent have no electricity in
their homes.
An estimated 2 OOO rebels in
the 2'.apatista National Liberation
Army, some armed with fake
rifles and most as young as 13
years old, took over four towns
on New Year's Day, when the
North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFT A) was officially proclaimed. The rebels
called the trade agreement the

"death warrant" for the peasants
of Cbiapas. Most of the region's
Indians work on large corn and
coffee plantations, which are
controlled by a handful of rich
landowning families, for $2 a
day. And as NAFf A increases
competition, peasants are worried
that they will be forced to work
for less, and that they may never
regain their land.
According to reports, the takeovers were far from hostile or
violent. Eyewitness reports claim
that the rebels have been
embraced by the town· s citizens
and that the acts of violence have
been committed by the Mexican
army in an attempt to suppress
the uprising. Since the Zapatistas
were driven back into the bills,
several human rights groups have
condemned the actions of the
Mexican government while pictures of dead children have
flooded Canadian and US
televison sets.
As a result of NAFTA, Sears
said, the Mexican government
has cancelled what little there
was of land reform. Instead,
NAFT A has cleared the way for
land owners to further monopolize the land.
Sears believes these events
make for good prospects for future fights against NAFTA, the
trade deal that has drawn the ire
of the working class in all three
countries involved.
But Sears urged, ''Don't just
fight NAFTA to save Canadian
jobs. Build an international agenda, create a solidarity with the
Zapatista's.
"We have to make the ties
with the Mexican people. It is no
longer a question of whether
people know something is wrong
or whether people are angry
enough. Many people just don't
feel anything can be done. Keep
this issue alive and we can inspire each other."
I!

With SAC elections set for
Feb. 24, it is time to start thinking about how you want your
school to be run.
One of the decisions that students will be asked to make is
whether or not to support a student funded chapter of the Ontario Public Interest Reasearcb
·Group (OPIRG).
Students will be asked to pay
$2.50 per semester to support the
group, which currently has recognition as a club on campus.
According to Russell Bennett,
president of the local group, the
fee will be refundable to any student who doesn't want to support
OPIRG.
OPIRG, an offshoot of the
American Association PIRG,
which was formed in the early
I970's by consumer advocate
Ralph Nader, is a student run organization concerned with research, education, and action on
social justice and environmental
issues.
The Windsor group hopes to
be able to set up an office on
campus that will include a full
time staff member, a research
center and a library containing
publications that according to
Bennett,
''may
not
be
mainstream. but they still can be
considered as valid resource
materials."
Traditionally, OPIRG bas been
an organization geared to giving
students an opportunity to get
tog~lher in a group setting with
others who have similar views,
rather than as individuals, thus
allowing for a stronger voice

If OPIRG wins its referendum
when trying to present issues to
in February, Bennett feels that it
the community.
The local chapter will run will be nothing short of a large
much the same - students inter- benefit for students.
He was quick to point out that
ested in a certain area can come
to OPIRG to use the resources of if an OPIRG chapter is estabthe group for public research and lished in Windsor it will give the
students an opportunity to "coneducation about various issues.
Bennett outlined some past centrate their efforts here on
projects completed by OPIRG' s campus rather than going out into
in other cities. One such project, the community."
OPIRG currently ba1, ap"The Supermarket Tour" looks at
products in grocery stores and proximately 100 supporters here
lists where they originated and on campus, with ten lo fifteen
the conditions under which they volunteers, but like most groups
on campus, Bennett says that "we
are produced.
Bennett points out that not all are constanly looking for more."
projects need to be this large and Approximately 1 100 students
in fact most are simply pamphlets signed their names to a petition
or canvassing campaigns geared to ratify the club, only 500 were
at getting information out to the needed.
For the future, OPIRG will
general public.
A local chapter of OPIRG will continue to sell its Enviro mugs
give the opportunity for the dif- on Wednesdays in the student
centre, and
ferent
is looking
groups on
at
bringing
campus to
OPIRG will give the organically
"come
together and
opportunity for the grown
make their
dijferent groups on tovegetables
sell on
positions
campus as
stronger,"
campus to "come
well.
be said.
together and make
Bennett
SAC's
said
that
human
their positions
without
rights coorfunding,
stronger."
dinator, Les
OPIRG will
Banks ancontinue to
ticipates the
benefits of working together with run as a club on campus, ''but it
OPIRG. Banks hopes that the re- will be in a much smaller scope
search group will provide addi- than what could be done with
tional information about human help from the students."
Anyone who would like more
rights, environmentalism, and
women's issues when OPIRG's information on what OPIRG IS
library is developed as a resource about and what it can offer them,
for coordinators and students at can call the OPIRG Windsor
large.
Hotline at 977-0253.
!

Campus reacts to OHIP elimination
By Tran Longmoore
Co-news editor

The loss of CHIP coverage
will heighten the already imposing financial barriers to receiving
post-secondary education in Ontario, according to foreign students.
Although the Ministry of
Health has not yet made the announcement, all signs are pointing to a decision that will strip
international students of their
free health care plan. According
to sources at the ministry, the
change, which will force visa students to purchase health insurance from private brokers,
will likely be implemented by
next September.
Visa students pay as much as
five times more in tuition fees as
their Canadian counterparts.
They also must pay $100 each
for work and education permits.
Additionally, Employment and
Immigration laws restrict their
employment opportunities to the

campuses where they are studying.
Visa students are upset by the
latest development.
"It will be impossible for many
students to get an education here.
There are not many jobs on campus that cover the living expenses
we already have," said Shashank
Agarwal, a graduate student in
Geology from India. "It will
deter many students from seeking
an education outside of their own
country."
International student advisor
Richard Lanspeary, said that the
change will not affect a majority
of the U of W' s 650 international
students.
According to Lanspeary, most
of the undergraduates are
covered by an insurance policy
from their native country. He
said the change will have serious
effects for almost all of the 120
graduate students.
"About 90 per cent of our
graduate students come from
developing nations. Most have no

health insurance and little in the
way of financial assistance. Some
work as teacher's assistants and
bring home $40 a week. Many
are living hand to mouth as it is.
They are not going to be able to
pay for insurance policies," said
Lanspeary.
Until 1990, visa students were
not eligible for CHIP. Students
payed about $1 per day, or $90
every three months, for health
care before the Ontario govern·
ment decided to make OHIP
available to visa students.
Employment laws for intema·
tional students have also flue·
tuated in the past decade.
Until 1983, it was illegal for
international students to work at
all. In the mid-80' s, during the
economic boom, there were al·
most no restrictions to their
employment opportunities. By
1989, when it became evident
that the economy was in a deep
recession, the laws changed ·
restricting employment oppor·
tunities to campuses.
~

"ow 'bout some food for thought... delivered right to your door?
Take a break and pick up the phone. for delivery, call today.

®
1-800-663 2233
Delivery milable 11:00am. to closing. HcDondld's in Winim only. Minimum order $8.50 plus tax. $1.50 service charge will apply.
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Satisfaction guaranteed
Survey says students are happy with their degree

Ill

By Michael Mainville

it

The Charlatan
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OTfAW A (CUP) -

Initial
results
from
a
Statistics
Canada
at
survey indicate that Canadian
university
graduates
seem
reasonably satisfied with their
)0
ooucation.
StatsCan is currently analyzing
lo
data from a 1992 survey of Maclean' s magazine in its annual
nineties university graduates, ranking of universities last
re I which will be released in its en- November.
Responses were ranked from
:n I tirety next fall.
Part of the survey asked zero (very dissatisfied) to three
)S
around 53 OOO graduates across ( very satisfied) according to
re
Canada about their satisfaction major fields of study. For inI with teaching, class size and stance, the satisfaction with class
ts I
preparation for future careers. sizes for students in humanities
ID
Toe rest of the survey has to do and arts scored a 2.26 out of
re
with their employment histories three, about average for the
programs surveyed.
since graduation.
"I
would
say
students
are
The rating for how well
is
reasonably satisfied with the universities prepared graduates
nt
skills they are learning," said for jobs was somewhat lower,
ld
Doug Lynd, chief of post-secon- with scores ranging from 1.81 in
dary education studies at Statis- the social sciences to 2.25 in entics Canada. He says the central gineering and applied sciences.
focus of the survey is students·
Unlike the annual Maclean' s
I transition from university to the magazine
survey, Statistics
Canada will not rank individual
m I job market.
a.s I The satisfaction portion of the universities. Instead, it will consurvey was released in advance centrate on the satisfaction of
of the rest of the report for use by graduates in general, Lynd said.

I

"The sample methodology is
geared toward process, not institutions," he said. "The sample
would have to be larger for a reliable sample of institutions."
Lynd said the survey is conducted every four years by Statistics Canada and funded by the
federal government.
A number of organizations use
the results, including provincial
education and labor ministries,
the Canadian Manufacturers' Association and the Canadian Labor
Commission.
Lynd said future surveys may
have increased sample sizes
which would allow ranking of individual institutions. Statistics
Canada is currently working with
the Association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada, a national organization for administrators, to accomplish this. l!
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Student gets off easy for feigning gunfire at 111e111orial
By Niva Chow
The Ubyssey

)e

VANCOUVER (CUP) - The
president of a community college
has come under fire for his
leniency in dealing witb a student
who pretended to gun down
speakers at a Dec. 6 Montreal
massacre memorial.
"I am furious, I can't believe
Ibis - it's hardly a slap on the
wrist," said Liz
Roelants,

1h

re
is

n,

or
I

women's commissioner at Vancouver Community College.
The Dec. 6 ceremony marked
the anniversary of the shooting
death of 14 female engineering
students at a Montreal' s Ecole
Pol ytechniq ue.
The bearing for Ron McDonald, the man who feigned
gunfire at the memorial, was held
one month after the incident.
At the Jan. 4 hearing, McDonald said: "I was sorry that
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you [the witnesses) saw it, but receive a three-day suspension
not sorry that I did it."
from attending classes.
The disciplinary committee
Cruickshank said he believed
recommended that McDonald McDonald showed remorse for
write a letter of apology to the his actions.
student council, which bad spon"My decision was based on a
sored tbe Dec. 6 memorial, as talk of issues, where [McDonald}
well as attend ttfl weekly coun- showed a willingness to meet
selling sessions.
these requirements, and I walked
On a recorded message on a with him to make his first apcall-in information line the next pointment," he said.
day, VCC president John CruickMany students said they
shank said McDonald would also doubted McDonald's sincerity.

"This guy is scary. There is no
remorse and bad feelings," said
Roelants, who added that sbe
believes the punishment is insufficient.
"This is being swept under the
carpet," she said. "[McDonald]
said that be wasn •t sorry that he
did it. If he does [follow the
recommendations)
the only
reason is that be wants to come
back to school... the guy needs
help."
t!
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977-7273 Fax: 977-1331
309 Chatham St. West (across from Canadian Tire)

Canada's onlv student owned
travel agency, Travel CUTS
now makes it easier for ALL
students to take advantage
of our special products and
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 27TH, 1994
THE CA \V STUDENT CENTRE
AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM

10:00 A.1\1. - 3:00 P.M.
BRING RESUMES

SPONSORED UY: CO-OP EDUCATION & STUDE:"'T PL.\CE.\IE~T
COMPANIES ATTENDING
BOOLO ISLANU ,\MUSEMENT PARK
OELOITTE & TOUCH£ CIIARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
SCIIUKRA OF N.A.
W.F..T. AUTOMOTIVE
STUDENT SPRINKLER Sf.RVICES LTD.
VECTOR MARKF.TING CANADA
CANADIAN ARMED FORCES
LONDON AND MIODLF.SEX IIOUSINC AUTIIORITY
MICIIIGAN METRO GIRL SCOUT COUNCIL

CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE
RC!ltP
CAN AM INDIAN FRIENDSHIP CENTRE
STUDENT WORKS PAINTING
WILDERNESS REFORESTATION
SALES & MERCHANDISING CROUP
UNITED WAY OF WINDSOR-ESSEX COUNTY
ESSEX COUNTY ASSOC. FOR COMMUNITY LIVING
ACTION WINDOW CLEANING
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'8 minute
walk from U.

~~f:•~~
3210 Sandwich (at Mill)
Windsor Ont., N9C 1A8
519-256-8992

TORONTO (CUP) - A group
of Canadian university student
councils formed a new business
alliance they say will umte
Canada's student market. Toe
Canadian Campus Business Consortium (CCBC) may also be the
first step towards a new national
student organization.
Western, Waterloo. Wilfrid
Laurier. Queen's, UBC, Toronto.
Dalbousie. and the University of
Alberta are all involved with
group, which would have views
similar to those of the Ontario
Undergraduate Student Alliance
(OUSA). The OUSA adgenda includes support for a user-pay tuition
system
backed
with
income-contingent loans. All the
schools m OUSA are involved in
the new national business corporation.
Carl Gillis, the chair of the
Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS). said he bad not heard
much about the newly formed
group. Gillis said he wac; not sure
whether such a group would pose
a threat to CFS. either in the
business or political fields.
Belonging to the CCBC will
cost councils about $5 OOO for
the first year. which could contribute to such projects as bulk
paper buying and the production
of a national advertising rate card
for student handbooks.
- Bruce RoJston
The Varsity

***

MONTREAL (CUP) -

Lectures may be a thing of the past,
if
a
McGill
University

professor's experiment catches
on.
Proponents of the Atlantis
Project want Canada's univers1t1es to replace lecture-hall courses with small tutorials. Paul
Piehler who bas been working
toward alternatives to what he
call the "obsolete" classroom lecture system, aims to have a pilot
version of Atlantis in place by
next fall.
His vision is to replace all lecture classes with seminars of four
students and one tutor. and limit
course loads to one or two
tutorials per term.
'Tm talking about ruthlessly
cutting down on the quantity of
student work, giving increased
possibility for the raising of
quality." Piehler said.
The project is similar to the
system which has been used at
Cambridge and Oxford Universities since the 15th century. But
this system is expensive, and
some people think that increasing
student contact with faculty
would mean spending more
money which Canadian universities don't have.
Some
Atlantis
supporters
argue that the project is worth the
extra money and that it might
even be cheaper to run that the
current system.
According to Piehler. no new
faculty would have to be hirea,
degrees would take a year less to
complete because study would be
more intense, as well as cutting
back on university administration
which students could take over.
Stuart Smith. chair of the

Royal Commision on PostSecondary Education, is reviewing the proposal for Ottawa.
- Kristin Andrews

The McGill Dady

*** (CUP)

MONTREAL

Canadian post-secondary education is in for a rough ride as the
North American Free Trade
Agreement takes effect. analysts
say.
Under NAFTA, universities
could be free to become profitmaking corporations, as is the
case in The United States.
Canada has already adopted
some American ideas about
education, said John Calvert,
who co-authored a book about
free trade's effect on education.
"Because NAFTA is strongly
pro-market, it circumvents existing education regulations and
practices," said Calvert. who
predicts that government funding
will diminish.
Calvert believes that Canadian
markets will be open to US
private education firms. Larry
Kuehn, who co-authored the
book with Calvert, said that
NAFTA will give large corporations more say in the agendas of
universities.
"The system would be more
commercial in orientation. Tuition, would be mcreascd toward
US levels and public funds would
be shifted to provide greater support for the research and development needs of business."
- Chris Sheridan
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Can weed save the

This is because hemp pulp is only
four to ten percent lignin (a natural
g!ue_), comp~red to 18 to 30 percent HgInescapable odour, clouds of suffocating nm m tree fibre. Further, no dioxin is
smoke, annies of vacant-eyed, spaced-out needed in the process, and chlorine
drones rocking absently, oblivious to all can be replaced by the less toxic
but their numbing high, while the world hydrogen peroxide.
collapses from lethargy ...
As revolutionary as the widespread
This is the vision we have been use of ~emp ~ay seem to non-hemp
given of a hemp-legal society, but it is based industrial society, the use of
alarmist and unfounded.
hemp is hardly new. The first and
It is true that in North America the second drafts of the United States'
predominant use of cannabis sativa is Declaration of Independence were
for its psychomimetic effects on the written on Dutch hemp paper, claims
brain. But on our nature-gagged, pol- Herer. He adds that until 1883, 75 to 90
lution-strangled planet, we can no percent of all paper in the world was
longer afford to
made with cannabis
ignore, or fail to
hemp fibre.
harvest, hemp's
More than 80
On our nature-gagged,
other benefits.
percent of all texpollution-strangled
The cultivation
tiles and fabrics for
of hemp provides planet, we can no longer clothes,
tents,
a fast, renewable
linens, rugs, drapes,
afford to ignore, or fail quilts, bed sheets,
and environmentally-friendly
to harvest, hemp's other towels, diapen, and
source of strong
flags were prinbenefits.
fibre, used to
cipally made from
produce
paper,
cannabis
fibres
cordage and texuntil the 1820s in
tiles. Hemp is also a source of inexpen- America and until the 20th century in
sive, effective medicine for vascular- most the rest of the world.
related ailments.
Hemp is also a recognized
According to Reid Cooper, founder therapeutic agent. According to
of the Hemp and Herb Working Lovett-Doust, hemp is presently used
Group at Carleton University, hemp for nausea rPlief associated with the
,has been grown for over 2 OOO years. treatment of cancer and AIDS patients,
"It is now grown commercially in and as a means of reducing the ocular
China, the United Kingdom, France pressure associated with glaucoma.
and Spain in strains with low amounts
Herer cites several other therapeutic
of
delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol uses including the treabnent of epilep(THC)," he says.
sy, multiple sclerosis and muscle
"THC is the active chemical which spasms, and a relief for stress and
alters the seritonin levels in the brain, migraines.
which causes the pyschomimetic efIn his studies at UCLA, Dr. Donald
fects, or the characteristic 'high'," says Tashkin recognizes the potential pulDr. John Lovett-Doust, a biology monary uses of hemp. Because the
professor at U of W.
smoke from hemp leaves dilates the
While many people associate hemp bronchial tubes and bronchi of the
with these drug-related properties, lungs, says Dr. Tashkin, more oxygen
there are, in fact, two forms of hemp. can enter the lungs. Consequently,
One is the drug form, the other is the hemp can relieve asthma attacks and
hemp fibre form. Both are derivatives serve as a natural expectorant to clear
of the same plant, but the two have the lungs of smog and phlegm with
been bred for different characteristics. tobacco use.
They are now virtually two different
The Californian firm Business Alplants, says Cooper.
liance for Commerce in Hemp (BACH)
According to Lovett-Doust, the fibre says that the fragments of dried hemp
form of the hemp plant has been bred stalk, or hurds, can be made into nonto emphasize the stalk, reaching toxic paints and sealants, and are a
heights of 20 feet in one growing source of plant pulp for biomass fuel
season. Conversly, the Californian to make gas, gasoline and methanol.
black market drug variety has been
Herer claims that hemp could
bred to emphasize the flowering buds, replace fossil fuels with no polluting
where most of the THC is located. effects. This is because, Herer explains,
Thus, a good fiber plant, which has a the carbon dioxide released into the atvery small flowering, is not a good mosphere upon burning is only that
source of THC, and hence, is valueless amount used by the plant while growas a drug.
ing.
BACH also praises hemp seed use
What is this fibre form of hemp,
now grown as a crop, used for? Most for food and oil; hemp seeds contain
advocates of the decriminalization of the highest source of essential fatty
hemp for industrial uses cite the re- acids in the plant kingdom and are a
placement of logging for pulp and high source of protein.
Lynn Osburn, author of Hempseed
paper as the largest use. "Once acre of
cannabis hemp can produce as much Nutrition, says that the oil pressed
pulp for paper as 4.1 acres of trees from hempseed contains 55 percent
over a 20 year rotational period," ex- linoleic acid and 25 percent linolenic
acid, the essential fatty acids involved
plains Cooper.
According to Jack Herer, long-time in immune response and oxygen
cannabis activist and author of The molecule tranfer in the lungs.
With all of these potential and acEmporer Wears No Clothes, the hemp
fiber separation process requires only tual benefits, why is the cultivation
one-fourth to one-seventh of the and use of the hemp plant criminalamount of sulphur-based acid chemi- ized? While Lovett-Doust says the sole
reason is the plant's drug properties,
cals needed in the wood fibre process.

By Russell Bennett and Janice Zima
Features Staff

..
Lance photo by Laila Farrell
Todd Roy, owner of I Know What I Like gallery store on Chatham St., says it was
important to him to make hemp products available in Windsor. The store carries sturdy
hemp button-down shirts, note-pads, lip balm, and patches.
"All the hemp in these products was grown outside Canada," said Roy, "but none from
Third World countries where workers may have been exploited."
Roy feels that chemical industries wanting to corner the fabric market with synthetic
products led to the relative disappearance of hemp harvesting.
Beyond the environmental reasons for using hemp, he emphasizes the quality of hemp
products.
"The clothes are really sturdy. The Russians use it in their clothing and you always read
about them wearing their grandfather's suits. They last that long."
Visit the shop for authentic hemp products, but please no jokes about smoking the
clothes, Roy's heard enough of those

Cooper pursues a more historical
answer.
"In the 1930s, the newspaper baron
William Randolph Hearst, and most
timber, paper and large newspaper
companies stood to lose billions of
dollars when new machinery to mass
produce hemp fibre was becoming
available," says Cooper.
"Hearst introduced the Mexican
slang term 'marijuana' to the
American public. His propaganda
campaign included stories portraying
African and Mexican-Americans as
beasts negatively influenced by the
drug, to inflame racist tendencies in
the predominantly white readership,"
he adds.
Herer says this led to Congressional
support and the ultimate passage of

the first anti-marijuana law in the
United States in 1937.
Yet, with the extreme divergence of
the two main modem hemp strains,
criminalization is ambiguous. " The
non-drug producing form of hemp is
not useful as a drug, and therefore
should not be illegal," says Cooper.
However, lovett-Doust asserts that
"the presence of a paper-making form
of hemp is not an arguement for the
legalization of the drug form."
Herer, on the other hand, is an advocate of complete legalizatiol'\ of
hemp. By banning deforestation and
all fossil fuels and their derivatives,
and replacing these practices with the
cultivation of hemp, he says, weed
could save the world.
I!

I

Gender-bending for love
By Sarah Roebuck
Arts Staff

As You Like It
Essex Hall Theatre
Jan. 26-30

/

Director Bernie Warren bas
taken a surprising turn with
Shakespeare's comedy As You
Like It Set in timeless, mythical
Oriental gardens. the traditional
Shakespearean cast of characters
dance their deceptions and follies
against an exquisite minimalist
set designed by Patricia Fell.
The panerned silk-screened set
allows the intense lighting to pass
through to the bare stage and the
actors to enter through two openings. The cast wear brightly
coloured kimonos, round flat hats
and Chinese slippers. This Oriental interpretation lends depth and
mystery to the production.
The play opens with Orlando
(Mike Shara), a fresh young man
who practices t'ai chi while telling bis family woes to his teacher
Adam (Azra Francis). The
audience soon learns about
Orlando's cruel brother Oliver
(Jonathan Ellul) and the two
Dukes, Frederick and Senior
(both played by Will van der
Zyl).
The adventures of young
cousins Rosalind (Stephanie
Bickford) and Celia (Andrea
Lyons) are the centrepeice of the
play. When Rosalind is exiled
from the Duke· s house, she dresses like a man for protection, and
becomes Ganymed. Celia becomes Ganymed's sister Aliena.
With
the
court
jester
Toucbtstone (Gregg Taylor), they
set off for the Forest of Zazen.
Rm.alind, hursting with love for
Orlando, does not yet know that
he too was asked to leave the
duke.
The forest, where Duke Senior
(the good duke) lives with his
Oriental entourage, is a paradise
of babbling brooks, brilliant

]

UPCOMING EVENTS
Photo courtesy of DID
Gregg Taylor as Touchstone: relentlessly funny in University Players' production of As You Like It.

greenery, tea ceremonies and
Japanese flowers. Rosalind and
Orlando meet and a deceptive
game of identity concealment ensues.
A caricature of male and
female role playing is drawn
while Rosalind counsels Orlando
on bis attitudes toward love. She
tries to cure him of the whimpering puppy love be bas for a girl
named Rosalind, whom be fails
to recognize in Ganymed.
Gregg Taylor, in bis role of
Touchstone, steals the show. He
is the only actor not attired in
Oriental dress; be wears the traditional outfit of joker. In the
serenity of the Japanese gardens,
his presence provides the unmistakable reminder of the folly that
besets people in love.
He is, of course, relentlessly
s illy, but proves himself to be
quite an intellectual fool. Audrey
(Nadia Sulaiman), a cute and likable simpleton, falls in love with
him. They are often seen clinging

to each other in ~laborate.expressions of affecuon, unlike the
other couples-in-love ~ho wait
dignifiedly to be marned at the
culmination of the play.
Both Touchstone and Audrey
are fools, but their behaviour
makes the important point that no
one is immune from the sweeping ecstasy of love that can make
anyone ridiculous.
Steven Gauci is remarkable in
his role as the hilariously
lovesick Silvius, who pines for
Phebe (Melanie Herbin) so greatly that be can barely walk.
However, she is in love with
Ganymed. Silvius, the most
honourable and faithful lover
gets Pbebe's band when she exclaims, "If sight and shape be
true,/ Why then my love adieu,"
as Rosalind enters dressed as the
beautiful woman she is.
The bad guys convert to the
side of the good guys before
being worthy of the bands of the
women they love, as the mass

nu~tial ceremo~y is always the
logical conclusion t~ any new~ound mutual ~ttract1on: at least
m Shakespeare s com.ed1~s.
Jacques, the fatahst mtellectual, is destined to be alone in his
cynicism, and gladly defends bis
desire for solitude. Andrew Norris plays the role with grace,
p~ecision and poise i.n. proof of
his talent for memonzmg enormous reams of text and absorbing himself entirely in his
character.
The
University
Players'
production of this, the most performed of all Shakespeare's
comedies, is a joyful and reflective interpretation. This innovative piece provides insight into
the genius of the Bard. If you
haven't brushed up on your
Shakespeare lately, here is your
chance.
[!

As You Like It runs Jan 26-30.
Performances begin at 8:00 p.m.
(except Jan. 30 with curtain ar 2
pm and 7:30 pm)

The life and dream of Andrew
last November and the Andrew
Cash of yesteryear. He is obviously maturing into a new style
of artist, although he is somewhat
oblivious to the harsh changes
and unable to identify what one
thing in particular is producing
the changes.
"What is happening is the song
writing is more intense." says
Cash. "I feel more intense about
what's going on around me."
That comes through especially
strong in songs such a<; fake 171is
Burden Off of Me and This May

By Elaine Saunders
Arts Staff

With a new back-up band, a
new album, and a video soon to
be released, 1994 look,; to be a
good year for Andrew Cash.
Many thought Ca,;h bad
dropped out of the ever-changing
Toronto music scene, but looks
can be deceiving. In the interim
before bis new album Hi was
released in the fall, Cash bad
recorded the album, shopped
around for a band and a record
company, then re-recorded the
entire album in order for the
music to match the feel of the
new backers.
"After we put the band
together, a clearer image came
forward with a better focus," said
Cash. This led to the re-recording
in August of 1993 and a rush to
release the album by fall.
The new album was followed
immediately by a cross-Canada
tour opening for Spirit of the
West. The whirlwind tour began
Oct. 12 in Kelowna, B.C., then
the groups travelled across to St.
John· s and back to finish again in
B.C. in mid-December. The tour
was followed with Cash and bis
band, The Little Ones, going solo
out West for about a week before
returning home to recuperate
from the gruelling schedule.

Be My Life But This Is Not My
Dream in which Cash talks of an
Lance photo by Sarah Atkinson
Andrew Cash (left) and Kevin
Fox, on rhythm guitar (right).

Cash's new band shows a wide
range of backgrounds. Kevin Fox
on guitar used to front the
Halifax band Bag of Hammers.
Randy Cumew the drummer, is
also a Easterner, bailing from St.
John's, while Paul Taylor on
bass, bas been with Cash since
the popular Boomtown album.
This group joined together almost by accident when Cash put
out the word be was looking for
musicians and met each of the
newcomers
through
mutual
friends. There is a stark difference between the performer
who appeared at the Moose Pub

embinered life in which he
remains unfulfilled.
This type of increased intensity shown through the music has
to come naturally, according to
Cash. "Every year, every show
gain, you experience and grow
closer to what you are trying to
achieve," Cash muses.
This is also displayed in his
new stage presence. The Cash of
the past was a shy, quiet
musician who rarely spoke except to introduce the band and
the next song.
Today be will talk to the
crowd and respond to their questions and comments. He even
tells a few bad, or off-colour
jokes to lighten up the mood of
bis dark and distressing music.

"I don't want to be postering, I
want to be me," Cash explains. "I
want people to feel they become
more acquainted with me."
And that they will, with his
hauntingly dark and personal approaches to songwriting and
singing. When be sings of John
Endicott the listener can almost
see John standing there. His
songs It ·s Over and Hey Mana,
do not come across as the standardized ballads one bears on all
Top 40 stations, but look deeper
into the soul and touch on what is
truly being felt when a love affair
turns sour. Cash makes the listener feel the emotions that all
have felt before in their own experiences.
Even with the relative success
of the new album and a full
Canadian tour under bis bell,
Cash is reluctant to embark on
what many in the music indusrty
consider to be the true test, the
entry into the American market.
"To be quite honest, I don't
like to perpetuate this mistaken
assumption that we as artists live
and die by how we do in
America," says Cash. ''We prefer
to look at how we do here."
The slowly sustained evolution
of his songwriting indicates that
there will be even more beard
from Cash in the future and that
it will be worth listening for.
[!

Film
Kinotek's
evil
twin
Grindbaus
Cinemaphilia
presents a degenerate double
bill featuring Russ Meyer's
Mondo
Topless
and
Laurence Merrick's Manson,
Friday-Sunday, Jan. 28-30,
9pm and 10:30, respectively,
at the Capitol Theatre (121
University Ave. West). Information hotline: 971-5160.

h

Music
U of W School of Music
brings to the Capitol Theatre
duo pianists Gregory Butler
and David Palmer, Jan. 28 at
8 pm. Program includes
works by Mozart, Liszt, and
Barbara Pentland. Tickets:
adult $8, students/seniors $5.

***
School of Music Coffeehouse, hosted by U of W
Student Music
Society,
Friday, Jan. 28, at 12:30pm,
in Room 126 of the Music
Building. Students will perform pieces by contemporary minimalist composer
Terry Riley. Ad.mission is
free. For more info, call 2534232, ext. 2799.

***
Windsor's own Monster
Cats play the Spotted Dog
(89 Riverside Dr. W.) on
Friday Jan. 28.

***
• Good way to get ready for
Lent: WDET' s Mardi Gras
Party
with
Buckwheat
Z ydeco. and Duty Dozen
Brass Band. Thurs. Feb 4 at
Detroit's Majestic Theatre
(4140 Woodward · Ave.)
Doors open 8 pm, advance
tix $15.50 Am. Call (313)
665-4755.
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Visual Arts
Now showing al the Art
Gallery of Windsor, (Devonshire Mall, next to the
Biway):
Eric
Cameron:
Squareness, Patrick Thibert:
Locating Identity, and Allan
McKay: Source Derivations
Ill. For info, call 258-7111.

***
Lance Arts is planning a
Valentine's Day erotica/love
story very short fiction supplement. All are encouraged
to submit sexy, sensitive, or
perverse very short stories
(maximum 250 words).
Poems are ok too. Bring submissions to the Lance office,
CAW Student Centre, by
Wed. Feb. 2 at 6 pm.
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Confusing, melloW',
sensitive and plain

artist

Eric,sTrip
Love Tara
Sub Pop/Cargo

needs a

logo
By Bernard A. Helling
Arts Staff

Patrick Thibert: Locating Iden-

MY

Eric Cameron: Squareness
both until March 13
Art Gallery of Windsor

Only the object seduces. - Jean
Baudrillard
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Could it be that we have finally outgrown the need for obsession as a plot device? From Moby
Dick, to Lolita, to countless
charming and naive Star Trek
episodes, the age-old question:
"why are you acting crazy?" has
had no more poetic answer.
Obsession
is
mystical,
religious, sensual, seductive. If
not exactly encouraged by
society, it is tolerated - at least
as an excuse to flog men's scent
by draping a nymphet across a
couch. It is also by nature one
dimensional, excessive, stupid
and slightly embarrassing. As bystanders, we recoil from its
manifestations in a protective
retreat that cries "deliver me
from this fine madness!"
Yet the mass age in which we
live guarantees that we shall get
too much of anything that works
once. Add to this the equally
problematic tendency ot silly behaviour to clump, to accreate into
a hermeneutic structure, and you
have a recipe for fashionable
post-modem/high
modernist
madness. Enter Monty Python,
stage right.
Two current exhibits at the Art
Gallery of Windsor brought on
these musings: Patrick Thibert' s
Lccating Identity and Eric
Cameron's Squareness. Both
shows are definitely worth
seeing, but the intrepid patron is
advised to come well-prepared,
and armed with a pinch of salt.
Locating Identity looks at first
like an inadvertant advertisement
for the merits of abstract art.
Profile(s) of the artist as a young
man with a huge bead/ego fill the
gal)ery, chiselled, hammered and
cut into a variety of beautiful
material surfaces.
Cups, hammers, and geometric
shapes make up the rest of the
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sbow's iconography. Here is a
show that Madonna would appreciate... and immediately appropriate to her own needs. That
it takes place in a museum in a
mall further heightens the feeling
of conceptual whiplash: this is
the age where, as artist Clara
Deck has remarked, "Every concept needs a logo." Many of
Thibert' s works look like a logo
and a sign for a mall delicatessen.
A void the cold cuts.
Of course, identity, corporate
and personal, is the way we all
make it big in today's world. It's
not what you know, etc.. and we
all grew up with our Batman
comics and Barbie dolls, secure
in the knowledge that we could,
and would have to, be everyone
we could be. Welcome to
Schizophrenia Today, with your
host: Gilles Deleuze.... Today's
topic: Hysteria and the artist.
I have a feeling that Patrick
Thibert knows all this and bas
used a whacking big hammer, (or
three) to get the point - and subsidiary points like "I am not my
art" - across in a way that, if the
joke is missed, is going to really
piss off a lot of people.
Eric Cameron's work is far
more problematic, and I suspect
be wants it that way: half
retrospective, half battle between
the artist and the objects which
have dominated so much of his
life.
Central to the exhibition are
examples of his Thick Paintings,
sculptures that have been built up
by applying thousands of coats of
paint, day after day, through the
years, onto household objects.
Like sea coral, these are
strange organic forms that corn-

pletely distort and conceal the
original objects bidden within
them. They are quietly, terrifyingly beautiful.
Around them are some of
Cameron's optical paintings, representatives of a style that. like
analytical cubism, soon exhausted all its potential, but
nonetheless, continues to be effective. And damn hard to look
at, too!
Most troubling however are
the square, imperfect podiae that
hold, contain, and fight with the
terrible seductiveness of the paint
sculptures.
It is as if Herr Doktor
Frankenstein is busy grappling
with
bis
monster...
But
beb ... We've seen that one on Star
Trek too.
Coupled with Cameron's lecture/perforrruullie ~( Week: a
brilliant and troubled meditation
on the obsessive qualities of the
thick paintings, the exhibition is
more of an uneasy truce than a
resolution.
Cameron's exhibit and performance draw a picture of an artist
uneasy at being party to the creation of something unique and
powerful in its own right, something that he can no longer control.
This is melodrama, and one of
the more obvious traps that a
celebrity-besotted mass age
throws in the path of all artists. I
urge restraint and caution. Besides, I wanted to see at least one
of those Small Lobster pieces. II
Helling
is
a
sculptorlcuratorlurbanist
who
wonders if Jean Baudrillard and
Eric Idle have ever been seen
together in the same room.

Love Tara is about 'girl x' and
'boy y,' their relationship, and
what happens, or happened. This
album is depressing to no end,
but don· t get me wrong, it has its
own pure highs.
With deep low guitar and bass,
mixed with acoustic guitar, and
Julie Doiron's ethereal voice,
Eric's Trip successfully capture a
gamut of emotions.
Love Tara sounds raw, intentionally under-produced, with little pieces of speaking parts and
nature sounds mingled with the
music, fast and slow.
It's confusing, but it's mellow
too, and it works. Listen to Love
Tara and it may steal your heart
(May 11) or shove you right back
into your secluded closet space
(Blinded).
- Carly Marcoux
Iggy Pop

American Caesar
Virgin
Plastic and Concrete made my
day. It's quickness is so smooth.
Iggy (Osterberg) Pop is 46 years
old and still has what it takes. His
voice is lonely and sullen at
times but this album also bas its
bard edge at times.
If you're a Stooges fan and
partial to the old, harder, selfdestructive
Iggy,
American

Caesar might noL be for you. But
if you're an Iggy neophyte, and
don't approve of performers
hand-skating on broken glass,
there's a chance you'll like it.
Be assured, the destructive element is still there, it's just buried
in some of the material.
An intimate Iggy bonus: the
liner notes indicate that he's feeling interactive, and maybe a bit
sensitive: "I tried to make this
album as good as I could, with no
imitation of other people and no
formula shit. This is an individual
expression. If you want to know
more about me, write to me, and
I'll reply." What a guy. Aww.
- Carly Marcoux
The Frank and Walters
Trains, Boats, and Planes
Polygram
This bunch of boys from London, Ont. have an albwn that's
relaxed and simple, nothing spectacular:
just
plain
solid
rock'n'roll. Toe overall composition is reminiscent of the Beatles
(echoed by one of the band
member's haircut. But don't
judge them by one fashion faux
pas). If you're looking for deep
and philosophical, forget it. With
lyrics like "What a hippy diddly
crazy world," they're aiming for
anything but. And they've
managed to record all eleven
tracks sans profanity. Didn't
know it was possible.
-Jackie Shannon

Windsor blues
niourn
the blind in Brantford, and went
By Arts Staff

on to receive a degree in sociology atUofW.
He went on to teach sociology
at St. Clair College until bis
health deteriorated last fall.
Jerry was also a blues writer;
be wrote songs for Wild Child
George Butler, one of the
original Chicago blues men.
On the 1975 compilation

'.Blind Child' Jerry Gaughan,
long-time producer of CJAM
blues show Down in the Alley,
died last December of a
respiratory condition. His absence will be felt by many.
According to Marc Fedak,
CJAM's station manager, Jerry
bad been active with the univer- Detroit All Purpose Blues
sity radio station since the early (produced by Bobo Jenkins),
1970's.
Jerry recorded two of his own
Jerry was born in New Lis- compositions. Jerry also wrote
keard, in northern Ontario, for a couple artists on the
around 1940. Because be didn't southern U.S. Ichiban label.
go to school until be was sixteen
Because of his health, Jerry
-his blindness from birth barred had stopped regular production
him from attending - be spent of his radio show in October. His
much of bis time listening to last live show was for CJAM's
radio stations from as far away as pledge drive in November. He
Louisiana.
looke.d into the possibility of
Jerry also spent time street taping his show at home.
singing and tap dancing to raise
A man who was dedicate.d and
money for his family.
intensely involve.d with the blues,
At the age of 16 be entered the Jerry's departtll'e leaves a big
W. Ross McDonald school for hole in Windsor's blues scene. l!
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By Elaine Saunders

Third part
Gate Receipts

Sports Staff

U of W' s Department of Athletics and Recreational Services
is in a unique position compared
to other Ontario university athletic departments.
Windsor's athletic budget is
derived from four separate core
areas. therefore allowing the
department greater security when
disseminating their budget If
funding from one area disappeared suddenly, only part of the
entire budget would have to be
reworked.
Several other athletic departments have no university support.
This wide base of support allows
the development of programs,
with less concern being placed
with possible cost c uts. Another
plus for Windsor are the relatively low-cost athletic facilities.

Approximately $100 OOO is
collected for the athletic department from gate receipts and
revenue. Although students attend sports events for free, the
public is charged a small fee.
Also in this category is Campus
Recreation surplus, such as user
fees for clubs and aerobics classes. These amounts have been increasing slowly since 1980.
Although some universities have
rejected the payment of fees for
this type of program, Windsor's
athletic department sees it as an
important part of the business of
university athletics.
The final category of the athletic budget is rather all-encompassing. It includes corporate
sponsorships, advertising, provincial grants, and trust funds.
Several coaches· salaries are
paid in part or solely by an outside organization, such as the
Ontario Track and Field Association. There are also coaching
partnerships with other organizations, where the coaches' time
and subsequent salaries are
shared. Since 1985, the athletic
department has been responsible
for nine annual publications plus
a yearbook, all fully funded by
advertising revenue.

Athletic Facilities
For example. Adie Knox
Arena. where the men's and
women's hockey teams practice
and play, is rented. not owned the
way U of Towns Varsity Arena.
Windsor may lack the pride that
goes along with the ownership of
a top facility but it also lacks the
high costs and headaches that go
along with the upkeep of such a
building.
The athletic department also
does not own the St. Denis
Centre. where most of the athletic events take place. Instead 8
percent of the athletic budget
goes towards the upkeep of the
Centre which is actually a community building.

First part
General fund
The first part of the budget for
athletics
comes
from
the
university's general fund. This
arrangement has been in place
since 1986. Prior to that, the athletic department was considered
part of the Faculty of Human
Kinetics and was funded through
that department.
At present the university's
support totals $534 OOO annually,
which goes towards salaries for

;~\.

Second part
Student fees
The second portion of the
budget has been sourced from
student fees since 1987. Each full
time student contributes $66 annually to the upkeep of the athletic program. Part time students
are also assessed user fees.
This student fee is in the midrange of what is charged in other
Ontario universities, according to
department bead Bob Boucher.
Student fees contribute approximately $800 OOO to the
budget, although this floats with

The final inclusion in this
budget area is donations through
the Annual Giving program and
other Alumni donations. Funds
donated in this manner go
towards one-shot purchases that
remain outside the operational
budget, such as high-tech computers to aid in planning.
Therefore, the athletic budget
totals approximately $1.4 million. With this large budget, and
money coming from both student
fees and university administration, it's surprising that the varsity games are not full every time
they are played. It's inexpensive
entertainment since it is prepaid
by each and every student.
II

enrollment numbers.
The athletic department must
apply to the Presidents· Council
on Student Life for an increase in
these student fees.
Boucher says they go for an
increase every two years but are
currently below the mean of
other universities since they held
off on the incease one year and
asked for a smaller increase
another year.
"To bring us to the mean
would give us an extra $180 OOO
to spend, and we could spend it,"
says Boucher. But right now the
budget is balancing and that is
what's important.

Lancers

1

beat
Ryerson

Women
now 4-1
By Robin Cooper
Sports Staff

Hockey team

ftghtsfor
playoff spot
By Robin Vadas
Sports Staff

Back up goaltender Jim Helkie
got the nod for only the third
time this season, turning away 39
shots, leading the Windsor Lancers to a 7-5 shootout victory
over the Ryerson Rams.
The win ended a four game
losing skid, and kept the Lancers
within six points of Waterloo for
the third and final playoff spot in
the west division. Waterloo also
won last Sllllday, as they routed
RMC 12-1.
Tim Mahshie opened the scoring for Windsor just 5:10 into the
first period. With a scramble in
front of the net. Mahshie
pounced on the loose puck and
beat Ryerson goaltender Marshall
Strakman low on the stick side.
F.arly in the second period the
Lancers took a 4-2 advantage,
and Lancer superstar Randy
Stephenson was assessed a 5

Fourth part
Alumni help

minute major and a game misconduct for cross cbeclcing
Danny Blair from behind. Blair
suffered a sprained neck and will
be out for an llllSpecified period
of time.
Thanks largely in part to the
acrobatic goaltending of Helkie,
including a spectacular glove
save off Tyler Fee, the Lancers
successfully killed off the Rams'
powerplay.
Midway through the second,
Windsor paded their lead. Howie
Thompson fed the puck behind
the net to the unmolested
Dwayne Brunet, who banked a
shot off Strealcman's left leg,
uppping the score to ~ 3.
Going into the third, it appeared that the Lancers had the
game in hand. However, Ryerson

came out aggressive and rallied
in the final period. They out shot
Windsor 17-5, and netted two
goals in a span of 39 seconds to
close to within one. But that
would be as close as they would
come.
Bill Seagris scored an empty
netter with 33 seconds left in
regulation time to ice the victory.

Saturday's game
In what, head coach Rick
Cranker called "a heartbraker,"
the Lancers lost to Laurentian 5-4
in overtime Jan. 15.
Laurentian is first in their
division. Scoring goals for the
Lancers were, Tim Mashie with
two, and Bill Seagris and Mark
Germann who both added
singles.
II

WATERLOO U of W
Women's basketball team completed a season sweep over the
University of Waterloo Athenas
with a 54-49 victory on Jan. 15 in
Waterloo.
The Lancers started slowly,
falling behind early in the first
half but battled back to the lead
going into halftime.
The Athenas came out strong
in the second half, narrowing the
score. With minutes remaining in
the game, Waterloo pulled within
one point with a shot from behind the three point line.
Windsor rallied and scored to
go ahead by three and were able
to convert on foul shots to
solidify their lead and pull out a
victory on the road. Leading the
way for the Lancers were Nancy
Gyurcsik with 13 points and
Wendy Langley with 11 points.
With the win the squad improves their league record to 4-1,
good enough for second place
overall in the OWIAA West
division.
The Lancers host the University of Western Ontario Mustangs on Jan. 26 at the St. Denis
Centre. Game time is 6:30pm. LI
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LANCER LOCKER

Coming Up
Jan.26
Men's Basketball at St.
Denis Western 8:30
Women's Basketball
Western 6:30pm
Women's Volleyball at
West.em
Men's Volleyball at
Western
Jan.28
Track and Field at
Saginaw Valley
Swimming Lancer
Highschool Invitational
Jan.29,30
Men's Hockey at Brock at
York
Jan.JO
Women's Hockey at
Queen's

Results
Men's Volleyball
Fri. Jan.14
McMaster 3 Lancers 0
(15-5, 15-6, 15-10)
Sat. Jan. IS
Lancers 3 Brock l
(15-11, 1-15, 15-11, 15-3)
Women's Volleyball
FriJan 14
Lancers 3 McMaster 1
(15-9, 9-15, 15-4, 15-6)
Sat. Jan. 15
Lancers 3 Brock 1
(15-10, 8-15, 15-6, 17-15)

Athletes of the Week
Female: Karen McCulla,
a point guard for the
women's basketball team led
the squad in two league wins
this week over the McMaster
Marauders and the Waterloo
Athenas.
McCulla's
outstanding
leadership skills, along with
her solid offensive and
defensive skills propelled the
team to victory in both
games. The fifth year student
is a native of Vernon, British
Columbia.
Male: Chris Smith, a set·
ter for the Lancer men's vol·
leyball team, and the team
captain, showed tremendous
leadership in the Lancers
victory over Brock 3-1. ~e
third year biology student IS
a native of Belle River.

Football Saved?
The University of Alberta
Golden
Bears
football
program may be saved.
The Brick Warehouse furniture chain owner Bill
Combie has offered to underwrite any losses for the
$150 OOO a year program for
the next three years. Toe 90
year old football program
folded a month ago because
of a lack of stable funding.
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Lorne's top ten list

The Lance
is distributed
every Monday.

By Lorne Bell
Sports Staff

4:00 ,P m .- 1:ooam

1o. Although officially m Ontario, all the other OUAA and
OWIAA schools consider Windsor an American community col-

.

.

9. Failure to add the Detroit-Wmdsor Tunnel bowl to U.S. college

~chedule (at South Campus Stadium).
8 Richard Simmons doesn't teach aeorbic class for Campus Ree.
1. No neon outfits for athletes.
6. Windsor syncronized swimming team was disqualified for drug
ahuse. (It was only pot and Midol)
s. Two words: nude golf.
4. Failure to lure away Don Cherry to do the color commentary
for Lanct:r hockey games on cable 11.
3. Lancer mascot Jouster is annoying to fans and players. and
secretly encourages the opposing teams to beat Windsor.
2. Lack of an adequate velodrome.
1. One word: ignorance.
All ofthe U of W athletes deserve our respect .,nd support. And

as /ong as you have done your best who needs respect?

!!

campus Ree goes looney
By Amanda Borysowytsch

Skating Night Out
Once again Campus Recreauon will he bavmg our annual
k:.iung night out This year the
theme is Looney Tunes.
Wear your favorite Looney
Tunes shirt and skate for free.
Without the shirt the cost is $1.
Skating is at Adie Knox Arena
from 8 10 lO pm on Jan. 26. Rentals are available al the rink.

FOLP
Fitness Ontario Leadership
Program, (FOLP) will be putting
on a class on exercise design.
This event is being sl)Onsored by
Campus Rccreauon. The class is
a two and a half day advanced
leadership workshop.
Anyone 18 or older. who is
presently a fitness instructor can
ancnd (prcrcquisue. FOLP Basic

1

Pizza & Beer Specials & Big Screen TV

{op ten reasons why the U of W Athletic program gets no respect.

t~.

SuPer Bo~I Pa.....l.•

course of equivalent). Registra
tum deadline is Jan. 29 Cost
SI 16.65 cost and materials mcl
Payable to U of W, for informa
t10n contact Sandra Ondracka
251 4232, ext. 2449.
Attention
Women:
Sell
Awareness Clinic presented by U
of W, Campus Recreation and
Copeland· s Karate and Fitness
Club. This clinic will be held
Mondays, Jan. 31 - Feb. 21 at 8 9 pm at the U of W St Denis
Centre Mulupurpose Room.
Wear comfortable clothing and
bnng a friend. This course 1s
being offered as a public service.
Everyone should learn selfdefense.
To register call: 253-42°12. ext.
2456 or 973-1578 by Jan. 28.
1994. Toore will be a $5.00 ad• •
mission fee.
Upcoming events: CPR courses: Basic and Ba,;ic Recertification and Heart Saver

So pick it up.

Thursday - Alternative Night: Pitcher Spee·

J_gS~ Wyandotte St. E. 256-8998

APPLICATIONS
for the positions of

RESIDENT
ASSISTANT
AND
ACADEMIC DON
for the 1994-95 academic year
are now available in

ROOM 53 VANIER HALL
~ A/lP.LICA1IDN DEADLINE

JANUARY 31, 1994

HERE'S A COURSE
THAT COMBINES

ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS

ALLI

YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHEm,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS

$5.95
MONDAYS, AFTER 4 PM
Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a University of Windsor
Student or staff member, Just show us your ID and we'll give yoo
alJ.you.c;an-eat spaghetti wtth tomato sauce.
PkJs IX)!rnlfed fresh garden salad and

JI•

warmgortlc breadsttcks. trs all Just $5.95.
~~
And you don't have to be a moth
(}_ •
~ to flgu'e out that that's a
Q'eat deaf.
ITALIAN
RESTAURANl

WHERE ALL THE BEST OF ITALY Is YoURS·
2491 Ouellette Ave (north of Eugenie Ave)

690 ERIE mm E.

252-2233

~SPECIALS~
MONIJl1 , TIJESIJl1 , WEIJNESIJl1
au, Olll 1s11•1sso
au, 0111 1u•ao
au, 0111 a,,ue,110
au, 0111 •1ss1•1

fiET 11.11
fiET I I.II
IET 11•11
fiET I 1•11 t011II

wn• 1111 t11N1
Ull/1 ,., HIii HI nn.M11,
11u /Ultl , ,11•

•u•

-

-
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TO ALL ESSEX, KENT AND
LAMBTONCOUNTYSTUDENTS

WHY DRIVE TO CLASSES IN
WINTER SLUSH, SNOWDRDTS,
SI,EET, RAIN AND WIND???
CONSIDER STAYING
"ON CAMPUS"
AT

CANTERBURY COLLEGE
FOR WINTER TERM

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ROOMS
NOW AVAILABLE

EN(tUIRE ABOUT OUR RATES
CALL 256-6442,
ASK FOR MRS CAREY.

Hair Removal
the natural way
the safest and most effective
way of dealing with unwanted
face and body hair.

[m]- .9lkxa,,lr,iv
bOdv

sugo,1ng•

• 100% Natural Product Used
Huron Line
• Environmentally Friendly
X~
• Safe and Gentle for everyone
§
• Free Professional Consultation
~
try it, you'll never go back to razors or painful
waxing again!
Call Now for an Appointment: Jeanne Lew
1456 St. Clair Ave.,Windsor:

973-7717

Track tea111 begins defens e of
nien and wonien's CIAU titles
By Sports Staff
The Lancer track and field
teams started their season with
some fun and sun in defence of
their CIAU track and field championships.
The Lancers will miss high
jumpers Anthony Black and
Geoff Hewick who are both
graduated. The Lancers also
graduated all of their shot putters.
Head coach Dennis Fairall said,
''we will miss their points but we
hope to make it up on the track.
Kyle Schultz returns after a one
year lay-off and we hope he can
pick up some points as well as
Paul Self who is running well in
the 3 OOO metres, and we have
never had anyone pick up points
in the 3 OOO."
Jason Boyle was one of nine
members of the Lancer track and
field team who wasted no time in
qualifying for the CIAU championships at the Blue-Gold inter-

squad meet. Boyle's time of
8:26.8 in the 3 OOO metres bettered the previous school record
of 8:28. Other Lancer qualifiers
at the Blue and Gold, included
Venolyn Clarke in the 60 metres;
Gisele Poulin in the long jump;
Kelly Dinsmore in the long jump;
Gini Lynn Girard in the triple
jump; Kyle Schultz in the 60
metres; Steve Radovich in the
600 metres; Paul Self in the 3
OOO metres and Craig Poole in
the long jump.
Looking at the OUAA and
OWIAA conferences Fairall sees
four strong teams. "This league
will be a dogfight, and it will be
balanced." The strong teams that
worry Fairall are Western, York
and University of Toronto who
should all challenge Windsor.
Fairall says it is difficult to make
an assessment as he has yet to see
any of the teams.
The Lancers got back from
Puerto Rico at the begiIIDing of
the semester, where they had a

training camp and one meet.
On Jan. 14 the Lanceri
travelled to Hamilton to compe1e
at the Hamilton Spectator Games
Ten Lancers recieved gold
medals.
Standing out were Joe Whi1t
in the pole vault, a<; he set a
CIAU standard while Mike
Nolan also qualifyed in the P<lle
vault. Kelly Dinsmore set a mee1
record in the long jump.
At the Don Wright Invitatioll.1)
at Westem the Lancers set twelve
more CIAU qualifying perfor.
mances while three meet record.I
were broken by Lancers.
Breaking meet records were.
Kelly Dinsmore in the long jump
and the triple j ump, while Ilk
men's 4x800 relay team of Sean
Ryan, Jason Petro, Ja<;on Boyle.
and Steve Radovich also set a
meet record.
If early indications are true lht
Lancers should have a resonable
shot at defending their CIAU ti1les.

Warriors walk all over Windsor
By Tyler Delben
Sports Staff

Alex Urosevic and Sean Van
Kougbnett proved their all-star
status last Sunday, as they helped
the University of Waterloo Warriors to a 23 point thrashing over
the Lancers men· s basketball
team.
'Tm extremely disappointed
with the effort our boys showed,"
coach Mike Havey remarked.
··Defensively, we were terrible.
There just seemed to be no corn-

miunent out there."
Waterloo jumped on Windsor
right away to pull to a twenty
point lead early in the first half.
After a few adjustments, Windsor
stiffened up on defence and
played with the Warriors during
the second half, but the twenty
point lead was too much to overcome. Jamie Pepper led the Lancers with 21 points, while Pat
Osborne added 17 points. Kurtis
McGeacbey led the Lancers with
seven rebounds.
Windsor is going to have to

regroup this week as they hosted
Guelph on Jan. 23 and hoM
Western on Wednesday, Januan
26, two teams that may give
Windsor trouble.
..Practice has been intense and
much tougher", Havey said abou1
bis preperation for next week. "If
there's a lack of internal motiva·
tion, I must provide the external
motivation."
With the Lancers 0-3 in conference play, hopefully the team
can see the correlation between
hard work and talent.
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Political Science Association
prepares for mock Parliament
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lete

By Justin J. Walsh
Special to the Lance
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Do you think
marijuana should
be legalized?

:ive

and
out
"If
1vamal
on-

een

"No.pot
should
not be
legal
because
then it's going to be handy for
everybody and it will corrupt
everybody's health.

Tamina Chaker
Year II lndust. Engineering

l

-

For those of you unfamiliar
with the Political Science Association, it is a non-politically
affiliated group with the goal of
enriching students knowledge of
the Canadian political system.
The PSA had a very active fall
semester. The year began with a
'Meet the Profs' wine and cheese
party. The party was very successful as there was an excellent
turnout and many students became acquainted with their new
professors. The PSA tried to help
students become aware of election issues by being a co-sponsor
of the 'Meet the Candidates
Forum' in October. Herb Gray
also visited the campus to share
some of his parliamentary experiences. The PSA's most
popular and successful events
were the monthly 'Peanuts and
Politics' meetings. Here students
gathered to discuss and debate
current political issues.
The PSA's most significant
event of the year is the third annual Model Parliament to be held
on Feb. 4 and 5. The Model Parliament offers students a chance
to learn about the workings of
Canada's parliament while enjoying themselves. There bas been
an excellent response from interested participants as students
from various departtnents of the
U of W will be attending. In addition there has been response
from local high school students
and universities across Ontario.
There will be mock bills
presented for intelligent debate
on topices including freedom of
access to post-secondary educa-

tion, provincial control of immigration in Quebec, a tough
crime bill, and a NAFf A bill.
The Model Parliament will be
held at Ambassador Auditorium
m the CAW Student Centre from
5:30-9:30 pm on Friday Feb. 4
and from 8:30-4:30 pm on Satur-

day Feb. 5. To cap off the
weekend there is a semi-formal
on Saturday night.
All observers are welcome and
there are still a few spots remaining for those interested in participating.
Applications and further infor-

mation are available on the PSA
bulletin board outside the Political Science department office
and at the Social Science Society
office.
I!

Justin J. Walsh is presulent of
the U of W Political Science AssociaJion.

French Club to serve as Welcome Wagon
By Ryan Moon
Special to the Lance

S'il y a une chose qui manque a Windsor, s'est
un environnement fran~ais. Les Habitants veulent
changer cela, done nous voulons promouvoir,
preserver et ameliorer la langue fran~se et aussi
retrouver l' heritage qm est un tissu important
dans la tapisserie du Canada
Pour accomplit cette tache, notre organisation
est une ecbappatiore pour les francophones et les
etudiants qui veulent ameliorer leurs aptitudes en
fran~s. Pour offrir un environnement francophone, nous regardons les films francophones,
nous ecoutons de la musique francophone, et
nous parlons en fran~ais.
Mais, la Maison fran~aise ne neglige pas les
besoins des anglophones, un de nos objectifs c' est
de promouvoir cette langue. On peut accomplir
cela en organizant des activites biligues avec les
autres clubs ici a Windsor. La Maison Fran~aise
est situee sur !'avenue Sunset. Habituellement, ii
y a une reunion chaque Mercredi, et aussi des
activites le jeudi soir.
Si vous etes interesse. vous pouvez acbeter un
carte d'adhesion au departement de fran~ais a
Windsor Hall. <;a coute 5$, et ea vaut la peine!
Telephonez 253-4232, poste 2074 pour plus
d' information.
The French Club would like to extend a wann
welcome to all new and returning students of the
University of Windsor. The French Club at
Windsor is a group interested in promoting,
reserving and perfecting the French language and
keeping alive an tntegraJ part orcana:dian culture.

Call La Matsoin Franyaise and ask about
T ournesol Windsor..

a

Our organization has proposed specific goals
for the 1993/1994 session. We provide a French
environment in a predominantly anglophone setting, namely Windsor, to anyone who harbours an
interest in French. This includes cultural activities, such as viewing French films, skating, as
well as other activities.
This year the club will attempt to serve a<;
Windsor's 'Welcome Wagon' to any francophone
visitors. In addition, we will promote bilingualism on campus by association with other organizations, providing help in the form of basic
French instruction.
The French Club meets Wednesdays at The
French House (La Maison Fran~aise) on Sumct
A venue. We invite you to join us. Memberships
are available in the French Department at
Windsor Hall. For more information call 2534232, ext. 2074
i!

Rmn Moon is a Year I Social Science student
at U ofW.

Letters to the Editor
No, it
shouldn't,
because
if we
legalize
pot, it
might lead to other drugs such
as cocaine and crack being
legalized.

Joe Lozon
Year I Biochemistry

"Other
countries
do well
with it,
but I don't know how it would
affect Canada that is so used
to having drugs restricted.·

KirkZurell
Year IV Comm. Studies

'No, I
don't
think it
should
be legal
because of physical and
mental effects, and criminal
acts of imporong and
cistributing it.•
_

Warren Reid
Year I Sociolo

Pot inspired
socialist crap
Dear Editor,
I am writing to correct a totally
uncalled for attack on one of the
two good policies initiated by the
Rae government. Did Mr. Mark
Crane and Mr. Tran Longmoore
even think before they wrote
their articles condemning the cutting off of OHIP to visa students
or did they write this socialist
crap after they 'smoked a jay'?
Calling this policcy a "thinly
veiled
attack
on
visible
minorities" is an ignorant, totally
misrepresenting statement. Their
only argument for this is that visa
students pay the GST and PST
too. Well let's look at the facts.
The GST paid by visa students
can be recouped when they leave
the country. If they are too lazy
to do this, it is their own fault.
Visa students do not pay income
tax, the provinces biggest source
of taxation income, as my parents
and I do. And as far as your argumment that they pay the PST
goes, most of this money is spent
in the fonn of grants to
municipalities. Are they trying to
tell us that visa students do not
drive on the streets, walk on the
sidewalks, ride the heavily subsidiz.ed city bosses, take showers,
go to the washroom, you get the
point. As you can see, visa students are clearly not paying for
OHIP, and therefore should not.
and never should have been able
to reap the benefits of it. Bottom
line: if you want to play, you've
got to pay.

I hope that I have set the
record stra.ight with the facts. It is
unfortunate for visa students that
the free nde is over, but they
should have to pay for this service just like Canadians do. I
guess it just goes to show you
that people who smoke too much
pot just don't write well informed. factual articles.
Scott Mulford.

P.S. If Mr. Barry D. Adam
believes that the recommendations of his report will "be realized within existing budgets,"
I've got this bridge at the end of
Huron Church Road to sell him.
And if he'll buy that I'll throw
the highway on the other end in
free.

Visa stuents
wealthy elites
anyway
Dear Editor,
lr~ decision by the health
uul1i'ster (Ruth Grier) is an adequate manoeuvre to help cut
health costs. The editorial does a
fine job in painting out why the
cuts should not be made, but in
light of some observations, it is
plain to see that if groups should
be denied health care, Visa students are one of them.
International students pay
more to go to school in Canada,
and one of those reasons is because that student takes a
Canadian' s place. Thus Visa students are of the richer part of that
country's society. As far as
"paying through the nose", there

are many choices a student can
make when attendmg a foreign
school, and being from families
of good fortune who can afford
the school, a thousand dollar insurance policy (if that!) is not a
large investment.
The money foreign students
pay in the form of PST and GST
can just as easily be allocated
towards services such as roads,
garbage removal, and police
protection, if, that is, they don't
receive PST and GST tax credits.
As far as being born a few
miles from the border of Canada,
that does not make them
Canadian. And it is genuinely
silly to think that because someone living in Detroit goes to U of
W, they should get free health
care! Get real! !
I also doubt that stopping Visa
students' OHIP will change the
diversity of this institution. Not
only because foreign students
here can afford insurance, but
Canadians are already culturally
diverse.
There is already in this school
a wide range of socio-economic
backgrounds, be it European,
Asian, African, or Native, with
the majority of these students
being born Caru.1ian, or having
legitimate access to our health
care via citizenship.
As far as "wealthy elites" and
"exhorbitant fees", has Mr. Crane
researched the cost of insurance
premiums for young adults between the ages of 18-26?
I doubt these fees are exhorbitant. and as far as wealthy elites
are concerned, because of the

price of tuition for visa students,
they no doubt are wealthy already.
Jeff Zilinek
Year II B. Comm.

Abortion is
'ultimate' child
abuse
Dear Editor,
I would like to make some
comments on your November issues concerning violence against
women.
There is no doubt of the importance of increasing awareness
of this problem as well as to
violence of any kind.
Unfortunately the most horrendous form of violence and the ultimate in child abuse is ignored.
It is the tearing apart of the unborn child with a vacuum thirty
times stronger than the household
variety. Ninety-five thousand
died from abortions in Canada
last year.
Surely this is not a loving solution to unplanned and unwanted
children.
If our society wishes to reduce
violence, it must make stopping
this destructive behaviour its
number one priority.
Media pictures of mangled,
dead prebom babies could be
very effective in this regard, just
as they were in helping to end the
Viet Nam War.
Hopefully, tlze Lance might
consider being a leader in putting
an end to this great sadness.
Terry Snyder
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Tuesday, February 1
Placement presents Careers in Engi,sh
in room 267, Dillon Hall from 2:30 pm to
4:00 pm.

Group (OPIAG-Windsor), which does
research, education and action on social
justice and environmental issues, will be
meeting from 4:00 pm to 5:30 pm at the
Law School in room G104. For more
information call Russell at 977-0253.

§ Karaoke!at the Moose Pub from 9:30 pm
to 1:00am.

"' L,ving Our Dreams, examining our
relationships to God and to each other in

l The Co-op Education and Student

JEJames Cowans replaces Ron O'Neal 1n
Ceremonies in Dark Old Men at the
Bonatelle Theatre, runs through to
February 6th, for tickets call Bonstelle
Theatre Box Office at 577-2960.
Nominations for the president · and
vice-president of the Social Science
Society can be picked up in the Social
Science Society office, 2nd floor of the
CAW Student Centre, nominations
continue until the 7th.

Wednesday, February 2

the Campus Ministry Office, 2nd floor
CAW Student Centre from 1:30 pm to
2:20 pm. For information call ext. 4512 or
945-4901.

Friday, February 4
® Men's volleyball versus Guelph begins

at 7:30 pm at the St. Denis Centre.
JE Dominic Bertucci and Peter Hodgson,
duo guitarists perform works by
Telemann, Granados and deSalle,
beginning at 8:00 pm at the Capitol
Theatre. tickets available from the Capitol
Box Office at 253-n29.
A domino tournament will be held in the
I.S.S. Lounge, 1st floor Cody Hall from
2:00 to 8:00 pm, $10/team. Call
Chevonne at 255-7116 for more info.

® Men's basketball versus Waterloo

begins at 8:00 pm at the St. Denis Centre.

" Black Students' Alliance meeting at
5:30 pm in the CAW Student Centre
Boardroom, meeting topic is How do you
Jove a black woman or man! join the
meetings every week.

Thursday, Febraury 3
Assumption University Chapel will be
having a Mass at 11:50 am, also on the
4th at the same scheduled time.
• Out on Campus meets at Iona College
at 8:00 pm. Preparation for Pink Triangle
Day. Please bring your scissors!
" The Ontario Public Interest Research

3:30 pm at Adie Knox Arena.
§ The Dominion House Tavern presents
The Blues Persuaders dedicated to the
memoryofGerryGaughn,"CJAM"Boogie
Man.

Monday, February 7

i
f:;?:-:
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l Department of Geology presents Or.
Fons Dekker(1992 Visiting Petroleum
Geologist for CSPG) discussing
Hydrocarbon Exploration Applications of
Remote Sensing beginning at 4:30 pm in
Memorial Hall, Room 211 .

Spend an afternoon listening
to great jazz in a cabaret
• setting with Juanita Mccray
and Hugh Leal's Motown
Classic Jazzband on
Sunday, February 6 from
1:30 to 4:30 pm in the
Ambassador Room - 2nd
floor C.A.W. Student Centre.
And it's free.
"' The French Club meets Tuesdays at
11 :30 am at The French House on Sunset
Avenue all are invited to join ,
memberships available in the French
Department in Windsor Hall.

I

Saturday, February 5
® Men's hockey versus Guelph begins at

2:30 pm at Adie Knox Arena.
§ Celebrate Sankranti, a South Indian
Harvest Festival, from 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm
at the home and sculpture studio of Dan
Boles, 190 Curry Ave., Everyone is
welcome, call 253-4232, ext. 2217 or
256-9411 if you plan to attend.

Sunday, February6__
Assumption University Chapel will be
having a Mass at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm.

® Men's hockey versus Toronto begins at

.~~ J~r··S,~~p~
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"' Environmental
Awareness
Association will meet at 6:00 pm at the
Grad House to discuss bringing
Bridgehead coffee on campus.

Tuesday, February 8
"' Help for Headaches of Windsor meets
in the Board Room of the CAW Student
Centre from 7:00 to 9:00 pm. For further
information call Brent at 256-7474.
• Special Needs and Accessilbilty
Committee (SNAG) will be meeting at
2:30 pm in their office on the 2nd floor of
the CAW Student Centre, refreshments
will be available, everyone is welcome.

Wednesday, February 9

;:::.....

l The Co-op Education and Student
Placement present Careers in Marketing
room 267, Dillon Hall from 2:30-4:00 pm.
$$$ for Art, The World Refugee Crisis:

A Global Challenge, art students on
Canadian campuses are invited to submit
desi9ns illustrating the above theme for
publication in the report on the 1994
WUSC Symposium Series. Deadline for
submissions are March 1, 1994. For
information contact Dr. Briggs in the
Political Science Department, U of W
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The Caribbean Students' Association
will hold a Culture Show Audition in
Madame Vanier Lounge at 5:30 pm.

Thursday, February 10
l OPIRG presents Sunera Thobanl ,
president of the National Action
Committee on the Status of Women,
discussing Women, Development and
Reproductive Technology at 7:00 pm in
Ambassador Auditorium A and B.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
JE Visual and performing arts.

l Lectures, seminars, etc.
"' Club and society meetings.

! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.
® Sporting events.
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Fri/Sat Feb 4/S

TO ALL ESSEX, KENT AND
LAMBTON COUNTY STUDENTS
WHY DRIVE TO CLASSES IN
WINTER SLUSH, SNOWDRDTS,
SLEET, RAIN AND WIND???

BLUES
PERSUADERS
nurs. fe~ 3

CONSIDER STAYING
II ON CAMPUS"
AT

CANTERBURY COLLEGE
FOR WINTER TERM

ROUCH HCllSH

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ROOMS
NOW AVAILABLE

EN«IUIRE ABOUT OUR RATES I
CALL 256-6442,

ASK FOR MRS CAREY.

Comitlg.\ U1r1:
i}Z

.

.

·>·

_ Sunday Feb 20

,_ ,

tribute to KISS

,

· NomlnCll:lon Period: ,AN II 10 ·fll 1, ·1114
~

PRESIDENT , · ·
VICE-PRE.SIDERT . ;')
RUDENI SEIIITOR (I)
Gt!NEllt COUNCIL REPS
CAm RUDENT(CIR IOIRD
t·

···:·:

Nomination forms are available

·

.:.:~· :

..·;';

at SAC office. · 2nd floor, CAW Student Centre
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Education for education's sake
Universities are increasingly becoming
'skills factories' to provide employers with
workers who can do the jobs to make themselves money. And the owners of capital are
putting more pressure on the education system to turn out what they need, not what each
student needs.
At first glance it only seems reasonable that
universities should give students skills and
knowledge that they can later employ in their
jobs. But that is hardly the sole, or even the
determining reason that universities exist.
Universities should serve as a personal
development tool for all people, where they
can learn about the world and learn new ways
to think about society, the world around us,
and how to make it better.

Society cannot exist in a vacuum of
economics and business - universities are a
place to foster creativity and artistic sensibility. This part of the university's role contributes to a diverse culture, which serves to
stimulate individuals and society as a whole.
Universities have always been linked to artistic and intellectual movements, so to divorce
education from these is to divorce the larger
community from the university's less tangible
benifits.
Increasingly, universities are going in !he
opposite direction, teaching students the skills
!hey need to land a job. The oppressive wage
labour system is thus imposed unknowingly
upon all students, through curriculum, what
students are pushed to study, and by the social

stigma attached to earning an 'unmarketable'
degree.
Universities should be less a place ofmolding productive members who can contribute
to the well-being of the economic system, and
more a place where individuals can become
self-aware. It makes better workers, which
still satisfies the needs of greedy capitalists
who exploit labour in the interest of profit.
Arts, the humanities and some social sciences are constantly asked to justify their purpose. What do they contribute to the student?
If the question were phrased directly in the
way it is meant, it would read: how do these
disciplines contribute to the economic wellbeing of the state? That question shows just
how out of whack our priorities are.
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Open dialogue a step in the right direction
Although U of W president Ron Ianni's
"Bearpit Session" may have been a disappointment to students hoping to hear a
dialogue regarding diversity courses, it did
bare some fruit.
It showed how little students know about
the univerisity, and vice-versa. And, it proved
the need for a U of W version of "town hall"
meetings on a regular basis.
Students realized that they had a chance to
get some answers from U of W' s "powers

that be," and asked about other pressing concerns.
Much time was devoted to concerns about
the relationship between students and professors. Many students were unaware of !he role
they play evaluating the job of a professor.
Ianni was suprised this and said that more
work may be done to improve the system.
Several students asked how SAC worked
and how one could get !heir opinions voiced
to council. Other students raised concerns

about ~e Camp~s Police and tuition hike~.
At lllnes Ianm was open and at other tIInes
he was coy. But, nonetheless, he got to hear
what students are c~nc~med about a.nll the
stu.den~ got some ms1ght ac; t~ bow the
umvers,_ty operates and where it may be
headed m !he, future..
.
Last week s meetmg showed how little th.e
parties know about each othe~. And It
showed w~y we need such meetings on a
regular basis.

Qintents copyright 1994. Reproduction
i11 any way

Letters to the Editor

1s forbidden without the writ·

len perm1ss1on of the editor. The Lance

1s amember of the Canadian University
Press and the Un,versity of Windsor
'Mia Council.

Mission Statement

The Lance, the student newspaper of
tie Un1Versity of Windsor, affirms its role

as an agent of social change, perform19 both an educat,ve and activist
\Jnction.
These pnnc1ples are based on those of
toe Canadian University Press:
I. The Lance recognizes the diversity 1n
etniaty, culture, gender, sexual orientalon, age, physical and mental ability

ard economic status of our audience,
ard reflect rt in our content.
2. By examining issues and different
perspecbves other media avoid, the
i.a'lee recognizes that many disadlilll!aged groups in society do not have
8QU:table access to the media We al·
lrm our responsibility to give these
!10Ups VOlce and recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting
against the oppression of socially, cul·
l.ra1¥, politically and economically
dsadvantaged groups. In addition, we
Ol)pcse the abuse of power rn any form.
4. The Lance will not print material that
ssexist racist ageist heterosexist or
~al maligns differently-abled peoples or
l'@econom1cally disadvantaged.
S. The Lance will work against the
Jirol1lerat1on of conventional and nuclear
arms and the systems which promote
liem, which preserve and extend unjust
econom,c and political hegemony,
driefbng resources from genuine human
"8ds.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent
lsolubol, lo any and all disputes.
1. The Lance promotes ecological
8
rday
Sj)Ons1brhly, both in content and in its
·lo-day workings.
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Dear Editor,
I would like to commend !he
small but vocal representatives
from U of W who turned up for
the Jan. 26 protest over proposed
tuition increases at the office of
Education
Minister
David
Crooke...Cooke. These increases
will not be vilble for the average
university student. Although cold
weather and class time tables
may have been a con~bu?~g
factor for !he poor showing, 1t IS
my sincere hope that students
will continue to voice their concerns. It is the students who will
ultimately lose out.
Darcy Steele
Year I Music

forum to express your pro-life
views. It seems that you were not
at all interested in violence
against women as you claimed.
You said absolutely nothing
about it as, desperate to state
your views on abortion, you
feebly tried to relate these two issues.
The Lance did not publish articles on women's abuse simply
to give you an excuse to prochoice-bash.
I admire !he fact that you are
willing to express your opinions
on abortion, but an editorial
claimed to be a comment on
violence against women is certainly not a relevant place to do
so.
Melanie French
Year Il English

Abortion and
violence against
women different

Where are pregnant women's
rights?

Students must
voice concerns

Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to
Terry Snyder in regard to his letter in last week's Lance·
you certainly have scraped !he
bottom of the barrel! You
claimed to be commenting. on the
lance's articles on violence
against women, yet threequarters of your letter stated
nothing but your opinion~ on
abortion. I fmd it extr~ffi:el~ ma~
propriate that you uw1ahzed
serious problem like the abuse of
women and used it as a mere

Dear Editor,
I have a few questions in
response to a letter by Terry
Snyder appearing in last week's

Lance.
Where does a pregnant
womyn's rights and body disappear to when pro-lifers start
spewing things they've heard
someone else say (maybe on
Rush Limbaugh radio or in fundamentalist churches)? When a
fetus is "tom apart with a
vacuum 30 times stronger than
the household variety," where is
a womyn's uterus? And better it

be a legal and therefore, safe surgical scraping of !he uterine wall
than a coat hanger.
Is the anti-abortionist tradition
of bombing clinics and terrorizing pregnant womyn and their
doctors a "loving solution to unplanned and unwanted children?"
And lastly, if abortion is "!he
ultimate in child abuse" than
where does a father fucking his
living daughter repeatedly up !he
anus fall on the child abuse continuum you've created?!
Sue Morin

U ofW Alumni

Thanks to U of
Wstudent
Dear Editor,
I would like to publicly extend
my gratitude and heartfelt thanks
to an unknown student at !he
university.
I cannot begin to say Thank
You enough to !he thoughtful and
caring person who was responsible for returning my purse to
the library desk. Like most
women, my life was in that bag:
pictures of our five children,
keepsakes, letters from friends
and family, all things that are
treasured and irreplaceable.
Also, when I think of replacing
things like birth certificates,
driver's license, keys and credit
cards, I shudder at the hassle this
would babe caused, not to mention the expense (we are retired
and living on a pension).
Joan Smith

Why line up to
add/drop?
Dear Editor,
Add a little... thought.
As registration slows down I
would like to make a comment. I
stood in line at the Registrar's
fice (actually around the corner
and out the door with some) wi(V
a desire only to drop a course. I
realize that registering is a very
hectic time for everyone; paying
fees, add/drop courses, and
making affirmations. I would
also like to add that I understand
!he importance of some paperwork (even with our computer
technology). However, I feel it
would be much easier for !hose
adding or dropping a course to
have an add/drop drop-off box.
Something so simple could
prevent long lineups, headaches
and a waste of students' time.
Also, as a student I have to
comment on parking. It seems
pretty pathetic when we come
and have to park in Florida for a
spot. An exaggeration yes. but
let's be realistic. Why not go up,
with bi-level parking on the already existing space? After all,
our fees did go up. Let's see
some of the money go into us.
Dawn Baetens
Year Il student

or-

More letters
. on pg. 16.
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Employment Inequity
By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor

It's war time - or it would seem so with the trouble
employers are having with implementing equity in their businesses.
Historically whenever society has a little trouble with finances
women are the ones who are forced to suffer the consequences.
Assumptions connected with the primacy of the nuclear famil}
- that men are breadwinners so should be offered employment
over women - have often left women out in the cold.
Employers have to accept the fact that women are now a per.
manent part of the work force who deserve and require equal
employment opportunities. For years the Canadian government
bas been trying to get employers to implement employment equity policies of their own accord. Although there has been a lot of
talk about getting women and other oppressed groups represented in the work force, we're still waiting for some action.
The issue gets more publicity these days, but that doesn't
mean the situation has changed much. In a lot of cases it just
means that employers have become smarter about bow to get
around employment equity and maintaining the 'glass ceiling'
and 'old boy networks'. Highly visible employment equity
policies often evoke hostility from an increasingly large number
of conservative groups - a lot of white males have become
jumpy with the threat to their control of the job market.
Bill 79 - the new Employment Equity Act - gives official
recognition to the fact that women are not getting the same treatment as men when job bunting. The bill is presently awaiting
royal assent, and may bring some action. Lip service from
employers won't be good enough anymore, they are going to be
forced to be equitable. Although it is not as enforceable a<; some
would like it to be, it is a step in the right direction.
At a public meeting of the Ontario Advisory Council on
Women's Issues last week, a local woman spoke up about the
difficulty of getting an apprenticeship in the tool and die trade.
Without that opportunity she could be legally denied substantially higher wages and more fulfilling work.
Despite the fact that the woman bad gained an adequate
education she found that doors were closed to her in the male
dominated trade. Many employers in the trades don't want to
hire women out of habit or because of minor adjustments which
may be required. Unfortunately this woman may continue to suffer even after bill 79 is in place, it doesn't include small work
places like those found in the tool and die trade.
This kind of discrimination is real and can easily occur in
business and other fields of employment. If women want to ensure that they will be treated equally when school is out, they
had better be vocal now in demanding strict equity policies.
!
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CAMPUS CLIPS
A referendum to decide
whether students are willing

pay an additional $4 per
year to remain members of the
Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) was called off.
While attending the CFS
conference in Sault Ste.
Marie. Ont., SAC president
Jon Ricci was told that
Windsor's referendum could
be postp0ned for a year.
Usually, the student federation sends a campaign worker
to a university that holds a
referendum. This year, a large
number of schools are holding
membership referendums and
the CFS does not have a large
enough staff to send a
delegate to each campus.
"ft was a mutual agreement," said Ricci. ''Why hold
the referendum this year, and
ask students pay an extra $4
per year. when we can hold
off for a year?"
The referendum, which was
supposed to be held in this
February's SAC general election, was to ask students to increase their membership fee
from $7 to $11 per year.
to

***

U of W's debating t.eam
mited Australia earlier this

month to compete in the 14th
World Universities Debating
Championship.
Hosted by the University of
Melbourne, the championship
attracted some 400 debaters
from 18 different countries.
Topics debated centred
upon the theme of the 'Global
Yilliage'; including the representation of Islam in the
Western media, East Timor,
and space exploration.
Gavin Farrell and Rich
Morel formed one team,
Bruce Berry, and Rachel
Charley the second U of W

team.

The two teams debated
against three others before a
panel of two to six judges.
Basically the most daunting
~ was the impromptu, 15
Dlmute, preparation," said Farrell.
Neither team made the
P~yoff round of 32, Farrell
said be and bis fellow debaters
weren't discouraged. Morel,
the society's secretary, conCUrred. "I thought we did fairly Well," he said.
hi "We were up against some
&h powered, top of the line
competition - Oxford, Glasgow. It was a good experience
for us."

Compiled
by
Tran
l<ingmoore and Robert Way.

Angry students and union
members gathered in sub-zero
weather in front of minister of
education Dave Cooke's constituency office to protest bis impending announcement of a
significant increase in tuition
fees.
. This action, part of a provincial campaign launched by the
Canadian Federation of StudentsOntario, is in anticipation of an
increase of tuition by as much as
50 percent for undergraduate
~ees, with the possibility of larger
mcreases for graduate and
professional programs, stemming
from a recommendation by the
Council of Ontario Universities
(COU).
David Wu, a spokesperson for
the_ Graduate Students' Society,
believes the increase is just
another means for the government to further reduce funding
for post-secondary education in
the province. "The tuition increase allows the government
contributions to decline while
students' costs increase." he said.
"All the numbers we've seen
are not compatible with the
Canadian
system
where
academic standing - not level of
income - is the basis for study.
An example of this is the U ofW.
where the student body draws

heavily from the working class."
Murray Goudreau, the local
event's organizer, fears that the
tuition increase is a deliberate attempt to make post-secondary
~tudies ~vailable only to the elite.
We wdl have an educational
system where the rich and powerful and elite can afford it while
lower and middle income
families can't."
· First year music student, Darcy
Steele, attended the rally to support his fellow students. 'Tm already paying too much in tuition,
books, and for my instrument"
sai~ Steele. "We're gradualiy
seemg the elimination of the middle class. There will only be rich
and poor. And only the rich will
be able to afford a post-secondary education."
"This is ridiculous," says Kim
Wright, a local high school student. "We're fighting for education. It is a right and not a
privilege, and they're about to
take that right away from us."
The Canadian Auto Workers
Union also bad representatives at
the rally. "The labour movement
sees tuition fees as another barrier to education," said Kenny
Lewenza, vice-president of CAW
Local 444. "We understand
financial restraints. but we can't
attack our future; student<; are our
future."
SAC is continuing a petition
drive that would have U of W's.

,;

·lance photo by Tran Longmoore
Angry students look for support from passing motorists in front of
Windsor-Riverside MPP Dave Cooke's constituency office.

senate denounce the COU
proposal, while focusing it's
main attention on February
14th's Senate meeting, SAC
president Jon Ricci said.
''What we need to do now is to
get IOt'i of students to the Senate
meeting and force them to
denounce the COU report and the
potential rise is tuition fees."
The date of Dave Cooke's tuition announcement is yet undecided,
according
to
a
spokesperson for his office. Mark
Learn.
"We're waiting for Paul
Martin's transfer payment announcement.
"The problem is (that) it is a
new government, we don· t know
what to expect. There is a po!>-

sible freeze. which would he a
net cut in transfer payments.''
said Learn.
Elsewhere, the CFS-0 organized a fax protest while students at Carleton disrupted their
Board of Governors meeting.
A student at Carleton released

orange helium filled balloons
while saying, "These are our tuition fees." as board members
watched them rise to the ceiling.
At York University. students
staged an occupation of York
president Susan Mann's office to
demand that she denounce the
COU report requesting a 50 percent increase in tuition.
In a statement released to the
group, Mann said "I cannot and
will not give you affinnative
answers to your requests. and I
will certainly not do so under the
coercive condillons you have
chosen to use."
Michelle Robidaux. the tuition
campaign's director for the CFS0. says that students will continue to J...eep l.h~ pressure on
Cooke. both heforc and after bis
announcement.
''We've seen tuition increase
30 percent smce Rae came to
power, the dismantling of the
grant system and a proposal for
another significant tuition increase." says Robidaux.
I!

Windsor's women bring local
concerns to provincial council
By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor

Windsor women spoke up to
get their issues represented to the
provincial government last week,
when the Ontario Advisory
Council on Women's Issues held
discussions with women's groups
throughout the city.
. Newly mandated to carry out
an outreach function, the council
(formerly the Ontario Status of
Women Council) held meetings
with various women's groups in
the city - the francophone community, student and faculty
groups on campus, as well as an
open meeting for women in the
community who wanted to see
their issues addressed to the
provincial government.
First year M.A. student Lalita
Ghandikota said the new focus
on outreach was a positive
change from the past emphasis
on straight research. "That they
(the council) are actually getting
out in the field is wonderful. That
was one of the past critique's,
that they were Toronto centred."
The specific inclusion of
Windsor women this year is in
part due to Jo-Anne Jobnson's
membership on the council -

Windsor's 1992 woman of the
year who has ties to local labour
and feminist groups.
Council president Jaqueline
Pelletier explained that the group
"has no illusions about the impact we will have. If we work effectivly on a few issues we may
make some gains.
"We watch the government
and make sure (it) listens to
women," Pelletier said. She explained that the council is not adverse
to
criticizing
the
government in the quest to ensure
women's issues are addressed.
Pelletier said the council identified specific concerns which the
council will present to the
provincial government, in an
afternoon meeting with representatives
from
Women's
Studies, the Womyn's Centre,
and faculty at the U of W
"Barriers to women's entry
into university such as tuition
fees, no more grants, and wbats'
going to happen with Women's
Studies," were the issues Pellietier will talce to a meeting with
the premier and other cabinet
minsters (including education
minister Dave Cooke)..
Toe lack of government grants
for education, and the threat of

large tuition increases is discouraging many women from
entering or continuing secondary
education. Since women often
end up with lower paying jobs
after their schooling they are less
likely to risk incurring a large
debt load.
"When women graduate it
could take ten, fifteen, even
twenty years longer for a woman
to pay off loans than it would for
a man," said Johnson.
Women's
Studies
representatives were concerned that
with recent cuts in education the
program would be treated as
"what the university considers
fringe courses...whicb we've
worked so hard to get onto the
cuniculum."
In a meeting open to all local
women, group discussions were
organized in order to define the
"key issues of concern in this
community (Windsor)." By
cooperating with a central body
(the council) women in the
region find feasible solutions to
their problems and the most effective ways to get action from
government officials.
"There are a lot of feminists in
Windsor but not coordinated in
one group, they're spread out all

over and a lot work in different
professions, and come from different walks of life," said
Johnson.
The council gleaned some initiatives from Windsor women
like the discussion of women in
non traditional trades. The difficulty of gaining apprenticeships
after recieving training was targetted as an issue to be brought
up with provincial leaders.
"The whole area of training in
fact, what are we doing to make
sure women are getting adequate
training to get adequate jobs,"
will be brought to government
officials according to Pelletier.
Wayne
Lessard,
self
proclaimed feminist and East
Windsor's MPP, was on hand
and stated the importance of the
council's "focus on future initiatives. It is a long term process
we're in - we need to be aware
of backlash which accompanies
rapid change, and look forward
to results which will come from
tonight (the discussion)."
"We had a good exchange
here." said Pelletier, "I hope the
women who came here will trust
that we'll (the council) act with
them on the issues we raised here
(Windsor)."
I!
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Diversity courses
decision far away
By Tran Longmoore
Co-News editor

Students concerned about the
recommendations of a report that
calls for new "diversity" courses
can "rest easily when they go to
bed tonight," says U of W president Ron Ianni.
"This is a decision that is going
to have to be within each faculty.
Then it will be up to the Senate to
approve the courses. It is a
process, that if implemented, will
Lance photo by Jeff Holmes take a few years," said Ianni. "As
Many U of W graduates are looking towards factories as a source of employment.
for the mandatory courses, quite
frankly, I don't see it happening"
be said, citing financial restrictions that may force the U of W
to cut some courses, let alone add
new ones. "But who knows; I've
been wrong before."
The Report of the President's
operate one machine."
training."
Com.mission On Traditional
By Mark Crane
Although John considers him- Prejudice And Discrimination,
John says he likes the work at
Editor-in-Chief
the factory. "It's not bad - it's self a member of the ·working among several recommendations,
John Scott graduated from U something different. It's not class', be does aspire to some- suggested that it be mandatory
of W last June with a B .A. in physically hard, though it is thing different when bis stint at for students to take two diversity
sociology. He was hoping to go monotonous and you don't get a Chrysler is through. "Most courses on their way to a degree.
of
satisfaction."
The definitely I've settled for some- After the report surfaced at a
on to law school, but instead he's lot
bringing in about $700 a week monotony is about the only thing less than I wanted," he said, November SAC meeting, the
working on the line at Chrysler aspect of working on the line that adding, "and it's sort of depress- recommendations sparked a coning to go in there, I mean I work troversy that led several councilCanada's Windsor Assembly hasn · t changed.
According
to
Norm
Solomon,
there with teachers who can't lors and students to a Senate
Plant.
The company hired 960 new a business professor at U of W, find work (in their fields)."
meeting.
The union is not expecting this
employees, several of whom are ··working on the line is not the
Very few students voiced their
U of W graduates, to work the same as it was 30 or 40 years trend
to
more
educated opinions regarding mandatory
There
is
technical workplaces to affect the labour diversity courses. "We are at a
the third shift assembling ago.
Chrysler' s popular mini van.
knowledge you can absorb and movement much. Larry Bauer, point in our society where we
"I don't see doing this as a you have to understand how tech- president of CAW local 444, have to begin to understand one
career. I guess the majority of nology works - it's much more welcomes the new workers into another. It's unfortunate that
guys I work with are doing it on demanding to the intelligence." the union, but feels that "Fun- people have to be force-fed. But
an interim basis - and it pays He says most manufacturers are damentally, the labour movement things have to get done," said a
well," says John.
looking for people wbo can suck bas their mandates and their sys- student, in support of the report.
"But if you would have asked up more technical knowledge, tems in place and I don't see that
Another student suggested that
me when I started university if I and a university education is a changing a lot."
instead of making certain courses
Where will John be in a couple mandatory, cultural diversity be
thought I would be working on good sign that you can learn.
"There are fewer middle of years? It's bard to say. And as included in current courses.
the line, I would have said 'Yeah,
management jobs out there, and Chrysler' s McCall put it, "Who
right'."
Other students voiced fears
John and many other univer- this is the outgrowth of that," really bas job security anyrnore that some of the report's recomanyway?"
sity graduates are eating their said Solomon.
mendations hinted at enrolment
Chrysler plans to run the third
He doesn't see workers in inwords, and getting paid well for
staying
with
their shift until spring of 1995, when
it. It looks like something that dustry
employers all their lives. They the plant will be retooled for the
will be around for a long time.
will more likely move around to
next line of minivans.
Walt
McCall,
Chrysler's
"By
that
time,
many
manager of corporate and public other jobs. "And if you're good,"
relations, says that the 'new' in- be says, "you'll have a chance to employees will have reached the
30- and-out option, and the third
dustrial workplace will need rise up the r~."
many more university graduates
In terms of the global scene, shift will make up the nucleus of
to do joos that were formerly for countries like Canada are push- their replacements," said McCall.
unskilled workers. ''These people ing for a manufacturing sector Some layoffs will be inevitable.
have to be capable of being that is specialized and adaptable.
But John is happy to have a
trained to a bigber level of tech- As Solomon puts it, ''I think as job at all, especially one that
nology," he said, adding that, organizations become leaner and pays so well. I'm leading the
"the jobs themselves have manufacturing jobs become more good life financially," he said.
Lance photo by MomikoHino
changed, and employees will un- knowledge-based, it won't be For how long, is really anybody's
Campus leaders address student concerns about the Report on
dergo constant upgrading and good enough to know how to guess.
II Traditional Prejudice and Discrimination's recommendations.

University grads working
on the line a new· trend?

1

I

quotas.
Dean of Student Affair\
Richard Price, said that be
doesn't thiak. that the U of W wil
ever have to resort to quotas. BuL
be said, more must be done to en.
courage minorities to attend
university, so in 20 years "you
don't go to a panel like this
where every member is a 55 y~
old white male."
The discussion often strayed
off topic. A great deal of lime
was spent adressing the procel)
of student evaluations of profes.
sors. Many students were un.
aware of the process or felt that it
was not taken seriously Ianni.
seemingly supriscd, said "We
spent almost three years develop,
ing the program. We might have
to do some more work on it."
Student Mitch Day, an out·
spoken critic of the report, was
not suprised that people skirted
the main issue. "Some people
were a little hesitant about stating
their views in a public forum
People might have overreacted to
the report. Once it was clear !bat
the process would take ye.m.
people calmed down," said Day.
SAC president Ricci was
''shocked that the people wbo
were so vocal a month ago were
so quiet today."
Ianni says that the discussion
was a success. "It's important
that we open our communication
lines. Students have some say in
the operations of this university.
whether in the price of a ham·
burger, or whether or not a c.er·
lain course will be offered. But 1f
they don't know they have tbat
power, or don't know bow to u<.e
it, it is an illusory power.
"I think the students who al·
tended today's discussion have a
better appreciation of how tb~
university operates."
I

STUDENTS

Please recycle this paper.

When you have a proble m of an academ ic, ad mi nistrative, or race related
nature with any part of the university, its departments or uni ts, and have
exhausted au normal grievance c hannels, contact,

Ii THE UNIVERSITY oMBunsPERsoN .11
You w ill receive independent advice in an informal and confidential way,
a nd w he re poss ible, a mediated solution to yo ur proble m. The
Ombudsperson has been given broad investigative powers, unive rsity-wide
access to personnel and information, and the authority to ask questions and
require answers that may resolve your problem.

For an appointment ...

Subhas Ramcharan, Ph.D.
Office of the Ombudsp erson and Race Relations Officer
253-4232, Extension 3400
Office Hours: Monday - Friday 11 am - 3 pm
310 Sunset Ave.
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Nova Scotia schools
to cut education
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By Ryan Stanley
The Gazzette
HALIFAX (CUP) - A Nova
Scotia government committee
says the province bas too many
universiues training too many
teachers, and it's time to get rid
of some of them.
In a discussion paper released
Jan. 14, a committee of
academics from across Canada
called for five Nova Scotia
schools to eliminate their education programs, and for teacher
training to be concentrated in
three remaining institutions.
It's part of a government plan
to reduce educational overkill in
a small province that bas 13 degree-granting institutions and a
total student population of only
36000.
Toe schools which stand to
lose their education programs include Dalbousie, Saint Mary's
and Saint Francis Xavier. All are
targeted to phase out their education schools within a year. The
Nova Scotia Teachers College, a
government-run school with over
500 students, would close its
doors, and the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design would
cease training teachers.
Mount Saint Vincent and
Acadia
universities,
two
medium-sized institutions, would
be left with the job of certifying
teachers for Nova Scotia's school
system. Tbe frencb-Ianguage
Universite Ste. Anne would also
remain open to serve the
province's francophone community.
Few observers disagree with
the report, which has been
several months in preparation. "It
doesn't make sense to come out
here and find so many universities," said Paul Osborne, an
education student at Dalbousie.
"There just isn't enough money."

Saving money was the reason
the province established an advisory council in 1992 to look at
combining
or
eliminating
academic programs offered at
several Nova Scotia universities.
The Nova Scotia Council on
Higher Education, which was
given sweeping powers over allocation of funds to universities,
announced plans to examine
duplication of programs in
education, engineering, computer
science, business, and earth
sciences.
Education was the first area to
be reviewed, and reports on the
other areas will be released
before the fall.
The cost-cutting
scheme,
known as rationalization, also includes plans to centralize the application process for Nova Scotia
universities and to make credit
transfers among schools easier.
Keith Sullivan, the head of
Dalbousie's education program,
said the proposals did not take
him by surprise. In November the
bead of the council "told us that,
in her words, it was going to be a
bombshell."
The report also calls for the
number of students accepted into
education programs to be
reduced by half. Currently about
600 new teachers are certified
each year, while only about 100
get teaching jobs in Nova Scotia.
Some students are worried the
teaching profession will become
exclusive. If admission rates are
lowered, "your chances of acceptance are worse than your chances of becoming a doctor or a

lawyer," said Kim Leonard, an
education student at Dalbousie.
The Nova Scotia government
bas yet to comment on the report.
Education Minister Jobn MacEacbern has said a decision will
be made on teacher training in
about two months.
l!

HERE'S A COURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS
ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS

$5.95
MONDAYS, AFTER4 PM
Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a Unlvers,ttv of wi;;;scx
student or staff member, just show us your ID and we II give Y
all-you-can-eat spaghett1 wtth tomato sauce.
Plus unllmlted fresh garden salad and
"""'
~
warm garlic breadsttcks. Ifs all Just $5.95.
~~~
And you don't have to be a moth
()_
.._
major to figure out that that's a
RESTAURA!'IT
great deal.
ITALIAN

WHERE ALL 1HE BFST OF ITALY Is YoUR.S·
2491 Ouellette Ave (north of Eugenie Ave)
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Students inquire about summer employment opportunities at the annual Job Fair last week.

Job Fair '94 given mixed reviews
By Teena Ward
News Staff

Students who showed up at
last week· s annual summer job
fair got a taste of the grim reality
of the job market - noting that
many of the employment opportunities offered involved low
wages and unskilled labour. Organizers and students expressed
differing reactions to the event
Organized by Co-op Education
and Student Placement, Summer
Job Fair '94 attracted a dozen
employers from Canada and the
United States to recruit students
for summer positions. Student
Works Painting, the Canadian
Armed Forces, and Deloitte and
Touche Chartered Accountants
were among the companies who
made it to the event.
Weather conditions made
several companies unable to attend. Fewer employers participated because the continued
economic lull bas made it impossible to offer summer positions to
students. Goverrnem related jobs
were especially scarce due to
limitions caused by the social
contract, which bas affected its
ability to offer student work
programs this summer.
Art Roth, an employment

counsellor with Canada Employment is optimistic about the local
job market. He said the April
opening of the casino and its
spin-off construction projects
will create jobs for students.
"Potential is there," Roth said.
"Employers are getting ready for
development this year and will be
hiring more."
Despite the number of cancellations, the organizers were content with the over all tum out at
the fair.
David Furlong, the coordinator
of the job fair said it was successful in providing students opportunities to have a direct talk with
company representatives.
In general students are skeptical about summer employment.
A female political science student said she feels pathetic after a

half year of job bunting.
"It's bard," she said, "now I
don't care about the kinds of job.
I will do whatever is offered to
me."
Finding employment which
matches education is becoming
increasingly difficult. M. Scott, a
political science graduate said
"there are more painting and
sprinkle jobs. These jobs do not
directly deal with my degree,"
said Scott, wbo is pursuir\g bis
second degree in Education.
Christine Reynolds, a communication and drama student,
said she was disappointed to see
only a few kinds of jobs available. "A lot of jobs available to
students are low paid jobs," she
said. "It's depressing that you
need quite a lot of experience to
get good jobs."
l!

If your nails are not
becoming to YOU ...

you should be

KYM~

coming to us!

I Nail & Aesthetics
421 Pelissier St. 977-7822

We don't want
your kind around here
filling up our
schools.
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has spent

/J weeks

wa.iting for
one piece of
paper so he
can go to the U.S.
border, cross ~.
then come back into
Canada so he can
get
another. An
American
citizen,
John is trying to
study legally at McGill
University as an internation·
al student.
But the Quebec govern·
' ment is making this impos,.,
sible for him, so he has
L(
spent most of January at·
~
tending classes illegally.
For although Canadian and
Quebec immigration officials
say they want to attract international
students, the process for getting a student visa in Quebec is so bureaucratic,
it is more likely to encourage students
to study elsewhere - or at least to study
illegally for a while.
What makes the Quebec situation so
difficult is that two pieces of paperwork are required to study here as a university or CEGEP
student. In the rest of Canada, a student on~
needs to get a student authorization, which
can be obtained at the border.
In Quebec, students need both Canadian and
Quebec student visas a federal student
nn,
authorization and the Certificat d' acceptation du Jllder~
Quebec (CAO). The problem is that you need to ebec'
have the CAO before you can apply for the studenl 'ees.
authorization.
And, of course, you can't get both at the same
0
place.
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The ties that bind

By Eugenia Xenos
Reprinted with permission
from the Quebec Bureau of
the Canadian University Press

The CAO comes from Quebec immigration of·
fices,
and
the
student
authorization can only be olr
tained at the border (or airport.
if you fly in). They cost $100
each.
John still doesn't have his
CAO because he was not admitted to McGill early
enough to send away for it. Quebec Immigration
authorities suggested he come into the count!)'
anyway, and get a temporary federal permit in the
meantime.

•1er,

John soon found out that no such

s
:med in Montreal a few days before the
started , hoping to get the CAO quickly
;o that he could take a bus trip across the
ncome back into Canada in order to get
an student authorization before classes
h luck. While in the U.S. it takes about a
student visa, in Quebec it can take weeks
John has an appointment to see a
mmigration official at the end of January.
1
fshouldn't be attending classes.
of these games are unnecessary," he
d of this stuff is due to a lack of informashould tell students what they need to
be straight forward about it."
rwork isn't the only thing that prevents
from studying in Quebec.
~ the biggest problems is that different inIS given to students in different countries,
lo Claudette Fortier, the International Stuat Concordia University. She cites the
Chinese student who was told she needed
'e of English as a second language when
required. The student had to postpone her
ieast a year to get it.
said the process has become even more
Quebec instituted the $100 fee for the
September. Until then, the CAO was free.
take it by itself, a fee of $100 is not the
· .vorld,ft says Fortier. But for graduate stung with dependents of school age, it be. obstacle. They have to also pay $100
tie two certificates per child. It can really
~·re spending a few years here."
~nts out that Quebec also has the highest
I student fees, except for some medical
€ering programs, which cost more in On:rdergraduate student taking a full course
ebec can expect to pay $7 OOO to $8 OOO
1

ees

Off to Vaigreville
~hurdle to getting legal status is the clos1 f~eral immigration offices, scheduled
, in favor of a 'super processing centre'
:.e, Alberta - in the riding of former Tory
minister Don Mazankowski.
Holmes, vice-president of research and
at the Canadian Bureau of International
CBIE), says his organization is against
closing down because it would destroy
t rapport that exists between local imollicials and international admissions ofers~ies.
e says there is a possibility that the
ern~ent may keep two or three regional
hkely the ones in Montreal, Toronto

and Vancouver. But even this is not certain.
In addition, international students now have to
prove they have at least $7 200 for living expenses
in order to study here. As of next March, Fortier
says there is a plan to increase that amount to $9
600.
''The country doesn't want to welcome students
who don't have money to study," Fortier says. "You
have to be able to afford living expenses.
'·But if the student calculates tuition, living expenses, immigration and other fees and finds that
they'll be paying a difference of $2 OOO or more, he
or she may decide to study in Europe, or Australia
or the U S. On the one side, we gain something; on
the other side, we don't."

Border hassles
Cecile, another American student currently at
McGill, is also 'illegal.' She has had numerous
problems with student visas, including the time border officials turned her away because she did not
have enough money in her bank account.
She says that she had never even heard about
this requirement.
Another time, she had taken a semester off.
only to find out at the border that the CAO, which
said it was valid for another three months, 'de facto'
expired when she failed to return to school in the
fall. At the border, the officer said she should have
applied for another before coming to Canada.
Cyrus Merrill, a 22-year-old (legal) Mastefs student at McGill, says he had problems because he
paid the embassy in the U.S. for the student
authorization form before he left home - but then
had to pay again at the border when authorities insisted.
Holmes agrees there is a lack of information
about what is involved in studying in Canada. The
CBIE spends much of its time answering some 6000
questions per year from around the world. He says
he hasn't heard of students studying illegally, but
that it doesn't surprise him.
"It just gives us a bad reputation if it's hard to
deal with Canadians because you have to contact
five different people instead of one," he says.
In part, Holmes is referring to the two-step
process needed in Quebec. even though essentially
the same information is required for both the CAO
and the Canadian student authorization.
Claude Fradette, an information officer in the
Quebec communications department, acknowledges that there should be less 'doubling up' of information-gathering because it would cost less.
But he says the federal government is having a
hard time "letting go" of the process because they
have been doing it for such a long time. .
He says the provincial governf!len~ intr~uc8?
the new $100 fee in part because, in his opmton, it
was a matter of "keeping up with the Joneses." The

feds were charging; Quebec wasn't.
"Not only that. but the 90's mentality is that if
you want a service, you pay for it. We don't have the
money to let it be free anymore."

A conspiracy?
Cecile says she can't help thinking the government deliberately makes it hard to study legally.
That way, if the student should prove
·undesirable' in the future, the government will have
a solid reason for which to expel them.
Murray Gordon, a senior policy advisor in the
immigrant policy directorate, says this is "patently
absurd." Gordon says it goes against the objectives
of the Immigration Act, which are "to facilitate the
entry of visitors into Canada for the purpose of
fostering trade and commerce . tourism and culture
and scientific activities in international understanding."
He says his impression is that "expulsion is not
very common."
He says there is a legal basis for such a conspiracy. But "from the enforcement point of view, we
have far more important things to do than to chase
students for violations like this."
Still, if the objective of the Immigration Act is "to
facilitate the entry of visitors," it hasn't exactly
passed the test.
''They're keeping us running like gerbils in a gerbil cage," Cecile says. "It's crazy."
!

Some statistics on
international students
in Canada
~ufl·time post-secondary students in
Canada 1993-94..................... 900,000
Total of ttiese in coUege ....... ~... 350.000
Total in university...................... 550,000
Total part-time post-secondary
students ...................................
500,0QO
.
=·····.
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,,•

Total international students •••... 65.ooo
(almost alt are tulHime}
P~rcentage of ~'dian students -==··=···

who are from other countries.............. 7
Percentage of intemationaJ students
who are: .. ·
·.
..undergraduatM .............--.............. 3
..graduate students ........................ 13
,=·;~ ..doctor~}student$ ..• 25 (1990 figur~)
.
"'.·.
·;.::;..:
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UPCOMING EVENTS

By Sarah Atkinson
Arts editor

/

If you frequent the Aardvark
Blues Cafe, you've probably heard
him blasting away in an improvisational fury on the tenor
saxophone. Multi-instrumentalist
Len Temelini is a regular in R'n'B
man Thomas Buck Nasty's band;
he also toured for seven months
with the legendary Coasters, sang
in a 300-member choir at Carnegie
Hall, and bas been commissioned
to arrange for the Windsor Community Concert Band. The 24year-old fourth year School of
Music student is also a composer.
His longest most involved composition to date, Symphonic Episodes for
Concert Band, premiered at the Capitol
Theatre last November. The full-length symphonic work, performed by the University
Wind Ensemble conducted by Gillian Mackay, fulfills the major requirement for graduation from the School of Music's composition
program; but its premiere also signifies an important event for the developing composer.
To score a major work for a large ensemble
and witness its performance was a big thrill.
"I always had the dream of writing for wind
ensemble," says Temelini, whose previous
composing bad been mainly restricted to
piano. Symphonic Episodes has eclectic
origins.
A more erudite response upon first hearing
is to liken it to late 19th century French composer Alexander Scriabin's experimental orchestral pieces, or the work of modern
Russian composer Igor Stravinsky.
Yes, these influences are there, almost obvious given Temelini's musical training; but
the real impetus for the work, emphasizes the

for countless spaghetti westerns
(including Th£ Good, the Bad, and
the Ugly), as well as Th£ Mission.
One of Temelini's own goals as a
composer is to write film scores.
While Symphonic Episodes
quotes from film score and incidental music genres, parts of it ·
borrow from Temelini' s ethnic
heritage. The melody from the
final movement, a march, is
adapted from an Italian tarantella.
Temelini is planning to go on to
a Master's program in composition; he's applied to several
Canadian
universities.
When
asked why be bas chosen not to
apply to U.S. schools, he replies,
"I want to support Canadian
music. There's a rich history of Canadian
composition that is largely unknown. I want
to contribute to Canadian output."
Among bis influences are composers Louis
Applebaum and Murray Adaskin, both
Canadian; he met them several years ago
when they gave a master class to U of W
composition students. He also cites two of his
professors at the U of W, Dr. Paul MacIntyre
and Dr. Jens Hansen - both recognized and
active composers - as vital inspirations.
Temelini's most earthy musical commentary involves food: "I like to compare the exploration of different timbres in an orchestra
to a plate of pasta: there are different tastes,
each distinct, often subtle, all coming
together into a delicious whole." Scrawled at
the bottom of a page of notes describing his
work and creative philosophy is the phrase,
"i.e. garlie=:clarinet."

Young composer
finds eclectic
inspiration
refreshingly unpretentious young composer,
are James Bond movies, television drama
soundtracks, and Bugs Bunny.
"I watch Steets of San Francisco alot,"
states Temelini unabashedly. "And did you
ever notice bow in cartoons, every action bas
a corresponding sound in the background
music?" He demonstrates with full sound effects.
Low culture television and movie
soundtracks are ubiquitous; everybody hears
them, but who really listens? They are, by
definition, secondary to visuals and plot. Such
music is meant to be background - necessary, but ancillary to other cinematic elements.
But Temelini is intrigued by that relationship between program music and its dramatic
foreground; be waxes rhapsodic about the
way that different sound qualities, timbres,
and melodies can translate into the creation of
emotion.
And be oozes praise for film score giant
Ennio Morricone, who scored the soundtracks

Copies of Temelini's Symphonic Episodes
for Concert Band can be found at Graduate
Admissions Offices across Canada.

I!

Killers can be artists too
By Sean Gammon
Arts staff

Psychopathic
killers,
writer/junkies, and doctors who
help the terminally ill commit
suicide might be among the last
people one would expect to be
visual artists. But this isn't the
case or I wouldn't be writing this.
And Answer Me! magazine
wouldn't have published an article entitled My Bloody Palette:

Eight Top Killers Flex Their Artistic Weenies. Featured are: Kenneth Bianchi (one half of the
Hillside Stranglers), Mark David
Chapman (John Lennon's murderer), Gary Heidnilc (torturer of
women), Henry Lee Lucas (yer
basic serial killer), Otis Toole
(part-time sidekick to Lucas),
Charles Manson (say 110 more),
John Wayne Gacy. (serial killer
an<f burier of yotiig boys).

anat.

Richard Ramirez (aka. the Night
Stalker).
The most talented of the bunch
was Bianchi. His self-portrait of
himself painting a guy named
Nick Bougas is fairly well executed (ha!), but not exactly gallery
material.
The
most
interesting
comes
without
surprise.
Charles
Manson' s
very
psychedelic work could be much
more than that if polished up a
bit. The most acclaimed is Gacy.
His art is at best 'Starving Artists
Group' quality, but his prints
start selling at about $75. Prices
are sure to go up after bis execution in May. Writer/junkie William S. Burroughs, darling of the
depraved, hac; an unconventional
style of painting.
He starts with a piece of
plywood, a can of spray paint,
and a shotgi)n~ the w)lole' Pf9C~

is described in his Hanuman
mini-book Painting and Guns.
One of his artworks, Space Door,
graces the cover of one of his
recent
books

lnterzone.

early works.
One could draw an interesting
parallel between Kevorkian's
recent clashes with the law and
the suppression
of many of his
artworks:
the
content
of
much of his
censored work
featured medical situations
(i.e.
brains
being removed
from cadavers,
operations being performed).
Given
Kevorkian's
humanitarian aims, lumping him
in with serial killers might not be
entirely fair; but it gives us, at
least, the opportunity to think
upon the general nature of killing
and art, if indeed we wish to
generalize about the nature of
killing.
I!

He starts with a

Then there's
the work of
everyone's
favourite
suicide-assisting
doctor,
Jack
Kevorkian. According
to
NBC's
Now
(Jan. 12) Dr. Kevorkian enjoyed
painting during the sixties. His
art is morbid in theme, surreal
and cartoon-like in style. It looks
like something out of a
Hellraiser comic book (but it
was, after all, the sixties). It is a
loss to the art world that he
stopped painting, given the creaqvc; potential displayed by those

piece ofplywoo~
a can of spray
paint, and a
shotgun...

Visual Arts
Instant Seduction: eight
local artists present work
from Feb. 4-10, at Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich.
Reception Friday Feb 4,
from 7-9 pm.

***

At Artcite (109 University
Ave. W .), sculpture/installation by Montreal artist
Tamar Granovsky. For gaJ.
lery times, call 977-6564.

Film
La Belle Captive, writlen
and directed by Alain
Robbe-Grillet, at Kinotek, in
the Capitol Theatre, Sat·
Mon. Feb. 5-7, 9pm. La
Belle Captive is ''a hyper·
kinkoid blend of Poe, Kafka.
Greek legend, bondage, and
vampirism an erotic
nightmare... "

Music
Before sackcloth and
ashes: WDET Mardi Gra1
Party
with
Buckwheat
Zydeco and the Dirty Dozen
Brass Band, Thurs. Feb. 3.
8pm, at the Majestic, 4140
Woodward Ave. Tix $15.50
US. For info, call (313)665·

4755.

***

A rare opportunity to heal
two area guitarists in duet;
Dominic Bertucci and Peter
Hodgson, perform works by
Telemann, Granados, and
deSalle. Fri. Feb. 4, 8 pm al
the Capitol Theatre, (121
University Ave. W.) Studeol
tickets only $5. (non-students $8). Call 253-7729.

Submissions solicited
- This Means You.
Th£ Lance Arts section
wildly encourages submil·
sions for its very short love
story/poetry Valentine's ~up,
plement. Bring your passi_on·
filled, love/hate, obsessi~t.
sensitive, erotic, romanuc.
sexy, cynical story/poell1
(250 words or less) to thi
Lance, in a plain bro11,~
wrapper, by Wed. Feb. \
pm. Anonymous subm ·
sions okay.

Food

r

The Eclectic Cafe (I.
1
University Ave. W.) fi 11~ ~
has a cappucino macbtll
They also have a wide setec·
tion of herbal teas and ~I!
vegetarian food. But mos_~
they have a cappuet
machine!!

I
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Authentically l!-Dplugged
Hugh Leal's Motown Classic Jazzband to play for students
4

By Darrin Keene
Arts staff

These are the days of the so"unplugged"
rock
musician. Thanks to MTV's Unplugged series, every band suddenly feels the urge to toss away
the amplifiers. (Personally, I'm
waiting for the day when Slayer
or Body Count will go acoustic
in a live, interactive setting.)
Little does the MTV generation know that there was a day
when electric guitars didn't rule
the radio airwaves. In the 1920s,
a new vibrant style of music was
being created in cities like New
Orleans and New York. Because
music couldn't be amplified in
this day and age, the perfonners
interacted with their audiences in
live, intimate settings. Emphasizmg syncopated rhythms and improvisational skills, this music
evolved into what we now know
as jazz and blues.
Thankfully,
there
are
musicians out there who devote
their time and energy to the performance (and hence preservation) of this pioneering music.
They still play in live, intimate
settings, and the sounds are as
spirited and vivacious as ever.
Hugh Leal's Motown Classic
Jazzband is one such a group of
musicians. Leal is the publicist
for U of W' s School of Music,
and be is also an accomplished
jazz guitarist/banjoist/producer.
The band is putting on a free concert in the CAW Student Centre's
Ambassador Auditorium this upcoming Sunday.
"To many students, this may
sound like music from outer
space," says Leal of his band's
style. "But we were playing at
the Art Gallery of Windsor a
while ago, and people came up
after and commented on bow
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Photo courtesy of Hugh Leal

Hugh Leal's Motown Classic Jazzband. Clockwise from top left: Leal (guitar and banJo), Rick Bryant (drums), Chuck Moss (trombone). Frank
Harrison (tuba), Paul Klinger (cornet), Juanita Mccray (vocals) and Jimmy Wyse (clarinetist).

they enjoyed the music. Many release features jazz/blues standpeople thought it was going to be ards such as See See Rider and
Dixieland, but we surprised You've Been a Good Old Wagon.
them." I must admit, when I
The band is augmented by the
think of music from the 1920s, T vocal talents of Juanita McCray,
think of the Dixieland sounds of a Detroit blues singer. "We're
the Mississippi Delta. After lis- very lucky in that Juanita is a
tening to the Motown Jazzband's very good blues singer, very
eponymous release, I realize how idiomatic," Leal professes. In
wrong I am in making that as- terms of traditional jazz, Leal adsumption.
mits that there are very few
Elements of gospel and the bands left that will dedicate their
blues figure prominently on the energies to such an older form of
cassette's eight tracks. The music. The concert will give stu-

denLS a rare chance to hear jazz
performed in iLS earliest form.
As producer and musician,
Leal Ms delved into many styles
of jazz. He enjoys playing traditional jazz because it proposes "a
great challenge. The emphasis is
on the feel of the music, a sense
of style. We're going back to an
era when microphones had barely
been invented, so it is challenging to convey the music's feeling
to an audience without the aid of
electronics.

"You can look at the heavygauge strings on my guitar and
my banjo, or the callouses on my
fingers. A great amount of effort
goes into playing acoustic music
like this in front of a live
audience."
II

Hugh Leal's Motown Classic
Jaz:,band will be appearing at the
Ambassador Auditorium m the
CAW Student Centre on Sunday,
Feb. 6. The doors open at 1 p;n.
Admission is free.
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FREE IMMIGRATION SEMINAR
FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS
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Vanier Hall- Oak Room
Friday February 4, 1994
7:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Members of Canada's largest Immigration law firm,

HOPPE JACKMAN
will provide information and a nswer all questions on
all areas of Immigration to Canada
Sponsored by the Chinese Students Association
196 Addaide Strttt West, Suite 200, Toronto, Ontario. Canada, MSH lW 7
TOLL FREE 1-800-163-VlSA Tel (.tl6) 599~ 707 ut. 239 Fu (.t l6) 599-2161

Ask for Robert Thorpe

for info. call 25V-CLUB

800 Wellington St.

A tale of two seasons
By Tyler Delben
Sports Staff

1

,/

Western players give Pat
Osbourne (#44) a boost.

It's a tale of two Seasons. It's a talc of a possible
winning season. It's a tale of another possible losing
season. It's the tale of the 1993-94 Lancer basketball
season
The Western Mustangs came to town on Jan. 26,
and simply put on a clinic with a 94-69 defeat over the
Lancers. This is the tale of another possible losing
season.
"We simply fell asleep out there in the second half,"
second year player Mark Baggio explained. "We let a
lot of people get open, and that really hurts us." The
Lancers were going into half time trailing the Mustangs by only five, but Western put on an offenssive
explosion in the second half which desecrated any
kind of a defensive show put on by the Lancers.
"Defensively, we were horrible," a frustrated Jeff
Nekkcrs commented after the game. "Personally, I feel
it wa,; mostly my fault. I was a defensive liability out
there." Nekkers led all Lancer scorers' with 23 points.
while grabbing 7 rebounds.
Pat Osborne added 19 of his own, and Jamie Pepper
recorded 16 points, including five three point
fieldgoals. Mike Lynch led the Mustangs with 29
points
Just three days prior to this humiliation, the Lancers
muscled a two point victory over Guelph. 74-72 was
the final . This is the tale of a possible winning season.
"We executed really well offensively and defensively," explained Nekkers. "All the hard work coach
Havey put us through in practice paid off." Windsor
played well through the first half banging on to an
eight point lead.
Guelpb bounced back in the second half to keep the
game close, but Windsor was able to pull through with
the victory. Nekkers led all Lancers in scoring with 24
poml'i.
Guclph is a good team, and by walking away with a
victory, Windsor added its first win in conference
play This should have sparked a tum around to the
dismal 0-3 start. and got the Lancers hungry for a successful season. But something went wrong. This is the
talc of the 1993-1994 Lancer bac;ketball season.
"I thought Sunday's victory was a turning point in
our season, but then nothing carried over into the
Western game," Nekkers commented in a puzzled
voice,"J don't understand. One game we come out and
execute real well. then the next game we don't." There
just seems to be a lack of communication and commitment on the court at times. The talent is there, but the
team hasn't found a way to play the full 40 minutes.
" We are not commiting ourselves out there," said Baggio, "We're gonna have to get back to committing on
team defense."
Hopefully, this is the answer. And hopefully it leads
to the tale of a successful season.
I!
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LANCER LOCKER

Coming Up
Febuary 2
Men's Basketball Waterloo
at St Denis Centre 8:00 pm
Men's Volleyball at Waterloo
Women's Volleyball at
Waterloo
Febuary 4
Men's Volleyball Guelph at
St. Denis Centre 7:30 pm
Febuary S
Men's Basketball at
Western
Men's Hockey Guelpb at
Adie Knox 2:30 pm
Men's Hockey Toronto at
Adie Knox 3:30 pm
Track and Field at Notre
Dame

Results

By Jeff Rivard
Sports Staff

In professional sports the
model of success to follow is the
one established by the NBA. All
major professional sports want to
have the same financial success
basketball bas achieved in the
last ten years.
Learning from the NBA experience, the NFL has sought out
a more lucrative television deal
with a new network. The Nm.,
after several years of debate,
beginning this season adopted an
NBA Style play-off format. In the
mean time not only bas Major
League Baseball expanded its
own post season, but the Chicago
White Sox in particular have
begun to consider the idea of enlisting the aid of a prominent
NBA player to fill their roster.
This is not any ordinary basketball player, be has been the
NBA's largest star attraction,
Micheal Jordan.
Three months ago Jordan's
retirement from bac;ketball shocked the world. He claimed he no
longer bad the competitive desire
to play the game, and that bis

fisbbowl existence in the eye of
the media bad finally caught up
to him. But unlike other past
surpnse retirements, in the back
of everyone's minds there was
the notion that Jordan· s was different. There was the belief that
this was only temporary, and
somebody in the future we would
seem him once again don a
Chicago uniform. No one thought
it would a Chicago White Sox
unifoon.
Now Jordan is singing a different tune. Not only has be
shown a rejuvenated competitive
desire to play a new sport, but
he's making his auempt at entering the game a media circus
event. It would have been possible for a person of Jordan's
stature to have been granted a
private try-out with the team,
without any public knowledge.
But instead be bas chosen to subject himself to what be wished to
avoid, the continuing glare of the
media.
Having the desire, does not
necessarily mean Jordan can play
the game. Over the years a Superman image has been painted
of Jordan. The media, for ex-

ample, bas repeatedly shown
news clips of him taking batting
practice with the Sox in 1990, in
which he hits a home run in
Comiskey Park. But that was batting practice against an aging
pitching coach. Place Jordan in a
situation in which be faces a
pitcher such as Roger Clemens,
and be is more liable to show his
non-superhuman abilities.
This is by no means meant to
cheapen Jordan's accomplishments in basketball, be bas more
than proven himself. He bas also
proven to be the most successful
product endorser the world bas
yet to see. Excluding the game of
basketball itself, he has shown be
can sell anything in which bis
name or likeness is associated
with, whether it be running shoes
or hot-dogs. The White Sox front
office probably have a new item
for him to sell, the remaming
empty seats in their ballpark.
The possibility of raising attendance is the primary goal of
every
professional
sports
franchic;e, and therefore it should
be no different for the White Sox.
The image of Jordan in a Sox
uniform, or on even more T-

shirts, would wtthout a doubt be
a financial success. The number
twenty-three with Jordan's name
on the back of a Sox jersey
would probably be one of the
biggest bits in Chicago since the

Super Bowl Shuffle.
However, just as the Chicago
Bears were never meant to be
musical recording stars, neither is
Jordan meant to be a professional
baseball player
In the past, the game has been
subjected both to players overextending their careers, and attempting to make a return from
retirement. The final result being
that the fan bas bad to suffer the
embarrassment of watching these
players try to achieve something
everyone else knows is impossible. In an attempt to raise interest in the game, baseball in
general
is
bringing
less
credibility to a game which is
held in high regard by those who
are already fans of it If Major
League Baseball wishes lo improve it's fan support, it should
meet the needs and desires of
these fans first, before it goes
searching elsewhere for more
support.
II

January22
Men's Hockey
Lancers 6 RMC 4 (Howie
Thompson, Dwayne Brunet,
Kyle McMillan, Brandon
Boyko, Carlo Capaldi,
Trevor Zachary)
January23
Men's Hockey
Queen· s 4 Lancers 3
(Dwayne Brunet, Trevor
Zachary, Bill Seagris)
Women's Hockey
Lancers 5 Team Michigan I
(Sandra Stigger, Elle Bale,
Sandy Metzger 2, Kerri For-

Athletes of the Week
Female
Giro-Lynn
Girard, a member of the
Lancer Track and Field
team, won two silver medals
at the 1994 Can-Am Classic
in the triple jump and long
jump events. Jn the Jong
jump Girard recorded a per·
sonal best of 5.61 m.
Girard' s performances rank
her second in the CIAU be·
bind
teamate
Kelly
Dinsmore.
Male: Jeff Nekkers, a
member of the men's baSket·
ball team, led the LancetS
with eight rebounds and four
steals, and helped the Lan·
cers in their 74-72 win over
Guelph. He is a studying at
the Faculty of Education.

Lancer Basketball
Averages
PatOsboume
Jeff Nekkers
Jamie Pepper

Matt McMillan
Mark Baggio
Kurtis McGeachy
Krim Lacey
Jason Caul
Mark Koppeser
St.eve Carey
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Jordan from court to diamond?
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Pts.Reb,
16.8 4.4
15.2 7.3
13.2 2.0
11.3 4.3

8.8 6.0
5.8 3.8
4 .6 0.8
4.4 2.4
4.0 3.8
I .3 0.3
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Ta.ken from the side garden of 3028 Alexander
Blvd., Wednesd<W, January 19, 1994, the upper
half of a concrete bird bath. It is of deep
sentimental value to the owners being a
memorial to a family member. The identity of
· two of the people being involved has been
reported by a witness. As this mey have been a
prank, no charges will be laid if the above is
recovered undamaged. OtherWise, criminal
charges will be proceeded with.
For contact, telephone 256-7469

...

Lance photo by Jerry Burrell

And they are off, here in action in a men's long distance race. Teams from both U.S. schools and Canadian
schools competed in what is an annual event at St. Denis Centre.

Lancers do well at Can-Am
Sports Staff

The Lancer track and field team hosted the 13th Annual
Can-Am Track and Field Classic this past weekend at the St.
Denis Centre. Teams from as far away as Dalbousie University
and Lewis University (Illinois) were among the competitors at
the two day event.
Lancer athletes faired well, collecting nine gold medals and
six CIAU qualifying performances. Highlights of the meet included the 1-2-3 fmish for the Lancer men in the 1 000m run.
Steve Radovich captured the gold, and teammates Jason Petro
and Alex MacLeod finished second and third respectively.
Kelly Dinsmore had another outstanding meet, collecting two
gold medals in the triple jump and long jump. Dinsmore established a new meet record in the triple jump with a leap of 12.77
metres.
O'Brian Gibbons was also a double gold winner at the Classic, winning the 60 m against tough competition, and the 300
m, both in CIAU qualifying times. The Lancer's next home
meet will be Feb. 18 when the squad hosts the Team challenge
at the St. Denis Centre.
I!

Can-Am Track Results
Gold Medal Perfonnances
Women

Michelle King ....................... 3000m*
Tracy Higgs ....................... .4x200m*
Marcia Vander Hayden
Kelly Dinsmore
Venolyn Clarke
Kelly Dinsmore ...... Triple Jump*MR
Kelly Dinsmore .............. Long Jump*
Men

O'Bri.an Gibbons....................... 60m*
O'Brian Gibbons.................... 300m*
Steve Radovich ....................... 1000m
Jason Boyle ............................. 1500m
Jon Hammett ........................ .4x800m
Jason Petro
Alex MacLeod
Jason Boyle

1760 Huron Church Line
Hours: Mo n-Sat llam-lam,
Sun l l am-llpm

.&,tfJe tumhriott ~ouije
3140 Sandwich Street - 253-7041

MR denotes mur record
• denotes CIAU Qualifying performance.

SUNDAY BLUES
FEATURING
"BLUES PERSUADERS

11

Friday & Saturday
Feb. 4.5

ROUGH ENGLISH

JAPAN

BRl'TAIN

9:00pm - 1:OOam every Thurs, Fri & Sat
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Standings

UNISEX
Hairstyling

Hockey
West divisionW L T p
Laurier ....................... 15.....2 .... 1 .• 3(
Westcrn ..................... 15 ..... 1 .... 1.. 31
Waterloo ...................... 8 .....6 .... 2 .. 18
WINDSOR .................. 5 ... 10 .... 2 .. 12

Men's Volleyball
OWIAA west w L P

3210 Sandwich (at MIii)
Windsor Ont., N9C 1A8

519-256-8992
Lance photo by Ian Gray

Lancer point guard Karen McCulla (#5) slashes through UWO players.

Z'ad",~~
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FRUIT BEVERAGES

1 Litre Blends

Apple/Raspberry;
Orange/Banana/Strawberry;
Lemon/Lime; Papaya;
Pink Grapefruit

Women now at 5-2
Sports staff

The Lancer women's basketball team is currently in third

place in the OWIAA after beating Guelpb and losing to
Western, at borne this past week.
- The win and loss put the Lancers
record at 5-2, which is good for
third behind Western and Brock.
The Lancers beat the Guelpb
Gryphons on Jan. 23 by a score
of 66-53.
Nancy Gyurcsik scored · 28
points to lead the Lancers. On
Wednesday the Lancers had a
huge task on band, as they played
the University of Western Ontario Mustangs. Western is undefeated in league play and
ranked third in the country.
The Lancers squad did not
believe the hype, as they kept up
with the Mustangs, dominating

Waterloo...................... 7..... 1 .. 14
McMaster .................... 6.....2 .. 12
Westem ....................... 6.....2 .. 12
Launer ......................... 3.... .5 .... 6
Guelph ......................... 3.....5 .... 6
Brock ........................... 2 .....6 .... 4
WINDSOR .................. 2 .....7 .... 4

Women's

them for most of the game at one
point leading 51-50. However,
the Lancers could not keep up as
the Mustangs continually picked
up on Lancer mistakes and went
on a 24-9 run leading to a 81-68
victory.
Dana McCullough led the Lancers with 20 points, while Nancy
Gyurcsik bad 15. Michele
V esprini helped lead the Mustangs as she was the games high
scorer with 30.
The Western team bad good
size yet the Lancers pulled down
34 rebounds compared to
Western' s 22. Windsor showed
aggressiveness as they bad 23 offensive boards which led to good
scoring opportunities.
Head
coach Joanne MacLean was,
"proud of the effort, and happy
with her team's play," after
making Western earn a bard
fought victory.
II

OWIAA west W L P
WINDSOR ................ 11..... 1 .. 22
Lakehead ..................... 9 .... .1 .. 18
Brock........................... 6 .....3 .. 12
Western ....................... 6.... .4 .. 12
Guelph ......................... 3 .....6 .... 6
Waterloo...................... 3 .....7 .... 6
McMaster .................... 2.....8 .... 4
Laurier ......................... 0 ... 10 ....0

On Jan. 23 the Lancers played their final home
match defeating Guelph in three straight sets.
It was also the last home game in the Lancer
coaching career of Head Coach Marge Holman,
who will be retiring after coaching the Lancers
since 1973, and the last game for assistant coach Jan
Caverzan who will also be stepping down.The team
improved it's record to 11-1, good enough for first
in the OWIAA west division.

-

'

Men's Basketball
OUAA west

W L P

McMaster .................... 5 .....0 .. 10
Western ....................... 4 ..... 1 .... 8
Lakehead ..................... 4 .....2 .... 8
Waterloo...................... 3..... 4 .... 6
Brock ........................... 2 .....2 .... 4
Guelph ................... - .... 2 ..... 3 ....4
WINDSOR .................. 1.... .4 .... 2
Lauri er ......................... 0..... 5 .... 0

A
wi
ec

Women's
OWIAA west W L P
Brock.. ......................... 5 .....0 .. 10
Western ....................... 6 .....0 .. 12
WINDSOR .................. 5 .....2 .. 10
Waterloo...................... 4 .....5 .... 6
Lakehead ..................... 3 .....3 .... 6
Mc Master .................... 2.....4 .... 2
Guelph ......................... 1.....5 .... 2
Lauri er ......................... 1.....8 .... 2

Wonien in first, nien still alive
Sports staff

I

On Jan. 26 the Lancers travelled to Alumni Hall
and defeated the Mustangs three games to one.
Leading the way for the Lancers were Jodi
Beaugrand with 20 kills, and Renee Michels with
13.
The men's beat Western for the second time this
year, keeping their playoff hopes alive. The Lancers
won 10-15, 15-11, 15-10, and 15-6. Leading the
way for the Lancers were Dean Mailloux with 15
kills, Paul Wilkerson 13, Steve Ray bad seven
blocks and seven kills, and Derek Michels bad six
kills and 11 blocks.
m
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* Custom Order Guarantee *
10 Days or less or Its FREE
Campus Outfitters
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Yes, CFS best for
U of W students

No, CFS is just too
bureaucratic

Steve Alexander and Jon Ricci

By J. Jason Clemens

Special to the Lance

Special to the Lance

What is the Canadian Federation of Students? Why do I pay them
CFS-0, previously CFS and OFS was fonned to assist and coor$7 a year? What can they do for me?
dinate lobbying activities with government on matters dealing with
At a ~e. when the s.tu?ent body has many questions about our education and to facilitate the sharing of information and resources
membe~sh1p m .the CFS, 1t 1s the obligation of the elected student rep- among member schools. I strongly believe that CFS-0 is incapable of
resent~11ves to inform and educate the student body on issues as well formulating and articulating a clear and practical vision of education. I
as avail them to the services of student governments at Windsor and in believe the objectives and the very structure of CFS-0 have become
the greater provincial and national community.
incompatible with today's average student.
The .Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) and the Canadian
CFS-0 maintains a policy of zero tuition and increased funding to
Federauon of Students Ontario (CFS-0) is a cooperative owned and support living costs which was established decades past. Not only is
oper~te~ by over 70 schools on the national level and 25 on the this policy idealistic and impractical due to current government fmanprovrncial level.
ces and tax levels but it negates the ability of CFS-0 to represent stuThe federation, founded in
dents on an equal basis with other
1972, has evolved into a large
lobbying groups.
cooperative of services and
During 1991-92 and 1992-93
government activity. It has led the
CFS-0 allocated more time and
charge against racism, university
resources to dealing with the issue
inaccessibility, and other educaof gay and lesbian rights in
tion related matters that afflict
Canada than it did to fonnulating a
Canadian institutions.
pragmatic alternative to governBefore 1993, the federal.ion had
ment suggested education reform.
taken a different direction,
Gay and lesbian right,; is an imporhowever; it had decided to contant issue which should not be cliscentrate more on broader social iscontinued. However CFS-0 bas a
sues than on issues that directly
larger responsibility to prioritize
affected the climate in our classits objectives and resources in
rooms. This had caused many, inorder to adequately represent the
cluding ourselves, to become
majority of its members on educadisillusioned with it, confused
tional issues. ln a period of rising
The Canadian Federation of Students-Ontario is asking memwith the ignorance of its original
deficits. reduced government funJbers across the province to increase their fees from $7 to $11.
purpose, as well as dubious about
ing, and increasing number of stuSAC at U of W bad planned Lo run a referendum on the issue in
its future.
dentc; attending post-secondary
February, but has since decided to wait until next year (please see
After all, the federation was
institutions and all of the other
Campus Clips, pg. 5).
formed to follow and act on issues
problems facing education, CFS-0
This forum is intended to give student pols a chance to give
affecting education in Canada; not
is required to respond in a
their views on the issue, to foster discussion over the next year on
world peace!!
coherent, educated manner. Inwhether or not we should remain members of CFS. - Editor
Many individuals in the provinstead, CFS-0 executives have alcial university community were
lowed special interest groups to
beginning to second guess CFS; several high profile schools ter- control its agenda and move the focus away from education and
minated their membership and others who were not members refused towards Sl)ecial interest driven initiatives.
to join.
I will however condede that within the la<;t year CFS-0 executives
The federation was in a state of turbulence until individuals came have made a conscious effort to attend to the needs of individual
along willing to resume the old course of the CFS. Led by Emme schools and lo education in a broader context. However. I believe this
Onohua of CFS-0 and Carl Gillis of CFS, lhe federation refocused iL'i change has been necessitated by the increa<;ing number of schools who
efforts on services, as well as engaging in a high level of personal con- are contemplating withdrawal from the federation rather than a
sultation with student government leaders around lhe province and genuine embracement of change
country.
The critical question then is whether or not CFS-0 given its current
Onohua has visited Windsor three times: Gillis twice. As well. the state could alter itself and re-create a federal.ion dedicated to reprefederation organized workshops with the Minister of Education and senting iLc; members nationally and provincially on matters of student
parliamentary education critics, which SAC attended
interests in a reasonable manner 1 strongly believe that given the curNew services were introduced; the new campus handbook program, rent situation in the Canadian educational system that CFS-0 is far too
improved drug coverage, and regular press releases informing lhe bureaucratic and hierarchical to respond to the changes and requiremember locals of recent lobbying efforts and government activity.
ments a national or provincial federation requires.
Further, the current services were made more available, such as the
I believe that instituuons wilh similar characteristics, for instance
International Student Identification Card. Travel Cuts discount travel schools like U of W, Brock. Lakehead and Laurentian, all with a
service for students, and the improved Student Saver program.
medium population and a wide variety of programs should form coaliThe new and personal approach of the CFS hac; been well received tions to deal with common problems.
around the province and country, and with the recent election of Jason
I believe the national federation. CFS should be abolished and
Hunt, former president of McMaster as the chair of CFS-0. we are en- replaced by a much more informal coalition of provincial, regional
sured that educational access for all Ontarians is at the forefront of the and/or individual school representatives. This type of federation would
again require substantially less funding and would be more in line with
university agenda.
So, what do you get for your seven dollars? You have a choice; you the opinions and beliefs of it<; constituentc;. The role and magnitude of
can buy a large pack of smokes, a couple beers in the pub, or you can the national federation should be significantly less than those of its
ensure that your views are adequately represented and professionally provincial counterparts since the scope of issues dealing with educaadvocated by full time students chosen by all of the universities in On- tion on a federal level is drastically less than the number on a provintario while still being able to afford the aforementioned sundries in the cial level due 10 the fact that education is principally a provicial
responsibility.
first place!
I therefore urge all students eligible to vote at the U of W to reject
Sure Windsor could join the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance but what can they do for Windsor? They have no chairperson, CFS-O's proposal to increase their fees from $7.00 per student to
no se~ices and advocate exorbitant tuition increases. Sounds like a $11 00; referendum to be held next year. J further urge students to congood vehicie to further student interests (if you are currently smoking tact their representatives and the executives of the student associations
I!
a 'jay'!).
. I! 10 express opinions about to maintaining membership in CFS-0.
J.
Jason
Clemens
1s
a
student
councillor
and
former
vice
president
Steve Alexander and Jon Ricci are the vice president and president
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AROUND CAMPUS

Are you satisfied
with the quality of
education you are
receiving?

'University
educa6on

:s too
accessible. Therefore the
rising cost of education.·

Mike Drago
Year Ill International
Relations

UNO,
because
in
respect
to Biology the department is
IIKierstaffed, poorly funded
and most of the equipment is
ootdated. •

Marco Cervi
Year IV Biology

'No,
because
Ican't get into certain classes
that I need to graduate.·

Michelle Kwan
Year Ill Psychology

'I'm
happy
with the
't::Jity because in my faculty
classes are small and
teacher-student interaction is
favourable. Tuition is too high."

Henry Clarke
Biochemistry Grad.

of the Students' Administrative Council.

finance for SAC.

..

The Lance. January 31. 1994. page 16.

Letters to the Editor

People miss
point of pot
Dear Editor,
In regard to last weeks opinion
question
"Do
you
think
marijuana should be legalized?" I
feel that people are not considering the real issue at band here
which is, "Does the government
have the right to tell me what I
can put into my body?"
As a mature, responsible and
peaceful citizen I feel that I
should have the option of legally
using marijuana. I feel that the
ways in which I choose to alter
my nervous system should be my
decision
and
not
the
government's. This is not a
political issue about drugs, this is
a neuropolitical issue concerning
personal freedom and choice.
Contrary to popular opinion
marijuana is not harmful, it bas
hundreds of environmental and
medical uses which have been
present in almost every culture
on every continent with the exception of Antarctica (which is
more than can be said for legal
alcohol). People for thousands of
years across the planet have used
cannabis peacefully and productively, yet in spite of an Interim
Report of the Canadian Govern-

ment Commission of Inquiry
during the 1970's which recommended the abolition of criminal
penalties for pot use, it is still il- .
legal in 1994 (1984?) in this
great libertarian nation of ours.
It is sad and insulting that in
this cybernetic age we are only
allowed to use what drugs
Ronald (read Nancy) Reagan said
we could use back in the good
old 80' s, tobacco, alcohol and
caffeine (and what good, healthy
drugs they are!). My poin_t is this
-- your drug of choice may not be
my drug of choice, so please have
the common courtesy and respect
to not tread on my personal
freedoms with your self-serving
laws and beliefs. Please take note
all future lawyers, doctors,
teachers and legislators attending
this university.
Kenneth Getty Jr.
Year ID English .

Pot laws violate
personal rights
Dear Editor,
In regards to your article on
the decriminalization of hemp, I
say bravo to the Lance's openmindedness. As an educated 'potsmoker', I have understood the
plant's medicinal as well as in-

dustrial uses for many years.
As a group, we are constantly
having to worry about being
busted (yeah, yeah, comes with
the territory!), but more importantly, it is a violation of personal
rights. The government is telling
us what we should do with our
bodies and I don't feel that is
right I also don't believe the
government should be able to ban
our trade magazine High Times.
With
all
of
the
'legal
pornography' available to the
masses, I don't see our magazine
being anywhere near as bad.
Fact - if you are arrested with
a copy High Times magazine in
Canada, you will receive a
greater fine (usually $500) than
an arrest for possession of a
prohibited substance.
I believe that drugs destroy
lives. But not all drugs. Alcohol
kills thousands every year, but its
legal. I think that society in
general bas been misinformed
about hemp and should reconsider its views.
As for myself, I have a · fulltime job at a big-three automotive company, and attend the U
of W. Do I sound burnt to you? If
l do, you just weren't listening.
Legalize It!!
Andrew Ambroise
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Where we set the standards

Student discowits on Swidays
551 PELISSIER • OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS • 973-4977
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Canada's only student owned
travel agency, Travel CUTS
now makes it easier for ALL
students to take advantage
of our special products and
super budget prices:

-381.cu1s

cA'-'- 1 .soo

STUDENT FLIGHTS • INTERNATIONAL STUDENT IDENTllY CARD • RAllPASSES
TOURS •STUDENT WORK ABROAD PROGRAMME• LANGUAGE COURSES

,

Thste Ontario's
Sweetest with yours!
., I

Right herejn the heart of Windsor, Down Cellar Bistro
i~ awakeningpalates with the Tastes of Ontario!
CelebrJMJ,~ing with a Frencll influence and a
discrim~sel,tdion of Ontario's best v-mtages.

CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

l S)S)
<l.

Oka)',
whatdld
you do last

summer? Old

386 computer system with al least
1 megaram and 40 megabytes.
Please call Brent at 256-7474 to
"seal a deal."

<\Ul)
l""r',
-l.. 1

I NS
Q

you go where no
man has gone before?
Did you drive a stock car?
Old you perform for thousands
of people? NOT? Well, there"s
always THIS Summer. You can do any
of these things and get paid for It!
tt·s Just too cool.
Paramount Parks Is holding auditions
for the 1994 Summer Season at Paramount
Canada"s Wonderland. We need experienced
technicians, Singers, dancers, characters,
actors, and variety performers of all types.
If you're over 16, call 905/832-7454, or
write: Paramount Canada's Wondertand
9580 Jane Street. P.O. Box 624, Vaughan,
Ontario L6A 1$6. Paramount Parks
would like to tum )'Our summer
break Into your big
breakl

SERVICES

'fVPING
• Papers • Reports
(APA & other styles)
•Resumes• Letters
Cash, Visa or MC
For specials student rates
call Roni at 253-5501

HELP WANTED ]
Exciting
new
business
opportunity!
Summer
joo
managers required coast to coast
Excellent resume experience, low
risk high profit selling and instalNng
inground irrigation systems. Call
Student Sprinklers 1-800-265-7691.

Wanted: loving, creative, sensible,
patient babysitter for a 3 yr. old g~
given to great flights of imagination
Enthusiasm for playing pretend a
must. Also, a talent for reading
aloud. Mon.-Fri. Hours negotiable
Call Marie or Tim at 256-3585.

The Lan~ can always use
volunteers to write, lay od,
photograph or draw. Come to our
staff meetings on Mondays at 6 pm
All are welcome.
Rre you attracted to people
of the

me seH?

You are not alone~
There's a

Youth Group
for you.

,--,,,-..............,____:.:;.
c......::.;all for information 977-6583
[BUSSMIleave from the U. starting at 8:30pm

Call

n

973-49\!J

Free Parking Next Door 801 Ouellette Ave.

for Information.
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Tuesday, February 8

/

+ Special Needs and Accessiblilty
Committee (SNAC) will be meeting at
2:30 pm in Iheir office on lhe 2nd floor of
the CAW Student Centre, refreshments
wiU be available. Everyone is welcome..

Thursday, February 10
Living Our Dreams, a discussion
examining our relationships to God and to
each other, from 1:30 pm to 2:20 pm in
the Campus Ministry Office, 2nd floor of
the CAW Student Centre.
The Ontario Public Interest Research
Group (OPIRG-Windsor),will be meeting
from 4:00 pm to 5:30 pm at the Law
School, room G104, For more info call
Russell at 977-0253.
Assumption University Chapel will be
having Mass at 11 :50 am.

OPIRG presents Sunera Thobani,
president of the National Action
Committee on the Status of Women,
discussing Women, Development
and Reproductive Technology,
b . .

t7 00
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Diversions, a weekfy calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be ~ubmrtte:<1 In writing and include~ phone contact.
Please send submrssrons to: The Lance; Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; Unlversrty of Wrndsor; Windsor, Ontarro; N9B 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edtted. Due to space Jimtts, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.
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The Womyn's Centre hosts a pot luck
supper for Sunera Thobani in the
Womyn's Centre at 5:00 pm, 2nd floor
CAW Student Centre.
Out on Campus will have an information
table in the CAW Student Centre about
Pink Triangle Day . Tickets will be
available for a dance and a Lesbian and
Gay film series.

+ lntervarsity Christian Fellowship
continues discussing Who we are?in
Ambassador Auditorium at 5:30 pm.

.tE Re-activation of the Gregorian Music
Society, all vocalists are invited to
rehearse with the group every Tuesday at
7:30 pm in the Recital Hall of the School
of Music. For information contact Philip
Adamson at 253-4232, ext. 2784.

Does spelling womyn with a "y" piss you
off? Voice your complaints at an open
forum in the Board Room at 11 :30 am.

Blood Donor Clinic in the display area
of the CAW Student Centre from 10:00
am to 6:00 pm, continues on the 9th.

l The Department of English and the
Faculty of Arts presents Professor
Annabel Patterson from Yale University
discussing RevisioningCulture, begins at
4:00 pm in the Oak Room of Vanier Hall

l The Womyn's Centre will show Sisters
in the Struggle at 7:00 pm at the Grad
House, as part of Black Herstory Month.

Wednesday, February 9
! · The Caribbean Students Association
is having a Culture Show audttion in
Madame Vanier Lounge at 5:30 pm.
l The Co-op Education and Student
Placement presents Careers in
Marketing in room 267 of Dillon Hall, from
2:30 pm to 4:00 pm.
$$$ for Art, The World Refugee Crisis:
A Global Challenge, art students on
Canadian campuses are inv~ed to submit
designs illustrating the above theme for
publication in lhe report on the 1994
WUSC Syposium Series. Deadline for
submissions is March 1, 1994. For
information contact Dr. Briggs in the
Political Science Department of U of W.
• Out on Campus meets at 4:30 pm in the
main lobby of the CAW Student Centre,
discussion concerns Pink Triangle Day
events. Also, an open house at Iona
College, 208 Sunset at 8:00 pm.
Healthy Lifestyles Fair, demonstrations
include healthy cooking, line dancing, and
tai chi, from noon to 1:30 pm in the
Ambassador Auditorium of the CAW
Student Centre.

Friday, February 11

l Humanities Research Group presents
Derrick de Kerckhove , discussing
Changing Persecptual Habits: From the
Alphabet to Virtual Reality, beginning
8:00 pm in the Oak Room of Vanier Hall.
§ Garden Weasel perform at the Spotted

Dog!
• The After Effects of Growing up with
Divorced Parents will be discussed in the
Campus Ministry Office, 2nd floor of the
CAW Student Centre. Personal matters
will be treated with strict confidence.
IONA College presents , Death and
Dignity, a symposium for all interested
persons, from 9:30 am to 4:00 pm,
pre-registration (by Feb. 8) is free, fee at
the door is $2.00
Fundralserfor Barbara Perry memorial
scholarship and Lesbian , Gay and
Bisexual Pride committee at the Coffee
House, room 126 in the School of Music,
begins at 12:30 pm.
© Women's basketball versus Lakehead
begins at 6:30 pm at St. Denis Centre.

© Men's basketball versus Lakehead
begins at 8:30 pm at St. Denis Centre.
• Out on Campus and the Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual Pride Committee is having a
Pink Trianale Dav dance, beainnina___at

j

-

~;~,,(~~~

8:00pminMacPhersonLounge,6thfloor
Electa Hall. Tickets are $7.00.

Saturday, February 12
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© Women's basketball versus Lakehead
begins at 6:30 pm at St. Denis Centre.
© Men's basketball versus Lakehead
begins at 8:30 pm at St. Denis Centre.
© Men's volleyball versus Laurier begins at

2:00 pm at St. Denis Centre.
• Windsor Board and Roleplaying
Gaming Society meets in the Rose
Room of Vanier Hall, from noon to 11 :00
pm every Saturday.

Sunday, February 13
Assumption University Chapel will be
having a Mass at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm .
JEStudent Talent Winners' Concert,
winners of a special audition by the
faculty, will perform a solo concerto
movement with accompaniment by the
Windsor Community Orchestra, James
Tamburini conducts, beginning at 8:00
pm at the Capitol Theatre.

Monday, February 14
Out on Campus is having an information
table and an Eat In. Come out and eat
your lunch at our table. Help show our
presence on campus.
JEThe Lebel Gallery presents, She
said ...Women's Stones, works by five
women artists, continues to the 19th.

Tuesday, February 15
l Department of Geology presents Dr.
Stephen E. Kesler discussing Stable and
radiogenic isotope constraints on the
genisis of Appalachian Mississippi
Valley-type deposits, at 4:00 pm m
Memorial Hall, room 214.

l Co-op Education and Student
Placement presents Careers in Sports
Administration, Human Kinetics Building,
room 202 from 2:30 pm to 4:00 pm.

l Doug Hall, a San Francisco-based video
and installation artist will discuss his work,
beginning at 2:30 pm in room 115, LeBel
Building, School of Visual Arts.
Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw

KEY TO SYMBOLS
.tE Visual and performing arts.

l Lectures, seminars, etc.
• Club and society meetings.

! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties. mixers.
© Sporting events.
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Student discounts on Sundays
551 PELISSIER • OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS • 973-4977
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Full time undergrads

'

Who have dropped courses
and now are part time and
no longer covered on the ·
S.A.C. drug plan can
opt in
at the

HUNDREDS OF NEW IMAGES
INCLUDING NEW PENMEN POSTERS

S.A.C. office
CAWSC, 2nd floor

AT

THE IMAGINUS PRINT SALE

on

February 1O and 11, 1994
between
10 am and 4 pm

Date: Feb 1O&11
Hours: 8·8 (Feb 10) 8·5 (Feb 11)
Place: CAW Student Cen~e last Day: Feb 11
,I

NEW THIS YEAR - FRAMES!
AND

3-D IMAGES
Your mother was wrong.
Your eyes WON'T remain permanently crossed.

PENMEN™

-----

BY GARY BLEHM
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Enough administration
already, let's Vote SACtive
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Mission Statement
71-.6 Lance, the student newspaper of
f,e University of Windsor, affirms its role
as an agent of social change, performtg both an educative and activist

luncnon.

l!'ese pnnc1ples are based on those of
h Canadian University Press:
I. 1ne Lance recognizes the diversity in
&'lln1C1ty, culture, gender, sexual onentalon, age, physical and mental ability
and economic status of our audience,
ar-d reflect it in our content.
2. By examining issues and different
~·spectives other media avoid, the
Lance recognizes that many disad1antaged groups in society do not have
eq.11able access to the media We aflll!I our responsibility to give these
groops voice and recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting
against the oppression of soaally, cullJrally, politically and economically
~sadvantaged groups. In add1t1on, we
llppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not print material that
·S sex1s\ racist ageis~ heterosexis~ or
lhat maligns differently-abled peoples or
lhe 8COnomically disadvantaged.
S. The Lance will work against the
«oliferation of conventional and nuclear
a.oms and the systems which promote
llem, which preserve and extend uniust
EO')nom1c and political hegemony,
d~e111ng resources from genuine human

!lieds.
6- The Lance promotes non-violent
~solubon lo any and all disputes.
7- The Lance promotes ecological

r&sponsibifity, both in content and 1n its
day.fo.day workings.

tling address: .......

Telephone:
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of W..........................253-4232 X3909
4
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Tbe grades are in, and again student council bas fallen short of
student' s expectations (See news story, page 5).
For ~e !ast couple of years the Lance bas made an analysis of SAC
executives tenns of office. And one of the constant criticisms is the
lack of vision people who run for student government have. That's
why we are launching a campaign during the election to raise awareness of what an effective and useful student government can do for us.
It used to be that students who had a chance to learn to look at the
~orld critically by goin~ to_ university would speak out against opress1on and stand up for their nghts and the rights of other, less privileged
people_. More recently~ students have had to speak out against an
educatJon system that 1s becoming less and less accessible and more
and expensive.
The Lance sees student activism as an integral pan of the 'student
~xperience', becau5e: it is through action that we gain skills and insight
mto the rest of o~ live~. And furthermore we believe that leadership,
chosen democratically, 1s necessary to focus and concentrate on issues
that affect students.
Our vision of a student movement is one where students from across
the country have an effective network within which they can pool
resources to lobby for quality and accessible education in this·country.
The student goverment should be the hub of action on campus - getting other students involved in the struggle, through information sessions, rallies and protest actions, and coordinating services for students
that otherwise would not be there (like the Womyn's Centre, student
media, Campus Patrol, etc.).
This takes leadership, drive and the ability to motivate other people
to get active. Passivity, or half-baked involvement, like we have witnessed at U of W over the past couple of years, is what keeps many
students uninvolved or uninterested in the student movement. The only
way to change that is to elect an active and committed group to next
year's council.
The focus of the vote SACtive campaign is to encourage students,
first of all to vote for those who will represent them over the next year,
but even further to ensure that the candidate they elect will be an activist for their rights and concerns and not a resume-padding administrator.

Some of the most important things to ask these candidates include
what their vision of an effective student movement is, what sort of action plan they have to represent student interests in relations with the
university administration, the city, provincial and federal governments. And make sure that you are truly satisfied with the answers,
demand a pledge of action on issues like parking, tuition increases,
class size and availibility, and solidarity with other student unions
across the country on these issues.
School spirit is fme, but it is not the job of student government to
promote it. We already have a cheerleading squad, so why have student government do the same when they could be organizing actions
that will help students get an education. The student movement in
Canada is suffering from a lack of organization, action and leadership.
Let's not make it suffer another year of apathy, make sure you vote for
somebody who will actively promote the rights and needs of students.

Letters to the Editor

Grajitti brings
rage
Dear Editor,

I cannot ignore a comment that
was written on a bathroom stall.
It read: "I hate black people, but I
aJso bate white people too." This
statement perhaps represents the
feelings of many people in
today's society. It's not as important the number of people who
feel this way, rather, the
relevance here is that it was written and that it reflects someone's
true feelings (all be them
pathetic).
To whomever feels this hatred,
I have some feelings of my own I
wish to express. The thought of
actually hating black people, and
white people, and any other
people for that matter, fills not
only myself, but what I believe
hundreds of other individuals
with mind consuming rage.
Can there exist a possible and
acceptable explanation that can
justify the above statement?
More importantly, can anyone
tolerate this anymore? The worst
aspect of this is that there were
other comments below this one
mentioned above that were
obscure, and they supported ~d
perpetuated similar offensive
remarks. I will not respond to the
other comments that were written
on that stall for they can be seen
anywhere - even at a university.
Steven Corazza
Year U Sociology

framework which will help students gain the knowledge and
develop the values, attitudes, and
skills to be effective participanis
in a world rapidly becoming
more interdependent and interconnected. I think the main
aspect of education is for the students to achieve a critical frame
of mind. Where the skills are not
the only necessity to have a job,
but one must have th ability to
think critically and logically. It is
not only personal initiative but
also brains which help a person
succeed in life.
The habit of good thinking, as
Bertrand Russell so often stated,
is crucial and permeates all levels
of social existence.
The
universty's role is to try to inculcate crucial survival skills (to
paraphrase a famous maxim: not
to give a fish to a child but to
teach her or him how to fish) that
will eventually build us a world
where it is safe to be human. To
do this, we need to think creatively and to reason properly. I
feel it is the task of the university
to furnish students with courage
to confront the world with a
measured balance of hope and
practical judgement. A go_od
education replaces cocksure ignorance with thoughtful uncertainty.
As Bertrand Russel clearly
stated, "A good life is guided by
knowledge and inspired by wisdom."
Saiira Najak

Year I Political Science

the faintest idea about its supposed constituency. Like it or
not, most students invest in a
university education because it
improves their odds of finding a
secure, meaningful job. I agree
that people should take the opportunity to explore a number of
areas in university, and that they
should be free to express themselves in different ways. But to
imply that acquiring marketable
skills is a shallow and mercenary
approach to education seems
somewhat unfair.
Second, the editorial assllllles
that there is a dichotomy between
personal creativity and the acquisition of skills. This seems to
be the prevailing attitude in
today's education system: that
one does not need to study drawing in order to express one's artistic creativity, or learn how to
construct a sentence in order to
express one's innately brilliant
ideas in writing. This is rubbish.
Creativity and self-expression are
worthless without the skills to
convey them. When I correct my
students' sentence structure, am I
a tool of the capitalist oppressor?
Or am I trying to enhance their
writing skills and, ultimately,
their ability to succeed in their
chosen field of work? Personally,
I prefer the latter interpretation.
But I guess that's just the kind of
false consciousness one would
expect from a stooge of the system.
Prof. Heather Mcivor
Political Science

Habit of good
thinking
crucial

s)cills

Legalized pot
infringes on
rights

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

I was very poeased to see the
article in the Lance called Education for education's sake because
it acknowledged the fact that one
does not have to attend university
to be guaranteed a decent occupation or line of work.
Education is an approach or

I am writing in response to the
editorial on January 31. which argued that universities should
promote "personal develo~ment"
instead of marketable skills. In
the first place. such sentiments
make me wonder if the Lance bas

This is a response to the letter
in the Jan. 31 issue, in which
Kenneth Getty asks for "common
courtesy by not treading on his
personal freedoms with self-serving laws and beliefs." First of all,
laws are not made for one in-

Students need
marketable

dividual but for the good of the
public. Freedom to smoke
marijuana imposes on my rights.
I don't want to smell marijuana
in public places.
I have personal freedoms also,
and I don't feel that it is acceptable that I would have to inhale
the smoke, even though I have
chosen not to personally use the
substance, nor do I feel that
children should have to be exposed to the substance simply because it's legal. Giving marijuana
the legal flag will add further fuel
to the smoke-non-smoker debate,
and create more problems than it
resolves.
Sylvia Eftimova
Year IV Psychology

Need
right-minded
people
Dear Editor,

Sue Morin's letter graphically
described a horrific example of
abuse done to a child. I hope that
she is not trying to use such an
example as justification for abuse
to the unborn child. I find it interesting that she shows such concern for the uterus but none for
the child that the uterus carries.
Pro-life groups who bomb
clinics and terrorize pregnant
women do not act rightly. This
does not mean, however, that
abortion is a just act. Abortionists
are interested in rights for themselves but would deny those
same rights to the unborn. Isn't it
time people became more rightminded instead of rights-minded'>
If that were the case then abortion clinics wouldn't be bombed
and pregnant women wouldn't be
terrorized and the unborn
wouldn't be aborted and children
wouldn't be abused and we
would treat others the way we
would like to be treated - with
deep respect.
Andy Kozak
Computer Centre Staff

.
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Senators called
to take action
By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor

It's hard to get ajob done when you don't know whatiti\
Student senators are stuck in that position every year. But
why does this happen? If one decides to take on a job it follows that they should find out the job description and then
prepare for it.
Yet every year it seems senators are overwhelmed wbtr
they discover the load of rules and regulations which need lr
be firmly grasped to effectively function in the boardroom. A
prior knowledge of by-laws and tabled motions is also nee.
cessary to simply do their job, and still a new uneducated
group annually takes the office.
The problem is that student senators haven't seemed 10
grasp the power which accompanies their position, nor what
that power should be used for. Senators are students repre.
sentatives on a committe which makes all academic related
decisions at the U of W. So senators, in a sense, are man.
dated to take action for students. It is impossible to realize
any power if you do not know what is going on.
Powerlessness is definitely not going to spur activity r(r
students at senate meetings, and if we cannot count on our
representatives to work for us who the hell do we tum to?
In the late sixties, before being granted seats in the senate.
students at the U of W were asking similar questions. Looking around, they realized there was power in their numbers
and held a mass demonstration until representation on senate
was acheived. Understanding that they could make a difference spurred the students on to action.
Students only have to remember their social history to see
that action really can make a difference. According to social
psychologist Albert Bandura, "we enjoy the benefits left b1
those before us who collectively resisted inhumanities and
worked for social reforms that permit a better life. Our own
collective efficacy will, in tum, shape bow future generatioos
will live their lives."
A student voice on senate was difficult to come by and
took collective action to bring about. Now that we have tbe
right we need to use it. Student senators need to care enough
about their job to educate themselves and make things happen, and SAC should work to ensure that this occurs.
If senators continue to disavow the responsibility whicb
accompanies student rights they might as well not take of-

fice.
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his is the profile for
success... it's your profile...
as a management trainee
with Ecars. From day one, we
will groom you to grow. We will
help you build on your natural
drive and savvy and show you
what l takes to succeed with
us. Our proven program will
arm you with all the knowledge
and strategies you will need,
and our promote-from-within
policy spearheads your career
climb.

cars is a U.S. based
company seeking qualified
candidates for present
expansion into Canada under
the fla9ship of Enterprise
Companies. If you've earned a
university degree and are
eager to demonstrate your
talents, we have openings
available now within the
Southwest Ontario area. First
year earnings are $22,250 +,
with earning potential up to
$SO.OOO within year 2 to 4, plus
an excellent benefits package.
Please submit your resume
and cover letter to the student
placement centre, attention
Personnel Coordinator.
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• Family Dentistry
• Sleep Dentistry
• Cosmetic Dentistry

• Dental Implants
• Emergency Care
• Crowns & Bridges

~2!~!2!~257-5\210
Valuiated Parking
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ou're a high-powered individual with lots of initiative
and a thirst for success.
You believe in yourself,
your abilities, and want
the chance to move
forward .•.•.• .fast.
You
want to receive tangible rewards for your
efforts, and you want to know
that the energy that you put
into your wor1< can take you to
the top.

p

Presents

1993-1994 Distinguished Speaker Series
on

Technology and Culture

Derrick de Kerckhove
McLuhan Program
University dfToronto

Changing Perceptual Habits:
From the Alphabet to Virtual Reality

Feb~uary 15, 1994
Friday, February ll, 1994
8:00 p.m.
Oak Room - Vanier Hall
For information, phone (S19) 253-4232. Ext. 3508
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• Papers • Reports
(APA & other styles)
• Resumes• Letters
Cash, Visa or MC
For special student rates
Call Roni at 253-5501

onl

J

Typing, typing, typing: fast, accurate, WP 5.1 - $1.50/page - APA
format, legal format (McGill cttation)
- laserprinting available - call 2564848.

Vegetarian cooking classes; five
evenings starting Februa,y 16th at
6:00 pm; $125.00 includes notes,
suppers and discounts; please call
254-3272.
Aromatherapy workshop: the COS·
metic and therapeutic use of assen·
tial oils, Februa,y 20th from 11 :00 am
to 2:00 pm; $30.00 please call 2533768.
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Exciting new business oppor·
tunity! Summer job managers required coast to coast. Excellent
resume experience, low risk HIGH
PROFIT selling and installing in·
ground irrigation systems, call: STlJ.
DENT
SPRINKLERS
1·800-265-7691.
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PERSONALS

1. The Dish Smashing Vicar
2. The Three Laws (& zero)
3. All the Diamonds in the World
4. Storms in Africa
5. Radio Suck; 89X sucks absolutely
6. Manufacturing Consent
SWM, 23, would like to meet cinnamon girl for whom any of the
above means anything at all. Reply
to "Amanuensis." c/o the Lance.
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SAC short on
action, long on
administration
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CAMPUS CLIPS

Pranksters in Mac
In an episode now deemed

[Ancegate, the residents on
!he third floor of MacDonald
Hall sought revenge on a
known prankster, Dinesh
Sachdev, a first year Political Science student. The
residents crammed his room
with crumpled-up copies of
17,e Lo.nee.
When Sachdev returned to
his room after dinner on Jan.
28 he said "it just looked like
asea of newspaper."
Sachdev and his roommate Steven Sand were
forced to find other accornodations for the night.
The two later stuffed 12 garbage bags full of copies of
the student paper.
Doug Emery, the RA said,
"this sort of prank happens
every year. I guess they
thought they were being unique." Emery also said the
residents had been secretly
stockpiling newspapers over
three or four weeks, so that
the volumes wasted were not
only from the latest edition.
Plans have been made to
recycle the sea of newspaper
but Elaine Saunders, advertising and business manager
at The Lance isn't satisfied
"Advertisers take out ads
based on how many students
and possible consumers will
see their ads that week," explained Saunders "It's also
really sad to see there's little
appreciation for the time and
effon that goes into Th£
lance by staff and volunteers."
Residence manager, Terry
Hoc!geson said be was looking into the situation, and
hopes to find those involved.

Recyling protest
Residence students have
been asked to mail their
trash to the director of student services, to protest slow
movement on their recycling
program.

Although students have
been putting their cans and
bottles in blue bins they have
not been recycled.
"Our
physical
plant
department has yet to arr~ge a formal contract to
pick up these recyclables,"
Stated a memo from Jen
Jackson and Dave 2.aritzky.
the two environmental commissioners. They hope that if
Students send crushed cans
10. Dave McMurray, the adlltinistration will be forced to
take action on the issue.

By the end of the month, U of
W students will have elected
their new student government.
This evaluation is not meant to
slam outgoing executives, but to
lend insight into what sort of person would do well in SAC. This
will help students decide which
candidates best represent their interests in council. (See this
week's editorial on the Lance's
Vote SACtive campaign.)

Lance photo by Momiko Hino

Jon

Ricci.

President
Jon Ricci' s election campaign
centred on four issues: the termination of fee increases, a solution to the parking problem,
upgrading SAC communication
with students, and pumping up
campus spirit. Ricci· s addressed
each issue, but made serious mistakes along the way.
On short notice, Ricci did what
be could to help organize an antituition rally. He also helped run a
petition campaign to encourage
the Senate to condemn a Council
of Ontario Univeristies' discussion paper, which called for a 50
percent hike in tution.
Recently, his stance on the
issue softened. By watering down
the original motion, calling for
more discussions rather than outright condemnation of the report,
Ricci indicated he lacks the will
to stand up to Senate, leaving
them with the impression that
students are divided on the issue.
A true students' union wouldn't
have made that mistake.
Ricci blundered again in supporting an $8 OOO cutback to the
CAW Student Centre's operating
hours, leaving students without a
place for late night studying.
SAC plans to show the U ofW
and the City of Windsor that students are fed up with the hassles
created by permit-parking. Ricci
could have asked the city for a
two-week grace period in September. Since he didn't. many
students were welcomed to the
93-94 year with $75 fines. Why
did students have to wait until
now for action on parking?
Ricci has gone out of bis way
to communicate in making himself available to students. going
door to door, speaking at
residence meetings. SAC FAX

bulletin boards, etc. Also, in the
battle against tuition increases he
contacted other university student
councils. But he should have
made more use of CFS. There is
no excuse for failing to send
delegates to National Students·
Day and not taking on a campaign to save visa students·
OHIP coverage.
The biggest communication
problem Ricci bas faced is within
council and should have been addressed long ago. A rift on council quickly turned into political
games, making it bard to get
through a meeting, let alone getting things done. Ricci's promise
to pump up campus spirit gives
an idea of what much of his term
has been about. Contests like
"President for a Day," and events
like the Chrisnnas dinner for students who couldn't make it home
for the holidays, show that he
wants people to enjoy the U of
W. That's not enough. School
Spirit and Student Activism, like
cheerleaders and change, are two
very different things. Ricci has
done several things which hint he
may have some activist blood in
his veins (more than some past
SAC presidents) - but he appears to appease whoever tugs on
his ears the hardest. Though the
results can be good (granting
SAC commissioners more independence), it's scary to think of
the other possibilities. Ricci
promised to create a "Spirit Coordinator" position, which he
would better fit than the one he
currently holds.

Lance photo by Momiko Hino

Steve Alexander.

VP university affairs
It's February and Steve
Alexander still has bis job - a
surprise considering he was
threatened with impeachment
before he took office.
A VPUA is supposed to be a
student advocate who acts as a
liason between students and the
administration in academic and
financial matters. Several councillors have stated that Alexander
misunderstood his position completely. Running on many of the
same platforms as Ricci. though
his position did not empower him
to act on them, Alexander hac;
been accused of misrepresenting
SAC.
While some who called for his
impeachment had a personal vendetta, the truth is that he never
had a clue what he was supposed
to be doing. As a result. SAC
passed a motion that takes away
the right of students to vote for

who they think is best suited for
the position.
"Joe Student" had many
problems with his portfolio. SAC
Environmental
Commissioner
Jennifer Jackson called for
Alexander's dismissal after he
failed to include information
about the new recycling program
in the Campus Compass.
Alexander was also criticized for
cost overruns in the student
guide, accepting gifts from administration, an expensive breakfast for Shinerama volunteers,
rigging petitions, etc.
It is hard to tell how many of
Lance photo by Momiko Hino
these allegations are true or
Kevin
Soucie.
relevant, but Alexander made
himself an easy target. To his
VP finance
credit, he endured the attacks.
SAC vice president finance
Alexander's biggest project
this year academically is the Peer Kevin Soucie is paid to set up a
Tutoring program, which has budget and make sure that it is
been slow m developing. met. In that respect, Soucie has
However, he has failed to con- earned his pay.
Soucie, who is far less political
tinue working on some of the
more important initiatives started than his predecessor Jason
by last year's VPUA, John Stout. Clemens, should be more accesLast year everyone was buzzing sible. The Lance waited for
about "writing across cur- months to go over the budget
riculum," a reform that would en- with Soucie, and even then only
hance students' general writing given a summarized version.
SAC Finance regulations
skills. Sadly, it has dropped from
restrict some information from
sight.
Alexander's problems have becoming public knowledge. But
hung over SAC like a dark cloud. students' money fmances the
"corporation" and they have
The tension weakened SAC.
Regardless,
many
of every right to know where every
Alexander's philosophies do not last penny is spent, and should
suit the position be holds. I..:ike insist on this.
Who is SAC Finance accountpast execs, he doesn · t like to confront administration. He thinks able to? Even Ricci and
that students' problems are Alexander aren •t privy to some
solved by working closely with of the information in the budget,
the U of W. Admirable, but un- and have grumbled that the
finance department ''has a disrealistic.
Working closely with ad- proportionate amount of power."
ministration (which supports
General Council
huge fee bikes) helps a councillor
This year's council bas been
get nice references on a resume
attending meetings, but 1t' s
- it is also selling out students.
February. and like other years
Student senators
many reps still don't know
The Senate is the body that ul- what's going on.
Too many students aren't sure
timatley makes all academic related de.cisions at the U of W. how they can use SAC to address
This year's crop of student issues. Some of the blame must
senators, Paula Davis. Doug fall on silent student reps who
Brink and Gabriel Maggio and have who have not been in conJon Ricci, hasn't had the chance tact with their constituents. SAC
to do much. There have only should set up seminars to teach
incoming members the .ropes, and
been three meetings.
Bringing concerns about the students who thinking about runReport on Traditional Prejudice ning for SAC positions should
and Discrimination to a Decem- first attend meetings and talk to
ber Senate meeting indicates that students. If SAC is ever to be
they don't yet have a grip on the taken seriously, it must be made
Senate's operations. The fact that up of councillors who can step
senators needed to have Ianni into their jobs with an undertake them by the hand to intro- standing of the issues.
Petty personal politics are the
duce them to other student reps
shows they lack leadership or order of the day. Social Science
even a general knowledge of rep Kristine Robinson (former
what they are supposed to be SAC presdident) and husiness
rep Jason Clemens (fonncr vice
doing.
Most students don· t know president finance) went to
what is going on in student lengths to make things difficult
government because their repre- for this year's executive. who
criticized the fonner's regime.
sentatives don't either.
It bas been customary for stu- They can say it wasn't personal.
dent senators to get elected and But both were all smiles when
then start figuring out what their council passed a motion threatenJobs are. This must change if stu- ing to impeach Alexander. Indents are ever to have a strong fighting wastes time and energy
that council should use to serve
voice in academic matters.
the student. who are bt!commg
If students are concerned about
issues such as oversized classes. increasingly skeptical
As long as students feel out of
lack of courses available, makmg
courses more culturally diverse. touch with their student governdemand that senators are aware ments. there can be no student
movement.
I!
of these issues.
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Housing report
completed
By Kevin de Jong
News Staff

Lance photo by Momiko Hino

Not many International Assemblies can claim to be as amusing and enjoyable as the 12th session of
the Model United Nations. Many serious issues were debated in the annual event, where students pose
as UN members to spur debate about international issues.
In dealing with the crisis in Somalia, many attempts were made to remove the U.S. from 'the debacle'.
Yet all members supported the continued need for humanitarian aid.
Students also took issue with Indonesia's continued acceptance in the U.N., due to issues of nuclear
waste disposal and security council reform.
All in all, the hard work of the Director (Chris Kierkus), the U.N. committee meri:1bers, and the colourful
debate provided by the participating students made for a great weekend. Special thanks go to guest
chairs Donald Briggs, Bruce Burton, and Zbigniew Fallenbuchl.
- Margaret Gold

U of W's Student Housing
Committee bas completed its
report on the off-campus housing
situation.
The report consists of 11
recommendations, ranging from
the expansion of the housing
registry to educational seminars
for residence and off campus students. It will be presented to SAC
at the Mar. 10 meeting.
The committee set out to
replace recommendations of a
similar 1992 report which were
never implemented according to
co-chair Jason Clemens.
By attempting to pass the
report before the new SAC executive takes over, the committee
is aiming to get the recommendations in place as quickly as possible.
The committee plans to hire a
coordinator to implement the
programs. The expanded housing
registry database may include
comprehensive listings, including
room sizes, accessibility, and

location to campus.
According to co-chair Corrina
Thomson,
expanding
!be
database will make it easier r~
students find a suitable hou.1e
while at the same time "inspiring
landlords to keep mainten~
up, because of an increase ill
competition."
Thomson said that the commit.
tee hopes that student<; wiJJ even.
tuall y be able to come in with a
set of criteria and receive a listot
houses that matches, thus "saving
time for everybody involved."
The report also includes plans
to educate students with se~
"before problems occur" accoro.
ing to Clemens.
The committee plans to U5e
seminars to instruct studen~
about what to look out for, and to Merr
give them "support they baveo'1
bad in the past", be said.
Members hope that money
spent on housing programs will
recouped through listing fees f<r
landlords, grants, and by selling
the completed database system to
other universities.
1
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Caravan to bring medical supplies to Cubans
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

., /

Local church, labour and
peace activists will be standing
up to the American government
on Feb. 26. They are challenging
a 33-year-old U.S. economic
blockade of Cuba, and hope to
bring much needed medical,
educatiooaJ and other supplies to
the poor country.
In Windsor, the Social Justice
Coalition is gearing up for the
event by getting activists ready to
welcome the Caravan and see
that it makes it smoothly over the
border.
Margaret
Villamizar,
a
spokesperson for the coalition,
said "We're hoping to have
people at the tunnel - and we
would like to make it clear to the
American government that we
support them (the Caravan)."
The coalition recently sent letters to government and opposition members in the House of
Commons, asking why the
Canadian representative at the
United Nations abstained in a
vote condemning the blockade.
In the past Canada bas supported
lifting the blockade, and the
abstention is somewhat of a
mystery, and something, "we just

can't agree with," said Villamizar.
Windsor's Labour Council has
also endorsed the project, as has
the Ontario Federation of Labour.
This is the third U.S./Cuba
Friendsbipment Caravan, which
will unite American, Canadian
and Mexican activists trying to
bring aid to Cuba. "When you
look at the effects of the blockade, for a country just twice the
size of Metro Toronto, it is
devastating," said Sarah Chantal,
the Toronto Caravan organizer.
She explained that before the
fall of the Soviet Union, Cubans
enjoyed an excellent heath care
and education system. By losing
this trading partner, they lost
about 85 percent of their trade.
And under American law,
specifically Torticelli legislation,
trading with Cuba is almost impossible.
Most of Cbantal's worlc is
done in Canada with Worker to
Worker, a trade union solidarity
group, but she sees merit in
working with U.S. counterparts.
"This is what American activists
wanted to do, so we support
them. If what we can do can help
them in their struggle it is important to help them."
One of those activists is lg-

nacio Meneses, who works with
Detroit's Justice for Cuba Coalition. "The aim of the Caravan,"
be says, is to "challenge the inhuman and illegal blockade to
Cuba," adding that the United
Nations, the World Health Organization and Latin American
presidents have condemned it.
''The [law) tells other countries
not to trade with Cuba. It is interfering with Cuba's sovereignty,"
argues Meneses, citing that the
blockade is also on medicine.
Aid can only enter Cuba if the
U.S. knows where it is going.
It's effects are felt in Canada
too. U.S.-owned branch plants
commonly
adhere
to
the
American law for trading with
Cuba, and as Chantal puts it,
"Canada Customs officers are enforcing the U.S. law," she said,
noting a search on a previous
shipment of supplies at Pearson
International Airport bound for
Cuba. "They were looking for
first generation computers. There
is nothing in Canadian law
against sending them."
Nationally, the Friendshipment
Caravan is being organized by
Pastors for Peace, based in Minnesota. There, Gerry Condon, the
national coordinator for the
group is organizing other border

crossings in British Columbia,
Manitoba and Quebec.
The Caravan will have 13 different routes, passing through
140 cities in the U.S. and
Canada. Over 200 people are involved, and Condon hopes that
many people will be out to support the border crossings, especially at Windsor/Detroit "It will
be a more difficult one, because
it will be the only crossing into a
major American city," be said,
adding that public support on
both sides of the border will
make the crossing smoother.
An inspector at U.S. Customs
in
Detroit
said
that,
"humanitarian aid can pass freely
through the U.S. as long as it is
for humanitarian reasons and
made at no charge." It is up to the
officers to decide how it should
be resolved. He said "medicine
would be humanitarian. Bicycles
and computers wouldn't."
The blockade is enforced by
the Office of Foreign Assets
Control, a division of the U.S.
Treasury Department. A customs
official in Houston, Texas bas
been trying to deal with Pastors
for Peace. But part of the protest
is to refuse to get licenses for
their goods to defy the law. "If
they bring any restricted items, or
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if they bring items needing a per·
mit, they will have to go through
the process, and some things may
be seized" the customs official
said.
"The embargo is the center·
piece of a policy that causes a
great deal of suffering for 11 million Cubans... We cannot participate in any aspect of such a
policy," said Pastors founder
Rev. Lucius Walker.
Endorsement of the Caravan
by Detroit City Council gives
Condon
some
hope tha1
Americans are learning from Ille
Caravan's work. "This is happen·
ing a fair amount across lhe
country - more and more peo~e
are learning about and travelling
to Cuba. Hopefully the govern·
ment is getting the message."
He's
pleased
with the
Canadian
support for Ille
Caravan. He notes that last ye21
there were problems getting
some supplies over the border.
but that the real border problel]})
come when crossing the border
into Mexico at Laredo, Texas.
Last year's Caravan welll
through without trouble, exceJ.'(
for one bus. Activists staged a
23-day hunger strike to pressute
the government to allow tbe oos
through.
I
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Grad students respond
to tuition hike paper
renly operating in Australia.
"Students on the plan would have
News Staff
to begin paying interest on their
In a report releac;cd last week, student loans from Day I a.c; a
the Graduates Student Society fin,l year undergrad," said Wu.
has condemned the Council of The response stresses that thi-;
Ontano Universities (COU) reform would not be necessary
proposal for a 50 percent increase were the "draconian" tuition inin tuition fees as an attack on the creases not implemented.
accessibility to post-secondary
The council is currently co-oreducation.
dinating iLc; efforts to oppose the
David Wu. the the society's proposals with undergraduate and
social chrector sees cou· s part-time councils on campus.
proposals as flawed and counter- and with the Canadian Federation
producuve. "This type of reform of Students and the National
I don't see as beneficial. It allows Graduates Association. To solve
for government contributions to current underfunding of the
post-secondary education steadi- university system they want to
ly decline while student contribu- work with other groups like the
tions continue to increase."
U of W's administration and the
Wu noted the changes would faculty association.
adversely affect the participation
"We'd certainly like to work
of lower socio-economic groups, with Dr. Ianni and others to find
such as low income students and a more constructive approach to
women, in universities.
financing education," said Wu.
"It's based on the premise of a "The COU's demands are ungood job after graduation," said realistic."
history rep Steve Oakes, "which
"The COU is always comparis no longer assured (by) holding ing us with U.S. schools," added
a degree."' Oakes said in the cur- Oakes. "It should be the opposite,
rent economic climate, grads are even though we are underfunded
finding themselves with low- at this juncture."
Recently acclauned GSS presipaying jobs unrelated to their
studies, if they find a job at all.
dent Joe Estevez. disagrees with
The response also criticizes the a zero per cent increase in tuition
propsed restructuring of student as much as a 50 per cent.
"I acknowledge that there are
loans to an Income Contigient
Repayment Plan, a system cur- problems with university fund-

By Dave McCullough
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t,lerrbers of Out on Campus cut out triangles for Pink Triangle Day.
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Celebrating gay
pride at U of W
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By Momiko Hino
Associate Photo Editor

Out on Campus, U of W' s gay,
bbian and bisexual student
group, is holding a series of
events to make sllldents aware of
pet· li)OeS of preJudice based on
:>ugh iexuality and to celebrate Pink
may Triangle Day (Feb. 14).
Joe Murphy, the group's presitn~ said Pink Triangle Day
celebrated throughout North
America), serves to commemorate those who were viclllllS of Nazi-hatred during World
War II due to their sexual
ireference.
The pink triangle was used as
a sign to identify gay people
during Hitler's campaign in persecuting them. Many gay people
were sent to Nazi concentration
amp, and were subjects of disaimmation.
"(Celebrating) Pink Triangle
Oay is a way of remembering our
iast," Murphy said. "We reclaim
me pink triangle as a symbol of
q,Jression and pride, (which
1ill) never allow us to go
~ougb discrimination and per!eeulion."
The members of Out on Cam!R!S met at Iona College last
~day to prepare for the

week. One of their tasks was to
cut out pink triangles, used for
the purpose of decorating and
weaving, to show support for the
gay/lesbian/bisexual community.
Group member Romeo Desmarais said the celebration will
connect gay people m claiming
their existence. "It's a chance to
get together with other people
that I can identify with, because
our society is very heterosexual,"
be said. "(It is) a way of making
us visible and showmg that we
have a pride in ourselves."
A female member said that
getting support from the community in general is crucial.
''I think people's support is
definitely important. This gay
pride day is a wonderful opportunity for the heterosexual (community) in Windsor to show their
support."
The group welcomes the participation of all sllldents in the
week's events, which include an
open house and dinner party, a
gay pride dance, and a lesbian
film series. On Pink Triangle
Day a table will be set up at the
CAW Student Centre to band out
pink paper triangles to students. t!

For further informaJion about
Our on Campus's events contact
Joe Murphy at 944-3464.

ing. But 20 years of underfunding in one l-hol. We should find
an equilibrium," said Esteve?~
adding that students and administration
should
work
together on the problems.
Estevez. a fonner SAC president. has already built a working
relationship with U of W president Ron Ianni. They worked
together on the interim casino.
Ianni chaired the COU commitee
which releru.cd the initial paJX.'1'.
Meanwhile, the new executive
has a lawsuit on its hands. The
GSS and its Grad House is being
sued for wrongful dismissal by
Joe Krisbnaippillai. Krisbnaippillai, fired from bis position as a
Grad house bartender, is suing
for $68 284.86 in damages, said
his lawyer Eric Dobbs.
The dismissal occured during
John Cunningham's time as GSS
president Estevez said that the
society bas hired its lawyers and
will have to let the "chips fall
where they may."
In the meantime, Estevez and
the GSS have many other things
on the go.
"I'm not going to spend all of
my time woi:cying about the lawsuit. We are worlong on the creation of a graduate research centre
and the first edition of the
graduate student~ newpaper
comes out Feb. 14."
m

CAMPUS CLIPS

Execs go SSS
SAC' s president and vice
president may be involved in student govt.'fTUJlent in the 1994-95
school year if all goes as planned.
Jon Ricci and Steve Alexander
arc running for president and vice
president of the Social Science
Society. They may have a
problem, since society by-laws
require candidates be enrolled in
three courses. The two took time
off school to fulfill their duties.

Motion watered
A motion that was to ask the U
of W Senate to denounce a Coun·
cil of Ontario Universities (COU)
report, that called for a SO per
cent increase in tuition fees, ha~
lost some of its bite.

After a meeting with new GSS
pre ident Joe Estevez. SAC
president Jon Ricci decided that
it was wrong to denmmce a discussion paper.
The new motion asks that the
Senate recognize the need for extensive dialogue on the paper and
the funding of Ontario universities. A second motion asks the
Senate to acknowledge the
"strong reservations" students
have with the tuition reforms.
SAC garnered the 1500 signatures on a petition that ac;ked that
the Senate denounce the COU
report. Although the motion bas
changed Ricci sees no problem
using the petition as support for
the new motion at next week's
Senate meeting. "It's still the
same basic principle," said Ricci.

Parking protest
Fed up with park:mg problems?
SAC is seeking your input on the
issue. SAC exec's bad considered
a student 'park-in' to let U of W
administrators and city officials
know about problems caused by
permit parking. The plan may become a born honking protest due
to concerns of saftey.
A parking committee of student volunteers will be formed at
a meeting on Wednesday Feb. 9,
at 5:30pm in the CAWSC commons area. AJl are urged to join.
Ricci hopes that if students
"bit the administration with
widespread protest" their parking
issues will get addressed.
Compiled by Holly McIntyre

and Tran longmoore.
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Canadian varsity athletes often wonder
about the glamour and fame of their American
counterparts. They see the full ride, the packed
stadiums and the opportunities available to
these athletes, but is the grass really greener in
the cut-throat world of American varsity athletics?

The difference
Athletics at the university level differ greatly
between Canada and the United States First,
athletics are more of a business in the U.S.; they
have thousands of fans at their athletic events
and often generate large amounts of revenue.
Second, the athletes in Canada receive very little
money towards their tuition if they can swim fast
or dunk a basketball, while in the U.S an athlete
can get their education completely paid for if they
are superior athletes. In Canada the athletes
compete basically for the love of the game in
front of friends, relatives and usually a smattering of students.
Early arguments against athletic scholarships claimed there was no glory in a victory won
by men and women not selected and developed
from the regular student body but instead offered
special financial inducements to represent the
school
Arguments for athletic scholarships are that
there are thousands of young men and women,
many of them in the underbelly of society, who
would never attend university without an athletic
scholarship.
"Athletic scholarships give kids, especially
black kids. an opportunity to go to college that
they would not have if they did not play sports,"
says Rudy Washington, head of the Black
Coaches Association.

-, I

Good athletes, bad students

-

Excellent athletes on scholarships are not always great students. For example Kevin Ross
played basketball at Creighton University He
was passed along for four years despite the fact
that he could not read Ross ended up suing
Creighton.
Another example is the seven foot tall Chris
Washburn. Many basketball powerhouses
recruited him, although he was not a very good
student. He read at a third grade level and
received a score of only 350 on his SAT, (if
Washburn had just written his name and left he
would have got 400). Washburn played two
years at North Carolina State, before going to
the NBA where he spent three non-descript
years before being kicked out for drug offences.
As a result of regulation reforms instituted in
the early 1980s, athletes now need to score at
least 700 on their SAT exams to play college
sports as freshmen, and football scholarships
specifically were reduced from a total of 95 to
only 85 at major institutions.

U Money-making Teams

Emphasis on

The greatest aspect of National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) Div1s1on I (full
scholarship-granting schools) sports is the
amount of money it brings in. For example,
Michigan Stadium at the University of Michigan
fills up 106 OOO fans at $25 a piece. Also, when
University of North Carolina won the men's basketball championship it made over one million
dollars selling apparel (hats, shirts, etc.).
Despite all these profits they help to bring in,
the athletes tend to get the short end of the stick.
Other than getting an education, room and
board, they receive not one penny of profits.
Chris Webber led the University of Michigan to
two straight NCAA final appearances, yet when
seen at an Ann Arbor Wendy's in January of
1993 Chris had to ask to take back his fries because he did not have enough money. He came
from a proud working class family, and felt out of
place at the University of Michigan, where many
of his classmates wore nice clothes and tooled
around in nice cars .
Webber led a double life as an athletic superstar bringing in big bucks for his school, yet
not affording the things average college students
take for granted. It 1s no wonder he bolted for the
big bucks of the National Basketball Association
(NBA) in June of 1993.
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Athlete exploitation
Still, there is no one speaking up for the athlete at the NCAA Division I level. This has led to
a frightening pattern of duplicity, hypocrisy, and
unfair dealing in the treatment of scholarship athletes. The universities have precipitated a pattern of moral, educational, and economic
exploitation of athletes, begging the question:
are our athletes receiving fair compensation for
their four years of athletic competttion?
Scholarship athletes may soon be forced to
look outside the present system to professional
sport labour unions, the courts, federal and state
legislatures. enlightened media, and athlete advocacy groups for pressure to initiate reform that
will speak to the athletes' interests. Without a
voice, athletes will continue to be exploited, as
can be seen with the horrendously low athlete
graduation rates and the amount of revenue the
universities in Division I continue to receive.
It is estimated that scholarship football
players spend 40 hours a week, year round, fulfilling their athletic scholarship obligations. In
Canada there is not as strenuous a game
schedule as the athletes' main focus is their
education
The open secret of big-time inter-collegiate
athletics in the United States is t'1at the sports
are usually not in themselves educational, they
are there to draw money, students and high
status. The student is second, the player is first.

How Canadian and U.S. universities do 1

OOO. At Windsor, as of last year, the greatest
amount of any award was just $500.

Athlete misses U.S. money
Lancer basketball player Pat Osborne is a
fourth-year business student. While he pays tuition like every other Lancer athlete, he once
played in the United States at Vincennes (Indiana) Junior College, where most of his teammates transferred on to bigger American
schools. Osbourne said the biggest difference
between schools in the two countries is that in
the U.S. college sports were such a big deal and
that all of their games at Vinnences were sold
out.
Since Osborne has experienced both systems he has feelings about each system.
"Canadians defintely stress academics
more, while in the Unites States since you are
playing more, they (coaches) expect a lot of time
out of you, just like a job," he said. "I spent more
time on the basketball court than I did in class
and studying."
Another difference is the cost. "In the U.S. I
was on a full-ride scholarship, therefore I did not
have to worry moneywise, my books, my tuition,
and my room and board was all paid for." While
in Canada, Osborne says, "I have to pay tuition,
and that really pisses me off, because it is really
expensive. However in the States if you cared
about academics you had to somehow find time
for it, yet in Canada I have enough time to socialize, play sports and do academics."
Overall, Osborne enjoyed his U.S. experience as it was free, and the competition was
good, yet he likes playing in his home town, and
admits that the academics are better in Canada.
As Osborne says and has experienced, there are
pros and cons to each system.

U.S. changing policies
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The American stance on college athletic
scholarships appears to be on the verge of a
tremendous breakthrough. The
current demands for more
gender equality and the huge
financial losses currently being
felt by many of the athletic
departments, beyond the Top
Ten schools, has forced the current
NCAA President's Commission to take a closer
look and consider proposing some systen:iic
changes that would ultimately change the entire
fabric of college sports.
These changes might even be as far-reaching as a move towards need-based grants for
athletes and the application of the same scholarship criteria for athletes as other students now
undergo.
This would, in effect, limit the current enormous costs of athletic scholarships, and place
smaller, less financially endowed schools on a
more even grounding as the larger schools.
l!
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By Dave Gough
and Elaine Saunders
Features staff
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l Adrift in a sea of
Montreal's Haze and
Shu.ffle just wanna be
themselves
By Sarah Atkinson
Arts Editor

!ls sonJ encore immortels, le monde est encore
leur huitre. !ls sont tres bruyants, ii y a beaucoup de
lumieres brillantes; mais Je pense que c'est peutetre une experience transcendentale...Je me rends...
RumRunners, Windsor's hard rock tribute band
haven, late on a Thursday night in January; the
weather would be considered balmy for Montreal
- which is where they're from. They don't betray
any disappointment with the less than full house at
their headline gig tonight.
Despite still being immortal adolescents, the five
members of Montreal metal band Haze and Shuffle
are surprisingly reflective and nonplussed: ''We
wish we'd known it would be a small audience. We
would have done our more acoustic set."
I don't ask what constitutes a "more acoustic
set." Fewer exploding flashpots? Less blinding
stage lights? Maybe they turn the volume down to
'10' from '11'.
I don't ask, and in fact, I can't ask, because my
journalistic intentions have been usurped by a group
of young women who obviously enjoyed the show.
But much of what I'd ask might be, at this point,
superfluous: a couple hours before, in their humble
digs on the second floor of RumRunners, we'd
talked - me, Ian (who also took photos), and the
five boys who are Haze and Shuffle.
They're on a mini warm-up tour, starting to
promote their new release Get Your Haze, just out
on Arista/BMG. This is their first set of gigs outside
of Quebec, they're confident, and their level of
commitment is awe-inspiring.

Their relationships appear to be forged in steel they've been playing together for four years, ever
since they collectively dropped our of high school.
Now they're living the dream - CD out, record
company manically promoting the bell out of them,
impending Canada/US tour in the offing.
(A friend who was at the show told me her fantasy was to be a 20-year-old male rock star - I
sympathize.)
They want to be big - they want to be Big and they don't want to be pigeon-holed.
I ask about their musical backgrounds.
In a collective act of artistic indignation, they're
evasive and refuse to name 'influences'. I tell them
that I'm not really knowledgeable about metal and
bard rock, and if they can give me some names as a
reference point. ..No luck.
How about current Quebec bands that they think
are okay? This one they answer, after a moment of
thought: Voivod, the Doughboys, Too Many Cooks.
Okay, at least I know what they like.
Things get muddy when I ask if they'd mind discussing politics. I should know better than to ask
Quebecois francophones such a question. Gestures
of disgust, a brief uncomfortable silence.
Then I discover a trick that I should have pulled
out a while ago: I'll talk French. My grammar is
poor, my accent pathetic, my vocabulary wanting.
The conversation now degenerates into a laughter
session characterized by a special blend of
familiarity and ridicule. They are well entertained
as I grill them about their opinions of famous
Quebecois performers.
Their overall charm - and they do have it - lies
in their unwavering interest in their project. And
their performance is tight, if a bit more cliched than
they seem to realize. They subscribe to a goodly
amount of that flagrant rock band posturing, but as
far as album art, I haven't seen the like in a while.
And they do a wicked cover of Channel Zero.
I!

Philadelphia's myopic justice
By Janice Zima and Russell

Bennett
Arts Staff

Remember Big? You know,
the film where Tom Hanks gets
to play a ten-year old who makes
a fortune in the toy biz?
In Philadelphia, Tom's back,
but his film persona has a bit
more to cope with than bypassing
puberty.
Philadelphia is the story of
Andrew Beckett (Hanks), a
young attorney who sues his finn
over his alleged wrongful dismissal. Andrew hasn't been coming to work strung out on coke or
embezzling from the company.
The reason for bis dismissal, he
asserts, is that he has AIDS.
Even after more than a decade
of death, suffering, and media attention, it was, until now, unheard of for a major Hollywood
studio to produce a mainstream
film dealing with AIDS. As exemplified by films like Longtime
Companion, the cinematic treatment of AIDS has been limited to
independent producers, and bas
played to small audiences.
With Philadelplua, director
Jonathan Demme bas the chance
to make major inroads into dissecting the social stigma surrounding people with AIDS.
While the film is worthy in spots,
it is, on the whole, disappointing.
The action begins with a
glimpse into life in a large law
firm, with Andrew as the aboutto-be-crowned golden boy. He
wins a case against Joe Miller
(Denzel Washington), then on
with his too-good-to-be-true life.

As it turns out, it is too good to
last. Shortly after receiving the
promise of partnership and the
firm's biggest case, Andrew's
health sharply declines. Then the
case's most essential document is
sabotaged, and Andrew is fired.
After multiple rejections from
other lawyers, Andrew presents
Joe Miller with his case. Joe, a
homophobe, also rejects the case.
Then, in an embarrassingly
simple scene of enlightenment,
he moves towards tolerance, and
agrees to assume Andrew's file.
The rest of the movie is a court
scene.
With a proven track record of
provocative mainstream success

frustratingly antiseptic. Is he
Andrew's lover, or his nurse?
They don't even kiss.
While Demme' s introduction
of Andrew's monolithically supportive family is commendable,
it, too, fails the reality check.
There's no fucking way that
upper middle class America is so
uniformly welcoming to its gay
members. A depiction showing
hostile or disapproving relatives
would
have been
more accurate.
What

Philadelphia does

(Thelma and Louise, Silence of not
the Lambs) Demme would seem deliver is
ideal for the task of bringing the
issue of homosexuality and AIDS
into the mainstream. But even
with two hot stars to back him,
his direction cannot overcome
Roy Nyswaner's weak script.
Witness a particularly moving
scene: Andrew's father. "We're
incredibly proud of you." His
mother. "You get in there and
fight for your rights." Andrew:
"Gee, I love you guys."
Hanks, comedic actor turned
serious, can't give anything more
than a tepid performance. He bas
nothing to work with.
Even the one scene worth
$4.25 falls short of reaching any
kind of tension or feeling between Hanks and Washington.
Another problem with the film
is its passivity, shown in the sidestepping of realistic details which
might offend a gay-wary public.
Miguel' s role, for example, is

for social change that makes the
film so status quo and so bland.
The court case is supposed to
legitimize and solve all the important issues of our time. The
fact is never questioned in the
film, nor in Hollywood productions in general. The sacrifice of
real drama to the dry and repetitive ordeal of the court scene undermines what could have been
an insightful and emotional film.
The court case does not deal
directly
with
the
issue of discrimination.
The case is
about
wrongful
dismissal.
While discrimination
is
on
everyone's
mind, it is
not part of
the "facts" issued to the jury at
the outset of the trial. Straight
witnesses express indignation at
questions about their sexual
preference. Joe speaks to both the
courtroom audience and to the
viewer about the nature of discrimination against homosexuals,
but like real-life silencing, his
comments are left off the court
record.
The focus of the courtroom
scenes, at the expense of character and relationship development,
reveals that this film is less about
understanding AIDS and discrimination than it is about reinforcing a sanitized, status quo
approach to justice.
I!

... this film is less
about understanding
AIDS... than it is
about reinforcing the
a status quo
approach to Justice.

a
clear
message.
Yes, the
leading
actor is an
AIDS-afflicted lawyer. Yes, be
wins his lawsuit. Yes, we are
shown a human body ravaged by
lesions, and yes, be does die in
the end.
Yet, Andrew is a white, male,
upper class professional who represents only a small portion of
the gay community, (and a small
portion of AIDS sufferers). The
subtext: he is still a palatable
character to the mainstream
viewer.
Andrew does nothing bizarre..
He champions his cause in a "rational" and legitimate forum, to
which most AIDS sufferers have
little or no access.
But it is the overall context of
using the courtroom as the forum

-(
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Literary
Memory and Imagination:
A Cultural History of
Liberalism, a lecture by Yale
English Professor Annabelle
Patterson; Fri. Feb. 11, 4 pm,
Oak Room, Vanier Hall; the
second in the Revisioning
Culture series, sponsored by
U of W Dept. of English and
Faculty of Arts.

Film
KIN01EK presents Fe/Casanova Sat.-Mon.,
Feb. 12-14, 9 pm, at the
Capitol Theatre. Casanova is
a drunken, meandering spectacle (and I'm sure you've
had nights like that) - the
late director's darkest insight
ever put forth. It has bt:el1
suggested that what Fellini
has created is 'counter-porn',
because, as the L.A. Times
put it, "Casanova's loveless
and compulsive approach to
sex is a dreary and wasting
madness, a form of emotional retardation ..." And right in
time for Valentine's Day.

lini

***

Labortech 94 International
Labor Film and Video Fes·
tival is seeking entries oo is·
sues
affecting
labour.
Documentaries, video essay,
drama. Entry fee $15 US.
Deadline March 15. For
more info call: Rob Mitchell.
Coordinator, University of
Minnesota at (612)625-5546.
Workers of the world,
splice!

Visual Arts
At Common Ground (131
University
Ave.
W.)
photographs and sculpture
by Mark Laliberte and Aaron
Linton. Opening Fri., Feb.
11, 7 pm. Runs until Feb. 25
(Gallery open 11-5 daily.)

***

"Dazzling," "ravishing,"
"a visual feac;t;" no, not Fort
Lauderdale during spring
break, but The Age of
Rubens, a major exhibition
of Flemish 17th centllfY
paintings bringing together
over 125 works by Peter
Paul Rubens and 50 of bis
colleagues, at the Toledo
Museum of Art in Toledo,
Ohio. Until April 24. Costs
$6 US. I know, it's a ways to
travel for an art show, but
you can only do fort
Lauderdale so many times.
Info: (419) 255-8000.
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You'll get a ice
cream headache
Radial Spangle

Ice Cream Headache
Beggars Banquet

seaweed - part of a healthy alternative.

Seaweed rich in trace nietals
Quicksand/Seaweed

St. Andrew's Hall
January 28

By Luis Santana
Arts Staff
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Jn an area woefully barren of
decent settings for checking out
ban&, alternative/punk fans must
view St Andrew's Hall as nothing short of a saviour. No other
venue in the Windsor/Detroit
area offers concerts of the quality
oc variety consistently staged at
!be Detroit club.
Jan. 28, St. Andrew's h~ted
Seaweed,
from
Tacoma,
Washington, and Quicksand,
from New York City, for a soldoutall-ages show.
Supporting their current SubPop release Four, Seaweed came
on and ripped through an ener-

getic and highly entertaining set
of their brand of hyper punk-pop.
Even missing one member from
their usual twin guitar attack (due
to a family crisis) they still
managed to send the packed-in
crowd into a frenzy, with flannel
shirts and Doc Martens flying
around in a chaotic slam pit
Mixing straight-out loudness
with catchy melodies, the enjoyability of songs like Kid
Candy, Inside, and Losing Skin
confirmed Seaweed as one of the
best at what they do.
Heaclliners Quicksand followed, powering through a
slower, less melodic and very
heavy set of tunes drawing from
the 1993 release Slip, as well as
debuting a couple new songs.
Quicksand's sound draws from
hardcore and Helmet-style metal.
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HERE'S A COURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS
ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS

$5.95
TUESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM
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Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a University of Windsor
student or staff member, Just show us your ID and we'll give you
all-you-con-eat spaghetti with tomato sauce.
Plus unlimited fresh garden salad and
.,M•
warmgorOc breadsticks. lt'sallJust $5.95.
~
And you don't have to be a moth
major to figure out that that's a
~
great deal.
ITALIAN
RESTAURANT"

()_I!~~

WHERE ALL THE BESr OF ITALY Is YoURS·
2491 Ouellette Ave (north of Eugenie Ave) 972-4cllJ

The crowd, somewhat spent from
from Seaweed's performance,
was more subdued and did not
react favourably to the vocalist's
occasional rants on such topics as
skinheads and CNN. I guess it's
harder to be reckless and violent
when someone is preaching at
you. Still, Quicksand played a
solid and satisfying set.
Altogether it added up to
another good show at St.
Andrew's. Seaweed burned;
Quicksand weren't bad either. A
tad expensive ($13 Can) but
worth it.
Fans of alternative music, be it
89X 'modern rock' or the more
underground stuff, owe it to their
rad little selves to check out St.
Andrew's Hall. This is not a plug
- merely a suggestion for a
healthy alternative.
II

From out of nowhere, namely
Oklahoma City, come Radial
Spangle, two boys and two girls
who wear their influences on
their sleeves - and wear them
well.
Drawing from the trippy
psychedelia of Mercury Rev,
weirdo poppiness of the Flaming
Lips, and topping it off with
some Sonic Youth-ish noise, lee
Cream Headache is ten tasty
tracks, two oages of perplexing
liner notes, and one cheesy cover
of well-eonstructed confusion.
Far from being rip-offs, Radial
Spangle manage to corral their
influences into an interesting
melange. And this band will only
get better. Besides, everyone
knows ice cream headaches are
the best kind.
- Luis Santana
Rankin Family
Nonh Country
EMI
In the same twist of fate that
popularized country music, so
has light fallen upon a talented
bunch from Mabou, C.B. (that's

Cape Breton Island - not B .C.
backwards). With the release of
North Country The Rankin Family claims yet another success.
Much like their previous release
Fare Thee Well, North Country
presents its audience with the
same comfortable homey feeling.
The CD is a mixture of upbeat
fiddle tunes guaranteed to get
you off your chair and dancing,
complimented by a few more
traditional yet equally stimulating
Gaelic ballads. Even if you don't
understand a single word, after
one listen you'll agree that the
delivery alone sends a message
brimming with passion. (I don't
have a clue as to what they're
singing, but I find myself trying
to sing along.)
North Country will make Eastcoasters in the audience nostalgic, especially when so many of
the lyrics are Cape Breton-based.
The Rankins write and sing about
what and who they know, with
mentions of Glace Bay dances,
fishing in Whycocomaugh, and
drinking ...everywbere!
There is an unmistakably good
feeling conveyed through out this
album that no doubt accounts for
its wide appeal.
- Jackie Shannon

LANCER LOCKER

Coming up

Lancer men's team finished first in the OUAA West last year.

Athletic department
seeks new soccer coaches
By David Gough
Sports Editor

,/

Vancbo Cirovski and Gord
Caldwell, U of W men· s and
women' s soccer head coaches
respectively, will not be returning
as bead coaches in the fall of
1994.
Bob
Boucher,
head of the
Deparunent
of Athletics
and Recreational
Services
announced
earlier
the
past
week
that
both
coaches will
be stepping down.
The reason given by the athletic department was that the
head coach position needed
somenone who can commit more
time to recruiting in province,
and both men were reluctant to
do more work as they are both
busy. Cirovski had family and
work
commitments,
while
Caldwell coaches three other

teams other than the university.
However, Cirovski's stepping
down comes as a shock to the
men soccer players.
''I am upset," said third year
player
Gavin
McDonald.
"Vancho was close to all of us,
we all liked playing for him, he
was the only
coach I bad
here
at
Windsor."
Second year
player Peter
Efthymiou
echoed
McDonald's
statements.
"Vancho was
a
good
coach,
be
was very professional, I am upset
as well."
What was so shocking to the
players was that Cirovski was already making plans for the upcoming
season.
Explains
McDonald, "he (Cirovski) bad already been planning a exhibition
trip to Milwaukee, and be was
trying to line up some sponsorship, he bad some really good

"Our record was
8-2-2, we finished
first in our division,
that is something to
improve on?"

ideas."
Boucher explains the decision
by ~aying, ''we do a good job to
get the local kids, but to be really
good and successful we have to
recruit outside the Windsor area,
and both coaches were not up for
that."
Efthymiou is perplexed at that
logic. "Our record was 8-2-2, we
finished first in our division, that
is something to improve on?"
McDonald was also skeptical
saying, "Windsor is a good soccer town, we could do wery well
(with local products) as last years
team only bad three out-oftowners."
Boucher says that this team
could be even better with out of
town kids. "We have some good
local kids, yet if we could get
three good players we would
have done better. We did this for
five years down the road, we
were just in a bit of a rut. You
just can't win with local talent."
McDonald says that Boucher
never came into the locker room
after a game to say "good game,"
even though Boucher was the
convenor of the league. Ef-

thymiou agreed saying, "it
seemed that it was the athletic
department vs. the soccer team
this year. Soccer just seemed to
be treated as a second rate sport: ·
Boucher admits that at times
he did not like the soccer team· s
behavior, as he is "concerned
with the image of the university".
Boucher says be had a talk with
Cirovski and the next game the
team cleaned up their act,
however Boucher says that this
was not the reason Cirovski is
not coming back.
Boucher says that this team
bas a "good nucleus" and that if
you took off the three worst
players on this team and replaced
them with three better players
this team would be better.
However, that might not be as
McDonald says, ''everyone on
the soccer team is not happy, a
lot of players are thinking of not
coming out next year with
Vancbo not being there." When
asked if he was coming back next
year Efthymiou said, "it depends,
probably not."
Neither coach was available
for comment at press time.
I!

Osborne tries to salvage season
By Tyler Delben
Sports Staff

The same time next year? It is
a simple question floating in the
mind of Pat Osborne. It is a
simple question which will be
dictated by the outcome of this
dismal 1993-94 season.
Osborne, a fourth year player,
is eligible for one more year of
basketball. But will be use it?
That remains to be seen.
"I've thought about not coming back," Osborne commented
after the Lancers defeat at the
hands of Waterloo. "If next year
is to be as frustrating as this
season, I probably won't be
back."
And frustrating it is. At the
beginning of this
season,
Windsor was pictured to nestle in
the middle of the OUAA West
Pack. Now, it's almost an impos-

sibility. With conference play
half over, Windsor finds themselves sitting near the bottom with a
1-6 record. Only Laurier is eating
more dirt.
"It's really frustrating right
now," said Osborne. "I often ask
if its still worth playing, but I
don't want to be a quitter, so I'll
stick it out."
Osborne bas often been
labelled as the leader of this team
and so far this season, Osborne
bas tried to lead by example.
He is currently leading all Lancers in scoring, and is currently
averaging 17.5 points per game.
In the 92-89 loss to Waterloo,
Osborne recorded 22 points, and
in the 85-61 loss to McMaster on
January 29th, Osborne led his
team with 21 points.
However, despite the Lancer's
struggle, there still is a reason to
feel optimistic for reaching the

playoffs.
"Our goal for the rest of the
season is to make the playoffs,"
coach Harvey
explained. "We
still have a
good
chance
because
Guelpb
bas
only 2 wins,
and Laurier is
still winless."
It
should
also be noted
that Windsor plays Laurier twice
in the next month.
In order to make this run in the
remaining seven games, the Lancers are going to have to come
together as a team. ''We really
haven't played that well," Osborne said. "It seems that some
people don• t know their roles and
goals on this team. We must
come together."

So with success still possible,
is this enough to keep number 44
in bis jersey next year?
"I think it will
depend on more
than just the outcome of this
season,"
Osborne
commented. "I think
the recruitment
of more big men
inside and more
athletic people
will avoid the team from repeating another season like this one."
When April comes and goes,
you can be rest assured that
Patrick Osborne will be looking
back on the past season. The
negatives will be highlighted in
his mind. After all, the negatives
are what causes an unsuccessful
season.
I!

" ... but I don't
want to be a
quitter, so I'll
stick it out."

Febuary 11
Men's Basketball vs
Lakehead 8:30 pm at
St.Denis
Women's Basketball vs
Lakebead 6:30 pm at
St.Denis
February 12
Men's Basketball vs
Lakebead 8:30 pm at
St.Denis
Men's Volleyball vs
Laurier 2:00 pm at St.Denis
Women's Basketball vs
Lakebead 6:30 pm at
St.Denis
February 11-13
Swimming at Guelpb
OWIAA

Results
January 29
Women's Basketball
Lancers 58, McMaster 54
(Dana McCullough 19)
January 28-29
Women's Volleyball
at Ottawa Invitational
Lancers 3, Carleton I
Lancers 3, Concordia 2
Lancers 3, Carleton 1
Lancers 3, Concordia 2
Ottawa 3, Lancers 0
Lancers 2nd overall, Jodi
Beaugrand, Renee Michels
named to All-star team)
January29
Men's Hockey
Brock 4, Lancers 2
(Brandon Boyko, Carlo
Capaldi)
January 30
Lancers 5, York 4
(Ben Brenner 2, Dwayne
Brunet, Brandon Boyko,
Bill Seagris)

Get well soon
Men's basketball rookie
Matt McMillan will miss tbe
rest of the season. Earlier
this month McMillan bad a
benign tumor removed. He is
said to be recovering fine
and doing well. We wish
him a speedy recovery.

Volunteers Needed
The Organizing Commit·
tee for the Windsor Indoor
Games for the Physically
Disabled is looking for eager
volunteers for the weekend
of Mar. 25-27. Approximate·
ly 500 athletes with dis·
abilities will be participating.
The volunteers are needed to
assist the athletes, staff the
registration desk, and assis·
tance with general organizll·
tion. If interested please
contact Celia Southward.
Recreation Supervisor at tbe
Department of Parks and
Recreation at 255-6717 or
TDD:255-1810

l
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From Freud to Dr. Corlett
Lancer
athletes and
sports
psychology
By Robin Cooper
Sports Staff

Athletes at all levels strive to
excel in their chosen sport. It's
all part of the nature of competition. Hours upon bo~rs are s~nt
practising and honmg physical
skills. But is this all it talces to
achieve the goal of excellence?
Many will argue that there is
another factor in the equation for
success and it involves the
development of mental skills
using techniques from a specialized branch of psychology dedicated to the area of spon.
Many different techniques are
available to athletes looking to
improve
their
performance
through mental training. One
such method involves the use of
mental imagery; seeing pictures
in the mind's eye. With practice,
many athletes can tum the picrures into a mental video tape of
their performance. Those that
excel at this type of visualization
will not only be able to view their
"tape" but will also be able to experience the other feelings,

The Lance
gets distributed
every Monday.

exact same way before, during, ....,..-.....,.
and after every competition
Rituals work because they satisfy
a need for consistency and
familiarity; thay make the event
seem no different from any other.
Rituals are used by the Lancer
athletes in various sports.
Women's basketball forward
Dana McCullough approaches
her foul shots in the same way
every time she goes to the free
throw line. Hockey player Dan
Drouin emphasized the importance of pre-game rituals for bis
performance, "They put me into
noises, and smells that accom- a game frame of mind and allow
pany their activity. Practice of me to focus on the task at band."
this skill gives them an edge over
By no means are mental imtheir competitors as they are able agery and rituals the only technito prepare ahead of time for a ques available to athletes. Others
specific event.
include goal setting, self hypAt U of W, sprinters on the nosis, distraction control, and
Lancer Track team are en- focusing.
couraged to use mental imagery
Access to training in these
and practice seeing themselves techniques is available at U of W.
running their best race. Coach John Corlett, a professor in the
Molly Killingbeck works with Kinesiology department, is a .
her athletes to help them develop sport psychologist who makes bis
the skills necessary to visualize services available to any member
the entire race; beginning with of the Lancer teams who is looktheir positioning in the starting ing to enhance their performance
blocks through their run to the through mental training.
Right here in the heart of Windsor, Down Cellar Bistro
finish line.
If excellence in athletic perforis
awakening
palares with the Tastes of Ontario!
Another technique employed mance is the desired goal, then
Celebrating, woking with a French influence and a
by many athletes is the use of mental training should not be
discriminarin,gselection of Ontario's best vintages.
rituals. Rituals are specific ac- overlooked as an important factor
tivities that are performed in the in the formula for success.
I!

If your nails are not
becoming to YOU ...
you should be
,
coming to us!

KYM~

/"" Nail & Aesthetics
421 Pelissier St. 977-7822
1...--------------------

taste Ontario's

Sweetest with yours!
. Etb~¥Y 14tli-Valentine's Day

Outstanding athletes of the week
Jodi Beaugrand, a memher for the number one
ranked women's volleyball team in the OWIAA
West Division, was instrumental this weekend, as
the Lancer women's volleyball team captured the
silver medal at the Ottawa Invitational tournament.
Beaugrand was named to the Tournament AllStar team as a result of her outstanding play. The
fourth year student also led the Lancers last week
in their victories over Guelph and Western (27

Dmner19M~mpllinentary glass of ch~agne.

kills).
Steve Radovich, a member of the Lancer track
and field team, won a gold medal this weekend at
the Saginaw Valley State Invitational in the 800
m run. He also set a new Lancer record of 1:53.40
and qualified for the CIAU ·championships. The
fourth year student and Massey graduate also ran
a leg on the silver medal winning 4x400 m relay
team that also qualified for the CIAU championships.
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Campus Recreation athletes have fun playing volleyball.

Healthy choices at c8lllpus rec
Healthy lifestyles
By Amanda Borysowytsch

1760 Huron Church Line
Hours: Mon-Sat llam-lam,
Sun llam-llpm
I

~fJt ~onthdon .pou~e
3140 Sandwich Street - 253-704 J

Registration will continue until
study week, aerobics schedules
are available at Campus Ree. office or call 253-4232, ext. 2456
Attention Nursing Deparunent:
CPR courses will be offered on
Feb. 19, 9:00 am to 6:00 pm in
room 204. This course is the
Basic Rescuer also Basic Resuer
Recertification is offered at 9:00
am to 6:00 pm, all courses are
available to students faculty and
the community. For more information call Campus Ree.
Healthy Lifestyle Fair- Wed.,
Feb. 9
10:00 am to 3:00 pm.
If you didn't attend the one
last semester don't miss your
chance this semester. Located at
the CAW Student Centre.
Kayaking Club: interested

people can phone Campus Ree.
Intramurals: Everything has
begun! Schedules available at
Campus Ree. Office. Cancellations are also available at the office. Coed 3 on 3 cannot start
until 8:00 pm.
Reminder: Fitness leadership
program (F.O.L.P.) exercise
design will be held Friday Feb.
11, 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm, Saturday and SWlday Feb. 12 and 13,
9:00 am to 5:00 pm. Cost is
$116.65
Thanks to all students for
making our annual skating night
out last Wednesday a success,
see you next year!

Women's Ice Hockey
By Laura Parent
Female hockey players needed
for intramural program, especially goalies. Late entries are going
to be taken, so enter a team or

join one that is already es~
lished. In order to join leave your
name and number in the mail box
marked, "Women's Ice Hockey"
outside the Campus Ree office
and I will call you back with your
game times. We are in need of
players and hope to see new
faces on the ice.

February Aerobathon
By Amanda Borysowytsch
Dance for Heart Aerobathon to
support the Heart and Stroke
Foundation! All are welcome to
pick up pledge forms at the Campus Ree office or a donation can
be made at the door!
Saturday Feb. 12 from 10:00
am to 1:00 pm in the Multipur·
pose room at St. Denis. Please
come out - lots of fun!
Great prizes! Remember..
February is "Heart" Month!!
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Wednesday Mayhem with
theCOUCH POTATOES
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755 Ouellette Avenue · (519) 256-2385
Offer valid every Sunday in February 1994. 4 p.m. to
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OPIRG: A nice, light snack
By Russell Bennett
Special to the Lance
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What do you think
about the student
meal plan at U of
W?
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pretty
good,
but not enough variety. And the
food is greasy.·
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Andrew Smith
Year II Drama
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"The
basic
concept
works well, but eating at Vanier

doesnY cut it.·
Van Vasiliev
Year I General Science

I was taking a shower the other day. No, it
wa.,;n' t the first time, and it won't be the last.
But something was different about this
shower from all the rest.
I noticed for the first time that every
product within my grasp was made from
something edible. This wasn't some son of
revelatory experience; after all, I did buy all
these things. But all at once, I made a link between nice, food-smelling, personal-hygiene
products, feeling good about yourself and
OPIRG.
No, this reasoning is not grounded in Logic
101, but bear with me. Further, if you are the
chemical Head and Shoulders type, you
probably won't identify as readily, but you
can imagine.
I lathered my hair with honey and wheat
germ shampoo, conditioned with apple and
pectin conditioner, scrubbed with a tangerine
scented soap, and moisturized with an oatmeal face protector. My scent probably confused a few vegetarians, but I felt clean,
refreshed and a little like that bowl of still life
in a Starving Artist's Sale.
And then I thought about OPIRG (exciting
life I lead, eh?). For less than the cost of
strawberry-scented neck cream, OPIRG can,
just like fun-smelling body products, revive
your life and make you more attractive to
your friends.
The Ontario Public Interest Research
Group (OPIRG Windsor) is that student-run,
non-profit,
good-for-the-environment-and~
resume group you have been looking for.
OPIRG does research, education and action
on environmental and social justice issues.
Each of Ontario's nine OPIRG chapters are
funded by the students through a refundable
levy (something like $2.50 per term) that students democratically choose in a referendum.
Students who disagree with OPIRG's activities can get a refund of their membership
fee at the beginning of each term.
The student levy is used to fund a resource
centre, a fully staffed office, co-sponsored
events, educational publications, volunteer
skills training, research papers and bringing
speakers to campus. All the money stays on
campus for Windsor students.
OPIRG's board is the core decision-making
body. Board members are students elected by
other students each year. The board is responsible for directing the staff, watching the
budget, deciding what co-sponsorships and
events to put on, and coordinating working

Learn how to
Dear Editor,
A note to the budding Rhodes

Todd Else
Year I Nursing

Scholars pictured on the front of
last week's Lance: your increasingly tiresome argument that a
university education is accessible
only to the cream of society takes
a rather hard bit when you hold a
sign proclaiming, for all to see,
that "Education a right. not [sic]
privelage."
.
The next time you decide to
represent the students of this
school, show some respect for
yourselves and the rest of us and
hire a proofreader.
Scott Pratt
Year IV Psychology

Article discredits factory
workers
Dear Editor,

'The
quality of
the food
doesn't reflect the price we

pay:

Lionel McDonald
Year I Business

groups.
Any OPIRG member can attend board
meetings and panicipate in these discussions.
Any campus group, student or volunteer can
approach the board for funding for an event.
In this way, OPIRG's money is always spent
on things that students are interested in.
Because OPIRG works on so many issues,
volunteers are organized into working groups
such as an anti-racism group, a Green plan
group and so on. These groups are not set, bot
vary from year to year depending on what
students are interested in. Some groups come
together to organize a week of events, or meet
all year long to produce, for example, a radio
show.
These working groups receive funding,
staff support, training and the use of OPIRG
resources to operate. At least one person from
each working group has to attend board meetings to let other people know what they are

Because OPIRG has a unique mandate to
work on social justice and environmental issues, we can bring many issues together and
work with several other groups. We are different from a student government in that our
purpose is not to govern students. Often, the
commitment of student governments changes
every year. OPIRG acts more consistently.
OPIRG has less turnover than other campus groups because we have funding for extensive volunteer training which helps
volunteers stay on longer, and staff support to
provide continuity and operate throughout the
summer.
There are OPIRGs at Brock, Carleton,
Guelph, Waterloo, Ottawa, Queen's, Toronto,
Trent, and York. What have the students at
these universities seen in OPIRG, even in the
face of tuition increases? They see jobs, research opportunities and training for real life.
Students are creating opportunities for

doing.

other students, to make Windsor a more inter-

OPIRG also can help students combine
their interests with course work. A research
for credit program allows students to get practical experience working on social and/or environmental issues while getting course
credit. A student's results can then be used by
others, giving OPIRG's research projects
practical applications.
OPIRG also applies for grants each year,
often research-oriented which employ students during the summer to do a project, put
out a publication, and so on.

esting and rewarding place to live and study.
So just like a squirt of papaya-scented
shampoo in the shower, OPIRG can make life
a little more pleasant.
For more information about OPIRG's fruitful campaign for the upcoming student
referendum, contact Russell Bennett at 9770253.
m
Russel Bennett is a second-year law student and member of OPIRG Windsor, with a
small fetzsh for fruit-smelling persona/hygiene products.

Letters to the Editor

spell

'It's
pretty
efficient It works for me. and
tastes great!"

Students will decide whether or not to fund OPIRG Windsor in the SAC election February
23 and 24.

I was dismayed when I
finished reading your anicle (re:
U of W grads working on the
line).
Tbe anicle to a certain degree
discredits legitimate factory
workers and their abilities. I realize a lot of factory workers do
not have a U of W degree.

Yet does that mean they are
less able to absorb technology
advancement and change?
No. I am presently a U of W
student and my husband works
full-time at Chrysler' s.
His job is not glamorous and it
can be monotonous. However, he
is more than capable of using his
intelligence and knowledge to
various abilities within the factory.
University students may have
the degree and be enjoying "the
good life financially" within the
factory now.
Each person has their place in
the workforce. Don't look at
Chrysler as ·something less that I
wanted."
It will be my husband and his
other fellow co-workers who wilJ
continue to produce and upgrade
the Canadian automotive market
for years to come. This makes the
autoworker appear to be a lower
class worker, which is totally
false. Consider Chrysler·s. or any
factory work. a learning experience where you can benefit
from actual hands on work.
Therefore giving you a better
understanding of what true factory work is all about
Carrie Noade
Wife of a true Chrysler
worker!

Equity
quashes liberty
Dear Editor,

I would like to take issue with
Miss Ward's assertions in ber article titled Employment Inequity
in last week's Lance.
Her closing statement in which
sbe advocates women ''demanding strict equity policies" indicates her di,;regard for our basic
liberties in her quest for state
mandated equality.
Is Miss Ward aware of history,
which in the pa,;t century under
the
free
market.
liberal
democratic tradition, brought
about more frel!doms and opportunities for women than any other
period in the history of civilization?
How about the many instances
(eg. post-revolutionary France)
of a people surrendering their
freedoms and responsibilities
over time to an expansionist state
in the name of 'equality', only to
end up with despotism and ruin?
The truth is that social engineering. whether it be ·employment
equity'
or
forced
·diversity', is coercion by the
state, abrogating the most fundamental concepts of a free
society: the freedom of opportunity. the freedom of choice, the

concept of merit.
This quest will end up in
tyranny. injustice, inequality, and
failure: the exact opposite of the
Fabian utopia envisioned.
Mitchell J. Day

Free trade is
moral
Dear Editor,
Free trade is a very moral system. It is based on voluntary ac-

tion,
not
coercion.
The
alternatives always involve force.
Consider tariffs. Someone
stops you at the border and steals
your property if you refuse to pay
what the government demands.
Quotas work the same way.
The purpose is to force up the
price of goods.
Why should the government
force you to pay higher prices so
some unionized worker can continue to make an extravagant
hourly rate?
Why should the government
keep out foreign goods so incompetent management can slumber
on at a high salary?
Morality demands that physical force be removed as a normal
method of doing business.
Free trade is a step in the right
direction.
David Pengelly

The Lance. February 7. 1994. page 16.

Art student gets

boot for outing
By CUP National Bureau

•

., /

OTIAWA (CUP)
A
University of Sa,;katchewan
graduate student may be expelled
because of the content of an art
exhibit he displayed in a student
gallery. Christopher Lefler has
been suspended from attending
classes since Nov. 26.
On Feb. 6 the university's discipline board will meet to consider a recommendation from
university vice president Patrick
Browne that Lefler be expelled.
Lefler' s art exhibit included a
university binder containing two
letters which reveal that a
prominent Saskatchewan government official is a lesbian.
The exhibit was intended to
reveal the government official's
hypocrisy by ·outing' her. Lefler
said in an interview. "Her
government ha<; done so many
things 10 harm the lesbian and
gay communities," he explained.
"She wa<; killing us with her
silence."
Shortly after the exhibit
opened on Nov. 22, university officials entered the gallery and
removed the binder.
Lefler later attempted to
replace the letters on at least one
occasion. A series of written exchanges and meetings with
university officials ensued, and
Lefler was repeatedly ordered to
refrain from any further action.
"Not only is material of this
nature offensive," wrote Vice
President Browne, who has not
returned calls from the media, "it
does not constitute art in any

sense of the word, and is 001
suitable for exhibition."
Since his suspension. Lefler
bas had his scholarship revoked
and has lost his thesis advisor. He
is also forbidden from entering
the campus. In a memo obtained
by the student press, Browne
recommends that Lefler be expelled on three grounds
because the university could be
sued by a 'third party' for the exhibit. because the letters are "a
serious invasion of privacy into
the private life of an individual,"
and because Lefler ignored
Browne's instructions not to alter
the exhibit after the letters had
been seized.
"The situation bru; been handled abominably," said gallery
curator Elizabeth McKenzie.
"The administration has reacted
so virulently against Christopher.
He obviously represents some
kind of real threat to them."
Lefler's exhibit. which was
confiscated by university officials, was not returned until he
reported to the police that it bad
been stolen.
University
officials
have
refused to speak to the media
about the matter.
Lefler, who said he is now on
welfare, feels the university's actions are an example of "how the
heterosexual university environment acts to repress homosexual
voices.''
He claimed that the university
is worried about "the embarrassment and humiliation [of the
government official] because of
funding for the future. They're
worried about economics."
I!

.

The Lance is looking for a new:
FEAlVRES EDITOR

I

Nominations open Monday, Feb 7 at 6pm, and dose Feb
14 at 6pm, to be followed immediately by an election.

1

All eligible Lance staff can vote.
Candidates are invited to attend & make a speech
the features editor is responsible for one feature-length article a week and
the design of the front cover.

The Ontario Public Research
Group (OPIRG •WINDSOR)
presents
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Onivenity discount
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D1ver•1on-. a wt!u!lkly calendar of event4,. is a free service ol lh• Lane.. Listings should be submitted In writing and fnciude a phone contact.

Please send submissions to: The Lltnce; Ground Flo«, CAW Student Centre; Univerelty of Wlndeor; Wlndeor, Ontario; N9B 3P4.
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Submissions become the p,opef1y of the Lsnce and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Tuesday, February 15
It. Re-activation of the Gregorian MUllc
Society, all vocalists are invited to
rehearse w~h the group every Tuesday at
7:30 pm in the Rec~al Hall of the School
of Music. For information contact Phil.,
Adamson at 253-4232, ext. 2784.
•

French Club meeting at The French
House on Sunset Avenue at 11 :30 am.

JS OCDULJ_C

• The Ontario P&mflc lnterat Retearch
Group (OPIAG-Windsor) meets at the
law School, room G104 from 4 to 5:30
pm.

l Co-op Education and Student
Pllc:ement presents an Information
session regarding Canadian and U.S.
immigration and worl<visas, at 3:30 pm to
4:30 pm in room 267, Dillon Hall.
• Canterbury Community Coordinator
presents discussion and information
about the 3rd Friendshipment to Cuba,
begins at 7:00 pm in St. Augustine House
(172 Patricia St.).

It. The School of Dramatic Art presents a

There will be a Cuba Friendshipment
Benefit on Wednesday, February 16 at
7:00 pm featuring King Kool Flipped
and Wax Bean Orchard at Fanny's
Starlight Lounge, 53 Pitt St East.
A modest donation will be requested.
l The Department of Geology presents
Dr. Stephen E. Kesler discussing Stable
and radiogenic isotope constraints on the
genisis of Appalachian Mississippi
Valley.type deposits, begins at 4:00 pm
in Memorial Hall, room 214.

l Co-op Education and Student

Assumption University Chapel will be
having mass at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm.
All are welcome.

documentary on lesbian and gay life in the
1950s and 1960s, the film begins at 7:30
pm in room 113 of the Biology Building, a
$3.00 contribution is requested.

Cuba Rim Nigh~ sponsored by OPIRG
begins at 7:00 pm at the Grad House.

§ The University of Windsor Italian
Society will be sponsoring a reception
from 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm in the Atrium
Gallery (3rd floor Odette). All are
welcome.

How to get a Job: strategies for improving
interview performance and job search
techniques, begins at9:00 am to noon at
the Ambassador Audttorium.

JE Windsor Feminist Theatre presents
Opposite Directions, curtain time at 8:00
pm, continues on the 19th; 25th and 26th
at the Capitol Theatre.

JE Windsor Symphony holds No Frills
Fridays #3 at the Cleary-Chrysler Theatre
at 7:00 pm, tickets are available at the
Cleary Box Office 252·6579.

It. The Windsor Printmakers Forum
presents Anne Warren's Intaglio and
Relief. Opening reception is tonight at
7:30 pm. 325 Devonshire Rd., 3rd floor
west. Call 253-9493 for more info.

and installation artist will discuss his work,
at 2:30 pm in room 115, LeBel Building,
School of Visual Arts.

divorced parents will be discussed in the
Campus Ministry Office, 2nd floor of the
CAW Student Centre. Personal matters
will be treated with strict confidence.

Students far action : Action for students
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Monday, February 21

Friday, February 18

! The aher effects of growing up with

Tuesday, February 22
$$$ for Art, The World Refugee Crisis:

A Global C.,allenge, art students on
Canadian can ,puses are inv~ed to submit
designs illustrating the above theme for
publication in the report on the 1994
WUSC Symposium Series. Deadline for
submissions is March 1, 1994. For
information contact Dr. Briggs in the
Political Scierce Department of U of W.

l Expressions of the Creative Force,
popular biologist and musician Dr.
Michael Dufresne will explain the ties of
what music and science have in common
during an illustrated public lecture at
IONA College, beginning at 7;30 pm.
• Endometriosis sufferers meet at
Metropolttan Hospttal at 7:30 pm in the
auditorium.
§ Coffee House for Cuba will be at the

cfu /'ar 11.

Electric Cate, beginning at 9:00 pm.

Compiled by Melanie Rab1shaw

Saturday, February 19

presents Courtyard Cate in Mackenzie
Hall, open mike begins at 8:00 pm.

® Women's basketball versus Brock
begins at 2:00 pm at St. Denis Centre.

§ Black Student Alliance is holding a
Social Night at 5:30 pm in Cody Hall
(I.S.S.). There will be appetizers, movies
and music.

® Men's basketball versus Brock begins at
4:00 pm at St. Denis Centre.

Assumption University Chapel will be
havimmass at 11 :50 am,

Sunday, February 20

It. Before Stonewall, award-winning

It. Doug Hall, a San Francisco-based video

Thursday, February 17

/£.Robert Taub joins the Windtor
Symphony,
entitled
Hungarian
Rhapsody. beginning at 8:00 pm in the
Cleary Chrysler Theatre.

Livinfl Our Dreams, a discussion
examining our relationships to God and
each other, from 1:30 pm to 2:20 pm in
the Campus Ministry Office, 2nd floor of
the CAW Student Centre.

HAS. deadline for Revenue Canada's
free tax seminar is today. Anyone wishing
to register or receive more information
call Lisa Harris 253-4232, ext. 3503.

§ Windsor Womyn's Coffee House

presents their annual Cultural Show •
UNITY '94, begins at 6:30 pm at Hiram
Walker Auditorium, Odette Building,
tickets are $5.00.

funny and touching Canadian drama,
Dreaming and Duelling, by John Lazarus
and Joa Lazarus. Call the box office at
253-4232, ext. 2808 for details.

Placement presents Careers in Sports
Administration, begins at 2:30 pm to 4:00
pm in room 202 of the Human Kinetics
Building.

Wednesday, February 16

§ The Indian Student's Organization

® Men's hockey versus Launer begins at
3:30 pm at Adie Knox Arena.

® Men's hockey versus Waterloo, begins at

7:30 pm at Adie Knox Arena.

Windsor Board and Roleplaying
Gaming Society meets in the Rose
Room of Vanier Hall, from noon to 11 :00

-~•

KEY TO SYMBOLS
It. Visual and performing arts.
l Lectures, seminars, etc.

!Ille/"""'t~t/l"uftet.r bl6aH' Kl* . . .11, I· 7.

• Club and society meetilgs.
! Notices, demonstrations.

(}Kt, Pl'Qf. 111~t t, L;/1,k,,ll(e,,, ""I~jut lo,kpil,I· 12,
1vo.~ iea,. k,-1~ efJlu.oi, /'· 16,

tu

§ Socials, parties, mixers.

® Sporting events.

e_m.

,

SPRING BREAK PANAMA
CITY BEACH, FLORIDA
•st,e1t bi.Ind P.any

* lle.ach Bonfire

Cruise

P.artles
T1io Beach Bar/ Volleyball.
sa,lboats. Jetslos &

650' Gult Beach Frontage.
2 Outdoor sw1mm1ng
pools. I Indoor Heat<XI
pool. Restaurant. 2 & 3
room suites

SANDPll'tiR.a&ACON

1056 Wyandotte St. E. 256-8998

I 7403 Front Be.,ch Ro..ld
P.in.Ylld City S.-deh Fl 32413

904 l34 21S4

The Lance
gets distributed
every Monday.

Parasa,ls. Karaol(e Beach
Party. Nea 01sount
Coupons
FROM $104 PER

RESERVATIONS WEEK
PER PERSON •
4 PERSON
1•800-488-8828 OCCUPANCY

So pick it up.

Teacher Train in Australia or Britain
Graduate Qualifications in Education
Primary and Secondary
that will allow you to teach in Ontario

'

3 or 4 year graduates may apply
Information may be obtained by
contacting:

Northwestern College of Chiropractk
is now accepting applications for its next three entering classes.
(September 1994,January 1995, April 1995)

General requirements at time of entry include:

K.0.M. CONSULTANTS
P.O. Box 60524
Mountain Plaza Postal Outlet
Hamilton Ontario
L9C 7N7

• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a a life or health science degree program.
• Aminimum G.P.A. of 2.5. Amore competitive G.P.A. is favored.
• Apersonal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

Northwestern offers:
• Aprofessional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
• Awell-rou:1ded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis, X·flJ
and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schoob
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.

/

Telephone or Facsimile 905-3 l 8-B200

~,,_tt
-~

Call: 1-800-888-4777 or
Write: Director of Admissions

,., ,,, ;-;,,..,/'

2501 West 84th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55431

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

Food in Religion
A frequent guest on television and radio programs and an award-winning
author, Margaret Visser explores the topic of food in religion.

Margaret Visser
* Best-Selling Author of The Rituals of Dinner and Much
Depends on Dinner.
* Guest on numerous radio and television shows including, The
Journal, The Larry King Show, Momingside and the Toda,y
show.

* Contribunng Editor of Saturday Night magazi,ne .
...

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, February 27, 1994 - 3:00 p.m.

Students have
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Trashing the
recycling effort
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. Sever~ members of the U of W faculty, including faculty association presi~ent Bruce Tucker, have spoken out against tuition fee in- G[r OUITA ™C
cr~s._ It s _good to have people on our side. It's even beuer that \IAY ! rn[ W)[.S
they re i~telhgent.
AR( GOW/A
On_~o s_tud_ents have been tearing apan the provincial NDP for BLOV
pr?U11smg significant lwtion hikes. As well they should. But Political , ~ ~
science professor Howard Pawley thinks that the federal Liberal
government sh?uld I.alee its fair share of the blame. Not suprismg,
~hen you consider he was an NDP Premier of Manitoba - but still
~
important and true.
~ '\.·
Somehow the Liberals have managed to elude the wrath of angry
· ,...:__.a~'lll>\
students "."~ile the NDP bas been scorned. Perhaps its because the
NDP traditionally supported "Zero Tuition." Or it might just be that
NDP bashing is the "in" thing to do these days.
~_(?ntario Education Minister Dave Cooke says that be will make bis
tmuon announcement after the federal government reveals its budget.
Cooke wants to see how much money the province will recieve in
~sfer ~ayments, much of which funds post-secondary education. So
it l?Oks like_ the lower that amount is, the higher students will pay for
It's time to cut the bureaucratic shit.
~err e~~ca~on. There are some who think that Cooke was planning
The U of W' s administrators have been dragging their feet on recyh1gb tuiuon increases anyway, and that this will help him deflect some
of the blame. But it is also true that, considering bow much Ontario cling since September and students should not have to take it anymore.
Residence students on the campus have made considerable efforts to
contributes to the country's economy, our province is not getting its
rightful piece of the pie.
make sure their cans and bottles end up in blue boxes, yet the univerThe Liberals realize this, but they don't want to do too much to sity continues to stall on contracting services to get it recycled. It takes
boost Ontario's economy because it might help the NDP's fortunes in a lot of work to get people into good habits and when their efforts end
up thwarted, it is even tougher not to slip back into old habits - like
the next provincial election.
And even though the Liberals were elected because of a near sweep trashing recyclables.
In September Dave McMurray, the director of Student Services,
in Ontario, they are in no political danger if they don't increase transsaid his department was taking on this responsibility and five months
fer payments to the province.
For the Liberals, there is no need to appease the people of Ontario. later he still hasn't contracted someone to pick up the bottles and cans.
Elections are won or lost on things like the social contract, not transfer McMurray needs to I.alee immediate action on the issue to ensure that
students energy isn' t wasted any further. How difficult is it to hire
payments.
So while the political parties tear apart our country in their quest for someone to pick up the bottles and cans - even on a temporary basis?
Students are taking action to ensure the university reaches their
power, some concerned students will be waiting for the announcement
on federal transfer payments. It may or may not factor in to whether a mandate from the provincial government to reduce waste by 50 perstudent can get an education, and make some sense of the mess we call cent. It is about time the university did their share.
Students are encouraged 10 send crushed cans to Dave McMurray 's
Canada.
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office in protest of the administrations inaction on the issue.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Did you say
moral?
Dear Editor,

I'm afraid that the letter to the
editor entitled Free trade is
moral has radically oversimplified free trade and
morality. I am assuming that the
author is referring to the
Canadian Free Trade Agreement
(FfA) and its successor NAFfA.
I'll remind the writer that the
majority of the 2 OOO pages of
legislation that NAFTA encompasses is not about the elimination of tariffs but actually
concerns itself with the lifting of
restrictions and responsibilities of
corporations to sovereign communities. I would also like to
remind the author that a majority
of Canadians voted against the
FTA and NAFTA (in its current
form) in the last two federal elections.
NAFTA and the FfA are the
front runners in a race to the bottom: the lowest environmental
standards, the lowest wages, the
lowest standard of living, the
lowest social network and the
lowest democratic participation.
This is an agreement that legalizes systematic violence against
people
(especially
women,
visible minorities, and the poor)
and the environment. The FfA
and NAFfA are based upon lies,
greed, systematic violence, and
manipulation.
May I ask what we should
morally do when our Canadian
resources are depleted, when our
imported food is poisoned and
when our parliament convenes in
the board room of a transnational? Toe agenda being pushed on
us by our transnational corporations is neither free or moral. Toe
term 'free trade' is a white male
'upper class' invention - it does
not represent all males. all
whites, or even all 'upper class·
people. But it does however represent the will of several very
powerful and greedy individuals

who do not give a shit about
people, the environment, or
democracy.
Kenneth MacKendrick

Honours -Religious Studies

Outdated map
an insult
Dear Editor,

to read my campus' newspaper
and not have to read explicitly
detailed descriptions of sexual
acts used only to emotionally
blackmail me and influence my
beliefs. Try reason next time not vulgarity.
Trasie Sands

U ofW Alumni

Red Cross
questionnnaire
racist

I would like to take issue with
the person that installed that poor
excuse of an African map in the
CAW Centre. I find it very upsetting that a 'map' that shows
several nations missing (includ- Dear Editor,
More than a year ago I wrote a
ing Eriteria), and several that
don't exist (like the United Arab letter to the director of the Red
Cross pointing out the misleading
Republic) is shown so proudly.
I would like to inform the per- nature of the Donor Health Asson who insulted a number of sessment Questionnaire. AlAfrican students that there would though I received a response
not be the same insulting mis- which indicated that the queswas
undergoing
talces in a North American map. tionnaire
revisions,
no
changes
were in
To my knowledge, geography
place
when
the
Red
Cross
Unit
lessons are available at the
appeared
on
campus
on
Feb.
8
university.
and
9.
The
organization
still
had
Marian Araleh
Year IV Business the following questions on it's
assessment sheet:
"13a) Were you born in or
have you emigrated from a
country, since 1977 where AIDS
is a common disease (parts of the
Caribbean, Sub-Saharan Africa
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to a or islands located near these
letter from Sue Morin which ap- areas of Africa)?
peared in your Jan. 31 issue.
13b) Have you had sex with
I would never deny a person such a person?
14. Since 1977, have you
the right to an opinion or a forum
in which to express it. r cannot traveled to or lived in a country
therefore deny Terry Snyder the where AIDS is common?"
In question 13, the Red Cross
right to express an opinion. Furthermore, I cannot deny a person has failed to note that there are
the right counter that opinion so 1 many cases of AIDS in Asian
must. therefore, accept that Sue and European countries; as well
as hundreds of thousands of
Morin bas chosen to do so.
There are bener ways to get people with the HIV virus in
your point across than be offend- Canada and the U.S. In addition
ing your readers. From the onset since AIDS is no longer a rare
your letter was hoslile with disease in Canada, when answerwords such as ·spewing'. I am ing question 14. all of the potennot denying that you made per- tial donors in Canada should be
tinent points. only that your vul- responding with a 'yes'.
I am a longtime and regular
garity was unnecessary. I am in
no way a prude or a square but I Red Cross Donor. However. I
feel I have the right as a student have decided to stop donating

Vulgarity
unnecessay

blood until The Red Cross organization corrects the misleading and racist rhetoric in its
questionnaire.
A.C.Brown

Pot is 'private
environment'
affair
Dear Editor,

1 am submitting this letter in
response to Sylvia Eftimova's
letter in last week's Lance. In it.
she states that marijuana legalization would impose on her rights
because she doesn't want "to
smell marijuana in public
places." In keeping with this line
of thinking, I would like to say
that I don't want to smell the
B.O. of the person sitting next to
me on the bus. Therefore, proof
of having lalcen a shower should
be required before anyone can
board the bus.
Get the point? Besides, who
said anything about marijuana
being used in public if legalized?
Most groups lobbying for pot
legalization want it to be made
legal for use in a private environment, such as your home. Taking
a walk through your neighbourhood while consuming a 6-pack
of beer is illegal in this country.
and I assume that laws governing
marijuana use would be similar
to liquor laws in this regard.
Last summer a bill was introduced by a private MP in the
House of Commons which called
for the legalization of pot.
Unfortunately. the bill was
wiped off the table when Parliament was dissolved for the
federal election, but supporters
hope a similar proposal will be
introduced soon.
This law would be good for
the public and if Ms. Eftimova
bothered to read the articles in
the Lance she would know the
rea,;ons why.
Matt Dunlop
Year II Science - CIS

-
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Symbol of defect I
to symbol of pride I
By Joe Murphy
Special to the Lance

We live in a society of classification. If you are not a straight wbiit
male you are a fag or a nigger.
As a gay male, I know that I am constantly labelled b
heterosexuals and homosexuals. That is why I believe it is crucial~
begin the process of labelling myself. I must create an identity and a
history for myself so that I do not get lost in the classifications ot
o_thers. Hence the need for reclamation of the symbols of my opprfl.
s1on.
The pink triangle represents the greatest symbol of oppressi~ 1
queers have been subjected to in this century. It was used by the I
Nazis to label homosexuals in concentration camps.
It is estimated that 63 OOO to 100 OOO men were imprisoned f!r
being homosexual. Most queer relationships were punishable by 1a~
Discriminatory laws are hardly a thing of the past, in North Amenc;i
where the government often bas a say in the private lives of citizens.
Ideal Nazi men were all emotionless warriors, and women subser.
vient breeding tools - those who did not fit these discriptions were
eliminated. So gays, bisexuals and transvestites who did not comp!)
with male stereotypes were inferior and so eliminated.
In the concentration camps, the life expectancy of a prisoner with a
pink triangle was shorter than that of any other group. This is not to
lessen by any means the hardships experienced by any other group of
prisoners, especially the Jews.
Though less homosexuals were affected than Jews, they were
treated as inferiors and criminals. Like Jewish prisoners, those with
the pink triangle were often killed enmass. Homosexual numbezi
were reduced so swiftly that no sense of community had the chaoct
to develop. This remains a danger to queers.
Queers today, as in the concentration camps, must search out a
community and ir.any have reclaimed the pink triangle as a way to
identify themselves as queers. This facilitates recognition of one
another and the building of friendships and communities.
I wear a pink triangle because I feel it is a sign to the public
straight and queer, that I am proud of my queer status and I am oo
content to stay hidden in a closet. I think a sense of community ise.1sential to my health and welfare. I intend to do my best to createJ
community on campus and the city, so that queers will have a su~
port system. So I ask of the public, straight and queer, that they wear
a pink triangle as a sign of their support. We live in a society <i
labels. Start to label yourself "part of the solution."

'

; .I

Joe Murphy is the president of Out on Campus, a gayAe1bianlbisexual group at the V ofW.
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Presently this association includes
appointees of the following groups:
Anglican, lntervarsity Christian Fellowship,

Thursday, February 17 12-1 pm
CAWSC Common Area

Roman

Come ask the candidates Questions
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S.A.C. Used Bookstore

Applications are now being accepted for the September
1994 S.A.C. Used Book Store. Please come to the S.A.C.
offices to fill out an application.
Deadline for application is Friday, February 25 at 3p.m.
The first 35 applicants who have properly filled out an
application will be accepted
NOTE: Preference will be given to full-tinie undergrads
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CAMPUS CLIPS

:ompl)

SSS controversy
wilha
, not to
There won't be a Social
roup!i I Science Society Election this
year- but there may still be
1 were I controversy.
le \\ilh
Sean Lyons, a political
~
science student, bas been acchain
claimed as the president of
I the society.
1 out aI
Only one person, SAC
way to I president Jon Ricci, sought
of o" I nomination for the vice
presidential postilion, but it
public I is unknown whether be is
eligible for the job.
y isesSSS by-laws state that
:reate a anyone seeking a position on
: asup, the executive must be a full:yw~ time student who is enrolled
:iety a in at least three courses and
who bas paid their society

am~,

fees.

Ricci has paid his fees, but
be is not taking any courses

while in his position at SAC.
Society chief electoral officer, Paula Davis, said "If
two thirds of the society
decide to overlook the bylaw then he will be acclaimed as vice-president."

Why the 'Y'?

I

I!
I

11

I

J

In an attempt to address
those enraged by the 'Y' in
lhe Womyn's Centre, an
open forum was organized to
discuss the issue last week.
The event was advertised as
a place to "voice your complaints," if ''spelling womyn
with a y piss(ed) you off."
"The biggest complaint
people perceive is that we
want to separate ourselves
totally from men," said
centre coordinator Angie,
''we want to reclaim our
identity and start defining
ourselves."
Considering the vast
amount of negative responses about its spelling - in
Lance, calls, and drop
ms - the turnout to the discussion was small.
Volunteer Zdenka Pittman
was disappointed students
"could complain but then not
come out" to be confronted.
Religous studies professor
Pamela Milne said the flack
lhe centre gets is inevitable
when challenging those who
control language - and so
the media, classroom, law,
and society.
. "People always make
Jokes,
like
womanhole
cover," said Slingerland,
"this diverts attention from
the real issues." She linked
the poor turn out to such
diversions.

!he

Lance photo by Jeff Holmes
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Though residence students have been tossing their recyclables in blue boxes, the U of Ws inaction trashes their effort.

Dorms' recyclables trashed
By Tran Longmoore
Co-News Editor

The U of W is "dragging its
feet" in its completion of the new
recycling program, according to
the SAC environmental commissioners.
The commissioners, Jen Jackson and Dave Zaritzky, are
frustrated because the U of W
has still not contracted a company to pick up and recycle
aluminum cans, glass and plastic
bottles from the residences. The
rest of the $20 OOO program,
which aims to reduce 20 percent
of the U of W' s waste, is up and
running.
Currently,
the recyclable
goods that are thrown by resi-

dents into the bins end up in the
trash.
"It gets frustrating," said Jackson, who bas worked on imP.lementing the program since
last July. "We've been scheduling residence floor meetings to
tell students how important it is
to recycle. And now that the've
started using it, the recyclables
are going into the garbage."
Jackson was hoping that the
residence program would be in
place when students returmed to
school in January. But Gary McMann, director of Physical Plant,
said that it may still be a while
before that happens.
"We're still in the process of
looking at numbers to decide
which firm we'll contract."said

McMann.
Global Recycling, through
Essex-Windsor Waste Mangement, picks up and recycles the U
of W's fine paper, newsprint and
cardboard.
According to Jackson, a
Global employee was picking up
and recycling the cans and bottles, though the firm was not contracted by the U of W to do so.
Global discontinued the service
in January after the driver was
fired for unrelated reasons.
"The university was getting it
done for free, so it took its time
trying to contract a firm to do it,"
said co-environmental commissioner Dave Zaritzky. "Now it's
not even being done at all."
Zaritzky said that BFI could

service the residence bins at a
cost of $80 per week. "They
should do something immediate1y, even if it is only on a short
term basis."
Jackson said that the situation
bas thrown the program a bit off
track. "It just causes a lot of confusion. The program's kick-off
has been put back and it bas
slowed the campus education
process," said Jackson.
The commissioners are trying
to convince the U of W to
remedy the problem quickly.
Both encourage residence students to send cans to the office of
the director of Student Services.
They will meet with Dave MacMtuTay this week to discuss the
situtation.
!!

Call for longer hours at Centre
By Alison Dennis
News Staff

Angry students, disappointed
that the CAW Student Centre
Board has reneged on their
promise of a 24 hour facility. are
fighting back. A petition is circulating, which organizers hope
will force a change in the buildings operating hours.
The loss of the midnight shift,
effective at the beginning of the
winter semester, was the result of
decision by the centre's advisory
board Th board includes representatives from the U of W' s
three student groups SAC,
OPUS, and GSS.
Terry Scott is a third year
geography student and department representative who is helping to get the petition circulated.
He said that the decision reflects
on student leaders. "When they
accept a proposal from the administration to make changes,
they have to think about the students who they are representing."
"It's $8 OOO that they're worried about, while we're the only
university in Ontario that doesn't
have a 24 hour student centre."
"Pissed off' when he beard
about the change in hours, Scott
approached SAC president, Jon
Ricci to oppose the cuts and try
and get a petition started.
But according to Scott "I
didn't write the petition." Rather
Ricci informed the student that
someone bad already started a

petition and agreed to send Scott
I 00 copies to fill up with signatures.
So far Scott says he bas been
successful in getting students to
sign, with "only about two out of
every hundred who wouldn't sign
it."
Chris Dempsey, a fifth year
criminology student and Resident
Assistant is against the new
hours. "It's abominable. We as
students can't be expected to perform to our utmost potential
when services that are necessary.
such as a place to study, are continually denied us."
Many students expressed that
the University ignores the necessities of the studying student,
while placing too much emphasis
on financial issues.
Concerned students hope that
the petition illustrates the
student's needs and brings about
change.
Many feel that the change has
restricted
their
studying
capability. They say that they
never know when they're going
to be stuck without a place to
study.
"Not only does the Centre
serve as a study environment, it
also provides students with a
place to congregate and socialize," said Jim Toews, a fourth
year geography student. ''There
are many students who function
best with the consumption of caffeine and late hours." Toews
feels that the petition is a great

•

Lance photo by Momiko Hino

Students sign petition for a return to a 24 hour CAW Student Centre.

way to let the university know
what students expect from the administration.
Ricci has made himself available to the student public, willing
to listen to and discuss their concerns about the Centre hours.
About 75 students have directly
approached him to voice their
opinions. Ricci said most students carried very passive dispositions to the new hours.
Although some students felt
strongly against the changed

hours, Ricci stated most students
who spoke to him were in favour
of the early closing, in order to
stick to the projected budget.
Ricci stated the petition will
probably grab the board's attention, but he doesn't anticipate
any changes will be made.
Mary Lou Thibert, the
Centre's director. said she understands the students· concerns
over the changed hours, but she
is still holding firm to her
decision.
!!
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Faculty speaks out
against tuition hikes
By Dave McCullough
News Staff

Lance photo by Momiko Hino
CRO Doug Ellis, centre, is to SAC as Alex Trebek is to Jeopardy.

Lights, camera, SACtion
By News Staff
Voter turnout for the Feb. 23,
24 SAC elections will be the
highest ever if chief returning officer Doug Ellis' plans fall into
place.
Ellis has already finished the
first ever televised broadcast of a
SAC candidates forum. The
forum will air on Trillium Cable
channel 11 on three occasions
this week.
Nine thousand students will
also be kept abreast of the election with home delivered memos
that provide information about
the locations of the polling stations and the candidates.
"I want everyone to have the

., I

election in mind. I want this campus to be buzzing," said Ellis.
He said there will be two more
polling stations than last year,
one at Lebel and another at the
School of Music.
There are three other candidate
forums currently scheduled. They
take place Feb. 14, 17 and 21, at
12 pm in the CAW Student
Centre.
While Ellis may get more students to the polls, there are less
students to vote for this year.
There are only two students running for both the president and
vice president secretary positions. And, suprisingly, there will
be no races for any of the faculty
rep positions on council.
II

Here are the candida1es:

Gabriel Maggio

President

Derek Robertson

Christopher Maich
Rich Mancini

The following have been acclaimed to their p6stlions:
Busin~ rep - Dennis Copeland
Human Kinetics rep - Brian
Watson
CA WSC rep - Dan Roundtree
Computer Science rep - Dario
Sfalcin
Social Science reps - Jeff Bradley, Andy Bowen, Dou Brink

Vice President Secretary
Joe Barile
Corrina Thomson
Senators
Russell Bennett
Carmen Coccimiglio
Bernie Cummins
Chris Lobb

The Council of Ontario
Universities' report on tuition
reform, which calls for significant increases in tuition fees,
has been condemned by members
of the faculty association.
Bruce Tucker, president of U
of W' s faculty association, said
the COU proposal for tuition increases would reduce accessibily
to post-secondary education.
"It's a matter of fairness. Students have already borne significant increases in tuition,
beyond what they have been expected to contribute [towards
post-secondary funding] ," said
Tucker.
"It would give the advantage
to people with the financial
means to attend, and disadvantage those who cannot."
Howard Pawley, political
science prof, believes the
proposed increases will further
limit access to university by
poorer students.
"It will probably reduce even
more the representation of those
who are currently under-represented, such as low income students," said Pawley, a former
Manitoba Premier. "I doubt very
much there will be an adequate
system in place to provide accessibility for under-represented students."
Under the COU' s proposal, the
Ontario Student Assistance Plan
(OSAP) and the Canada Student
Loans (CSL) would be replaced
by an Income Contingient
Repayment Plan (ICRP) to be administered through the tax system. Tucker views this new
system as flawed because it discourages students from financially disadvantaged backgrounds

from university attendance.
"What faculty members are
concerned about [with ICRPJ
isn't repayment of student assistance but the discouragement of
students from lower and middle
class backgrounds," said Tucker.
"We live in a time where
people are saying not to take on
any additional debt."
Pamela Milne, a professor of
religious studies, shares this
view. "With ICRP, there will be
a systemic barrier for the kind of
people who have been denied in
the past and who have just gained
access to post-secondary education."
Milne pointed out that a
university degree no longer
guarantees a well paying job, if
any at all, and will further disadvantage groups which are systematically discriminated against
in the workplace.
"If you are coming out of
university with a degree financed
through ICRP, you could be
facing an education debt into
your fifties - especially if you are
a woman, who statistically only
make 70 percent of what a man
does," said Milne.
"It's a failure of the federal
government to provide effective
leadership," said Pawley, who
feels the education funding crisis
stems from years of reductions in
transfer payments to the provinces.
Pawley contends that with
universities seeking increased

over the COU's proposals is t~
narrowly focused on govenmeni
and student contributions IO
university funding. He conte~
the corporate sector has found
any means necessary to avoiQ
contributing to post secon<1ar;
education because they ~
avoiding contributions to the la!
system.
"The faculty association is ac.
cumulating data on why there isa
government funding crisis,'' said
Tucker.
Tucker noted that the reaso, '
for this is during the last ~
years, governments in c~
have been shifting the tax burden
from a corporate tax to persona1
tax base.
"No one talks about the maj!X
corporations which are makin,
big profits while many pay ~
taxes. They also receive other
considerations such as receivm~
large tax credits."
•
Tucker pointed to a document
produced by the faculty associa.
tion listing profits, tax crediti
receives and taxes paid for maj!X
corporations. Among the corn.
panies listed, the Royal Bank
made $63 million in pre-tax
profits in 1992 and received S65
million in tax credits. The document also listed that Chryslei
Canada owes the government
over $600 million while Bell
Canada Enterprises owes over S2
billion in defered taxes.
"Corporations benefit from
having an educated workforce

funding from non-governmental

Modem commerce depends oo

sources, it will be difficult for the
university to maintain academic
autonomy.
"We have to look for corporate
finances, but we must not allow
the direction of the university to
become squewed."
Tucker believes that the debate

it," Tucker said.
Milne sees the current trend as
an attempt at the privatization of
post-secondary education. "We
have to begin to ask ourselves
who is (post-secondary) edin
tion for and who will have a~
to it?"
I
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NAC warns women

about birth technology
-

Sy Holly McIntyre
News Staff

· is 1%

:nrnent
ns to
inte'-11

New
developments
in
reproductive technology, like in\itro-fertilization, sex-selection,
four11 eugenics, and fertility drugs are,
avO!d "taking reproductive control out
0
ndari of the bands of women and into
Y are those of scientists and biotech
the tax labS," says Sunera Tobani, presilk!nt of tbe National Action Com1 is ac.
nuttee on the Status of Women.
ere isa
Eugenic practices are deemed
·," saia 3 "common sense issue" and
"wonderfully progressive" in
reaso, I western society where it is jus~t l I tified with reasoning which
-an~ sounds pro-choice, Thobani told
burden me group of 150 U of W students
:rsonai who turned out for her talk.
Toe same technologies that are
majCK termed barbaric in third world
naking countries (used to ensure male
iay no offspring) are paradoxically
Other viewed as "family completion"
:eiving and ok in the west.
lbobani said "aborting a disumeru abled fetus makes common
,socia- sense. Often a disabled fetus is
credit1 me result of malnourished
majCK mothers, poverty or accidents corn. situations which won't be solved
Banl by technology," adding that,
>re-la.I
!d
"genocide is as old as
565 capitalism."
docu•
.
•
As genetic testing mcreases,
uyslei lbobani argues that discriminanment tion will soon be based on one's
~~r~ genes. "This technology further
legitimates the ranking of human
life," so, "who will rate which
from life is valuable or not?"
<force
NAC has taken a stand against
ids 00 lhe 1989 Royal Commission on
endas Reproductivt. Teclmology. The
comm1ss1on
established
a
tion of
. "We regulatory body which has the
rselve! power to manage reproductive
edoc.a- technology, but not to change the
direction of this development.
a<:Ce\)
The research and information
! from NAC says, the Canadian

(
g

government is holding the health
and saftey of women in their
hands on this issue. Experimental
technolog1es are marketed before
any side effects arc discovered
often leading to physical deform~
ity in women and children.
The long term effects of
reproductive technology are not
known, so NAC wants a
moratorium on research and
clinics in this area
The danger is emotional as
well as physical for women. "The
commission's report defines invetro-fertilization as a treatment
for infertility, but it is only a bypass with an 85 percent failure
rate," said Thobani.
The use of technical language
works to give more weight to the
voices of the experts, rather than
the women affected by the report,
she argues. The $27 million
report does not make a single
reference to NAFfA, and the
ramifications of the easily accessible American fertility clinics on
Canadian women.
"The economic interests which
have driven the development of
this technology are incredibly
strong. There are 10 million
women who are potential consumers," said Thobani.
She feels the market for these
new technologies bas been
created by pharmaceutical companies, ready to deliver fertility
drugs to any couple who has
been trying to technically conceive for over two years.
But the future may not be as
bleak as it looks if women take
action. NAC encourages women
to get educated and demand access and control of information
vital to their health. Bombarded
with requests for lectures from
universites across the country,
NAC anticipates a vast network
of women are eager to be educated.
II

CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES

TYPING
• Papers • Reports
(APA &other styles)
• Resumes • Letters
Cash, Visa or MC
For special student rates
Call Roni at 253-5501

Typing, typing, typing: fast, accurate, WP 5.1 - $1.50/page - APA
format, legal fonnat (McGill citation)
• laserprinting available - call 2564848.

EMPLOYMENT

1-800-265-7691.

MITS &GlOVES &HATS
GRATEfUl DEAD
T·SHIRTS &MORE...

C!Iothing ~ l}zandicrzilt:i
from ~outh ltmericzi ~
the Y Zll' Ezi:it

February 14-18
CAW Student Centre
---=-----------------

Essays & Tenn Papers
Resumes
Cover Letters
Send & Receive Fax
Desktop Publishing
Computer Instruction
Laser Printing from Disk

Your writing never looked this good!

1---------------------_.

FOR RENT

WANTED
Female roomate needed, 2
bedroom apartment, $300. No
depostt, utilities or lease. Comer of
Wellington and College. March 1,

95*
new lntr~ctory

1994. 256-6138
Attractive female models wanted

for nude figure photography. No experience necessary. Call (313) 7303646. Serious inquiries only. Fee
paid.

offer

PERSONALS
Happy Valentine's Day Romeo'
Roses are red, violets are blue, you
should be aggressive, so I won't
have to! Love, Juliet - guess who?

I VOLUNTEER§ NEEDED I
Do you have tco much time on your
hands? Can you draw, write, or
photograph? The Lance is looking
for you! Come to our staff meetings
on Mondays at 6:00 pm in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.

Office : (5 19) 253- 1196
Home: (5 19) 734-6457

SWEATERS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Needing a convenient monthly
parking spot across from Leddy
Library? 8 am to 5 pm. For information call 252-0491. Available now.

G SunLife
Magic Hu~ lmport~
~

All Your Typing Needs and More!!!

I

Exciting new business opportunity! Summer job managers required coast to coast. Excellent
resume experience, low risk HIGH
PROFIT selling and installing inground irrigation systems, caD: STUDENT
SPRINKLERS

Financial Planning • Retirement Planning
Charitable Giving • Estate Planning
Pat Galasso, Ph.D.

Assumption University, Second Floor
Suite 200 - Phone 253-TYPE - Fax 253-8658

KELCOM FREE SPIRIT PAGER
NEVER MISS A CALL .. $13.95/MONTH
Includes unlimited number of calls .
plus r e placement batte ries. plus
llfe tlme warranty loaner.
• • I rt.Ima

• nd

aoth,ation

eictre

-COM™
PAGER HOTLINE 250-5050
363 Eugenie Street East

Now Available in:
the UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

You are not alone.
There's a

If your nails are not
becoming to YOU ...
you should be
,
coming to us!

Youth Group

Parking prices may become gradually lower as they move away from
the campus, according to one plan of the student parking committee.

for you.

KYM~

Call
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Students talk parking
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

973-49\!)

Most students agree there is a
parking problem on campus, and
some feel they can solve the
problem by working as a group.
A dozen concerned students
met last week to discuss the possibility of holding a rally to lobby
the administration for more parking spaces. Instead, they came up
with two motions they feel will
make it easier to find parking.
The Student Parking Committee hopes to lower prices on four
lots, including one at the Lebel
Building, one on College Ave.
and two more behind HK (about
(i()(}-800 spaces). Ricci said he
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . will bring the motion to the next

I Nail & Aesthetics
421 Pelissier St. 977-7822

.I

for Information.

a Harvey's Suggests... • ~~fE~:r
Treat Y ff treat 11
I

Q.

~-----------------

• Coupon entitles you to
I
enjoy a Harvey's
1 charbroiled hamburger,
1 fries & a small pop for:
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campus, leaving more space for
those who need it," he said.
Another plan involves lobbying City Council to change
residential parking rules in stteets
around the U of W and implement a student parking permit
"We're still throwing ideas

around - but we have to stop
24-hour permits. If we can get
people out (for support) we Will
be successful."
The city instituted permit part.
ing last summer as a one-year
trial, and is currently seeking
input for an evaluation to be
presented this April.
Campus Police has been taking
some of the complaints from students about parking, and according to director Jim Foreman, "the
biggest complaint isn't that there
is not enough parking - just the
locations available."
He thinks students will "get
used" to finding spaces that are a
short walk from campus. "Up to
a few years ago nobody had to
park out at HK. Now there are
upwards of 2 OOO cars per day."
Alexis Evert, a member of~
Student Parking Committee, says
sbe doesn't mind waiting to
campus from the other lots if she
is going to be oo campus all day,
"especially the prices the.re."
"I just want to get the people
wbo have the time to walk- be·
cause it's worthwhile if you're
going to be on campus" eight
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Same sex couples not
wanted in Canada?
By Sarah O'Donnell
The Ubyssey
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VANCOUVER (CUP) If
you have a spouse or lover you
want to bring to Canada, you
won't have much trouble getting
a visa - unless your partner is
the same sex.
Canada's immigration laws
discriminate on the basis of
sexual orientation. There are no
legal provisions in Canada's Immigration Act that allow a gay or
lesbian Canadian to formally
sponsor their partner.
Heterosexual Canadians can
get their partner into the country
under a spousal sponsorship
clause if they are legally married.
Lesbians and gays do not have
that option open to them since
Canada doesn't recognize samesex marriages legally.
Rob Hughes, an attorney with
the Smith & Hughes law firm,
said "the ink doesn't have to be
dry on the marriage certificate
before a heterosexual couple can
file an application for spousal
sponsorship and (homosexuals)
have to go through all these
hoops just to show we have a established relationship."
He said they are treated as
"second-class citirens whose
relationships aren't recognired
by immigration. The definition of
spouse simply excludes lesbian
<X' gay partners because it refers
to opposite-sex couples."

To be with their partners, gays
and lesbians must file independent applications or try for

temporary visitor or student
status, a long and costly process.
Hughes said some progress bas
been made in recent years.
'.'R~ogni.tion has been given by
unnugrauon to allow applications
to proceed on humanitarian and
compassionate consideration for
the lesbian and gay partners and ?
that is done on a case-by-case
basis," he said.
There are no standard procedures that managers in the visa
offices can follow, so each case
is left to their discretion. The
result is inconsistent decisions.
Activists who launched court ~challenges against the government argue regulations violate
the charter of rights: "every individual is equal... without discrimination based on race,
national or ethnic origin, color,
religion, sex, age or mental or
physical disability."
But practical necessity often
discourages lesbians and gays
from taking the legal route.
"The problem is that nobody
wants to be a test case and if you
can get approved in some
fashion, you choose to go that
route... In a number of cases in
the past, if a policy is being cbal- ·
lenged the immigration department can simply grant the
applicant status and that removes
the cause of complaint."
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Spring Break SI.OOO Giveaway

1 O Draws of $ 1 00 each
$100 Draws each Thursday with 1 Bonus week Draw '

~~~~vffl\W~ (\ 11 vf m(\ TIV(\ nT\TI (\ CT T1D (\ rm
IUPVJ',!\Jlt ~W!.'i' ~ ~ \0~\l~~\J LlD~
our l- l M l i U A X f prices are l~ ~ ~ Ojlow.
Call for Information
977-6583
BUSES leave from the U. starting at 8:30pm
Free Parking Next Door

Tribute to KISS

801 Ouellette Ave.

senses
the soft touch of your flesh
the gentle caress of your fingers
the sweet taste of your lips
make me tingle
the whistle of yoW" breath in my ear
the brush of your beard on my neck
the sudden touch of your tongue
make me quiver

Thar many splendoured thing - so darned splendoured thar we could hardly
fit it all on the page. Give in to remptaTion. Here 's some inspiration .. .

the warmth of your body
the strength of your arms
welcome me into your world

Love
One side of the street: Royal Blue, Hugo Boss suit, muscular blond, Obses
sion for Men, sill-foot-four. Lawyer. Money-green Mercedes convertible.
Other side of the street: Jockey For Her, Liz Claiborne suit-dress, brunette,
Halston' s. Catalyst. Chartered Accountant. Red Light! Major red light.
One side of the street Dread. Bun-long locks. Shades All male. Occupation unknown. a UB40. Other side of the street Brunette. Prescription bottled
glasses Shy Intelligent. Green Light 1 Joyous green light.
Yellow light. Everyone else. Good luck
Janet C. Brown

' I

I will tell again. since it turns you on so much. 1 was eighteen then,
travelling alone by train. A rather plain, scrawny thing, remember, in jeans
and a long wool coat, makeup-less, my long straight hair pulled back.
"facuse me sir," I said to him, eyeing apprehensively bis leather Jacket,
punky hair, and many earrings. He looked a bit old for his get-up. maybe thirty-five, bis face was lined like a smoker's. "Would it be all right if I sat here?
My seat up front" (the only other one left in the car) "won't recline, and it's
cold when they open the door .. ."
"Of course it's all right," he replied, a smile lighting bis blue eyes lined
with black. "But only if you promise not to call me ·sir' anymore!"
I busied myself with writing a letter to Charles, object of my unrequited
Jove and lust. He never did receive that missive describing the untouched
beauty of the snowy Laurenti ans and the joys of a holiday spent away from
the parents.. It didn't seem very honest, when my mind was on much earthier
pleasures - fantasies, really - bard as he might have found it to believe,
looking at me.
Toe letter finished, my pretext for avoiding conversation with the stranger
gone. we fell to talking. I remember discussmg astrology, an enthusiasm of
mine in those days. I was surprised at his good humour and bis gentleness; I
thought myself foolish for having feared him.
..Are you shy?" he asked as he touched my hand. I did not pull away.
though I suddenly felt very warm; his fingertips were soft, soft "No, I'm not
particularly shy, not usually." I told him truthfully. 'Why do you ask?" In
reply, be kissed me, sweetly. probingly. On his lips I could taste faintly the
white wine he'd been drinking. I'd only ever kissed two other guys in my
whole life, the last one months before. I kissed him back with as clear intent
as a virgin could muster.
"Mm, tu me tentes." be whispered, a phrase that doesn't translate well, as it
means both "You are temptinl! to me" and "I want ou" We conJ.in~sing in this manner for a while ...But it' s getting late, I sYialf bave to continue
another time.
Trish Morgan
0 Captain! My Captain
I remember quite clearly that, in my youth, I longed to be a fish This wish
first grasped me during an especially interesting episode of Land Beneath The
Sea, and again after a feast of Captain Highliner' s Finest Fish Sticks. The
desire would keep me awake at night, tossing and turning in my little bed, fantasizing of the life that would be mine were I a fish. Through early adolescence I continued to dream of the glorified aspects of aquatic life - slipping
silently through cool wet waters and flip-flopping on the sandy ocean bed. I
imagined the primitive and mysterious creatures of the sea that I would encounter in the deepest, darkest regions of Atlantis.
By late adolescence my fishy fantasies had hit me full force. I longed to be
snagged by Captain Highliner himself - what a tasty dish I would be! It was
when I entertained the notion of being ravenously feasted upon by Moby Dick
that 1 realized my sexu al persuasions may be developing in a deviant direction . Just when I was beginning to fear that I would indeed have to grow fins
before I could ever find true romance, I met him. I spotted him across the
counter at the Fish Market just the other day, and it was love at first sight. He
stared at me with intense bulging eyes, and thrusting a damp, scaly hand in
my direction said, "Hi. I'm Charlie - Charlie Starkist..."

Tammy Woolacott

"Lust and Desire"
He slipped his band onto her smooth calf Slowly he traced bis finger along
the soft skin, past her knee to her inner thigh. She looked at him with wide
eyes, and allowed him to move her body as he wished. No words were
spoken, as though it were taboo, for one word could break this moment of
silent ecstasy. Now between her legs, be lowered his torso until his chest lay
on hers. She smiled lazily as he drew bis face near to kiss her lips, occasionally allowing her tongue to frolick along with his.
He caressed her neck, softly. then harder, foreshadowing events to come.
His tongue gently followed the curve of her shoulder, over to her breast as he
cupped the other with bis band. Their bodies began to writhe together in a
dance, bands exploring each muscle, each curve. They could no longer hold it
inside, the passion was too overwhelming, the moment of pure pleasure was
upon them. Sweat formed on their skin as they moaned and panted into the
night air. She gasped out in sheer delight and ... "Cut!'" yelled John Stringer,
director of Lust and Desire
"'That's enough for today," and be walked off the set, wiping the sweat
from his brow.

Lisa Thompson

the words that you whisper
the silent words of love
welcome me into your heart

Computer-Aided Sex
Adrift in a sea of automation. I gazed upon the rows of computer terminals
in the centre. Concentrating on each screen, the patrons was unaware of my
shameless staring. Suddenly, as if I bad finally found what I was seeking. my
eyes rested upon a newcomer at the door. I observed bis romanesque profile.
His god-like features seemed carved from marble, and his tall, muscular body
sent a wave of longing through the core of my being. Without hesitation, he
moved to the terminal next to my own. I continue to type, although the lingering scent of bis fragrance disturbed me.
"Excuse me, but do you know how to underline on WordPerfect?" I
couldn't believe that I was asking something so obvious. He moved closer
and leaned across my keyboard to press the F8 button. As be drew near I
could feel his breath, and a shiver excited me when his hand brushed my arm.
I managed to thank bun with barely a whisper. For a moment our eyes met
and I felt that he could read my thoughts. Blushing with self-revelation, I was
afraid that be knew how much I hungered to feel his lips pressed against my
breasts, afraid that he knew what I wanted so desperately to achieve.
Our eyes remained locked in mutual desire, I felt bis band gently slide between my knees. I snatched it away in resistance. I scanned the room with apprehension before turning to him once again. He explored the curve of my
thigh. and I felt the warmth begin to flow. In response, my hand began to feel
the semi-erect phallus shrouded beneath his jeans. It stiffened at my touch.
I rose from my chair and walked across the Centre to the exit I found a
utility closet and waited inside. Moments later, he joined me.
Greedily, our mouths met to feed upon forbidden fruit. Passion surged as
we tore off each other's clothing. Carelessly. recklessly, our bodies joined in
perfect union. In a moment of infinite purity and completion, our flesh became one in the swirling vortex around us. We danced the ancient tribal dance
of Just, our bodies pressed together in sinful ecstasy.
Following our encounter we dressed, and I realized I didn't even know bis
name. Before I could ask, he was gone. The Computer Centre would never
seem the same.

S.M&G.R.

Drip. Drop.
Toe cold wind at my back pushes me up the dark driveway of the house I
called home for nine years. My anger increases as memories of a happier time
flood my thoughts. How dare Carl do this to me? I ask myself over and over.
How dare be?
My gloved bands reach for the garden-hose and pull it towards the outer
wall of the master bedroom. Breaking the glass. I push the nozzle through the
window of the room I once shared with my ex-husband.
A stream of water pours onto the bed as tears of bitterness roll down my
cheeks. Time passes. I bear the water dripping onto the wooden floor. Each
drop echoes the heartaches of the last six months, washing up and dropping
away.
Maybe, just maybe, I can start a new life after all. Maybe I can go on. Just
because be remarries the day after we divorce ... No! I don't have to wallow in
grief for the rest of my life.
Toe water continues to fall as the hours of darkness slip away. Drip. Drop.
Drip. Drop. And I cry. Tears of sorrow turn to tears of joy. I smile my first
real smile in six months and leave the hose in the broken window.
Back in the rental car parked across the street, I sit behind the wheel and
wait. At noon, my ex and bis trophy bride return with the glow that only
recent honeymooners have. I watch them rush to the front door and unlock it.
I watch him kiss his new wife and sweep her into his arms. I watch them clear
the threshold. I smile. I drive away.

A. Corinne Brown
I can't imagine a night without you. Your hair flows gently across your
shoulders as you move. Your eyes, so gentle, give me solace when I need to
hide. I drop my pen and you begin to chuckle.
Each time you speak I long to yell to the world how I feel. Dulcinea, I am
your ever faithful Don Quixote.
But then, a cold sweat engulfs me as I try to speak. My tongue swells filling every available space in my mouth. My jaw numbs, frozen by a dentist's
needle. Why won't the words release themselves? I must try to express the
words spoken by lovers through the centuries.
"May I have another coffee, black, please?" I spew out The smile slowly
leaves your face as you turn for the coffee pot. How stupid can I be! Why
don't you just pour that scalding liquid over my head and disfigure me for
life? As I try to sneak my bead into the tiled, linoleum floor, you punch the
cash register. I place a loon on the counter. You look at me, forcing me to try
again
'Thank you"
Shit. I did it again! If I could get these words out and lift this burden from
my heart. Looking up, into your eyes, I begin to feel a quiet understanding.
Do you know what I'm going through? I return to my table. Sipping my coffee I glance over, trying not to be noticed. Will I be able to tell you tomorrow? Will I be able to tell the world tomort0w? If I only knew your name.
Dave McCullough

the feel of your flesh against mine
the feel of mine against yours
excites me
all
of you
excites me

Angela Markou

Cat Poem
A delicious energy
of years and want
Hums between us
as we walk, quiet
in the night rain,
Not touching this spring
til we brush
-accidentallycrossing the street,
your arm to my shoulder.
A small shock.
I do not jump:
Just smile,
close my eyes
To be a cat
twining at your feet
one second only.

LisaFonin

Game of Chicken
A hundred yards of fevered road
lie between us.
Blistering heat, liquid chrome, ahead
you grin - rev.
I ache to kick,
clothes aside.
_ I
pedal to floor,
heel to spine,
molten skin,
this crush of Jove.
I think you know,
once clutched, I am engaged.
to swoop through your windshield,
elbows smashing glass.
envelop you in accelerated limbs.
Your engine quivers now,
anticipating behind its toothy-grill,
pistons, sparks, a roar,
primal combustion.
Transmissions thrust. tires rage,
blasted dust and then,
the test - culmination, my love.
E. C. Roberrs

chapman
your grace
your form
known to me for many years
since childhood
i slept and dreamed ...
"I didn't actually see the witch
granting your wish, but
I did see her putting it
in the Nelsa Belsa basket."
but then it arrived burgeoning with
gifts
o'erflowing
and you chapman
cbapman chump chimp
prepared the savoury dinner
and we feasted.

c. Trunt

Not Yet Tonight My Love
Stretched tightly
on this bed
my breath
uniting in
your breath
pulsing
shivers
down your breast.
Visceral love
this band
caressing now
may Jong for blood
stretch out
embrace that pencil
on the table
and drive it
through your neck.

Dana Dragunoiu
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Good to
read out loud
By Tanya Kuzmanovic
Arts Staff

In his latest volume of poetry Ted Plantos brings out humour in ordinal)· circumstances. Dogs Know About Parades. published by

Black Mos, Press. contains selected poetry from several previous
collections as well as new poems. Together, it adds up to a selecuon
of work that makes for enjoyable light reading.
Plantos' dry wit comes through in Somewhere Under the Rambow;
in it he describes with irony society's outcasts by comparing them to
magical fairy tale characters. The result is a satire with a melancholic
message.
Hallelujah, Lady is another gem. It's a one-sided conversation between a woman and a homeless man from the man's perspective.
This poem deals with the generally taboo subject of homelessness something everyone wants fixed but which most do little to remedy.
Plantos does not subject his readers to preaching or ovcrweaning
opinions about how to cure social ills; Hallelujah. Lady simply expresses a transient person's ideas and creates a round. believable
character in the process.
Plantos experiments with a different style of wnting in Scilly Eyel
and 11ze Sale on Socks: On paper, these poems seem flat and somewhat bare. but read out loud, Plantos • craft and his attention to
painstaking word choice becomes obvious. Aloud, the pieces flow
like music.
Other poetic subjects include cats. Canadian culture, and donuts.
If you· re not generally a poetry fanatic, or if your familiarity with
poetry is limited, you're still apt to enjoy Dogs Know About Parades.
Not stereotypical or long-winded, Plantos poems revolve around
ideas that arc original. accessible, and often surprising. He takes a
unique look at things that are not usually highlighted - things like
fleas. and horse shit He bypasses the beautiful and romantic and
chooses instead the vulgar and hilarious.
This volume might not offer much to the seasoned reader of
poetry, but enough of the poems make it worth a glance.
I

UPCOMING EVENTS
Music
CJAMfm
presents
a
benefit for OPIRG (Ontario
Public Interest Research
Group) with Kmg Kool
Flipped, We Wish We
Knew. and Garden Weasel.
Thurs.. Feb. 17 at The
Spotted Dog (89 Riverside
Dr. W). Donation $3-$5.

Film
Another Valentine· s special, Nagisa Oshima's gorgeous classic In the Realm of
the Senses, Kinotek's sleazeof-tbe-week. At the Capitol
Theatre, Sat.-Mon Feb. 1921, 9 pm. $4.50.

***

At the Windsor Film
Theatre (2135 Wyandone
W.) David Cronenberg's
"subdued and beguiling" M.
Butterfly and Peter Weir's
Fearless, Tues-Sun., Feb.
15-20. For times, call 254Fll.M.

Theatre
Windsor Feminist Theatre
presents Opposite Directions, written by Cindy
~udric, directed by Paula
Jellis. A play about frt..'Cdom.
anger, empowerment. and
truth. Tickets $10 reg, $8
students and seniors. Fri. and
Sat. Feb. 18-19. and Feb. 2526 at the Capitol Theatre.

***
Umversity Playcn, present
Dreaming and Dueling. b)
John and Joa Lazarus,
Thurs.-Sun. Feb. 17-20 and
Feb. 23-27. For ticket info.
call 253-4232. ext. 2808.

Visual Arts
Intaglio and Relief, by artist Anne Warren, at Winsdor
Printmake~ Forum (3rd
floof, 325 Devonshire Rd.
(at Riverside Dr. E.) Opening reception Fri.. Feb. 18.
7:30. Regular gallery times
are Mon.-Fri. 1-5 pm.

***
Lebel Gallery presents
She said... Women's Stories,
works by five women artists.
From Feb. 14-19. Closing
reception Thurs, Feb. 17,
7pm.

***

Morphagenesis, a group
show involving nine area
pamters (and some good
theory) at IKWIL 309 Gallery (309 Chatham St. W.)
until Feb 25. For more info,
call 977- 7273.

Windsor band
comes home
Jester
survives
injustices in
Flint, Mich
By Jackie Shannon
Arts Staff

California's Roadhouse was
high on the list of places to be
this pa<;t weekend a, Windsor's
own Jester rocked the house.
Due to an unfortunate incident
in Flint, Michigan. in which
much of their equipment wa'>
stolen, Jester, much used to a
heavy touring circuit, is temporarily resigned to playing the
local scene.
Although the band expressed
some understandable disappomt
ment at the setback and the sudden change of not being on the
road, they were very positive
about their prospective stay in
Windsor. They cite friends and
ever acceptmg home town
crowds as the best reasons to be
back in the area
Despite the heinous theft,
Jester still has alot to be smiling
about these days. They feel that
now they've paid their dues and.
a,; the title of their new CD
states. "ITS TIME". They've
been playing together for five
years, and things are finally starting to happen - fast!
With Maypex. and Gibson endorsements, their CD in the
record stores, as well as a distribution contract with Mega
Rock Records in Europe, Jester
seem to be on their way to rock
and roll success.
Backstage, following the
show, lead guitarist T.J Knig~t
lays back in his chair, puts his

feet up on an ottaman, and plays
absent-mindedly with his hair.
He's the very picture of ease.
When I mention the concert he
shows some interest, and is
curious to know what I thought
of it.
We talk about guitars, technicians. the touring, the music
they've been playing. The rest of
the band seem vef) relaxed and
satisfied about their music and
their current path.
Paul Beresford is Jester's lead
singer and the band's representative: he admits to influences
from the 70s and 80s including
Journey, Rush, and Iron Maiden.
The band prefers to refer to
their music as "progressive rock
with an edge. and a very positive
message".
On stage, energy surrounds
these guys and that energy bleeds
into the audience like something
contag10us. Their newly released
CD, ITS 7/ME. tend,; to jumps
out at you the same way but
without the three-dimensional interference of a live show.
From the CD it is more evident
that the lyrics make important additions to the songs. They make
sense and send a very clear message. Perhaps the very essence of
the
band
is
the
song
"Breakawa)"', a fun, upbeat tune
with a driving sound. That's certainly bow I saw them.
I!

Lance Arts Editor Sarah Atkinson threatens thaJ this may be
just the second in what could become a long series of headbanger
articles to appear in the Lance
arts section unless someone takes
her (and her friend Judi) to see
Mororhetul. so she can get it out
of her systtm.

Forbidden Love: Unashamed Stones of Lesbian Lives, a Genie
Award-winning documentary, from the National Film Board, about
lesbian hfe in Canada in the 1950s and 1960s. It will be shown
Thursday, Feb. 17, at 7:00 pm at the Capitol Theatre. as part of
the Visitors in the Arts (VITA) series.
One of the film's directors, Lynn Fernie, will be in attendance to
answer questions after the screening.
The Capitol Theatre is located at 121 University Ave. West.
Admission is free.
For more information, call Artcite at 977-6564.
Co-director Lynn Forbidden Love gives viewers a candid and
often humourous glimpse into the lives and thoughts of lesbian
Canadians through interviews and dramatizations.
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By Lorne Bell
Sports Staff

In late January Alan Metcalfe,

I

a professor in the University's
Human Kinetics department, attended a pre-Olympic congress
on sports history in Norway. The
congress focused on winter
sports and the Olympic games.
After giving a key-note address, he was given a tour of the
entire facilities in Lillehammer
and area. Commenting on the
facilities Metcalfe said, "the most
fascinating site at these games is
at he Gjovik Olympic Cavern
Hall. It is the world's largest
arena excavated in a mountain.
(It is) an amazing site to see."
The facilities are the most enviromentally sound ever, a big
reason why Lillehammer was
chosen to host these games.
What is the mood in Norway?
According to Metcalfe, the excitement of the games has affected the people considerably.
''The Norwegians have really
gotten excited about these games.

The Olympics have taken over
the imagination of an entire nation."
The Olympics as we know
them have changed however. The
games have become too commercial, and should be re-named the
Corporate Games. It is no longer
a showcase for the best athletes
in the world, amatuer and now
professional.
Metcalfe agrees, saying, "Yes,
the Olympic games have become
overly commercial starting in
1984 witk the LQ!i Angeles
games. Athletes are put in the
background, it bas become an
enormous corporate event."
Another reason these games
will be different then any other,

is the Harding/Kerrigan affair,
(also known as Clubgate). During
the Olympics, the American
media will focus too much attention on this particular event.
Says Metcalfe, "the whole affair was not seen as a big deal in
Norway. It was reported and forgotten. There are other high
profile Olympic events for the
European press to focus their attention on. The American media
is making mountains out of
molehills."
The Olympic ideal. Is it still
alive? When the Olympics are
mentioned two words come to
mind; winners and losers. The
winners receive fame and lots of
cash. The losers get absolutely

nothing. What is portrayed
through the media is not the
Olympic ideal.
Sportsmanship
has
been
replaced by a win at all costs attitude. Perhaps you must be an
athlete or coach to fully explain
the Olympic ideal.
When asked about the Olympic ideal Metcalfe had this to say:
"the Olympic spirit, the idea of
doing your best is alive. True
sportsmanship still exists, but
money has created a strange
paradox. Whether this is good or
bad, is a judgement call."
Talking with Metcalfe, one has
a great appreciation for the
Olympics. To conclude with a
final thought Metcalfe had this to
say about his trip to Lillebammer
for a sneak peek at the 1994
winter Olympics. "The perfect
winter is happening in Norway, a
winter I have dreamed of since
childhood.
I had a wonderful time meeting people from many different
nations, it was an experience
soon not forgotten."
!!

Lancer women's volleyball
coach retiring after 20 years
By Alex Meyer
Sports Staff

A major figure in U of W' s coaching staff
in stepping down this year.
After 24 years of coaching, Marge Holman
bas decided that it is time for a change.
··1 can walk away knowing I'm going to
miss it," said Holman. "There bas never been
a year that I haven't enjoyed. There are small
bad moments, but they don't compare to the
rest of the years."
There are some things that Holman is really
going to miss: working with the student-athletes and organizing the High School Invitational. However, there are some things
Holman will not miss after twenty years with
the volleyball team. She won't miss the administrative side of it, the pressure to recruit
or the road trips.
"I'm not a recruiter," Holman said. "The
program and the league are going in a direction where you have to recruit more to remain
competitive. Recruiting is now a year long
job."
Holman feels that it is better to spend time
on academics rather than athletics because,
"sports here {in Canada] generally don't lead
to a career."
Holman's career has been long and
decorated. In 1969, as a volleyball player , she
won the DeMarco Award (The DeMarco
Award is an award based on both athletic performance and academic standing). Holman
coached synchronized swimming for her first
four years at U of W before coaching
women· s volleyball for the next 20 years.
She developed the Windsor-Essex County

Lance file photo

Marge Holman, circa 1973. Unfortunately the
rest of this photo does not show her groovy
bell-bottoms.

Volleyball Association in 1973, organized the
High School Volleyball Invitational Tournament from 1973 to the present and organized
the Can-Am Volleyball Tournament for 12
years. She was president of the Ontario
Women's Interuniversity Athletic Association
in 1982, was assistant coach of provincial
volleyball for the Canada Games from 1985
to 1988, and was on the board of directors of
the Windsor-Essex County Sports Hall of
Fame from 1985-89.
She bas been Convenor of OWIAA Volleyball Coaches Association from 1989-91
and 1993, been OWIAA Volleyball Coach of

the Year three times (1982,1989,1992),
recieved the OWIAA Honours Award in
1986, received the Olympic Torch Medal for
Coach of the Year in 1987, was named
Woman of the Year by the City if Windsor in
1988, was given the Gino Fracas Coach of
the Year award in 1988, and was elected into
the U of W Sports hall of Fame in 1990.
"I was very honoured and surprised (to be
in the Sports Hall of Fame) at this stage of
my career. Halls of Fame are for people later
in their career. But after 25 years of coaching
I guess I'm not as young as I thought."
Retiring from coaching will certainly give
Holman more time, and she has plans for it
already. "Coaching prevented me from doing
some things. Now I will have time to do some
of those things." said Holman.
Next year she has a leave of absence to
finish her doctoral work at Michigan State
University.
When she returns Holman will take on a
full teaching load. She plans to continue her
work in the sport on a local level, working for
the development of the sport and people in
the area.
Holman doesn't have any one favourite
moment. "There are so many real highlights.
That was what made coaching an important
part of my life," she said. "Personalities of
teams change; no two have ever been the
same."
Still, the change will be hard to adjust to,
and "It will take getting used to," she said.
"I' 11 still be the number one volleyball fan,
and a fan of all our sports (at U of W)" she
said. "It's a terrific place to be and graduate
from."
LI
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Corning Up

SC

Feb.16
Men's basketball at Laurier
Feb.18
Track and field Team Challenge at St.Denis
Feb.19
Men's basketball Brock at
St.Denis 4:00
Women's basketball Brock
at St.Denis 2:00
Hockey Waterloo at Adie
Knox 7:30
Feb.20
Hockey Laurier at Adie
Knox 3:30
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Results
Feb.S
Women's basketball
Western 56 Lancers 44
(Dana McCullough 15)
Men's basketball
Western 71 Lancers 55
(Mark Baggio 17)
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Athletes of the Week
Jennifer Graham captured
the gold medal in the 1 OOO
metre at Notre Dame.
Graham's time of two
minutes, 52.87 seconds was
good enough to qualify her
for the CIAU championships
as well as break the existing
meet and Notre Dame
Fieldhouse records. Her time
also ranks her near the top of
the CIAU list in that event.
Mike Nolan, multi-events
specialist won the gold
medal in the pentathlon at
the Meyo Invitational, corn·
peting in the 55 metre
hurdles, long jump, high
jump, shot put, and 1 OOO
metre run. Nolan's total of 3
935 points is the second best
score ever by a Canadian
athlete, and was also a meet
and Notre Dame Fieldhouse
record. Nolan's performances in the 55 metre hurdles
(7 .89 seconds), high jump
(2.02 metres) and long jump
(6.90 metres) were all CIAO
qualifying marks.

Fab Five
Just like the University of
Michigan men's basketball
team, U of W possess a fab
five. However there is a little
twist that is something to be
proud of. The Lancer
women's basketball tealll
bas five players with A
averages. They are:
Karen McCulla
Nancy Gyurcsik
Tara Smith
Cheryl Swain
Wendy Langley
Unlike the Michigan fab
five none of the above-men·
tioned have stolen cases of
Molson Ice that we know of.
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No post season for hockey
--

-

.

By Robert D. Way
Sports staff

Fourth-year forward Randy
Stephenson scored three goals
and added an assist on Feb. 6,
propelling the U of W Lancer
hockey team to a 5-1 victory over
lhe visiting Toronto Varsity
Blues.
After scoring a pair of power
play goals in the first period,
Stephenson capitalized on a
breakaway to complete a natural
bat-trick early in period two,
giving Windsor a commanding 30Jead.
Less than two minutes later,
Lancer veteran Carlo Capaldi
beat Toronto goalie Scott Galt
again, assuring Windsor of its
seventh victory of the season.
Forward Dwayne Brunet also
scored for the Lancers andToronto captain John Anderson
recorded the Varstiy Blues lone
goal.
"We probably played as well
today as we have all year-both
offensively and defensively,"
said Lancer bead coach Rick

Cranker.
Stephenson said the team was
looking to tum things around
after an embarrassing 7-2 loss to

I

I

.

COACHING
POSITIONS

The Department of Athletics and Recreational
Services is seeking qualified applicants for the
following positions:

HEAD COACH - MEN'S SOCCER
HEAD COACH - WOMEN'S SOCCER

Both of the above positions are part-time and an
honorarium will be provided for each of the successful
candidates. If interested in applying please forward a
resume and a list of three references to:
Dr. Bob Boucher
Head, Dept. of Athletics &
Recreational Services
Faculty of Human Kinetics
University of Windsor

DEADLINE
March l, 1994

Windsor, ON N9B 3P4

Lance photo by Steven Paniccia

Joe Korab brings the puck up in a 5-1 victory over the Varsity Blues

Guelpb on Saturday.
''We were upset with the way
we played against Guelph,"commented Stephenson. "We're
definitely pleased with the win."
Scoring goals in Saturday's
game were Stephenson and Ben

• Family Dentistry
• Sleep Dentistry
• Cosmetic Dentistry

Brenner.
The Lancers play their final
two regular season home games
on Saturday Feb. 19 against
Waterloo Warriors and Sunday
Feb. 20 against Laurier Golden
Hawks.
t!

• Dental Implants
• Emergency Care
• Crowns & Bridges

Men's volleyball hopes still alive
By Robert D. Way
Sports staff

The U of W men's volleyball
team kept its playoff hopes alive
on Feb. 4, defeating the visiting
Guelph Grypbons three sets to
one.
After raking the first two sets
16-14, 15-10, the Lancers
dropped the third set 17-15, then
put the Guelph Gryphons away
with a 15-11 win in the fourth
set.
"We had to win and we did do
that, so that's a plus," said bead
coach Mike Palencbar.

"We're kind of looking ahead
at the tie-breaker procedure; we
were hoping to take them out in
three straight."
In the event that the two teams
finish with identical records, the
tie will be broken in favour of
Guelpb. The Guelpb Grypbons
will advance to the playoffs
having won 9ne more set than the
Windsor Lancers.
This is because earlier in the
season when Windsor and
Guelpb met for the first time, the
Grypbons defeated the Lancers

3-0.
"We got tired," said Lancer

Paul Wilkinson of bis team's loss
in the third set. "I don't think
we're in as good shape as we
could be-but we're getting better."
The second-year, middleblocker Steve Ray paced the
Windsor attack with 25 kills,
which is a brand new Lancer individual ~Wh record. Paul
Wilkinson bad 16 kills, and setter
Chris Smith added five service
aces.
The Lancers last regular
season game was this past
weekend against the Laurier Golden Hawks.
t!

CHRISTOPHER'S
:·· . , J~/

(former~ O'Tooles on Huron Church)

~ ~:- ·~ 2320 Huron Churdi- 972-5800

l 2 BlJGK BURGERS
I

ON THURSDAY!!!

The Bigg~st Burger you've
ever seen tor just1wo bucks!

ONE DOLLAR FRIDAYS
Alumni Affairs, the CAW Student Centre
and Students' Administrative Counci l present

THURSDAYS&
if°SA11JRDAYS

H ow to Get a Job:
Strategies for Improving Interview
Performance and Job Search Techniques
Monday, Feb. 21, 1994
9am - 12noon
Ambassador Auditorium, CAW Student Centre

Your invited to hear U. of W. Alumnus

p
p
J

Scot R. McFadden (BA '73, MA '75)

1f

.[ Career Planning: Identifying a career path suited to one's skills,

II
b
.e

e

:r

address issues such as:
personality, style and interests
.
.
.[ The Interview Process: How to perform optimally and receive a
job offer
.
.[ Conducting effective job search upon gradu~t1on
.[ Staying motivated and maintaining self confidence

]l

A

ib
n·
of
f.

Scot is ~ registered Psychologist who h~s conducted re~earch in
im roving interview performance, and ts currently retained by the
Dfrlas Stars and the Philadelphia Flyers of the NHL, as well as the
co-director of the Career Counselling Program for the NHL Players
Association.

Complimentary refreshments provided and SPACE IS LIMITED
so please call 973-7024 to reserve a s~at,
or drop by the CAW Student Centre Information Desk.
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Track team performs well
against American schools

,S A L O N
Where we set the standards

Student discounts on Sundays
551 PELISSIER • OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS • 973-4977

Lancers set
four new
school
records
By Sports Staff
After competing in two U.S
indoor track and field meets the
past couple of weeks the University of Windsor's track and field

team is shaping up in fine fa,;hion
a'i they arc not only are they
doing well, but arc performing
well against top notch Division I
competillon

Saginaw Valley State
At Saginaw Valley State on
Jan. 28, seven Lancers brought
home gold medals, highlighted
by sprinter O'Brian Gibbons who
won the 55m and the 200m ..
Steve Radovich also set a new
Lancer record in the 800m.

'

Anew start
Ed. note: The following is a letter from members of the
women's soccer team, commenting on the stepping down of their
head coach Gord Caldwell.
Dear Editor,

---4GR\LL
e,AR an 1~r;; w~.....J.u« w..i
GO LFA.~S_fff_
Wednes~ay Thurs & Fri 17 &18
OPEN MIKE NITE

w/CHUCK BAKER
I

POWDERED
TOASTMEN

Sat Feb 19

PARIAH BROS
Mea & Th•ra: Chlelcea Wla11 $.2S
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We would like to bring to your attention the issue of the Lancer
women's soccer coach being replaced. It is important for
everyone to understand that Gord Caldwell, who started the
women's soccer program, did a great deal for the program here at
Windsor, and no one questions that fact. However, we wish to let
the university know that they have taken a step in the right direction by obtaining his resignition. The university is moving
towards a more competitive team and therefore showing much
greater interest in the program than they have in the past.
1be women's team bas had itc; most successful seasons these
past three years, and have gained some recognition in the league.
This success had also helped draw better talent to the team. While
the team is currently competitive with anyone in the league, with
the addillon of a couple more players, the team can challenge for
the championship.
While Gord and our assistant coach did a great deal for the
women's soccer program at Windsor, a change was desperately
needed. The last few seasons the team hac; failed to mesh as a
team, and that has held us back from rising to the next level. The
University with their decision, hac; shown its commitment to the
soccer program, now it becomes the responsibilty of each and
- every girl to put the past behind them and come together wider
new coaches. While these coaches brought us to the level we are
at today, to continue to improve new coaches are needed.
With new coaches, a fresh start and a united team complete
with some strong rookies-look out in 94!

Lancer Women's Soccer team

252-2233
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Notre Dame
Invitational
On Feb 4, the Lancers
travelled to South Bend, Indiana
to compete at the Notre Dame Invitational. The Lancers took the
pressure off for future meet~ a1
they got 13 more athletes
qualifyed for the CIAU's to be
held in Edmonton on Mar. 11 and
12.

Pentathalon
Leadmg the way for the Lm.
cers was second-year athlete
Mike Nolan. He set a scbool
record in winning the pentathlon
with 3 935 points.
This record is only I02 point.\
off the currentCanadian pen.
tathalon record held by Winds<r
firefighter Dave Steen who ironically helps Nolan tram.
While recording the excellent
individual performances would
take up this whole paper, a fev.
individuals stood out.

1000m
Jennifer Graham set a meet
record. as well as a new scbO< .
record in the l OOOm. Sk,t
Radovich won the men's 1 000m
while teamates Jason Boyle and
Alex MacLeod finished third anJ
fourth respectively.

55 m hurdles
Another Lancer team record
fell in the men's 55m hurdleH,
Chuck Canfield won in a time or
7.64 seconds
Considering
the
Lancro
dominated
against
tough
American schools, they should be
expected to do well when defend·
ing their OUAA/OWIAA cham·
pionships which are being held at
the St.Dems Centre on Mar. 4
and 5.
I
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Sparse choice makes election difficult
By Mark Crane
Editor·in·Chief

AROUND CAMPUS

What is
love?

It's gonna be a two-way race
for both president and vice president. of SAC in the upcoming
elecl:lon. And it's always grim
when the selection is so minimal.
Elections work better when
there are many candidates to
choose from, because it allows
people to make a fair choice from
among many. While all the candidates in this year's election
have some good qualities (see
next week's paper for a full
profile), the process always suffers with too little involvement.
All of this tends to beg the
question, ''Why are there so few
people interested in running for
positions which will allow them
to represent feHow students for
the upcoming year?" And it's not
just the two top positions; seven
representatives were already acclaimed and several didn't even
have a nominee. The senate elections, with six running for two
spots, will be the most unpredictable race.
There are probably many factors at work, aside from the ob-

vious student apathy and busy
student syndrome. lt has something to do with the image of student leaders being unable to
bring about much change. Even
the prestige of being able to rule
over a million dollar budget and
make decisions 1s no longer
enough to draw people into the
leadership race. It seems like
dirty business; something that
most people want to stay away
from. The days of the chargeleading student union is dead and
gone - maybe for ever.
This sounds kind of ominous,
but with the general respect for
members of Parliament sinking
so low every day, it's no wonder
people aren't excited and interested in student politics. The
general attitude seems to be "let
the politicians deal with politics,"
because people have enough to
worry about
For all intents and purposes
this is true - but it's truth could
be nullified if a few people gave
a shit. And that's what the
Lance's Vote SACtive campiagn
is about - giving a shit. All it
takes is a minimal effort, and students can get something out of

their student government.
Students can get a strong
voice lobbying for themselves. ensuring a quality
education that is accessible
and representative of all
students, they can get action on issues like parking.
racism and student input
into
administrative
policies. A good student
leader can also ensure
quality services for the
money students pay - like
the drug plan, CFS services and
other academic related services.
To do this, leaders will need
enquiring and active students to
help them come up with ideas,
and execute them.
They will need some sort of
commitment from students to
give them direction and focus on
their posts.
With so few candidates for the
top posts, campaigning should be
relatively mellow, no one will
want to rock the boat too much
when they have a 50 percent
chance of winning. This is where
the commitment from students
comes in. These candidates will
have to be grilled quite intensely,
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so it doesn' t turn into a guessing
game at the polls. Make these
candidates give clear and workable proposals to what you see as
problems on campus, make them
commit to a year of real action on
srudent' s behalf.
To make it a bit easier, there
will be three candidate's forums
that will give students a chance
to ask and get answers on issues.
All three are in the CAW Student
Centre at noon on Feb. 14, 17,
21.
m
The forum on Feb. 17 will be
sponsored by the Lance, the
Womyn 's Centre, CJAM-FM,
OPIRG and the Human Rights
coordinator.

Visa students not 'wealthy elites'
By Deslyn Jules
Special to the Lance

"A
genetically
encoded
response
to
ensure the survival of the
species by encouraging
monogamous relationships so
that children may be raised. •

Chris Gagnier

CJAM-FM Radio

"I used
to
believe
in love but now I know ft is a
lie. The only woman who won't
break your heart is your
mother.·

Dave Fritz
CJAM-FM Radio

This letter is in response to the very racist
and vituperative letters printed in to the Lance
on Jan. 24. As a member of the ISS executive,
(International Students Society), I am very
aware of the economic status of many of the
Visa students who were referred to as 'elites'.
I would like to respond to the use of the word
'elite' to describe them.
In this society, anyone attending a postsecondary institution, be it coHege or university are considered 'elite'. I am therefore
interested in knowing why you would consider Visa students elites but not yourself. I
am also curious about something else; since
the word 'elite' implies unlimited funds, does
that mean that you as a Canadian 'elite' also
have unlimited funds? In addition, while they
are here they will acquire tastes for Canadian
products which their countries have to import.
(Year II B.Comm, are you listening? This is
the export market speaking, or does Canada
no longer trade with foreign countries?)
It is quite obvious that Mr. Mulford and
Mr. Zilinek are members of the most disadvantaged of all the visible minority group~ young white males. A segment of society
generally known to be unemployable upon

graduation. Whenever they do manage to find
employment, then the Mulford family alone
pays these 'high taxes' smce no-one else in
Canada pays taxes. I think it advisable that
both Mr. Mulford and Mr. Zilinek avail themselves of a copy of the university calendar
and look at the composition of the teaching
faculty. The majority of these professors were
educated in other countries.
Mr. Zilinek' s statement that Visa students
pay more to attend school in Canada because
they are taking the place of Canadian students
-sounds quite xenophobic.
The majority of Visa srudents just like
Canadian students are serious about their
education and while here contribute greatly to
the university's budget. It is not he Visa
students' fault that these special Canadian
students did meet the university's entrance requirements.
If Mr. Zilinek feels the need to blame
someone for these tragic circumstances (besides the students themselves), maybe be
should look at the university entrance requirements instead. Visa students, many of whom
learned English as a second language, deal
with currency which is worth 4 or 5 times less
than the Canadian dollar.
Added to this, once they arrive on campus,
they must put up with an astounding level of

ignorance and bigotry displayed by the
people on campus.
Incidently, no one seems to know who
these 'special' Canadian students are with the
exception of Mr. Zilinek, but - he· s not telling.
Mr. Mulford, in his rambling diatribe,
notes that "Visa students do not pay income
tax, the provinces biggest source of taxation
income, as my parents and I do. And as far as
your argument that they pay the PST goes,
most of this money is spent in the form of
grants to municipalities. Are they trying to
tell us that visa students do not drive on the
streets, walk on the sidewalks, ride the heavily subsidized city busses, take showers, go to
the washroom, you gel the point."
It is interesting that be neglects to mention
that Visa students breathe exclusively
Canadian air.
Also he fails to mention that the top 10
percent of wage-earners in this country do not
pay taxes. Should they be banned from using
OHIP and other municipal services as well?
This means that Mr. Mulford does not want
Visa students to use OHIP because they are
not Canadian, rather than because they do not
pay taxes as be stated.
m
Deslyn Jules is a Year N Classics major ar
Uo/W.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Way to go PSA!
Dear Editor,

·spending Valen~ne's day with
my girlfriend Karen.·

Alain Arthur
CJAM-FM Radio

I

'An illusion... just look around
you.

Sue Morin
CJAM-FM Radio

Last weekend the Political
Science Association held its annual Model Parliament and Semi
Formal. Being that this was the
third year for this event, it was
expected that a greater n~~r of
individuals would paruc1pate.
However, no one could have imagined the enormous turnout.
This can largely be accounted to
the work done by Justin Walsh,
president of UWPS~. ~is creative new idea to mvite other
universities and bigb schools to
participate made for a more interesting and productive event.
On behalf of the Political
Science Association, I would like
to thank bim for all the bard work
that be did for this event. Your
actions did not go unnoticed.
Congratulations Justin, you
deserve it!!

Moose Pub
'safe'
Dear Editor,

I am writing to express my
concern, in defence of the doormen of the Moose Pub useing excessiver force in their handling of
situations. I am proud to say that
there hasn' t been an altercation
that bas evolved into a full
fledged fight yet this year. The
pub is one of the safest environments to have a good time in the
citv. The door staff pride themseives on sduch a clean record.
The use of force is only a last
ditch effort to resolve problems.
I think that the people who
have a serious problem with the
way things are being run in the
pub should take a sober Thursday
night and tag along with a doorman and truly experience having
to watch and be in control of 450
partying students. I would like to
Scott T. Delorme bet that your views would
Executive Assistant change.
Political Science Association
We aren't against you, our job
is to create a safe and friendly en-

Vlfonment for you. We are
human and make mistakes but
none of them are intentional.
BradSakalo
Moose Pub head doorman

have dealt with worse thmgs m
their lives but it's just that this
made me sad as its sole purpose
was to degrade and show disrespect towards a fellow human
being (whom they didn't know).
Emma Talbot
Year Ill Sociology

Society sucks
Dear Editor,

I am writing to vent my anger
and frustration at having experienced once again proof of the
sad state our society is in today.
The other night I was returning
home after wording the night
shift at the place where I volunteer. Naturally, during this time I
feel a sense of hope, encouraged
that my helping may contribute
to the betterment of our community and the people who live
in it. These feelings of mine.
idealistic as they may seen, were
soon lost as a large car full of
male youths pulled up beside my
car and proceeded to give me the
finger. If that weren't enough all
of them then decided to spit on
my car until they drove away.
Now I hate to generalize, and I
also realize that many people

Society ain't
so bad
Dear Editor,

I would like to take this opportunity to say that there are still
people who care about others at
our campus. My car was stuck
and a kind woman and man
helped me out. Not only did they
take time to make sure I was
completely out of U'Ouble, but
they also braved to cold wind and
freezing car metal.
Thank you, both of you. for
your kindness and concern. I
found the rock on Randolph,
parked and did not get stuck
again.
Michelle Burridge
Honours French & Math
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Re-usable pads sound scarier than they look. Available at the Green Earth Store.

By Tracy Robinson
Features Staff

., I

Last year, Liz Armstrong , co-author of Whftewash,
visited our campus and asked this question: If all your information about menstration came frm TV commercials, what
would you know?
There was a long, nervous pause among the men and
women gathered for the presentation. But finally, the
answers started coming:
- you'd think menstration was about swimming and
cycling
- no, running through fields of daisies
- in white dresses
-it's blue
- I don't feel fresh
- I need protection
- I need Midol to survive it
- it's a secret
- discrete, "no one needs to know"
- sanitary napkins look like microfilms
- in pastel coloured packages
Amid the peals of laughter, it suddenly dawned on us
that the message we had been receiving since puberty was
about denial, avoidance, uncleanliness ... and then we
stopped laughing. Looking around at the group, I realized I
had never talked to anyone about this before. I'd been too
ashamed and embarrassed.
Women are the perfect consumers of chlorinated
sanitary products, not only because we feel there are no al·
ternatives, but we're so secretive about menstration that
we're afraid to ask questions. That's the Whitewash. The
Stop the Whitewash campaign is about tackling this most
taboo of subjects with regard to chlonne use: women's
sanitary products. At the same time, it is teaching women to
be more accepting and more in tune with their bodies.

Why is chlorine toxic?
(from Earthkeeper Magazine June/July 1993)
How does the white granular stuff you shake over your
soup transform into a major class of pollutants and
poisons? Simple: you take the chemical compound of salt
(NaCl) and extract the Cl half, which is elemental chlorine
and does not occur naturally. Then you mix the chlorine
with various carbon based (organic) petrochemicals and
Presto! yoove got yourself an amazing industrial product
used for making plastic, paints, vinyl, building materials like
pipes and flooring, car vehicle interiors, solvents,
refrigerants, pesticides, and bleached pulp, paper and cotton products.
Of course, organochlorines are also wonderfully toxic
and persistant substances. Some of these chemical compounds are estimated to remain intact in the environment
for hundreds or thousands of years and spawn various
deadly children called dioxins and PCBs. Yes, these little
technological miracles also bio-accumulate in fat tissue
which means, contrary to the old adage, you can take it
with you - all 1n different organochlomes now residing in
your body will be with you to the grave and beyond. Al·

though they are loyal little friends, the health implications of ' tract. An estimated two million seabirds and one hundred
thousand marine animals die annually as a direct result of
chlorine are disasterous.
ingesting
or being caught in plastic."
Decades of research around the Great Lakes have
Tampons and plastic applicators also wreak havoc at
documented bizarre functional and behavioral changes in
the sewage treatment plant if they manage to float by the
animals such as egg-shell thinning, reduced fertility, birth
screens and clog up the main pipes, pumping machines
defects and feminization. There is no reason to think that
and sewage digesters resulting in costty and distasteful
these effects are exclusive to non-humans, it is just that the
repairs.
results of exposure to dioxins, PCBs and CFCs cannot be
absolutely proven. Scientific studies are showing a strong
What are the alternatives?
link between toxic pollutants and breast cancer which has
There
are many alternatives including reusable
now reached epidemic proportions in women. Neither are
sanitary
napkins,
sponges, The keeper - a soft rubber
men immune: sperm production has decreased by 50 per·
cup,
unbleached
tampons
and napkins; all of which are becent since 1938 and if current trends continue, a large part
coming increasingly more avalible at area health and en·
of the male population may be effectively infertile in about
vironmental stores.
50 years.
Reusables: cloth pads are innovative in design usually
Stop the Whitewash
made from highly absorbant flannerette, cotton fleece or
terry cloth with moisture proof backing and fastened with
(excerpts fro11 Whitewash by Armstrong and Scott)
belts or velcro
Researchers say the only way to control future
Sponges: natural sea sponges are worn internally and
damage due to chlorine is to phase out its use in as many
are
very
comfortable but must be sterilized after use and
applications as possible. So let's talk about disposibles for
degrade
fairly
rapidly. The American Food and Drug M
a moment. Nearly all disposible sanitary products on the
ministration
refuses
to permit them to be described as a
North American mari<et are made from chlorine gas or
menstral
product,
but
lots of women use them.
chlorine-dioxide bleached kraft pulps and traces of the
The keeper: a small, soft rubber, bell-shaped menstral
most potent toxic furan cane found in women's sanitary
cup which rests internally near the bottom of the vagina.
pads and disposible baby diapers.
The most environmentally friendly and most convenient~
Were you under the impression that whiteness meant
tion; designed by a woman. It has
clean and sterile?
been around for over 40 years and as
"Neither sanitary pads nor
far as I know there have been no
tampons are sterile products."
cases of Toxic Shock Syndrome re"In
Canada,
tongue
lated to its use.
depressors, bandages and denUnbleached T8fT1)0l'lS and Nap,
tal floss are considered medical
kins:
a good compromise ~ you aren't
devices, but not women's
ready
for anything more daring or
menstral pads. Interesting.
want to combine reusables and dis·
Sanitary products can be
posibles. Be careful the package
placed on the market without
says "chlorine-cor11)0Ulld free" not
any prior evidence of safety or
simply "chlorine free" which only
efficiency. Testing or monitoring
eliminate chlorine gas.
of these products before they
What is difficult about this switch
are sold in Canada is done enis
that
almost
all
the
alternatives
force you to look at yoor
tirely at the discression of the manufacturers.·
body
in
a
different
way.
Sanitary
napkins have to be
Convenient maybe, but not discrete.
washed,
you'll
be
face
to
face
with
your own blood. For
"Demonstrating remari<able longevity and seaworthimany of us that takes a great deal of courage, but ~
ness, those little pink plastic tampon applicators that the
rewards are amazing. Because all at once you realize this
package says never to flush, wash up on beaches
blood is life blood, it is the blood of creation. In this blood
everywhere. They are known to some as: beach whisttes,
you are connected to the moon, to the tides, to all the
torpedoes and tube fish.
powers of the universe. And it's all inside of you; quie~
"Playtex Family Products defended its plastic apserene and sacred.
plicator in New Jersey insisting that a ban on this little imLife comes with choice. And it is our choice to conplement would deny women consumers freedom of choice.
tinue to listen to what we were taught about shame and
Instead of changing over to a non-plastic alternative or getdenial. It is also our choice to disrespect the earth and conting rid of the applicator all together, Playtex toyed with the
tinue to poison the water, her veins. And we can choose to
idea of making an applicator that would sink easily."
help or avoid other women suffering from things no one
"At least 50 of the world's 280 species of sea-birds are
wants to talk about like breast cancer in epidemic proper·
known to swallow floating plastic, mistaking it for food such
tions. No one can make these choices for us. No one can
as plankton or f.sh eggs. Plastics are virtually indigestible
decide when we are ready to change, because no one can
and individual pieces can accumulate and lodge in an
mend our connection to the earth but us.
!
animal's stomachs and intestines, blocking the digestive

Sanitary products can
be placed on the
market without any
prior evidence of safety
or efficiency.
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l Expressions of the Creative Force,
popular biologist and musician Dr.
Michael Dufresne will explain what music
and science have in common during an
illustrated public lecture at IONA College,
beginning at 7:30 pm.

Ma/C'}lm X' Talking Plain, begins at 5:30
pm '" the CAW Student Centre
Boardroom, all are welcome.

Thursday, February 24
! As~umption University Chapel will be
having a mass at 11 :50 am.

"' The Ontario Public Interest Research
Group (OPIRG-Windaor) meets at the
Law School, room G104 from 4:00 pm to
5:30 pm.
Aeaociation of Philosophical Thlnkera
need help! Volunteers are requested to
plan the Environmental Symposium,
meeting will be held at the Grad House.
Christopher T. Leland, professor of
English at Wayne State University will be
reading from his new book, The Professor
of Aesthetics, begins at 8:00 pm in the
Sandwich Street Cate, Mackenzie Hall.

Freedom to read week
Feb. 28 - Mar. 7, 1994
• French Club meeting at The French
House on Sunset Avenue at 11 :30 am.
! Coffee House for Cuba will be at the
Eclectic Cafe, beginning at 9:00 pm.

.tE Windsor Printmakers Forum presents
Anne Warren's Intaglio and Relief, the
exhibition continues until February 27th.
Call 253-9493 for information.

Re-activation of the Georgian Music
Society, all vocalists are invited to
rehearse with the group every Tuesday at
7:30 pm in the Recital Hall of the School
of Music. For information contact Philip
Adamson at 253-4232, ext. 2784.
Assumption Campus Community
(between the CAW Student Centre and
the bridge) invites everyone to mass and
a cost supper at 5:00 pm.
The Womyn' a Centre will screen Black
Mother, Black Daughter, at 5:00 pm in
The Grad House.

Wednesday February 23

'
• TheProgresaiveConaevativeCampua
Aaaoclation win be holding their monthly
meeting beginning at 1:00 pm in
Conference Rooms A and B of the CAW
Student Centre.
§ The Womyn'a Centre will host rts coffee
house at 6:30 pm as part of Black
HerstoryMonth, bring your own poetry
and music.
! The Black Student's Alliance present a
screening of the recent documentary,

"' Canterbury Convnunlty Coordinator
presents Project Ploughshares, a
meeting discussing the World Court
Project-an organization trying to
OUTLAW nuclear weapons around the
world. Begins at 7:00 pm at St. Augustine
House (172 Patricia).
"' The Progreaaive Conservative
Campue Aeaoclation will be holding a
delegate selection meeting for the annual
OPPCA Conference in Toronto, the
meeting will take place at The Grad
House, begins at 7:00 pm.

• lntravareity Christian Fellowship is
meetinQ in Salon A of Ambassador
Auditorium at 5:30 pm. Everyone is
welcome to hear John Stevenette.

Friday, February 25
.tE Windsor Feminist Theatre presents
Opposite Directions, curtain time is at
8:00 pm, continues on the 26th at the
Capitol Theatre.
.
• Help for Headaches of Windsi:x meets 1n
the Board Room of the CAW Student
Centre from 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm. For
information call Brent at 256-7474.
.tE Windsor Symphony Mozart Series
comes to aclose at 7:30 pm at the Capitol
Theatre, the performance includes
Gustav Holst's St. Paul for Strings in C
and Symphony No. 6 in D, also included
is a spe.cial perf~rmance. by
Jean-Francois Rompre. Tickets available
through the Cleary Box Office at
252-6579.
.tE 1515 Broadway presents Detroit Black
Cinema, starting at 8:00 pm and
continues through Sunday. Admission is
$4.00.. Call (313) 965-1515 for info and
showtlmes.
"' Meeting in the Womyn'sCentre at 12:30
pm to ~Ian events
l~te~a~ional
Womyn s Month. Speetal mv~at1on to
womyn of colour.
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Tuesday February 22

""'*'

Saturday February 26
--------'--'------''---! Windsor Board and Roleplaying
Gaming Society meets in the Rose
Room of Vanier Hall from noon-11 :00 pm.
,
.
.
® M~ s basketball versu~ Launer begins
at 2.00 pm at the St. Denis Centre.

,...,./'\,,,
•

¥· ·

··'lo,

® wo~en's basketball versus. Laurier

begins at 4:00 pm at the St. Denis Centre.
! End the U.S. embargo against Cuba at
a rally at the Windsor Detroit tunnel, starts
at 1:30 pm·

*

:;~::.

Sunday, February 27
Auumption University Chapel will be
having a mass at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm.
All are welcome.

Monday, February 28
Public Speaking and Developing
Resources for Public Worship is a series
open to all lay preachers in The United
Church of Canada, from 7:00 to 9:00 pm
at IONA College, the cost is $30.00.
A CBC Witness special presentation
Manufacturing Consent, Noam Chomsky
and the Media, a film by Mark Achbar and
Peter Wintonick begins at 10:00 pm.

Wednesday, March 2
Big Brothers of Windsor and Essex
County are seeking males over the age of
18 who wish to volunteer from the months
of May through to September, for
information call 256-2311.

Thursday, March 3
Blood Donor Clinic begins at 1:00 pm to
8:00 pm at 3909 Grand Marais Road
East.

Friday, March 4
® OUAA/OWIAA track

and field
Championships at the St. Denis Centre.
! Aeaumption University offers an
introductory workshop in Bio-spiritualfty
through focusing, it is open to everyone
from 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm, March 5th from
9:00 am to 5:00 pm and March 6th from
9:00 am to noon. For info call 973-7034.
Melanie Rabishaw

.~

KEY TO SYMBOLS

.S

.tEVisual and performing arts.
.
l Lectures, seminars, etc.
"' Club and society meetings.
d
t r
1 Nr
. o ,~es, e~ons r~ ions.
§ Soaals, parties, mixers.
® Sporting events.
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SERVICES

=:J

TYPING
• Family Dentistry
• Sleep Dentistry
• Cosmetic Dentistry

• Papers • Reports
(APA & other styles)
• Resumes • Lettera
Cash, Visa or MC
For special student rate,
Call Roni at 253-5501

• Dental Implants
• Emergency Care
• Crowns & Bridges

Typing, typing, typing: fast, ~
curate, WP 5.1 • $1.50/page. A.DI
format, legal format (McmJ cita1ic,
- laserprinting available - cal ~
4848.

Bed and breakfast for vis~r·
parents and friends.Ten blocks~
campus. Call 256-3937.

I

...,

EMPLOYMENT

J I

Exciting new business oppoi.
tunityl Summer job managers,.
quired coast to coast. Excebe·
resume experience, low risk HIQ!
PROFIT selling and installing~
ground irrigation systems, cal: STu
DENT
SPRINKLERS
1-800-265-7691.

Try Our &rfy
Bird/ late Night
Specials: 4-6pm
&llpm-lam

'
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Wednesday Fe~ 23

Thurs~at. Feh 24

BluES
w/CHUCK BAKER PERSUADERS

OPEN MIKE NITE

ROOMS FOR RENT

Spotless, recently remodelledSll
bedroomhouse, 500 blockoffla,i.
dolph, from $245 mo. per r0011.
preferably to female non-smoks;
entering their second year this !al
Available May 1st. Washer, diy~
stove, 2 fridges, parking, 2 ~
bathrooms, large furnished ~
room. 735-1089 evenings. (Cante
sublet this summer.)

.___ _L
_O_ST_

Fri & Sat Feb 25 & 26

CARDEN WEASEL
Men & Thur,: Chleken Wl1191 $ . 2S
Men & Tues: Deal, fet $2.SO
Ce•in9 See11: XPY 1,t A111111al
Mu1le llwa,d1
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Lost:

man's gold bracelet
Sentimental value
• Reward offered•
Phone Terry at
258-8961.

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

Pathways to Faithfulness
Pathways to Faithfulness shows ways to increase awareness of and
commitment to meeting the faith development needs of adults and how to
work together to create more supportive environments for catechetical
ministry with adults.

Joanne Chafe
* Project Specialist, Adult Port/olio, National, Office of Religious
Education.

* Chairperson

of the National, Advisory Committee on Adult
Rellgi,ous Education.

* Adjunct Faculty Member,

Saint paul University, Ottawa.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, March 6, 1994 - 3:00 p.m.
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Watered down motion a waste
~t. U ?f W, the faculty seems to be more
activt~t m nature than the student representatlves.
. Last November, SAC garnered over 1 500
signatures for a petition that asked the Senate
to denounce the Council of Ontario
Universities' discussion paper, which called
for ludicrous tuition increases. Then, after last
month's meeting with the new GSS president
Joe Esteves, SAC president Jon Ricci decided
that it was wrong to denounce a discussion
paper.
So Esteves, who worked with U of W
president Ron Ianni on an interim casino
committee, and Ricci came up with two
watered down motions for the Senate meeting. The motions asked the Senate to acknow-

ea

ele~
HIGI

rigr,

Sl\J.

J

11let

1e

I•

Immediately after the motion was passed
Ianni, the chair of the COU paper, turned to
Esteves and Ricci and said "Well done."
A month ago Ricci said that one of the
reasons the motion was changed is because
be didn't feel that it could pass. Well it may
have. Woodyard was prepared to fight for it,
.and last week in the Lance several members
of the faculty spoke out against tuition increases.
At the very least, Ricci and Esteves, like
the student representatives at Trent, Algoma
and McMaster universities, could have tried
to get the discussion paper denounced.
That is was the petition called for, isn't it?
Instead, they sold U of W students down
the river. For what. one can only guess.

Read a banned book for readin

PflOI·
,,s~

.ERS

ledge that students should be involved in such
discussion papers and that students have
strong reservations about tuition increases.
These motions were passed easily at last
week's Senate meeting, but not before Pyschology professor Dale Woodyard spoke to
them.
"I don't understand why the motions were
watered down. I much preferred the original
one," he said.
After the meeting be wondered outloud
about the motions. "I'm suprised. I was
prepared to marshall support for the first motion. How is this going to look to students
elsewhere across the province? Maybe there
was some internal politics at his meeting that
I didn't catch."
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In a pluralistic .society such as
ours, the right to read whatever
we choose is of utmost importance. In Canada, we are lucky
that we can take this right for
granted. Or can we?
Canada's "Freedom to Read
Week", sponsored by the Book
and Periodical Council, is Feb.
28 -Mar. 7; this week reminds us
that we must be vigilant. The
right to read is one of the
cornerstones of a democratic
society, but we must be aware
that this right is under constant
assault.
One of the largest conspirators
against the right to read is threat
of libel from large and wealthy

corporations with unlimited
resources for court challenges.
They manage to effectively
silence the works of many investigative reporters who uncover
wrong-doing in their affairs, in
effect saying "I'm rich so I don't
have to answer to anyone." This
keeps information away from the
public - information that should
be public.
Another culprit in this assault
is Canada Customs, who routinely halt shipments of books, often
on the whim of a lone "commodities specialist", on suspicion
of "obscene" material. Their
favorite target tends to be
material addressed to gay and

Not
unemployable
racist

experience at our university pub.
On Thursday night I went to the
pub for my first time and I'm
sorry to say, it will be my last.

Dear Editor,

improvement on the old Subway.
However, the staff is defmitely a
downfall.
I witnessed a well-paying customer get kicked out of the bar
because of a bouncer's bad
"judgement call." Drinks are not
allowed on the dance floor, for
obvious reasons, and when the
person was told this he simply
finished the rest of his drink.
Since there was no where else to
put his empty glass he gave it to
the bouncer, who took great offense. I realize that bouncers are
there for a reason but they should
stick to their jobs and not 'take
off on whimsical power trips. It
was obvious that it was the
bouncer's attitude and not the
person's actions that got him
kicked out.
I attempted to resolve the
situation but was very unsuccessful. One staff member was kind
enough to treat me like a mature
paying customer, and let me assure you it was not the manager.
I am very disappointed in our
pub. This is a place where students go to forget about their
daily hassles, not increase them.
If they reallly doubt our maturity
that much, then why is there a
pub at all?

lesbian book stores. The regulations governing Canada Customs
agents never been legislated by
Parliament and are not subject to
the normal process of law. As effect, these regulations financially

harm bookstores and publishers
and convey a paternalistic attitude.
Take the time to read a banned
book - your freedom of thought
is at stake.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Unfortunately for Deslyn Jules
and the rest of the left wing Marxist-Leninists at the Lance, I do
not subscribe to the same
doctrine of political correctness
as they do. Fortunately, not being
bound by this idealist view. I can
express the unedited facts pertaining to the matter of visa students losing their free health
care. When I read the misleading
half truths in the Lance regarding
this issue, I found them to be
blatantly manipulated and edited
in order to present a politically
correct view and I was appalled.
I felt it unfair to all, visa and
domestic students as well as the
government being criticized that
these articles made such an accusation, that this policy was racially
motivated,
without
anything provided to substantiate
this claim.
Furthermore, I resent the
sladerous remarks contained in
Deslyn Jules' letter which try,
rather unsuccessfully I might
add, to present me as an unemployable racist. In her lack of
substance, she has shown her true
socialist colours and resorted to
name calling and putting words
in my mouth. The reason that I
"failed to mention that the top ten
percent of wage-earners in this
country do not pay any_ ~es"
was because this accusauon is a
fabricated, untrue, socialist distortion of reality.
As for her claim that white
males are "unemployable upon
graduation," while it may be
politically correct to s~goat
white males, it is still racist.
Scott B. Mudford

Harrassment
at Moose
Dear Editor,

I would like to share my recent

The actual bar is a great place, an

A disappointed student

More Moose
woes
Dear Editor,

partying students." Since when
are bouncers to be in control of
anyone? If this is their attitude,
that they must control students
out to relax at their own pub,
then they should consider that it
is the students of this university,
not them, who control the pub.
We students are the contributors
and the sole reason for its very
existence and are the source of
Mr. Sakalo's salary.
If you "aren•t against" us and
if your job is "to create a safe and
friendly environment," Mr.
Sakalo, I suggest that you have a
good, long chat with your bouncers who abuse their authority to
feed their pitiful egos and in
doing so spoil the night of loyal
patrons.
Daria Lysy
Lori-Ann Wojtusiak

Via unfair
Dear Editor,
I call on all of my fellow full

time returning students to write
VIA Rail (Lise Richard. P.O.
Box 8116. Station A. Montreal.
Quebec. H3C 3N3) to complain
about this blatant form of age
discrimination in their new
"youth fares." I call SAC members who are supposed to represent the entire student body to
represent the interests of returning students and put pressure on
VIA Rail to bring back across the
board student fare. This restructure came without any warning.
With your help it won't go unnoticed!
RoxAnn Cornelius

Pot saga

I am writing in response to
Brad Sakalo•s letter in the continues
Lance's Valentine's edition. I Dear Editor,
I would just like to write yet
agree with most of what Brad
stated about the responsibilities another letter in this seemingly
and experiences of doormen at endless ·Hemp saga', and praise
pubs. There are in~eed situations the Lance for the great attention
for wbicb force 1s a necessary they are paying to this subject.
I would like to commend Matt
resort.
For one, Mr. Sakalo stated that Dunlop for his excellent rebuttle
he and his bouncers have "to against Sylvia Eftimova in the
watch and be in control of 450 Feb. 14 issue of the Lance. If the

smell of pot offends you, don't
smoke it, and don't associate
yourselff with those who choose
to smoke it. People who would
like to see hemp legalized aren't

asking for complete liberalized
use of the 'drug'. Of course there
would be rules and boundaries
imposed on its use, as on alcohol,
cigarettes, etc..
As for a comment written by
Andy Bowen in the Jan. 24 issue
of the Lance, in which he compared the hemp articles to "Beastiality Pride" and the Bobbit case,
I would just like to say - Don't
be so ridiculous!!! There is no
way in the world that these issues
can or should be compared!
Let's get rid of the 'Hempophobia' and become more aware
of the good things that the
legalization of hemp can do for
society and our environment.
Jo-Anne Gifford
Year D Political Science

if you play,
pay!
Dear Editor,
On Feb. 15, my car was towed

from Parking Lot T. I was in the
library all day studying for midteIIDs. I walked to where I parked
my car, I noticed another car
parked in the spot I left my car; I
thought my car had been stolen. I
told Campus Police my predicament, and they informed me my
car had been towed. I did not understand why. The officer told
me I had five outstanding fines.
Apparently this bad been my
sixth fine. But where are the socalled tickets I received? I have
never seen them, and have no
knowledge of receiving any.
Either someone gets off on collecting these tickets for their own
pleasure, or they never existed.
If you feel the urge to take one
of these tickets from the
windshield of someone's car.
commit a random act of kindness
and pay it!!
Meli-.sa Archer
Year m Sociology

-
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Barney is not a real

political issue, is he?
by Tran Longmoore
~

,/

Co-News editor

-

Every year, come SAC election time, it's the same old thing
Tbe candidates promise to make students aware of what SAC and
the student senators do. And every year there are students who say
that they are not going to vote because they don't know enough
about SAC or student senators to vote. Every year!?@!
Perhaps the idea of student government just doesn't mean much
for students these days. For some students, a day consists of going
to classes, going to work, going borne to study, and going to sleep
There isn't enough time think about who you will elect to represent
you in student government. It's sad but looking more and more
true.
There are fewer and fewer students who take the time to learn
each of the candidates platforms, so candidates have to find a way
to catch the attention of those students with a marginal interest m
SAC.
Perhaps that's the reason for some of the campaign posters that
were seeing on campus.
Wby does student senator candidate Bernie Cummins want us to
know that he bates Barney the Dinosaur? There is no mention of
bis platforms on some of bis posters. But the picture of Barne1
makes you stop and look.
So when some students are filling their ballots on Thursday,
they will see the student senator candidates and think "hmm, what
does a student senator do? I remember this Cummins guy from
somewhere."
Listening to Cummins speak at the candidate forums, its obviool
that be is familiar with the duties of a student senator. He also said
that be was suprised how little is known about the position. WeU
those posters sure don't belp students fugure out wbo is right fcu
job. They just help candidates, good ones and bad ones, get
elected.
Last year, senator Gabriel Maggio got elected partly because be
promised to lower tuition (nothing to do with a senators' portfolio).
Maggio also bad similar posters that said nothing about the role or
student senators.
Meanwhile, a couple of candidates wbo ran their campaigns just
based on the issues finished out of the running.
One might suggest that the SAC Chief Electoral Officer restrict
candidates campaign material to the issues, but that could re
dangerous.
Tbe obvious answer is that candidates should take it upon themselves and stick to the issues. Students should make a better effort
to make sure they elect who best represents them.
Will that ever happen? Wbo knows. I do know tbat people's
opinions of Barney the Dinosaur won't provide any answers.
I

The Psychology Department & Psychological
Services Centre Announce the Opening of the

PEER SUPPORT CENTRE

]NTJ{E BEGINNING...
A Creation-Centered Retreat

February 21, 1994
for 'OniYeraity and Colleg-e atudenta and young adulta.
*Campus and community information
A time to explore our inner worta, our connection with
* Support and guidance through personal difficulties
the earth, with God, and with one another
* Referrals to appropriate campus & community services
* A variety of other services
March 11-13, 1994
Supportive one-to-one discussions are conducted by
trained volunteer students among whom confidentiality
and a non-judgemental attitude are upheld

Ar
HOCY cQ.OSS (<.eTQ.6Ar Ct~'2.t
POQ.r ~U'2..W6LL, D~.
Sponsored By

Drop-in Centre - Cody Hall, First Floor
Mondays & Wednesdays 2:00pm-4:00pm
For more information call 971-3633 or ext 3633

Assumption Campus Community
Call 973-7034

CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED
Attractive female models wanted
tor nude figure photography. No experience necessary. Call (313) 7'»
3646. Serious inquiries only. Fee
paid.

MISCELLANEOUS ]
Want a chance to
win $1,000?
Why not enter the

KRAFT Dinner
recipe contest?
can 1-800-26-KRAFT
for details or see the
full page ad appearing
in this newspaper!

I

"Ihursdays in February
Spring Break 81000 Giveaway

1 0 Draws of $1 00 each
3 $1 00 Draws each Thursday with 1 Bonus week Draw

Call for information
977-6583
BUSES leave from the U. starting at 8:30pm
Free Parking Next Door

801 Ouellette Ave.

PERSONALS

J

Looking for a single, intelligent
female 20-28 full of spunk; loves
movies, theatre, music, chocOlata
and laughter. Meet a like-minded
male history student, 24, long br?vm
hair, blue eyes and full of surpnses
by writing to •surprise·, c/o the Lance
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Candidates grilled by
student groups in forum

?
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CAMPUS CLIPS

Cheaper Parking
You can park for $5 from
Feb. 18 to April 30, if you
are willing to walk. The deal
only applies to the parking
tot behind the St. Denis
Centre, about 400 spots.
It is part of an effort to
free up parking spaces close
to the campus for those students who need them for
shorter periods of time.
Parking committee members
thought if the rates were
cheaper in the new lot, students who are here all day
might not mind the walk.
The deal was worked out
by SAC president Jon Ricci,
and is only available on a
trial basis. If students really
do use the lots at the cheaper

administrators may
make the lot cheaper permanently.

price

Cans still trashed
Residence cans and bottles still aren't getting
recycled because a contractor has not been chosen to
pick up recyclables.
"We want to make sure
we've explored all the
avenues," said Gary McMann of Physical Plant.
Administrators are working with Windsor-Essex
Waste Management to come
up with a solution "as quickly as we can", but McMann
said that they do not have a
deadline for the project.

Tension was in the air at the
candidate forum last Thursday
held at the CAW centre.
Each candidate was given an
opportunity to voice their opinion
and future plans they have as a
SAC executive. Students were
also encouraged to participate
and communicate with the
aspirants.
Like most political debates, inquiries were thrown at the candidates in hopes of achieving a
critical understanding of the
political hopeful.
Many students enjoyed the
forum, feeling that it was a good
opportunity to meet the candidates contending to be the future
SAC
representatives.
Katherine Kett, a year I French
student felt that the forum was
effective in helping students
make their decisions as to who
they are going to vote for. "It's
the best way to get to know the
candidates. It makes them more
accessible."
Many students were disarr
pointed by the turnout.
"It's unfortunate that there are
approximately 16,000 students at
U of W and less than 200 showed
for the forum. A lot are going to
cast a ballot without any information on what the candidates said"
says Jennifer Browne, a year m
Psychology student.
The exchange of views were
often argumentative, consisting
of several personal ~ks. Some
,studein:s- also felt that there was
an unfair distribution of issues,
and that not many topics that pertain to the average student were
discussed.
Many students feel that it's important to vote, but it's also significant to know what one is

Lance photo by Momiko Hino

Students strained to hear candidates address the issues at last Thursday's election forum.

voting for.
"A lot don't vote because they
don't know enough about SAC,
how it operates, and what it rerr
resents," said Mike Kopinak, a
year III Criminology student and
resident assistant.
An lot of students felt misinformed about the elections. Some
said that there was not enough information about the scheduling
of the forums and other events.
As a result, some students are
portraying unconcern and apathy
towards the election.
Joe St. Marseille, a year IV
business student believes that if a
person cares what happens
aroung campus they'll vote. But
be states that, "it all depends on
what you think SAC can do for
you."
l!

Faculty ............................................................... Building
Arts ..................................................................Dillon Hall
Drama ....................................................... Drama building
Education ............................................ Education building
Engineering....................................................... Essex Hall
Human Kinetics ........................................... H.K. building
Law .............................................................. Law building
Music .........................................................Music building
Nursing .............................................. Windsor Hall North
(Computer) Science/Math ................... Lambton/Erie Hall

Social Science.................................. CAW Student Centre
Visual Arts ................................................. Lebel building

Advance poll
Wednesday, Feb. 23 CAW Student Centre
and at 8:30 am to 5:00 pm

Rating profs
By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor

SAC wimps out
SAC president Jon Ricci
said that student leaders take
the blame for not reacting
quickly enough to the COU
discussion paper which calls
for tuition hikes.
''If we condemn a motion
seven months after it is
brought out we're the ones
to blame for this," he said.
The new motion, passed at
last Thursday's meeting,
changed the original sentiment from condemnation to
strong reservations about the
repon.
Psychology
professor
Dale Woodyard said students should have stuck with
their original proposal. He
told the student leaders at the
meeting that the new reccomendation to Senate was
"watered down" and not as
compelling.
"I was ready to martial
suppon for the first motion.
How is this going to look for
students
across
the
ovince," be said.

Polling stations for 1994-95 SAC elections
Thursday, Feb. 24 8:30am-5:00pm

Lance photo by Stephen Paniccia

Author social justice activist, theologian and ordained minister. Dr.
J
5·1 an spoke to faculty and students la~t Mon?ay. The first
anetk 1 ~ the Women and Religion series, Silman discussed
spea er in
f
f
b' t
s irituality and violence, and the_ moveme~t o women r~m o 1ec
P b' t Nat·ive traditions are important in her academic and
to SU JeC.
personal life.

Faculty and students agree there is a problem with the
present system of student-professor evaluations.
The multiple choice format
that students have been using to
rate professors bas been in question for years. Along with the
questionnaire, students have the
option to send an anonymous
note to professors in order to
point out negative and/or positive
responses to the course.
Students have mixed feelings
about the assessments. First year
criminology student Alec Amos
said the information is probably
useful in assessing students'
general opinions. but not in getting individual concerns addressed.
"I beard one of my profs say
that we could write a comment
but be was through reading
them,'' said student Georgi Horvath.
SAC president Jon Ricci and
vice president university affairs
Steve Alexander question the
validity of the system on the
basis of the time students spend
on them, and the lack of feedback
students get for their input.
But according to registrar
Frank Smith the laclc of feedback
is due to lack of interest on

students' part. In the past, bis office printed up about 5 OOO
copies of the results of student
professor evaluations annually.
When the copies weren't being
picked up, they decreased the
number printed. So the visibility
of the results decreased
Stephanie Myers. student said
that "a lot of times the questions
don't really apply to something
that can benefit teachers"
Even professors question bow
valuable results are. "The numbers are completely useless, what
I find helpful are the comment
sheets. Some students. but not
many, are conscientious enough
to give helpful. critical feedback
and some of those I find quite
helpful,'' said religous ~tudies
professor Pamela Milne.
Faculty association president,
Bruce Tucker agrees that student
critiques do have sway with
professors. Tucker said be bas
··substantially changed a course"
due to a students' input.
Professors take the results
seriously since they effect
promotions and tenure. ''A
professor with consistently low
teaching scores is assessed very
carefully when they come up for
promotions and tenure," said
Tucker, "so it's important to pay
attention to negative ones
(evaluations) and see if there are
ways to improve teaching."
II

..
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Gamesroom not open to all

-

By Tran Longmoore
Co-News editor

-

Younger students
travel cheaper
By Momiko Hino
News staff

'

Student travclers. 25 years old
or older. are paying a little more

I

I

...

to take the train.
VIA Rail ha<; switched it's student discount system with the age
restriction policy. Effective Jan.
25. it introduced a new "youth
fare'', entitles anyone between 12
- 24 years of age to a 50 percent
discount on the regular fare. Students 25 years or older will be
entitled to a 40 percent discount.
Diane Graham, a spokesperson
for VIA Rail in Windsor, said the
change replaces "student fares"
with ''youth fares". To get the entire discount, the tickets have to
be purchased at least 5 days in
advance, and the departure and
return times must avoid peak
days (Friday and Sunday).
··some people keep their student card (after graduating) and
show it even though they are no
longer students," Graham said.
"This change in age limit will
make it easier for customer service agents."
Candice Paschaledis, a VIA

Rafl agent at House of Travel on
campus said that VIA's new discount policy will not affect business but will affect some mature
students who are frequent
travellers by train.
..Our older customers are upset
because it is discriminatory," she
said ...But people go regardless
because their mean of transponation is the train."
Ken Harris, a mature student,
said that the government's subsidizing enough and that older
students should be able to pay the
extra cash.
··we have to be realistic," Harris said. "There has to be a limitation for government subsidizing.
Canadian stockpile is reduced by
subsidies. This bas to stop.''
Amanda Bell, a year IV business student said that the regulation is unfair. Bell also points out
the general difficulty in receiving
discounts since it is difficult to
avoid peak days in her trips.
"It's ridiculous," said Bell,
who goes to her home in London
every three weeks. "I can' t go
home as often because I can't af.
ford it."
II

Students have many complaints about the games room in
the CAW Student Centre, but so
do it's operators.
It's become common to walk
into the games room and find that
two of the four pool tables are
out of order and see that there are
a dozen people waiting in line to
play.
On this particular day, two of
the tables were adorned with a
familiar "out of order" sign.
''You rarely see all four tables in
operation." said student Noel
Timble "Even when you do, the
tables and cues are so damaged
that its bard to shoot a good
game," be said pointing to beer
stains on the table. "It would cost
$2 500 to repair each of these
tables."
Mary Lou Thibert. director of
the CAW Student Centre, said
the problems stem from the fact
that the games room connects
with the Moose Pub.
"This year we have seen more
damage done to the games room
than ever," said Thibert. ''A lot of
the damage takes place on
Thursday nights, the pub is packed, and there is no staff available
to watch over the room."
Although there is no formal
agreement, Thibert said that the
pub agreed to watch over the
games room. The games room in
the old centre, which was
seperate from the pub, was
staffed by a change maker.
Thibert said that much of
damage is done by students Looking for ways to get free games,
balls, cues and chalk.
Although the centre does not
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Lance photo by Ian Gray
Underage nightowls are excluded from the fun at the gamesroom.

have to pay for repairs to the
games room. it has had less
revenue this semester.
Thibert says that, "with all the
repairs that have had to be made
this year. they (Amusement
Games) must be wondering if the
games room is worth their time."
Amusement Games owns the
tables and take a 50 percent cut.
The centre and SAC split the
other half of the revenue from the
games room. The centre gets the
first $16 OOO, SAC gets the next
$6 OOO, and after that, it is split
evenly.
Thibert says that, because of
declining revenues cause by the
damage, revenues will probably
end up somewhere near the $22
OOO figure. "Because there are always tables down, the revenues
have almost been cut in half."
Another problem that bas been
created by being joined with the
pub is that minors are often left

without access to the room .
When the pub is closed students can gain access from out.
side the pub. This entry has doors
which are often locked when the
pub is closed. Thibert says that
the doors can be opened if students ask the worker at the
centre's infonnation desk.
Yet another complaint deals
with the games room's design.
"It's a lot smaller than the old
one," said a student. "There's one
table where it's impossible to
make any shots because the walls
are so close to the tables."
The games room is not a pretty
sight. Thibert said that there will
be changes made to the gam~
room for next year.
"We will probably have to pull
the carpeting, refinish the walls
and floors with something
stronger, and we may purchase a
video camera to monitor the
room."
!
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.. renege on loans
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REGINA (CUP) - Like a
irowin£ number of universi~y
duates in Canada, Jamie
~Jigan·s education didn't en?
a convocaaon ceremony - 1t
31
ended in a bankruptcy court.
•·If I could, I would retlllll my
~ and my education and get a
pb as a waitress," said Millig~
Jter a judge granted her a cond1uonal bankruptcy.
Aformer University of Regina
@dent, Milligan was forced to
reclare bankruptcy when she
couldn't make the minimum payments on her $40 OOO student
k1an- With no job and two
II dlildren to feed, she bad no way
I ri raising the almost $600-permontb payments.
So she declared bankruptcy.
And Milligan is not alone.
I 0\-er 4 500 students in Canada
11~:clared bankruptcy last year because of student loans. That number accounts for over 7 percent of
I~I the personal bankruptcies in
ICanada last year.
Brady Salloum, director of
repayment of student loans in
ISaskatchewan, doesn't think the
Istatistics show the real story bebind the bankruptcy problem.
I "Some of those people declare
mnkruptcies, not only because
irey don't have a job, it may be
ill a number of other reasons.
You can't make a direct correlation between the student loan and
ire bankruptcy. It could be their
Visa, and their Bay card, and
their Eaton's card, and the car
they bought," says Salloum.
"The people who have troubles
repaying their loans are the
~ople who don't communicate
with us. If someone lets us know
Ibey are having problems, we try
10 find a way to help them."
But Jamie Milligan disagrees.

-Accredited translation (over 20 fingos)
- U.S. visas - Passport photos & related seNrces
944-4040
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at the

Sandwich Street Cafe
located at Mackenzie Hall
3277 Sandwich St.
comer of Brock St. & Sandwich St.

Special guests performing:

Birthday

1923

13
Clayton's
Birthday

Martin Smit Len Wallace
120
Harold Atkinson Dharma Bums '
& others

1960

6
Martin
Sbort's

Birthday
1950

Experience

SAC president

. M~ncini is tt:ie current social events director of the~
cral Science Socrety, the largest society on campus, 8/i · .
a_ member.o_f the President's Advisory Council ons~ ,n
Life. Mancini has also volunteered for the United Way a:
Big Brothers.
ca1
Mancini said the . volunteer positions helped ~!Xl
develop excellent organizational and communicative sl'l; r,:1 lc
adding, "since the president's position is paid, there'Mj~ t,ec
extra incentive to do the job right."
canJ.

Student activism

Chris r ,.

laich
Ch1:s Maich, a fourth year social science student,
believes that an open line of communication is the first and
most important step in making SAC accountable and
productive.

Experience
In his first year at U of W, he started the Campus
Patrol, a student foot patrol and escort service. The patrol,
whose 165 volunteers do over 500 escorts per semester, is
credited with improving campus safety. Maich says that the
job helped him hone the management skills that he needs
for the presidential position.

Student activism
Maich believes that student representatives must be
student activists.
"We have to create an open and extensive dialogue
with students. Students must set their own agenda accord·
ing to their concerns. Then we will organize and begin action. Without organization, results will be ineffective."

Tuition
Maich feels that the rumoured tuiton increases are unfair for students. He wants students and the three student
governments to organize and voice their concerns to administration and the provincial government.
"We can organize, set up rallies, and lobby the
government, but I'm not going to promise that tuition won't
go up."

Parking
"Parking problems represent another closed door to
students,· said Maich. His recent talk with U of W president
R?n Ianni l~ds ~m to believe that the parking problems..
will be remedied - but not for a while.
·
Ianni said that a parking garage may be built if and
1 when a new art complex is built. There is also talk that a
recentty-aquired nearby grade school will be leveled for a
parking lot. Maich said that he will work to get some firm
commitments from the administration.
,
In the meantime, he wants students to use the lots be1 hind the Human Kinetics facility. He has already increased
the Campu~ Patrol boundaries to the lot. Maich also hopes
that more bike racks on campus will encourage alternative
means of transportation.

Campus safety
Maich wants to expand the boundaries of Campus
Patrol. He would like to see the boundaries increased
westbound to Rankin Street, eastbound to Indian Road
northbound to Riverside Drive and southbound to Colleg~
Avenue.
"It will provide students with a greater sense of safety
and get more students involved in extracurricular activities."

·ze
"As SAC President it would be in my mandate to~ car

student activist." said Mancini, defining student activisn'.· celo
making the student voice an integral part of un~~ 11 S
decisions.
~s:
According to Mancini, students, SAC and the t ~sa~
student governments should work together with Uof w~ ~t
15
ministration to cr~ate c~ange_. "It. doesn'! ~o any gooo
have an adversanal relat1onsh1p with administration.' te re
••
·JIU
T u1t1on
he
Mancini is against tuition increases ~ they do net . J. Laj
crease the quality of the education. "I could live v.;~ . 5otl
creases, but only if their was a noticable increase ll!f to
quality of education."
~

Parking

iear1

"First the city implements permit parking and 11'8;
raises the prices of the parking meters. At the sa,oo h sllOl
people around the university that have driveways are re-- 1hey
ing them out to students, and parking on the street.'
Mancini wants to lobby Windsor City Council to re:t,
the meter fees and, eventually, ask the city to "allow liS.
park on the streets between 8:00 am and 4:00 pm,~+.most students are in school and many residents are t
ing," he said.

Campus safety
There is some room for improvement, said Man."'!
He plans to set up a safety committee. Crediting canw ~
patrol for creating a safer. campus, he wants to seeh
volunteers rewarded with pay.
Surveillance systems placed on campus
prevent break-ins, which Mancini cites as a g
problem on campus.
Both of the plans would be very costly, but
said that "you can't put a price on safety."
Since students and the university will benefi~ he ·
that SAC and the administation should foot the bill.

I

Student involvement

Past 'SAC executives have put themse!Ves· fd
touch with the students because of personal internal teen
fticts, says Mancini. He proposes a monthly newsle
and more detailed and publicized SAC questionnairesa! ~s f
form of information and feedback between council ~ o.
dents.
Mancini would also like to get the marginalized g
more involved in SAC, through forums and a
chaired by the U of W ombudsperson. Also in his~ I
tiat
the creation of a spirit committee.

'IIM

SAC vp secretaij::

Car

Student involvement
Maich's focus has been on increasing dialogue with
students and making SAC more accessible. He would like
SAC to se~ out monthly newsletters to keep students informed of issues and events. He also envisions an all-day
campus food and music festival, "lance-A-palooza,· to
bring students together.
Residents' students are encouraged to get involved.
He plans to work on an alternative to the current mealplans and wants to allocate space in the Lance for
residents' students to specifically deal with their issues.
He has several ideas to increase student awareness
and involvement on campus.

lich
lancini
Rich ~ncini, a ~nd year criminology/sociology
student, believes that with hard work, long hours and improved accessibility, SAC will serve students.

Jae

Barile

~

Apolitical science student in his fourth year, Joe ll'OlJ
believes that the SAC vice-president secretary rcAe li fEr s
student leader stretches far past the actual portfolio. tErc

Experience

Barile has been involved with the Headstart
Orientation, the Political Science Association, aol ilopci
Italian Club. Although he has never been a rnen-b?' ii
SAC, Barile says that he has "always found awaytl e
my views known."
~~
Student activism
;,,eat
Barile describes student activism as •exanM
issue, taking initiative, and not being afraid ?f tt
curnstances." He feels it is important to work ~
governments from other universities to accomplish r?: lies

I!

Canadian Federation of Stude~ts

b
1
"I support CFS because it provides manY.
Ct
services to students. They give students a vdffi I lx,c
decisions that are made on Parliament Hill and al
f
Park," said Barile. He does have some
to
however. "I'd prefer it it if they stuck to an a~ ~.
not so broad. They should stick to student issues-

tie Ontario Undergraduate Students' Alliance,
nval which advocates a 30 pi3r cent tuition inkn<>Cking on the U of W's door, Barile would
,n t,earing what they have tolsay.

1S~

Student Senators

Wa
Other platforms
~ t campaign focuses on ~any i~sues t~at don't

, are~

t."
to feOJ.i
lloww

Carmen~
Caccimiglla
Ca~n Coccimiglio is presently the vice president
academic for the Commerce Society, and coordinated
"Al~mni Day• at the Odette Building in September. His expenence also extends to the U of Ws Academic Advisory
Centre v.:here he was involved in the Head Start program,
peer advisory, buddy system, and publicity teamwork.

Increasing visibility
Coccimiglio intends to increase awareness about the
position by "posting office hours for senators at the main
SAC office and throughout the campus,• and in "open
forums" for the student body.

The student movement
"Coordination among student governments seems to
be !acki~g and at times non-existent," said Coccimiglio of a
nat1onahzed student movement. Despite his interest in
cooperation between student governments, SAC "must
wor1< with every organization on campus before it can move
on issues outside the campus."

pm,~

are~;

l Man:

~:~rrina

ma

Thomson, a third year political science stuthe vice-president secretary position is
· sstep.

1'85 that

Experience

has served on council as the Launer Hall
es· Ill sthe Residence Issues ooordinator. Thomson
:emal ~ involved with the Womyn's Centre and the
~""*°rvnental Commission. She said that her exiaires~ ~s familiarized her with many issues pertaining
jl ard o.

Student activism
role of a student leader is that of a student acThomson. "Student representatives should
Iopinion and then act on those issues.• Thornlhat student councils should fight their common
r, the tuition battle for example, whether it is
r\/ ~ ~ntact with each other or through CFS.
1 I. -XM'er 1n numbers."

a

Cultural diversity
The controversy surrounding the Senate's consideration of mandatory diversity courses (as proposed in The
Presidents Report on Traditional Prejudice and Discrimination) brought a greater focus on student senators this year.
Coccimiglio stated "students should be given a choice of
whether or not they want to take such courses,· but including diversity issues in the greater curriculum is important.

Writing standards
Writing Across the Curriculum was a plan jointly
devoloped by student senators and faculty in the 1992-93,
in response to mowing conc~ITl~ lt:1,at,µ~verajtt,gra,9§.,h ~vt
poor communication skills. The plan was to lobby Senate to
implement the proposal, and so improve writing skills in all
faculties. The plan is presently at a standstill.
Coccimiglio said that grads who don't have a firm
grasp on fundamental skills like writing are probably the
root of "social problems." "If it was to be brought up to
Senate, I would encourage discussion of it and make sure
students were informed about it."

Canadian Federation of Students
a_re very important in the political sense, which
~ 111 their fight against tuition. But they also offer

tional student exchange, publications, and

[ex. No means No)."

cnme is not that CFS is asking U of W students

~ $4 per year. It is the fact that SAC has not

enough in providing the federation's services
Is.•

Other platforms
has several ideas that she thinks will help

lbldent life in several areas.

r, Joe \'OIJld like to see the U of W create exam banks.
Y_rde II l'E schools have them. It would really help out stu[obo.
Ycould use old exams in their studies."
15
also working on making the Student Housing
irt
•~ official SAC commission. Thomson is cur0 al))
r of the committee, which recently came up
~ ~Is that would make it easier for students to
Ul the university area. "We have listings of all
housing, that include the number of rooms,
lo the Uof W, lighting in the area, etc." Thomson
. Cteate a Student Housing coordinator position.
(3/11~
would also like restructure the meal-plan,
of lte
students to purchase 6 to 8 set meals each
with !her they want them or not. To give students a
lish~ flese decisions, she advocates the addition of
ients ts to Food Services.
' i ~unng the SAC Used Book Sale is another of
~ i 1~~.rrently, SAC gets 21.4 percent of the sale
j at
'-'JIJII. Thomson would rather see SAC charge a
fee ($1 or $2) to cover operational costs. She
lo set up a computerized system to get rid of the

Chris

Lobb

Chris Lobb has "only been on council in highschool,"
but is "tired of the apathy of students here and felt it time to
step forward and make the effort."

Increasing visibility
Lobb's plan to increase the senators visibility is to "get
rid of apathy in any way possible, and get students together
so they can have a louder voice, so they're more effective."

The student movement
The organization of students on a national level cannot occur in Windsor because we should "be more concerned with our own university not others in Ontario." By
keeping the focus local he hopes to get students "more involved, not just those in politics and organizations.•

Cultural diversity
Mandatory cultural diversity courses would violate
students' rights in Lobb's opinion. "Personally I would take
the course· he said, but explained that making diversity
courses optional would be a better idea.

Writing standards
University students writing problems probably won't be
solved with Writing Across the Curriculum because "the
problems stem back to high schools and public schools."
"l~s a good idea to do writing, except these people (university students) have gotten into little traps since they first
started spelling and writing,· Lobb said. Writing problems
"are more of a problem with the lower school systems and
should be dealt with there."

Gabriel
laggia lr.

~ supports CFS.

ottter things as well, like the international student

Writing standards
Experience with the Smith report on secondary school
education and as a teaching assistant has taught him that
"students writing skills are atrocious." Although not planning
to bring Writing Across the Curriculum to Senate, Cummins
suggests that students be made aware of learning resources on campus.

I

~portfolio of the the position he 1s seeking.
ive ~ td 1oremost is the _tuition iss~e:
:re \Ii ~ t,e other issues hinge on this issue. What good
tank if you can't afford to get in school?"
cizes SAC for wasting time on the issue. "The
~came out in August. It's February and it's just
le to~ t"elore the U of W senate. It should have been
:ti~· September, when we would have had more
11
Unrv&'S' ~sion," said Barile.
i says a "zero percent increase is as unrealistic
the et ~t increase."
of Wt is also a major concern. He is outraged with
I ~ ~ residential area who rent driveways for profit.
n.·
~ uof Wpresident Ron Ianni assured him that
,have a say in what is done with the recently
:lo n« .Lajeunesse property.
ewih '5other beef is with the student representatives
se ii'h to reduce the CAW Student Centre's hours.
1
paKl $10 million for the construction and each
iearfor the centre's operations. Why did they go
ts first to save $8 OOO? Student repreld It shoUld look for every possible alternative, and I
~~ ~ydid."
ped

diversity courses. "They shouldn't be implemented in the
form of required courses,· though he said offering optional
courses and changing present ones was a possibility.

Bernie
C111in1

As a 1993-94 senator, Gabriel Maggio Jr. has experience with the workings of the Senate. Maggio says the
job taught him about SAC, the importance of cooperation,
and how to effectively communicate with people.

While studying at University of Guelph, Cummins was
an undergraduate rep for student council, and a graduate
student rep for the department of political science. He also
participated on the student academic appeals ~ommitt~
and library committee. Additionally he was a~mted to. sit
on a committee to study the Srruth Report, which studied
the state of post secondary education in Canada.

Increasing visibility
Cummins claims that bolstering student involvement
with senators "wouldn't be difficult because there is so
much apathy now any effort would help." A newsletter to
students would also solve the communication problem, but
only if done in conjunction ~ith SAC and if s~d~ts really
read it. If no funds were available to support this idea Cummins said he would hold student forums every three
months.
1

The student movement
"Students are always willing to P?i_nt out the sh?rtfalls
·n the education system and not wilhng to negotiate to
~ome out with a solution," said Cum~ns of ~e student
movement. He explained sim~y ~at, I don ~ think we c~n
begin to address students wider issues until we have informed senate members in position."
1

Cultural diversity
Cummins wants to ensure that i~rtant questions
are asked before any decisions are made about mandatory

Increasing visibility
According to Maggio, his commitment to educating
students about the Senate was the creation of a youth
awareness committee this year. "One of the main reasons I
set it (the committee) up was to help the students on an individual and group basis,· said Maggio.

The student movement
On issues of "great concern, like tuition" Maggio ex·
plained the importance of a student movement. "It's a
definite neccesity that students across Canada in a sense
'know each other', and can reach out to each other." Mag·
gio said that fostering the spirit behind a student movement
is important.

Cultural diversity
His stance on implementing mandatory diversity cour·
ses is short and succinct. "I strongly believe they should be
implemented," he said, "the more we learn about another
person's culture, the more we learn about our own."

Writing standards
In his position as senator this year Maggio has yet to
address the proposal to get students Writing Across the
Curriculum. He gave numerous reasons why and how writing should be stressed during a university education and
will "look into the issue."
II

I

By Laura Gould
Special to the Lance

Carmina Burana
Capitol Theatre
Sm1., Feb. 27, 7:30 pm
Tickets: $12 adults, $10 students/seniors
Fans of the choral work Carmina
Burana are in for a treat next Sunday:
the Windsor Classic Chorale will be
performing this all too infrequently
beard work, accompanied by three
renowned soloists.
Baritone Kevin McMillan is widely
regarded as one of the finest singers of
his generation. He bas been described
as "an outstanding Sbubertian," whose
"young voice of glowing freshness
and beauty is at the service of an intelligent, lively, and distinctive personality." McMillan's performance of
Carmina Burana with the San Francisco Symphony won a Grammy
Award as Best Choral Recording of
1992.
The manuscripts from which the
. J text of Carl Orff s Carmina Burana
(1937) are taken date back to the 13th
century and were discovered in a
Bavarian monastery. The collection
/
contained about 200 songs, both
sacred and secular, ranging in style
from earthy simplicity to sophisticated
symbolism and mysticism, from devotional contemplation to unabashed, almost cynical worldliness. Orff s
resultant choral work is huge in
solllld, dense and luscious in texture
and tone.
The Windsor Classic Chorale, with
the University Singers and the Girls
· horns of the Windsor Centre for the
~erforming Arts, will be coming
ogether to present this popular and
unusual work.
Founder/Music Director of the
Chorale, Prof. Richard Householder,
now in his twenty-first year as Director of Choral Activities at U of W,
shares some thoughts on the Chorale

Ml_._..-..;

___,

-..
1

w••

and the upcoming performance of

Carmina Burana.
Lance: How and when was the
Windsor Classic Chorale formed ?
Householder. We were formed in
1977. I invited singers that I thought
might be interested in singing in a
small select choir, as none existed in
Windsor at the time. We started with a
group of 32 and have remained more
or less at that strength since.

L: And the University Singers. How
did it come into being?
H: It was in existence when I arrived
in 1973. It was the choir at the
University and had been since the formation of the school. It' s now one of
two choirs (the other being the chamber choir).

L: Are the University Singers made up
entirely of music students?
H: Almost entirely. We have one person who is not a student, and about a
dozen who are majoring in other
fields - from matb to Communications to French - who are able to
make the time commitment.

L: How would you describe Carmina
Burana?
H: It's one of those works that almost
defy any of the typical classification;
it comes closest to being a cantata.
We simply call it, for lack of a more
defmitive term, a major work, which
means it takes alot of people to perform and it goes on for a while. The
version we' ll be doing uses two
pianists (Margaret Kapasi and Loma
Cameron) and four percussionists, as
well as the large chorus.

L: Was Kevin McMillan's availability
part of the reason you chose to do
Carmina or is it just a happy coincidence that he is able to do it?
H: I did have him in mind when I
chose the work. I bad done Carmina
in 1978. I figured it was about time to

Classic Chorale is made up of some
graduates of the University Singers
and of the School of Music, and some
people who have no formal training as
such. I expect all of the singers to be
able to read music and to have a voice
that can carry their own part. There· s
quite a range: from a nurse to a music
therapist to a lawyer to a public relations consultant - various walks of
life. The University Singers is, as I
said, mostly students, some voice
majors, some who just like to sing.

Literary

***

plans?
H: We're looking at doing a major

L: What kind of experience does the

H: Both groups are auditioned. The

UPCOMING EVENTS

L: What are the Chorale's future

L: What are some of the differences

between the two choirs?

s

do it again, once per decade, because
it's very popular and can stand the test
of time. I had very much hoped that
McMillan would be able to do it.

times a week, but it won't be until the
Monday evening before the show that
the two groups combine.

H: Each group practices a couple

a

C

Michigan novelist Christopher Leland reads from his
new book The Professor of
Aesthetics, Thurs., Feb. 24, 8
pm, at the Sandwich St. Cafe
(in Mackenzie Hall, 3277
Sandwich St.) Sponsored by
The Bookroom at the Court.
For info, call 258-2726

work of this calibre every other year.
We want to perform a wide-ranging
variety of literature. We do three subscription concerts a year and we' 11
probably stay at that number for the
forseeable future.

L: How often do the groups practice?

'I

Chorale offer its audience?
H: First of all, I hope it's an enjoyable
experience. And a chance to bear
good music that's rarely done in this
area. As well, I hope from time to
time we can enlighten our audiences
on particular musical styles and
works. We're not professional
musicians - although we hope we' re
working at a professional level - and
our audience contains our family and
friends. So there is that personal communication level there that hopefully
spills over to those who don' t know
us.
m

Feb. 28-Mar. 7 is Freedom
to Read Week. Celebrate by
reading a banned book.

Film
KINOTEK and Grindbaus
Cinemaphilia presents two
films by Spanish director
Alejandro Jodorowsky, Fri. Sun., Feb. 25-27. El Topo
(1971) is "a nightmare of a
film, a veritable orgy for
sadists and masochists. Enlightenment is bis goal,
J odorowsky assures us, but
all he really achieves is inducing a state of nmnbness
and incipient nausea."

The

Holy

Mark Laliberte's video display
The
Measure of Sensation.
Arts Staff
depicts the power of pleasure and
Recently, a group show called pain. An anonymous woman on
Instant Seduction ran for one the screen places a feather in her
week at Mackenzie Hall; eight mouth, salivating over it; she
artists from the School of Visual then inserts the tip of a knife,
Arts, some graduates, some cur- which, when withdrawn, appears
rent students, each expressed to be dripping with blood. The
themselves on the ever intriguing sequences are shown alternately,
theme of sexual exuberance.
showing the intractable relationInstant Seduction was an unin- ship between pleasure and pain.
hibited portrayal of each artist's
In Melissa Centofanti · s Eye
interpretations - a show that had Exam, an overhead projection
few restraints.
reveals clips of women' s heads,
Jason Allison untitled work is eyes, faces. The images of
a multi-piece sculpture. The ceil- women gazing at one another
ing-hung part is made of wire symbolize taking charge; the
and ice. an object representing a piece speaks of empowerment,
penis, which drips tee water onto and is simultaneously a critique
the floor segmenl, an egg over a on the way men and women are
silver disk surrounded by char- viewed in society.
coal. The piece is sensual, and
Tammy Moffatt' s My Box
best when viewed in relative shows images of women applysilence, away from the crowd of ing cosmetics in a mirror. ll
a reception. Though Allison' s seems that the women in this
piece is sculptural. it is also time- transparent compartment are exdependent (as the ice gradually pressmg self-love. I felt that the
melts); using a metronome piece reflected women' s mner
placed above the male organ. the strength, in a humourous way.
soothing movement sets up a Mv Box encourages women' s
constant time, and the anointed power over their own sexualtty. I

By Julian Revin
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(1973) is similarly hellish,
featuring a wide assortment
of man's inhumanity to man.
Fri. and Sat., El Topo 8 pm,
Holy Mountain 10:30 pm.
Sun., 9 pm and 9:30.

Theatre

Sex aesthetics

thli
nm

Windsor Feminist Theatre
presents Opposite Directions, written by Cindy
Mudric. Fri.-Sat. Feb. 25-26.
8 pm, at the Capitol Theatre
(121 University Ave. W.)

Music
Windsor Folk hosts a cof·
feehouse at the Sandwich St.
Cafe Fri., Feb. 25, 8pm.
Monster Cats play at the
Spotted Dog (89 Riverside
Dr. E.) on Fri., Feb. 25

***
Windsor Symphony plays
Mozart's Flute Concerto
No. I , featuring flutist JeanFrancois Rompre. Also on
the program are works by
Gustav Holst and Haydn.
Student tickets are only $9.
Info and tix: 252-6579.

***
At the Moose Pub on
Wed., Feb. 23, check out the
New Ministers. who are still
reelmg from their success at
the 1993 Yamaha Music
Quest, in which they took
first place. And be sure to
buv a dnnk for Lance recep·
uonist Jackie. who. s still
reeling from having seen the
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Almost just like
high school, eh?
By Lisa Fortin
Arts Staff

Dreaming and Duelling

by John Lazarus and Joa Lazarus

and _society. Opposite Directions, written by Ci~dy Mudnc and directed by Paula Jellis, plays at the
C~ap::;._1to_lT_h_e_a_tr_e_F_eb_.-:2_s_-2_a_.a_t_a..:.p_m_._s-:-tu-=d_e_nt_t1_ck_e_ts_a...:..r.:...:e. : .$8.:. .:·. .:. F. :o.:. .t:;,:i
r c:;,:ke:.:t~m.:.:.fo:.:r.:..:m.::a:::tio:::.n.:.:..::ca:,11
• ~2:.::5:::,3·:.:..7.::22::,:9:.:._
· _ __J
L

University Players, Feb. 23-27
If you bated John Hughes•
films as much as J did, if they
didn't speak to you ..then go see
Dreaming and Duelling. This
Canadian drama is so powerful
because it looks and sounds and
feels more like bigb school than
any Hollywood movie ever has.
The story of two students, best
friends Joel and Eric (Mark Robson and Steve Rumble), Dreaming and Duelling is compelling
from start to end. It fully engaged
th e mos t1 y student crowcl, b y

turns
making
them
laugh
uproariously at the familiar situations, and fall silent during
serious exchanges.
Technically, the production
met the Players' usual high
standards, but the performances
director Diana Mady Kelly drew
from the actors were breathtaking: no cardboard cutouts here!
The play's very Canadian feel
was refreshing, and its language
for the most part realistic, though
the heavy use of eh? was occasionally annoying.
Dreaming and Duelling is
entertaining, and emotionally
charged. See it cheap on Wednesday (Students $5 if you buy
your tickets after 4 pm that day) ·I!

Seventies' albu1ns are as hip today as they ever were
By Chris Bestward
Arts Staff

Chris Bestward reminds us
that there was life before "alternative. '' And anyway, "alternative" had to have come from
somewhere... ed.
I. Badfinger: No Dice -Apple,
'70
Discovered by the Beatles and

1igned to the Apple label, this

I

British quartet found success
with the Paul McCarmey-penned
Come And Get It in 1970. By the
time No Dice came out later that
year they bad secured themselves
a Beatlesque sound that gave
them another with No Matter
What.
l Oram Parsons: G.P./ Grievous

Angel- Reprise, '73174
A wonderful release from the
man who practically invented
what we now know as country

rock. Both of these albums (now
released on one CD) offer the
sweetness of Parson's voice with
some of his finest writing. Emmylou Harris adds beautiful harmonies on both albums.
3. Mott The Hoople: Mou -

to for the sheer brilliance of
Zappa' s guitar wizardry. In the
world of popular music Zappa
will be missed by far too
few ...and that in itself is a
tragedy.
5. Tom Waits: Nighthawks at the

Columbia, '73

Diner -Asylum, '75

Led by outrageous frontman
Ian Hunter, Mott the Hoople
gained a following in England
around 1972 with the David
Bowie-written All The Young
Dudes. Mott is brilliant from
beginning to end with the poetic
writing style of Hunter constantly
shining through on classics like I

Quite possibly the hippest
album ever produced. For those
of you only familiar with Waits'
music since the late eighties, this
live, double length, bar chatter
classic is a must. Poetic, honest
and original, this is Waits' finest.
6. Jackson Browne: Late for the

amount of jazz, beat poetry, and
pillow-soft rock and roll. This
was Steely Dan's last release
before they locked themselves in
the studio for 18 years. The
songwriting of Donald Fagen and
Walter Becker is at its peak here
with songs like Any Major Dude
Will Tell You and the title track.
Both inspirational and catalytic.
8. Marvin Gaye: What's Going

Sky-Electra, '74

On- Motown, '71

Wish I Was Your Mother.
4. Frank Zappa: Apostrophe
Overnight Sensation - Ryko, '86

By far bis bestrelease, Late for
the Sky offers Browne's finest
songwriting efforts. Fountain Of
Sorrow and Before The Deluge
show how far his singing bas
come since bis debut in 1972. An
essential piece for every fan of
the singer/songwriter movement.

Aside from Otis Redding' s
1965 Otis Blue, this is simply the
best soul album ever put to vinyl.

A two-album set on one CD,
were originally released 1n '73
and '74. Even if you wouldn't
refer to yourself as a Frankophile
these albums are worth listening

SA L O N

7. Steely Dan: Pret:.el Logic-

MCA, '74
Spawning the instant bit Rikki
Don't Lose That Number. Pretzel
Logic combines just the right

Mercy Mercy Me, Inner City
Blues, and the title song have a
soulful beauty that is rarely
achieved though often strived for.
9. Lee Michaels: Barrell - '70

Michaels gained a reputation
in the 1970s as "the world's
loudest keyboardist", though this
never thrust him into the popular
limelight. If you can track down
this vinyl rarity (not available on
CD) I suggest you add it to your
collection. Recorded in bis barn,
Barrell features Michaels on all
of the instruments. Two sides of
solid rock and roll.
10. Randy Newman: Sail Away
- Reprise. '72
Personally, my favorite Newman album, Sail Away offers bis
most poetic and saddening lyrics.
Though his piano style resembles
that of Carole King, his subject
matter could not deviate further
from King's Spector-inspired
writing. Prepare yourself, bis bad
attitude and tongue-in-cheek
cynicism can pack e ither a light
punch or a surprise wallop.
I!

New Spring Arrivals
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Where we set the standards

Student discotmts on Stmdays

SPORTHILL~

551 PELISSIER• OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 .EVENINGS • 973-4977

I
I

0/ OFF ALL SALE
/0 PRICED MERCHANDISE

10

Mon-Thurs 9 :30-6:00 1
Fri 9:30-8 :00
1 with
Sat 9:30-5 :30

cou

on before June 1

1994

S.A.C. Used Bookstore
Applications are now being accepted for the September
1994 S.A.C. Used Book Store. Please come to the S.A.C.
offices to fill out an application.
Deadline for application is Friday, February_ 25 at 3p.m.
The first 35 applicant~ wh~ have properly filled out an
applicat10n will be accepted

NOTE: Preference will be given to full-time undergrads
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women's team in playoffs

1

s

By Robert 0. Way
Sports Staff

The Lancer women's volleyball team finished its
regular season schedule on the road Friday, Feb. 11
with a quick three set sweep of the Laurier Golden
Hawks.
Windsor defeated its opponents 15-5, 15-8, and
15-5, in a match which lasted only 44 minutes. "It
was a really fast match," said Lancer bead coach
Marge Holman. "But still, the players have the sense
they could have played better."
With the victory, the Lancers improved their
record to 13-1, clinching first place in the OWIAA
, West division for the first time ever.
The Lancer's playoff run began thls past Friday
against Queen's University, the fourth place finishers
in the OWIAA East division. See the Mar. 7 issue of
the l.Ance for scores and highlights.

Men's volleyball

I

I ,

The Lancer men's squad also finished its regular
season schedule against Laurier, at home Saturday,
Feb. 12 with a bard-earned five set win. Final scores
were 15-7, 13-15, 15-3, 15-17, and 15-12. It was all
for not, however, as Guelpb defeated Brock the night
before, eliminating Windsor from the playoffs before
they even took the court.
Although the Lancers finished tied for fourth with
Guelpb at 4-8, the Gryphons will enter the playoffs
having won one more set than Windsor in bead-tobead competition.
"Obviously it was the first half of the season
whlcb cost us a playoff spot," said Lancer head
coach Mike Palencbar.
Notes: Fourth-year Lancer Renee Michiels led the
women's team in passing against the Golden Hawks,
passing at 2.66 out of a possible perfect 3.0 for
quality of passes.
The entire women's team passed at 2.14, significantly higher than its 1.90 season average.
Second-year Lancer Dean Mailloux led the men's
team in kills against Laurier with 23. Steve Ray
added 16 and Paul Wilkinson bad 14.
Rookie middle-blocker Derek Michels bad an excellent all-around match, striking for 9 kills and 4
aces. He also made 16 blocks, a new Lancer individual match record.
The men, after winning the Ryerson tournament at
Chrisnnas ti'lle finished the season on a 4-1 roll.
II

Lancer Chris Smith serves up a ball against Laurier.

·Students
honoured
By Robin Cooper
Sports Staff

Two U of W athletes were honoured at a
recent banquet sponsored by the Windsor
Rotary Club. Nancy Gyurcsik and Alex MacLeod were presented with outstanding studentathlete awards. These awards recognize their
abilities both in the classroom and on the playing field.
Gyurcsik, a graduate student in Human
Kinetics is a fifth year player on the wome·o' s
basketball team. She is a consistent achiever
both on and off the court. In 1992-93 she
received the U of W DeMarco Award for
achievement in academics and athletics and was
named to the OWIAA West All-Star team. Currently Gyurcsik is in seventh place in the
OWIAA scoring race averaging just over 17
points per game.
A third year Arts student, MacLeod competes
for the U of W as a member of both the cross
country and track and field teams. During the
1992-93 season, He was one of a select group
of athletes who achieved All-Canadian status in
both academics and athletics. McLeod, a middle distance runner, will be a member of the
squad that will represent Windsor at the CIAU
indoor track and field championships in March
at the University of Alberta.
Both athletes stress the use of time management as the key to handling the demands of life
as a student-athlete. According to Gyurcsik,
"Setting weekly goals is important in order to
have the time to devote to both athletics and
academics."
MacLeod had this advice for other studentathletes, "It is important to keep things in
perspective. You are a student first, and an athlete second."
II

Women move into
second place in OWIAA
By David Gough
Sports Editor

The men and women's basketball teams
welcomed Lakehead University for
double-headers this past weekend. The
women were successful, winning both
games, while the men split and won this
past Wednesday at last-place Laurier.

Men's basketball
On Friday, the Lancers started strong
leading 16-10, before falling behind as
Lakehead went into halftime with a 42-34
lead.
However, the Lancers battled back with
a 8-2 run that put them back into the game.
The Lancers used a trapping defence that
led to many Lakebead turnovers and easy
scores. A Mark Baggio dunk with over
three minutes left gave the Lancers a 77-67
lead. However, Lakehead hit some big
three-pointers down the stretch to make the
game interesting. The Lancers won by a
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Corning Up
Feb.26
Men's Basketball vs.
Laurier St. Denis Centre
2:00
Women's Basketball vs.
Laurier St. Denis Centre
4:00

Results
Feb.to
Men's Hockey
Western S Lancers 1
(Dwayne Brunet)
Feb.11
Women's Hockey
Guelpb 4 Lancers 0

Swimming
The Lancer Women's
swim team competed at the
1994 OWIAA Championships on the weekend at the
University of Guelph. 1bey
improved upon their 12th
place finish of a year ago,
placing ninth with 160
points, behind eighth place
Waterloo.
The Lancers will be repre·
sented by Tisha Stojkovic at
the CIAU Championships in
Victoria, B.C, Mar. 11 to 13.
Stojkovic has qualified in the
400 m freestyle and 800 m
freestyle. The Men's swim
team will compete this past
weekend at the OUAA
Championships in Toronto.

Athletes of the Week

Women's basketball
The women used the sweep to move
past Lakebead into sole possession of
second place in the OWIAA West
Division. On Friday, Feb. 11 the Lancers
defeated Lakehead 54-47 in a tight contest.
The leading scorer for Windsor was Dana
McCullough with 18 points. Nancy
Gyurcsik bad 13, while Wendy Langley
had nine points and eight rebounds.
On Saturday, the Lancers won another
tight game by the score of 51-50. Gyurcsik
led the Lancers in scoring, throwing in 24
points, never leaving the court for the entire 40 minutes of play. McCullough
scored 1S for the blue and gold. The Lancers showed good depth as they had eight
players play double figures in minutes.

£

,,·as

final score of 84-80. Pat Osborne had a
great game as he came close to a quadruple
double. He had 24 points, eight rebounds,
ten assists, and seven steals. Baggio added
19, while JeffNekkers bad 17.
On Saturday, the Lancers fell behind
early with 17-4. Yet they battled back to tie
up the score.
However, a technical foul on Nekkers
led to four Lakebead points and a 73-64
lead that the Nor'Westers never relinquished as they won 83-68. Baggio led the
Lancers with 18 points.
On Wednesday, the Lancers travelled to
Laurier where they played the winless
Laurier Golden Hawks. Windsor won 8073. Nekkers was the leading scorer with 27
while Osborne bad 22.
According to bead coach Mike Havey it
is all about poise and composure. "(In the
wins) we showed poise, and in the losses
there was lack of poise and composure
down the stretch."
ll

Dana McCullough: a for·
ward with the women's b~ketball team, McCullough
was instrumental in the
Lancer's two victories over
the Lakebead Nor'Westers.
McCullough led the Lane~
with 16 points on Feb. 11, as
the
Lancers
defeated
Lakebead 54-47.
On Feb. 12, the Lancer
team scraped by with a 5(·
SO victory over the Nor ·
Westers.
M"-Cullough's
tremendous defensive effort
and intensity throughout
both games helped the Lan·
cers to an 8-3 record an_d
second place in tbetr
division.
O'Brian Gibbons: of tbe
Lancer Track team, recorded
outstanding performances ~t
the Ashland Invitational in
Ohlo Feb. 11, winnin&,~!
gold medal in the SS m IJll.W
and recording a meet and
fieldbouse record of 6.27 s.
The Lancers travelled to
Sberbrooke, Quebec, w~~
be ran the third fastest tiJ))
in Canadian history in tbe
300 m. His time of 33.6 1s
was not only a Lancer
record, but also rankS biJ!l
number one in the nation.
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Lancer athletes try to
set the r~cord straight
Ed. note: La.St week's response
was from some member's of the
women's soccer team. The letter
was not to be assumed as the
whole team's efjon. Therefore
11ere are some more views on the
stepping down of head coach
Gord Caldwell. I apologize to
anyone who thought that last
week's letter was from all the
members of the women's soccer
team.

'L I
ZJ

Rita Battocchio
Dear Editor;
Member of women's soccer team
I am writing this letter in
response to an article printed in
tbe last edition of the Lance Dear Editor;
In the article last week about
regarding the women's soccer
team and the resignation of head the resignation of the Lancer
coach Gord Caldwell. I was upset men's and women's soccer
to read that an assumption was . coaches (Athletic Department
made that the feelings expressed Seeks New Soccer Coaches), Bob
were those of the entire soccer Boucher, head of the Department
of Athletics and Recreational
team when that certainly is not
Services,
has once again spoken
tbe case. I have a great deal of
before
thinking.
respect for Gord Caldwell and
As a local athlete who has
tbe assistant coach Wendy
Srigley as do many members of chosen to get my education at
the team. There were a number of Windsor and participate in the
athletes who were upset with the Lancer athletic program, I find
resignation of Gord and do not Boucher's remark that "You just
consider the move "a step in the can't win with local talent'' to be
most offensive. Many of the top
right direction."
Mr. Caldwell has devoted a athletes at this university are
considerable amount of time to from the City of Windsor (especoaching women's soccer in this cially in the soccer program) and
city and at this university. A your remarks only emphasize
change may have been desperate- your ignorance of all the athletic
ly needed but is a new coach programs, soccer in particular.
Your comment in regards to
really going to solve the
the
men's soccer team, "That if
problem? A successful team is
you
took the three worst players
dependent on a number of facon
this
team and replaced them
tors, not only the coach. It
depends on commitment on the with three better players we
would be better", is asinine.
part of players, a positive atSince
when do three players
titude, teamwork and discipline.
make
or
break a team? Have you
It is unfortunate that a person
no
idea
what the concept of a
who devoted so much of bis time
and effort to soccer and the U of team is?
One only has to look at our
W has been treated in this manleadership to see why the Lancer
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ner. This past season I learned
and improved a great deal because of Gord and Wendy, and I
must say their efforts have been
truly appreciated.

walk from U.
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Hair styling

Dear Editor;

We would like to take this opportunity to respond to the article
that was published in the
February 14 edition of the Lance
in regards to the replacement of
Gord Caldwell as the coach of
the women's soccer team. The
article led readers to believe that
the views expressed were those
of all members of the team when
in reality they were not. We
believe the change was unnecessary and that with Gord Caldwell
as the coach it was possible for
the Lancers to challenge for the
national title. We are not trying
to say that our team didn't have
problems, we did, but the
problems lay within the team
members, not the coaching staff.
Coach Caldwell has done a great
deal for the women's soccer
program at the University of
Windsor and we are sorry to see
him go.

Sandra McKay
Juanita Smith
Kendal Eady
Members of women's soccer
team
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HERE'S A COURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS
ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD,
&. BREADSTICKS

!if

$5.95

ae

TUESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

ed
at
in
be

£b

nd

s.
10
~

Talk about a heavy course toad. If you're o University of Windsor
student or staff member, Just show us your ID and we'll give you
all-you-can-eat spaghetti with tomato sauce.
Pius unlimited fresh garden salad and
_.,,,.,
warm garlic breadsttcks. It's all Just $5.95.
~~
And you don't have to be a moth
()_ •
major to figure out that that's a
great deal.
ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

Ille
tlJC

WHERE ALL THE BEST OF ITALY Is YOURS"

Is

2491 Ouellette Ave (north of Eugenie Ave) 972-4@

cer

iiJJ1

"The true test
of any band
is time and in
time the Nu
Hippies should
stand the test."

NU Hll'l'IES

-

The Lance

BODY PIERCING...

gets distributed
every Monday.

we:·re: not; the: che:ape:e;t;.....
Jue;t; the: Be:e;t;//1
New Down town Location
(across from YMCA- downtown Windsor)
252-7225
OPEN MON-SAT 12-6pm

So pick it up.

Track team does
well in Ohio meet
Lancer
luggage lost
en route to
invitational
By Lorne Bell
Sports staff

SAC Elections
Voting· this week
~~lin~ Houri •!:lbn to ~:OOpm
Advance ~di •Wed feb ~l,CAW ~Ndent Ct,he &Vanier Hall
Thursday, February 24:

,I ,

Arts............................................ Dillon Hall
Busine ss.. .................................. Odett e Building
Drama ............... ....................... Drama .Buildi~g.
Ed ucatio n ............................... .Education Bu1ld 1ng
Engineering ............................. Essex H.all.
Human Kinetics ....................... H.K. Bu1ld1ng
Law ........................................... Law Building
Music ............ ............... ............. Music Building
Nursing .....................................Windsor Hal.I Nor:tb
(Computer) Science/Math ... Lambton/Ene Hall
Social Science ........................ CAW Student Centre
Visual Arts ................................ Lebel Building

The Lancer track and field
team participated in the Ashland
University Invitational (in Obioi
on Fri. Feb. 11. Windsor was
very successful, taking home a
total of five gold, 10 silver and
11 bronze medals.
On Feb. 12 the Lancers beaded
to Sberbrooke, to take part in the
"Vert et Or" Invitational. Although the Lancers luggage was
lost on the way to Sberbrooke,
the team still did exceptionally
well. Using borrowed shoes and
University of Sberbrooke soccer
uniforms, Windsor managed to
win five gold, four silver, and
three bronze. Along with medals,
12 athletes qualified for the
CIAU finals.
At the Ohio meet, Kelly
Dinsmore won the gold in the
long jump. She had the longest
jump in the nation this year, 5.93
m. The next day in Sberbrooke,
Dinsmore won the 300 m in
39.77 s. a CIAU best this year.
She is ranked number one in
Canada in three events: triple
jump, Iongjwnp, and 300 m.
"She has been very consistent
all year, always giving outstanding performances. Kelly is a very
versatile athlete", says assistant
coach Molly Killingbeck.
Another athlete who excelled

at these two tournaments, was
O'Brian Gibbons. At the Ashland
University Invitational he won
the 55 m dash m 6.27 s, a meet
and school record.
At
the
University
of
Sherbrooke meet. Gibbons ran
the third fastest time in Canadian
history in the 300 m (33.61
seconds). It was also a meet and
school record. O'Gibbons is now
ranked number one in the country
in both the 300 m and 55 m.
"Over the weekend bis performances
were extraordinary,
definitely world class", said assistant coach Molly Killingbeck.
Both Lancer teams performed
well at these tournaments, as
many athletes set qualifying
marks for the CIAU Championships.
At
the
University
of
Sherbrooke Invitational, the Lancer women finished first, while
the men were fourth in team
competition.
"The team has performed consistently up to expectations. The
coaching staff is quite pleased
with both teams' (women and
men) overall performance," said

Killingbeck.
The Lancers did not have any
luck on their side on the trip to
Sherbrooke. Most athletes had to
borrow shoes and uniforms in
order to participate at the meet.
The lost luggage had no effect on
our Lancers.
"This incident had no impact
on their perfonnance, for the
Lancers athletes are very concentrated and highly motivated
when it comes to the race at
hand", said Killingbeck.
I

THE WINDSOR TUNNEL

95*
newlntroGJctorJ

Tax & Duty Free Shop
On the Canadian side...
Keep right after paying tunnel toll.

offer

The best

Spring Break!
Save up to 60% before le4ving Canada!
~

~

VAUWI.E~
....... • _.,__ IO!I ~ _, ....., pdl:al
pra1ua ...a MIida n . 1994.

KELCOM FREE SPIRIT PAGER
NEVER MISS A CALL .. $13.95/MONTH

The Beat 11unp In Ufc are Duty Free...
Fngnna:a. Slcin un:, Watchca. Jcwdlcry,
DcaJgncr Handbags, Conli:ctionary. Glftwuc and
Souvminl

Includes unlimited number o f calls,
plu s replacement batteries. plus
llfetlme warranty loaner.

Caatoma a&wancca apply to tbac: Items and ab
ofUQUOR. C.ANADIAN BEER.AND TCJIACCO.

For Information: (519) 252-2713
Open 24 Hours <> Currency Exchange

• airtime

and aot.tvation -.ctra

COM™
PAGER HOTLINE 250- 5050
363 Euge n ie Street East

Now Available in:
the UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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Will graduate students be
allowed an effective voice?
By Dale Woodyard
Special to the Lance

AROUND CAMPUS

How would
you rate
your SAC?

"I have
very little
concern
with
what
they do. My mind is
preoccupied with studying, so
it's dificult to focus on issues
that are important to SAC.·

Michelle Jones
Year IV Commerce

A report from the Graduate
Council makes recommendations
about doctoral dissertation procedures which would give the external examiner veto rights. The
external examiner is a faculty
member from another university
who is invited to be a member of
a dissertation committee at this
unjversity, usually because of an
expertise in some area related to
the dissertation.
I believe this proposal has implications that are potentially unfair to graduate students and to
dissertation committee members.
It is conceivable that a graduate
student may be denied a Ph.D.
after six, seven, eight or even
more years of post graduate work
because an external examiner, in
opposition to all the rest of the
committee, rejects the dissertation.
In some cases the student
might be able to successfully
complete the dissertation if given
another opportunity but this
would by no means be a certainty. The committee would have to
grant permission to continue the
project and even then the time allocated is limited and may be insufficient for some changes that
may be demanded by the external
examiner.
Why should the external examiner be given such veto
power? It might be argued that
the external examiner should be
the most expert member of the
committee and, is likely to be
more objective than other members. In some cases this may be
so but not necessarily.

Isn't it possible that the external examiner might reject it for
other legitimate reasons? What if
the dissertation results undermine
the theories and/or research of
the 'expert' external examiner.
Are we to believe all such experts are above any pettiness or
vindictiveness? What if the external is stricken with mental and
other psychological problems
which causes a deterioration of
his/her critical abilities? For most
students this may never become a
problem but shouldn't our
regulations protect even the few
from unfair treatment?
But what about a situation in
which the student proposes research procedures that are
rejected by the dissertation committee which then demands other
procedures be followed? What
student can ignore the demands
of that committee? But the
policies governing procedures on
dissertations excludes the external examiner from the process
until the time of the doctoral
candidate's defense of the completed dissertation. What if the
external examiner now rejects the
dissertation because of the research procedures? Thus, a
student's dissertation could be
rejected because of procedures
demanded by a committee.
Does this seem fair? The members of such a committee would
not have to forfeit their doctoral
degrees but the student may be
denied his or hers even when the
demands of the committee were
followed to the letter'
Personally, I favor allowing
the external examiner to participate at the dissertation
proposal stage of the process.

This would allow the valuable
input of an expert in the field and
thus increase the likelihood of a
higher quality dissertation and at
the same time reduce the
likelihood of unfair situations
developing at the defense stage
of the process. Some may argue
that the dissertation should be
solely the product of the student
and, if the external examiner
made contributions at the
proposal stage, how would we
know what the student could do
on his/her own. But this ignores
the fact that dissertaions typically
reflect contributions from the
chairperson of the committee as
well as other members of the
committee e.g. statistical consultation. Nor is ti expected that the
research of faculty members be
without input from others. In
fact, scholarship is frequently the
product of the work of many.
Why should we maintain these illusions about the role of an external examiner when
these
illusions may have such unfair
consequences?
This issue will be on the agenda of the next Senate meeting.
Will graduate students be allowed an effective voice in this
decision?
Should't student organizations,
such as the Graduate Student
Society, be given the opportunity
to have an effective input in
decisions which affect its members? These are issues in which
graduate students, undergraduate
students and faculty members
should be ahle to find common
cause.
(I

Dr. Dale Woodyard sits on the
U of W Senate and is a professor
in rhe Department of Psychology.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
"I don't
think
they did
much for
the
student

body.
They were able to get a bus for
tuition hike rally. More people
wanted to be involved, but they
couldn't take the bus.•

Janice Heagle
Year II Social Work

"SAC
needs to
open up
their
organization to
minorities whether by race or
culture, so there is even
representauon of people on
campus.·

Alana Bridgewater
Year I Music Theatre

"/'II give
them
about 6.
I feel they could have done a
better job. They haven't done
much with the students.

Carmen Pacheco
Year II Religious Studies

Red Cross an
exception
Dear Editor,

I feel the need to respond to
A.C. Brown's letter criticizing
the Red Cross' Health Assessment Questionnaire as racist.
In this questionnaire, there are
questions regarding the country
of origin of the donor. This
focuses on the identification for
screening purposes of those persons from places where AIDS is
much more prevalent (as compared to North America), sue~ as
the Carribean or parts of Africa.
It is easy to see where Brown
takes offense, as this appears to
shift some sort of "suspicion"
towards a geographical, and ultimately racial. grouping. ~d, of
course, racial divisiveness m any
form is unacceptable.
Here, however, is an exception.
There once was a time when
blood banking and scree~ng
agencies were afraid to quesllon
or single out members of any
type of group, anticipating ~t
this process would cause _fear m
donors and generate ana-grou_p
sentiment. In this case, this
hesitancy to question and screen
helped lead to the infection of a
great amount of the world blood

It is a shame - though understandable to a point - that certain entries on the questionnaire
are considered to be racist But it
is more of a shame that this perception might cause people like
A.C. Brown to discontinue their
generous and life-saving blood
donations.
I hope that Brown can realize
that if there bad been more careful screening of blood products in
the earlier history of the AIDS
epidemic, whatever the cost
public-perception-wise, perhaps
my wife would not have lost her
beloved little brother to AIDS,
she would not be losing her
AIDS-infected father, and she
would not be HIV-positive herself.
Gary D. Gerson
Year I Graduate

SAC evaluation
belittling
Dear Editor,

I would like to comment on
the Feb. 7th issue of the Lance,
which evaluated the Students Administrative Council. Once again
the staff of the Lance bas taken it
upon themselves to criticize and
belittle the SAC executives.
What ever happened to factual
news paper writing? To me, this
article (as well as many to the
supply.
bilia'
Subsequently, bemo~
cs other articles in the Lance), is not
around the world are facmg '.111- meant to give a factual account
ihilation and blood transfusion of a situation, but the opinion of
the writer. The author picked out
:atients played a terrifying _game
information
and presented it in
of chance. Now that screenmg of
such
a
fashion
as to go along
the donor supply is in place, both
with, what seems to be a
·
are
now
groups of at-risk pauents
developing tradition, of discreditdealing with 'safe' blood suping the SAC representatives nearplies.

ing the end of their term.
What caused you to all of a
sudden decide Jon Ricci was incapable at his job, and undeserving of much of the praise he has
been given in almost every other
issue of the Lance? All you
managed to mention in this article was the failed attempts Ricci
bas made through out the year.
Need I point out, failed or not, attempts were still made to benefit
students to the very best of his
ability.
With Steve Alexander, it
seems to me the guy was doomed
from the start. Tran Longmoore
and Teena Ward seemed to have
a biased opinion that the YPU A
was responsible for almost all of
the difficulties in SAC. Need I
remind you that SAC is a team,
and that team is there to work
together. One individual can not
be solely held responsible for
weakening SAC, if it was indeed
weakened.
As for the student Senators,
you made a comment in this section saying they did not know
what their jobs were.
Maybe tb Lance should have
picked up on this as an idea for
an article. Why not inform the
students, and the representatives
about the positions.
In conclusion, I would just lilce
to take this opportunity to wish
the new 1994/95 Students Administrative Council the best of
luck next year.
I think you're going to need it.
To me, the running of our student
government seems to be a no win
situation.
Amy Murray

Year Il Social Science
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CAMPUS CONNECTION
Recipe Contest.
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"The first 300
qualifying recipe entrants
will receive a FREEcase of
Hew KRAFT* White Cheddar
Macaroni & Cheese!"
There will be one winner
selected for each of these 5
categories:
I. Best Mealtime Recipe
2. Best Snacktime Recipe
3. Best Recipe (by an individual)
4. Best Recipe (by a group)
S. "Healthiest" Recipe
Remember, delicious,
easy-to-make recipes and
creative recordings get
extra marks!

RULES and Regs
1.

2.

3.

4.

To enter and quaify tor th1s contest call the KRAFT DINNER 'Campus
Connection' Recipe Contest hotline at 1-800-26-KRAFT and
reconl your reape. Include your name. address and telephone number
and Identify the category u, wluch you are entenng (see below). If your
en11Y is in the group category, tndude names of all tndll/Walll (max. S)
lo share equaly i n ~ ol any pnze money.
In order to be eligible for Judging, recipes must use a KRAFT
Macaroni & Cheese product as the main ingredient. Recipes
previously publtshed by Kraft General Foo<ls Canada Inc. (KGFC)
Of ol!w racogn,zed wil be chquaified.
No purchase is necessary. Enler as often as you wish, but entries
must be received no later lhan March 31, 1994, the CONTEST
CLOSING DATE . Only one recipe per telephone call will
be accepted. A recipe may be entered only Into one category
Subsequent entry of the same recipe 1n another category wrll not

be consdered.
FIOfn al ~ entries r8C8Ned on Of befOfe the CONTEST CLOSING
DATE. 20 rec,pes from each category will be selecied at random by
an independent selection organization on April e, 1994. These
selecied rec,pes will be evaluated by the KRAFT Kilchens who wlil
select t (one) besl recipe in each of 5 categories: Best Mealtime
Recipe, Best Snacktime Recipe , Best Recipe by an 1nd1vidual,
Best Rec,pe by a group and "Healthiest' recipe

5.

5.

Each of the t1rst 300 eligible entrants will receive 1 case
(24 packages) of KRAFT White Cheddar Macaroni & Cheese
with an approximate retail value of $24.00 One grand prize of
$1,000 will be awarded for the best recipe selected in each of the
5categones
Selected recipe entrants and winners of the early bird prizes
will be required to sign a standard declaration and release torm to
confirm compliance with the otticial rules and regulations, and

Joe Koo/. Ch
eddar College

7.

acceptance of the prize as awarded. This contest is only open to
residents of Canada who are currently enrolled in a recognized
Canadian university, college or other post•secondary educational
institution. Employees of KGFC, its affiliated companies, advertising
and promotional agencies, and the Independent judging
organization, and all persons residing in lheir respective
households, are ineligi)le.
All decisions of lhe judges are final. The chances of winning will
depend on the number of eligible entries and the quality of recipes
recerved. ThJs contest is subject to all applicable federal, provincial
and municipal laws. Only one grand prize per person or group will

be awarded.
I.

9.

All recorded entries become the property of KGFC, 95 Moatfield
Drive, Don Mills, Ontario, M3B 3L6, and no correspondence will
be entered into except with the selected finalists who will be
notified by mail or telephone. By enterrng this contest, entrants
consent to the use of photographs and/or recipes, without
compensation. in future publicity and/or publication carried out by
KGFC rn connection with this contest
KGFC, with the consent ot the Reg1e des alcools, des courses et des
jaux (Quebec), reserves the nght to cancel or suspend this contest in
the event of any pnnting or administrative err°'. Quebec residents may
submit any litigation respecting the conduct of this contest and the
awarding of any prizes to the Regie des alcools, des courses et
desjeux

Dlverelon•. a waeldy calendar of events, Is a tree seNice of the Lanes. Listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact.
Please send submissions lo: The Lance; Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N9B 3P4.

Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Tuesday March 8
'

I

• Special Needs and Acceaaebility
Committee (SNAC) will meet at 2:30 pm
in the CAW Student Centre, 2nd floor.
Come and celebrate International
Womyn's Day in the Womyn's Centre.
Open house from 11.:00 am to 3:00 pm.

Help for Headaches of Windsor meets
in the Board Room of the CAW Student
Centre from 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm. For more
information call Brent at 256-7474.
An Organization of Part-time
University Students (OPUS) class rep.
meeting will be held in the OPUS Board
Room on the main floor of the CAW
Student Centre, beginning at 5:00 pm. All
part time students are welcome. Phone
971-3603 for more information.

Aaaumption University Chapel invite all
to a mass and acost supper beginning at
5:00pm.
• The French Club wiH meet at The French
House on Sunset Ave. at 11 :30 am. All
are invited.

Re-ectivation of the Georgian Music
Society, all vocalists are invited to
rehearse with the group every Tuesday at
7.:30 pm in the Recital Halt of the School
of Music. For information contact Philip
Adamson at 253-4232 (ext. 2784).

l The Department of History presents Dr.
William Brazill discussing Never Safa:
The Rules of Terrorism in the 1990s in the
Rose Room in Vanier Halt at 2:00 pm.

Wednesday, March 9
l Co-op Education and Student
Placement presents, Careers in French,
i'l room 267 Dillon Hall from 4:00 pm to
5;30pm.
l Makeda Silvera, a black woman activist
and writer, will discuss Forging
Connection Across Differences - the
Route to Empowerment at 7:00 pm n
Madame Vanier lounge. Sponsored by
the Wornyn's Centre and the Human
Rights Coordinator.

Thursday, March 10
l Women's Studies Speakers Series
presents, Alternate Currents: New
Directions in Women's Music, with
Tamara Bernstein in Vanier lounge at
7:30pm.
The Blood Donor Clinic at 3909 Grand
Marais Road East opens at 1:00 pm to
8:00 pm. Also on the Mar. 14.
Why not butt out? Stop smoking classes
start for four weeks from noon to 1:00 pm.
Contact Health Educaion to register,
253-4232, ext. 3260.

! Association of Philosophical Thinkers
need help! Volunteers are requested to
plan the Environmental Symposium, a
meeting will be held at the Grad House.

I

l The Department of Kinesiology
presents its Alumni Speaker Series
featuring Brian Prenger discussing Sport,
Masculinity and Sexuality at 11 :00 am in
room 212 , H.K. Building and Don Sabo
speaking on Sport, Masculinity and the
New Mens Studies: Media, Race and
Gender Equity at 1:30 pm in room 201.
Both speakers will host a seminar on
Sport and Masculinity at 3:00 pm in room
200 (registration required for this seminar,
call ext. 2445). Everyone is welcome. Call
Vicky Paraschak at 253-4243, ext. 2445
for more info.
• The Ontario Public Interest Research
Group (OPIRG-Windsor) meets in·room
G104 of the law School from 4:00 to 5:30
pm.
Mass will begin at 11 :50 am and on Mar.
11 at Assumption University Chapel.
Canterbury Community Coordinator
presents Explorations in Feminist and
Creation-Cantered Sp,ritua/ity, the
discussion begins at 7:00 pm at St.
Augustine House (172 Patricia Ave.).

Friday, March 11
In The Beginninq. •A Creation-Cantered
Retreat for university and college
students and young adults, a time to
explore our inner wor1d, our connection
with the earth, with God, and with each
another, continues until March 13 at Holy
Cross Retreat Centre, Port Burwelf.
Ontario. For more information call
973-7034.

l Department of Geology presents Dr.
Henry Meyer will discuss Diamond-A
Letter From The Depths, begrming at
3:00 pm in Memorial Hall, room 208.

l With a Song in Her Heart, acelebration of
Canadian women composers through
performance and discussion. The
conference continues through the
weekend. For riformation on lectures and
perfomances, call 253-4232 (ext. 3472).
Students who are concerned about
permit parking are encouraged to attend
a meeting in the CAW Student Centre.
Come out and take action!

If. Distant Realms, a photo exhibition by Siu
Chung John and Janice Coyle opens
today at 7:30 pm at the I.K.W.l.l. GaHery,
309 Chatham St. W.

Saturday, March 12
Windsor Board and Roleplaying
Gamlng Society meet in the Rose Room
of Vanier HaU from noon to 11 :00 pm.
§ An evening of blues with David Cyrenne
and Ed Jr. from 9:30 pm to midnight at the
Down Cellar Bistro, 139 Ouellette Ave.

Sunday March 13

'
Assumption University celebrates
masses at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm,
followed by refreshments.

Monday, March 14
If. Tongues Untied, a fun, upbeat but
hardhitting look at black gay lffe, the film
begins at 7:30 pm in room 113 of the
Biology Building, a $3.00 contribution is
requested.

l Public Speaking and Developing
Resources for Public Workshop is a
series open to all lay preachers in The
Un~ed Church of Canada, from 7:00 pm
to 9:00 pm, IONA College. Cost: $30.00.
l The Department of Geology presents
Dr. Norman A. Duke discussing The Late
Archean Lode Gold Event, Slave
Province, N.W.T. as part of the C.P
Gravenor lecture Series at 4:00 pm in
Memorial Halt, room 214.
l The Attorney General of Ontario,
MarionBoyd, will speak on Women And
Access to Justice at 2:30 pm in the Moot
Court, law Building. Call 253-4232, ext
2971 for more info.
l Dr. Pamela Milne will discuss
Employment Equity on this Campus as
part of Women's Month activities,from
1:00 • 2:00 pm in the CAW Student Centre
Board Room. Call 253-4232, ext. 4307 for
more info.
The lrish-Candian Cultural Club of
Windsor presents a poetry reading by
Michael O'Shiadail, Eugene McNamara,
Jan Mordenski and Tony Johnston at 7:30
pm at the Sandwich St. Cale in
Mackenzie Halt, 3m Sandwich St. Food
and beverages will be available and
dinner can also be had by reservation, call
977-1607.
The environmental films Tha Lorax by Dr.
Suess and The Dark Circle, about the
nuclear arms industry in the U.SA. will be
shown at 7:00 pm upstairs at the Grad
House as part of Waste Reduction Week.

~ ~ a y , March 15

~

Assumption Campus Community invttes
everyone to mass and a cost supper at
5:00pm.

:r=

Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw:

KEY TO SYMBOLS

~

If. Visual and performing arts.
i lectures, seminars, etc.
• Club and society meetings.
! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.
® Sporting events.
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Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ per month

working for Cruise Ships or Land.
Tour Companies. World Travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.). Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No exper,
necessary. For more~ ~
infonnation call: ~~

Where we set the standards

Student discounts on Sundays
551 PELISSIER • OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS • 973-4977

C,.... Employment S..Vle••

(206)634-0468 ext.C4013

Dollars
for Scholars

690ERIEmarE.

252-2233

~SPECIALS~
MONDAY , TIIESIJIY , WEDNESDAY
aUY ONE ESPRESSO
au, ONE TURaO
au, OIIE CA/I/IIIC/110
au, ONE DESSERT

I ,•

SET I FREE
SET I 1REE
sn I FREE
SET I FREE t011EE

wn• 1111 '°'""'

u11n 0111 n111 ,,. t11no111•, •u• 11u 111•t• '1/ lf

Last year, the CMHC
Scholarship Program anracted
172 applicants and awarded
l7 new scholarships. Those
are pretty good odds: about
one in six.
Since its inception in
1947, the program has given
out almost $27.3 million to
2,495 Canadian students. The
current annual maximum is
$14, l 54 per student.
Like most scholarship
programs, the one admioistered b} Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corporation (CMHC)
looks for top students. More
specifically, CMHC scholarships are given only to full-lime
Canadian students working on
a university Master's degree related to housing.
The po:.
sibiUties for
graduate
studies in
housing are much broader
than one might initially think.
Awards go to students in such
varied disciplines as engineering, environment, business and
public administration, social
and behavioural science, arch!·
lecture, economics, law, planning, and history.
Leslie Coates, who in
1993 completed her Master's
degree in Landscape Architec-

ture at the University of Guelph,
was one of 25 winners in the
1992 competition. She says,
"Winning a CMHC scholarship
allowed me to expand the scope
of what I could do. It g1\·es )OU
a tremendous sense of confi.
dence." The extra time to make
contacts in the housing industry afforded by the CMIIC scholarship has paid off for Leslie.
Her thesis received positive
comments in a Globe and Mail
column and spav.ned a lengthier
recent article in a v.idely read
journal published by the Canadian Urban Institute.
Ms. Coates was ''\ery impressed" with the aims of the
CMHC Scholarship Program.
"It's Canada's primary source of
financial support for the training of pro·
fessionals
in housing
and community planning. It's definitely
needed."
If you or someone you
know would like to apply for a
CMHC scholarship, forms can
be picked up now at either the
Graduate Studies or Student
Awards office But hurry. Stu·
dents must submit completed
applications to the university
they wish to attend by March 25,
1994.
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SAC ANNOUNCEMENTS!!
1.

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE PARKING SITUATION AT THIS UNIVERSITY??
DO YOU MIND A SHORT WALK TO CAMPUS??
DO YOU MIND SAVING MONEYff

IF YOU ANSWERED "NO" TO ANY OF THESE QUESTIONS, PLEASE TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THE FOLLOWING DEAL!!

A.
B.

GO TO CAMPUS POUCE AND PURCHASE A PARJtJNG PERMIT FOR $5.00 (ALL TAXES INCLUDED).
USE TIDS PERMIT FOR UNUMITED PARK.ING FROM FEBRUARY 2I, I994 TO APRIL 30, I994, AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF WINDSOR "TEMPORARY TENNIS COURT LOT• ON THE CORNER OF COu.EGE A VENUE AND GIR.AIU>OT A VE.!!

$5.00 + A SHORT WALK TO CAMPUS=UNLIMITEO PARKING FOR THE REST OF THE SEMESTEB]

TAKE ADVANTAGE AND USE ITH

2.

DO YOU WANT TO BE PRESIDENT OF SAC FOR ONE DAY??

IF YOU ANSWERED "YES" TO THIS, PLEASE SUBMIT A PARAGRAPH (250 WORDS) ON
WRY YOU SHOUW BE "PRESIDENT FOR A DAY".
SUBMIT THESE TO JON RICCI AT THE SAC OFFICE BEFORE THURSDAY MARCH 10, 1994•
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Federal budget chokes students

Once again, youth and the
poor are the targets of the federal
government's deficit pre-occupation. The only difference is the
culprit is a Liberal, not a Conservative.
The budget released by
Finance Minister Paul Martin
calls for the continuation of the
freeze in provincial transfer payments for education and social
spending, i.e. a reduction by inflation.
Thus the federal government is
passing their own overspending
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problem onto the provinces. And
the provinces will respond in
kind. This will mean a reduction
in transfers to the municipalities
for primary and secondary education and a reduction in funding
for colleges and universities.
How will they choose to partially offset this? By a substantial
increase in tuition. The buck gets
passed on again - to students
who are trying desperately to
keep afloat financially.
With these increased costs,
many young people will recon-

sider whether an education is
worth it. Many will decide an
education is not worth the debt.
Their only other option is to enter
the unskilled job market, which
is quickly dwindling as are the
wages these jobs pay.
Under the budget forecasts, the
unemployment situation will
basically remain unchanged. The
major difference is that it will become more difficult to support
oneself between employment.
The federal government bas
lengthened the required term of

employment to qualify for unemployment
insurance
and
reduced the amount paid for persons with no dependents.
Combined with the reduction
in transfer payments for welfare
this will result in more young
persons struggling to make ends
meet
If the goal of the government
is to reduce the deficit, it will
barely scratch the smface; if the
plan is to sacrifice the young and
the poor, their plan will be a
complete success.

Immoral blockade of Cuba must end
Every country bas the right to
self-determination - as long as
the United States likes it. For 30
years Cuba has been attempting
to build a society based on the
needs of the people, not on
transnational
capital.
The
response from the U.S. - an
economic blockade on Cuba, a.<.
well as support and training for
covert operations looking to top-

pie the Castro regime.
The new world order is especially hard on Cuba; it lost most
of its trade with the Soviet Union
and other eastern bloc countries.
The continuation of the blockade
is designed to choke the island
country, until by sheer brute
force they are forced to accept
the
U.S.
controlled
state
capitalism system.

The United Nations, presidents
of all Latin American coountriesnies and several human rights
groups have condemned the
blockade, and there have been
demonstrations all over the U.S.
calling for the lifting of the
blockade. But the Cuba lobby
(people who fled Cuba after the
revolution and wish to see the old
order back) and U.S. capital are

still intent upon crushing a
government that is far from a
threat to their national security.
The immoral blockade of Cuba
goes to show the inhumanity involved in maintaining U.S. led
world order - where starving
people and denying them basic
needs is the only way to make
them surrender to American
"freedom and democracy".

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Headline
offensive
Dear Editor,
In the Feb. 14 issue you saw fit
to honour two of our professors
through a description of their
professional activities. The two
articles were well written.
However, the headline on the
front of your paper, One Prof

went to Lillehammer, the other
just looks good was totally inappropriate and offensive. There
have been major efforts made on
this campus to educate students
and faculty regarding gender
equity. To summarize Professor
Holman's contributions, which
include a twenty year coaching
career, and current number one
ranking in the league with ~er
team with this kind of headline
focu~ing on 'looks' was sexist It
suggests that sadly w_e still bav.e a
long way to go tn changmg
societal views generally and
educating the media specifically.
Dr. M. Kimmerle
Chair, Equity Committee
Faculty of Human Kinetics

banner's size does not allow for
frequent display. So it was with
great pride that Sandwich First
Baptist Church and the AfriCanadian Youth Council donated
it to the university for display in
the CAW Student Centre during
the month of February.
Some of what the writer may
have misinterpreted as "mistakes" are in fact reflections of
the time of the banner's creation.
Perhaps because of the sheer size
of the work, the writer missed the
date on the artwork which appears across the bottom of the
banner in large, twelve inch
embroidery. Other changers may
be due to the politics of the map
the students used, and others may
be inadvertant errors made be the
students themselves.
My apologies th those who
took offense. Toe banner was not
intended to offend, nor is it to be
seen a a cunent geographic representation of Africa. It is, as
labelled, a beautiful piece of art
created in 1972.
Sharon O'Flaherty
President, Black Students' Alliance

Africa map
apology

SAC not worth

Dear Editor,
This Jetter is in response to the
letter last week that found the
"mistakes" in the African map on
display in the student centre "insulting."
This stunning art-work was
created in 1972 by the di~gent
efforts of a group of well-mtentioned bigb school students ~t
Lowe Secondary school. Beauuful pieces like this are rarely
created, and unfortunately the

Dear Editor,
When I first saw the cover of
the Feb. 21 edition of the Lance,
one of my first urges was to find
the photographer and express my
disapproval at being chosen for
the ignominious honour of being
a Lance 'cover boy' with a few
choice expletives and gestures.
Certainly, printing an unsolicited
picture of myself sleeping in the
CAW Centre during the SAC
debates was unflattering at best,

time

infuriating at worst. However,
upon reflection, I find that I actually want to thank this person:
the picture expresses without
words everything that I feel about
SAC - it's just not worth my
time.
Shocked? Outraged? Frantically writing a response to an obviously ignorant layman? Why
not just recoil from the slap and
listen, 'cause it's unlikely that
this Joe Apathy will ever speak
again.
SAC elections are a farce,
simply because it either has no
real power, or is unable to identify and use any that it does have.
Also, I would refer you to
Michelle Jones' comment in last
week's Around Campus where
she says, in part, "My mind is
preoccupied with studying, so it's
difficult to focus on issues that
are important to SAC." I agree
whole-heartedly, as this has been
my attitude for years.
For those of you who put your
efforts into bitching and complaining about what SAC does
and how SAC operates, there is
only one option: run for a position. For those of you who are
convinced that you are not getting your fair say, either on race,
gender, or sexual orientation issues, or any others, get up on the
podium and try to get elected and
see how much support you have
for your cause and campaign. Try
to take the flak for once, rather
than generating it
And please, don't take my
snores as votes of approval, because I honestly don't care what
you say, one way or another.
Steve Boose
Year IV History

Model
Parliament
silliness
Dear Editor,
On Feb. 4-5, I travelled with
considerable anticipation to attend the U of W Political Science
Students Associations' Model
Parliament. It was clear when I
arrived that a good deal of hard
work bad been done in preparation by volunteer conference organizers to have a thoughtful
debate on national issues and an
intensive learning experience.
This was an attitude not shared
by many of the participants. Indeed, excessive heckling and silliness were oft.en more in vogue
than seriousness and real respect
for the traditions of Parliament.
By far the greatest disappointment was the Deputy Speaker,
who presided for most of the
event. This individual made insufficient efforts to maintain
order and decorum and was frequently inconsistent and erroneous in rulings.
Had I known in advance what
Windsor's Model Parliament
really was like, I would not have
attended. It may be justifiable to
bold a purely in-house event
more for fun than for education,
but when students take the time
and expense to travel large distances, they expect to participate
in a worthwhile learning experience.
This is why I do not believe
either myself or any other Brock
student will attend Model Parliaments at Windsor again.
Tyrone Nicholas
Brock University

-
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$All students are invited to· ,
attend the Lance's one
day mini-conference on
student journalism on
,iSaturday, March 19 at
+the CAW Student Centre.
It will be a chance for people interested in writing,
photography and production to pick up some
'): necessary skills - as welt as a chance to talk about
issues affecting the student press in Canada.

+

Ij \

If you've ever thought about journalism
as a career, here's a chance to meet
others who want to too~

Tentative keynote speaker is

Naomi Klein
• managing editor of This Magazine *

Professionat joumaffsts and newspaper types wiff on han<fi!
to give advice and critique writing. Student journalists from
other Ontario student papers wil atso be tn attendance.

I

r-

Anyone interested please drop by
the Lance offices in the basement of the
CAW Student Centre to register. The
conference runs all day, starting at 9am.
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Sexism in the 1990s
By Dr. Pamela Milne
Special to the Lance
Women make up fully half of all student<; in post-secondary institutions, though they
arc still not adequately represented in all disciplines. And, with the assistance (albeit
weak) of legislation such as the Federal Employment Equity Act and the soon-to-be.
implemented (and similarly weak) Provincial employment equity legislation, Bill 79,
women have slowly been gaining access to non-ttaditional workplaces.
Progress has dcfinucly been made. In fact, the vt.'l)' measure of that progress might
he tht> growing howls of protest from those who prefer to keep things a-; they were,
who believe privilege is their privilege. We encounter their protcSL'- everywhere 11
seems - on radio and TV. in newspapers and maga7jnes, in hars, in churches and on
our campuses. We find subtle and not-so-subtle messages of threat, dircck!d at lho~
who struggle for equality, encoded in more and more of the films we watch and. tragi.
cally, occa,ionally even actualized in lethal attacks on groups of women. And there 15
now a whole genre of commentary on these forms of protest. threat and attack. The
popular media tenn for this phenomenon is "backla,h".
Personally. I have avoided using the tenn "backlash" ever since I met Janice New.
son, a sociology professor from York University. Newson's reflections on the function
of the backlash metaphor are important for drawing our anention to the power of the
language we use and the need to choose language carefully. Simply put, we need to
a-;k whose vested interests are served by the term "backlash". "Backla,h" implies a
cause-effect relationo;hip and this is exactly why it is useful language for those who oppose equity. The term "backlash" conveys the illusion that the activity of seeking
equality inevitably, or naturally, produces an opposite reaction. It shifts the moral
responsibility for the "reaction" away from those doing the "backlashing" and onto
those who are being '·backlashed''. This, of course is a very useful strategy for those
who value the status quo. It blames the oppressed for their ongoing oppression.
What language do I chose to use in place of ''backlash?" I prefer the tcnn "neoscxism". This tcnn allows us to understand the dynamics of the struggle for change
quite differently. "Neo-sexism" allows us to appreciate the link between the sexism inherent in the patriarchal social structures which feminists arc seeking to dismantle and
the new efforts to shore up those patriarchal structures. to resist sharing the world with
women. "Neo-scxism", like its parallel term, "neo-Naziism", places responsibility
upon those who seek to reinstate the old regime. What we are witnessing from the
powerful and vocal few in our society today is by no stretch of the imagination a jus·
tified or justifiable reaction to change: it 1s, mstead, a more subtle, more dctcnnined
form of sexism, attitudes and practices which seek to oppress and discriminate against
women on the basis of sex The emergence of neo-sex1sm serves as a reminder of how
many barrit.'Ts still obstruct the path to full equality. At the same ume, however. lb1~
nco-sexist frenzy is the surest sign that the small steps women have taken toward
equality in recent years are perceived a" significant change. We should take en·
couragcment from that.
The power to name, to create, rather than simply to use, language is perhaps our
most important tool for change. Those committed to building a community of equals
need to ensure that the words we speak assist us in that project Just as we must always
name racism for what it is, we need to name neo-sex1sm for what 1t 1s.
m
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Voter turnout best in years
By Tran Longrnoora
Co-News Editor

CAMPUS CLIPS

Return junk mail
March 11 is National Junk
so
Windsor's environmentalists
are asking students to control
their own mail, and solve the
junk mail problem.
Junk mail in North
America is responsible for
the destruction of over 200
million trees each year. And
for what? Most of us are annoyed when we receive junk
mail. As a result we usually
pitch it. Advertisers often
consider campaigns "successful" even if only one
percent of the recipients
respond. Canada Post is
among the biggest culprits.
If you have posted a "no
junk mail" sticker on your
mailbox, and it continues lo
be ignored, something can
be done. Write the Hon.
David Dingwall, Canada
Post, House of Commons,
Ottawa, On., KlA OA6.
Green Earth stores are
currently receiving and collecting junk mail until March
11. Activists across the nation will be rerouting their
junk mail back to Canada
Post. Students are also encouraged to write to the
"Canadian Direct Marketing
Association,"to get removed
from the bulk mail list: 1
Concorde Gate, Suite 607,
Don Mills, On. M3

Mail Return Day -

Ricci SSS president
The
Social
Science
Society voted to acclaim Jon
Ricci as their vice president
,for the 1994-95 year. Ricci
ran unopposed but ran into
problems with a society bylaw that states that candidates must be enrolled in
at least three courses. Ricci
took this year off school. According to society chief electoral officer Paula Davis,
Ricci got the two thirds
majority that is neccessary to
overlook the by law.

College pres leaves
Ben Martin will end his
eight year term as President
of St. Clair College next
September. He is leaving his
Post to work on an Ontario
Ministry
of
Education
project which aims to
develop new philosophies
and policies for Ontario's
colleges. His job will be to
bring college presidents and
their staffs together to set a
tone for collective bargaining agreements.

Last
Wednesday
and
Thursday, in the best election turnout in several years, over l 600
full-time undergrads elected their
student leaders for the 1994-95
year.
On April 1, Chris Maich takes
over as SAC president, Joe Barile
will become SAC vice president
secretary, and Carmen Coccimiglio, Bernie Cummins and
Gabriel Maggio will take office
as student Senators.
In the referendum question,
students voted to create a U of W
chapter of the Ontario Public In·
terest Research Group (OPIRG).
Maich, who defeated bis opponent Rich Mancini by more
than a two to one ratio, says he is
ready to begin preparing for the
job.
"The next two months will involve a lot of leg worlc and
preparation. I've met with SAC
finance and they promised to
give me a copy of the budget so I
can begin planning the process of
putting the platforms in action,"
he said.
Maicb, who credited the victory to a "realistic approach,"
was encouraged by the turnout.
"My platform is based on SAC
working as a team with students.
If the turnout is any indication of
student interest in SAC, then next
year should be positive."
Mancini, despite the drubbing,
said the election was a positive
experience. "I learned a lot
during the campaign. I hope to
use that in some form to serve the
students next year," said Mancini, who said that be is considering applying for the postion of
SAC vice president university affairs.
Maich, like the rest of the winners and losers, was extremely
thankful. "I'd like to thank the
students and the candidates for
running bard but clean campaigns."
He is looking forward to working with the vice-president elect
Joe Barile, who defeated Corrina
Thomson by 151 votes.
Upon learning of bis victory,

-

Lance photo by llomlko Hino

Students anxiously await election results in SAC's Moose pub.

Barile, too, was thankful. ''First
of all I'd like to thank God. I'd
also like to thank all of the voters
and all of the people who worked
bard on my campaign. And most
of all I'd like to thank Corrina
(Thomson) for running such a
professional campaign."
The race for the vice presidential post was still up for grabs
before the final poll - the business faculty - was counted.
Barile clinched it by defeating
Thomson by over 90 votes in the
poll.
The Senatorial race provided
the most drama at election night
in the Moose Pub. Three of the
four candidates were to be
elected.
Carmen Coccimiglio easily
outran the pack, garnering over a
thousand
votes.
Incumbent
Gabriel Maggio and Bernie Cummins defeated Chris Lobb by less
than a himdred votes.
In the referendum question,
over 60 per cent of the students
voted yes to creating a U of W
chapter of OPIRG for a refundable $5 per year levy.
Russell Bennett, the Windsor

OPIRG president, said that the
results prove that U of W students feel there is a valid need for
a public research group and
resource centre on the Windsor
campus.
"Students are already paying
so much money in fees, so to get
60 per cent of the students voting
yes is oveiwhelming support. I
was expecting it to be closer,"
said an exhausted Bennett, who
thanked the volunteers which ran
the most extensive campaign in
the election.
Bennet said that be is looking
into a summer grant to operate
OPIRG until it collects student
fees in September.
Several of the candidates complimented SAC chief electoral
officer Doug Ellis for getting students to the polls.
About 17 percent of the fulltime
undergraduate
student
population voted. Last year, the
turnout was only nine percent.
Ellis was satisfied with the turnout. "Several of the ideas
worked out. Our televised forums
were supposed to be aired on
Trillium Cable three times. The

response was so positive that it
aired several additional times,"
said Ellis. Some of the other
ideas, such as the home mailed
election material, will also work
in the future with some modifications, said Ellis. '1t' s something
to build on."
Student opinion of the results,
when it existed, varied.
"Chris
and
Joe
are
bardworkers. If they run SAC
like they ran their campaigns
they'll do a good job," said SAC
vice-president university affairs,
Steve Alexander.
Many of the students at the
pub didn't care about the results.
When the music was interrupted
for updates, many sighs could be
beard.
"You know, I really don't care
about SAC. I've got to go to
class and go to work. My free
time is spent doing this,'' said one
drunken student as he raised bis
mug of beer to his lips.
And will this be an activist student government? At least one
campus activist doesn't believe
so. ''Did OPIRG get in? That's
all I need to know."
II

Federal budget will bring
tuition increases for students
By Tran Longmoora
Co-News Editor

Since the Feb. 22 federal
budget announcement, Ontario
Education
Minister
Dave
Cooke's promised tuition fee increases have been upgraded from
"significant" to "substantial."
Despite the pleas of the Ontario NDP government, Minister
of Finance Paul Martin announced that transfer payments
to the province, which go to
health and education, will be
frozen over the next two years.
As a result of the freeze,
Cooke immediately announced
that tuition fees will increase substantially and governm~nt ~~bsidies to colleges, umvers1t1es
and school boards will decrease
substantially.
sources at Cooke's office expect a tuition announcement late
next week.
According to Jason Hunt, (?ntario chair of the Canadian
Federation of Students, which

·~-»:·

Minister of Finance Paul Martin
represents 200 OOO college and
university students in Ontario,
"We are witnessing a domino effect whereby the Ontario NDP,
whose fundamental policies include zero tuition, is reneging on
its principals one by one."
Hunt called Cooke's promise a
"a savage blow to the students of
this province and accessibility to
our post-secondary institutions,"
and said that Cooke must freeze

tuition fees if the party is to keep
any of its integrity.
While Hunt is disappointed
with the frozen transfer payments
and the federal governments
failure to change the Canada Student Loan system, most of bis
criticism was directed at the Ontario NDP. Since last August
Cooke bas talked of increasing
tuition "significantly." Hunt
believes that his post-budget announcement is an ill-fated attempt to
"justify
another
deviation from its own policies
by blaming the federal budget."
U of W president Ron Ianni
had mixed feelings about the
budget. He was encouraged by
the federal government's committment to research agencies.
"It adds to the difficulties we
are experiencing now with the
current level of underfunding.
It's just part of the continuing
saga," said Ianni, who was disappointed by Martin's refusal to
treat Ontario as the "engine of
the country's economy."

According to Kerry Pond, a
policy assistant at the Ministry of
Education, tuition increases will
likely be greater than in the past
few years (seven percent) and
will still have to work with less
money. Pond said that tuition increases will be reflected in OSAP
payment policies.
Since 1990, the NDP government has raised tuition by 30 per
cent while eliminating student
aid grants and cutting hundreds
of dollars from the post-secondary education system.
"It is obvious from the federal
budget and the remarks made by
Minister Cooke that neither the
federal Liberals nor the provincial NDP are truly committed to
post-secondary education," said
Hunt.
.
"The fate of Ontario's colleges
and universities is clearly at stake
with the governments backing
out of their committments to a
nationally planned, publicly
funded system of quality postsecondary education."
I

-
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Faculty divided
over SAC
COU
By Kevin de Jong
News Staff

Photo courtesy of DID
Dr. Hoda EIMaraghy (second from left), appointed as the U of W's dean of Engineering, is the first.
woman ever to be an engineering dean at a Canadian university. Currently a prof.e~sor of mechanical
engineering at McMaster University, she will take her position July 1. EIMaraghy _is internat1on~lly
recognized in the field of flexible and intelligent manufacturing systems, automation and robotics.
Her unanimously approved appointment followed a lengthy cross-Canada search
.. • .
"Coming to Windsor and assuming the postion of dean presents a number of opportunit1~s. s~1d
EIMaraghy. These include "helping to shape the vision and mission of the Faculty of Engmeenng, and
to respond to new challenges facing universities in general."
She plans to "reach out into the community" to ensure that the students pro~~ced are fully capable of
employment in their field and hopes it will also "strengthen research capab1ht1es that address the
regional needs."

SSS reopens Centre 24 hours
By Tran Longmoore
Co-News Editor

,I

Effective immediately, the
centre will reopen to its 24-hour
format.
In January the student centre
eliminated its midnight shift,
which resulted in the reduction in

operating hours. The centre bad
been closing from 1:30 a.m. to
7:00 am. The cuts were made to
keep the centre from going $8
OOO over budget.
Two weeks ago at a general

council meeting the Social
Science Society agreed to absorb
the costs of the centre's extended
hours. The society contributed
approximately $2 100.
SSS member Paula Davis,
came up with the idea. "It is the
student centre and students
should have full access to the
building." The SSS voted unanimously to donate the funds.
Since the closing several
hundred students signed a petition that called for the return to
the 24-hour format.

Julie McCall, a year II communications student, said that the
change may have already come
to late for some students. "It was
going to be open for final exams
anyway. We could have used it
during midterms."
McCall said she appreciated
the gesture but is angry students'
money reopened the centre.
Centre director Mary Lou
Thibert said that the societies'
donation is generous but she
believes that keeping the centre
open is a waste of money.
I

The debate over the Council of
Ontario Universities (COU) discussion paper on tuition reform
continues.
At a Senate executive meeting
in February, a "watered down"
version of SAC' s motion on the
COU's proposal for massive tuition hikes was introduced. The
new version stated that extensive
discussion on the COU paper was
needed, while at the same time
recognizing the fact that students
have strong reservations with the
proposed tuition reform.
The motion, introduced by
SAC president Jon Ricci and
GSS president Joe &teves,
replaced an earlier much harsher
condemnation of the COU paper.
Ricci said that the motion was
changed because "to condemn a
paper which the COU has gotten
together - providing a solution
to the under funding of postsecondary education in Ontario
- is improper."
There were many points that
he agreed with which he said
could be built on. Because of this
it would be "improper to condemn the entire report on just one
issue," Ricci said.
U of W president Ron Ianni
agreed, saying one should not
condemn a discussion paper in a
university environment though be
did say "the students have a valid
reason for wanting to comment
on the report."
Ianni stated when looking for
the senate to approve a motion it
is important to ensure it is
worded in a way that will get the
most support, and Ricci and &teves must have "gaged fairly accurately what the senate wanted."
Some felt the original proposal
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was more appropriate.
David Symons, Principal of
Canterbury College said ~
preferred it before the changes_
as the "revised motion took any
starch out of the debate."
Psychology professor Dale
Woodyard agreed saying tbai
when the motion was changed he
\
lost enthusiasm and that the mo"CO
tion was "so watered down that ii
had no teeth and there was no bOf
wo:
need for discussion."
Woodyard feels that he would pas
red
have tried to gather support for
fac
the original motion and that there
may have "been enough suppon col
pre
to make a stand."
Da
Symons suggested the report is
not of great merit, as when corn.
foe
paring Ontario tuition with those
dal
in other provinces and the United
fer
States. The COU used three of
Un
the highest rates they could find.
off
He continued by saying lbat
the:
"all of the data would suggest
pa:
that the presidents and chairmen
Ca
of the Boards of Ontario Univer.
caJ
sites have done a poor job
thf
defending student interests."
we
Lois
Smedick, dean o{
Graduate Studies, said that Ille
initial motion was simplistic and
"if looking at only one aspect ol
the report, to simply condemn n
would be precipitant."
She continued by saying that
the COU report is only one ol
many proposals to deal with Ille
Al
problem of funding at Ontario
th
Universities and that more dis·
th
cussion is needed.
Ricci plans a talk on tuitioo
w
reform, April 4 in the CAWS
m
Centre.
Ot
He plans to coordinate a srudent driven discussion paper oo
tuition, and hopes that Univeisicy
Senates throughout Ontario and
the Provincial Government will
pick up on it.
I
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Youth tour U ofW
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Music, power, and violence are
the focus of Women's Month
By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor
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Women across the globe are
"counting down to 1995," in the
hopes that violence against
women will be a thing of the
past, or at least significantly
reduced. Government, business,
faculty and students will work
collectively throughout March to
promote International Women's
Day/Month.
Status of Women Canada is
focusing on 1995, since it is the
date of the fourth world conference for women held by the
United Nations. Communications
officer Darcy Nelson Wade said
that the Status of Women campaign aims to "indicate to the
Canadian public that everyone
can work together in combatting
the problem of violence against
women."
Not everyone is focusing on
the violence against women
theme-the U ofW's Womyn's
Centre and Women's Studies
group have organized awareness
campaigns and events specifically geared to the campus.
Womyn's Centre Coordinator
Angie Slingerland explained that
the centre aims for a more posi-:
live focus for women this year.
Since the December sixth vigil
was a time to mourn victims of
male violence "and the focus was
on the negative experience of

women," Slingerland said "we
thought we would make it
(Women's Day/Month) an empowerment issue - fighting for
change."
Events have been planned between March 8, the kickoff date
of Women's Day/Month, through
March 31. Volunteers and staff at
the centre have planned a drop in
coffee house between 11 am and
3 pm on March 8. Makeda Silvers, a black writer, editor, activist, and publisher has also been
invited to discuss "Forging Connections Across the Differences
- the Root of Empowerment,"
on March 9.
In a local effort to assist victims of male violence, the centre
bas bookmarks available from
the Body Shop - for every
bookmark brought in, the shop is
donating 50 cents to the YWCA
or the Canadian Women's Foundation (and it is not neccessary to
buy anything).
In parmersbip with Status of
Women Canada. each Body Shop
is participating in the national
campaign - with bookmarks,
educational broadsheets about
violence against women, and
selling daisies and t-shirts to raise
funds for YWCA and CWF but local campaigns to aid shelters for battered women are also
being beaded up (Hiatus House
in W indsor).
Melissa Berneche, a Body

Hair Removal
wav
[lJthe natural

the safest and most effective

way of dealing with unwanted
face and body hair.
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~uron Line
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~
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3
• Free Professional ConsuHatlon
i
try it, you'll never go back to razors or painful
waxing again/
Call Now for an Appointment: Jeanne Lew
1456 St. Clair Ave.,Windsor:

973-7717

Shop employee, said that it just
makes sense for the stores to get
involved
in
International
Women's Day events because,
"with the Bodysbop 80, percent
of the employees are women, and
so are most of our customers."
The educational aspect of the
campaign was also deliberate according to Bemecbe who said,
organizers "wanted people to understand the issue (violence
against women), rather than just
signing their name to a petition
and forgetting about it."
A melding between the interests of women and business is a
welcome innovation to Anne
Forrest, professor of business administration.
"This is one of the few corporations in Canada which appears to be acting upon it's
obligation to the broader community," she said.
Forrest is also coordinating International Women's Day/Month
events on behalf of Women's
Studies. The group is hosting
musician and arts journalist
Tamara Bernstein to discuss new
directions in women's music on
March 10 - it is part of a larger
focus
celebrating
Canadian
women composers through performance and discussion.
I!

For further
information
regarding local events contact
Angie Slingerland at the
Womyn's Centre, ext.4507.

News Staff

"Getting our act together"
university tours organized exclusively for black high school
students, bit the U of W campus
two weeks ago. Over 200 youths
showed up to bear about their
prospective futures.
Toe program was developed to
provide black students with the
opportunity to see post secondary
education as a viable option.
Avonie Brown, change your
life counsellor for the Windsor
Board of Education, worked on
the project and said "access and
knowledge to all that is available
academically is not getting

through to black students."
Brown advocates the tours to
make the university environment
real for students - increasing the
likelihood that the black students
would consider secondary education necessary in the future.
Organizers said that many
questions bad been posed about
the exclusivity of the tours, to
black students only. They pointed
out that with the equity legislation debate looming, it is important to look at programs like this.
According to student and
Revolutionary Noel Waliond
"the students' determination is in
their own bands as long as they
are provided with all of the options."
II

Aid to Cuba successful
from Toronto on Feb. 25, making
a pre-tunnel pickup in London.
Sarah Atkinson
The scheduled 1:30 pm arrival
News Staff
at the tunnel was delayed by
Last weekend, the Windsor- three hours due to severe
Detroit tunnel saw the third weather. The Friendsbipment
US/Cuba
Friendsbipment Caravan arrived to a host oflocal
Caravan arrive from Toronto en organizers.
Clearing US customs, the
route to deliver humanitarian aid
caravan was cheered by a group
to the people of Cuba.
The US government bas had an of supporters on the Detroit side
Detroit City Council president
all sided trade embargo against
the island of Cuba since 1960. Maryann Mahaffey, posted the
Also US President Bill Clinton bond needed to pass through the
passed the Cuban Democracy tunnel.
Lucius Walker, founder of PasAct, in which the US would force
other countries to support their tors for Peace, a group instrumeneconomic policies against Cuba. tal in organizing such caravans,
The recent collapse of the Soviet briefly addressed the gathering.
Supporters stressed a common
Union also meant the loss of a
great source of foreign aid; Cuba concern, that more support is
bas bad to look elsewhere for es- needed from leading countries
(like Canada) if Cuba is ever to
sential food and medical aid.
be liberated.
I!
Local humanitarian activists
awaited the caravan which set out

By Paul Zagaglioni and
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Student life council looks
at crucial campus issues

This ad costs $321
The lance distributes
10,000 papers weekly.
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at 971-3604 tor mor9 Information,
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• Family Dentistry
• Sleep Dentistry
• Cosmetic Dentistry

Students,
professors and
administrators
seek realistic
solutions
By Tran Longmoore and
Teena Ward
Co-News Editors

....... ,,

The President's
Advisory
Council on Student Life met last
Wednesday to dic;cuss dozens of
• Dental Implants
issues affecting the U of W cam• Emergency Care
pus.
• Crowns & Bridges
The council is made up of a
cross sect1on of campus leader's,
including U of W president Ron
Ianni, department beads, faculty,
student
government
representatives, SAC co-ordinators,
and students.
The members meet occasional. . . . . . . . ~ ly to update each other on what is
1 ....
lalcing place in their jurisdictions.
Among the issues dic;cussed
were, parking, recycling, the
CAW student Centre's hours,
proposed tuition increases, sexual
<?.
harrassment policies, a university
@ Cr u
mission statement, and OHIP for
international students.
Although much of the dicussion rehashed old news, there
were some suprising revelations.

~2!}~Tt~JJ~ 257-5210
ValidatLd Parlting

00

Parking
Much work is being done to
solve the parking problem SAC
president Jon Ricci announced
that U of W students were going
to city hall in March to fight Permit Parkin as the second phase
of his parking plan.
For now, a $5 will allow students to purchac;e permits which
allow them unlimited (until
April) use of the parking lots
near H.K.
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U of W president Ianm also
said that the U of W 1s negotiatmg with the public school board
to obtain the vacant Prince of
Wales building, located at Wyandotte and Askin. He indicated
that the buildmg. along with E.J.
Lajeunesses, would be considered for parking.

Recycling
The U of W plans to kick off
its recycling program (originally
scheduled for December 1993) in
March, so Ianni has promised to
work on its completion.
Currently, the university administration bas yet to contract a
firm to recycle the cans, plastic
and glass produced by the
residences.
Ianni said a firm should be
contracted by the March kick off
even if it is on a temporary basis.

CAW Student Centre
Centre director Mary Lou
Thibert used the meetmg to announce that the CAW Student
Centre will be open 24 hours effective Monday, March 7.
Thibert said that the Social
Science Society "generously contributed" the $8 OOO that was
needed to hire the students that
staffed the centre after trudnight.
Thibert said that the decision was
firmly supported by students.

Tuition/COU
Proposal
Ricci and Graduate Student
Society President Joe Esteves
defended their recent senate motion. wbicb was a tos1etl uowu
version of an original that called
for the Senate to denounce the
COU tuition reform paper. The
COU paper called for massive
tuition incrca.c;es.
"I th.4_lk_ we should be cntical,

and not condemning of the dis.
cussion paper," said Esteves. adding that nothing arises ooput 01
pointing fingers.
The president of the Organiza.
lion Part Time Students (OPUS),
Mary Schisler said that such tu,.
tion reforms would hurt her con.
stituents.
Many part time
students are single parents that do
not make much money and do
not qualify for student lo~.
However, Schisler said that she
had not yet read the COU repon

--

U of W funding
Ianni said that the U of W's
financial difficulties will continue. Over the next three years,
its operaung budget will be
slashed by 10 per cent.
Ianni said that will mean cuts
to services, enrollment, and
academic programs to meet the
budget. The university will have
to decide which services are excellent and which neccessary and
which are not needed
Enrollment caps and a shift of
the university population from a
mainly
undergraduate focu1
towards emphasizing graduate
students could be part of
Windsor's future, suggested
Ianni. "We can't do all things if
we're going to do them well
said Ianni.
These decisions, along v.ith
the general direction of the
university, will be facilitated bya
mission statement, which was
called for after a recent visit b)
the academic visitor Vivian Ne!·
les.
T.be.-5cna&c recently )tJ:\Jck~
committee that will come up v.:ith
a proposal for a mission state·
ment. One student and four other
members will be chosen. Ianni is
presently accepting sugge.stioos
for candidates.
I
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New test niay show
professors diversity
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ha..; talked to question whether
"students are in a position to acCo-News Editor
curately judge teaching ability."
woes about student-professor
''Sludent ratings of faculty
e~aluauons may be solved with
may reflect the popularity of the
new rating system being tested prof ~ore than teaching ability,"
()llcaJllPUS
he .,said. Professors mighl "play
Students and professors have up to students as well as be
i,een Jeary about the present sys- rated higher if "easy markers."
tem for years. Its quesuons are Yet the new system is not aimed
·too general" and numbers they at eliminating the input of stuproduce "arbitrary."
dent,;, but rather focusing stu·
An alternative is being as- dents contributions to make the
se.\sed in the psychology and process more effective.
education departments. Working
Aleamoni is said to address
with an American modelled sys- both sides of the story, that of
tem
of evaluation called srudents and professors. The sysA]eamoni, psychology professor tem is divided into two parts. one
Dale Woodyard and education to address students concerns with
professor Vern Stenlund are a diagnostic element to evaluate
11eadmg up the on-site research.
teaching while the multiple role
"The idea behind Aleamoni is of the professor is rated for
tbal we develop a model from making administrative decisions
which each department can about promotions and tenure.
adapt," said Woodyard. DisAlthough Bruce Tucker, presietplme specific issues are also dent of U of w· s Faculty Asnot addressed, be said.
sociation, is encouraged that the
Toe aim is to locate ways to university is seeking new forms
give credit where credit is due
of student professor evaluations,
Some professors focus attention he is somewhat skeptical about
on teaching methods, others on Aleamoni as of yet.
research and scholarship - there
"There are drawbacks to any
is no test that weighs the diver- kind of modem systematic
-ity of the professor.
method drawn up by consultWoodyard said that sometimes ants," be explained, "while
"university administrators give a flexibility is built into the system,
101 of lip service to the value of
it is very mechanical in some
teaching and communication." ways." Tucker said that teaching
Those who concentrate on teach- is an "intuitive kind of thing"
ing sometimes suffer because which even the most "sophisti"the administration pays almost cated performance indicators"
disproportionate amount of atten- may not access accurately.
tion to scholarship."
High nwnbers in classrooms
Students evaluations of profes- are making teaching even more

By Teena Ward

sors -may he a popularity contest

difficult, and hard to rate,

rather than a valid critique of
teaching effectiveness. Also.
Woodyard said that of those he

For Tucker the concept of an
"arithmetic
formula
for
workloads" is just plain "scary." II
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ou're a high-powered individual with lots of initiative
and a thirst for success.
You believe In yourself,
your abilities, and want
the chance to move
forward .......fast.
You
want to receive tangible rewards for your
efforts, and you want to know
that the energy that you put
into your work can take you to
the top.

Y

his is the profile for
success...it's your profile...
as a management trainee
with Ecars. From day one, we
will groom you to grow. We will
help you build on your natural
drive and sawy and show you
what it takes to succeed with
us. Our proven program wlU
arm you with all the knowledge
and strategies you wm need,
and our promote-from-within
policy spearheads your career
clirm.

T

cars is a U.S. based
colll)any seeking qualified
candidates for present
expansion Into Canada under
the flaQship of Enterprise
Colll)anies. If you've earned a
university degree and are
eager to demonstrate your
talents, we have !)p8nlngs
available now within the
Southwest Ontario area. First
year earnings are $22,250 +,
with earning potential up to
$50,000 within year 2 to 4, plus
an excellent benefits package.
Please submit your resume
and cover letter to the student
placement centre, attention
Personnel Coordinator.
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Deadline:
March 21, 1994

APARTMENTS AND HOUSES
@' Prime locations - 5 to 10
minute walk from campus

r.,r

·

I.LI Relatively

·

new l>uildings

~
,
1%.1 Stoves,
IJI'

fridges, microwaves

··,
. wQuality, quiet, comfortable
@' Parking, laundry available & energy efficient

@'3 5 & 6 bedroom units
a~allable

Don't wait
until August...
NOW RENTING.

@Approximately $275/
person + utilities

.

.
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Intolerance
I do not suckle a Holstein
or consume her flesh,
medium-rare.
I refuse the ovum of hens
to bake a cake,
light and fluffy.
I decline to dress
in skins of the dead,
despite the fashion.
Yetyouyou disregard my beliefs
and criticize my,
outrageousness.
Tiffany T.M. Knude

' I ..

lance photo by Ian Gray

Mais souffle
Hard, brown, small kernels.
Heated by the warmth of summer.
Frenzy of dancing.
Gloria Romero

52nd Street
Avehicle to humanity is within us all. How little though do we
know how to reach it.

A channel to the unknown
Afunnel to reality
Liberty is forgotten; democracy is but a dream.
Ahumid air reeking with the smell of sadness
in a life filled with madness.
The chains the chaims.
Hush I hear them again. Encircling
me. The disease ran by.
I caught a brief glimpse
but could not say high.
Busy busy busy busy
A touch of truth pierced my view. Then
it was all clear. I am next.
My feet flat on the rock sand
with blistering callused flesh walking on water.
"Shine your shoes sir, shine your shoes: No
thank yoo son they're fine as is.
"Future, Marie can read your future." No
thank you Mam I know the future.
Count the corpses on 52nd street I counted
the tiles. The same result • nothing. Where
are you life's eighth wonder - living happily free.
Hush, I hear them again.
The chains the chains.
A diseased smell of sadness on one of life's 52nd Streets
in a no place in all but no time. Where a vehicle t.ts you
like a brick but nothing can happen. No soul to screen
No bloody heart to drain
ooly pure plain pain. Pure
pain. One of life's poor games.
Steven Muller

Take this man.
Take all he has and is
and accept it.
Stand tall his lanky frame
and streaked face.
Scars of time,
of life,
and at long last
scars of innocence.
Bring forward this man for all to see.
Lay their eyes upon his last wisps
of World War I hair,
his nostalgia-ridden smile,
and his thick-rimmed sight.
Look and see his brown tweed
three piece competence,
his toothless Ellis Island smirk,
and lastiy look, recieve, and respect
his importance.
Stand up old man.
Stand with the power of youthful limbs.
Your time is finally at hand.
Chris Bestward

Autumn leaves
We are not unlike Autumn leaves
Dancing in Autumn's breeze
golden, vibrant and fragile
swooping and soaring
spinning and falling
Dancing but for a while
but winds do change
and time is weather
Winters white
shall calm this tether
leaving leaves no longer to fly
but quiet your heart
they have done their part
for Autumn's leaves have already died
George Thome

Old woman
She sits in her rocking chair.
She rocks through unseen glue.
She breathes in a year of 1930' s.
Manhattan-ization overwhelms the old woman.
A little light shines
through half-drawn blinds.
A little breeze blows
through the half-open window.
By the old woman and her rocker
is a coffee table, bare of books.
A half-empty glass of water resides there
on a lonely coaster, waiting to be finished.
Her feet are propped, just a bit
on a thick Bible that she often uses as a foot rest.
A stern creeps out from between the pages.
It is an old stem, which once belonged to
brilliantly, blood-red, roses.
;ams d
The few petals that remain have become sick shade!
of orange-brown.
XXllllla.
On a few occasions that she moves from her chair ~ h
a few of these petals come to rest
near her rocking chair and Bible.
If they don't crumble when she picks them up
she places them again, between the pages.
Her suitor never returned from work.
David Knight

One Summer Night
An evening of
Candy and rain
Awash in red wine and Jazz
the streets reveal their texts to us
Carnival lights reflect upon the lake,
a myriad, of fluid joy.
The heavens open
and all is
scattered.
Enveloped by the downpour
Laying amongst the grass,
her beaded skin
reflecting blue neon
aglow in radiant beauty
Two lips twitching in wet spasms
of anticipation and desire
Frustrated by apprehension, and
unpolished movements
So distant now
My skin still fragrant with her.
Pours, saturate with her perfume
Skin still stick with, Rosewood oil
Sprawling sleepily upon her bed
She reads me fables, in a voice of childish beautY
Her skin radiant with the sunset
Through her window,
a breeze to cool my heated skin
Final contentment, found within
her embrace
Aplace for a wounded heart
and a lost soul
Jason Clarke
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jered puzzle extended into the horizon;
earth, that had long since
away its protective cover,
·ng under the white sun
.and left to the mercy of an endless blue sky.
.1111 of this land remains
cracked skin covers a starving body
:arren arms reaching skyward
,;)'119 to ~ u~seen G~, begging
tion, httle raindrop sav1ors.

beast rears its powerful head,
lhe blue steadily back
~massive body seems another inescapable infinity
'E'll'OOiling of heaviness presses down
torrents of violent salvation.
~brown surplus pool at the tree's base,
edges slowly transform into a replenished whole
is rejoicing in her unity,
scent of earthy perfume rises
Ike an answering gratitude to the clouds by the wind.
Jacqueline Shannon

fight Stand
saso hard to find love,•
says as she
tepaperoack romance up on the shelf
1k in place.
xes into the wash room to chec~ her facepaint
anight on the town
td:s into the mirror
eyes are glazed over.
lams the door of the cab and quickly
hades
through the rain.
l:Mnan lets her in and she scopes the room
~ her chances.
ieS aseat along the bar, removes her coat,
Frank for a drink.
:ds her compact from her purse
i:wder her face once again.

iu!Y
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Pushing Chore
As my own best lover I
can hardly contain
myself
every other night I slide into bed
warmed hands
begin
the ritual
childhood had insensibly set in motion.
Greece comes to mind
the Mediterranean sun beats on a
dingy restaurant
The swarthy shop owner locks the door
as I wait on a table with four men.
Somewhere else Sappho waits
in England I think, the daughter
of an Honourable
we wear long wigs and white dresses
run barefoot about her estate
breathless we rest on a bank
secluded and silent, unlike nuns.
Referring to the printed word
(I can tum pages with one hand)
supports this commodity
dangerous to license another
wt\o can use the word 'bitch'

the right to arousal.
Misogyny is burned in others' climaxes
Sadly, real men are not plastic.
Anita Andrukonis Cloutier
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iloveyoublahblahblah
she sits upon the dingy matress
as the red socluim light spills
upon the cracked linoleum
floor the cigarette ashes
fall on the pillow as
another nameless face
walks through the door
as she quotes her price
He tells her what he wants
its just a routine trick
nothing fancy
as He comes close to her reaking
of vodka and Havana cigars
and lays next to her saying
His wife never
satisfies Him and
He hates His kids and
they start to make up is smeared on the pillow
as He breathes oh how
I love you what's your
name you're so sexy
when is my time up I
wish I wasn't married
do you got a light I
tove your eyes blah
blah bfah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah
andthrowsthefiftybucksonthenightstand.
she sits upon the dingy matteress...
Anne Marrie Carducci

~ atime was love
• as though another life
1
awiness is faded now
ts all a dream.

across the bar she sees a handsome man
's caught her fancy.
:.ms her head towards the door and tries to
she has no interest.
~s her a drink he says it was
paid for.
asks him for his opinion.
seems like a nice guy."
lll'ls up along her side and says to her
:IJTvny line
llcldy rolls her eyes away, hard to get is
cl she plays
are given as he turns away
:eaks her interest
~shim along his way and
eshis line back

~lie street
~acab
l:eckseat
800 Albany Ave."
~ bump and stop
~rtheyget.
~s are all fogged up
1
"-' ts ~re flashing red.
~ hke so many nights
~ t'OO'le and go to bed
~of ecstasy
he falls asleep.

~ up in the morning, reaches over

eels nothing
drags her ass out of bed into the kitchen
atl4> of Java
hieounter a note is placed. "Had a great night,
\'O\Jsometime."
~ aseat on the floor
stares into space.
Dave McCullough

snowman
i wonder,
does he know he'll never survive
that he won't last forever'?
i wonder,
does he take advantage of the time he does have
is that why he's always smiling?
i wonder,
does he enjoy it while it lasts
is that why he cries when it's over
i wonder,
when I see his tears falling
when i see his smile changing to a frown
when i see his heart breaking
does he know he'll never survive?
i wonder,
if heknoWS
that he won't last forever.
Angela Marlcou

And Wanders...
Can I surge forth now,
now that I have let you in,
into my room,
room enough for just a few unpleasant thoughts,
thoughts seetting enough to make you wish that you were
dead,
dead and stale as the air I breathe,
breathe into my lungs new visions of life,
life with a truth and beauty untold but not yet forgotten,
forgotten in a way that requires remembrance,
remembrance in the fire, air and water,
water to flood and abandon all feelings,
feelings of wasted lives,
lives which are so entwined or twisted,
twisted into misconceptions and lies,
lies which taint my words,
words you rely on,
onward and outward we continue to search.
Amanda Plante
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CAMPUS CONNECTION
Recipe Contest.
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"The first 300
qualifying recipe entrants
will receive a FREE case of
New KRAFT* White Cheddar
Macaroni & Cheese!"
There will be one winner
selected for each of these 5
categories:
I. Best Mealtime Recipe
2. Best Snacktime Recipe
3. Best Recipe (by an individual)
4. Best Recipe (by a group)
5. "Healthiest" Recipe
Remember, delicious,
easy-to-make recipes and
creative recordings get
extra marks!

RULES and Regs
1.

2.

3.

4.

To enter and qualfy for this contest caJt the KRAFT DINNER 'Campus
Connection• Recipe Contest hotline at 1·800·26-KRAFT and
record your roope. Include your name. address and telephone number
and Identify the category 1n wtuch you are entenng (see below). If your
entry is in the group category, 1ndude names of all 1ndlV1duals (max. 5)
lo shale equally in distnbution ol arry pnze money.
In order 10 be eligible for judging. recipes must use a KRAFT
Macaroni & Cheese product as the main ingredient. Recipes
previously published by Kraft General Foods Canada Inc. (KGFC)
or other recognized sources wil be disqua)fied
No purchase 1s necessary Enter as often as you wish, but entnes
must be received no later than March 31, 1994, the CONTEST
CLOSING DATE. Only one recipe per telephone call will
be accepted A recipe may be entered only into one category
Subsequent entry of the same recipe 1n another category will not
be coosldefed
From all eligible entnes rece1Ved on or before the CONTEST CLOSING
DATE 20 recipes from each category w,11 be selected at random by
an independent selection organ1zat,on on April 6, 1994. These
selected recipes w,11 be evaluated by the KRAFT Kitchens who will
select I (one) best recipe in each of 5 categories. Best Mealtime
Recipe Best Snackt1me Recipe. Best Recipe by an 1nd1v1dual
8e$1 Reope by a group and "Healthiest" rec,pe

5.

6.

Each of the lirst 300 eligible entrants will receive 1 case
(24 packages) o' KRAFT White Cheddar Macaroni & Cheese
with an approximate retail value of S24.00 One grand prize ol
$1,000 will be awarded for the best recipe selected 1n each of the
Scategones
Selected recipe entrants and winners ol the early bird prizes
w,11 be required to sign a standard declaration and release form to
confirm compllance with the oflic1al rules and regulations, and

Joe Koo/-c
heddar College

7.

8.

9.

acceptance of the prize as awarded. This contest is only open to
residenls of Canada who are currently enrolled in a recognized
Canadian university, college or other post-secondary educational
institution. Employees of KGFC, its affiliated companies. advertising
and promotional agencies. and the independent judging
organization. and all persons residing 1n their respective
households, are 1nel,gible
All decisions of the judges are f,nal. The chances of winning will
depend on the number of eligible entnes and the quality ol recipes
received This contest is subject to all applicable federal, prov1nc1al
and municipal laws. Only one grand prize per person or group will
be awarded
All recorded entnes become the property ol KGFC, 95 Moatf1eld
Drive , Don Mills, Ontano. M3B 3L6, and no correspondence will
be entered into except with the selected finalists who will be
nohhed by mall or telephone By entenng this contest. entrants
consent to the use of photographs and1or recipes, without
compensation, ,n future publicity and1or pubhcation earned out by
KGFC 1n connectton With this contest
KGFC, with the consent of the Reg1e des alcools. des courses et des
1eux (Quebec) reserves the nght to cancel or suspend this contest 1n
the event ol any pr,nung or admm1strat1ve error Quebec residents may
submit any J,t1gation respecting the conduct of this contest and the
awarding of any prizes to the Reg,e des alcools, des courses et
des JeUX.
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II
By James Hamilton
Arts Staff

As advocates of human rights,
free speech, and representative
government continue to celebrate
such recent events as the demise
of Soviet imperialism and the
first signs of an emerging multi-

UPCOMING EVENTS

Music
The
Morganfields, a
power trio you can dance to,
and who have melodic
songwriting worth its weight
in Sambuca on the rocks,
play the Moose Pub on Wed.
Mar. 9

***
Issues in women's music
are the centre of the two-day
conference "With a Song in

Her Heart': A Celebration
of Canadian Women Composers Through Performance and Discussion, Mar.
11-12. Events include: Barbara Pentland: Her Life and
Work, Fri. 7 pm; followed by
a performance of Pentland' s
Piano Concerto, performed
by •Philip Adamson, Fri. 8
pm (both at Capitol Theatre)
Saturday seminars, from
9am-4:30 pm, Moot Court,
Faculty of Law; for more information, and to register
call 253-4232, ext. 3472.

***
Prof. Paul MacIntyre of
the School of Music conducts the premiere of his .
passion-oratorio\ "Live From
Jerusalem", Sat. Mar. 12, 8
pm. at Assumption Church
(comer of Huron Church and
University Ave.) Student
tickets are only $2 (adults
$4).

***
The Cowboy Junkies plays
the Michigan Theater (603
E. Liberty, Ann Arbor, MI)
Thurs. Mar. 24, 7:30 pm.
Tickets are available by calling
Ticke nnaster
or
Michigan Theater Box Office at 313-668-8397.

Film
Kinotek presents Ingmar
Bergman's
classic
gutwrencber Persona Sat.Mon. Mar. 12-14, 9 pm, at
the
Capitol
Theatre.
Bergman has the special gift
for
making
paralyzing
neurosis and psychic inertia
seem downright gorgeous. A
must-see
for
anguished
members of the bored middle class.

***
Windsor Film Theatre
presents Especially on Sunday, screenwritten by Tonino
Guerra (Amarcord, BlowUp), and Claude Chabrol's
Betty, based on the novel by
Georges Simenon, Mar.8-13.
For film times: 254-FILM.

racial democracy in South Africa,
it may seem odd to believe that
liberalism is in need of a fundamental re-think.
From the vulgar triumphalism
of Bush' s New World Order, to
Clinton's pious vow to defend
Market-Democracy around the
globe, to the belated, but now
(apparently) sincere international
response to Balkan carnage, are
we not surrounded by the signs
of liberalism victorious?
The answer may depend as
much on how one goes about
identifying the "true" liberal
tradition as it does on bow one
chooses to count the tender
shoots of civil tolerance and
popular sovereignty in the world
today.
It was to the first task that Annabel Paterson of Duke University devoted her Feb. 11 lecture

Memory and Imagination: Notes
Towards the Cultural History of
Liberalism.
Prof. Paterson, a specialist in
the literature of early modern
Europe, is currently exploring the
emergence of liberal thought out
of the religious strife and political turmoil of the 17th century.
Her task, in part, is to rescue the
term "liberalism" from the
popular misuse to which she
believes it has become subject.
This she intends to do by invoking certain strains of early liberal
thougbt and practice which have,
ironically, become obscured in
the very course of liberalism's
historical ascent.
Conceived as the "victory of
eloquence and personality over
intolerance", Paterson's recasting
of liberalism's rise locates the
long struggle for liberty of conscience and expression at the
centre of the narrative. In this she
bas been influenced by John
Rawls, who has attempted to
.beral bil
b
bile
rebuild. l t ·t from
p osop y w
1
·ts
historical
detacb mg 1
r
da ·
·
att·onal univer
1oun tton m r
.
d
by
Joyce
Appleby
salism; an
'
whose effort to recover a lost
··
" 1 'cal
tradition
of
c asst
. · ,, in American
bl
repu 1carusm
political thought celebrates the

··<'

political culture of the revolntionary era, characterized by a
supposed "liberalism of outrage."
According to Paterson, the forces of memory and imagination
may together help to furnish the
basis for a renewed liberalism
today, just as they have served
movements of protest and resistance in the past. By the former
she means to refer not merely to
retrospect, but to the historical
self-conscious of those who
know themselves to be acting as
part of a traditional struggle for
liberty. The latter term strikes a
utopian note, serving to remind
us of the inspirational power invested in our capacity to imagine
a better world.
For Paterson, these aspects of
political thought and feeling, predating as they do the institutional
concretion of liberal belief, help
to bring us closer to the cultural
roots of the tradition.
Paterson identifies two views
of liberalism which have impeded our awareness of these
early tendencies. In the first instance, it is C.B. MacPherson whose critique of liberalism as
"possessive individualism" is still
influential - who serves as her
bete noire. According to Paterson
(who needs to read the great
Canadian scholar more carefully), because he exaggerated the
extent to which liberalism was
grounded in the "proprietorial"
individualism of Locke, MacPherson subjected liberal theory
to a "straightjacket" from which
it is now trying to escape.
The second obstacle tending to
obscure our view of the tradition
Paterson wants to invoke has
resulted from liberalism's very
success: its identity as the political philosophy of hegemonic
capitalism overshadows its earlier role as a potent theory an d
weapon of resistance. It's as
though the easiness of reading
liberal history backwards according to assumptions about the na.ture of western econonuc
bas relieved us of our
progress
capacity to reflect on that history
in all of its richness.

absolute claims of the individual
on the other - now that we live
surrounded by the institutional
consequences of liberalism, is to
make things too easy for ourselves. For it is in its embodiment
· :~,
- sometimes benign, sometimes
'M brutal - as the capitalist State
·.,, :'-1,.
that liberalism is now exAs an antidote to the above, perienced by millions of people.
apparently debased, images of
A
second weakness
in
liberal
thought,
Paterson Paterson' s version of the liberal
proposes to undertake a re-read- tradition is that it rests on the
ing of key texts in the tradition, construction of arbitrary lineages,
paying special attention to the erected on the inadequate founrhetorical and stylistic dimen- dation of idiosyncratic responses
sions of political expression. Ex- to the texts examined. H there is
amining the woru of Holinshed, a danger, as she claims, in seeing
Milton, Marvell, and Locke with early liberal thought only through
the eye of a literary scholar, she the lens of subsequent capitalist
discovers densities of irony and development, then the same
allusion that a purely legal or could be said for seductively hip,
philosophical account might posnnodem readings, in which
miss. This allows her to construct the multi-vocal, playful and
a countervailing liberal narrative ironic proto-liberal me.rely takes
in which the aesthetics of presen- the place of the stern bourgeois.
As recent events in Europe tation contain as many clues to
authorial intent as do the visible cradle of liberalism, and fascism
structures of argument. Political - attest, ifwe have truly reached
struggle is seen to unfold accord- the "end of history", with no fuing to the demands of style as ture beyond the blue horizon of
well as to the rigours of the syl- global managerialism, then we
logism - as though Liberty her- may find ourselves back-peddling towards the new Middle
self were also a muse.
Ages. This
Paterson
grim
wants
to
prospect
that
perform an
should only
admirably
the encourage
liberating
us
to
act of her
institutional
mobilise
own.
By
the precious
calling forth
resources of
heroic, opliberalism ..
empathy
positional
and
opvoices
of
libertarian outrage she may help timism against the f<Yces of comto remind both unreformed 'neo- placency and neo-tribalism.
To do so it is not necessary, or
conservatives, and the self-appointed progressives posing as even desirable, to disinter the
arbiters of moral speech, that the "liberalism of outrage" and make
tradition of dissent - Walter it perform the service of a new,
Lippmann' s "indispensable op- historically transcendent ideal.
positional" - represents the best Such an effort, even if
philosophically defensible, would
' in our political culture.
However, making "resistance" only call forth the warm nostalgia
stand for the liberal tradition is of a liberal autumn. Liberalism
surely as fatuous as bestowing does not need a new genealogy;
similar emblematic status on it needs to put its soft shoulder to
II
"private property", "democracy", the wbe,el.
or "the market." Liberalism, in it5
·n· nal underdog role
Revisioning Culture presents
oppos1 o
.
easy to love, as indeed is Mar- Prof Linda Hutcheon of U of T's
xi·sm. (It was Cbe, not Ceauces- Dept. of English and Comparacu, on student dorm walls.) But rive Literature and Michael
to leave out the more vexing I Hutcheon M.D•. "Where _There's
terms of the liberal equation _
Smoke There s...Sexual1ty and
. .
.
.
v·ioIence in. 0 pera. " Thurs. Ma r.
such as the mv1gorat.1ng tension
. .
.
10 4
. v; . Hall' M
between egalttanan democrauc
, . pm, zn amer
s me
.
e band and the Vanier Lounge
tmpu 1ses on on
,
·

... now
we live
surrounded by
consequences of
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Songs of anarch~~.}'!.Y~ ~~l !~~.

he

By Sarah Atkinson
Arts Editor

Utah Phillips and Len WaUace

Tues. March 15, 8 pm
CAW Local 444/200 Hall, 1855
Turner Road
Utah Phillips is a hero and
friend to union activists across
North America. His humour, outspoken political ~riticism, ~d
unwavering comrmtment to Justice for people have given h~ a
legendary status ~ong folkies
and organizers alike, but ~t
hasnt estranged him from ordinary folk. He still appears at ~lies, and refuses to keep quiet
about the abuses of the Stat~.
From his unrelenting digs at
governmental and corporate
authority to bis soulful ~al~ds,
Phillips delivers needed mspiration at a time when global
economic trends threaten to suck
the life out of everyone but the
elite few.
.
Phillips will be perfomung

1
Folksinger Utah Phillips sports a
Malcolm X button.
Tuesday Mar. 15, with Windsor's
own accordion-toting Len Wallace, in a concert sponsored by
the Canadian Auto Workers Cultural Commiuee.
Utah Phillips is recognized as
the balladeer of the Industrial
Workers of the World, an inter-

socialists founded in the early
decades of this century. He's an
anarchist, pacifist, satirist, and
activist. And he still believes
anarcho-syndicalism holds the
key to the future.
"Most anarchists are selfgoverning No ruler. No king.
We believe we can get the work
of the world done without the
boss and without the state."
Phillips, now in his late 50's,
developed
his
political
philosophy as a response to the
racism and violence be observed
as a soldier in the Korean War.
"I saw the arrogance of this
white army treating the people
they were supposed to be helping
as if they were subhuman," he
said in the Sacramento News and
Review. "That's where I learned
about sexism. racism, and imperialism."
In 1968, be ran for the US
Senate on the Peace and Freedom
Party ticket. Of this and sub-

quips, "I've won every election
so far. I'm not in the White
House, and I consider that a stunning victory."
Many of his songs are so wellkno~ on ~e folk c~cuit that
they re considered trad1uonal.
So if you're one ?fa gro~ing
bunch of commumty, envtronmental, or human rights advocates who gets tired of the
endless bureaucracy and thankless toil of activism. you owe
you~lf th~ . healthy dose of
med1cme Philhps has to offer
And if you're from the camp
that still thinks "anarchist organizing" is an oxymoron, come
out and listen to a spokesguy
who'll be sure to give you some
energetic dialogue.
II

Tickets for Utah Phillips and
Len Wallace are $10 each. and

are available by calling 2586400. or at the door. Beer and
soft drinks will be available.
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Women explore many facets of feminism N
By Teena Ward
Arts Staff

Women won't be pigeon-holed
if a group of U of W art students
have anything to do with it. Images as varied as spiked golden
heels stomping a penis into the
ground. aside the soft earthy expression of the goddess cult, and
women scarred by unrealistic
ideals created by the fashion indusl.l). span the mosaic of feelings women have of their
seemingly contradictory roles in
society.
Yet they realize the freedom
and power of their unity. The
show is the brainchild of year IV
visual arts student Tammy Moffat. She handpicked a group of
five women to tell their stories in,

She Said... Women's Stories, a

f

"'

melding of five individual expressions of the "90's woman."
Although all the artists locate
their work in personal experience, they are not necessarily
unified on their feelings about
feminism. They're more like a
cross section.
The "stories" are striking each artist's work illustrates a
deeply personal and mature statement, an unveiling of the self.
Moffat explains that they bad all
·'bit a point where they're making
what they want to, pleasing
themselves." It's also pleasing to
the untrained viewer's eye.
The group's 'radical', Ania
Czerwieniec, uses her artwork to
vent her anger at the violence
suffered by women she bas
known. With no apologies, a
penis is subject to the wrath of a
stiletto heel in each of her paintings and lithographs - the high
heel is the image of her empowerment, featured also as
quilted cloth sculptures. Czerwieniec sees her artWork as a
more useful vent than that taken
by Lorena Bobbitt. Bobbitt is

featured in the title of a third
lithograph. in which a seductive
woman holds up a severed penis
on the end of ber spiked black
shoe. The work is packed with
"humour, satire, and a political
punch," done in a style reminiscent of the '60s and the strong
feminist movement of those
times.
, For Sandra Dupret. fashion is
less empowering than it is a symbol of women's oppression. Butterick pattern pieces and a cross
section of a victim of Victorian
fashion trends, are used to illustrate the damage fashion does.
Fashion I and Fashion II are a set
of lithographs. done on paper and
tissue paper. The dichotomy between the physicality of lithography and the fragility of the
tissue paper creates a curious link
and points to Dupret's interest in
the history of fashion women's importance in establishing guilds and the subsequent
male takeover of the industry.
The most powerful statement
is in Skin A, a body cast made
from a large pattern piece that
bears the stamp of the lithography of Fashion I and II. With
no bead and incomplete limbs,
the most obtrusive part of the
cast are the crotch and breasts as if doused with a bucket of
blood, the lithograph is printed in
red over the cast.
Jodi Ropac prefers to work on
relationships between men and
women, rather than the difficulties between them. As if adverse
to containing her work in a single
label, all of her works are untitled. On two large rectangular
boards Ropac' s simple male and
female figures indicate where she
sees the division and unity between men and women. The adjoining portion of the figures, in
black, suggest a deep connection
between the sexes " while their
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Michelle Hamelin's untitled piece (detail).

exteriors are conversely red
(female) and golden (male).
"Keeping the game fair" is important to Ropac so she "do(es)
not like to just portray women,
and not give men an equal
voice."
With silk, satin, and lace much
of Tammy Moffat's work attempts seduction or thwarts any
hope of sexual advance - controlling her sexuality, either way,
is a vital element of her
feminism. Playing with the traditional idea of art as untouchable
her choice of fabrics invites
touching, most apparent with
Playground/or Hands. Five Barbie dolls stamped with h er own

face have limbs covered in silk
and lace, and have golden breasts
which blatantly invite touching
while displacing Moffat from the
action. In Court Gesture, a vampish looking outfit is covered
with keys, only a few of which

can be used to open locks on the
metal chastity belt. Turning tradition on its bead, Moffat embraces
a blatant symbol of the oppression of women's sexuality. As
with much of her work, the
power to rethink and remake
tradition into a positive image is
a vital part of her creative vision.
Influenced by the ancient arts
of craft, wicca and native
religion, Michelle Hamelin' s
meticulous work exudes a
metaphysical connection with nature. She works with natural,
handmade, and modern elements,
commenting on the relationship
between humanity and the
natural world - and revealing
her environmental bent on
feminism.
Ten odd-shaped pieces of
handmade paper strung together
with red thread in a web pattern
combine with print and photography in And she said. The

simplicity of the piece works long shots, and zoomed black
and white photos of a wooded
lot, and the almost biblical text in
black and red extol a b:umoni~
association with nature.
Cluttering tiny shelves with
dried flowers and circular
wooden slates laden with symbols of fertility and astrology.
Hamelin is careful to imply unity
between what is taken from nature and what she bas created
The tiny photos which embelisb
the wooden circles correspond to
those used in the orange-reddish
oil paintings which bang above
each shelf.
Rather than being at odds with
each other, these 'fragments or
feminism' are more an intercon·
necting web. As Hamelin explains, "the show works really
well because everyone has such a
strong voice but we all meet in
the same place."
!

Harvey's Suggests...
Treat yourself &treat apal!

HERE'S A COURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
---------- ---------ECONOMICS
AU
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETII,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS

$5.95
TUESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM
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not valid
with any other
existing offers

Please present coupon before
ordering. Offer good only at 2380
Wyandotte St. W. location. Offer
expires March 14/94
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Harvey's makes your Hamburger
the way you want it...fast!
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Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a University of Windsor
student or staff member. just show us your ID and we'll give you
oll-you-can-eot spaghetti with tomato sauce.
Plus unlimited fresh garden salad and
~.,
warm garlic breadstlcks. It's all just $5.95.
~~ ~
And you don't hove to be a moth
()_ •
~
major to ffgure out that that's a
great deal.
ITAUAN
RESTAURANT

WHERE ALL THE BESr OF ITALY Is YoURS'
2491 Ouellette Ave (north of Eugenie Ave) 972-4600
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Now that's integrity, Dave!
Arts Staff

·'fbe Jesus Lizard
St. Andrew's Hall. Detroit
sac.Feb. 26
You missed it, didn't you?
sound Juggernaut The Jesus
u:.ard slithered into a packed St.
Andrew's Hall and levelled the
place, blowing minds and ears
with wanton abandon.
Even members of the band
Tool cut short their all-ages show
at the State Theatre to partake in
we communion of the Jesus
Lizard's performance lesson.
Openers Horse and the Didjits
were solid, but quickly forgotten
wben the "Reverend" David Yow
and bis maniacal machine of
"uitarist Denison, bassist Sims,
~d drummer McNeilly strode
onstage and lashed out a vicious
version of their recent seven-inch
Fly on the Wall. The headlock
tightened as I.hey squeezed out
Puss (from their latest album

ded

By Holly McIntyre
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stage-diving of Tool bass player.
And for those up front. who
could dismiss Yow's mistimed
leap from stage which sent him
head first into a wooden barrier?
(Don't try this at home.-ed.) He
managed to crawl back to finish
the song. Now that's integrity.
As for the transition of studio
Liar), which saw Yow, every material to the stage: imagine
~ncb the drunken beserker, lunge music stripped down to pure inmto the crowd with the grace of a tensity, devoid of typical pop elements and then delivered with all
drowning man.
Musical climaxes included a the subtlety of a meat cleaver.
So while the band was tight,
scalding rendition of the slideguitar spine-scraper Nub, the and in-your-face instrumentally,
anti-rhythmic Gladiator, and five it was Yow's caustic commen-.
tary and psychotic escapades that
new songs.
made
the show something worth
Visual peaks ranged from
rubbing
in the face of those who
Yow's jeans falling down midsong, Yow snarling out vocals missed it.
For those of you who rely on
while piggy-backing a dismusic
that stimulates the glands
oriented security guard between
and
pumps
the adrenaline until
stage and barricade, to roadies'
you
think
your
head is going to
frantic attempts to retrieve the
explode, don't miss these ear
mic that Yow thrust into the
audience and finally, the nude butchers on their next local pillage.
I!

Secular hunianisni foiled again
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Censorship - call it antidemocratic, an insult to freedom,
creative suppression, or just call
it crazy. There are some surprisingly ridiculous excuses that
have been used to get books off
reading lists and library shelves
- or even to get them destroyed.
Here are some examples from a
publication put out by the Book
and Periodical Council:
"Toe London County Council
in England banned Beatrix
Potter's The Tale of Peter Rabbit
from London schools, because
the story portrayed only 'middleclass rabbits."'
"Copies of Little Red Riding
Hood were locked away from
schoolchildren in Empire, CA because the curriculum director ob-

jected to the idea of Grancµna
drinking wine."
"In 1982 the Lincoln County
Separate School Board removed
Father Christmas by Raymond
Briggs from one school, on the
grounds that it promoted a negative view of Santa Claus."
"Canada Customs seized a
shipment containing a Book of
the Month Club selection at the
US border. Seems the title Stroke
offended someone. It was about
rowing."
This war over words proves
even more outrageous when dictionaries enter the arena. In
Bookbanning in America, William Noble cites the case where
the American Heritage Dictionary was banned by the
Anchorage School Board. Words
deemed offensive were bed
defined as a verb, and knocker

given a slang definition.
In Battle of the Books, Lee
Burress addresses a case concerning a popular censorship target, William Golding's Lord of
the Flies. One offended party accused the school board of "teaching cannibalism."
Bill & Pete by T. de Paolo was
banned from the library because
a clergyman thought that an illustration of a boy's bare bottom
was evidence of "secular
humanism.."
Burress also cites a 1974 case
concerning the Whole Eanh
Caiawg: a principal considered it

a "hippie-commune"

type book
and found it therefore unsuitable.
When the book was retrieved to
be disposed off, it bad come apart
from so mucll use, it simply
wasn't replaced.
Viva libris libras!
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Very successful volleyball
season ends at Waterloo
By Jennifer O'Brian
Sports Staff

.,

.,

Women's volleyball has come
to a sudden halt. ending a victorious (13-1) season.
The team was nearly unbeatable this year and for the
very first time in Lancer history
they were champions of their
division.
A couple of weekends ago the
OWIAA playoffs took place in
Waterloo. The women lost to
Queens in five Friday, came back
Saturday to beat Western in
three, and finally lost to Brock in
three, placing sixth in the tournament. The big question everyone
has been asking is, "what happened ?"
Head coach Marge Holman
feels the team was just not as
agress1ve as usual. "The women
were waiting for Queens to make
mistakes and they didn't."
Perhaps the most well put
comment came from the Waterloo coach Dena Deglau, who
said, ''Windsor was not playing
to win, they were playing not to
lose."
Holman knows that this is a
disappointing fmisb but does not
want anyone to lose sight of the
sensational season the team bad.
"Our goal this year was to make
the playoffs and we achieved that
goal."
Apparently Holman wasn't the
only one who thought the
women· s team was successful. At
a banquet before the tournament,

LANCER LOCKER

Results
Feb.18
Women's hockey
Windsor Sharks 7 Lancers 1

OUAA
Championships

Lance photo by Stephen Paniccia

Women's volleyball had most successful season ever (13-1).

Jodi Beaugrand and Renee
Michels made Windsor the only
team with two all-star players.
Coach Holman feels Cathy
Copat deserved recognition as
well saying, "without Cathy we
would have no offence, she is our
silent star."
Also at this banquet Coach
Holman was also named the
Coach of the year in the OWIAA

west division. A wonderful bonus
since this is her last year.
When asked about the future
of the team, first year player Kari
Renaud claims, "with six rookies
on the team we have gonen a lot
of experience which is sure to
provide us with a good solid base
in years to come."
The team will be losing two
key players in all-stars Jodi

Beaugrand and Renee Michels
but they've set high goals for
themselves. Coach Holman feels
all of the rookies this year gave
the team a lot of depth and she
will forever remember this team.
"I am going to miss this group
a lot because I really enjoyed
them as athletes and as people. I
will always be their number one
fan."
[!

Women in
playoff spot
By Sports Staff
The men's basketball team finished the season out of
the playoffs while the women's team fmisbed second in
their division after both teams wrapped up regular season
play last week.

(

Men

Lance photo by Robert D. Way

Bill Seagris.

Bill knows hockey
By Robert D. Way
Sports Staff

Like Neon Deion Sanders, Bill Seagris is a two-sport athlete. Unlike Sanders,
however, Seagris doesn't get paid millions of dollars for doing so. And be is a student to boot.
During the fall term, Seagris is a Lancer golfer. In the winter semester he's a
forward on the Lancer's hockey team, all while be works to add a B. Comm, to bis
previous B.A..
"Time goes by qu~ck," admits Seagris. "I really enjoy both sports quite a bit."
In <?ctober, Seagns ~d the ~anc::e~ golf te~ defeated the University of Guelph
t~ cl~ the 19?3 Ontano Umv~1t1es Athleuc Association (OUAA) golf cbamp1onsb1p. Seagns also collected bis second consecutive Len Shore Trophy as the
league's best individual golfer.
Now ~eagris_ is taking shots ~f a different kind with the Lancer hockey team.
H~key is nothmg new to Seagns; be played for the Junior B Chatham Maroons
~~mg the 1987-88 season. ~ t year be ~eturned to competitive hockey when be
~~med the Lancers. The transition to varsity hockey, he says was difficult, saying
1t took me at least half the year to adjust."
.Now, Seagris has ~co~e an important part of the Lancers. "Bill does a lot of
things that go unnou~d.. says the Lancer's hockey coach Rick Cranker. "He
~ s a great ~al of pnde m,:,vhat be doe_s:specially his defensive play."
. I hate gettmg scored on, says Seagns. I try to stay in the plus rather than the
DllDUS."

Afte~ ~s y~, Seagris has one more year of competiton eligiblity, and be plans
to use 1t. 'I .kind of regret not getting in five years of hockey," he says. "But at
least I can still play both sports next year."
I!

Windsor defeated Brock on Feb. 19 in a double overtime thriller 114-110. Leading the way for the Lancers
were the big three, Jeff Nekkers with 34 points, Pat Osborne 31, and Jamie Pepper with 25.
This win set the stage for the Lancers to capture a
playoff berth as they played at Guelph on Feb. 23.
However, the Lancers faltered losing 90-76. Jamie Pepper
led the Lancers with 31 points, as he hit seven threepointers.
Playing their last game just for pride the Lancers beat
Laurier 99-90. The big three led the Lancers again as Pat
Osborne bad 31. Jamie Pepper had 25, while Jeff Nekkers
bad 22.

Women
The women lost to Brock 63-59, on Feb. 18. Leading
the way as far as scoring was Nancy Gyurcsik with 14.
The Lancers then travelled to Guelpb. The Grypbons bad
been struggling as they had won just won one of their last
12 games. However, on this night the Gryphons beat the
Lancers 72-62. Nancy Gyurcsik led the Lancers with 22
points.
With second place on the line the Lancers played
against Laurier on Feb. 26. It was fifth-year Nancy
Gyurcsik' s last home game in a Lancer uniform. She has
been an instrumental part of the women's basketball
program the past five years. Gyurcsik scored 19, and
Dana McCullough and Lesley Daniels bad 20 points each,
as the Lancers whipped Laurier 85-46.
The Lancers took second place in the OWIAA West
due to points for and against Brock and Lakehead.
Windsor tied them for second with identical 9-5 records.
The Lancers as the second seed from the west division,
were able to avoid Laurentian (12-0) and Toronto (10-2)
at the OWIAA championships held in Kingston this
weekend. Next week's Lance will provide the details.
I!

Men's swimming
Lancers 11 th overall
Steve Watson
1st 100m bunerfly
2nd 200m butterfly
6th 100m freestyle
Scott Fields
14th 100m butterfly
10th 200m breaststroke
16th Individual Medley
4x200 Freestyle Relay
Steve Watson
J. Vince
D.Berveua
B. MacLean
Feb. 19 and 20
Men's Hockey
Lancers 4 Waterloo 1
(Bill Seagris 2, Carlo Capal·
di, Ben Brenner)
Laurier 5 Lancers 2
(Tim Mashie, Bill Seagris)

OUAA/OWIAA
All-stars
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Steve Thorpe, hockey
Rennee Michels, volleyball
Jodi Beaugrand, volleyball
Steve Ray, volleyball

Athletes of the week
Sarah Bailey, a high
jumper for the Lancer traek
team, broke a 12 year-old
Lancer record at the 1994
Team Challenge. Bailey's
jump of 1.71m gave her the
gold medal and helped her
lead the Lancer Women to
the team title over Westein.
Bailey· s mark also qualifies
her for the CIAU Champion·
ships to be held in Edmonton
next weekend.
Steve Watson, a member
of the Lancer Swim tealll,
captured a gold and silver
medal at the 1994 OUAA
Swimming Championships
held in Toronto Feb. 18
Watson won gold in the
100m butterfly, setting a
school record with bis tilXle
of 55 seconds. Watson's per·
formances qualify him ror
the CIAU Championships to
be held in Victoria B.C. next
week. Both of Watson's
times place him within the
top five in the country and
top 50 in the world.

Football Tryouts
The Lancers are hosting
open tryouts for U of W sro·
dents. The tryouts will be
held on Sunday Mar. 13 !t
8:00 pm at the St. DeOJ.I
Centre in the Fieldhouse.

a
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Swim with
Campus Ree
By Amanda Borysowytsch
There are new advanced
aquatic courses being offered at
., ,.~•• the end of March and throughout
April. Here is a list of the courses, the cost, and class limit.
Advanced Instructors: March
30 (6-10 pm) cost $25, maximum
number of people: 12.
AEL Crash Course: April 6&9
(6-10 pm), (9-6 pm), cost $35,
maximum number of people: 12.
Examiners: April 15&16 (5-9
w..w pm) (9-12 pm) cost $10, maximum number of people: 12.
Bronre Cross and Medallion
Lance photo by Jerry Burrell Recertification: April 16 (9-12
Sarah Bailey clears 1. 71 m to set a Lancer record that has stood for 12 years.
pm), cost $20 for each, maximum
number of people: 10 in each.
National Life-Saving Recertification: April 17, cost $30.
If there are any questions call
to the track to defend their Jennifer Graham............. 1 500m Campus Ree at 253-4232 ext.
By Jerry Burrell
respective titles on March 4 and Ryan Leef.. ..................... 1 000m 2456.
Sports Staff
5, as they play host to the provin- Gisele Poulin ............. Jongjump
Lancer Track and Field team cial championships at the St. Paul Self.. ...................... .3 000m
Attention volunteers
hosted the annual Team Chal- Denis Centre. The women's team Kim Dyxkhoorn ....... triple jump
You are needed for the annual
lenge meet at the St. Denis is expected to dominate the Chuck Canfield .............. hurdles "swim for heart", for the Heart
Centre on Feb. 18. Although event, while the men's team will 4x400m relay (women)
and Stroke Foundation of
small. featuring only three be facing tough competition from Joe White ................... pole vaull Canada. No experience necesuniversities (Windsor, Western, the University of Western On- 4x800m (men)
sary, dry ducks are welcome. We
Bronze Medals
and Toledo), the meet had out- tario.
need volunteers to organize and
Mike Nolan ................... shot put run events.
s1anding performances.
Medalists
Gisele Poulin .......................60m
Showing why Lancer track and
If interested please contact
Craig Poole ............... Jong jump Peter Mumford at Campus Ree at
field is the best in Canada, four Gold Medals
Crystal Garret.. .............. .l 500m 253-4232 ext 2456 before March
of the six new meet records were O'Brian Gibbons .................60m
4x200m relay ................... (men) 18.
set by Lancer athletes. The Venolyn Clarke ...................60m
Jennifer Jakobi ................3000m
women swept the 1500m and Steve Radovich .................600m
CPR winter dates
4x400m relay (men)
long jump events and amassed a Marnee Beemish ...............600m
Jason Petro .................... .1 000m
Gini-L ynne Girard .....long jump
There is still time for you to
iota! of 34 medals in 30 events.
4x200m relay (women)
sign up for:
Jason PelrO led the way for the Michelle King ...................600m
Basic Rescuer CPR Certification,
4x800m relay (women)
men, setting a new record in the Mike Nolan ................pole vault
April
9, 9 am-6 pm room 204
Tracy
Higgs
....................
hurdles
Marcia
Vanderheyden
.......
300m
I OOOm, while on the women's
Heading
into the past Heart Saver, March 12 1 pm-6
side Michelle King broke the 1 Massimo Bianco............ shot put
weekend's
OUAA/OWIAA pmroom204
500m record, and Kelly Sarah Bailey .............. high jump
For more information call
championships the men are
Dinsmore set two records (long Kelly Dinsmore ......... long jump
Campus
Ree at 253-4232 ext
Kelly
Dinsmore
........
triple
jump
ranked
second
in
the
country
be·
jump and triple jump).
Silver
Medals
bind
Manitoba,
while
the
women
2456
The
defending
are ranked first.
I!
OUANOWIAA champions take Sean Ryan .........................600m

Athletes prepare for CIAU
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SpoUess, recently remodelled six

bedroom house, 500 block of Randolph, from $245 mo. per room,
preferably to female non-smokers
entering their second year this fall.
Available May 1st. Washer, dryer,
stove, 2 fridges, parking, 2 large
bathrooms, large furnished living
room. 735-1089 evenihgs. (Can be
sublet this summer.)
Two bedroom unit for rent
Five minute walk to campus. Avai~
able May 1, 1994. Call and leave
message for Jim Lovell anytime 9n-2615.
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6
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4
2
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2
0
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PoolB
Team .............
OOMFBT ..........
New & Improved ...•
Mac Hall Mavs . . . . . .
Law Heat . . . . . . . . . .

W L P
3 1 6
3 1 6

2
2
H.K . ............. . 1
Law Pistons . . . . . . . 1

2
2
3
3

4
4
2
2

Men's 6 006
volleyball
Men's 6 on 6 volleyball are in
their fourth week of play. Current
leaders, Cheap Plastic Toys, are
definitely not cheap on the volleyball court with five wins and 0
losses. Close behind are the Wolverines with four wins and one
loss.
The league runs from 8:30 pm
to 11:30 pm every Monday night
at the St. Denis Centre.
Team ............. W L P
Cheap Plastic Toys ... 5 010

Wolverines . . . . . . . . .
Volleys R' Us .......
Empty Pockets . . . . . .
No Names ..........
V.S.A. .............
Cartier Hall . . . . .. . ..

4
3
2
2
1
1

I
I
I
I
I
I
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I

I
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•ELCOMES YOUBAClil
Remember

for

i 10

e~(

3210 Sandwich (at MIii)
Windsor Ont., N9C 1A8
519-256-8992

L
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
3

PERSONAL$

l~tellectual stoner, male, likes
ltterature, film, coffee, travel and
chilled connection. Looking for cool,
together woman for friendship and
fun. Reply to "stoner" at the Lance.

~er

-~1

Pool A
Team ............. W
Varsity Outfitters .... 4
ODB's ... .. .. ... . .. 4
BBG/XPY . .. . .•. ... 3
Celtics . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Eviction . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Class Act. . . . . . . . . . . 3
Elite Squad .. .. ... .. 2
Bridge Tavern . . . . . . . l
CoboJoes ... . ...... I
6 feet tmder . . . . . . . . . 0
Last Call .. . .. . ..... 0
Bate's Boys ......... 0

I
2
4
3
4
4

8
6
4
4
2
2

,r------------------------~--------,

~a~~t. cflEAD Sl'ftRT ~a~ st~! i
1

Men's basketball
standings

o u r l _ l U 8 $ _ ~ prices are j..,.g ; ~OOllflc:tl low_

1

I

311d

call for information
977-6583
u_ starting at 8:30pm

BUSES leave from the

Free Parking Next Door

801 Ouellette Ave_
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Hear news? See news? Speak news!

Black hockey league launched
By Lowell Conn

The Lance,
your student newspaper,
is always
looking for stories.
If you know of something
interesting or important,
let everyone know.
Call the Lance news
department with your tips
at 2534232, ext. 3909.
Or write stories yourself. New volunteer reporters
are invited to the Lance staff meeting,
every Monday at 6 pm In the Lance offices,
basement of the CAW Student Centre.

Try Our Early
Bird/ late Night
Specials: ~6pm
&llpm-lam

258-0041
. ,J<>:h:1 ~
ST. P.A.~

,I ;
•

.
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The Excalibur

TORONTO (CUP)- Some
Fortune 500 companies might insist that the way to the top is by
forgetting about your community
and society and focusing strictly
with the bottom line. Kirk
Brooks and Carleton Reid, two
black Toronto entrepreneurs
might soon prove this theory
wrong. Brooks, 28 and Reid, 25
are the founders and owners of
Innovative Alternatives Marketing and Distribution, a company
founded in 1990. Reid, a native
Jamaican, explains, "Me and
Kirk met at a Brokerage firm we
used to work at. In early 1990,
when [racial] tension in society
was increasing, we asked ourselves, what can we do? We looked
around and saw hockey."
Of all the major professional
sports, hockey is one in which
there are many good black athletes that aren' t given the opportunity to prove themselves on the
top level.
"In 1990, we organized our
first hockey tournament for black
players and soon after held our
first hockey camp," says Reid.
The hockey camp, featuring
black hockey stars past and
present, was a large success with
52 kids attending the first year
and a whopping 107 the second
(the attendees ranged from Black
to White, male to female).

Segregation?

Still, not everyone in the black
community is encouraged by the
1760 Iluron Church Line
tournaments and hockey clinics
that Innovative
Alternatives
llours: Mon-Sat 1 lam-lam,
Marketing and Distribution put
Sun 11am-11ptn
on. Some critics believe that the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Black hockey tournaments further segregate the black athletes.
"People say that what we're
doing is segregating," responds
Reid.
"But after years and years of

segregation (both in the community and in athletics), it's bard
to change the system."
White hockey players are welcome in the tournaments and
many entries are multi-cultural.
But perhaps the most important
element of these tournaments
might be the special All-Star
games that are scheduled.
At a time when many
minorities question the conduct
of the police department, Brooks
and Reid invited their All-Star
team to compete against one of
the tournament teams.
"Our all-star team bas beaten
the Metro Police twice in two
games," Reid says with a laugh.

Role models
The mandate of the tournaments and the clinics for Reid is
that they show aspiring young
Black hockey players, role
models to follow. Role models
such as Grant Fuhr. Fuhr
received some negative publicity
from the black community years
ago when he commented that he
thinks of himself as a hockey
player first and foremost (ahead
of, most speculated, bis race).
Nevertheless, Reid believes
that Fuhr is to be applauded by
rising Black athletes. "Grant Fuhr
has opened a lot of doors [for
Black athletes)," he reasons.
Still, in the process of organizing tournaments and clinics, the
two stumbled onto another community venture.
"When we were doing our
tourney, we had an outstanding
response of questions about
Black hockey," tells Reid, "We
decided to provide the community with a tangible source of
information about black hockey
players."

Alternative press
In March 1993, Innovative Alternatives Marketing and Distribution unveiled a monthly

magazine called
Altemativt
Sports Magazine, Toronto's fill!
Black sports newspaper.
The first issue's content Wt
all, to no one's surprise, hockey.
based. Brooks and Reid soai
realized that not everyone fol.
lows hockey and they SOoli
opened up the newspaper to Olher
sports.
Less than a year later, the
newspaper is being distributed all
over Toronto, up to Whilby
around Pickering and even as f~
as the United States.
And how about the reacti~
of the mainstream press and the
White
community
to the
newspaper and the tournaments)
"The White community is accepting us. We get lots of media
attention from TSN and CITY.
TV. In fact, we created a whole
market of (black hockey) fans
that people didn't even know
were there," says Reid.
Business in all respects ~
booming for Brooks and Reid.
This year the two have scbeduloo
17 tournament events. And they
have a special series scheduled
for Afrikan Heritage Month
(February). "We have the black
hockey series in February. The
black hockey league all-stars v.ill
face off against other teams from
the Metro Police to the Toronto
Argonauts hockey squad. And
each game will be sponsoring a
local charity."
Still, he maintains that "righ1
now, its a labour of love. The
long term overall benefits far ex·
ceed the short term ones." In fact.
with
the rapidly growing
Canadian Black population, the
magazine
and
companies
prospects are even brighter. "By
the year 2000, we'll be the
second largest visible minority in
Canada," explains Reid, "and we
hope to become one of the largest
ethnic papers, or at least the mOSI
dominant paper for ethnics in
sports."
I
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By now, you've probably realized
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there's more to life than school.
And that a job is only as good as
the career it builds. We can help.
We can give you the skills and
financial knowledge to become
an accounting professional: a
Certified General Accountant.
Our CGA program of srudies
can lead to better opportunities
in business, government and
public practice. If you're ready
to make even more of yourself,
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Genocide happens in our time?

I
I

ole

•

"/ don't
think
there
should
be
censorship ~::...:::.=-.;.;;..........a=
because our generation has so
much access to electronic
media, so we don't take time to
read to make our own opinion.•

Patula Neale
Year I English

the
, in

we
:est

10Sl
ID

I
"I don't
believe
in
censorship. We should have
the freedom to read what we
want. That's our own choice.·

Jen Brown
Year Ill Communications

1don't
believe
in
censorship
it'sa
dangerous thing and we could
lose the sense of our history.
We have to be able to read
books and team from them.·

Jeff Antaya
Year Ill Classical studies

"There is
no time
for me to
read extra books when I'm
faking six courses.·

Amir Nazari
Year Ill Enviro Engineering

Over four decades ago, as the
world began to learn of the
atrocities
committed
by
Germany's fascists, we vowed
never again to allow such
atrocities and inhumanity to
occur. Now, as I watch and listen
to the reportS of savagery and
brutality being committed in
Bosnia, I cynically resign myself
to the fact that words and commitments and promises mean
nothing.
The mass media has focused
cameras on the painful faces and
the bloody streets of Bosnia and
our attention has been held. So,
naturally the question we ask is
"what can we do to stop this?"
Well, if I remember correctly,
George Bush established the
United States as the globe' s
policeman while trumpeting his
new world order (to paraphrase
George, I think he said something like, "this naked aggression
will not stand," and promptly ran
off the defend Kuwait's
autocracy). Act II - Bill Clinton
castigates George's inaction on
Bosnia and promises a talcecharge-decisive presidency (I
think he said something about air
strikes).
So much for promises. Today
Clinton's administration sends
out mixed signals at best. He
avoids any decisive action, as do
the Western Europeans. Why?
There is no oil in Bosnia and it
holds no strategic value.
However, there are many other
values at stalce in Bosnia. Human
rights, bumam dignity and human
life - these are the values that
the West (including Canada, the
U.S. and Europe) pretends to
support.
In the US, inaction has led to a
groundswell of dissent within the
foreign affairs bureaucracy.
Since August 1992, five State
Department
officials
have
resigned their posts, protesting
Clinton's official neutrality with
respect to the Bosnian situation
(Agence France Presse, Jan
7/94). This bas been the largest
number of resignations in protest
of official policy since the Viet-

nam war.
In essence, America'a foreign
policy experts see something
more than a convoluted intra-ethnic feud. They see blatant violations of international law that
require a decisive and forceful
res nse. As former State

Poster column
flawed
Dear Editor,
I was not amused to read Tran
Longmoore's editorial entitled
Barney is not a real political
issue, is he? I did not think an
editor was capable of writing a
column riddled with such
hypocrisy and inconsequential
rhetoric.
Mr. Longmoore was correct in
stating that my campaign posters
did not outline a platform. He
failed to point out that none of
the other Senate candidated
elucidated their platforms either.
Mr. Longmoore proceeded to
postulate that posters '' ...just help
candidates, good ones and bad
ones, get elected." If that is the
purpose of a poster, then why
design one that includes a campaign platform? Surely students
have a reponsibility to atte~d
forums to determine the veraCitv

Department
policy
analyst
George Kenney writes, "[a]nyone
who watches genocide and does
nothing is complicit in the
crime." (Inter Press Service, Aug
31/93.)
Genocide? "No", you' re thinking, "not today." Well, lets look
at the evidence. During 1991 and
1992 as the former Yugoslavia
began to disintegrate, Serbia attempted to bold together the
former
communist
regime
through acts of open belligerence. As this failed, Serbia
(backed by the might of the
former Yugoslav National Army)
encouraged, supported and supplied the insurgence of Serbs
wit.bin Bosnia This is tantamount
to an attack on Bosnia by Serbia,
giving Bosnia the right to selff
defense and collective defense
under the UN Charter.
Amnesty International has
documented cases of deliberate
depopulation of areas by Serb
forces. In addition, Amnesty goes
on to recognize that no one side
has clean hands, but "it was clear
that the Serbian side was responsible for the majority of atrocities
committed and that Muslims
were the chief victims." (Amnesty

International Report 1993) What
has been the human cost of this
barbarism? Well, recent estimates count about 2 million
refugees and tens of thousands
killed. The Serbian military
strategy has been successful. As
the Neville Chamberlains of the
late twenieth century, our inaction and reticence bas only
rewarded and encouraged the aggressor.
So, this brings us back to the
origianl proposition, namely, the
inaction of the United States (and
other UN members). In testimony
before a Congressional Subcommittee in 1992, Holly Burkhalter
(Washington Director for Human
Rights Watch) explained that,
"'[e]thnic cleansing' is genocide.
The Serb practice includes the
deliberate slaughter of civilians
for no other reason than that they
are Croat or Muslim, the
deliberate practice of creating
refugees, and the creation of
ghettos for the pupose of starvation... The Genocide Convention
indeed demands that the international community put a stop to
genocide.. .its well past time for
the international community to
make good on their promises
under the Convention."
Therefore, as members of an
international communi founded
of a candidate's platform. That
cannot be accomplished by reading a poster.
If Longmoore was truly concerned with campaign issues,
then why did the Lance not
publicize the forums of report on
the substance of those events?
Why does he fail to mention that
I was the only Senate candidate
who participated in all three of
the forums? Senate candidate
Chris Lobb stated he was "tired
of the apathy of students here and
felt it time to step forward and
make the effort." How strange
Longmoore overlooked Lobb's
absence from all three of the candidate forums. Finally, bow can
Longmoore insinuate that my
poster undermined the integrity
of the election when the front
page of the Lance was titled
Shmoozmg and snoozing on the

campaign trail?
The most objectionable aspect
of the editorial, however, was the

Survivors remove a body after the shelling of Sarajevo's market last
month. 60 deaths and over 200 wounded made is the highest
death-toll for a single battle yet in Bosnia.

on collective security, and ready issues by the United
respect for human rights and dig- States), the use of directed force
nity, shouldn't we come to the (in the form of air strikes) will be
aid of a member state which is necessary.
A multinational air force could
under attack, and 'a fortiori'
effectively
disrupt supply and
being subjected to deliberate acts
of genocide? The United States is transportation routes from Serbia
a contracting party to this Con- to its forces in Bosnia, in addition
vention, and as the discussion to neutralizing Serb forces in
above has shown, genocide cer- Bosnia it.self. If this proves untainly is occuring in Bosnia successful, the air strikes could
be directed against strategic
today.
If the United Nations (with the centers (eg. industries) in Serbia
significant military force of the it.self.
These actions will send the afUnited States) were to act, what
would the options be'? The least firmative message to Serbian
that should be done (in a moral president Slobodan Milosevic
and legal serae) is to eliminate and Radovan Karadicz that the
the arms embargo against the UN means business, while easing
Bosnian government and provide the strain on the Bosnian populathem with arms. This will allow tion and government Only then
them to adequately defend them- will the chance for equitable
selves, wit.bout directly involving negotiations in the absence of
duress be possible.
foreign troops.
We need to act now because
The most effective step, would
be to inform the Serbian govern- we will not only be putting an
ment in no uncertain terms that end to the crimes of war and
its support of genocide is unac- crimes against humanity being
ceptable and illegal and that it committed in Bosnia - but we
should immediately cease and will also be able to put an end to
desist If they fail (and they will, our silent complicity in those
iven the hollow ultimatums alappropriate drivel cannot go unanswered. Why do you allow alleged news reporters like Tran
Longmoore to place opinion
pieces in the news section?
Bernie Cununim Opinions about election canLaw didates belong in a section of the
paper called 'comments' for example, but they clearly do not
Dear Editor,
belong in the news section.
Since September I've tried
Besides, since when are camvery hard to refrain from sending paign posters supposed to be ena letter to the editor because I tirely informative? We waste
believe that those who criticize enough trees on posters that no
should be willing to do some- one bothers to read. Rest assured
thing about what they dislike. that no one will read posters conHaving worked at The Cord taining a candidate· s platform.
Weekly
(Wilfred
Laurier That's what forums are for folks.
University's student paper) for a
One last thing... Please, please,
number of years, I too resent please hire yourselves a copy
people who criticize but are un- editor. Your paper is replete with
willing to volunteer their time to spelling errors and typos every
help out with the paper, so I've week. Try and maintain some
remained silent when things semblance of a university-calibre
published in the Lance bothered paper and proofread for a change.
me.
Anne-Marie Tymec
Nonetheless, sabotaging a
Law I
peer's senate campaign with in-

decision to run it the week of the
election. How cowardly to
preclude a candidate from
responding while the issue is still
salient.

Column drivel
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Editing is
censorship
Dear Editor,
Drawing on my past experience with the Lance, my
common sense tells me not to
engage in an activity which
angers me. namely writing letter
to the editor. however after reading Jo-Anne Giffords' letter in
whlch she compliments my
original letter, I felt I must speak
out. First, thank you Jo-Anne for
the praise. Sadly though, the letter which appeared in the Lance
with my name under it was not
the letter I submitted. My
original letter was substantially
longer and very sarcastic, and in
my opinion. as well as others
who saw the original, quite
amusing. When I submitted the
letter, I knew it was quite long
and asked a member of the Lance
staff if there would be a problem
with this. They replied 'no' and I
left it at that. When the letter was
published it was chopped all to
bell and did not resemble the
original at all, or convey the tone
whlcb I felt necessary when writing the letter. If any editting was
needed, it should be the responsibility of the writer, not some
egotistical editor who's motives
behind cutting out sarcastic
remarks are unknown to me. I
feel that it is almost a form of
censorship. I guess I should have
expected this treatment from the
politically correct bunch of dogooders at your paper though.
We wouldn't want to offend
anybody now would we?
Matt Dunlop
Year Il Science

Plasma
apartheid
Dear Editor,
In response to the letter by G.
D. Gerson, I would like to point
out that "now that screening of
the donor supply is in place, both
• groups of at risk patients are now
dealing with a safe blood supply"
is rather simplistic. The Red
Cross' screening is not foolproof,
as with any questionnaire people
can simply give false responses.
There are enough people who do
not engage in high risk behaviours, who may answer the
blood screening questionnaire
honestly, who may be infectedsome of these people may also be
donors.
We are currently informed via
the media that one of the fastest
growing populations of HfV
cases is in the heterosexual North
American population particularly youths. I make this point
not to create another ca~e for segmentation among donors. but to
point out that the current Red
Cross policy of targetting Caribbean and African peoples from
participating as donors is plasma
apartheid. Targetting specific
groups does not solve the entire
problem. Unfortunately, the Red

Cross, Mr. Gerson and many
others are still under the assumption that HIV originates from
Africa, that African peoples
(which
includes
Caribbean
peoples) are responsible for the
spread of the virus and that
African peoples are irresponsible
donors.
The Red Cross should target
high risk behaviours rather than
people in their questionnaires. It
should ask, for example, whether
the individual has participated in
unsafe sex, had a blood transfusion, or used intravenous drugs
within the past two years.
Sympathy is extended to Mr.
Gerson and family but hls attitude is not excused.
J. Russell
Student

Physical Plant
responds
Dear Editor,
In response to your editorial
Trashing the Recycling Effort, I
would like to clarify the following points.
1) Physical Plant is responsible
for recycling and garbage collection operations on campus.
2) The Student Environmental
Steering Committee bas been
working closely wibt Physical
Plant in expanding the recycling
program. During the past the
committee bas funded and put in
place containers for recycling of
fine paper throughout the campus.
3) The committee, with Physical Plant, further expanded the
program by placing additional
containers m the resoidences and
the Student Centre for segregation and collection of glass and
metal cans. This additional
program bas stalled with the discovery early this year that the
outside firm presently collecting
fine paper is unable to collect
glass and cans. We are presently
pursuing the use of alternative
collection agencies.
GaryMcMann
Director of Physical Plant

Energy wasting
Dear Editor,
Perhaps thls will be just
another comment referring to the
early closing of the CAW Student Centre, perhaps not. ..
Few days ago I had to pull an
all nigbter for macroeconomics.
Since I couldn't go to the Student
Centre I made sure that I was
locked up in Erie Hall (I found
out that the janitors don't work
midnights anymore, so the there
was no worries about being kicked out). At about 3:30 am I took
a break from studying and went
for a walk around the building.
To my surprise the entire third
floor where I was studying was
brightly lit. Every single classroom bad all the lights on. I
checked all the floors in Erie Hall
and went to check Lambton
Tower, again they were all on. I
wonder how much it costs to

Moose supporters
respond to incident
Dear Editor,
I would like to comment on
two letters that appeared in the
Feb. 21 issue of the Lance, concerning the doorstaff at The
Moose pub.
I have been a frequent customer on Thursday nights since
school started, as well as occasionally during the week. Not
once have I ever been witness to
anything but professionalism
and courtesy from the bouncers
at the pub. I hardly trunk that a
bouncer refusing to take a glass
from someone is being on a
'whimsical power trip'. Their
job is to maintain the security
and ensure a safe environment
for all, not to collect glasses
from people breaking the rules.
In fact, they must be in control
of the students and the environment of the bar in order to keep
the peace.
Have you ever spoken with
any of the doorstaff? I have
classes with some of them, and I
have beard some very impressive stories. People being sick
and refusing to leave, patrons
threatening or attacking bouncers, customers who feel it is
their place to tell the staff bow
to do their jobs. These people
put up with more rudeness and
attitude in one Thursday night
than most of us do in a week.
How about giving some credit
where credit is due? Would
people rather see a group of incompetents who sit around and
chat all night while neglecting
their duties? I think not. Dealing
with drunk students all night is
no picnic, and doing your job
keep it all brightly lit, all night
long, 365 nights per year? Surely
couldn•t be more than $8 OOO per
year could it?
When the janitors come to do
their duties at about 6 am, I asked
one of them if be could open one
of the rooms, so I could use the
pencil sharpener. We checked the
entire floor. I did not find a pencil sharpener, but noticed that all
the offices with computers had
screens turned on. I know that
some of the computers have to be
on constantly, but I doubt the
monitors do.
If turning everything off on the
campus, when not in use, can't
save enough money to keep the
CAW Student Centre open, it
could maybe contribute to save
something much more valuable ... !
Marty Krol
Year I Business

New VIA
discount OK
Dear Editor,
VIA Rail's new discount sys-

effectively is hardly feeding
your ego.
B. Knowler
year
History

m

Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to
the numerous letters that you
have received regarding bouncers at the Moose.
I am, and have been, a
bouncer for 6 years. Now, when
I first started as a bouncer I bad
that 'attitude' that I was here to
kill anyone who got out of line
but that has changed since. In
the last few years I have come
to the realization that I am a
host at whatever establishment I
am working at and my first
responsibility is to the customer
and then to the bar.
As part of my responsibility
to the customer I have an
obligation to make them feel
welcome and safe. If a problem
arises I must find a solution
which is safe to everyone, including me, and is only violent
as a last resort.
We as bouncers must be able
to deal with drunks and put up
with it and we must deal with
any other 'shit' that may come
our way and not let it affect us.
It is a very bard job.
If you are a bouncer and cannot separate yourself emotionally from the job, you should not
be doing the job. Remember
nothing is personal, most
patrons don· t know you well
enough for it to get personal.
Stephen Warwick
Year IV Engineering
Year VI Bouncing
tern does have certain advantages. More people will be
able to take the train for less,
regardless to whether they are a
student or not. If VIA wants to
not give discounts at peak times,
that is up to them. Tickets purchased five days in advance, and
avoiding peak times was in the
old discount as well.
However, VIA spokesperson
Diane Graham's reason for the
change does not make sense.
Here at the U of W, student cards
are validated with a sticker. All
VIA would have to do is to only
accept validated student cards.
That is as easy as proof of age.
But, if you still don't like it, take
the bus.
Alex Meyer
Year IV Communications

Opt-out at St.
Denis
Dear Editor,
The university bas a wonderful
policy of allowing students who
are already covered by a health
plan to opt-out of the university's

Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to
the letter appearing in the Feb.
21st issue of the Lance written
by A Disappointed Student. I
was the doorman involved in the
situation which took place that
evening. It appears that some
vital facts were left out of the
story which may not mean that
the author is wrong, but possibly
misinformed.
For starters, I recognized the
gentleman in question to be past
the point of intoxication. If I can
notice this, so can a liquor inspector, who, as the law stipulates, bas the right to close the
pub for such an infraction ruining everyone's good time.
Upon approaching this patron
and asking him to leave, be
proceeded to launch a very aggressive verbal assault towards
myself, at which I referred him
to both my supervisor, Brad
Sakalo and then my manager,
Amanda Heisler.
The patron grew irate while
discussing the matter and took a
physically threatening position
towards both my supervisor and
my manager. Only after this,
was be removed from the bar.
Before passing judgement,
please take time to consider that
once thls individual was outside,
his friends restrained him from
further instigating a physical
confrontation. If the author of
the letter was so upset be the
events of the evening, why then
did she stay for the remainder of
the night?
Scott Brown
Moose Pub doorman
drug plan. This scheme seems
simple and fair; if you don't need
or ever use a service provided by
the university, why should you
have to pay for it? We feel the
same should be true for the St.
Denis Centre fee (recreation fee)
whlcb each student pays every
semester.
The real problem, it seems, is
not whether people want to use
this facility, whlcb they do, but
whether or not thay are allowed
to use it. It seems to me that if
you pay for a service that you
should be able to use it a
reasonable number of times each
semester. and not at 8:30 am on
weekdays and once every five
weekends when there isn't a
bigbscbool basketbalVvolleyball
tournament scheduled.
Our idea is simple just like the
drug plan opt-outs; either we get
to use the St. Denis Centre wben
we want, or we don't pay.
Alex Stezenko
Year IV Human Kineti~
Chris Sturdy
year IV Psychology
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Tuesday March 15

'
Assumption University Chapel invite all
to a mass and a cost supper beginning at
5:00pm.

I

Help for Headaches of Windsor meets in
the Board Room of the CAWSC from 7:00
pm to 9:00 pm. For more information call
Brent at 256-7474.
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"' The French Club will meet at The French
House on Sunset Ave. at 11 :30 am. All
are invited.
1

Re-activation of the Georgian Music
Society, all vocalists are invited to
rehearse w~h the group every Tuesday at
7:30 pm in the Rec~al Hall of the School
of Music. For information contact Philip
Adamson at 253-4232, ext. 2784.
Learn how to make your own paper with
Chris Sheridan, from 10:00 am until 2:00
pm at the CAWSC (at the booth).
i., Rick Coronado from the Citizens'

Environmental Alliance (CEA) of
Windsor will be speaking about Nuclear
power and radioactive water dumping at
FERMI, beginning at 7:00 pm in CAW
Student Centre in Ambassador C.
i., Gail Matheson-Cox of ALIVE Canada will

discuss Counselling Womyn m Crises,
1:00 to 4:00 pm in the CAWSC Board
Room.
Amnesty International Week 1994,
open house in the CAWSC Boardroom
from 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm
® Borderers Rugby Football Club is

holding practices on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Sundays. The first game
is Mar. 19, for info call Marc at 972-3650.

Wednesday, March 16
i., Black Womyn and Body Image workshop

f

Jf l!mrn•••·=

with Taryn Della Goree begins at 4:00 pm
at the Grad House.
"' A general meeting concerning
Multiculturalism in Canada takes place at
the Grad House, for information call
252-0331 .
§ The Irish.Canadian Cultural Club of

Windsor presents Reffections of Ireland,
an evening of song, story and dance on
the eve of St. Patrick's Day, begins at 8:00
pm at the Capitol Theatre (121 University
Ave. W.), call 253-n29 for tickets.
Official kickoff for the U of W recycling
programme with presentations by Jon
Ricci, Ron Ianni and Wayne Lessard
begins at 12:30 pm in the CAWSC on the
main floor. A cake ceremony will follow.
i., Pierre Philippe, author of Skln of the

Earth, will speak on Environmental
Stewardship in the 90s, beginning at 7:00
mat the Grad House (downstairs).

! U~iversityofWi~dsor1stannualW!'itefor
Rights, located in the open area in the
CAWSC from 11:00 am to 6:00 pm.

I

Thursday, March 17
Mass will begin at 11 :50 am at
Assumption University Chapel.
"' The Ontario Public Interest Research
Group (OPIRG-Windsor) meets in the
Law School, room G104 from 4:00-5:30 pm.
i., Stephanie Whitehead, of Victims for

Justice will relate her experiences in
establishing the Stalker's Law and her
current battle against lap dancing, at the
Grad House at 6:00 pm .
The Muslim Student's Association will
hold a 2-day display at the CAWSC
concerning Islam Awareness, for
information call 971-9081 .
Blood Donor Clinic will be held at the
Windsor Branch, 3909 Grand Marais
Road East, from 1:00 pm to 8:00 pm. This
will be aChallenge Cup Bonus Point Day.
i., Canterbury Community Coordinator

presents Feminism and Social Justice at
St. Augustine House (172 Patricia),
beginning at 7:00 pm.
A booth will open in the
CAWSC,Supermarket Tour, about
environmentally-friendly and socially-just
shopping, noon to 2:00 pm .

Saturday, March 19
Windsor Board and Roleplaying
Gaming Society meet in the Rose Room
of Vanier Hall from noon until 11 :00 pm.

a.c.. president of
the Canadian Bar Association, will be
speaking on The Report of the Canadian
Bar Association's Task Force, lecture
begins at 9:30 am until 3:30 pm in
Ambassador Auditorium.

i., Cecilia Johnstone,

Assumption University will be having a
Mulitcultural Weekend with a potluck
supper at 6:00 pm there will be display
tables, dancing and lots offun.
"' The Freedom Action Network needs
volunteers! An orientation meeting will be
held from 1:00-3:30 pm at 3652 Peter St.

Sunday March 20

'
Assumption University celebrates
mass at 10:30 am followed with
refreshments and a mass at 4:30 pm.
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i., International Day for the Elimination of

Racial Descrimination workshop ,
Recognizing and Taking Responsibility
for our White Privilege, beginning at 4:00
pm in Salon Cof Ambassador Auditorium.

l Career Opportunity in Singapore is
presented by Ng Yun Sian in the ISS
Lounge, Cody Hall. Information about
career options, salary and standard of
living. Free. All are welcome!

Students for action: Action for students
t

,
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Blood Donor Clinic will be held at the
Windsor branch from 1:00 pm to 8:00 pm.

IE Frankly Shirley and Thank God I'm a
Lesbian, a film about high-spirited
adventures of Canadian lesbians will
begin at 7:30 pm in room 113 of the
Biology Building, a $3.00 contribution is
requested.

Tuesday, March 22
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i., Aboriginal Womyn Students and Access,

a lecture by Elizabeth Chamberlin,
Aboriginal Educator. begins at 2:00 pm at
the Grad House.
i., Window on the World, a film and speaker

series will focus on Guatemala with the
film, When the Mountains Tremble, at
7:00 pm at Iona College {208 Sunset)
Palm Sunday celebrations at
Assumption University Chapel will be
at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm.
i., Dr. Christi Verduyn, Director of

Canadian Studies at Trent University will
be lecturing about Ethniciy and Canadian
Writing, begins at 2:00 pm in the Rose
Room of Vanier Hall
The Big Brothers Association is
seeking males over 18, who have three to
four hours to give weekly to a
father-absent boy. For info call 256-2311
i., The Department of Geology presents

! Music Therapy Luncheon begins at 11 :00
am, for more info call Lana at 254-8428.

Dr Ernest Yanful discussing
Management of Mine Acid Drainage as
part of their C.P. Graven or Lecture Series
at 4:00 pm in room 214, Memorial Hall.

® The Caribbean Students' Association

Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw

holds its annual Sportsweekend from
10:00 am to 4:00 pm. Call Chevonne at
253-7116 for info.
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• The Caribbean Students' Association
presents a Culture and Fashion Show
and Dance in the Ambassador
Auditorium, doors open at 7:00 pm. The
dance will be at the Moose Pub at 10:00
pm . Advance tickets are at the CAW
Student Centre. For more info contact
Cheryl, 9n-0601 ; Rosemary, 254-4117;
Arlene, 253-3952.
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announces that resumes are
being accepted for the
f0IIowing
• post·ions:

. (~( Administ~~~ints'

~

!Council

CONSEILADMiNISTRATIFOE9tTUDIANT9

Environmental Issues Coordinator (2)
Campus Patrol Coordinator
Chairperson
Chief Returning Officer
Womyn's Centre Coordinator
Womyn's Issues Coordinator
Human Rights Coordinator
Residence Issues Coordinator
Special Events Coordinator
Council Secretary
Vice President University Affairs

I .,

-

Resumes can be dropped off
in a sealed envelope at the SAC
office, 2nd floor, CAW Student
Centre in care of Mary McArthur.
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'White Pride'
newsletter an
uninvited
guest
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If you received a copy of last week's Lance with a copy of a
newsletter The Eye Opener in it, understand that it was an unwelcome
guest and not an authorized insen.
It seems that somebody wanted to get the message of white
supremacy out there, and chose to insert their views in several copies
of t'}-e Lance. The newsletter, whose publisher remains anonymous, is
dedicated to "the expansion of practical Right Wing thought." What it
really is is a call to further racism and segregation under the guise of
'White Pride.'
The article argues that Whites have lost their "killer instinct, will to
conquer and will to expand." Toe line of argument used in the piece
shows just bow weak the white supremist arguments are: "Expansion,
exploration and adventure was in our blood. These were time when
Europeans were colonizing all comers of the earth, times when a white
man wasn't afraid to pronounce that be was proud of bis heritage."
If pride in heritage comes from the ability to slaughter, take away
rights of weaker people, and impose a way of life on others, it is pitifully heartless and barbaric- and it doesn't make sense.
The Lance bas made a committment not to publish such racist and
hateful arguments in its pages. Not because the staff is a bunch of
spineless politically correct do-gooders, as bas been claimed, but because we can stand up and say that racism in any form is wrong, and
we will not be party to it's simple-minded bravado.
Is this censorsllip? No. It just means that we will not print articles
that call for hatred and violence against people because of race, sex or
creed.
And to the publisher of The Eye Opener. If you really think that
people will support your campaign for racial supremacy, why must
you bide behind a pseudonym and distribute your views illicitly in
another publication?
Surely if so many people support you, as you claim, you could do
all of this out in the open, and not have to piggyback your racist claims
on the student newspaper.
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Education for the rich
Brock University has announced the creation of 50 additional places
in its Bachelor of Education program. But there is just one bitch, they
propose to charge the new students $10 OOO a shot. Ontario Education
Minister Dave Cooke says he will withdraw equivalent grant money.
The accessibility of post-secondary education crawls further out of
reach when universities turn to privitization to cure their own financial
woes.
Imagine sitting in a classroom where the student on the left has paid
$2 OOO to sit there, and the student on the right bas paid an astronomical ten grand to sit in that same room. Same professor, same material.
guess who gets shafted.
What was stopping Brock from setting the fee at Sl 5 OOO or even
higher? Since they are obviously experiencing a demand, why not use
simple laws of economics and slap a bigger price tag on education everyone ehe is doing it. But perhaps the ex1ra $500 OOO they will be
taking in is enough to satisfy them, for now.
If Brock's action is any indication of an upcoming trend in universities, the financial future of students is a dismal one. In this case. the
laws of supply and demand are obviously not student friendly.

LETIERS TO THE EDITOR

Professor
unprofessional
Dear Editor,

I am a student in 01-35-32301, God and Human Anguish,
taught by Dr. B.L. Whitney. In
class today, Dr. Whitney discussed the results of our first
essay and test. He informed the
class that the majority had failed.
One student had an A, B, C, 2Ds,
and the rest of the class bad Fs. I
asked Dr. Whitney if I could
voice my concerns regarding the
marks allotted. I wanted to know
if other factors were considered
in the grading system. However,
be maintained that the entire
class has poor writing skills and
we do not know bow to write a
proper essay. The statement that
offended me the most was when
Dr. Whitney said to me, "If you
don· t like it, you can go to bell in
a bucket for all I care!" This
statement reflected blatent disregard for me as a student, as
well as disrespect for me a a person. I informed him that I would
file a complaint and bi then said.
"I've been here a lot longer than
you have ..." I am very angered be
Dr. Whitney's lack of professionalism. I did not expect that
type of response from a well educated professor at the U of W. An
incident such as this one should
not have occured.
Shannon Tukes
Year m Nursing

Editorial
misleading
crap
Dear Editor,
I read the editorial on the U.S.
"blockade" of Cuba in ~t
week's Lance, and I wou~d like
to ask wbo the individual 1.s wllo
wrote that misleading pile of
crap.

My first pomt is the use of the
word "blockade". A blockade implies total isolalion a~ enforced
by an opposing force. I do not
recall the last time I beard about
a Canadian jet being intercepted
by American F-16s while on its
way to Cuba with vacationers.
The U.S. is carrying out sanctions against Cuba, not a blockade. By no means do I attempt to
justify the U.S. sanctions, be
them rigllt or wrong. But my big
complaint is that this is so typical
of the Lance to publish its ultra
left wing bias and ignore the
facts.
As far as your apparent
defence of the Cuban government, why don't you talk to a
human rights group about what
kind of government it is. It's not
in the running for any "Mr nice
guy" awards. Oh yes and the U.S.
planning to topple the Castro
government. I do not believe they
have attempted anything since
the Bay of Pigs.
Barrie Jones
Communication Studies

Lance is a
piece of crap
Dear Editor,

r ve

always known that rhe
Lance bas no real mandate to
report events on campus, but
lately the quality of the Lance
bas been so ridiculously poor that
I really feel (and others who support me) the need to speak out.
Several weeks ago I wrote
what I thought was an amusing
and infonnative article about the
Model United Nations with the
encouragement of a Lance staff
member. That article wa-; turned
into a photo caption that should
not even have bad my name on it,
not only because of two major errors made by the editor who
cllopped it but also because only
one of the bandful of sentences

was my writing!
We had asked the Lance to
cover the event, but despite the
assurances of the news staff, no
one showed up. Due to the lack
of respect shown articles written
by non-staff members, no one
volunteered anything beyond a
thank-you note to participants in
the Letter to the Editor section.
Many participants were disgusted to find that the only
coverage to be allowed us was in
the fonn of a letter from a Brock
student vehemently attacking and
insulting the educational event
with unfounded accusations. This
bitter participant never took the
opportunity to challenge the
Deputy Speaker's rulings as
others did, did not contribute to
the learning atmosphere with
helpful suggestions, and was constantly being ruled out of order
for exceeding his allotted speaking time.
Margaret Gold, Deputy
Speaker
John Cunningham, former
GSS President
Justin Walsh, PSA President
Doug Ellis, Returning Elections Officer
Les Banks, Human Rights
Commissiont>r

CRO report

insulting
Dear Editor,

I am writing to you in
reference to the final report of
Doug Ellis, the Chief Returning
Officer of the Students' Administrative Council, which
report was passed at the council
meeting held on March 10, 1994.
Notwithstanding the fact that
Mr. Ellis may have increased
general voter turnout, the exercise of his 'discretion' when
dealing with the matter of candidate eligibility left much to be
desired and was sorely deficient.
Equally disturbing was Mr. Ellis'

smgle mmdedncss and mabthty
to handle constructive criticism.
I'm referring to bis.. offensive
statement in his final report
where Mr. Ellis defensively insi<;ts, "'Those who think that
myself or my DRO did nothing
to ensure the democratic process
are lying; they're completely
pathological."
During the course of the election I personally made three complaints of by-law infractions by
candidates directly to Mr. Ellis,
none of which were addressed. I
am personally aware that another
SAC coucil member and a coordinator made similar complaints
to Mr. Ellis and likewise received
no response. It's unfortunate that
Mr Ellis was not as proficient in
dealing with the purpose for
which be was hired as be was in
his efforts to increase voter turnout. Previous to the submission
of Mr. Ellis' report, I would have
thought that ··ensuring the
democratic process" included the
maintenance of a level playing
field through the enforcement of
the SAC by-Laws.
Tiffan)-' Ulch
Year III Sociology

70s albums

blah, blah ...
Dear Editor,

Excuse us Mr. Bestward ...We
don't think that you would know
soul if it jumped up & shook its
tailfeather at you. Not to take
away from Otis Redding & his
classic album Otis Blue, but your
ignorance in the area of soul is
exemplified by your failure to
mention Mr. Soul, Sam Cooke &
what is possibly the greatest
album ever made, the 1964 RCA
release, Sam Cooke, Live at the
Harlem Square Club.
Soulfully Yours,
MarkBabiy
Yuri Botiak
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Fear as a forni of racis111

6 minute

walk from U.

By Chris Gillett
Special to the Lance

-

I attended a class in Toronto and in the
process of becoming familiar with students, the instructor asked bow many bad
applied to the U of W. He then proceeded
to ask bow many were planning to apply
to the University of Detroit. Only my
band raised. Disappointed by the result,
the instructor then made a few remarks
about the benefits of getting into Windsor
or Detroit.
A student from Western informed the
class that they should not apply at the
University of Detroit because they would
have to "dodge bullel<; to get to and from
school''.
I tried to ignore the remark but when I
turned around everyone in the room
seemed to have accepted this nonsensical
advice without hesitation. I reminded the
cla.ss that although Detroit. hke most
major U.S. cities, ha<; its problems, that
kind of statement is unfair.
Later at least five people were ready to
debate me on how unsafe it is to live in
Detroit. only one claimed to have ever
hcen there. I know that Detroll is not a
paradise, hut crime usuall) occurs in
areas relatively sectioned off from the
University of Detroit. Most crimes arc
committed between people who know
each other.
I reminded them that thousands of
people from the suburbs work in
dov.:ntown Detroit. But ""hen they rcali,ed that I wa,; attacking their ,tereotypcs,
even more ignorance came spouting out
of their mouths.
One told me that I did not have to
worry about crime in Detroit because I
am Black. Obviously, he must not have
realized tl1at many crimes arc committed
withm the confine, of the same race.
Another told me that he could not go to
J,wt: a11d Fmch, c1 ncighhourhood m
Toronto's we.,t-end that ic; known for Its
Caribbean
ulauon Other than th fact
that both Detrmt and Jane and Finch are

3210 Sandwich (at MIii)
Windsor Ont., N9C 1A8
519-256-8992
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recognized as "Black encalves," I could
not see his connection. Although I did~
know the crime rate for both (neither did
be), I suspect they are very different.
Since then, I have been thinking ~
what bad happened and what it all meanr_
Questions of race and racism have filled
my mind. I have been asking myself, wb1
did the student overgeneralize about a
city he bad never visited'? Why draw a
connection between a percieved Bllk:k
neighbourhood m Toronto and Detrou
And what was most important to them.
the crime rate or the race of the
criminals?
Blacks who want to use their energyro
fight crime arc often distracted in defend,
ing the integrity of their community.
Some (racisl<;) use fear of crime kl
mask their racism. It seems fine fir
anyone to point to the "high crime rate•
among poor inner-city Blacks a<; a rca\OG
to fear, generalize. even prejudge even
city, town, neighbourhood or street with;
substantial Black population. Con~.
qucntly, people need not use pcjorati1-e
any-longer, they can say, "we thought,.
were gomg to he robbt.:d. beaten, rnped tt
killed" as an explanation and justilkatioo
for their racism.
Most Black professionals \\ 111 admii
that a Black person with a doctorau
seems to inspire the same degree of fear
in some whites as one with a gun. Colee
seems to make some whites very unea1y
For example, as I go about my busincssm
this society I pa<;s whites who back a11
from entering the same elevator. I cocr
across people who would rather Stanl
than to sit next to a black person on a hu,
I sec fear in their eyes whenl·ver I a:::
around.
Despite the fact that Black pcop1e
know and associate with arc hard worki
and responsible, it seems mo t
stories of bcmg subject to racist treamcnts of suspicion, resentment
humiliation. If one dares 10 ask v.hy

'fear", they are told "v,e thou h
were gomg to. .. '
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VICE-PRESIDENT
FINANCE & OPERATIONS

Full-Time May 1, 1994 - April 30, 1995
Preference to current full-time undergrads
Preference to students with business,
economics and actual work experience

- @' Mature student with time and stress
management abilities

@' Great opportunitv to pad vour resume
and help students

Deadline: 5:00pm, Friday, March 25
Att·n: Kevin Soucie, VP Finance & Operations
SAC Office, 971 -3626, ext 4506
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Business magazine says:

Ianni is head of the class
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By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief
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CAMPUS CLIPS

Amnesty week
"Disappearances"
and
·'political killings" will be
the focus of Amnesty International Week 1994 which
runs all this week. From 10
am to 5 pm daily, students
interested in signing letters
and petition supporting
human rights can do so at an
infonnation booth in the
Commons area of the CAW
Student Centre.
Tuesday, from 4 pm to 6
pm at the student centre
board room, Amnesty will
show a film about political
killing and disappearances.
U of W religious studies
professor emeritus will
speak
about
Amnesty.
Thursday at noon in the
board room, Amnesty is
showing Conspiracy Of Terror, a documentary on the
treatment of dissidents who
speak out or organize against
oppressive governments.

Enviro-symposium

'5

The
Association
of
Philisophical Thinkers is
hosting an environmental
symposium Friday, March
25, beginning at 9:00 am. It
takes place at the FreedOrman Conference Centre in
Assumption University. The
cost is $3.
There will be four
workshops: Environmental
Ethics, Ecosystem Management, Environmental Sciences and Social Impact
Studies. The symposium will
have guest speakers from
throughout the Great Lakes
region.
Spokesperson

s

David

Broad believes said that the
idea for a symposium just
kept developing over time.
"Last year we held a forum
on Feminism in Academia.
We were planning to do
another forum this year but
there were so many routes
we could go with environmental issues that we came
up with this format."
Broad tells people not to
be intimidated by the
&roup' s name.
"All of the speakers are
experienced
and
knowledgable. They will
only have about an hour to
do their speech so they will
be to the point."
Broad encourages students with an interest in enVironmental issues to take
some of the day to attend the
symposium.
I

Thinking about those who
wield power and influence in the
City of Windsor, one thinks first
of business people and government officials. But according to
In Business Windsor magazine,
Windsor's most powerful person
is U ofW's president Ron Ianni.
Alan Halberstadt, author of the
profile 25 Most Powerful People,
used a series of criteria, like influence in education, labour, the
media, culture, and legal issues to
develop a "power quotient," or
indicator of who has influence in
these areas. The list included city
councillors, Mayor Mike Hurst,
Ontario's Minister of Education
Dave Cooke, the SolicitorGeneral of Canada, the CEO of
Chrysler Canada and labour
leaders; all scored below Ianni.
"I wasn't really surprised (by
the results)," says Halberstadt,
adding, "I always felt Ianni was a
powerful person."
He wasn't surprised because
he bas seen Ianni get heavily involved with several different
projects in the city, including the
post of president of the Art Gallery of Windsor board and his
role in using AGW as the site of
the interim casino. As well, he
cites Ianni's connections with the
Liberal party. While Halberstadt
admits that he bas seen the
university become a larger player
in the community since Ianni became president, he thinks it is
Ianni's personality, and not his
position, which makes him so
powerful. "I think it bas something to do with his low profile
- perhaps you can have more
influence if you're not out there
on the firing line." he said. "Ianni

University of Windsor President Dr. Ron Ianni.

could have run as a candidate (in
federal politics) but he probably
believes he could exercise the
levers of influence from behind
the scenes."
What does Ianni think of being
recognized as Windsor's most
powerful person? "It's a little
humbling for me to be involved
with these people," be says,
referring to others who scored
lower than him, like Yves
Landry, CEO of Chrysler Canada
and Clare Winterbottom, CEO of
Anchor Lamina Inc. "These are
some
outstanding
business
people. People who are known
internationally for business."
Ianni is pleased that the
university is getting some recognition for its role in the city hut he doesn't like to take
personal credit for it all. "If they
are saying that the university is
playing an important role in the
community - Bravo," he said,
adding that if it is for the casio
work he's done, credit goes to a

lot of other people before him. "I
don't think I can take the credit.
It's shared by a number of
people."
According to Bruce Tucker,
president of U of W' s faculty association, this shows how the
role of the university president in
Canada is changing, and becoming more like that of university
presidents in the United States.
Their role: fundraising and public
relations.
"Especially in a time of light
fiscal resources, when for
decades budgets have increased,
and now the opposite is happening - now they have to justify
why funding should continue,"
said Tucker.
And in his opinion, "it is a role
that bas been thrust on presidents." The most important role
of the president, from a faculty
point of view is, "to provide
sound and democratic management of the institution."
This is a job that is being taken

on by the vice president
academic at most Candian
universities. "In the U.S. that
(fundraising) has been a longtime role of presidents. They
raise more money per capita for
their institutions - and we are
beading in that direction."
This is not something Ianni is
looking forward to. "This is
enough business for me," he
says. "The next thing I will go
into, is the business of teaching.
Administrators are important but I look forward to the day
when others will take it over."
Ianni still has a post in the Law
faculty, where be once presided
as dean. "This is where my wife
(Mina Grossman, program director of CBEF in Windsor) and I
work," says Ianni, "and we'll live
in Windsor," he says. As for
Halberstadt's prediction that, like
Mark MacGuigan, his predecessor at the law school, he will be
appointed appointed to the bench,
"anything is possible."
!!

Cooke opposes
$10000 tuition
By John Steinbachs
The Charlatan

OTIAWA (CUP) - Ontario Education Minister
Dave Cooke has threatened to block a move by Brock
University in St. Catharines to raise tuition for its
bachelor of education program to $10 OOO per year.
On March 5, Brock's board of trustees, the
univmity's highest governing body, approved a
proposal which will increase tuition by $7 700 for some
spots in the program next year.
Brock currently offers 350 government-subsidized
spots in the one-year program, open to students who
have finished three years of university. The university
will add an additional 50 spots, but the cost of these
spots will be $10 OOO each. Tuition for the subsidized
positions is currently $2 300.
John Sbalagan, spokesperson for the Ministry of
Education, says Cooke announced that if the plan goes
ahead, the ministry will withhold the same amount of
money from the university's grant as it raises in new
tuition fees.
Grant Dobson, Brock's executive director for external relations, says no one will be accepted for the new
spots until Brock officials meet with Cooke in ~ upcoming weeks to discuss the ministry's position.
Shalagan says Cooke told him Brock's administrators didn't see the implications of their plan.
"Other universities and other programs may do the
same as Brock," says Shalagan. He says Cooke also
voiced his concern at the creation of an elite system in
university education, whereby those with money have a
better chance at an education.
Dobson says because of the limited spots in the
education program, students who are qualified but are
not accepted end up going to the United States to attain
a diploma.
"There they pay $12,000 to $14,000," says Dobson.
This move makes the program "more accessible," he
argues, because students are leaving the country for
degrees already.
I
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OPIRG
wishes to thank all its volunteers
for all their hard work this year
and during the campaign,
Is OPJRG going to initiate positive
change on campus?
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Tackling the parking probleni
By Alison Dennis
News Staff

With 100 many car:,, and not
enough parkmg, an ad hoe student parking committee is attempting to find rca-;onablc
,olutions to thl.! problems either \\ ay lhc commiuce plans to
take their concerns to city hall.
With the high cost of parking
and unavailability as the two
most common complaint-; to
SAC pre~ident Jon Ricci. he
formed a parking committee that
worked out a two pha-;e plan.
Pha-;e one involves getting
car, away from the centn; of the
campus, and into the spaces on
the outskirts. Committee members figure that the extra walk
makes sense for students who
stay on campus for extended
periods oftime.
Alexis Everitt. parking commi ttce me:nbcr. believes the plan
has potential. "Students have to
take it upon themselves and be
willing to walk a linle further so
everyone bas a fair ch;mcc at
ample parking." she said.
Ricci· s proposal to offer a
single five dollar parking permit
for the temporary tennis court

Lance photo by Stephen Paniccia
One of these cars is illegally parked (at $5, what a cheapskate).

lots behind the St. Denis Centre,
is in place on a trial ha,is until
the end of the winter semester.
Although available for three
weeks campus police chief, Jim
Foreman said "only twelve to fifteen students have a,kcd about
the permits, and a lone person
has purcha,ed one."
"If student<; show interest, it
will give SAC enough bargaining
power to strike the same deal if not a better one - for next
year," said Ricci.
The secondary plan involves
adjusting the hours of permit

parking on city streets by con.
fronting city council and pushino
for the suspension of Pl'JlllU
parking between 9 am and 5 pm
"If we can, we'll have more
room to park. and we'll be
eliminating the 75 dollar fines
after 9 am ,md 5 pm," said Rica
Since permit parking was implemented on a trial ha-;is he
lxheves that the city may acccp1
the students compromise.
Ricci is encouraging studenl\
to attend the meeting with city
council which is set for Mardi
21. at 6 pm.
!

Black activist calls for unity
By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor

Visible minorities. gays/lesh1ans/bi.sexuals, feminist'>, and
differently abled people - the
variety of their voices often
resemble~ bickering villagers inside Makeda Silvera's head.
With such a di ersily of special interest groups working
towards aftinnation and equality,
sometimes differences become
more prominent than sim1larities,
said black writer and activist Silvera at la'it week's U of W talk.
"II we want to empower our-

Special Needs and Accessibility
Committee Elections
Open Positions: President
Vice-President
'Ireasurer
Secretary
(all positions are volunuary)

selves we have to make links
despite our differences," she said
adding, "our divisions support
our oppressors" Special interest
groups often share goals. but
when orgamzing scrategies for
action sometimes tension is
created between them.
She cited the recent fragmentation of the women's movement in
Toronto, ironically during the organiiation
of
International
Women's Day Celebrations.
Feminist'- were divided in their
interests, with black, immigrant,
differently ahled. and lesbian
communities all seeking to have

their unique concerns addrC\SCd
Labelhng each movement led
to assumptions about the issue1
each group was qualified to
speak about, "white women can
talk about every single issue."
"The right wing of this country
wants us to go back to family
values" which are exclusive so
Silvera strcss.!d the importanee
of making "links and devcloprng
new adgenda., collectively.
"The issues are power and
control. There is no need to rN
each other, we are in this hccause
we're commited Lo huildin' the
strongest grass roots possible." !

Make your busy day a h ealthy one ...

Vegetarian D elight
offers fre sh ,
naturally - b a la nced
food.
A II- you-ea n -eat
All Day
1 31 Park Street West
Sunday-Wednesday: noon - 9pm - Thursday-Saturday: noon - 10pm

· Mini-conference
·~
x;

Nominations can be dropped off to
Student's Administrative Council Office
until March 31, 1994.
Election:
April 12, 1994, 2:30 pm
SNA.C office, 2nd Door, CAW Student Ctr.
(beside Social Science Society Office)
Any member in attendance may vote.
A.II those nominated are required to
attend the election, all scheduled
meetings beginning in September 1994,
and ~ willing f'! -:ork with present
Executive to fam1l1ar1ze themselves with

student journalism
on

Saturday, March 19
at the CAW Student Centre

nwill be achance fOf people interested tn writing,

photographyaruJ production to pick up some
necessaty skHls - as welf as achance to talk about
issues affecting the student press in Ganada:·
Professionat journalists and newspaper types WIii be
on hand to glve advice and critique \Yriting.
:·..'

.: Anyone interested in attending please drop by
the Lance offices in the basement of the
CAW Student Centre to register Pr call

253·4232, ext 3909.

The conference runs all day, starting at 9 artt.
bt

">bt ......

I
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FANfare returns next week
By Tran Longmoore

Is now accepting applications for the following executive
volunteer positions for the 1994-95 academic year.
• Treasurer
• Director of Student and Club Affairs
• Social Events Coordinators (Two to be appointed)
• Media Coordinator
• Secretary
Positions take effect on April 1, t 994, and extend
throughout the 1994-95 academic year. Submit resumes to:

Co-News Editor
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As part of the second annual
FANfare the City of Windsor has
proclaimed March 21-26 AntiRacism
and Discrimination
Week. And once again the U of
W will host many of the week's
events.
This year, however, the
Freedom Action Network carrying on its anti-discrimination
campaigns in slightly different
manner.
Organizer Kim Elliot says that
there are less events planned than
last year and that they will be
spread around more.
While the focus of the first
fare was to fight discrimination
on several fronts, including
racism, sexism, and homophobia,
this year 1t will concentrate on
racism. Elliot believes that the
message is still the same.
"From all of the different
seminars last year, we concluded
that racism is sexism, etc. It is
still discrimination. The underlying problem
that visible
minorities, like women, gays, lesbians, and differently abled
people don't have the same
employment and educational opportunities as white males. It has
nothing to do one's ability. The
different groups must learn to be
empathetic towards one another."
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Last year every event took
place on the U of W campus.
This time around. the network is
taking the message of employment and educational equity to
!he grade schools and high
schools.
"We want to get the message
to the young, but we'll break it
down to their levels of comprehension," says Elliot. For example, when FANfare visits the
local grade schools, it will use
videos and short plays to relay
the message to the youngsters.
The fare will begin at noon,

The Social Science Society

Social Science Society Office
2nd Floor CAWSC
c/o Sean Lyons,
President, 1994-95
DEADLINE: MARCH 25,1994 5:00 p.m.

Monday, March 21 at the CAW
Student Centre.
The opening ceremonies,
which will be attended by civic
and university leaders, will include visual art dsiplays.
At I :00 pm, the fare will
mover upstairs to the Ambassador Auditorium where there
will be a workshop dealing with
racial equity in post-secondary
education.
Tuesday and Wednesday the
fare moves to the elementary and
secondary schools.
Then on Thursday it comes
back to the U of W from 11 :00
am -2:00 pm at MacPherson
lounge U of W faculty and Administration and city councillors
will speak about both educational
and employment equity. ·
Elliot believes that there has
been progress made. but that
society still has a long way to go.
"Some schools and businesses
have targets or quotas which
bring more minorities into the
field. But now minorities have to
deal with the stigma that comes
with it. People look at a black
man and say, 'he got the job be-

li/fu
S A·L O N~<//lJ~
Where we set the standards

Student discounts on Sundays
551 PELISSIER • OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS • 973-4977

M".A,,.A,.......,~~~~

Down Cellar
Music & Spirits

cause he is black, not because he
earned it' That hac; to change."
FANfare is also sponsoring
"Unity Jam II," which takes
place Thursday night at Club
Vertigo. Elliot has several local
bands lined up to play the club.
Tbe I.S.S.U.E. Environmental
Symposium which takes place
Friday from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm
at the Freed/Onnan Centre also
falls under the fare.
Organized by the Association 1
of Pbilisopbical Thinkers, the
symposium includes guests from
the Great Lakes region.
Guests from around the Great
Lakes region will speak about issues such as NAFf A, environmental racism. and whtte-collar
environmental crime.
The fare closes Saturday with

the Anti-Racism and Discrimination Community Walk. The
march will begm at 1:00 pm at
the parking lot outside Assumption Church and will end at City
Hall Square.
At 8:00 pm, the closing
ceremonies will be held at the
Capitol Theatre. located at 121
University Ave. W.
!!
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Jostens gives the highest
degree of: • Quality
• Customer Satisfaction
Service • Warranty
Order your University

-David Cyrenne & Ed Jr.
Saturday1 March 12 at 9:30 p.m.

Kelly Hoppe &
Dogltouse Greg Gox

Ring Days: Tuesday & Wednesday
March 15 ~ 16

Order in time for Graduation.

!.
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Graduating Class of '94
You are invited to _a_ l
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Party!

\

By Tran Longmoore
Co-News Editor

\

Free Pizza!

THURSDAY MARCH 31, 1994
CAW Student-Centre-_ Ambassador Auditorium //
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. First come - First served
I

1

Your hosts - Offices of Alumni A//airs and Student Services ,
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Harvey's Suggests...
Treat yourself &treat apal!

--------------------

I Coupon entitles you to I I Coupon entitles you to I
1I
enjoy a Harvey's
1
I
enjoy a Harvey's
1 charbroiled hamburger, 1 1 charbroiled hamburger, 1
sm. fries & sm. pop for: 1 sm. fries & sm. pop for:
1
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Please present coupon before
ordering . Offer good only at 2380
Wyandotte St. W. location. Offer
expires March 21/94
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-----I t:='\ Harvey's makes your Hamburger
the way you want it...fast!
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U of W celebrates
waste reduction week

@Ji:J

Pizza

.

Buff your mugs!
The U of W has designated
this week as its Waste Reduction
Week.
From
Monday
to
Thursday there will be several
events taking place on campus.
The most important event
takes place Wednesday, March
16. at 12:30 pm in the CAW Student Centre Commons Area,
where several U of W and community leaders will finally kick
off the new recycling program.
The ceremonial kick off was
supposed to take place back in
January, but, until last week, the
U of W did not have a company
contracted to pick up cans and
bottles from from the residences.
According to Don Dumeah, acting
superintendent
of
housekeeping at Physical Plant.
the U of W bas contracted BF1 to
pick the recyclables until April
28. After that date, the university
will plan for a long tenn solution.
"This is just a short tenn
answer," said Dumeah ...We just
wanted to get all of the cans and
bottles
recycled,
especially
before lhe kick off," be said, expressing relief at finally having
lhe program operating.
Jen Jackson, the SAC Environmental co-commissioner. has
been working on the implementaion of the system since last
summer. ''It's long overdue, and
we weant to see the program expanded to pick up and recycle the
waste from food services, but it is
a start. It' s good to see that students and administration can
work together on some issues."
U of W President Dr. Ron
Ianni, who will attend along with
SAC president Jon Ricci and
Windsor MPP Wayne Lessard,
congratulated lhe students who
were involved in the process.
''Waste reduction is a very im-

portant issue in our society and I
lhink that universities should be
leading the way. Our student,
should be congratulated. They
have been instrumental in helping us get this far," said Ianni,
who cautioned that he will not be
totally relieved until the long
term plans are completed.
The U of W has supplied the
cake
for
the
cake-cutting
ceremony. It is a replica of a blue
box.
There are several other events.
Monday at 7:00 pm two films
will be shown upstairs at the
Grad House. The first, titled The
Bomb's Lethal Legacy, deals
with nuclear waste in the atomic
age, while the second focuses on
the toxins in drinking water, and
is titled Great Lakes in Crisis.
Tuesday, from 10:30 till 2:00,
Chris Sheridan is showing people
how to make their own paper at a
booth in lhe student centre.
Later that night. in the Amba\sador Room C, Citizens' Environmental Alliance researcher
Rick Coronado will speak about
the recent Fermi II incident and
lhe dangers of nuclear power.
Wednesday at 7:00 pm in the
basemant of the Grad House.
Pierre Philippe. author of Skin of
the Earth, will he speaking about
Environmental Stewardship. And
Thrusday from noon to 2:00 pm
at the student centre booth, students can learn how to shop in an
environmentally friendly and socially just manner.
Jackson hopes that "everyone
takes part in the week's activitie~
and learns something that they
can incorporate into their
everyday life that will help
reduce the waste we create."
The week is being sponsored
by SAC Environmental Commissioners,
the
Environmental
Awareness Association, OPIRG.
and the U of W.
~
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-Accredited translation (over 20 lingos)
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944-4040
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The Lance is accepting
nominations for the position
of Editor-in-chief for the
1994-95 publishing year.
Nominations close at 5 pm
Monday, March 21.
Nominations are also open
for the following positions:

·1f'\ ~ ldCN 9~
JJ~ Le~·;zv.e{:U:Jo ~

~~~~nD~..n<1,~
J);)i>,L"-,~ ~,)\.;._~2

mi~~ a~~ ~..fuJ! ~-~if
Thu•-sday Mareh 17
Green Deer., Green Cheer., Great
Priees & Great Prizes

News editor
Associate news editor
Sports editor
Arts editor
Features editor
Photography editor
Associate photography editor

Nominations for these
positions close 5 pm
Monday, March 28.
Candidate forums will be
held at the staff meeting
following the close of
nominations.

our fTIIUR.SI>.AT"] prices are [':I'WO 'IWO] low.
Call for information
977-6583
BUSES leave from the U. starting at 8:30pm
Free Parking Next Door

801 Ouellette Ave.
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If interested please see
C.E.O. Elaine Saunders in
the Lance offices, basement
of the CAW Student Centre
or call 253-4232, ext. 3909.
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CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES

PAPERS
(APA & other styles)

BSA Typing Service
Specializing in term papers,
reports & these
(Days, evenings, weekends)

Call Roni at 253-5501

Fernii II accident
provokes questions
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By Gino Mastellotto
Special to the Lance

On December 25, 1993, while
many were celebrating Christtna'i
day. Detroil Edison' s Fcnni II
nuclear power plant just 15
llllles fonn Amberstburg. sufferrcd a '"catasroph1c accident."
Workers at the $4.5 billion
facility discovered 17 OOO galk>ns of lubricating oil mixed in a
m111ion gaJlons of wa,te which
11a, laced with slight/\' radioacu,c steam that was collected in
lbe basement of the plant.
The accident stemmed from a
malfunctioning steam turbine.
According to Detroit Edison
officiab, the turbme ,,a, warped
because it had bet:n sitting too
long before it was installed.
Rick Coronado, researcher for
the Citi,ens' Environmental Alhance. says that it was widely
known that Fenn1 II was an accident waiting to happen.
"It wa-; predicted two years
ago that they would have an accident at Fenni II within the next
ten years. Fermi II ranked as one
of the 10 worst power plants in
tile United States."
Despite the due prediction,
Coronado says the plant was allowed to maintain operations because of the job factor, the taX
base and ''the fact that they're in
control and we· re not '
At 7:21 pm Thursday. Feb. 24.
11ith the approval of the U.S. and
Canadian governments.
the
power plant began tlushing the
resulting contaminated wa-;te into
Lake Eric. Twenty-four hours
later. when the first phase of the

Typing, typing, typing· fast, ac·
curate, WPS.1 - S1 SO/page APA format, legal format (McGill
citation) - laserprinting available.
Call 256-4848.

the discharge was completed,
Coffee fortune teller. Journey to
over a half million gallons of the
your past and Mure. Come and exradioactive water had been
penence for yourself. S10lvisrt. For
pumped into the great lake
appointments contact Ash 253Sometime in mid-March, Detroit 0228.
Edison will continue its $5.4 million (U.S.) clean up of the recentRESUMES
ly disabled facilty.
Make a good impression.
Although
environmentalist,;
Have your resume
professionally done by
have spoken against Detroit
Edison' s clean up process.
BSA Typing Service
Coronado grudgingly observes
'Days evenings, weekends)
that. ··Jn reality they have a
Call Roni at 253-5501
federal pennit to dump any time
FOR RENT
they want and that i, an allowance that they are cxcerci,2 bedroom unit for rent. Five
ing
minute walk to campus. Available
If there is a bright side to the
May 1, 1994. Call and leave mesordeal, says Coronado. it is the
sage for Jim Lovell anytime 9772615.
fact that the anti-nuclear redoubt
has been bolstered.
EMPLOYMENT
"Becam,e of the Christmru, day
accident, the public was reAttention students secure your
alerted to the dangers posed by
summer job now!! Painters are
Fermi II and nuclear power in needed' No experience necessary.
general. All of the sudden. everyCall Metro Pro at 735-1266.
thing reawoke again.
Exciting new business oppor"The Coalition for a Nuclear tunity! Summer job managers reFree Great Lakes ... the Ontario quired coast to coast. Excellent
groups pressuring the governresume experience, low nsk HIGH
PROFIT selling and installing inment and Ontario Hydro over the
ground irrigation systems Call STUCANDY system ... everything
DENT
SPRINKLERS
got a punch in the arm again.
1-800-265-7691.
And even the nuclear power
brokers, such as Detroit Edison. Photographer needed for a market·
1ng company during the 1994 Orienbecame very concerned."
tation Week, Sept. 6-10. Excellent
Rick Coronado will be speak- pay, tun and good experience. Call
ing about Fcnni II and other Anion (519) 439-2300.
nuclear poweT issues this TuesCan you write, draw or proofread?
day, 7:00 pm, at the Ambassador The Lance always needs help in
Room C in the CAW Student producing the paper. Come to our
staff meetings. Mondays at 6:00 pm
Centre
His talk is one of many ac- 1n the basement of the CAW Student
tivities takmg place for the Centre and volunteer.
Univeristy of Windsor's Waste .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.
Reduction Week.
I!
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Students Needed!
Earn up 10 $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or LandTour Companies. World Travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Canbbean,
etc.). Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No cxper.
necessary. For more
5K
1nfonna1ion call:
-~
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(206)634-0468 ext.C4013

Sunday March 27 8:00pm
Limited Seating
TICKETS ON SALE NOW !

m.

SMALL PRICES.

Bed and Breakfast for visiting
parents and fnends. Ten blocks from
univers«y. Call 256-3937.

Available at Capitol Box Office 253-7729
and at Changez by Nite 252·4600

TRAVEL CUTS STUDENT CLASS AIRFARES
WILL GET YOU EAST TO WEST... FOR LESS,
WHETHER YOU ARE FLYING ONE WAY OR ROUND TRIP.

t: IRAVELCYIS

1·800-387-2887
{THAT'S 1-800-387-CUTS!)

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

t

ou're a high-powered individual with lots of initiative
and a thirst for success.
You believe in yourself,
your abilities, and want
the chance to move
forward ..•... .fast.
You
want to receive tangible rewards for your
efforts. and you want to know
that the energy that you put
into your work can take you to
the top.

Y

his is the profile for
success .it's your Pr<?file...
as a management trainee
with Ecars. From day one, we
will groom you to grow. We will
help you build on your natural
drive and sawy and show you
what it takes to succeed with
us. Our proven program will
arm you with all the knowledge
and strategies you will need,
and our promote-from-within
policy spearheads your career
clirrb.

T

cars is a U.S. based
company seeking qualified
candidates for present
expansion into Canada under
the flagship of Enterprise
Companies. If you've eamed a
university degree and are
eager to demonstrate your
talents, we have openings
available now within the
Southwest Ontario area. First
year earnings are $22,250 +,
with earning potential up to
$50,000 within year 2 to 4, plus
an excellent benefits package.
Please submit your resume
and cover letter to the student
placement centre, attention
Personnel Coordinator.

E

Deadline :
March 21, 1994
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Lance photo by Stephen Paniccia
Detail from Sbrocca's Into the black currently on display the Atrium, third floor of the Odette Building. The show runs until the end of March.

Vittorio
Sbrocca's
installation
critiques
corporate ethic
By Bernard A. Helling
Arts Staff

I ,

The greatest sins of art reviews
and reviewers in the popular
press are sins of omission. After
finally slipping away to Toronto
for the last two days of the Y dessa Hendeles Gallery 93-94 show.
I wa'i twice amazed: first by the
works in the sbow. and then
again. by tbe <liscovery I.bat so
many of my Toronto acquaintances had missed it. Heck. I had almost missed it!
This sad absence cannot be explained away by wagging a
finger at low-brow public tastes.
Art reviewers, and the curatorial
legions that toil quietly in the
partitions behind the galleries
must take some responsibility.
We are losing the ability to
describe a work of art. and/or the
experience of seeing it. We must
change our approach to deliver-

ing news of the art that is out and
about.
Put simply, we have to start
committing spoilers. We have to
describe what works, or at least
give a coherent and compelling
rea<;on, based on an appeal to experience, rather than authority, as
to why J. Q. Publics should trot
their buns down to see such and
such a show. And if we start to
sound a bit like the fat guy and
the thin guy - so be it.
This said, you should haul
your buns over to the new business building, (the Odette building) and get up to the third floor.
. . Pronto! Windsor artist Vittorio
Sbrocca' s installation Imo the
black will be up for a few more
days. That means that you will
not catch it later, so move! Now!
Warning: the reviewer is about
to commit a spoiler. . .
When you get there. you will
sec a number of life-sized silhouettes of a briefcase-carrying
male, standing, walking and falling through the galleria. The galleria is about four stories of
soaring space bounded by second
and third level balconies in an
oval layout. The figures are held
up with clear fishing line. There,
I did it... You were supposed to

get the surprise by going there.
Now you don't have to see it...

Any idiot can do a silhouette. It
ta.Ices a sure eye to make one that
not!
expresses a dramatic characOf course you missed Wings of terization of a real human being.
Desire because it was "just some Done differently, these figures
film about angels." You also would look like gender symbols
missed Indiana Jones, because for washrooms. These are done
you figured it was a film about just right; curiously balanced besome guys chasing after a large tween sign and shadow, so that
crate.
you recognize and experience
Like I said, it's a bit more than delight first, and then begin to
that.
think about filling in the story
First. the figures match the (what art-types call the text).
location perfectly. Plenty of arBy telling you all this, I have
tists talk of site-specific installa- committed a gross sin against the
tions . This show demonstrates canon of an reviewing The art is
the idea, which leads to the con- supposed to speak for itself, and I
cept: Definitely humourous. but am not supposed to get in-bericher than a one-line joke. Arc tween the mysttcal experience of
the figures falling? Have they viewer and artist.
jumped, symbolically recreating
Art. and the holy experience of
the "flight of the stockbrokers its presence is for the devoted
from high windows" in 1929'? and highly trained few, who
Are they falling/floating in a trudge out to scores of wretchedstrange, 1994 kind of world/ ly poor, boring, dull shows in the
economy, as so many of the chance of finding one zinger.
graduates of this university will And since art is a very personal
be doing? Are they breifcas'd thing, how dare anyone pass
Lucifers, booted out of the judgement: one man's meat, etc...
heavens to reign in the loan
sod that. Too many good
department in the Puce branch of shows are getting missed. Don't
some bank? Have the gravity miss this one. This thin guy is
generators cul out on Holo-deck giving it an enthusiastic thumbs
number 3?
Which leads to the execution: up.
I!

Concert spans musical spectrum
Hunganan Rhapsody No. 2 plays right into

By Rachel Cross
Arts Staff

Hungarian Rhapsody

Windsor Symphony
Chrysler Centre
Feb. 19
She is six years old: she stares unwaveringly, eyes fixed on I.be stage, bathed in the glow
of white working lights. She sit.,;, captivated
by the sights and sounds. Not yet ahlc to distinguish Brahms from Beethoven, Liszt from
Lully, she seems oddly out of place. But she
is not. This is a big night for the wide-eyed
child: it's her first attendance at a symphony
performance. And what a night wac; chosen.
Sat. Feb. 19 at the Chrysler Theaue was
designated appropriately Hungarian Rhapsody, acknowledging the works of several
prominent composers including Brahms.
Liszt. and Bartok.
Johannes Brahms' Hungarian Dances Nos.
5 and 6 were performed with beauty and flair.
Adopted from the music of roving gypsy
band-;, the pieces combine delightful foot-tapping passages with tender. flowing, rhythmic
pbra-,es. Sections of deeply moving, almost
heart-wrenching, hannonious strains are followed suddenly with exploding climacteric
episodes.
Brahms' Symphony No. 3 in Fis one of the
most, if not the most lyrical of his sym-

Susan Haig: extraordinary dynamism and
presence extends beyond musical duties.

phonies. Written in the pastoral key, it
pr~sents a billersweet yet spirited picture.
~1tho~t _the usual Brahmsian heroic ending,
us plamuvc phrasing and haunting movement
create a truly passionate theme. The
w~ispered en_ding brings this symphony to a
qmet, reassunng close.
The urgency at the onset of Franz Liszt' s

the traditional gypsy pattern. A slow opening
that is elaborately written yet delicately
powerful is transformed into a lively dance.
The dance theme continues in forte bringing
the piece to its climax and close.
Bela Bartok's Concerto for Piano and Orchestra No. 3 was 'written in the summer of
I 945. while Bartok wac; in the advanced
stages of leukemia. Jn fact. the last few bars
were completed by bis friend Tibor Serly
from rough work left by the composer.
The highly emotional and orchestral work
featured soloist Robert Taub on piano. Taub
was delicate with the opening melody.
masterfully capturing the music's intricate essence. The simple beginnings of the second
movement give way to a highly charged exotic piano solo, handled by Taub with grace
and ease.
The piece was fantastically executed to the
end - articulate and compelling.
Taub, who studied at Princeton and the Julliard School, has gained international acclaim; he has performed throughout Europe.
the Far East, and the Americas.
The Windsor Symphony 1s conducted by
Susan Haig, whose extraordinary dynamism
and presence extends even beyond her musical duties. Under her direction, the group has
increased its audience accessibility without
sacrificing artistic range.
II

UPCOMING EVENTS
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Music
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Windsor's
Saxophone
Showcase, featuring Ray
Manzerolle,
alto,
Tom
Suthers and Tom Powers.
tenor, and the Chris Borshuk
Trio, at the Hilton Great
Lakes Ballroom, Sun. Mar
20, 2-5 pm. This is Warm-up
concert #2 for the Windsor
Jazz Festival. Advance tickets are $6, $7 .50 at the door.
Tickets/info, call 944-9798.

***
A benefit for Clayoquot
Sound: Thurs. Mar. 17;
featuring We Wish We
Knew and King Kool
Flipped; at the Spotted Dog
(89 Riverside Dr. W.) Donation S3-5 at tbe door.

***
First Annual XPY Music
Awards will be held at
Buzz's Bar and Grill (1699
Wyandotte W.) Sun. Mar.
27, 6pm. All bands that performed at Buzz's in 1993 are
eligible. You can vote for
your favourites, at Buzz's,
until Mar. 26. The evening
will feature nominated acts
including Mescaline Ritual
and Garden Weasel.

Visual arts
At Common Ground Gallery until Mar. 25, St. Clair
College Commercial Arb
program annual show The

Fine Touch Club.

***
The Uncommon Marker
Gift Shop is now open at two
locations: one in the Art Gallery of Wind-;or at Devonshore Mall, and the brand
new location at 500 Ouelette
Ave. Get real nice stuff:
hand-made glassware. pot·
tery. jewellery. and more.

Film
Get your Pasolini fix this
week at Kinotek: Arabian
Nights and Salo. or the 120
Days of Sodom; Mar. 18-20.
at 8 pm and 11 pm. respectively. Fri.-Sat; Sunday
times are 7 pm and 10 pm.

***
At Windsor Film Theatre.
Romper Stamper, a new
documentary on the deadly
serious theme of racial
bigotry in neo-Nazi subcul·
ture; and Into the West, a
story about two boys' flight
from a Dublin housing
project; Mar. 15-20. Film
times vary; for info, call
254-FILM.
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The success of Losers

[-

r.

fhe Charlatans

The Voice Within

can ·rGet Out of Bed

Holland River Productions
You know, when it's 2 am,
when you've bad, ob. six or
seven cups of coffee, when your
eyelids are rolled up in your head
like one of those old-fashioned
blinds that always wind too tight?
You know.
Well, that was me. I wa,; a
zombie in a big time way, and I
was searching for inspiration. So
I flipped in this tape and wow!
What I beard shocked me out of
my caffeine coma. Someone was
singing about Windsor. Sound
kinda cheesy? Well, maybe the
concept; but when you bear a
tune mention the Grad House and
Buzz's Bar and Grill, it's kind of
cool.
So here's me: bopping around,
in the middle of the night., in my
jammies, semi-functional, strung
out on java, and this guy is singBy Tyler Cain
ing about crawling home from
Arts Staff
the bar down MY street.
Ever have the feeling someone
Picture this: it's a humdrum
was watching you? Well, I don't Sunday evening, 6 pm and your
know singer/writer John Bourne day bas been one long wearisome
from a bole in the wall, but his attempt to complete your seemlyrics could have been my ingly endless homework. You
thoughts.
turn on the radio to break the
And what else makes this local stupefying silence that's been
release so cool? (even the next plaguing you all afternoon. Turnmorning?) It's got that "good" ing the dial you come across a
feeling to it - simple and clear.
turbulent and blaring sound that
Listeners will be struck also by forces new life into your listless
the emotional intensity the band body. This can be you!
projects into its work. The Voice
The station is CJAM-FM 91.5•
Within has captured a few core and the show is Kill Your
truths about the human condition Television. The host 1s Dave
in their music. The resulting six Fritz, with co-hosts Scott., Derek,
song demo is a collage, both and Tim. Kill Your Television
thought-provoking and fun.
features an intense variety of
- Jackie Shannon music, interviews, and live per-

.
Beggar's Banquet/Atlantic
lie boys collect their keyboardist from the local jail, finish
recording their third album. and
release this long-awaited single.
The task was to blend their
irademark guitar, organ, and
space-case vocalist Tim Burgess'
meanderings into a truly seamJess flow, baggy and compelling
.1,, any of their other releases.
Can't Get Out of Bed accomplishes much, but lacks
s0mething. It's a little empty, a
little boring, lazy, listless...Come
10 think of it, it sounds just like
reing unable to get out of bed.
Toe B-side track seems to be
more of the Charlatans' flavour.
More withdrawn (being, incidentally. the title of the third track),
moodier. hipper, flowing from
aural valleys to crescendos sweet
and burning, much like the exhale Tim must have let loose
J1efore the recording sessions.
As a whole, the EP is skimpy
_ a few extra tracks would have
t,een nice. It may even go so far
~ to disappoint old fans, and is
definitely not the yardstick to
measure the band by. With any
luck. the back half of this EP is a
glimpse at the band's upcoming
album Up to Our Hips.
- Sanjay lakhana
Beck
.Wei/ow Gold

Bong Load/DGC
'Tm a loser baby, so why
don't you kill me?" If the commercial success of Loser, Beck's
swell and hopeless hit song ser-
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• Family Dentistry
• Sleep Dentistry
• Cosmetic Dentistry

ves any purpose, it's to get losers
off their well-worn couches, out
of their drug-infested tenement
buildings, and into this album.
Beck knows how to coax the
THC out of your speakers and
widen the musical spectrum of a
whole new generation of
bempsters.
Beck knows what too stoned
sounds like and floats it into bis
four-track with more panache
than Ween, less machismo than
Cypress Hill, and more authenticity than Cheech and Chong.
If he's serious, he'll be dead in
no time; if not, this is a swingin'
attempt at reverse psychology.
Mellow Gold is dizzy, thirsty,
not more than "a couple inches
from pukin' and passin' out"
music. The inverted pothead
glamour and communiality aren't
here. Stop Fuck.in· With My Head
is what is here, and it's not at all
pretty. Beck is a cry for sensibility. a show and tell of the
wicked underbelly of a little too
much of anything.
Beck is the soundtrack for
every time we've ever sworn to
God we wouldn't do it again, if
only we can just survive this
time, and then did it all over
again the next night.
- Sanjay lakhana

Kill your television;
spare your radio

• Dental Implants
• Emergency Care
• Crowns & Bridges

A selection of day and evening
courses in arts, social sciences,
science, and computer science,
at the undergraduate and
graduate levels.
itv courses in Metro Ottawa on cable
channel 53 or at a distance by videocassette.
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formances by local musicians.
The music is most often independent and/or Canadian, and
centres around the "pop-core"
style. Dave provides a definition:
"pop-core refers to music that is
heavy but with a catchy pop
tune." Bands that fall into this
category are The Dougbboys, Big
Drill Car, and The Killjoys. As
for interviews and performances
- Kill Your Television is always
looking for new talent. So, if
you're a performer, if you have a
band or a demo tape, leave a
message for Dave at CJAM. (It's
located at the south end of the
CAW Student Centre, basement
level.)
And for those of you content
to just listen to the show, don't be
afraid to call and request a song.!!

Specialized Summer Schools in Criminal
Justice and Social Policy, and Political
Economy.
For a copy of the 1994 Summer Supplement,
write to the School of Continuing Education,
Room 302, Robertson Hall, Carleton
University, 1125 Colonel By Drive,
Ottawa, Ontario Kl S 586.
Telephone: (61 3) 788-3500
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Lancers

-

OUAA/OWIAA

s,

track & field
champs
By Lorne Bell
Sports Staff

I

The more things change, the
more they stay the same.
The Lancer track and field
teams became OUAA/OW1AA
champions again, winning the
overall team titles. Both teams
have won four consecutive
OUAA and OWIAA titles.
The meet was held on Mar. 4
and 5 al Windsor's own St Denis
Centre, giving the Lancers a
home track advantage and a nice
crowd considering it was the end
of the slack week.
Windsor was facing some
tough competition from Toronto
and Western, but in the end the
Lancers dominated, winning both
women's and men's titles in convincing fashion.
On Friday the Lancers won
every relay. as the women had 36
points to Toronto's 21. The men
gained a slim six point lead over
the Varsity Blues, (20-14).
In women's action, the Lancer
team bad athletes place in the top
three in all but three events. The
end result for the women's team
was 17 medals in 11 different
events, leaving the Toronto Varsity Blues a distant second.
The team was led by year IV
Human Kinetics student Kelly
Dinsmore, who was named
OWIAA athlete of the meet.
Dinsmore bad exceptional performances in five events, winning
gold in the long jump and triple
jump which were both meet
records. In the triple jump she
tied her Lancer record with a
jump of 13.01 m, making her one
of the few women triple jumpers
in Canada to jump over 13
metres.
The men's team also per-

(ling

Bob

[)elI

fin3

y

win
111e

formed well, winning the OUAA
title by 42 points over the Toronto Blues. The men won 16
medals in 13 different events,
capturing their fourth consecutive
title.
The men's team was led by the
outstanding performances of
fourth year student O'Brian Gibbons. He won both the 60 m and
300 m with impressive runs. He
also won gold in the 4x200 m
relay.
The secret of Windsor's success? While the teams were both
bit hard by graduation, the
women are still able to dominate
and the men, while not as much
of a powerhouse anymore, are
still one of the top teams in the
country and the best team in the
province. So why does Windsor
still win? According to head
coach Dennis Fairall, the reason
for the Lancer's prospenty is
their versatility. "We had a
strong effort by all of our athletes, many did multiple events.
A big reason why we were so
successful, is the balance we bad
Lance photo by Jerry Burrell
Double gold medalist Michelle King, above, running away from the
in every events," says Fairall.
Congratulations are in order field. Below, Lancer athletes crane their necks to watch a teammate.
Lance photo by Stephen Paniccia
for head coach Dennis Fairall and
assistant coach Molly Killingbeck. They were named
OUAA and OWIAA coaches of
the year respectively.
Fairall, however, was not
quick to take the praise all to for
himself. "These awards reflect on
the entire coaching staff. Our
coaching staff is dedicated to put
a winning product out year after
year. Every student should be
proud of the Windsor track and
field team."
Check out the Lance next
week for the results of the final
meet of the year, the CIAU
championships in Edmonton. II

Provincial track and field results
Friday March 4th
and Satw-day
March 5th, 1994
Women's results
60metres
1. DioMe Wright (TOR) ...... 7.55
2. VenolynClarke(WIN) ..... 7.72
3. Gisele Poulin {WIN) ... .... 7. 73

300metres
l. Venolyn Clarke {WIN) .... 39.55
2. Kelly Dinsmore {WIN) .... 39.56
3. Leanne Wail (OTI') ....... 40.82

600 metres
l Andrea Pinnock (TOR) .. l ·33.24
2. Sandra Tengalis (TOR) .. 1:33.74
3. Lauren Aldwinkle (OTI') • l ·34.04

lOOO metres
1. Lauren Aldwinlde (OTI'). 2:52.41
2. Jennifer Graham (WIN) . 2:52.91
3. Sandra Tenaglia (TOR) •. 2:55 54

1500 metres
l. Michelle King (WIN) .... 4:33.04
2. Jennifer Graham {WIN) .. 4;33 .21
3. Dana Cunningham (MAC) 4:36.88

3000metres
I. Michelle King (WIN) ...• 9:54.00
2. Tanya Rouse (YORK) .. I 0:09 .45
3 Crystal Garrett {WIN) .. 10· l 6. 79

60 metre hurdles
l. Karyn Humber (YORK) .... 8.62

2. Leanne Wall (OTI) ........ 8.65
3. Tracy Higgs (WIN) ........ 8.78

Men's results

4x200 metre relay

60 metres

1. University of Windsor .... l:40.78
2. University of Toronto ... .l :42.48
3. Univ. of Western Ontario .1:43.28

l. O'Brian Gibbons {WIN) .... 6.74
2. Trevino Betty (WES) ...... 6.78
3. Ellis Perryman (WES) ..... 7.01

4x400 metre relay

300metres

I.University of Windsor .... 3:51.93
2. University of Toronto ....3 :52.43
3. Univ. of Western Ontario .3:52.76

1. O'Brian Gibbons {WIN) ... 34.14
2. Clint Austin (RMC) ...... 35.34
3. Chuck Canfield {WIN) .... 35.73

4x800 metre relay

600metres

l. University of Windsor ...9:09.54
2. University of Toronto ....9:20.15
3. University of Waterloo ...9:32.13

1. Anthony Biggar (TOR) .. 1:21.10
2. Steve Radovich {WIN) ... 1:21.53
3. Ron Marelc(TOR) ....... 1:21.97

2. Univ. of Western Ontario 1:30.88
3. York University ........ 1:31.81

4X400 metre relay
1. Univ. of Western Ontario 3:22.49
2. University of Toronto ... 3:22.94
3. University of Windsor ... 3:22.99

4x800 metre relay
1. University of Windsor ... 7:37.36
2. University of Toronto ... 7:40.36
3. Univ. of Western Ontario 7:43.33

Highjump
1. Jason Thomas (TOR) ..... 2.07m
2. Mike Nolan (WIN) ...... 2.02m
. Shawn Wilcox (OIT) .... 2.02m
. Darren Cunningham (TOR) 2.02m

He':
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Athletes of the week
Kelly Dinsmore, a mem.

ber of the Lancer track and
field team, was named the
OWIAA Athlete of the
Meet. after winning four
gold and one silver medal at
the 1994 OWIAA Championships on the weekend.
Dinsmore won the long jump
and triple jump events, setting OWIAA records in
both. She also competed on
the gold medal winning
4x200 m and 4x400 m relay
teams, as well as finishing
second in the 300 metres.
Dinsmore is currently ranked
number one in the nation in
the long jump and the triple
jump beading into the CIAU
Championships.
Joe White, a Lancer
multi-events
specialist.
White scored valuable points
at the championships to help
the Lancers to their fourth
consecutive team title. The
third year Human Kinetics
student, recorded a personal
best in the pole vault. 4.80 m
to earn the silver medal, and
also won a bronze medal in
the shot put. White's perfor·
mance in the pole vault
ranks him third in Canada.

OUAA/OWIAA
Pat Osborne Basketball
Nancy Gyurcsik Basketball
Dana McCullough Basketball
Joanne MacLean (coach)
Basketball

OUAA/OWIAA
Track Results

Men
Windsor

Toronto
Western
York
Queen's
Waterloo
Laurentian
Ottawa

11

1. Anthony Biggar(TOR) ... 2:28.40
2. Mike Lander (WES) ..... 2:28.94
3. Jason Petro (WIN) . . . . . 2:31.81

Pole vault

Longjump

1500 metres

3. Andy Miller {WIN) ...... 4.70m

1. Kelly Dinsmore (WIN) ... 6.10 m

2. Gisele Poulin {WIN) ......5.96m
3. Gini-Lynn Girard (WIN) .. l 2.03m

1. Dave Lome (MAC) ..... 3:51.93
2 Jason Petro (WIN) ...... 3:52.99
3. Mike Rodgers (YORK) .. 3:55.03

Windsor

Long jump

Triple jump

3000 metres

l. Kelly Dinsmore (WIN) .. .13.0lm
2. Michelle Hastick (YORK) 12.38m
3 Gini-LyM Girard (WIN) .. 12.03m

1. Jeff Lockyer (TOR) ..... 8 :3 1.76
2. Troy Brunner (WES) .... 8:32.16
3. Rob Tyndall (WES) ..... 8:38.50

Shot put

60 metre hurdles

1. Irene Oeffling (TOR) . . . 12.98m
2. Sarah Leonard (QUE) . . .12.25m
3. Christina Melaney (LAR) .l l.89m

1. Chuck Canfield {WIN) ..... 8.17
2. Colin Lewis (TOR) ...... 8.29
3. Shawn Wilcox (OTI') ...... 8 49

Toronto
York
Western
Ottawa
Waterloo
Queen's
McMaster
Laurentian
Guelpb
Lakehead

4x200 metre relay
1 University of Windsor ... 1:29.14

1. Doug Wood (YORK) .... 5.45m

1. Steve Fruitman (QUE) ... 14.30m
2. Massimo Bianco (WIN) . 14.16m
3. Joe White {WIN) ....... 14.12m

1

Women

2. Joe White (WIN) ........ 4.80m

Shot put

25
18
15.33
10
4

lOOOmetres

1. Volker Seitz (TOR) . . . . 14.72m
2. Andrew Nunes (YORK) . 14.31m
3. Rob McKay (YORK) ... 14.l lm

29

RMC

l. WanitaDykstra(TOR) .... l.79m
2. Becky Bryan (WES) ...... l .76m
3. Lesley Morrison (QUE) .... 1.73

Triple jump

166.33
121.33
111
72

McMaster
Guelph
Lakehead

High jump

1. Trevino Betty (WES) ..... 7 .48m
2. Mike Nolan (WIN) ...... 6.90m
3. Craig Poole (WIN) ....... 6.85m
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Bob who? Wings gamble
- - By Robert D. Way
Sports Staff

surely you've got to be kid(liog me. I'm supposed to believe
Bob Essensa is going to lead
!)etroit to the Stanley Cup
flllals?
Yeah right. And I just might
win Wednesday's 649. Don't get
me wrong, I like Bob Essensa.
He's a solid, veteran goaltender
_ but that's all he is.
Do the Wings seriously think
(bey can win the Cup with just
solid goaltending? Is Essensa
really even better than Tim
Cheveldae anyway?
With proven playoff perfonners like Bill Ranford, Grant
Fuhr, and John Vanbiesbrouck
rxissibly obtainable, why Wings

GM Brian Murray would get Essensa I can't imagine.
I suppose I should have expected it though, as Murray's unwillingness to trade any of what
one might call Detroit's "core"
players is well known. But Bob
Essensa? Come on. Why not take
the gamble and go for the gusto?
"Maybe next year" has been a
familar refrain in Motown for
quite a few years now - bow
long does Murray think be has?
While no one doubts the
Wings have many young and
talented players, the fact is the
nucleus of the club is approaching, or has already past the age of
30. What's that saying? There's
no time like the present? Of
course, Essensa is but a backup
for the man who's really going to

take the Wings to the Cup, Chris
Osgood. Yeah right. And I might
just win the 649 again on Saturday too. I admit Osgood has
played terrific, sometimes great
for the Wings, but as a rookie, he
can't seriously be counted on
when it's going to matter most.
Oh, but hey, if Felix Potvin
could do it last year, then why
can't Osgood do it this year?
Well for starters, Potvin did it
behind a Leafs team committed
to back-checking and team
defence, not globalthermonuclear
offence. And secondly, no offence, but Osgood is no Felix
Potvin either. So when the Wings
fall apart come May, will it come
as a surprise? Not really. What's
that saying? A chain is only as
strong as it's weakest link?
I!

NBA wins over Ontario's Pro-Line
time and advertising space over
the next four years to promote
Sports Staff
Ontario tourism and the World
After 98 days of standoff, the Basketball
Championships.
NOP Ontano government agreed which are slated for Toronto in
to pull NBA games from the Pro- August.
Line sports lottery, as demanded
Now, with this standoff done,
by the league when it awarded an owners of Toronto's NBA expanexpansion team to Toronto last sion team can get on with naming
the team, finding a general
Sovember.
The settlement calls for the manager, scouting players and
NBA games to be dropped in Oc- building a $125 million arena.
Team president John Bitove Jr.
tober 1995 - a month before
wanted to build a new, $125 milToronto's team takes court.
In return. the league will con- lon arena on Bay and Dundas in
tribute S1.5 million in 1995 for time for the 1996-97 season. But
hospital research in the province it looks as if the opening will be
and upward,; of S100 OOO a year delayed, forcing tte team to play
annually toward television cam- two seasons in the Skydome, a
paigns against drug abuse, cluld less than intimate setting for the.
" m your face" action the game
abust: and domcsuc v10lcnce
A.,, well, the NBA will prov1de thrives on.
S1m..-e then, many peop
,vo tnilhon dollar-.; in televis10n

By Tyler Delben

feared that the NHL will soon
follow the same path. Fear not. It
won't happen.
Since Pro-Line began more
than a year ago, approximately
$185 million has been wagered
on the outcomes of NHL games.
Basketball generated $27 .5 million.
However, once the NBA
franchise begins play, Pro-Line
wagering on basketball might
have gone through the roof.
If there's no basketball wagering on Pro-Line, most of the
money Wtll likely shift lO hockey,

WE'VE MOVED
our WEST location
from 1722 Tecumseh Rd. W. to
e

1800 Huron Church Rd.
(next to Taco Bell)

• MORE CONVENIENT
• MORE PARKING
• With Student card, bk For Detlll,.
(Some rectricllona apply)

THREE GREAT LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU BEITER/
WINDSOR EAST

WINDSOR SOUTH

WINDSOR WEST

4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.

2643 Howard Ave.

1800 Huron Church Rd.

974-&ns

969-2os1

971-9952

ft's Right. ft's On nme. Guaranteed.111

WINDSOR
CREW
The Windsor Crew Rowing Club is
seeking coaching help for the
spring and summer season
commencing on April 15th.
* These ore poad port-time positions that require a
woriiing knowledge of both sweep and sculling
techniques.
* Experienced oarspersons and scullers ore also
encouraged to join.

lnt•rutad partlu pl•as• contact:
Micha•I T.tHv•99• - 969-0740

football or baseball. If there's no - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
hockey, there's no Pro-Line.
Wonder if the CFL would
force new members, the Lac:;
Vegas Posse, to e 1 Nevada to
give up 1t!> spon wagenng.
o
ton~- - - ~

On-Cainpus Student
Service pl'OViding
Professional Otltput at
Reasonable Rate$.
We Do:

.Yaa Pap. .
•Aauais
• Cov• Ldlcl"I
•OVafHtadl
• Group PraaltatiOM
•ACOSforas

•n,..

Full Fax Service
(incomi~ & 0t1tgoing) for

student$. Bin~
Photocopying & Lase!'
Copying Service

- Park along the river, jo9gin9, bike trail
- 5 minute walk from university
- furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
- fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
- captain's beds with storage drawers
- lounge with satellite & cable TV
- exercise and games room
- private study rooms
- Beach volleyball court
- parking and laundry facilities
- $279 & $399 includfffl utilities

•..tt-i• -

z.n~. Ut¥SI

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 1Oam-8pm

3885 Sandwich St. W., Windsor Ontario
Sunday March 20
Tribute to Def Leppard

AND

911 Walker Road

WINDSOR

v::iu Playoff

2S8· 11 S2

BASKEIIAll
Cd foilnfo.

Sun. Mar. 27

the ori,inal
CHEAP RICK

'

fever

Campus Recreauon's men's
floor hockey 1s currently approaching the end of the regular
season. in wbat has been the most
successful semester in recent
years. The three teams in Pool A
to watch out for are the Slapsbots. Jokers and the Hab-Nots.
While in Pool B. keep an eye out
for any of these teams: Nh1Shooters. 10 Little Indians and
the Bandits.
The playoffs start March 24.
There wil be a Captain's playoff
meeting on Thursday. March 17,
5:00 in room 204 in the Human
Kinetics Building.

Only $3.00 Cover , Tickets at California's

lee Hockey Standings
Pool A

Sunday April 3

RANDY BACHMAN
formerly of B.T.O.

=

Team ......... . ... WL T P
Bastards ........... 4 0 1 9
Late Night ......... 3 1 1 7
Sharks ............ 3 l O 6
Nantais ........... 2 0 2 6
, B52's ............. 3 2 0 6
Dozers ............. 2 2 1 5
HK Chiefs ......... 2 2 0 4
Caligula ........... 2 3 0 4
Hurricanes ........ . 1 2 0 2
Chiefs .......... . . 1 3 0 2
MBA ...... ....... 0 3 1 1
Lawyers on Ice ..... 0 4 0 0

I

B Division
· Wazoos .......... .4
JD's ............. .4
Ten Little Indians .. . 3
No Names ......... 3
Hillbilhes ......... 2
Cartier Hall .. •. ..... 2
Red Ones ......... 2
Cody Hall .
. ... 2
Warriors ..•...... 2
Greek Go<ls . . . . . . . . l

Shaved Apes ....... 1
Mac Hall 59' s ...... I
Brusiers ........... l
Renegades ......... 0
West End Stench .... 0

1
1
0
2
l
1
1
2
l
1
3
2
2
3
4

0 8

0 8
1 7
0 6
1
I
l
0

5
5
5
4

OJ
1
l
0
0
l

3
3
2
2
1

0 0

Lance photo by Robert D. Way
Lancer men's volleyball coach Mike Palenchar, a newlywed, has
stepped down from coaching the Lancers. He has been at the helm
for three years. The team finished in fifth spot in the OUAA West.

End of the road
game with a lay-up at the buzzer.
Gyurcsik set the pace for the
Lancer team, netting 21 points.
The Lancer women's basketOn the final day of action, the
ball team ended their 1993-94 Lancers met their league rivals
season on the weekend, compet- the Brock Badgers, in the coning in the OWIAA Champion- solation final. After a weekend of
ship tournament at Queen's tough close games the weary
University. On Friday March 4, Lancers were defeated by t.be
in first round play, the Lancers Badgers by a score of 73-52
were defeated hy a strong Nancy Gyurcsik in her la~t game
University of Ottawa Gee-Gees in a Lancer uniform scored 24
squad by a score of 59-56.
points.
Nancy Gyurcsik led th<.: Lancers
Overall. the Lancers bad a ~ucwith :?. l points.
cessful season finishing second
Heading into the consolation in the OWIAA West and sixth in
semi-final on Saturday. the Lan· thcOWIAA.
cers faced the Lakehead Nor'Nancy Gyurcsik and Dru1a McWestcn,. and t.he Lancers played Cullough were named to t.be
their third straight close game OWIAA West all-star team at the
against them this year. The Lan- Championship banquet, and bead
cers were victorious in all three, coach Joanne MacLean w~
including this one by a score of named OWIAA West Coach of
55-54. Wendy Langley won the the Year.

By Sports Staff
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By Concetta Buonaiuto
SP.t3c.ial ot the Lance ··
lt is ...~
accident that

no .

gov.erninenu:
use
/disappearances' and potitieal
killing~ .,~ silence · their <>pponents. i· .'A 'diSappear'.mce'
clouds i Oie identity of the

pe<>plt w.oo are ~sponsible. If

there is no prisoner, no body,
and no victim, then no one can

be{accused -Of having done

anything. Political .kitliligs
also allow the ~1,1thorities to
evade resp9osiliility. We
ptow uoming, they say. We
don't condone this, they· say.
Very often, government offi,cials create ~cial laws that
allow tbe people responsible

,for these crimes to .avoid any
inv~ion aoo·· =· account' a~ty. 1hiS is called impv.giiy. hnpuuity meaos that
governments. ex.empt / .frOUi
puni.-m -•ihose QldMduals
who ·.J.-tt, . responsible · ,fot
hum~ W: rights abuses. lmptmit, almost certainty means
mm. peopt~ who aoo~ buman
rights wjl) do so again and
again. Impuni'J.y is a.license to
kidnap ~ m•det on behalf
ot govemmerit>
But we r~~f9•forget~Jn.:ste~<we stand ffimly on the
·sid~ ,.... ()f memQry Mid we'
,,~ d· lj,stie_
.:,.,t ~ .Mem<>rY.

AROUND CAMPUS
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What do you
think about
lower cigarette
prices?

be

::mtaft$-

not i . O f ~ .lbe dis-

'appeared. ~ .the.mui~.lt

JC·
111d
IO

k
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"The
govemment is gouging people
who are hooked on cigarettes
and who are financing the
government.·

Ala Chawla
Year Ill Biology

Unjust policy won't right wrong
By Deborah Cook
Special to the Lance
Student,;,
professors,
administrative and cleaning staff,
along with other employees of
the university should take note of
the
Ontario
government's

~a.I

of

,

also :·~
wt'>:fkin8 !ot the
r~aace' -0t me di~
pe~ ~ u,mg to establish
the fale of. t'.Q<;JSe wht) ..~ not

Harassment and Discrimination
Prevention Policy for On1ario
Colleges and Uni versities. The
'It's about time they lowered
the price oif cigarettes.·

Kirk Hardy
Year II Social Science

"/'msad
because
it's going to be harder for me to
quit smoking. It's not worth
going to the States to buy
smokes anymore. •

Sandy Maladini
Year I Geography

'I'm
enjoying
the
lower price of cigarettes, but I
found that I am not smoking
frequently anymore. I want to
save more money.·

Stephen Cairns
Year I Education

policy has been in the making for
quite some time but most of us
never heard about it until Trent
University bucked the trend and
opposed the policy's central goal
of zero tolerance for harassment
and discrimination. Trent's opposition raised the ire of a number of the policy's core
supporters who accused Trent
professors and others of taking
part in a right-wing or anti~NDP
backlash. However this name
calling and ad hominem attack on
the opposition fails to address the
central concern raised by professors at Trent and elsewhere.
namely the issue of academic
freedom as well as the freedom
of thought, opinion and belief
granted to all Canadians by the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
The definitions of harassment.
discrimination and negative environment in the policy are so
vague as to be applicable to virtually anything that makes nearly
anyone at all feel uncomfortable
and offended. This will inevitably mean that self-censorship is
the order of the day inside and
outside the classroom. For example, I often treach Nietzsche.
Apart from offending people by
challenging religious belief altogether. it is well .known that
Nietzsche bad some rather sarcastic things to say about Jews
and Chritians alike, not to mention the Germans. the French and

the English
lf one takes a close look a tthe
policy, it says that any "vexatious
comments," related to "race, ancestry. place or origin. colour.
ethnic origin. citizenship. creed.
sex'' (the list goes on and on).
which are "known lo be unwelcome/unwanted, offensive, intimidating,
hostile
or
innapropriate," may not be uttered either inside or outside the
classroom (indeed, the policy
also seeks to regulate spe~h and
behaviour
off-campus).
So
Nietzsche has to go and others
will follow. My only alternative,
it would seem. is to 'present'
Nietzsche
differently
presumably as a dead, white.
right-wing crackpot who did not
have the bemnefit of being enlightened by the politically correct.
The phrase "is known or might
reasonably be known" (to be unwelcome. offensive. etc.) is also
open to interpretation. Who is
supposed to know, either
reasonably or not, whether someone is making a 'vexatious'
remark'? Is it the person making it
or the person judging it in the
kangaroo courts set up by universities? Am I (or you) supposed to
canvass students to find out
whether they are Jewish, Christian. etc. before I teach (or you
discuss) Nietzsche?
As a professor I am supposed
to be granted the freedom to discuss and teach regardless of
prescribed doctrine. I am also
supposed to be granted freedom
from institutional censorship.
Toe very existence of a governmt..nt policy which intends to curtail freedom of speech and action
seriously
threatens
these
freedoms. Furthermore, universities are supposed to be

autonomous institutions. By accespting
censorship
·from
above.' we compromise our own
autonomy.
Don't get me wrong. 1 have
launched both harassment and
discrimination suits. As a young
student. I wac; harassed by a certain well-known professor and
when I complained. no one
believed me. As a young professor, I was discriminated against
in hiring and the case is still
being considered by the Human
Rights Commission. Nonetheless, I tend to agree with the
statement recently issues by the
National Association of Scholars
in the United States. It points out
that "academic freedom and the
rights of individuals can be and have been - violated by the
misguided efforts to combat
sexual harassment." The statement goes on to say that "(t)oo
many insititutions have adopted
vague definitions of harassment
that may all too easily be applied
to attitudes or even the scholar's
professional views ... Worse, procedures have been widely
adopted that violate the canons of
due process. (New York Review
of Books, February 17/94. p. 5)
Harassement and discrimination are wrong. But the Ontario
government policy which attempts to right the wrong is unjust. We need more free and open
debate on this issue without
name-calling and without the fear
of reprisal that is so prevalent
whenever one attacks what bas
become establishment thinking in
Canadain universities. I call on
all students and professors to discuss and debate the fairness of
the government's policy.
t!

Deborah Cook is an associate
· professor in U ofW's department
of Philosophy.
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By Steven Snyder and Sarah Atkinson
Photos by Sarah Atkinson
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By now. we've have grown accustomed to the newly
renovated CAW Student Centre. Before we get too used to
it. why not tum a ruthlessly cntical eye to it...l mean, we're
paying for it.
A student centre should act as a collecbng point for all
the diversified currents of the university; a space which. by
its construction. invites casual as well as focused
,nteract1on. To work well. it should have a variety of spaces,
some multi-use, some specific. The architecture of the
building should be clear - as a place in the university, in
the larger city, and on :m individual user scale 01 more
subtle but equally cogent importance is the atmosphere
created by the spaces within.
The CAW Student Centre was designed by internationally
tamed architects Moriyama & Teshima, whose credits also
include the Ontario Science Centre.
The original design of the old centre stemmed from a
post-war functionalism. Its aesthetic was bright,
standardized, seNice-oriented. The services were
considerably less diverse than those of the current structure:
cafeteria, meeting rooms, auditorium, offices.
The new centre has its genesis in the original, and has
many elements of the organic period, as well as borrowing
from outside institutions. But does the sum of these parts
create a distincbve whole?

Well, let's take a walk ...
Standing outside in the parking lot, looking south at the
main facade ot the centre, the expanse of glass 1s
impressive In an otherwise bland compos1t1on. It's apparent
from the outside that the building is basically introverted.
The massing ot the centre in relation to the surrounding
bu1ld1ngs seems arbitrary; 1\ 1s obvious that the building is
designed from the inside out.

Let's walk around to the east side.
Here we find a well-scaled streetscape, the only urban
move given adequate consideration. This part of the outer
structure has all the special features: an eclectic collection
of showpieces, featunng a stainless steel overhang, a
designer curtain wall, a variety of quality brick and stone, an
arcade with steel mesh awnings, and a tower. And as also
seen on the front. pastiche clefts, with mechanical vents in
place of missing keystones.
The architects have thus created a stylistic stew, a
Hotsam and jetsam of current styles, without a linking plot.
While trying to cover too many bases, they Iail to obtain a
cohesive statement. For example, the arcade is a
straightforward combination of European urbanism and
industrial mannerism. There is no reinterpretation; no new
dialogue emerges from the attempted union of elements.
The building draws attention to Itself but has nothing new to
say. Is it a celebration of vanety, or a testament to the
confusion of the day?

Let's go inside.
The foyer area 1s well-considered. Designed at the user
scale, it has comfortable proportions. The individual phone
nooks have sunk-in wooden benches backed by wire-mesh
glass that allow for a view of the cafeteria and one of the
staircases. If this is any indication, we can expect the rest if
the interior to continue to engage the individual with
textures, matenals, and voyeunstic connections.

The next step is disorienting.
Once out of the foyer, how to move through the building
1s not so clear. Directly 1n front of us is a large empty room.
To the left, an ambiguous space that drains into three
defined areas. Three steps leave us standing between two
staircases. A few more steps and we're ln the atrium, the
Jewel of the CAW Student Centre.
The progeny of a galleria/office tower lobby, the atrium is
a first for Windsor: a grand four-storey public space with a
view of Assumption Church, the Ambassador Bridge, and
Parking Lot M (a Windsor reality check). Natural light floods
the area creating a spacious and comfortable environment.
(Is this the start of a cultural renaissance in Windsor? A
similar transition to the one in 15th century Florence?)
We are now in the cafetena: colourful half-walls, stainless
steel columns, circa 1970s, fabnc-wrapped ceiling joists,
shopping mall food court and wire-mesh seating, a copper
wall. What doesn't the caf etena have?
What it doesn't have 1s any distinct personality. In this
space the architects have merely dressed up the old
catetena. The result is an awkward renovation barely hidden
by the cacaphony of kitschy design elements.

Up the stairs to the second floor...
On reaching the upper level we find one of those
numerous dead ends in front of us, terminated by a window
that looks out to the north. The mezzanine has an airy open
quality. To the right following the perimeter of the mezzanine
we are led to a comfy lovers'/snoozers' comer. This 1s the
building's most intimate space - and with a view.
Making our way toward the east side, we are now
confronted by an undefined area: not quite a corridor, not
quite a room, but an oversized hallway - with a piano in it.
A host of unresolved design elements find their way into this
corridor: a collision of cuived wall, balcony, stairwell,
support columns.
The architects do have a sensibility for human-scaled
design. At its best, there are such elements as: well
considered lighting, material finishes, and well-assembled
details. At worst: poor1y proportioned squat columns,
claustrophobically overdesigned nooks and window/wall
arrangements, and a general suggesaon of clutter.
The Quiet Study lounge also falls into the aforementioned
discrepant pattern. On the one hand, there is the
space-age, monumental skylight and useful p1nboards details that work - and on the other hand, undersized
windows and cheap fluorescent lighting.

These small, narrow openings expose bits of life.

A pattern emerges: as soon as the architects get into an
isolated area they overdetail. The result 1s a collection of
finely detailed elements with little overall unity. It seems they
are designing by looking through a magnifying glass.
unable, or unwilling, to step back and see a larger picture.
They are most successful when the smaller spaces consider
the larger concept. The mezzanine spaces around the
atrium work with the atrium but also become good spaces
unto themselves, unhampered by gratuitous detail
Scaling down two flights ot stairs into the basement we
find ourselves in a down-scaled shopping mall featuring
plenty of glass - a good thing in itself. Glass allows the
passerby to view the action within, be it pizza-hacking.
pool-playing. photocopying, travel arranging.
The centre is a hybrid which has the elements of a
modern office tower lobby, suburban shopping mall and
modem civic centre. The generic funcbonality of the former
student centre has incorporated elements of the outside
environment, a collage of modem building types.
The university 1s no longer a self-contained reality but has
allowed the forces of contemporary society to become
manifest in the architectural expression of the student
centre. Is this a sign of an active re-evaluation of the role of
the university in terms of the idea of globalization or is it
representative of a philosophically exhausted institution?
There should be no doubt that the realization of
Moriyama and Teshima's CAW Student Centre raises the
level of architecture in Windsor. The building is thoughtful 1n
its consideration of its users. Its solid construction and
competent detailing well surpass the majonty of large
buildings erected tn the post-war era. In a town of
nondescript, poor1y designed, and badly built developer
brick and aluminum-sided buildings, the centre brings
Windsor out of the backwaters into the mainstream of
architecture in Canada.
(!
Steven Snyder is an architectural designer currently
working in Windsor. Sarah Atkinson is Lance Arts Editor.
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Tuesday, March 22
Assumption University Chapel hosts a
Mass and a cost supper beginning at 5
pm
"' The French Club meets at The French
House on Sunset Ave. at 11 :30 am.
"' Help for Headaches meets in CAWSC
Board Room from 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm.

~.A

DIVERSIONS

Thursday, March 24
Mass will begin at 11 :50 am at
Assumption University Chapel.
"' The Ontario Public Research Interest
Research Group (OPIRG-Windsor)
meets in the Law School, Room G104
from 4:00 pm to 5:30 pm.
JE The University Players with the School
of Music present the musical On The
Town, from March 24 to 27 and April 6 to
10. Call 253-4232, ext. 2808 for tickets
and showtimes.
l The Department of Geology presents
Dr. Ernest Yanful, from the University of
Western
Ontario,
discussing
Management of Mine Acid Drainage.
begins at 4:00 pm in Room 214 of
Memorial Hall.

Saturday, March 26
"' Windsor Board and Roleplaying
Gaming Society meet in the Rose Room
of Vanier Hall from noon until 11:00 pm.
Find out more about homeschooling at a
Home-education Open House at the
Resourceful Child Books tore, 131 Park
St. W. (at Pelissier).

JEMackenzie Hall Arts Express will be
viewing 17th century Flemish painting via
the Museum of Art Toledo. The bus ride,
tour and lunch at the Museum Peristyle
costs $59.50. To register call Patricia at
255-6877
The Greater Detroit Aquarium Society
will hold its annual Spring Tropical Fish
Auction at St. James Catholic Church
Community Centre (Woodward Ave. at
Pearson). For more information call (810)
377-2472 or (313) 533-3033.

l Wayzgoose, the Departments of English
and
Creative
Writing
and
Communications, and the Offices of the
Dean of Arts and the Writer-in-Residence
proudly present the colloquium of the
decade, Makin' McLuhan in McPherson
Lounge at 8:00 pm.

The English Society and Wayzgoose
presents a fellini-fest cabaret on
Friday, March 25 at 7:00 pm in
····· McPherson Lounge, Electa Hall. The
evening includes kamikaze bits,
surreal skits and lots and lots of
~ ·~
first-class wits. Admission $5.
l ,itJ
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JE The gala reading and celebration of The
Grand-Wayzgoose Fifth Anniversary will
be held at IONA College Auditorium from
10:00 am to 5:00 pm.
JE Garden Weasels play the Spotted Dog,
89 Riverside Dr. W.

l FANfare presents a discussion of
educational and employment equity with
Uof Wfaculty and administration and city
councillors from 11 :00 am to 2:00 pm in
McPherson Lounge, Electa Hall.

As part of International Women's Month,
a Take Back The Night Rally will form
>·~r""N""'}""A"'w"":1- -1-R-e--ac-ti'!'"'v-ati'!"'o_n_o_f_t_he_G_e_or-g-ia-n""'M_u_s-ic""""
outside the Grad House at 9:00 pm,
'' · ··•·/A
Society, all vocalists are invited to
followed by a Coffeehouse at 11 :00 pm .
.:m}t)
rehearse with the group every Tuesday at
Call 253-4232. ext. 4507 for info
·m:::=i:,:,:,:,}:0
7:30 pm in the Recital Hall of the School
of Music. For information contact Philip
l lntervarsity Christian Fellowship will
Adamson at 253-4232, ext.2784.
meet in the Oak Room, Vanier Hall at 5:30
pm. Don't forget to support the food drive!
1., Aboriginal Womyn Students and Access,
a lecture by Elizabeth Chamberlin,
Friday, March 25
Aboriginal Educator, begins at 2:00 pm at
the Grad House.
l The Association of Philosophical
l Window on the World, a film and speaker
Thinkers (APD presents /S.S.U.E, a
series, will focus on Guatemala wrth the
day and eveni!)g symposium. Guests
r;:{:A?:'rf;·
film When the Mountains Tremble, begins
from around the Great Lakes region will
r
7:00 pm at IONA College (208 Su~set).
speak on NAFTA, environmental racism
and white-collar environmental crime at
i
Palm Sunday celebrations at
the Freed-Orman Conference Centre,
Assumption University Chapel will be
Assumption University. A S3 minimum is
at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm.
requested to cover the cost of the
symposium. Registration packages.
l Dr. Christi Verduyn, Director of Canadian
including a schedule of events, will be
Studies at Trent University will be
available at the door or call 253-4232, ext.
lecturing about Ethnicity and Canadian
3567.
Writing. begins at 2:00 pm in the Rose
Room of Vanier Hall.
§ The International Students' Society
presents their annual Food and Culture
Wednesday, March 23
Night at Ambassador Auditorium,
CAWSC, begins at 6:30 pm. All students
1 St. Michael and All Angels Anglican
and staff are welcome. Admission is S12.
Church (8700 Jerome Street) in
For information call 253-4232, ext. 3491
cooperation with the Windsor/Essex
JE The Capitol Theatre presents I'd Race
County Prayer Book Society will be
i
You To The Top Of The Ladder, But My
conducting the Stations of the Cross, at
Run9 Is Missing, an evening of comedy,
7:00 pm followed by Holy Communion
)
music and drama with Taryn D., begins at
l
• Overseas Study and Work Fa,r will be
8:00pm
held in Salon A of the Ambassador
Audirorium from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm.

FANfare closes with a Anti-Racism and
D1scr,mination Community Walk. The
march begins at 1:00 pm in the parking lot
outside Assumption Church and will end
at City Hall Square

Sunday, March 27
Palm Sunday celebrations at
Assumption University Chapel will
begin at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm.

't.!li~il

Monday, March 28

.4,

' Blood Donor Clinic from 1:00 pm to 8:00
pm will be at the Windsor Branch (3909
Grand Marais Road East).

Tuesday, March 29

~~~~~/V!:1:

A video screening of A Matter of Choice
and Handmaid's Tale will be at the Grad
House at 7:00 pm.

i.&titi

I

I

'
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Any student interested in finding out more
about Multiculturalism m Canada and
wish to take an active part in forming a
Multicultural Society for next year can
contact John or Francis at 252-0331
Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw

KEY TO SYMBOLS
JEVisual and performing arts.

l Lectures, seminars, etc.
"' Club and society meetings

! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers

I

® Sporting events.

I
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Amsterdam for breakfast,
Paris for lunch, AEuropean Railpass
Milan for dinner• cmost
an help you getth_e
out of your tnp
Jj"
'
to Europe. There are
passes to suit every

C

lffENTION snDENTS!

Riverplace off-campusresidence
RESERVE YOUR ROOM NOW

I

~

budget and itinerary,
and we issue them
an the spat. To find
out more, contact
TRAVEL CUTS today!

--

rHere art a cogplt of samples of tht lDGIJ Earop1111 rapasses available ·
Youth flexipass
Youth Europass
Any 5 days in 2 months $344 3 countries, 5 days in 2 months $268
Any 10 days in 2 months $538 4 countries, 8 days in 2 months $382 1

::1RAVELCUIS

- Park along the river. jogging, bike trail
- 5 minute walk from university
- furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
- fridge & phone jocks in all rooms
- captain's beds with storage drawers
- lounge with satellite & coble N
- exercise and games room
- private study rooms
- Beach volleyball court
- parking and laundry facilities
- $279 & $399 includ&ffl utilities

F¥1--t• - f•51i-11Z¥il

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 1Oam-8pm

-

1·800-387-2887
(THAT'S 1-800-387-CUTS!)

Temporary help required
(preference w ill be given to f ull-time undergrads)

Last 2 weeks of August, 1994
All of September, 1994
All of October, 1994
All of January, 1995
All of February, 1995
New applicants must be available to work a
minimum of two full days per week (9 am-5 pm)

Skills required: typing, telephone, WP5.1, photocopying
Wage will be $7 .25 per hour.
Resumes must be received before 4 pm March 31, 1994
Mark resumes PR IVATE & CONFIDENTIAL and forward to
Students' Administrative Council, University of W indsor - Attn: Director of Finance
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Time for 4-day
work week
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Could a four-day work week solve the ma<;sive international unem~loyment problem? Canadian officiali. brought this idea to a global
audience at the latest G-7 summit held in Detroit. This idea has already been thrown around by Canada and France which have already
dabbled with the idea of the four-day work week.
This solutio~ brings vision to our demoralized economy, creates and
protects ~ore J?bs and will also give people the opportunity to improve therr quality of life.
In Canada this idea bas been proposed by union leaders who have
shown great vison in thinking of ideas in solving the unemployment
problem in Canada.
French guru of the four-day work week, Pierre Larrouturou claims
the idea will create two million jobs and a five percent increase in
productivity in his country. Productivity will increase due to the fact
that there is better morale and more efficent use of capital and labor
The biggest argument against the four-day work week is that it will
force people to take borne less pay. Unless the government would
take that money and use it to subsidize the workers. It is unfair that
Canada has 1.5 million unemployed while many workers work several
hours of overtime a week. It is going to be hard to switch people over
to this line of thinking especially coming out of a recession.
Innovation. and alternative ideas; are needed. Something, anything
needs to be done to cushion the human fallout from the new world
order
This idea is not just for job creation, it is for the protection of jobs
and to reduce operating costs.
What the government needs to do is penalize companies by making
overtime payments click in earlier or by requiring part-timers get prorated benefits package.
As nice as it sounds, it is a solution for the middle class. The middle
class ha<; been hit hard by the recession, and their electoral power has
forced the elite to find solutions.
But not surprisingly. the poor were left out in the cold by the G-7.
By failing to address issues like affordable housing. accessible education and fair taxes. the G-7 continues to ignore the needs of the poor.

~tters policx
The Lance .accept~ .and en-

edit for ~pace and clarity. Lcl·
tcts must include a signature
and a telephone number. Dead·

.courages debate about issues in
!be paper and society at lm-ge.
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the edit-Of ~.n;servc the right to
•
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line for letter~ is noon Friday,
unlesl) axr.mgements are made
with the editor.
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Can't complain
about centre
Dear Editor,
I disagree with the little
criticisms about the new Student
Centre m the article by Steven
Snyder (Deconstructmg ... ). I.
myself, can only be thankful for
it. I doubt that most of us who
use the Centre on a daily basis,
are going to stand outside in the
cold and evaluate it's "cohesiveness."
Snyder spoke of what the
centre may lack in personality,
direction, and architectural flow.
What he didn't concentrate on is
functionalism; the fact that I no
longer have to sit on the floor to
eat my lunch. The new centre is
bright, airy. easier to keep clean.
more spacious, and allows
patrons the choice of a quiet,
secluded nook. or a large. open
gathering spot. There are no
more stained walls. stained carpetting. long lines or cafeteria
tables with no chairs.
Every day. there are buildings
being raised which are ugly and
very 111-planned. This one is
neither and I'm not about to complain.
Carolyne Regan

Professor
replies
Dear Editor,
The letter from Ms. Tukes.
published in the Lance (March
14). is a serious distortion of the
facts. Her letter makes it sound a<.;
though I handed back the marks
with a sadistic vindictiveness.
and that I refused to permit Ms.
Tukes even to discuss the matter.
This is not what happened. of
course. Before I returned the first
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The "significance" of
the tuition delays
If you've been following the tuition intiea-;e saga. you've read
words like "significant" and "'substantial" until your eyes popped out.
You·ve read these ambiguous word,; because Education Minister
Dave Cooke will say nothing more. Considering the outrageous
proposals we've seen. this is irresponsible.
Cooke should have stated what range he was considering. so s1udents and universities could plan next year.
The irresponsibility has become cruel over the past few months, a"
the announcement has been pushed back time and time and time again.
The ministry now says it will be made late this month or in early
April.
We needed concrete answers a month ago, to dccide ii they will attend school or enter the work force. Will rcturnmg students find summer johi. to absorb the hikes?
Universities arc in thl; same boat. Subsidies to the ca,h strapped insututions will he cut. It· s likely there will be last minme axing of
programs throughout Ontario.
r-
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LETIERS TO THE EDITOR
set of tests and essays. I infonncd
the studentl> that the marks were
a problem and, as such, I would
give them the option of rewriting
their essays. without penalty. and
with the help of myself and the
TA. Ms. Tukes, at this point.
spoke out in a most discourteous
and agitated manner. She persisted to disrupt the cla-;s with a flurry of incoherent and angry
remarks. In 23 years of teaching,
Ms. Tukes' outburst in class and
the slanderous letter she sent to
the Lance is the first and only instance of disrespect I have encountered in the classroom. The
more .Jhan 3 500 student,; I have
taught could verify this.
B.L. Whitney, Ph.D.
Professor

T.A.replies
Dear Editor,
In response to the letter from
Ms. Tukes. I am the TA for that
class. I marked the papers and 1
have made mvself available to
the students for extra help for
their re-writes. A number of students have taken advantage of the
help I have offered, but Ms.
Tukes has been notably absent. I
have received five complaint<;
regarding Ms. Tukes· behaviour
from ber clas;smates. They told
me she became verbally abusive
upon receiving her mark, rather
than listening to anything the
Professor had to sa)'. The students expressed dismay and embarassment over her uncontrolled
behaviour and they praised Dr.
Whitney for his rcsttaint As I
understand it. from the serious
students who have come to me
for assistance, Ms. Tukes ba'i
taken the offensive here as a
smoke-screen to deflect the focus
from her own intolerable be-

haviour. As a student I have
been fortunate enough to have
taken a number of courses from
Dr. Whimey. I have found him to
be
encouraging,
supportive,
humane, and sympathetic. Ms.
Tukes has concocted a portrait of
Dr. Whitney that in no way
resemhles this professor.
Catherine Diodati
Year IV Religious Studies

No parking

problem at U
ofW
Dear Editor,
I own the car on the right in
your March 14 picture of the tennis court parking lot. and I wa<;
the one legally parked. Your
photo proves that there is no
parking problem at the U of W.
The problem is that students are
unwilling to look into opuons.
Jon Ricci's SS pennit plan is
an excellent example of an op·
tion The tennis court parking lot
behind the St. Dennis Centre is
absolutely huge. yet I have not
seen more than four cars in the
lot. Yes. this lot is one km from
the mam campus. That sounds
far, but considering the average
person walks at five km/hr over
flat ground, it is only a 12 minute
walk. It generally takes me 10
minutes. By the time I find a spot
in the pay and display lots I could
already be at school. It disturbed
me to read that only 15 students
had inquired about the five dollar
pcnniL-;, and that only 1 student
had purchased one when your article wa'i written. More student,;
should look into this option. The
walk isn't that long and you will
never have to bunt for a parking
space.
Another option to the pay and

display parking is to leave your
car at home. There are other
means of transportation. Carpool·
ing. cycling, or taking a bus allows you to leave your car in
your free parking space at home.
These oplions also allow you to
do you part for the environment.
I live in St. Clair Beach - 21
km by bike from the U. It takes
me 30 minutes to drive to school.
then another 10 minutes to park
and walk. for a total of 40
mmutes. It takes me l hour to
cycle. Considering the S20 a
week cycling saves me on ga,;,
I'm saving six dollars for every
extra hour spent cycling. If you
live closer to the university. it
won't require such a long ride. If
you live less than seven km
away. you actually save 1ime by
cycling. Of course this distance
estimate is conservative since
you can cycle shorter distance~ at
higher speech.
There is no parking problem at
U of W. There is ample parkmg
for those willing to spend their
time walking instead of searching
for a parking spot.
Students should stop complaining about parking at U of W
and act to solve the problem
themselves by changing their
parking and tra.nspor1a11on habll:,.
Jamie Halpin
Year II Great Lakes Biology

Error
An editing mistake in last
week's Lance ommitted the followmg sentence from a letter by
Margaret Gold and others: "The
following weekend the Political
Science Association held it,; third
annual Mock Parliament which
wa,; a great success.'' The Lance
apologizes for this mistake.
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East Timor suffers
human rights abuses

The Lance is accepting
nominations for the
fortowing positions
for the
1994-95 publishingyear:

By Jeff Klaehn
The Excalibur

In East Timor. genocide continues
daily.
Amnesty International maintains that
200 OOO Timorese have died since the
1975 Indonesian invac;ion as a result of
killings. induced disease and starvation.
Hwnan rights ahuses are common
place: summary executions. polittcal
imprisonment and torture continue
daily.
Just north of Australia. East Timar
was inhabited by self-sufficient indigenous people until it wac; coloni,ed
by Portugal in 1520. A civil war began
in 1975 after Portugal announced its
plans to grant independence to its
colonies.
With no signs of Western disapproval, Indonesia invaded, just one day
after a visit from US President Gerald
Ford. And strangely, both Canada and
the US abstained from the United
Nations' resolution that called upon Indonesia to withdraw from East Timor.
At the time tbe US believed that Indonesia President Suharto's anti-communist and pro-military regime would
secure the region against Soviet expansion .
Canada the third largest investor in
Indonesia. silently condoned the invasion by not supporting the UN
resolution. In fact. two months after the
invasion, Canada gave Indonesia $200
million in aid and in July of 1976, effectively recognized Indonesia's annexation of East Timar.
Over the years. the Timorese were
forced from their mountain homes into
the lowland military settlements, where
there was little access to water and the

News editor
Associate news editor
Sports editor·
Arts editor
Features editor
Photograph~ editor

Associate
photography editor

··:}·

Nom1nations for these
positions close 5 pm
Monday., Marc_h 28»
.,.

A candidate forum
will be held at t he
March 28 staff meeting. , .
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warm for fanning
Here the md1genous people died of
starvation and diseases. predominant1v
malaria.
·
Still today. the induced starvation
continues to extract the lives of those
forced to live in the camps and lhe
tradition of self-reliance that had
flourished for over four centuries ha,
heen destroyed.
In May of 1993. Xanana Gu~mao.
leader of the East Timor resistance
movement. was tned and sentenced lo
life in prison for possessing firearms
and "rebelling" against the brutal and
illegal occupation.
Gusmao is a prisoner of conscience.
Oraganizations, like Amnesty and
the International Commission or
Jurists, were not allowed to anend bis
trial. Gusmao is allowed no visitorsnot even family members concerned
about his health. The International Red
Cross bas also been denied access to
Gusmao.
Ma'Huna,
formerly
Gusmao's
deputy, took the reigns of the Timorese
resistance after Gusmao. Now he's imprisoned, too. Sources say that he is
now being deprived of sleep and being
subjected to interrogation for refusing
to sign statements supporting the "integration" of Eac;t Timor and Indonesia.
There are far more cases of ma,s
human rights abuses. Western journalists watched as Indonesian soldiers
fired on a group of unarmed Timorese
outside a Santa Cruz cemetary on
November 12, 1991. And at least 2551
Timorese have been reported "disa1r
peared" since the massacre.
Violence against a nation and 1t,
people reigns, as the Western world sirs
only as a silent ohserver.
~
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CAMPUS CLIPS

President for a day
Kelly Elliot promises no
tirings or major shake ups
during her reign as SAC
President. After, all she's
only SAC president for a

day.
Her essay was chosen best
out of all of the applicants
[or the prestigiuos position.
"I'm excited," said Elliot.
"l can· t wait to see bow
things work up there (not
I JUSt what she reads in The
l wnce)" who will get the
president's one day pay.
In return, Elliot' s friends
gel to hang out with SAC
president for a year, Jon
Ricci, as he attends her classes. Her reign begins Tuesday. March 22.

FANfare here
This week FANfare is on
campus and in city schools.
The Freedom Action Netwok kicks off the AntiRacism and Discrimination
week. See diversions for
-.chcdule of events.

Envirosymposium
Folks concerned about the
enviromnent will be gathermg Friday at the Association
of Philosophical Thinkers
Environmental Symposium.
There will be seminars and
workshops on issues such as
Environmental
Racism.
White-Collar Environmental
Crime. and NAFTA's irnpltcations on the environment. It takes place Friday.
\iarch 25, from 9 am to 10
pm at the Freed/Orman
Centre (The new wing of
Assumption College).

Survey says
Tbe SAC survey of students is in, and it doesn' t
mean much.Of the 500 surveys, only 95 were returned.
and 74 per cent of those
were from the residence students.
"There weren't enough
replies to get an accurate
\;ew of student opinions,"
said SAC vice-presdient
university
affairs
Steve
Alexander. who set up the
survey. Those students who
replied were generally satisfied with the pub. but not
happy with SAC's communication with students.
Most of the replies said that
all SAC executive positions
should be elected. Currently,
only two of the four executive positions are elected.

Now that the big show in
Detroit is over, both students and
unemployed workers are left
wondering just when the jobs are
going to start rolling in. Officials
and skeptics of the G-7 seem to
agree that no one should be holding their breath as a result of this
year's summit.
The central theme of this
year's G-7 conference and associated protests held in both
Detroit and Windsor, focused on
the
international
problems
created by increasing unemployment.
Previous attempts at solving
critical economic issues and
policies by the G-7 have been

s no solutions to students
less fruitful. This year's summit
leaves hints of more of the same.
Many students and job-seekers
are cynical about what such
gatherings accomplish.
A business graduate, Jim Comisky expressed little hope for improvement in the employment
situation as a result of the G-7
summit. "There· s just no jobs out
there, simple as that, skilled or
otherwise," he said.
A lot of students said the G-7
meetings are nothing more than a
"a prestigious sham." U of W
business professor Al Morgan
maintains "we have seen many
G-7 meetings and little came out
of them. A lot of these conferences end up as glorified meetings."
Despondent attitudes and a

loss of patience with the G-7 led
local organizers to hold the
peoples G-7 conference on Tuesday at the CAW Local 444. The
meeting was open to the public
and sponsored by the Windsor
and area Coalition for Social Justice.
Among the proposals at the
local conference were more small
business incentives, better training, and global labour laws
aimed at attaining a zero-unemployment policy. Also suggested was a world wide walkout
in which every worker stayed
home for one day
G-7 representatives assert that
one of the most vital responses to
the unemployment situation is
the re-training of the workforce.
However, those at the people's

conference and many students
dispute the effecuveness of such
a solution.
Co-ordinator of the Third
World Resource Centre Geoff
Schmitz refers to the G-7's curriculum as "a rich man· s agenda," and asserts that their
suggestions have consistently
missed the mark. ''Re-training for
what? If you don't have the jobs.
it won't help. A lot of people
have been on the training merrygo-round for years and years," he
said.
Solutions and proposal implementations
aside,
voters
demanded action on the unemployment situation and G-7
representatives say the summit
addressed the issue.
l!

Equality part of the revolution
By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor

The intricate link between
feminism and social justice issues are evident at a theorectical
and practical level according to
the discussion of local activist<;
and students at the U of W.
Anne Schenk, of Detroit's Organization in Solidarity with
Central America (OSCA). said
that pac;t social justice activists
thought "when they're finished
with the revolution they will deal
with women's equality.'' But
women involved in social justice
movements feel that "the issue of
women's equality bac; to be addressed as a part of any revolutionary change."
Students and faculty at a discussion group facilitated by
Canterbury College, explored the
link between feminism and social
justice movements. coming to
similar conclusions. Dr. Anne

Forrest, U of W professor of
business administration, said thal
"in exploring the meaning of
feminism, feminist action for social change is clearly a matter of
social justice."
One of the basic assumptions
of feminism is the struggle for
equality, so the concept of activism for social justice inevitably comes mto play. Feminism's
concern with issues of power and
privilege. and the notion of equal
power distribution arc common
themes of socialism.
'"I see the issues of women
being at the centre of social
change work for a I OOO
reasons." said Schenk. "women
often suffer more because of injustices, like poverty. unemployment. lack of day care."
Lolitta Ghandikota a ma<;ters
student in business. explained the
difficulty of gaining acceptance
for social and feminist struggles.
"Those in the status quo will be

maintained. some people are not
going to give up their privilege."
But some are accepting their
power and privilege. and acknowledging the need to share.
Discussion organizer, Kenneth
MacKendrick said "as a male
feminist. I recognize the need for
my own disempowerrnent because society ha,; superempowered me."
Fanning relationships with
men. creating support networks.
and starting to talk about what
constitules a "real man" are all at
issue in rapidly growing men's
movement'>. The danger of male
"appropriation" of the women· s
movement can be addressed by
men's willingness to ·'following
a lead. supporting feminists but
not taking charge of leadership
roles," explained Forrest
The need to address men's involvement, education, and action
is at the forefront of discussion.
Local activist, Judy Remigio

explained that in the labour community people have just "started
to listen to what women have to
say.'' and there has been "a lot
more of an effort to start perceiving women as equals."
Although women· s issues are
gaining prevalence within activist
groups, sometimes "it seems like
talking about women· s issues is
only a woman thing," said
Schenk. Events that address
women's issues do not usually
draw men. although they are
meant for men and women mvol ved in OSCA.
Schenk .~aid that "it's hard to
bring a group together to do
some sort of social change work
and bring feminism into that
work" on a practical level.
But the success of student and
activists in keeping women's issues on the adgenda in social justice movements illustrates that
while there is still work to be
done. it is "in process."
!

Student rernernbered for gentle disposition
By Holly Mcintire
News Staff

Stephen Fenkanyn's ear-toear smile and gentle disposition
will live long in the hearts of
those who knew him.
On Sunday March 13,
Fenkanyn - a 22-year old U of
W student, was severely injured
in an aparunent fire. and had lo
Jump from the second story to
escape. Tragically. be died the
next day after undergoing
surgery to treat third-degree
bums over most of bis body.
Margi Forte. a close friend.
wa,; at the hospital after he was
admitted. "This is the type of
,,uy he was; he wa, the one who
;as burned, and he· s telling me
not to worry. He promised me

be was going to make il. I don· t
know a person who wouldn't
worry about themselves in that
situation .. .! feel like I lost the
most important friend I had."
At bis funeral lac;t Tuesday
morning, all 400 seaLc; in St.
Vladimir's cathedral were filled.
as friends stood in the aisles.
Forte said, ·'Steve never would
have known that all those
people cared for him. He wa-;
very insecure. He needed his
friends." In attendance were
alumni from Walkerville Secondary School, a<; well as friends
from all over Ontario. At the U
of W. flags flew at halfma._t,
Fenkanyn's brother, Stefan
said. "Stevie had a special gift
that everyone he met he
befriended, and everybody liked

him for that.."
Forte said that Fenkanyn's
friends were the most important
thing to him, ''He had a really
strong heart. He's the type of
person who would stop what he
was doing for himself, and do it
for you."
Forte said Fenkanyn bas had
a difficult life and had to overcome many hangups in the past
year. "But lately.'' sbe said;'be
was finally happy with himself."
Fenkanyn was a big sports
fan. many remember him playing on Walkerville's basketball
and football teams.
Fenkanyn was greatly involved at St. Vladimir's church
in the Canadian Ukranian Youth
Association, and displayed his
musical talent in the youth or-

chestra.
Father
Michael
Skrumeda said that Fenkanyn
wac; cherished in the church by
the young and old who lovingly
called him Stefanko.
"He always had a twinkle in
his eyes," be remembered. "he
was an extremely gentle person.
who never expressed any anger.
He had so much energy."
"If you asked me who are
Steve's friends, I would say
everyone," said Jane Rizkallah.
Forte said, "It shouldn't have
been him. I would never wish
that on anybody, but we all
thought Steve would always be
there."
Steve Fenkanyn will always
he wiU1 his friends in spirit, for
the kindness and sincerity he
showed in his life.
l!
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Parking plan reviewed
By Tran Longmoore
Co-News Editor

Lance photo by Jeff Holmes

Artist's rendition of the designs for a new Vanier cafeteria (detail).

Vanier revamped
congestion. modernizing the tray
return system. and improving
News Staff
presemation of the food. said
Vanier 1s getting a facelift this Linda Smith. head of Food Sersummer
\'iccs.
The Vanier ·servery' and
Both Sanson and Smilh agree
dining ball was built in 1967 to that modernization ts essential in
provide food for 700 residence the renovation plans. They exstudents. Since then demand ha-; plained I.he current set-up at
tripled. but I.he facilities have not Vanier is outdated and worn out.
been expanded
Sanson and Smith think after
Zora Sanson. assistant depart- renovations are completed Vanier
ment head for Food Cicrviccs, will provide a welcoming atmossaid I.bat I.he renovations arc phere. ·utilizing contemporary
needed to provide a pleasant and equipment and furnishings.
efficient dining atmosphere.
Stephen Pearce. a year IV
"Perception of quality and value psychology student said that the
1s the key to providing effective facility is long overdue for a
food service, This perceptton is change ancl most ,tnrlents will
created through presentation and appreciate the renovations. "Stumerchandismg of products in a denL'i will recogni,e that their
modem, ckan, and trendy en- money is going towards a facility
vironment."
that is u,ed every clay.'' he said.
But not all students feel that
Residence students have been
voicing their concerns Ill surveys Vanier is a high priority project
and through the Food Services during such difficult economit'
Advisory Board (FSAB). Mo'-1 times. "The university 1s be!ter
<.tudcnts ,aid they arc unhappy off spending money towards a
with t11e facility because 1t is out· more useful cause The um,·erslly
elated, overcrowded. dark, and can't afford to spend money on
small things." said year III comunappcahng.
Congestion at check ouLs. m- mumcations .,tudent. Ana Bela
fh..x1ble m1htary style seating, Azevedo.
Smith said that all.hough Food
:md the lack of natural hght has
madt: dmmg m Vanier gloomy at Serv1ees will recieve no benefits
by
renovaung
best. So m 1992-9\ FSAB financially
focused therr attention on student (residence studenh are a guarenconcerns - updaung and refur- teed market) Vanier, "it's all for
b15.hing the atmO\phere. resolving the front ot the house "
::!

By Alison Dennis

SAC president Jon Rice, may
not go to city ball after all.
Originally. Ricci was to
demand that tlle City of Windsor
suspend pennit parking around
the U of W between the hours of
9 am and 5 pm, at a March 21
city council meeting. But SAC's
plans to create more parking
spaces for students may be altered after Ricci meets with City
Councillor Sheila Wisdom this
Tuesday.
Last week Ricci and Wisdom
had a brief but fruitful conversation. "She told me that permit
parking is a one-year trial that is
is going to be evaluated over tlle
summer. So it may be premature
to demand any changes until I.he
evaluation is made." Depending
on tlle outcome of I.he converstation, Ricci may still bring the
motion to city council in April.
According to Wisdom. U of W
business professor Alfie Morgan

is conducting a poll of area resident5 to find out how they feel
about permit parking. Permit
parking wa,; implemented after
intense lobbying by the University Arca Rate Payers Association, which is made up of
members of the surrounding
community. Residents complained about the lack of parking
spaces, noise, and vandalism.
·'I understand that the U of W
and its students bring a lot to this
city. Their parking needs must be
addressed," said Wisdom. "But
the people (residents) I've
spoken to say they are happy
with permit parking. Should tlle
students demand that permit
parking be banned, expect a
tough fight from the community."
Rate Payers spokespersonDavid Flett, echoed Wisdom.
"You bet that we'll push city
council to make permit parking
permanent. Students swarmed
like vultures to get spaces on our
streets. Now, it's fantastic."

Flett said that lhc neighbor.
hood is safer now, too "It wa\ a
mess before. There were car,,
zooming up and down the strecL,
beer bottles all over our lawns·
damaged property, and lots or
strangers walking around. Now
when you see someone on
street, you know that it's a ncighbor. It's given us a better sense or
a community."
Ricci believes tllat adjusting
the hours of pennit parking, so
students can park in the area
from 10 am to 4 pm, is a corn.
promise. Flett doesn't think so.
''That's precisely when we
need it. Some people work at
night, others may need to make a
trip in tlle day time and come
back home to find their SPot
taken."
He hopes to iron out some of
the problems, such as I.he black
market for permits, when the rate
payers go back to city council 10
April. Ricci is aware that if he
takes the issue to city hall he will
have a fight on his hands.
~
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Women denied access to justice system
By Robert D. Way
News Staff

If Canadians wish to have a
justice system which is accessible to all, then the legal profession must change. according co
Ontario's Attorney General,
Marion Boyd.
Boyd. Ontario's first female
Attorney General, made the comments during an hour-long discussion last Monday about
women and access to justice. in
the faculty of law , Moot Court.
Boyd. who is also the minister
of Women's ssues. cited the
need to replace what she termed
the "archaic" language used in
courtrooms.
Such language work5 like
technical jargon. and becomes inaccessible to non-experts. It is
often implicated in tenns which
are discmmnatory to women and
other mmority groups
"(Clients of tlle justice system)
need rnfonnation in an accessible
lonn; they need inlonnauon that
will encourage them to a-,k quesuons We all have an obhgauon
to talk ahout the justice system in
a way. whether it's with our
friends, families. or m the variom,
community enterprises that we
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Lance photo by Robert D. Way
Attorney General Marion Boyd addresses gathering at Moot Court.

have. to try and de-mystify I.be
justice system.''
Boyd said only after such barriers have first been identified,
then
dimantlcd,
will
I.he
"mysteriousness" of the justice
system disappear. and access for
women and other mmonty
groups be possible.
The aim 1s to encourage the
federal government to focus on
discrimination which is built into
the system - as idenuficd earlier

this year by the Commission on
Systemic Racism in the Ontario
Criminal Justice System.
Emily Carasco, a U of W La\\
professor. felt the Attomei
General's discussion was en·
couraging, hut stated words ar~
meaningless until acted upon.
"The Atomcv General can sa)
everything she ~vant'- to say hul 1!
there isn · t a response on our part.
then nothing much is going 10
change."
!

TEACHING
ENG LISI I
IN POLAND
IF YOU IIAVF 'II JU
TES! 1 RAll',;lrs<:
anJ EXl'ERILNCE
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·ALL NEW MENU
LUNCHES UNDER $5.00
Food with \I:I.£A.IC.T lwithout the~
up prices

~EI> I

our !TI-IUR.SD..AYI prices are !':ratO."rWOi low _

Call for information
977-6583
BUSES leave from the U. starting at 8:30pm
Free Parking Next Door

80 1 Ouellette Ave.

MON! IILY LOCAl SAi ARY
FREE ACCOM00/\1 ION
•nJ I\IFAl.5
MEDICAL INSURANCE
VOLUNTEERS l'A Y TIILIR UWN
AIR FARES

For dcl•II• •nd •ppllcalion
lomis cont•cl:
Education •nJ Tralnlni; l'roi;ra,n•
for PolanJ
425 Adcl•ldc St. W., 5th rlnnr

Toronto, Ontario 1\15V 3CI
Tel: (416) 392·0503
faJC: (416) 392-1085
T/,is 11rogram is financially s111111orted
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Ministry pushes back
tuition announcement
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By Tran Longmoore
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Co-News Editor

La~l week the Ontario NDP
government announced that it
would be another "few weeks"
beforl.! a tuition announcement is
111ade because it is not yet sure
how it will allocate its federal
transfer payments. Sources at the
;vtinistry of Education say the announcement will be made late
next week or early the following
v.cek.
Since last August Education
.\1imstcr Dave Cooke ha,; been
promising a "significant" increa<;C m tuiuon fees.
In the past, tuition announcements have usually been
made m late fall or early winter
Tots year. however, the announcement has het:n pushed
back :-cveral tunes
Originally. sources at the ministry said an announcemcnt was
to be made in late November
hefore Cooke postponed the announcement. Then it wa-. to he
made in December but Cooke
halked, claiming that he still
needed to talk it over with his
cabinet. In a December session at
Queen's Park. Cooke said that he
expected to make his announcement at the beginning of
the new year - and again there
was no announcement
Most recently Cooke said that
the decision would be made after
the Feb. 22 federal government
budget was announced. Immediately following the budget
announcement, Cooke said the

announcement would be made
within the week
Concerned students will have
to wait at lea~t "a few more
weeks." said education mmistry
spokesperson Michel Rodrigue.
"Because of the freeze in
transfer payments. Premier (Bob)
Rae ha,; some tough decisions to
make. Government health and
education spending will have to
be cut. and it's going to take a
while to decide where the cuts
should
be
made,"
said
Rodnguez
He said Ontano is beim?
neglected by the federal govern:
ment. "Ontario has 35 percent of
the workforce hut 1s gctung only
26 percent of the federal transfer
payments. We were hoping that
Liberals, unlike the Conservatives, would recognize this."
The tuition matter still has to
go before the Policy and Priori1y
Board of the Ontario Cabinet
before the final decision is made.
Immediatley after the budget
was released, Cooke said that the
freeze in transfer payment<; will
increase 1uition fees "suhstant1ally'' and force further cuts in subsidies to universities, colleges,
and school hoards He would noi
confinn or deny reports from
Toronto which say 1uition will go
up 20 percem over two years.
The report also claim that the
NDP cabinet is planning to cut
subsidies to universities by three
percent.
Michelle Robbidoux, of the
Canadian Federation of StudentsOntario (CFS-0). called the

What, there are only 3
Issues of the Lance left?
Relax. You can still
catch the Lance vibe.

The News section is
delays frustrating and irresponlooking for writers and
sible. "There have been some
ridiculous
figures
thrown
opinion pieces for our
around." said Robbidoux, referlast issues. Even if you're
ring to rumoured increa..,es of up
just looki ng to get
to 40 percent. "There arc stuinvolved next year, stop
dent<; who may or may not attend
by t he office or call
school next year if the figure is
253-4232, ext 3909
really high. The government
can't keep puttmg it off."
Ask for Teena or Tran.
CFS-0 believes that Cooke
bas deliberately delayed the an- l..!:~=~::!=~~==--- -- -- -- - - - -~
nounccment to weaken backJa.,h. r.;>i
f ~~
"I think tha1 Cooke is trying to ~
~
weaken the student's resolve.
Students have been pet.itioning,
demonstrating and occupying the
minsiter's office since November
Q
but are getting frustrated because
~ CP
there ha,; been no announcement.
~
It' s tough to keep the fight
going," said Robbidoux, who ha,
headed the campaign against tuition inlTea.,es. She believes that
the government respects the
power of the student movement.
U of W SAC President Jon
Ricci is also "frustrated" by the
delays. He recently addressed
Cooke at the Windsor Raceway.
"They didn' t tell me anything
new. Their ambiguity makes it
difficult for students who arc
debating whether to go to school
or look for work."
Meanwhile, U of W president
Ron Ianni isn't thrilled about the
delays either. ··1 understand that
government is dealing with a difMen & Thurs: Chieken Wing• $.25
ficult budget. But it's difficult to
Men & Tues: Deal• fer $2.50
make plans when we don't kno\\
what we are dealing with."
1699 Wyan•ette Street Weit
- with reports from G. Bruce ~
Rahton. I1ie Varsit)
I! ~
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Nail & Aesthetics
421 Pelissier St. 977-7822

H your nails are not
becoming to YOU...

~~':rt:~t~:i

· Sprin Special!
- a new set

N

SERVICES

!I

acrylic nails for $30 (regularly $5St

- fill ins for $25

- free brow wax with bikini wax for $17 (regularly $ 25)

• with valid student card

Between 50 and 70 companies
will be offering great buys
in computers, games, software,
shareware, peripherals, courses.
Whether you are buying for home or college, this is the place
to go. You will even be able to find ideas, information and
membership details from local computer clubs. Admission is $5
(including PST and GST), but you can save $1 by bringing this
ad. Not valid with any other coupon. Children 10 and ur-der
free. Hours 11 AM to 4 PM.

(APA & other styles)

Specializing in term papers,
reports & tnese

Call Roni at 253-5501
Typing, typing, typing: fast, accurate, WPS.1 - S1 .SO/page APA format, legal format (McGill
citation) - laserprin11ng available.
Call 256-4848.

BSA Typing Service

201 Riverside Dr W. Windsor

(Days, evenings, weekends)

FOR RENT
2 bedroom unit for rent. Five
minute walk to campus. Available
May 1 1994 Call and leave message for Jim Lovell anytime 9772615.

VOLUNTEER
Can you write, draw or proofread?
The Lance always needs help in
producing your studert paper. Come
to our staff meetings, Mondays at
6:00 pm in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre and volunteer

I .,

)I -

secretary
Assumption University Building
(Between U.C. and Ambassador Bridge)

University of Windsor
Suite 200

253-TYPE (8973)

-

HERE'S A COURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS
ALL
I
YOU
J
CAN
!
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
' GARDEN SALAD,
\ & BREADSTICKS
J J
~ TUESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

rea
Lance photo by Eric Bernard

Globehead guy came to campus spreading environmental bliss during
the University of Windsor's official kick-off of the recycling program.

Students learn to make
paper and reduce waste
Workshop part of
waste-reduction
week
By Alison Dennis
News Staff

According to Chris Sheridan,
fonner SAC environmental commissioner. one never needs to
wa-;te valuahle pocket lint onion
skins, nor any fibrous product just make paper.
As a part of the U of W's
Wa-;1e Rcduc1ion Weck, Sheridan
conducted a demonstration to
leach students how 10 recycle and
create their own paper. Sheridan
explained the process only involves the use of a blender and an
iron, no chemicals arc needed.
It is one of the only ways to
ensure thal your paper is 100 percent recycled. EnvirorunentalisL'i
have found that, despite labels
which suggest the contrary, paper
manufacturers often produce
paper that uses minimal postconsumer recyclables.
The seminar impressed many
students. "I had no idea bow
simple it wa,;. Now that I know
I'll go home and make my own.''
said Karen Hendricks, a first year
fine arts student.
Jennifer Jeffery. third year
communications studies student,

said recycling paper "saves the
lives of trees that arc saving our
lives."
But paper making wa'i not the
only event presented by environmental groups for the educational
week. Delayed due to complications the umversi1y' s official
kick-off for the newly implimentcd recycling program took
place in thr CA WSC commons
area.
SAC president Jon Ried. U of
W president Ron Ianni, WindsorWalkerville MPP Wayne Lessard
joined SAC' s environmental
commissioners and sludcnts to
cclehratc with a hlue recycle
cake cutting ceremony.
Patrick Rose. fourth year
political science student said environmental week was a "good
idea - every little bit helps.''
Education is extremely important if something is to he successful, and by learning more ways 10
help our environment. we can
make a difference according 10
event organizers.
Sheridan encourages people to
be creative, and explore new
ways to make environmentalism
a part of daily life. "Life is about
discovering alternative ways of
carrying out daily activities.
Paper making is just one of
them."
!
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WHERE ALL THE BEST OF ITALY Is YOURS'
">491 Ouellette Ave (north of Eugenie Ave) 972-4600

(

OPEN HOUSE
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• Meet the Faculty• Campus Tours

Wednesday, March 23, 1994

• College Financial Aid

5:00 - 8:00

• $15 Application Fee Waived
• And More .. .

Talk obOut a heavy course load If you·re a ti:;iyersity of Windsor
student or stott member, just show us your ID and we'll g,v~'91J
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LSAT/GMAT/GRE - Why is h tnat
with so many options for training you
still don t have any choice? - 1-800567-P REP.

Sunday, March 27

Papers - Resumes - Laser printouts fro

-

Bed and Breakfast for visiting
parents and friends. Ten blocks from
un1versrty. Call 256-3937.

Make a good impression.
Have your resume
professionally done by

Exhausted with work?
No time to type?
Leave the typing to us!

•

(Days. evenings, weekends)
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OTf AW A (CUP) - Canada's
national student summer job
program
is
riddled
with
(avoritism, according to an internal audit.
Toe Public Service Commis1ion of Canada conducted a
review in 1992 of summer
employment programs which favoritism, everyone is screened
found that the students landing in the same way. I wish we had
obs were recommended by rela- jobs for everyone but that is not
1
ti\'es or friends in the civil ser- possible."
-The Charlatan, The Varsity
l'ice.
It says that hiring for both the
Degree guaranteed
career-Oriented
Summer
OTT
AW A (CUP) Like
Employment Program (COSEP)
companies
on
late-night
dlld the Non-Career-Oriented
Summer Employment Program television, some community colleges in Nova Scotia and Ontario
1Non-COSEP) is a "paper-burdene<l proc.vss, to be gone will soon provide a money-back
around, rather than a help in guarantee with their degrees.
Beginning this spring, Durham
reaching operational objectives."
College
in Oshawa, Om., will
"As a result, the Public Service
offer
12-month
guarantees with
Commission is taking back
its
graduates
when
they finish
management of the programs in
school.
J995." says Andy Rapoch, a
With the guarantee, graduates
communications advisor for the
who enter the workforce in the
commission.
Until the commission lakes 'next year can be sent back to the
over the hiring. it bas set new school for free, voluntary retraining if employers are unhapguidelines for deparonents hiring
,ummer <;tudents. As a result of py with their skills.
The Nova Scotia Ministry of
Ille report. this year all interested
Education wants to implement a
,tudents must send an application
similar program for all of it<;
to the COSEP hiring centre and
community colleges.
no students can be hired on
The program would guarantee
recommendation.
the competency of communityAlso. non-COSEP jobs must
college graduates. says Donna
all he advertised m placement
MacDonald, communications ofcentres and COSEP johs from
ficer for the ministry.
other parts of Canada must be ad"Graduates should have a cervertised outside their local areas
tain skill level when they
and this summer. students won't
graduate and if they don't meet
be able to come hack to the
that competency level. then
sameposition without reapplying.
employers can send the students
Mary Thompson. director of
hack and we will provide addiCOSEP in Toronto, dismissed the
report. ~ying ··Th<::re is nn tional training," says MacDonald.
"It gives students a leg up, be-

8 minute
walk 1rom U.

cause employers will be encouraged to hire graduates." She l--::-::::;;-:;---~-----".:':'!".'"'-.----------1
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Victoria tuition hike
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the same," said Hardy.
"The amount we're talking
about is a month's worth of food
for a student. "The board showed
no recognition of the injustice of
asking students to pay the difference to balance their budget."
Hardy said.
The current NDP government
is adjusting grants to universities
based on enrollment; inflation is
no longer considered.
Federal transfer payment,; for
post-secondary education in BC
dropped 27 percent between
1984 and 1992, if inflation is
taken into account.
Universities now have fewer
real dollars.
As a result, univers1ues are
being forced to cut programs and
administration while they raise
tuition fees.
- by Shawn Hill, The Mart/et
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On-CarnpU$ Student
Service pl'OVidi.nq
Plofe~ional Output at
Reasonable Rates.
W• Do:

You are
not alone.
An organization for gay.
lesbian and hi-sexual
youth, providing:

I Socia~Education.
Support and

ofaa Papas
•Rau••
• Cover Ldtcn
•Ovahudl
• Group Presentations

• ACOSfonm

•nycn

Full Fax Service
(incoming & outgoing) for
$tudents. Bin~
Photocopying & Laser
Copying Service

for more information. please call

973-4951
f·unded through a contr1hut1on of
:\auonal Health & \\'ellare

Special Needs and Accessibility
Committee Elections
Op~.._ . -. .s:1.-.::1.. . . .s: P.-~s:i.d~.._•
Vi.~~-P.-~s•d~.._•
~~aa.s. ..-~.-
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NoJDinations can be dropped off to Student's
Adotinistrative Council Office until March 31, 1994.
Elecdon:
April 12, 1994, 2:30 pill
SNAC office, 2nd Door~ CAW Student Ctr.
(beside Social Science Society Office)
Any m~mber in aUendanee may vote.
All those noiiiic:ted are required to attend the election,
all scli~!!uled meetings beginning in Septemb~r- 1994, and
he willing to "~~k wJth p~sent Exec'!!!ve to familiarize
themse,-;r~~ w:t!!.!:~:; ..iiOSIIIOD•
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Male artists
explore
complexities of
sexuality,
race, identity
By Teena Ward
Arts Staff

TI1e ice may he U1awing on
NcanderU1al man - or at le;t....t 9
male vt,ual arts studems ha\'\!
claimed ,o in a recent ,ho\\. The

Ice Man Goerh.
Fcx:u,1ng on .. male issues of
co111emporary image. ritual. and
role,'' Lhe ,how evolved out of
discussion wit11 artists involved
m the recent ' women' s ,how·

She Smd.. Women 's Srorres.

I .,

The focus and timing of The
Ice Man Guerh illustrates a trend
in the art world, and academia in
general; whtte middle class men
screaming for equal ume and attention in an already male
dommated envrronment.
But Jason Alltson, Chuck
Baker. Chris Bissonne11e. David
Grenier. Mark Laliherte. Ricardo
McRac. Tim Powell. Scott
Thoms, and Marty Wheaton
don't see the show as an equal
and opposite reaction to She
Said. Their exploration b rather
of men's evolving role in a
society drenched in feminist discourse. Perhaps these boys have
learned something.
Whether a result of a ·safe·
show or a natural development,
··contemporary male" identity
does not seem to include relationships with women. Rather inward
turning. the pieces focus on the
self m the context of
sexuality. rncc, and emotional
development - a, a route to
revisioning society Much like

contemporary feminist an
The contlict hetwecn machismo and the ·'sensitive guy" exudes trom much of the work.
Ja-;on Allison· s use of eggs
1eetering over a pair of hattered
workhoots in an unutJed piece,
suggests this tension between the
various expectations of modem
man Fragility is juxtaposed with
rough-hewn metal hoot soles
several feel ahovc the dirty footwear - although he sets up a
balance with opposites. the piece
also seems to reinforce dualistic
categoruations of body and soul.
Baker's She Run~ Like A Girl
- four feet of beige pa,tel ~urface and pink text - upholds
stereotypical ma'iculinity only to
laugh it into obscurity. So:trtoe
Cocktail chuckles at the old boys
club in its presentation of a
ridiculous men· s club, where
drinking hecr with a petrified toe
in it qualifies membership.
Joe Average is the latest variation of 1.:omic book superheroes
superimposed over black and
white photos of G.I. Joe's in
simple
silver
fn,unes .
Bissonnette's piece implies the
unreal expectations of masculine
identity found in the exaggerated
and limited images of the media.
Gremer too exolorc<; the dis·

tonorn, of a ..male mediated
image" with the 30 increasingly
closer polaroid photographs in

The lnten·al Between Indifference and Ill Defined - only
to illustrate the futility of a ~ingular
definition
of
male
scxualuy.
Presenting a double-ended disembodied penis as a Specimen.
Lalihene plays with the locauon
of ma,culinity in the male organ.
illustrating his connection to
feminist art. The photo collage
transfonns
a
"hiological
specimen" of a pseudo "night
crawler" leading believablity to
an
..otherwise silly
idea."
McRac · s series of self-por1rait' s.
specifically Deep Tan and Flesh
Tone use text, oil paint, and
double canvases to display the innate racist assumptions which
operate in language. Two simple
male figures in primary colours
are overlaid with text which forces ohscrvers to consider bv
whose standards the positive or
negative categorization of skin
colour is judged linguistic
deconstuction through an
Father and son epitomizes
Powell's bleak and deeply ironic
reflection on t11e self as ma.,culine. A young man·~ exagi!erated exoress1on of a fear. as a

angry priest holds a gun to the
back of his head is done in oils.
chalk, and pa,tels Powell's work
displays a genuine distaste for
··authority figures. from parenLli
to a pa-;tor. just their way of fucking over people under their
authority and subverting them to
tl1eir own way of thinkmg." In
questioning
the
ahus.:
of
authority. patriarchy itself is indicted.
..The hearing and wearing of
masculinil) on the outside for
others 10 sec," seems to intonn
Thoms' voyeuristic piece. On
four shelves sil corrcspondmg
hoxes. containing copper viewers
etched with vines - on the wall
above four light panels are
mounted.
The viewers contam slides of
an eye. a fist. facial harr. and
hair. He turns U1e fragmentauon
of self mto an image of cmpowenncnt by presenting the
,!ides in an environment which
deems thl!m precious.
Jock Strap #1 and Tribal G
Strtng are striking in their contrast and light approach to male
issues of comempory role and
image. Marty Wheaton uses satin
and lace in the construction of
.lock Strap, juxtaposing the
stereotypically feminine and
sexual with an icon of ma<;culine
sport. bringing definitive Iahels
of sexuality into question. The
suede g-string, with an excess of
interior fur is enough to give a
self-actualized women the penis
envy she never had.
The strength of individualistic
expression in The Ice Man
Goeth. evokes the many levels on
which the 90s man must work
through in response to an everchanging sot'ie!} and the
validity of a deeply personal
male-female di,cours.: on issm:s
of !.!ender idemitv
1
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Girls Again,'t Boy~
iurh Jawbox
St. Andrew's Hall
Sat. March 12

:-.-9 ~

~

1m Pryor ,men rewed Sco11
McC/oud, smRer!gu11ans1 of rhe
Waslungron D C -based band
Girls agamsr Bovs, before rhe1r

J.

$il

recenr Der roll performance. After
rhe shoii, Tim con[ulenzl_, assened, "'f11ey ble11 JawboJ.
awav.'
Nearly a decade after forming
the legendary hand Souls,de, the
band reappeared on the indic
scene in its present incarnation
Girls Against Boys (aka GVSB).
The members were onlv in their
teens when Soulside wa,;; created,
and their new sound can scarcely
he traced back to iL<i origins.
GVSB wac; created as a reaction to SouJside. Whereas Soulside wac; straight up punk rock,
the initial soundli of GVSB wcrg.
based more in industrial music.
..The beginning of this band,
like the name, goes back 10 the
davs when

WP WPTP

in <-"'11-.i,IP

which wa,; a hardcore type of
outfit, so we wanted to do something different. Girls agair.;i
Boys wa,; such ~ odd-sounding

name for a hardcore hand," says
singer/guitarist Scott McCloud.
Their first EP Nineties vs.
£1gh1ies is representative of
GVSB"s early style. On the first
side, which features their recordings from a,; early as 1986, the
sound is much more industrial
than anything else that's come
out of D.C.

!;it waS juM a pffij~-:

n was

(GVSB keyboardistlba-.sisu Eli
Janey's
studio
brainchild.
Originally it was going to be
more metallic. It wa,; more heavily sampled, with a !ot cf editing,"
e~r,lains McCloud.
While retaining much of the
gloom of earlier recording~. ~ 1e

band has evolved into a much
more rock-oriented outfit. They
still use a sampler. but in a much
subtler way. "It's just noises and
stuff. Eli will take, hke, a washing machine sound, !';!Ow i! down.
put distoruon on it. It sounds like
a guitar or bass. but not quite."
Their latest album, Venus
Lw..ure No.I Babv. on Touc~
Go -Records.
named best
relea,;e of last year by Magner
magazine. It ha,; a very low.
brooding sound which can be at·rln~l
h ... , .... ~- a :-.c:U11p11::
- - - · r•
t,u,.., to _
_ .,..,.~,
u 1·1.,,,,,d

was

ronr

and McCloud' s sull,::-, voice.
While lalkir:~ Lo McCloud one
c~. ~arnUy recognize his voice ac;
the one on the recordings. He

says that the band doesn •t sh}
away from putting effecLs onl'his
voice
.. I don't scream loudly. I
literally swallow sounds. When
you re that close to the mike, you
get a lot of weird tonal sounds.
ThL') compress the voice a lot so
that the whlspcr, are bigger, and
the -.crc,uns are pulled hack."
McCloud sayi; 1he hand tncd
ver) hard to create a record tha
would .,ound good evl.'n on the
worst ol sound syi;tems.
"In the studio. you have to
Lhink 'What am I going to he listening LO this through? I'm not
gomg to be in a 24-track studio
listening to this.' It 's so easy to
get blown away by the sound (in
the studio)."
McCloud still pays respect to
the early days of the Washington
D.C. scene.
'..Vl'i from the classic rock
school. I played m ofu1dS that
were tryi~ rv--wrii Rolling
Stones songs all over again.
When I discovered punk. It was
really cool. It wa<; something different. Without the SC~;.~ D.C.,
we definir::_1:; wouldn't be where
·;,;e are now. " says McCloud.
Girls against Boys will be back
in the studio in May to record a
new record for Touch and Go
Records.
(!

Theatre
I'd race you tO the rap of
rhe ladder, but mv rung 11
missing, a perfonnance hy

bu
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ings by John Sturcz. at Commorn
Ground
( 13 J
University Ave. W.) Opening Fri. March 25 Runs until

en

c~
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th,

the Art Gallery of Windsor
(Devonshire Mall. 3100
Howard Ave.) Sat. March
26, 2 pm. Members of
Namerand (NortJ1 American
Friendship Centre in London. Ont.) will perfonn a
drum. Led hy Ray John from
the Community of lhe
Onl!ida
Nation.
lhc:
Namerand Drum is an all nations group, a forum for
people to come togetl1er to
learn to dance and sing

cl

lndigena: Contemporary
Narive Perspectives, opens at

a

w

re1
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***

It Comes A 1· No Surpnse
a sculptural installation b)
Alt>ena anist Wanda Eller·
heck; a1 Artnte (109 l,nJ\er·
Sil)' A,e. W. ) 1m1il Apnl r'
Focusing on a rich a\\ are·
ness ot the body as a ~11e o.
research.
rcmakmg
an
renewal, Ellerbeck mJk.:,
subtle references Ill bolll
pi.)choanal) <;is and tcmmi t
literature.

Film
Sans Soled (S11nles.1·1, a
film hy Chris Marker. plays
at Kinotek Sat.-Mon. Mar.
26-28. 9 pm. at the Capitol
Theatre. Marker's films are
described by Cmematheque
Ontario as "unequaled in
contemporary cinema for
their beauty, ccmp!rxity. and
inventiveness."
Monthi:· ,
P,1."
n ,, l ,n states. .. .. ..cans
....
,. nr,ue
,
Solei1- though constructed
from ·documentary· ~iii.ages.
is o~~'.',~ue any conventional
definition of that genre. If
anything. it is a film about
time travel." Other upcom·
ing Kinotek films: Wim
Wcndcrs' Wings of Desire
(April ">-4). and Heoog'!->
Ficzcarraldo (April 9-11 ).
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Crosses. a show of paim-

April 7.
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local black comedian Taryn
Della, shows at the Capitol
Theatre (121
Universit)
A vc. W.), Fri. March 25. at 8
pm. The work explores is
sues of gender and race \\ ith
comedy, music. and drama.
Tickets are q

Girls agains Boys rock Detroit
By Tim Pryor
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Detail of an advertisement for Lysol disinfectant as quoted by Mcluhan in his 1951 book on media analysis

The Mechanical Bride: Folklore of Industrial Man.

Medium, message, whatever
By Bernard Helling and
Sarah Atkinson
Arts Staff

Toe glohlll village is reported
10 have been born in Windsor, in

1943. at a grad seminar on
Nietzche. taught by Wyndham
Lewis. Among the rapt audience
of seminarians, grad students.
and draft dodgers was our own
\1arshalJ
McLuhan.
media
cnticism giant. who subsequently
went on to prove that you can
build a life, and a well paid
career by repeating. over and
over. your one good idea.

Toronto may have gathered
Marshall to its bosom, but there's
still enough afterglow to go
around, and hopefully fuel the
dreams of tenure of a few provincials. To this end, this university
will host Makin' McLuhan, a colloquium on the late himself,
Canada's biggest claim to media
theory, Thurs .. March 24, 8pm, at
the McPherson Lounge, Electa
Hall.
The colloquium wac; conceived
by
McLubanatic
Judith
Fitzgerald, who is currently
writer-in-residence in the Dept.
of English. Panelists include Mc-

Luhan biographer Philip Marchand, cultural commentator
Peter Goddard, English prof
Thomas Dilworth, with moderation provided by the Windsor
Star's own ex-fashion maven
Karen Hall. Admission is free.
which is $3 cheaper than renting
David Croncnberg's Videodrome
to laugh at the professor
O'blivion sequences. Bring a
dead cat. Or your old wellfingered copies of Baudrillard's

Political Economy of the Sign.
And remember, after you pull
the pm, Mr. Grenade 1s not your
friend.
t!

Orff' s work electric and 111esn1eric
By Julian Revin
Arts Staff

The room burst with voices in
the highly explosive show that
recently took place in Windsor's
Capitol Theatre. It was just that:
entirely electric. The program:
Carl Orff s Oratorio Carmina

Burana.
Richard Householder directed
the Windsor Classic Chorale and
the University Singers. also with
a girls' choir trom the Windsor
Centre for the Creative Arts of
Walkcrville. as well a<; tluecc
renowned soloists. two pianists.
and four percussionists.
The show opened with an ex-

planation to the audience, from
Conductor Householder that the
primary topic of Carmina Burana
is one of love.
Peggy Dwyer, soprano. Albert
Greer, tenor. and Kevin McMillan. baritone, each guided the
audience on a spirit-soaring path
to a journey through various
levels of loud and soft, harsh and
teasing voices within seconds of
each breath.
Dwyer' s performance wao;;
touching. making one diay with
wonderment so that you're left in
a slight daze Kevin McMillan's
humourous gestures and deeply
intense voice seemed to almost
mock tht: crowd at one point. and

The TOP TEN reasons for not going to

UJord lllaster
10. You get a real thrill usmg a copier that belongs in
the Smithsonian.
9. An a-minute walk 1s equivalent to the Boston Marathon.
8. It doesn't matter.. .. the government will take care of me.
7. Two-fingered typmg is a great way to exercise.
6. You'Ve always wanted a reason to pore through a word
processor manual.
5. Copier splotches give a resume "character".
4. You'll get a chance to explain the typo/grammatical
errors in your resume. during the interview.
3. You have money to burn.
2. Quality...you don't need no stinkin' Quality.
1. Having someone else do your paperS/resume and make
mistakes. makes you feel warm and fuzzy all over.
TYPING
TWO PAGE
$1.50 per page
RESUME - $8.00

OPEN

Mon -Sat

9:30- 5:30
3215 Sandwich St.

Phone: 256-6221

then passionate and warm at
another.
The Choir tiptoed softly on occas10n and then surprised us at
times when the girls' chorus
joined in unison with the rest of
the choir.
An amazing image was
revealed to the eye just by looking upon them all. The performance came across in snatches:
as though Householder placed
their mesmeric sounds in the
palm of his hand and would not
expose them until necessary.
Cannina Burana is a ma-;terpiece that was savoured by all
who attended and will not soon
by forgotten .
l!

Pavement

Moi'>t

Crooked Rain, Crooked Rain

Silver

Matador

EMI Apnl Music

Full of suburban indifference,
jangled melodies. and armed with
cheap instruments, Pavement
have unleac;hed nothing short of a
thoroughly captivating album.
Effortless in both its execution
and charm, Crooked Ram,
Crooked Rain is pop music run
mru.terfully through a grinder of
noise, understated psychedelia,
carefree song structures, and
indie-rock skepticism. It is an
album about bands: being in one,
about hating some, worshipping
others. all while cac;ting a
perplexed, ironic gaze onto the
silly business of rock ·n roll.
"Say goodnight to the rock ·n
roll era," whispers vocalist S.
Malkamus on the album's last
track. ··cause they don't need you
anymore."
All we need is Pavement.

Riding atop a recent video success for their single Push. it
seems that Moist may break
through
a
seemingly dull
Canadian market.
At first perusal this disc seems
like a sleeper... that is, I listened
and thought I liked it, but didn't
know which songs or what exactly I liked.
It isn't going to change your
world and it isn't brand new
ideas, but it still leaves positive
impressions. Too many people
are looking for originality and
non-corporate success rather
than putting hype aside and just
deciding whether they like the
music.
Silver reaches your ears as you
begin to become aware of what it
is you like about Moist. Floating
through your head 1s the melody
carried by David Usher: some
times he sounds like Kravitz (not
the Bewitched one) and other
times be bac; a fresh new voice.
Behind the vocals lies a rhythm
core to carry the melody home.
I'm not sure about keyboards
in this ensemble; I find it hard to
have a place for them in Moist's
upbeat ROK songs (spelt wrong
for a reason - probably the old
school
metal-rocking
Iron
Maiden in me). However. in the
mellower songs the keyboards do
find their place and fit well with
the band.
Overall, Silver 1s a sohd effort
and my suggestion is. go sec
them live if you get the chance,
because that's the impression I
gt:t. They're okay on record, hut
more likely better live. And if
you need a comparative equation:
Lenny Kravit7 meets Grape~ of
Wrath (Can. con) mecL<; Bruce
Hornsby.
- John Tee1er

- Luis Santana
Elastica

Line Up
Deceptive UK
Voted best band at Britain· s
dubious NME awards banquet (in
which winners are awarded a
bronze one finger salute), Elac;tica swing bass heavy, freespirited. and with the kind of
energy that comes from taking
too much sugar in their tea.
Reminiscent of '70s glam with
a post riot grrl slant, the disc
smells of avant garde perversion.
They seem so serious it's got to
be a parody, and in typical
British style, only they know if it
really is a joke.
Seeping leather oil and dafik
niteclub vibes. Ela.,tica's are
grunge with style for a whooping
eight minutes over four tracks
It's no marathon. but it's just
right.
-San;av Lakhana

ree· eat
By Sports Staff
The women\, track team ha, won their third CIAU consecutive
(Canadian Intcruniversity Alhletic Union). track and field crown
While the men looking for their fourth consecutive c.Town fim:-hed
second O\'crall.

Women CIAU champs,
men second

If

_I,

Men

By Alex Meyer
Sports Staff

You don't have to look very
far 10 see tha1 things be1ween

Spectators are at a premium at Lancer women's games.

time to the men's team.
Ennis doesn · 1 like the concept
of a 6 pm slot. "It's a bad time."
he said. Enms likes the idea of
afternoon games better. Windsor
has changed to a 6:30 pm time
slot to uy to enlist fans.
In the pa'it, Waterloo has;
played with a system of rigid
time slots, but I.hat policy is currcntly under review. a<; some
times have proven not to draw
large crowds. In Wind.,;or. the
women'!\ team ha'i chosen to play
early for the weekday games. and
to flip-flop the weekend time
slots with the men. At Laurentian, the schedule is flip-flopped
yearly rather than weekly. No
one at Laurentian mind,; this system. but some visiting men's
coaches apparently don't like
players in the 6 pm slot.
However, at UNB the women
always play before the men, and
it works better for them.
All of these teams get cssenllally equal support from the athletic budget. (The Laurentian
women actually get more 1.han
the men) Top teams get guaran-

1

won hron,c in the triple jump and finished fourth Ill the long
jump. and Gisele Poulin finished .in third in the long j~mp.
Venolvn Clarke added to her gold 111 the 4x200m relay with a
fourth ·place finish in the 60 m.

The men knew the) would have a bal!lc to repeat a'i CIAU
Champions. The University of Manitoba showed up with aver)
Women
strong contingent. and the Lancers, who
seemed tired after putting a strong effort
The Lancer women· s track and field
when they won the OUAA Championteam returned from Edmonton with
ship the week before. had trouble keeptrophy in to\\ The Lancers captured
ing pace.
their third consecutive women· s team
Manitoba finished on top of the team
title at the CIAL' Championships held at
scoring
with 82.5 points. wit.h Windsor
U1e Uni\'ersity of Albena in Edmonton a
in second at 46.5. The University of Alcouple of weekends ago.
berta and The University ~f Toronto
The Lancers topped the team scoring
finished third and fourth, with 40 and
Mill 60 point-.. followed by the Univer35 points respectively.
s1tv of British Columbia in second. with
O'Brian Gibbons was the big medal win.n' poinL-.. The University of Toronto and the
ner for the Lancers, hauling in two gold, one
University of Calgary finished in third and
silver, and one bronze medal. Gibbons sucfourth respectively.
cessfully defended his 1993 crown in the 60 m,
Leadmg the way for the Lancers was Kelly
and finished third in the 300 m.
Dinsmore, collecting three gold and one bronze
Gibbons combined with Kyle Schultz, Chuck Canmedal al this year's championships. and earning run,
field
and Mike Nolan to win gold in the 4x200 m
ner-up honours for Athlete of the Meet. Dinsmore won
relay, which saw Manitoba disqualified. In other relay
gold in her specialties, the triple jump and long jump.
action Gibbons teamed up with Mike Nolan, Steve
Dinsmore picked up her bronze in the 300m.
Radovich. and Sean Ryan to win a silver in the 4x400 m
The 4x200 m was also won by Windsor. The runners
relay.
were Dinsmore, Tracy Higgs, Marcia Vanderheyden
Venolyn Clarke.
Joe White had an outstandmg day for the Lancer team. finishing se<.:ond in I.he shot put, with a personal best of 14?8 m.
Middle-distance runner Michelle King was a double medal
winner, finishing second in the 3 OOO m race, and third
While Mike Nolan saw action on the track m the Lanin the I 500 m. Jennifer Graham collected valuable
cer relays, the second year student also scored points for
points for Windsor finishing third in the 1 OOO
the Lancers in the field events, finishing fourth
m, just ahead of runners from UBC.
G~!::'.=---~~~~-_::":::~=:~, in the long jump. Chuck Canfield added to bis
Besides Dinsmore's gold medal performances, the Lancer jumpers. gold in the 4x200 m relay. finishing fourt.h in th~ 60 m. hurdles after
wider the direcuon of jumping coach Richie Coughlin. were outstand- being spiked in the hand by another compelltor gomg over the
I!
ing. Sarah Bailey finished fourt.h in the high Jump. Gini-Lynn Girard hurdles.

women· s and men· s ha,ketball
are nol equal. Media coverage
and fan suppon are pt..-rhaps the
two biggest areas where this is
obvious.
Judy McCrac. women's athlcuc coordmator at Waterloo
said, "The coverage of women· s
sports is one third of men's."
"It's blatent that men's sports get
far more coverage." said Pauline
Lordon. acting coach for the
University of New Brunswick'.-,
women's ba<;ketball team
Peter Ennis. coach of the
Laurentian Lady Voyagers said.
··women's sports period gets no
where near the coverage of men.
They're used as filler spaces."
Lack of fan support makes a
difference a,;; well. lt hurts when
your team takes the coun and the
stand., are empty. "The athletes
notice." said U of W women· s
coach Joanne MacLean.
Part of the disappearing "fans"
can be traced to the time slots m
which the women's teams play
in. If lhe women play later than
the men. the stands are empty for
the women's game. So then. it
seems that the women should
play first. However. starting at 6
pm on a Wednesday is often too
early, as the fans have not
finished eating yet. Perhaps the
worst is on Saturday afternoon.
In I.he pa,t, the men have typically occupied the 2 pm slot. This
forces the women to play at
n<xm, which makes the trip for
I.he visiting team much more difficult. or the women start at 4
pm, which starts to get too late
There is no real solution. with
the possible exception of changmg the game 11me, hut it seems
unfair to always give the prime

I

tees to come to wumamcnts.
These guarantees take tl1e fonn
of travel. accomodations or cash.
Men's basketball tournaments get
more sponsors. so they give out
more guarantees.
So I.he men get more outside
money, I.he women get more of
I.he budget. It also means the
women'<; basketball teruns get
good support from their male
counterparL'i. The teams usually
travel together. and get along
well. Maclean said. "We get
good support in the administration. but the public and media
don't pick up on it." That is the
critical problem with the media
coverage: the women do so poorly so they get poor coverage. but
they win. and they're still on the
back page.
It is understandable that if a
team docs poorly that poor
coverage will follow. The
Windsor women's basketball
team did far bcucr than U1e men· s
team this year. In fact the
women· s team ha.., 1mpro\·ed
ciramaucally over the last three
,casons Yet thi, year. tncy

received poor coverage. In spite
of the wins and losses, I.he focus
wa-, still on the men. Does this
mean I.hat women· s athletics is
not newsworthy? Wa<, there lack
of interest, or was there lack of
interest created?
The other end of the spectrum
is at Laurentian. Their women's
ba-;ketball
program
is
phenomenal. The team has been
to the national championship for
over 16 years in a row. According to Ennil.. "It's the best
program on campus." His team
bac; the record to back it up. This
year they were 12-0 in league.
11-2 in exhibition against
Canadian schools. The Lady
Voyageurs get good local
rnverage. and the coverage by
I.heir student paper hac; improved
dramatically. The problem is that
everyone is complacent. Ennis
feels that the media waiLs for the
team to lose or win a championship. Make no mistake. the Lady
Voyageurs are a national powerhouse. Most often media
coverage of any depth is not
spontaneously done by the
media. but rather pointed out by
Ennis. The men's team, on the
other hand. gets much more indepth coverage for its nonnally
closer scoring games.
UNB is also. to some extent, in
the same boat as Laurentian.
They have dominated the AUAA
for many. years. They can win
and get only two paragraphs of
an article. On the other hand.
they also got front page for winning the AUAA this year.
However things are not all
bad. "In general. the women's
game is valued more than it wa,
before." said Mac Lean "l don· t
think it's as bleak as it was 10
years ago." As MacLean said.
"Women's athletics is valued
more than it has ever been." Let's
not lose the momentum.
:!
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LANCER LOCKER

Swimming
At the CIAU swimming
championships, held in Victoria, B.C., Steve Watson
returned with a bronze medal
in lhe 100 m butterfly
achieving a personal best
time of 55.84. Watson also
had a personal best in the
200 m fly with a time of
2:02.68. The 200 m fly wa~
one of the most exciting
races because Watson wac;
racing world Champion Curtis Myden and National
Champion Dino Vebrugge to
be just out touched by 0.83
of a second. Both of these
times place him within the
top five in the country and
top fifty in the world.
Watson wa., joined by
Julie Paranosic at the CIAU
swimming championships.
Paranosic placed 121.h in the
100 m freestyle with a personal best of 1:00.41. She
also achieved a personal best
in the 200 m Freestyle with a
time of 2: 11.43 and placed
17th.
This was the first time in
several years that the Lancers have had partcipants at
the CIAU's. and the first
time in school history they
have brought home a CIAU
medal. Congratulations to
Steve Watson and Julie
Paranosic and head coach
John Vadcika.

Drafted
Lancer football tight-end
Nonn Ca"ola has been
drafted by a CFL franchise.
The native ol Sault Ste.
Marie was drafted in the
fourth round by the Toronto
Argonauts.
He is the first Lancer to be
drafted since offensive lineman Gerald Hlady wa~
drafted in 1991.

Hey you
Do
you
have
any
t.hougbts, opinions, on anything happening in the sports
world. For example on the
NHL playoffs, the alunimum
bat, or if you know of any
Lancer of Lancer event that
needs attention.
ff you said yes come
down to the Lance office and
talk to Sport-; editor David
Gough.
Better yet. if you have
time. sec if you can heat him
in garbage-pail baskethall in
the Lance office. (He is
shcx)ling at a 64 percent. clip.
from beyond I.he three-point
arc).
!
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March Madness is wacky
By Tyler Delben

ing begin.

Sports Staff

East

Ed note: Mr. De/hen made
these picks on Wednesday,

Best first-round game: Boston College vs. Wao;hington St
Best Coach: North Carolina's
Dean Smith
Who's Hot: Nebraska
Cinderella 's Calling: Pennslyvania
Sweet 16 team.,;: North
Carolina. Temple. Conneticut.
Pennslyvania
Reginal
Champ:
North
Carolina

',farch 16 Cll 11 :()()am.
March madness is upon us.
Three weeks of mayhem, I would
tiave it no other way.
r vc been attempting to handicap this wacky tournament for
six years now, and the present 64
team field is a-; difficult to get a
handle on a, any l can ever
remember.
But that's okay. It makes it
that much more interesting.
Seriously, there are between
15 to 20 teams that will have a
fegitimatP chance at the final
four. Maybe more. Hence, the
following predictions aren't anything you want to mortgage a
house on. But, hey, thats how it
should be. I will keep us all
guessing.
Let the ··semi-educated" guess-

South east
Best first-round game: Marquene vs. SW Louisiana
Best Coach: Duke's Mike
Kryzewski
Who's Hot: Providence
Cinderella's Calling: SW
Loiusiana
Sweet 16 teams: Wake Forest.
Providence, Kentucky, Duke
Regional Champ: Kentucky

Midwest
Best first-round game: Texa,;
vs. Western Kentucky
Best Coach: U. Mass. John
Calipari
Who's Hot: Texas
Cinderella 's Calling: Tulsa
Sweet 16 teams: Arkansa,.
Tulsa. Michigan. U Mass.
Regional
Champ:
Ma-;sachusettes

West
Best first-round: Cincinnati
vs. Wisconsin
Best Coach: Denny Crum
Louisville
Who's Hot: Hawaii
Cinderella's Calling: Virginia
Sweet 16 teams: Cincinnati.
California, Louisville, Virginia
Regional Champ: California
1994 NCAA Champ: North
Carolina
l!

Interested in self-defence?
By Natasha Bouchard

U of W is proud to present it's
newest martial arts club through
Campus Recreation, the Katsudo
Te Jitsu club. It is a form of JiuJitsu founded by O' Sensei
Harold Howard in 1990. The art
of Katsudo Te Jitsu is translated
into action hand techniques.
Some of the different aspects of
the club are the art for self-discipline, self-awareness, physical
and mental fitness. Katsudo Te
Jitsu is a martial art which can be
used with various degrees of
strength and ability and is
suitable for any level of physical
ability.
Jiu-Jitsu techniques (passifying techniques) include kicking,
striking.
kneeing,
throwing,
choking, joint locking, manipula-

lion, holding, and tying as well as
the use of weapons for selfdefence. The essence of Jiu-Jitsu
is the ability to move from one
technique to another as quickly
and as often as necessary to control an anacker.
The U of W Katsudo Te Jitsu
club meets at the St. Denis
Centre in the multi-purpose
room. Classes are Fridays from
l-3, Saturdays from 2-4, Sundays
from 12-2 and Mondays from 13. The fees are $65 for a full
year, $35 for one semester and
$15 a month.
If you are interested or would
like more information please
contact Sensi Mike Pisano (three
time North American champion)
at 977-9093 or 253-8299 or come
to the St. Denis Center during
club hours.

-

-
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Students Needed!
Earn up 10 $2,000+ per monlh
working for Cruise Ships or LandTour Companies. World Travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.). Summer and Full-Time
employmeni available. No exper.
necessary. For more ~(J ~
infonna1ion call:
-~
c,u1,. Employm•nl S.rvlc•• - - . . .
(206)634-0468 ext.C4013
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The Lance
gets distributed
every Monday.

So pick it up.

DR•.PAUL F. SMITH D.D.S.
GENERAL DENTISTRY
• Family Dentistry
• Sleep Dentistry
• Cosmetic Dentistry

• Dental Implants
• Emergency Care
• Crowns & Bridges

~~~!~~!J:!~ 257-5210
Validated Parking

Men's basketball
final standings
Division A . . ........ .. W L P
Varsity Outfiners ...... 7 0 14
BBG/XPY ............ 6 1 12
Elite Squad ........... 5 2 10
ODB's ............... 5 210
Celtic's .............. 4 3 8
Eviction .............. 4 3 8
Cobo Joe's ............ 3 4 6
Bridge Tavern ......... 1 6 2
6 feet under . . . . . . . . . .. 1 6 2
Bate's Boys ........... 1 6 2
Last Call ............. 0 7 0
Division B
Law Heat . ............ 4 3 8
New & Improved ...... 4 3 8
Mac Hall Mavericks .... 4 3 8
OOMFBT ............ 4 3 8

Return

HK ... .............. 3 4 6
Law Pistons ........... 1 5 2
*playoffs begin Tuesday March 22.

Attention All Graduates!
Take your classmates home
on a Class-Composite ...
the best way to remember
"the way we were ...
11

Return

::IRAVEL
1-800-387-2887
(THAT'S 1-800-387-CUTS!)

Ont. 11,c. #llS807 I

Organization of Part-Time University Students
invites
All Patt-Time Students to attend

OPUS 1994 ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
April 12, 5pm
CAW Student Centre Board Room

Make your appointment now at the Odette
Building, 2nd floor, room 209.
Grad Portraits will be taken:
Apri l 4, 5 & 6

Nominations will be accepted from March 28
to March 31 for the volunteer positions of
President,
Vice-President
Internal,
Vice-President External, Treasurer, Secretary,
and two Directors at Large. Nomination
forms are available in the OPUS office.
V..oting begins on April 4 in the OPUS office
until Election Day April 12 at 12 noon when
the poll closes.
Names of nominees and results of the
elections will be posted on the OPUS bulletin
boards.

Faculty & Sec_retaries are welcome!

OPuS OFFICE HOURS: Mon. to Thurs 9am to
7pm and Fn to 1:30pm. 971-3603
OPUS OFFICE CAW STUDENT CENTRE

The Lance. March 21 , 1994, page 14.
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'"Ifte_(amilg oj Prof. 'l(en .long 'U'lwla lif;f to tlzank._lzis
f riemfs and co[fe.agul's for tTll!ir support over the last
few mon tf1s.
jH~ appreciate tfie donations to Cjreenpeace, tfte Heart
& .Strok._e j'oundation ana tftefwra[ arrangeTTU!nts.

'Ifie tre.e planted" in 'l(fn 's memo'!/ and the mang KJnd
fetters fiave a[[ fzefpetf.
5l specia[ tlianf(gou to 'Et! 'Ducharme, Jolin ')'or~ and
Lina.
Irene ~nnie & 1?.96 Long_J

C/z.anrµJ

&

by nite

PRESENTS

I MOTHER EARTH
Willi SPECIAL GUESTS
JUNI(. SOVl

Sunday March 27 8:00pm
Limited Seating
TICKETS ON SALE NOW !

m

Avrnloble at Capitol Box Office 253-7729
and at Chongez by Nite 252-4600

HIGH SPEED
PHOTOCOPIES
WHILE YOU WAIT
ALSO AVAILABLE

I,

• Full Colour Copies
• Transparancies
• Plastic Cerlox Binding
• Resumes, etc...

• w ;th Student Card, Aak For Details
(Some restrictions apply)

THREE GREAT LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU BETTER!
WINDSOR EAST
4800 Tecumseh Rd. E

974-sns

WINDSOR SOUTH
2643 Howard Ave.

WINDSOR WEST
1800 Huron Church Rd.

969-2051
971-9952
H's Right H's On nme. Guaranteed.na

Media sidelines wonien' s sports
By Karen Foster
The Lmk

\10:\ IREA . (CUP) - Open
tJ1c sport:,, sections of Canadtan
ncwsparx:rs and you' JI sec an
a\'eragL of le:,,, tJ1an 10 per (C.lll
of article:,, dealing with women's
sports. And tJ1c articles you read
will prohahl) descnhc female
athlete\ a1; "curvaceous." "pixici,h." "m(X>d)" and "c:ulL "
The Canadiim As,oc1ation for
the Advancement of Women and
<;pon (CAA WS) puhhshed its
third annual survey of sporL-;
coverage la,, monlh. The results
,how th lt the Winnipeg Free
Press is the leader with l 7o/c of
l'OP)
devoted to women· s
rmcragc. At tJ1c bottom of the
li\t of C,mada's 20 largest dail)
,p\)'°h ,.:ctions is the I:dmo11to11
Journal with only VJ ol its
,port, articles dealing with
women.
Sheila Rohert:,,on. CAA WS
commulllll.'ctiOI s
consultant.
callcd the present :,,late of
women· s sports covcrage unacceptahlc She say" sports editors
tell her tJ1at if women an: makmg
news LhC) 'II print it. "It's our joh
to make newspapers rcal11e what
womcn an: doing in sports ,s
news." Robertson ,aid
This 1s not an ca,y task considcring that thcrc arc very lcw
women's profes,ional kagL cs.
and m most Ca\C\ proh.:ss10nal
men· s league coverage dominates
nC\\ spapcr :,,ports copy.
Stephanie Myles. a fonncr
sport, writer for the Ottawa
Cit11cn. feels that it 1~ a quc,;;tion
ol dollarl- and l'Cni- when ii
comes to \\Omen's sports
cmerage 111 the ne,,sp,,pcr bust11e,\
An:on lt ng 10 Myks. coverage
of amateur :,,pon s. whKh 1end:,, lO
feature more women. i:,, given
less priority than profesc;1onal
sports. She says that ultimately
professional sports i, what sells
papers.

··What arc you going to put in!
High school vollc)'hall or art· you
going to put in the IMontreaJJ
Canadicns·? Of cour,c they re
going to put in Ilic Canad1ens."
Julian Rache)-. sports editor for
th~ Winnipeg Free Press. disagrees. Hl' says the Winnipex
Free Press has tned to widen the
appeal of tts sports section by
covering more amateur sports.
"M> cntcn a for covcn ng
events will continue to he
whether a story is worth wnung
and rcadmg. Winnipeg has an
impressive list of women athletes. \\ ho more lhan meet that
cntcria" Rachey said.
Although Robertson believes
l11at there is a trend to more equitable coverage. part of CAA WS •
joh is "to continue to put a high
value on what women do and encourage reporters to do tJ1e
same." This mcludcs cncouragin1,. thL media to elimmatc
derogatory tenns in its description:,, ot kmale atl1lctes.
In addition to the inequalities
in press coverage, the number of
women entering profe:,,sional and
amateur sports remains low.
In 1987, a review of Ille
Canadian Colleges Athletic Association (CCAA) hy Sport
Canada revealed that 869, of atl1lctc:,, in national college champ1onsh1ps and 83 percent of
college coache:,, \'- ere m
In 1993 the CCAA started
looking for rea,ons for ,uch low·
mvolvemcnt. Part of llleir study
quc:,,tioned a sample group of
female participant'- and non-participants (aged 13-19) in schoolhascd
:,,ports
(volley hall.
basketball. hadminton, mid soccer). F1ft) nim· per cent of srud
they played sporh for Jun and al·
most half (46 percent) parucipated 10 keep fit.
However, 3, percent of the
non-playrr:,, sc.ic. they \\ cren ·, interested m sport:,, because tl1cy
don't likt: t 1 cc n pete.
Robertson says that some

~m "WRITES" OF SPBING

women may have a problem with
compeUlion because they per.
cei vc it a'i a threat to possible
relationships or success at the ex.
pense of others.
"A lot of women have hcen ,0,
ciaJi,cd into thinking 11 compe11.
11011 is not something women
should tx. doing " said Murray.
But the comm111ee's study ha1
outlined other issues which arc at
the heart of the under-reprt
sentation of women 111 sports.
Strong. rnfonnal male network
male elites who maintain the
status quo. and lhe overall male
sports world with !ls language,
symbols, myths and values keep~
women away.
BonniL Steen of CAAWS
points out· "It would be a
pleasant world if we were beyond
gender. But we arc nol No m
Ilic world of polttics. not in 01e
world of cducauon. 1101 iu the
world of journalism
And
definitely not in the world or
sport:,,.''
~

t
How much doc:,, your Im.al paJ)l!r
cover women's sports"'
Se""spapcr ......

"c o "omen's
sport, cover.igc

Winnipeg Pree Press ..
Sa~katoon Star-Phoerux
I ondon Free Press ..
Windsor Star
Globe and Mail
Vancouver Sun
I c Sole1l
St. John's Telegraph-Journal
Otta\\ a C1t1Len
Victona Times-Colonist
Hamilton Spectator
Sault John l·vcmng Tch:gril!l1
Reg111a I eadcr-Post
Journal de Montreal
H ahfax Chromele Herald
Calgar) Her.ild
l..a Pres,c
l\tontr..:al G.w:uc
Le Droll
...
Toronto Star
Edmonton Journal
..

17
p
12
12
II
I

I'
I
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9
9
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~
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Samples taken during two-week
period NO\ 22 lO Dec. 6. 1993.
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Where we set the standards

SPOISOBED BY

Student discoW1ts on SW1days

The Academic lri Centre

551 PELISSIER • OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS • 973-4977

470 &unset Avenue -

Business and Technical Writing
Monday March 28, 2:30-4:00pm
Writing for The Arts
Tuesday March 29, 2:30-4:00pm
Writing for The Social Sciences
Wednesday March 30, 2:30-4:00pm

It
fie

REFRESHMENTS* SPECIAL WORKSHOPS* WRITING CONTESTlll 1

•

A prize will be awarded each day for the best 250 word
(max) theme about writing. You may submit a different
entry each day if you wish .
. Y~u are however, limited to winning one prize.
Subm1ss1ons must be made in person on the day(s) of your
choice. Wmners will be notified at the end of the day.
SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITINGS: The best way to overcome
writer's block; What makes an effective writer· Worst/best
experience with writing; Best excuse for submitting a
paper late; etc.
ALL IN THE CAMPUS COMMUNITY WELCOME!

,

Some principles to make world better
behalf of the United Fruit Company in
Guatemala
demonstrates this point. The
Special to the Lance
military was used not to protect the freedom
It has been made clear by the suffering and of individuals but to protect the interests of
oppression of millions of people that our two transnational corporations (their right to rob
dominant economic paradigms have· failed. and exploit).
Global capitalism and centralized socialism
The main ideologies that have heen used to
have both failed to provide global sus- justify global oppress10n have been
tainability and qualitative consumerism, and nationalism, sexism, and racism. Nationalism
unrealistic theory has dragged most of the has supported the claim that some nations
world into poverty.
somhow deserve more. Sexism (misogyny)
Capitalism bas temporanly worked for a has been used in order to promote the hierarfew countries like Canada and the United chy of priviledge - whereby ~ome work is
States but has tragically impoverished the valued and other work 1s not (consider the
majority (like Mexico, Brazil, Zaire, and non-monetized work of house-keeping and
India). Within these countries people suffer care-giving). Racism is enforced within our
and die on a daily basis - chiefly for the society by inunigration laws. Like the condibenefit of people in the Northern nations. • tions within South African Apartheid, people
Upon careful examination we will see that the are segregated according to economic status
"First World" nations have not guaranteed and deprived accordingly.
their privilege with superior capitalist
Consider the reasons for an armed border
strategies but with military might.
between Mexico and the U.S. and the unThe 'victorious' capitalist economy is armed border between the U.S. and Canada.
based upon a perpetuating 'war system· that
A new economic paradigm needs to supproduces and mutually reinforces institutions, port mutuality, interdependence. suspolicies, and practices that replicate the con- tainability, diversity, and democracy. Private
ditions of war (violence, poverty, and pollu- property needs to be held 'in trust' for future
tion).
generations, not to be destroyed by selfish
This exploitation of peoples and resources consumers now. Resources should be used to
is not possible without the employment of a meet the needs of people today and seven
military. The U.S. military involvement on generations from now.

Developing a new economic system that is
self-sustaining and qualitative could be
guided by some basic principles:
I. Guarantee employment and job training
for everyone.
2. Unemployment compensation for those
who want jobs.
3. Minimum global wages high enough to
support a small family above the locally
defined poverty level.
4. Adequate day care.
5. Security for all people within their
homes.
6. Universal health insurance or some fonn
of health care.
7. Mirlimum accountability and responsibility for corporations' activity within
single countries.
8. Economic rights for women. Especially
non-monetized work (through family property rights, pensions, and social security).
These principles are not utopian or idealistic. We have within our power the ability to
establish economic justice.
We have two paths before us - one lead,;
to creativity and justice, the other ends in
global annihilation. We must not forget that
eventually we will be held accountable for
the path we choose.
t1
Kenneth MacKendrick is a Religious
Studies student at U of W.

Are we really safe
on campus?

Spe,cfa1t-0 thel.ance

By Kenneth MacKendrick
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AROUND CAMPUS

What's
that smell?

"Doobage.·

Jay Bondy
Year Ill History

·1tis me:

Mark Lefebvre
Drama Graduate

'It smells like hypocrisy and
naivete.·

Kristine Beresford
Communication Studies
Graduate

"My roomate Jen when she
hasn't showered for a week.•

Laurie McCaffrey
Year Ill Psychology

Last night, I was sexually harrassed through note writing by
four guys. When I caught them in
the act, I called Campus Police
inunediately and I wasted my
time in catching the assboles
myself!!!
Yes. we pay taxes, we pay
thousands - and thousands of
dollars to iutend this university
- for what? An education that
doesn' t provide us with campus
police safety in the place we get
it from. I know some of you
readers are thinking that I may be
going too far with this issue because of a sexual note but I don't
think I am.
Two guys wrote degrading
sexual comments on my message
board outside my room that
scared the shit out of me. I have
an idea of who these clowns are;
however, I couldn't prove anything at the time. Then, four days
later, I heard male voices outside
my door at 2:00 am. When I
opened the door I saw a guy with
my pen that is attached to my
message board. His friends ran
down the ball and I didn't see
them. The guy looked at me in
amazement and be quickly ran. I
chased him down the stairs and I
caught him and his friends in the
front lobby. I grabbed the guy
who was at my door but be escaped the building with the
others. I hurried to call Campus
Police through the so-called
·reliable' emergency phones. An
operator answered and I gave her
the infonnation quickly so she
could send out campus cops to
catch them. Instead of going out
to catch them, the officer went to
my room (where I wasn't). I told
the operator that the guys were
running away at that moment and
the cop concentrated on coming
to my room for information.
The guys were still running at
the time he knocked on my door!
He told me that he bad difficulties in getting details from the
operator.
It's difficult to get a good look
at people when their running
away from you and when you're
upset. That's why I wished Campus Police attempted to nab

them!
I don't blame the operator and
the cop, I'm sure they were only
following procedures. Although
the procedures failed in my case
(and they would for any happening assaults on campus), they did
their best in the way they were
instructed to. Get this! The cop
was the only Campus Officer
working on duty that night! Gee,
don't you feel safe?!
My main point is that women
and men on campus are not effectively protected with such a
campus police system in harrassment situations. After this incident, I ask myself constantly this
question: How would Campus
Police react if I was sexually assaulted physically by four guys
and I called them while the
rapists were still on campus? It's
a careless system that allows
criminals to escape and one that
leaves the victims to solve a puzzle that could have been
prevented.
The purpose of writing this letter is to:
1) Make students, parents, and
professors aware of the safety we
don't have at the U of W. Just as
education is a right to all students. so is the students' physical
safety.
2) Give next year's SAC president Chris Maich a problem to
work on that I know be' s capable
of handling.
3) Let the Campus Police
Department know that I am not
pleased with them and that
they'll be bearing from me again.
4) Tell the 4 asslzoles who
wrote degrading sexual comments on my door that for days.
they brought tears to my eyes and
fear to my conscience.
To the assholes: Now, I'm not
afraid of you but I'm angry at all
four of you. When you ran away
from me, I realized who really is
afraid. I'll get you back for what
you put me through and if I were
you guys, I would prepare myself
for a nighnnare battle against me.
I hope you understand my letter
just as well as you can write!!!
- Name witheld by author•s
request

_Byj.f.4Jvorbr~
While in ·c:uk on ~ ' ·~ found CtJ~s

.....

nwi~ in

~arrnmg ~ ~ ~d ooi ~y <f,life. Most. onfy wanted to
learn oen:er Engli'Sh. .. .,.,,., .

AJI Wettteoif~bt~ poli~ an<h>Uf.~v~r~s:~ y
-~)lea wbenev:ii they ·$bowed µi,,..,as tiley ·a11 ..ran a,wayf-Or fear of
1

~ .arrested, Qneman-~~nm:away. as®~i~P.~'bad

d&le ..nommg wroniwneverd:retess .be was.mested,,iud I wa.fablef
to get this letter fr-0m bmt
. ' '"' '
?'
I'm a.CUba,i·citizen; a WOfker, a ~ man from the·bu.nch. the
other day·t. ·said t& myself tiat it woutd be ~ t o,-~
1h& English
language Just ialtiaj- to $QfJl8 Canadian twlist$. Sol went to be$h
;, ·'there I met a group, young peo.pfe like~- .I stmed tal!$)g to 1hem, as··:.,:
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Well, share it with the rest of
the world and put it in the
Lance. All submissions
should include a phone
number, as the editor
reserves the right to edit for
space and clarity. Though
publication is not
guaranteed, all submissions
will be considered.
So let everyone know your
opinions, with the Lance
opinion page.
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Organically grown foods are better for the body
Sure, sure, you've heard it
all before: toxic chemicals
are in our food. So what?
It's not as if
you eat a carrot and
immediately drop dead. Or chow
down on a juicy
burger and instantaneously sprout
another head. Or 1s it?

I

I.,

Because humans are at the top of the food
web, we are more susceptible to the effects of
toxicity. For example, pesticides sprayed on
grain accumulate m the flesh of a chicken
eating that grain. After eating a lifetime of
cheffilcally-coated grain, that chicken has
become a concentrated earner of some of the
most deadly chemicals ever known. Nuggets
never looked so appealing.
While you will not develop immediate
sickness. the long range consequences of
ingesting toxins 1s ~profoundly ternfying," says
John Robbins, author of Diet for a New
America.
·Recent studies indicate that of all the toxic
chemical residues m the North Amencan diet
almost all - 95 to 99 percent - comes from
meat, fish, dairy products and eggs," says
Robbins, of Baskin-Robbins fame. "If you
want to include pest1c1des m your d1e1 ·hese
are the foods to eat. Fortunately. you can
overwhelmingly reduce your intake of these
poisons by eabng lower on the food chain,
and not choosing foods of animal origin."
Another solution 1s to eat organically grown
food.
Organic food is grown from soil that is rich in
organic matter. "Organic matter, or humus, is
the living part of the soil where billions of
bactena, fungi and other minute organisms
give the soil the capacity to feed plant roots
tremendous amounts of minerals, vitamins and
other nutrients,· says W.H. Hylton in his book
Organic Foods: what they are and why you
need them.
Organic foods should not to be confused
with "health foods" or "natural foods." ''Health
food 1s an umbrella term for all the types of
food that are generally healthy, whether they
are grown organically or not. "Natural food''
refers to the lack of
processing of the food.
For example, fresh fruit
is natural, whereas the
canned and sugared
form 1s not.
Fruits and vegetables
are organic if they have
been grown without
sprayed poisons such
as insecticides,
pesticides, herbicides, fungicides and
rodenticides and if they are not processed or
refined after harvest.
In the home garden, organics produce the
best results. Melody Robens-Parad1se, a law
student living 1n Windsor, planted a variety of
plants and seeds last summer, using compost
as her only soil cond1boner. "I planted 1n shifts
and had excellent crops all summer,"
Robens-Paradise says.
In a fifty square foot patch in her backyard,
Robens-Paradise grew a full crop all summer;
broccoli, brussel sprouts, lettuce, tomatoes
snow peas, mint, chives, leeks, cauliflower,
peppers, cucumber, spinach, zucch1ni and
flowers.
"I bought almost nothing from the store - a
head of lettuce occasionally."
So, if chemcals are not used to prevent
weeds from growing, what 11?

"Like a recovering drug
addict, the soil needs a
transitional period to recover
from the chemical residues."

"Companion planting, or atlelopathy 1s the
understanding that plants produce chemicals in
their roots, leaves and polleri which can act as
pesticides and herb1c1des. says R.W.
Widowson, author of Toward a Holistic
Agricultural and Sc1en~fic Approach. 'Certa.n
plants, which are toxic to weeds and pests are
planted beside the desired crop. acting as a
protector."
In organic farming, intimate knowledge
about the soil, climatic condihons, and the
culture of the plants is essen~al and has been
cumulated over years of experience This
wisdom can be found in many periodicals,
books or at local organic farming assoc1at1ons
and gardening clubs.
Organic farming represents a ma1or shift to
local sustainability and conventional methods.
Accordingly, there are a few problems.
The lower yields of better quality, more
perishable organic products do not lend
themselves to lasting extended amounts of
time in long distance travel. Yet, an advantage
to growing and buying locally 1s the savings in
the costs of travel and pollution.
Doug Reibling, an organic farmer m
Tav1stock, Ontano says "there is no reason
that organic food has to be scarce and
expensive. The price differential is high
because of labour and distribution costs.
Another problem is the increased cost "The
cost is 20 to 500 percent higher for organit
food than for non-organic food," says Wallace
Immen, a wnter for the Globe and Mail.
Floyd Jones, the only Windsor distnbutor for
organic foods, says that the reason for the
higher price is simply the small volumes of
produce he sells. "When more people buy
organic, the price will drop." Jones notes.
Jones, who began distributing organic food
out of personal health needs, says there 1s a
need 1n Windsor but it is slow in coming. He
predicts a large growth in organic food sales
over the next ten years.
Vegetanan Times Magazine predicts that
the market will grow from one to ten percent by
the year 2 OOO due to the shift away from red
meat and fat in the diet and the pubhc concern

about excessive chemical consumption from
crops.
Ryan Penn a partner in the Vegetable
Kingdom Organic Produce Wholesaler in
Toronto. says. "The market for organic foods 1s
small but big growth 1s expected He added
that his company has been so successful that
they had to relocate to a larger location.
Pesticide Rehab.
Reibling maintains that large scale
conventional farms can use organic met· 1ods.
"Like a recovenng drug addict, the soil needs a
transitional period to recover from the chemical
residues,· he says.
"The land needs at least three years to
rebuild," says Jones. "Dunng this transitional
penod, the crop yields are unstable and as low
as 50 percent. After three to five years.
however, yields climb back to 80 percent to
100 percent yield of the previous levels.''
Farmers only convert a part of their land at
first, expanding that area each year. "It's
becoming more common to see two to three
acres on a 40-acre farm devoted to organic
growing," says Jones.
Ron Roedale, in his book Sane Uving in a
Mad World, asserts that attempting to
manipulate the earth using contemporary
scientific practices does not work
"The scientific argument oversimplifies the
links in the nutrient life cycles. Chemicals are
added to the land like formal test tube
experiments."
The lower yields are not failure for the
farmer.
D1vers1fied organic farms do not deplete
nature's capital, but restore and replenish the
soil's fertility naturally. Conventional farms
gamble long-term sustainability by attempting
to maximize profit in the short run, which 1s one
single harvest.
"Organic Practices work better for long-term
sustainable agriculture." says Roedafe.
For more information about organic foods,
you can visit the Dorwm Trade Centre mthe
2400 block of Dougall Road. On campus you
can contact the Environmental Awareness
Association or OPIRG.
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Please send submissions to: The Lance-, Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N9B 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Tuesday March 29

'
AHumption University Chapel invite all
to a Mass and a cost supper beginning at
5:00pm.
The Womyn's Centre presents a video
screenin9 of A Matter of Choice and
Handmaid's Tale at the Grad House at
7:00pm.

I

l The Women's s.tudies. Pr~ram~e

presents Dr. Kaanna Ka1lo discussing
Fairytales, Storytelling and Politics - A
Second Opinion on Our Childhood
Conditioning, beginning at 7:30 pm in
Vanier Lounge.

• The PC Campus Association will be
holding its annual general meeting and
elections of new executives at 5:00 pm in
theCAWSC.

I

Friday April 1

'
Assumption University Chapel will hold
a Mass at 3:00 pm , Liturgy and the
Veneration of the Cross and Communion.

~
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§ Rockin' For Reproductive Rights will be
at the Spotted Dog, 89 Riverside Dr. W.
featuring Thigh (Windsor's first all-female
band), Nancy Drew, Dierdre Roberts and
more!!! Suggested donation: $3-5.

~

Sa!urday, April 2

On Wednesday, March 30 the
Women's Studies Programme
presents Dr. Kaarina Kaila
discussing Fairytales, Storytelling
and Politics -A Second Opinion
on our Childhood Conditioning,
at 7:30 in Vanier Lounge.
Re,.activation of the Georgian Music
Society, all vocalists are invited to
rehearse with the group every Tuesday at
7:30 pm in the Recital Hall of the School
of Music. For infonnation contact Philip
Adamson ar 253-423, ext. 2784.
• The French Club meets at The French
House on Sunset Ave. at 11 :30 am.
• Help for Headaches of Windsor meets in
the CAWSC Board Room from 7:00 pm
to 9:00 pm.
R99istration for Parks and Recreation
Swimming Session begins at 6:00 pm to
9:00 pm, for information call Patricia at
255-SSn.

Twice-a-week weight training for teens at
College Avenue Community Centre starts
at 4:30 pm, for infonnation call Robin at
255-6528.
® Borderers Rugby Football Club is

holding practices Tuesday, Thursday,
and Sunday. Call Marc at 972-3650.

Wednesday, March 30
;,, Reclaiming Womyn's Health: How to
Establish a Health Care Collective, a
workshop beginning at noon in
McPherson Lounge, is facilitated by
Charlene Senn, Professor of Psychology.
The Windsor Community Living
Support Services presents Today's
Alternatives: Choices for Employment,
concerning a employment and training
alternatives for people with
developmental disabilities beginning at
noon until 9:00 pm at the Caboto Club,
Salon E(Parent Street Entrance).

i

Thursday, March 31
Mass will begin at 11 :50 am at
Assumption University Chapel.
Mass of the Lord's Last Supper will begin
at 7:30 pm at Assumption University
Chapel.
• The Ontario Public Interest Research
Group (OPIRG-Windsor) meets in the
Law School, Room G104 from 4:00 pm to
5:30pm.

l Aseminar, A Matter of Choice, facil~ated
by Janet Greene-Potomski (president of
C.A.R.A.L. Windsor), will be in The
Womyn's Centre in the CAW Student
Centre at 2:00 pm. Call 253-4232, ext.
2526 for more information.
There will be a Blood Donor Clinic from
1:00 pm to 8:00 pm at the Windsor Branch
(3909 Grand Marais Road East).

l The Department of Industrial
Engineering will be hosting a seminar on
the future of industrial engineering,
speakers include Dr. S.K. Kachhal, Dr. Fil
Salustri and Ken Wallace. This all-day
event begins at 9:00 am and will be held
in the Oak Room of Vanier Hall. For
tickets call 253-4232, ext. 2607.

l Canterbury College Community
Coordinator presents Facing the
Challenge of Economic Injustice in
Canada, with speaker Dr. George
Crowell, beginning at 7:00 pm at St.
Augustine House (172 Patricia).

It Experimental music by Johnny Deck and
John Strucz will be at the Common
Ground Art Gallery (131 Universfy W.)
at8:30pm.

'

Windsor Board and Role Playing
Gaming Society meets in the Rose
Room of Vanier Hall from noon until 11 :00
pm.
There will be an Easter Vigil Service at
Assumption University Chapel
beginning at 10:00 pm.
§ Indian Student Organization is having

a Dinner And Cultural Entertainment
Night beginning at 6:00 pm in
Ambassador Auditorium of the CAWSC.
Proceeds go to the Orphaned and
Handicapped Childrens' School, India.
For tickets contact any of the following:
Gerry McPhail, 253-4232, ext. 3025; Anu
Sharda, 735-7609; Tad Venkateswarlu,
253-4232, ext. 3183.
§ Live Theatre and delicious dining will be
offered at Mackenzie Hall!Such and Such
Productions has joined with Maison Van
Blommenstein and Parks and Recreation
to offer elegant eating and hilarious
comedy, reservations must be made, call
Merry Ellen at 255-7600.
/tThe Art Gallery of Windsor presents
Alexander McKay; Colombo Tondo e
Mondo Tonda, the local artist's murals are
a response to Columbus' "discovery" of
the Americas. Opening reception on April
8 at 7:00 pm. Exhibition continues until
April 24.

Sunda~ April 3
Assumption University Chapel will be
having aMass of the Resurrection. All are
invited. Call 973-7034 for information.
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Tuesday, April 5
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• There will be a meeting concerning
endometriosis at Metropolitan Hospital
beginning at 7:30 pm.
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KEY TO SYMBOLS
It Visual and perfonning arts.
l Lectures, seminars, etc.
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• Club and society meetings.
! Notices, demonstrations.
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§ Socials, parties, mixers.

® Sporting events.
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Results of
the Lance's
election of the
editor-in-chief:

-

Ward, Teena ................. 16
McCullough, Dave ........ 4
None of the above ....... 1

Teena Ward
will be
editor-in-chief
for the 1994-95
publishing year,
effective
May l , 1994.
Congratulations Teena!
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Harvey's makes your Hamburger c-:,..
the way you want it...fast!

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is now accepting applications for its next three entering classes.
(September I994, January 1995, April 1995)

General requirements at time of entry include:
• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a a life or health science degree program.
• Aminimum G.P.A. of 2.5. Amore competitive G.P.A. is favored.
• Apersonal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

J\Jorthivestern offers:
• Aprofessional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:l.
• Awell-rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis, X-ray,
and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.
~~

i,.\,.,lJ
,,, 7·11,.,.,,

Call: 1-800-888-4777 or
Writ~: Director o( Adm~ssions
2501 West 84th Street, Mmneapohs, MN 55431
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Once upon a time, at Queen's Park there was a fresh faced MPP
named Dave Cooke. He said things in legislature, like "tuition represents a financial barrier to education" and "low-income children learn
that post-secondary education is very costly and therefore it is
eliminated as a goal in their life."
People seemed lo like his messages, and one day his party was
elected to represent the people of his province and he was appointed
the education minister. Students everywhere cheered.
They aren't celebrating anymore. Last week's announcement is the
most devestating blow sudents have yet to receive. Cooke announced
that tuition will be increased 20 per cent over the next two years. Since
taking office in 1990, Cooke and the NDP have raised tuition 42 per
cent while they've eliminated the grant system.
What is most maddening is that Cooke said the increases are
designed lo increase enrolment. This is the most ridiculous reasoning
the NDP has used so far - and there have been many laughers as they
usher in the destruction of social democracy.
The doublespeak.ing minster and his politics are hurting the students
he used to defend. Cooke wouldn't publicly denounce proposals which
called for a 50 per cent tuition increase. Instead, be let students freak
out, so when he made his announcement, they would feel relieved at a
20 per cent increase.
And just weeks before the tuition announcement, the NDP began
talking about cutting social assistance programs, such as welfare.
These scare tactics worked. The·morning after the tuition increase was
announced, newspaper bead.lines read "welfare spared". The tuition
story was still covered, but its importance was diluted in the understandable frenzy.
The everyday people who elected the NDP have been sold out. The
party is fixated on appeasing the almighty corporate buck. Dave
Cooke, betraying Ontario's students, has taken dead aim at us to
facilitate the process.
Once upon a time, students wouldn't have taken this shit.
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dent Media Corporation. Its offices are
located in the basement of the CAWStudent Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance ed1tonal board, and may not
reflect the beliefs of all its members.
Opinions expressed 1n the Lance are not
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Mission Statement
The Lance, the student newspaper of
the Un1Vers1ty of Windsor, affirms its role
as an agent of social change, performing both an educat1Ve and ac1Jv1st
function
These pnnciples are based on those of
the Canadian Un1vers1ty Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity 1n
ethn1Ctty, culture, gender, sexual onentabon, age, physical and mental ability
and economic status of our audience,
and reflect 1t in our content.
2. By examining issues and different
perspecbves other media avoid, the
Lance recognizes that many disadvantaged groups m society do not have
equitable access to the media. We affirm our responsibility to give these
groups voice and recognition.
3. The Lance is commrtted to acting
against the oppression of socially, culturally, politically and economically
disadvantaged groups. In addi~on, we
oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not pnnt material that
1s sexist racisi ageis~ heterosexisi or
that maligns differently-abled peoples or
the economically disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work agamst the
proliferation of conventional and nuclear
arms and the systems which promote
them, which preserve and extend uniust
economic and political hegemony,
dJVerting resources from genuine human
needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent
resolution to any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecolog1cal
responsibility, both in content and mits
day-to-day workings.
Mailing addreu: ..................Telephone:
The Lance ......................Editonal Offices:
U ofW .......................... 253-4232X 3909
401 SunsetAve...................... Advertising
Windsor, ON.................... (519)971·3604
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Please Dad, tell me that story again about the
time when young people could afford an
education.

Privatizing social
welfare
No wonder governments praise and promote food banks, it relieves
the effects of politicians' increasing cuts to Canada's social saftey net.
The privatization of social welfare leaves the interests of the poor in
the hands of those who can least afford it.
People are less likely to complain if somebody is doling out food,
and citizens who spend their time, money, and effort do so to serve the
poor because politicians do not
The efforts of non-profit food bank organizations are admirable and
integral to community building. Yet it should not be a constituency's
sole responsibility to ensure the needy are fed, that's what our government should be doing through social policy and practice.
Contradictory statistics inicate that our present system is ·not working. Statistics Canada's official poverty level for an individual is $14
951 a year, while minimum wage for a full time employee only brings
in about $11 OOO a year.
Contrary to the image presented in the media, an individual on welfare receives a maximum of $7 OOO a year- less than half of the technical definition of poverty.
Shifting responsibility for poverty onto those it effects only benefits
• those who control wealth and power in this country.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Thanks for the
precedent
Dear Editor,
I would like to express my
heart felt thanks to Shannon
Tukes (the author of the letter
that named Dr. B. L. Whitney as
unprofessional) and the Lance for
setting two important precedents.
The first precedent, set by Ms.
Tukes, is one that I have been
anxiously waiting to be set. The
idea that students are not to be
held responsible for their work,
especially when the work, as was
obviously the case with Ms.
Tukes, does not even meet the
most basic academic requirements that would be expected at
a university, is an idea that
should have been introduced long
before 1994.
The second precedent, set by
the lance, is another one for
which I have been waiting. The
idea of being able to commit
completely unfounded character
assassination against one of my
professors via the university
press is an idea that I and other
students, particularly ones who
fail, will greatly appreciate.
I would like to say that in the
five courses I have taken with Dr.
Whitney I have always found that
he conducted himself with the
highest degree of professionalism
both inside and outside the classroom.
However, the next time that I
am fairly graded by a professor
on work that is substandard the
first thing I will definitely do is
tum to the !Ance as the forum in
which I could possibly destroy
that professor's care~.
.
My undying gratitude 1s extended lo Ms. Tukes and the

Lance for establishing these
precedents... and oh ya, professors beware of marking fairly.
David B.H. Farr
Year m Honours Philosophy
Philosophy Department Undergraduate Representative

Walking to
solve parking
woes

with our inconsideration.
Protest is truly successful only
under honourable desires.
Andrew Gevaert
Year II Engineering

the building, so that their protest
might be beard by anyone who
might have had their window
open. The ensuing events disgusted us. A few testosteronefilled idiots on a floor below us
began shouting "Shut-up, you
3
lesbians!", and "Take your
clothes off!", and then turned up
their music to drown them out.
Dear Editor,
Surely these womyn returned
Well here it is - the last week
from the march with the impresof March, and I miraculously
sion that Laurier Hall is the
received my SAC drug plan
reserved residence for assboles.
refund. I find it ridiculous tbat it
A note to the offending men:
took 3 months to take care of the
who asked you to represem
students opting out of the plan. Laurier Hall with your disgusting
With the way money comes by
remarks?
now, I do not think my $50 cheYou have offended all the resique was SAC's property to hold
dents of this building, as well as
for 3 months. I voted for the con- all womyn. The the womyn of
tinuance of the drug plan with an
the Take Back the Night march:
increase in cost for those who
we will not apologize for the ofreally need the plan. unlike
fenders; there isn't an apology
myself being covered under
big enough to correct their acanother plan. The fact that my
tions. Please understand that not
money bas been tied up until one
all residents of Laurier share the
month before school has ended is
views of those loud-mouthed
absolutely unnecessary. Students
maggots on the issues of rape and
who don't want to be in the plan
womyn's rights.
shouldn't have to pay in the first
Barbara Rowlandson
place - it would save a lot of
Chantall Van Raay
money, time, and frustration.
Charity Ongkeko
Paula Firth
Pamela Howe
Year II Commerce
Michelle Taylor

month wait
for refund

Dear Editor,
In response to J. Halpin' s letter
No Parking Problem at U of W, I
have persuaded myself to speak
out in favour of walking.
We have forgotten that it is our
inherent right to preserve nature,
not destroy it.
Upon hearing that nearby
lands will be transformed into yet
another parking lot (including a
valuable wedge shaped lot near
the bridge, housing a failed gas
station), a collective sigh of disgust should be blown towards
lazy, selfish, impatient and arrogant drivers that pound the
pavement for a choice spot.
I've done it too. But I also was
the first purchaser of the five dollar pass, and it bas paid for itself,
merely on occasional drives to
the school.
Hats off for the efforts of a
single lady who is desperately
trying to gather student involveDear Editor,
ment into this important issue.
We are extremely dissapHopefully a parking crisis is
pointed residents of Laurier Hall.
beneath our intelligence levels.
Put all the people in one lot On March 24, at approximately
whose excuses can be justified 10 pm, we were in a friend's
for avoiding healthy year-round room when we beard a group of
exercise (save the disadvantaged) womyn, who were participating
in the Take Back the Night
and charge them for ignorance.
I will be saddened to see a march, approaching our building.
potential plot of green paved over The marchers stopped outside of

Residents
wreck protest
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lance
sub-editorial
elections
The following persons are
Lance staff in good standing
and are therefore eligible to
vote in the upcoming election:
Atkinson, Sarah
Crane, Mark
deJong, Kevin
Delben, Tyler
Fortin, Lisa
Gough, Dave
Gray, Ian
Hino, Momiko
Knight, Margaret
Longmoore, Tran
McCullough, Dave
Mcintire, Holly
Obersat, Martina
Paniccia, Stephen
Pryor, Tim
Robishaw, Melanie
Saunders, Elaine
Shannon, Jackie
Teeter, John
Ward, Teena
Zagaglioni, Paul
Nominations for sub-editorial positions
close at 5:00 pm Monday, March 28. A
candidates forum will immediately follow
the general staff meeting on March 28.

Polls open
Wed. March 30, 1994
10:00 am-noon
3:00 pm-6:00 pm
Advance poll
Tues. March 29, 1994
2:00 pm-4:30 pm
If none of these times are acceptable, please
make arrangements with the C.E.0. Elaine
Saunders prior to the election date. No votes
will be accepted by phone.
If your name does not appear on the list and
you have contributed to 2 of the last 4 issues
and have attended 2 of the last 4 staff
meetings or if you wish to be added to the
voter eligibility list, please contact the C.E. o.
at 253-4232, ext. 3909.

Smokers need a
place of their own
By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor

I know smoking is dangerous to my health, but I' II puff if I want to
- and chances are provincial legislation will soon allow it.
Although Bill C-119 threatens to outlaw any and all smoking on
university campuses, critics say the bill will most likely be changed.
Lucky for legislaters, because banning smoking in residences, student
pubs. and university property would only cause a rise in crime on
campus - if ban breakers were to get arrested.
Smokers have already been kicked out of many restaurants, and
public buildings, and relegated to separate areas across the country.
Bill C-119 presently could lead to the arrest of those smoking outside,
if done on campus. Such extremist tactics will not work and are
ridiculous.
Enforcing this law will be difficult as well, as some efforts have
failed before. The games room, directly attacbed to the Moose Pub,
was originally designated as a non-smoking and non-drinking area
But bouncers and other staff members eventually gave up, when unable to make patrons stick to the rules.
So too with the greater CAW Student Centre, according to one student. When working midnights at the Centre Desk, "students who
study late night within the (CAW) Student Centre, no longer pay attention to the designated boundaries of the smoking section - they
wander freely, smoking where they want to. When confronted with
being outside of the designated area their response is anything but
apologetic."
Although there is no excuse for smoking in restricted areas, it happens. So if the Ontario government thinks they can stop people from
smoking outside or in pubs chances are the law will just be ignored
anyway. If enforced Bill C-119 would cost taxpayers too much time
and money, better allocated to more useful pursuits.
A percentage of the students who pay into university facilities are
smokers. It is their right to demand that space be designated where
smoking is allowed. With only two legal smoking areas on campus
(CAW Student Centre, and the basement of Windsor Hall), nonsmokers territory is hardly violated.
Cigarettes are not illegal, and until so the right to smoke should be
facilitated in some agreeable way. Taking smokers money with one
band and butting their cigarettes with the other is not right.
Come on, if we are smoking outside or in a separate area with adequate air filtration we are only hurting ourselves and should be left
alone. (In fact if left alone long enough we'll probably kill ourselves
off-and that's what non-smokers want anyway.)
!
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ALL WORLD~

The Lance
gets distributed
every Monday.

TOURS & TRAVEL~
-Accredited translation {over 20 lingos)
- U.S. visas - Passport photos & related services
944-4040
Z490 Tecun1seh Rd E
~ax: 944-4485
Windsor

So pick it up.

Come cefe6rate uitli us!

HOLY WEEK
!NI)

EASTER
.91.t Jlssumption
University Cfzapef
1-Ioly Thursday, March 31 - 7:30 p.m.
Mass of the LORD'S Last Supper.
Good Friday, April 1 - 3:00 p.m.
Liturgy, Veneration Of The Cross
and Communion.
Easter Vigil, April 2 - 10:00 p.m.
Easter Sunday, April 3 - 10:30 a.m.
Mass
Assumption Campus Community University Chapel - 973-7034.
We are located on campus next lo the CAW Student Centre.
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CAMPUS CLIPS

N.B. Premier visits
N.

B. Liberal Premier
Frank McKenna delivered a
lively speech to law students
at Moot Court last week.
Formerly from Chatham,
Ontario, he discussed some
of bis experiences as a
criminal lawyer, and then
moved on to talk about New
Brunswick.
McKenna is described by
U of W President Ron Ianni,
a long-time Liberal, as "the
one person who has changed
the face of New Brunswick."
McKenna
arrived
in
Windsor after attending the
announcement of a guaranteed
employment
plan
proposed by the federal
government. The plan aims
to put workers over 50 into a
job corps and to subsidize
their pay with government
grants. Workers in the
program will also be able to
work at other jobs, without
losing their corps pay.
"There is a new sense of
optimism
in
New
Brunswick, a feeling we can
change our destiny" be told
the crowd. "We are serious
about cutting our costs and
creating jobs."

SAC transition
Next year's student council bas a chance to be a bit
more prepared than the
councils in recent years.
SAC vice-president university affairs Steve Alexander
is heading up a transitional
conference that will take
place Saturday, April 9.
The purpose of the conference is to familiarize the
incoming council with SAC
policies and procedures, the
duties of tbe various SAC
co-ordinators, and general
information,
such
as
Roberts' Rules.
"It just seems like the
right thing to do. It's taken
some of the new councillors
all year to figure out exactly
what SAC is all about," said
Alexander.
"It will make it a lot easier
for the council to get things
done next year if these
things are taken care of
early."
The all day affair will
consist of several workshops
and a mock SAC meeting. "l
hope it becomes an annual
event because the more
aware the student government is. the better students
will be served."

After hearing that tuition fees
are on the rise again, Carmen
Pacheco, a year II religious
studies student, is re-evaluating
her pursuit of a university degree.
"I'm not sure if I' 11 attend
university next year," she said,
while filling out a form in the
Student Awards office. "It's not
fair that that tuition is going up
so much. Student s are going to
be up to their ears in debt, but a
degree doesn't promise you a
spot in the workforce."
Many Ontario post-secondary
students are in the same boat as
Pacheco, after last Wednesday's
announcement.
Minister of Education Dave
Cooke announced that college
and university tuition fees will
increase 20 per cent over the next
two years. Cooke said the increase was to "encourage an increase in enrollment."
"Post-secondary education is
becoming increasingly important
for people to succeed in the
workforce. But enrolment is not
keeping pace with demand," said
Cooke. "We want to create more
spaces and maintain quality
programs."
Next fall, full-time undergraduate university students will
see their base tuition fees increase by $202 to $2 228 per
year. In September of 1995, tuition will increase to $2. 451 per
year. College students will see
their annual tuition fees go from
$916 to $1 l()C) over that period.
At least temporarily, the Ontario Student Assistance Plan
(OSAP) will cover the increase in
its calculation of student aid,
while the OSAP loan forgiveness
level is going to be raised from
$5 570 to $6 OOO.
The ministry and the federal
goverment is analyzing an income-contingent loan repayment
program whereby
graduates
would pay back student loans
based on their income once they
are in the workforce.
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Total contributions to the University of Windsor
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At Windsor, total student payments (tuition, ancillary and other fees)
have grown much faster than Ontario's transfer payments.

Provincial transfer payments to
universities and colleges will be
frozen. Additionally, compulsary
ancillary fees, charged by universities and colleges for athletic,
recreational and instructional
material fees, will be frozen.
The
long
awaited
announcement was greeted with
mixed reception in Ontario's
university communities. Student
and faculty organizations have
condemned the announcement
while university administrators
are calling it "a step in the right
direction."
The Canadian Federation of
Students-Ontario
(CFS-0),
Ontario's largest student lobbying group, promises mass
demonstrations as a result of the
hike.

"The NOP bas abandoned its
principles of equity and access,
choosing instead to target students as a source of revenue for
their mismanaged budget," said
CFS-0 chair Jason Hunt. "Although the impact will be felt by
all students, the NOP bas virtually assured that single parents, students of colour, students with
disablities, women, graduate students and individuals from lower
and midclJe-income families will
be deterred from pursuing a postsecondary education," be said,
adding the problem is worsened
by record student summer unemployment rates.
U of W SAC president Jon
Ricci believes that the increase
will have a devastating effect on
some students.

,.,. . ·, ~d:%/·
~ttt·-f<ci-1f,fi.

"20 per cent is unjustifiable.
Students can't afford this when
they are already paying so much
for food, rent and books. Postsecondary education is running in
a negative cycle."
Professors throughout the
province have also condemned
the announcment. The Ontario
Confederation of University
Faculty Associations called the
NOP' s treatment of education a
"shameful legacy."
Since taking office in 1990,
the NOP has raised tuition 42 per
cent, axed provincial grants and
cut university subsidies by 10 per
cent.
Bruce Tucker, president of the
U of W Faculty Association, said
that he is not really suprised by
the tuition announcement.
"The NOP is preoccupied with
the deficit. Universities need
funding but they were going to
make cuts somewhere. Usually
students will speak out for a
while, but then they get used to it
until the next time. The backlash
pales compared to what they
would get if tbey tried to cut social assistance programs."
University
adminisitrators
have called the announcement a
step in the right direction. Peter
George, president of the Council
of Ontario Universities (COU),
said that increased tuition and
maintained transfer payments
will give universities an additional $140 million over the next two
years. "Our grave concerns over
the future of post-secondary
education have been heard and
our contribution to the economic
renewal of" this province has been
recognized."
An August COU discussion
paper on tuition reform called for
a fifty per cent increase in tuition.
While Cooke emphasized that
the extra revenue should be used
to increase enrolment. many
university presidents are focusing
on getting their finances in order.
U of W president Ron Ianni
bas said that he will maintain the
current level of first year admissions.
I!

Student fees
compulsory
By Kris Karlsson
The Peak

BURNABY, B.C. (CUP)
Compulsory membership in student groups does not violate the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
nor is it against the public interest, according to a precedent-setting decision by the British
Columbia Court of Appeals.
The ruling by B .C. Chief Justice Alan MacEacbem upholds
the right of universities to require
that students be members of student councils and pay compulsory membership fees.
An earlier decision by the
province's Commercial Appeals
Commission (CAC) found that
compulsory membership in the
Simon Fraser Student Society
wac; unconstitutional and contrary
to public interest. The SFSS appealed that decision which would
have threatened the guaranteed
funding to almost all student organizations in Canada.
MacEa.chcrn ruled that the

CAC "vastly transcended its
jurisdiction," and made decisions
it was in no position to make.
The Court ruled that the
Charter does not apply because
universities are not considered a
level of government.
The original challenge was
launched by Simon Fraser undergraduate David Feldhaus, a member of Students Advocating for
Freedom of Association (SAFA).
Feldhaus said forced membership was unconstitutional . The
CAC ruled in Feldbaus's favor.
In overturning the CAC
decision.
MacEa.chem told
Feldhaus that he could withdraw
by writing a letter to them.
However, under the province's
university act, the university still
has a right to require that he pay
the SFSS membership fee.
The fight has stretched over
five years, in a battle some say is
motivated by ideological differences between the SFSS and
members of SAFA, who tend to
have a libertarian bent.
!!

Lance photo by Momiko Hino

Lance staffers have elected Teena Ward as their editor for the
1994-95 publishing year. Winning the election with a four-to-one
margin over her opponent, Ward feels she has good staff support
to keep the Lance focused.
"We've already defined the issues we need to concentrate on.~
she said, adding that this can only be done with an increase in the
numbers and diversity of the staff.
uNext year we will iron out some of the wrinkles, and try to dig
deeper into issues, with more investigative stories."
Graduating with an honours degree in English and a minor in
religious studies, Ward has worked for the Lance for two years as
a volunteer and currently as co-news editor.
Crane will pass on his Birckenstocks to her in late April.
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INTERNATIONAL ,WOMYN'S:,MONT~
Walking women
protest for safety

-

conviction is "just a flag , or marker of all
the other crimes (against women) which
Co-News Editor
go unreported on the campus."
James said the protest worked in getting
Third year student Tandra Jhagroo looks
over her shoulder when walking alone at women's voices heard, educating students
night and calls friends before she leaves so and faculty, as well as a personal emthey know when she should be arriving. powerment tool for those who participate.
" It was really empowering to hear my
Last week, Jhagroo and other Womyn's
Centre supporters prepared placards for a own voice in the night," said Andrea
late night march across the campus in Brown, a second year St.Clair College stuprotest of the survival tactics women are dent who joined in the event.
James explained the issue is more comforced to employ due to violence against
plex than just women's fear of walking
women.
They experienced some flack, but most alone at night - it involves imbalance of
women who took part in the second annual power between men and women at the in"Take Back the Night" protest said the stitutional level, which lead to particular
cases of men victimizing women.
positives outweighed the negatives.
"We should not lose site of the fact that,
The Womyn's Centre organized the
march to protest the fear which impedes statistically speaking, women have greater
women from walking alone at night, and cause to be afraid in their own homes," exas a part of International Women's Week plained centre volunteer Denise Green.
cellebrations. So about 40 women bearing Spousal abuse, economic, and political
placards and canvas signs gathered at the violence which women face in society are
Grad House with noise makers and a bull the broader concerns of those expressed
during the march.
born to direct their chants.
Brenda Hall watched the protesters pass
Heading down Sunset, the women
flooded into the street. "Saftey is a right, through the quad from her room in Macwomen unite, take back the night," yelled Donald Hall. She said "it was great," but
Liguya Byrch, local activist and Special B. pointed out that some of the men's floors
in the residence had turned up their stere.os
Comm. student.
The group's route focused on several to block out protesters.
Students in MacDonald Hall residence
central points of protest, with stops made
in front of the Campus Police office, Presi- also yelled down from their rooms. "They
dent Ron Ianni's private residence, the (the protesters) didn't really make a
CAW Student Centre, and the quad area point," said first year student James Gasbetween the Cody, MacDonald Hall, and ton. "I don't even know what it was for, if
it was about something that happened
Laurier residences.
The targets of protest illustrate the areas recently - it didn •t seem that important."
Many students did not know the protest
where educational Qrograms have focused
was an annual event about women's safover the years.
When walking alone at night "there is a tey. Lori Porter, a first year student living
real fear every woman knows when some- in Mac said she was not aware of the mesone walks up behind them; when they hear sage behind the protest, and "they were
those footsteps and wonder is that a man definitely going overboard."
"Those men (looking out on the quad)
or someone coming for me," said Llana
James, SAC's Womyn's Issues Coor- don't want to be converted, they don't
dinator. "Sometimes you think you're just even have their ears open," commented
Byrch, at a coffee house after the rally.
being paranoid, but the fear is real."
The recent conviction of an assailant, Byrcb said that the flack protesters exfor a sexual assault near Essex Hall last perienced "happens all the time, and is
August is the just the tip of the iceberg ac- something all of us bad to experience,"
cording to James. For every one conviction and illustrates concretely "how important
"there are 10 more like it," she said, the the issue of safety is."
!

By Teena Ward

Reproductive freedom
not just about abortion
By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor

Women need to examine their choices
more closely according to Womyn's
Centre volunteers, who organized events
for Reproductive Freedom Week taking
place between March 26 to 31.
SAC's Womyn's Issues Coordinator
Llana James explained the importance of
the pro-choice stance, which the Womyn's
Centre takes on reproductive issues. "The
stance is based on a simple premise and
feminism in general," said James, adding
that women should be treated as "reponsible individuals (who) have that choice."
The significance of choice, rather than
pro-life or pro-abortion leaves women
responsible for themselves. "When you tell
people what they can and cannot do that's
not right, it's as simple as that," explained
volunteer Connie Camilleri.
Sue Morin, Womyn's Centre volunteer
is organizing events and said reproductive
freedom implies more than just abortion
rights. The focus is on "women's control
over our own bodies - like questions
about reproductive technology, eugenics,
sex selection and bow these new technologies don't neccesarily take women's
real lives or women's needs into account.
"For the most part it's (reproductive
technology) out of the bands of all women,
because there is still male domination in
the fields of science and technology."
Staffing an information booth in the
CAW Student Centre between Monday
and Thursday,
Selma McGorman,
treasurer of Windsor's chapter of Canadian

Abortion Rights Action League (CARAL),
explained that people don't often realize
how broad the discussion around
reproductive issues is. McGorman will be
supplying information kits for students interested in reading about the pro-choice
movement.
CARAL' s focus does emphasize
prevention of pregnancies, and various options for unwanted pregnancies according
to McGorman. But there is a need for
specific action on accessible abortion because ''there is only one doctor in Windsor
who does abortions," she said. This may
mean there are "backlogs which would be
truly unacceptable."
The educational week also highlights issues surrounding reproductive rights with
a film night (Tuesday), featuring the NFB
film "It's a Matter of Choice," and the take
off of Margaret Atwood's distopian novel
"The Handmaid's Tale." CARAL president Janet Greene-Potomski plans to direct
discussion around the NFB film at the
Womyn's Centre on Thursday.
Morin explained that the official closing
will take place at The Spotted Dog, with
"Windsor's first all female rock band."
The show will begin at nine and constitute
the first and only performance of the local
band. All proceeds from the event "are
going to purchase Transit Windsor bus ads
with a pro-choice message."
The ads will be placed to counter prolife ads, according to Morin, and to increase awareness in the weeks previous to
mother's day - when pro-life campaigns
are usually stepped up.
ll
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Graduating Class of '94
You are invited to a

Pizza

-

Refreshments!

Party!

PAPERS

(APA & other styles)

BSA Typing Service
Specializing in term papers,
reports & these
(Days, evenings, weekends)
Call Roni at 253-5501
Typing, typing, typing: fast, accurate, WPS.1 - $1.50/page APA format, legal format (McGill
citation) - laserprinting available.
Call 256-4848.
Bed and Breakfast for visiting
parents and friends. Ten blocks from
university. Call 256-3937.

Free Pizza!

Mastering the LSAT - "Everything
you need to know about the LSAT,
but didn't know you should ask!" 1-800- 567-P REP.

RESUMES

·----1

THURSDAY MARCH 31, 1994
·,
CAW Student Centre - Ambassador Auditorium /
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. First come - First served/
Your hosts - Offices of Alumni Affairs and Stu.dent Services
--------- ------------------- --------------------------------

Make a good impression.
Have your resume
professionally done by

BSA Typing Service
(Days.evenings, weekends)
Call Roni at 253-5501

FOR RENT
2 bedroom unit for rent. Five
minute walk to campus. Available
May 1, 1994. Call and leave message for Jim Lovell anytime 9772615.
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Nurses make a
run for the border
By Mark Crane
Editor-in Chief
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U of W nursing students have
only one option if they are looking for full-time work after
graduation: go south.
When Tracy Hoare, the
graduating
class
president,
started her degree there was a
surplus of jobs for nurses in Ontario. Three and a half years later
it is next to impossible for a new
grad 10 find full-time work at a
hospital in Ontario.
"There is no other choice," she
remarks, talking about looking
for w0rk in the U.S. "There are
some part time positions, " she
said, adding, "There is just no
security. no health benefits, nothing."
About one third of this year's
graduating class of 61 will be
looking for jobs in the U.S. The
others are tied down to Windsor
with family and other things,
says Hoare.
The prospects for those staying
in Windsor is grim. Although the
Victorian Order of Nurses in
Windsor hires some new grads,
"the job market in Ontario is dismal," said Ontario Nurses' Association president Ina Caissey.
"We've Jost 3 600 position for
nurses over the past two years and the prospects for new
graduates are not very good."
She worries that in the Jong
tenn, this could have profound
effects on the profession. "Aie
we going to lose these talented
people to (the U.S.), and will we
have a pool of people to replace
workers when they retire?" she
asked.
For people like Julia Lechner,
it's hard to say. A U of W
graduate, she was . fortunate
enough to land a job in Montral's
Royal Victoria Hospital after
graduation. But after a year and a
half on the Intensive Care Unit
there, she's ready to move south.
"I just need to move on and get
more experience," she says, but
there are other issues pulling her
along. "We're short on nurses because they are cutting back, and
our patient load is getting higher.
I want to leave before I get
burned out."
Because she has a year of experience behind her, oppor-

tunities are wide open in the
competitive U.S. health care
market. ''They are way more advanced, because the hospitals are
competitive, they want to attract
the best staff so that they can attract more clintelle."
For nurses, this can mean gaining experience that they could
not gain at many hospitals in
Canada. Beside that, U.S. hopitals offer a greater incentive to
take the job. Lechner has bad offers that include paid medical insurance, free rent in an
apartment, reimbursment of
moving costs and a hassle free
green card. Why all these incentives to attract Canadian nurses?
"The Canadian nurses are
highly valued, and many U.S. institutions
are
happy
with
graduates from our B ScN
(Bachelor of Science in Nursing)
program," said Shiela Cemeron,
director of U of W's School of
Nursing.
This is echoed by Shiela Fryer,
Human Resources worker with
Detroit's Mercy Hospital. Sbe
normally hires about ten new
grads per year, and frequently
half of them are Canadian. "If I
have to hire a new grad., I will
hire a Canadian," she says. "It's
because their training is much
better."
That paid off for Dana Wagner, who graduated at the same
time as Lechner, and works at
Grace Hospital in downtown
Detroit. She bas the benefit, not
afforded in many cities, to live in
Canada and work in the U.S.
Although unsure of what she
will do in the future, part of her
wants to continue working in the
States. "I like my job, and I like
the people," she says of her job.
Part of it she attributes to the
climate on the floor; "Nurses
here aren't worried about losing
their jobs like they constantly are
in Canada, so there is not as
much back stabbing," she said.
Some of the other advantages
of working in the U.S., she offers, include a vaster technology,
more experience with sicker
patients, and at the beginning,
more pay. "I'm making more
money here than a nurse with my
experience in Canada," she says,
adding, "We do a lot more on the
floor than nurses in Canada do."
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Smokers no longer have to worry about taking the cold to have a cigarette.

Canipus s111okers spark'e111 up
By Ted Rybakowski and
Bruce Rolston
The Varsity

TORONTO (CUP) An
Ontario government official
says a provincial bill that bans
smoking anywhere on university campuses will likely be
changed.
Bill C-119, health minister
Ruth Grier' s bill aimed at discouraging children from smoking, contains a section that
would ban smoking anywhere
on Ontario university campuses.
One of the drawbacks is that
pay increases much slower, and
that after a few years nurses in
Canada start earning more. But
as a new grad, Wagner takes
home about $1 200 every two
weeks.
In Montreal, Lechner takes
borne about $800 every two
weeks. Although the hourly wage
is lower in Detroit, lower taxes
and employer sponsored health
benefits account for the difference in their pay.
Some grads are worried that
jobs south of the border may be
drying up as well. "I think it will
be just as difficult to find work
over there, it will take a few
months," said year IV student
Leaba Beattie. "I am concerned
that it will take a while to get a
job - they're not exactly grab-

But according to Barbara
Selkirk, a spokeperson for the
Ministry of Health, the Standing Committee on Social
Development will likely redraft
section 9 (2) to make it more
workable.
"That particular
section
needs to be more defined," said
Selkirk. "There's been a lot of
concern expressed about that
particular clause." Currently the
bill proposes banning cigarettes
from any area of university
property, including residences
and student pubs.
bing Canadian nurses like they
use to."
Despite this. Beattie turned
down a job in a Canadian clinic
to go for the experience and
money that she can earn in places
like Texas, Pennsylvania and
New York State.
Louisiana is one state that is
always looking for nurses. U of
W grad Brendan Hickey works at
Charity Hospital in downtown
New Orleans, and be sees new
grads being hired every month.
"When I started looking for a
job aggressively, it took me
about three weeks," be said. "If
you want just any job, you could
get it in a couple of days in the
South," be adds. "If you are looking for a specific job, it could
take about a month."
Hickey bad hoped to get a job

MPP Dalton McGuinty, the
Liberal education critic and a
member of the standing committee, says the bill as written is
ludicrous. "If you rob a bank
and go to jail, you'll be allowed
to smoke," said McGuinty.
''But with this legislation, if
you pursue post-secondary
education, you can't." McGuinty said the legislation
would be practically impossible
to enforce. "To imagine police
enforcing this on campus would
be like something out of the
theatre of the absurd," he said. I!
in the South West or North East
of the U.S., but these are the
states without a chronic nursing
shortage. It's easier, be claim.c;, to
find work in Southern states like
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana and
Texas.
He likes bis new job, because
it is flexible enough to allow him
to change rotations after a few
months to gain more experience.
"When you come here as a new
gra<L you have a lot of work to
catch up with these people.
Newer machines and technology
allow you to experience more
and the learning environment is
great," be said.
He's confident that most nursing grads will be able to find
some work after graduation, and
remarks, "At least the weather is
nice down here."
11

Students'
Administrative
Council

CONSEIL ADMINIITRATIF DEB tTUDtANTS

Temporary help required
(preference will be given to full-time undergrads)

Last 2 weeks of August, 1994
All of September, 1994
All of October, 1994
All of January, 1995
All of February, 1995
New applicant• must be available to work a
minimum of two full days per week (9 am-5 pm)

Skills required: typing, telephone, WP5.1, photocopying
Wage will be $7 .25 per hour.
Resumes must be received before 4 pm March 31, 1994
Marie resumes PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL and forward to
Students' Administrative Council, University of Windsor - Attn: Director of Finance

-
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CFS votes begin across Canada
(Ct.:P)
T\\O
nxent rcferl·ndums in <)ntano on
llll'lllO\.'r,hip kl' im.Te;L,e, for I.Ill'
Ca11<1di,m E·dl•mtion of Studenh
han: re,ultcd m one UL'Ceptan,:e
,ulll Olll' rekr111m of ,1 lour dollar~r-,1udc111 Ice mnca.,t·.
Thi.' Laurc1111~m Uni\ l..'Nt)
GL·ncral Studcnh · ..\"ol'iali1m
held a rckrcndum Marrh 16 and
17 Studcnh , 111L·d ..i N 111 170 in
l:1, OJ ol a kl' m,:rca,c to S 11 ~r
,tudcnt from S7 By acrepling
the kl' inaca-.c. they aJ...o nited
111 rL•main mcmhcr, m Uh.' CFS.
,,t), the a,,oriation ·, ,·ke-pn.:,1
dent l'\tl·mal and Jl'Ung prl..',idcnt
Hl'athcr 81,hop Only 153 pt:r
l'l'nt of the 3.900 ,tudcnt, ,oted
The Cnl\cr,1t) of Otta,,a ai...o
hl'ld a tee rnm.:a,i.: referendum
from ~tan:h J"i 11, I., . .Student,
rejected !he tee increa,e l .955 to
l..4lB
"I don· t frl'I very good hut r m
not deeply d1,appomtcd. ·· say,
CFS di.:pul) L"h.ur Jamit.: ~kEvO)
t-.kErny ,c1y, 1P.emher ,;choob,
\\ h1L·h don· t Jgree 10 Ull' fee incrca,t· "ill nm Jo-.e out on any of
service,.
The CFS lohhicc; government-.
on bd1.1Jf 111 Canadian student,
and provides ,uch sen·1ce, as the
Tra,·cl Cut, 1r.1, d agency and a
n:.nion,tl ,tudent healtll pl,u1.
"\\\•'re ~0111~ 10 dCL' 1dc ,, hat
10 do m a )e<t. or two year,:· he
"ay,. "\\'e · 11 most likcl y try again
(lo get !he fee i1K-rea.,e )."
.\ ,cries of reterendu1n-, on fee
incn:a,es and membership over
the past year have resulted in the
loss of ~everaJ member~. but the
av,ociauon has also gained two
new members.
Two universuies have rejected
fee increases. Five universities
have accepted them. Several
more referendums are planned
over !he next month at University
of Moncton, Univer~ity of
Western Ontario, Dalhousie
University. and the University of
Guclph.
- Caron Wan. The Charlacan.
()ITA\\A

C

Profs pay slashed
01T\\\'A lCUP) - Facing
an 11 p,.:r rent cu1back in pro\'inl'iru funding for cducati,m Ill..':\!
vear. Athena·" two major univcr,uks are negoua1111g with faculty
,md ,1.111 to roll had: tllcir \\ages.
AlhenJ·s Tory govemml·nt announced m Fehruary it would rnt
education funding by 11 pl.'r rent
in 199..i-95. ,ewn per t.·ent in
1995-96 and lhree per c:ent in
1996-97. diminatmg roughly
S300 million from its edurauon
hudget o,·er three years
The lJnivers1ty of Calgary. to
,atisf) next year's S 18 mi Iii on
reduct1l,n in its funding. ha-,
rabed tUJtion hy 12 per cent the maximum allowable amount
and is looking to cul
employee ,alarie,.
Admm1,trator, at the umvers11y have heen negotiating "quite
m1ens1vcl)" to reduce the salanes
and hendi1s of -i.300 profc ......or~.
,taff ,md other employee-. since
Fehruary. says Don IA:1oma,i.
the um, er,1t) ·, a,,oda1e , iccprcsidcn1 ol plannlll.!!
Bel\\ een 50 and 60 ..en1or administrator, al the u:un:rsit)
have already agreed to a five per
cent pay cut.
Detoma.-;i says the university
"arm professor,, suppon staff
and some adminbtrator" to accept a five per cent pay cut as
well.
At the University of Alberta,
the administration's four vice
pn:sidents have also agreeU to a
five per cent wage cut.
The university's funding grant
from the province for 1994-95
has been slashed by $29.7 million Last month, the university
also announced a proposal to cut
and merge programs to compen-

,aier for the h1,t runthng over l11c
111..·,1 thre1.. years.
In sahu-y rollhad, talb wi1h
academic staft. I.lie U ot A
negotiaung
team
originall)
proposed to cut I O pt:r cent Imm
the salaries of 2 OOO members of
the academic staff ,t....,oc1ation.
hut Ibis pos1Lion ha, dl,Ulgcd.
says
Gordon
Unger.
l11e
as,rn.:iauon ·, c,ecutivc secre1ary
Ry:m Nak.1,hima. /he

OUSA dead at U of T

.,..~r-,.

• Bac•c:iac•s. '=amoinq TttMS.
Camp Acton, S• EQUIP/Oulooo< C""""'9
l35J wa · •• ~ w - Olea,., New JA?
519 ~g •'93 • .... 11,1969 1994

Courtesy Bicycles
Trade, Sales. Repairs & Rrncab
Nttw & Used Bicycle.,

3154 SANDWICH STREET
252-0080

• With Student Card, Ask For Details
(Some restnct,ons apply)

THREE GREAT LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU BEITER!
4800 Tecumseh Ad. E.

WINDSOR SOUTH
2643 Howard Ave.

1800 Huron Church Rd.

974-6776

969-2051

971-9952

WINDSOR WEST

AffENTION STUDENTS!

Riverplace off-campus residence
RESERVE YOUR ROOM NOW

I

Charlatan.

ttaie's
~'.:
B
•
,~\,ijl:STIC:
~ This card entitles you

to 10% off any regular
priced merchandise
<AA 11uo,o not already on sale

2147 HOWARD
(N OF E.C. ROW)

969-4055

• MORE CONVENIENT
• MORE PARKING

~2!r~!JJ!1J1L 257-5210

prizes provided 113,:

J<l J~.

(next to Taco Bell)

GENERAL DENTISTRY

Plus: OVER $1000 in prizes
~ursd y April I4, 1994 at:

.5_.,..,, ....

1800 Huron Church Rd.

DR. 'PAUL F. SMITH D.D.S.

•1000 MONEY DROP

"!!prdolci!

®

OTIAWA (CUP) In a
Ifs Right. Ifs On Time. Guaranteed.111
March 17 referendum. University
of Toronto studcnis voted solidly
against jommg the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance.
Throughout this year. some
universiucs m On:arm have hcen
holding referendum, ahou1 joining the Ill'\\ "tudent lobby group.
v.,hose policies mcludc higher
tu111on fees and a "u,er-pay" loan
,ystem
• Family Dentistry
• Dental Implants
The alfomce ,...as fonncd las1
•
Sleep
Dentistry
•
Emergency Care
year. and its memhcrship ha,
• Cosmetic Dentistry • Crowns & Bridges
grown to mdudc ,1uden1 groups
at Wilfrid Laum:r t.:nivcrsit}.
Waterloo Univcrsuy. Queen's
Lnnersi1y and tllc Cmvers1ty of
\\ estem Ontario.
Students voted I 548 to 977
ValidatLd Parkmg
against joining OUSA. The parttime students a"ociation at U of
T runain, a member of OlJSA.
Last year. before considering
mcmhership in OUSA. !he Arts
and Science Students' Union
v. 11hdrev. membership from tlle
Canadian Federation of Students.
At that time, the union said it
was unhappy with the CFS's representation of students and unrealistic aim of wiping out
tuition.
Uma Sarkar. president o( the
Arts and Science Students' ,_,.....,...,...._..,........,.._......._. ._...._..._...._.._._.....
Union, says u of T students - Park along the river. jogging, bike trail
d
·
OUSA
·
- S minute walk from university
vote against
pnman1Y - furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
because they did not agree with
its policies.
- fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
- Michael Mainville. 11,e - captain's beds with storage drawers

00

9 ' !<:•~ '

our WEST location
from 172.2 Tecumseh Rd. W. to

WINDSOR EAST

Cltarlaran.

ACE Windsor Presents the:

1· · 1

WE'VE MOVED

ELECTR. O

IC

- lounge with satellite & cable N
- exercise and games room
- private study rooms
- Beach volleyball court
- parking and laundry facilities
- $279 & $399 includrn_q utilities

•1a.-1·~ z.n 1-11t¥t¥S 1

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 1Oom-8pm

Organization of Part-TimeUniversity Students
invites
All Part-Time Students to attend

OPUS 1994 ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
April 12, 5pm
CAW Student Centre Board Room
~ominations will be accepted from March 28
to March 31 for the volunteer positions of
President,
Vice-President
Internal,
Vice-President External, Treasurer, Secretary,
and two Directors at Large. Nomination
forms are available in the OPUS office.
~oting begins on April 4 in the OPUS office
until Election Day April 12 at 12 noon when
the poll closes .
Names of nominees and results of the
elections will be posted on the OPUS bulletin
boards.

OPUS OFFICE HOURS: Mon. to Thurs. 9am to
7pm and Fri. to 1:30pm. 971-3603
OPUS OFFICE CAW STUDENT CENTRE

j
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Grad House, GSS,
face cash woes
By Tran Longmoore
Co-News Editor

GSS council.
"In the past, the bar managers
have always operated in good
faith and trust. But look at any
bar in the city - you have to
have some form of checks and
balances. I think that this system
will give us that," said Esteves.

,._;- _
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Nail & Aesthetics
421 Pelissier St. 917-7822

, S pnna
• S pecta
• Jf.

If your nails are not
becoming to YOU ...
you should be
coming to us!

Tbe
Graduate
Student
/.... - a new set ~acryiic nails for $30 (regularly $55)
Society's pub, already heing sued
- fill ins for $25
by a former bartender, is in the
- free brow wax with bikini wax for $17 (regularly $25)
midst of a financial crisis.
• with valid student card
According to GSS President
Joe Esteves, the Grad House
The Grad House will also have . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
owes $60 to $70 OOO to creditors. an board which will advise them
The bar failed to pay over $30 on certain issues.
OOO in overdue GST and PST.
Tenatively, the advisory board
Students'
Additionally, the pub borrowed will include Director of Student
Administrative
close to $40 OOO from the GSS in Services
Dave
McMurray,
Council
Lawyer
Ed
Ducharme,
recent years.
CON SEIL AOMINIITIIATif DH tTUDIANTI
To rectify the situation, the Economics professor Dr. Edward
GSS is attempting to borrow ap- Rosenbaum, and former Moose
proximately $90 OOO from the U Pub manager Dave Benusa.
"The structural changes and
ofW.
In January, Esteves inherited the new advisory board will give
tbe "mind boggling" situation us some stability. We need that if
after former society president we are to continue offerring this
John Cunningham and vice presi- valuable service to studentc;,"
dent finance Paul Pilon resigned said Esteves.
Esteves said that the pub's
for "personal and academic"
long list of financial problems
reac;ons.
Recently, John McR.inunon forced the GSS to go to the
resigned from his postion as Grad university for the loan. "We
House manager. The way in desperately need the money and
which he resigned promted much with our record, the banks
speculation about the pub's wouldn't touch us. (U of W
problems. According to Esteves, President) Ron Ianni and (U of
McRimmon failed to give the W vice-president finance) Terry
GSS any notice before be Parkinson have· expressed reservations about lending us money,
resigned.
"I came into my office one based on our record. But they see
morning, and found bis resigna- the value of the Grad House and
tion note and his keys to the bar see that it can be profitable if it is
on my desk. l haven't heard from run efficiently. So the negotiations will begin."
him since."
PREFERABLE PLACE OF RESIDENCY BETWEEN
Tbe GSS hopes to borrow
One Grad House employee,
MAY 1, 1994 - AUGUST 31, 1994
who spoke anonymously, said about $90 OOO and pay it back
WINDSOR AND SURROUNDING AREA
that McR.inunon was going to be over a seven year period. "It has
fired any way and that "the bar's to be a long term loan. We only
DEADLINE FOR RESUMES WILL BE
collect $67 OOO per year in stubooks were a real mess."
APRIL 8, 1994@ 5 : 00 P.H.
--dent
fees,
-Md
80
per
cent
of'tbat
Esteves demed- -that ...,Mot
Rinunon was going to be fired is committed to services."
Meanwhile, the GSS is still
but said that be had spoken to the
RESUMES CAN BE DROPPED OFF IN A SEALED ENVELOPE AT THE
manager about his "inexcusable debating if they should try to setSAC OFFICE, 2ND FLOOR,
performance." On several oc- tle a lawsuit out of court.
CAW STUDENT CENTRE
Former Grad House bartender
casions, Esteves said, Mcin care of
Rimmon
bounced
checks, Joe Krishnaippillai is seeking
close to $70 OOO for alleged 1..-----------·MAR-•Y•M•C•ARiiiiiiT•H•U111R.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
including the bar's entire payroll.
Last week the GSS changed its wrongful dismissal and damages.
Said Esteves, "We could go to
structural relationship with the
court
on the principle of the matGrad House. The new Grad
House manager will have to ter. But the question is, how
answer to a book keeper and a much are we willing to risk for
!!
member of GSS executive, who the principle."
in turn will answer to the general

STUDENT'S ADMINISTRATIVE
COUNCIL

ANNOUNCES THAT RESUMES ARE BEING
ACCEPTED FOR THE POSITION OF

ONE

STUDENT HOUSING COMMITTEE
DEVELOPMENT CO,ORDINATOR

Attention All Graduates!
Take your classmates home
on a Class-Composite ...
the best way to remember
11
"the way we were ...
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You would
be n,u-rs
to let
the year
pass by
without
•
seeing
your name in print.
There are still two issues of t~e
Lance left this year. If yo~ ~o~ld like to
contribute to the remaining issues,
whether news arts, sports, or
photography, stop by the office or give
us a ring at 253-4232 (ext. 3909).

Make your appointment now at the Odette
Building, 2nd floor, room 209 .
Grad Portraits will be taken:
April 4, 5 & 6

Faculty & Se~retaries are welcome!
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MIRACLE
GAME
Josef Skvorecky

Miracles am id
the chaotic
By Nancy Hui
Arts Staff
The Miracle Game

Josef Skvoreckv
Harper Perennial
Described by Skvorecky as a
novel about young manhood and
unrealistic hopes, The Miracle
Game offers a glimpse into
<:zech culture - a glimpse at
umes romantic, and at others,
brutally real.
The miracle occurs in a church
in the countryside where a statue
of Saint Joseph bows in blessing.
For the next 20 years, one of the
wimesses. Danny Smiricky lives
life as normally as he can ~der a
~oviet dicatatorship. During that
ume be questions whether or not
the miracle was real.
On the surface, the book is
about life in Czechoslovakia
under dictatorship, but underneath, issues like censorship, personal and intellectual freedom
and the subjective nature of
reality swirl around the reader
creating a maze for the mind.
It's a maze nor unlike the one
created in Czechoslovakia's
fickle
political
atmosphere.
Danny writes a book which at the
whim of government opinion can
be deemed either acceptable or
unacceptable.

Against the vo,ce of common
sense. I had taken my novel In
The Red Panzerkops out of its fifteen-year hiding place with my
~unt in Popovice and brought it
mto the suddenly liberalized
Writer's
Union
Publishing
House .... ln the historical situation now emerging. signalled by
the rumbling of aircraft overhead, my venomous satire on the
people's army was as dangerous
as it ~ad been once before, long
ago ...(p.240).
But even in this chaotic atmosphere, the characters in The
Miracle Game still live in their
lives. Skvorecky shows how even
under an oppressive government,
people continue to fall in love,
raise families, have lusty affairs,
and dream foolish dreams. And
in the end, people act the same
wherever you go. Skvorecky
should know.
Forced to leave Czechoslovakia because his writing did
not conform to party lines,
Skvorecky immigrated to Canada
in. 1968. He now teaches English
Literature at the University of
Toronto and bas traveled in
Canada and the U. S. Although
be has said in interviews he feels
at home in Canada, the reader
can't help but sense a longing he
bas for his homeland.

Alternatives to
scamming welfare
By Darrin Keene
Arts Staff
The Career Directory
1994 edition
Edcore Publishing Corp.

As we move towards the end
of the school year, the search for
the ever-elusive job starts. For
graduates. it's a time to seek out
that promising career. Other students are endeavouring to find a
well-paying summer job.
Career Directory can
facilitate this quest for employ~ent. A comprehensive contact
list of over 400 Canadian companies, this book contains more
valuable information than a
semester's worth of textbooks.

1!1:

The tightly organized 1994
edition of this annual directory
features an academic index. With
it you can find out what skills
and degrees potential employers
are looking for. Also, the companies indicate whether or not
they will be considering summer
student applications.
All of the featured companies
have voluntarily provided the information, along with phone
numbers and mailing addresses.
Most also include a human
resources and fax number.
Let's. face it: today's job
market 1s about as stable as the
San Andreas Fault. The Career
Directory could be the insurance
~licr you need in these uncertain umes.
I!
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Walkin' away
By Tyler Cain
Arts Staff
walkin' wounded

Judith Fitzgerald
Black Moss Press
Living in a dying country is
like being a Bird in a Storm. This
is the painting that appears on the
cover of Judith Fitzgerald's collection
of poetry
walkin'
wounded. The country is Canada
and the bird could be any one of
its citizens. Fitzgerald is current
writer-in-residence at U of W;
she has received numerous
awards. including the Fiona Mee
Award, Writers' Choice Award
and a Governor-General's Award
nomination.
The title of her 1993 collection
uses a pun on the word "walkin "'
to lament our beautiful but
wounded country. Are we in a
state of siege by our neighbours
(neighbors?) across the river, corporate America? Fitzgerald tells
this writer, ·'Canadians can't realize what is happening to them.
We have been provided with the
tools to combat the United States
but we don't know bow to use
them."
Within the poetry, along with
the terminal subject matter, is an
attempt to maintain form: the

~edium is par.t of the message.
Fnzgerald grew up with the idea
that fonn is never more than an
extension of content, but she now
disagrees with this, claiming
"Poecry is shaped by form."
In walkin· wounded she never
exposes herself as a character.
but rather creates narrators to
convey her concerns. To her, this
is no place for confessional:
"Therapy is therapy, craft is
craft." she asserts.
On the other side of her concern for our wounded country,
there seems to be a hidden joy in
the national spirit of Canada. She
shows her love of baseball in
Haiku Curve. a unique attempt to
combine the baseball season with
the Canadian great outdoors.
Canadian musicians are also
acknowledged in the book, including Leonard Cohen and
Stompin' Tom Connors. These,
she feels, may be a new hope for
Canada. But Fitzgerald may not
wait that long. She tells this
writer of her plan to "Go to the
Arctic, buy an igloo (with a computer, of course), drink from a
Diet Coke pipeline, and listen to
country records for the rest of my
life."
What can I say? Don't forget
to write, I guess.
I!
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Visual Arts
True Love: Collecting
People, a video installation
by Britta Poisson and Kari
Ketomaki; Thurs. Mar. 31
?pm-midnight, Lebel Gal~
lery (Huron Church at College Ave.) Cheap beer.

***
Alex McKay: Colombo
Tondo e Mondo Tondo opens
Sat. April 2 at the Art Gallery of Windsor (Devonshire
Mall). The show uses large
photo-based murals which
were begun in 1992 as a
response to Columbus' "discovery" of the Americas.
McKay describes bis work
as
a
"tongue-in-cheek
re~ponse to a commoditydriven art world". Opening
reception Fri. April 8, 7 pm.

Music
Clarinet
Combination:
The Intimacy of Spring in
Song, a chamber concert

Media without
the message
about the media: it means nothing. Finally Jimbo you can sink
your teeth into. Working from
this basic premise, much of what
The Real Laws of Media
enrages and delights us about
Jean Baudrillard
what's on the tube, etc. becomes
translated by BrianMassumi
understandable. Baudrillard bas
built a life wrestling with the
and Bob Black
ghost of Nietzsche - and all his
Yellow & Black Books
France's emminent and ar- works entertainingly repeat the
rogant genius is back with a col- same refrain: "The pit does not
lection of articles on the stare back, dummy."
In a series of articles originally
emerging cyberface of culture in
printed
in the funny pages of Le
the '90s. Some may recall the
Monde,
Baudrillard deconstructs
posthumously compiled Mcsuch
familiar
American cultural
Luhan apocrypha that went under
and
social
neo-concerns
as the
a similar title The Laws of Media.
Grateful
Dead
intellectual
Well, the references are there but
without the reverence one ~igbt property rights, seed patents,
(if one wasn't familiar with football players, Ralph Waldo
vertically-integrated
Baudrillard) expect from a Emerson,
multinational corporations, Marc
theoris.t so indebted to the great
Canadian media critic. Baudril- Houle's cat, the price of wool
and eyeglasses, Madonna, David
~d is. always the first to partake
~uzuki's religious origins, the
10 radical appropriation without
unpotence of tenured academia,
apology, and often with insult
and
bis last two girlfriends.
Yup, Jimbo's back, poaching
So
those are the tangents. If
with nihilist and vengeful glee
you
want
the content behind the
from such diverse sources as
litany,
pick
up a copy of The
Clauswitz, Robocop, Charlie' s
Real
Laws
of
Media and chew on
Angels, Johnny Sokko, and
the
meat
of
what
just may tum
Foofoune (the street clown who
out
to
be
the
Mythologies
caused a sensation two years ago
(Roland
Bartbes)
of
the last
by running for French parliademi-decade
of
the
this
tired
milment).
lenium.
11
His overriding conclusion
By Bernard Helling and
Sarah Atkinson
Arts Staff

featuring works of Mozart
Schubert, Schumann, and
Bozza, Fri. April 8, 8 pm, at
W alkerville High School
(2100 Richmond, in Old
Walkerville). Admission by
donation; proceeds go to the
Barbara Parry Memorial
Scholarship Fund.

***
Throughout April, the
public is invited to Graduation Recitals given by
School of Music candidates.
April 2, Vincent Belvett.
guitar, at 4 pm and Brian
Zanier, trumpet, at 8 pm;
April 6, Richard Felver,
piano, at 8 pm; April 9.
Stephen Paranosic, trumpet.
at 4 pm. For more info, call
Hugh Leal at 253-4232, ext.
2799. Recitals take place in
the Moot Court, Law Building. Admission is free.

Film
Spend a mindful Good
Friday/April Foor s Day
watching episodes of The
Three Stooges, at the Capitol
Theatre, April 1, two shows
7 and 9:30 pm. Tickets $5.

***
Kinotek presents Wiin
Wenders' Wings of Desire,
April 2-4, 9pm, Capitol
Theatre.

***
Detroit Film Theatre,
April 1-3, 7:30 & 9 pm,
Belle Epoque, the film that
won best everything at
Spain's Academy Awards.
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Greediness next
to godliness

g

ll
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()ear Karl,
Ignore the hype! l know everybody keeps talking about
Douglas Coupland like he's the voice of our generation until you
want to puke; that John Fraser was gushing in this month's Saturday Night about bow brilliant be is, and that the Globe review was
mostly positive... Never mind all that; read him for yourself. He
actually has something to say, believe it or not. He can write,
beautifully, in a voice that rings so true it's a little frightening.
So l'm a little behind the times. People have been raving about
Coupland since his first novel, Generation X It's been tremendously successful, drawing attention to us 20-30 year olds, even
giving us a name. (Yup, he coined it.) Gen X had a neat glossary
in the margins to define, presumably for the unintiated, the
neologisms that are part of our landscape: McJobs and me-ism,
etc. It was fresh, original and clever at the time, apparently - too
bad t.tt:, media have gone all nuts on it, to the point of "If I see one
more story about under-30's, I'm gonna..."
His new book is a collection of eight short stories called Life
after God, and I suspect it's less cute than his first one. I'm a little
disappointed that Microserfs, bis long-ish short story in my
roommate's January copy of Wired (I never would have been cool
enough to buy it myself) isn't included, 'cause it would fit right
in. It was the piece that suggested to me Coupland might actually
live up to the hype.
Anyway, the stories are all written in first person, and don't appear to stray too far from Coupland's 25-30 year old West Coast
male experience. Various incarnations of late 20th century angst
figure more or less prominently: drugs (including Prozac), bad
TV, AIDS, the threat of nuclear war, the proliferation of technology, environmental degradation, dysfunctional relationships...
And yet, over and over again, these become backdrops or symbols
of what it is he believes is really wrong. "You are the first generation raised without religion," he writes as a preface to the story In

the Desert.
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If you can't afford the $20 hardcover and can't wait for the
paperback, you can at least read that story in April's Saturday
Night. Skip the audio tape, though. He's got a lovely reading
voice, but it's $15 for just two stories!
Don't misunderstand me. It's not that Coupland thinks we
should all become religious fanatics or something; from his depiction of 'born again Christian' Dana in the title story, it's pretty
clear they frighten him a little. He simply expresses a deep longing for real love, for spiritual connection and fulflllment that was
once filled, for some people, by religion. The quiet isolation bis
middle-class characters experience can be depressing to read
about, probably because it's so damn familiar. Toe overall tone is
mournful, melancholy. It's not that they're lost; as one character
says, "We're too middle-class to be lost." It's something more
than that. Yet the last story, Life After God (1 OOO Years) ends on
a surprisingly positive note, because the protagonist Scout finally
reaches a kind of unity - in nature, of course. I say surprising because Scout admits something many of us never would - but I
don't want to give it away. The Globe reviewer said the imagery
in these stories illustrating our metaphysical alienation - city vs.
forest, desert, etc. - tended to be a little obvious, and I can't disagree. His treatment of the themes is nevertheless subtle, even elliptical, and I appreciate that.
Finally, the two real reasons I liked the book: 1) I kn~w the
characters in these stories. They look and feel and sound like us.
We could have bad almost any of their conversations. 2) The book
is 360 pages, but the pages are small (you could eas~y stick it in a
coat pocket), the printing is big, there's lots of white space, ~d
the cutest line drawings by the author - reminds me of The Little
Prince. My attention span being what it is these days ... Too bad
it's priced a little out of the reach of its ~get au~ience (lh;e advantages of being a Lance writer: free review copies.) That s the
Canadian publishing industry for you. There's always the paperback, once it comes out, I suppose...
Well, that's it, gotta go. Miss you! Love, Lisa

-Lisa Fortin
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Postmodernism now
domesticated for you
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

Postmodernism, Sociology and
Health

Nicholas J. Fox
University of Toronto Press
Postmodemism has become a
catch-phrase for everything that
happens in our society, and like
most isms it has a canon of literature, which makes it difficult to
assess and understand some of
the underlying ideas of poststructuralist thought.
That is why Fox's book is so
useful; in a quest to posit a
postmodem social theory of
health, be gives a succinct and
readable overview of some
central postmodem issues that he
then incorporates into his own
work. It provides an excellent introduction to some of the more
important concepts drawn from
the work of Derrida and
Foucault, and uses those ideas to
challenge some of the modernist
ideas of health and illness.
The first is Derrida's analysis
dif!erance, which Fox views as
"concem(ing) the fundamental
undecidability which resides in
language and its continual deferral of meaning, the slippage of
meaning which occurs as soon as
one tries to pin a concept down."
That is, we look at things not as
their essence, but in terms of
their difference from other
things. This leads to a criticism
of logocentrism, (the fallacious
claim
that
unmediated
knowledge about the world is
possible.)
The critique of logocentrism is

By Luis Santana
Arts Staff

You have to feel sorry for
King Apparatus.
Here's a band that tours relentlessly, garners a reputation for
high energy, infectiously groovy
shows playing a unique brand of
music, and what kind of greeting
do they get on their Windsor
visit? A pathetically barren
Moose Pub.
Not that you should cry too
hard for these Toronto-based ska
boys, because what few asses
were at the Pub last week got
kicked wholly and thoroughly

Make your busy day a healthy one ...
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audience, much of the bulk involves a heavy critique of medical
sociology - something out of
reach of the layman. This
presents a couple of problems to
the amateur sociologist, because
the author assumes many of the
concepts and terms will be
familiar to the reader - and it's
downright difficult to follow the
argument without a detailed
knowledge of medical sociology.
Thal asidt:, it is an interesting
and fruitful introduction to the
ideas and arguments of the
postmodem approach.
II

No red carpet for King Apparatus
Marbles,
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central to his critique of modernist sociological theory, because
positivism, marxism and structuralism all make a claim to rationalize and take control of the
world around us.
This leads Fox to ask a series
of questions about the nature of
health and illness: who defines
them; who has a claim to
knowledgeability; what kind of
power structures are created, and
bow they can be resisted.
While the book is, to an extent,
written in accessible language
and is intended for a lay

cf1Ef1D .JI
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around the dance floor.
Upbeat, engaging, and totally
into their music, King Apparatus
made the best of a needlessly dismal showing, and gave the lucky
few in attendance what they
wanted: a no holds barred funfilled night of skanking.
With lead singer Chris Mmray
supplying a cheerful vibe, the
band whipped through two sets
of the catchy, reggae-tinged, "get
up and go" approach that gives
ska its irresistible party appeal.
Mixing old favourites such as

Buy Our Stuff, Nonstop Drinking,
and Made for T.V. with material
from

their

current

release

King Apparatus were
alternately fast, mellow, hard,
and lazy, randomly injecting elements of rock, funk, and noisy
distortion into ska's flexible
framework.
They didn't let up - even
when it was apparent the crowd
(such as it was) was having a
tough time keeping up.
As for the Moose Pub, well,
they blew it King Apparatus are
the quintessential party band,
perfect for the campus pub setting.
To sit back and under-promote
a show of this potential is as unexplainable as it is stupid.
II
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More of Bestward' s best of 70s
By Chris Bestward
Arts Staff

1. David Bowie: Station ro Sta-

tion (Ryko '76)
This album presents six long
cuts that are snipped directl)
from the cloth of the art-rock
styling that Brian Eno would
later ao;sist Bowie in perfecting. It
may have been the single Golden
Years that made the album a
household word. hut it was songs
like Word on a Wing and the
robotic sway of IVC 15 that kept
it out of 1979 garage sales.
2. Sly & the Family Stone:
There's a Riot Goin' On (Epic
'71)
Believe it or not, Sly and Co.
did go on to do more work after
they recorded EverydaJ· People. I
strongly suggest this release for
people who are fans of albums.
not bit singles. Tbe album should
be played through as a continuous song. If you're looking
for the "good songs" buy the
greatest hits. Critic Robert
Cbristgau wrote that the quality
of this album emerged out of
Sly's discovery that "the pot of
gold at the end of the rainbow
doesn't mean shit." Words 10 live
by.
3. Carole King: Rhymes and
Reasons (Ode '72)

Released just one year after
ber multi-platinum Tapestry, this
album presents King fighting the
good fight with the continuously
traditional style that allowed her
to write classics such as Up on
the Roof. Be My Baby, and
You ·ve Got a Friend. Both
melodic and charming, songs like
Been to Canaan and Peace in the
Valley make this an honest relaxing listen.
4. The Rolling Stones: Exile on
Main Street (Rolling Stones '72)

Anyone who doesn'ts agree

that !llis 1s the most inspinng
rock and roll alhum of all time
I' II meet them in front of Dillon
Hall at midnight Friday to
stnughten 'em out.
Upon release in 1972 Jagger
and Richards intended this
double album to be listened to a,;
four separate sides of music.
However, with the recent rerelease as a CD we get only one
side with 18 songs. This sits perfectly well with me. since it
means I can listen 10 a full ~ixtyfive minutes of Charlie Watts
without flipping a side.

5. King Krimson: Larks' Tongues in Aspic (EG '73)
This is for all you fans of the
progressive-rock sound of the
70s who are sick to death of Yes.
Look no further than this progrock masterpiece. Guitars and
synthesizers coming out of your
ears.
An
instrumental
wonder...with vocals too!
6. Todd Rundgren: The Ballad
of Todd Rundgren (Rhino '71)

A brilliant journey through the
past to a time they called the 60s.
Here Rundgren remembers what
it was like to hear j oyous three
minute masterpieces that came
and left the airwaves before you
knew what was happening.
Long Flowing Robe is by far
the strongest song on the album,
with the other eleven following
close behind. Rundgren's soft
and harmonic vocal delivery
gives his piano, and all twelve
songs, a nice place to live.
7. Fairport Convention: House
Full (Hannibal '76)
Combining rock and roll with
Scots-Irish folk, this live album
feature.<. the always brilliant
Richard Thompson on lead
guitar.
Although
the
band has
released albums that are stronger
as a whole, House Full gives a

new hstener a 1a-;1e of what it is
10 he one of the tightest live
bands 10 ever grace the stage.
8. Rod Stewart: Every Picture
Tells a Story (Mercury '71)
Many would argue that this is
the finest rock relea"e of all time.
and though I disagree (sec #4). I
acknowledge it being up there.
This is a perfect representation of
the old Rod. before he signed the
Faustian clause.

9. John Prine: John Prine (Atlantic '71)
One of the best songwriters of
all time. Prine strolls through this
album with a folk-country feel
that is found by few artists. Illegal Smile
and
Spanish
Pipedream delve into hippy mysticism, while Hello in There and
the Elegant from Montgomery
look at the world through the
eyes of the elderly with both
grace and dignity. A multidimensional songwriter who truly
shows his stuff on this wonderful
debut.

Cover image of bell hooks' Sisters of the Yam.

Media myths ridiculous
to young Black womyn
By Nichelle James
Arts Staff

The world of film and
television has, since its beginnings, sold its audiences on the
image of the blonde bombshell as
the ideal of beauty, an ideal that
all womyn should aspire to.
Today, however, books like Th£
Beauty Myth by Naomi Wolf
have deconstructed these images,
deeming them unattainable for
most women.
According to Taryn Della
Goree, guest speaker at the Mar.
16 workshop Black Womyn and
Body Image, "If it is impossible
for white womyn to see this
vision of beauty materialize, then
dangling this image in front of
the eyes of a Black woman is
ridiculous."
The workshop was sponsored
by the Womyn's Centre and held
at the Grad House. Participants
joined in an interactive discussion about !he politics of hair and
the importance of embracing
Black femaleness in the development of self-acceptance.
"I remember watching Whoopi
Goldberg in one of her stand-up

10. Warren Zevon: Warren

Zevon (Asylum '76)
This eponymous debut features

Th£ French Inhaler, a song that I
feel is one of the finest instalments ever added to the
singer/songwriter
generation.
Literate, satiric, bitter, and often
violent Zevon gives the listener a
full ride over the course of this
album and there is not a single
song that disappoints.
lf you· re in the market for a
Zevon album, please don't buy
the Best of collection. Even if it
does include "Werewolves of
London" put it aside and invest
in the debut album instead. Complete with Jackson Browne as
producer, harmonies by the
Eagles, Glen Frey and Don Henley, and background vocals by
Stevie Nicks, this album is a tour
de force.
r!
·:.:..··

routines talk about putting a
sweater on her head as a young
child and swinging it about
pretending to have long hair, like
her white counterparts," says
Goree. The women in the room
laughed at their own painful, but
humourous memories of the need
to identify with white television
images. Goree continued. "When
I saw Wboopi do it I felt normalized, but it made me wonder how
many little Black girls today still
think they look better with a
sweater on their bead than with
their own natural hair."
The objective of the workshop
was for the participants to leave
with a stronger vision of what it
means to be a beautiful Black
woman; the discussion indicated
that this was definitely accomplished.
bell books, in her most recent
book Sisters of the Yam, states,
"Clearly, if Black Women want
to be about the business of colIective self-healing, we have to
be about the business of invent·
ing all manner of images and representations that show us the way
we want to be: The way we are!'~

·(·.-
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- snacks - pastas - baking supplies
- beans & nuts - health supplements
10o/o DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT CARD
*excludes tobacco , Pop Shoppe, magazines & lottery

1977-5931

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
1560 Huron Church (Ambassador Plaza)
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THE CHOICE IS YOURS
By Tyler Delben
Sports Staff

Less filling. tastes great.
Detroit Red Wings, Toronto Maple Leafs.
It is soon to be Lhat time of sea'ion when Windsor turns into a scene from one of those
famous Miller Lite commercials.
As the NHL playoffs are nearing, both the Wings and Leafs will get ready to embark
on a treacherous road that ends with the Stanley Cup in hand. And it is this rocky road
that runs nght through the heart of Windsor. separating the city in two, as the Great
Berlm Wall to Germany.
On one side will be a group of red and white painted crazies hoping lo hear Lord
Stanley come calling, while on the other side, will be a gathering of blue and while
pamted maniacs hoping for the very same thing.
For those people stuck in the middle, here is a list to argue over. Prepare yourself
for some serious verbal battles.
You're bound l<' get caught in heated discussions about
• Who's better: Steve Yzerman or Doug Gilmour?
• Wbo' s a better fighter: Bob Probert or Wendel Clark
• Who's a better coach: Scotty Bowman or Pat Burns?
• Who's a better goalie: Chris Osgood of Felix Potvin?
• Who's a better defenceman: Steve Chiasson of Todd Gill?
• What place IS better to watch a game: Joe Louis Arena or Maple Leaf Gardens?
• What colour is prettier: red or blue?
• Who's better: Sergei Fedorov or - hey wait. There is no one even clo~
to Fedorov
• What's a better emblem to have tattooed on your forehead? A Red Wing
or a Maple Leaf?
Who's harder to spell: Viacheslav Kozlov or Nikolai Borschevsky
.
• What city would throw a better Stanley Cup victory party: Detroit or
·.
Toronto:
_...- ~~ . ) • Who's better in front of the net: Omo Ciccarelli or Dave Andreycbuk
~:~ • Wbat'sabetternumber:9lor93?
• Wbo' s got better defence?
.,. / •
• Who's got better offence?
• Who uses more hockey tape throughout the season?
1
• Who does Nancy Kerrigan like better?
~
• Who's better golfers? Ed-probably Detroit because last year they got
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the jump on Toronto on the links.
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Always a fan of Andre Dawson

Biolmeans .................... .1 4
Cereal Spiker ............... .1 71

Money takes
the fun out of

Football

pro baseball

The football mini-camp
held a couple of weekends
ago was a "success", according to ac;sistant football
coack Dan Zagordo. The
camp was looking for
"diamonds in the rough," as
many who did not even
have football experience
came out, with a few impressing the coaches. The
camp bad about 25 players
come out with most of them
to be invited to the Spring
camp to be held in April.
Looking ahead to next
year, Zagordo calls last years
record (3-4), "a record to improve on, and we hope to
build on it."
Leaving the Lancers arc
fifth year players Wayne
Campbell and team MVP
Ozzie Ncthersole. therefore
the coaching staff has been
active in recruiting to improve on lac;t years record.

Hey you
You might have noticed
that varsity sports have
ended. However, if you have
any ideas for articles, drop
by the Lance office in the
basement of the CAW Student Centte or call Sportc;
Editor David Gough at 2534232 ext. 3909.

• Who's better on the power play?
• Who's better penalty killing?
...and so on, and so on, and so on. One thmg for cenain, it is sure Lo be
some battle. As for myself, there is only one side. That side bears the colours
of our country's flag. Red and White all the way!
I!

~~
~

By Tran Longmoore
Sports Staff

Drop by a neighbourhood pub
on a sticky August evening and
you'll sec a crowd of people
gathered around a television set,
swigging beer and watching
ba~ball.
At one booth, drunken young
men and women will argue over
baseball's best - the Jays or the
Tigers, Bonds or Griffey Jr. They
argue pac;sionatcly for hours but
they always leave with a smile on
their face (unless their team loses
on that night).
But it's the grizzled old men
that amaze me the most. They
scoff at today's game, which is
more about bucks than the little
intricacies that endear so many to
the game. But then John Olerud
sicps up the the plate. and gracefully lines a ball into right-centre
field. The old man's eyes light up
and be begins to talk about Ted
Williams, Norm Cac;h, and Mickey Mantle. It's ac; if he's 13 years
old again .
It's the essence of baseball.
Nostalgia. Tradition. Ba-;eball
fans take their "teams" to their
graves.
I've been watching and playing baseball as long as I can
remember. I hope that when I'm
60 years old I' 11 get the same enII I
I

.-

-joyment from the pro game. But
I'm starting to doubt it.
I'm a dysfunctional baseball
fan. Money bas ruined the game.
I'm not griping about free agency. If the players don't get the
money, it will only go into the
pockets of the billionaire owners.
It· s a combination of things. but
it all stems back to the collusion
cases of 1986-87.
I bad been a Montreal Expos
fan for years. I cried when Rick
Monday belted Steve Rogers and
the Expos into mediocrity. But
then in 1986, something changed.
The Expos offered Andre Dawson, my favourite player, a pay
cut. At the time, baseball owners
bad illegally agreed not sign each

other's stars, in an effort to keep
free agent bidding to a minimum.
Their excuse was that Dawson· s
knees were damaged, which is
not a surprise considering that he
played every night on the "Big
O's" a.c;troturf.
So an insulted Dawson
brought a blank check to
Chicago. The Cubs signed him
for $500 OOO, less than a third of
bis market value.
He got the ultimate revenge,
hitting 49 homers in a season in
which be wa.c; named National

LeagucMVP.
When Dawson went to the
Cubs, so did I. I replaced my
hideous looking Expos cap with a
Cubs bat, realizing that I no

longer bad an allegiance to a particular team, but one player.
My years at Wrigley Field
were a blac;t, but Dawson is now
winding down bis Hall of Fame
career with the Red Sox. I get the
feeling that when the ''Hawk"
flies away, my passion for probaseball will go with him.
I wonder what baseball will
mean to me when I get older. I'll
always enjoy playing pick-up
games. and if I ever have
children, you can bet that we'll
play catch deep into the summer
night. It's just a little bit saddening to know that, unlike the old
men at the pub, watching the best
players in the game won· t
rekindle that youthful spirit.
I
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Men's Hockey
March Madness

Where we set the standards

By Nathaniel Metron
After a long season full of action. excitement and much confusion. the regular season ha-.
been completed. The dnve for
hockey supremacy bas begun the playoffs.
Unlike the NHL playoff format. Campus Ree hockey is a
simple elimination tournament
comparable to the levels of excitement seen in the NCAA basketball championships.
Games continue this week at
Windsor Arena. So if you arc
looking for something to do in
the early hours of the morning,
find out when your favorite team
is playing and come on out.

Innertube Water Polo
By Timothy Kearns
Innenube Water Polo this
semester had another successful
season. This year only one team
out of six dropped out. That left
us with The Water Bandits, Aqua
Ducts, Fancbette Fishers and
Team Six, (creative eb?).
Sunday Maret 20 marked the

Student discounts on Sundays
551 PELISSIER • OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS • 973-4977

Attention:
Foreign Students
Lance photo by Margaret Knight
First-round action in the men's intramural floor hockey.

commencement of the playoffs.
The Water Bandits easily won
and now go on to face the Aqua
Ducts in the final playoffs. Sunday March 27. Fanshette Fishes
are eyeing third as they wait to
play the winner of Team Six vs.
Rubber Ducks.
The competitiveness among
some teams was exbilerating. As
a
first
time
Sports
Manager/Referee, I found the
Water Polo players fun. and
cooperative, they made the

season for me.

Stars and Stripes
By Shawn Jackson
Theo Metron is chief referee
for mens/womens ice hockey. He
took on the men's league in the
Winter
semester
and
has
straightened out the league. He is
a third year veteran of Campus
Ree. Campus Ree appreciates his
valuable contribution to ice hockey.
I!

Robert Thorpe
of
Canadian Settlement Specialists
will be in Windsor to service existing clients and give
immigration assessments at the University of Windsor
from Tues. March 29 to Fri. April 1.
For information or to schedule appointments call
(416) 599-7070 (ext. 239) or 1-800-450-9489.
Business Notice: Robert Thorpe is no longer associated with
Visa Seminars but maintains his association with Jackman and
Associates, Barristers & Solicitors. This will result in a substantial fee
reduction to new clients as well as the offer of a new, optional
employment counseling sen-ice, designed to meet the needs of foreign
students seeking employment as well as immigrant status.

Women catching up to men
By David Gough
Sports Editor

Imagine, an Olympic future
without
separate
gender
categories. Women and men
competing side by side in various
competitions. Does this sound inconceivable?
While women are not beating
men in the athletic arena, they are
starting to pull alongside them,
and in some instances they are
pulling away.
In the summer of 1993, unheralded Chinese runner Wang
Junxia chopped an amazing
41.96 seconds off the women's
10 OOO m record, narrowing the
margin between the genders in
that Olympic event to about two
and half minutes - from more
than ten just 25 years ago.
United States speed skater
Bonnie Blair, who won the
women's 500 m gold medal in
the last two Winter Olympics,

skates fast enough to qualify to
skate with the men in the same
category.
Two physiologist have boldly
predicted that the top women will
catch up to the top men in all
races by the middle of the 21st
century.
Long-distance races are where
the women are probably going to
catch the men first. In the last
forty
years
the
women's
marathon record bas improved by
61 per cent In that same time
frame the men's record has improved by 18 per cent. There was
not even a female marathon until
the 1984 Summer Olympics held
in Los Angeles.
For decades women have not
been able to train and have been
basically discouraged. From the
1928 Summer Olympics until the
1960 Summer Olympics held in
Rome women did not have races
longer than 200 m, as there was a
fear for women's health.

There was still some t'riticism
towards women running long distances in the 1984 games as a
Swiss runner collapsed at the 1
finish line before a huge
television
and
Coliseum
audience.
Even if women do not catch up
to men they still have made big
strides. One of the world's top
skeet shooters is a woman. Four .
times in the past eleven years the
Iditarod dog-sled race, which is a
tough marathon event that lasts '
I
for eleven to twelve days, bas
been won by a woman. Also the
fastest time for swimming the
English Channel is by a woman.
The predictions for an equal
playing
field
seem
slim.
However, instead of lobbying for
an equal playing field, woman
should be proud of their accomplishments of their sisters.
And they should continue to fight
and make major gains in the athletic arena.
II
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Guilty: the murderer and the system
By Holly Mcintire
Lance Staff

~ -

Piercing screams of human agony carried
thro~g~ ~c chilly desert au as a young
Soma!~ hie ':"a<; slowly extinguished by
Can~d1an_ sc_1Jd1e~s ~ peace-keeping soldiers
on a m1ss1on ironicaJJy called Operatron

Dei1Verance.
Over a pcnod of three hours on March J6.

..

AROUND CAMPUS

What you
change if you
were editor of
the Lance?

More less biased coverage.·

Nicole Laforge
Year Ill Political Science

"I would increase sports
coverage.·

Peter Jonak
Year Ill Engineering

"Better classifieds, and more
information regarding jobs and
career options after graduation.·

Hussein Mohamed
Year Ill Business

"I sort of like ,t the way it ,s. •

Barbara Rybsky
Market Place Staff

_1993, l6-year--0ld Shidanc Arone wa., kicked
m the head. had cigarettes extmguished on the
soles of his feet, and wa.., struck with a 36inch baton m the face. nbs. shms, and feet.
Pleading for mercy, Arone t.'ried, "Canada.
Canada Canada!" and wa,; heard up to 70
metres away, even over Ille n01se of a diesel
generator But no one came to his call. No
mercy wa, grnnted that night.
Arone whimpered as he wa,; hit in the face
with a metal pipe usually used to kill desert
scorpions. A loaded 9-mm pistol was cocked
and _raised to Arone's temple as a laughing
soldier shoved a baton between the victim's
bloody lips. and posed for a commemorative
picture.
Eventually, when Arone was hit three times
in the face with the baton. he failed to
respond. A Sargent was called mto the bunker
and saw that Arone was covered in blood,
struggling to breathe. The officer of the 2
Commando unit ordered that Arone be taken
to a Canadian field hospital.
The time of Arone's death was placed between midnight and 12:15, apparently the
result of a cranial bemorrhage. The exact
cause of death will never be known because
the body was returned to bis family before an
autopsy could be performed.
The details of this brutal beating were
revealed m the six week trial of private Elvm
Kyle Brown, a 25-year old member of the
elite Canadian Airborne Regiment, sent to
Somalia in December, 1992.
You have to wonder what Arone could
have done to deserve such a brutal death. He
wandered mto the territory of one of the most
elitist and aggressive regiments from our
beloved country.
Arone was arrested when be crawled
through the barbed wire of an abandoned U.S.
military compound the Canadians were
patrolhng He told the soldiers he wac; looking
for a lost child, a crime apparently fit for a
death sentence.
Brown 1s quoted in the press, admitung that
he punched the bound and blindfolded
prisoner m the jaw, and kicked him severcll
times because he "despised thieves." A hatred
fueled by a disregard for human life.
Brown was known to be a quiet person, but
with a very troubled past. When he was 15,
bis mother died accidently in an overdose of

drugs and alcohol. Almost a year later,
Brown's father committed suicide by shooting himself. At 18, Brown lived on bis own
doing odd jobs, and always bad an attraction
to the m1htary This nmer anguish was never
seen by bts friends, but may explain his uncommonly violent actions that night.
Brown was given a prison term of only five
years by a court martial that convicted him of
manslaughter and torture Brown s lawyer,
Patrick Mccann is quoted in The Windsor
Star as saymg, "I think it recognizes the fact
that be wasn't the perpetrator, be was not the
one who beat the man to death." Brown is
only one of six airborne members to stand
trial in Arone's death.
Senior officers on duty were among the 16
soldiers who witnessed at least part of the
beating but did nothing to stop it.
Why was the senseless beating of this
young man allowed to continue? According
to court testimony. it was considered acceptable by senior officials to "rough up" a
prisoner In this regtment, the abuse of intruders was pennissible to teach them a lesson. Other soldiers admitted in court that
Arone's beating was not an isolated event,
and that the platoon commander gave them
the go-ahead to "beat the shit out of them."
The issue of "rough Justice" was taken into
the bands of a regiment that reports suggest 2
Commmando 1s a
Green Beret-style unit attracting agress1ve
soldiers

Are these the type of soldiers to be sent on
a peace keeping mission? It makes no sense
to send an aggressive regiment that has bad
rigorous training as paratroopers, (clearly an
out-dated military role considering today's
aircraft technology) on a peace-keeping mission ma third-world country.
Before the Canadian Airborne Regiment
even left for Somalia, they acquired a reputation for being rebels with disciplinary
problems. But this obviously held no ground
in the decision to send the regiment.
It may be that Brown bas been made a
scapegoat for a regiment that was not trained
nor cbaractcnstically fit for a peace-keeping
mission, and should not have been sent in the
first place.
Canada has enjoyed a 40 year reputation of
being the best peacekeepers in the business.
To continue that reputation. the officers that
allowed their soldiers to violently torture
prisoners should be made accountable for
their actions, and sentenced accordingly.
The senior military officials who decided
to send the Airborne Regiment to Somalia,
despite its unsuitability for peacekeeping
work. should also be held responsible in
Arone's death.
J usuce will never be served if the soldiers
are made scapegoats for a systematic abuse of
pow~
m

Hollv Mcintire ,s a Year Ill English and
Comm. Studies srudent at the U of W, ana a
member ofthe Lance': ediroria/ board.

Professor was not unprofessional
Dear Editor,
I would like to react to the letter from Ms. Tukes that was
published in the Lance on March
14. As an eyewitness of the incident which occured in 01-35323-0 l,
God
and
Human
Anguish, I am appalled at bow
Ms. Tukes has mtsconstrued the
episode. Her version (or variant),
is clearly taken out of context,
and she has neglected to provide
adequate background.
The tests and papers that were
given back, were mdeed. very
poor, (overall). Dr. Whitney informed us that much of the class
did fail. and that he wasn't impressed with the quality of work.
I, for one, wa,; not pleased with
my mark, however, I readily
admit that my mark corresponded
with the calibre of my work. I
have spoken with other studenL,
in the class who share this view.
Having said that, l would no\\
like to descrihe how Dr. Whitney
handled the situation Upon
handing back the tcslS and
paper<:, be stated Lhat he would
discount the tests and simply
regard the paper a.c; a draft,
1 Ol,ll,f\H~tm~MY.f:1:U-ks

He virtually bent over backwards so as to give the students a
second chance to redeem themselves. He also repeatedly offered
bis time, and that of the T.A . for
everyone to receive extra help. I
cannot stress enough how much
he tried to accommodate us students. and reassured us that with
bis help. we would be prepared to
re-submit a decent paper (and
receive a decent mark , Ht: then
continued to fully explain bow
the grades were assigned, and exaccJy what he was looking for
(which Ms. Tukes. evidently.
docs not recall).
I was more than satisfied with
bis explanation and .tfter rereading my ac;signmenL'i, I wa,; emharassed with what I bad
submitted (I am plea'iCd that Dr.
Whitney and his T.A. did not put
up with sub-standard work).
Finally. Dr. Whitney stated
that anyone who had a problem
with their grades could either
speak with him after class. or arrange for a mutually agreeable
time to discuss it.
The next thing I remember, a
disgruntled young lady burst out
\\1thout rnising her hand), and

let everyone know of her discontent with her marks. I was truly
taken back by her abrupt and
hasty manner. She went on about
bow she bad written many papers
in her past, that this paper was
unfairly marked. and that this
wa, all "crap". She seemed convinced that she had been
deducted marks for trivial things
such as the format of the paper
(which Dr. Whitney clearly
stated was not the case). Jt was as
though she was trying to rally the
class into some sort of rebellion .
In her irate condition, she
couldn't have possibly had the
time to read her work and consider the extensive remarks that
were apparcncJy on everyone's
work. No. sbe had to go on and
goad Dr. Whitney with her
agitated remarks.
It must be noted that not once,
did Dr. Whitney ever drop to her
level by even raising the tone of
his voice. In fact, he allowed her
to rant and rave, and he calmly
responded to her. I believe that
this point is important, because
although she wa..., looking for an
argument, he tncd to mamtain his
usual calm.

With regard to her accusation
of his "unprofessional" remarks:
he did not say ''if you don't like
it, you can go to beJI in a bucket
for all I carc 1." as Ms. Tukes
clauns. I can attest, however, that
he did say somethmg about hell
under bis breath. This remark,
which was scarcely audible, was
made as be was facing away
from the class. Furth1.-r. it must be
said that he uses the term 'hell'
loosely and frequently in class.
The irony is that this is, after all,
a theodicy course (problem of
evil). I suppose if Ms. Tukes
wasn't so determined to "raise
hell", she might have been able
to se.e this.
I am outraged that someone
could accuse Dr. Whitney of
being unprofessional. I have
taken many course,<; \\ith Dr.
Whitney, and be has always been
a very encouraging and inspiring
professor. I have never known
him to be at all hostile with
anyone. I believe that Ms. Tukes'
misrepresentauon of what happened, and her quest to lodge a
formal complaint. to be slander.

David Kostanjnec
Year Ill Religious Studies

wo young men walk
into a downtown
Harvey's
and
approach a group of
women sitting at a
table, sipping coffee
and
making
conversation.

educated about the sex trade,· Shaver said.
"There are women who say that prostitutes
are doing them a disservice by legitimating
men's access to women. They say that it gives
men a right to a woman's body. But prostitutes
are one group of women who don't give anyone
anything for free."
Shaver believes that sex work should be
"How much for a
decriminalized
so that prostitutes will be treated
blow job?" one of
with
more
respect,
so they can be treated fairly
them
asks,
under the law when they are harassed nudging his friend
instead of getting harassed by the law.
and laughing. He
Currently, Canada's Criminal Code does not
looks one of the
say
that prostitution is illegal per se, but
women in the eyes
soliciting
or communicating for the purpose of
and
facetiously
exchanging
money for sex is a summary
asks, "You're a
fucking whore, aren't you?" He throws back his offence.
Women who are arrested for soliciting are
head and laughs, she ignores him, so he and
identffied,
photographed, fingerprinted, and
his friend head for the extt. The woman raises
usually
spend
a night in jail.
her eyebrows, turns to her friends, sighs, and
Shaver
says
many people don't understand
says, ''That's what we have to deal with."
Some residents, politicians and women's the difference between legalizing and
decriminalizing prostitution.
groups in Canada's largest crties are trying to
Legalizing prostitution would put control of the
get prostitutes off the streets because selling
industry
into the hands of authorities. But
sex is "immoral" and it fosters crime, including
decriminalizing
prostitution would completely
violence and drugs on the streets. But
remove it from the Criminal Code.
prostttutes and researchers are debunking these
Sex trade activists
myths
about
agree
that
prostitution.
decriminalization
would
Some prostitutes say
be much better than
theIf
work
is
legalization.
empowering,
and
"We feel that sex
decnmmalizing
workers
would
be
prostttution could be a
exploited
if
it
was
positive step r.ot only
legalized," says Kara
for sex workers, but
Gillies, a lap dancer and
also for society as a whole.
a member of Maggie's, a prostitute support
''They think we're all on dope, and we do
anything a man asks for. That's just really not centre in Toronto.
''There's the notion of licences. They exist
true," says Kim (her street name).
now
in a lot of strip clubs which tend to be run
"The truth of the matter is that we don't do
down. Legalization wouldn't do anything to
anything that we don't want to. None of us lets
empower women in the business," Gillies says.
anyone eat us out, we never let anyone kiss us,
and we never ever do anything without a "I felt safest when I was working out of my own
home doing erotic massages. But I got charged
condom that we put on -properly."
with an indictable offence, running a bawdy
''We don't only sell sex," Kim says, laughing.
house."
"It's happened more than once that some guy
Gillies says the current laws don't serve to
comes up to me with his girlfriend or whatever at
protect anybody, especially not self-employed
four o'clock in the morning and asks me ff he
women in the sex trade. If she works from home
can buy a condom.•
and
a problem occurs, she can't call the police
Frances Shaver, a Concordia University
because
what she is doing is illegal.
sociology professor, worked the streets in the
If prostitution was legalized, Gillies says she
summer of 1991 directing a project that looked
might need to acquire a licence and work under
at prostrtution as a part of the service industry.
an agency. But agencies, which are more
After interviewing 80 male, female and
interested
in protecting their reputations than
transgendered prostitutes in Montreal, Shaver
their
employees,
are often unwilling to call police
concluded that stereotypes about prostitutes are
in the event of a problem.
just that: stereotypes.
"Right now, there are some escort agencies
Shaver found that most prostitutes practice
which
sometimes send women out on a bad call
safe sex and do not present an undue risk of
even
tt
they know that the john is abusive AIDS or HIV. Prostitutes are not desperate
they
want
to make money. It takes away the
women; they choose to work in the business
worker's
power
to choose."
and they choose what they do in exchange for
Gillies says legalization would mean
money. In short, they are in control.
regulations and laws, and that would mean sex
"In addition, we found that only seven per
cent of prostitutes use drugs, contrary to popular trade workers would be sent to the suburbs,
belief. We need people to become more where it isn't safe to work because residents
would complain about them.

Prostitutes do not derive
pleasure from it, they're
simply doing a job.

Maggie's is working toward decriminalizing
sex work. They also publish a "bad trick" list and
have a bad calls system for phone sex workers.
Legal advocacy and free condoms are also
available. At present there are 12 people on
staff at Maggie's, all of whom work in the sex
trades.
Jane LeBrun is a Concordia graduate student
in sociology who worked on the 1991 study.
"I see it (prostitution) as a necessary service,"
she says. "Prostitutes do not derive pleasure
from it, they're simply doing a job."
LeBrun says that since she started talking to
people doing sex work, her perception of the
trade has changed. She doesn't see prostitutes
as 'the other" anymore.
"I saw them coming to work in regular clothes,
and putting on tl-ieir 'uniform.' They do their job
as professionals, they're really strict about what
their clients can do. I think they feel that they are
in control of what they do with their bodies. They
have a price, that's what puts them in control."
But LeBrun also says harassment comes with
the trade, partly because it is persecuted by the
police.
"It's not an easy lrre. You see the effects.
They get burned out. There's a lot of
harassment and police brutality," she says.
"You run into a hassle sometimes when they
(the johns) can't get off - mostly when they're
drunk - and they want their money back. I
usually tell them no guarantees if they're drunk
or high," says Kim, who works a street corner in
Montreal.
"You also have to be careful with domination
dates. They want you to be their dominatrix and
then they decide they want to reverse the roles.
Then you have to start talking really fast," Kim
says.
"But then again, when they're thinking with
their dicks, you usually have the control," says
Corey, who works the same corner.
Kim says the real problem is that prostitutes
don't get police support a lot of the time when
things get rough. When she lays down the rules,
and someone steps over the line, there is a lack
of respect for her as a witness because of the
nature of her job - the justice system treats her
as tt she "should expect to get hassled."
Many prostitutes see themselves as
self-employed members of the service industry,
and some prostitutes, in particular those
affiliated with Maggie's and other activist
groups, are trying to use the sex trades to
empower themselves and other women.
"We tried to put on some politically innovative
shows, one called 'The Mounted Police' where
we had strange music and dialogue,"
remembers Joelle Carroll, a Toronto stripper,
who is also affiliated with Maggie's.
"But the club owners want the dancers to be
silenced," Carroll adds.
However, workers in the sex trade are talking.
When sex workers call to leave messages on
the answering machine at Maggie's, they are
treated in a professional manner. Just before
the tone, they are told, "Thank-you, and have an
arrest-free day!"
I!
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Tuesday April 5

'
Assumption University Chapel invite all
to a Mass and a cost supper beginning a
5:00 pm. Call 973-7034 for more
information.
"' There will be a meeting concerning
endometriosis at the Metropolitan
Hospttal beginning at 7:30 pm.

students;April7& 14·~aywhatyoucan."
Call944-1968formoremformatron.Show
continues until April 16.

Friday, April 8
;, There will be a CorelDraw! version 4.0,
computer seminar in the basement of
Computing Services, for registration call
253-4232, ext. 2740.

/E Clarinet Combinations, The Intimacy of

:;'.:

I

I

Re-activation of the Georgian Music
Society, all vocalists are invited to
rehearse wrth the group every Tuesday at
7:30 pm in the RecrtaJ Hall of the School
of Music. For information contact Philip
Adamson at 253-4232. ext. 2784.
,1,

The French Club meets at The French
House on Sunset Ave. at 11 :30 am.

,1,

Help for Headaches of Windsor meets
in the CAWSC Board Room from 7:00 pm
to9:00pm.

® Borderers Rugby Football Club is

holding practices Tuesday, Thursday,
and Sunday. Call Marc at 972-3650.
There will be a Blood Donor Clinic at the
Windsor Branch (3909 Grand Marais
Road East) from 1:00 pm to 8:00 pm. This
is a Challenge Cup Bonus Day.

Wednesday, April 6
"' OPIRG hosts its closing meeting for
evaluation, consultation, and celebration
from 5:00 pm to 10:00 pm at the Grad
House. Everyone is welcome! Come with
ideas for next year.

It The School of Dramatic Art presents
the musical On The Town, show closes
April 10. For ticket information call the box
office at 253-4232, ext.2808.
;, Humanities Research Group presents
Dr. David McNab, visiting Humantties
Fellow, discussing The Dust on Their
Bureaux, The Walpole Island Rrst Nation
and the Anderdon ReseNe, beginning ~t
3:00 pm at Hoffman Auditorium, !ONA
College, 208 Sunset.
,1,

World University Services Canada will
be having their annual meeting at 6:30 pm
upstairs of the Grad House, summer job
information, exchange trips, and student
sponsorships will be discussed. Grab a
drink and join them for pizza.

Thursday, April 7
Mass will begin at 11 :50 am at
Assumption University Chapel.
A Blood Donor Clinic will be at the
Windsor Branch from 1:00 pm to 8:00 pm.
/ETheatre Windsor presents Other
People's Money, a play by Jerry Sterner,
directed by Paul Korosec at 2520
Seminole St. (at St Luke) Tickets $81$6

Spring in Song, featuring Lisa Doig,
performing with Elspeth Maynard and
Matthew Kulbacki and Principal Players
from The Windsor Community Orchestra,
perform chamber works of Mozart,
Schubert,
Schumann
and
Bozza,beginning at 8:00 pm at
Walkerville Secondary School
Audttorium, 2100 Richmond. For more
information, call Lisa Doig at 253-6499.

/E Opening reception for local artist
Alexander McKay's exhibition Colombo
Tondo eMondo Tondo, begins at 7:00 pm
at the Art Gallery of Windsor,
Devonshire Mall. The artist's murals are
a response to Columbus' "discovery" of
the Americas. The exhibition continues
until April 24.

Saturday, April 9
Windsor Board and Roleplaying
Gaming Society meets in the Rose
Room of Vanier Hall from noon until 11 :00
pm.

It The Windsor Symphony 1993/94 Pops
Series will come to a close at 8:00 pm and
at 2:30 pm on April 10 in the
Cleary-Chrysler Theatre. Canadian
pianist Kevin Fttz-Gerafd is the special
guest for this program. The evening will
feature work such as Broadway Tonight,
Swing Low Sweet Chariot as well as
songs from the 30s. Also included is the
popular 1812 Overture by Tchaikovsky
and Sousa's Washington Post March.
Tickets are S12 to $26. Call the Chrysler
Theatre Box Office at 252-6579.
Winpex 94' Postage Stamp Show and
Sale will be held at Knights of Columbus
Hall (1140 Goyeau near Giles Blvd.) from
10:00 am until 5:00 pm, continues on April
1Ofrom 11 :00 am until 4:00 pm.
The 1st Annual Wacky Olympics,
sponsored by Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity,
will be held at the St. Denis Centre and
area campus, all proceeds will be
donated to the Children's Foundation of
Windsor and Essex County. For more
information, call Matthew Brown at
254-2795, fax 735-2188.

It Co-curator Lee-Ann Martin from the Art
Gallery of Windsor will be givin~ a
walk-through tour of the exhibition
/ND/GENA, beginning at 2:00 pm.
Exhibition continues until May 15,
Devonshire Mall.

I

Sunday April 10
'

It School of Music presents The Universtty
Singers/Chamber Choir, wtth Richard
Householder conducting, in the spring
concert by the School's choral
performers. Show will begin at 8:00 pm at
the Capitol Theatre. For tickets call
253-7729.

§ The Sunday Evening series presents
Standing For What You Believe,
beginning at 7:30 pm in the CAWSC
Lounge There will be a live band and free
admission. All are welcome.
;, Yom Hashoah, an Interfaith
Commemoration of the Holocaust
presents Healing a Violent World,
keynote address by Maryann Mahaffey,
president of the Detroit Ctty Council at
7:00 pm at Shaar Hashomyim
Synagogue, 115 Giles Blvd., E.

Monday, April 11
A Blood Donor Clinic will be held at the
Windsor Branch from 1:00 pm to 8:00 pm.

/E Zero Patience, Windsor premiere of John
Greyson's cheeky new AIDS musical will
begin at 7:30 pm at 113 Biology Building.
The film-maker will be on hand to talk after
the showing.
;, Humanities Research Group presents
1993-94 Distinguished Speakers Series
on Technology and Culture, An Internet
Journey to the Vatican Library, facilitated
by Richard Dumala, will be held at the
Computer Centre Classroom (south end
ofCAWSC) from 2:00 pm to 3:30 pm.

Tuesday, April 12
l Help for Headaches of Windsor will be
hosting a seminar on Intractable
Headpain, the guest speakers will be Dr
Hamel and R.N. Winters from Michigan,
begins at 7:00 pm until 9:00 pm in the
Ambassador Auditorium.

Thursday, April 14
"' Students' Administrative Council meeting
at 5:00 pm in the Board of Governors
Room, room 510, Windsor Hall Tower.
Agendas can be picked up on April 7, 9:00
am in the SAC office, 2nd floor CAW
Student Centre.

Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
le Visual and performing arts.
;, Lectures, seminars, etc.
• Club and society meetings.
! Notices, demonstrations.
§ Socials, parties, mixers.

® Sporting events.

~

CLASSIFIEDS

I

I

SERVICES

PAPERS
(APA & other styles)

B~~ Jyping Service

Specializing in term papers, reports
&theses
(Days, evenings, weekends)

Call Roni at 253-5501
TYPING, TYPING, TYPING: fast,
accurate, WP 5.1 - $1 .50/page APA format, legal format (McGill citalion) - laserprinting available. Call
256-4848.

Bed and breakfast for visiting
parents and friends. Ten blocks from
campus. Call 256-3937.
If you are "Law School Bound" call
1-800-B0UND4LAW (1-800-2686345).

STORAGE

Store you goods with us this
summer. Our new facility is clean,
safe and dry. Un~s 5x10 or larger at
student discount rates.

E-Z·Y Way Self Storage

972-5491
RESUMES
Make a good impression.
Have your resume
professionally done by

BSA Typing Service
(Days, evenings, weekends)

Call Roni at 253-5501
RENT
IBeautiful 6FOR
I
bedroom home with 3
private parking spaces , 2
bathrooms, large remodelled kitchen
with dishwasher, fridge, and stove,
central air and an around the clock
security system. 348 McEwan Ave.,
969-4467, call after 5:00 pm.

EMPLOYMENT
I
IPhotographer
needed for marketStudents! Enter Telefest and give your career that initial boost

by earning a highly respected award; raising your profile in the
community; and giving your project valuable air time on tvo.
All nominees will be profiled on tvo throughout the summer.
Watch for our Summer Festival!
The best overall productions in radio and in film and television will
receive a newly created award named in honor of Jay Scott, film critic
and host of tvo's award-winning Film International.
This year's Telefest will be dedicated to raising awareness of AIDS.
Because of the devastating effect this disease has had on our
community, the Telefest awards party will be a fundraiser for an AIDS
charity so we can all contribute in some small way to finding a cure.

ing company during the 1994 Orientation Week, Sept. 6-10. Excellent
pay, fun and good experience. Call
Anton (519) 439-2300.
Part-time bar/wait staff needed immediately. Min. 1 year experience.
Apply in person at California's Roadhouse, 911 Walker Rd.

I
IMarlene:PERSONAL$
you still have my Policy
book that you borrowed in September. Please return it to the Lance office ... Elaine.

HOMESHARE
I
IYoung German
couple(31/30) with
child (6) seeks a Windsor couple for
homesharing from the 25th of June
and all of July. We live ha~ an hour
from Munich and Munich airport. For
more information call 89/9045275 or
fax 89/9045159.

In 1995, we'll be introducing a new award for the best television,
film, or radio production dealing with AIDS as its subject.

Remember, send your submissions before April 29, 1994. For more
information on how to enter TVOntario's Telefest '94, contact your
radio, television, film, communications, or media instructor.
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MEDIA SPONSOR

You can always talk to us.
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While university administrators were ruhbing shoulders with union
leaders and representatives at last Wednesday's CAW Student Centre
fundraising kick-off. they were also considering contracting out the
clean-up of residences once the semester is over.
In fact. the administration didn't even noufy Canadian Union of
Public Empolyees (CUPE) local 1001 that they were looking outside
the university to get the work done.
The administration claims that the work can't he completed quickly
and efficiently by existing staff. Thii, is true. but instead of working
with the union to come up with a feasible solution, they went directly
into negotiations with a local fmn to do the cleaning.
Tbe union feels that with a hit of work, a solution is possihlc.
Things like keeping part-time staff (many of whom are students whose
hours get reduced in the summer) on longer and offering overtime to
pcnnanent workers could keep the work in-house. keep workers on the
payroll a little longer while completing the joh to the standard that is
necessary.
The social contract has hit labour and management hard: now more
t11an ever it is important that they work together to get work done on a
tight budget. With this comes the need for open communication.
dialogue and a sense of trust. ll1e administration has shown that they
are not working in this spirit. and that they would rather go behind the
union· s back than come to the table clean and find workable solutions.
And with all the lip service U of W president Ron Ianni has been
paying to the importance of building strong bonds between the university and labour. local 1001 members can take this move a, a stab in the
back.
-
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Challenging theatre
gone to fluff
If you glance at next year's Essex Players repertoire, you may get a
warm. safe feeling of familiarity, but you're certainly not going to be
jarred by anything new - or even anything Canadian.
Tbe 1994-95 season includes not one Canadian play. It does include
such high-school treasures as Godspell and glitzy broadway-style
works like A Chorus Lille. Sure, these are good experience for drama
students who may work on shows like this professionally - but what
about those who want to work on productions by Caryl Churchill or
Sam Sheppard, or Thomson Highway or even Shakespeare for that
matter?
Granted, promoting experimental or lesser known theatrical works
in Windsor is risky, but the less it's done, the less it will be done in the
future.
Maybe if culture could be measured in dollars - which it can't, this
could be seen as a positive step. But the real losers are going to be tht:
audience who have looked to the Essex Players for something substantial. challenging and thought-provoking.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Lance needs
math tutor
Dear Editor,

I have just finished reading
your article, Tuition increases: a
parable in last week's Lance.
Your piece bad a point: education should be more accessible, at
least if your math skills are any
indication.
It stated that tuition will increase 10 per cent in September
J994 and another 10 per cent in
September 1995. You calculate
this as a total increase of 20 per
cent over current levels. In fact,
since the second increac;e will be
applied to the first 10 per cent.
the total increase by 1995 will be
21 per cent.
Maybe you should read your
own news story. According to
Tran Longmoore. this year's base
tuition is S2 026. By 1995. it will
be $2 451. And what is S2 451
divided by S2 026: 121 per cent.
The 1 per cent difference is not
negligible. A tuition hike of only
I per cent at Ontario's universities will equal S6 million annually across the province.
As I said, at least some students require more education.
David Ricardo
Professor of Economics

Stop shifting

blame
Dear Editor,

As the author of the Residents
Wreck Prorest letter published in

last week's issue of the Lance. I
would like to respond to the men

who posted their rebuttal on the
bulletin board of fourth floor
Laurier.
In your response you claim not
to be justifying your actions. and
deny that you meant to represent
Laurier Hall on the issues of rape
and womyn' s rights.
I'd like to point out that you do
indeed attempt to justify your actions by saying all "was simply
meant in fun.", and that any
group of partying 19 and 20 yearolds would have done much the
same.
Let me answer this by saying
t.bat I know plenty of 19 and 20
year-old men who don't share
your idea of 'fun'.
Trying
to explain
that
everyone else does it too is your
attempt at shifting the blame off
yourselves, and chalking up your
behaviour as the result of surging
male honnones.
Yes. you "were both mde and
ignorant", but I can't help
wondering if your behaviour wa,
due to character fault rather than
tesLosterone.
I'd like to point out that
everyone who lives in Laurier
represents Laurier. Did you
honestly think your behaviour
would not reflect on the charcicter
of our residence'? I think I made
this point dear in my previous
letter.
I'd also like to pose this question: you claim that you weren't
even aware it wa, a march that
was taking place. What on earth
did you think a group of womyn
with placards and a megaphone
were doing. chanting outside of

our residence'?
You have also stated that you
have problem with the tone of the
letter I wrote, as well as with the
Lance for publishing it. I am confused as to wby you are
frustrated and saddened because I
"resorted to name calling". Isn't
that like the pot calling the kettle
black?
The Lance is meant to be a
forum for students to voice their
frustrations, in whichever manner
they choose; this is exactly what
makes the Lance a leading edge
newspaper.
My advice to you is to grow
up_ You can't prevent something
from being printed just because
you don't like it. I would have
been glad to take the issue up
with you personally if I knew
who you were.
As for this letter, I would have
been more than happy to respond
to you in person if you had come
to me instead of posting your letter on our bulletin board. or at
least had enough faith in your argument to sign your names.
You know my name, and
where I live. Feel free lo take this
up with me personally.
Barbara Rowlandson

Womyn be loud
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the

letter from the courageous
womyn from Lauricr Hall.
Bravo! and Thank-you. Your letter made my day.
r wa,; inspired by your quick
and powerful response, and ohvioui;ly the injustice done by

those ignorant and misogynist
'men', motivated you to express
your feelings, as well as to let us
know that there is support out
there.
I think it is very important for
people. especially womyn, to
voice their opinion when they see
something is wrong. Womyn
have been silent and silenced for
too long.
Obviously, there is not
equality and respect for womyn
in our society. for if there was,
those men would have supported
us by respecting what we were
doing. I marched that night for
myself and for all womyn
everywhere who have been
raped. murdered. harassed, catcalled etc. as well as to increase
awareness of the dangerous
reality womyn face when they
walk alone at night.
To those ·men·... by yelling
those ignorant comments at us.
you were insulting all womyn,
including
your
mother.
grandmother. sister. girlfriend
and future daughters. All womyn
face this danger. Think about it!
To all you womyn out there I
hope to see you next year. Imagine if we had 2 OOO womyn
marching!!!
Cathy Morgan
Womyn's Centre Volunteer
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Salvadoran democracy?
By Tony Rogge
The Charlatan

On March 20, Salvadorans went to the polls after 12 years of c1v11
war. 111c war left 75 OOO dead, 1.6 million displaced and counties\
thousands tortured or wounded.
The US supported scorched earth campaigns that literally burned
El Salvador to the ground in the '80s. At the height of the civil "'ar
El Salvador received 1 million in U.S. aid every day, most of it going
to the military, which suppressed the popular will of the people.
Paramilitary death squads aided by the anned forces, the trea'iury
police and "respectable" political forces like the ARENA party a,.
sassinatcd labour leaders, campesmo (peasant) leaders and students.
Anyone who dared organize against repressive elements of the
regime m San Salvador risked ending up in a gutter with their eyC\
gougeC: out and their genitalia mutilated or stuffed in their mouths.
The Salvadoran government denied the abuses ever existed wM.
its backers in Washington rejected reports from church goups and
Amnesty International.
To many m El Salvador the election represents a significant break
from the past and an opportunity to reconcile and move tow~ a
better tomorrow. The cynic will point out a series of elections in El
Salvador right up until 1990, but all were tainted by irregularitic~
violence, intimidation and devoid of opposition candidates.
The March election is different. Though conducted amidst fear
confusion and intimidation, it truly is a departure from the cruel
jokes of the past. Salvadorans finally got the chance to express a
vision of a future that not only includes opposition from popular for.
ces and the left. but more importantly is being conducted in an era
where a spirit of reconciliation and reconstruction are tangible alternatives to ongoing bloodshed and a return to civil war.
Without continued and increasing international pressure, this elecuon may be for nought Efforts to create new institutions, that would
help build a strong and civil society in El Salvador, are being met
with increasing resistance by the AREA party and its allies.
Canadians could and should be doing more to support the peace
process m El Salvador. In 1988, the House of Commons SJ)t'C.al
committee on the peace process m Central America proposed a pl:ln
to make the region a special priority in our foreign policy - it seellb
that commitment has gone out the window. It is time that Canadian\
realized that our traditional views on peacekeeping and mtemational
aid just don't cut it any more and El Salvador is a case in pomt
Canada must go beyond old models and responses.
Canadians can help create the conditions for peace in El Salvador
by promoting a civil society and working with grassroots organ11.1lions instead of just working with the polarized factions. We mUSI
urge our government to become more active in this regard
!

Part-time positions
available at the Lance
starting fall 1994.
The Lance 1s hiring people
for the following positions:

Business manager,
circulation manager,
ad artist, ad assistant
(10 hours/week, $75)
Production manager
(20 hours/week, $200)
Advertising manager
(salary plus
commission)
Please submit a resume to: Hiring
Committee, the Lance, basement
CAW Student Centre. University of
Windsor before Fnday, April 15.

Tony Rogge is newsletter editor for SalveAide, a non-profit or,
.1?anization that raises funds for pro;ects m FI Salvador
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Students deserted by NDP
By Tran Longmoore
Co-News Editor
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McKenna sorry

SS a

New Brunswick premier
Frank McKenna apologized
last week for comments be
made at a speech to U of W
law students.
:lecWhile sharing anecdotes
~uld from his law career, he
me1 described a case which be
won by having the arresting
eace officer identify a native
~ial woman in a line-up. He
plan believed the officer would be
:ems unable to identify the woman
lians because "when I went on to
,Onal
the reservation, I realized
oint. that everybody I met looked
exactly like her."
ador
In a statement to the press,
[liza- McKenna said, ''I used lanmusi guage that was excessive and
3 innapropriate . .. and for that
l OT·
I apologize"

forera
lter-

r

GSS drug plan vote
Graduate students will
join SAC' s drug plan if an
April 14 referendum question passes. Grad students
will be asked: "Are you in
favour of an extended Drug
Plan Coverage at the cost of
S35 per term (Fall, Winter,
Summer) for the 1994/95
Academic year, with a yearly inflation adjustment?"
GSS president Joe Esteves
says the referendum is "extremely important because
most graduate students are
older and are no longer on
their parent· s plan." He said
it is important for visa students, who will no longer be
covered by OHIP.

Gay ads on buses
One in Ten. a support
group for gay. lesbian and
bisexual youth. is taking it<;
message to the streets. The
group has placed ads on all
Transit Windsor buses to get
youth aware of support services available to gays and
lesbians.
"Gay youth are two or
three times more likely to attempt
suicide
than
heterosexual youth, and up
to 30 per cent of teenagers
who do commit suicide are
gay or lesbian," says the
group· s press release.
There was concern that
Transit Windosr would not
run the ads with the words
'lesbian' and 'bisexual' in
the ad, but it was eventually
cleeemed as acceptable for
public consumption.
The ads, made availalbe
through a grant by Health
and Welfare Canada, began
running last month.

years.
The demonstrators in Toronto will protest cuts to
healthcare, education and
welfare. The protest, organized
by the Canadian Federation of
Students - Ontario, has been endorsed by AIDS groups. students,
faculty, unions and corrununity
coalitions.
"We're not expecting thousands of
people, but c;hould have people from a
broad variety of backgrounds. We will
all march for different reasons. But the
one thing we will have in common is the
fact that the NOP has turned its back on us
- the very people who elected them," said
Michelle Robbidoux, spokesperson for the
CFS-0.
The CFS-0 has designed several posters to
get people out to the protest. The posters sarcasticl y "thank" the NOP, the Council of Ontario
Universities (COU), and the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance (OUSA), for the tuition
increase. The COU and OUSA called for tuition increases of 50 and 30 per cent, respectively.
"I guess the fact that are posters are so sarcastic
shows a little bit of frustration on our part," said Robbidoux. "The NDP, which once advocated zero tuition,
did everything they could to weaken our resolve."
SAC president Jon Ricci said that he is attending the
event to express the "anger and concerns" that U of W students are feeling after the tuition announcement. Ricci is renting a car for the one day trip up to Toronto.
Recently, at Nipissing University College and the University of Ottawa, students staged their own protests immediately follow-

ing the announcement.
At Nipissing about 40 students, wearing T-shirt<; that read ''Bob
Lied," marched down mainstreet to their NOP MPP's office. However
the police barred them from entering the MPP's office. The studenL,;
picketed his office for an hour.
"It was a spur of the moment thing.'' said Mark Robertc;on,
spokesperson for the Nip1ssing student union.
'' A dozen studenLc; called our office and a-;kcd
what we should do. So we got the t-shirts made
and marched the next day."
Last week there was a similar protest at the
University of Ottawa. Details were not
available at press tune.
Meanwhile, the increase in tuition fees
will not translate into increased enrolment
at the U of W.
U of W president Ron Ianni said first
year enrolment levels will be maintained. "The extra revenue will go to
existing programs," he said.
David Scott, a policy advisor in
the Ministry of Education. said
Cooke's promise to increase
enrolment won· t be enforced
at each school. "We're looking at the province in
general. Many schools
have kept enrolment up
over the past few years.
(The U of W) has had
an examplary record
over the past few
years. We're targetting the school's
that have stashed
enrolment."
Ianni said that
he is satisfied

Making a case for Stoney Point
By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor

Although the defence department bas given up land expropriated from the Stoney Point
First Nation in 1942, band members are still fighting for ownership and compensation. 72 year
old Pearl George, one of the last
surviving original landowners of
Stoney Point, just wants to go
home and have the struggle over.
Pearl was 20 years old when
residents were forced from their
homes under the War Measures
Act, which replaced the reserve
with Camp Ipperwash. ·'Tuey
didn't tell us they (federal
government) were going to move
our house.'' said Pearl, whose
home disappeared when the
family returned from work 52
years ago. "We found it in the
swamp area" of Kettle Point a
neighboring reserve, she said.
The scenario was similar for
other families at Stoney Point
who received monetary compensation and were promised the
return of their land, according to
Pearl. But the struggle with the
government has expanded to include the Kettle Point band,
where many Stoney Point people
have lived while in exile.
Intermarriage between the two
bands bas conflated land claims
over the years and Pearl's son,
former Chief Maynard George
discussed "the question is the
Kettle and Stony Point peoples:
one band of Indians or two first
nations?" at the U of W last

week.
Maynard, armed with 10 years

0

The Martie! (CUP)

of research and documentation,
asserts that while many Stoney
Point peoples lived on the Kettle
Point reserve for years "it is sad
to say, the Chippewas of Kettle
Point Reserve #44, never loved
our people. They never took care
of our aged, our disabled. our
children."
An amalgamated Kettle and
Stony Point Band received temporary reparations from the
federal government and Maynard
claims that the monies never
reached the injured parties members of the Stoney Point
First Nation Band #43. Rather
the government "(tried) !o pay
our sister or brother First Nation,
Kettle Point #44 in 1980 and say,
'oh. we paid out $2.5 million to
you people already," he said.
Sick of waiting, a group of
Stoney Point people moved back
onto Camp Ipperwash last May,
to illustrate their rightful ownership of the land. "We had
thought all along we were going
to have to take over, to occupy
the land." said Dolleen Manning,
fourth year U of W visual arts
student and descendent of the
last official Stoney Point First
Nation Chief. ''We knew it was
our legal right to do it," she said
of the protest.
Manning, whose mother was

lO years old when their house
was moved from the Stoney
Point reserve, is not sure how the
government will allocate reparations. "I don't have any doubt
we'll get the land back, but I'm
uncertain who will get it,"
Stoney Point or Kettle Point.
The May protest at Camp Ipperwash brought the contention
between the Canadian government. band #43 and #44 forward.
and since then Stoney Point
people living at Kettle Point have
noticed
changes.
Maynard
George questions the sincerity of
the improved conditions of those
Stoney Point natives - he contends that before the medias
focus on the issue. Stoney Point
people did not get money, jobs.
nor other opportunities which intial reparation monies should
have provided.
"Today, as a result of the question of the return of the lands
(wbicb) appear in newspapers,
on T.V. and broadcasts, Kettle
Pointer's scramble to place
Stoney Point people in jobs. In
housing. In comforts they never
had before <197> all to make a
cosmetic ap~ce. 'that, the
Chippewas of Kettle and Stony
Point Band are one and the
same,'" said Maynard.
The U of W' s Aborignal

Centre Director, Liz Chamberlain has been following the case
and said the inward tum of the
conflict between the Kettle and
Stoney Point bands illustrates a
larger trend. "In terms of the historical aspect of colonialism
(aboriginal peoples) have been
rendered powerless for hundreds
of years.'' said Chamberlain.
The common interests of individual First Nation bands often
become overshadowed, when action against the government is
unsuccessful and becomes more
unlikely according to Chamberlain.
Oftentimes the government
forces bands to compete for
funding. driving another wedge
between people otherwise united
in their intcresti..
"The government sets up little
games so you have groups of
people fighting over the same
$350 OOO," she explained, "it is a
very strong tactic the government
of Canada has always used very
effectively."
Maynard's research seems to
point in the same direction. He
described a colonial document
which outlined strategies to be
used for native peoples - "to
divide and conquer or to amalgamate and assimilate." Accordingly, both policies have been
utilized in the Kettle and Stoney
Point controversy.
The George family hopes that
the governmental paper trail they
have mapped out may be the
solution to decades of displacement, which the 530 descendents
of the Stoney Point band have
suffered.
m
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CAW has high hopes

for centre contributions
By Tran Longmoore
Co- News Editor

Lance photo by Eric Bernard
Housekeeping jobs trashed without consulting CUPE 1001.

U ~f W contracts

out union jobs
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

Cleaning up residences to
allow space for summer conferences once students move out
may be contracted to an outside
finn.
Don Dumeah, acting superintendent of Housekeeping and
Grounds says "it is being looked
into."
Jimmy Hart, acting president
of Canadian Union of Employees
local 1001. which repr~nts
cleaning staff said, "we're really
upset about about it, we feel the
union should be asked before asking others to do the work."
According
to
Dumeah,
Housekeeping and Ground<. ha,
been taking takmg care of lhe
residence cleanup for ''the last 25
)Cars." Due to loss of employees
through atuition, Dumeah feels,
"they (Conferencc Services) are
requesting a !>ervice we just can't
provide."

Conference Services opens
conference bookings beginning
one week after lhe residences are
vacated. "In lhe hospitahty industry you don't tell people when
to come. they tell you when !hey
are coming," said Roxy Denniston-Stewart. head of Conference
Sen.1l:cs. She says the residences
must be cleaned. considaing a
conference with 475 delegates
will begm on May 7.
"Contracting out gives you lhe
nexiblity to get lhe work done."
she said. "it is the best argument
for lhc dollars available, an option that everybody has been
forced to do - we ju1.,t don't
have the dollar.., we u1.,cd to."
Hart is upset that the union
was not consulted, because he
feels that if !hey sat down. !hey
could work out a solution that
could keep the work in-house.
"They should have met with us to
see if the union could come up
with a more reasonable plan to
keep our people at work "
3

The commons area of lhe
CA\\ Student Centre looked like
a who's who of the Windsor
commumt) la,t Wednesday a.,
the Canadian Auto Workers kicked off pha<;e two of its pledge
drive to help fund lhe huilding of
lhe student n.:ntrc.
It· s been a year since the CAW
began its effort, to raise $4 million for lhL construction of lhe
S15 million facility. To date. the
union has raised over S l million
- most of which ha., come from
Local 444. The shortfall forced
lh..: union 10 creat..: a second
pha:-e of fundrasing.
The total disappoints some
union leaders. hut all are confident the goal \.\ill be reached
One reason for lhc confidence is
a perception !hat Windsor's
economy is on the upswmg.
"Workers in Windsor are feeling more secure about their johs.
They are going to he less cautious
when opcnmg their wallets.
Chrysler has added the third shift,
\\ibich bas led to lhousands of
spmoff jobs And all of the 1 OOO
laid-off Ford workers are going

hack to work within the year."
said CAW president Buu
Hargrove.
Many in attendence said recent
m.gotiauons got in lhe wa) of the
pledge dnve.
"When you get involved in
bargaining. other things get put
on the backburncr," said Rally
Marentette. of Local 444.
Other big locals expect 10 up
donations this year. Last year
Local 195. made up of 5 OOO
workers. raised S1 million for the
United Way. This year it will
focus on 1.he student centre drive.
"Hopefully. we won't need a
phase three. but come hell or high
water, we'll get the $4 million we
pledged to build !his facility,"
said CAW Local 444 president
Larry Bau1.:r. "When we do. we'll
all be bat'k h1.:re celebrating."
Hargrove a1tended because
"the CAW Stude111 Centre cxemphfies lhe work we do 111 communities. We do more than
collective bargaining. We arc a
social union. We are committed
to our people and our youth "
U of W president Ron Ianni
lauded the CAW's active role in
the community. ·This building
will stand as a monument to (the

CAW's) efforts. We could not
have done bcttt.:r than we ha\e
with the building of lh1s facility
When we tried to close lh1s hulld:
ing for a few hours a day. the ,1u.
dent<; ,poke out."
About 100 workers attendL'd
Many toured lhc centre cl:ranJ;
beer and shot pool in the Pub.
··11· s important help the stu.
dent'> at this university get a
quality education," said Scotty
Campbell, a member of Locd)
444.
"I~ good for us lCX). Loo~
around (campus) and everything
is business orientated."
Peter Pellerito, chair of the
Local 444 political education
commntcc.
agreed
~1,b
Campbell's comments.
"There arc a lot of misconccp,
tions about unions. People don't
relaLe education with unions. Bu~
like many olhcr workers. I'm
taking univer1.,it) classes to
upgrade my education. and J
have a son who attends lhe U or

w.

Co-News Editor

Student patrons and staff of
SAC's Moose Pub have had it
after a prankster pulled a fire
alarm which cleared the CAW
Student Centre for an hour during
pub night last Thursday.
Faist; alarms at the Moose Pub
arc almost a regular event of lhe
Thurday pub nights, one source
cited at least twelve false alarms
since late in the fall semester
Patrons were forced to wait
outside. many not given time to
collct't coats and belongings.
"I don't exJX;ct lh1s in a bar."
said student Dave Antonun.o,
"they wouldn · t even Jct us in to
get our coat, and take off. and
this is happening every· week."
Losing drinks due to the fire
alarm also concerned students,

who had to abandon beverages
before leaving the building
"I lost my money," said student Danielle Cope, ··1 just
bought a drink at the bar and then
we had to stand outside for at
least a half an hour - I won't be
coming back."
Pub manager Amanda Heiser,
explained that usually the alarms
happen later at night and the pub
just closes down for the evening.
This time Heiser explained. "it
went off at ten o'clock - rather
lhan get everyone upset. we bad
lhcm file out the back door (with
the intention) of letting them
back in the front door," when the
alarm was reset.
To add to the confusion "some
of the doonnen got 1l rruxcd up"
so students were filing in and out
of the building during the alarm.
A Campus Police officer ex-
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"People have lO reali,e that al- pi.a
most everyone ends up in the a r
workmg class. We're all workine thi!
for a living. Unions are a thing Co
that brings us all together."
3 we

Pub alar111 bandit rings again
By Teena Ward
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Ka
plained that although no actual cig
.,
fire in the building, alarms had to
be reset before readmiting stu- saic
dents. When resetting alanns. Kai
students carmot be warned of a kin/
fire.

Brad Sakalo, bead doottnan at
the Moose Pub. bas his own
theory about lhe 'pub pullers'. ·1
believe n's a non-U of W ptr·
son." he said Sakalo added that
the ''alarms arc pulled because
people aren't getting in cxactl)
when lhcy want to."
Andy Baker, a pub doonnan
said, "when the pub loses mone),
SAC loses money, and tuition
goes up."
So far. only "one (alann
puller) 1s being charged criminal·
ly" for falsely pulling an aiann,
said Heiser. She plans to ele\iat~
false alarms by posting bouncro
at pull stations around the pub. 9
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Mohawk econo111y up in s1noke
MONTREAL (CUP) - Most
of the cigarette shacks in the
south-shore Mohawk community
of Kabnawake bad locked their
doors within a week of the
federal
and
provincial
governments' decision to slash
cigarette taxes over a month ago.
Cuts have meant a loss of over
300 jobs in Kabnawake. The
community has to find a way to
replace cigarette revenue.
Davis Rice, Kabnawake band
councillor, sets stake in a new
plan for recovery which involves
a roundtable discussion set for
this spring between the Band
Councils of Kabnawake, Akwesasne, and Kanehsatake.
Akwesasne is the Mohawk
Territory on the U.S. border
where most of the cigarettes were
smuggled into the country.
Kanehsatake was involved in the
cigarette trade only marginally.
"We don't want handouts," he
said. About half the residents of
Kabnawake are already on some
kind of government assistance,
mostly because there has been no
money
to
strengthen
the
economic base of the community.
Toe Bands have invited Federal
Minister of Indian Affairs Ron
Irwin and Solicitor General Herb
Grey to participate in the talks.
One
of
the
alternative
economic initiatives Rice suggested was the Band Council's
plan to open a casino in Kabnawake. But Kenneth Deer,
editor
of
Kbanawake's
newspaper, said a casino can't be
the only answer. "We have to
start looking into light industry,
mto making products."
Deer isn't so sure that the
decline of the cigarette trade is a
bad thing, however. "There were
always a lot of RCMP in the
area, and that was a bad situation.
There are people who are not
sorry to see it end."
- Kristine Andrews, McGill

Daily.

Men dominate media

Visa students lose
OHIP
TORONTO (CUP) - Ontario
health ministry officials say there
are no plans to reverse a decision
to cut OHIP coverage from international students at Ontario
universities. The decision affects
20,000 visa students.
Student groups, unions and
university administrators have
condemned the move. But a
spokesperson for the Ontario
Ministry of Health said the
government has no choice.
"International students were
never entitled to be covered,"
said spokesperson Anne Moon.
"Now we have to preserve our
scarce resources for bona fide
residents."
Ordered to cut $1 billion trom
its budget, the health ministry
revoked OHIP eligibility for nonOntario residents such as foreign
workers, applicants for landed
immigrant status and international students.
A decision on when coverage
ends is expected soon. Ministry
officials say students will have
time to adjust.
But student leaders say the
grace period is irrelevant. Visa
students face paying an unanticipated expense for private
health insurance.
International students are particularly vulnerable to expenditure increases, as their funding
and employment opportunities
are restricted. They are not
eligible for student loans, and are
only allowed to work on campus.
- David Alan Barry, The Var-

sity.

VANCOUVER (CUP)
Newspapers, magazines and
television programming continue
to carry negative and often nonexistent coverage of women.
"The main problems with the
media's coverage of women are
under-representation, a narrow
range of representation and misrepresentation," said Lynn Hissey, a professor of women's
studies and communications at
Simon Fraser University.
Women make up 52 per cent
of North America's population,
but only one-third are characters
on television. During prime time,
major female characters shrink to
one-eighth of the total cast. This
is compounded by the narrow
range of roles women portray.
"Virtually all women on
television are white, and this
would be true of film as well,"
said Hissey. She also noted that
the women portrayed on TV
seem to be well-off, consuming
fairly heavily. conventionally attractive, slim, relatively tall,
able-bodied and heterosexual.
Hissey cited Roseanne and
Murphy Brown as excellent examples of current TV programming because of the way they
deal with real gender issues and
women's concerns. Both of these
shows
were
created
and
produced by women. To achieve
more programs of this calibre,
Hissey said it is necessary to get
more feminists working in the
various media.
Media Watch, a national group
which analyses media content,
found only 28 per cent of the
bylines in newspapers were
women's in a 1992 study.
"We know that graduates from
journalism programs right now
are about 50-50," said Media
Watch volunteer Josey Mills.
-Sarah O'Donnell, The Ubyssey

WHILE YOU WAIT
ALSO AVAILABLE
• Full Colour Coples
• Trsnsparancles
• Plastic Cerlox Binding
• Resumes, etc...

• With Student C.rd, A•k For Detall•
(Some restrictions apply)

THREE GREAT LOCAnONS TO SERVE YOU BEITER!
WINDSOR EAST

WINDSOR SOUTH

WINDSOR WEST

4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.

2643 Howard Ave.

1800 Huron Church Rd.

969-2051

971-9952

974-sns

It's Right. It's On nme. Guaranteed."'

HERE'S A COURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS
ALL

YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETil,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS

$5.95
TUESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a University of Windsor
student or staff member, just show us your ID and we'll give you
all-you-can-eat spaghetti with tomato sauce.
Plus unlimited fresh garden salad and
~ ...
worm garlic breadstlcks. It's all just $5.95.
~
And you don't have lo be a moth
-.a
moJor to figure out that that's a
great deal.
ITAUAN
RESTAURANT

i,\l..•..

\.l~

WHERE ALL THE BEST OF ITALY Is YOURS'
2491 Ouellette Ave (north of Eugenie Ave) 972-4600

Coming Up...

April 17 •Tribute to:

t
tribute to Tragically Hip

~September 1993: U of W's
beautiful new CAW Student Centre
opens.
~December 1993: Renovations of
CAW Student Centre near
completion.

l

~~~:~~~~~~s~~~;sT~:-~~~s
"March 1994: After months of
delay, U of W launches on-campus
recycling program.

~Octf ecw

commflyer.

~September 1993: University
neighbours reap windfall by renting
out their driveways to desperate
students displaced by
permit-parking-only zones.

favouril Join tl

Way.

~February 1994: Homeowners
who pave over their lawns to
increase parking are slapped with
hundreds of dollars in fines by the
city.
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~ December 1993: The Art Gallery of
Windsor re-opens in its temporary
abode, the Devonshire Mall, becoming
Canada's first public gallery to be
housed in commercial space.
'"f

~ Every write-up of the gallery,
anywhere, in any publication, has to
expound at great length on the theme
"The Shopping Mall as Modern Town
Square.
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~ December 1993: Windsor native son,
Paul Martin Jr., appointed kinder, gentler
Liberal Minister of Finance.
~ February 1994:
Martin's first budget
cuts U.I. benefits
and slashes taxes on
tobacco, introducing
another generation I l
of Canada'a youth to
the joys of emphysema.
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~ December 1993: The Ministry of
Colleges and Universities announces a
pol,cy of zero tolerance for
discrimination and harassment on
Ontario campuses.
~ February 1994: Hysterical editorial
writers across the province claim
thought police are out to ban
Shakespeare and outlaw straight white
male professors.
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~
~ers' strike.

~ January 1994: Minister of Education Dave
Cooke sends Windsor elementary school
students back to class after one of the
longest teachers' strikes in Ontario history.
~ March 1994: Minister of Colleges and
Universities Dave Cooke sends
post-secondary students back to work after
one of the largest tuition hikes in Ontario
history.

14

~ February
1994: As ~
predict~d b
Returning
Doug Ellis, t1
Students'
Administrati1 ,Council elecl
produce the
highest vote, i: E
turnout in ys PO
~Awhoppil
per cent of
eligible studf
participate,. W
more than J~
the cand1da~
personal !net
:•\1:'°"{

~ January 1994: Despite corporate
influence, support grows in the United States
for Canadian-style one-payer universal health
care.
~ Because of religious influence, Catholic
Hotel Dieu hospital is slated for expansion
while Windsor Western is closed.

,~
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~ January 1994: Toronto is named the first
city outside the U.S. to host a NBA franchise.

0

~ February 1994: NOP premier
Bob Rae stands up to those
interfering Yanks by pulling
basketball out of the Pro-Line sports lottery.
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~ Februa,Yf .
1994: eana mi·.,
its most
succes.sful \1 Ml
Olym~1cse-A g1
includmQ a~~"
medal win ~ F
Cinderella lit Bus
team.
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game squeij
whatevers~
the Anahel 'l lr
Mighty ou runr
for their P lanr
to institute PU b
shootout
tie-breaker
NHL.
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~October 1993: The
Toronto Blue Jays win a
second consecutive World
Series title.
~February 1994: The
Ontario government inks a
multi-million dollar
giveaway that puts the
lucrative SkyOome in
private hands and leaves
taxpayers on the hook for
construction costs.
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~October 1993: Unable to
overcome the legacy of
Brian Mulroney, the
Progressive Conservatives
go down to the most
spectacular electoral defeat
in Canadian history.

>Qctoecampus
1mmQqyer 2 as its
vourt1oin the Alumni
'ay.

~ U of W law professor

~ Ano\Umni Way
stall10esire, is
1bjectit vandalism as
10W V'dwarfs
icomt)' of student
side11ere.

Emily Carasco, running
for the NOP in Windsor
West, finishes behind an
unknown Reform
candidate.

~November 1993:
Construction begins
on Winsdor's interim
casino, employing
hundreds in the skilled
trades.
~February 1994:
Workers put the final
touches on the latest
addition to the city's
long-awaited chain of
riverfront parks -- a
multi-acre parking lot.
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~November 1993: Art student Drew Ellwood's
design for the salt crystal sculpture contest is housed
in the Faculty of Education building.

~ January 1994: In the battle of the Windsor
industries, a record-cold winter pits Windsor-built
cars against Windsor-mined road salt.

~November 1993:
Bachelors of Arts
rejoice in good-paying
jobs on the line as the
Chrysler assembly
plant adds a third
shift.

ose some

rualY-'1 •
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win~ t> February 1994: In
·ella hG Business Windsor
magazine names U of W
President Ron Ianni the
dmedmost. powerful person in
squelC the city.
vers~
1aheinl ~Immediately after
y ou1 running an unflattering of
~ir p,11 Ianni, In Business ceases
titute Publication.
out
~aker

~Graduate degree
holders, over-qualified
for factory work, hit

the unemployment
lines.

By Martina
Obersat
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~ March 1994: CBC announces it
will resume local television news
coverage in Windsor.
~ The Windsor
Star begins what
is predicted to be
massive staff cuts,
including the
retirement of
beloved columnist
Jim Cornett. Just
the other day I was
standing on the site
k
of the much-lamented Kresge's
coffee counter, when Jim, who
attended Paterson High School (oh,
those halcyon days of my youth) ..•

20

~ March 1994: New mayor Dennis
Archer uses his "friend of Bill"
influence to win the G-7 summit for
Detroit.
~Finance ministers of
industrialized nations meet to
discuss the global unemployment
crisis without ever talking about
unemployed workers.
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~ April 1994: Graduate Student
Society newsletter, The Graduate,
continues publication, to the
amazement of cynics.
~Graduate Student Society
hangout, the Grad House,
experiences financial shortfall after
the alleged disappearance of its
manager.
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Sailors give good night out
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By Lisa Fortin
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Arts Staff

E:

On the Town

Music hv Leonard Bernstein
Book & ·lyrics by Bettv Comden
and Adolph Green
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U01ven,1ty Players with the
School of Music
April 6-10

Springfield. Springfield.

1f

sa

hell of a town - Bart Simpson

be

Coincidence. or conspiracy'?
Do the Universi1y Players have
connections at Fox? Just wondering. · cause on opening night of
the Players· last production of the
year. On rhe Town. none otber
than Bart Simpson was doing a
sendup of one of its catchiest
tunes. New York. New York.
But seriously folks. it was a
fun show, in a corny, oldfashioned way. The pastel wood
sets with their cartoonisb depiction of the 1940s downtown New
York skyline immediately set the
escapist tone for this popular
musical.
On the Town is the story of
three American World War II
sailors on 24-hour shore leave in
New York. Naturally they want
to squeeze in as much excitement
as they can while there. On the
subway, Gabey (Scou Bloxom)
falls in love with the poster of
that month's 'Miss Turnstiles',
Ivy Smith (Lisette Bacab). The
three friends split up to try to find
her, agreeing to meet later. Of
course this leads to complications, and romantic entanglements for everyone, and I don't
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Lance photo by Eric Bernard
The University Players present the Leonard Bernstein musical On the Town starring Scott Bloxom as
Gabey, Ivan Arneill as Ozzie and Steven A. Gauci as Chip, sailors with a 24-hour leave in New York City.

need to tell you it bas a happy ending. In the process, there's a
beck of a lot of singing and dancing, but you knew that!
The six leads were up to the
task, as was the rest of the enormous ensemble cast (30 members
in all). Ozzie's voice (Ivan Arneill) was a bit weak at the beginning, but by the time be met up
with the hilariously-named Claire
de Loon (Amanda Smith) at The
Museum of Natural Sciences, it
picked up volume. Chip (Steven
A. Gauci) and oversexed cabdriver Hildy (Lena Palermo)
garnered the most laughs while

showing off their lovely voices,
and heroes Gabey and Ivy were
suitably likable.
Occasionally various wonderfully-costumed ·New Yorkers',
dancers and members of the
chorus stole the show, through
very the intricate choreography
done by director Caroline Smith.
Crowd scenes and big song-anddance numbers were usually
pleasingly eye- and ear-popping,
though the one tap dancing piece
was a liUle clunky at times.
Quick scene changes and pacing
made for a show that clipped
along nicely, never getting

bogged down by its many
production numbers.
Mention must be made here of
the keyboardist, bass player and
drummer from the School of
Music who provided the consistently superb accompaniment.
Their professionalism allowed
the Players to shine. As one
audience member was heard to
comment, "They can actually
sing!" Indeed. There was some
real star quality in evidence in
this show. It was a pleasure to
watch. Don't be surprised to hear
big things from some of the leads
in the future.
I!

Thrashing out sweaty
.harmonies of angst
By Sarah Atkinson
Arts Staff

Alun Piggins asks if be can put
on a dry shirt before we talk
about his band the Morganfields,
who have just exeunted the
Moose Pub stage. Minutes later.
he downs a pitcher of water, and
tells me of bis desire to leave tbe
oppressiveness
of
Toronto
(where he's lived for the past two
years); he also tells me that as of
this moment. the Morganfields
have lost yet another bass player
(Mike Pond) to the world of "a
real life." (They knew it was
coming. and have already started
auditioning bassists.)
As songwriter and fronlguy for
the Morganfields. Piggins live
performances would become
legend if this weren't Canada.
(Or if he thought that life is a
highway.) He churns out such a
high level of visceral energy that
audience catharsis is close to inevitable. His delivery is hard and
emotional, and plenty sweaty.
The Morganfields have just
releai;ed a CD, Thrash Walt: (on
Watch Records. a branch of
MCA) and despite a certain
drone of angst. it delivers most of
the p<Jssible dimensionality that
discs can afford.
The opening track Up the Ladder an is m1complicated driving
dirge: and with a refrain of "I
don't need you anymore/l got
what I wanted/got what I
needed..." it's bitter as hell.
Back Here doesn't get any
happier - lyrically. at leai;t. But
Back Here approaches a Replace-

The Morganfields (left to right) drummer Jay Santiago, sweaty and
thirsty Alun Piggins, and bassist Mike Pond did the Moose thing on
March 9.

ments-like musicalily - simul- kind of alchemy - produced
taneously tear-inducingly sweet from the right balance of indulgence, harmony, and drivenness
and neck-tuggingly bard that differentiates Thrash
which rescues the song from its Walt: from the hordes of unmenoh-so-bununer theme of the etertionable cock-rock releases that
nal recurrence of dysfunctional
currently flood the market.
relationships.
Piggins has been busy the lai;t
One of Piggms own favourites.
couple
years. The Morganfields
Bill. similarly combines that
have just completed a crossheart-ouching quality with wincingly lovely melodic construc- Canada tour; the adrenalin rush
of that and of the new relea<;c,
tion.
Several of the tracks give less, seems to daze Piggins a bit. But
and might leave a listener with he's excited about more writing
no way out but the next song. But and arranging. And if he can find
another bass player who can do
these are few.
The whole album pretty much the kind of harmonies Pond hac;
sounds like Piggins ha~ made done on Thrash Wale:. and hang
good out of a bunch of stressed- onto drummer Jay Santiago, then
there's truly hope for Can-con. II
out relationships. And it's that

Melodious
and new
By Arts Staff
Out of a love of music and
an interest in vocal experimentation comes the
Spectrum Choir. Under the
direction of Ian Smith, this
new Windsor choral group is
made up of a diverse group
of young people who have
come together over a common love of music.
Charlotte LeFrank,
a
member of the group, explains, "We explore all genres and styles of music from jazz and classical to a
gospel
arrangement
of
Handel's Messiah." The
Spectrum Chorus also experiments with intricate
rhythms.
complex
harmonies. and vocal percussion.
They recently performed
at the Detroit Arts Centre
Music School as part of a
celebration of African History Month. They also participated in the Unity Jam
concert, an event sponsored
by the Freedom Action Network.
Their first full-length concert happens Fri. April 8. 7
pm, at the Capitol Theatre.
The concert, called Too
Smooth, features Lorenzo
"Spoons" Brown and Ian
Smith and Michele Ramo,
along with tbe Spectrum
Choir. TickeL-; arc S10
adults. $8 studenL<; and
seniors. For ticket<; call
Capitol Theatre Box Office
at 253-7729.
I!

Visual Arts
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Colombo Tondo e Mondo
Tondo, a photographic installation at the Art Gallery
of Windsor (at Devonshire
Mall); opening reception Fri.
April 8, 7 pm. The artist will
be present to answer all your
bard-baked questions about
colonial guilt.

***
Also at the Art Gallery of
Windsor, lndigena: Contem-

porary Native Perspectives,
a group show of 15 artists
working in contemporary
styles and media; walkthrough tour with co-curator
Lee-Ann Martin Sat. April 9,
2 pm. The exhibition continues until May 15.

Music
The University Singers
and Chamber Choir, conducted
by
Richard
Householder, present their
spring concert, Sun. April
10, 8 pm, at the Capitol
Theatre (121 University
Ave. W) Tickets: adults, $8,
students $5.

***
U of W Music School
Graduation Recitals continue, at Moot Court, in the
Law Building: Wed. April 6.
8 pm, Richard Felver
(piano); Sat. April 9, 4 pm,
Stevan Paranosic (trumpet).
Admission is free.

Film
Kinotek presents Fitzcar(starring
Klaus
Kinski), another Werner
Herzog classic about a man
who just doesn't know when
to stop. Sat.-Mon. April 911. 9 pm, at the Capitol
Theatre. Admission is $4.50
plus one-time-only SI membership.

raldo

***
At the Windsor Film
Theatre. April 5-10, Su
Degrees of Separatwn, and
Dazed and Confused. Times
alternate. call 254-FILM for
info.

Theory/Literary
Call for papers: No Tenure

Allowed: A Conference on
Culture. Labour, and Communit)' Action. Send inquiries, abstracts and papers
lo
3131 Donelly St..
Windsor. Ont.. N9C lM3.
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Death can be fun ..core
Entombed

Wolverine Blues
Earache/Columbia
Entombed's

latest

release,

Wolverine Blues, is standard
grindcore:
industrial-strength
guitar riffs, distorted vocals, and
lyrics which are replete with
violent imagery. Think of it as
death metal's evil offspring.
While the Swedish quintet
have slowed the tempos down,
the music is still uncompromising. Included in the package is a
small cartoon of Wolverine, the
clawed mutant from the X-Men.
Indeed, it is a fitting combination. Like the archaic, confrontational images within a standard
X-men cartoon, Entombed's
music is sensational and in-yourface. Like the themes of a Wolverine strip, Entombed's lyrics
deal with the bleaker side of
humanity.
Like a good horror movie or

lo look, but tum around." They
re-make yet another Pink Floyd
classic, The Nile Song and they
do a good job of it. The Lost
Machine has a relentless,
mechanical precision. Of most
worthy note though is the ambitious epic-like, Jack Luminous.
Jack Lumious, clocks in at
17:26. It deals with an escapee
from an interstellar dictator, who
in his escape, lands on Earth and
bringing a warning. His warning
is perhaps not effective. The lyrical description of the invasion
bas to be heard to be believed:
"More than tears fill my eyes/ As
bright ships dot the sky/ More
than fear is in sight/ As moon and
sun stand by... And cry"
The songs that follow this epic
pale by comparison: they can' l
matcch the build up of the epic
and as any kind of denouement
for the whole album, they are
woefully inadequate.

comic strip, Entombed introduces
the listener to a degenerate
wa<;teland of human misery. Why
do people enjoy such bleak images? Morbid cwiosity?

- Darrin Keene
VoiVod

The Outer Limits
MCA
Quebec's VoiVod is back. If
VoiVod bad
Soundgarden's
hype-machine
behind
them,
they'd be bigger than Soundgarden (ripping off riffs from The
Guess Who's American Woman
for Spoonman, shows bow innovative Soundgarden is, so obviously, their success must be the
hype, eh?)
The first album's single, Fix
My Heart, suffers for sounding
like a single. It's the only weak
song on the album. Le Pont Noir,
is a supernatural trip with a
spooky couplet or two, like: "Out
in the dark, a shadow sound/ Fear

-David Knight

In the church of the nice guys
By Jackie Shannon
Arts Staff

Estimates run into the three
hundred range when Moose Pub
staff were asked about the turnout March 23. Wednesdays are
usually pretty slow, so why all
the people?
The majority of the crowd
(who I affectionately call "the
congregation") were of the masses who devoutly follow the Sarnia-based
band
The
New
Ministers. Asking around it's

ea-sy co see Wat ·me band has
developed quite a reputation
among Windsor bar-goers as a
guaranteed good show. The
minority were regular W ednesday night patrons and the

curious, both of whom seemed
impressed by the end of the
night.
In the two years that the New
Ministers abve been together
they've played throughout Ontario. In 1993 they opened for the
Red Hot Chili Peppers in London
after winning the Y amaba Music
Quest.
Later this year they'll be putting together a tape of all-original
material, which will help them
sever the umbilical that currently
connects them to the cover band
scene. A previous anempt at
studio work left them less than
satisfied. "We didn't know what
we were doing," they all agree.
Like all aspiring musicians, they
want to play their own material

which bas been receiving
positive audience response - but
for now, as lead singer J.J. Randall admits, "It's the cover tunes
that pay the bills."
It's the professional accuracy
and the wide variety in their
repertoire that has made these
five guys a popular attraction at
Windsor's RumRunner's Tavern.
Owing any given performance,
they rip through "alternative"
stuff in addition to the regular ZRock fare.
Offstage they're laidback and
approachable. And they're-more
than happy to drink beers with
their fans. It's that kind of personality in combination with
their talent that has endeared
many a loyal fan.
I!
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Nail & Aesthetics
421 Pellssler St. 977-7822

If your nails are not
becoming to YOU...
you should be
coming to us!
a new set ~aaylic nails for $30 (regularly $55)
fill ins for $25
free brow wax with bikini wax for $17 (regularly $25)
with valid student card
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Musical healing
By Alicia Stanko
Special to the Lance
Music
therapy
is
about
"Reaching out by reaching in";
"A way of taking when there are
no words"; it is about "using
music to reach a person under
circumstances
where
other
methods have failed."
The scope of its application is
broad - from simple relaxation,
to more serious intervention.
As a music therapy student at
U of W, a question I am frequently asked is: "What is music
therapy?" Mundanely speaking,
music therapy is an honours degree program offered here. It's
also offered at several other
Canadian institutions, including
Wilfred Lawier, Capilano College in B.C. and l'Universite de
Montreal.
Music therapy is a behavioural
science concerned with changing
unhealthy behaviours and replacing them with more adaptive behaviours through musical stimuli.
A simple example of bow
music therapy works is studying
while listening to classical music.
The .music is relaxing and calms
you while you study. It can be
that simple.
Music therapy can be used
anytime anywhere that unhealthy
conditions or bebaviors occur. It
is used in nursing homes, hospi-

tals, psychiatic centres, with
AIDS or cancer patients, within
schools or with drug or alcohol
programs. These are only a
sample of where music therapy
can be used.
Who can be a music therapist?
A person who has patience, understanding. a good sense of
humour - and is also a competent musician. Creativity and
superb communication skills are
also viable qualities.
To become a registered music
therapist one must attain a music
therapist degree. After completing the undergraduate degree
(which includes courses in the
social sciences as well as in
music), a six month internship is
required. Once this is completed
you can apply to be registered as
a music therapist in one of three
organizations. The Canadian organization is Canadian Association of Music Therapy (CAMIT),
which was formed in 1977.
This is just a quick overview
of music therapy. There is much
more to the field. As a musical
career it is very rewarding and
enjoyable. It's also a fairly recent
and burgeoning field.

If you would like more informatio11. about music therapy, or
U of W's program, contact Dr.
Sammi Shebman (director of
music therapy) at 253-4232
ext.279.

I!
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Lancers have the right stuff

l

By David Gough

r

Sports Editor

A year of Lancer athleucs
1:.une 10 an end for the 1993-94
year. with the annual Lancer
awards banquet held at the
Cleary Auditorium. With a picturesque view of Detroit. the athletes gathered 10 honor their own.
Two-sport athlete Bill Seagns
wa, named the outstanding male
athlete of the year. thereby
ha,·ing
his
name
forever
engra,ed on the OlympK Shield.
While Kelly Drnsmore won the
Banner Shield for femak athlete
of the year. <see story this page).
Seagris was happy with winn111g the award. He is also happy
with h1, overall athleuc exp,.:rience here at U of W. saying
"it's not winning the award that
1s the most unportant and rewardmg thing. it's meeting the people.
having the fnends. and having
the memories: that's special "
Seagris played both hockey
and golf for the Lancers. Seagri~
excels at golf. winning the Len
Shore trophy the past two years.
for being the top individual golfer at the OUAA championships.
The past year he helped led the
Lancers to the OUAA golf
crown.
Seagris also played hockey for
the past two years. When asked
what be likes better he said, "golf
is my first love. Hockey is played
more for pleasure. ll is not as important." Seagris said he will be
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LANCER LOCKER

Most valuable
players awarded
Athletic Banquet
Photo courtesy of DID

The athletes w~h the right stuff are (left to right): Kelly Dinsmore, Nancy Gyurcsik, Steve Ray and Bill
Seagris who won awards at the Athletic Banquet on March 25 at the Cleary Auditorium.

back next year playing both
sports.
The hardest choice at the athletic banquet is choosing the winner for the DeMarco trophy.
Winning the DeMarco Awards
for the best male athletes who
combine academic and athletic
excellence were presented to
S teve Ray and Nancy Gyurcsik.
Ray, a second year mechanical
engineering student and Gyurcsik

a Master's Human Kinetics student both possess A averages.
This is the third year in a row that
Gyurcsik has won this award.
Athletic Deparunent head Bob
Boucher was pleased with the accomplishments of the athletes
noting the considerable improvement that the teams had made in
overall standings. He also singled
out bis athletic department staff
wbo he said, rightfully so. "wa,;

one of the best in the country."
The Athletic Deparunent is one
of the few in Canada that does
not face financial difficulties.
The athletic banquet was a
final
good-bye
for
many.
However, wibt a strong Athletic
department, augmented with improving athletics, the Lancer athletic season of 1994-95 appears
to look bright.
I!

Dinsmore wins Banner Shield
as top female Lancer athlete
Track and
field star
honoured
By Tyler Delbin
Sports Staff

Kelly Dinsmore and Bill
Seagris were in the spc;t light as
the U of W held it's own Oscar
night on March 25. to honor a
great year in Lancer sports.
Kelly Dinsmore ran away with
Windsor's version of Best
Actress by winning the Banner
Shield - the award given annually to the top female Lancer
athlete.
Now winning this award has
become second nature for
Dinsmore. She ha., seen her way
up to that same podium, to give
that same speech, to hold that
same award twice before. It is
only a matter of time before it is
renamed 'The Kelly Dinsmore'
award.
What Kelly ha\ accomplished
here in the last four years is indeed remarkable. She probably
has more gold, silver. and bronze
medals than a centipede has legs.
The list of Kelly's accomplishments is long. Real long. To her
credit she has been the CIAU
champion in triple jump (l 992,
1993. 1994), long jump (1994),
and has been a member of the
4x400 relay 0993,1994) and
4x400 relay (1993) championship
teams. That's second to none in
all of Canada! Amazing.
She also holds the Canadian
record at triple jump (13.0lm),
and has been a member of the
1993 World University Games

Lance file photo

Kelly Dinsmore sporting her medals.

Team, the 1993 World Indoor
Championship Team, and the
1992 National EspoirTeam.
And just to think, five years
ago she was a figure skater,

"I didn't start track & field
until I got to university", says
Dinsmore. "I was into skating.
"Looking back at the four
years, it's really hard to believe

what I have accomplished.," says
Dinsmore. "This school and
coach (Ritchie) Coughlin have
had a lot to do with my improvement over the years."
Kelly is the perfect role model,
someone to always look up to. A
veteran, if you will.
First year track star Marnee
Beamish agrees.
''Kelly is someone I look up
too," says Marnee, who incidently stayed with Kelly upon a visiting trip to the school a year ago.
"She gives everyone the incentive to work that extra hard because she devotes a lot of time
into working to be better."
Marnee, a cross-country star as
well. hopes to follow in Kelly's
shoes. "Hey, I would be happy to
accomplish half of what Kelly
has over her four years."
Looking to the future, Kelly
has applied to both physiotherapy
at McMaster. and to teachers college. although she says that she
may be too shy to teach. Kelly
hasn't ruled out performing in the
1996 Olympics.
"If I can improve more over
the summer, then I may give the
Olympics a thought," says
Dinsmore.
"I'm going to train a lot this
summer, as well as compete in
the Francophone Games in Paris,
and possibly the Commonwealth
Games."
Next week, Kelly flies to Calgary ac; she has been nominated
for the Howard McKie Award an award given to the top female
athlete in Canada.
Good luck Kelly. You've certainly made this school proud of
you.
I!

Ozzie Nethersole - football
Bill Seagris-men's golf
Crystal Garrett - women· s
cross country
Paul Self - men's crosscountry
Diana Lulic - women's
soccer
Jason Marlovits - men's
soccer
Dwayne Brunet - men's
hockey
Jodi Beaugrand-women's
volleyball
Steve Ray-men's volleyball
Nancy Gyurcsik women's basketball
Patrick Osborne - men· s
basketball
Tisha S tojkovic - women· s
swimming
Steve Watson-men's
swimming
Kelly Dinsmore women's track and field
O'Brian Gibbons- men's
track and field

Five Year Player
awards
Presented to athletes who
have completed a five year
career at the university
Dwayne Brunet-men's
hockey
Crystal Garrett- women's
cross country, track and field
Nancy Gyurcsik women's basketball
Erin McDada - women's
soccer
Ozzie Nethersole - football
Jason Petro - men's cross
country, track and field
Peter Roscoe - men's soccer
Dave Scarrow - men's
cross country
Scott Shelestynsky men's swimming

Gino Fracas A ward
To a Lancer coach who
leads his or athletes to the
best performance level possible.
John Purcell -

football

Dave West Award
Student Managers
Woman's Team winner Mike Sesar, women's ba,;ketball
Men's Team winner - Pete
Carson, men's hockey

Academic Team of
the Year
Men's cross country
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National League preview
National League Central
By Tran Longmoore
Sports Staff

1. Houston Astros - I've
tried everything possible, but
sadly, l kept on coming back to
the Astros. They have a strong
young infield anchored by Craig
Biggio and Jeff Bagwell, solid
starting pitching, two thirds of an
outfield and an adequate catching
platoon. But the 'stros are counting on Jesse "I left my bat in
Japan" Barfield and Mitch
"Schizoid" Williams to contribute. That should tell you
something about the state of
things in this division.
2. Chicago Cubs - The Cubs
are the most talented team in the
division. But they're the Cubs.
"Smokin"' Sammy Sosa leads
a raw but powerful outfield.
Veterans Mark Grace and Ryne
Sandberg anchor the infield, and
Rich Wilkins is calling the games
from behind the plate. But besides Mike Morgan, Jose Guzman and Randy Myers, the only
notable on the pitching staff is
flakey Turk Wendel, who likes to
brush his teeth between every inning. Who says athletes can't be
role models?
3. St. Louis Cardinals - Although still a fast team, the Cards
have traded in good fielding and
good pitching for a power hitting
team. Even though he plays in
cavernous Busch Stadium, right
fielder Mark Whiten is so strong
be could hit 30-35 homers. Gregg
Jeffries may win the batting
crown and swipe 50 bases, but
The Wizard of Oz is still the glue
of a sound infield.
Although the Cards will be
competitive, a shortage of anns
will keep them from reaching the
top come October.
4. Cincinnati Reds - Like always, the Reds are a very
talented team with no chemistry.

Penny-pinching owner Marge
Scholtz, who had Nazi paraphernalia decorating her office,
recently served a suspension for
racist remarks about blacks.
Manager Davey Johnson has
been in several fistfights with bis
players. Then you have dope
smoking pitcher Tom Browning,
who's lost all concept of a strike
zone. Reliever Robbie Dibble
likes to aim his 95 mile an hour
fastballs at fans. And, during the
season, pitching ace Jose Rijo
sprays fans with nuclear-powered
squirt guns. Off season, he likes
to sacrifice goats.
Come October, the Reds will
be out of the bunt. But if they get
real bored, they could probably
do the talk show circuit.
5. Pittsburgh Pirates - I
challenge you, the casual
baseball fan, to name one Pirate.
OK, besides Andy Van Slyke.
Such is the state of the
Pitsburgh Pirates. It seems like it
was just yesterday that Bonilla,
Bonds, Van Slyke, Drabek and
Smiley led this team to three
straight NL East crowns. But
they couldn't afford to keep
them, so last year 22 rookies appeared in a Pirates uniform.
Manager Jim Leyland, regarded
as the best in the majors, used
every trick in the book to keep
the team competitive.
In Jay Bell, Orlando Merced
and Van Slyke, the Bucs have a
few threats at the plate. But the
pitching is atrocious. There are
no established relievers and the
staff ace, knuckleballer Tim
Wakefield, bad an ERA of 5.61.
Still, Leyland will field a gritty,
bardnosed team that will play
tough every night.

National League West
By David Gough
Sports Editor

1. San Francisco Giants

Sign that the end is near. Barry

Bonds in spring training goes
back and forth from bis hotel to
practice in a limo. Oh the hard
grind of the ballplayer. Bonds is
the best player in the game today,
but a chauffered limo? Ty Cobb
W• Do: .y.,. Pap. .
is spinning in bis grave.
•Rau••
The Giants have the talent to
• Covcrldas
• OvatMacll
win it all, even with Will Clark
•Gl'oup .............
gone.
• ACOStoras
2. L.A. Dodgers - A shake
An organization for gay,
• nycn
for breakfast, another delicious
lesbian and bi-sexual
Full Fax Sel'Vice
one for lunch and a resonable
youth, providing:
(incoming & outg<?ing) for
dinner. What's resonable for
$tudimt9. B ~
Social, Support and
Tommy Lasorda?
Photocop
ying & La,gez,
Education.
When I was a kid, Lasorda told
Copying Ser.nee
my dad I would be in the major
leagues; the problem with that is For more information, please call:
that be tells everybody their kid
will make the majors. A lawsuit
is pending.
Funded through a contribution of
The Dodgers have enough
Nauonal Health & Welfare.
talent to finish second. Delino L - - - - - - - - - - - . J
DeSbields will have a demonster r.;>i
year.
~
3. Colorado Rockies - Team
owner Adolf Coors allows his
factory workers to drink free beer
during breaks. However I predict
that when he allows bis
ballplayers to do the same there
will be trouble. The Rockies will
lead the majors in bench-clearing
brawls and there will be a tragic
accident when the bullpen car
bits Andre Galarraga during a
pitching change.
I like staying and eating at
Howard Johnson's. Not only is
be a good ballplayer but a good
businessman as well.
4. San Diego - This team is
bad.
I liked this team when they
had stars such as Alan Wiggins
and Eric Show, but where are
they now?
Any team that conducts a
firesale, (Joe Carter. Roberto
Me11 & Thurs: Chielce11 Wi1191 $.2S
Alamoar, Bentino Santigo, Fred
Me11 & Tues: De•I• fer $2.SO
McGrifO and gets nothing in
return is going to get scorched.

You are
not alone .

973-4951

Continued on page 14
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1699 Wy•n4ette Street West

Students'
Administrative
Council

CONSf.lL ADMINIITIIATt, DES ITUDIANTS

STUDENT'S ADMINISTRATIVE
COUNCIL
~2!}!~:~ :!~ 257-5210 ANNOUNCES THAT RESUMES ARE BEING
• Family Dentistry
• Sleep Dentistry
• Cosmetic Dentistry

• Dental Implants
• Emergency Care
• Crowns & Bridges

Validated Parking

ACCEPTED FOR THE POSITION OF

ONE

STUDENT HOUSING COMMITTEE
DEVELOPMENT CO,ORDINATOR

·

- Park along the river, jo9gin9, bike trail
- 5 minute walk from university
- furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
- fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
- captain's beds with storage drawers
- lounge with satellite & cable TV
- exercise and games room
- private study rooms
- Beach volleyball court
- parking and laundry facilities
- $279 & $399 includ;i utilities

Fli--1• - t•ili-1tffl¥ii

Cali 255-1697 or 254-4577. 1oam-8pm

PREFERABLE PLACE OF RESI DENCY BETWEEN
MAY 1, 1994 - AUGUST 3 1 , 199 4
WINDSOR AND SURROUNDING AREA
DEADLINE FOR RESUMES WILL BE
APRIL 8, 1994 @ 5:00 P.H.

RESUMES CAN BE DROPPED OFF IN A SEALED ENVELOPE AT THE
SAC OFFICE, 2ND FLOOR,
CAW STUDENT CENTRE
in care of
MARY MCARTHUR
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SALON
Where we set the standards

Student discoW1ts on SW1days
551 PELISSIER • OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS • 973-4977

•
Baseball preview
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+ per
month teaching basic
conversational English abroad.
Japan, Taiwan, and S. Korea.
Many employers provide room &
board + other benefits. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For more
information call:

(206)632-1146 ext.J4013

GOT ABAD CASE OF...

•

Continued from page 13

National League East
By Tyler Delben
Sprots Staff

1. Atlanta Braves - This
year will be a measure of bow
high expectations have risen for
the Atlanta Braves. If they fail to
win the World Series in October,
the season will be considered a
disappointment.
The Braves roster has been
stripped of almost a third of its
1993 players, but the core of the
team is intact. Included in this
core is baseballs best four-man
starting rotation, (Greg Maddux,
Tom Glavine, John Smoltz and
Steve Avery) and an explosive
offence that led the league in
home runs.
2. Montreal Expos - This
could be a big year, with fans
hoping for postseason action for
the first time since 1981.
They have the best bullpen in
the National League, as well as
the best outfield defence.
However, Delino Deshields will
be missed.
If the Expos start off hot,
they'll make a race out of the

division.
3. Philadelphia Phillies
The Phillies have a tough trick at
hand. They now have to prove to
everyone that beating the Braves
last year was no fluke.
However it will be difficult, as
their bullpen is a big question
mark. They lack in depth and and
need to find a closer. On the
positive side, the Phillies are
strong up the middle, and Lenny
Dykstra, Darren Daulton and
John Kruk should produce like
they did in 1993.
4. New York Mets - Nothing
can get worse than that horrid
1993 season for the Mets.
However, it won't get much better. It would be an achievement if
this team wins 75 games this
year.
5. Florida Marlins - Now
come the growing pains for this
expansion team of a year ago.
The Marlins lack power and
speed, and their shortstop position is a question. Bryan Harvey
is among the best closers in
baseball, and Chuck Carr is considered a top centte fielder.

,

Next week American League

Basketball finals
• ~ DI§

\Yj@DDIF ~ ~ ilmLP fil

®il ~OO~IB~~IE~ (~ lliffi~ UDurn
DtJrm/f(}a;d] ([J[![JfiJID~, j] [JJ(B[l' [J){]}[Fffj(i].

The men's intramural basketball season is nearing a close.
Just two teams in each division
remain as the final game of the
season is right around the comer.
In the 'B' division final Law
Heat 4-4, battles OOFFMBT, 5-3
overall. The 'B' division final
will be played on the centre court
of the St. Denis Centre at 8:30
Tuesday evening.
The 'A' division final features
a rematch of last semester's
men's basketball final. This game
will begin at 9:30 on the centre
court and will pit Buzz's Bar &
Grill (BBG/XPY) against Varsity

Outfitters. Both teams finished
the season with near flawless
records. Buzz's 9-1 and Varsity
Outfitters 10-0. Buzz's only loss
came at the hands of Varsity Outfitters. The game will feature
Varsity's fast paced high scoring
offence against Buzz's big inside
game. Key players for BBG/XPY
are Everton Shakespeare and
Buzz himself.
Varsity Outfitters combats
with Dave Walls on the wings
and Craig Mills down low. This
game should be one to watch, so
come out and support Tuesday
between 8:30 and 10:30.
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Make your busy day a healthy one ...

Vegetarian Delight
offers fresh,
naturally- balanced
food.
All-you-can-eat
All Day
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Specials: 4-6pm
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Tuition hikes definitely a
step in wrong direction

r----------------------

By Robert J. Steele
Special to the Lance

AROUND CAMPUS

Will tuition increases affect
your university
career?

"It doesn't bother me. I take it
with the rest of the bullshit in
society.·

Kris Barron
Year Ill Physics

I am writing to voice my concerns that are
shared both by my fellow university
classlmates in Windsor and I am quite sure
the majority of the university and high school
students across Ontario. As some of us are
aware of, tuition fees at Ontario universities
have risen substantially on an annual basis for
the past fifteen years. In fact, tuition costs
have risen a cumulative 33.5 per cent in the
past four years dating back to the 1989-90
school year. Not to break this apparent pattern, news of a 20 percent jump in tuition fees
surfaced on March 23 as the New Democratic
Party government announced that students
will pay 10 per cent more this fall, raising a
years tuition to $2 228. That is an increase of
$203. A further 10 per cent equalling $223
will bike tuition fees to an inconceivable
amount of $2 451 in September 1995. This
converts to nearly a $1000 increase in tuition
fees in our province in the past eight years.
This is truly an outrageous and alarming
problem. I along with almost every other
citizen of Ontario and Canada am quite aware
of the enormous debts we are presently faced
with but I believe raising tuition costs and
cutting other areas of education is without a
doubt a step in the wrong direction. Education
is not negligible and certainly is not expendable but tragically that is the way it is being
treated by both the past and present governments of Ontario and Canada. By increasing
tuition fees at the present rate, it provides for
the distinct possibility of actually increasing
our debt problem.
With high school students graduating into a
society in which the cost makes it virtually
impossible to pursue a post-secondary education the question is where do they turn'? Our
society has come to define all opportunity and
success with the completion of a college or
university degree. Due to this, a numerous

amount of
young students have
their future
decided for
them
by
how much
money their
parents
make and
not by their
academic
achievement.
The
sad
reality is our
parents
simply can...,/
not afford to
/
send us off
to university
with such
expensive costs today. Combine this with the
elimination of student grants last year and
presently, what seem like close to impossible
odds of receiving a student loan from the
government (OSAP). A student must either
live on their own, be a child of a one parent
family or come from a poverty stricken home
to receive government assistance it seems.
The government is discriminating against all
nuclear middle class families on the basis that
they are all capable of funding their children's
education without any significant problems.
This may have been true in 1979 when the
tuition fee for an Ontario university was $683
a year but in 1994 at $2 025 per year that is
quite a far-fetched belief.
Another problem, is that it bas become a lot
more difficult for students to aid their parents
in funding their education costs as student unemployment recently broke 25 per cent last
summer. It is major obstacles like these, that
are intensifying the struggle that students are
now faced with.
Sadly, for most it will end in a frustrating

conclusion that will come so early in life, at
an age where people used to and should find
a new beginning and look forward to experiencing and conquering new frontiers. Unfortunately, the question that will begin to
echo across Ontario's 18 universities this fall
will not be regarding academics but exactly
bow much money will be in the bank for the
next three to four years.
The citizens of Ontario and Canada are
presently being forced into a society where
while the children are studying every night, at
the same time both parents are working hours
of overtime in a mere attempt to supply their
children with the opportunity to pursue and
achieve an education rather than become
another Canadian unemployment statistic.
How far will the government go before someone decides education is an important and
contingent issue'? There must be a more
realistic approach or solution to a problem
that may soon become an epidemic.
l!
Robert J. Steele is a Year I Criminology

student at the U of W.

LETIERS TO THE EDITOR

Bad attitudes
hurt

"No, it doesn't affect me
directly right now, but I will
have to pay it back when I
graduate.•

Yasmeen Seede
Year II Business

"It won't affect me, I will still
come back next year. I will just
have to make more money
over the summer.·

Dave Jaques
Year I Biology

'My educational career may be
cut short due to lack of funds.

Umang Patel
Year I Biology

Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to the
article written by Teena Ward
which appeared in the March
28th issue of the Lance.
First I would like to say thank
you to Teena for covering an
event that needed to be covered
and for doing it so eloquently.
Secondly, I would like to address Mr. James Gaston who was
quoted as saying, "I don't even
know what it was for, if it was
about something that happened
recently - it didn't seem important." I am not known for being
an activist. I even missed the
rally last Thursday due to the fact
that I had to word at Essex
Theatre. However. during intermission of the show, the women
involved in the rally walked by
Essex Hall with their signs and
their protests. I was happy to see
the display but dismayed at the
lack of turnout.
Mr. Gaston, how could you not
know what it was for? It was
about something that didn't just
happen recently, but something
that happens all the time. Assaults may not happen all the
time, but the fear is always there.
Always Looking over your
shoulder is no way to live. " ... it
didn't seem that important."
Well, the only reason I can see
for this is that the turnout was
small and the only reason for a
poor turnout is bad attitudes
towards the cause. Yours is one
of them. Of course it's impori.ant...more important than tuition
hikes. more important than parking problems. It's freedom. It's
life.

Fmally, I wanted to tell the
gentlemen from Laurier Hall that
their behaviour was startling and
immature and it is no wonder we
are afraid and ashamed.
Trasie Sands

Smoke gets in
your eyes
Dear Editor,
Thank you very much for your
article concerning smoking.
I wa~ particularly excited
about your statement about
smokers being kicked out of
many restaurants and public
places. Would you be able to
publish a list of any local restaurants or bars that ban
smokers'? I don't know of any.
but I would really like to.
There is a wonderful restaurant
in the centre of Square One in
Mississauga; it's very popular
and there's not an ashtray in
sight. But it's the only non-smoking restaurant I know.
I was also pleased to read the
part about restricting smoking to
areas with adequate air filtration.
Adequate air filtration would be
wonderful. Would you know any
of those places, I wonder?
My wife has asthma and
cigarette smoke triggers a serious
allergic reaction. We would love
to be able to go to a bar and listen
to music, but we can't. Most restaurants with no-smoking areas
are no help either. When the
smoke drifts to our table. her
lungs close up tight. and I have to
help her to the door.
Even large places have poor
air quality when smoking is allowed. The Devonshire Mall. for
example, smells like an ashtray
even when it isn't busy. When it

have not paid their fees in full to
cashiers.
Many times students are fulltime and then later drop down to
part-time therefore they are not in
the drug plan. If SAC had
released money prior to add/drop
dates, SAC would be in a fmancial deficit.
Second of all Ms. Firth says
that SAC holds students' property for three months. As I mentioned earlier SAC can not do
anything until after add/drop
dates. SAC does not receive any
money from cashiers until students have paid their fees and
add/drop dates have passed.
Third of all Ms. Firth you
commented that "students who
don't want to be in the plan
sbouldn' t have to pay in the first
place." There are universities m
Ontario in which students are not
even allowed to opt out of their
plan.
Dear Editor,
They have to take the coverage
This letter is in response to the regardless even if they need it or
letter submitted to the Lance by not. Yes our plan is not perfect
Ms. Paula Firth. I am a drug plan but at least you are given the opemployee and would like to cor- tion to opt-out if you qualify.
rect Ms. Firth on a few things she
Finally to Ms. Firth and all the
bas been misinformed on.
other students on this campus
First of all it does not take who bave a problem with the
three months to receive her che- drug plan should grow up.
que back. Opting out days are
When Revenue Canada holds
within the first month of each your income tax return money
semester, in which two weeks are and take taxes out of your cheque
set aside for students who qualify every week, you individuals are
to opt out. After this period we not writing them complaining
have to wait five to six weeks for about their rules, regulations and
add drop dates to pass. All infor- guidelines are you? Just like
mation has to be checked and Revenue Canada, SAC has to
verified with the Registrar's Of- make sure checks and balances
fice after that date to ensure stu- are in place to make sure its ordenis are m fact full time in order ganization runs properly.
Y.D.McGraw
to opt out. SAC can not release
funds in which they have not
Year Ill Political Science
received or release funds to stuDrug Plan Employee
dents who do not qualify, or who

is busy, there are people smoking
on all the benches in the
hallways, and even while they
walk in the crowds. We have to
be really alert to avoid smokers
at the mall.
I applaud the Lance for opening this issue of rights for
smokers and non-smokers. I
think it was important that you
pointed out that people with
smoke dependencies often disregard regulations, and that setting a small section of an area
aside for non-smokers is only
pretending to address the issue.
In depth analysis of the smoking issues would be a breath of
fresh air.
John Carrington

Drug plan's

honour
defended
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Students Needed!

EXatJSMTAINNG54LOHS
I
I12s Wyandotte St. W, Windsor Ontario - N9A 5W8 - 977-7284 I

I

Recycle the Lance
in your nearest
blue box.

I
I

Earn up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or LandTour Companies. World Travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.). Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No expcr.
necessary. For more ~ 5K
information call:
-~
C,use EIY'J)k>ymenl S.nrlc.,

(206)634-0468 ext.C4013

~~
- ,•

Canadian Universities Travel Service Limited

If you want to go to
Europe this summer
but don't know
where to stan...

secretary
Assumption University, Second Floor
Suite 200 - Phone 253-TYPE - Fax 253-8658

All Your Typing Needs and More!!!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Essays & Term Papers
Resumes
Cover Letters
Send & Receive Fax
Desktop Publishing
Computer Instruction
Laser Printing from Disk

Your writing never looked this good!

:I
Ask Questions to our Experienced Staff about Pre-Departure
Information and Actual European Products.

Where: University of Windsor
Room: To be Advised
When: Tuesday, April 12, 1994
By now, you've probably realized
there's more to life than school.
And that a job is only as good as
the career it builds. \\'e can help.
We can give you the skills and
financial knowledge to become
an accounting professional: a
Certified General Accountant.
Our CGA program of studies
can lead to better opportunities
in business, government and

Organization of Part-Time University Students'
invites
All Part-TimeStudents to attend

OPUS 1994 ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
April 12, 5pm

public practice. If you're ready

CAW Student Centre Board Room

to make even more of yourself,

Nominations will be accepted from March 28
to March 31 for the volunteer positions of
President,
Vice-President
Internal,
Vice-President External, Treasurer, Secretary,
and two Directors at Large. Nomination
forms are available in the OPUS office.

call (416) 322-6520, extensions
228, 225 or 217, or toll free
1-800-668-1454, or write to us

at 240 Eglinton A,·enue East.
'foronto M4P I K8.

Voting begins on April 4 in the OPUS office
until Election Day April 12 at 12 noon when
the poll closes.
We're accounting for
the future in Ontario
, . , . . , . Certifi~d.Geni:rat Ac~ountanl'i
Association ot Ontano

~~.~--..~iiiiMj•.•J

Names of nominees and results of the
elections will be posted on the OPUS bulletin
boards.
OPUS OFFICE HOURS: Mon. to Thurs. 9am to
7pm and Fri. to 1:30pm. 971-3603
OPUS OFFICE CAW STUDENT CENTRE

Diversions. a weekly calendar of events, 1s a free service of the Lance. listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact.
Please send submissions to: The Lance-, Ground Floor, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N9B 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Tuesday, April 12
l Help for Headaches will host a seminar
on Intractable Headpain, the guest
speakers are Dr. Hamel and R.N. Winters
from the Michigan Headpain and
Neurological Institute, begins at 7:00 pm
in the Ambassador Auditorium.

DIVERSIONS

remind the youth of Windsor of the power
they possess to create positive change.
For more information call Mamie Eves at
971-7979.
ABlood Donor Clinic from 1:OOpm to 8:00
pm will be at the Windsor Branch, 3909
Grand Marais Road East.

• All part time students are invited to attend
the OPUS 1994 Annual General
MHting and Election of Officers at 5:00
pm in the CAWSC Board Room .
• Do you have concerns about the
increase in your tuition? If so. attend the
student discussion on tuition reform in
Ambassador Auditorium, CAW Student
Centre, 11:30 am to 3:00 pm.
• Would you like to see an Instructional
Jan Dance Club nex1 year as part of
Campus Ree? For information or to get
involved go to the CAW Student Centre
Conference Room 1from 4:00 pm to 5:00
pm or call Kathryn at 256-7865.

Wednesday, April 13
• PC Auociation delegate selection
meeting for provincial conference will
begin at noon at CAW Student Centre
Boardroom.

Thursday, April 14
• Students' Administrative Council
meeting begins at 5:00 pm in the Board
of Governors Room, Windsor Hall Tower,
room 510.

l The Students for Global Awarene11 will
host a conference entitled Youth
Empowerment in the Ambassador
Auditorium in the CAW Student Centre,
the focus of the conference wil be to

John Charron at 8:00 pm

Wednesday, April 20

A:. School of Music presents The University
W,nd Ensemble, the spring concert by the

A:.Windsor Womyn's Coffee House
presents Spring Fest '94, introducing
lmprov Night at the Sandwich St. Cate
(Mackenzie HalQ with an open mike.

School's wind instrumental performers
with conductor Gillian MacKay at The
Capitol Theatre, for tickets call253-n29.

Auumption University invite all to a
Mass at 7:00 pm followed by End of the
Year Party, Dance, and Farewell to
Dorothy McDougall and Russell Baron.

Jerry Sterner's Other People's
ffl@,,.:t::w.::',,,,1 Money on April 14, 15, 16. Call
944-1968 for tickets ($8/$6
students) and showtimes, pay
what you can on April 14, 2520
Seminole Street.

A:. Sacred Heart Church ,Ottawa Street at
Benjamin Ave., wiU be hosting an Organ
Recital by University of Windsor alumnus

Friday, April 15

A:.The Art Gallery of Windsor presents
The CANSCA/P Collection: Children's
Book Illustration, an exhibition of original
art by professional ilustrators, continues
until September 4.

Theatre Windsor presents

Kovarik, violin. The program includes
concerti, symphonies, broadway and
more, admission is free.

Saturday, April 16
l Black Youth Taking Action presents
Rasul Hakim Muhammad, Detroit's
representative of Louis Farrakhan and
the Nation of Islam, Oak Room at 4:00
pm. For info cal 253-8744.

Sunday, April 17
A Heritage Garden111g Seminar wil be
t,eld at the John R. Park Homestead
Conservation Area from 12:30 pm to
4:30 pm, the cost is $10.00 per person
which includes coffee breaks and
refreshments, pre-registration is required
so call 738-2029.
• African Community Organization of

Wlndaor (A.C.O.W.) will have a general
membership meeti)g at 7'a Wyandotte
Street East beginning at 2:00 pm. There
will be election for president,
vice-president and appointment of
director.

A:. The Detroit Together Men·s Chorus, an
internationally acclaimed ensemble of
gay men, will be featured at a concert
under the auspices of Central United
Church in Windsor. This event begins at
7:00 pm at Central United Church, 638
Ouelette Ave.
A:.Wlndaor Symphony hosts Seagram
Presents A Spring Night at the Opera, a
special concert begnning at 8:00 pm in
the Chrysler Theatre followed by a
reception in the International Rooms at
the Cleary International Centre. Tickets
can be purchased by calling 252-6579.

A:.Windsor Community Orchestra
presents A Spring Festival of Music
beginning at 7:30 pm at the Sacred Heart
Church, LaSalle, featuring Lisa Doig,
clarinet, Alexander Zonjic, flute, Matthew
Kulbacki, harpsichord and Edward

Friday, April 22
The United Way is sponsoring Take Rve
to Give Five, a campaign for the Distress
Centre. It is an opportunity for volunteers
to get acquainted with the agency and
sign up for five hours of volunteer time,
see booth in the Devonshire Mall.

Monday, April 25
A Blood Donor Clinic will be at the
Windsor Branch from 1:OOpmto 8:00pm.

Thursday, April 28
The Ojibway Nature Centre offers
Birding for Beginners at 7:30 pm, the one
night course, with world class birder Paul
Pratt, teaches the basics of bird watching
For information call him at 966-5852.

Saturday, April 30
Venders are ready for your business at
The Gfengany Court Community Spring
Garage Sale from 8:30 am to 1:00 pm,
admission is free, for more information
call Rob Wrigley at 255-6387.

Friday, May 6
§ The University of Windsor Italian
Society is having an After Exams Dinner
and Dance beginning at 6:00 pm, for
tickets call 972-1634.

Sunday, May 8
The annual College Ave. Garage Sale
begins at 11 :00 am and continues until
4:00 pm, sign up for a booth for only
$24.00 and sell your ex1ra stuff!
Compiled by Melanie Rabishaw.

KEY TO SYMBOLS
A: Visual and performing arts.

l Lectures, seminars, etc.
• Club and society meetings.

! Notices, demonstrations
§ Socials, parties, mixers.
® Sporting events.
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By all standards, il ha'i been a prosperous year at the Ll.mce While
as in years past we have had to defend our raison d'etre from those
who would rather see a less critical and more 'positive' cheerleader for
the school, we have also expanded our reach and managed some changes which only help us serve studcnLc; better over the next few years.
The redesign of the paper was of primary importance this year. The
fresh new look bas made us more readable and accessible, while at the
same time giving us more room to be creative and daring.
We've experienced some growing pains during the changes, but
overall it bas worked out.
Hand in band with this went losing our long-time production
manager Kevin Johnson and gaining the skills of Martina Obersat.
Luckily there was some continuity between the two, and Martina was
able to come up with a clean and consistent design for our pages.
Our coverage has been mainly issue oriented, a move that takes better advantage of the fact that we publish weekly. We did come undercriticism for lack of spot-news - but over the summer the news, arts
and sports departments will be wrestling with how best to come up
with a balance of events and issues coverage.
Internally things have changed, and consensus decision making,
while sometime frustrating and ineffectual, has for the most part
steered us away from troubled waters.
We have also been getting more involved with Canadian University
Press, a collective of student newspapers, so much so that we will be
hosting its national conference in December.
Other initiatives included our federal election contest, free movie
passes, an awareness campaign during the student council elections
and a mini-conference on student journalism which next year will
grow to be one of our most useful recruiting tools. Not to mention
catching up to the electronic age, where you can now submit articles
and letters to the editor via internet.
If this sounds like a pat on the back - it is. It is a kind of thanks for
the countless hours volunteers and staff have put in to make this year'
Lance something we can all be proud of. Without the staff, there
would be no paper, something to keep in mind if you've ever thought
about writing for a publication, or for that matter, criticizing.
So put away your pencils and paper, but keep them ready for next
September.

SiUDE~T
FINANC.IAI..
AID

To serve, or not to
serve
Do leaders serve their constituents when they refuse to represent
them?
Recently OPUS president Mary Schisler left a CAW Student Centre
board meeting without voting on a motion which brought fee increases
for part time students. Toe following day, with the consent of the
OPUS board of directors, Schisler handed in her resignation from the
centre board.
While opposing the fee increase was an admirable effort, the action
of the OPUS collective only failed constituents and illustrated an intolerance for a democratic decision making process.
One cannot always expect to come out on the winning side in a
board which represents the interests of full and part time undergrads.
graduate students, and administrators. By leaving the bargaining table,
OPUS has ostracized their group from other student leaders, who were
only voting in the best interests of their own constituents.
According to Schisler, part time students are busy, often "juggling
home, children, and work" - so bow will they have time to make
their specific needs known to the CAWSC board now that OPUS has
resigned its representation on the board?

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Prof needs
education too
Dear Editor,
This correspondence concerns
the letter of David Ricardo
regarding the mathematical error
made by a Lance writer on the
issue of tuition hikes. Instead of
writing a note of clarification, the
professor chose to write quite an
insulting piece saying things such
as "education should be more accessible, at least if your math
skills are any indication," and,
"at least some students require
more education.
I think Mr. Ricardo is a victim
of his own criticism. His letter
clearly did not reflect the attitude
of an educator but rather it was
brash, pompous, conceded and
condescending. Mr. Ricardo may
have a sound mathematical
education, but he is obviously
lacking with respect to effective
communication and human courtesy.
In closing, I agree we all need
more education, but include
yourself within our ranks because
inter-personal deficiency is just
as grave as those associated with
mathematics.
Mike Kasurak

Gender
equality irony
Dear Editor,
Let me begin by emphasizing
my general support for the issue
of gender equality in the 1990's.
It is encouraging to see that
women's rights have progressed
so much in so short a time.
Despite these gains, however, it
is not difficult to see that there is
quite a long way yet to go.
To me, one of the most amusing methods employed so far by
gender equality activists has been
the revision of the English language in an effort to inject some
contemporary political correct-

ness into our everyday lives. It is
very difficult to ignore.
You rarely bear the word manhole, mankind, mailman or
policeman without it being corrected by some pro-equality advocate to a more sensitive form.
Some optimistic Hollywood
writer has even projected this
trend centuries into the future (in

Star Trek: The Next Generation,
"to boldly go where no one has
gone before...").
For the most part, I find these
alterations petty, yet quite acceplable. There is in my mind, one
peculiarity, which still remains.
Womyn. For some reac;on I
have a hard time with this one.
Even just looking at it.
That 'y' just sticks right out at
me. Plus, I always feel like
pronouncing
it
Wo-mine.
Strange, but true.
I can't help but notice the
irony in all this. Back in Grade
13 biology I learned a linle bit
about
genetics
and
bow
chromosome pairs determine the
sex of a species.
The individual chromosomes
that constitute one half of each
pair were named, arbitrarily I
believe, x and y. Of course, the
irony rests in the fact that ti is the
y chromosome that determines
masculine gender.
A proposal then. How does
Womin sound as an alternative?
With the plural being Wimmin.
Or am I missing the point here?
Steve Bocsa
Honours Geography

Drama student
responds
Dear Editor.
This is in response to Cha/-

Leng mg theatre gone to fluff.
I can understand this person's
point of view, really, I can. I happen to be one of those Drama students gaining experience through
the Essex Theatre.
I also happen to want to work

on productions by Sam Sheppard
or Shakespeare.
But if some time is taken out
to see all the plays, you' 11 notice
that attendance is steadily declingin, and with that we are losing
the money to put on any shows at
all.

We need a season that will
give a "warm. safe feeling of
familiarity," so that the students
after us will be able to perform a
full season.
If the 94-95 season doesn't go
well, they only get 3 shows. If
that doesn't go well, who knows
what will happen.
We do the best we can with
what we have and if that makes
you unhappy, I personally
apologize - but what else can
wedo?
Marsha Mason

Forces ain't all
bad
Dear Editor,
l am writing on the letter about
the trial of the Canadian soldiers
that killed the Somali citizen.
The author should learn to get
some of her information checked
out.
The comment she made about
the man being beard over a deisel
generator is quite amusing. Toe
reason is that "the noise made
from equipment like this is extremely loud and you would be
lucky to hear much of anything.
I speak from experience from
working with such generators in
the Canadian Forces Reserves.
Toe comment about the metal
pipe used to hit him are, "... usually used to kill desert scorpions."
This is ludicrous according to my
father who served two years in a
desert area of the Middle East as
a U .N. Peacekeeper.
These are only minor things to
be looked at.
This article 1s well written, but
it only shows the dark side of the
Canadian Forces.
The Canadians have been in

every Peacekeepmg uuss1on
since the creation of U.N.
Peacekeepers be our own Prime
Minister Lester B. Pearson, and
who in fact got the Nobel Peace
Prize for this action.
The good that the Canadian
soldier has done in the name of
peace has gone unnoticed by the
apathetic and lethargic people of
this country.
While we have sat at home.
they have been shot at, spit on,
stoned by angry people and even
killed. The best example I can
give is that my father lost a friend
while keeping the peace in the
Middle East.
The job of Peacekeeping is
harder to do than actual fighting
because you cannot fire at individuals until they fire at you,
but with this you may be dead
first
The unit that is in trouble is the
Canadian Airborne Regiment.
This is a regiment that is meant
for a pure combat role, but we
bad no choice but to send them to
Somalia Why is that?
The reason is that we do not
have the manpower because the
government and you the gracious
people of Canada keep cutting
the military budget. This means
lack of funds, which means lack
of decent equipment to do any
job. and also a lack of manpower.
This unit might not have been
sent if we had had the proper
resources.
The military fought for our
freedom so institutions like this
could exist and so that everyone
could express any opinion they
want. but when the military ask
for a little more to help our job
better you say no.
We appreciate the job you
have done for the military. while
the military has given you
freedom at the cost of lives.
Ian Kelso
Year Il C.C.I.V.
Ex-Bombadier Canadian Forces Reserves
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A fragile soapbox
By Sharon Bailey
The Ontarian

The Lance would like
to thank its advertisers
for their support
over the past year.
The Lance reaches 10,000 students
every week at reasonable rates.

Our 1994 ..95 rates and schedules
will be available soon,
call us at 253-4232, ext. 3604
for more information.
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'WINDSOR'S DOWNTOWN STORAGE FACILITY''
Trisha Price-Clavette
Manager - 254-5422

694 Cameron Ave.,
Windsor, Ont. N98 1Z1

STORAGE
STUDENT DISCOUNT
Rent 1 unit for 1 full month...
Get second month

I've always found the word "correct" somewhat problematic. Kind
of like Miss Manners keeping an eye on you and politely but finnly
guiding your actions in the proper direction. Beliefs and actions that
are considered "correct" are those that are expected and understood a correct response, the correct outfit to an interview, a funeral.
The thing about political correctness, though, is that it's taken for
granted. Few people constantly praise someone who says the right
thing. but people will line up to infonn you if you do something tbat is
incorrect.
I find the term "incorrect" a tad disturbing. I'm less cultured, less
civilized, less educated if my behaviour is consistently incorrect. Or
improper; the two words amount to much the same thing - you're not
doing what you should. This isn't a matter of etiquette anymore. Especially since what we're dealing with is correctness of the political sort.
The origins of the term are, in a way, irrelevant. Ask your mother
why the cutlery is set up just so at the dinner table and she'll say "it's
supposed to be tbat way."
It's a similar scenario for political correctness because people have
latched on to PC like so many other forbidden words of the 90s.
This term, however is different sort than, say, "worst case scenario,"
or "networking." We usually allow these terms to run their course because they don't have any implications beyond what they describe.
Political correctness, on the other band, has an insidious quality about
it.
You can go on at length about why a choice of words is more correct
than another because there is always at least one more person who is
more correct than you are. Count on it,
I am not advocating the use of words tbat are understood to be offensive to various groups or individuals; I advocate a sensible approach to
becoming more sensitive to issue of race, gender, sexual orientation,
religious beliefs and various other issues that result in further marginalization of cultures and practices.
You might believe that striving to be politically correct will accomplish just that. I disagree. The movement is not sensible. I don't
consider it to be one of education, nor do I consider it to be of any
benefit in its present form.
Those who deem something correct or incorrect are drawing up an
evercbanging code of behavioural ethics that has no defineable goal or
focus.
What this has resulted in is little more than a fragile soapbox that far
too many are trying to jump on with out understanding why.
Events such as anti-racism week are not promoting political correctness. They are meant to educate and inform.
Bandying a term like political correctness about only serves to
silence those who truly wish to learn.
!
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By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor

CAMPUS CLIPS

Grads get drugs
GSS students will get
cheap drugs after a referendum to include grad students
on SAC' s drug plan passed
last week.
For $35 per semester students will be covered over a
three semester period. CAW
Student Centre employee
Laurie McGhee, who acted
as CRO for the referendum
said the plan was passed "by
a landslide" - 53 students
voted for the plan, and 10
against it. There are 869
Grad students enrolled.
GSS VP Internal, David
Wu said "GSS in the past
bad two referendums" which
failed to bring the drug plan
into effect. "For councillors
and executives it is fairly
rewarding," after spending
years trying to get a plan implemented said Wu.
He said grad students need
the plan since they face
higher tuition and are usually
too old to be covered by
their parents plans. With
recent cuts to visa student's
OHIP coverage "it's important to have a contingency
plan" in place said Wu.
Female students also have
the option of saving on oral
contraceptives when the plan
is put in place.

Coordinators hired
SAC' s
special
coordinators for 1994-95 school
year were hired last week,
and will be official when the
results are ratified at an
April 14 meeting.
SAC's two environmental
commissioners have been
reduced to a single position.
Last year a grant paid for the
extra salary.
The human rights position
bas been expanded - one
for issues and one for administrative duties.
Here are SAC's 1994-95
unofficial coordinators.

Womyn's Centre Coordinator Myrna Chan
Womyn's Issues Coordinator Lalitta Kbandikota
Human
Rights
Administrative
Nicolette
Stewart

Human

Rights

Issues

James Fox

Campus

Coordinator

Sandra Parker

Enviorunental
Coordinator Julian Thomas
Residence Issues Coordinator (duties split between) John Payes and Andy
Baker

The CAW Student Centre may
look more like a shopping mall if
coordinators are successful in following up original plans to fill
the basement space with services
for students.
Mary Lou Thibert, CAW Student Centre director says that an
ad was placed in Saturday's
Windsor Star in hopes of catching the eye of interested businesses. Up for grahs are the
previous location of Campus
Nook and the photocopy centre in
the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
According
to infonnation
provided to clients "the university
reserves the right to reject any or
all proposals or to accept the
proposal the university deems to
be in it's best interest, namely
retail and/or office space which is
of best interest to the campus
community, particularly students.
"We want people to come to us
with proposals, with creative
ideas," Thibert said adding that
the same procedure was used in
contracting out spaces to businesses currently operating in the
centre. She also explained that
"food and beverage retail operations" will not be considered because of the present contract
through food services.
The move is part of a push to
increase revenue generated by the
CAW Student Centre since
government cuts to education
caused a two per cent reduction
in the centre's operating budget.
·• Anything that can bring in
extra revenue for the student
centre is a great idea." said SAC
president Jon Ricci who is a
member of the CAW Student
Centre board. He said that a
specialty coffee shop would be a
good choice, but that the food
services contract bas been a
"stumbling block" in that area.
GSS president Joey Estevez is

aJso a member of the board and 1S
ex~ited about the project. He exPlarned that the centre 1·,,• "approached daily with people who
want to come on campus," adding that "when you have 16 OOO
people on a campus you' re going
to have people who want to get in
on that."
Esteves said the board is looking at ways of maximizing rental
space in the building to make up
for budget cuts. Spaces like the
photocopy centre in the bac;ement
could be leased to a business for
a profit without inconveniencing
students. Photocopiers would be
better placed randomly around
the centre anyway according to
Esteves.
The centre bas already been
approached by several businesses
which hope to lease the space. Inquiries have been received from a
hair salon and tanning salon said
Thibert, who is impressed at the
variety of establishments interested.
Businesses presently in the
centre have tapped a lucrative
market according to Thibert. She
said that the pharmacy's dispensery is doing well, as is House
of Travel. The area previously
occupied by Campus Nook, a
branch of U of W' s Bookstore
was unsuccessful because it was
brought in only as a temporary
venue. Original plans for a minipost office in the space fell
through when Canada Post
changed conditions for the contract said Thibert.
Board members have been discussing suggestions for the best
use of the space. Under consideration are a 24 hour coffee
shop, a record store, clothing outlet, and frozen yogurt vendor.
Scott Delorme, an undergrad
student rep on the board said be
"would rather not see a chain"
occupy the space but a smaller
business which would be more
sensitive to students needs. He
added "I would really like to see
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Lance photo by Ian Gray
This student may have less money to spend in more places next year
if expansion plans for the CAW Student Centre are successful.

something going there (available
spaces) directly run by students
or one that would hire students."
But DelolU\e said that the
board bas only discussed the
move infonnally, "we haven't
really put any reccomendations
forth." He said that SAC's VP
Finance Kevin Soucie, Director
of Student Services Dave McMurray, and Thibert have been
heading up the campaign to rent

the space. The board has been
concentrating on getting a revised
budget passed this year.
The final decision on what will
occupy the space will not be official until all proposals are submined and reviewed. The
deadline for offers is April 29. I!

Students with suggestions may
contact Jon Ricci or Kevin Soucie
in the SAC office on the secon:J
floor of the centre.

OPUS prez quits board
By Teena Ward
Co-News Editor

Relations are strained between
the three largest student groups
on campus. The president of
OPUS resigned from the CAW
Student Centre board recently
after talks about fee increases for
part time students with board
members came to an impasse.
The presidents of GSS and SAC
are members of the board.
Part time undergraduate students previously paid $3.25 per
semester toward the bill for the
construction of the CAW Student
Centre, while full time students
each paid approximately $19.00.
The board decided to increase
fees and change the payment
structure to $5.00 per course for
all students. The decision was
made in response to the Social
Contract which brought a 2 percent decrease in all departmental
budgets.
OPUS
president
Mary
Schisler' s reservations with the
fee increase for part time students
is in part because of the make-up
of the student group. "I don't
think full time students understand who part time students are
people juggling home,
children and work." As a result
Schisler said her constituents do
not use the centre as much, which

should be reflected in increases.
But board member Scott
Delorme said ''I have been a part
time student numerous times in
my university career, and I used
the student centre just as muchthey use their fair share and
should have to pay for it."
Although her vote
was
recorded as nay, CAW Student
Centre Director Mary Lou
Thibert said "she
(Schisler)
didn't actually say no, but when
someone walks out of the room I
take it as a no." Schisler
remained in the room until it was
her turn to vote, and then left.
She resigned the next day at
the direction of the OPUS board
of directors.
Delorme said "I feel sorry for
part time students because now
they don't have representation on
the board."
Schisler insists that she was
justified because "there were
three representatives of SAC and
one from GSS ... I was outvoted
frankly." The decision was "imposed upon OPUS. not done
democratically," she said "I felt
the atmosphere in which the
decision was made was very hostile."
According to Joey Esteves,
GSS president when the board
was formed, everyone agreed on
the terms of membership. He ex-

plained that student reprentation
on the board includes the presidents of SAC, GSS, and OPU6
and "two students at large which
are undergrads, who are elected
at election time." Completing the
board are faculty rep Bob Elliot,
Director of Student Services
Dave McMurray, and Thibert.
SAC president Jon Ricci
received a letter from Schisler
that "OPUS 1S paying the brunt of
our (the centre board) descision."
Despite the qualms of OPUS
Ricci insisted that the decision
was democratic, adding there had
been occasions when SAC and
GSS have not bad decisions made
in their favour but have accepted
the democratic process.
Esteves
said
that
such
decisions were made according to
the population of each student
group - GSS represents 869 students, OPUS 4 598, and SAC 9
537. "We (SAC, OPUS,GSS)
have a commitment to the centre,
I don't think anyone should be
piggybacking on anyone's back.
And that was what was happening," he said of the original fee
structure.
While Schisler and the OPUS
board of directors have not made
a decision to reinstitute representation on the centre board,
they have been asked to reconsider their decision.
II
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the news in a nutshell

I

By Tran Longmoore
Co-News Editor

So you're in a bar. and you want to make small talk,
and you're really desperate. Here are this year's top
stones as covered by the Lance.

August
Womvn i·s. SAC - SAC re-did its interviews with candidates· for the positions of Womyn's Centre and
Womyn's issues coordinators. SAC disallowed former
coordinators from the interviews and the questions asked
of the candidates were basic. The controversy led to new
hiring procedures which give coordinators more power.
Did you say 50 per cent? - Shortly after Education
Minister Dave Cooke promised ''significant" tuition increases. the Council of Ontario umverisities proposed that
tmtion he raised 50 per cent. Students and faculty spent
the next six months discrediting the proposal.

September
$75 per dav parking - Many students returned to
school unaware that pennit parking had been implemented on streets around campus. They found S75 tickets
stuck to their windshields. The parking controversy
lingered on all year.
Pub opening a smash - 400 students attended the
operung of the Moose Pub to see 54-40 play. Several
fights occured and there was a break-in at Campus Nook.
Who needs computers anyway? - OSAP was up to 6
weeks late for 20 per cent of students wbo applied for the
loans. Reason? Computer glitches in a new program.
Need moner to run - Bill C-114 forces election candidates to pay S1 OOO to run for federal office. Parties
must run 50 candidates or have assets seized. Consequently, the Communist Party of Canada faces extinction.
111ey·re younger, they have nwre energy. Pan I - Students at high school E.J. Lajeunesse. went on strike to
protest run down facilities. Later in the year. the U of W
swapped the old Education building for the high school.

October
"?zat I meant

10

say was ... - Several Refonn party

candidates were seen foot-in-mouth after being grilled by
the student press. Said one Toronto candidate: ''Refugees
hring the death and destruction of Canada," and ··same
sex couples are an abomination against God."
Clayoquot Sound nor clear-cut sound - Campus environmentalists invaded a candidates· forum at the CAW
Student centre to protest MacMillan Bloedel's clearcutting practices in the rain forests of British Columbia.
Oh the excitement, the drama - The Liberals nearly
swept Ontario on its way to a majority government. Most
students watching the results at the pub didn't even have a
buzz by the time the Liberals were declared victors.

Lance photo by Momiko Hino

Angry black students protest police brutality in Windsor.

To serve and protect, Pan I - Six black men (four U
of W studems) were allegedly beaten by Windsor Police
outside a downtown bar. One of the students involved said
that racism was a major factor in the incidenL
This land is your land ... - In 1942 the National
Department of Defence "temporarily" took the land of the
Stoney Point First Nations Band. 51 years later, members
of the tribe had to re-occupy their land and march from
their Lake Huron home to Ottawa to get it back.

November
Coming out of the academic closet - The U of W announced plans to create a Gay and Lesbian Studies course
in the sociology department. The course will look at gays
cross-culturally, historically and pyscbologically. Other
universities have had these courses for several years.
Don't worry your pretty little head - One of the biggest controversies on campus stemmed a report which
recommended that students take at least two "diversity
courses" (Women's, Gay, Lesbian, African, Asian, or
Latin America issues) on their way to a degree. Students
supporting and opposing the report took the issue to SAC
and to the Senate. U of W president Ron Ianni calmed the
storm, telling students that the recommendations won't be
dealt with for years.
Profs say the darndesr things - Matin Yaqzan, a

University of New Brunswick math prof. was suspended
for his ··boys will be boys" opinion piece about date rape
that was printed in a student newspaper. After the uproar
his suspension was lifted, and he retired voluntarily.
To serve and protect Pan Il - Windsor's finest allegedly beat up an owner of JB's Bar and Grill inside his
own bar. The alleged victim, Jim Henry. said that while
be was beaten, the cops said ··you had better not spit any
of that blood on us. If we find out you are HIV positive.
we' 11 be back with a bullet."
NAFTA, NAFTA, we (gulp) might hafta - Unionists
and environmentalists were dealt a blow when the US
House of Representatives passed NAFT A. Two days
before the vote, anti-NA.Ff A forces had enough votes to
kill the agreement.

December
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NAC president Sunera Thobani (left) with Womyn's Centre
Coordinator Angie Slingerland.

Women scream for power - Womyn's Centre volunil seems so little to ask - NAC president Sunera
teers held a moment of noise to commemorate the death Thobani visited the U of W to speak on the issues of
of 14 women killed in Montreal's Ecole Polytechnique in reproductive technologies. Thobani said the technologies,
1989. Shouting and wielding noise makers and whistles, controlled by bio-tecb labs owned mainly by men, show
the event focused on empowering women by breaking the no regard for a woman's right to have control over her
silence. The memorial was dampered by crank calls to the own body.
centre from students angered by temporary art work
Well done, gentlemen - Ricci and GSS prez Joe Esplanned for the entrance to Windsor's engineering build- teves, watered down a motion that originally asked the
ing (Essex Hall).
Senate to denounce a call for 50 per cent tuition bikes.
No wonder his nose shines so bright - On Chrisonas The new motion asked the Senate to acknowledge that
Day. workers at Fenni II discovered a "slightly radioac- students have strong reservations about tuition increases.
tive" mix of oil and waste. Fenni spent the next few
March
months flushing the radiocative water into Lake Eric.
Attention
U
ofW
students,
meet your new SAC- I 600
Where everybody know's your lawyers name - The
students
voted
in
the
SAC
general
elections. Chris Maicb
GSS and the Grad House fired bartender Joe Krishnaippillai for, among other allegations. swearing at his bosses. was elected president and Joe Barile is the vice-president.
Did Ralph Nader eat organic food and smell fruity? Krisbnaippillai is now suing the GSS for about $70 OOO
U of W students voted to create a chapter of the Ontario
January
Public Interest Research Group on campus.
Grits fry Cooke and Ontario students - Minister of
Healthcare for "Bona Fide" resulents only-The Ontario Health Ministry announces plans to cut OHIP for the Finance Paul Martin held the Tory line deciding not to inprovince's 27 OOO international students.
crease federal transfer payments to Ontario. The transfers
Tlumk heaven for 7-11, but can we study there?- To are used by the province to fund education and health
save S8 OOO. the CAW Student Centre decided to scale care. After the budget annoucement, Cooke said tuition
back its 24 operations. Students, who pay S5 per course would go up even more than he had already planned.
and nearly S20 per semester for the building, bla<;tcd the
A nwnth to celebrate the struggle for change - Rather
decision. Six weeks later a donation from the Social than focusing only on the grim issue of male violence,
Science Society reopened the building to its normal hours. women across the globe made Women's Month a time
The proclamation of a death sentence - On Janauary celebrate some of the positive aspects of their sU1Jggle. On
l, the day NA.Ff A was proclaimed, 2 OOO Mexican campus, writer Makeda Silvera spoke about empowerpeasants (the Zapatista National Liberation Army) ment through unity. Arts journalist Tamara Bernstein
revolted against the government. The uprising has rocked spoke about the new direction of women• s music.
the country's political climate.
U of W appoints first woman Dean of Engineering They're younger, they've got nwre energy, Part Jl - Women had another reason lo celebrate when Hoda El30 students picketed Dave Cooke's office to protest the Maragby was appointed Dean of Engineering. It is hoped
rumored tuition increases. About half of the protesters that her appointment will encourage more women to get
into the engineering field. Eminently qualified, EIwere high school students.
Gee, if I earn a masters, maybe Tcould be afore,nan - Maraghy has been described as an excellent role model
Cbryslers hired many U of W grads to work on the line for women and men.
A sure way to butter up to potential employers - Acfor the third shift at the Mini-van plant. The new industrial
workplace needs workers who can be trained to a higher cording to Tn Business Windsor writer Alan Halberstadt, U
of W president Ron Ianni is the most powerful person in
level of technology.
Windsor. Several U of W figures were also included and
February
rated high on Halberstadt's list.
They gave us Ricky Ricardo, it's the least we could do
Nurses make a run for the border - More U of W
- Challenging a 33 year old US economic blockade of Nursing grads are heading to the U.S .. The U.S. hospitals
Cuba, local activists helped to transport much needed pay nurses more in the early stages of their their career.
medical and educational supplies to Cuba.
and the facilities give them the opportunity to work with
ft' snot a recycling bin, but a stylish garbage can - To more advanced equipment and technology.
the disappoinuncnt of the SAC Environmental CommisI laughed, I cried, I lost $425 - Dave Cooke raised
sioners, the U of W dragged its feet in completing a S20 university and college base tuition rates by 21 per cenl
OOO recycling program. For several months. recyclables over the next two years. He said the tuition hikes are to be
from residences were being thrown in the trash. The used to increa'>e enrolment. The increase will cost univerprogram was in place by the March Enviro-week.
sity students and extra $425 over the two years.
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Auto thefts
concern cops
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By Teena Ward
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Student loans reviewed
By G. Bruce Ralston
The Varsity
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TORONTO (CUP) The
tcderal and provincial governments arc in confidential negotiauons over the future of the
Canada Student Loan program.
The Liberal government says it
\\ants to carry out an election
promise made by fonner Prime
Minister Kim Campbell and bike
the weekly loan maximum for the
first time in years.
Under the federal proposal
from Human Resources Development. the weekly loan maximum
on a Canada Student Loans
would increase by S60 a week. to
$165. Ottawa says the increao;e
will improve accessibility to a
university education.
But Richard Jackson. who is
heading up negotiations for Ontario, says that Human Resources
Development is planning to do
this without increasing the
amount it actually spend<.; by getting the provinces to foot the bill.
Jackson says the new formula
may shift more ot the burden of
~upporting student assistance
programs on to the provinces.
Both provinces and Ottawa run
student loan programs. The
federal government suggests incrcac;ing the annual Canada Student Loan limit for a 34 week

school year to S5 600 from S3
500.
Currently, all Canada Student
Loans under $3 OOO are covered
soley by the federal loan
program.
Provincial loans kick in on top
of that figure for students needing larger amounts.
Jackson says Ottawa's new
proposal would make the provinces cover 40 per cent of all
Canada Student Loans. regardless of their size Thus. even
loans under S3 500 would require
the provinces to pay for a portion
of the loan.
The result would be that the
cost of the increased loan limit
would be paid by the provinces.
And since the inc.."feased loan
limit would only apply to the 60
per cent of the loan covered by
the federal government, only students who receive very large
loans - over $6 OOO - would
benefit from the increased loan
limit.
"From ,ero to S6 OOO, the
federal government is saving
money," says Jackson.
Carol At!Ck, Carleton University student award director, says
changing the system now would
be impossible.
..Applications for next year
have already been sent out to students," she said. "It's too late."

The discussion comes at a time
when provincial education ministries across Canada are attempting to find solutions to the high
cost of their student aid
programs.
The federal government also
wants to change the way
students' needs assessment formula<; arc calculated
Many provinces calculate the
formula based oo family mcomc.
The provinces are resisting
federal government plans to
adopt a uniform national type of
assessment that includes fixed ac;sets such as land or vehicles as
well as income.
Se,eral provinces, along with
student lobby groups, say including ao;sets in the calculation
would be inequitable.
But Gerry Godsoc, studem aid
policy chief for Human Resources Development, says a unifonn
system is necccssary.
"We're trying lo get a system
that's totally equal across the
country • Godsoe pointed out
that some provinces. including
Alberta and Nova Scotia, already
include some fonn of asset,;
evaluation in their ao;sessments.
Godsoc could not comment on
the loan structure negotiations. a,;
they arc still ongoing Negotiations arc expected to continue
until the end of April.
II

Co-News Editor

Although violent crimes on
campus have decreased this year
Campus Police Chief Jim
Foreman is alarmed at an increao;e in vandalism to cars
parked in university lots.
The year end report of the office docs illustrate an overall increase of 3 018 incidents over
1992 but Foreman said "the only
increase that really bothered me
was the rash in cars broken into
and damaged." He said that officers have "caught several
minors" in campus parking lot<;.
The vandals steal anythmg in
the cars. from coat" to briefca~s.
but apparently none of the
suspect<; caught in the act have
been U of W student<;. Two large
lots across from Human Kinetics
have been bard hit with break ins.
Parking by-law infractions and
towed autos increased. Foreman
said this is due to a new posiuon.
With ''someone out there five
days a week eight hours a day,"
patrolling campus parking more
students are gelling caught for
parking infractions. He doesn't
connect it to pennit parking.
False alarms increased from l
600 to 2 419 alarms pulled.
This includes fire alarms in the
pub, in residences, in addition to
the blue emergency alarms being
activated without provocation.
At the Moose Pub .. people get
upset hecause they can't get in,
or people getting kicked out"
have been pulling the alarms.
"When we: do catch somebody
pulling an alarm we do take it
seriously " said Foreman.
Violent crimes like assault
\\ ith hochly harm. assault. and
sexual a<.;sault wt"ft.. not alleV1ated
on the campus although there
was a decrease.
The one case of assault with
bodily harm resulted when a student "came upon a fight in G lot
and they (ac;sailants) turned on
him and started beating on him"
said Foreman His assailants
were not registt.;rcd student<.;.
Three sexual ao;saults were

~eportcd to_Campus Police, while
tn the previous year a total of five
were reported.
Only one of the assailant, was
a stranger. "a stalking from down
town, the guy made his move at
the .south end of Essex Hall
where a lot of bushes are," The
incident wai; prevented when two
male Mudeots, who happened on
the scene helped out Two of the
reported sexual ao;saulL\ were
"date rape" cases where the
women knew their attackers.
II

March Summary
Parking Bylaw Investigations ...... 10
Autos Towed ............................. .45
Money El.cons ......... .. .......... 153
Escort Requests ............. ............ 21
Other Forces .. ........................ 1
Other Assistant Related Calls ...... 356
Insecure Premises (other) ......... 116
Assault ........... • . .
3
Threatening ................................. 1
Break and Enter ................... , 1
Theft ............................................. 13
Property Damage .......................... 12
Disturbance ..... .. . .. ... • .. .. . . . 12
Other Federal Statutes ............... ....3
Liquor Complaint . .. ................ l
Highway Traffic Complaint . . ........ 1
Alanns ................................. .85
Found Property... . .. .... .......... . .10
Lost Property... .. . .
.7
Other Misc. Occurrences ........ ...... 26

Year end summary
Parking Bylaw lnvestigauons .. 138
Autos Towed....
...... 215
Money Escorts .................. 1170
Escort Requests .................... 246
Other forces ....
46
Other Assistant Related Calls . 5294
Insecure Premises
. . .. . .. ... 770
Assault Causing Bodily Harm .. ... I
Sexual Assault . . . . . .. .
3
Assault .. ....
.2
Threatening ........ .. . ......... ..
2
Break and Enter .. . ...
.18
Theft (over) .................. .......... 10
Theft ... ........ . . . .. . . .......
145
M1sch1ef ..........
4
Prop.:rt} Damage
105
Disturbance ... ...... . .... . .. .. 111
Other federal Statutes ............. 29
Trespass Complaint ................ 19
Liquor Complaint
20
Highw a) Traffic Complaint. . ... 4
Alanns ................................... .2419
Found Propert) ........................ 111
Lost Property. .. . ....... .... ...
52
Other Misc Occurrences . . . . 274
TOTAL . . ... .
. . ...... 11,408

New De1nocratic Party: a "lesser of the evils" option?
By ga~ Lonjd~oore
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On a dark storm> summer
night in 1990. umomst<; and social justice activists felt a bright
ray of light shining through the
downpouring rain. That night,
Ontario voters elected the New
Democratic Party govern the
province.
Almost four years later, those
hopes and aspirations have been
trampled on by the Ontario
branch of Canada's "social
democratic party."
Many of the party's traditional
supporters have abandoned the
NOP. And even some of those
remaining are doing so reluctantly.
This Wednesday, at 7:30 pm in
the Local 195 Union ball, the
"Ginger Circle" going to discuss
the future of the party and
socialism in Canada.
One of the major concerns is
whether or not the NOP is
capable of representing the workmg cla..,s. And if it is not, who
can?
Among the members of the
Ginger Circle are U of W poliucal science professor and former

NOP Manitoba Premier Howard
Pawley, unsuccessful federal
Essex-Kent NOP candidate Mike
Darnell. and NOP activist Victoria Cross.
The term ''Ginger Circle"
refers to the group of people
whose actions led to the creation
of the Co-operative Commonwealth
Federation
(CCF).
predecessor of the NOP. In the
I920's. J.F. Woods worth led the
"Ginger Group." which wa,
made up of agrarians. unionists,
MP's and socialist intellectuals.
formed the
Accordmg to Len Wallace.
who
helped
organize
Wednesday's discussion, the new
group ha<; something in common
with it<; namesake. "I think that
the Ontario NDP's performance
has opened a lot of people's eyes.
We could be starting all over
again," said Wallace, who after
20 years rt..-cently left the part}
Wallace believes that the NOP
has gradually shifted to the nght
and that it can no longer represcot the working clao;s. Wallace
maintains that the .N DP is not the
"social democratic" party it
claims to be.
"The social democratic parues

in Europe sit down and bargained
with workers. During social contract ·negotiations,' the NOP
basically told the workers to take
it or leave it. They've betrayed
the working class."
Wallace would like to see the
workers create a party to represent themselves m government.
"The NOP will still get a lot of
the worker's votes because they
are seen a-; the lesser of evils. But
how docs that benefit workers?"
The "lesser of evils" attitude is
shared by many who still support
the party even though they arc
disappointed with it's performance.
Peter Pellerito. a member of
CAW Local 444, who was excited the night of the Ontario
NDP's victory. does feel let
down now.
But he quickly points out that,
despite the "slap to the face" social contract, the NOP has passed
pro-labour legislation. He cites
new employment equity laws and
a job creation fund.
"A lot of workers are understandably frustrated. But what
would the Liberals or the Conservatives done in the same situa·
lion."

Pellento thinks that workers
will vote NOP if they take the
other parties' principles into consideration.
Those inside the party have L'>·
sues to resolve as well.
Victoria Cross remains an aclive member in the WindsorWest NOP riding a,sociation.
But Cross. who managed former
NOP MP Steven Langdon's unsuccessful election campaign, ha,;
publicly blasted the provincial
government.
When asked about her feelings
about the future of the party she
said "I couldn't fit them into an
800 word article."
When Cross first became active within the party. she viewed
it as a vehicle for change But she
now questions that view.
"Do you fix your vehicle!' she
asks, "Or is it so far beyond
repair that you have to buy a new
one? And if so, what you we do
while we're saving money to buy
the new one."
Cross, like many others in the
the party and the labour ranks
bas a hard time coming up with a
definite answer.
Cross is quick to point out that
the CCF\NDP has risen from the

depths many times before. But
since the 1930's, the CCF\ NOP
bas been gradually shifting to the
right - so far right that many
don't feel the party can be
changed to represent the working
clao;s again.
But are there any alternatives?
Cross, Wallace and Pellerito
maintain that labour must have a
voice in government.
There have been rumors about
the labour mo\'cment forming
their own political party. but, a,
Cross says "even labour rccognizes the need for a more broad
based movement."
Wallace, however, challenges
the enllre electoral system as it
now exists.
"Our system does not allow
workers to represent themselves.
Most politicians don't know what
it means to be in the working
cla<;s. We're not voting for real
change. we're just bouncing
around in capitalism.''
Wallace believes that workers
have the power to define their
own future.
He hopes that the "Ginger
Circle" wiJl initiate discussion
that will eventually lead to some
solutions.
II

Student
jobs

By Graham Cook
VANCOUVER (CUP)-Many university students are planning careers in fields such as law, business, or academia.
Others are hoping for less lucrative but more creative endeavours in the future.
But for now, Generation Xjob ghettos like treeplanting, temping and house painting are the best jobs many students can
hope for.

FILLING IN THE CLEARCUTS
Ah, the great outdoors. Fresh air, hard work
and huge amounts of money are the carrots
dangled in front of prospective treeplanters.
But for many, the reality of planting is very
different.
Michelle Dwyer is in fourth year political
science at USC, and her first year planting was
hell.
"My first experience was lousy," Dwyer said. "I
didn't make the money that everybody said I
would but I made more than I would have if I was
working in Arby's in Port Hope."
Those who have worked two or three seasons
can make signtticant amounts, sometimes $200 to
$300 for a 10 or 12 hour day.
But rookie planters seldom make that much and some planters make nothing at all.
Scam artists are legendary in the industry small companies that appear for one season and

chronically underpay planters.
Her advice to first-time planters was to seek out
established companies for their first contracts.
"For anyone doing it tor the first time don't go
with companies offering bonuses," because that
means they are taking away from your regular
wage and only giving it back to you under certain
conditions, she said.
For example, some companies hold back an
amount of pay 1f you do not finish the season with
them.
Treeplanters are paid per tree planted, a form
of piecework.
If a planter hits a bad patch of ground, or slogs
through snow or 40-plus degree temperatures, the
pace can slow and so can the pay.
Health also suffers due to the strain of the work
and the heat.
"I think everybody gets sick. You're handling

disappear around the time their planters are

trees

expecting their paycheques.
Dwyer said many of the bigger companies

thousands of times a day and it's 40 degrees
outside. Everybody physically gets it," she said.
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TEMPORARY INSANITY
Temporary office employment is another
classic twenty-something job Douglas
Coupland's book Generation X describes the
"veal-fattening pens" that temps often find
themselves sandwiched into.
Temp agencies offer a matchmaking service
between companies who need short-term office
staff and starving students who need short-term
food.
First year architecture student Maia Chowdury
has been temping for three years, and said that
her job ''was good at first, since I was getting
office experience and it frt into my schedule ... now
I can't wait to get out of it.
"I had been working in food services for several
years and I was feeling that it was a bit of a
ghetto, and I felt I should move to get out of it,
because it seemed that whatever future career I
took would be off ice-based - architecture,
planning, or teaching for example," Chowdury
said.

PAINTING THE TOWN
Student painting companies often get a bad rap
- and it is justified, according to several former
employees.
CiTR (UBC Radio) producer and Ubyssey
staffer Ian Gunn worked for AAA Student Painters,
and complained that on the piece rate system
many painters end up working for only three or
four dollars an hour.
He painted houses in Burnaby, a Vancouver
suburb, and said the daily commute by transit was
bad enough to convince him to buy a car.
But "having paid for the car and the gas and the
insurance, considering how much I was getting I
might as well have stayed at home,- Gunn said.
Chris Perry worked for a student firm in Toronto
for several summers. He said one of the worst
aspects of the job was satety - specifically the

lack of it.
"You're working on a forty-foot ladder on
uneven ground, with sticks and rocks stuck under
it. A couple of times the ladder slipped out from
under me and I fell into the garden in front," Perry
said.
"My first job, and my worst job painting was
working at a factory with a tar roof. It must have
been the hottest summer on record in Toronto.
You're painting on metal on a roof that's so hot
that it's steaming and the paint is drying when you
put it on."
Cheap bosses can also make student painters'
lives hell, he said.
"Once the manager realized that diesel fuel was
cheaper than Varsol, so here we are rubbing
diesel fuel into our skin for the whole summer." I!

But high-pressure temping jobs for low pay has
ended up being "more of a drag than anything. I
had a month of unemployment last summer while
I was waiting for a temping job. I would have been
better telemarketing or in food services for that
month.
''The best temping job I had was working doing
fundraising for St. Paul's hospital with other
women from the same temping agency. We just
hung out and bitched about temping and bosses
who made us wash their coffee cups and
schedule getting their cars washed and juggle
their mistresses and their wives on the telephone,"
she said.
Her temping experience helped her get a job as
an office manager for an Asian cultural
organization called Rungh, she said. This summer
Chowdury is "going to really try not to temp. I'm
hoping to get a challenge grant and work with a
small cultural organization where I feel
comfortable."

Casino not to usurp all known culture
By Sarah Atkinson and
Bernard Helling
Arts Staff

UPCOMING EVENTS

Visual Arts
An
installation
by
graduating Lebel student
Ronda Parkes, at Mackenzie
Hall (3277 Sandwich St.).
April 10-15; closing reception April 15, 8 pm.

***
D.I.R.T., a video installation by Beth Gibson, Deirdre
Logue, and Kim Truchan, at
the Art Gallery of Windsor
(in the Mall); opening reception/performance Fri. April
29. The show deals with n<r
lions of documentary, surveillance, humour, morality,
and queerness.

Theatre
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Theatre Windsor presents
Other People's Money, written by Jerry Sterner, directed
by Paul Korosec, April 1416, at Theatre Windsor, 2520
Seminole St. (comer of St.
Luke), at 8 pm. Tickets are
$8 general, $6 students.
Tours. perfonnances are
..pay what you can." For
reservations and info, call
the box office at 944-1968.

Music
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They Might Be Giants, the
band that saves lives, at Ann
Arbor's Hill Auditorium,
Sat. April 16, 8 pm. Tickets
are $15.50/$18.50 US. and
are available by calling Ticketmaster at 313-645-6666.

***
School of Music Graduation Recitals continue at the
Moot Court of the Law
Building: Sat. April 16, 8
pm, Heather Slater (piano);
Sun. April 17, 4 pm, Grant
Bergeron (alto sax); Sun.
April 17, 8 pm, Patrice Felver (soprano); Sat. April 23,
8 pm, Jerry Pergolesi
(xylophone), Sun. April 24,
8 pm, Catherine McKeever
(contralto). Recitals are free,
and the public is welcome.

***
Amherstburg Performing
Arts presents the Quartetto
Gelato, Sun. April 24 at St.
John the Baptist Church (225
Brock St. Amherstburg), at
7:30 pm. Quartetto Gelato
adds English horn, mandolin, guitar, accordion, and
a tenor to the classical quartet form The repertoire ranges from Mozart to Bach to
tangos, Italian folk tunes,
and gypsy fiddling. For tickets, call 736-4587.

Windsor has culture. No, really. Put that gun away. Windsor
has culture and we have the adjectives to prove it. Luminous,
astoundingly subtle, various and
new, terrible, void-farting. The
past year provided more than we
have space for, but here's a sampling.
Proof #1: An art gallery in a
mall. Having rented out their permanent home to the temporary
casino, the Art Gallery of
Windsor ha,; attempted to make
lemonade out of cash cow citronscented air fresheners. So far
seen: gcsso-ed cabbages (Eric
Cameron), portrait of the artist as
a deli sign (Patrick Thibert), a
giant monkey (children's gallery), Ken Salonarche's industrial riverfront, lots of cake
(AGW 50th anniversary celebration), Amex condemned (Alex
McKay), white-folk guiltfest/cultural education (current Indigena
show), and the lovely and
talented Natalie Nagy (as also
seen in Chatelaine magazine
makeover). (By the way, we both
know we' II never work in this
city again.) Kidding aside, Indigena is well worth a trip; the
gallery has enough to keep you
interested
while
your
spouse/kids/friend/soon-to-be-exlovers snap up the sales at the
Bay.
Proof #2: Casino in an art gallery. We hope someone is
documenting the process of
transformation. After failed attempts at salvaging cast-off
materials, and getting our boots
caked with mud, we watch silently as Windsor's (ahem) ticket to
economic revival takes shape.
Note also, entire riverfront becoming huge parking lot. Who
doesn't prefer asphalt to grass?
Proof #3: Common Ground
Gallery still alive, and kicking
butt. We love you, we love you,
we love you. The only gallery in
town where a $15 membership
gives you the chance to mount a
show. No jury, no pay, but excellent exposure for young artists.
Proof #4: The Capitol Theatre
and Arts Centre. Also still kicking. Truly diverse selection of
theatre, cinema, performance.
Home of Kinotek/Grindbaus
Cinemaphilia
and
Windsor
Feminist Theatre. Also a haven
for the Section 25 set.
Proof #5: Local bands: Luxury
Christ slimes warehouse to shoot
video, leaving everyone covered
in Jello; all-woman band Thigh
performs at Spotted Dog,

Lance photo by Jeff Russell

Classical music not dead.

•

Lance photo by Sue Sl Denis

Detail of Shaman Never Die V: lndigena 1990 by Jane Ash Poitras
from lndigena at Art Gallery of Windsor through May 15.

Rockin' for Reproductive Rights
(coming soon to a bus ad near
you); King Kool Flipped makes it
to the second round in Z-Rock' s
Battle of the Bands; despite lack
of Lance coverage Monster Cats
and Porcelain Mary continue to
rock; benefits o plenty for local
non-profit organizations; no more
Windsor bars turned into strip
clubs; sewers continue to back up
at Coach and Horses;
Proof #6: The Eclectic Cafe
shows that organic coffee and the
best musical selection are enough
for any underage sponge-rocker's
night out. But seriously, they
have the best soup in Windsor.
And they have cappucino.
Proof #7: Venus clan resurrects disco and forces us all into
platform shoes to better shake
our booties. Guests invited to sit
on "Shanta's" knee at Venus
Xmas bash.
Proof #8: Windsor Feminist
Theatre continues to rock with
production after production of
agit prop theatre-of-the-empowered. Of particular note, the
Directors' Project, which debuted
eight original works.
Proof #9: I Know What I Like

(IKWIL) survives its first year.
Ready to serve all your (legal)
hemp product needs. Also
providing a good venue for
young artists to display and sell
their work.
Proof #10: Art.cite, Inc. pulls
off amazing and mind-blowing
artists' fashion show Second Skin
at Dom Polski (October 93).
Sarah pays top dollar for hat
made out of toilet seat cover.
Proof
#11:
Windsor
Printmakers Forum moves to
luxurious new digs, allowing
them a larger gallery space, and
providing a home for Venus parties.
Proof #12: Finally, art on
University of Windsor campus
- six years of Lance arts section
policy redeemed: engineering
sculpture proves idea is catchy;
art.among.us finds use for campus lawns (vandals find use for
Rod Strickland's lawn ornaments).
Odette Building Atrium features risque photos and falling
businessmen; his and hers group
shows at Lebel tackle sexual
identity; his group show narrowly wins for best food at opening

Nancy Drew of Luxury Christ.

(sausages and chocolate-covered
strawberries);
Proof #13: Windsor Folk serves up full plates of high-fibre
local and other Canadian talent,
keeping the Birkenstock set out
of Ann Arbor pool balls; Sarah's
backstage pass for the Harbord
Trio means babysitting a very
cute five-month-old.
Proof #14: Classical music
deluge: Windsor Symphony better than ever thanks to our hero
Susan Haig.
Windsor Classic Chorale performs Orff s Carrmna Burana to
full house; U of W groups crank
out lots of good stuff; U of W
hosts With a Song in Her Heart, a
conference on women composers; experimental vocal group
The Spectrum Chorus established.
Proof #15: CAW Cultural
Committee brings folk singer and
labour hero Utah Phillips to
Local 444 Union Hall; Phillip5
renews lagging faith in the power
of funny stories to defeat corporate evil.
Proof #16: Lance artS section:
still the only place you can count
on for coverage of the arts that
really matter in Windsor.
I!

Book says CBC soft on commies
By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

Sins of Omission: Shaping the
News at CBC TV
Barry Cooper

University of Toronto Press
Media critics from the left and
right agree that televison news is
more an entertainment than an information service. What Cooper
sets out to do is "not simply label
the CBC as left-wing and antiAmerican" but "present evidence
- that's all."
Not much of a thesis for an undergrad term paper, let alone an
"indiconem of an entertainment

service." That's the problem with
this book: without a clear thesis
the author says what be likes
without having to prove it. He
bas a forum to attack, without a
framework to back up what be
implies but cannot prove: that
there is systemic bias in CBC
news coverage.
The book argues, not too
cogently, that the CBC is leftwing and anti-American; this is
illustrated through three case
studies: coverage of the collapsing Soviet Union, the ReaganGorbachev summits, and African
politics. The case studies offer
analysis of reporters words, and
each conclude with the same line:

the CBC is soft on commies.
What really makes this book
bad is the sins of omission of
which Cooper himself is guilty.
First, be ignores the question of
what a public broadcaster should
do. While be is highly critical of
the news coverage, be makes no
mention of what role public
broadcasting plays with competitive media in a democracy.
Second, be omits analysis of
coverage that could really test
anti-American bias - like free
trade and the Gulf War. Finally,
bis argument that CBC is 'soft'
on communism begs the question; bow 'hard' should the CBC
be on communism. or capitalism,

for that matter?
Maybe this book is fodder to
help Kieth Spicer 'kick butt' at
the CBC. More likely it's a
polemic against the criticisms of
mainstream media from the left
by the likes of Chomslcy, Bagdikian, and Lee, among others.
If this book tells us anything
about the CBC, it's that there is a
lack of understanding of what
public broadcasting is about.
Until a clear vision is articulated,
'evidence' from scholars like
Cooper will continue to be at best
useless, and at worst, miscontextualized attacks on an institution
that can be bettered by vision, not
ideological potshots.
II
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Vandals hit
artworks again
By Sarah Atkinson
Arts Editor

Photo courtesy of the artist.

Artist Christian Aldo Sfalcm (with muse Farrah) flanked by three works (left to right): Exploding Bicycle, The
Dreamer. and Love and Power.

Aesthetically assaulting
By Sarah Atkinson
Arts Editor

Christian Aldo Sfalcin is
taping 10gether a well-thumbed
book on sci-fi set designer H.R.
Geiger while he talks lo me about
the two large paintings propped
against the wall. The richly
coloured and densely symbolic
acrylic reliefs are among twelve
that will be part of Sfalcin's upcoming show Aesthetic Assault at
Common Ground Gallery in
early May.
His portfolio spans an energetic past - painung'> a1; well as
wall works, and avant-garde
fashion design. His work shows
an intuitive allentiveness to
phy~ical form; a number of
works hold an erotic context that
is sumptuous yet matter-of-fact.
Sfalcin is originally from
Windsor (and is currently living

here again). but spent four years
in Vancouver. where he did a
short stint at Emily Carr College
of Art and Design. Opting for the
extra-institutional approach. he
left after realizing it offered him
little as a developing artist
Says Sfalcin. "My work is
about personal conflicts and victories: it explores romance and
violence. good and evil."
He describes his work as neoclassical It's easy to read archetypal significance into the
work: they are figurative. and
depict relationships between
types of individuals. The Knockout. which depicts a boxing
match. is blatant and kinetically
expressive; Lo\'e and Power
shows a stately and bejewelled
Egyptian queen with a consort
The paint is thick. layered. and
the figures stand out in relief.
built up by the application of

fabric.
S falcin cites his influences:
Alma Tadema. Max Fisher,
Geiger. Picasso. and Gerard de la
Reine Marquis.
Another current project is a
low production video collaboration called Downrown Lightning
mimicking the 70s B movie
genre.
Local critic Bernard Helling
has commented about Sfalcin's
work: "The pieces are as curious
bits of spam that suck your brain
juices out and mow the lawn at
the same time. Very acrylic. very
dense. three dimensional, rich
and furry .. .like voles on speed ...
heavy nonsense for a city that
wallows in cyber-wank."
~
Aesthetic Assault opens or

Common Ground ( I 21 University
Ave. W.) with a reception on
Friday May 6.

Best whorehouse in Windsor
By Tanya Kuzmanovic
Arts Staff

Theatre Alive, Windsor's community theatre group. presents
The Best Lmle Whorelwuse ,n
Tex.as at the Capitol Theatre.
One of the features of the
production is a complex modular
set. which will be hybrid between
a Bob Evans restaurant and a
chicken ranch.
"It's one of the most ambitious
sets we've ever designed." says
Pat Lewis of Theatre Alive "It

was designed by Phil McLeod;
the parts will move back and
forth in order to depict the interior and exterior of the ranch."
Theatre Alive bas received lots
of community support in the
play's promotion. Paper and
posters have been donated by
local companies and during the
last two weeks of April. a gigantic chicken, along with ladies
from the farm, will be downtown
advertising the production.
The production is directed by
Brian Raisbeck. whose energy

and dedication has given much to
the Windsor cornmunily theatre
scene. The play revolves around
a town brothel called The Chicken Ranch.
With music perfonned Matrix,
boisterous characters. and risque
bedroom business. the play
promises a good time.
(!

Tickets are $15 and are available a1 the Capicol Theatre (121
University Ave. W) or by calling
Theatre Alive at 256-2240. The
play runs April 22-24 and April
29-May 1 at 8 pm.

Two of the artworks in the
Alumni Way outdoor sculpture
exhibit have been removed possibly pennanently as a
result of recent vandalism. h is
yet uncertain whether. or when,
the previously damaged Points
Desire. by Rod Strickland, and
Rein Treifell's Flyer 2 will be reinstalled on campus.
Art.among.us curator Carolyne
Rourke says that the vandalism
"cuts into the possibility of exhibiting sculpture on campus."
After Points Desire was
damaged the second time, Strickland, who, despite disappointment
with
the
lack
of

By John Teeter
Arts Staff

Cheap Trick & Headstones

California· s Roadhouse
Sunday March 27
To get the tedious part over
with first. Headslones opened the
evening. To speak some truth. I
had already beard their CD and
didn't like them al all. But I was
ready to let them surprise me.
They didn't. I have a problem
with their Cull-esque songs and
their attempts at punk. The singer
looks like a cross between Corey
Hart and Colin James (and with a
horrible Flock 'o Seagulls coif).
He seemed to be getting more out
of bis songs than I was. My suggestion: If you're going Lo be
punk... be punk. I admit they were
received relatively well by the
California's Rock crowd.
Now on to what started ten
years (or so) ago outside the London Gardens. I was raised on
Cheap Trick and KISS, those
being
my
older
brothers'
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understanding of public art. lO<lk
a humourous approach and installed a series of while crosses
where the sel of cemelll figures
bad slood. The LTosses disappeared almost immediately.
On the status of both works,
Rourke remarks, "The Alumni
Way is paying for the repair, but
there's not alot of money left
Students may nol see sculpture
on campus next year."
Flyer 2, a kinetic sculpture that
was installed on the lawn west of
the Law Building, sustained
damage to the plates and bolts
that attach the cast metal figure
to the base. Flyer 2 bad won the
public vote held by the Alumni
Way last year, which guaranteed
it a pennanent place on campus.(!

favourite bands. So when Cheap
Trick came to London. my
brothers went. Being too young
to attend, I sat with Mom and
Dad in the back of the red (with
the wood panels) station wagon
and listened to the whole conce11
longing for the day I would be
old enough ...
Well, last Sunday, at 21 years
of age, I fulfilled my dream.
From the opening Hello now
ladies and gentlemen to the closing It's the end of the show,
Cheap Trick delivered a melange
of old classics and new songs. A
class act through and through.
With the full original lineup of
Robin Zander, Rick Neilson, Bun
E. Carlos and Torn Peterson plus
a lot of grey hair and some Fabio
keyboard guy for backups, they
were in true Live at Budokahn
form. If you get a chance to see
Cheap Trick, do so. and pay
homage to American Pop Rock
in all its glory before all their hair
is gone. The show was easily the
best in Windsor in a long while. !

Make up to $2,000..$4,000+ per
month teaching basic
conversational English abroad.
Japan, Taiwan, and S. Korea.
Many employers provide room &
board + other benefits. No
teaching background or Asian

languages required. For more
information call:

(206)632-1146 ext.J4013
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Girls make noise in a world infested with boys
Ten Pounds of Ugly Fat

Sam Phillips

Carnal Interest

Martinis and Bikinis

Independent

Virgin

This five-piece girl band from an undisclosed small town in southwestem Ontario- the promo material gives a contact
in Learnington - seethes with an energy
that marries the spirit and harmonious
delicacy of Sweet Honey in the Rock with
the angry paranoid intensity of Public
Enemy.
Ten Pounds of Ugly Fat meld kinetic
debris with generous and melodic "what
the fuck" revehy in this refreshingly underproduced eight-song cassette release.
Longhaired Boys is a gutsy diatribe on
the frustrations of being unavailable for
erotic interludes with a guy who probably
isn't worth it anyway. Steel drum never
sounded so sinister.
In a similar (throbbing) vein, Being old
when he's young mixes the wierd and
ethereal vocals of member Srul with a hipnotic Parliament-type bass riff and cheesy
organ lines (one suspects sampling ...).
Singer/percussionist Marg belts it out
with significant vigour in Peg, a song that
speaks to any woman who was ever
harassed by an out-of-line male gym
teacher. Peg also features the release's
only really rauchy guitar solo, something
girl bands don't have enough of.
A rapt listen to the snakey Can I Polish
Your Flute reveals the opening phrase of
Prokofiev's Wind Quartet (you can read
the liner notes to confirm suspicions). I
guess these ghurls have a university
education. (Or at least a brother who goes
to the symphony.)
The release also includes a warped rendition of Stormy Weather, featuring a

When I heard Sam Phillips' Maninis
and Bikinis described as Beatle-esque,

Students Needed!
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Earn up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or LandToW' Companies. World Travel
(Hawaii. Mexico. the Caribbean.
etc.). Summer and Full-Tune
employment available. No exper.
necessary. For more -~ SK
information call:
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trumpet that soun like a dying cow.
A cover of Parliament's All Your
Goodies are Gone shows that it's possible
to reconcile the limitations of not knowing
some of your instruments very well with
the insistence of soulful necessity. Need
knows no law.
Despite the fact that these womyn could
use the steady band of a decent producer,
they do manage to convey the excitement
of incidental feminine empowerment over
the out-of-whack hissing of garagey taint.
According to the cassette credits, all of
the members are multi-instrumentalists all play various traditional and experimental percussion; they even switch
instruments from track to track. A Venn
diagram might be a simpler mode of accreditation.
The promo kit implies that Ten Pounds
of Ugly Fat will be touring locally soon,
so keep eyes peeled and high-heeled
workboots well-oiled.

- Tatyana Zadorozny

something inside me wanted to groan. Do
we really need more Beatle-esque music?
Nothing against the Liverpool lads, but
let's find some new colours on our musical palette, shall we? Well, that was before
I beard the album.
With its use of melody, sitar-inspired
guitar lines, occasional harpsichord and
string arrangements, and even a song
called Strawberry Road (near the fields of
the same name?), this could almost be a
tribute album to the Beatles sound. It even
includes a cover of John Lennon's Gimme

Some Truth.
But there's more offered here than a
perfunctory toast to the Pop Gods. Martinis and Bikinis is a dessert tray of rich
musical delights, and Phillips' voice is the
whipped cream that flows through it all sometimes evoking more whip than cream.
A refugee from the contemporary Christian music scene, her voice possesses a
quality that's hard to pin down: like
there's still just a smidgen of helium left
over from a balloon - and I mean it in a
good way.
Lyrically, Phillips has a knack for getting under your skin. In Same Changes, as
with many of the songs here, she traces the
steps we take in our embrace/avoidance
dance with the twin partners of love and
pain.
Sound-wise, the album is a knock-out.
Producer T-Bone Burnett puts out another
sterling effort (he recently produced

s~ruott-rr cEi'rraE
PJ-.J >\R1'1\J.\CY
Open This Summer
for your convenience
Basement, CAW Student Centre

C,.._ Efl'f)loyment s.....ic..

(206)634-0468 ext.C4013
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Counting Crows much-acclaimed August
and Everything After as well as Bruce
Cockburn's latest Dart to the Hean).
Circle of Fire stalks you like a panther,
punctuated by a frantic, raunchy guitar
that sounds like it could rip the flesh from
your bones. Fighting with Fire is driven
by a mind-tickling, split-channel, call-andresponse drum track.
As for Gimme Some Truth, only the
echoes of Phillips' vocal track are used,
with intriguing results.
Other stand-out tracks include When I
Fall, I Need Love, and Strawberry Road,
but these are just the ones that grab you on
the first listen. The others will eventually
worm their way into your brain.
So, is is Beatle-esque? Yes, it's brilliant.

-Jim Kelly
Lucy's Fur Coat

Jaundice
Relativity
When I found out these guys were from
San Diego, I wasn't surprised. You can
hear the 'California punk' on their first
full-length release.
I have to be honest: before hearing them
I was drawn to them because of their label.
Relativity bas put out many good bands
like Black Market Flowers and Overwhelming Colorfast.
Lucy's Fur Coat don't fall short either
- This is a great rawk album. What's
more to the point, in the ever-popular
realm of the three-piece band, LFC deliver
a twin guitar attack that is well-supported
by the raunchy vocals.
If punk be your flavour, then Jaundice
be your colour.

- John Teeter

~ ALON
Where we set the standards

Student discounts on Sundays
55 7 PELISSIER • OPEN 6 DAYS; 4 EVENINGS • 973-4977
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HARVEY'S

- Park along the river, Jogging, bike trail
- 5 minute walk from university
- furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
- fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
- captain's beds with storage drawers
- lounge with satellite & cable N
- exercise and games room
- private study rooms
- Beach volleyball court
- parking and laundry facilities
- $279 & $399 includ;l utilities
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Call 255-1697 or 254-4577. 1Oom-8pm

I Please present coupon before
Offer good only at 2380
I ordering.
Wyandotte St. W. location. Offer
expires April 25/94
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LANCER LOCKER

Without your love
and support I could
not have done this ...

Lance photo by Stephen Paniccia

The football team, with a focus on recruiting, hopes to improve on last years 3-4 record.

Looking back on the year in
Lancer athletics. most teams did
as well if not better than last
year. Here is a look at the past
year. notable memories of each
sport. and plans for each spon
next year.

both stepped down.
Taking over for Cirovsk.i is
Windsor native Fabio Marras. He
played collegiately at WisconsinMilwaukee. and has been the
head coach of the St. Clair College team for the past six years.
Former Lancer soccer standout
Mary Szaucsek will take over the
women· s position.

Football

Cross-Country

By David Gough
Sports Editor

The Lancer team finished 3-4
in 1993, which after two straight
1-6 re1:ords was nice to see improvement. A lot of starters will
be back. but there are a handful
that are debating on whether to
come back for a fifth year. The
decision of this handful to come
back or not could mean the difference between a playoff spot or
spending the post-season out of
luck for a fourth straight year.
My best 1994 Lancer football
memory
is watching
the
Homecoming game against York.
York bad lost 33 games in a row
and was determined to ruin
Windsor's
homecoming.
However, by the fourth quaner
Windsor was marching up and
down the field at will, scoring
touchdowns. and here I was a
Windsor fan feeling sorry for
York. because I knew bow it felt
to be on a losing side more often
than not. I could definitely empathize with York, however I felt
guilty because Windsor was on
the right side of a lopsided score.
Notables for the Lancers are
bead coach Jobn Musselman who
signed a contract extension for
the next two years and tight-end
Norm Casola was drafted this
spring by the Toronto Argonauts.

Soccer
Both the women's and men's
teams improved on 1992 sixth
place finishes. In 1993 the men
progressed up to first in the
OUAA west divsion in the
regular season. In the playoffs
the men lost in semi-final action
to a Western team who played
the game of their lives.
The women beat Guelpb for
the fourth and final playoff spot.
and hosted the OWIAA playoffs.
Both teams also searched for
coaches this spring, as men's
coach Vancbo Cirovski and
women's coach Gord Caldwell

Tbe cross-country team had its
most successful season ever.

The women's team placed
fourth at the OWIAA Championships. Michelle King was named
to the All-Conference team for
the second consecutive year.
The men· s team also finished
fourth provincially at the OUAA
Championships and this was
good enough to earn a wild-card
berth to the CIAU's. The men's
cross country team finished
fourth at the CIAU Championship. Paul Self was the first Lancer to ever be a cross-country
All-Canadian.

Volleyball
As with soccer, both head
coaches stepped down.
Marge Holman will leave temporanl y after 20 years at the
helm of the women· s volleyball
squad. The team does not have a
replacement. Also stepping down
were Jan Caverlan, Holman· s assistant for the past six years, and
men's coach Mike Palenchar.
Replacing Palencbar will be bis
assistant Huub Kemmerre. a
former member of Netherlands
national volleyball team.
The women had their best year
ever, finishing 13-1, and finishing first in the OWIAA west
division. The men finished tied
for fourth, yet due to a lie-breaking formula, finished out of the
playoffs. The men finished the
regular season 4-1 after a 0-7
start. They have a lot of talent
back next year.
My memory of the volleyball
season is over Christmas hearing
on the radio that the Lancers had
won the Ryerson tournament.
This wa,; a team that was last in
its division and seemed to finish
the year quietly, instead it
finished first in the tournament,
the turning point of the year.

Golf
The Lancers were 1993
OUAA golf champions. Bill
Seagris won the Len Shore
trophy as top individual golfer
for the second year in a row, and
Seagris and Steve Hanna were
named to OUAA all-star team.

Hockey
The Lancers finished out of the
OUAA playoffs for the first time
in years. They also played in the
toughest divsion in Canada.
Among the highlights was the
second team all-star honours for
goalie Steve Thorpe.
U of W had a women's club
hockey team. It had hoped to
gain varsity status by September
of 1994. but it will probably have
to wait for another year.

Swimming
Did you know that you can
watch swim meets underwater?
There are a couple of windows
underneath the pool at the St.
Denis Centre.
The swim team showed improvement under new coach John
Vadeika. The swim team sent
three swimmers to the CIAU
Championships
in
Victoria
(Tisha Stojkovic, Julie Paranosic,
and Steve Watson, with Watson
winning a CIAU bronze medal,
which was a Lancer first

Basketball
The men finished out of the
playoffs, and the women made
the playoffs based on the strength
of their second place finish in the
OWIAAwest.
OUAA and OWIAA all-stars
were Patrick Osborne, Dana McCullough, and Nancy Gyurscik.
The best memory of this year
in basketball was the game Jamie
Pepper scored 45 against Madonna. His morn was sitting ahead of
me and I thought it was kind of
neat that his morn kept all of his
statistics and she knew exactly
how many points he had.

Track and Field
In a nutshell, the men and
women won the OU AA and the
OWIAA Championships, while
the women won their third CIAU
Championship in a row, while
the men going for four in a row

·1'
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The women's basketball team
finished in second ahead of the
OWIAApack.

finished
second
behind
Manitoba.
If you have not gone to a track
and field meet in Windsor, I urge
you to go. Words cannot describe
the rush of adrenalin you get in
that fieldhouse as O'Brian Gibbons races down the stretch in
the 60 m. Ditto for watching
hurdle stars Chuck Canfield and
Tracy Higgs race. Another rush
of adrenalin is provided every
time Kelly Dinsmore triple jumps
over 13 m. It is something that is
definitely a Windsor experience.

Campus Ree
According to Campus Recreation
Coordinator
Sandra
Ondracka, "1994 was a very successful year for Campus Ree.".
Over 3 OOO students took pan in
intramurals, while 400 took pan
in fimess, and weight-training.
Clubs were also successful as
this was the first year for the
women's club hockey team. The
biggest club event was the kayaking club, which had over 50
people and more on waiting lists.
Overall about 33 percent of the
campus took pan in Campus
Recreation activities the past
year.
I!

Boyz to Men once wrote a
diny that went; ''it is so hard
to say good-bye to yesterday." Sad but true, I am
leaving, however not too far,
just two offices down in the
News department.
However, there are a few
people I would like to thank,
first of all Mark Crane for
not abolishing the sports section, Margaret Knight for
editing my spelling and
grammar, Martina Obersat
for helping me with production and layout, and for KJ
for teaching me everything I
know or don't remember.
There would be no sports
section without volunteer
writers, and these people did
a gn:al job covering Lancer
events and should not go unoticed; Tyler Delben, Rob D.
Way, Lorne Bell, Robin
Cooper, and anyone else
who came into my office and
volunteered their time. It
was much appreciated.
At the Athletic office I
would like to thank Mike
Havey and Jill Gengenbach,
and Jim Johnstone for their
faxing of information, press
releases and for answering
my questions.
At the Campus Recreation
office I send a large thank
you to Amanda Borysowtscb
and her team of volunteers
for all of their work and
great help. Amanda might
seem very busy at times and
always on the go but she
came through for Campus
Ree in the sports section.
Next year I look forward
to working with Teena Ward
(you go girl) our new Editorin-Chief and finding time in
my schedule to still make the
trek to St. Denis and try to
catch a game or a meet.
Its been a slice.

David Gough Sports
Editor emeritus 1993-94

Standings
Team............................. 9394
Football... ........................ 7 5
Golf ................................. 2 l
Men's soccer. .................. 6 l
Women's soccer ............ 6 4
Men's cross country ....... 2 4
Women's cross country .. 5 4
Hockey ............................ 5 4
Men's swimming .......... 11 11
Women's swimming..... 12 9
Men's volleyball ............. 5 5
Women's volleyball... ..... 5 1
Women's basketball ....... 4 2
Men· s basketball... .......... 7 7
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Don't believe the hype, Tigers in first
and figure their days are just
right around the comer with the
new three division fonnat.
With the likes of Will Clark,
Jose Canseco, and Juan Gonzalez, first-ever post-season play
for the Rangers is extremely likely.
The Rangers also will set up
shop in their spark.ling new
stadium in Arlington - and hope
to follow the Orioles success of
Camden Yards.

The American
League Central
By Tran Longmoore
Sports Staff

1. Chicago White Sox - The
Sox are too young and talented
not to run away in this division,
but they may be too young and
cocky to go any further in the
playoffs. Pitching wise, when ace
Jack McDowell isn't scrapping
with Pearl Jam, the Sox have the
best young bulls this side of Atlanta. And although the offense is
often maligned, Frank Thomas,
Robin Ventura (Batman &
Robin), Lance Johnson, Rock
Raines and Hackin' Julio Franco
will provide enough offense to
take the divisional crown. Toe
Sox should be more focused this
year as the cross-sport megastars
are gone. So too is George (Hong
Kong Fuey) Bell, who bas gone
borne to put together his cockfighting team.
2. Cleveland lndiam
Everyone's jumping on the
Cleveland bandwagon, but by
August, the wagon is going to
dump all passengers into Swamp
Erie. The Tribe's offense ranks
with any in the league, but
where's the pitching? Dennis
Martinez is the only healthy
quality starter and at his age, he
should no longer be the ace of a
staff. Toe new stadium should
spark some enthusiasm into the
team, but it can't possibly
counter having cronic whiners
Eddie Murray, Jack Morris, Albert Belle and Martinez in the
clubhouse. Cleveland in first, you
~till say'? You've eaten one too
many Fermi Fisbies, my friend.
3. Kama.'> City Royals - Toe
Royals are the opposite of the Indians. As always. the Royals
have plenty of jewels in their
pitching staff, led by ace Kevin
Appier (18 Wins, 2.56 ERA),
David Cone. Flash Gordon,
Hipolito Pichardo and reliever
Jeff Montgomery. But offensively, this speedy team is offensive.
Catcher Mike MacFarlane is the
only returning player that bit 20
home runs last year. Expect
fireworks from new left fielder
Vince Coleman, though they are
more likely to come in the parking lot then on the field.

4. Minnesota Twins - The
last time the Twins finished 7191 (1990) they won the World
Series the next year. Unfortunately for Twins fans, that's about the
only thing they have going for
them this year. On the mound,
the only bright spot is stopper
Rick Aguilera. But be won't have
very many leads to protect because the Twins' starters have
give up about five runs a game.
At the plate and on the field, the
Twins' stars are aging and it
shows. Kent Hrbek is now officially the AL's "tub of goo," and
Kirby Puckett is wider than he is
tall. Puckett, who made highlight
films by jumping over the centre
field wall to take away borne
runs, has been moved to Right
because be is too slow. No more
highlight films for Kirby, the
Rightfield wall in the Homerdome is 23 feet tall.
5. Milwaukee Brewers
This season will be a write off for
the Brew Crew. So bow can they
get fans to the ball park? Hmm.
How about a team with a real
Milwaukee flavour? Kent Hrbek,
Steve Balboni, Tom Brunansky,
Dave Kingman, Rob Deer, Pete
Vukovich, Teddy Higuera, Gary
Gaetti, Mike Lavalliere, Al Delvechbio, Laverne Difazzio and
her pops. Even if the fans didn't
show up, the players would make
enough trips to the concession
stands that the team would make
a profit. That's the idea, isn't it?

LOW

COST
SUMMER
STOUGE
We pay U-Haul
truck rental*

AAA
Stock'n lock
0 Self Storage

737·6812
(authorized U-Haul dealer)
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The American
League East
By David Gough
Sports Editor

1. Detroit Tigers - Don't
believe me? The Tigers will win
it all. For all of you Blue Jay fans
all I have to say is don't believe
the hype. Ditto to you Oriole
fans.
I have been a Tiger fan since
August 19, 1973 when I came out
of my mother's womb after 72
hours of labour. Call it a gut feeling, (and I have a big gut) but I
think this is the Tiger's year.
Lou Whitaker and Alan Trammell both are back at second base
and shortstop as they have been
ever since I was five years old.
Here I am graduating and they
are still there. There will be a
celebration on Michigan and
Trumbell in October.
2. Toronto Blue Jays - U of
W track star Kelly Dinsmore is a
big Blue Jay fan. Too bad she
will have to watch the Tigers in
the World Serious.
It was nice to see a Canadian
team have some success the past
couple of years, yet the
bandwagon jumpers will be leaping fast. So "Canada's Team"
made up of only one Canadian
will not be playing into October.
3. Baltimore Orioles If
you ever go to Baltimore make
sure to see Camden Yards, not

only is it a beautiful ball-park,
centerfield is where Babe Ruth's
childhood home stood.
The free-agent Rafael Palmeiro will help the O's. Also a
quick prediction: Cal Ripken will
get hurt and end his consecutive
game streak.
4. Boston Red Sox - Another
small intamate ball-park is Fenway with the 37 foot "Green
Monster". When I was a little
Gougher I was scared that the
Green Monster would fall over
and kill a shortstop. I know now
that it can't happen, but I still
worry about the left fielder.
Kingsville's pride and joy Paul
Quantrill is an important cog of
the Red Sox bullpen.
5. New York Yankees
Gotham, the Big apple, the city
that never sleeps, the city with
eight million stories and your
looking at one, Jerky.
Remember when Wade Boggs
was on Cheers, and Cliff and
Norm mistook him for someone
sent by Gary's Old Time Tavern
and they pantsed him. Man was
that wacky, just like this wacky
team.

The American
League West
By Tyler Delben
Sports Staff

1. Texas Rangers Toe
Rangers make a strong run at
their first divisional title last year,

2. Seattle Mariners In
their 17 year history, the words
"pennant contender" and "Seattle
Mariners" rarely have been used
in the same sentence. But thanks
to the restructured A.L. West,
this may be the year Seattle challenges for a division title.
For that to happen, the
Mariners must stay relatively
healthy, find a bona fide closer,
and allow Ken Griffey Jr. to continue maturing into one of the
leagues greatest players.
Now if only Seattle can hop on
the trend of building new
ballparks, and leave that downright depressing Kingdome for
good.
3. Oakland A's - After winning four division titles in five
years, the A's crashed to earth in
1993, and found themselves
gazing skyward at the rest of the
A.L. West.
Last place? The Oakland A's?
Yes, last place. The standings
never lie.
So the A's enter this season
with skepticism Rickey Henderson also returns co Oak.land with
some questions to answer. Can
the A' s return to their glory days.
That remains to be seen
4. California Angels - The
California Angels are hoping Bill
Bavasi can do what no previous
California general manager has
ever done before - guide the
Angels to a World Series title.
But performing this will prove
extremely difficult. The newlook Angels are young and restless, and are still a few years
away at making any kind of a
serious run.
To help the Angels from falling into prolonged losing streaks,
pitchers Mark Langston and
Chuck Finley will continue being
the leagues best one-two punch
left handed starters.
I!
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Hockey champs
crowned

Lorne's
top 10
By Lorne Bell

By Nathaniel Metron

Sports Staff

Men s
intramural
hockey
linised last 'vtonday with two exciting and entertammg finals.
The B division showcased the
fir'.'lt place Wazoos against the
second place 10 Iirtle Indians.
Both teams seemed pumped up
for the game and it showed with
end to end action. When the
buaer sounded to end the contest
lO little Indians bad outscored
the Wazoos 3-1.
The A division final witnessed
rwo teams making their first appearance in the championships:
Late Nite versus the Bastards.
The game was full of intensity
and determination. At the end of
regulation play, nothing bad been
decided, the score 2-2. A five
minute sudden-death overtime
was needed to determine the
champions. Late Nite scored with
less than two minutes left to win
the game.
Congratulations to both 10 little Indians and Late Nite on their
respective victories. Thanks also
10 all the other players and officials wbo participated in the
league. Hope to see you involved
with Campus Ree and hockey
again next year.

Top ten reasons how you
know the NHL playoff~ are
around the corner.

l\1en'sintramural
basketball
By Paul Gowan
The 1994 Men's Intramural
ba,ketball season came to a close
last f uesday with two fantastic
championsh1p matches.
Bun· s
Bar
and
Grill
(BBG/XPY), and New and Improved defeated 0.0.M.F.B.T by
a score of 50 to 39 in what was a

10.The Hartford Whalers
are re-newing their golf
memberships.

9. Maple Leaf coach Pat
Bums pre-ordered three
cases of donuts.
8. The CBC start running
dumb playoff commercials.
7. The Quebec Nordiques
players have already
booked their flights home.
6. Everyone is predicting
the New York Rangers to
finally win the Cup. (Yeah
right).

..
close scoring game up until the
final few minutes. New and
lmproved's tough defence, and
crisp passing led to a well
rounded offense that proved to be
too much for 0.0.M.F.B.T.. This
is New and Improved' s second
championship, as the majority of
the team consisted of last term's
champs Blind Fury.
Members of New and Improved include Mike Vernon,
Mike
Pagliabracci,
Trevor
Bouck, Pete Rino, Martin Daniel,
Dan Quist, and Steve Wade.
The Men's A final pitted
Buzz's, 9 and 1 on the year,
against undfeated Varsity Outfitter 10 and 0. Buzz's only loss of
the season came at the bands of

Varsity Outfitters, but the outcome of the final game would
prove different as Buzz's potent
offence and tight checking
defence outscored Varsity 57 to
44. Highlights of the game included Everton Shakespeare's
monster dunk over Shawn
Powell, along with the outside
shooting of Tyrone Elliot, and
the inside work of Buzz himself.
Members of the repeat champions, Buzz's include: Everton
Shakespeare, Rob Wolcocks,
Rawl Banton, Tyrone Elliot, Anthony Bennett, Derek Grynes,
Art Thompson, James Howieson,
and Buzz Matijevich.
I would like to extend my congratulations to both of the win-

~~
. ,. . Canadian Universities Travel Service Limited

If you want to go to
Europe this summer
but don't know
where to stan...
at the TRAVEL CUTS - EUROPEAN

INFORMATION SESSION
Ask Questions to our Experienced Staff about Pre-Depanure
lnfonnation and Actual European Products.

Where: University of Windsor
Room: To be Advised
When: Tuesday, April 12, 1994

ners, as well as the entire league
for an enjoyable and exciting
year of hoops.

Jazz
Would you like to see an Instructional Jazz Dance Club next
year as part of Campus Ree?
Meeting on Tuesday April 12 45pm in Conference room 1. For
more information or to get involved, please call Kathryn at
256-7865.

Free Fitness
Free fimess to beat exam stress
is offered Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday 11 :30 am-noon and
Tuesday and Thursday 6:307pm.

5. Don Cherry is stopping
production of Rock' em
Sock'em V, to get ready
for the playoffs.
4. Winnipeg and
Edmonton players are
seeing psychologists about
depression.
3. Gary Bettman is
dreaming about presenting
the Stanley Cup to an
American team.
2. The Miami Arena ice
surface is starting to melt.
1. Two words: No snow.

Get on the net

or else

By Mark Crane
Editor-in-Chief

AROUND CAMPUS

Have you found
a summer job
yet?

"Still
looking. I
had four
inteNiews
already. I am waiting for my
ranking from the Co-op office in
Engineering.·

Winnas Al-Sahli
Year II Civ. Engineering

"I'm still
looking. I
hope/
will know
that I have a job by May 1. As
soon as I'm done with exams I
want to start working.·

Tutush D. Woldermariam
Year II Env. Engineering

"I'm
losing
hope
day by day. I don't think I will
have a job here.·

Ramia El-Kadri
Year II Civ. Engineering

"It has
not been
going
great,
but I'm not giving up hope. If I
apply at enough places,
something will come up
eventually.·

Fanta Williams
Year II Political Science

By now everybody is sick of bearing about
the 'information superhighway', 'interactive
technology' and 'cyber-space'. But, there is
something behind all the buzzwords and
hoopla. Something exciting, fun, and believe
it or not, useful.
Even though most srudents use a computer
every day, whether at the libaray, to type an
essay on a roomate's machine, or even to do
simple banking, internet seems still to be a
mystery to most students. While there is a
vague notion of electronic mail linking stuffy
scholars, and thousands of bytes of information flying across the world, students have yet
to appropriate this tool for their own purposes.
This year the Lance, and several other student papers across the country gulped down
our fears and misconceptions, and sped onto
the information superhighway without looking back. The results have been startling, and
would amaze even the hashest skeptics.
Canadian University Press, a collective of
student papers to which the Lance belongs,
bas for some years operated a news exchange.
All papers in the collective would send stories
to the central bulletin board system, where
they would be edited, put into an electronic
file posted on the BBS, which papers could
then download. All you needed was a modem,
and some money to pay phone bills.
This year, several hackers in the collective
figured out that we could eliminate telephone
charges by distributing the news exchange
over internet. Most papers grumbled that they
were not sure of the technology, and a work-

\"""-

ing group was formed last fall to look at the
feac;ibility of getting all the CUP papers
logged on.
A few short months later, most of the 45
papers are logged on, listservers and gophers
have been set up, and communication among
papers has increased dramatically. And we're
Just getting started.
The Candian Federation of Students should
take note of this success. With support starting to dwindle, and much of the budget
devoted to communications, internet could
really breathe some life back into CFS.
Srudents in general also have much to gain
from logging on to the system. Do you have a
friend at Western you would like to talk to
often but can't afford the long-distance calls?
E-mail is free, and almosts as immediate as a

phone call. Paper going to be late? E-mail
your prof pleading for an extension - you
can even send a rough copy to show your
progress.
These are only a couple of the advantages
of the internet, and these advantages are
quickly turing into necessity. It won't be long
before employers will expect to see an e-mail
address on a resume, and that you'll be reading the paper (even the campus one) on-line
rather than on paper.
The first step, realy, is to go to your
Deparunent bead and ask for a userid, and go
into the Computer Centre and ask for some
help logging on.
Before you know it you'll be surfing like a
maniac and wondering "bow did I ever live
without it?"
~

Introducing _________________
... Explore!_
.-----..;:;;;;;,.._

By Ted Dodds
Special to the Lance

Computing Services is pleased
to introduce Explore. our new
Campus Wide Information Service. This article describes the
initial version of Explore. The
system will continue to grow and
evolve, subject only to the limits
of our imagination.

What is Explore?
Explore is an easy to use.
menu oriented system that
enables you to access a staggering array of information resources on campus, across the
country, and around the world.
Explore can help you navigate
your way through computer networks to locate information that
is relevant to your objectives in
research, teaching and service.
And besides that. it's fun!
Explore offers something for
everyone Faculty can interact
with colleagues and researchers
around the world through the
global internet. Services range
from electronic editions of The

Chronicle of Higher Education,
to satellite images direct from
NASA, to scholarly journals
published by universities. You
can put your course notes or
other important information for
students on Explore as a means
of augmenting the classroom experience.
The real challenge will be our
capacity to keep pace with the
sheer amount of growth in information access. Kind of a nice
problem to have.
Srudents can find ready access
to library materials, both here on
campus and beyond.
Soon, Campus information
providers, such as the Office of
the Registrar and Food Services,
will offer up to date information
on everything from exam
schedules and academic program
regulations, to what's for lunch at
the CAW Student Centre.

cal side may like to know that
Explore is based on a product
called "Gopher" which wa,;
developed by the University of
Minnesota several years ago.
Gopher allows a system designer
to create a series of ca-;cac.Jing
menus each containing a list of
options.
When you select an option,
say. "Today's Weather." the
Gopher system links you to a
computer somewhere on the internet where today's weather information is stored.

What Is The Role of
Information
Providers?

How Do I Get
Started?
There are many ways to begin
using Explore. It all depends on
what sort of computer you normally use and what type of network connection you have in
your office or at home.
If you already have a userid on
the SGI server, simply type the
word explore next time you log
on. From there, try accessing the
menu item labelled "What is a
CWIS'' (short for Campus Wide
Information Service). The Internet Services directory contains
information from "How to find
people on the Internet" to "Local
and national weather forecasts."
The "Faculty and Research Information" directory contains
links to numerous academic related Internet resources for many
disciplines as well as a connection to many scholarly societies
on the internet.
Students may access Explore

from computer labs in Computing Services. Engineering, and
Computer Science.
Like most computer systems
these days. Explore works best
with an Ethernet connection (that
is, a connection to the campus
backbone network). In fact. it's
safe to say that sooner rather than
later, an Ethernet connection will
become a requirement to access
upcoming new systems for administrative or academic work.
So while you can use your old
Gandalf modem, we strongly
recommend obtaining an Ethernet cmmection.
If you have quesnons about
Explore or bow to get an Ethernet connection, just call the HelpDesk at ext. 4440 or send
electronic
mail
to
HelpDesk@UWindsor.CA for more
information.

How Does Explore
Work?
Those interested in the techni-

Explore bas been designed to
enable faculty, students and staff
to become information providers
as well as information consumers.
The menu structure is topic
oriented and extendible so that if
you want to put course notes or
departmental information on the
system, Computing Services can
create a menu entry for that purpose.
Once you have the menu entry,
you can easily get your information into the system and update it
at your convenience.

How Will Explore
Evolve?
Every day, more and more information services (the vast
majority of which are available at
no cost) become available on the
Internet.
As new resources become
known, they can be added to
Explore's menu structure.
As more powerful technology
becomes accessible. such as hypertext, imaging and multimedia. new capabilities will be
added to the system. As we said
in the beginning. the only real
limit is our imagination.
I!

Ted Dodds is the Director of
Computing Services, at U of W.
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Nail & Aesthetics
421 Pelluler SL

977-7822

If your nails are not
becoming to YOU...

· Sprina Special!
•

:~~::i

a new set clacrylic nails for $30 (regularly $55)
fill ins for $25
free brow wax with bikini wax for $17 (regularly $25)
with valid student card

Make your busy day a healthy one . . .

Vegetarian Delight
offers fresh,
naturally-balanced
food.
All-you-can-eat
All Day
131 Park Street West

The Lance is accepting nominations for the position of

On•site National
Conference Committee Chair
(September-December, $40/week; tentative SEED grant for May 1)
Responsible for: organi~ing n_ational co_nferen~e o( student
newspapers in cooperation with Canadian Umvers1ty Press.

YOUTH LEADERS

WANTED
FOR A THREE MONTH DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
JOIN A TEAM OF INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEERS TO
LIVE AND WORK WITH COMMUNITIES IN COSTA RICA
18-25 YEARS OF AGE
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Nominations close Wednesday, April 13 at 5:00 pm.
An election forum will follow the close of nominations at 6:00 pm.

Voting: Thursday, April 14
noon and 4:00 pm, lance office; 7:00 pm and 9:00 pm, Grad House.
Phone votes wlll be accepted.
If interested see Mark Crane or Elaine Saunders in the lance office, basement, CAW Student Centre.

APRIL '.!2, 1994

CALL NO\V
(416) 971-9846

~

YOUTH CHALLENGE

